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FAIR SLOWS BROADWAy

N.Y.

Please, Mr. Rockefeller 1

AIR-PIC TIFF

itadio City Music Hall Is reported recently seeking a rebate
or adjustment of playing terms

PUZZLE TO

on a Selznick-Internatlonal

PALEY
Hollywood, April
heads

have

any

tions, matter was taken up with
John Hay Whitney personally.
Whitney's rejoinder to W. G.

Van Schmus,

It's all too confusing to me,
fllm

pic-

ture. After preliminary negotia.•

4.

K the

director ot the
said to have been:
the Rockefellers
ask the Whitneys to excuse them
from payment of their honest'
debts?'

Music

Hall,

'Since

when do

Is

grievance

against radio they certainly haven't
S9)d so In so many words. In one
breath they say radio Is doing a

great Job and then they turn around
end blame us for bad business at

ome

of their pictures.

bout?'
William

S. Paley,

WhatV it

CBS

all

FILM REALISM

LEGIT

Bl

HORT; Moiin^i No. of Refugees Besieging

SEE BOOM LATER
Expo Working in Reverse as
Theatre and Nitery Visitors Hold 0£F Coming to

Metropolis

—

Hollywood, April

4.

After

Playing bit parts in Metro's
Enemies' are three' old
who once drew big

friends

money

'

as directors.
They are George MeUord, E.

Mason Hopper and King Baggot

Months of Fair, but a
Bonanza Eventually

TO ENHANCE
STAGE PROD.

3 Friendly 'Enemies*

'6,000'

Till

Opening Film Houses
Expect Slump First 2

ANTI-SALOON

ACTORS CLIPPED

prexy, had

these comments to make on the state
of affairs beftween the two great entertainment industries, which have
been faking faces at each other- for

B way Stymied by Equity s Alien Rule

Letdown

in theatre attendance

on

LEAGUE BACK

about for
some leading attractions but not ap-

Broadway,

complained

plicable to

all,

AGAIN

which started even

prior to the peak date of Feb. 22
Borrowing the technique of the (Washington's Birthday), is believed
screen and the scope ot this medium traceable to fewer visitors to the
for application to the stage for the metropolis. It's figured that out-oftowners who usually come to New
first time, under patents that have
York, have postponed the trip imtil
been granted after years ot research the start of the World's Fair. This
by the inventor, a new form ot en- is now verified by the hotels.
Film theatre operators and mantertainment which may completely
agers also predict that the first two
revolutionize the legit drama, at the
months of the Fair scheduled to open
same time affecting films because ot AprU 30, will adversely affect busioppositional features, Is in' the proc- ness at the boxoffice, but the months
Wnt
ot July and August should range
ess of being bom.
Bobert Greathouse, who was as- anywhere from 25 to 60% better
normally.
sociated with D. W. Griffith for than for those months
drop is looked for with, the
years and in addition to film connections has also been in legit, in- spring opening ot the fair in the bewill crowd
Yorkers
lief
that
New
^We
cluding with the late Florenz ZiegWhalen's big show,
fleld, has been granted patents on an out to see Grover
(Continued on page 95)
original method ot synchronizing
the technique of the screen with that
Among other things, he
of legit
PRISONER'S
cohtblnation.'
brought the Shadowgraph to the
{Aside from assurances that Holly
Ziegfeld 'Follies' years ago, a means
Wood -would be a chief production by which characters or objects on Got Voke Back So Ex-Badio Singer
Wins Parole
cedter far many years to come and
page
47)
(Continued on

many months even though Paley
can't make out the significance or

that' television's

A

SONG

Imminence wiU be

St

determined by the experiments in
New York, Prexy Paley had litUe
othei:;,trade

comment

to offer.

He Kirsten

had been resting up in Arizona and
returns to New York this week.

Wmm FILMUSICAL
:

FROM DREISER'S BIOG

Hollywood, April 4.
Theodore Dreiser's biography, "My
Brpther Paul,* based on life of Paul
Dresser, composer of 'On the Banks
,

ofjthe Wabash,' may reach the screen
as a musical production. Book contalna aU of Dresser's dltUes,

and Lanritz

Are Having More

Fits

After two years of backstage feuding at the Metropolitan Opera, N. Y,
Kirsten FlagsUd and Laurltz Melchior have brought their tiffing into
the open and no longer take curtain caUs together at the end of performances.

Matter has caused con-

siderable discussion among audiences and led to rumors that the
soprano would not return to the
Met next season. However, both she
and Melchior have signed contracts

to° be back again.
Generally regarded as the Met's
Universal has a lively interest In
and contracts may be meal ticket because ot their draw
in Wagnerian operas, Miss Flagstad
and Melchior have been growing increasingly jealous of each other for
Caruefle'a Acoordtoo Concert
several seasons, according to other
Charles Magnante has arranged an members of the company. To preaU-accbrdlon concert to take place at vent either one stealing too much
Carnegie Hall, N. Y;, April 13.
audience attention, they had an
It will be built around a quartet agreemient that neither one would
which appears frequently on radio take a solo curtain call, either beprograms, consisting of Abe Gold- tween acts or at the conclusion of a
man, Jo(: Bivlano, Cene Von HaU- performance.
But now that's all
berg and Magnante.
over, too.
'

.

It^ possibilities

signed shortly.

'

'

Louis, April

4,

fesslonals, artL{ts of the stage and
screen, composers and playwrights.
They are appealing to all branches
of the amusement field for opportunity to obtain engagements of on*
form or -another. For the most part
there Is no bar to refugees, other
than the lack of positions.

But that does not apply to the legit
for which EquI^ has alien

stage,

limitations that are usually strictly
enforced^
The question of refuge*

players has been Informally considered, but Indications are that special
provisions or concessions will soon
be brought to the attention of
Equity's ruling body.
There Is
crystallzlng sentiment that some assistance should be worked out, de>
spite the unemployment problem In
the association's membership.

,

provocation. He said he was ready
to ta}k It over with the studio antagonists at any time but so tar had
T^fved no overtures for a sesh at
tUe Ironing board.
-Td really like to talk It over with
loine of them> to get a fresh viewpoint on what liarm we've done picture' -real or 'fancied,' saild Paley.
%o far I can't make heads or tails
of what they
us to do. If they
want' to pull tueir stars off the air,
well and goodr We^ll build our own
have been doing. I think
we'r; done a pretty good job of developing people for pictures so they
us as much as we owe them.
However, the two have been working. tog^Uier very harmoniously and
It Is :&nplausible to believe that they
would want to break up a winning

Show business faces a complex
problem of 'what to do about th*
moimtihg liumber of refugee pro«

Washington, April 4,
Old Man Prohibition—after more
than five years In the security of the
grave last week picked on the
brbadcasting Industry as first victim
of his proposed 'comeback.' Before
a senate Interstate Commerce Subcommittee Neville MUler, president
of
the National 'Association ot
Broadcasters, 'warned that a 'dangerous precedent' would be established
if the Johnson bill, requiring prohibition ot all, liquor advertising over
the radio, were passed. 'If one wellorganized minority can successfully
prohibit one form of advertising,' he
pointed out, 'other such groups will
l>e encouraged to do the same.'
Legislation drafted t>y Senator
Edwin C. Johnson, Democrat of Colorado, was endorsed by Federal Alcohol Administrator W. S. Alexander,
Philip Buck, F.A.A. general counsel,
and members ot the Antl-Saloon
League, W.C.T.U, and other uplift
organizations. A similar bill, which
would inflict penalties on newspaper and magazine advertising as well
as radio, was ignored while the NAB
and the dry leaders scuffled over

—

'

Several years ago when Raymond
Woods, a radio warbler of Joplin,
Mo., lost his voice and his means ot
livelihood, he obtained a gat and began a stickup career. He was nailed
and sentenced to five years in. the
Missouri State pen at Jefferson City. dlscrlminatoiy provisions ot the
While doing his' time he underwent measure.
treatment for his throat and was
cured. Several weeks ago his singing attracted attention from a Jeffer- Marshall Goldberg's
son City radio station and he was
Back to His First Love
given an opportunity to warble over

First Indication that the refuge*
situation was looming: in Importanc*

was a concession granted by Equity
a group of professlonalir forced
out of dictator countries, who will
appear on the Coast Appeal for permission to form a type of sharing
show, venture was made by William
to

Dieterle,
tor,

who

former German film direcis an ace on the Warner

lot

DleterlM Oronp
Dieterle, among whose successes
'Zola,r stated that he is providing all the funds necessary.. On*
stipulation is that the refugee actors
will receive not less than $40 minimum, the Equity requirement Th*
venture Is to be daissed as an alien
unit, for which there are special

was

(Continued on page 56)

EUROPEAN JHTERS
CRIMP LONDON LEGIT

liOndon, April 4.
The West End legit here is experiencing Its worst slump in years, even
exceeding the poor biz that accompanied the International crisis last
September.
The Associated Theatre Properties, operating seven houses, claim
that btz now Is the worst since th*
firm began functioning 14 years ago.
the ether.
Pittsburgh, AprU 4. .
Reason for the skid Is. said to b*
His former employer In Joplin
Now that football days are over not economic, as money Is plentiful,
heard Woods sing and started pro- for his son, Marshall Goldberg, all- but due rather to the present
chaotic
ceedings that resulted In Woods be- American halfback from University
state of the European situation.
ing paroled.
of Pittsburgh, Sol GoIdl>erg, former
exhibitor. Is making plans to reenter
the fllm biz. Goldberg here sold his

Pa

Redcoats Ride Kilocycles
Yorkton, Sask., April

4.

Fhrst use ot radio-equipped cars by
Royal Canadian Mounted Police is
skedded for this year. Short-wave
station to be set up at central point
in neighboring province of Manitoba.
Cars probably will operate out of
Yorkton.
At present mounties use radio only
In two dally newscasts from CKCK,
Reglna.

Elkins, W. 'Va., house to Manos interests late last summer, claiming
that he found it impossible to attend
to business and follow the Pitt team
around the country at the same time.

High-Tone Burley

Minneapolis, April

4.

Harry HIrsch, the Gayety's burley
impresario, who occasionally has
Younger Goldberg graduates from tossed grand opera, Shakespeare and
Pitt in June and may turn pro in other bits of serious drama Into his
fall, although he hasn't yet made up offerings, now Is planning to supplehis mind. Understood his father will ment the stripping and rougher stuff
go back into biz somewhere In West with Gilbert and Sullivan.
Virginia, although not in Elkins, his
He'll swing a different G-S eiptf

home town.

every week.

PICTURES

VARIETY

Wednesdaj, April

LY BILL PROPONENTS SPURN FILM
INDUSTRY'S VOLUNTARY REGUUTION

Other News of Interest to Films
Australian film tops form council
Hicks on foreign biz

Odeon-WB product
Quota hike vetoed

Yanks win point

Pettijohn Advocates Rbundtable Parleying, Myers. Goetz Party, with
(Allied) Doubts Results—Parade of Witnesses,

Now

Pic,

Washington, April 4.
to attempt
negotiation of a voluntary trade
practice agreement^ in conjunction
with public groups, was spurned at
the outset of today's (Tuesday) session of the Neely bill hearings, at
-which reform spokesmen renewed
their barrage of appeals for 'freedom of choice.' After Senator Wal.

'

lace E. White, Jr., the Maine Democrat expressed l>iewilderments how
legislation would remove cause of
complaints, Charles C. Pettijohn,
Hays spokesman, offered to call a
session of distributors, producers, exhibitors, and squawkers, and voiced
<!onfldence 'we can get an agreement
id put it on the table quick, if the
only object Is to have local choice.'
The industry is ready to withdraw
from blocks booking any films which
representative local groups dislike
and offer others at a fair price,' the

Hays

official said.

Ben Goetz, head of Metro's Britby Senator Smith, who said ish production, arrived from London
he does not want to take any step last week with Mrs. Goetz, Mr. and
which will retard development of Mrs. Sam Wood and Greer Garson,
American films and confessed he
co-star of 'Goodbye Mr. Chips,- print
shirked obligation last year by not
paying more attention to the pro- of which he brought with him. All
posal. After Pettijohn recalled sim- are now in Hollywood where Goetz
on Congressional will confer with Metro studio heads
legislation
ilar
schedule constantly since 1928, Smith on English productions for '39-40.
decreed full opportunity for both
He has nothing set on this prosides to teU their views, although
gram, but stories on 'busman's
Neely appealed to backers to limit Honeymoon,' "Ruined City,' remake
their testimony.
of 'Journey's End' and "National

Neely Charges Stalling
Via Flock o* Witnesses
"The proponents would delay actKn by putting on a lot of witNeely told colleagues. 'Nobody can logically contend the senate Is not thorou^Iy Informed oh
this question. There were only two

nesses.'

'

'ponents of the
it

year.

bill'

in 'the senate

For the proponents to

an under- consume time Is to waste time. If
was doubted by Abram F. those who were for it U.'' year have

Myers, chairman of Allied
As^qeiation board.

Staties

Havbig rejected

l^te$t distributor committee proposition, spokesman for the Indie Theatre Owners said, 'Intelligent right
of selection cannot be exercised unless goods are labeled,' Pix must
be identified before any acceptable
purchase plan is possible; Allied
has presented many suggestions to

major

distribs,

who always have

turned them down, Myers replied.
Commenting exhibs' no longer are

changed, their minds, they are not
going to be Influenced by hew testimony, I'll take my chances on being able to pass this bill without any
support from any witnesses; I merely want to get it on the calendar.'
To this. Hays organization strategist reminded Neely the industry
asked for and was denied hearing
Only one of the many
last year..
bills ever h&s been taken up at public
hearings and
committee
which listened to evidence shelved

in

—

Pecks of Georgia Fde Another
Trust Suit Against the Majors
FILM-RECORDED WILLS,

NEW FRENCH IDEA

ProVelvet' are in preparation.
ducer will 'also take up question of
Paris, March 27.
film laboratory, which
certain section of the French
to have been constructed last
year in cooperation with other legal profession is mulling the terms
for a law which would make it posAmerican producers..
sible to record wills with films instead of i>archments duly sworn and
subscribed to.
Although moveme'nt for the enactment of such a law has-ju^t gotten

an

En^h

A

was

British

GN Chiefs

Due

m N. Y. For

.

given advance Information about the
proposal.
"We have licked it
future output that formerly was the
before contracting for every time but once'—lait year when
available,
it was slipped through the commitnext season's supply.
Departing frequently from his pre- tee without warning and hustled
pared statement, Pettijohn opened through the se ate with less than a
full day's debate. It industry spokest' e industry's fight w.'th attack on
man cannot convince legislators of
proponents after Henry R. Atkinson
of Boston, representing Massachu- the dangers in 'the proposal,' 'well
setts Civil League, Boston chapter of take our medicine and fold up and
Motion Picture Research Council, go otit of business,' Hayser stated.
Idea of examining the biU thorand 29 "public, groups' had begged
to- 'community freedom' In selecting oughly was backed by- Senator Alben
Pt«dul!er- W. Barkley, Democratic leader, and
screen entertainment
distrlbutor spokesman noted Atkin- Senator Wallace E. Whit:, Jr., the
son "never made, sold or exhibited a Maine Democrat who made the only
picture nor did the pieople who vigorous argument 'agaihst it on the
floor last spring.
Barkley observed
wrote the bill.'
T know of no business in the world there have been many (Ranges In
that so many people think they can Senate roster since last hearings
run and want to run and, in my opin- were held in 1936 and commented
few members are likely to go back
ion, can't run,' Pettijohn quipped.
and read old hearings. New testiThree Improvements
The only three ways of improv- mony-taking la Imperative, in his
ing quality of films and insuring ex-,, estimation.
Agitation for abolition of basic dishibitlon of the picture communities
desires, Atkinson said,' are national tribution methods, is based on condicensorship, which is practically im- Uons from 1929 to' 193S, he said. At
possible and unsatisfactory; unoffi- present the Industry is 'an entirely
cial censorship at the source, which different business ^ith a different
is not dependable; and enactment of crop of pictures.' Grea^ improvement
the Neely bill which meahs 'Control —via production code authority and
over the screen from' close to home.' cooperation with religious and civic
The usual parade of spokesmen for groups— cited as reason wliy legislawomen's organizations boosted the tion is unnecessary under existing
Neely proposal. Including Massa- conditions.
chusetts Civic League, American
Moral Problem, It's
Home Economics Assn., American
Assn. of University

and WTCU.

Long

Women,
letters

YMCA

ttbm Dr.

of the Motion Picture Research^ C^oimcil, con-

tained
films'

admission
'Some notable
produced in recent
still turn out too

were

years, but .studios

many

roe, Ga., last

week

filed suit in

4.

Fed-

eral court here against nine motion
picture companies seeking an injunction to prevent alleged stifling of competition in the Milledgeville, Ga.,
area and asking an additional $14,440
hi damages. They ^arged "unlawful
restraint
forts to
show in

and monopoly'

in their ef-

-

.

Needed Product
Jeffrey

Bemerd and Maurice

^.

Wilson, Joint managing directors of
Grand National Films, Ltd., of

due to arrive in New York
tomorrow (Thursday), for conferences with E. W. Hammons, GN
president In view of reported linsettled GN- product conditions, thie

land, are

British distributors are anxious to
learn what product they can expect
.for the balance of this season.
It is not unlikely that Bemerd and
Wilson will ,se^ to- close other product deals while in this country to
make up the GN deficiencies. "While
Wilson is a rep of British financiers,
it Is understood the British GN did
not put up any coin ior Hammons'
American requirements, but went
along on a picture-to-picture proposition, which, called for payment on
receipt of prints in England.

U

15

About

&

tors
America,
remain
New
Federal Judge Edward A. Conger,
York to be in touch with developments «Iong the legislative front for in N. Y., has granted the application
about two weeks more. Final ses* by Eugene Levy, George Walsh,
sion of the directors' meeting was Netco Theatres Corp., Paramount,'
Century-Fox,' Joseph
Leev,
concluded Wednesday
after 2i0th
(29).
preliminary huddle earlier in the Big-U Film .Exchange, Inc., .RKO
Radio and United Artists to exsimine
week.
Haya now contemplates going to David and Philip Sherry, of Miller
& Sherry Enterprises, Inc., of Kingthe Coast about April 15.
.

'

FOX THEATRES REPORT

This is in
connection with a $226,000 Sherman
brought against them
by Orange County Theatres;
which charges they could not
get product for their Strand, Newburgh, N. Y.
A-dmllar application to examine
the Columbus Trust Co., of Niewburgh was denied.
The examination will concern the
ston, N. Y., before trial.

PAB SIGNS EOWABO'S PIC

Difficulties over distribution of
London, March 26.
WiUiam K. Howard's Indie .'Back
Jeffrey Bemerd and, Maurice J. Door to Heaven' having been setWilson will also line up Hollywood tled. Paramount will release the film
names for a string of films they in- on April 21,
tend to. produce shortly. Foremost
Howard Is now on the Coast aris Dr. A. J; Cronin's bestseller, The ranging a preview of the picture
Stars Look -Down,' which was orig- there.
hially bought by Max Schach, of
Capitol Films, then became the propN. Y. to L. A.
erty of Grafton Flhns, a subsidiary
Neil F. Agnew:
of CF. Leads will be played by MiBarney Balaban.
chael Redgrave and Margaret LockRobert Benchley.
wood, who returns from Hollywood,
Jack Benny.
with Carol Reed directing.
Joe Bemhard.
Then there is 'Newmarket Heath,'
Thomas V. Bodkin.
be m&de in color, in which
Helen Carew.
Merely a B.O. Proposish to
Frances Day may be starred. Film
Thomas Coley.
No moral problem Is involved in dealing with the life of Leslie
Joan Crawford.
the controversy, MPPDA attorney Stuart, the composer, is another, for
Greer Garson.
contended.
Selection of films is which Roland Young is sought for
Hank Garson.
'merely a boxofflce proposition' with the title role. Also skedded are ii
Robert M. Gillham.
exhibitors—who disagree about de- remake of Eric Von Stroheim's
Don
Goetz.
sirability of such leglslatioa .Noth'Alibi,' from the French, which StroMartin

WEISMAN

-

Hays

AIs* ProdacIng

'stupid, commonplace features'
which appeal to emotions of horror, ing in the bill will eradicate dual or heim is to direct and 'Return of
triple billing, but measure would de- Markover,' in which Will Hay will
tear and lust
Rush act of block-booking abolish- stroy the voluntary self-government star, with Billy Benet in support'
Latter is part of contract Just closed
ers was braked this week at outset which has lifted quality of cinema
with Hay for three pictures.
output in recent years.
of Senate hearings on the customa:^
With independent exhibitors on
Neely bill. Although sponsoFS clamored for speedy action. Interstate hand to support bill, Pettijohn said
only industry group favoring rental
Commerce Subcommittee, chairFILES FINAL
manned by Senator Ellison D. Smith, of pix separately are theatre owners
who 'want to buy retail at wholesale
Democrat, of South Carolina, intends
prices.' They are the sort who would
to afford foes ample chance to demtake the cream on the top of the botonstrate reason for apprehension and,
tle, leaving the milk for competitors,
expects advocates to point to prosMilton C. Welsman, receiver of
he stated.
pective benefits.
Denial that film producers- main- Fox Theatres, filed a final report on
Wrangle oyer proc lure featured
tain 'large and powerful lobby in the corporation's assets in. N. Y.
initial session Monday
,3) before
Washington' opened Pettijohn's at^ federal court yesterday (Tues.) and
large audience of reformers and paltack. Also scoffed at idea the indus- asked that the assets be turned over
pitating stenos waiting to ogle Rob- try
has barraged lawmakers with to Kenneth P. Steinreich and himert Montgomery. Charge of unfair propaganda,
but offered to flood com self as trustees, appointed by Judge
tactics last year wHen legislation mittee
with commtmicatlons from in- Martin T. Manton on Feb. 6.
sped through the upper chamber- divlduals who haven't scanned the
Among the assets listed
was fired by Charles C. Pettijohn, bill if members desire. Many advo- in cash. Claims totaling is $119,415
^8,400,000
general counsel of Motion Picture cates who have deluged .Congress were
disposed of by the court for
:
oducers and Exhibitors Ox Amer- with appeals for enactment are. mis $B,100,3{I0. The only
claims still imiL.>, with' Senator Matthew M. Neely,
led and do not understand true sltua
settled are those of William Fox for
West Virginia Democra/, complaining tion, he added.
$7,186,627 and Alfred K Fiegel, whose
enem'les want to talk legish^tlon to
Passage of legislation would be $248,047 claim was disaUowed by the
death.
playing Into hands of foreign rivals, court but who is appealing
General committee attitude was
(Continued on page 47)
The report ran 734 pages.

—

Atlanta, April

John W. Peck, Sr„ Mrs. Gertrude
Peck and John 'W. Peck, Jr., of Mon-

get first-class product to.
theatres in Eatonton and
Sparta, Ga.
Named as defendants are Paraunder way it already has many ad- mount RKO-Radlo, Vitagraph, Inc;
herents, especially following the re- United Artists, 20th Century-Fox,
port that a metal film container has Columbia, Universal and Republic.
been developed in the U.S. which
Peck, Sr., and Mrs. Peck early in
makes it possible to conserve films March filed suit for $285,000 damages
for tmllmlted periods.
in same court charging eight picture
Backers of the project point out companies with violation of CUayton
that such a process would have nu- Anti-Trust Act in distribution of
First,
they films.
merous advantages.
They claimed they were
pohit out, that Instead of the heirs forced' out of theatre biz in Sylaattending tite reading of n will they cauga, Ala., and Dublin, Ga., because
would attend the "showing' of a defendants (Par, RKO,. Metro, Vitawill.
graph, 20th-Fox, UA,
and Col)
conspired and agreed among themselves not to sell, lease or license to
them any first-class feature film,
Staying in N. Y.
This, they charged, followed building
of opposition houses in these two
April
Untfl
spots by Roy Martin, ,Georgia chain
operator. A. C. Bromberg, described
as a distributor for some of the fihn
Although this annual session and
companies, was also listed as a dequarterly dfarectors' meeting Is out
fendant in this suit
of the way. Will Hays, head of MoDistribution Picture Producers
Dlatrlba
Exam. Indie
of
will
in

No

Roy L}rman Wilbur, head

Page 13
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England
France on duals
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standing
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Bert Lytell's address.
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Page 26
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...Page 39
Metro-Robbins 2c disk ultimatum
.....fage 49
McClintic may make "I^ton' claim...

'Cliips'

on the Coast

Pro and Con. on Meiasure
Film producer proposal,

I939

5,

Gosch.
Stanton L. Grlflis.
Alfred Hitchcock.
Mann Holiner.

Laurence Irving.
Dorothy Lamour.
AI Lewis.
Doro Merande.
Jack Mills.
Gabriel Pascal
Roy Rowland.
Martha Scott
Nate B. Spingold.
William Wadsworth.

Sam Wood.
L. A. to
Jack Dolan.
Alice Faye.
Judy Garland.
Clifford Goldsmith.
Alan Hale.
Lillian Hellman.

James Hogan.
Joe Penner.
Vtoqent Price.
Irving Rapper.
Charles Ruggles.
Leon O. Turrou.

Y.

anti-truat suit

filed
Inc.,

.

•

'

(Continued on page 43)

SAILINGS
April 14 (London to New York)
Adolph Zukor (Queen Mary).
April 12 (Vancouver to Melbourne)
Alex Hanlon, Alex Gerber, Salici
Puppets, Ross and Edwards, Carr
Bros, and Betty, Bozo Snyder, Loretta Grey, Murray Green and Elsa
Lang, Jack Blckle, June and Trudell

Van (Niagara).
AprU 12( Paris

to New York) Jean
Sablon (Re de France).
April 7 (New York to London)
James Roosevelt (Queen Mary).
April 1 (New York to Paris)
Merle Oberon, Paul Draper, Jacques
Rubinstein, Robert Florey, Mr, and
Mrs; Sam Eckman, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Petry, Mr. and Mrs. Edmond
Johnstone,
Mercier-Gouin
Yvette
(Normandle).
April 1 (Los Angeles to Sydney)
Stanley Bros., Senator Murphy, Four
Franks, Carl and Leone, Mignon,
Sammy Cohen (Monterey).
April 1.:. (New York to London)
R. H. Bruce Lockhaft, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Tauber (Aquitania).
April 1 (London to New York),
George
Cohan, Marie Burke

M

(Queen Mary).

ARRIVALS
Gabriel Pascal, Greer Garson, Mr.
Max Factor, Mrs. Erno RaLucie Llllie, Sir Robert
Raymond Massey, Herbert
Wllcoxv John W. Hicks, Ben Goetz,

and Mrs.

pee, Mrs.
Peel, Mrs.

Jeffrey

Bemerd,

Mr., and
Bernstein.

Mrs.

Maurice

Sam Wood,

Wilson,
-

Henri

—
^ednesJaf, April
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2D TRADE PRAOICE DRAIT
PR SHOULD ADOPT CODEIj
(Formerlv Executive Seeretary of the

UA Atty.

[J{|||g

C Flinn

By Jolm

is to provide fair and just arbitration machinery for. setdisputes and controversies arising between distributor sellers
and exhibitor buyers. In finding a satisfactory solution the industry automatically removes a most serious internal deterrent to progress. Practical
dandling of questions involving trade relations will replace delayed, legalExhibition will be stabilized. Theatre operators, will feel
istic procedure.
encouraged to solidify their holdings and improve exhibition structure.
Eope of progress will dispel current uncertainties.

'^H'wood Diplomacy
for

—

in First

Hollywood, April 4.
Replacement of George Seitz

Ap-

Official

proval
Contains More
Detailed Proposals Than

That problem

tling trade

Draft—Some Ad-

by W. S., Van Dyke as director Of
'Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever*
is explained by Metro insiders as
a matter of diplomacy.

Close study of the revised draft governing trade practices and the arbia part of the instrument) results in the conhas been done by the respective distributor
and exhibitor negotiating .committees. There remain some minor additions
to\be worked out and clarified, but on the whole the draft marlcs a long
and firm step forward in trade relations.

By working from within, co-ordinating and ceihenting trade Interests,
which for years have held diverse and conflicting views on the conduct of
film affairs, the proponents of the plan have succeeeded In creating an
Instrument which. If not entirely perfect in everjr respect, is by far the
fairest and most Intelligently devised that has been offered since the termfair-practice code.
ination of the

.

NBA

In the four years which have elapsed since the NRA blue eagle 'flew out
window, the film Industry has been afflicted with numerous anti-trust
legislative attaclcs and threats, and civil actions^ In the absence of
any trade machinery to dispose of the simplest kinds of complaints and
Condifferences, the trade has followed the course of least resistance.
gressmen and the Department of Justice have t>een besieged with squawks
and hollers that never should have gotten outside a branch manager's
the

(ults,

office.

Blajor companies have been unwilling to sit down and discuss with
exhibitors mutual problems in the face of anti-trust laws and tha administration's policy towards monopolistic industries.

higlily successful with the
series, but Van Dyke is
a smoother diplomat.
It appears one of the cast has
grown so big that he has to be

Hardy

RETROACTIVE TO JAN.

1

handled with

A revised trade practices agreement, emlx>dying a basis for arbi-.
tration, was completed during the
past

week and

nine

exhibitor

Is

in the hands of

'WUTHERING' IN

of

major

for

The proposals

distributors,

excepting

United Artists, .contain several imadditional provisions than
were in the first draft
The procedure of the nine, exhib
bodies will be to turn over copies of
the trade practices pact to members
of their boards, with supplemental
consideration by exhibitors who are

hooked up with the various organizations.

9 Exhlb Groops Get Draft
The first draft was sent. to 10 orwhereas the revamped
proposals were sent to nine. These
include^ as before' the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and
Allied States Assn., national bodies;
of
and MPTO ofOCentucky,
'Virginia, ITO of Southern California
and Arizona, ITOA, New York; Theatre Owners Sc Mgrs. of Roclcy
Mountain Region and Allied Indeganizations,

MPTO

COURT FINALLY

OK'SRKOREORG

MIDDLE OFMH

of

ister

a greater responsibility
the industry problems.

The course

is clear.
as soon as possible.

The

Is

the proof of ability to self-admin-

Trade Practice Code should be

6 OF

Par Execs on Coast

Phns

Uneup

for 1939-40 for Paramount,
on which no advance plans are tentatively Bet, and decision on a sales
convention, wHl figure in discussions
the Coast studio in which Barney

effective

RADIO

HROS SIGNED BY RKO

WiH Set 193940 Fix
Lineap, Sales

LASm

made

Hollywood, April 4.
Six novices rounded up by Jesse
Lasky via his 'Gateway to Hollywood' radio contest, have been

U

signed
by BKO-Radio Pictures,
Finalists in the contest, Ralph BowL. Griflis, Neil man and Roweha Cook, are cast in
Gillham, all of
company's forthcoming film,
Jjhom leave tomorrow (Thurs.) or leads of
'Career,' and have been renamed
Friday for th.. wpct will flgnrg
and Alice Eden, per
Balaban-Griflis-Agnew trio will "Jolin Archei"
So by train, while Gillham flies from original stipulation.
Impetus given Ulent scouting by
New York to Kansas City for stopover to confer with Cliff Lewis, from the Lasky air show has resulted in
w»9 studio, who is there on 'Union a feverish search for new faces after
Pacific* campaign plans.
a long economy spell during which
Par may hold a national sales con- tests' were' eliminated and attempts
vention in New York, thus affording to secure iiew. players were at a
has made an
its sales forces
a chance to see the standstilL Studio now
World's Fair. It wUl probably be appropriation for talent scouts to
the end of May or early June.
dragnet the country.

t

Balaban^

Stanton

Agnew and Bob

in a contract with UnitedArtists for exclusive distribution of
all his pictures, which contract does
not expire until Sept 2, 1945. Iliis
company has lived up to the spirit
and letter of this contract and expects Mr. Goldwyn to do likewise for
the full balance of Its term. Any
attempt on his part to arrange for
distribution of his future pictures, in
violation of his contract will be most
seriously and vigorously resisted.'
Trade Practice Agreement
Murray Silverstone on Monday (3)
also attempted to clear up misinterpretation of United Artists' position on the trade practice Agreement

Switch In the New York 'premiere
Samuel Goldwyn's production,
Heights,'
from Radio

City Music Hall to the RivoU has
raised a bit of a row. According to

department and James A.

sales

Goldwyn's eastern reprehad to pull the picture away from the Hall because it
could not play on one of two promised dates, either April 13 or 20. Pic- just worked out He stated that disture now opens at the Rlvoll April tributors understood all along that
United Artists, because of the nature
14.
of its organization, with 11 individual
claims the Hall was willing to
producers now in the setup, each
play the picture on April 27 or May
dictating Its own selling policies and
4, which Goldwyn was unwilling to
trade prac^ces,' made It Impossible
do, inasmuch as its. advance selling
campaign 'had been predicated on for UA, as an entity, to become a'
party to any broad general agreethe 13th or 20th date.
Mulvey,

sentative, they

UA

Conv.,

L A., May

8-10

.

maining pictures .Goldwyn has In
work at the present time, the Helfetz
picture, 'Angels Making Music,' and
a Gary Cooper production. The Real
Glory,' the last two were sold to exhibitors on and as and if delivered

Tr*d* Mark Refl«tar*4

FOUNDED BT SIMB SII.VBHMAN

basis.
v.p.

James

who

WmUt

PDblifilMd
bf TABIETV, tat.
Bid (lllvarnian, PrasldenI
164 Weat 46tb Streat. Naw Tork CItr

Roosevelt
England

sails for

Friday (7), all signs point to a complete break between UA and Goldwyn, and the latter is casting about
for other possible distribution arrangements for next year. He also
stated that up to the time he left the

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

ForalgD..

lit

.. Ill
it Canir

SIngIa Coplaa

'

Coast,

any

no

UA

offers

IM

134

in

do 'The Shadow
» Mary Pickford will act as host to
delegates on their arrival in LA. on Creeps' when he returns from Europe, with Universal releasing
May 7.
'

INDEX

UA.

production.
will

No. 4

had been made by

caoaclty.
Boxall's new alignment tops 20
years-of-fllm-induslry expurlunue.

Lugosi

VoL

partners to buy out Gold-

wyn's stock interests

United Artists sales convention
Lugosi's British Pic
will be held in Los Angeles May 8-10
Bela Lugosi, dui in London, this
Every
at the Ambassador hotel.
home office and sales executive as week for a vacation, is set to appear
in
'Dark
partners
Eyes ot London,' British
well as all producers and
will attend.

'With exhibitors.

"The company Is highly individualistic,' he said, 'and the trade understands our position.' Nevertheless, many of the points covered in
the proposed trade pact actually have
been in operation since Inception ot
the company and today are still part
of the producers 'sales policy.'
Company's Fntnre
on when wanted.
Silverstone spoke of the strong
'Wuthering' may be the last pic- position United Artist has achieved
ture Goldwyn will deliver to UA. to date, mentioning the alignment ot
While distributors have sold this
(Continued on page 10)
production along, with the two re-

MGM

UA

ment

Music Hall management so far reto comment on reports it
would sue Goldwyn to enjoin picture from playing at the Rlvoll, or
that 'Wuthering Heights' was postponed because it had agreed to give
playing time assigned to it to Warnera" ^ark 'Victory,' on the assump,tlon Goldwyn would deliver it later
fuses

Roosevelt
also
revealed
that
United Artists is not a party to the
new standard trade practice agreement because UA I>oard of directors
had voted against joining the pact.
her.
Seems it proved virtually impossible
Judge -Bondy's approval brings
to reconcile all UA producers on a
the. RKO case nearer to final conconcerted stand.
clusion, but attorneys familiar with
the reorganization predict a long
Boxall as Eorda'g G.M.
wait before actual consummation. It
London, April 4.
is believed that Governmental inAlexander Korda has siTned Harvestigations may take place on the
old
Boxall
to assume general manlaws
anti-trust
charge of violation of
agership
of
Korda
Productions, Ltd'.
Alias
of
by having representatives
Deal was concluded by arrangement
on both the RKO and Paramount
with
British studios, for whom
boards.
Boxall had been acting in similar

.

.

'Wuthering

UA

.

company en-

his

tered

RIVOUROW

Goldwyn
Federal Judge William Bondy on
Monday (3) confirmed the BKO plan
of reorganization and approved the
board of directors.
The court tossed out the argument
submitted by Florence J. Sullivan,
attorney for James Young, who was
suing for $14,500 legal fees, on the
settlement of Young's claim against
She claimed violation of
RKO.
Amendment 5 of the constitution in
that the plan deprived her of rights
because it made no provision for
'

First step to

by making faces.
'Goldwyn and

portant

According' to
In a time of world economic uncertainty, at a moment when the film
industry, an American Institution, may be required to use the full force
of Its propaganda power in the interests of this country's position in international affairs—in such a time a strong, virile Industry must be estal>Ilshed and maintained.

new releasing deals it and when
he parts company with UA.
'Since the failure of Goldwyn's attempt to secure voting control by
having himself designated as sole
voting trustee under a voting trust
demanded by him,' said Schwartz,
'he has been sulking.
He reminds
us of a schoolboy who has been
chastised and who avenges 'himself
for

Icid gloves.

.

organizations

their consideration.

There never has been greater heed for some Industry agency to handle
dlq)utes in an understanding, prompt and fair manner. The very nature
of the film business in the daily transactions between exchanges and pendent Theatre Owners of Iowa &
theatres brings to the surface for constant adjustment new questions in- Nebraska. While the first draft' was
volving fundamental principles of operation. During the 16 months of sent to the West 'Virginia Mgrs.
NBA. supervision there w^re 2,431 individual complaints filed and examined Assn. and the Allied "Rieatres of
before local adjustment boards, of which 536 cases subsequently were Oregon, these organizations were not
passed upon by the review board Such figures show the need for a trade included in the new list of nine. A
practice .setup.
local exhib organization not getting
the first but on the list for the secFer the film industry to delay adoption of the new code on the theory ond draft la the Intermountabt The-'
that the Department of Justice might disagree with the program is to atres Assn. of Utah. No explanation
With a code is made for the switches.
Invite rather tlian evade further Government interference.
In operation, with fair and speedy administration and with overwhelming,
A letter from WilUam F. Rodgers
support from within the industry, the business is equipped to ask for and for the distributor committee accomWin public support In Its favor,
panied printed copies of the trade
(Continued on page 10)
IdMklng sound intra-lndustry relations, the Industry continues to b« the
easy mark for reformers, self-seekers, and weU-intentioned'but uninformed
elf-appolnted administrators.

Jeb of converting entertainment into boxoff ice - cash Is the work, of
trained showmen. In many respects the rules of general business do not
apply in the show, world. Therefore It is important the trade should
handle its' own problems in its own way. But they must be handled skilfully and honestly.

statement issued on Monday (3),
Charles C. Schwartz, counsel for UA,.
answered in no uncertain terms reports from Goldwyn spokesmen. that
'Goldwyn would not 'tte left at the
post' and that he was paving the way

Seitz has

been

ditions

.

tration setup (which is made
viction that an excellent job

United Artists intends to resist any
moves by Samuel Goldwyn not to
live up to obligations of his producing-distrlbuting contract which has'
until Sept 2, 1945, to run.
In a

Dept. of Justice Also Gets

Copy

Til '45

Up

Co. Emphasizes He's Tied

NRA Motion Picftire Code Authority)

^Ith release for. publication this week of the revised Trade Priactlce
Code, copies of which are In the hands of all distributors and officers of
exhibitor organizations that participated In the preilminary conferences,
the film industry has demonstrtited its abiUty. to work out harmoniously a
plan to solve its most difficult problem.

Chides Goldwyns 'Sulking';
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Revised Code s

HEARS THAT DEPT. OF JUSTICE

MAY RULE 306 STRKE CALL
—

-Atty.-General's Office Stepped In

If

Findings of

Strike Becalms

Are Upheld, Washington Would Or-

Illegality

der Strike Called

Off—Film

ILLEGAL

A

'Em

on the strike Is the
around exchanges concerning complaints from exhibi-

Execs' Capital Visit

sidelight

calm

tors, demands for adjustments,
In the van of any such ultimate
CHABTIEB
Sy
etc
report on the findings of a Fed- nationwide campaign by the lA, It is
"Things have never been so
eral inviestigation in New York into feared, may be a complete mobilizaquiet in that respect in years,'
the strike of Local 306, Moving Pic- tion of American Federation of Lathe boys report.
ture Machine Operators, following bor talent, more particularly lA
Greater
questioning of union officials, dis- members, in the film field in
tributors and theatre operators, was New York. The presumption is that
Fees
forwarded to Washington yesterday because of the use of persons in ex(Tues.). Probe Was hurriedly insti- changes who are not members of the
week to determine Film Exchange local, 51-B, a strikelast
tuted
Stockholder
In
would
consldr
condition
be
carbreaking
Whether the strike of operators,
Probable action, ifrying' with it a walkout of exchange ered to exist
Suit; Ellis
workers, was illegal and in violation taken, would be the picketing of theof anti-trust laws. Reports in film atres playing film coming from such
with
result
the operators
Federal
exchanges,
official
are that
circles
Granting awards in legal fees totalaccordance
with
in
and
stagehands,
exists.
violation
opinion is that
ing $191,865, N. Y. Supreme Court
The Norris-LaGuardia act was- union regulations, could not cross
taken into consideration for the pur- thie picket lines. When the operators Justice Louis A. Valien'.e on Monday
pose of determining whether wages picketed the exchanges this was the (3) decided the fees to be granted
take
extechnique
employed
to
the
the
in
were
concerned
and hours
attorneys prosecuting the stockholdGeneral opinion is they change workers put of the branches.
strike.
ers' action against Loew's, Inc., Its
weren't
Should the members of 51-B picket
Inuncdiate study and consideration the theatres, several unions would be officers and directors, 'which resulted
of the opinions resulting from the stopped by the picket lines. These in a return of $542,000 to liOew's by
Federal inquiry at N. Y. is expected would include, in addition to oper- the five principal directors.
froin the Department of Justice and ators and stagehands, the musicians
EmU K. EUis, who headed the list
may mean an end of the strike on (where employed), plus building sergrounds of illegality. Should the vice workers (porters,, cleaners, etc.) of attorneys, received $64,025; Abraham L. Pomerantz received $20,000;
Dept of Justice determine that vio< and engineers.
Nemerov received $28,500;
lation of the anti-trust laws exist, the
Lab workers. Local 702; Studio Me- Pollock
procedure would be to forward a chanics, Local 54, and the (Camera- Bijur &. Hertz receWe-J $17,079;
Garey received $11,886;
formal request to the imions to re- men's Union, Local 644, if not in- Garey

BOT

A

$191,865 U^al

Loew

$64,025

.

&

&

turn their men to work at once.
Failure to heed any such request, in
that event, would no doubt result in
a Federal order to compel it, but
whether or not any delays, pending

volved through, picket 1Ip»s, might
vote to go out in sympathy, the old
method, employed in union strikes
involving a brother craft Locals 54
and 644 are both in the newsreel
action by Washington, might result plants, however.
in continuance of the strike, cannot
Par News a Target

be

said.

Report of the N. Y. findings, arrived at after only a few days of examination of principals involved,
may be made public from Washington this week.
Investigation in New York was
undertaken' by Federal Attorney
McGovern there, together with
Berkley W. Henderson, who' is spe-

L Milvy received $6,000;
Maurice Rose received $7,000; MenMUtott

den & Mann received $7,375, and
Bernard J, Reis, accountant, was
awarded $30,000. No decision has
been reached yet on an appeal.
.

8,
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New Provisions

Revised code of trade practices, which 'was forwarded by distributors to
exhibitor associations this week, contains some Important provisions which
have been added since the first draft was submitted last November. Cur>
rent document which bears the date of March 30 is the second authentic
presentation of distributor projppsals.

Memorandum is divided into 16 different headings, with .the Important
additional prospectus of the creation and working operation of arbitration
machinery; In all, the code requires 17 pages of printed matter.
In the preamble it is stated that the signatories to the code, being distributors, exhibitors and organized groups of exhibitors of motion pictures,
severally bind themselves to the observance of the principles, policies
and. practice's set forth' in the draft
Following are the salient points In the code:.1. Exclusion privilege. After reaffirming the schedule of cancellations,
of feature 'films as previously outlined (20% of. films licensed tor less than
$100 each; 15% when the average is $100 to $250, and 10% for all averages
in excess of ^iSO) the code thereafter sets forth the manner of determining
the specific number of features that may be cancelled when fractions of
numbers occur. It also is explained the manner in which previous season
prices shall be averaged when an exhibitor is playing part or all of his
films on percentage of the boxoff ice receipts.
Western pictures, reissues and foreign language films produced outside
the United iStates and imported for exhibition in this country are excluded from the cancellation privileges.
Method by which an exhibitor may exercise his exclusion privileges
(cancellation) are subject to specific terms and conditions, as follows:
'(a) a first run exhibitor shall give the distributor written notice
with respect to each feature he elects to' exclude within 14 days
after the mailing by distributor of the first notice of availability
thereof; any other exhibitor shall give such notice within 14 days
after the close of the first exhibition of such feature in the city or
town, in which his theatre is located or the mailing of the notice
of availability thereot whldhever is later, provided that if such
feature is not exhibited on a prior, run in such city or town and
notice of availability shall have been previously mailed to such
exhibitor, the distributor shall mail to such' exhibitor a new notice
of availability thereof and notice of exhibitor's election to exclude
such feature shall be given within 14 days after the mailing of
such new notice;
'(b) the exhibitor shall not, at the time of giving such written
notice, be in material default under the license agreement;
'(c) exclusions shall be made proportionately among the several
price brackets provided for in the license agreement; but any number of exclusions to which an exhibitor is entitled may be made
from the lowest price' bracket;
'(d) if any exhibitor, having the right to do so, fails to exclude
one qr more features from higher brackels, he shall, for each such
feature, have the right to exclude one feature from the lowest
bracket; provided, bowever, that if at the time there are no unplayed available features in the lowest bracket, be may exclude a
feature from the next lowest bracket
'Upon the exclusion of any feature under this Section (1), the
license therefor shall terminate and all rights thereto shall revert
to the distributor and such exclusion shall be charged against the
.

.

.

.

The suing stockholders technically
The Lab Workers, singling out can receive nothing for their efforts
Paramount News last Thursday (30), exc^t a share in the dividends on
the
balance of the $542,000 after the
refused to cross a picket line thrown

number of exclusions

to

which the exhibitor may be

entitled,
whether or not a new license agreement for the exhibition of such
attorneys' fees are deducted. The
feature is subsequently entered into by such exhibitor.
difference will be added to the
'All disputes growing out of the exercise or attempted exercise
treasury
of
the
corporation'
at
theington by Thurman Arnold, they
by an exhibitor of the exclusion privilege provided for in this
dividend deSection (1) shall be subject to arbl&ation.'
were back servicing Par within 24 end of the year and
hours. Expedient was withdrawal of clared thereon.
In addition to the above exclusion privileges the exhibitor is given the
306 operators from in front of the
Loew's board of directors is sched- further right of cancellation of any feature *which may be locally ofPar
newsreel
and
lab
over
near
the
uled to meet today (Wednesday) fensive on moral, religious or racial grounds' provided he stiall give the
cial assistant to Attorney-General
Frank Murphy In N. Y., and. Joseph Hudson river. Other labs have not with action on the preferred divi- distributor wriUen notice within 14 days after th^ conclusion of the first
been molested, largest (Consolidated) dend the principal piece of business. run exhibition 'date of the feature in the exchange territory.
E. BriB, assistant attorney-general atTrade Annenncement It is provided that each distributor shall
2.
tached to the anti-trust division in being in New Jersey, and so far Probable that common diwy action
there has been do difficulty in get- will not be taken until the next ses- make a trade announcement at or prior to the beginning of each of it*
Washington. This investigation was
ting prints through, including for sion in May. Common dividend
of seasons (Sept 1) containing such information as it may be practicable to
completed
following
questioning
major distribs, newsreels and trailer SO: already has been paid this year. announce at that time with respect to the number of films to be released.
lilonday (3) of former Judge Matcompanies. National Screen, largest
Poblic Demand for Exeeptlbnal Feature. This is one of the intricate
3.
thew M.' Levy, special counsel for
of the trailer outfits, does not employ
provisions of the proposed code and deals with the licensing of a' smaller
Local 30S.
union exchange workers, and mails
number of films than the distributor's entire season's output It is the
Federal steps followed visit to
much of its film rather than ship it
U. S.
intention to provide for licensing of outstanding popular product without
Washington last week of Nicholas M.
Warner Bros, and 20th-Fox are the
compelling
the purchase of more additional films than the exhibitor Ik
Schenck,
president
of
Loew's; largest
printers of film in the east,
capable of absorbing because of previous commitments with other comIR»
George J. Schaefer,
president, while
some companies, such as
panies. The provision concludes:
and Col. William J. Donovan, counMetro, have most of their lab work
exhibitor
who has been a customer of a distributor and
'An
sel for Irving Trust, receivers in .the
Herbert Wilcox, of Imperadio Prodone on the Coast. It is agreed in
who has refused to contract for such distributor's features for the
77-B reorganization.
major circles that If lab problems ductions, arrived from London last
situation involved shall have no right to attempt to use this ArWith Intervention of Federal au- should
develop apart from any gen- week on a quick trip to New York
tide to compel such distributor to license to him from time to time
4thorities. State Mediation Board pareral walkout in theatres or else- to make arrangements for production
its outstanding features.
ticicction,
Washinston cognizance, where, all printing
'Any' dispute as to whether such requested feature Is an "Exx
could be quickly of his first Imperadio picture, star'
ability of film e::changes to keep film
ceptional Feature" as above described or as to the number of fearing Anna Neagle, based on the life
ordered from the Coast
rolling and a .general strong stand by
tures which can reasonably be exhibited by exhibitor in such situAlthough some exhibitor accounts of nurse Edith Cavell.
Michael
the distributors adding up as factors
ation or as to whether exhibitor is so attempting to use this Article,
have been picking up film personally Hogan, English scenarist arrived
shall be submitted to arbitration by exhibitor within 14. days after
that iccy incline the unions toward
and as early as possible for protec- with Wilcox.
the refusal by distributor to license to exhibitor the number of
a compromise of the strike against tion,
using their own cars or cabs for
features requested by the exhibitor.'
Imperadio will do four pictures
distribs, the outlook is equally as
transportation, delivery service has annually,
Preferred Playing Time. This section treats of designation of play4.
and Wilcox splitting
strong that the lATSE might carry
not been seriously menaced. Only the financing. Second
picture this dates, one of the most debated subjects of the conferences. Specifically,
Its strilre ccmpaign fcr afield if not
one service, Horlacher Film Deliv- year wUl be "Lord
Kitchener," for the distributor shall not designate any play-date for any flat rental films,
stopped by the government Against
ery, is refusing to cross picket lines. which Wilcox
will also try to line but shall have the right to designate perferred playing time for percentage
a S^ess that tha unions might backAlthough film salesmen, bookers, up several
people while here. bookings under the following terms and conditions:
traclc the russs in film circles is also
cashiers and others in the exchanges Miss Neagle
If a distributor shall exercise the right to designate features for
is coming from Engthat they 'have a tiser by the tail
are developing blisters by doubling land around
preferred playing time which it may have under a license agreeMay 1. He returns to
and can'l let go now.'
jinto 'backroom' duties, film is being London
ment with respect to. any feature licensed solely on a percentage
the end of this week.
Aside from what develops In the
moved satisfactorily. In spite 'of the
basis, which is. claimed by exhibitor to be unsuitable for such
direction of medlstibn by state agenplaying
time and if exhibitor shall give distributor written notice
difficulties
and the overtime incies in meetings under the superof bis objections thereto and the reasons therefor within seven
dulged, in none of the branches has
vision of Jules J. Freund, and as a
days after the mailing of notice of such designation in case of a
there been a missout
Shows are
Sbidio Contracts
result of the investii^atlon ordered by
first run in a city in which an exchange is located or in any other,
being gotten out earlier than normal
the U. S. Attorney General's office,
case within seven days after the dose of its first exhibition in the
in many cases, as a matter of fact
exchange City from which exhibitor is served or the mailing of
the second week of the. union offendue to uncertainties, and exhibitors
the notice of designation, whichever is later, the question of such
Hollywood, April 4.
sive remains a threatening matter
are picking up their shows as much
suitability shall be determined by agreement between distributor
and has virtually all branches of optenewed
Lee
Tracy's
pact
as four and five days in advance.
and exhibitor or, lacking such agreement' by arbitration. Unless
eration in a jumny state. "This condiNew film coming in is being re- for two more pictures.
distributor rejects the claim of exhibitor by mailing notice to extion of tiMsity prevails not only
Jack Mulhall inked ticket at
hibitor within Seven days after the mailing by exhibitor of such
among film people, but also in union mounted and prepared for use with- Metro.
notice of objections as above provided, distributor shall be deemed
out any serious hitches. Flm salescircles, with the next steps in both
have withdrawn such designation. Should distributor, however,
to
men
and
others jumping In to handle
Irma
Wilson's
player
option
camps something to anticipate dureject such claim, exhibitor shall commence arbitration proceedthis and' other backroom work are picked up by 20th-Fox.
biously on an hourly basis.
ings to determine the dispute within seven days after the mailing
Warners renewed Jo Graham's
The greatest apprehension felt, in being put up in nearby downtown
of such notice of rejection.
hotels provided by the distributors. ticket as dialog
If the feature is determined, by agreement or arbitration, to
the event the present strike isn't
director.
They are also being paid for the
be unsuitable for the designated preferred playing time, or the
curbed by Federal or other authorColumbia signed Ed Kelso, writer.
overtime they work.
designation thereof be deemed withdrawn as above t>roviaed, disity, concerns the possibility
of a
Alan Hale Inked a Warner contributor may, at its option, either (a) designate the feature to be
Inspection Again
widespread walkout not only in the
tract
exhibited
upon the same license terms on other days of the week
New York zone, but nationally. It is
While last week all exchanges
or (b) then or thereafter substitute another feature to be exhibited
Republic handed player ticket to
contended in some circles that the were not undert^ing inspection of
on preferred playing time upon the terms designated for the fealATSE ambitions for unionization is film, except to open cans returning June Storey.
ture objected to; in the latter case the license fee for the feature
Paramount handed actbr deal to
nationwide and entails not only the from playdates to see if the film
originally designated shall be such as may be designated by the
•-bootts- and— stage- of theatres, but looked in-condition' from- casual- In- Albert. Dekkei,. _.:
sUstribUtor y^ithin its right under the license agreement'
_.
everyone employed in them, from vestigation, on Monday (3) ParSome Run AvaiOablc^TEIs clause provides ifrbltntion machinery- to
5.
Michael Curtiz renewed as direcceiling to cellar.
amount and 20th-Fox began to in- tor at Warners.
settle differences between distributors and exhibitors of subsequent runs
seeks
Moves that have not gained appre- spect and rewind film itselt PendPerc Westmore signed again as when the distributor already has licensed product to a first run and
ciable headway in the imlonization ing this action, inspection had been
head of Warners makeup department to protect first run film rental revenue by Exclusive contracts.
of 'everyone from house managers left to accounts, with film also picked
Befolar Customer. As this division treats with independently op6.
Warners re-inked Olivia de Havil- erated theatres id' competition with- circuit owned houses, it is given in
_ialcJharwomen were instituted two up by one exhibitor from another
land.
years
ago.
Assistant
managers, without a trip back to the exchange.
,
full:
20 th-Fnx lifted player options of
-treasurers, cashiers, ticket takers,
Help, mostly persons who. had -for-meet objections of certain exhibitors to so-called "selling
doormen, ushers, porters, advertising merly worked for the exchanges as Beulah Bondl and Arleen Wbelaa ^
away to a circuit" a distributor will not refuse to license its features to its regular customer who is not a "circuit customer," in
men, cleaners and others are includ- In^jectors and rewlnders, was put on
Noel Langley signed to one-year
competitive
them,
license
for
the
in
order
to
same
run
the
same
ed Id this category.
(Contlnu«d-on-page 17)
writer pact at Metro.
-

in front of that plant but, after, offiwere summoned to Wash-
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PK MOVE FOR LABOR
Terms of Bask Film Royalty Facte

Par Calls

sale
royalty contract, applying to the
plays at the
of film rights to stage

Mine time of the deal for the legit
production, wlU be released late this
week by the Dramatists Giilld. ConUact covers the third of the three
waj's of selling the screen rights to
Other methods are (1) the
plays

outright sale after legit production,
and (2) a royalty deal after the

production.
$25,000
of
advance
Minimiun
against royalties Is provided in the
new contract. Such royalties are
subject to Guild approval and must
be based on the film's gross reIn such a deal, if the stage
ceipts.
play is not produced in accordance
with the contract, the screen rights
legit

revert to the author and^e has the
option of repaying a portion of the
advance to the film company.

nm

of the
It is stipulated that the
production may not be terminated unfess proof is furnished the
Guild that continued operation would
involve a loss to the manager or is
Impossible for some other reason.
If the producer Insists on closing the
show the author may take over
operation. In case the film company
goes bankrupt or fails to release the
picture within two years, all its
rights to the play revert to the
No film purchaser may
author.
transfer the rights to another company not signatory to the new minilegit

'

mum

basic contract.

The film producer must furnish
complete, itemized accounts and permit the author or the Guild's
negotiator access to its books for inspection or audit and must bear the
expense of proof if the accounts are
The author's share of
questioned.
the gross must be held In trust for
him, segregated from the film company's other funds.
Contract, which runs until Jan. 1
1940, provides for arbitration of disputes or conflicting, claims and per-

mits waivers or modifications by the
Guild council It special circumstances warrant

Although provision for the mini
contract was con

mum basic royalty

tained In the Guild's two-year-old
minimum basic legit production contract, no actual document had ever
been drawn' up until the deal was
consummated for the production and
film sale of Philip Barry's The
Philadelphia Story.' Contracts with
the Theatre Guild for the legit pro
duction and with Katharine Hep
burn for the screen rights were
signed simultaneously. It is the only
deal for film rights consummated at
the same time as the legit produc
tion contract.

RIPLEY'S FILM FIRES,

BUT HE CURBS PANIC
Battle Creek, Mich., April

Fire

destroyed

several

4.

hundred

feet of Robert L. Ripley's 'Believe-

It-Or-Not' cartoons here last week
and periled about 2,000 persons
present in Kellogg auditorium to
hear Ripley's lecture.

Films were being projected, ap
parently from a faulty set, when the
machine burst into flames and shot
Are 10 feet high. Spectators nearly
panicked rushing to exits, but RiP'
ley finally calmed them and re
aumed his lecture after 15 minutes'
delay.

Crosby, Hope,

Lamoor

How

So Unlike

Calif.

Hollywood, April 4.
Held up by fog for nine d&ys, Republic finally found enough California sun to finish two westerns.
William Berke washed up "Three
Texas Stieers' at the Corrigan Ranch
and B. Reeves Eason completed the
Gene Autry starrer. Blue Montana
Sky,' at Agoura Ranch. Delays, cost
several thousand dollars.

UMM

Own

Financing

Deals with Crafts Aim at
Minimum Six-Hour Work
Call for 12,000 lA Mem-

bers— Up ped

—

Cabot,

Ames' Tax

Tele's

Calling in of an additional $2,500,-

Bites

000 worth of bonds in the past

week

by Paramount means that Par now
has taken approximately $7,500,000
All but one-.thlrd of a $1,535 income tax bite against Bruce Cabot \yorth of liens from the market sine*

Washington, April

4.

Scales in and

Many Groups Scribes
Weigh Coubter-Proposal

Adrienne Ames, film stars, the first Of the year. Bank loans
dropped last week by the Board of have covered part of the obligations
Tax Appeals.
called, thereby saving 2-3'A% interDelinquency penalty of $512 against
annually on the total amiount; A
Cabot was upheld. Levies were on est

was taken cars
from the company funds outright
moves to take cars
of outstanding bond obligations are
part of Par's program to strengthen
portion of- the total

1934 income.

EXTRAS PURGE

of

All of recent

Dorothy Lamonr's

Hollywood, April 4.
Drive by the' producers to end
Police Detail; Rec'd
long siege of studio labor strife has
resulted in tentative deal with 900
Extortion letters
editors, contract with Screen DirecSuspended
with
Year-and-Day
tors Guild, partial agreement
American Society of CinematoDorothy Lamour is being put on
with
and understanding
the train today (Wed.) by detectives
Changing his plea from 'not graphers,
technical workers that is expected following receipt Monday (3) at the
guilty' on the smuggling charge
to result in adoption of six-hour Paramount, N. Y., where she has
against him, Jack Benny yesterday
work calL Present mini- completed two weeks of personal apFederal minimum

Jack Benny Changes

its financial position.
Allen B. Dumont Laboratories registration of two classes of stock with

His Plea; Fined $10,000,

(Tues.)

was

fined $10,000

the Securities &' Exchange Commission last week indicates to Wall
Street that Paramount will participate but little in any additlonar financing for Dumont in connection
with its television project outside of
about $75,000 already put into ths
research. Instead, Par is tmderstood
to have decided that this shoiild bs

by

mum for 12,000 members of Inter- pearances, of .an extortion letter deJudge Vincent L. LeibeU in N. Y.
national Alliance of Theatrical Stage manding the Par star post several
and an additional sentence of a year Employees is three hours.
hundred dollars at a spot in a local handled by banking interests.
and a day was suspended on condiNew pact calling for substantial bus terminal.
New Dumont Labs registration
tion the actor reports regularly to
Writer of the note warned Miss covers $750,000 in 10-year 5% notes,
wage increase for most of the memprobation officers in Los Angeles.
bers in Society of Motion Picture Lamour that if she valued her life warrants for 9,375 shares Class A
The comedian flies back to the Coast Film Editors Is expected to be inked
not to notify the police, but the N. Y. stock and 39,375 shares of Class B
today (Wed.) to resume radio and this week.
Only a few minor Par brought in cops immediately to stock. Notes will be convertible into
picture commitments. His next for wrinkles remain to be ironed out at
investigate and detectives were as- stock at $25 a share, and will be ofParamount, is "The New Yorker.'
conferences between Pat Casey, pro- signed to stick by until she boarded fered holders of Class A and B stock.
Benny expressed regret at having ducer labor contact, and Ed Han- the train for Hollywood.
Lehman Bros, and another banking
b-come carelessly involved in the nan. Society prexy.
house will underwrite.
situation -and said he had 'no guilty
Hours of editors are cut from 60
Even though not advancing an^
knowledge of crime.' Value of the to 54 per week. Both editors and
additional coin at the present, Paragems purchased by Benny and assistants will be paid straight for McGUIRE LEAVES
mount still holds Bn option to buy
smuggled into the U. S. was $2,131, preview time away from studio,
stock.
on which approximately $700 in duty with credit for 'golden hours*
'ZIEGFELD' JOB
was payable.
(double time) if they have to return
to the studio after preview and
Hollywood, April 4.
$307,000 Suit by
work more than 18 consecutive
After four years at Metro as
hours.
scenarist and producer, William AnTIED
Film librarians are placed In thony McGuire will leave the studio
Circns Head Agiiinst
classification of their own and will
of script for his
PARIS MGR.
formerly upon completion

M-G

AFTER

H-W

DARRIEUX

UP

TO HER

Paris, April 4.

Danielle Darrieux, French screen
star who made only one picture in
Hollywood for Universal, apparently
will remain in France making productions for Gregor Rabinovitsch
unless U enters into some compromise agreement with the French producer. Miss Darrieux told Variety
that Article 10 of her contract with
Universal expressly specifies that the
performance thereof is automatically
postponed as long as her contract
with Rabinovitsch remains valid. She
claims that this nveans 1943, imless a
compromise is entered into by
with Rabinovitsch.
'Following the lawsuit which. I had
brought against Rabinovitech," Miss
Darrieux said, 'at Universal's request,
a decision was rendered stating that
only the contract with the latter was
valid and that I must work exclusively for him. Under the aftreement
which I have signed with Universal,
said company -had inserted a provi
sion whereby I had to bring legal
action against Mr. Gregor Rabinbvitsch so as to obtain cancellation of
the agreement which I had signed
with him prior to signing with Uni-

U

Scale
receive $1 hour.
started at 62%c an hour, with only
a few receiving as much as $1 per
hour. Sound affects men also will
be placed in separate classification
to be known as re -recording editors.

Their pay will be

tilted

from

$1,10

hour to $70 week for 54 hours.
New wage scale for apprentices
provides toi 60c an hour for the first
year, 70c the second year, and 80c
the third year. Apprentices now receive 50c an hour regardless of how
long they have been employed.
New scales for Society members
will

be retroactive to Oct

Wage-Hour

bill

became

24,

when

effective.

estimate workers will receive approximately $20,000 in penalty time or back pay.
Officials

Closed Shop It
Producers have agreed to give
American Society of Cinematographers a closed shop if it can
be worked out without conflicting
Photographers
International
with
Local 659 of the .International AlEmliance
of Theatrical Stage
Hal" Mohr, president of
ployees.
Local 659, is also a member of the
governing board of ASC. Situation
may be complicated by petition Local 659 now has on file with the Naversal.'
tional Labor Relations Board asking
Miss Darriux states that she is not to be certified as bargaining repreunder exclusive contract to Uni sentative for all employees of
versal.
camera department. Only other
point in dispute is request of ASC
Universal's home office had no
for 12-hour lay off period between
comment to offer whatsoever on the calls.
Danielle Darrieux situation.
Demand for six-hour minimum
.

U

work call for 12,000 members of
lATSE was made by Jeff Kibre,
leader of autonomy group in Tech-

Testing Price

nicians Local 37 at conference called
by Dr. Towne Nylander, regional diHollywood, April 4.
rector of the National Labor RelaVincent Price, currently in 'Out- tions Beard. Parley was attended
became
Broadway,
ward Bound' on
by Mendel SUberberg and Alfred

a transcontinental air commuter for
a screen test at Universal yesterday

(Monday) and then hopped back

In ^Road to

an AddiHonal

Bonds; Dumont

For Stage Plays Set by Dramatists
Terms of the basic motion picture

h

PEACE

Mandaky' New

to

Wright, representing the producers,

John F. Gat'elee, Harold V. Smith
and Frank Stickling, lA inter-

York.
national reoresentatives, and Kibre
Test was for one of the male leadis and his attorney, George Bodle,
in 'Modern Cinderella,' Irene Dunne
Tentative agreement was reached
Hollywood, April 4,
starrer to be produced and directed for producers to recognize the duly
Bing Crosby, Dorothy Lamour and by John
StabL
elected bargaining representatives
Bob Hope are the stellar trio in
of members of Local 37 and to deal
Hoad to Mandalay,' which Harlan
Gage Clark Is in 'Outward Bound* with them rather than international
Thompson will produce at Para at the Playhouse, N, Y, this w.eek,
officers of the lATSE.
It was also
mount.
replacing Vincent Price during the
agreed that film executives would
Shooting starts when Crosby fln^ la Iter's absence on the Coast for a
(Cortinued on page 17).
ishes "The Star Maker.'
screen test.

M

original

screen

play

of

U Over W.C. Fields Pic

'Ziegfeld

Girl.'

Mervyn LeRoy, under whose suHarry Y. Bary, general manager
pervision McGuire was to have proof the Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus^
duced the film, will assiune active
has filed a $307,000 action in the N.Y.
production of 'Girl.'
Federal court against Universal Pictures, Lester Cowan, W. C. Fields^
Al Wagner and Ann Dempster, doing business as the Al Wagner Theatrical Agency on four causes of ac-

Gable 'Alasb' Next

tion.

After "Wnid' Abates

The

first

charges plagiarism

of his story, 'A Circus Episode.' In

the Universal film "You Can't Cheat
an Honest Man.'
The secon4 states that Bary had
under contract, one Alverso Pietro

Hollywood, April 4.
Clark Gable goes Into 'Alaska' at
Metro shortly after h« completes
'Gone With the Wind' at Selznick
International. Plays role of a priest
in the novel by Addison Marshall.
Robert Hopkins and Anita Loos

Blacaman,

who has an animal

act.

plaintiff alleges that he was apCowan and Fields to
Picture. He
use thU act In the
agreed but the defendants through
Al Wagner agency, took his client
away from him.
The third action complains that
the defendants allegedly notified the
Immisratlon Dept. that his circus
was In. litigation, that he was broke
and unable to take care of his acts.
As result the Blacaman act was
taken from him only to, be returned
after his protest to the Department

The

proached by

are screenplaying.

Betty Field Recovered

U

Hollywood, April 4.
Betty Field, Broadway ingenue
currently making 'What a Life' for
has returned to the
studio after several days' layoff due
to laryngitis.
It had been errone- had brought an Investigation.
ously reported that she was seriousUniversal
asserts.
he
Lastly,
ly ill with pneumonia,
promised to use his circus in the
Actress is tentatively set for a picture but used Blacaman's animals
second picture for Paramount and Is instead.
being sought by Metro on loan. ConBesides money damages, he seeks
tract calls for her to be back in New an injunction, accounting of profits,
York Aug. 1. She was in George and the elimination of all scenes
Abbott's original legit production of showing the Blacaman troupe in the
'What a Life,' subsequently leaving picture.
the show to go into the same producer's Trimrose Path.'
She left
the latter play to take the ParaStoki
Disney
mount offer. Mary Mason replaced
Philadelphia. April 4.
her in "Primrose.'
Crew of six from the Disney
studios are here to make sound
Stokowski and the
Tees Off 'Smith' tracks by Leopold
Philly orch for Disney's new unfled
Hollywood, April 4.
Stuart Buchanan,
musical feature.
Frank Capra's 'Mr. Smith Goes to studio exec, Hal Rees, chief of the
Washington' finally got under way 30und department, and four techCon- nicians exoect to remain from six to
at Columbia oh Monday (3).
siderable rewriting was necessitated eight weeks.
by objections from Boy Scout orSeven compositions will be reganizations which squawked at the corded in the special studio setup In
manner In which James Stewart, .the basement of the Academy of
playing the lead, was depicted as a Music. There will -be eirht pieces
tool of unscrupulous politicians.
in the film, with one, "'The Sorcerer's
Capra put in a week at Malibu Apprentice,' having already been
on the rewrite.
completed.

Paramount,

.

Canning

Capra

.

,
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Nova

Scotia's

REPORT CROSBY SET
Indies ConqtlaiD Distribs
FOR LONDON YAUDE

Slam at Fix; Aimed

Spedlicaliy at F. P.

WeAieedaj, April

and Nathanson

London, April

1939

5,

Too

Tongh on F3m Readjustments

4.

Bing Crosby and Ted Iicwls are
among the American names reported
up for the summer vaudeville

liiied

but to oppose bills which would
St John, N. B., AprU 4.
illegal
Famous Playerg and N. L. Nathan- make theatre cash gift nights
dayli^t saving In the
son of Toronto, Canadian head of and establish
the company, are' specifically aimed state.
Sponsorship .'of the divorcement
at in a bill introduced in the Nova
shrouded in mystery. It did
Scotia legislature on March 31, In bill 1b
appearance until the
the first provincial attempt to regu- not make its
session ,waii approaching its end.
late film exchanges.
Adjournment is schedtded for April
The bill w6«ild empower -the Pro- 14.
vincial Board of Film Censors to liNorthwest Allied originally was
cense and regulate all film exchanges committed to a fight for a Minnesota
distributing

films

in

Nova

Scotia.

theatre idlvorcement law during the
session, but the repeal of the
North Dakota statute before theU. S.

policy scheduled for the Palladium
here, which quits its present 'Crazy'
show first week in June.
The new 'Crazy' show; opens in the
the usual tryout In
after
fall
Brighton.
Meanthne the ."Crazy*
gang will make another film for

Counter-Quiz

Gainsborough.

TMATTOORG.

-

The exchanges would be compelled current
to provide the board with intimate
information on the distribution of
the pictures, and the rental prices to
the exhibltora The exchanges would
also be forced to establish permanent offices and representation in
the province,' with base in Halifax,
the capital, and largest community.
Malcolm Patterson, a government
memt>er of the assembly from Cape
Breton West, was the sponsor of the
:

'

which made legislative history.
He severely, condemned the Famous
Players and Nathanson, claiming
both were trying to drive the indebill

pendent theatre operators in Nova
Scotia and elsewhere out of the trade
by discriminatory tactics.

Supreme Court passed on. .its constitutionality caused the body to drop
Steffes pointed out that
its plana
fully three years would elapse before ttift Minnesota law could be
made effective^ compelling Paramoimt Northwest circuit to relinquish its 89 theatres, and that in the
meantime, the matter wdoubtedly
will be brought to a much quicker
head. Inasmuch as divorcement is
one of the objectives of the Federal
government's present anti-trust suit
against a group of major producers.

S

BUU

la Dei.

.

Theatregoers of Nova Scotia are
being compelled to pay into a racket
being carried on in Ontario,' said
Patterson in opening his charges.
'According to the independent theatre operators of the province, a concern known as Famous Players Is
carrying on business, in this province,
it is a theatre operating company
with a manager named Nathanson
in Toronto.
This concern owns a
great many
theatres
throughout
Canada. Nathanson also is head of
distributing companies which own
and control practically all the important pictures that are shown in
this province.
In conjunction with
the Nathanson distributors, they are
today carrying on a system of diS'
crimination against the smaller the
atres and, if It continues, the small
theatres will have to close and a

WOmington, April
Three

4.

with a direct bearing
on the film industry have been
tossed In Delaware's legislative hopper within the past few weeks and
now rest in committee. Two will
admittedly never get out of the pickling vat, while another, to give Wilmington a referendum on Sabbath
films, is considered to have an even
chance of passing on the fioor.
Sunday pix measure, introed by
Senator Paul Rinard, would give
cities of over 25,000 population the
right to vote on whether they want
films after 2 p. m. on the Sabbath.
Wilmington Is the only city large
enough to be affected Several Catholic groups are fighting the legislabills

:

'

Uon

The other measures are a bill aimed at long trailers and the Pepper
bill,
which would give Juvenile
Court censorship powers over films.
conjunc- Trailer act seems to have no backers

monopoly will be created.
'Famous Players and the Nathan'

HUB THEATRES
Boston, April

4.

Test case of the authority of the
local motion picture division of the
Theatrical Managers, Agents and
Treasurers Union to act as bargaining agents for 'front house' employees of film houses in this area
will come up some time during the
Thomas
week of April 12.
Roache, chairman of the Boston
brandi of the picture division of
TMAT, has petitioned the .Massachusetts State Labor Relations Com-

Minneapolis, April 4.
Twin. City independent exhibitors are resenting the questionnaire which Metro is requiring
them to fill outi inquiring intimately Into their financial condition, when they apply for film
reductions or adjustments. Tlie
exhibitors must give all detailsof operating cost^ including the
salaries or other income they
derive from theh: theatres before
M-G even will consider any reductions or readjustments, they
complain.
President W. A. Steffes of
Northwest Allied has suggested
that when M-G asks for a boost
they demand that it fill out a
similar questionnaire for them,

conditions, has been 'tile worst ever*
and they've been operating In the
red much of tiie time. In the. face
of this, they feel, the distributors'
'unjustified' and 'hard-boiled' attiv

tude

is

the

all

more

'discouraging.'

Other costs, as well as films, are at
an all-^time peak, making things all
it's pointed out
Formerly, according to the exhibitors, they could go to the dis-.
the tougher,

tributors and obtain readjustments
on unplayed pictures, or attractions

down

falling

the

at

boxoffice,

amounting to as much as 50%, but
that's all changed now.

salesmen at the exchange.

On their part, the distributors assert they've been "much too good' in
the past and. they're not going to be
'suckers' any longer. They say their

,

N.Y.SMALLTOWN

an election, by secret
ballot during that week, and. the
date will be announced this week.
Roache claims his union, which recently began an organizational drive
Albany, N. Y., April 4.
in this city, should have jurisdiction
over house managers, assistant manThe small town Sunday picture
agers, student managers, and press bill, withdrawn by Assemblyman
agents.
The first such group to William T. Webb, manager of Smal-

SUNDAY BILL

for

The exhibitors Insist that their
buslneia
during the past three
months^ due to weather, and' general

stating, among other; things, .the
salaries of executives, tops- and

R

inission

Minneapolis, April 4,
Twin City Independents are com.
plaining that distributors here are
getting increasingly tough' in the
matter of readjustments.

blind and

them

other

checks have put

'wise' to the fact that

many

independents have taken 'unfair' advantage of them. One of them cites
an Instance of an independent exhibitor grossing $2,500 on a picture
costing

him

$75.

mCANI^'

SUIT

AGAINST PARAMOUNT

signify .willingness to come under, ley's theatre, Sidney, N. Y., after it
this jurisdiction are the front house had reached third reading, was recrews of the two Loew theatres, Or- introduced last week by AssemblyDepositions of Bill Pine, Dixie
pheum and State. Roache main- man James E, Owens, of Ossining. Davis, Frank Calvin, C. Gardner
tains, that five out of nine employees Ministerial objections are
said to SuUlvan, Harold I,amb, Irene Frandeclared themselves, union members have been a strong factor in caus- cis, Gladys Rosson, Edwin Justus
(more than the 51% required by ing Webb's action at a time .the Mayer, Jeanie MacPherson, Grover
law), but that the Loew executives measure seemed set for passage in Jones, Bill Hebert, Emll Barrye and
declined to recognize the union on lower house. The bill permits 20% Preston Sturgls.'on behalf of Parathe grounds that its members are of the qualified electors in a village mount Pictures, will be taken In Calexecutives and not employees. In- to petition for a referendimi ordi- ifornia in connection with a suit
timidation through a discharge and nance permitting Sunday films and
brought by Zelme B. Tllden against
a 'forced resignation' is also charged sports after 2 p. .m. and requires the Paramount Cecil B. DeMille and
by TMAT.
board of trustees to submit it to the Adolph Zukor.
The State Labor Relations Com- voters. If passed, It becomes a law
The plaintiff claims the plagiarism
mission has since ruled on the Loew without further ado.
of her play, 'Captaln-^What the
case,
definitely
establishing
the
Bill is designed to force action Devil' In 'The Buccaneer.' She asks
status of ttie union members as 'emwhere board of trustees. has neglect- an accounting of profits and damages.
ployees.' Gustave A. Gerber, couned, failed, refused to adopt or desel for the national
organiza- feated such an ordinance.
Ex'Onnga' Fllolilnf Charg e4
tion, is slated to come to Boston for
hibitors favor the proposal,
the elections which will have a diLos Angles, April 4.
rect bearing on the certification of
Harry Gould filed a damage and
Maine Kayoes Sondaya
the union as official bargaining
Injunction
suit here claiming copyAugusta, Me., April 4.
agents.
The election results will
right
Infringement
on the story of
The State Senate has K.O.'d a bUl
probably set a precedent for. future
to legalize Sabbath films, after the 'Gunga Din.'
overtures to such chain organizaNamed as defendants are RKOhouse had voted favorably on it
tions as M.
P. and
In this
Radio, George Stevens, Fandro Berdistrict
man, Ben Hecht, Charles MacArthur,
-

son distributing- agency, in
clubwomen or
tion, gave a Sydney, N. S., theatre among politicians,
operator the right to select his pic- church people, while theatre men are
tures and to fix the times for the bitterly against it
pictures to be shown. Thus, if a' film
TMAT
were shown in Sydney, the same one
No Censor Bill In S. C.
could not be shown in neighboring
A censorship bm In South Carotowns at the same time or for months lina has not been introduced, as re
afterwards.
ported, according to the National
'It.seems to be that the people of
Council for Freedom from Censorthis province who patronize the difship, which Is throwing its full force
ferent theatres are compelled indiagainst further censoring of film.
rectly to contribute to Famous PlayRegarding the Michigan censorship
&
RKO
ers.
They pay a legitimate price, bill, Introduced recently, as a very
plus a tax paid to Nathanson.
Curfew by Midnight
vicious one, the Council is bitterly
Legit houses here arie well organ'We can shut oft this racket and fighting its passage. It is also workCharlotte, N. C, April 4.
ized
by
TMAT,
as
are
the Boston
prevent this man Nathanson and
ing for the repeal of the Ohio sets
Neil McGlll, manager of the ImFamous Players from taxing the peo- soring statute, on the books many Garden, and Boston Ar6na. This perial, was given
a summons on a
spring the union plans to go after
ple of this province who attend the- years.
charge of operating a theatre on
the race tracks and ball i)arks.
atres.'
Sunday. Police entered the house at
Fltcclbbons Denlies
12:06 a.m. Sunday and found the picDc.trolt Tao
J. J. Fitzglbbons, vice-president
ture still being shown. It ended at
and director of theatre operations ITs 3
Detroit, April 4.
12:15 a.m.
for Famous Players, denied his comLocal theatres are being bothered
McGrill said he had tried to bring
in Cincy by union organizational efforts
Start
pany is discriminating against Nova
the program to a close by midnight,
Scotia exhibitors.
He said, when
among ushers, cashiers, assistant but as a protection displayed a sign
apprised of the Patterson statement
managers,
et
aL,'
but
thus
far have in the lobby stating, 'all entertainReturn of Joe Seidelman, v.-p. in
and charges, 'Anyone who has stu
thwarted
attempts
by
tossing
or- ment after midnight will be shown
charge of foreign, gives ITniversal its
died the theatre business knows
free df charge.'
full c<Hnplement of home office of ganizers out
these things are ridiculous. There is
flcials who will attend three regional
no foundation for saying we aren't
Mpis' Also Worried
sales conventions' this month. First
running our business in Nova Scotia
opens April 15 in Cincinnati with
Minneapolis, April 4.
according to regular business prac'
Hiriiinan RetmrnsSaUy
three-day session at the NetherlandTwin City exhibitors are worried
tice.
Certainly it can't be said, so
Plaza.
Chicago sales confab opens over efforts now Ijeing made to
far as I know, that we are competRand Pic to
April 18 at the Palmer House. On unionize ticket sellers and takers,
ing unfairly in Nova Scotia,, accordthe Coast, the convention will be in ushers and janitors. They fear move
ing to regular theatre operation
San Francisco at the St Francis. will lead to higher operating costs
v
practice.'
Hollywood, April 4.
George Hlrliman's 'Sunset Murder
Famous Players is not the most Each 'regional will be for three days. and insist they can't shoulder any
W. A. Scully, sales manager; Nate additional burdens now because in- Case,' starring Sally Rand, returns to
heavily represented theatre chain in
priisldent;
Seidelman, come is at rock bottom and expenses Grand National for distribuUon.
the maritime provinces, although that Blumberg,
Picture was originally fihned for GN
company hds the largest houses in F. J. A. McCarthy, eastern, sales at an all-time high.
release, but later withdrawn when
the Atlantic region. F. G. Spencer of manager; W. J. Heineman, western
Hirliraan decided to usie it as a roadSL John has 10 theatres, owned or sales. manager; Louis Pollock, O. C.
lezsed. J.
Franklin of St John Binder, James Jordan, F. T. Murray, feshiva's Refugee Dinner show.
Andrew J. Sharlck and Morris Alin
Hirliman is dickering with the stuhas six. owned.
Grossed $3^00 to $4,000 dio for production of a group of muAt St John, the Famous Players will attend the three sessions.
has two exchanges, and at the same
Between $3,500 and $4,000 was sical westerns,

:

'

.

Fred

Giilol

and Joel Sayre.

.

.

.

National Screen

ISA

.

,

GN

ReiW

M

base, one in the name of Paramount
and the other. Regal Films. P. J.

Hogan has been Paramount exchange
manager for many years, and A. E.

WB

Patriotics

Warners

Go On

Hollywood, April 4.
winds up its 1938-39

Smith has been the Regal exchange Technicolor shorts, slate in May
manager for equally as long service: with 'BUI of Rights' and "Rose of
Crane Wilbur directs
Both cover the maritime provinces Monterey.'
and Newfoundland personally, at in- both films.
Studio starts 1940 sked in June
tervals, in addition to the regular
with 'Monroe Doctrine.'
calls by the salesmen.
.

NW Allied

MABQUEE CUMB

grossed for the '5^eshiva College,
York, by the committee of the

New
Mo-

tion Picture Industry which put on
a dinner and show at the Hotel Astor,

Sunday -night <2). W. G. Van
Schmus,' chairman of the committee,
was unable to be present at the dinner due to illness and after startinjg
the committee off had to turn over
many _pf the. details to George J.
Schaefer.
Van Schmus is in St
N. y.,

.

FAST
Disoloims
Luke's hospital.
Minneapolis, April 4.
Among speakers from films were
Hollywood, April 4.
Northwest Allied has disowned the
Margaret Lockwood shares top Schaefer, Louis Nlzer and James
thestre divorcement bill belatedly billhig with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Roosevelt, while those taking bows
on the dais included_Ned Dcpinet,
Intr.'t'^uced into the Minnesota state in 'Ruler of the Seas,' to be produced by Frank Lloyd at Paramoimt Jack Cohn and Murray Silverstone.
]cfr(.-I.'<.ture and 'will not use its InThis is her second role since comfiu'-nce or efforts to obtain its passAmount realized by the film comAt a meeting of. members It ing to America. First was in "Su- mittee goes toward scholarship for
age.
was decided to ignore the mce.sure, sannah of the Mounties' at 20th-Fox. refugees from Europe.
,

Telco on the Market

Wins

Against TiaOer

Saks Regbnak

damages

Made

by

National
Screen Service Corp,, against Trailer
Made, Inc., Isador Sdiwartz, and
Pathe Film Corp., was setUed in the
N. Y. federal court last week when
the action was discontinued against
Pathe, and a judgment was entered
against the two other defendants.
Suit

for

Suit claimed the Infringement of
music in the defendants trailers. The
agreed that they had Infringed
unintentionally, and a permanent injunction was recorded aguinst them.
'

latter

As

to the 39. infringing pictures al-

ready out the exchanges and branch
offices are notified to return the
trailers to their N. Y. offices, and to
destroy the sound tracks.
National Screen Service Is authorized to examine all the recorded music of the defendants and to destroy
any that- Infringes. In case of a dispute as to whether or not the music
does infringe, John RocchetU, of the
Sam Fox Publishing Co., is to act
as final arbitrator.

Examination in the future, 'from
Washington, April 4.
time to time of any of the sound
Permit to peddle 30.500 shares ol
tracks, was granted to the plaintiff
$1 per capital stock wais sou.?ht f rom
as were $3,000 counsel fees. Counter
the Securities & Exchange Commis°uit was withdrawn.
sion last week by Telco Corp. of
Los Angeles. Firm is a color processor for motion picture films.
'Fools' on a Spool
Statement showed 25,000 shares
will be handed over to stockholders
Hollywood, April 4.
with tickets issued prior to regisColumbia Is readying a series of
tration and 5,500 would go -to Rob- six shorts, 'Fools Who Made Hisert Hoyt, firm president in payment tory,'
for
program.
its
1039-40
of indebtedness and patents. Public Briefies deal with men whose ideas
offering,
without an underwriter, benefited humanity, although they
would be priced at $2, with proceeds were considered screwy at the time.
earmarked for debt and working
First is about Dr. Morton, discapital.
coverer of anesthesia.
.

,

.

-
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miPLE DISHES WITH DUALS
Wfarners'

Admbh

PhUadelphia, April

Coloiiy

4.

Bros., following slashes of
all

WHEN

IT'LL

New Low

Pix Sets Sextet

ago,

'

in the Chicago
Sector Not Unusual, but

Giveaways

with

Features

a New Low

Is

Double

Ezhib Leaders Would Put
Powwows to Put an End

an End

to It

WB

of the cuts are only a nickel. Although indies have long been talking of decreasing their scales, none
has taken that action since Warners
started. In a lot of cases their contracts with exchanges forbid further
slashes, while in others prices are

so low already there's nothing

more

can logically be done.
Price cuts in the deluxers are
felt to

first

10

ARK.-OKLA.

4.'

With doubles, triples and even
quadruples a regular part of the motion picture parade in this town, the

>

and now

dishes.

HOLDEN SET FOR

COL'S 'GOLDEN BOIT

Seattle, April 4.

Jeannette

MacDonald concert

is

Proposed erection of a film house
in the swank Mt. Airy section of

Philly was fought in court here last
Thursday by the owners of residential property in the neighborhood.
Judge Otto R. Heiligman, of Common Pleas court, took the matter un-

booked by Hamrick-Evergreen for
Its Music
Hall (2,300 seater) for der advisement

May

Lillian Schultz,

4.

owner

of the

site,

Dan Redden is looking after the and member of the zoning board,
house with mail sale opening to who okayed it for a theatre, were
Todd.
rush biz. Indications are for a sell- named defendants by Frank B.
Jr., acting for; himself and other
out at $2.75 top.
property owners in the vicinity.
Eddy's N. T. Benefit

Nelson Eddy makes his first New
York concert appearance in four
years when he shows at the Metropolitan opera house Arril 16 for
the benefit of the Met's Pension

Fund.
'lis

was

In

last

^appearances

March,

1935, at

in

Gotham

Town Hali

d.a.

Banho
.

;

Chisel

St. Loiiis,

April

4.

OF

U

'

tion's

back from a tour of the key
where he talked with the naleading

exhibitors.

Levy declared, 'are as
integral part of the show
as are the films themselves.
Hollywood says it is going
to kill off double bills by ceasing to
make B pictures. Producers distinguish between B and
pictures
by glancing at budgets, but budgets
don't tell the story. There are as
many $1,000,000
pictures as there
'Dualers,'

much an
business

A

Levy brushed aside the Idea that
major studios can solve the problem
by making fewer features. He
making

if

the biggies stop
the quickies

films,

'

fill

$700

cheap

will increase their production. Exhibitors, he declared, don't care who
makes the pictures as long as they

the

bill.

'Some large theatres In big cities,'
he added, 'can get by with a smash
hit, aided by a short, a
cartoon and
a newsreel, but the great mass of

Philadelphia,

April 4.
exhibs are taking those same smash
armed bandits held up five hits and hooking them up with sec. Two
employees of the Orpheum theatre ond features in a desperate effort to
here on. a narrow staircase leading draw customers. The public Is
shopfrom the balcony up to the mana- ping more cautiously than ever beger's office Friday (31) night, locked fore.'
them in a storage space and escaped
with $700. Apparently familiar with
the employees' movements at the
house, they staged the holdup shortly after 10 pjn., while some 300 natrons were watching the show. The
bandits were waiting on the staircase as Lee Kline, the manager,
Gabriel Pascal, producer of 'Pygcame up. with the day's receipts.
arrived
They walked ahead of him for a few malion,'
from
Europe
moments, making Kline think they Thursday (30) together with Lawwanted to' see him on .business, and rence Irving, British art director,
then swung around when one cried, both leaving for Metro studios on the
Coast over the weekend to polish up
'That's him.'
Both flashed guns. One snatched the script of G. B. Shaw's 'Doctor's
the bag with the money.
Opening Dilemma.' C. Aubrey Smith, Roland
a small hatch in the wall, they forced Young and Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Kline into the storage space. A few are cast for 'Dilemma,' and Pascal
minutes later, Ann Perrine, the will try to borrow Greer Garson
cashier, came up.
They forced her from Metro. Film goes into producinto the closet.
In turn, three ush- tion in England in June.

WB

PASCAL TO COAST ON
2D nLrFOR METRO

.

came up to get into street clothes
and were locked in the little storage
ers

Only outside picture Pascal will
do, aside from some seven Shaw
closet
Among the theatre's em- plays,
is 'Iiady Lindy,' based on the
ployees, only the doorman and porcareer ot Amelia Earhart
Proter were at liberty.
The doorman
ducer stated he has closed deal with
didn't see the bandits as they- left
Meanwhile, Kline and the others George Palmer Putnam, the aviapounded on the door with a length trlx's widower, for the rights, and
of lead pipe. Half an hour later, the the latter will collaborate on the
Picture is to be made in
porter, Vincent Esposito, heard them, script
Hollywood next year.
broke

the lock and pulled them out
Regarding status of Wendy Hiller,
British actress, who has denied she
Ithaca, N. Y., April 4.
under long-term contract to
Is
Police are Investigating the theft
Pascal, latter stated there are disof $269 from the Strand some time
agreements between them on the old
Saturday night. The thief apparcontract and that a new one is beently used a key to obtain entrance
ing worked out with actress' atand opened th6 safe by the comtorney.
bination, locking it again after removing the money, most of which
was in small change, including $175
'

W.

in dimes.

Tomassino Held Up
New Haven, April

E. Pension

Fund In

Excess of $50,000,000
4.

Michael "Tomassino, local theatre
ov/ner. was held up by gunmen outr
side his garage here Sunday (2)
night and relieved ot $400 cash and

Western Electric's pension fund
employees topped the $50,000,000

for

mark last year, according to report
personal belongings. Victim almost made yesterday (Tuesday) Company
got away with $275 ot the roll by now includes a number «f former
tossing it In his car when bandit Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
wasn't looking, but stlckup artist employees on its payroll. Fund paid

A scheme to make certain that the drove
bank nite cash offered at the Grand
theatre, Breese, HI., near here, would
be won by one of three men was exposed last week when Chief of Police

A. S. Holtgrave of Breese nailed William Baker, 36, Venice, 111., on a
charge ot fraud. Baker told the chief
that he and two confederates would
be present on bank night at the Grand
and when a call for a volunteer to
selert the winning number was made
Wallace's 1st at
one of the trio would respond with
a 'palmed' number, the duplicate of
Hollywood, April 4.
'Victoria Docks at Eight' is first which was held by one of the others.
chore for Richard Wallace under his According to the police the trio
new producer-director contract at copped $80 in three weeks.
Joseph Brand, Venice, was fined
Universal.
James M. Cain is scripting from an $50 and costs and Guy Simpson, also
of Venice, was socked $60 and costs
original by Rutus King.

cities,

pointed out that

AIDES ROBBED

And

the
exhibitors fra^y admit that in a
few weeks even three dishes may be
too little to give to patrons. Last
year two features looked like the
tops in bargains, but at present a
double feature exhibitor is considered a piker. The same goes for the
theatre giving away a single dish to
a patron, as the rival exhibitors load
up their customers with dishes in
plural quantities.
Jack Kirsch, president of Allied, Is
seriously considering calling the exhibitors together in an endeavor to
work out some means of halting this
rush into overboard expenses. More
conservative of the exhibitors are
already talking of some agreement
among the theatres to call a halt to
this epidemic which can mean only
headaches to the boxoffice. Indications are that Balaban & Katz and
Warners will also take cognizance of
the situation and work out some
method of returning to a normal expictures,

ager,

are low-budget ones.'

PHILLYTHEATRE

Everything comes in bunches. First
4.

Hollywood, April 4.
Double bills are here to stay for
years to come, take It from Jules
Levy, RKO's general sales man-

B

pix.
City, April

Purchase of seven theatres in Arder the new scale, but the net result has turned out to be the same kansas and Oklahoma towns has
number of patrons as previously, but been announced by K. Lee Williams,
president of Williams Theatres, Inc.,
less money from each one.
new circuit operating from OklaLatest idea to up grosses is the
homa City. This makes total of 10
three-hour show. This is an attempt
houses since Williams began buying
to get around double-features and to
Jan. 1. Further deals are now pendkeep Philly from becoming a dual
newsreels and ing in the same territory.
Shorts,
territory.
in
three
include
Acquisitions
everything else possible are tossed
Broken Bow, Oklahoma, these being
hi to make up the lengthy bia In
Charles BuRum, and
some out-of-town houses in the the Best from
B.
Arrow,
from
S.
the Tower and
territory, these marathon shows are
Callaham.
being tried in lieu of premiums.
At Nashville, Ark., the New was
purchased from H. H. Baker of EmerCoast's Price War
The Liberty. and Gem,
son, Ark.
same city, secured from R. B. Hardy.
Hollywood, April 4.
Fox-West Coast Theatres an- Other house was the Dixie at Ashpurchased from B. K.
Ark.,
down,
nounced yesterday (Tues.) a sharp!
drop in admission prices in four of Walker.
Original three houses Include two
Its neighborhood houses.
Price war
Ark., and one at Dierks,
Queen,
De
in
between the chain and Indies in
competitive situations caused a drop Ark.
The Criterion, Empress and Royal
from 30 and 35c top to 15c.
theatres at El Reno, Okla., have been hibition policy.
If widespread price-cutting results,
There seems little doubt that the
from F. E. Loomis and
F-WC is prepared to make further purchased
Orville Enloe by Consolidated Thea- public around these parts has been
cuts to 10c wherever similar action is
and overdosed with too
tres, Inc, subsidiary ot the Griffith overfed
taken by the indies.
many pictures on a single bill, and
Co. Circuit takes over April 15.
the giveaways are generally iagreed
to. have just about worked tiiemLowenstcin Adds 3 More
selves out.
PAR'S
Ardmore, Okla., April 4.
Harry Loewenstein, operator of
Banko Theatre Bald
three theatres here, has purchased
from
Temple
the
Racine, Wis., April 4.
houses,
more
three
Al Yomans, the Star from E. L. Black
A squad of police officers directed
Hollywood, April 4.
Burger.
from
Max
Fox
and the
by the Racine district attorney's ofWilliam Holden, juvenile tyro unLoewenstein Theatres, Inc., is af- fice swooped down Thursday night
der contract to Paramount, but who filiated with the Griffith Amus. Co. (30) on the Venetian theatre, downwhich Harry Loewenstein is a town, and seized all paraphernalia
has yet to appear in a picture, has ot
stockholder and director.
connected with the operation of
been borrowed by Columbia for the
bank night. Armed with a warrant
principal role in 'Golden Boy.' DirecNew Cleve. Nabe
charging operation of a lottery, the
tor itouben Mamoulian and proofficers entered the Venetian while
Cleveland, April 4.
ducer William
Pearlberg picked
patrons
completed
were watching the picture.
Shore Amuse. Co. has
Holden after several months of cast- New Shore, first nabe hou-w in sub- The raid came after a man won $1,ing headaches. They piit the picture
urban Euclid Village, which will 500 in a drawing, but W. W. Storms,
In work April 12.
assistant
district attorney, indicated
'Gunga
open Easter Sunday with
Paramount scouted Holden at the Din.' Cost $300,000, seating 1,800. there is a doubt if- he will be able to
Pasadena Community Playhouse and Frank I. Cost, who supervised Gar- collect the award.
Preceding'
the drawing, theatre
manages
years,
he was to have made his screen den for last three
was jammed with more than 1,500
debut in 'What a Life.' His services, new house.
customers, while another estimated
in future, will be split between
waited
outside.
No arrests
2,000
Batlle
Philly
Paramount and Columbia.
were made, but house manager, Don
Philadelphia, April 4.
Nichols, was told to report to the

MacDonald's N.W. Concert

Features: 'Great Guy,' 'Gambling
Ship,' 'Tundra'
and 'Shadows
Over Shanghai,' a Three Stooges
two-reeler in addition to the

.

HOUSES
Oklahoma

4.

less

exhibs continue to go overboard on
added bargains at the boxoSice.
Doubles and triples with dish giveaways are not new; but uncommon
is the latest stimt of giving away as
msmy as three dishes at one time on
a single admission ticket for two

now

There
week un-

have been an error.

was a pick-up in biz

LEE WILLIAMS'

Chicago, April

Chicago, April

High in picture bargains was
nudged last week by the northside Rosewood which gave its
public four features, a comedy,
cartoon, sports reel and news.

single reels. Show ran slightly
than six hours.
House charges 15c mats and
two-bits at night

PROFIT NIL

B. O.

biz.

About 10 Warner houses, many of
them important key nabes, are understood to have taken the knifing
already, with morel scheduled. Most

RKO s Levy; Not So Easy to KiD

Says

ENO

Of Melodrama Features Quadruples

midtown houses two
Hollywood, April 4.
has started a similar
months
Colony Pictures Is producing six
WhUe
process in keys and nahes.
melodrama features for states rights
the deluxer's cut was made with release In addition to the six Ken
piuch fanfiare, the new toboganning Maynard westerns already schedorder to uled.
Is taking place quietly In
'Emergency Landing,' first of the
upset as little as possible the already sextet, rolls early next month, to be
situation
clearance
overjumbled
followed by 'Extra Edition,' 'Dead
experialso
is
circuit
here..
Man's Island,' 'Golden Glove Kid,'
for
nabe
hypoes
other
menting with
'Military School' and 'Road King.'
In

prices

Duals Here to Stay for Long Time,

LOOP WONOERS

Longer Shows Also, but No Duals

Belt;

Warner

Slashing in Philly

off

with the car and

WB'S

NEW TOECHT

all.

out nearly $2,000,000 last year under
the plan in accident sickness and
death benefits.

Western Electric has more than
Hollywood, April 4.
Jane Wyman replaces Glenda Far- 30,000 employees and about 1,280
rell in 'Dead or Alive,' first of a new retired employees getting pensions
group of Torchy Blane features at for their service.
Warners.
Picture rolls Thursday (6) with
William Clements as pilot
Hansen's Bankruptcy

Los Angeles, April 4.
Mark M. Hansen and the Hansen
when they pleaded to a fraud charge.
Baker furnished $1,000 bonds to an- Theatres, Inc., were thrown into inswer a similar charge. A year ago. voluntary bankruptcy by three credithe Illinois Supreme Court ruled tors, Norman Feintech, Ema Shathat bank nite was a lottery but piro and C. H. Hensel.
southern Illinois exhibitors have
Creditors charge Hansen transcontinued the

b.o. stirhulant.

ferred real estate to his wife.
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SHOWMANSHIP

FILM

By John

C. Flinn

LimdigaB Day Sets

Hollywood Players
of 'Vernon and Irene
a tale of expert showmanship which lifted
two gifted ballroom dancers to heights of popularity in
At Record Premiere America and Europe to which no dance team before or
since has ascended.
Surely there must be some measure of time more
By ARTHDB VNOAR
accurate than the years, Glimpsing backward to the
Dodige City, Kan., April 4.
period which immediately preceded the great war, one
Most thorough and intensive exviews
a world much further removed from New York
ploitation campaign was put on by
the scant 25 years which separate the.
Warners lor opening its film, ,'Dodge of today than
1814 and the now of 1939. The Castles were
It marks new then of
City,' here Sat (1).
time. Their brilliant and spectacular careers,
that
of
trend in exploiting and preraiering
which they started and nourished,
craze
dancing
the
pictures in the locale indigenous to
the mark they have left on American life and manners,
subject-matter, and makes hinterland
and the impress of their remarkable personalities on
feel itself as important and big with
who never saw them but whose
persons
of
millions
the
in
its $3 premiere as Hollywood
lives were affected by their doings, constitute a. chapter
past with its five and ten-dollar
that is imique in theatrical history.
openings.
generation
of today would have a difficult
Younger
brought
More aian 350 people were
did as prohere by Warners via' special trains time visualizing exactly what the Castles
contriand planes. There were 175 in the fessionals and the significance of their unique
theatre.
and
the
society
Bos-,
bution
to
from
75
Hollywood contingent;
way
and
ton, New York, Chicago
No mixed team act ever influenced so wide a sphere
press.
being
Will
Rogers,
latter
theatre.
Only
stations, aU o£
both in and outside of the
Also scores of exhibs from. south and who came later, may be said to have acquired comsouthwest and from .neighboring parable popularity and fame.
states. Besides 30 film names in Hoi'
The new RKO fllm, starring Fred Astaire and Ginger
Kan^
governors
of
entourage,
lywood
Rogers, in the. Castle saga now showing at the Radio
sas, New Mexico and Colorado were City Music Hall, has caught something of the spirit of

The

Captnre Dodge City

dancing teachers came to New York for post-graduate,
courses imder 'Vernon Castle's personal direction. The
dance craze was spreading.
What was happening was a breaking down of social
manners and customs that had maintained since the
turn of the century. The automobile was coming along
and a transition of living was under way. The CasUes

story behind the story

Castle

is

exemplified the change. Men and women were seeking entertainment and diversion outside of tiie home
and neighborhood. Public dancing was something unheard of in many fine hotels and restaurants, and was
not indulged by people of moderate means. Dancing

meant formality.
and worse.

facili-

population town to
evei7 extent, with hotels and all accommodations being exhausted, with

ties of this 10,000

folks sleeping in parks, around railroad depot, and many even going
Into qi»iet confines of historic Boot
Hill cemetery for slumberous relief.
Dodge City outdid itself in' handling premiere, which was held in
three houses— the Dodge, Cosy and

Crown, which have combined

seat-

The Dodge
ing capacity of 2,900.
charged $3 for -the opening, and the
others $2.
three
show,
deluxe
Following
houses went on steady grind all night
until midnite Sunday, and played
during that time to around 30,000
admissions, or triple town popuation.
Hollywood contingent was, of
course, center of focus. Their train
of 14 cars had two eastern sleepers
attached at Syracuse, Kans., and then
came into Dodge City with an aerial
escort of 25 planes and a fleet of
motor vehicles. Sirens screeched all
way into Dodge City, with planes
never being more than 15 feet above
ground. It was a colorful and thrilling sight for the mobs as well as the
pic crowd.
With the train anchored in Santa

'
'

The visualization, howin pre-war days.
ever, has been treated from the comedy angle with
the intent of plucking some fun from the fashions and
customs of the period.

New York

Actually, New York in i913, was a very complacent
sort of a place. Times were good. The city was thoroughly recovered from the financial stress of 1907.

Woodrow Wilson occupied the White House, succeeding
William Howard Taft Newspapers were full of the
controversy over the Federal Reserve System legislaEurope, except as a place which prosperous
tion.

famUies

visited,

scheme of

just

didn't

figure

in

.

the'

American

things.

'

Fe

depot, visitors were assembled for
parade, which had about 20,000 participants and took about two hours to
given point. - .Natives and pic
crowd were dressed in .period costumes and used the period mode of
transportation.
Follow.ing the pa-

rade, visitors were lunched at local
hotel,' then taken t« stadium for.
rodeo, after which they did two
broadcasts, one over
NBC stations
and other over Mutual, with George

Hotel life revolved around the old Waldorf, at Fifth
avenue and 34th street; the Plaza, St Regis, Astor,
Holland House, Knickerbocker, McAlpin, Rector's and
The popular restaurants were the
the Metropole.
several Shanley establishments, including one in the
Putnam building, now the Paramount; Delmonico's, at
44th street and Fifth avenue; Sherry's, diagonally across
the street in what is now the Guaranty Trust Co.'s uptown branch; Mouquin's, in Sixth avenue, and innumerable smaller prices.
Nearly all the legitimate theatres now standing were
operating ini 1913, although Broadway's skyline was
unmarked by any large motion picture theatre, except
the Strand at 47th street. Films played in store shows,
although Marcus Loew had finished the Greeley Square
and had taken the lease on the Herald Square theatreGeorge M. Cohan was appearing in
at 35th stireet
'Broadway Jones' at the Cohan; George Bernard Shaw's
•Fanny's First Play,' was at the Comedy; 'Little Wohit
men' was a
at William A. Brady's Playhouse; Edward Knoblock's fiiie play, 'Milestones,' with Haidee
Wright, was at the Liberty, and Laurette Taylor was
in the midst of a two-year run of 'Peg O* My Heart,'
by J. Hartley Manners, at the Cort.
Word had come to Broadway of the success in Paris
of a dancing team composed of 'Vernon Castle, erstwhile eccentric English comic in several of Lew Fields'
Broadway musical productions, and his young Amer-.
lean wife, Irene. They were dancing at the Cafe de

What attracted professional attention chiefiy
that Elisabeth Marbury, known as an astute and
far-seeing entrepreneuse, was sponsoring their Eu-

Paris.

was

Fischer coming on from Hollywood
to handle latter.
players, including Enrol Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Alan
Hale, Big Boy Williams, Lane Sisters,
John Payne, Hoot Gibson, Buck
Jones, Gilbert Roland, Claire Windsor, Lya Lys, Harry Rosenthal, Allan
Jones, Maxie Rosenbloom, Humphrey
Bogart, Mayo Methot, Frank Mc-

ropean engagement
First appearance of the Castles in a New York theatre was in February, 1913, with Julia Sanderson and
Joseph Cawthorne in 'The Sunshine Girl,' produced by
Charles Frohman at the Knickerbocker. Castle played
the second comedy lead. Other principals were Flossie
Hope, Alan Mudie, Eva Davenport, Tom Lewis and
Eileen Kearney. Following appeared in the 'Variety

Hugh, Jane WyiMn, Frances Robinson and Wayne Morris, participated
in events. They then covered three
premieres for personal appearances,
with Maxie Rosenbloom handling,
the m.c. chore.
Fntire arrangements were handled by Warner publicity department

'Castle was prominent aU the time through his
dancing.
dance in which he Was seconded by
Miss Castle was quite the hit of the evening^ while
the tango near the finish with Miss Sanderson ran
a close second.'

WB

review:

A

BIDINQ THE CREST OF SUCCESS

cre'ws from New 'Vork and Hollywood, with men having been assigned here for three weeks to do'
local buildup, and with Hollywood
and New York forces handling exploitation and publicity en route and

Before the winter of 1913 was over Miss Marbury
established Castle House- in East 46th street, opposite
the Ritz.
Dancing instructors were installed. The
Castle System of. polite ballroom dancing was taught to
hundreds. Jim Europe's crack colored orchestra was
the official Castle band and was the most sought after
musical organization in New York for special social

while

events,

Jaunt cost Warners
around $75,000, and they admit its
cost already retrieved in advance
publicity. Train from Coast stopped
at all towns during trip east, and
likewise going home, =for players to
here.

.

make

platform appearances. In eight
stops 6ast more than 50,000 people
were at railroad tracks to greet contin^.ent and get autographs.

comingrout

paiities '.and

Out-of-town

balls.

city

Baflyhoo in Sy'cnse
Syracuse, April 4.
Finest example of producer co-op.
eration seen here in years made
exploitation
possible-, .bright
for

Syracuse showing of Three Smart
Grow Up* at RKO-Schine
Girls
week.
dance halls were joints— Keith*s here last

At the request of Gus Lampe,
Syracuse district manager for Schine
houses, Universal Studios made a
special recording of a message from
'William Lundlgan, former Syracuse
radio announcer, who played opposite Deanna Durbln in tiie fllm. in
the recording, Lundigan expressed
mous with the dance vogue which,, already having greetings to Syracuse friends and
started in a crude form on the Pacific Coast, swept the
gave the picture quite a plug.
country.
The disc was aired over 'WFBL,
Under such, an avalanche, which brought along other where Lundigan formerly was emtop pr6fesslonal teams, the Castles' position at the crest
ployed, and was played up as the
of the movement was maintained by Miss Marbury
feature of 'William Lundigan Day.'
with shrewed skill. A transcontinental tour booked by
At the request of Lampe, Mayor
Pat Casey was undertaken; the Castles were enterRolland B. Marvin issued a proclatained by society leaders everywhere; the fashion magmation officially setting aside the
azines played up Mrs. Castle's costumes and millinery.
the picture had its local premiere
day
covered.
Every possible avenue of exploitation was
.

as 'William Lundigan Day.*

WOMEN'S BOBS BQBN BT ACdDENT
Elsie Janis relates, that the origin of the famous
Castle hair-bob was the result of a petulant piece of
impatience on the part of Mrs. Castle when she was
resting in a Paris hospital. Uncomfortable because of
the summer heat, she reached to a nearby table, picked
up a pair of scissors and cut off her hair. When she
returned to Deauville, where she and 'Vernon were
dancing; the shortened hair was trimmed to a Dutch
bob, atop which, she wore a. dainty white lace cap.
Within 48 hours half the women in DeauvUle had cut
their hair in similar fashion. The most revolutionary
change in women styles in half a century bad taken

'When the

Chamber of Commerce

-

New

New

ham's management in 'Watch Your Step,' Irving Berlin's musical revue.
Now they were at the peak of
their fame. 'Vernon played one of the leads in a company, that included Harry Kelley, Eliabeth Murray,
Frank Tinney and Justine Johnstone. Mrs. Castle had
a small speaking part and attempted a song but the
Castle terping was the standout At the close of their
engagement Castle enlisted in the British aviation service.
His tragic ending at Ft Worth, Texas, caused
widespread mourning.
Not only in New York but throughout the country
the dance urge found expression universally.
Other
dance teams became popular and featured new and
modified'steps. Maurice and Florence Walton, attracted
a large following. They were billed heavily for a number of years in the class hotels. Another popular team
was Joan Sawyer and Wallace McCutcheon. Her other
dancing partners, after McCutcheon went overseas in
service with the British army, were Carlos Sebastian
and Jack Jarrott Bonnie Glass, a fine dancer with
heavy society backing, was another who figured prominently in the early years of the dance era. She danced
with various parbiers.
In the Astaire-Rogers film the character played by
Edna May Oliver as Maggie Sutton is the counterpart
of the real life role taken by Miss Marbury in the rise
of the Castles.
Showmen place high value on her
share in the success of the Castles. It was she who
saw the signs of the time, who guided the dancers carefully through their first two years, setting the ground
for their great success. Miss. Marbury kept their publicity moving constantly. She was a tireless worker in
their behalf.

The names of 'Vernon and Irene Castle blaze again
In lights after 25 years. In effect, the brilliance of their
short but meteorlike career never has dimmed through
a quarter of a century. The advertising billing of the
film at the Music Hall Is evidence enough of the lasting power of showmanship. It is:
-The Story of Vernon and Irene Castle
SiarrlDff

Fred Astaire and Ginfcr Borers.

The Castles had that thing
They were the champions.

that

makes them

first

for the spe-

cial 'day.'

prompt

Studio's

respon.se

Lampe's request and special care
shipping fllm by air to

make sure

to.

in
it'

would be here for the premiere
made possible a banner get-away for
the picture.

STAR, FILM TAGS KEPT

SECRET, SO BIZ BIG

New York

returned to

in the fall
of 1913 they were engciged by Louis Martin to dance
at the Cafe de I'Opera, Broadway at 41st street. At
the height of their success as ballroom dancers they
made their debut in a vaudeville house at Hammerstein's 'Victoria, in February, 1914. Later they opened
their own Sans Souci in the Heidelberg building.
The Castles were in Deauville when the World 'War
broke out They returned to
York and opened at
the
Amsterdam theatre under Charles DillingCastleis

Lampe

also secured the endorsement' of the

place.

Oklahoma
Houses

of .the

City, April 4,
Griffith Amuse-

ment Company put on the

circuit's

annual April Fools' Night. The name
of the feature and the sUrs were
kept secret in each instance but
public was guaranteed a good shovr.
Theatre steff at each house did the
unusual, limited only by each manager's imagination. At some houses
ushers dressed in girls clothes, while
cashiers wore boys suits.
In others, ushers asked the patrons to
show them a seat and occasionally
the cashier insisted on giving the
patron a quarter instead of taking
one for the admission ticket.
Cashiers tried to sell washing machines and lingerie; ma-nagers stood
around and looked dumb and were
unable to answer any questions:
Breaks were set in the film for flash •
ing old-time slides such as 'Ladie?
Please Remove Your Hats' and all
such similar stunts.
.

'

Winners of Paris Trip

To Be Picked This Week
Winners In the "Marie Antoinette*
trip to Paris essay contest are being
picked this week by Metro and outside judges.
Contest was held as

M-G-M international goodwill service, with the French government cooperating to make the
part of

jaunts i>ossible.

Actually only four essay scribes
will get the all-expense trips, two
other awards going to the exhibitors
using the best exploitetion campaign
on this Metro picture. Contests were
carried on by 31 different branches
of M-G-M. Expenses will include all
costs from any point in this country
to Paris.

Judges were Edward Knight, of the
French Lines; A. D'OrnanQ, of the
French Tourist Bureau; William
Lewin, National Education Assoc.;

W.

New

Honey Back Goarantee
If

You DonH Like Fdm

Acts
Wilby-Kincey TlM^tre

(From, 'Variety, Feb. 16,

MB.

'14.)

AND MBS. 'VERNON CASTLE

Draws

City, April 4.

1» MINS.;

IHBEE

R. Ferguson, exploitation chief
for Metro, and David Blum, secretary of Metro's foreign department

Biz with Stents Mr.

DANCING
Oklahoma

Genuine and sincere money-back HAMMEBSTEIN'S, N. T.
Accompanied -lay a special orguarantee will soon be posted by
chestra of 12 colored instruhouses- of the Griffith Amusement
mentalists, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Old Coach Bally
Castle gave an exhibition of
Company circuit showing better
Boston, April 4.
modern 'society dancing* at Hamtypes of pictures, it has been anAncient stagecoach and four not- nounced here.
merstein's Monday evening that
vety-spaqking greys rolU
around
was distinguished for charm,
The offer will be made only on
Boston to excite attention for open- 'good' pictures and will be backed
style, rhythm, fluidity and origiing of 'Stagecoach' (UA) at Loew's up by a cash refund. Stunt will be
nality of stepping. They opened
State and Orpheum.
extensively ballyhooed on screens
with a maxixe, followed by a
Coach was used for many years on when trailers are shown for these
sort of Argentine tango, finishthe old Worcester Road and was better attractions; also in newspaper
ing with the almost famous
loaned^ by the Wayside Inn first advertising and posters.
Castle -Walk.
plugged by Nathaniel Hawthorhe,'Dark Victory* (WB) is first fllm
For an encore, a whirlwind
located in Sudbury and now owned on which the offer will be made to
waltz brought down the house,
the public
by Henry Ford.
Jolo.
Train left here Sunday morning
(2) at seven to return to Hollywood.

Big

Off '3 Smart Girls'

The Castles released pent-up desires for wholesome
fun. They typified the gay, handsome, young American
They proved it was possible for a man to
couple.
dance with his wife and enjoy himself. The one-step,
the Castle Walk, maxixe and various trots were simple
routines, quickly learned. Their names became synony-

,

on hand as honor guests.
Around 75,000 people taxed

Wednesdajt ApiU S, 1939

and Mrs. Gable's Oldie
Gets Timely Pitt Revival

Spartanburg, S. C.
Pittsburgh, April 4.
Cvolina, top Wilby-Kincey layout,
Harris booking office here was
is tops with sho'wman^ip,
House quick to capitalize op marriage last
awarded. 25 ducats to winners in a
week of Qark Gable' and Carole
Loretta Young ('Wife, Husband and
Lombard.
Couple of days after
Friend*)
jigsaw puzzle conducted
couple's elopement hit the front
.through
local
morning - evening pages, Harrises
shot in old Far
sheets, also conducted an 'oldest
flicker, 'No Man of Her Own,' which
sweethearts' contest for the Stewartco-sterred Gable and Miss Lombard,
Lombard film, 'Made For Each at
Senator, on -double
with anOther.' Prizes went to couples married greatest number of years.

Meanwhile, State clicked heavily
with a newsboys tie-up for Jackie
Coogan film," 'Newsboys* Home."
Stunts included circulatiqn department tie-ins with newsboys' parade,
special show -for them, etc.

bill

other reissue, 'Cimarron.*
House
pulled "Navy Secrets,' a flrst-runner,
to make room for 'Man.'* Advertise-

ments made it read 'Mr. and Mrs.
Clark Gable.'
Only few months ago, 'Man* played
a- date at flrst-run

time.

Fulton for third

))

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, AprU S, 1939

Oli in die Middie of Holidays;

(UA)

AnoSier holdover is Tygmalion,'
Which has been the oufetanding

Saturday

putting

(1),

United

Artists-

this

tor $12,000. all right
Last week,
Tailroin' (20th) and 'Code of Streets'
XRep), good $14,100.

Falace (RKO) (2.500; 35-55-65-75)
•-'Love Affair' (RKO) and vaude (2d
Will turn in okay $17,000 currently considering Hol^ Week. Got

wk).

good $19,200 last week.

BoMeveU (B&K)
•75)—'Fast Loose'

^turday

(1,500; 85-55-65-

Opened

(M-G).

but doesn't figure for

(1),

much

trade

COO in

initial session.

and evidences mild $8,Last week (2d),

^Princess' (20th), $8,300, so-so.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-40)—
•Ambush' (Par) and vaude. Holding
to fair $12,000 currentiy, with solid

tage show

BEERY FAIR

(air start at $12,000.

week

t.ast

•Sach Other' (UA), fair
ahppmg in midweek.

,

'Ijove Affair'

good enough to hold
•econd week at Fifth Avenue, is stiU
aoiniT nice

biz.

ace Jen-

ILiberty,

aen-von Her! tig house, dosed for
around two weeks or so for $80,000
face lifting, including new marquee,
Jront lighting and island ticket
booth.
Three Smart Girls Grow Up* Is
rrngmg up great $8,500 at Para-

mount

Estimates tor This Week
',^1** Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 32-37-42)
'Midnight' (Par)

•nd

—

'Illegal

Traffic'

'.Pari.

"vw from Paramount
food

$2,800.

(20th)
(Sfnh),

Move^

looldng for
Last week, 'Wife, Hus-

and 'Arlzo-

slow $1,700.
(Hamirick

i

Wildcat'

Evergreen)

-

U,900; 21-32)—'Idiot'
(M-G) and
Girl Downstairs' (M-G).
GetUng
ig..5(H),

Winds'
tt'lf'

^""^ *^'

$3 300

—

Lent, Shriners, Sprios

Omaha; Tailsirm'

Clip

Dual Healthy $9,500
Omaha, April 4.
Holy Week, last week's Shrine
and a weekend of ideal spring
weather are having their affect on
circus

the boxoffice tone, 'although grosses
are generally ahead of Holy Week
last year.

.

Best pace is at the Orpheum, with
the dualled Tailspin and 'Riding a
Mile.' Bob Bums* 'I'm From
Missouri,' at Omaha, is doing better
than the last Burns release,- 'Arkansaw Traveler.' The Brandeis is just
fair with 'Blackwell's Island.'

Crooked

Estimates tor Thla Week
Avenue - Dandee - Military (Gold10-25)—'Jesse
berg)
(950-810-650;
James' (20th) and 'Paris Honeymoon'
(Par), dual, split with 'Fisherman's
Wharf' (RKO) and 'Flirting Fate'
Very good, $2,500. Last
(M-G).
week, 'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Zaza'
(Par), dual, spUt with 'Man Votes'
(RKO), 'Up River* (20th) and 'Down

Farm'

(20th),

tripler,

$2,800,

excel-

lent
,
Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 1025-35-40)—'Blackwell'
(WB) and
'Beauty Asking* (RKO). Fair $3,800.
Last week (2d). 'Love Affair' (RKO)
and 'Saint Strikes Back' (RKO),

(Hamrick

Evergreen)

(2,200;

10-25-40)—

'From Missouri' (Par) and 'Persons
Hiding'

weeic

(Par).
'Ice

Good

FoUies'

$6,800.

Last

(M-G)

and

'Charlie Chan' (20th), $7,500, pretty
good.

Orpbenm (Blank)
—Tailspin'

(20th)

Mile' (Par).

Good

(3,000; 10-25-40)

and

$9,500.

'Crooked
Last weelc,

'Oklahoma Kid' (WB) and 'Musketeers' (20th). good $9,500.

Town

(Cioldberg) (1,250: 10-20-25)

—'Dark Rapture'

(U), 'Raw Timand 'To Victor" (GB), last
two first-runs, tripler, split with
'Man Votes' (RKO). 'The Frog' and
Jiyahoma, Kid' (WB) and 'O'Con- 'Paris Honeymoon' (Par). Fair $1,500.
nor- (M,G)
(2d wk). okay $3,500.
Last week, 'Pride Navy' (Rep), Tliliss
(Sterling) (1.350; 16-27- X* (Rep), and 'Rolling Westward'
T7
i?:*?^ Newsboys' Home' (U) and (Mono), tripler, all first-runs, split
/i^lj?'"""'
J2.600;

32-37-42)— 'Fr

-

i

Missouri'

ber' (Rep)

tfji'^*""! 'Pacific Liner' (RKO).
cate okay $5,000.
Last week,

wd

wist Express' (U), dual, plus vaude.
*-800.
Last week.
Yukon' (Col) an 'Wife's Re-

•M^S-tu
North .u.*^'B

Victory'

—^^dnigfat*

(Par

(12).

—

BlveU
'Wutherlng
(UA) (14).

Boxy—'Return

of

Heights*

the

Cisco

Kid' (20th) (14).

Strand—'Dodge

Cl^

(WB)

(2d wk).

with 'Illegal Traffic' (Par), first-run,
'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Zaza' (Par),
tripler,

good

$1,800.

Plus Stage $31000, Durbin 166 3d
The Dorsey Brothers are against
each other for two days this week,
today (Wed.) and tomorrow (Thurs.).
Tommy opens today (Wed) with
'Midnight' at the Paramount with
big things expected of him, while
Jimmy is winding up a lacklustre
engagement at the Strand tomorrow
night (Thurs.). Plowing along with
'You Can't Get Away With Miurder,' Jimmy Dorsey failed to top
$23,000 the first week and on the
holdover will be about $17,000. This
is the lowest figure for the Strand
since it started pit bands six months

of 'Made Her a Spy' (RKO) at $6,200.
better than of late.
Bivoll
25-55-75-85-99)(2,092;
'Smart Girls' (U) (3d weelt). Considering scale here and opposition of
stage-show houses, Durbin item is
doing very well; this week (3d)
about $16,000, after second week of
$23,500.
Stands by a fourth, with
'Wutherlng Heights' (UA) to open

ago.

holds

While this is Holy Week, with
Jewish Passover falling at the same
time, things could be worse with one
exception. This is the Capitol, where
'Society Lawyer' dips near an alltime- low of -the house at around
$11,000.

'Bulldog

Drummond's Se

cret Police,' at the Criterion, is also
playing to a lot of empty seats in
losing fight to get over $5,500.
The brighter thing:, in Ufe are
highlighted by a gross of $100,000
or near by 'Vernon and Irene Castle'
at the Music Hall. 'Alexander Gra-

April

14:

Boxy

(5,836; 25-40-55-75)

—

'Bell'

(20th) and stage show.
Far from
being a smash, still, pretty good for
Holy Week at $45,000 or over, and

through Easter.

'Baskervilles^

(20th)

Last week

held

its

above water satisfacto-ily for
'
500.
.

head
$37.r

State (3,450; 35-55-75)— 'Honolulu*

(M-G) (2d run) and stage biU with
Tony Galento. Picture, weak at the
Cap first run, isn't finding expected
strength in Galento at probable $19,000 on week, but a little profit Last
week 'Made for Each Other* (UA)

(2d run) and Happy Felton band,
near to $20,000. okay.
Strand (2,767; 25-40-55-75-85-99)—
Get Away Murder" (WB) and Jimmy
Dorsey (2d-flnal week). This show
ham Bell,' strongly advertised and is one of the weakest here and
exploited, with additional aid from doubtful
of getting over
the ethecj while no sensation at the week (2d), but this is $17,000 this
Week.
Roxy is doing well to hit $45,000 or The first seven days wasHoly
under $23,better.
It
holds through Easter 000, mild. 'Dodge City' (WB)
and
week.
Guy Lombardo, booked for three
Lack of serious Lenten and Holy weeks straight open Friday (7).
Week disturbance is further attested
to by a $32,000 second (final) week
for 'I'm From Missouri,' with Charles
.

TOLUES'-AMS

Bamet Dorothy Lamour and Mischa
at the Paramount ending last
(Tues.).
This, with a first
week of $45,000 here, adds to very
satisfactory profit

Auer

DETTWATOFF;

night

RED14G.PnT

Third week of 'Three Smart Girls,,
at hand, will be a possible $16,000,
quite all right, and It remains
'Wutherlng
Easter with
Heights' scheduled for April 14.
Rialto pepped up a little with

moNomuD

through
Pittsburgh, April 4.
Worst ticnt around. here In flock
of years is winding up this week at

(20th) and 'Arizona WUdcat* (20th),
very noor $5,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000: 30-50)
Madden'
(M-G) and Tardon rock bottom. Biz is not only off in
Nerve' (20th). May see fair $8,000. downtown area, but also all over terLast week, 'Prison Bars' (UA) and ritory, with grosses on all fronts off
'Never Die' (Par), $10,500, very for more than a month now by at
least 25% over year ago. Easter exgood.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Jane pected to bring slight respite.
Only thing that's getting any coin
Arden' (WB) and 'Great Man Votes*
(RKO). Probably under $4,000. very at all is 'Huckleberry Finn' and that
poor. Last week, 'Fast and Loose' chiefly on strength of Mickey Rod(M-G) and 'One Third Nation* (Par), ney's b. o. pull. Flicker itself pretty
generally rapped but juve trade is
mild $6,000.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35)— saving it from doldrums. 'Hoimd of
'Happened One Night' (Col) (reis- Baskervilles* Is picking up Alvin a
sue) and 'Juvenile Court* (Col). So- slight bit, but topping last foirtnighVs
so $5,000. Last week, 'Blondie Boss^ biz at this spot isn't any trick, since
(Col) and 'Dr. Meade* (Col), sub- previous session hit a new low for
house. 'Ice Follies' and Major Bowes
average $5,000.

Last week. Trade good $4,600.
(UA) and "Thanks EveryOmaha (Blank)
'

(20th), $2,700, fair.

Bars'

—

(RKO)

slow.

Srlfth Avenue (Hamrick - Evereen) (2,349; 32-37-4r)—'Love Afirf
(RKO) and 'Man Votes' (RKO)
*Zd wl').
Indicate
good $4,900.
i«st week, same films, big, $7,800.
Mmic Box (Hamrick - Evergreen
}»50; 32-37-42)— 'PygmaU .' (M-G)
(Bth wk). Anticipate good
$2,100 in

the

(2d wk).
Blalto ^"The Flying Irishman*

.

(2d),

much

on

(revival).

Paramennt

$8,000

$9^" gross

Durbin Stronur S'/^G As
Seattle B.O.S Hold Up
SeatUe, AprU 4.
„
Holy
Week is not hur;ing

Serenade"

— 'Mutiny

UaU — 'Dark

Hnsle
(WB).

stiffening the boxofflce.

Last week, 'Four G&Is' (M-G) and
vaude, neat $13i900.
House is developing steady patronage.
DnMed ArUsta (B&K-UA) (1,700;
85-55-65-75)—'Ice Follies' (M-G). Got
away Saturday (1) and looks like

(M-G)

Globe—'Prison Without
(UA) (2d wk).

Centnry (Shea) (3,000; 25-36)—
35-5S-75)— 'Boy Slaves' (RKO) and 'Road Demon* (20th). Indicate only $5,500,
poor. Last week, 'New York Sleeps'

(900;

(WB)

13

—

Criterion

Week

Not much for repeat at $4,000. currently. Last week,
Midnight' (Par), so-so $4,800.
Orientel
(Jones) 3,200; 25-40)—
'Strange Faces'
(U) and 'Forged
Passport' (Rep) and vaude.
Looks

AprU

(M-G) (2d wk).

week.

Garrick (B&K)
'Oklahoma' (WB).

of

(19th wk).
Capital 'Broadway

ApeUe (B&K)

mild. $22,100.

Girls

(7).

Bounfy (M-G)

Buffalo, April 4.
Activity at local boxofflces is sim(1,200; 3S-8S-76)— mering down into lowest averages of
rPyamalion' <M-G) (8th wk). About the season. 'Uttle Princess* at Bufat ue end of its run, which has been falo, a booking effort to attract school
^markable.
Around tSfiOO; Sas, vacation business, is unable to do
Good $6,000 last week. much against the tide.
currently.
<erand Illusion' (World) slated to
Managenlients generally have given
follow.
up for the week. Most aim offerings
CUcaro (B&K) (4.000; 35-55-75 >^ are merely fillers.
•Wife, Husband' (20th) and 'Mikado
Estimates for Tbl^ Week
ia Swing' unit on stage. All-colored
Bnflalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—
show on the rostrum billed over 'Princess' (20th). Plenty of kid busibleture and doing the business of ness, but will be lucky to get around
tiia town. Good $35,000 in sight Last $10,000, fair.
Last week, 'Love Af^eek, 'Oklahoma' (WB) and vaude, fair' (RKO), good $12,500.

(4).

,

wk).
Strand—'Dodge City'

and 'Fast and

Estimates tor This

Smart

Bell' (26th) (2d

Week

the vaudfllm Oriental and State*
Oke, which evidence some ability to

by

(WB)

Trial*

BlvoU-^'Three

As tor — 'Pygmalion

Loose' In the Roosevelt Both indiMte difficulty in hitting a real tempo.
Better luck is being experienced at

get

BUlto—'On

Grow Up* (U) (4th wk).
Boxy—'Alexander Graham

NO BUFF. JOY:

Follies'

'Ice

—

(5).

good.

g[ck«r of the season, going into Its
Ightfa week at the Apollo.
BiScK. opened two new pictures
Into the

(8).

Mnsle Hall ^'The Story of
Irene and Vernon Castle (RKO)
(2d wk).
Paramonnt—'Midnight' (Par)

m.'

Socko at $100,000; 2d Week of

Capitol—'Broadway Serenade'
(M-G).
Criterion—'Within the Law*
(M-G).
Globe—'Prison Without Bars'

lations*
(Rep) and vrude, good
Chicago, April 4.
$4,300.
Both Holy Week andlPassover take
Paramonnt (Hamrick - Evergreen)
laps at the boxofflces this week, and (3.039; 32-37-42)— Three Smart Girls'
ItVthe unusual picture which is able (U) and 'Society Smugglers'
(U).
Outi
to withstand these influences^
Anticipate great $8,500. Last week,
Standing ior Its abUIty to buck the 'Midnight* (Par) and
'Illegal Trafli?
Sownward trend tius week la the (Par), big $6,500.
Balaban & Katz flaeship Chicago,
Boesevelt
(Sterling)
21-32)—
(800;
*Mitrtiiob is playing the all-colored
'Made Ma Criminal' (WB) and
Vgdo- in Swing' unit on the stage and 'Going
Places' (WB).
Expect only
Husband and Friend' on
fWit*,
$1,803, slow. Last week, 'Zaza' (Par)
screen. B.&K. gave the stage show and 'Little
Tough Guys' (U), $2,300,
publicity and advertising.

At the Palace, 'Love Affair* and
vaude, in for a second week, indicate a profit for the house. Adverfising -on this picture has been fine.

(M-G

(18th wk).

Fff 'Andmsh'-Vaude at State-L

lavish

AprU •

A s t o r — 'PygmaUon*

Follies' Fair $12,0011 Ditto

Ice

of

9

Holy Week but Hie Casdes'

It's

(Subject to Change)

Week

VARIETY

on Broadway

First ftnns

M$iaooo

Made Her a Spy,' which ended
week Monday night (3) at $6,200.

'They
its

Another
Detroit April 4.
Due to run-of-mine product for
new picture of the past week, 'Let
Us Live,' wound up its first week Holy Week, b.o.'s generally are in
at the Globe last night (Tues.) at tlie doldrums.
'Blondie Meets the
$9,000 and remains an additional Boss,* plus stage show at the Fox,
three days, with 'Prison Without is getting mediocre biz.
Estimates for This Week
Bars' due Saturday (8).
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—
The State is among those that lack
gait; chances looking only $19,000, Three Smart Girls' (U) (2d run)
meagre profit with 'Honolulu* and, Slus 'Son Criminal' (Col), dual,
lurbin opus moved here after nice
Tony Galento. This may be considered very disappointing in view sesh at Fox; looks for good $8,000.
of the anticipated pull Galento would Last week, 'Frankenstein' (U) and
bring to the b.o. He is doing the 'Lone Wolf (Col), okay $5,500.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40bulk of the business, none the less,
65) 'Blondie Boss' (Col) plus stage
if what 'Honolulu' did at the Capitol
show are just filling in at Stanley.
few weeks back' is any criterion show. Pqced for mediocre $16,000.
concerning that picture. It got only Last- week. Three Smart Girls' (U)
Estimates for This Week
and
Mitzi Green heading vaude:
Alvln (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)— $20,000- on eight days at the Cap., strong $23,500.
An indication of the high
Sherlock poor.
BaskerviUes*
(20th).
nnohlgao (United Detroit) (4,000;
Holmeser well liked, but hit town hopes held for Galento was a book30-40-65)—'Never Die' (Par) and 'St
split startand
a
ing
deal
$2,000
at
at wrong time and won't see more
Louis' (Par). Doesn't figure to get
than average trade. Looks like ing at a gross of $34,000, nearly over $11,000, fair. Last stanza, poor
around $4,700, counting on extra double what State is doing.
$10,000 for 'From Missouri' (Par)
Estimates for This Week
day.
House bad hoped to keep
and 'Fast Loose* (M-G).
TygAsior (1,012; 25-40^55-65)
'Hound' going couple more days in
Palma State (United Detroit) (3,order to hold 'Three Smart Girls malion' (M-G) (17th week). Long- 000; 30-40-50)—'King Turf (UA).
Grow Up' (U) off imtn Good Friday, winded run picture at pop scale dips plus 'Wong' (Mono). Pre-Easter dip
but latter pictwe opens tomorrow a little this week to about $8,500, but and doesn't expect more than $4,500.
Last week n.g. Last week, 'Each Other* (UA)
Last week, 'Winner All' (20th) still plenty of profit
(5).
Probably remains (2d run) and 'Chinatown' (Par),
and 'Miss X* (Rep), in sue days, nearly $10,000.
pretty close to a new low at $2,100.
until around May 1, to be followed only fair $7,000.
FnltOB (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40) by 'Mikado' (U).
United Artists (United Detroit)
Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)— (2,000; 30-40-65)—'Ice FolUes' (M-G).
—'Star Midnight' (RKO) and 'Lost
Patrol' (RKO). Couple of reissues 'Society Lawyer' (M-G). No spunk Figures to get only fair $8,000, but
merely in for the ride. Stick 10 at all and at $11,000 close to all-time will hold for Easter trade.
I,ast
days, not because business warrants low of house scored several years week, okay $8,000 for second sesh of
it but because management is un- ago. Last week 'Sgt. Madden' (M-G) 'Pygmalion' (M-G) following good
willing to shove in 'East Side of under $14,000, poor.
$12,500, opening stanza.
25-40-55)—
Heaven' (U) until Saturday (8).
Criterion (1,662;
'Drum
Maybe around $2,600 for the elon- mond' (Par). Snailing along for less
gated session. I,ast week (3d). 'Prin- than $5,500, very disappointing. In
BIG $19,000
cess' (20th) got fair enough $2,000 in ahead, 'I Was a Convict' (Rep), $6,
four days of h. o.
000, muddy going.
IN
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-50)
Globe (1,274; 25-40-55 )— 'Let Us
'Huck Finn* (M-G). Mickey Hoo- Live'. (Col). In for 10 days and good
ney's b. o. force bringing 'em in de- at $9,000 on first seven days ending
Brooklyn, April 4.
spite Holy Week and adverse notices. last night (Tues.).
'Prison Without
Outstanding among downtown dePaced for better than $13,000. which Bars' (UA) opens Saturday (8). The luxers is the John Garfield fiicker,
isn't ttad at all Last weelc, 'Beach- final
(4th)
week of 'Blackwell's BlackweU's Island.' at the ParacombSr' (Par) slipped in stretch Island' (WB) was $7,500.
mount Loew's Metropolitan also is
after fast start and pulled up short of
Palace/ (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Darling copping coin with 'Huckleberry
Daughter' (WB) (2d run) and 'Win- Finn.'
$13,000.
Senator (Harris) (1.800; 25-40)— ner Take All' (20th) (1st run),
Albee is bright with 'Three Mus'Cimarron' (RKO) and 'Navy Secrets' dualed.
Approximately $7,500 ap- keteers.*
(Mono). Latter nicture made wav on pears the answer with this pair. L^t
Estimates for Thlti Week
Monday (3) for 'No Man of Her Own' week's duet 'Wife, Husband* (20th)
Albee (3,274; 25..?5-.'i0)—'Musket(Par), management figurine; that ner- (2d run) and 'Woman Doctor* (U), eers' (20th) and 'Mr. Motn*
(20th).
haps 'Mr. and Mrs, Galile' thing also $7,500, mild.
Good $15,000. Last week, 'Wife,
Paramonnt (3,6G4; 25-35-55-85-99) Husband' (20th) and 'Boy Slaves'
might help. Reissues aren't pulling
'Midnight' (Par) and Tommy Dor- (RKO), $13,000, quiet
around here, however, except in rare
instances and current combo doesn't sey band. Opens today (Wednesday)
Fnx (4.089; 25-35^50)— 'Oklahoma
stand much chance of topping $1,900. following two weeks of 'I'm From Kid' (WB) and 'Never Die' (Par)
Last week. 'Eagle arid Hawk' (Par), Missouri'
(Par),
together
with (2d wk). Nifty $16,500. Last week,
another oldie, and *Mystery of Mr. Charlie Barnct orchestra, Dorothy line S20.000.
tumour and Mischa Auer in person.
Wong* (Mono). $1,800. n. g.
Met (3.018: 25-35-50)— 'Huck Finn*
Stanley (WB) (3,600: 26-40-60)— Final lap, finished last night (Tues- (M-G) and 'Fast Loose' (M-G).
Good
Follies'
(M-G) and 'Bowes' day^ was $32,000, good pace after $18,000. Last vreek. 'Hinolulti' (M-G)
'Ice
'World's Fair Revue.* Ams usually $45,000 the Afst seven days, fine
nd 'Mutiny Elsinore' (M-0), nice
fairly strong b. o. draft here, but profit.
fn-s.OOO.
BaOio City Music Hall (5,980; 40they're caught this time in the eenParamonnt
(4.126: 25-35-50)—
eral collapse.
Poor $14,000. Last 60-84-99-S1.65)
'Vernon and Irene Wlackweir (WB) and 'Bov Trouble'
weelc, 'Cafe Society' (Par) and Janis Castle' (RKO) and sUge show.
A 'Par). Swell $19,000 and will hold!
Williams' Coquettes-Eddie Peabody. very fast dance at $100,000 or close,
"st weelc. 'Cafe Soo'rfv' (Ppri .and
this being Holy Week.
$13,000, very poor.
Stays over 'Kin? Chinatown'
(Par),
$16,500,.
Warner (WB) (2.000: 25-40)— 'Sainf through Easter week when strength good.
Strikes Back' (RKO) and 'Secret should be greater. Last week, 2d for
Strand (2,870: 25-35-40)- 'Jane ArAii« (WB). Will be luckv to crack 'Love Affair' (RKO), $78,000, good.
den' (WB) and 'Long, Shot' (GN>.
Blalto (750; 25-40-55)—'On Trial' Ouiet $5,000. Last week.
$3,000, poor. Last week, 'One Third
'Sudden
Nation* (Par) and 'Boy Trouble' (WB). Opened here yesterday morn- Money' (Par) and 'M.vstery
Plane'
ing (Tuesday) after week behind it (Mono), unexciting
(Par), around $3,400, poor.
$5,500.
'On

Trial' is the successor.

—

—
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VARIETY
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Holy WIl, Passover Take

Piiy

Ing its approval of the pr<^sals and
Qf considering methods of putting

M;

them into effect
Rodgers advised that United Arhad withdrawn from participation in the conferences but gave no
reason for such withdrawal.

Wednesday, April

5,

1939

Mpls. Hits Bottom; Trincess' Shabby

tists

msouri'-VeimthUws

N.G. $17,000

$5^000,

Rooney

V. A.*8 Sctitp Is Different
refused to go along with other
company is to (Soldwyn's suit In Federal court
spUt with 'Last Warning* (U) and distributors because the
defend the
'Everybody's Baby* (20th), average set up differently than others and next week. Schwartz will
$2 300
could not agree to any such provi- suit for UA, jointly with O'Brien,
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25r35-40).— sion as a cancellation privilege, Un^ OriscoU tt Raftery.
Poor
$3,500
Song Plains* (M-G).
der the revised draft this is 10%
best la sight. Last week, 'St Louis'
Intermeuo*
HeWard'a
when rental average la over $260;
Hollywood, April 4.
25-35-40)- 15% when between $100 and $250, and
(750;
Leslie Howard closed with iSelzDaughter' (WB). Moveover from 20% when under $100.
and
UA never granted a cancellation nlck-International to play lead'InterCriterion getting poor $1,100. Last
week, 'Beachcomber'- (Par), so-so privilege, whereas all other compaU'- be associate producer on
Druten Is script$1,400.
ies have permitted a 10% withdraw- mezzo.' Johii van
20-25)—
'Lit(1,100:
(Noble)
starb
State
production
al, because UA, strictly a distribu- ing for a. May
(Mono) and 'Billy Kid',
tle Pal*
tion company, has contracts with in(Rep). Bit below average at $2,400.
which do not alLast week, 'Lone Wolf (Col) with dividual producers
In other words, should
'Pride of Navy' (Rep), floundered at low this.
UA attempt to allow 10 to 20% can$2,000.
Tower (SUn) (1,000; 25-35-40)— cellation, ah exhibitor buying the
Dramatic School' (M-G). -Below whole program; coiild drop all of
average at $2,300. Last week, 'Cafe Sam Goldwyn's or any other proSociety* (Par). $2,100, n.g.
ducer's product

Fairly

UA

Philadelphia, April

4.

Religious holidays and the proximity of Easter are taking their lou

Allhoudi
the b. o.
thi:,
there's no school for the kids, th'.? is
flpured to fan more draught inio the
nabes than the deluxers. Shopping
rush hitting grosses and, despite
fairly good film weather, they are
veelc

at

only so-so. Last night (Monday) was
eIow as a result of Passover, but for
the same reason there was a small
Igoost in matinee biz today.
Vaudfllm Fox is hanging up a new
low this week since it adopted the
combo policy a couple
-present

months

ago.

With

Joe

'Missouri,'

Venuti's orch and Joe I*wis on the
stage, therell be no more than $17,000 in the till for the week, unprofitable, although the nut Is rather reasonable. 'Hound of the Baskervllles,'
given a nice teeofi by the crlx. Is
moving rather slowly at $12,000; still

however.

profitable,

Failure of 'Flying Irishman* (RKO)
brought one of the
at Stanton
strangest and most unanimous flurries of regret ever evidenced by film
critics here. Doug Corrigan pic was
pulled by Warner Bros, in five days

Duals Plentifi

.

UA

Additionally,

HUB'S BIZ SAGS;

'

HONOLULir

with only $1,200 in the till.
Finish brought columns of praise
for both picture and aviator from
newspaper o.o.ers.
All expressed

oKaooo

surprise at failure of the film to atThere was a good
tract business.
deal of admiration expressed for the
way in which the story \-as handled
Boston, April 4<
and for Corrigan's a'cting ability,
Stormy and spring 'weather and'
considering the fact that he's a flier,
the Imminence of Easter are among
eot an actor. Publicity is figured to
the alibis for this weeVs relative
elp somewhat on subsequent runs.
slump, but the good product is showEstimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 32-42-57)— ing up all right
Honolulu,* on a dual bill. Is better
•Midnight' (Par) (2d wk). Not terLove Affair,' dualed,
rifle, but satisfactory at $9,000 in than average.
view of grosses being hung up In is okay in Its second week.
EsUnuUcs for This Week
other houses. Initial lap, good $14,000.
'

pictures,

tributing

organization

has

(WB)

—

-

-

.

.

Trade Practice

bitschaSol Lesser combination. Lesser
will also have his own separate unit
and will deliver at least one picture
$1,200 in the
(Continued from page 3)
annually, production to be on a basis
comparable with other high-calibre
practice agreement. Rodgers* letter pictures
from
producers.
stated that 'we have not yet comDavid M. Loew is abandoning propleted a revision ot the provisions duction of the
Joe E.- Brown type of
with respect to arbitration machin- picture and under
),500 IN
0.
$5,
a term contract
ery,* and 'it is obvious, that this is
with
will turn out two quality
not complete and further elabora- pictures annually.
Loew will finance
Oklahoma City, April 4.
Holy Week is hitting the b.o. tion will be necessary in the light of his pictures personally, produce on
discussions and of your counsel's the Selznick-Intemational
plenty hard.
lot and is
Leader will be 'Wife, Husband and suggestions, but we believe that the now negotiating deals for stars and
Friend,* at Criterion, but only aver statements of principle contained in story properties. One possible deal
age $5,500.
La£t week everything it and in the revised memorandum said to be in work would bring an
was off, with 'Darling Daughter' enclosed herewith will furnish the alignment of a name director
and
taking deepest nosedive.
foundation for the arbitration, ma- Loew on production, on a 50-50 basis.
Estimated for This Week
chinery desired.*
Silverstone spoke in high praise of
Criterion (Stan) (1.500; 25-35-40)
The letter also stated that a copy David O. Selznick; considers he is
—'Wife, Husband' (20th). Best
sight Is average $5,500 and probably of the pact was being sent the De- one of the outstanding producers in
Last week, partment of Justice in accordance the industry and looks for 'tremennot quite that much.
•Daughter* (WB), nose-dived to very with assurances of counsel that the dous expansion' based on undispoor $3,900.
Department would be kept informed closed plans
and Selznick are
Liberty (Stan) (1.200; 20-25)—'Off of the results of the Industry con- working on. Selznick
will produce
-"Stranoe
Faces' ference's. Rodgers
Record' CWB) and
suggested that a three pictures for next season, two
(U), sollt with 'Boy Trouble' (Par)
Joint conference be held with the of which will be 'Intermezzo' and
and 'Moto' (20th). Good for average
pos- 'Rebecca.'
Lsst week. 'Kin.? Under- Dept of Justice at the earliest
$2,500.
.
United Artists will file its answer
world' (WB) and 'Secrets Sky* (U), sible date for the purpose of obtain-

UA
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C

UA

.

UA

.
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Garfield Fair

5G

:

Chides Goldwyn

m

Minneapolis, April

4.

With Holy Week intensifying the
local boxoSice depression, aggregat*
of loop grosses is headed toward the
irreducible minimimi. Nary a singla

diowhouse will come anywhere near
attaining 'five figures, and the takings, in everv instance, ^vill be ot

sorry proportions.
No less than three of thb four

newcomers—'Little Princess,'
film
'Huckleberry Finn' and 'Spirit of
Culver'—h6ld their strongest, appeal
for the Juvenile trade. This crowding in of so many kid pictures simultaneously is probably attributable
to the fact that it's Easter vacation
week for the youngsters and the
showhouses hope to cash in on matinee trade. It also may be due to a
desire to get out of the way product
that would not mean strong boxoffice
here under any circumstances, instead ot 'wasting* superior attractions
Temple meant anything

The

and

here,

at the b.o.
Little Princess' has

the State still in the doldrums. As
for 'Huckleberry Finn' Mickey Rooney Is helping the Orpheum. The
one new outrand-out adult offering, Tast and Loose,' is winning
favor,, but not luring heavy
sugar to the Century.
However,
'Pygmalion,' in Its fifth downtown
week, continues to keep the World
well In the black.
Estimates (or This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25),
'Inside Story' (20th) and 'Society
Smugglers' (U). dual first-runs. Mild

some

ocre quality ot pictures.
charge in film rentals. It has under'Pygmalion,' at the Esquire, is wortaken other reforms on its own' and thy-of some attention going into third
in no case, it is declar,ed, has forced week of subsequent run. Picture infurnish
Company does not
shorts.
augurated policy in this house and
subsequent runs may be solution for $1,200 indicated. Last week, 'Silver
a newsreel.
Sage' (Par) and "Boy Trouble' (Par),
It is believed that whUe UA can- the small theatre.
dual first-runs, split with 'Lady Van.Estimates (or This Week
not participate with other distribs
Esqaire (Fox Midwest) (820; 10-2S- ishes' (20th) and 'Nancy Dre\v*
practices
draft
on the entire trade
40)—
(WB), also first-runs, pretty good
'Pygmalion'
(M-G)
week).
(3d
privileges,
theincluding cancellation
Film not in big numbers, but sur- $1,500.
the
and
ownership
provisions
atre
Cenlnry (Par-Singer) (1,600: 25prising with its steadiness. Currentlike. It will go along on other points ly
'Fast and. Loose'
(M-G).
$1,500 following previous $2,000 35-40),
would
this
such as arbitration. To do
Helped because it's lone newcomer
and $2,500 weeks.
simply require a clause to cover' in
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40) without juvenile angle. Fairly good
the various forms of contracts which —'Fast Loose' (M-G) and 'Four Girls' $6,000 in prospect Last week, 'Beach(M-G). Average magnetism here comber' (Par) (2d week), $3,200,
UA uses.
after good $7,000 first week.
Trade practices concordat is retro- and fair at $9,500. Last week, 'Ice light
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25),
active on all contracts signed since FoUies' (M-G) and 'Let Live' (Col), 'Spirit
ot Culver' (U). Mixed com1930-40
The dis- $10,500, okay but not up to expecta-

•

La't Week, 'Flvir* Iri.shman' (RKO)
pn'led in oriv five days with but

$6,500

on Holy Week,
It's been a long time since Shirley

with

Goldwyn, Alexander Korda, Dave
Selznick and others. Tlius, should
an exhibitor have bought Selznick's
pictures alone this year, only two beKansas City, April 4.
ing supplied, it would be impossible
A stampede of double bills is on
to figure, any kind of a cancellation again currently,' with four of the six
first-run situations carrying added
privilege.
features.
Despite
quantity of film ofUA dropped its score charge several
years ago and does not consolidate this fered, biz matches only the ^medi-

32-42-57)—
Boeton (RKO) (3,200; 20-30-40)—
(2,350;
(re-issue)
(RKO)
(20th). 1 Given good Star Midnight'
hand by crix, but meeting with and "Lost Patrol' (RKO) (2d run);
mixed word of mouth. Pretty fair dual, with vaude for four days; and
(WB) and 'Great
(12,000. Last week (2d), 'Love At' 'DevU's Island'
fair' (RKO). fair $10,000.
Man Votes* (RKO) (2d run), dual,
26-32-42)— for three days. Aiming at satisfacEarle (WB)
(2,758;
product
Stagecoach' (UA) (3d run). StUl tory $8,000.
Last week, 'Strange Jan. 1 fior
racing along. Very pleasing $7,000. Faces' (U) and 'Renegade Trail' tributors have been selling film with
Last week, 'Daughter' (WB) (3d (Par), dual, with vaude, for four this understanding and. appending a
run), okav $6,400.
days; and 'Star Midnight' and 'Ijost clause to contracts agreeing that if
Fox (WB) (2,423; 32-37-42-57-68) PatroV double, three days, good and when trade practice reforms are
'Missouri' (Par) and vaude. Joe $8,500.
Venuti's orch, Joe E. Lewis, Hal Le
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40- adopted, all provisions would apply.
Roy and Neila Goodelle on the 55)—'One-Third Nation' (Par) and
boards, but a letdown from nifty 'Never Say Die' (Par). Fair $5,000
grosses which this house has been prohiised.
'Blackwell'
Last weel
getting. Lowest yet at $17,000, un- (WB) and 'Arizona Wildcat' (20th),
profitable.
Last week, 'Blackwell' as.h. $4,300.
(WB) with Joan Davis and Al Dona'
Keiib Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25hue's orch on stage, fair $20,000.'
35-40-55)—'Love Affair' (RKO) (2d
(Continued from, page 3)
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 32-42-57)— wk) and 'Society Smugglers' (U)
'Princess' (20th) (2d run).
Temple (1st wk). Aiming at healthy $15,000.
continues in her inabili^ to pull in Last week, 'Affair' and 'Crowded 11 separate producers now In the
organization, with 'the exception of
midtown Philly, although oicking up Hours* (RKO), dual, big $27,000.
slightly in proportion to flr.it run at
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35- Mary Pickf ord, who will not con$3,800. Last week, 'Honest Man' (U) 40-55)—'Daughter* (WB) andTorchy tribute any product toward next*s
(2d run), very nice $4,600.
Chinatown* (WB). Medium $14,q00 season*s schedule, all actively proKeith's (WB) (1.870; 32-42-57)— gait
Last week, 'Midnight' (Par) ducing and partaking of the lowest
•Love Affair' (RKO) (2d run). Re- and 'King Chinatown' (Par), sad
distribution costs obtainable anypeating its first-run strength with $11,000.
$4,500. following a double session at
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40- where in the business.
'This is made possible,' he said, "by
the Boyd. Last week, 'Oklahoma 55)—'Honolulu* (M-G) and 'O'ConKid' (WB) (2A run) fair $3,700.
nor* (M-G). In $17,000 groove, good virtue of the fact that UA's reserves,
Palace (WB) <1,100; 26-42)—'On Last week, 'Stagecoach' (UA) and accumulated during the past 20
'Whistling Enemies' (Col), dandy years, together with such factors as
Trial' (WB).
Pic got little explol
tation, which product at this new $19,000.
no preference stock outstanding, no
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35- debentures, no bank loans,
first-run spot heeds. Rather weak at
no frozen
$4,400.
Last week, 'Blondie Boss' 40-55)— 'One Third' (Par) and 'Never
Medium $7,500. Last assets and all producers contributing
(Col), fairish $4,900 under the hypo Die* (Par).
of the comic strip name and some week, 'Blackwell' (WB) and 'Arizona their own financing,- with the exception of Walter Wanger, all contribute
phiirging.
Wildcat' (20th), pale $6,500.
Seollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50) toward an absolutely liquid com?
Sianlev (WB) (2,916: 32-42-57)—
Three Smart Girls' (U) (2d .wk). -'Blackwell' (WB) and 'Cafe So- pany.'
Desoite hefty applause from crlx. ciety' (Par) (both 2d run). SkidCharles Chaplin Is definitely going
rood word of mouth and the rep of ding to $4,000. Last week, 'Wife, ahead with 'The Dictator' and Is
Durbin, this inn't quite nulling the Husband* (20th) and 'Tailspin' (20th)
writing all the dialog himself. DougW3V It .should. Nicking off only about (both 2d run), $4,000, poor.
State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55) las Fairbanks, Sr., started cameras
-$9,000 for this term after $14,800 in
the opener. Lntter figure lower than —'Honolulu* (M-G) and 'O'Connor' rolling on The Californian' on Mon(M-G).
Good $14,000 indicated. day (3). Ernst Lubitscb, on termiusi'n) to earn h. o.
Stenton (WB) (1.457: 26-32-42)— Last week, 'Stagecoach* (UA) and nation of his tworpicture commit•Madden' (M-G). On the basis of 'Whispering Enemies' (Col), $15,000, ment for Metro, will actively start
GOmnsrisons, this Is doing better than good.
producing for UA around Jan. 1, 1940,
anvtliin? in town. Bcini! he'd over
and will make three pictures over a
for 10 days to pet the house back to
two-year period.. In addition to deSoti'rdrv onenin" nollcy and will
livery of these pictures from the LuPToh off abni't .<e.8O0 for the nerlnd:

Boyd

'Baskervllles'

ButNoKeCBiz:

all

identified, are sold separately in accordance with the contracts this dis-

Good

.

ment on

tions.

this

one among

critics

and

Newman (Par) (1,900; 10-25-40)— 'customers. Has to split youngster
'Never Die' (Par) and 'Eagle and the trade with two other powerful comHawk' (Par) (reissue). Only fair at petitors. Will do well to top light
Last week, 'Four GirlsT
$5,300. Last week (2d), 'From Mis- $2,500.
(M-G), $3,100, good.
souri' (Par), satisfactory $5,000.
Orphenm (Par-Singer) (2.800: 25Orphenm (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)
Kids
'BlackweU* (WB) and 'Fisherman's 35-40), 'Huck Finn' (M-G).
Wharf (RKO), duet Bobby Breen falling hard for this one, but adult
name, heretofore relied upon as first trade not so forte. Rooney, however,
rank, relegated to second place here. pulling some customers. En route t»
fairly
good
Last
week.
'Daugh$6,500,
No more than fair biz in sight $5,000. ter* (WB) and Lou
Breese's orch,
Last week (2d), 'Love Affair'. (RKO),
gave nice account of itself at $5,000, Stepin Fetchit on stage, $15,000. big.
State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-3Sfollowing first week's $7,000.

—

Tower (Fox-^Midwest) (2,050; 10and
'Baskervllles'
(20th)
Straight
(U).
films resorted to again. Mild at $6,300, but films' in the. black much
more at this figure than with vaude.
Last week, 'Society Smugglers' (U)
25-40)

—

'Family Next Door*

Armstrong's orch
admish scaled up to
registered under expectations at

and

Louis

stage, with

40), 'Princess* (20th).

ple

continues

Tem-

Shirley

on boxoffice down-

grade here. Will have difficulty in
reaching mild $5,000 in eight days.
Last week, 'Wife, Husband' (20th)

yanked after six bad days, $3,500.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25), 'Star
on Midnight' (RKO). Reissue drawing
moderately well, due to cast presence ot William Powell and Ginger

55c,
$9,-

000

May

Rogers.

Last

reach fair $700.

week,

'Assassin Youth' (Indie) (Sd
Uptown (Fox Midwest) (1,200; 10- wk), $600,
mUd.
Only
25-40)—'Baskervllles' (20th)
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35). 'Honone of first-run houses with single olulu' (M-G). First neighborhood
averaround
bill currently Figures
showing.
Light $2,000 indicated.
age at $3,000. Last week, 'Culver*. Last week, 'Guhga Din' (RKO), $3,(U) and 'Risky Business' (U), moved 000. good.
over from previous week's' showing
World (Steffes) (350: 25-35-40-55),
at'Tower, fairish $2,700.
•Pygmalion' (MG) (5th wk). This

PROV. HAS B. 0. BLUES;

TASr DUAL SLOW

lOG

Providence, April

4.

Holy Week doldrums hitting mainstemmers, with biz generally slow.
'Fast

with

State, is highest
only fairish $10,000 in offing.

and Loose.' at

Estimates (or This

Albee

(RKO)

(2,000;

one has landed solidly.
Off this
week, probably due to I«nt windup,
but may last another canto, or even
longer. Fairly good $1,500 in sight
Last week, $1,900, good.

m'

LA CAVA HURRIES
FOR GINGER ROGERS

Week
25-35-50)—

'Culver' (U) and 'Society Smugglers'
Last
So-so' $4,500 indicated.
(U).
week 'Without Bars' (UA) and

'Crowded Hours' (RKO), fair $5,800.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 25-3550)— 'Madden' (M-G) and 'Blondie
(Col) (2d run).
Creepy $3,Last week 'Pygmalion' (M-G)
and 'Whispering Enemies' (Col) (2d
Boss'
000.'

HoUywood, April

MaJcsUe (Fay)

(3,200;

'

.

.

after

completion ot Miss Rogers'
current starrer, 'Little Mother.'
Morrle Ryskind is screenplaylng
from mag yam by Frank R. Adams.

run), nice $6^000.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
'Wong' (Mono) and vaude. Heading
for peppy $7,500.
Last week 'On
Trial' (WB) and vaude. good $7,000.

Now

Get Tongb, Randy

25-36>S0)—

'Baskervllles' (20th) and 'Risky Business' (U).
Poor $5,000. Last week
'Wife, Husband' (20th) and 'Everybody's Baby' (20th), disappointing
...
$4,500.
State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
'Fast Loose' (M-G) and 'Mystery
Plane' (Mono).
Paced at fairish
$10,000. Last week 'Madden* (M-G)
and 'Blondie Boss* (Col), hefty
$13,000.

4.

Gregory LaCava's RKO produc'My Fifth Avenue Girl,'
Ginger Rogers, is being
hypoed to hit cameras immediately
tion of
starring

Hollywood, April

4.

Randolph Scott gets top spot in
'Frontier Marshal,' starting May 15
at 20th-Fox.
Sol M. Wiurizel produces and Allan
Dwan directs the high-budget
western.
.

Salt

Water Special

Hollywood, April 4.
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-36-50)—
Merlan C, Cooper gets the direc'Eagle and Hawk* (Par) (reissue)
and 'Orphan Annie* (Par). Holding tprlal chore on the Jules Verne story,
'20,000
Leagues
Under the Sea,' at
,own for good $6,000. Last week
'Midnight* (Par) and 'Frontiersmen* Metro.
(Par), garnered good $9,700 in 10Picture Is slated for release on the
day run.
1939-40 program.

.

)

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, April B. 1989

Only

DurbinJlM

Shows

life

As Competish Murders Frisco B.O^
San Francisco, April 4,
over the weekend

Warm weather

Key

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$1,3M,«M
(Based on 23 cities, 165 thea-

game in Golden Gate Park,
exodus, plus the competish from
BergereV at the fair grounds,
proving disastrous to the picture

^

on Market street.
Deanna Durbin, in Three Smart
Grow Up.' is the honey dowpthis week. She is giving the

b.o:

Estimates for This

First week, excellent $5,900.
Maytair (ParkerrEvergireen) (1,-'
30-35-40)—'Stagecoach'
500;
(UA)
and 'Society Smuggling' (U) (2d
wk). Holding up mcely for $2,200.
First week, $2,400, after two strong
700.

Girls

wisely dropped the idea of a double
and instead is presenting a supprogram of shorts.

Cincy Biz Perks;

bill

weeks

Broadway,
(Hamrick - Evergreen
30-35-40)—'Oklahoma Kid'
(1.800;
(WB) and 'Beauty Asking' (RKO)
(2d wk). Good enough $3,500. First

porting

Tollies'

Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-76)—
'Everybody's
(20th),
"Baskervilles'
Biz very poor at
Baby' (20th).
$11 000. Last week. 'Midnight' (Par)
and

Chinatown'

'King

(Par),

Snappy

lOG/Calyer Off

got

$15,000, fair.

Golden Gate (BKO) (2.850; 35-55)
—'Family Next Door' (U) and vaude,

Hugh

Herbert,

who

at

Orphenm

But it's murder elsewhere.
Estimates for This Week

Broadway Grosses

Week

Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-3540)—'Daughter* (WB) and 'Newsboys' Home: (U) (2d wk). Good $4,-

town

Oroheum the best biz it has had in
a long time. Manager Hal Neides

Garfield-'Relatives

successful biz.

W. Y.)
Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Tear
$1,443,5M
(Based on 23 cities, 162 theatres)

•Foiies

V 3d Good HOOO L A. Has Slim Holy Week Pickings,
As Houses Hold Back New Films;

Portland. Ore., April 4.
'Darling Daughter,* at Broadway,
and 'Love Affair,' at Paramount, are
the burg's top winners,, both in second stanzas. 'Pygmalion,* in third
week at the UA, is also profitable.
'Stagecoach* is now in fourth week
at Mayfair, winding up run of very

tres, chiefly first run*, includijio

^is
is

City Grosses

Island site

nolo

11

H.O^ Dominate Port;

Tyg

aent 76,000 to the Treasure
Sunday \2), anof the Frisco expo
game in
other 25.000 to opening ball
^mI's Stadium and thousands to the

VARIETY

in

week nice $4,800.
Paramoimt (Hamrick-Evergreen)
30-35-40)
(2d wk)

—

Estimated Total Gross
...$276,7M
This Week
(Based on 12 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
$237,7»0
Last Tear
(Based on 12 theatres)

mmm:

SHINING THRU

imEPALL

$13

<

Los Angeles, April 4.
Holy week pickings mostly slim in
town, with four of 10 first-runs having holdovers and two others continued first-runs.
Newcomers are
Tail
with
Musketeers,'

Spin'
Three
equal bijling at State and
Chinese, and 'Blackwell's Island,*
coupled with Higgins family opus at
the Warner day-daters, Downtown

given

and Hollywood.
State-Chinese

combo should bring

$22,600, okay, but 'Blackwell's' looks
like slim $13,000. 'Midnight,' on holdover at Paramount,, doing okay, likewise 'Love Affair' at Pantages and

RKO.

Estimates For This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;
30-40-55-75)—Tailspin'
(20th)
and
'Musketeers'

'Love Affair*
(RKO)
and 'Everybody's
Baby' (20th). Nice return at $4,500.
First week, with 'North Shanghai'
(Con, strong $5,800.
(3,000;

m

Weak

(20th),

$9,800 In sight.
lies'

(M-G) and

Okay

dual.

Last week,

'Ice

Fol*

'Fast Loose' (M-G),

neat $10,000.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-5565)—'Blackwell' (WB) and 'Wife's

Cincinnati, April 4.
Blvoll (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—'If
,Ace cinemas are chalking up faAlthough $12,500 not big,
picture.
Relatives' (Rep), dual. Just ordincan't complain too much. Last wedk vorable returns in Lent's flnal week. King' (Par) and Thanks Memory'
ary $7,000. Last week (2d), 'OklaLouisville, April 4.
(Par) (revivals).
Average $1,500.
(2d), 'Love Affair' (RKO) and vaude, 'Ice Follies' is cutting the best figure.
No doubt that Holy Week wUl run homa Kid' (WB) and 'Jane Arden'
With returns on 'Great Man Votes Last week, 'Young Heart' (UA) and
closed strong at $12,500.
(WB), very good $7,700;
'Submarine Patrol' (20th), good $1,- true to form, with respect to b.o.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55H- also surprisingly good.
Four Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)
grosses in this, town, but bright spot
Three Smart Girls' (U). House is
'Spirit of Culver' is out of step and 800.
—'Lady Vanishes' (GB) (2d week).
'Midnight'
going
to
is the patronage
also showing March of Time, Walt 'Wife, Husband and Friend' Is n.s.h.,
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30- at the Rialto. Claudette Colbert and Noticeable drop second week to
Disney's 'Uely Duckling,' and "San but combo of 'Star of Midnight' and 35-40)—'Pygmalion* (M-G) (3d wk). Don Ameche are tuggiiif in good $2,600, after good $4,000 on first seven
Francisco's 1915 World Fair.' Play tiost Patrol' is fetching good trade.
Good $4,000. Second week okay $5,> shape and will cop best biz of town. days. Holds three days of third week.
from the youngsters, who are vaca2001 First, $6,500.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55Stage show at the National is just
Estimates for This Week
tioning this week, is strong and a
so-so on thi-ee-day weekend show- 65)—'Blackweir (WB) and 'Wife's
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Ice
great help during the matinees.
Relatives' (Rep), dual;
Should hit
ing.
Hopeful of big $19,000, best Durbin Follies' (M-G). Okay $10,000. Last
so-so $6,000. Last week, (2d), 'OklaEstimates for This Week
biz here so far. Last week, 'Blondle week. Three Smart Girls' (U), very
homa
Kid' (WB) and 'Jane Arden*
Brown (Loew*s-Fourth Avenue)
Boss' (Col) and 'Risky Business' (U), good $14,000.
(WB), okay $6,100.
(1,500- 15-30-40)—'Stagecoach' (UA)
poor $4,500.
Pantages
Cajpltol
(RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
(Pan)
30-40-55)—
(2,812;
Moveover
(Col).
Boss'
and 'Blondie
Paramonnt (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55- 'Three Smart Girls' (U) (2d run).
from Loew's State pointing to fair liove Affair' (RKO) (3d-flnal week)
75)—'Sergeant Madden' (M-G) and Pleasing $4,500. Same last week on
and 'Spirit of Culver' (U) dual. Will
$1,700. Last week, 'Huck Finn' (M-G)
Just 'Love Affair' (RKO) (2d run).
'Fast Loose' (M-G) (2d wk).
hit lucrative $7,000 on six-day third
Wolf
(Col), weak $1,400.
and
'Lone
Gra'Alexander
coasting along until
20-30)—
Family (RKO)
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)— week. Second stanza ended ^vith big
ham Bell' (20th) comes in tomorrow 'Convict' (Rep) and (1,000;
'Society Smug'Made Criminal' (WB) and 'Woman $10,900.
(6). Will close to tune of fairish $7,Paramonnt (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)
glers' (U), split with 'Torchy Blane*
Feeling the Lenten
Again' (Col).
600. Last week, good 414,000.
'Midnight' (Par) and stage show
(WB) and 'Whispering Enemies'
season slowup and not likely to betSt. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55Baltimore,
April
4.
(Col).
Normal
week,
Last week, 'Wings (2d week). Holdover week better in
$2,100. Last
ter mild $1,500.
75)—'Oklahoma Kid' (WB) and
with
Turn
Loose'
(RKO)
'Forged
and
There*s
usual
pre-holiday
lull all Navy' (WB) and 'Frankenstein' (U), proportion than first stanza,
a
'Wife's Relatives' (Rep) (3d wk).
prospect of $12,000.
Initial week
Passports'
(Rep),
split with 'Secret around except at combo Hipp, where fair $1,700.
Should garner fair $4,000 in third Service' (WB) and Tough Kid'
'Fisherman's Wharf,' Bowes' 'Swing
Loew's Stote (Loew's) (3,100; 15- $16,000, not so hot.
stint Last week, epod $6,000.
(2,872; 30-40-55)—'Love Af(Mono), $2,200, okay.
School' unit and March of Time are 3(M0)—'Madden* (M-G) and 'North
United ArtlsU (Cohen) (1,200; 35fair'
(3d-flnal week) and
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—'Love attracting nice returns. There's some Shanghai' (Col). Not cutting much 'Spirit (RKO)
B5-65)—'King Turf (UA). In an efof Culver' (U) dual. Adding
fair action for 'Fast and Loose' at and will have to be satisfied with fair
fort to stimulate biz, special preview Affair' (RKO) (3d run). Nice $2,700.
$5,000. Last week, 'Stagecoach' (UA) another profitable $6,500 on six-day
Loew's Century.
of 'Wuthering Heights* (UA) was Last week, 'King Turf (UA) (2d
Rest of town is marking time for and 'Blondie' (Col), tallied fine third week. Second full week ended
held last week, but best will be run), very poor $1,800.
with $8,600, good.
advent
Easter
and
strong
lineup
of
$8,000.
of
Last week (3d),
KcHh's (Ubson) (1,500; 35-42)—
$6,000, very poor.
State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
•Culver' (U).
Slow $3,200. Last product
'Each Other' (UA), $5,500.
15-30-40)—'Blackweir (WB). Biz off 75)—Tailspin' (20th)' and 'MuskEstimates for This Week
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,080; 35-55-75) week, 'Blackweir (WB), mild $3,500.
currently, due' mainly to Lent and eteers' (20th), dual. Looks like good
—'From Missouri' (Par) and 'Lady
Xentury (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15- construction work on new marquee $12,800.
Last week, 'Ice Follies'
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—'Star
Hold- and front. Headed for so-so $3,000. (M-G) and 'Fast Loose' (M-G), disVanishes' (20th). PuUed after four Midnight' (RKO) and 'Lost Patrol' 25-40)—'Fast Loose' (M-G).
days to terrible $4,000. 'Broadway (RKO), dual revivals, (^od $4,000. ing fair pace to $8,000, Last week, Last week (2d), 'Oklahoma Kid' appointing $10,400.
Serenade* (M-G) was rushed in to- Last week, 'Honest Man' (U) (2d 'Ice FoUies' (M-G), nice $9,100.
United ArUsts (F-WC) (2,100: 30(WB), light $2,800.
Last week (2), run), okay $4,500.
day (Tuesday).
15)—'Give 40-55)—'Ice Follies' (M-G) and 'Fast
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
(900;
Ohio (Settos)
•Princess' (20th) and 'Winner' (20th),
Not very hot
'Fisherman's Sailor* (Par) and. 'Men Such Fools' Ix>ose' (M-G), dual.
Palace (RKO) (2,600:35-42)—'Wife, 15 - 25 - 35 - 40-55-66)
got fair $6,000 in six days.
moveover, so best in sight is weak
Husband' (20th). N.s.h. $8,500. Last Wharf (RKO), plus Bowes' 'Swing (WB), split with 'Prison Nufse' (U) on
week,
Tygmallon'
Last
week, 'Oklahoma Kid' (WB). fair School' unit and/March of Time.' and 'One Way Passage' (WB). Won't $2,200.
Nice $11,000. Last week, second of beat weak $900. Last week, 'Blondes (M-G), for continued first-run after
$9,500.
Star,
very good
long
stay
at
Four
(U) and 'Spawn' (Par),
85-42)— 'Love Affair* (RKO) and vaude, Dangerous'
Shabert (RKO)
(20th)
'Arizona Wildcat'
added fair $9,700 to okay first ses- split with 'Vivacious' (RKO) and $4,100.
Cleve. 'Man Votes' (RKO) (2,150;
in
(2d run). Surmeasure.
added
good
for
fairish-'$l,200.
(20th),
'Moto*
sion*s $14,000.
prisingly good $4,200. Last week,
Wllshire (F-WC) (2.296; 30-40-55Cleveland, April 4.
Avenue)
(3,000; 15BUIto
(Fourth
15Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406;
Drained
out
by Metropolitan 'Darling Daughter' (WB) (2d run), 25-35-40)—
'Sud- 65)—'Ice Follies" (M-G) and 'Fast
30-40)—
and
(Par)
'Midnight'
Not
Nation*
(Par).
'Third
Opera dopble-headers over week- limp $3,200.
Colbert and Loose' (M-G), dual. Another week
doing much; $3,500. Last week, 10 den Money' (Par).
and and soaked by beginning of
strong vehicle and potent stanza with answer about $4,300. Last
days of 'Cafe Society' (Par), fairish Ameche in
rainy season, houses are reconciled
in beating Lenten dullness prevalent week, 'Wife. Husband' (20th) and
$6,100.
to a proverbially dull Holy Week biz. Lincoln, Nebraska,
on main stem. Should hold up well 'Arizona Wildcat' (20th), on move-,
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35- enough to cop forte $7,500. Last over, weak $4,000.
Palace showing the most pep with
wk). week, 'Princess* (20th) and March
'You Can't Cheat Honest Man* and
TolUes,'
$4,400 55)—'Baskervilles' (20th) (2dadding
Marking time till Easter and
Tony Martin in p.a., but matinees are
of Time, fair $6,400.
Lincoln, April 4.
mild $2,500 to uneventful first week's
IN
way off.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 15Nebraska, a new l,23e-seater on $3,100.
Hipp is copping the best afternoon
30-40)— Arizona Wildcat' (20th) and
the
old
Orpheum,
the
site
of
bowed
trade with 'Little Princess' for next
Jones
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-25-35-40- 'Everybody's Baby' (20th).
Follies'
and
with
'Ice
is
the
(29)
strongest gross, and probably will
55)—'Can't Take It' (Col) (revival). Family coupled with Jane Withers
shove it to Allen for a h.o. 'Ser- spot of the town. Getaway biz very Attracting some trade and possible opus pulling oke $3,500. Last week,
fancy, first night's house going to
geant Madden' is slow at State.
week, 'Missouri (Par), •Culver' (U) and 'Society Smugglers*
Denver, April 4.
charity at $1 per. Regular scale is $4,500. Last
Estimates for This Week
(U), pretty good $3,400.
n.g. $3,400.
All the first-runs are close to averAlhambra (Printz) (1,200; 10-20- 10-25-40.
age, with the Denham's split-week
Stuart, former acer, is having It?
3S)—'Whispering Enemies' (Col) and
doing the best comparatively, al'Society Smugglers' (U). Nice enough second dual feature in history, havand Orpheum are
ing
the
Lincoln's
policy,
Denver
taken
and
though
the
for four days at $2,200. Last week
each taking more coin.
'Inside Story' (20th) and 'Wife's Rel- the Lincoln turning down the acEstimates for This Week
tion alley. Varsity is limping along,
atives' (Repub), fair $1,800.
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—
Allen (RKO) (3.000; 20-35-42-55)— likewise the Liberty, both suffering
'Daughter' (WB), after week at Den•Love Affair' (RKO). Just average from film shortage.
ver. Nice $3,500. Last week, 'Topper*
Estimates for This Week
in house that goes for bing-bang
(UA), nice $3,500, after week at
melo, $3,600. Last week 'Oklahoma
$24,000; 'A£Fair's'
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (750; Kyser-'Blackweir
Denver.
Kid' (WB) also a skldderoo, $3,500, 10-15) 'Trigger Smith' (Mono) and
BroadWay (Fox) (1,100: 25-40)—
only half the expected figure.
Torrid $10,500
'Patient Room 18' (WB), split with
'Ice Follies'^ (M-G) and 'Saint Strikes
Hipp (Warner)
30-35-42-55) 'Rough Rider'
(Sep) and 'Love,
.—'LitBe Princess*(3,700;
Back'
(RKO), both after week at OrStrictly
(20th).
So-so. $800.
Last
Honor' (WB).
pheum. Fairish $2,500. Last week,
juve-and-family draw, $12,000; night week, 'Knight Plains' (Spec) and
May top smash 'Love Affair' (RKO) and 'Crowded
ord proportions.
Washington, April 4.
crowds too thin. Last week 'Love 'Navy Secrets' (Mono), split with
Town is jammed with cherry blos- $24,000. Last week, 'King Turf'
Affair' (RKO) well liked by femmes, 'Wine, Women'
(WB) and Texas som gawkers and the b. o's are busy. (M-G) and Shirley Ross' p. a., poor Hours' (RKO), nice $3,000, after week
at Orpheum.
who spent $13,500, okay.
Stampede' (Col), slim $700.
At Earle, Kay Kyser's orch is drag- $10,000.
Denbam (Cockrill) (1.750; 25-40)—
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)
Liberty (NTI-Noble) (1,000; 10-15- ging 'Blackwell's Island' up around
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—
—'Can't Cheat Honest Man' (U) plus 25)— 'Whispering Enemies' (Col) and record proportions. Capitol, which 'Love Affair' (RKO) (2d wk). Hold- 'Midnight' (Par), four days to flhish
18, and 'Persons Hiding' (Par), three
Tony Martin in p.a. with Cass Daley 'Lady Mob' (Col). Light $1,000. Last
tourist trade, is ing toward great $10,500. Last' week, days. Very good $8,500. Last week,
and Wally Brown in vaudc unit. week, 'Lone Wolf (Col) and 'Adven- usually gets most
getting enough overflow from Kyser same pic, swell $16,000.
nice
'Midnight'
(Par)
(2d wk),
Smartly balanced bill that is getting turess' (Col), poor $1,000.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'On Trial* $8,000.
to take second place with 'Sergt
No. 1 play, worth $12,000 and much
Lincoln (L'TC-Cooper) (1.600; 10^
and Eddie Peabody on stage. (WB). Will play six days to let
25-40)—
Denver (Fox)
(2.525;
more in a better week. Last week 15-20-25)—'Valley Giants' (WB). Set Madden'among
straight fllmers is sec- house go back to Friday openings.
Tops
'Blackwell's
Island'
(WB) with for week single; probably $2,400, not ond week of 'Love Affair' at Keith's, Probably fair $3,500. Last week, 'Honest Man' (U). Very good $9,500.
Last week, 'Daughter* (WB), good
Larry Clinton orchestra; flesh section bad with 10c lopped off the regular
which is beating flrst week of 'Cafe 'Oklahoma Kid' (WB) (2d run), good $9,000.
too weak and unknown to rep here- top price.
Last week, 'Fast Loose' Society,' at Palace.
$5,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600: 25-35-40)
abouts; $10,000 would have hurt if m-G)
'Everybody's
Baby'
and
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 35-55)—'Cafe —'Madden'
Estimates for This Week
(M-G) and 'Marry*
not a low-budgeted show.'
(20th), good $3,400.
(Opposition is too (RKO).
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66) Society' (Par).
(3ood $8,800. Last week,
State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
Nebraska
(LTC-Cooper)
(1,236;
much, but it's staying nine days to
r-'Sgt.. Madden' (M-G).
10-25-40)—'Ice FoUies' (M-G). Open- —'Madden' (M-G) and vaude. Eddie allow next pic to open after Good 'Ice Follies' (M-G) and 'Saint Strikes
It's a good
\^acv"<JX.Oh'^eood'ih
Beery town, but this one isn't get- ing gun for house, so pace active Peabody and Sybil Bowan. topping
Friday.
_Won't
better under-aver»ge t-*' p^„iS^„t (F\)^^^^
25-40)—
ting them and will have t) pray for Will get $4,400 in nine days, good.
stage bill, but won't get over aver$10,500. Last week, 'Princess' (20th)
'Lady Mob' (Col) and 'Dark Rapture'
a break above the $10,000 mark. Last
Stnort (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-25- age $17,500. Last week, 'Wife, Husweek 'Huck Finn' (M-G) brutally 35)_'Wife, Husband' (20th) and 'Se- band' (20th) and vaude, poor $14,000. fair $0,500.
(U). Fair $3,500. Last week. 'Blondie
ColumbU (Lobw) (1,234; 25-40)—
Boss' (Col) and 'Newsboys' Home'
sloughed off by cricks; less than crets Nurse' (U).
Second dual in
Bia
(2d
run)
LEADS
(M-G)
(2d
'Pygmalion'
(U).
good
$4,600.
$10,000.
Business
history for the house.
Second week of return to
Biafto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— Topper'
Stlliman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42- good, $3,800.
Last week, 'Princess' wk).
Hollywood, April 4.
55)— 'Huck Finn* (M-G). School kids 720th), good $3,700.
mainstem looking at swell $5,800.
Dorothy Lamour and Jon Hall, (UA) after a week at each Denver
Story*
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-15- Last week, same pic, sock $6,500.
P*"ig on holiday is only reason for
leads in 'The Hurricane,' will be and Aladdin, and 'Inside
this shift from State; working hard 25-35)—'King
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
Last week.
Fair S1.700.
(20th).
Light
Turf (UA).
teamed
again
by
Samuel
Goldwyn
vaude. Kay
to earn fair
'Wings Navy' (WB). after a week at
$3,500. Last week 'With- $1,900. Last week. 'Let Live' (Col), •BlackweU' (WB) and
in Law' (M-G) slept through stanza sUm $2,300.
each Denver and Aladdin, and 'Lady
Skedded for 10 days, Kyser's orch yanking in the cherry this summer in 'Canal Zone.'
Wilson
CoUison
is
scripting.
reclor a near seasonal low for $2,500.
natives
in
blossom gawkers and
Vanishes' (GB), nice $2,000.
but went only eight.
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COAST TO COAST
That Gives
Korda's Exploitation Special

*a

Stepped-Up Showlightning Response To

Crowds!
manship With Record -Cracking

OPENING FOR THE
BIG
HOIIDAY PIAYING
TIME ATFour Star, tOS
AN6EUS
indefinife run
,,arh„g April
8,h

Globe,

NEW YORK dry

't^r
starting April
7th

««'c*6o

toew's P/ozo,
WORCESTER
starting April
8th

loew's Stillman,

GEYEUND

starting April
7th

^':"^;l''^:9ersh
starting April
12th

C08INNE lUCHAISE

PRISON
\

f

^

HARTFORD CAIUNG...
Dan Finn of Warner Bros, on the wire to sqy
that

200 were

»NA

on hour afler "Prison Without Bars"

opened at the Strand«the theatre was
standing, lobby

filled^

was iammed and sidewalk

BEST . BARRY

BARNK

line

measured a full block. (Hats off to John Hesse for his great showmanship in stortlng.the Strand campaign 8 DAYS IN ADVANCE)
ItAewseason't highs established at the Great Lakes, fiuffafo; Avon, 1
Uf(ca; Regent, Elmirai Ritz,

Albany and

RKO

Albee, Providence J

^^'^^0 ARTISTS

p
*

Did you see
that
•he p,ch,re
,„ 1,900,000

homes?

I939

—
TABIBXW MHDOS
St. Ua*tln'»

-

XUon

OFFICE

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Xralalsu 6«aai«

Addmut WABOETt,

Cable

Teleplione

UNDOM

IS

Temple Bar SMl-se<C

The Payoff

African Consolidated, 20th in Battle

Lohdon„ March
If

Over So. African Distrib of UA Fdms
Cape Town, March

17.

South Africa's film Industry enthe imvisions a battle of giants in

DISTRIB, EXHIB

(Schlesinger).

Metro started the ball

rolling several years ago by opening
a theatre In the Union of South
However, latter has not
Africa.
pushed building activity of late and
has no offices in that country. Company has deals to spot its product

BIG

IN

into Consolidated theatres.

Presently, 20th-Fox Is planning to
open one or more theatees- in that
sector. Last word in N. Y. was that
UA might distribute through 20th-

Fox.

to

It sells

ACT

on

picture-to-

picture basis.
and
Attitude of Paramount,
Warner Bros, thus far ia tiiat they do
not consider pioneering in South
Africa, especially against the ve'teran
Schlesinger interests, a profitable
proposition. These three companies

RKO

a year ago signatured three-year
product deals in N. Y. with -Consol-

whereby Schlesinger's
would buy their produpt

idated

circuit

ODEON-WB PRODUCT

ENGLAND
VETOED

Tb* Britl^ Parliament

recently
turned down the request tot a materially Increased quota percentage
on foreign films (largely U. S.) before April 1 when the scheduled increase automatically went into effect, it was revealed in New York
this week. Quota for second year of
BritUh Act is 20%, instead of 15%
wlilch ran the first 12 months. Oddly enou^ the request lor a larger
percentage, in hopes of increasing
production in 'England, was even
turned down by labor reps In Par-

liament

The new quota percentage represents an Increase of 17 single credit
features for the eight major American companies as a requirement for
This
distributing in Great Britain.
London, April 4.
Negotiations are reported proceed- means about $1,275,000 more will be
ing between Oscar Deutsch, head of paid for British quotacredit films in
Odeon Theatres here, and Warners the next 12 months by American
for Deutsch to book the
product companies than In the year just
ended.
over the Odeon chain.
Based on an estimate that U. S.
Deal is believed a remedy for
Deutsch's product shortage and car- companies would distribute 350 fearies the absolute approval of United tures in Great Britain in the next 12
Artists, partner with Deutsch in the months, this means 70 singlecredlt
quota films or double or triple credit
theatre chain.
equivalents must be produced in England within a year or that percentage
of British-made films must be purCurrent
chased by U. S. companies for disCWith Dates When Opened)
tribution outside of England. Single'Me and My Girl,' Victoria Palace credit quota pictures totalled about
53 for major companies in the first
—Dec. 18, '37.
^ 'Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept. 6, year of the act.
%S.
If any increase In the percentage
'Dear Octopus,' Queens—Sept 14, is made between now and next April

TALKS WITH UA'S OK

WB

London Phys

of

27.

Compulsory \S% N.S.W. Exhibition
<

jungle

lerl

v.-p. in charge of
foreign operations was here recently, he told the press boys
the only way U.S. dlstrlbs can
get their coin out of Germany Ui
to buy some freak commodity,
such as a rhino or an elephant,
ship it, either for use at the
studio, or for sale to recover the

GROUPS

QUOTA HIKE

.

a cycle

America credit HitWhen Arthur W. Kelly,

To All Aussie; See Reciprocal Pact
NK tanny;

cost

One

had recently been
and UA, to
clear another debt, recently took
a cargo of Nazi harmonicas.

LONDON

rhino, in fact,
shipped,

HUDDLES IN N.Y.

How

'Goodness,

SETONANZAC
LEGISLATION

Vaudeville—

'Number

Six,'

Aldwych—Dec.

French Fibn Shortage
Closes 5th N. Y. Arty

The

Dearth of product forced another
foreign language theatre in New
Jan. 19, '39.
York to shutter, making four that
^ 'Magyar Melody,' His Majesty's—
currently are dark. Threat of a lack
Jan. 20, '39.
'Design for Living,' Haymarket— of quality French productions was
Jan. 25, '39.
forecast six or eight months ago, it
"Tony Draws a Horse,' Strand- being related then that both foreignJen. 28, '39.
language exhibitors and distributors
•Gas Light,' Apollo— Jan. 31, '39.
such a situation would develop
feared
Trench Without Tears,' Piccadilly
early in 1939. Filmarte, which has
—Feb. 5, '39.
'Little Ladyship,' Lyric—Feb. 7, housed a majority of long-run French
screen hits in the last three years,
"The Mother,' Garrick—March 3, closed April 2.
This makes the
39.
Squire, .Belmont, Continental and
'Robert's Wife,' Savoy—March 6,
Cinema 49 dark, with only the Little
39.
currently playing a firstCarnegie
'Black and Blue,' Hippodrome-

of Greater Union Theatres, also
to N. Y^, but here prhnarlly to
secure product for his circuit.

man
is

The 25%
the

New

by

rejection right voted

South Wales government

exhibitors, along with other
against
there
passed
legislation
American distribs, is expected to be

to

its

discussed.

Wm. Rowland's Spanishers

8, '39.

—

—
—
—

would

made by

on

the quality of the product offered,

COUNCIL

stated.

it's

Sydney, April

Rydge's Realignment

4.

Film Exhibitors Council of AusOf U. S. Film Product
was formed here yesterday
(Monday) with circuit officials predominating the membership. Council
For Aussie Houses
Trade
replaces the Film Board of
arrangement
Besides offering to
Realignment of major product to
assist the Films Commission to New
Australia looms this month as a rewlUexpressed
South Wales, it has
sult of Norman B. Rydge's recent
togness to play ball with American visit
to the U. S. Although he has
distributors.
been to New York City little more
Idea of the council is to coordinate than a week, several
major comnational
scale.
todustry
on
a
the
panies were reported as looking faCharles Munro, of Hoyts circuit;. vorably on what his Greater Union
Norman B. Rydge, of Greater Union Theatres circuit to that country has
tralia

-

.

.

Theatres circuit; Sam Snider, of to offer. That chain' numbers 45 deSnider-Dean circuit; Dan Carroll, of luxers to Aussie.
William Rowland is back from the Birch-Carroll-Coyle chato and
Rydge had only deals with RepubMexico City with a prtot of 'Perfida,' manager of the Prtoce Edward the- lic, Monogram, Universal and cerSpanish-talker he turned out for atre, Sydney, Paramoimt's showcase, tain pictures from
Paramount and
RKO. He will make another for and two representatives of the Mo- Metro. Latter two majors needed
RKO to Mexico City under his deal tion Picture Exhibitors Assoc., make much of their ace product for their
calltog for three Spanish features. up the Film Exhibitors Council.
own theatres in Australia. HowFirst was made at the Eastern SerThe Film Board of Trade idea was ever, reports persist that Par's theavice studios, Astoria, L. I., which not a success in Australia, decision tre operating deal for the Prince
ran a reported $50,000 to cost
to wash up its affairs having been Edward, Sydney, may be changed
so
In maktog the second, Rowland made more than a month ago.
as to leave Paramount free to sell
figured he could brtog it in cheaper
either to Greater Union or Hoyt's
Only one of four circuit men chato.
in Mexico, but due to delay caused
by union troubles, net nick of 'Per- named to the Australian Council,
Rydge came out last week against
Sam Snider, is to Australia at pres- the 26% rejection clause given
fida' also ran to $50,000.

For

RKO

at $50,000

Each

New

More Magyar Shows
London, April

4.

which would indicate that

'Magyar Melody,' musical presently
at the latter, will either
close by then.

ent Norman B. Rydge is to New South Wales exhibitors through law,
York on product deals while Charles and is also opposed to forctog AmerMunro and Dan Carroll are on their ican companies to produce in Ausway to the U. S. from Sydney.
tralia, feeling that this should be left
to local

liOndon, April

4.

former wife of
George M. Cohan and a former muEthel

Levey,

And

comedy star, was granted a divorce from Claude Graham White
last week.
It was her second marriage.

sical

4.

U. S. distributors in the 'Statut du
Cinema,' which would have eliminated double features in France, has

Fix Biz

to Czechoslovakia pesshnisSituation is same as when

Austria last year;
sales branches there as well as to
Prague will become part of the Ber-

exchange.

There has been no change in the
Italian situation, according to Hicte,

Bills

who

feature to

Int'l

Germany took over
lin

April

Gen'l

John W. Hicks, Jr,^ foreign head
Paramount Pictures, who came to
from London (30), views the flhn sit-

Major Point

With Nix of Dual Exit in French
Paris,

under.

Italo

of

uation

Distribs Gain

The most objectionable

down

Hicks on Czecho,

tically.

Yankee

producers

Ethel Levey Divorced

move or here

been discarded with the presentation
run French film.
of the bill to the Chamber of Depu'Grand Illusion' only a couple of
'Gate
Revue,'
Ambassadors
limiting programs to
March 9, '30.
weeks ago finished a record run at ties. Clause
different 3,200 meters, If approved, would
'Sugar Plum,' Criterion—March the Filmarte but two
15, '39.
French-made features shown In the have hit American companies bard
'Mrs. Van Kleek,' Playhouse
last two weeks failed to mean much since their features have been preMarch 17, '39.
boxoffice. Filmarte manage„ 'Dracula,' Winter Garden— March at the
ment plans to reopen as soon as dominantly used as the second fea20j '39.
Unless ture on French dual programs.
product can be obtained.
Johnson Over Jordan' Savllle
The limitation of the programs
March 21, '39.
available before May, house may not
'Family Reunion,' Westminster
reopen until fall because it.jseldom via the bill would have been made
March 21. '39.
since an average French feature runs
runs during the summer.
^The Man in HaU Moon Street,'
Situation for arty houses present- about 2,500 meters and the rest of
New—March 22. .'39.
ly is further complicated by the fact the bill would have required shorts
•Dancing Years,' Drury Lane
that, there is virtually no indepen- to fill.
March 23, "39.
The international crisis has de'Heaven and Charing Cross,' St dent British-made film available for
layed tabling of the bill. It is now
successful runs.
Martin's—March 29, '38.

March

authorities

TOPS FORM

Clay Hake, 20th-Fox manager, already Is to N. Y. and N. Bernard
Freeman, Metro's manager, is due to
N. Y. this week. Ralph Clark, Warner Bros.' Australian manager, who
has been to the U. S. for more than
a month, may remain over for the
confabs. Norman B. Rydge, chair-

21,

Alone,' Shaftesbury—

British

A

»8.

They Walk

New

South Wales. It's understood that
the British Board of Trade is now
favorably inclined towards allowing
Australian pictures into British territory to return for the 15% compulsory, screentog of British pictures
throughout New South Wales.

AUSSIE FILM

available,

Sad,'

15.

The 15% compulsory exhibition of
British product is reported ready to
effective shortly in

become

London, April 4.
Despite a cast headed by Lucie
Mannheim and Frederick Leister,
'Lady Fanny,' a musical farce based
on the old Jerome K. Jerome comedy, "Lady Fanny and the Servant
Problem,' proved a poor entry in its
debut at the Duke of York's last
week (2S). It folded Saturday (1).
'Heaven and Charing Cross,' by
Aubrey Danyers-Walker, a newcomer to London dramatist circles,

—

James—Nov. 22. '38.
'Under Your Haf Palace—Nov. 24,
„
•38.

Sydney, March

but

OK'SmW

prefer the act to become a federal
meastire, thereby swinging the 15%
coverage all over, the Commonwealth Instead of confining it solely
It's sai'd, however,
to N. S. Wales.
federal
government
would
was well acted and equally well re- the
ceived to its West End debut Wed- rather see how the plan works out
in a stogie state before extending it
nesday night (20) at St Martto's.
under
federal
operation.
somewhat sordid cockney meloBritish producers are urging the
drama, it has a reasonable chance of
Board of Trade to agree to reciproAmerican industry executives are clicking, Mary Clare has the lead cal tradtog to order that their prodexpected to huddle shortly on the part.
uct will ultimately find an avenue of
Australian situation as it affects its
release in N. S. Wales instead of redistribution, especially in New South
maining in the vaults.
Discussions probably will
Wales.
Hoyts, the biggest picture theatre
await the arrival of Harry Hunter,
operators
In
Australia,
recently
Paramount's Aussie manager; Dan
made a deal to play the Charles
Carroll, manager of Par's showcase
Laughton-Eric Pommer pictures over
to Sydney, the Prince Edward; and
its chato.
It is a long time since
Charles Munro, head of Hoyts' cirHoyts spotted a British picture into
cuit They are due to New York
any of Its ace houses. The deal was
about April 17.
Charles Munro solely

The Hungarian State Ballet, sponsored by the Hungarian government,
38.
opens at the Adelphi here at the end
it will have to be recommended first
of the month for four to six weeks.
then
apCouncil
and
_ The Corn- is Green,' Duchess
FUm
the
by
Sept 20, '38.
The Monte %arIo Ballet follows at
proved by Parliament.
^^•(^u^iet Wedding,' Wyndham's—Oct
the Adelphi, if His Majesty's is unOct. 18, '38.
'Geneva,' St

May Be Extended

Of Anglo Product

United Artists

SEEK

INDIE TELEVISION
pending struggle for business between African Consolidated Theatres
and 20th-Fox. ACT has stated it has
London, April 4.
Artists
United
for
pacts
signatured
Kinematograph Renters Society,
product Previously 20th-Fox had representing all major distributors,
announced it would handle all UA and
Kinematograph Exhibitors Assn.,
country.
this
in
product
are to go jointly to the postmaster
Otto W. BoUe, South African digeneral with demand to allow comrector for 20th-Fox, claims his commercial television to operate indepany has the contract and can prove
pendently of the British BroadcastACT
claims
hand,
other
the
On
it.
ing Corp. Plea is backed by major
York
New
signed
In
was
contract
a
electrical interests and based on asgiving It UA pictures.
ACT says its contract with UA sumption rapid Increase of home
covers TJrums,' 'Divorce of Lady X,' vislo wUl hit theatres to tune of
'Over the Moon,' 'Algiers,' 'South $60,000,000 annually.
Sponsored television for theatre
Riding,' 'Stand-In' and 'Blockade.'
use only Is held to be the only salvation and would enable industry to
The N. Y. Slant
Reaction in New York to the cur- offset BBC home service. Post office,
rent dispute between ACT and UA acting for the government, has final
In So. Africa is that this Is another say on all broadcasting problems in
Btep iA the attempt of an American Great Britain.
company to crash Into the South
African territory for years dominated
by African Consolidated Theatres

there's

pictures in

problematical when the Chamber
will be asked to vote on It

American company reps, however, are still working with exhibitors against other provisions of
the bill, and have enlisted the aid
of certain French distributors who

i

does not believe anything has

happened to cliange the Italian government's stand. Fred Lange, Paramount representative in Europe, is
now to Rome to look the field over
and to assist in liquidating the company's offices to lUly should there
be no change from complete withdrawal effective first of year.

became peeved because they were

Hicks has also sent a sales reprenot consulted about the statute.
sentative to Spato to appraise the
United States officials here con- sltuatioh there for full resumption of
tinue to maintain the measure is a Paramount
distribution
to
that
direct violation of the trade treaty
between France anc( the U. S. Treaty
says: "The French government will

country.

Before leaving for America, Hicks
arranged for Par production of a
Swedish picture for the Scandinavian market and two French pictures
to be made to France, not designed
for American distribution.
Hicks
revealed that Adolph Zukor will sail
for New York on April 15, but was
hit in the dark regarding any proposed

take no new measures which would
have the effect of placing American
films In a position, in comparison
with French films, or those of any
other foreign country, less favocable
than that which they now enjoy.'

The bill now is framed to
American companies on the dubbing trip to Australia which Zukor was
tax and possibly application of re- reported scheduled to make with
strictions on U. 8. imports.
Hicks.
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This

is

Wednesday, April

5,

1939

a

minded country
And This

Is

A

MINDED
FOUR DAUGHTERS

COM PANY

THI SISTERS
I-

RROTHER RAT

ANOELS WITH DIRTY FACES
DEVIL'S

ISUND

JDAWH PATROL

A Company that Believes in
FAIR DEALING WITH ALL

THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL

WINGS OF THE NAVY
iUCKWELL'S ISLAND
THE OKLAHOMA KID
YES.

A

Company

that Believes in

FAIR PROFIT TO ALL
A Company that Believes in
FAIR PLAY ALL THE WAY

MY DARLING DAUGHTER

DODGE CITY
YOU CAN'T GET AWAY WITH MURDER
CONFESSIONS OF A NAZI SPY

NAUGHTY RUT NICE
JUAREZ
1

AM NOT

AFRAID

EACH DAWN

I

DIB

FAMILY REUNION

THE KID FROM KOKOMO

DARK VICTORY
HELL'S KITCHEN

That Company Is

THE DEVIL

ON WHEELS

BROS

Wednesday, April

(MUSICAL)
Radio releaM of Georse Halgilit pro(under Pnndro. S Berman mip«i^
BUra Fred Astalre and OInirer
vision).
Sobers: features Edna May Oliver. Walter
BrSnnan. Lew Plolda, Etienne Glra-Iot,
Janet Beectacr. Screenplay, Richard Sherinnn- adapUtlon, Oscar Uammerateln and
from stories by Irene Cnstls.
lost
Dorothy
Cnmem, Bolwrt de Orasse; special eRects,
Vernon Walker. Douglas Travers; music,
Viotor Baravelle: dances, Hermes Fan;
fit director, Arxyls Nelson; technical advisor, Irene Castle; editor, William Hamilton- one original song. Con Conrad, Herman Ruby, Bert Kalmar: 40 old pop songs
by divers tuncsmltbs. At Radio City Music

RKO

duction

neak Uaich

Hall, N. T..
time: 90 MIN8.
Vernon Castle
Irene Castle
Slaggle Sutton

'39,

29,

Running

Fied Astoire
Ginger Rogers

Edna Hay

Oliver

Walter Brehnan

Walter

Lew

iHiw Fields

Flel.ls

Etienne Glrardat
Janet Beecher
RolCe Sedan
Leonid Klnskey
.Rolwrt Strange

Papa Aubel
Mrs. Foote
Emile Aubel
>rtlat
Dr. Foote
fitudent Pilot

Douglas Walton
Clarence Derwent

Papa Louis

.<<onny

Cliarlle

Lament

Frances Mercer
Victor Vsreonl
Donald MacBrlde

Clslrs Ford

Grand Duke
Hotel Manager

FILM REVIEWS

1939

S,

The Story of Vernon
and Irene Castle

The story of Vernon and Irene
feature the
Castle,' to give this
which Miss Castle insisted
upon, is sure-fire boxoSice, Whether
mean
the
Castles
anything
to
or not
the younger present-day fans it's
top-^ht cinematic entertainment
Judged on that standard alone it will
more than satisfy. Once in, all must
come away with a new appreciation
for the full meanini; of the title and
what the dancing Castles of 25 years
tigo represented, particularly iu relation to what is known as modern
ballroom dancing. It's one of the
best Astaire-Rogers films. Their last

RKO

full title

for RKO under existing commitments, the 'Castles' b.o. will undoubtedly compel continuance of the team.
Basically regarded as film entertainment, it's another switch on the
backstage story, this time dealing
with a much-In-love married pair
of ballroomologists whom fate and
astute management catapulted from
dire straits in Paris Into mternational
acclaim and fortune.
Film holds a
of nostalgic
appeal for the show-wise as well as
general film audiences. The medley
of some 40 yesteryear pops, skillfully scored and interpolated into the
running plot, is the common denominator for all types audiences. Those
.who knew their yesteryear New
York will delight in tlie old-style

w^th

lent as the Castles.
always there; their

The

illusion Is

deportment

dominant factor, and this wholesome
attachment between the famed, married stage partners should Interpret
itself handsomely with the family
trade.

The support and production is all
stuff.
Miss Oliver's brittle
manageress and 'Walter Brennan as
super

the faithful retainer are highlights.
Lew Fields is himself, although that
brunet 'Westmore thatch doesn t quite
carry off the illusion. Etienne Giradot is paired with Rolfe Sedan as
Papa and Son managers (French),
but it's a negligible contribution, the
editing being a close Job right do-wn
the line, keepinr; the footage compactly within 90 minutes.
Janet
Beecher, thus, while also featured,
isn't
too conspicuous as Irene's
mother.
The technic is topnotch, most
notably, of course, the scoring by
(the late) Victor Baravalle, who
smartly condensed a musical montage of 40 pops. This sounds almo^
like an impossible task, but therein
also the photographic montage by
Douglas Travers, assisting lensers

Robert de Grasse and Vernon 'Walker,
figured importantly and welL There
Is but one original tune, 'Only 'When
You're in My Arms,' by (the late)
Con Conrad, Herman Ruby and Bert
Kalmar. On the camera, generally,
it's a dandy job, save for one sequence that doesn't flatter Astalre.
He looks too noticeably gaunt and

drawn

in that take.
H. C. Potter and George Haieht's
direction-production, under Pan Berman's general supervision, is high
calibre, as is the compact Richard

Sherman screenplay from the Oscar
Hammerstein-Dorothy* Yost adaptation.

Abel.

Alexander Graham Bell

street-scene atmosphere. The initi20±^-Fox release of Kenneth MacGowan
ates, much more limited, of course,
will like Edna May Oliver's inter- Production. Directed by Irving Cummlngs.
'eatures
Don Ameche, Loretta Toung,
pretation of Elisabeth Marbury, who HentT- Fonila. Charles Cobum, Gene Lockwas so largely responsible for the hart, Spring Bylngton. Story, Ray Harris;
adaptation,
Lamar TrottI; editor. Walter
Castles' economic welfare here she's
photography, Leon Shamroy. At
Maggie Sutton, presimiably a switch Thompson;
Roxy, N. T., week March 31, '80. Running
on the Sutton Place sector wherein time: VI MINS,
the late play broker,' agent and man- Alexander Graham Bell
Don Ameche
Loretta Toung
ageress was such a prominent resi- His. Bell
Watson
Henry Fonda
dent Castle Inn, Castle-by-the-Sea Thomas
Gardner Hubbard
Charles Coburn
and all the rest of it come imder the Thomas Sanders
i..Gene Lockhart
Mrs. Hubbard
Syring Bylngton
show-wise atmospherics.
Hubbard
Sally Blane
"The Story of Vernon and Irene Gertrude
Grace Hubbard
Polly Ann Toung
CasUe' is further unique in that it Berta Hubbard
Georglana Toung
deals with an autobiographical sub- George Sanders
Bobs Watson
Russell Hicks
ject [The Douglas Corrigan film is Barrows
Smith
Paul Stanton
about the only other instance]. Chauncey
President Western Union. .. .Jonathan Hale
Miss Castle technlcEtlly-advised. Her Judge
Harry Davenport

—

'

•

published memoirs, 'My Husband'
and 'My Memories,' are the story
The drama of the birtn of the telebackground of the film. Her per- phone is a comparatively tame affair
sonal life story has been seemingly with Don Ameche as Alexander
transmuted into celluloid with con- Graham Bell, Henry Fonda as his
siderable faithfulness and a mini- assistant and Loretta Young as the
mum of bombast or heroics.' She missus. Neither Ameche nor Miss
even designed replicas of the cos- 'Young arouse as much enthusiasm as
tumes she wore for Miss Rogers' use. they normally do and the roitiance
And yet the sum total makes for which punctuates the story of the
•ound, solid screen diversion.
spawning of the telephone never
Lew Fields, in whose 'Hen Pecks' seems to take hold with any sense of
Castle was but a minor stooge mem- firmness. The film will do fair busiber, is present to re-create their
slapstick oarbershoD scene, a far cry
from the dancing Vernon Castle, until Irene Foote, daughter of the staid
Dr. Foote of
Rochelle, almost
bullies him into abandoning the
fright-wig and Pinocchio nose in fa-

New

vor of the art that

made them both
famous. The rest of their success
story dates from the time that the
shrewd Maggie Sutton gets them an
audition at the Cafe de Paris, where
their easy ballroom dancing sets a
vogue. Comes the war and Castle
enlists In the Canadian Royal Flying
Corps, weathers actual service, but
meets untimely death as a flying instructor in "Texas.

Film ends on a sad note. Castle
has arranged with a private orchestra to reprise his and Irene's favorite medley of tunes.
He summons

her from Hollywobd where she was
making 'Patrla'—shots of silent film
production are included—but the romantically set marital reunion is interrupted by a call for additional air
maneuvers for benefit of a visiting
brigadier-general. It is during this
aerial circus that Castle met a brave
death rather than collide with another student flyer.
In between, the montage effectively
Impresses the glory that was the
Castles—when she set a' vogue with
the Castle bob, when Castle cisars.
beauty creams, bonbons, hats, shoes

made their impress on a nation;
when the Castle 'Walk, Castle Polka.
Castle Inn, their start of the foxtrot

their Too Much Mustard' two-step,
their Introduction of the maxixe.
Texas Tommy, the 'Rose Room' tani?o
and other innovations were familiar
the world over.
Miss Rogers and Astalre are excel-

Miniatnre Reviews

Is

more Vernon and Irene Castle than
Astalre and Rogers. Their dance sequences are less spectacular but
more consistent with the normal plot
progression. The solo snatches are
lust that such as Astaire's opening
routine on the New Rochelle railroad platform, interrupting a Sunday
outing of the Brooklyn Batchelors; or
Miss Rogers' audition takeoff on Bessie McCoy in "Yama-Yama Man.'
Their Tres Moutarde' two-step In
the Cafe de Paris sequence is probably case-history, and the electric
reunion of the oair while he's on
furlough to Paris, during the war
days, IS another highlight as they
reprise a routine that first made 'em
click in the fashionable dinery.
Although technically on the backstage principle, the romance is the

Story of Vernon and Irene
CasUe> (BSC). Topflight Astaire-

Rogers flimuslcal,
above par grosses,

headed

for

'Alexander Graham Bell' (20th).
Production will need teasing to

women. Ameche-Loretta
Young-Fonda top cast
get the

'Broadway

Serenade* (M-G).
Jeanette MacDonald starred in
backstage filmusical, extravagantly produced. Fair b.o.
'Winner Take All' (20th). Fairly amusing

cowboy

prizefighter

They Made Her a

Spy* (RKO).
Ordinary action meller for lower

(WITH SONG)
Metro release of John W. Consldlns,

'Bnlldog

Dmnunond's Secret

Police* (Par).

Routine detective

WINNER TAKE ALL
20th-Fox production

release. Dlrecl<>d

Blehop

Julie Harrison

Papa Oamblnl
Muldoon
Paulle Mitchell

Tom Walker

Gamblnl
Tony Gamblnl
Pnntrelll

Maria Gamblnl
Rosa Oamblnl

20,

!?ue Iioonard

'IIO.

Judy Barton
l.ayton.^

.\.Tony' Martin
Gloria Stuart

Lieut. Stevs'hs

Henry Armetta

Air

Ian Wolf*

Paul Gullfoyl*
Joseph Ore ban

Fairish entertainment Ita players
are well known if not first magnitude stars. The story imfolds a
gangster melodrama with sophisticated trimmings and after
minutes of unspooling has provided
enough complication to hold Interest
-

and create some

illusion.

Pldgeon is a lawyer who geta a
bad man off. The bad man (Carillo)
Is thereafter the U. S. Marines to the
rescue every time t1
lawyer or his
sweetie needs saving. Mobsters liv-'
ing in an atmosphere redolent of Interior
decoratmg,
and throwing
parties that have the swank of a
deb's coming out at the Ritz, occasionally

Am

strain

Picture

credulity.

not well thought out

is

The gang-

ster goes in for a roundabout revenge
to kill off a girl who jilted him and
make it look like her society boy
friend did It Four authors -wrought
the story.

Performances are of professional
weight- Pldgeon and Miss Bruce
make a nice central romance. Lee
Bowman does some nice trouping as
guy in a jam, Eauardo ClannelU
is
appropriately disagreeable, but
fundamentally not much more than
a stick-marked 'villain.' Production
the

is

on characterizaFour authors often produce

strictly routine

tion.

Broadway

that kind of denatured scripting.
The Icte Herbert Mundin plays
comedy rellet Land,

a

valet role for

Bulldog DTummond's
Secret Police
Paramount

ot

roleajse

Edward

T.

Low*

production.
Features
John
Howard,
Heather Angel, 'H. B. Warner, Elizabeth
Pnttenon, Reginald Denny, B. B. Cllva,
Directed by James Hognn. Bnsod on novel,
'Temple Tower,' by H. C. McNeils; adaptation,
Gamett Weston; editor, Arthur
photngmphy, Herritt Oerstad..
!lchmldti
At Criterion. N. T.. week March 30, '38.
RunnkiB time,
MIN.S.
Cnpt. Hugh Drumraond
John HowaM
Phyllis Clsverlng
Heather Angel
Colonel NIelson
H. B. Warner
Elizabeth Patterson
Aunt Blonche
Reginald Denny
Algy Longworth

:

M

.'

Tenny

B, B. Cllv*

norjol IslanyanI nllas
Henry Beaton and
Albert Boulton
Professor Downle

]
\

Leo Catrotl

J

Forrester

Harvey

Boiler - plate
detective
fiction,
trimmed to 65 minutes, and suitable
for secondary booking, but not to be
depended upon to carry the burden
of average double bills.
If playing
dates singly, theatre will require
considerable to fill out In view of the

low running time.

Drummond serieii no doubt baa its
This one may be considered about on a par with -(Ett rest
and while It is produced as -well as
directed In a routine manner, there
are some exciting momenta to keep
the Interest from -straying too far.
A budget of modest proportions so
doubt figured, with virtually bU of
the action taking place' In ana around
an old castle.
followers.

-

bers are, on the whole, overplayed

They Made Her a Spy

Plot follows the lines of least re«
slstance, though managing to de>
veloo a fair amount of action, a few
thrills and a bit of comedy. The effort to Inject more than the usual

.

—

Wotkia

Pierre
:

City Editor

nature,

—

Clarence Kolb

Henry V. Adams

where

—

Tom Kennedr

Leonard

;ir,

.S-.hmldt

Murtock

'Winner Take All' Is one of those
romantic comedies that become more
ingratiating to the family audience
as the plot and the behavior of the
Everything
characters get sillier.
is carried off with an excess of good

A

.Frank M. Thomas
Edward S. Oropby

Max

Slim Summervllle
Kane RIchmnnil
Robert Allen
Ines Palange
Johnnie Plrrnne. Jr.
Pedro dcCordoba
Betty Green
Eleanor VIrzie

and become tiresome. This is particularly true of the 'Madame Butterfly'
RKO release ot Robert SIsk production.
sequence which slows the picture's Features
Sally Ellers, Allan Lane, Fritz
momentum complete* Finale tab- Leiber, Frank M. Thomas. Directed by
ness but the women will not get leaux is a clash!' .g musical display. Jack HIvely. Screenplay, Michael Kanin
Picture provides Jeanette MacDon- and Joe Pagano, from story by Lionel
behind this picture as much as
Houser and George Bricker; musical dithe men, and the latter may have a ald with numerous chances to dis- rection, Roy Wel'b; camera, Nicholas Mupreconceived conception of Bell that ?ilay wide range of her vocal abili- surnra; editor, Harry Marker. At RIalto,
'There are snatches of pop N. T.. week March 28, '80, Running time,
ies.
isn't entirely parallel to Ameche's
tunes, concert and classical nirnibers 29 MINS
portrayal of the inventor.
Sally Ellers
Baton
and the Madame Butterfly aria. Irene
Allan Lane
Huntly
'While 'Beir will fare satisfactorily,
Kaleidoscopic montage, utilized too Dr. Knill.....'
Fritz Leiber
it does not suggest record-breaking
time laoses with stage Major Shaw
Frank M. Thomai
covers
often,
business. The exploitation possibil...Theoilore Von Eltz
flashing billboards, mar- Col: Page
numbers,
Addison Rlrhnnls
ites are strong, however, and the live
nrnck
quee billing, closeups of Miss Mac- Ben
Blake
Lany
will
publicists
managers
and
theatre
Donald singing, and other similar de- Col. Wilson
Pierre Wnlkin
find many, promising, avenues leading
the star is not Inter- Gillian
IjOuIs Jean Heydl
The vices. When middle
to an advertising approach.
Spencer Cherters
of a song— and Lucius
rupted in the
...Leona Roberts
Ameche- Young-Fonda names are also thb happens several times—her Ella
Alec fnin
Conby
of value.
tunes are montaged in sync with the Beldon
Charles Halton
Kenneth MacGowan's production film, further adding to the confuof the original turned out by Ray sion.
Class B action meller is stereotype
Harris, with adaptation by Lamar
Story runs along formula lines for romantic spy stuff.
Unpretentious
Trotti, is studied, methodical and de- a backstage yarn. Hapi ily married, production as to story, names, etc.,
Paced evenly but slowly, vaude team of Miss MacDonald and but holds up well enough for doublliberate.
it is a routine record of Bell's early Lew Ayres bacome separated when
picture. Plot is
ing with a strong
life, his struggles and final victory she goes into a musical revue and is
peppered with holes of logic, but
over a wire that will transmit sound. courted by show's wealthy backer. the incidents keep moving and there
The production also makes note of As the girl climbs to success, boy are a couple of passably stirring sethe efforts of Western Union to claim sinks to the depths. Composing music quences. All In all, a 'so-so job.
priority rights to the invention of to forget the past he comes up with
Obvious yarn deals with the pretty
Meanwhile, Miss girl who joins the U. S. Army inthe telephone but carefully white- a hit operetta.
MacDonald has secured a divorce telligence service to track down the
washes W. U. of any unfair Intent
Never getting imder the skin as a and ready to marry the backer, soles who caused her brother's death
her
to
the
promots
inventor,
Ayres
love
for
when
lover and a struggling
She poses as a soy, wins the confldramatic scenes are a little too much go into his show and back into his dence of the plotters and brings
about their capture. Another parfor. Ameche also. His outburst in a arms.
With story substance lacking, and ticipant turns out to be a reporter,
scene, attendant upon efforts of
Western Union to take his telephone what narrative there i chopped up also nut to uncover the culprits. That
away from him, calls for greater by numerous production numbers provides the heart angle what is
dramatic stamina than Ameche pos- and montage effects, yarn seldom supposed to be a surprise twist and
Miss Young is sweet per catches attention for any length of the wh<msy fades.
sesses.
A few passages between
Sally Ellers Is the beauteous sleuth,
usual, but not particularly Impres- time.
sive, while Fonda, faithful and tire- Ayres and Al Shean stand out prom- olaying an Incredible part In straightFrank Morgan provides nwry fashion. Allan Lane is the
inently.
less assistant to Bell, is excellent
while Fritz
Trotti's scenario opens In New some breezy comedy, as does William Rover Boy reporter,
Leiber Is the spy chief and Frank M.
England In 1873 and, among other Gargan as the show's press agent
Picture is flrst solo starrer for '''homRs the Intelligence service head.
things, has made room for some exRob- Direction Is run-of-the-mlll. Hobe.
ternal stuff such as a bunch of kids, Jeanette MacDonald. It's also
suffering badly from theatricalism, ert Z. Leonard's initial chore as a

Lee Bowman
Fiances Mercer
....Ann Morrlsa
Kerbcct Mundlo

Phil SIddall

.

N. T., di'al, week Marc<>
Running time: 62 HINB.

ance.

episodes
Including
those
the double-cross and the
knife in the back serve as the Index
to genteel comportment
The situations are all easy of anticipation
and the combination of humor and
appointing but fair for dualers.
action makes the hour pass suffici'Kid from Texas' (M-G). Mild
ently fast
actioner of polo cowboy. For the
If it's the picture's Intent to kid
duals and kids.
the prize fighting racket the sheer
casting of "rony Martin in the role
Not Afraid' (WB). Re1
of a pug rates the producer a bull'smake of 'Star Witness' dull
eye.
As a leatherpusher Martin is
meller. Filler for the duals.
in a class by himself.- Martin and
his tiptoeing gait don't ask to be
taken seriously and the chances are
at a window singing songs of a that nobody wllL He doesn't sing a
Christmas eve. Other artificialities note in this production, not even for
also figure. The dialog adatitation Is his supper when, as an itinerant
suitable but lacks sock.
from the cow-country, he winds up
Backgrounding of the story is sat broke and hungry In a spaghetti
isfactory and the photography of the joint
crew under Leon Shamroy attests to
Operators of this restaurant are
competence In that direction. Char, Ma and Pa GamblnL and the film
spurts into wild and wooly makebelieve when the cowboy turned
waiter (Martin) is prevailed upon
Serenade
to take part in a benefit prizefight
(MUSICAL)
Martin wins by a knockout, joins a
Hollywood, April 1.
stable of professional pugs and Is
Metro release ot Robert Z. Leonard pro- skyrocketed to -fame with a series
Stars Jeanette MacDonald; feaduction.
of setups. The sudden acclaim and
tures Lew Ayres, Ian Hunter, Erank MorDirected by Robert Z. Leonard. coin goes to his head and after a
gan.
Screenplay by Chorles Lederer. from origi- course ot nightclubs there's a rude
nal by Lew LIpton, .John Talntor Foote and awakening,
with Martin himself
Hana Kraly. Songs, Herbert Stothart, E Iward Ward. Qua Kahn, Bob Wright, Ctiet down on the canvas taking the full
'When he discovers that the
Forrest. Walter Donaldson. .Dances, Sey- count
mour Felix and Busby Berkeley. Musical shellacking had been engineered by
presentation, Merrill Pye; camera. Oliver T.
the girl (Gloria Stuart) who, as a
editor.
Marsh; montage, John Hoffman
Harold F. Kress. Previewed at Westwnod sportswriter, had discovered his fisVillage, March 30, '30. Running time: 111 tic talents^ and who still was deterMINS.
mined to get him to the top, Martin
Jeanette MacDonald
Mary Rale
repents and In a subsequent enAyres
Lew
Seymour
James Geoffrey
Ian Hunter counter with the same foe scores a
Larry Bryant
Franlc Morgan knockout in the final minute of the
Cornelius Collier, Jr
Vernon
Wally
Joey, the Jinx
round.
The squated-'jenn
final
Rita Johnson
Judy Tyrrell
Virginia Grsy scenes stick dose to the establis'hed
Penrl..
William Gargan pattern, particularly in the last bout
BUI
Katherino Alexander when Martin, after taking, a severe
Harriet Ingalls
Al Shenn
Herman
rises from the
lacing'
throughout
Dale
Esther
Mis. Olsen
Franklin Pangbom count of nine to slap his ^opponent
Gene
E. Allyn Wnrren
Everett
(Kane Richmond) to sleep.
..Paul Hurat
Reynolds
As Papa Gambini the irresponsible
Frank Orth
Mr. Fellowes
Armetta proves okay at
Esther Howard Henry
Mrs. Fellowes
IiCon Belaaco flurrying the laugh load in this one.
'Squeaker*
Kitty McHugh His momenta of chagrin, remorse
Kitty, the Maid
Kenneth Stevens
Singer
and jubilance make about the only
solid acting signiMsta in the progress
Extravagantly produced, 'Broad- of the picture. Inez Palange turns
way Serenade' has several sets that in her usual effective bit as screen
wife and comedy foil for Armetta.
are in the super-elaborate class. MuSlim Summerville also scores nicely
sically, It runs through the catalog in
humor as Martin's faithful
from swing to grand opera. With all trainer. Miss Stuart totes the Ingenue assignment with determined
only
as
Impresses
its lavishness. It
seriousness from start to finish,
mild box office material. Way over- while Richmond plays a Rollo Boy
length, clipping of 30 minutes would pug who doubles for Cupid, in and
Odec.
have helped a' lot Production num- out the ring.

For secondary dating.
'Advenlnres of Jane Arden*
(WB). Initial try In newspaper
reporter comic strip series is disthriller.

Jr.,

production. Features Walter Pldgeon, Vlr>
ginia Bruce. Directed by Edwin U Hnrln.
Screen play by Frances Goodrich, Albert
llackett, Leon Gor.lon and Hugo Butler,
based on story by Arthur Somcrs Roche,
.long by Sam Coslow.
Camera, Georg*
Folsey. At Capitol. N. T., week March 30.
1030.
Running time: 77 UINB
Christopher Durant
Walter Pldgeon
Put Abbott
Virginia Bruc*
Tony Gozottl
^eo Carrlllo
Jim Crelllman
Bduordo Clannelli
'

and
by Otto Brower. Features Tony Martin.
Gloria Stuart, Henry Armetta. Slim S'umStory by Jerry
mervllle, Kane Richmond.
(.'ady; adaptation, Frances Hylnnd, .Mlii-rt
Ray; camera, Edward Cronjager. At Pal.Steve
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SOCIETY LAWYER

dualling.

'Soolety Lawyer* (M-G). Fairish murder mystery with sophisticated background. For duals.
'

nade.'

Mama

yam.
drawer

VARIETY
producer-director for Metro. Plenty
of coin went Into th ; negative.
Sepia toning process which has
been used frequently y Metro in
th. past on its biggest production
also distinguishes 'Broadway Sere-

number

of laughs which pictures of
has resulted In a
lower net than may have been anticipated.
Denny and
Reginald

this type strive for

I

Elizabeth Patterson figure principally
in the comedy division but their an«
tics and lines are generally insipid.
Familiar members of the Drummopd casta, including John Howard,
Heather Angel and H. B. Warner,
satisfactorily
themselves
disoort
without straining, and Forrester
Harvey, as a nutfe? professor type.
Is excellent
Leo Carroll provides
suitable menace and E. E, Ciive Is
Char.
a good servant character.

Adventures of Jane Arden
Wnmer Bros, production and release.
SL-irs
Bosella Towno; features William
Directed
Gnrgan and James Stephenson.
by Terry Morse.
Screenplay by Vincent
Sherman, Lawrence KImolo and Charles
Curran.
Based on comic strip or same
title created by Monte Barrett and RusseU
K. Ross; comedy construction, Lex Neal;
'illtor.

Harold

McLemnn;

dining director,

Ted Thomas; camera. L. Wllllnm O'Cnnnfll.
At Strand. Rron'-lvn, <'i'nl. week
March 81, 30. Running lime: 81 MI>'8.
Rosolla Towno
Jane Arden
William (largnn
Rl Towers
Dr. Vanders
James fltephrnsnn
Marvin Plermont
Bennv Rubin
Dennle Moora
-^rcnle Moore.....*.
r,ola Martin
Dill Clirton..'.
>lliprt Thayer
Martha Blenlon

Rcnorter

Thug
Thn{r

Frenchman
Italian

.'

Peggy .Shannon
Rdiiar
Pli<rre

.Marls

Rdwardi
Watkln
Wrixon

John Rldgelr
Joe Devlin
Riiymond Bnlley
George Rcnevant
Eddie Conrad

Just before .the final fadeout of this
there is a hint that Jane
(Continued on page 10)

picture,
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THE 10 BEST
PICTURES OF
1939!
A Prediction hy Leo of M-^G-M
"GOODBYE, MR. GRIPS".

1

saw

I

saw a picture which

this year*s
I

Ten

assured of a top spot

is

among

Best.

saw Robert Donates performance

as

"Mr. Ghips",

destined to be a leading contender for this year*s.

Academy Award.
I

saw a new

star

bom to

the boxoffices of the world,

Miss Greer Garson, whose beauty shines from the
screen with tenderness

and truth, stirring hearts that

seek your theatre for emotional
Metro* Goldwyn'Mayer presents

ROBERT DONAT in "GOODBYE,
MR. CHIPS"with GREER GARSON,

A Sam Wood
Play by

West,

R.

Eric

C

production. Screen
Sherriff,

Maschwitz.

book by James Hilton.
by Victor Saville.

Claudine
From the
Produced

1

thrill.

saw an entertainment that will take

its

place

among

the immortal works of the screen, a picture for
humanity's masses, to be beloved by people in every

walk of

now and
1

life,

to be played

'vvith

sensational success

to be revived in years to come.

am proud

of

"GOODBYE, MR. CHIPS"

typical of the attractions

which have made

for

a symbol to picture-goers of the finest in films.

Picked for 7 939*s

new female

sfar sensation. Miss Greer

Qarson as Katherine in
Goodbye, Mr. Chips..

Picked for 1939*$ Be$f Male

Performance Award,

it is

M-O-M

ftofaerl

'

'

'

Ajpril

Wednesda^f

from Interferrlng

own

its

deal.

Snrveying the InoreMe
Conference was called by NLRB
examiner in an effort to settle complaint of Kibre chaTglng collusion
between' the producers and lATSE
tops, and asking for an Investigation

COPTRIOHT, US», BT VABIRTT, INC.
I

WEIK
OF

minimum work
hours.

six

when

closed

call

1/27/39

from three

to
dis-

Figures will be
conference with NLRB

Tops in American Federation of
IiSbor stepped into the lATSE au-

tonomy

when

fight

intsmntional

presidents of the film crafts instructed their members to maintain
B neutral attitude. Studio painters,
utility workers and others, however.
Insisted they

would support

t'-"?

2/3/39

ru-

icight of local officers of Local 37 regardless of any Instruct' ..is
received from their International.
Counter-proposal' of major film

tonomy

1/25
1/25
1/25
2/15
12/21
2/1
1/11
1/11
1/25
2/1
3/15
2/8
2/8
11/B

12/28

2/10/39
3/8
2/15
3/22
1/25
1/18
2/15
3/22

under

still

The

consideration.

producers offered a seven-year conwith a 70% Guild shop the
first year, 75% the second year, and
80% thereafter. They also agreed
scriveners could work for themselves during layoff periods, with
motion picture rights to any stories
turned out 'reserved to the "proWriters had asked for an
ducers.
agreement that would not run for
more than three and a half years.
\ Final action is expected in the

tract,

.

a/1
2/1
1/18

2/17/39

Assembly this week on an
amendment to the State Labor Code
which would permit the Screen Actors Guild to arbitrate disputes be2/24/39
tween agents and their clients.
Measure hais been recommended
favorably to the Senate and no serious opposition is expected. Passage
State

of

2/2
2/22
2/15

,

companies to Screen Writers Guild
is

enables

bill

SAG

and

2/15
4/5
1/25
2/8
2/15
2/22
3/1

2/22
2/22
2/15
2/22
2/15

Artists

Managers Guild to sign pact calling

2/8
4/5
2/8

for licensing of all agents.

New

purge of extras has been ordered by the SAG in an effort to
-

cut ranks to the number where those
regularly engaged ia the industry
will be able to earn a livelihood.
Move is expected to reduce number
of extras in good standing to approximately 4,500, exclusive of 1,000
members registered in New York.

3/3/39

More Coin

tor Sapes

Extras earned $652,190 during the
.first three months this year, an increase of approximately $66,811 during the same period last year. Total
Job placements for the period was
60,500, compared wli . 54,000 during
first three months of 1938.
Al Speede, business representative
of Local 40 of International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, has gone
to Sacramento on legl jitive business
affecting studio workers.
Studio Utility Employes Local 724
has adopted a resoljtlon to support

campaign

of. local officers of Technicians IJocal 37 to regain autonomy

from lATSE.
Pat Casey expects
.

to

le

-ve

9/7
2/8
3/8
3/1

2/15
2/8
3/29
3/8

Ban en Dnal Cards.
Letters have been mailed to TeamlATSE, Makeup Artists and
other flhn crafts advising them that
SAG members carrying dual cards
must drop one or the other. Agreement for scores of wranglers to drop
BAG cards was reached this week at
conference between SAG tops and
Joseph Tuohy, business representative of Studio Transportation Drivers Local 390.
sters,

3/10/39

3/8
S/8
3/20
9/30

3/8.

S/20

3/20

4/7/39

CLEARANCE BEAUCOUP

its

first-runs.

of 67.

WB

Drama
Comedy

Col

Melodrama

DEUGHT
DBIFTING WESTWABD
PABIS BONEXMOON
PBIDE OF THE NAVT
JESSE JAMES
KINO OF UNDEBWOBLD
HADE ME A CBDHNAL
IDIOT'S

4/5
3/22
3/15
3/22
3/29

4/14/39
4/5
3/8
4/5
4/5
4/5

4/21/38

3/15

Mystery

M-G
M-G

MlnotM

T.

Rom-Com
Rom-Dr
Drama
Drama
Melodrama

M-G

Com-Rom

Mono

NAVT SECBETS

u

Melodrama

Col
Col

Western

Mono
Par

A. Shlrley-A. Daniel

Drama
Drama

Bep
Bep

MADE FOB EACH OTBEB
WINGS OF THE NAVY
FAST AND LOOSE
LITTLE PAL
BOY TBiOUBLB
GUNGA DIN

F. Ineseort-H.

Drama

WB

Rom-Com

M-O

Com-Dr
Drama
Comedy
Drama
Mus-Com
Rom-Dr
Comedy

Drama

MYSTEBY PLANE
THE BEACHCOMBEB
BOUGH BIDEBS BOUND-UP
SAINT STBIKES BACK
INSIDE STOBY
PBISON WITHOUT BABS

SPnUT OF CULVEB
THE OKLAHOMA KID
LONE STAB PIONEEB
WITHIN THE LAW
KING OF CHINATOWN
.

LITTLE PBINCESS

MYSTEBY WHITE BOOM
ADV. OF JANE ABDEN
WmSPEBING ENEMIES
SEBGEANT MADDEN
TBIGGEB SMRH
MIDNIGHT
MY WIFE'S BELATIVES
THE FLYING DUSHMAN

TROUBLE IN SUNDOWN
EVERYBODY'S BABl
THBEE SMABT GIBLS
BLACKWELL'S ISLAND

LADY AND THE MOB
BOMANCE OF BEDWOODS
SOCIETY LAWYEB
SUDDEN MONEY
SILVEB ON SAGE
ALMOST A GENTLEMAN
MEXICALI BOSE
HOJND OF BASKEBVILLES
FAMILY NEXT DOOB
ON TBIAL

Par

BKO
20th
UA
U

M. Booney-B. Bedamy
.

U

Melodrama
Melodrama

Col

Comedy
Rom-Dr

M-G
Mono

FIRST OFFENDERS
STREETS OF N. Y.
CALLING DR. KILDARE
ORUMMOND'S SECT POLICE
NEVER SAY DIE
THEY MADE HER SFY
THE NIGHT RIDERS
ALEXANDER GRAHAM BETf
WOMEN IN THE WIND
LUCKY NIGHT
DANGEROUS FINGEBS
BACK DOOB TO HEAVEN
FIXES DUGAN
WINNEB TAKES ALL
i
BIO TOWN CZAB

DABK VICTOBY

D.

Ameche-Ritz Bros.-R Baraes
A. Mealon-D. Costello
W. C. Fields-Edgar Bergea
B. GranWUe-J. LItel
H. Fonda-M. O'Snllivaa
NelsoB Eddy-V. Bmeo

W. B-'Td-C. ST'^ra
P. Kelly-J. Lang
L. Ball- A. Laae.
L. Bari-J. Gale-G. WiUiaM
P. Foster-L Bervey
P. Lane-J. Lyaa
L. floward-W. Hlller

B. KarloS-D. Tree
M. Carroll-F. MaeMvrraj
B. MeLaae-B. Boberta
B. DIx-L. BaU-J. Aldridg*
L. Yonag-W. Baxter
C. Treyor-J. Wayne
G. Mnrphy-D. Keat
B. Began-J. Lltel
.

P. SInffleton-A.

Drama

,

Bep

BKO
mh
UA
U

SIdaey-L. Erieluoa

J. Cra^ord-J.
J. Trent-P. A.

Action

Drama
Drama
Melodrama

Rom-Dr

Col

.

Western

MelodrAma
Melodrama

Drama

u

WB
Col

M-O

Drama
Drama
Western

Comedy
Comedy

BKO
BKO
2Mi

U

WB
Col
Col

M-G
Par
Par

BKO

Rom-Dr.
Western

Comedy
Mus-Rom.

Drama
Comedy
Drama
Drama
Comedy
Western

Drama

Bep

Rom-Mel.

20th

Mystery,

U

WB

Comedy

Temnle-A. Deyiae

B: Caliat^B. Mack
B. Tewae-W. Oargaa
J. Bolt-D. Costelto

W. Beery-A.

Cnrtis-T.

Brews

Jaek Baadsll
C. Colbert-D.

Ameehe

aad B. Glessoa
D. Corrieaa-A. Apnieby
J. L.

G. O'Brlea-1. KelUi
J. Pronty-B. Gleasoa
D. Dnrbin-C. WInnlnrcr
J. GarHeld-B. Lane

G. Antry-S. Boraette
B. Oreea-W. Barrle
B. Berbert-J. Hodges

.

'

Melodrama

M. Lindsay-J.

Litel

76
81
66
66
64

the pickup of film

among

exhibitors,

ordering everything sent back to the
exchange after being played.

While other exchangeis may also
put on Inspectors, Metro and RKO
are reported fearful of hiring anyone from the outside for shipping
and Inspection rooms on the ground
that this may .precipitate picketing
by 51-B of the Loew and
theatres.
Other dlstribs do not have
large chains like these. However, as
pointed out in distributor circles, if
the Exchange Workers Union wants
to picket theatres because 'strikebreaking' exists at the N. Y. branches,
use of salesmen, bookers, etc., being
non-union, .could also be construed
as 'scabbing.'

RKO

A

problem not as yet met, but
which will have to find a solution if
the strike continues, concerns screening of new film coming in. With the
operators out of both home offices
and exchanges, no screenings are
possible, yet these .are highly important in view of the nature of the
film business. United Artists held a
screening Friday
night
of
(31)
'Wutherlng Heights' at a theatre in
the Chanin building, f uUy-equlpped,
which it rented. Others may be
forced to' try using this and any
other imaffected projection rooms
it can find, if not putting non-union
ops In its own screening cubicles,
liie .one operator employed at Republic's h.6. is stiU on the job.
.

One

report is that non-union
operators ate being lined up against
any emergency that might occur.
Projectionist schools have been tum^
Ing out a fiock of operators of late
years, most of whom have not been
able to get into Local 308 because the
membership there is full up at
around 2,200 men. In addition to
possible Importation of men from
around the country. Empire, basic
cause of .the present trouble, also
might furnish a couple hundred men.

Breaks

Cocalls'

In the event of a walkout of
operators in Greater New York, the
most ironical feature would be that
Sam Cocalls, the Century circuit and
Indies
a couple dozen smaller
wouldn't be affected since they don't
employ 306 (IA) men.- Distributors
are in a spot because these indies
refuse to employ 306, yet they would
face no interruption of operation at
'

'

'

own Empire-manned theatres.
A temporary quarters for SIB,
which never maintained an office
and does not have much funds, has
been set up in one of the downtown
their

Many of the members of this
uqion are exchange workers earning
as low as $24 a week and deeply regret the loss of their pay. A few, on
their uppers already, and Including
one. worker who suddenly became a
father, are reported
getting advances from the exchanges 'against
their return to work later. Because
they, could not cross picket lines to
collect pay due them when they
walked, exchanges carried money
outside branch offices to pay off the
backroom bunch.
The question of group insurance
covering the exchange workers is
another matter. Disposition of the
exchanges is to continue the insurance a reasonable length' of time
pending a possible return of the men
and women to the back rooms, but
approval on that is up to the Insurance companies. Cost of dropping
the insurance now and rewriting It
figures aside from sympathetic interest which is manifest among all
hotels.

68
69
66
65
66
'93

68
68
62
18
61

92
63
'3

'

'

61.

87
71

'

district

78
62

J. MaeDonald-L. Ayrcs
S. Dean-B. Gleason

111

Bob Bnms-G. George

77
87
70

L

Dnnne-C. Boyer

P. Lorre-J, Hersbolt
B. Cresby-J. BlondeU

Mtis-Rom.

Drama

Me'iOdr.-^ma

Comedy
Dra -la
Western

Drama
Melodrama

M-G

Rom-Com

Mono

Melodrama

Par

Drama
Comedy

WB

66
61

Comedy

M. Oberon-L. OUyler

W. Abel-B. Boberts

RKO
20th
U

96
69
86
62
63
79
98

Mus-Rom.
Melodrama
Rom-Dr.
Melodrama

L. Ayres-L. Barrymore
J. Howard-Heather An^el
M. Baye-B. Bope-E. Cossart
S. EUers-A. Lane
J. Wayne-R. Rogers
D. Amecbe-L. Young-Fonda
K. Francls-W. Gargan

WB

by Par and 20th, In some cases
women who had quit In prior years
to get married. Par also has stopped

and branch managers for

tiie

now

out

unionized exchange bunch

on

strike.

Hope

Drama

20lh

64
64
67
10
66

65

Molodrama
Melodrama

Rep

67

17
60
66
64

Col

BKO

79

F. Bainter-I. Lnpla*
C.'Bickford-J. Parker

Outdoor

Par
Par

66

W. Pldgeoa-V. Brnee-CarrlUo
C. BoKgles-M. Bambeaa
W. Boyd-B.' Bogers
J. Elllsoa<-H. Wood

WB

Mono
M-G

71

Elliott

BL W«ag>A., TaailnS

8.

Melodrama

Par

Laae

'

Hnssel-J. Klag-P. Kelly
k.

Mystery

Mono
Bep

Bill

-

Par
zetb

Yenag

J. Cagiiey-It.

78
66
76

U6

'

Stewart

C. Langhtoa-E. Laaehester
B. Bogers-M. Bart-B. Hatton
G. Snaaers-N. Hamlltoa
BI. Whalea-J. Bogers
C. Laehalre-E. Best
I. Cooper-F. Bartholomew

Melodrama

M-G

Lake

.

69
87
62
90

W. BnU-M. Hont
S.

Action

Par

Tonteomery-R. BnsseU

B.

C. Bnggles-M. Beland
C. Grnnt-D. Fairbanks, Jr.

'

BBOADWAY SEBENADE
M-G
UNDEBCOVEB AGENT
Mono
I'M FBOM MISSOUBI
Par
LOVE AFFAIB
BKO
MR. MOTO IN DANGER IS'D 20th
EA ST SIDE OF HEAVEN
U
WUTHEBINO HEIGHTS
UA
DODGE CITY

Y. Strike

.

M«n*

WB
-

Wlleoxoa

G. Antry-S. Bamette
A. Faye-C. Bennett-C. FarreD
C. Lombard-J. Stewart
G. Brent-O. de Havlland

Western

UA

THE THBEE MUSKETEEBS
KING OF THE TUBF
CAN'T CHEAT HONEST MAN
WB Melodrama
NANCY DBEW, BEPOBTEB
Col
Rom-Dr
LET VS LIVB
M-O
Mus-Dr
LET FBEBDOM BING
Mono
Drama
STAB BEPOBTEB
Par
Drama
ONE THIBD OF NATION
Par
Western
SUNSET TRAIL
Bep
Melodrama
FOBGED PASSPOBT
BKO Rom-Com
BEAUTY FOB ASKING
20th
Com-MeL
PABDON OUB NEBVE
U
Drama
SOCIETY SBIUGGLEB8
Comedy
WB
YES, DABLING DAUGHTEB
PYGMALION
M-G
Comedy
MYSTEBY OF MB. WONG
Mono
Mystery
CAFE SOCIETY
Par
Rom-Dr
I WAS A CONVICT
Bep
Melodrama
TWELVE CBOWDEP HOUBS BKO Melodrama
20th
WIFE, HUSBAND, FBIEND.
Rom-Dr
STAGECOACH
UA
Rom-Dr
BISKY BUSINESS
SECBET SEBVICE AU
BLONDIB MEETS BOSS
ICE FOLLIES OF 1939

66
67
69
68
62
69
76
65
68
83
96
88

M. Beoney-W, Connolly
O. Wlthers-F. Wray-D. BoblnaoB
Drama
L. Overman- J. C. Nalsh
Melodrama

20th

TAIL SPIN

K. Taylor-If. Hodson
G. Farrell-B. MacLaae.

Com-Rom

BKO

.

8.1

53
65
71
69

C. Starrett-L Meredith
B. Forness-J. Craig

Drama

M-G

69
72
too
47
83
66
106
69
92

Yonng

E. Powell-B.

Action

WB

LoplB*

Wililani-I.

T. Bittcr-D. Fay-C. King
L. Nolan-D. Lamonr
B. Breen-L. Carrllio
J. Wlthers-L. Carrlll*

Western

ZOth

71

H. Bopart-K. Francis
Garfleld-Dead End Kids

J.

Mus-Rom
Com-Dr
Comedy

Par

BKO

61

S8
IS
61
70

J. Dnnn-B. Hndsen
Power-N. Kelly-Fonda

T.

WB
WB

54
63

A. Marshall-F. BIca
Shearer-Gable
Joek Randall
B. Crosby-F. Gaal

Western

Par
20th

PEBSONS IN HIDING
BOY SLAVES
WOMAN DOCTOB
HOME ON THE PBAIBIB

W.

Rom-Dr
Com-Dr

Bep

THE ABIZONA WILDCAT
PIBATES OF THE SKIES
TOBCHT IN CHINATOWN
TEXAS STABIPEDE
NOBTH OF SHANGHAI
HUCKLEBEBBT FINN

.

4/9

Melodrama

Mono

HONOLULU
SUNDOWN ON PBAIBDE
ST. LOUIS BLUES
FISHEBMAN'S WHABF

11/30
3/22
3/8

3/22

Indies here are reported satisfied
with Libson's concessions.
Subur
bans will now be able to play prod'
uct 44 days after first-runs instead

Rom-Dr
Western

Mus-Com

u

4/5
3/15
3/8
3/8

union leaders.

after

Par

3/1

York, late this week to. conferences with film executi'^es and

Cincinnati, April 4.
Agitation by subsequent-run eX'
hibitors here against undue clearance
of 57 days between flrst-run RKOIke Libson houses and the suburban
theatres, which follow them, has subsided.
Libson; who returned here
from Florida last week, has agreed
to cut protection of 42 days for the
flrst-fun theatres to 30 days, and also
agreed to play pictures at the second-run Paramount, within 14 days

B. EiUsttrL. De Aleania
B. Kent-A. Naeel-M. Ebnrao
G. Swarthont-L. Nolaa
O. O'Brlen-L. Johnson
G. Flelds-M. Ma;nlre
P. Lorre-B. Cortei
B. Wll«ex-H. Mack
P. O'BrleB-J. BlondeU

2oqi
SOth

sm

for

CUTS CINCY

TYPE

BKO

AMBUSH

GAMBLING SHIP
OFF THE BECOBD
LONE WOLF'S SPT HUNT
FOUR GIBLS IN WHITE

3/22
2/22
S/2S
4/5

4/5
3/22

la

Western

ABIZONA LEGION
SMILING ALONG
MOTO'S LAST WABNINO

8/15

3/31/39

Col

Hona

3/1

3/24/39

^49

CONVICT'S CODE

3/1

3/17/39

Hln.— Ronnlns Time

TALENT

Co.

MIn.

FBONTDBBS OF

10/5/38

New

LffiSON

TTTLK

ia

12/14
1/25
1/25
2/22

resumed.

is

K. t.

Bey.

EBUtASBl Var.
1/20/38

.

the
lATSE.
of
operations
of
Studios have been making a survey
to determine the cost of raising the

ALL BKiHTS RESERVED

B«T. la Tmr.—B«Tl«wed la Tariatj

17

(Continued from page 4)

reviews as given in Vabiety and the running time of prints are Included.)

with workers, that no cognizance
would be given to the old clo$ed
the
shop agreement negotiated by
lATSE. leaving Local 37 free to
negotiate

N.

^'For in/ormation of theatre and film exchange boofcfert. Variety presents a complete chart
of feature releases of
all the American distributing companies for the current (luartcrly period. Date of

(Continued from page 5)
desist
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FILM BOOKING CHART

Peace Move
cease and

PICTURES

1939

5,

Rom-Com
Drama
Drama

E.

103

Flynn-O. de Havlland
Jackie Cooper

R. Taylor-M.
J. Stevenson-B.

55
67

Loy

Xynne

for mediation of the strike^
with cessation of the walkout by ex-

change workers and ops pending a
possible settlement. Is predicated on
meetings before the State Mediation
Board, where it is felt some progress
is being made.
At first hearing a
committee of theatre chain representatives who feared momentary
walkout of operators and still do, the
board during the past -week also
listened to former Judge Matthew M.
Levy, of counsel for Local 306. He
was to report back to the State
Mediation Board but, together with
Joseph D. Basson, 306 president, was
called to Washington Thursday (30)
by the U. S. Attorney General's ofr
flee for questioning.
He returned to
.

New~Yorkr"Monday

W. Ford-A. Macmahoa
61

B. Dayls-G. Brent

105

(3), to-

heed-a

from the U. S. Attorney's office
in N. Y. In an Investigation of th»
situation by Federal Attorney MeGovem and aides from Washbigton.
call

L. Traey-P. Sluumon
T. MarUn-G. Stuart
B. MaeLane-E. SnlUvan

-

"

'

VARIETY
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AT LASTI

.

.
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Wednesday, April

8,

1939

DRAMA EVEN

GREATER THAN THEIR DANCING!

"BOX-OmCE KATURAL
"Film Daily

"TRIPLE-PLATED BOX-OFFICE
"Motion Picture Daily

"SURE-FIRE

FOR STRONG ROX-OFHCE"
"Hollywood Reporter

"SHOULD REPAY HANDSOMELY"
"Hollywood Variety

"TOP

SHOW FOR TOP MONEY"
"Jay Emanuel Publications

OPENING THIS WEEK IN SCOBES OF KET

RUNS THROUGHOUT THE NATION!

PICTURES

Wednesday, Aprfl 5, 1939

Film Reviews
Adventures of Jane Arden

THE KID FROM TEXAS

VARIETY

back for a more suitable adoption,
and the other lad also takes to the
high road when he finds he is not
wanted. Fitch shows signs of weakening. Other complications, such as
the loss of his job, a separation from
his wife and the crucial illness of

Revised Code ^s Provisions

'

little

(Continued from page 4)
area, to another exhibitor for the sr.le reason that such other exhibitor is a circuit customer, provided such regular customer (a)
has substantially performed his previous license agreements with
the distributor, (b) maintains and operates his theatre in a modern manner, and (c) is financially responsible. Any dispute es to
whether a distributor has so refused to license Its features to such
regular customer shall be subject to arbitration. Should distributor
elect to license its features to an exhibitor (other than Its then current customer) who Is a circuit customer, distributor shall. If its
then current customer is not a circiiit cistomer, give him notice
by telegraph of its election so to do. Should such current customer
f.iil to commence arbitration proceedlh><s within five days after
the sending of such notice, he shall be deemed to have waived all
claims, if any, in connection with such features .under this Article

Billy brings things to a high

emotional pitch, with everything
(WITH SONG)
finally working out hapiily in the
Hollywood, April 1,
end.
(Continued from page 15)
Metro release of Edear Selwyn producRuggles' best scene Is that at the
reporterher
out
carry
would
tion.
Features Uennis U'Kecte and FlorArden
in another ence Rice. Dlrcted by S. Sylvan Simon. bedside of the sick child when he
again
actlviUes
sleuth
Screenplay by Florence Ryer«on, Edsar ijlves the child a reason to live and
mystery. But it probably wiU m- Allan Woolf and Albert Mnnnhclmer:
:urn» the crisis favorably.
orlftlAr*ere3t only the most ardent Jane
nal by Milton Merlin and Byron Morttan.
tore pictures
Exhibitors can use
seeing this initial at- Sons. Ormond Rathven, Milton Merlin and
de^fans
of (his type.
Mannhelmcr: score, Dr. William
tempt to transfer tlie Monte Bar- Albert
Axt; camera, Sidney Watnrr; montape.
rett-RusseU E. Ross cartoon charact-

W

first 'advener to the screen. The
heroine in
ture' ol the comic strip

Peter
Bnllbiisch:
editor,
Frederick T.
Smith.
Previewed at I'ntown March 28,
Running time: 70 HINS
.Dennis 0*Keefe
Florence Rice
Anthony Allan

TRIGGER SMITH

'8U.

Fair Wllllnm Quincy Malone.
Hollywood is dUappomting.
effort MiirRo Thomns
lor some dualers but a weak
Bcrtle Thomas..
apparently Aunt
MInetta.
to start off a series, as

Monozrnm production and release. Ptn^s
Jack Randall; features Frank Taconelll.
Joyce Bryant. Directed by .Mien Jafcs.
Ralph Original screenplay, Robert Emmett: cam.....nuddy Bbsen era, Bert Ixinpreneci.-er: editor. Howard DllVlrRlnla Dale llrorer. At Colonial. Lincoln, dun*.
Robert Wllsox
Cast: Jack Randall. Frank '^'aconelll.
Jack Carson Jovce Brvnnt. V*amer Richmond. Dnve
^
Helen Lynd O'Brien. Dennis Moore. Bol>i>y flnck. ForJ. M. Kcrrl-inn
rest Taylor. Milton Klhbee, Ed Cassldy.
Jew. le

'Snlfty*
Intended.
.
.
'Okay' Kinney
The girl reporter of the newspaper *Duke'
HastlVRs
closely
strips here doesn't follow too
Stanley Brown....
the type or story associated with Mal>el
Fnrr
who
listeners
radio
or
daily readers
Adam l.amb«rt
Tully Matshall
WJZthe
morning
to
each
tune in
NBC air serial. And consequently,
Metro cleaned and reblocked an
letdown for the old
It is likely to be a
yarn which served as a William
Arden fans. This might have been Haines starrer for this one. Fast start
excused if the few original twists witli some substantial though broad
were effective or the title role had slapstick comedy situations gives
been made more standout.
promise of a nice package of enterThree sctlpters did the Arden tainment, but when story switches to
newspaper yarn and the result is an a rather involved romantic drama
Incredible fable about murder, jewel for the second half it flutters into
smuggling and beauteous femmes be- ordinary routine and winds up in
ing employed as pawns by a smug- rather unsatisfactory fashion.
gling ring. Terry Morse, an ex-film
Dennis O'Keefe is a breezy and
editor, was given this as his initial
smart-aleck cowhand in Texas who
directorial assignment. Her first imyearns to be a polo' player. Oppor'
Sortant role, Rosella Towne is the tunity comes when he stows away
posShe
has
character.
ahe Arden
with shipment of horses to Long Issibilities but this film permits her
land. In disolaying his polo prowess
limited opportunities.
he falls in love with heire.ss FlorWilliam Gargan is cast as the man- ence Rice. Disgraced in a bin game,
aging editor of a Manhattan dally, O'Keefe hops off to join a wild west
Jane Arden's boss. He wrestles man- troupe, and introduces polo to
fully, but remains a capable actor
With his cowboydraw
crowds.
miscast -Dennle Moore is the agony Indian team playing the swank outcolumn editor to supply laughs, fit that ditched him, O'Keefe gets
which she doesn't Benny Rubui,^ as tangled in love matches with both
her sweetie, plays almost straight Miss Rice and 'Virginia Dale, former
and mangles a couple of laugh tries. winning out in the rather static
Wrlxon,
in
'

Running time: SI SIINS.

mett
Average

Is the word for it, but it's
oleaspntly entertainine as western.<;
It onens with a 21-horse pistol
igO.
salute and closes with th i leads looking at the prospect of a haooy fu.-

ture. with a little handpinching imder the t?.ble.
Ed Cassidy is a U. S. marshal
who sacrifices one son on the altar
of law and order, then sends for his
other. Jack Randall, who has been
loafing along back trails with his pal.

Frtnk Yaconelll. Gant wh'ch
rorizing the countryside

is

is ter-

headed

by Warner. Richmond, who

directs

regular nouncings on thf stage's gold
shipments.

Nice feminine tidbit

is

Joyce Bry-

ant a looker with an edge on most
of the sagebrush s. a. ourveyors. Her
film. Maris
assignment is not stiff ar handled
finish.
early by the smugglers.
Forrest Taylor. Dennis
smoothly.
Picture will suffice as supporter in
James Stephenson, as the villainous
O'Brien make the
moderately satisfy in Moore and Dave
Dr. Vanders, contributes the smooth- the duals, and
other impressions.
those bookings. Its main purpose is
est portrayal, making it stand up so
Technical side of "Trigger* Is In
for O'Keefe and
nroducer
showcase
the
even
overshadows
Botti.
well that it
good form.
Miss
Dale. Former shows spark that
releis
Shannon
Peggy
lead.
femme
might carry him along as a light
gated to a villainess' fate.
Haines and
Jane Arden can be made valuable comedian of the William
I
Reginald Denny types of 12 years
•creen merchandise but this first try
ago. Girl has a personality that gives
Hollywood, April 1.
has it going no place in particular.
out on the screen, and rates attention
Weor.
Warner Bros, releaao of Bryan Foy proCrane Wilbur.
Directed
by
duction.
for future buildup by the Metro proScreenplay by Lea Katz. baaed on 'Star
duction forces.
Witness' by Lnclen Hubbard ; camera, ArDirector S. Sylvan Simon handles thur Todd: asst. director, Russ ."aundera:
Hai^
the comedy situations in fine style, UnloK director. Arthur Ripley:Ineditor.
Projection
Previewed
old McLemon,
Itepubllc release of William Brrke pro- but is handicapoed by scriot matei'ial
Room, March 81, '89. Running time: 88
Features John Wayne, Rav Cor- provided in the last half.
Auction.
Story MINS.
Directed by ueorKe
rlian, Max Tertiune.
Jane Bryan
Original srreonplajr by Betty weaknesses prevent picture from hitMadRe C.iHer
Sherman.
Charley Clrapewln
I'lyssea Fortcrneld
BurbrldRe, Stanley Roberta; based on char- ting lower brackets of key duals genHenrj- O'SelU
Matthew Carter
acters created by William Colt MacDon- erally.
For the kids and action Jessie
Elizabeth RIsdon
Carter
aid; camera. Jack Marts: score. William
JImmv McCalllon
Reviewed In Projection Room. N. houses where patrons will overlook Ralph Carter
Iiiva.
Dickie Jones
Running time: «7 the yarn's triteness.
Bill Carter
T.. March 80, 1989.
John Russell
Ted Carter
BICiS.
Fred Tozere
Stephen Palmer
John Wnyne
atony Brooke
John Oallaudet
Xlck Bartel...
Corrlran
.

shot

down

AM NOT AFRAID

THE NIGHT RIDERS

Ray
Max

Tucson Smith

Lullaby Joslln
Bolcdnd

Susan Randall
Talliot

•

Sammy McKIm

Walter Wills
Ethan Lnldl.iw

Hazclton

Andrews
Carper
Wilson
Wllklns
Allen

Edward

Tom

Pell. Sr.
I.oni1on

Homer

Jack Innrem
William Xestcll

Sybil

f. Fitch

Flloli

Butch
Patricia Fllrh

Wyndham Wilson
Fairly consistent In turning out Joe
well-written westerns for the Three Mr. Snively

Howard
Mar7 &(oCrary
BrowD

Billy

Irf>e

Playing Features In the Order of Belease.

If

under any license

Coercing Contnioia. No distributor shall coerce or intimidate an ex13.
hibitor to enter Into any license agreement by threatening to build or
otherwise acquire, or by falsely representing that any other person will
build or acquire, a motion picture theatre for operation In competition
with such exhibitor.
Other Snbjeots of Arbitration. This section deals with the right of
14.
either distributor or exhibitor to take to arbitration any provision of th*
license agreement which either side claims has been breached. Powers of
the arbitrators to make awards are limited to fact finding, directing specific performance and awarding of damages that shall not exceed th*
liquidated damages provided therefor in the license agreement
Clearance also may be the subject for arbitration. Findings of the ar>
bitrators are limited to an award of the reasonable maximum clearanc*
to which a theatre may be entitled.
Over-buying of film by a competing theatre Is a form of complaint sub*
ject to arbitration. The code states:
'In considering such complaint the arbitrators shall, among other
things, make due allowance for a sufficient number of features
reasonably to protect the responding exhibitor against non-dellvery

of featiures

...Normnn Willis

and failure to make' features available and give du*

..Man Davis
.Charles RIchman

...Millard Vincent

..Kenneth Harlan

'

—

SOCIETY SMUGGLERS

Mary Lnrson
.\mes
Harrison
Miss Wexley

,

Frances Roblnnun
ita>trtond

l'ar!:er
Cl-iiient
I^n-Is r.an'<ln

Cay

She
better advantage but doesn't
appears in almost all the footage,
has a strong part, but isn't at her
best
Nari-atiVe deals VUh "efforts of
Implausible (ale of diamond smugglers, faintly reminiscent of recent Treasury Department to convict a
newspaper accounts of smuggl-ng in- clever smuggling ring. Foster as
cidents, production has enough nov- head T-Man plants an operative
elty and action to enable it to stand (Miss Hervey) In the office of a luggage company fronting for the head
up well on dual programs.
Picture's laurels belong to Preston smuggler (King). Crux of the plot
Foster and Walter Woolf King, as is scheme of lawbreakers to send
principal protagonists in the cops winners of a slogan contest to Euand robbers drama. Irene Hervcy, rope and equip them with special
co-featured, should have showed to ^ luggage containing secret compartDr. Leo
Detective

,

Harry Wn.nlei)
Kernun (.rl|tp&

'

.

I

exhibitor.

12.

regard to the type and operating policy of the theatre or theatres
operated by the responding exhibitor. In no event shall an exhibitor be deemed' to be "over-bought" if his miiflmum commitments do not exceed by more than 15% his maximum requireKlllot Sullivan
ments. If the arbitrators shall find that over-buying exls'iS as
....Walter Fenner
herein provided, they' shall specifically find by what number. If
any, the responding exhibitor shall have over-bought and thp
This Is a remake of 'Star Witness.'
responding exhibitor shall then be permitted a period of 14 days
first produced by Warners in 1931,
from the date of the arbitrators' decision to obtain the release of
and one of the biggest gangster film
such excess number, it any, from his license agreement(s); if the
Added to
grossers of that period.
exliibltor does not obtain such release, in whole or in iwrt, then
the original are dramatic embellishthe arbitrators shall make an award apportioning among the dlsments of patriotic preachments and
tributors, 'with which responding exhibitor has entered Into license
several sidelights of Los Angeles poagreements, the number of features to be released by them, relitical skullduggery and upheaval of
spectively (being in the aggregate the number of features "overduals,
for
the
a year ago. Turned out
bought" less such number, if any, tlie release of which the repicture will mildly satisfy on the
sponding exhibitor shall have obtained) to the complaining exsecondary programs. R> tine in both
hibitor, provided that no such award shall be made unless adeperformances and direction, script
quate assurance shall be given to each distributor that It will redrags in numerous spots, despite
ceive from the complaining exhibitor, in respect of Its features
shortness of footage. Ending is obto be so released, no less in license fees and no less favorable
vious, and situations planted for draother terms than were provided for in Its license agreement with
matic convenience are crudely inthe responding exhibitor.'
serted.
Story details experiences of a famEffective Date. The provisions of the code shall apply to all con15.
ily which becomes tangled In politi- tracts made after Jan.
1, 1939, for the 1939-1040 product and the product
Household sees
cal reform drive.
of subsequent years so long as this agreement shall be In effect
police lieutenant plant bomb in
16.
Term. The term shall be for two exhibition seasons starting on
neighbor's garage, with resultant faThereafter any of the signatories may withdraw from th*
tality, but members are too scared to Sept 1, 1939.
gangster
threats.
agreement on six months' notice before the ending of any season.
testify b'^cause of
Charles (Irapewin, Spanish War vetArbitration Machinery. It is provided that arbitration boards shall
17.
eran, finally stumbles tnrough to be established In each exchange territory. Selection of arbitrators shall
clinch the case for the district at- be made from two general panels, (Da trade panel consisting of workers
torney.
in the industry, and (2) an impartial panel of public spirited citizens. Two
arbitrators chosen from the trade panel shall designate a third arbitrator
Compensation shall be paid only
to be chosen from the neutral panel.
when necessary to the arbitrator from the neutral panel. Further proUniversal release of Ken G'lilsmdh proKeninres Preston Foster. Irene vision is made to fill vacancies among arbitration boards, to provide for
duction.
Stor^' by stenographic minutes of hearings, rules of testimony, and waivers of oral
Plervey.
Diiected by Joe May.
.Xrthur T. Herman and Earl Keltnn; camAt Tlvoll. .N. Y.. March hearings, in which event arbitrators shall make findings from submitted
era, John Boyle.
Running time: 70 MINS.
briefs.
31, '80, dual.
Preston Foster
Sully
There remains some further discussion of arbitration provisions as In
Irene Hcrvey
Jonn Martin
Walter Woolf King the instances when the Interests of a third party are concerned with th*
Massey
Frank Jeiiks findings of the arbitrators. Such further provisions will be discussed at
Emery
Picd Keoting
Larry Kearns
joint meetings of distributors and exhibitors.
later
Keels Tourney
Johnny Bcelie
,

Mayor's Secret,iry..
Dalton
Slur
Magistrate

—

'

by

agreement an exhibitor Is obligated to play features in the order of their
release, the distributor will not withhold features from exhibitor becaus*
featiures previously released have not been exhibited by him if his faillure to exhibit them 'was due to the failure of distributor to make them
available. Any dispute hereunder shall be subject to arbitration.

....Emmet Vogan

Frank
Mayor Lawton

Mary Boland
....Donald O'Connor
Joyce Mathews
John 'Hortley

.Andrew Tombes
Dick Elliott
Dr. Benschlaeer
Mesquiteer series, Betty Burbrldge Mrs. Jepson
Zef(|e Tilbury
Sarah Edwards
Moots
and Stanley Roberts have outdone Mrs.
Harlan Brlcgs
Mr. Pike
Josephine Whittell
themselves on- "Riders.' Despite the Mother
Sonny Bupp
Boy
aura of incredibility, as a whole the Mrs. UnRerlelJer
Geontla Calne
Russell Hicks
finished negative raises the Mes- Mnslstrale
Omce ITayle
Fat Mother
Exhibs Mr. Totnm
quiteer standard a notch,
Charles TrowbrldRS
Spencer Charters
have a selling point in John Wayne, Grocer Bradley
leader of the trio, based on the approval given his performance in
Good old hokum with an emo'Stagecoach.'
tional wallop that almost lifts it out
While written around an almost of the 'B' class. Picture will satisfy
Impossible happening ^the claiming nearly all types of audiences. It's
of 13,000,000 'acres of ranchland via a a sure bet for the family trade.
Director Archalnbaud rates praise
frant made in 1744 by a king of
pain the story deviates a little for his handling of a story that exfrom the usual western fare. Basic- pertly mixes patho? wiS'i laughter
ally it's the same stuff for the and keeps the action going with
Mesquiteers; they still rate cheers at plenty of slants and unexpected
the finale for being chcmpions of the twists.
oppressed and go about the latter in
Mary Boland and Charles Ruggles
their best workmanlike manner.
are co-featured and share honors
Charter to the aforementioned land with two youngsters, Donald O'Congrant is forged tmd possession grant- nor and Billy Lee.
Performances
ed by the U. S. Government which all around are uniformly good, but
creates untold hardships and even- in the last analysis, the picture leans
tual eviction for the tenants of the heavily on Ruggles, who scores in a
land when exorbitant lease rates are tailor-made part out of which he
demanded. Mesquiteers are one of squeezes every oimce of effect
the ranch owners evicted for being
The Fitches are a small-town
unable to get up the fee. They don't
pretty much set in
like being kicked out and decide to childless couple,
tenor of their domestic
Investigate. They take the form of the even
Mr. Fitch (Ruggles) is a
ways.
modem Robin Hoods in the guise of Caspar
Milquetoast easily upset
hooded horsemen to harass messenhabits are disroutine
his
when
;ers of the land baron and eventualturbed and with an unhappy faculty
clear the whole thing up.
situations not of
All performances are above aver- of blundering into
age for sagebrush tales, direction his making.
Mrs. Fitch (Miss Boland), thinksmoothly paces the foota'^e, and photography is okay throughout Story ing only of her husband's happiness
neatly ties in with history near the i$ misled into adopting an orphan
cljse.
Trio are under sentence of (Lee) and also a homeless waif
Fitch, who takes a
death for their nocturnal activities (O:connor).
partment
for robbing messengers of the land daily browbeating in the
orks, finds his
baron and returning the money to store where he
land owners. Evidence dug up by a peaceful home retrc./. completely
femrae friend of the trio reaches upset by the newcomers. He orders
President Garfield a moment after Mrs. Fitch to get rid of tlie young
he's assassinated.
Friendly sheriff, sters, and sets his heart against
realizing their crimes were for the showing any signs of affection or
people's good, loads firing squad's understanding for them.
the
in
Numerous other, event
Kuns with blanks, thereby saving the
Mesquiteers for the next in the meantime conrpire against h'm. and
series.
when the orphanage takes Billy Lee

'(a) a finding as to whether or not the licensing of such fentures
so conditioned; and, if the finding be in the affirmative, then,
'(b) an award cancelling the license agreement or agreements
for (or to the extent that they relate to) siich "Shorts".'
Score Charges. Score charges, it any, for fiat rental features for th«
8.
1938-39 exhibition season shall be added to and consolidated with th*
license fees therefor.
Commencing with the 1930-40 e^diibitlon season
there shall be no separate score 'charge for features licensed on either
flat rental or a percentage basis.
Allocation of Featnres.
9.
Under license agreements authorizing
distributor to allocate features to particular price brackets, distributor,
on
giving .notice of the availability of each feature, shall notify exhibitor
of
the price allocation thereot except that such notice of price allocation
shall be given not later than 14 days after the national release date
thereof
to flrst-run exhibitors in those cities which the distributor may designate
as 'Key Cities.'
Form of License Agreement Each distributor will use its best ef10.
forts to simplify Its form of license agreement
SelFctive License Agreements. Whenever an exhibitor shall hav«
11.
the right; under a license agreement to select a number of features out
of a larger number, he shall exercise such right by written notice of
selection or rejection of each feature to which he may be entitled under
such agreen)ent within 21 days after the mailing of the notice of availability thereof. Failure of exhibitor to give such written notice with respect to any feature within such period shall constitute a selection thereof

....Grace Stafford
Ccorge Cruhl

,

Max

Charlie Ruffiles

,

^. .Don Donslas
~
.Wllllnm Royale
Boyd Irwin

Miller

Arthur Shepherd...
Stuart McCrao*. ...

Paramount produrllon and release. FeaDl
tures Charles RiiESles, Msry Boland.
Adopted
reeled by CleorRS Arrhalnbaud.
by Ltnra anil S. J. Perelmnn from story
by Lloyd Corrlnn and Monte Briee;
camera, Henry Sharp: editor. Alma Marrorle.
At Paramount. Brooklyn, April 1,
Runnin; time: 7S MIXS.
SO.

Tyler

Kermlnt Maynard

Bhorllt

Tim

BOY TROUBLE

Terliune

Doreen McKsy
Ruth RoReta
Geont* DomlsJ

Tom

Jackson

Short Snbjects, Newsrcels, Etc. Specifically excludes the licensing
7.
of newsreels, trailers, serials, reissues, westerns and foreigna as a condition of licensing other features. Disputes arising under this division aim
subject to arbitration, the powers of the arbitrators to be limited to:

was

Pulled out Of drifting retirement
his brother turns into a bull'seye In bandit target huntin"?. Jack
Randall become.<i a. hammer fanning
gi'n-packer in 'Tri,'»ger Smith.' another from the prolific Robert Em-

when

Prettiest girl
Is

19

'

j

I

ments. In which precious stones wlU
be smuggled In.
Fosier pu>s another ringer, Regis
in among the group of fiv*
winners going abroad, 'in order' to

Toomcy,

unmask

ine plotters operating in Euhis oealh at

Toomey meets

rope.
sea

when his identify becomes
known, but Foster and Miss Hervey
lliu y uncover the real br-<ins of th*
rin;- and bring them to book in a
'

dr.^'nntic gun-flght finale.
I r' nk
Jsnks and Fi-ed
s.i t.
cut in minor loles
.

good support

-

Keating
and le"''

Wcdneed«7, April

VARIETY
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1939

"THE STORY OF ALEXANDER
GRAHAM BELL" IS ONE OF

THE SWEETEST BOXOFFICE
STORIES EVER TOLD
{And remember,

this is

Holy Week!)

HELD OVER
AT ROXY,
in

N. Y.

one of the greatest

runs in Roxy hiistoryl

For example —
Sunday the Roxy was sold out to
standing room only within
minutes of doors* opening

...

40
and

continued S.R.O. solidly for 9 hours

and 25 minutest

jammed house

61,877 people

in first three

days!

THE STORY OF

tAl£XANDER GJtABAMBEU,
THC KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

Wednesilay,

"

AprU

5,

PICTURES

1939

Frank Harris Dixie Group of

ley, NUes, 0„ seriously ill in a
AUanta, AprU 4,
Frank Harris, former mgr. ot Youngstown hospital, has resumed
Lucas & Jenkins' half dozen com- his duties.
J. Real Neth, operator of the Neth
munity theatres here, Is booking for
eroup's 13 houses, with Al Whittle, theatres, Columbus, who suffered a
former explolteeer for Rlalto, in broken right leg when he f eU oh the
charge of North Georgia and Caro- ice several weeks ago, back at his

lina houses.

desk.

.

Walter Meier last w^k was made
mgr. of Cameo, outfit's downtown
replaced at Kirkwood by
Horace Denning.
^
George Wilby and Associates, operators of an expanding Georgia theatre chain that has reached into
Carolinas, has moved into larger
building,
on Film
Walton
quarters in
.

,

^

,

After three weeks in Florida, Joseph E. Shagrin, Youngstown, is
back managing the new Foster theatre there.
Shagrin resigned as

manager of the Paramount and Park
in that city, to devote his entire
time to supervision of the newest

nabe in the steel city.
George S. EUis and Earl L, Ochsenbeln, local managers for the
Bow.
_
_ ,
personnel sent Tommy Read, man- American and State^ East Liverpool,
conferred here recently with George
ager of chain's Paramount to similar A, Delis, district manager for the
post at outfit's Fox, 4,400-seat de- Tnter-State
Inc.,
with
Read replaces Hudson Ed- which groupTheatres,
luxer.
the East Liverpool
wards, who has gone to Savannah as houses
are affiliated.
city manager, vice Roby
Ii.&J.'s
Jerry Reinhart, associated with
Robinson, resigned. Chain operates Reinhart Theatres here, recovered
in
Savannah.
five houses
from attack of flu and back at his
Read's successor at Paramount is desk.
His father, Harry Reinhart,
unnamed as yet, district manager owner
of the local subsequent run
E. E. Whitaker sitting in saddle tem- group bearing his name, is vacation-

'

porarily.

ing in Honolulu.

Joe Engel in Albany
Albany, April 4.
Joe Engel took up the reins at
Universal's

Albany Exchange Mon-

F. H. Hathaway has added the
Struthers theatre, Struthers, O., to
group, which include the Ritz,
Palace and Campbell, all in the
his

Youngstown

district

replacing Gerald Leary,
(3),
has not been well, and received
Denver, April 4.
a leave of absence. rSngel, former
WUUam G. Smith, head of Empire
manager of the Cleveland branch of Pictures, closed with George HirUUniversal, is a newcomer to this ter- man. Indie producer, for roadshow

day

who

ritory.

distribution of 'Tell Your Children'
in aU states west of and including

Greenblatt Aides Rogers
Colorado.
Arthur Greenblatt has been apSid Dean Back in Harness
pointed assistant to Budd Rogers, v.p.
and g-m. of Alliance Films Corp.
SeatUe, April 4.
Greenblatt was lately eastern disSidney Dean, former adv. mgr.
trict manager for Gaumont British in and assistant to the late H. T. Moore,
New York. Rogers is U. S. sales owner and< manager for many years
rep. for Alliance, a British organizaof the Rialto, Tacoma, is the new
tion;
manager. He's assisted by John Ows-

pirobably

sue,

will

ajaother

issue

divvy of the same sort within the
next 30 days. Both declarations are
on a basis of one share of new
Pathe Lab stock for 100 shares of
Pathe FUm hdd.
With the issuance of the second
dividend, reported as being set for
early declaration, Pathe Film will
have carried out its whole plan of
reorganization whereby the parent
corporation' (Pathe Film) was set
up as a holding company and the
operating company established under the title of Pathe Laboratories.
According to the plan, Pathe Film
had two years to carry out this alignment but officers are understood to
favor issuing the new stock and com,

'

.

pleting final details.

maintenance department, is in Barham's territory on remodeling and
le-equipping plans.

WB

Dortic Joins
Pittsburgh, April 4.
Charles Dortic, Grand National ex-

change manager here, has quit to
Warners sales staff, assigned to
cover West Virginia territory for
local office, taking over from Maurice Kinder, who's been servicing
that district since Bobby Dunbar
was elevated to office manager.
Kinder has resigned. Max Shulgold,
salesman, moves into Dortic's
join

Salem, W. Va., AprU 4.
The Alpine, completely remodeled,
redecorated and refurnished, reopened. Charles Anderson is head
of the circuitOkla.'s

&

Commonwealth Amuse. instaUed
.

U

New

'

admission.
Steffes

owns

a joint interest with

Berger in the Paradise, but

insists

the latter is in sole control of the
theatre's operation. Furthermore, he
contends, the organization cannot
dictate to the distributors how or at
what prices they should sell their

RKO Ni.

also charges

member always has been

Dir.

that this

The member

Miller,

Jr.,

from

Pitts-

reported

After

consideration

Tom Gorman,

organization

ager,

less with such national
islative matters «s, for

Ohio Shifts
Canton, O., April 4.
Joe Wheeler appointed manager of
the Chakeres Grand, CircleviUe, to
succeed Ralph Winters, assigned an-

Orleans.

Se P.'s

delinquent

Fisher,

manager of McKln-

Boston nltery, which specialized
bands, but toward the end
of the year he sold out and on Jan.
1 returned to RKO as manager of
the Providence house.
He is a
brother of CharUe McDonald, RKO
division manager In New York.
in

concern

should

and

itself

state leg-

New One

in prison

fdr

arson

connection

in

,

interior, set It afire

tices.

to Minneapolis.

Sohbm
AprU

Philly AlUed

PhUadelphia,

AUied

formed

here,

unit

was

He

and then drov*
admitted the fire

set to collect $2,700 insurance

the furnishings.
only mated at $10,000.
4.

Damage was

on

esti-

New; York Theatres

A BETTER SHOW AT THE

THERE'S

Dayton Realigned

RKO

manager
at Cincinnati, made
for Dayton, succeeding Millard M.
Blaettnar, and WiUiam A. Clark, recently' in exploitation work with
United Artists, made manager RKO
Keith house, succeeding Duane Hatfield.
Changes effective immediately

STARTS FRIDAY. AFRII,

7tli

HEtD OVER

ERROL FLYNN in
"DODGE CITY"

following announcement of resignations of Blaettnar and Hatfield.
Blaettnar with RKO here IS years
and city manage;, five years.

A

I>-

SMART GIRLS

"3

Warner Bros. Plotnre

GROW UP"

FKRSON

GUY LOMBARDO
And Bla Boral Canadian*

BROADWAY
QTQAMn AND
OinHniU
47TH ST.

Technicolor's $1,334^43

S?T^

RIVOLI

DMn ohs »m

A.m.

BroadwaT
at

4IHI1 Mt.

mionite shows'

Net

sales

was further
$258,072, the amount deducted for Federal income tax and
life insurance expense.
Premiums
profit

on life insurance on the president
and general manager resulted in a
deduction of $23,635.
$1 dividend last year.

Company

paid

TITLE CHANGES

SQUARE
PARAMOUNTs^"""'

THURBDAV

"CAFB

..

SOCIBTY"

TODAY .ONLV
Xlcanor Powell
.

I

1

Fred

.

"HONOLULU"

MaoMumij
Madeleine
Carroll

"Two-Ton"

Divt APOLLON
Hit VvlltlnJ

TONY UAI/KNTO

NOWl

"SOCIETY"

LAWYER"

fc

THURS.

Walter PIdseon
Vlislnia

Bmco

Jjto Carrille

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
DON AMECHE

"MIDNIGHT"
IV PEBSOX
TOMMY DORSEY ^^^^T
B.tDIO

G&pl

CITY

Jeanette

VERNON

BlaoDonald la

"BROADWAY
SBRENADIC"

MUSIC
HALL
HELD OVER
THE STORY OF

(April 6)

and

IRENE CASTLE
Spectacular Stage Production*

.

______

n Of»m ••Mn.Hb
a»»tot»j»jt»ll M »

m

from Teck positive origmWnltaHowwnflfi
'Inside Information' latest handle inals, was placed in operation last Irm*«i«4MiM.
for 'Metropolitan Police' at Uni- November.
U*UC aONiWD<n Bernaid Sbaw'a

OnliwonCabinetToilet Tissue
ECONOMY WASHROOM SERVICE

4.

Oscar Arneberg, of Minneapolis, has
been sentenced to one to seven years

Dayton, O., AprU 4.
Joe Goetz, assistant to Col. A. F.
Frudenfeld, RKO division manager

Also noted that a division of the
Technicolor plant for. production
of 16-millimeter Technicolor-KodaHollywood, April 4.
'Panama Lady' is release title for chrome picture prints, by reduction
Shot' at

AprU

Minneapolis,

.

name

net
The
trimmed by

Boston, April 4.
M. 8i P. Theatres (Mullin and Pinanski) have put through real estate
deal whereby they acquire about 65,000 square feet at Cleveland Circle in
Brookline, center of a heavily popu-

The Second

FOR THEATRE ARSON
.

die,

It was announced that the corporaUnderother Chakeres theatre. Wheeler is lated residential district
former manager of Cliftona, Circle- stood M&P wUl build a modern Col- tion had made its new high speed
onial film house there later this year. negative
commercially
available.
viUe.

Jimmy

support of Yaffe.

EXHIB'S 1-7 YEARS

Net, 700G Above 1937

cessor yet.

M.

between the houses. MUgram, as a
result, is said to have withdrawn his

example, theburning of his Lyric theatre divorcement which requires the with the
levying of hea'vy dues.
He wants atre, Browerville, Minn., near here.
dues substantially reduced and urges
The theatre was destroyed, by fire
that the body devote its efforts prin- March 2.
Arneberg confessed that
cipally to bringing down film costs
the
and .eliminating 'unfair' trade prac- he had splashed gasoUne through

McDonald, for years with RKO
theatre manager, left a few
years ago to take over the Norman-

former home. Was
branch manager in Minneapolis, for- against $630,718 in 1937.
merly. Par has not named his suc- totalled $4,646,991.

.

uct

in question has taken

position that there are other
grievances besides the Paradise theof atre situation.
He argues that the

Don Woods Back to K. C.
Technicolor, Inc., and Technicolor
Youngstown, O.', April 4.
Minneapolis, April 4.
Motion Picture Corp., its subsidiary,
Harry Segal, resident manager of
Don Woods, Paramount sales' man- showed net profit in 1938 about
the Harris-Strand here for some
months, transferred to the Family, ager here, resigned to join the War- $700,000 greater than inllTe 'preced-'
staff in Kansas City, his
ner
sales
Pittsburgh. Segal's place here taken
ing y^ar.
Net was $1,334,243 as
Grand National
house.
Segal came here to
take charge when William Murray
died, and has remained pending the
Bdection of a resident manager by
the circuit executives.

and of Allied. Prodand competitive difficulties are
ready to break out at any moment

filiated circuit

the

Segal's Berth

by Henry
burgh

has resulted in considerable bickering.
Yaffe, recently out of college,
is supposed to have been given the
AUied job as part of a deal re^ultmg
from his father's leasing ot the
Rialto theatre to Affiliated Theatres
Circuit, headed by Dave 'Milgram.
MUgram was founder and spark plug
of the Allied unit here and arranged
for young Yaffe's position with it
Recent embarrassing incident was
the nurchase of the Unique theatre
by "Yaffe's father. This is only four
blocks from the Casino, operated by
Felt Bros., memberg of MUgram's Af-

his dues.

in

Koemer's

He

zation.

Harry McDonald Lands

three months ago, is reported already
in the throes of Internal reorganiza-

13-15,

-

4.

Lindsey, Okla., with new seats, roof,
supports, concrete floor, glass enclosed cry-room and lighting.
James have installed a
James
new air-conditioning system in their
Jewel theatre here.

shoe business in

4.

and dissension. David Yaffe,
counsel for the organization and asNorthwest Allied sistant to Sid Samuelson, $7,5p0-aleaders are trying to smooth troubled year president is understood to be
waters stirred up because President on the way out. Walter Woodward,
W. A. Steffes has failed to' stop his field organizer, it is also reported,
will resign soon.
associate and former organization
One of the reasons for Yaffe's
president, Bcnnie Bergcr, from buying 'runs' of Metro pictures for the demise, it is said, is the purParadise, nabe, and showing them chase' by his father of a house
ahead of competing independent up- in competition to that ot an
town houses and at a lower matinee influential Allied member, which

June

olis

Pathe Film (parent corporation)
company for Du product any more than It can dicPont Film Mfg. Co., but officials will tate to exhibitors how much they
not change the title for the time should pay for film.
It is essential to keen the organizabeing. Pathe Lab. stock is listed in
market while tion alive and nrevent any split up,
•Over-the-Counter
Pathe FUm Is on the New York Steffes feels. He has made known
that he himself will not accept the
Stock Exchange.
again, however, under
If the operating company, Pathe presidency
Lab, shares should be placed on the any circumstances.
Steffes claims that there is only
stock exchange or curb exchange, it
likely the Pathe Film might one discontented member who is tryis
ing
to
cause
trouble and he does not
change its title—possibly to that of
Du Pont Film Holding Co.; in order believe that this single malcontent
to prevent confusion among traders. will be able to draw some of the
others away from ITorthwest Allied
and form a rival exhibitors' organi-

Harry G. Walgreen doing $12,000
improvements on his Blue Moon,

GN

affair.

Minneapolis, April

With the NaUonal Allied SUtes

tion
convention scheduled for Minneap-

as a

Alpine's Face-Lift

new chairs in Liberty, Harrison,
Ark., and Rialto, Searcy, Ark.
Jack Weiss, formerl" operating at
Cement Okla.. opening new theatre
In Harrah, Okla.
H. J. Fentriss .refurbished his
•pot
Quanah theatre at Fletcher, Okla.
Joe KaulTman,
exchange chief,
Levi Metcalfs new air conditiontransferred from Pittsburgh to simi- ing at Ritz. PurceU, Okla.
lar post in Cleveland, will be honForrest Swigar returned to Oklaored here at a testimonial dinner by homa City to become new manager
showmen April 24 at Roosevelt hotel. ot Plaza, for Standard. He resigned
Harry Hendel. indie exhib, is in as manager of the Tower to enter the
charge of

Northwest and Pennsy

Providence.

succeeding Charles Barnes.

Improvements
Oklahoma City, April

in

really is a holding

Chicago RKO manand Edward Smith, former
ley, who comes back after some
Philadelphia, AprU 4.
Paramoimt theatre operator, as sucCharles Stiefel will take over the years out of the show biz, when he cessor to the. New England division,
Susquehanna theatre about July 1 was also with Moore, At age of- 64 RKO decided on Harry McDonald,
from the Affiliated Theatre Circuit, H. T. Moore died suddenly at Phoe- manager of the Albee, Providence,
Stiefel nix, Ariz., Jan. 26, where he had
which now operates it
for the spot He takes control AprU
bought the building some time ago gone for his health.
with headquarters In Boston,
7,
and will not renew Afliliated's lease
First important change in manCharles Koemer transferring to the
when it expires.
agers at local theatres in blue moon
Nixon's Grand, which recently finds Dan Redden succeeding BiU Pacific Coast to handle the RKO
shuttered after its umpteenth unsuc- Hamrick as manager at Paramount; division formerly headed for years
cessful attempt at a combo policy, Clyde Strout advancing from asst by Cliff Work, now production head
will reopen Saturday (8) on a straight at Orpheum to manager (.f Coliseum, at Universal.
film policy.
It will run last riin
where he succeeds Redden; Earl AnKoerner has been delayed in leavproduct at 10c. and 20c. admish. Joe derson promoted from door to aspending decision on
Weiner, brother of Harry Welner, sistant to Don Gedc>s, mgr. at Or- ing for the west
Columbia exchange manager here, pheum, and Marion Fox, from door, who would succeed him over the
RKO theatres in Boston, LoweU and
will operate the house.
to assistant to Redden at Paramount,

Virginia theatres, was in New York
durmg the past week to confer on
new equipment for some of his
houses. In addition to fixing up the
Palace, Marion, O., the Marion in
that town
is
be remodeled.
to
Charles Burton, in charge of the Par

Groups

Pathe Film Corp., which a few
weeks ago declared a stock dividend of its Pathe Laboratories is-

'

Barham's Fix-Vp Trip
Tracy Barham,. operator of Paramount's Ohio, Kentucky and West

21

ANOTHER PATHE FILM
Dissenion Reported Within Allied
DIVVY WITHIN 30 DAYS

13;

Tbeatres and Exchanges in Moves

house,

V.tRIETY

printing

RKO.

versal.

Technicolor, Ltd., British affiliate,
RKO switched from 'Salute to showed a profit of $33,740, as comHate' to 'Conspiracy.'
.
pared with a substantial loss In the
'Bridal Suitn' Is final tag on Metro's
preceding year.
'Maiden Voyage.'
,

Pygmalion
™
AmM^m
ISth Bl«

Week!

Ttb At.

ft

OOth

Bi.

BKLU OVEH

"Alexander

ROXY

Graham
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—
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^Pick up any national magazine
any newspaper ••• look at any l>illl>oapd
.read tke movie ads • • • tLen look at any National Screen Trailer • • • and

• •

you'll see wliy

we

sayi

No prinied account
. .

.

excite its reitders

... no mailer
• . .

amuse

its

how

graphicaUy written

readers

. . •

one-f entb as

.

. .

can

much

f brill its

as seeing

readers

and

hear-

ing the event itself I

Listen to any radio broadcast ••• tlien see a trailer
Nothing compares

to seeing

and hearing

and

^e actuid event

you'll see

wky we

sayt

itself I

No £orm o£ advertising ••• no matter Low smart, can ^ive you tbe one kundred.
percent covera^ you ^et £pom National Screen Trailers • • • and at

tlie

lowest

cost per perscm reackedl

n'oT^onoL

»«Prize Baby of

the Industry!

S E

RVI

C E

—

—

s
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SPONSOR RIGHTS
BOXTOPS AND ROLLO

NBC GHIILK-LIS CBS Heartened, Sees Amos-An^

Th* radio Industry must and eventually will meet and answer the objection! raised by clubwomen critics of kid programs. The sooner the business oomes to grips with the problem the smarter itH be. Apparently
Iher* is a too-easy assumption that because one women's radio organization succumbed to a few baubles and a little blarney, all are equally,
unwortiiy of industry re^>ect. This attitude presupposes that the leadership of women's clubs is uniformly phoney. This is not a safe assumption.

On* observation has recently been made which, if it is an accurate
At a recent luncheon conference the clubIndication, augurs trouble.
women who resented the glib use, by radio officials, of the word 'yammer,'
to characterize their (the women's) complaints about kid shows, retorted
^at the 'yammering' of the clubwomen is increasingly finding a sympaIt is claimed that there's a tendency to schedule
tiietlc echo in fathers.
such discussions at night so that the old boy can get in his ideas. That
ia a matter of another flavor, if true.
It business men in their alter-ego as parents are convinced that something ought to be done about radio programs for children, then the broadcasters had better lengthen their list of things to fret about. At least the
restrictions now on the l>ooks should be ti^tened. There is indication that
this is already the case (see NBC's new. regulations as reported in this

Issue).

Endmg Monthly &oss

Code

Official

IT'S

NBC

will perhaps worry that in the dim distant future a generation
of lilds will grow up convinced that all advertising is boloney.

Nobody

WLW CITES

Probably

No Bemie fime

Holden Amerkan Tobacco
Discounts on Safe Side

LOSSESIN

doubtful whether American
Tobacco will use a franchise holder
for its Half-and-Half spot on CBS
Sundays when the Ben Bernie show
steps out June 25 for a summer layoff.
Account has piled up enough
It's

APPEAL

Cincinnati, April 4.
over-all billings for the year to rePiling Of a hrief Monday (3) with tain the period as well as the full
the U. S. District Court of Appeals discount allowed by the network.
in Washington was the final action
Bernie and his troupe are slated
by the Crosley Corp., in its latest to return to tiie network Oct. 1.
legal step to restore the power of Young
Rubicam has the program.
IITLW to 500,000 watts. James Shouse
put in several days last week in
Washington, going over and signing

&

papers

filed

with the court by attor-

ney Duke Patrick.

KRAU1TERS, CROSLEY

ALUMNUS, JOINS WCKY

One of the actions was a petition
for supplemental release, pending
the court's decision, from the FCC
Cincinnati, April 4.
of its
order which stripped
Bolstering his biz staff, in prepasuper power and cut it down to ration for WCKY's power boost
50,000 watts, effective March 1.
from 10,000 to 50,000 watts, L. B.
al- Wilson, president, added Emerson C.
To support its claim,
leged actual losses of revenue, due 'Jim' Krautters in the new post of
to rate reductions granted time buy- sales promotion manager Saturday
ers because of the power cut,
(1 ). Krautters resigned a month ago
is striving for an early decision from as assistant general sales manager of
the court, which involves the ques- WLW-WSAL He had been with the
tion of the court's jurisdiction In the Crosley organization since 1930.
Wilson expects installation of his
matter.
new transmitter to be completed by

WLW

WLW

WLW

mrs MY NAMEr

ing page) has incorporated all

AS AIIEN SUBSTITUTE
Fred Allen will be replaced for

May IS.
An NBC affiliate, WCKY

The commimeographed form, has
been sent around to a group of agencies for private examination and

day

(3)

and gets

took,

on

Mon-

'Hobby Xjobby*
Both programs are
its

WCKY

is

now

After

these

comments
be

educators, publicists, statesmen, officeholders and pressure group leaders.

In the past the network has kept
its advertisers advised of program

feeding four quar'

music

government and politics, labor,
culture; women's programs,
dren's programs and sports.

-agri-

chil-

Added

duties sales promotion. Jerry Moore, testants.
Nydia Westman had origformer sal^s promotion manager, left inally been lined up, even before
recently.
Grabhorn, who formerly Miss Walker.
spent all his time in New York, will
Ed Gardner is directing show in
now spend about two days a week place of Jack Johnson, who took or-

account

$10,452,064

January
February

$2,674,057
2,541,542

2,714,300
3,037,883

$8,433398

CBS
1939

Marcti
Total

1937

193<

$2,378,620

$1,001,023

2,264317
2359,716

3,172382

$7302,653

$5,982351

1938

2,925,684

$3,879,945
2,680,335
3,034,317

$8,141,283

$8,594,597

1309446

MUTUAL
1939
$315,078

January
February

276,605
306,976

293350
232,877

247,421

$756,021

$692,455

NBC's red (WEAF) link
months.
has been ahead of CBS on gross hillings for 11 consecutive months. How

much
the

serial

March

tallied

less the
1938.

231386

3.6%
March,

or

$2,925,684,

network grossed

for

.

Breakdown

of NBC's March gross
gave the red link $3,132,832 and thq

a month from
means to CBS is blue (WJZ) network $1,038,020.
NBC's previous record month was

that $100,000

A & A

1937
$213,748

$898,659

March
Total

1938
$269,894

indicated by the fact that Colum-

bia's billings for the current week
(the first in April) will be 16% better' than they were for the Uke
month of April 1, 1938. It also means

January,

'30,

when

it

grossed $4,033,-

900.

Mutual garnered $306,976 this
March, or 31.8% more than prevailed

After explaining in detail the netthat CBS' downward curve has ended for the like month of 1938.
work's position on controversial subthe mimeographed booklet tells
about the NBC rules on submission
of continuity, discussion of pending Bert Lytefl to Address
litigation, appeals for funds, and
point-to-point communications. There
American Management;
foUows a thorough expatiation on

ECHOES

advertising standards, contests and
offers, medical accounts, standards of
acceptability, unacceptable business
and children's programs.

NEW FRONTS

Bosiness Men^s Interest
Bert Lytell will address the American Management Assn. meeting in
New York city next Wednesday,
April 12. Organization is composed
of men who guide company policy.
Lytell

TOCOLUMRIA

fine all alterations to the inside of
the structure. Juilliard structure is
around the comer from the web's
home office, at 485 Madison avenue.
Network will soon also start on the
alteration work of the main floor of
the Madison avenue building. The
front entrance will be remodeled and
the lobby will be widened so that
a street floor, waiting room and information booth can be set up.

was

selected to give the en-

tertainment viewpoint because his
career has included stardom In dramatic stock, silent films, Broadway
His inlegit, vaudeville and radio.
vitation bespeaks the increasing interest of business men in the lessons
to be learned from the theatre world.

LORILLARD

SHOW TO NBC

Larry Clinton Will Pliv Semstlen—
Boilner West for Lennen A Mitchell

Another half-hour of Lorillard's
business goes to NBC this summer.
signatured

Tobacco combine has
Larry Clinton through

Lennen

&

Mitchell to plug Sensation cigarets
on the red (WEAF) link (Mon., 7:30
p.m.), starting July 3.

NBC gets Old Gold's Bob Benchely-Artie Shaw stanza May 21. Latter show will with the shift go in for
guest stars. Mann Holiner, Lennen
Mitchell radio director, moves out
to the Coast with the
cast this

IN

HEARB

HIATUS

MOVES
Columbia officials denied Monday
(3) the report that the network's
salesmen have been displaying confusion when asked by ad agencies to
explain the meaning of certain
phases of CBS' new summer hiatus
and billings discount policies. Rejoinder of the CBS spokesmen was
that the only confusion they knew
of was that wtiich NBC salesmen
during agency calls, were trying to
create by distorting the intent <rf
these CBS policies.
Feeling at CBS is that NBC has
placed itself in a strategic position
by letting Columbia take the initiative in formulating a summer layoff
policy which is closely interlined
with year-around billings and discount structure. 'NBC, it was pointed
out, can now go out and make thebest bargains possible with its major
accounts and use them as the basis
of

its

own new summer

layoff

and

discount policies.

Axel Gruenberg of WWJ
&
Joins Wright at NBC, CW
Dorothy KUgallen May
OG
Detroit, April 4.
While in Hollywood Holiner
Sub for Walter Winchell week.
Axel Grucnbcrg. production manwill line up talent replacements for
'Dorothy Kllgallen, columnist on Woodbury's Sunday night dramatic ager at WWJ here for several years,

the N. Y. Journal-American, may
in Philly. Move is designed to more ders from Max Marcin.
replace Walter Winchell when he
closely coordinate sales and program
takes his vacation in July.
departments.
Falstaff Brewing Corp. of St. Louis
Lenn'en Si Mitchell, agency on the
Joe Connelly, WPIL's p.a. will as- has named the Chicago office of
sist Grabhom on the promotion de- Sherman K. Ellis & Co. to handle its Jergens account, is doing the dickertailsL

$11,008,400

193S
$2,681315

jects,

.

College
Knowledge
of
Musical
Milton Biow agency has decided
(Lucky Strike), giving the NJBC red
isn't
actress,
(WEAF) link two consecutive hours June Walker, legit
hokey enough to handle scenes in a
of questions and answers Wednesday
quiz program, 'Guess Where?', for
nights.
Agency
Philip Morris cigarettes.
dropped her for Shirley Booth, who
opened Friday (31) over Mutual.
Grabhorn's
Chore
Fearing that the straight quiz features of the program won't stand up
Philadelphia, April 4.
as entertainment, the agency wants
Murray Grabhom, national sales- to get laughs; the laughs are part of
manager for WFIL, will add to his the 'clues' given serious-minded con-

$11,953,451

and summarized into a single

The restriction phase of the bookpreceded by a lengthy treatof the formative l>ackground of
the network, its relations with affiliated stations, the functions of its advisory coundl and its obligations to
the listening public. The preface also
includes a review of NBC's policies
on special events, religion, education,

1937

Total

agencies will have clear-cut rules to
go by.

ment

1938

$3,541,999
3,295,732
3,614,283

work, so that advertisers and their

let is

NBC
3,806331

mimeographed run-offs. The network now feels that the time has
come for these policies to be knit

BLD6S.

.

record high for
any month in the network's history
and 9.6% better than the March, '3S,
tally.
Columbia's time salei thii
is

(3,793,516
3,498,063

March

standard
or
restriction
changes
through either personal letters or

programs
ttie summer with the quizzer, 'What*
to NBC from the Hotel GibMy Name?' when the comic retires weekly which
the station has its Cinfor his 13-week vacation Jidy S. son, in
main
office. Lee
and
studios
cinnati
Deal was closed by Young & Rubicam in behalf of Bristol-Myers with Shelley's orch is current at the Gibthe Rockwell-General Amusement son.
Corp.
Fred Uttel and Arlene
Francis have the leads.
CBS will remodel the outside of
'Name' had a year's nm on Mutual Bootb Vice Walker
its new acquisition, the old Juilliard
under the Philip Morris banner, and
School of Music building on 52nd
For Qidz Show Hoke street, as well as the interior. Netunder B-M's sponsorship will precede another quizzer, Kay Kyser's
work had previously decided to condance

which

$4,033,800
3,748,695
4,170,856

l>een sifted, the booklet will

show AprU 26.
switches from WSAI.
ter-hour

.

1939

January
February

revised and put to press. Copies will
be distributed not only to the trade
but to the network's mailing list of

into

way

month (March) grossed

last

Chain Income from Time ^tks

pilation, in

have

NBC

$4,170,856,

its

single printed compilation.

comment

UmM

after running consistently that
for 12 months.

policies in a

around

the net's 'Orphan Annie' series

billings

at

BROAD

for the first time (see follow^

program standards and
Meanwhile parental complaints of uneaten cereals piled up, on pantry
shelves, of Junior cadging coins to get 'giveaways' that can be purchased
without a iMxtop in the local novelty store, does radio no good. Neither
does it help when Junior doesn't get the right- article through a clerical
error that can't be corrected.

on the Amos 'n'
(Campbell Soup) and its
new summer policy serving as important factors, Columbia expects to
resume the leading position- in the
time sales field within the next few

With the
ments for First Time
After a Period of Opinion- Andy show

Canvassing Will Bec<Hne

NBC

Gross for

Detailed Must Nots Reduced
to Clear-Cnt Written State-

Lag;

ing.

show (NBC), from which Charles will take a similar job with NBC,
Boyer retires in July for 13 weeks. Chicago, starting April 17.
His boss will be Wynn Wrigtit,
Intent is to keep the payroll on this
show down during the summer so former program chief at WWJ, who
that bigger femme names can be is now producing for NBC In Chil>ought to support Boyer next season. cago.
'
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ing powers for its attractiveness or In
to superstition will be approved.

IINACCEPTABCE BUSINESS
a protection to the public and in accordance with the
basic standards of the Company, a number of products and
cervices are not acceptable for broadcast advertising on the
Company'^ networks oc operated stations. Sound principles
of professional business and social ethics have served as a
guide in formulating these standards. In cases where the
nature of a product or service may affect the sensibilities of
listeners adversely; accounts may also be rejected.

'

course, many accounts offered the Company may not
fall into any of the classifications that are listed below. In
Euch instances the Company considers them individually and
reserves the right to decide upon their suitability to broadcast advertising. In reaching its decisions in matters of this
kind, the Company considers the interests of the advertiser
as well as those of the public and its own.

Of

.

products and services are
unacceptable, for broadcast over the facilities of the Company:
Professions In which it Is conceded to be unethical to
1.
advertise. For example, doctors, lawyers, dentists, and others.

The following

'

»

,

classifications of

AH forms of speculative finance and real estate in2.
tended to promote the purchase of specific stocks, bonds,
properties, etc. Proposed programs advertising the general
services of financial institutions will be subject to. approval
in each specific case after consideration of company policies
in light of federal, state and local regulations relating thereto.
Cathartics, including foods or beverages advertised for
3.
their value as cathartics. Also products generally known
and used exclusively as cathartics, even wh«n cathartic referencies'are not made in advertising broadcast copy.

Personal hygiene products, including body deodorants
or products advertised for that purpose.
Reducing agents as well as foods and beverages de5.
signed solely to perform that function.
4.

eyebrow dyes,
6 Products
remove
hair growers, depUatories, and producU advertised to
to restore natural color to hair,

wrinkles.
7.

may
8.

•

services which
All forms of fortune telling and any such
be construed to belong in this general field,
Cemeteries, memorial parks, morticians, casket manu-

Jacturers, tombstone builders, etc
9.

Alcoholic beverages.

Firearms and fireworks.

10.

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS

ters.

Advertising Standards

So that there may be no misrepresentation, announcement
of sponsorship must be made on all commercial programis.
Tii order that programs fnay be Individual 'and distinctive,
and thus maintain the interest ot the audience, they should
not resemble too closely other programs. Since the primary
purpose of the broadcast program is to please or enlighten
the listener, the program should be designed to provide good
entertainment or agreeable instruction. To attain these ends,'
thei avoidance of unpleasant or gruesome statements is essential.
Courtesy and good taste should govern the manner in
which announcements are made.

air.
5.

The National Broadcasting Co. must be given assurance
no premium offered oyer Its facilities is harmful to per-

son or properly.

CONTESTS AND OFFERS

Statements which tend to undermine an industry by attributing to its products generally faults and weaknesses
true only ot a tew and statements which are derogatory to
an individual, an institution, a group or an industry are

Full details of proposed offers. Including samples of

1.

premiums and 'build-up' copy must be' submitted for investigation and approval at least five full business days, before the
first announcement is to be broadcast
2.
No premium that depends upon its alleged 'luck' bearing powers for its attractiveness or In any fashion appeals to

considered by this Company to be linfalr business practices
and will not be permitted. Libel and slander must of course,
be avoided.

superstition can be approved.

CROSS REFERENCE

Announcement of all approved offers must mention the
3.
termination date at least two weeks before the offer is withdrawn. Should tiie offer be good for a period imder the two
weeks, the closing date must be announced when the offer is
first broadcast
If consideration is required, the advertiser must agree
4.
to honor any complaints indicating dissctlsfaction with
premium by returning the consideration. The advertiser
must also hold NBC and the stations free from all liability ia
connection with the offer. Where offers require a consideration, the premium may not be described as a 'gift' or as

When an advertiser using more than one network for advertising of the same or other ot his products finds it desirable to refer to his program .on a competing network,
such reference must be confined to mention of tl e tlUe ot
his program, the product advertised, the talent employed and
the day on which the program is broadcast Mention ot th«
hour or the broadcasting facilities used may not be made.
The necessity tor enforcing these standards is clear when
one realizes that NBC discourages all types of announcements which might in any way divert part of an audience
from one network or station to another. As' everyone knows,
the real -strength ot any station or group of stations depends
largely on their ability, first, to attract and, secondly, to
retain the sustained and loyal attention of an audience. The
effectiveness ot all radio facilities tor advertising purposes
must be based on this magnetic influence which builds and
holds the listening audience together. Naturally, any announcement which refers to another program broadcast from
some other source, whether or not it may be competitive^
greatly weakens this effort ot a network or station to keep
its audience intact For this reason, cross-roference must
b*
avoided, regardless of whether or not such reference is mad*
to programs on other NBC tacilities or to programs on stations or networks operated by competing companies.
Tiresome repetition or too much detail s>ould be avoided,
For instance, instead of reiterating the advertiser's nanie and
address when inviting mail, the public should be requested
to send their responses in care.ot the station over which th»
program is heard.

'free.'

Dramatic action of radio drama may not be used as a
5.
basis of appeal for help in the commercial r ''lotion of the
program. The fictitious character ot the radio play may not
be introduced into the commercial as follows: 'By sending in
a box-top (wrapper or other consideration, including money)
you wIU help Widow Jones to pay off the mortgage' or "you
will help to send Johnny to school.' This is an approach to
the public on a false premise, since such an emergency is
a matter of fiction and not ot fact
Proposed prize contests must be submitted to NBC in advance of the first public announcement in. any medium and
at least ten days prior to the first broadcast of information
concerning such contest NBC will, permit the broadcasting
only of contests which comply with the following regulations:

.

Contests must offer the opportunity to all contestants
basis of ability and skill .rather than on'chance.
Games of chance are not acceptable. The basis upon which
contestants' submissions are judged must be clearly stated in
each announcement of the contest The opinion of the judges
is final and must be so stated in the continuity. Closing date
of the contest must be made known to NBC when the contest goes on the air. If the contest is to be of short duration,
its closing date must be stated during the first broadcast
announcement of the contest; U ot long duration, the termination date must be announced at least two weeks prior to the
closing date. While clients may require contestants to sub-,
mit box-tops, wrappers or other evidence of purchase Of
products, it is recommended they also provide that reasonable
facsimiles thereof will be equal^ acceptable.
1.

Because of the obligation of the National Broadcasting Co.
to its juvenile audience, it is necessary that meticulous supervision be eicercised over all programs appealing to children,
end therefore we must insist that scripts of children's programs be submitted a minimum of three business days In
advance of the broadcast
All standards of thU Company shaU apply to children's
programs, and, in addition, the following specific standards
Diust be followed:
1.
AU scripts for children's programs must be carefully
written, having in mind the particular audience for which
they are intended.

law and- order, adult
The hero or heroine
and other sympathetic characters must be portrayed as inThe theme must stress
telligent and morally courageous.

2. AlI.stories must reflect respect for
authority, good morals and clean living.

—

the importance of mutual respect one man for another
and should emphasize the desirability of fair play, and honorable behavior. Cowardice, malice, deceit, selfishness and disrespect for law must be avoided as traits In any character
that may be presented in the light of a hero to the child
listener.

Adventure

stories

may be

accepted subject to the following

prohibitions:
1.

2.
3.

No torture or suggestion of torture.
No horror— present or impending.
No use of the supernatural or of superstition

likely to

to

win on -the

It should, ot course, be needless to state.tiiat false and misleading statements and all other forms ot misrepresentation
are entirely contrary to public Interest and must be eliminated. This applies to the locale of a program as well as t«
all other matters ot misrepresentatioa It may not be stated
that a program is coming from another point when in reality
It is

4.

No

No kidnapping or

When contests are conducted by the advertiser, de2.
cisions should be made promptly and the names of winners
must be released as soon as possible thereafter. The announcement, whenever possible, should be made during a
later program of the same series. When the making of the
complete announcement is undesirable because of its length,
NBC should be supplied with the names of winners and other

It is necessary that statements of prices and values b«
conflned to specific tacts. Misleading price claims or misleading comparisons tend to challenge the Integrity ot all
advertising and must not be used. It is also well to avoid
broadcasting the prices ot several articles in quick succession, as this is apt to contuse the listener.

it may be' In a position to
answer inquiries which it receives.
liOng, involved, or complicated offers which may con3.
fuse the audience and anything that may create iU-wiU on
the part of non-winnbrs must be avoided.
'4.
Contest awards or prize's must be approved by NBC
prior to the first announcement of the contest

BASIC

When dramatized commercials are used that involve state*
ments by doctors, dentists, druggists, nurses or other profes*
sional persons, the lines must be read by members of these
professions reciting actual experiences, or explanation
be made by the announcer that the scenes enacted are

,

will

Dramatic action should not be over-accentuated through
gun play or through other methods of violence. To prevent
the overstimulation of the child's imagination, sound effects
Intended to anticipate or simulate either death or physical
7.

torture are not permitted.

It is consistent that fair play and considerate behavior be
reflected through the commercial copy as in the script itselt
Advice *to be sure to tell mother'— 'ask mother to buy'—
must be limited to twice in the program.
.

child

more

The

deity's

Statements and suggestions which are offensive to reand the like must not

2.

ligious views, racial characteristics
appear in the program.

Material which depends upon physical imperfections
or deformities such as blindness, deafness, or lameness, for
effect is not acceptable.
.

humorous

Sacrilegious, profane, salacious, obscene, vulgar or in4.
decent material is not acceptable for broadcast, and no language of doubtful propriety will be used.
-

introduction of murder or suicide is definitely discouraged at all times, and no details as to the technique employed may be given. It is the aim of the Company to provide drama plots free ot morbidity and depressing effects.

Gt/t Offers

Emphasis on insobriety is not permitted.
Figures of national prominence as well a? the peoples
8.
of all nations shall be presented with fairness and considera-

No appeal may be made to the child to help characters
2.
In the story by sending in box-tops or wrappers; nor niay
any actors remain in character and. In the commercial copy,
address the. child, urging him to purchase the product in
order to keep the program on the air or make ai. appeal of
any other nature.

No premium

that depends

upon

si.

The laws ot a number of states prohibit the use of a per*
name or likeness (photographic or otherwise) for trad*
or advertising purposes without the written consent of suck
person. When there is submitted to NBC any script contain-

The

son's

No description ot anti-social practices may be men6.
tioned in radio programs, and mention of such practices
must, in many cases, be avoided.

ing a testimonial or other use ot a person's name tor trade
or advertising purposes, it must be accompanied by an original or photostatic copy of the written consent of the person

7.

Contests and offers which encourage children to enter
1.
strange places and to converse with strangers in an effort to
collect numbers of box-tops or wrappers may present a definite element of danger to the children. Therefore, such contests and offers are not acceptable.

3.

U

script

credulous, as a general thing, than the
adult Therefore the greatest possible pare must be used
to see that .no misleading or extravagant statement be
made in commercial copy on children's programs. When
promises are made as to the benefits to be derived from use
of the product advertised, it will be necessary to submit
proof that such promises can be kept
is

its

ficti-

plans tor displays, sampling or distribution of material on NBC premises should be discussed v 1th the Company at least a week prior to the broadcast at which it
intended any of these are to be introduced. 'Wherever possible, the Company will endeavor to assist the advertiser to
carry out his plans. There are products, however, that may
not suitably be introduced for sampling in studios, an^ there
are times when displays may conflict with the preceding
program. Therefore, the Company asks to be advised ot th«
advertiser's plans along these lines and reserves the right to
reject them it found to be impossible ot execution.
When a living character is Impersonated, authorizi^tlon ct
impersonation must be furnished and announcement must
be made clear at least once in the program that impersonation was. made.

pame, powers .and attributes are permissible
only when used reverently. Only when the sacrament ot
baptism, marriage, and burial are used reverently and are
absolutely essential to the plot may they be included in
1.

3.

CommeriAal Copy

The

must

tious.

Any

In order that children will not be emotionally upset,

6.

PROGRAM STANDARDS

threats of kidnapping.

no pro.^-am or episode shall end with an incident which
CKate in their minds morbid suspense or hysteria.'

studio.

As a safeguard against misuse ot broadcast facilities tor
imfalr competition, commercial programs shall not refer to
any competitor, or his products, directly cr indirectly, by
company name, by individual name or by brand name.

necessary information so that

profanity or vulgarity.

coming from a broadcasting

The Company reserves the right to investigate the accuracy
ot all statements and claims made in .opy submitted tor
broadcast over its stations and cannot accept statements or
claims that cannot be proved to its satisfaction.

arouse fear.
5.

1939

misrepresentations must be avoided. This applies to misrep.
resentation of locale or program as well as to all other mat*

any fashion appeals

The forming of cluM Is often Introduced on children's
4.
Sometimes initiation requirements and other
programs.
rules of such clubs are disseminated in code form. Full details concerning the organization of a children's secret society
or code must be submitted" to the National BroadcasUhg Company at least ten business days before its Introduction on the

that

5,

PROGRAM CODE

NBC^S TENTATIVE
As

Wedneeday* April

alleged 'luck' bear-

whose name is to be used. Upon request original consents
will be returned to the agency tor its flies ifter
copy has
been made by NBC.
Testimonials must reflect the authenticated experiences or
:

tion,
9.

Except

in Uie case of factual

news statements, appear-

ances of or reference to persons featured in criminal or
morbidly sensational news stories are not acceptable.

The use of the word 'flash' is reserved for the an10.
nouncement of special news biiUeUris exclusively and may
not be used for any other purpose except in rare cases where
by reason of the manner in which It is used no possible
confusion
11.

may

result

False and misleading statements and all other forms of

.

opinions ot competent living witnesses, and '.estimonlals will
not be accepted that contain claims imacceptable in other
forms of commercial copy.

Announcers or other representatives of the Company may
not give testimonials on the air, and endorsement of the advertiser's

product or. promises tot its performance may not
be given in the flrst person singular by Compa.'iy memben.

Wednesday, April

5,

RADIO

1989

my TALENT

$85M)

Mfestbenner Sidt Vs. General MiDs
NEAIIS
April 4.
Reasons leading up to the dla*
jnlsMl last week of the $100,000 suit
flled last

November by Westheimer

agency,
Sc Co., a local advertising
against General Mills for lifting an
advertising idea ara riirouded In

Quiet*

mystery, an agreement having been
made by attorneys for both sides to
decline further comment The case
was dismissed by stipulation and
with prejudice to the plaintiff in
United States District Judge John C.
Collett's

ticularly,

la

banned.

Ruppel,

who used

to work in newspai>er
city rooms, thinks that a mini*
of noise Is conducive to a
maximum of efficiency.
He also doesn't want them to

mum

Takins^

1936-39 Season Approaches Condasion Popularity

Ups and Downs

of

Big Shows Reveal Consid-

eraUo
Smith.

Change

— Kate

Widens Gap Over

Rudy Vallee

whistle while they work.

OTHER TRENDS

J.

heimer

King, Morley, Kent &
Minneapolis, attorneys for
General Mills. Louis E. Westheimer
of the firm declined to discuss the

CBS

Sales

Rep

drossman,
Taylor,

matter, referring all InQulried to
Kinealy. The stipulation reads: It
Is hereby stipulated by and between
tha plaintiff and defendant in the
above entitled action, ttiroiigh their
respective attorneys^ that the court
may forthwith enter an order in this
action dismissing the action with
prejudice and upon the merits of
^th counts in the petition, each
party to pay its own costs and disbursements in this cause.'
'

The suit filed Nov. 3 by Louis E.
and Samuel Westheimer and Harold
W. Mesberg, doing business as Westheimer & Co., asked for $75,000 damages and $25,000 allegedly impaid

The petition stated
for services.
that on April 2, 1937, the plainUn
disclosed an advertisint idea to General Mills, and on April 20, 1937,
Mesberg made a trip to Minneapolis
and made more definite disclosures
to til* defendant, who is alleged to

For KMBC Shows

But Halley Stays

petition recited,
General Mills used advertising of a
(tmilar kind prepared by another
'

eompany.
Westheimer

&

Co. in an amended
petition alleged that Mesberg talked
Samuel C. Gale, director of adirartising for General Mills, who
aiked for specific informatiou in the

M

of written proof

LONG JUMPS BANNED
FOR

WWL

ORCHESTRA

averred that Westheimer & Co. was
the sole, exclusive and confidential
owner of the idea.

General Mills

an answer in
T'hich it denied any binding commitment and said that the advertising idea was not originated by
oia plaintifTs, but had been previfiled

The case -was assigned
to Judge Collett's court and the dis
missal was imexpected.
ously used.

Y & R

Big

When Amos

'n'

It

Andy

again.
finished

out their NBC string on KFL
station's headman ordered an
announcement tagged on to their
broadcast that hereafter they can
be heard on KNX.
First time that a loser herealMuts took it so graciously and
raised the other 'ellows' duker
All other references had been
merely 'another network.'

Tex Oudets

Boil

At Mexican

Shift

TO BLACKEn-SAMPLE
Chicago, April

4.

Harlow Roberts becomes radio
buyer for the Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency here. Roberts has been
with the Purity Baking company
liere and previously had been with
tiif Pepsodent company.
Jack Laemarr and Gene Fromherz,
who have been doubling up in' the
B-S-H radio buying department, are
understood continuing on In the de
Partment for the time being.

KMOX

Engineer a Suicide
St

Louis, April 4:
Harry C. Fischer, a radio engineer

employed

.

at

KMQX,

have been made. Authorized by
''he ASCAP board to carry on the
negotiations with Paine are Gene
Buck, prez, and Louis Frohlicb, ot
general counseL
No mention was made at last
week's meeting of a suggestion that
Miller made some time to Paine
about giving the NAB written assurance ttiat the fact that a broadcaster pays ASCAP no fee on the.
commercial hours allowed the net^
work' gratis in return for sustaining
programs will not be made the
ground for' canceling an ASCAP license. These free hours have never
been Included by broadcasters in
their computations with ASCAP but
to

.

MiUer wanted to make sure that this
angle was clarified before entering

In'to discussions for a new deal.
Failure of Paine to act on this request has caused some members of
the NAB board to wonder about the
ASCAP general manager's motive.
The NAB. board was under the impression that Paine had promised to
give Miller a letter waiving the right
to collect on these free hours.
Paine declared Monday (3) that he
had merely advised MiUer that he
couldn't issue such waiver until he
had determined whether some way
could be found for the networks to
shoulder this fee. He said that at
the time the proposition was put to
down Flour (General Foods) and through the aid of Texas stations.
him he was under the impression
Particularly burned up, it is un- tliat the broadcasters wanted to put
Grapenuts (GF). All these retirements come around the end of June. derstoodj Is the Texas State Net- their relations with ASCAP on a
work which has been dishing out friendly basis, but that soon afterL « T's Two Clicks
free time every week for the gov- ward ASCAP was bombarded with
Of the newcomer programs Lord
ernor to flay his opponents, in parThomas rates as haying two of the ticular the members of the state leg- hostile state legislation, of whosp inoutstanding
clicks,
Kay Kyser islature with whom he is now hav- stigators the Society had no doubt
Paine then decided that if this was
(Lucky Strike) and Bob Hope (Pep- ing considerable difficulty.
it
to be the broadcasters' tactics
sodent).
Compared to last year's
The announcement of switch of the would be no easy task for him to
ratings of the same program, Thompcommercial programs to the highson has managed to keep the Kraft powered Mexican station was made work out the preliminary concessions
Music Hall, Chase & Sanborn Coffee by Pat O'Daniel, governor's eldest asked of him by the NAB.
Hour and 'One Man's Family' on an son and president of the flour comeven keel, gained 20% on the Lux pany.
Radio Theatre and has suffered a
O'Daniel will probably continue to
popularity loss of 25% on the Royal use the TSN free time as long as it
Desserts-Rudy Vallee show.
The is given him. On a recent airing of
'Circle' is a newcomer and a questhifi program he stated, 'professional

Orleans, April 4.
Vincent F. Callahan, manager of
here, has decided there will
be few if any more personal appearances for the staff orch in remote
towns.
I<ast week the boys came
back at 6 a.m. from an engagement
and 30 minutes later went on the

WWL

air.

Callahan heard the program which
to be a peppy 'get-up'
spot with the boys blowing very
sleepy music and decided on the new
policy upon his arrival at the of::ce.

WFIL TO

AHACK

THE WOR'WJZ MYTH

tion.

politicians' might force him off the
Young tc Rubicam's program list network, and that he had 'arranged'
when compared along similar lines, to switcli his program to a 'powerful
shows the following results:
station' if necessary.
Comparative
New Form of April Fool Hoax Is Proeram
Status
Phoney Street Quic
Jack Benny
Even
Florida Flips
Even
Fred Allen
Omaha, April 4,
Silver Theatre
40% up
Two locals, posing as a radio an- We the People
60% up
nouncer and tecluiician, came up Kate Smith
45% up
By BOD BEED
with an April Fool hoax Saturday Hobby Lobby
15% up
Ft. Lauderdale, April 4.
when they faked Man on the Street Ben Bernie
10% up
Fr&nkie Frisoh is now an anbroadcast with big crowd of shoppers Lum and Abner
10% down
nouncer.
From one gas house to
hand.
on
Al Pearce
15% down
another.
Announcer, who gave name as Phil Baker
60% down
Doggy Hansen, and his partner, Pat
Kate Smith showing on. the ThursIn Vermont, a radio station bought
Mayfleld, carried on lengthy inter- day 8-9 p.m. CBS niche opposite
views with citizens only to climax Rudy Vallee on the NBC red is one a newspaper. Dog, lieware the ^nan!
the
on
you're
not
folks,
'Hey
with
notable
achievements
of
it
of the most
Fool
Joke.'
April
is
an
This
now
around
23
air.
the season. It's
to
Threatened litigation has caused a
Vallee's 18 in C. A. B. A long-time program to change its name from
hoodoo in favor of Standard Brands 'Where Am I?" to 'Where Are We?'
has thus been sliattered.
to 'Guess Where.' Next title: 'Whiere's
Capehart Taken Over
Our Lawyer?'

ADD: AMERICANA

WFIL
blast

is

what

Philadelphia, April 4.
preparing a brochure to
it terms the 'WOR-WJZ

myth.' WFIL is on the Mutual and
and
NBC blue tapes. Idea that
WJZ are heard so well in Philly,
90 miles from New York, that another releasing point here isn't
needed has long irked WFIL. The
new brochure wiU employ parts of
Ross Federal surveys WFIL itself
had made and parts of one ordered
Son.
by N. W. Ayer
Ayer survey was made on the
'Lone Ranger' show, which is sponsored by Gordon Baking Co. on

WOR

&

WOR and by an Ayer client, Supplee-WUls-Jones Milk Co. on WFIL.
Agency feared that inasmuch as the
for three
show was heard on
months before WFIL began to air it,
listeners may still be tuning to the

WOR

original station. Results of the survey, it will be claimed in the WFIL
promotional piece, show at 9 to 1
preference in PhiUy for WFIL over
.

Ft Wayne, April 4.
Farnsworth Television it Radio
corporation took over properties of

FffiECRACKERS EXPLODE

AFM

regards the novachord as a

menace because it mimics a whole WOR.
Roger W. Clipp, WFIL g.m., two
band. Should demand scale for each
weeks ago told Variety that WFIL
key.

Wayne, and
General Household Utilities company

AS MORT DOWNEY SINGS

of Marion, Ind„ in a deal completed
Thursday (30), Capehart assets listed as $265,000. Some 600,000 shares
of stock in new firm offered for sale
Sons, Inc.,
last week by Rollins

cause, with everyone interpreting
Ft Wayne, Avfll 4.
Station, licenses may be lengthened
them to suit himself, they too often
from six months to a year. Giving
Eddy Duchin's network twice as long to worry al)out re- bounce back.'
show Monday (27), which 'originated newal.
at the Catholic Community Center
in Ft Wayne.
UP,
Television won't be a threat to the

The Capehart

Inc., Ft.

&

New

.

has 'ceased publishing surveys be-

Two

firecracker explosions nearly

wrecked

York.
Charles M. Niezer, former presiCentral
dent of Capehart, is expected to be
named to the Farnsworth Corp. basketball

high school's
Catholic
team won the national
Catholic title the night before in
Local celebrators started
Chicago.
a victory demonstration a few secIn Kate Smith Playleto
ond after game was over, and conRegina Wallace and Tom Shirley tinued celebration for three days.
Despite police protection, a- group
have joined the cast of the 'Life of
Henry AUdrich' series on the Kate of students succeeded in tossing fireSmith show. They're in the parts crackers under the window at the
formerly played by Lea Penman and Center, just as Morton Downey was
singing his first two songs.
Clyde Fillmore

until a receiver is perfected
that also produces chinaware,
filins

-

DETALS WASHED
WORLD GOES TO CBS

committed board.

suicide in the

basement of his home
week by shooting himself in the
head with a revolver. His motherin-law, Mrs. Lena Watson, heard the
shot and found Fischer In a coal bin

last

Members of the family said
Fischer has Ijeen despondent and
several times had threatened to end
his life. He was 33 years old.
.

.

cuss the basis of a new licensing contract Some progress was reported

Of Go?, s Air Biz

'

HARLOW ROBERTS

Go On

John G. Paine, chairman ot the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, met last week
with a committee from the National
Association of Broadcasters headed
by President Neville Miller to dis-

&

New

from news- was supposed

l>aper publishers that they would accept the plaintiff's plan, which was
fa tha nature of character strips for
newspapers.
The petition also

the networks for 1939. This spot has
previously been held by either Lord
8t Thomas or J. Walter Thompsoa
will have eight nightime
shows running through the warm
months and a possible ninth, out of
the 13 programs the agency has cur-

It

Hollywood, April 4..
Harrison

unpredictable
Holliway has done

on NBC and CBS. Thoinpson's weekly schedule wlU be reKansas City, Mo., April 4.
Columbia Artists, Inc., will act as duced to three hours, the two StandNew York and Hollywood sales reps ard Brands shows and the Kraft Music
for KMBC-tested Arthur B. Church HalL Letter's Kellogg 'Circle' is on
Austin, Tex., April 4.
Productions.
Deal was closed last the doubtful list
Radio circles of the state are doing
In the- matter of talent payrolls Y
week between Church and Herbert
Rosenthal, head of the CBS artists Sc R has lead this season's agency some seething at latest action of Gov.
list
bureau.
with around $85,000 a week. W. Lee (Pass-the-Biscuits) CDaniel
George Halley remains in Chicago Thompson's peak figured in the
in announcing commercial programs
to direct the midwest sales of KMBC neighborhood of $70,000 a week.
So far this season Y & R has had of his Hour mills would be switched
shows, the new tieup making it unnecessary to commute frequently to seven and half nighttime hours to frolh state stations to XEAW at ReyThompson's six. Y & R accounts nosa, Mexico, recently purchased by
New York.
slot^ for summer exit are Interna- his friend and adviser. Carr P. ColHe was elected primarily
tional Silver, Half and Half, Swans- lins.

it

Subsequently, the

With the biUings that it's slated
to pile up during the summer, Yoimg
ti Rublcam gives promise of becoming No. 2 agency time spender on

The

rently

would be considered if
more specific information wad given.

have said

Blli

Paine, If State Nuisance Tactics

PleaM

Lou Ruppel, Columbia's new

court

H. Kinealy, attorney for Westtc Co., said his lips were
sealed by the agreement mada with
a St. Louis law firm that represented

2N0 PLAGE

As
.

press chief, wants the itafl to
cut down on tha noise around
tha office, I^oud talking, par-
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Preliminary Concessions Difficult Says

Dfemissed; Siknce Envelops Case
St. Louis,

VARIETY

HOBMEL'S COASTE&

Final contracts for the purchase of

Hollywood, April 4.
a controlling interest in the World
John Conte and Martha Mears Broadcasting System and its subsids
have the leads in new Hormel pro- will be closed by CBS when William
gram, 'It Happened in Hollywood.' S. Paley returns from the Coast next
Both will sing and act
week..
Goes three times, a week from
Percy L. Deutsch will remain as
KNX.
head of CBS' transcription division.

.
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L. BIPLEY
•Believe It or Not'
With LIndB Lee, Men Abont Town,
B. A. Bolfe orch.
30 Mins.
Frieay, 7:30 p. m.

BOBEBT

Comment

Follow- Up

the NBC red debut: June SiUman. sUter of the
and a singer and
link Sunday nights, con' Broadway producer
ilaywright in her own right and
tinues to drift In the direction of inlift Arauette, imitator and delineafor a few
But
nocuous desuetude.
characters.
moments of the Marx Bros.' croBS- tor of cracker-barrel
feeling his way in the
flre and the dramatization of W. W. Lester was
only began to warm up
Jacobs' shocker, The Monkey's Paw,' first half and
latter nart of the program. Miss
last weekend's (2) could have been in
contralto voice
touted as a surefire cure for in- Sillman used a deep

KeUogrs /circle,' on

(WEAF)

.

aomnla.

,

SmaU

„

pallid

pretty
throughout, particularly the hairginnish bandinage perpetrated by
talk

Marx and Alexander Woollsounded as though the pro-

raucho
cott

-was

It

gram had gone Algonquin with a
vengeance and with that Basil Rath-

KNX-CBS, Hollywood

'

,

-

'

swing.
Ripley had three fat spots; the
Mex president who led a revolution
against himself, two deer hunters
whose bullets met head-on. and the
beleaguered British troops in Egypt
who were saved from starvation by
a 115-year-old letter from Napoleon.
Believe-it-or-not'er
All well done.
tagged off with his usual teaser for
•

•

next week and a Palm Sunday blessing.

Sales gab Is spread on too thick
and at one time announcer trespassed on ciggie premise when he
lellowed 'it's Royal Crown, two to

'

one.'

On My Way
nicked
Tight*

.

to Honolulu.* D'Artega's

pleasing

aggregatloiu
the top rung with 'Hold
and 'Masquerade,' othera

seema lately to be flirting
rash remarks or actions, especially
Lnpe Veles guested on the Bob
with the mike wide open. This is
due to the Biltmore hotel (N. Y.) Hope program for Pepsodent Tuesbandleader's misconception of what day night of last week (28) over
<ConBty Seat,' flve-nights-a-week constitutes informality. Asking girls NBC red. It was an unfortunate
are.
both for the -actress and the
what
their
and
shouting
it
session,
ages
ustainer serial over CBS, is somewhat more adult than most daytinie all over the place, is not exactly in show. The milcrophone accentuated
emoters, but is still pret^ much a the best Mrs. Emily Post tact Theii, the harshness of Miss Velez's voice,
broad hoke drama that has strayed when given a name, such as Dorothy, while the comedienne herself failed
around the clock. Stresses the easy- she becomes Dottle, right off the bat to catch the point of several of her
It's a freshness' that's best lines.
to-get' human interest stuff, with to Heidt
Script was labored, obvious and
broad appeal and no subtlety to con- dubious showmanship and to many
depended too much on visual effects.
fuse the peanut-munching contin' would seem rude.
Heldt seems to haye switched con- Also, it seemed questionable judg-'
fent Stanza caught a week ago
Mday night (24) dealt with the bud- siderably away from his formerly ment to add' Miss Velez to the proding scheme of bright young soda smooth showmanship standards.
gram when Patsy Kelly is already
clerk to put his finger in the forefixture.'
In two brief bits. Miss
'Joyce Jordan, Gtrl Interne* serial Kelly clicked and Hope whammed
closure dike and save Hackett's
pharmacy and Amos Clark's general dally over CBS for McKesson & bis solo Inning at the start But In
Robolns, still throbs along In the rut general it was a sub-standard edl-^
tore in the hamlet of Northbury.
Some juicy philosophy is chudced of hoke melodrama. Tailored to grip tion of the series.
In about the warm human fellowship the attention of the moronic listener
(checker matches during the winter segment It's concocted of a succes•Hilltop House,' morning serial on
evening are mentioned) that are sion of stock situations, black-andthe blue, is having trouble these
•what men live or die for.' Richard white characterizations and iiltraa.m.'s.
It appears that the town
Merriwell-ish hero forms the 'Over- obvious dialog. Not a gesture totreasurer whos responsible for the
lAy-Dead-Body' club to thwart the ward maturity of thought or any
maintenance, materially, of the knoU
grasping mortgage holder. All smart- literate pretentions in the writing.
has poked his fingers into
ly scripted and played to bold ultra
As for the plot Itself, it has elaoor- haven,
the cash pie and. pulled out a plum
rural listeners and those who aren't rated somewhat on the former idea
•lug-dippy after a day of hoke serials. of Dr. Joyce Jordan's invaluable he couldn't returta, so he took the
hari karl. On top
Ray Collins Is 'starred* as Hacket. the services to the hospital and her easiest way out—
philosophical druggist with Clipp depth of tuderstandlng In meeting of that the star of the piece, Bess
Carpenter, as the hero. Gene Leonard the hunian problems of her patients. Johnson, is lost, somewhere after
as the general storekeeper and Ar- Going further afield into the pulp taking off on a mercy mission to
thur Allen as a banker with a heart mag-ish lives of the patients. Cvir Canada in a plane;
With aU these worries the show
Will Geleer Is billed as scripter and rently deals with an ex-convlct who
Jack Wilson also gets credit as
seeks to gain custody over his son, seems to proceed smoothly and manstyle.

Two

long commercials and a menheavy on the sales

tion are not too
pressure..

.

dl

rqctor.

Bany Wood,

with .Leith Stevens

orch backstopplng, is currently tossing a series of IS-mlnute sessions Friday nights over CSS. It'i a sustain-

MUed

'Romantic Melodies.'
soft-voiced crooning baritone with a
faint resemblance to Lanny Ross,
er,

Wood

follows the billing closely. He
sings pleasant, rather expressively,
wiui clear enunciation and a showmanly choice of sOngs.
When caught last (24) he offered
It's Never Too Late,' 'Sing a Song
of Sunbeams,' '(lood for Nothing*
and *I Don't Stand a Ghost of
Chance.*
Considering the time of
.
day and length of the show,'it's acceptable.
Stevens* accompaniments
are expertly tailored to the style of
show, strings given the green light

Shaw

Stan

using the world',
longest theme-intro for his earlymorning 'Milkman*s Matinee' over
WNEW, N. Y.. but he's removed
some onus by injecting bits of chatter to get the show uAder way. Six
minutes of concentrated theme tunes
is still plenty of wasted time, but
at least the dialer no longer has to
to take It or else he can now ignore
it to some, extent as Shaw rattles off
his nightly hellos and initial listener
telegrams.
Incidentally,
through the first
couple of hours of the show, at least
three-quarters of t)ie wires are
signed by "Wild Bill.' It would seem
that Shaw has a stooge or there's
telegraph company stockholder in
the audience.
Is still

—

apparently by some sort of threat
aiialnst the kid's mother.
Show Is well enough produced and
Slayed by 'commercial standards.
Elman Brown scripts, Julian Funt
directs, and the cast regulars include
Elspeth Eric, Michael Fitzmaurice,
Erik Rolf and George Coulourls.
Commercial plugs for Albolene
cleansing cream stress the claim that
actresses use It

ages to be interesting. Much hulabaloo and tension over the mystery
of the missing- plane, but at least
two of the cast manage to remain
calm. Pair of ydui^steris, discussing
the aBair, cracked when caught,
'It'll be all right
what goes up must
come down.' Palmolive commercials
were pretty long-winded when
heard.

Herle Oberon's brief appearance
In a condensation of Emily Bronte's
'Wutherlng Heights,* on Kate Smith's
hour, served as an aereeable trailer
Thursday .night (SO) for United
Artists' Impending release of the
novel's fllm'ization. However, while
Miss Oberon's role of Kathie,' which
she also handles In. the film. Was excellent there were limitations, implicit In condensing a stout book
into a few minutes dramatic form.
Nartator Judson Lalre capably
bridged many gaps that could not
be covered on the air and the scenes
employed were, under the circumstances, of sound choice.
'Heights,' a tale pt staid England
in the 18th century, is one of social
barriers and love's tragedy in its
attempt to scale them.
Santos
Ortega played Heathcllfl, the stable

(now sustaining), in musical play
form (WEAF-1 p.m.) Sunday (2)
was a well written, well scored version of 'Jack and the Beanstalk.'
Her writing, and acting of the leading part and Milton Rettenberg's

.

-

.

.

groom of Wutherlng Heights, and
Miss Oberon was the young lady of
the house.

Lew Parker, from vaude. Is on
Enna Jettlck Shoes' 30-minute show
(called 'Steppin' Along") Saturday
night Goes in for clowning sketches
and banter instead of droll emceeing.
He has the support of s** -eral radio
voices.
Faltering comic script
.

Body

Vallee's (WEAF-8:00 p.m.). main hazard.
piece de resistance last Thursday
Parker sounds like 'the voice of
was Claude Rains, who hit a high Jack Benny* on Fred Allen's Town

emotionalism, with a skit Hall program, whether he Is or not
tied The Eigerbund.' This was
Listeners may as a result compare
study In moimting fear and haunting his work here and oh Allen's show.
fantasy, dealin>r with description of Parker Is best with his opening
an ascent of Swiss mountain peak. ?:agglng In the Bob Hope manner,
Vallee himself essayed his first fry at
n his crossfire chinning with a Gay
serious radio drama in a minor role. Nineties belle he muffed the best
line. But he looms as a satisfactory
Rains was good.
Lighter moments In the hour's pro bet once he gets straightened out
Ed Small's Seven had the musical
gram were carried by Jerry Lester,
comedian and m. Cn'maklng his air highlight of this show with their
2)ot

in

'

-

—

Ireene

Wicker's

children's

yam

-

scoring gave a familiar story a new
twist and made it listenable over a
half

Monday (20),
BBC, London
vacated by

this week
started racket-bustln' action mellers
over the red net Phillips H. Lord
Is given air biUliig as 'creator and
author,* and the material is an-

nounced as being based on actual
records from district attorneys' offices
throughout the country. However,
It follows somewhat In the pattern
of the 'Big Town* series, as well as
'Gang Busters' and another one along
about a
similar lines aired by

WOR

year ago.
Despite a spiel to plant the idea
that the program is aimed to stir
public resentment against racketeering and thereby help stamp out organized crime, it's transparently
cliff-hanger stuff to grab the vicarious blood-*n*-thunder addlcta. Doubtful if it can swipe Amos *n* Andy*
following from its new spot on CBS
or the "Easy Aces' audience from the
NBC blue. There's also the possibility that a high-pressure show of this
tjTBe durine the early evening will
ienite a blast from the women's
clubs because of ita possibility of
over-exdtlng the moppets.
Conslderlne the preponderance of
talk over the kilocycles through the
day and early evening, it would
seem that a light suave musical novel^ might be a natural draw in this
snot MUt Herth*s 'Omar the Swfaig
Maker* show which WEAF has
burled in the 8 a. m. bracket, for in-

being so-so. Fashion Expert (Nan
Dorland) stressed footwear with
Program Is- devoid of the
_ /Illty.
fYmiliar but clamorous commercial
drum-beating product plugging behig
with some doubly effective as a consequence.

.

WEAF-NBC, New York
As a filler for the spot
Amos *n* Andy, NBC

.

orchestra,

hour

work seldom heard

stance.
"Mr.

Attomev*

District

opened

Monday

m.

8:20 p.

Second of week's series -of shows
specially planned hi honor of French
nesldent s state trip to Ix>ndon was
done in conjunction with the Poste
Parisian station in Paris, though

aimed exclusively tor English-speaking listeners. Was relayed to NBC
so
American customers
could pass on it as well.
Presented jointly from the two

network

by Archie Campbell and
Edouard Gendron, program aimed to
compare ace British and French vacapitals

riety, with Graele Fields selected as
outatandlng U. K. performer, and
Maurice Chevalier as her opposite
number. BBC orchestra, with extra
.

-

players hired for the occasion, did
ita stuff to Immense effect under
Louis Levy's wagglestick, and Graele
gave a series of typical numbers expressing all her moods. Her performance lacked any outstanding number, but she was full of verve as
ever, and in a telephone confab with
Chevalier gave the .impression she
was as thrilled as any kid talking to
her film idoL
Neat idea was pulled when the two
personalities exchanged songs, Graele
having a tumble with 'Valentine' and
Chevalier coming back with the Lan-

cashire lass's famous 'Sally' number.
Difficult to assess value of Mlsa
Fields' French accent, though at a
guess It's somewhere of the same
standard as Chevalier's English.
Ray Ventura's ace Paris combo
gave lively intemretations both in
French and English, and Maurice
for his specialties offered a couple of

(3) with a political speech
Introducing, the public prosecutor,
then swltehed to that dignitary's har- French numbers and Xouise.*' He
angue promising action in cleaning was in gay mood, and his dialect
out the rackets; From that it faded numbers sounded funny even if illitInto typical crlme-mag lurid sen- erate listeners couldn't gresn what
sationalism. According to the first they were about John Watt was
chapter, the D. A. is long on prom- emcee, showing ud as something of a
ises, but shy on performance. After linguist and show was good even if
reassuring an Italian mother with a not quite the higlispot it was boosted
statement that "well do everything to be.
we can* to protect her three boy?
from gangsters, he almost immediOF
ately geta newfl that the trio have •THE
been bumped off. Apparently it was With Nancy Boothe Craig
a scripting silo to. permit such a IS MIns. ^Local
time-lapse in the D. A.*s info system, Participating
Mon.-FrL,
9;1S
ajn.
supply
writers
will
doubtless
the
but
Even so, WJZ, New York
a Horatio Alger finish.
Mr. District Attomey*s bombast Is
rather curious example of smalllikely to sound pretty hollow to New time radio on a major station. Aimed
Yorkers who recall Tom Dewey's as a femme shopper's guide, it chatradio talks.
ters off a list of producta, cramming
As a show of Its kind, this one Is so many into the session that only a
merely passable certainly no rival few receive adequate coverage. Also,
to Lever Brothers' blg-tlme 'Big Instead of dressing up the show with
Town' over CBS. It's not as skill- some production showmanship, it's
fully scrlDted or plaved and It obvi- just solid gab, spouted so fast it's
ously lacks the glittering window hardly inteUlglble.
dressing of Edward G. RoblnsonOn the session caught last Friday
CHalre Trevor names. Dwlgbt Welst Is (31),
Danya skin lotion, Scott
on the DomoOus side as the windy D. cleansing tissue and Breakstone butA., while none of the other charac- ter drew lengthy plugs, while a host
ters has yet emerged into clarity. of others, such as a gadget for proJames Church directs. Whole thing tecting the dark part of black and
looks like a case of stereotype pro- white shoes from whiting, a 'cosgramming when an Imaglnery flair metic' for shoes, an elastic thread,'
was la order.
Hobc
canned duck, a booklet on where to
dine in Greenwich ViUage, N. Y.,
ete, rated mentions. There was. also
WESTEBN HABHONBEKS
an unexplained reference to 'the
HUlbllUea
production man dancing up and
16 Mlnsw—Leeal
down at the end of the studio.' That
Snstalning
could have been taken as an extraSatnrday, 6:18 pjo,
ordinary bit of candor.
WCNW, Brooklyn
Considering the amount of wordThls-l8 strange listening to metropolitan New York ears.
Way out age concentrated into the IS-minuto
east in Brooklyn comes the voice of capsule, Nancy Boothe Craig's spielPappy, who, with Hank, Bob, Ted ing is precise, clear and pleasant
and Hazel, whips *em out in the Jack Fraser handles fore and eft
monotonous, nasal, sing-songey chant announcementa and occasional comHobe.
of the hillbilly idiom. "The Runaway ments.
Train Went Over the-HUl—the HIU
—the HiU—the Hill,* like a needle
ABOUT
•WHAT DO YOU
stuck in the -eroove.
V
AMEBICAr
In between Pappy comments. 'Dpggone' is his pet phrase, a mountam With Edward Baykin
equivalent to 'and how.' Something 30 HlnB.-^iOoal
Snstalning
is 'right smack dab doggone good.*
Troupe dedicate numbera to peo- Saturday, 8 pin.
ple havbig birthdays, but one of the WMCA, New York
members forgot. Master Eagan's
Still another in the elongated proname, fumbled badly and came up cession of quiz shows. Differs little
with his little friend's name omitted. from predecessora Edward Boykin
Pappy fixed that later.
Land.
employs juvenile groups to amaze

WOMAN

'

TOMOBBOW

—

A

—

'

-

.'

.

KNOW

'

in such

Story isn't all dramatized
but skips unimportant gaps via sung
Interpolations by Miss Wicker In
solo and with a capable sounding
chorus.
In White' for Pillsbuty's
Flour front Chicago was living In
the past when caught (30). Bit was
solid sentiment and must hbve provoked many a housewifely tear for
the two unhappy young women un-

Boy
tuner-lnners.
Pitted
Scout Troop 718 against Troop 500.
Electrical sform cut
off air In
closing eight minutes, leaving listeners wondering which troop won.
adult

offerings.

'Women

1939

:

stretch.

Voices of the cast in the various
characters bespoke an enthusiasm
for their

5,

Variety
40 MIns.

15 MIns.
Sostalning
Mon.-Frl., 7 p.m.

^B.B.D.&O.)
This one isn't heard in New York
City, although on 77 CBS stations,
it's all Ripley with the commercials
running him a hot second. There's
three fat gobs of sales come-oii with
another mention for the product
to good effect in two numbers, while worked Into a ditty.
Arquette's exchange of repartee with
Seems a shame to- waste B. A.
Vallee was only so-so.
Rolfe's slick crew and the tonsil
tickling of Linda Lee on one numAnd with the Men"
Campbell Sonps took great care ber apiece.
during the final Amos and Andy About Town tossed In for a solo and
broadcast over the NBC web last backup for la Lee it should shape
Friday evenino to make sure listen- up as tuneful. Rolfe's orchestratloil
Purple'
was unique and
ers dialed to a 'new station' on Mon- of 'Deep
Rival CBS w;b wasn't men- showmanly and plenty zingy on the
day-.

bone, Madeleine Carroll—apd the listeners—as the innocent bystanders.
Woollcott also recited a cute little tioned,'Of course. Announcement of
story about a little juggler, while the switch was first made by gabber
Miss Carroll made it tough on het Bill Hay during the opening comadmirers wilh that offkey caterwatil- mercial. It was next made by Amos
Ing. In its attempt to lean backward and Andy themselves in their blackInto kittenish informality the pro- face brogue following the nightly
gram showed that the joints were episode. They gave a tasteful faregetting a little too creaky and that it well speech at the time, thanking
might take more than impresario oil NBC^ station managers and panelmen.
to save the situation.
Final mention of the change was
ihadie by Hay again right before the
Three /esters and Peg La .Centra sign-off.
ere teamed in a clickish singing series Wednesday and Friday nights
Dave Elman announced on his NBC
over NBC blue for Gulden's mustard,
Without too much production or commercial last week that 'Hobby
needless window dressing, the show Lobby' would be the principal feaoffers lively pop tunes and ballads, ture of '(^dren's World,' uiow set
kilfuUy sung. Since all the num- for New York exposition. Said he
bers are more or less familiar, an' had received many inquiries from
nouncements are wisely skipped.
schools and was pleased to reply that
Jesters stick to formula, avoiding 'Hobby Lobby' would be a World's
too much harmonizing or over-ar- Fair attraction. Elman invited lisrangement
Include one comedy teners to attend and see 'some of the
number for nice variation. Miss La nation's outstanding hobbyists.'
Centra also demonstrates her usual
ability of straight-away songrselling,
Horace Heidt's qulz-(}ance stuff Is
wHh infectious rhythm and Impres- not only out of order but the maestro

ive

BOYAL CBOWN COLA

Wednesday, April

PABIS-LONDBES
•MB. DISTBICT ATTOBNEY*
Wilh Dwlfhi Wclst, Adeblde Klein, With Graele Fteldi^ BCanrlee Chevalier, John Watt, Bay Ventura et
Erik BoU, Helen Choate, Stephen
sea Collegians, Lonia Levy and
Sohnabelt Jerome Lester, Lawien
BBC variety arehestra
Zerbe, Jamea Van Dyk, t Joatya

BETTY JANE BHODES
With

Clilca's erch.

Songs
IS MIns.:—Local
Sustaining
Batnrday, 7 p.m.

KHJ, Los Angeles
Betty Jane Rhodes, who is makbig
a comeback at the ripe old age of 16.
She is best known in radio for her

vocals with last season's Packard
themselves.
Occasion Starlit Roof. Since, she has guested
was a visit of the nursing star of the many programs but never quite in
piece to a friend.
Her apparent her proper orbit With her honeyed
torch carrying caused the other- tonsils it's a mistake to turn her out
surprise to break down and con- on scat numbers. By this token she
should never have tackled 'Hold
fess she was unhappily married.
Make-believing of the two was Tight' It might conjure up compargood, It was apparent in the voice isons with the Andrews sisters, which
of the young nurse when the pro- would be fatal, and that goes for
gram opened, that something wa^ most of the others, too.
Aa a themer she tees off with In
bothering her, that being vocally
built until the breakdown.
Script the Shadows' and In high dulcet
went on from there to natural form. She then swings Into 'I
ghllosophlzlng over their troubles, Get Along Without You,* which Is a
rood
tear jerking.
Commercials natural for her and falls on the ears
were unobtrusive In comparison to like a rippling freshet Chlco gives
her a lulling backup with his harp
other a.m. offerings.

burdening

—

and helpers.
In the scramble for summer fillers,
Badlo Writer* QoUd will hold a agency sleuths might -give her more
general membership meeting and than a passing nod. There*s the redinner tomorrow night (Thursday) freshing- quality of youth in her
voice and she delivers like a trouper.
at the Midston hotel, N. Y.
Helm.

WMCA

Next week,

may

it

competing,

classes

be high school
school
then

against school.

Boykin has a nice personality and
deft style

of

handling contestants.

Asks questions about u. S.— ita history, battles, leaden and geography.

He shied clear of tossing out tips to
help contestants, a habit that often
Wear.

irritates.

MEBLE

PITT'S

—

MUTED MUSIC

IS Mlhs. Local
Sustaining
Dally, 1:4S pan.

WNEW,

N. Y.

Merle Pitt shoves mutes In the
bells of his brass section and augments rhythm men with an electric
guitar for this daily session.
It
as extremely smooth and
listenable,
topped by Pitt's excellent viollnlng.
Small band (10-

comes over

pieces) is used.

Numbers are smartly

selected to

conform with the muted idea and
are all well arranged. Electric guitar
Is spotlighted in every tune as well
as cueing the outfit from one into
the next Nice stufL

.
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NBC MESHMG NET TO GROSS
Spot Campaigns

'8

(New, Renewed or Pending)
Esty's Ballyhoo for Spot Badlo
William Esty Agency, New York, Is circularizing business prospects with
an elaborate presentation 6n spot broadcasting. In addition to offering
data on how this phase ol radio can best be used, the self -promotional piece
tells about the agency's ability and successes with spot campaigns. Made
part of the presentation is a 10-inch recording in which the sales points
are further clarified .through the device of a telephone, conversation between a prospective client and the agency.
Presentation, whlcli because of its detailed treatment is the first of its
kind coming from the agency field, points out that Esty can handle everything from 15-second stuS to half hour programs. Also that the copywriter who prepares the material for a $9,000 magazine ad is likewise assigned to turning out spot announcements.
Recorded phone conversation winds up with the agency man stating that
further information can be obtained by addressing a letter to the quoted
address or calling the following number, all of which adheres closely to

the traditional spot announcement device.

Bayuk Cigdra, Inc., Philadelphia
Richfield Oil Co., 1-min. transcrip
CBayuk Phillies') renewal of 18 tions, Monday to Friday, through
15-minute programs, 'Inside Sports Sherman K. EUls.
with Jack Stevens,' starting May 1,
Walfcer Chick Remedy Co., 1-min
Mondays,
ending Jime 9, 1930.
transcripUons, daily, through WesWednesdays and Frid ays, early pjn. ton-Barnett, Inc., Waterloo, la,
and WTAG.
WNAC.WEAN,
Steiner's (wall paper and paints),
Throu^ lyey & Ellingon, Inc., Phila- Ballston Spa, N. Y., 18 announcedelphia.
ments, starting April 29, through
Leighton & Nelson.
Armstronff Cork Co. of Lancaster,
Pa. (Quaker rugs), through B. B. D.
River Bank Canning Co, (tomato
& O., New York, placing 'Heart of

—

WnC

Julia

Blake,'

transcription,

thrice

weekly for one year on KSFO, San
lE'rancisco.

8% J(|PP[[| Sab MaiK^ers Ex(Lec Board Sets
Plans for Adv. Federation Luncheon

BY
the

Word

to

BHng

Intake
and Yield Within Better

.

NBC
RCA

Operating heads of
are under
instruction, from their
board of
directors to try to get a closer approximation between net profit and
gross income than has prevailed with
the network in recent years. It was
pointed out that CBS' percentage of
earnings continue each succeeding

year to outmatch NBC's. No indications were given as to the targets
of

economy or

reorganization.

Columbia in 1938 showed a gross
income Qf $32,662,992 from the sale
of facilities, line and talent and a

net profit' of |>3,541,741 for the year.
paste) to participate in Martha NBC's gross Intake .from the same
Dean five-a-week show over Mutual sources amounted to $42,211,268,
Commercial Radio Service is the while the net profit figured $3,451,071.
agency.
NBC's gross was about 25% better
than Columbia's but the latter got
Hopper's Coke Company has re- a net profit of 10.8% on each gross
newed for 26 weeks its every-hour- dollar whereas NBC garnered 8%.
In 1937 NBC had a gross income
on-the-hour news airings on WDAS,
of $41,583,000 but netted over $3,Philly.
Philadelphia Electric Co. signed
for 17
13-week termer with
spots weekly. Six will be given on
Italian shows, six on Jewish, and five

WEW

bally's

his

show

which

Is

doing swell biz. The contract
landed by Maloney will run as
long as th^ show remains in
town.

participation of the sales inanagers

ican

Number of offers
much from those in

Offers
288
284
.....k..,. 383

Advertisers

of

in

this June. Group decided
to toss a general open luncheon at
that
meet with prominent advertising men scheduled for a couple of addresses.

AFA

follows:

1938
1937
1036

Federation

New. York

didn't vary
1037. Com-

parison for the past three years

Tear

4.

group at the convention of the Amer-

shown.

WPEN

April 4.
First contract landed by John
Maloney, a r ecent a ddition to the
was from the
sales statr at
owner of the Mammoth Marine
Hippodrome who Is exhibiting
•his show on several flat cars
near the Union Station here.
The exhibit Includes a stuffed
whale, a headless womaii, marine vegetation, diving equipment, etc.
Owner bought a 16-minut«
daily program through which h*
St. liOUis,

last

AprU

Executive committee of the sales
mnnagers group of the National Association of Broadcasters met here
late last week under the chairmanship of Craig Lawrence, sales chief
of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines. Initial
subject under discussion was thei

week

distributed to
advertisers
and agencies the
network's compilation of offers
and contests for 1938.
The
analysis discloses the types of
offers and contests and In a few
cases the response figures are

STEPS UNCERTAIN

700,000.

Add: New Biz

NBC

Harmony

-

West Coast Soap Co. (Powow
Cleanser and White Navy Granulated Soap), through Emll Brlsacher &
Staff, is sponsoring weekly 15-min-

Chicago,

Trend of Contests

Board of Directors Passes

Co'ntests

69
74
80

Second item discussed was the
comin'; NAB convention in Atlantic
Qity in July, with the sales manasers deciding to hold a general lunch
get-tos6ther on. the opening day to
explain to all members the aims and
plans of the newly organized Bureau
Of Radio Advertising. This Bureau
itself was the third item taken up
by the executive session, with Ed
Kirby and Paul Feter of NAB on
Chicago, AprU 4.
Grouch Club program, which has hand to ouUine the proposals.
been on the west coast for General
Bureau is designed to supply staMiUs, gets a cross-country hook-up tions with basic Information of radio
over the NBC red web starting advertising field, such as program
AprU 16. WiU ride on Sunday at ideas, commercial data and research
info. It wlU serve as a general clear5:30 p.m. CST for 30 minutes.
WIU plug the
Klx product ing house of aU information pertainOrigination stays on the Coast, ing to radio salesi and will attempt
though set through the local Black- to give specific information on advertisers and sales possibilities inett-SampIe-Hummert agency.
stead of general abstractions. Bureau
is
also preparing a presentation
This
iMoklet on radio geiieraUy.
.

'GROUCH aUB' GOES

CROSSCOUNTRY 16TH

.

Com

will

Bureau of Missing Business

be in loose-leaf form and wiU

present radio and the advantages of
radio as an advertising medium.
Others in for the meeting were
Ed Flanigan of WSPD', Toledo; Purdepartment
will
(This
be devoted to discussion of types of adver- neU
WFBR, Bait-more;
Gould,
Dodge and Pljonouth dealers of tising that, for one reason or another, usually offer resistance to Charles PhUUps, WFBL, Syracuse;
for radio. Often, as in heavy goods, the product
Greater' Cincy
are
tagged
does not lend itself to WUllam CUne,- WLS, CSiicago; Owen
WKRC's nightly sports review, con- consumer advertising again, as in insurance
Uridge, WJR, Detroit; Frank Bishop,
or
utilities, overlapping
;
ducted by Allen Stout, beginning
KFEL, Denver; Charles Caley,
political or. industrial factors operate against rddio.
AprU 3.
WMBD, Peoria; Barney Lavin,
In any event, the object of this series is to stimulate thought and WDAY, Fargo; ElUs Atteberry,
Pioneer Hi-Bred Com Co., 26 100- exchange of ideas. Persons within the trade are invited to express KCKN, Kansas City (Kans).
word annoimcements via R. J. Potts themselves, either on. specific subjects brought up, or on related
agency, Kansas City, Mo., on WOWO,

on Mabel Love's WPEN-Daily News
Women's Service Club. Spots will

plug

home

appliances.

-

aspects overlooked or not covered.)

Ft Wayne.

Chris Jffatisen Laboratories, ClilNO.
cago (Junket Quick Fudge), 51 oneminute transcriptions, through Mit.^at frustrated wistful look In the
ute round-table <tIscusslons of prob- chell-Faust, Chicago, on WTMJ, Mil- eye of the station's commercial manlems of child-rearing, conducted by waukee.
ager Is from his unrequited courtHubert C. Armstrong and titled
Thomas Leeming Corp. (Baume ship of the department stores. The
•Parents' Powow', over KPO, San
William Esty merchant who say it in big black
through
Bengue),
Francisco, through June 6.
agency. New York, 10 weekly spot type spread 6ut over acres of white
space In the dally newspapers have
WCAB, Pittsburgh, new business: announcements.
been singularly cold to the ogllngs of
VtetoT Brewing Co., three quarterNorth American Accident Insur- radio. It's a case of habit, of close
hour spots weekly for 13 weeks, tal- ance Co. of Chicago, through Frank- personal ties between newspaper
ent to be furnished by W. Earl lin Brudc agency, renewed Its twice- business offices and store advertising
BothweU agency.
weekly morning newscasts with Bob managers. They say, too, that it is
Baur Bros., disc announcements Andersen over KPO, San Francisco, necessary to picture with drawings
twice daily, six days week, for 13 for another 13 weeks.
and photographs many items of merwedis.
chandise; they cannot be accurately
Independent Wall Poper Co., anFred Fear & Co. (Easter egg dyes) or satisfactorily described to the ear
nouncements (75 words) three times spotting pre-Easter series of an- alone.
Menken
weekly for 16 weeks.
Through
nouncements.
Part of the paradox of the departagency. New York.
ment store's attitude toward radio is
WGY, Schenectady, new business:
that the stores are often notable for
Hires Root Beer, weather reports
Shaw Co. (Kajol Gold Leaf sham- showmanship, for stunts, for l>allyon supper hoiur spot, 29 weeks, poo), through J. Walter Thompson, hoo, for the. use of entertainment to
through O'Dea, Sheldon & Canady, on KSFO, San Francisco, with 13- attract customers.
In the toy de-.
week participation twice-weekly in partment the store may have maNew York.
John E. Cain Co. (mayonnaise) 60 Elma Latta Hackett's "Friendly gicians, rope-spinners, clowns. Its
transcribed
announcements, stag- Homemaker' morning quarter-hour. book department will have celebrigered schedule, starting April 10,
ties, Uterary teas. Other departments
Pacific Gmno Co. of Oakland (Nu- wiU glamorize in umpteen ways.
through Chambers & Wiswell, BosTaps garden pest eliminator), tlirough Stunning models parade the latest
ton.
KSFO, San fashions in and out of the tables in
A. L. Parsons & Son (Ford dealer) Tomaschke-Elliott, using
announcement.'!
department store restaurants whUe
quarter-hour musical clock, thrice Francisco, for 13 day
weekly, starting April 10, through weeldy over four-week period.
the women 'ah' and the husbands
gulp hard.
Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady.
J. A. Folger Coffee Co., through
particularly
department
Very
Ivanhoe Mayonnaise, 13 participaBay R. Morgan, Los Angeles, spon- stores are supposed to be relatively
tions in Household Chats, starting
Tonite's Best Buys' program
open-minded to any and all means of
March 30, through Moser & Cotins,, soring
once weekly for 13 weeks on KSFO,
impression on would-be

SUES NBC FOR

OF HALL OF FAME U)£A

2~DEPART1IIENT STORES

'

port an early-momlng show. Macy*s
The suit of Leo Lindner against
does whoop it up over its own stafor
tion WOR. Bloomingdale's has done the National Broadcasting Corp..
Her« and there $25,000, was revealed Friday (31), in
radio advertising.
Mont- the N. Y. supreme court, when the
isolated cases are reported.
gomery Ward and Sears-Roebuck plaintiff sought leave to amend his
Suit claims the subperhaps have, been Identified with complaint
Nevertheless mission of an Idea of broadnsstlng the
the air quite a lot
many an account is stuck with glue dramatization of lives of heroes,
and copper nails to newspaper and whose busts are in the New York
University, 'HaU of Fame.' He was
only newspapers^
promised compensation if the idea
coE&jrnon complaint Is that the
newspaper provides text and the was adopted.
It is alleged that the 'American
store need provide only Its copy. Its
program uses this idea and
Portraits'
so simple, so familiar. Being a good,
with the plaintiff wants to be paid.
weU-established
newspaper
interest
A.B.C. auditing the reader's
demonstrable and already obis
tained. Stores fancy the Associated
to
Press or the United Press or t N. S.,
His Preacher-Dad
as the producers of the show. They
shy off radio where they, the stores,
must provide the show as well as the
CincinnsitI, AprU 4..
copy. Here enters the snobbish eleWilUs Ray WUson, Jr., WLWment on occasion.
store often has
WSAl writer-producer, v/itl save the
a very sharp conception of itself. It preacher's fee April 15 when he marprefers the newspaper of the greatries Marianne Dixon, dsncsr. of Deest conservatism, IJie deepest comtroit. Knot will be tied here in home
munity roots. To some extent large of Owen Vincent, program director
department stores determine the out- of the Crosley stations, by Wilson's
ward personality of th°e dailies. At dcd, pastor of a Methodist Episcopal
least there is no fundamental psychurch in Chicago.
chological conflict between adverClarence West, WSAl traffic mantiser and medium
In the case of radio every habit of ager, enjoyed a similar break a whUe
the store, every ounce of precedent, back.
making an
Wilson is a brother of Don Wilson,
even disinclination to quibble with
The whole theory of loss success, every emotional reluctance on Variety start in N. Y.
buyers.
leaders Is to entice customers into of the owners (often stiff, aloof, secthe store on the theory they'll buy ond or third generation wealth) has
Smoothies
other things. Fortunes are spent on to be overcome.' The available radio
The Smoothies trio (B»bs and
show windows. Stores like Lord & talent is sometimes deemed unTaylor, Russek's, Saks Fifth Avenue worthy of the store; or the store will Charley Ryan and .Toe Little) arc set
and Bonwlt-Teller In New York city not pony iip for the kind of talent its fpr the Griffin All-While summer
program over CBS. With Hal Kemp.
are, in their displays, far in advance executives would think acceptable.
.

'

.

,

Utica.

San Francisco.
Dryden & Palmer (Gravy Master)
Market Basket,
WXYZ, Detroit, which originates
4, .through Samuel the 'Green Hornet' serial, has reGroot Co., New York.
jected an offer from Camel ciggies

12 participations in

beginning April
E.

Dtt- Pont
twice to banlcroU 'Hornet' because of
(Cel-O-GIass),
weekly announceinents, through probable effect on juve listeners.

its

BBD&O.

Spencer Shoes, 13-week announce-

ment order on staggered schedule,
through Chambers & Wiswell.
Scott Paper Co., Market Basket
participations, to June 9, through J.
Walter Thompson.
W. T. Oant Co., 10 participations
In Market Basket, starting March 31.

HorHcIc's has signed to bankroll
airings of WXYZ's 'Lone Ranger'
over WGN, Chicago, and vicinity.
Spot was left open when Bond Bread
recently replaced Silvercup Bread as
'Ranger' sponsor in Newark, Toledo,
Detroit and CIncy, Bond having no
distributing setup in

Windy

City.

A

Ray WOson

A

The

fi-equently of theatrical exploitation
finesse. Their Fifth avenue windows
are so consistently brilliant they actually draw 'first night audiences.'
But radio has had only scattered
success in cracking department store
advertising. Marshall Field did sup-

Be Wed

By

Starts

[Variety is now gaiherlng farther
data on this snbject very Important
to radio stations and more will appear' anon. Meantime ataUfias and
other Interested parties ate .tivited
to comment, pro or con.]

—

Booked

May

2.

Mary Mason, who recently replaced
Eally Field in 'Primrose Path,' at the
Blltmore, N. Y., has joined the cast

'

,

j

'

of 'Lite and Love of Dr. Susan,'
serial for Lux over CBS.

daUy
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mo IS BIGBT?
His prison buddy? The stuffed shirt banker, whom he
dares to laugh at? The boyhood pal

who

stands

by

him? The school teacher who loves him as a son? The
girl who loves

They

have

all

OV'LL
. .

him with all her young flaming heart ?
their

own

answer! But

who

is

right?

BE RIGHT!

.when you play

this great

emotional draina...the biggest

box office

thriller of

the year!

Bernard Steele presents

BACK DOOR

TO HEAVEN
with

Wallace Ford

Stuart Erwin
Based on
;

asker

•

a

Story by William K.

•

•

Patricia Ellis

Aline

Howard

MacMahon

Screen PUiy cy Jchn

Produced and Directed by W'lliim K H

: v.-

:

:

-

•

^ Rcbert

Briyi^:

'
;

:

-ri

i"

.

-Y

m
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TWO WEEKS OFF, BUT OPEN HOUSE WEEK
NOT WELL KNOWN TO STATIONS

>

NAB.
'

5,

I939

MM »« M >> H

»*»« »>>»»:'
Explains Objectives
.

Bulletin sent to N.A.B.
tion for National Radio

members last week to stir up co-operaOpen House week reads as follows:

PLANNED THAT OPEN ROUSE PARTT TET7

in Getting

Slow

Nation-wide

Under

Way

Series

of

nounced as soon as a formula has
Station promotional nnd rubllclty men nnd women nro beslltrlns themselvea these dara
been devised which it is felt will
Oettlns ready (or the open bouae week, atorllns April IT.
Thia la the week-\re Invite the public to come to our atudloa to aee and hcnr the
deal with the corporation's curinalde atorr of American' radio, first hand.
rent problems as satisfactorily as
They will learn, aa we all hnve Ions aince learned, that the beginning and tbe end
the Magic Key did with the eduof the atory o( American radio la In lla program aervlce, PRIVATELY AND COMPETI«
TIVELT OPERATED).
cational phase of its advertising,'
They will learn that becauae broadcaatera hnve proven their ability to create and proColumbia has given Leon Levine,

Coordination of Vast

Local

Tieins

Between

Dealers and Stations
Plans for .he observance of the hopes many of its advertisers will
nationwide 'Open House Week' April slip in copy mentions of radio's im17 are slowly maturing. This is the portance in the business prosperity
Whether there is
inaugural ballyhoo of a year-round of the country.
campaign to sell the status quo of time or grounds to hope for newsbroadcasting to the American people. paper cross-reference is uncertain.
It has tiie blessing and cooperation There will be lots of window disof the Kadio Manufacturers Ass'n. plays arranged through affiliates and
(In fact, most of the $10,pOO pre- the m. and o. units. If practical, the
liminary for liaison work is from WJZ transmitter at. Bound Brook,
N. J., and the WEAF transmitter at
that source.)
Bellmore, L. I., may be thrown open.
Various steps taken nationally by
Radio City itself has a regular 40the National Association of Broadcent tariff on visits. Not likely this
casters are supplemented by the netwould be disturbed. Varied reminder
works, transcription companies and
stuff will be scattered through all
other units. It is perhaps the first
NBC program and publication activiexample of the entire radio indus- ties.
try getting together on a single joint
RCA Magic Key program which
effort.
Typical of the moves under
way is the distribution to each of Its has been carrying pro-industry
420 members of 200 window stream- propaganda of late is going oft the
air. An official statement on subject
•ers by the NA.B.
These will call
attention
open house from NBC's mimeograph mill reads
public
to
as follows:

week.

World Broadcasting

is

making a

transcriptions
entitled
'Eight Hours a Day' for the use of
single
non-network stations.
phonograph
record,
The Giant
Speaks,' ^was made last week at
WCAU, PhUadelphia, by Paul Frailey
from a script by Lewis Kendall This
wiU be used at pep rallies oiE radio
set dealers In various towns to "bring
this element of the business into har-

of

series

A

mony and

understanding with broad-

casters.

A

nation-wide sampling of broadmade over the weekend by Vabibty tended to disclose a
In
belated state of preparation.
some. cases the characteristic answer
to 'what are you going to do to observe open house week?' was a
startled "huh?'
From Los Angeles,
home of the preoccupied, came the
telegraphic message: 'Not one station
has even heard of radio open bouse
caster plans

week.'

Clay Morgan Is directing the NBC
participation which will have a va'
The old 'ABC of
riety of tie-ins.
NBC' series will be revived, as will
'This
Radio.' Most of the sustainers will be studded, with announcements or direct dramatizations. NBC

b

'Because it is felt that it has
achieved its objective, the Magic
of RCA will soon be retired
from the air by the Radio Corp,
of America, and plans will be
considered for a new ^pe' of
program. The Magic Key, which
has been heard continuously for
three and a half years over one
of the largest commercial NBC
hookups, was designed as part of

Key

an

institutional advertising campaign to familiarize the public

with the relationship among the
various companies making up the
RCA family. All programs
stressed the wide diversity of
RCA's contribution to, and the
magnitude of its investment in
the radio industry, and its unique
ability to serve the public 'all the
way' in radio and television.
'After three and a half years
It is the opinion of the sponsor
that the desired result has been
obtained, and that the time has
come for a different type of program with a sales rather than an
proinstitutional objective.
gram of this type is being considered for RCA's future broadr
cast advertising and will be an-

A

assistant director of educational programs, the task of coordinating its
activities.
These will include, specifically, use of eight or nine susTeachers' and students will
tainers.
be told about the campaign on the
panel of radio
'School of the Air.'
listeners will be mustered for The

A

duce progroma that people want to hear, a Rinnt now Induatry and n mighty new
force has been created for the beneilt of all America.

HOW LARGE

IS

People's Platform' and a dramatization about radio people will be used
on the Columbia Workshop. 'Americans at Work' will mrn out to be
employees on broadcasting's pairroll.

Employment: In

(actorlea

00,000
2S,000
BO.OOO

In wholesale eatnbllahments.

Radio

retailers

Snicemen, repairmen nnd servicemen

,

,.

WOW, Omaha

Omaha, April 4.
Under the momentum of Johnny
a trade-minded broadcaster,
probably, be more ac-

Gillin,

WOW

will

tive than the average station in ob-

serving open house week' April 17th,
It falls in middle of WOW's own
anniversary month.
Steps include:
1. Contest
for best letters completing the sentence
is my
favorite station because..." in 60
words.
Prizes will' be two firstclass tickets (round trip) to the San
Francisco World's Fair, provided by

"WOW

Union
2.

Pacific.

Snapshot'

contest,

with

cash

WOW

prizes for best photos showing
listeners
at
their loud speakers.
Prizes, $150 total.
3.
30-minute show of
tal-

l.'iO.OOO

Regularly employed In radio stations
Employed on part-time contract basis

821,000
17,000
C,000

TOTAL EMPLOYED ALL BRANCHE:s OF THE RADIO INDUSTRY.

22,000
843.000

Many-Sided Promotional
Bally at

social

THE RADIO INDUSTRY?

not overlook one Important fundamental: the entire mdio manufacturing Induaayatem of dlatrlbutlon through wholesalers and retnilera, gola back to the almple
tuDdamental that people buy radio sets primarily to listen to. In other worda, this great
Induatry, gtvlng employment to thouaAnds of people, Is baaed upon the continued nblllty
of the American broadcaster to produce progrnma worth hearing.
How well broadcasters are doing their job Is eloquently llluatrated In the aize of the
radio Induatry:
i,et'a
try,. ita

(or nearly a million people— If we eatlmate dependenta of these employed whoae
welfare directly dependa upon American radio.)
17,000 regular station employees receive $770,000 In weekly payroll. The part-time
9,000 receive an average of $110,000 In weekly WAgea.
ThIa lan't all!
Laat year the American people spent $210,000,000 (or six million new radio receivers,
»">ii^
beconae they wanted to listen.
And becauae they wanted to listen; they spent:
$40,000,000 for replacements and tubea,

The

4G,000,000 for other

narls.

40,000,000 to service and repairmen.
And while the programs come to them without any cost, and while each home
Bumea but a few pennies In olectrlc current, nevertheless the aum total of theao con(ew

current used In the operation of radio receivers totaled $1SO,000,000
^"IllSS *V
In 1038, it la eatlmaled.
This is a giant industry.
directly helps the prosperity of the country in lU own operations,
to say nothing
of what It does in the movement of merchandise and the widening
of employment (or
thoas indostriea which uae it to carry their mesaagea to the conaumers.
Moreover, In the United Btataa there are 40,800,000 radio seta; over hal(
of the total
w>a>
number In the whole world.
What a tribute theae flgurca are to the American Syatem of Broadcostlngl
'!'<;'•..»''<>•''<• form the nucleus of a display in the lobby
of every radio station
And hlso, downtown and uptown, In the windows of aggreasive
radio retallera yoo
'"e paaaing throngs may get th«
"
Jtoiy, too,™"

n

dlapiay-art firm can whip thes.
'
" '
A
lntf"h?pl*tor''?oS"'
BUT THIS ISN'T ALL THE STORT
ent wUl appear before a dozen leadTo pleaaa lha llatenen, advertisers alone Invested $80,000,000 in the finest
ing business men's luncheon clubs
taint from
•"•"•'""'"t
fields.
"*
Here's
a
during the month, as WOW's birth' rtJ^titJly VrJl
$36,000,00o'"show glvTn ^tiT'pJbl"
day present to business.

WOW

WOW

4. Former
celebs, and stars se^v*.?o*Se}d%^''nerTrdcr.n,Vp^:?ren?s"lnVrri"'inrpr^^^^^^^
'''-'^'-^^^-^^''^^-'^^^^
of
network and transcription rs^ry"o"t'.ll!'""«shows, are preparing salutes in
Tet this Isn't the whole stoi^.
Hollywood, Chicago, and New York,
" -tertammen,.
SStrfM:.'?Srv^.
S^mSrc;*""' '
in transcription form. These salutes
will form the basis for a series of ag^ln^
Wp??is'°a™^^d^t?Ps ?L?.''-.!rsu?gle^t Tl> 'A'f'e^d \
special birthday month broadcasts
on WOW.
will also attempt
to swing a big public luncheon, with
visiting stars (one or two) brought WSAI studios, several miles
from definite plans have not been forhere from Chicago.
the downtown section, with thou- mulated.
Special material offered
6. A series of programs saluting sands of visitors weekly.
by NAB has been requested.
small towns and xmal areas, in
Ralph Bnmton, general manager
territory, will be aired during the month. Congratulatory tele- Close and Cordial Ties In of KJBS and a leader in local NAB
activities, has secured a promise of
grams received will be read on. these Frisco
with Set Merchants support from Al Meyer, head of the
programs.
Leo J. Meyberg Company, Northern
San Francisco, April 4.
6. A series of programs Is planned
With formal dedication of the California RCA distributor. Meyer's
called 'Roll Call of
Features,'
in which vigorous promotion will be $400,000 radio building at the Gold- support is important to the broadgiven to programs alrea^ on the en Gat« International Exposition as casters because of his strength in
a likely high spot of local broad- the retailer field.
air.
Little difflctdty is expected in get7. During open house week elab- casteri" observance, of National Raorate technical displays will be set dio Opoi House during the week ting local dealers to cooperate with
up,
Including facsimile receiver. starting April 17, plans are being the NAB-Radio Manufacturers' AsSpecial hostesses will be «n the Job formulated here for whole-hearted sociation campaign. In fact, a num<
afternoons and evenings, .to show cooperation with the National Asso- ber of them' have been cooperating
visitors through the station. Studios ciation of Broadcasters* movement for several months with KGO and
wQI be decorated with flowers, etc.
to iiromote radio throu^ radio/ At KPO, using picture displays and
8.
series of special events pro- a preliminary meeting held here other material plugging local radio
grams will be aired from points in last Friday (31) broadcasters voiced shows and artists as well as network
Omaha, using Foster May, pointing their Interest in the campaign, but
(Continued on page 54)
out progress made in
16 years

WOW

a-

S i5»i

WOW

.

WOWs

WOW

A

WOWs

service.
9. Staff

slogan contest, with prizes,
under way but none definitely
chosen yet
"WOW Is yesterday's
dream, today's reality, and tomoris

row's necessity

New

Is liked.'

THIRD IN THt

Oiieans Celebration

UNITED STATES!

Chainnanned by Callahan
New Orleans, April 4.
Vlnce Callahan will chairman the
loca

radIO!

week

celebration.

WWL

Gen-

manager of
contemplates
community use of heralds, car cards
direct mail, spotlight ads in dallies
and radio announcements.
All local stations will be open to
visitors for the week.

eral

New Studios Good
For
No

WCKY

BILLBOARD PROVES
TO BE 1st
IN EXPLOITATION

WHN

Chance

Observation

ADVERTISERS* SALES
PROVE
TO BE

Cincinnati, AprU 4.
definite plans for observance of

WHN

Radio Open House week by Cincy
stations had been formulated up to
Monday (3). WCKY and WC3»0,
with downtown studios, undoubtedly
will chime in with the general MBA

IST IN

set-up, as WiU WKRC, located in the
hilltop Hotel Alms. L. B. Wilson's

BROADWAY
NiW YORK CITY

1540

WCKY

probably will take advantage
of the event to show oft its new
studios and quarters In the Hotel
Gibson and also take over the hotel's
big ballroom for special audience
broadcasts.
.

Open house
out procedure

is

a day-in-and-day-

.at.

Crosley's

WLW-

RESULTS

Lru
* RESULTS OF MUBOARD<S

DIALIOltf

SURVEY OF THE NATION

ON EXHOITATIONt

.

.
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Ad Manager
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SI

SCRAM

for ITS InltiatloB to

'Not MentaUy Unsound, JustRadio Fan'

AFM

Cleans Oat PhlUy

KXOK Affected by Reprisal for
About Airplane Manufacturers

Star-Times'

St. Louis,

AprU

4.

manufacturers for recent air disasters caused the Chicago and Southern Airlines, Inc., last week to cancel
and
contract with
Its time
also all advertising contracts with
the St. Louis Star-Times Publishing
Co. owner and. operator of the staIn a letter addressed to Elzey
tion.

A. E.' Nelson Is arranging a
novelty giveaway reminiscent of

KXOK

.the

Frank W. Tayand John C.
general manager of the sta-

managing

'

Grover Whalen's

to get

tryloa

been changed.'

by D. D. Walker,
for Chicago and South-

letter written

T.p. of sales

desired to
if the paper
some Industry, or portion of
industry, they should make
investigation before making

Petry Opens

said

ern

He had

permission, as the insignia is a
tiny screw which Is not unlike
the World's Fair perlsphere and

Roberts,
tion the airline company said It
would contract for no more space qr
time imtil 'we are definitely sure

The

Doc

balls.

editor,

that this policy has

club.

Rockwell's Brain Trust Foimdation, over the NBC blue Tuesdaysi Is to give away lapel decorations, making them screw-

Roberts, publisher;
lor,

famed Eight-ball

m St Louis

criticize

that

gome

statements such as those contained
In the editorial. Copies of the letter
of cancellation were sent to. execs
of the TWA. Marquette Airlines, Inc.,
and American Airlines.

Philadelphia, April

4.

HlUbiUy menace, bane of legit muin more westerly towns, is
negligible
here since the tmion
stopped differentiating between them
and ordinary tooters and demanded
they carry cards.

Aged Lady's Bequest of $500 to Announcer Bill O'Connell

Relatives Fight

sicians

Call for Screwballs

editorial that criticized airplane

An

Editorial

AprU

Chicago,

4.

Ed Petry rep firm will open a St
Louis branch shortly, with George
Kercher of the local staff hopping
down to take charge.
St Louis, like Detroit will be supervised out of Chicago under the
general eye of Ed Voynow.

G.

W.

Hill Defied

Boston, April

Bequest

Only a few are now operating in
this territory, rest having been forced
to climb upon their mules and scram
rather than pay the $75 initiation fee.

Regina, Sask. April 4.
Livestock auctioneers can spiel
faster than George Washington
Lucky Strike tobacco
Hill's

woman

of

$500

by

4.

Boston
an-

a

to Bill O'Connell, radio

noun(<er for the

Yankee and Colonial

Networks was contested 'in court
here last week on the grounds that
the woman, Mrs. Agnes Mae Watson
of Dorchester (Boston), had 'ao-.
quired an overwhelming passion, afproduction chlet after putting
fection
and love' for the anDave Runlde, auctioneer, on the
nouncer.
air from Reglna Winter Fair
FILES
Will was contested by a cousin of
during a hog sale.
Mrs. Watson who died last June,
aged 03. Counsel for plaintiff mainSt Paul, April 4.
VISIO
ZENITH'S Q.T.
tained the woman suffered hallucinaMinnesota Network has issued Its
tions, that she once imagined O'Con.
first piece of comprehensive promoDislikes Pabltolty—It Harts nell was coming to Sunday dinner,
tion since the formation of the group. CompMiy
Badio Set Saler
and that she slept with a letter from
It's in the form of a file holder and
the announcer under her pillow.
contains detailed info as to coverChicago, April 4.
Counsel for the beneficiaries counage, population, retail sales, and
Zenith radio firm put on a tele- tered that she was not mentally unspendable income. There is also a
vision broadcast last week, but dem- sound, but 'merely a radio fan.'
technical analysis of each outlet
onstration was kept strictly within
Stations in the new link are
KSTP, St Paul-Minneapolis; KROC^ the firm, going only Into the homes
of the executives and the engineers.
Capitol Family the Oldest.
Rochester'; HYSM, Mankato,
and
Zenith has kept news on televiCapitol Theatre Family Hour,, now
KFAM, Saint Cloud.
sion broadcasts down to an abso- the oldest program on the air, celelute minimum since they have dis- brated Its 852d week on the radio last
Blcbard W. Oamer, formerly with covered that on the day any big Sunday (2)..
H, W. Kastor, Chicago, now promo- story breaks on television the sales
Major Edward Bowes still Is at the.
of radios drop approximately 10%.
tion manager of WSAI, Cincy.
directorial, helm.
yodeler.
So claims

MDWESOTA NETWORK

<

Don Wright CJRM

.

AREA ANALYSIS

ON

.

•

•

'

25 Discs Cut

In 7

Days

Acknowledged Leader

in the Field

By Thesaurus
NBC transcription division (Thesaurus) has turned out 25 more
shows. The Listeners Club,' for the
Imperial Club of Canada, plugging
Sweet Caporal clgarets. They're beIb; run off at the rate of Ave a week,
\»ith 150 made to date. The 25 were
produced In seven days with Oscar
C.

Turner directing.

New

series iscludes Peter Donald,
scripter; Joe Lilley's Whis-

and

m.c.

pering Choir, Landt Trio, Quintones,

Fimnyboners, Carol

THE

Weyman, Harry
NamMary

Breuer's orchestra, Toscha
rowd'a Gypsy ensemble and

1939^40

VARIETY
RADIO
DIRECTORY

Eastman with Joseph Meresco's or'

chestra.

WIP SIGNS WITH ACA
Stenoia Betnse to Join Union But
Its Partly VerUeal
Philadelphia, AprU 4.Contract giving the entire WIP
minimum raises of 10% la being readied for signaturing this week

staff

between the American Communica-

will surpass previous editions

tions Association, CIO, and Ben Gimbel, Jr., prez.
Tenner takes In an-

nouncers, engineers, production men
and porters, including 31 of the outlet's 56 employees.
Stenos and other
help refused to join the
and
come In under the agreement
Biggest wage tilts go to the gab
staff, whose basic pay. has
been
upped from $20 to $30 a week, with
Incrteses of $1.50 a week every six
months. The raise (not the wages
themselves) la retroactive for two
years. That means' a $6 raise Immediately for some employees plus an
additional $5 a week that aU the
spielers are getting.
Panelmen already had a pact and
got only slight Increases, lite two
production men got flat lO^and
the
" ~*
porters $2' a week.

In the presentation of

ACA

and

interesting

new

and necessary

research.

'

ADVERTISING RATES

'

ACA has commenced bargaining
with Westinghouse for a pact for

Kyw

engineers.
Month-to-month
agreements, which was as far as the
company would previously go, were
discontinued
tltfee
months ago.
Regular signed contract will be substituted.
ACA represents only the

Full

page. ........... .$175.00

Half

page

90.00

'

panelmen at KYW.
Political upheaval

1.200

Camden, N.
Ji has made bargaining by the ACA
in

almost impossible for employees of
WCAM. Outlet is munidpally-

owned. Agreement must be reached
with the mayor an^ director of pubsafety, but the union is having

Dlokson & Ford is new name of
Hadlo Publicity Advertising Agency
Rowland Ford, formerly
Vancouver; Roy Ward
Dickson is producer of Nova-Kelp's
quiz, 'What Do You Know?', now
funning on 22 Canadian stations.

of Toronto.
of CJOR,

HOLLYWOOD

NEW YORK

lic

difficulty in finding who Is officially
holding those positions. Unless there
is a clarification shortly, an appeal
to the National
Labor Relations
Board is planned.

Pages

Quarter page

50.00

2/3 Actuol Size

154

W.

46th

SL

St

1708 No. Vine

•

LONDON

CHICAGO
.

54

W. Randolph

8 St. Martins

PL

Trafalgar Square

Bleed, per page, extra.

.

.$25.00

Color, per page, extra.

.

.$25.00

(These rate* are not)
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Wednesdaf, April

AFRA UNFAIRLY CITED BY NBC AS EXCUSE
FOR PICK-UP

POLICY,

SAY STATION REPS
Summed Up

Philly

Declare Network Demand for Auditing Control Over
Recorded Rebroadcasts, Not Generous to Station
Giving Up Exempt Time—NBC's Contrary View

not satisfactory. In three recent instances the D. C. Court of Appeals
has spanked the Commish for reversing reports submitted in prior
years by Dalberg while he was on
Most recent
the examining force.
instance was in the Hannibal (Mo.)
case where the judges admonished
the FCC to pay closer attention to
examiners' findings.

but without avail.
Agency exec doesn't know
who to blame. Stations, he feels,
are partially to blame for not
developing more talent; Philly
advertisers are ^t fault because
'most of them faint when a $100
talent charge is even mentioned,'

Curtailment of governmental pleas
for free radio time is a likely result
of the economy drive now in progFlabbergasted
ress at the Capitol.

tity

Kom

|

re-

original

basic

solely responsible for
have not necessitated a network recorded versions of NBC commercial
The reps are showing broadcast
programs.
The reps feel that if an affiliated
opinions from AFRA counsel in supstation is willing to give up one of
port of their viewpoint
network exempt spots for the
Contention arises from the willing- its
airing of such instantaneous pickup
ness of certain stations to make Inthe recompense should' be on a spot
stantaneous recordings of NBC combasis and the network has no right
mercial broadcasts and air them
timt ha billed
NBC holds to Insist that the
later on a spot basis.
through it The network argues that,
that in such cases all billingi will
from the AFRA angle, it has
have to be done through the net- aside
the rebroadcast of
work since it alone is made respon- a vested right in
In the first place It
the pickup.
sible by AFRA lor keeping the recbrought in the 'account, and In the
ords straight when it comes to
second place the radio Ipw gives it
transcribed versions of its own procomplete author!^ over all programs
grams.
It ori^nates.
In answer to station rep queries tbat
AFRA counsel pointed out that the
union is only concerned with the
& EiecMc Co.
OVilahoma
transcribed version wbaa tt Is used bankrolls third aan^4 feaster pagla New York, Chleago, Los Angeles eant in j^latt Nationu Park, Sulphur,
%nd San Francisco to get away from over KVSO, Ari|ry)rj(, Okla.

network

New York

and

la

to

blame for

being 60 close.

MRS. HOLT IN

lawmakers have been applying the
knife to publicity aiq[>ropriations cm
the ground that too many New Deal
agencies have a spendthrift attitude
when it comes to dishing up info for
the taxpayers. Instead of trying to
explain to the voters, the government should seek to cut the costs, in
the minds of a majority in Congress.
So the cash available for
scripting

CiNCY;AFRA

°

SPREADS
American Federation

of Radio Artsoncentrating on con
New York,
Ctiicago, Lbs Angeles, San Francisco
and other key cities. Trying to gain
contracts with stations and networks
in all the more important spots.
Sustaining and commercial con'
ists

now

is

soUdating

position in

its

and making

transcriptions

reduced for the
opening July 1.

is bieing

Ou

ARTISTS'

Washington, April 4.
Last langh is being enjoyed by
Melvin H. Dalberg, one of the FCC
purgees who was ousted last fall
without any explanation or reasons
but with implication his work was

Philadelphia, April 4.
Fhilly stations might as well
for the quanof live talent they are able
to provide is the complaint of
Jack Korn, prez of the J; M..
Korn ad agency here.
maintains that for years he has
been searching for suitable talent for shows for the numerous
local accounts that he services,

aU be 100 waiters

rebroadcast The
station reps claim that NBC Is paying talent for a
reps inatretching the truth when It advises situations questioned by the
points that would
affiliated outlets that the contract volve only those
between it and the American Fed- have been included anyway in the
eration ol Radio Actors makes the
hookup and would

WOR CANCELS

Washington Lobby

i

with NBC, CBS and Mutual
are running witti union's officials
stating they have had only a few
minor complaints or requests for
concessions. Three paid checkers are
employed in New York, with others
in til* main network origination
points. There are also several hundred member-deputies.
With the granting of a local charter to Cleveland last week, AFRA
now has locals in New York, Chi
cago, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Detroit, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Racine, Montreal and Denver, with
chapters in Miami, Boston, Birming
ham, Schenectady, Philadelphia and

tracts

1939

8,

fiscal

year

Digest of several hundred station
codes of program standards has been
readied for the NAB committee on
means of boosting quality. With the
aid of Comer Bath, assistant manager of WMBD, Peoria, the trade
body headquarters staff has analyzed
suggestions from many quarters,
lumping the ethical statements on
points which seem generally appreciated and listing divergent ideas on
matters at issue. While the FCC is
fussing with the question, the industry committee at its New York
meeting latter half of the week will
be able to see in black-and-white
what the preponderance of station
proprietors think should be the attitude toward such topics as cliffhanger kid shows, excessive sponsor copy, treatment of medicinal
products, etc.

PACTS
WOR,

Newaric, has' cancelled the

commitments

had with

it

its

sus-'

talning artists, effective last Satur-'

day

(1).

Move, which washes up

prevailing contracts, is connected
with the station's commercial baseball schedule and the provisions of
the AFRA agreement.
Under the old arrangement sustaining artists were employed on a
The
guarantee.
new
weeidy
method wDl be to work 'em without
contract and use them on a per
broadcast basis. Their frequency of
employment will depend on the
periods left open after the station's
baseball obligations have been filled.
all

KTHS

Prossner Bosses
Hot Springs,

Ark., April

4.

John I. Prossner is succeeding
Steve Cisler as general manager ot'

KTHS,

local

Chamber

Commerce

of

outlet
Cisler resigned to operate his own
station WGRC, New Albany, Ind.
(Louisville), starting May 1,

LeVerc Puller at

WSAY

Rochester, N. IT, April

4.

LeVere Fuller, veteran radio an-'
nouncer and script writer in Schenectady and Rochester, returns to
station WSA\ as program director
after three years' absence.

He haa

been in advertising work and handling Bingo contests.
Fuller succeeds Robert Webster
who has gone to Buffalo.
Radlo-Vldee-Audlo FUes
Albany, N, Y., April 4.
Radio-Video-Audio Corp. has been
chartered to conduct a radio and
television business in Manhattan.
Capital stock is 200 shares, no par
Edward F.
value.
Directors are:
Roehm, WiUiam B. Weinberger, Edward J. Welch.
Jer(Hne G. Futerman, N. Y. C, la.
.

filing attorney.

/oiy<ffi(h/mi/smf/iff(x?Mcre?\\ ofcou/sef

Pittsburgh.

AFBA

So^

18

in Cleveland
Cleveland, April

stafi!

WGL^

memliers of

4,

WHK

tor.

were granted a charter
a Cleveland local last week by

the

AFRA.

and

members

Twin stations have 30
eligible for the union.

WHK-WCLE

charter

is

one of the

granted outside of New York,
Los Angeles, Chicago- and Tyisco.
first

Group

w ill

mmediately start organ
izing at WTAM and WGAR.
i

Mrs. Holt In Ciney
Cincinnati, April 4.
Mrs. Emily Holt national executive secretary of AFRA, has been
in town since Wednesday (29) conferring with officers and members
of the local group, organized several months ago by Major James
D. Holmes, national field representative of the federation.
general meeting of the Cincy

KRNT
covers

Follow Incredible Time
Sked Including Long Trip Dally

HlllbllUes

St Louis, April 4.
Skeets and Frankle, hillbillies at
have a schedule that reads
like a time table. Starting the day
at 5:30 a.m. they play on the Country Journal program until 7 a.m.
From 8:15 to 8:45 they are on the
Ozark Varieties, sponsored by .the
Slack Furniture Co. From 9 to 9:45
a.m. they rehearse for an afternoon
program that starts at 3 p.m. This
one. Barnyard Follies, is sponsored
by the Drug Trade Products and
lasts for two hours.
Then because they have a contract
to play hillbilly music at Herrin,IU.,
140 miles from St Louis, from 9 p.m.
to 1 ajon. they must make the round
trip in an auto. They manage to get
in about three hours sleep each " Tn.
I

.

,

,

I

I

C

ft-v

,

I

primary area

99

counties

marketing area

in the state.

Columbia's fine programming, plhia
an exceptional job of local proeramming, plus the merchandising

backing of Iowa's greatest News-

Anif of eourae,
you can buy KRJS'f
*

I

Its

state's

single

Is

PERPETUAL PERFORMANCE

•

54 of die

—the largest

expected to be held
before the end of the weelc, after
which execs of the five stations here
will be approached on the matter of
agreements and scales.

KMOX,

the only Basic Columbia

is

Station in Iowa.

A

membership

in the WNAX-Iowa
Network combinaat an exceptionaUy low rate.

tion

papers—the Des Moines Register
and Tribune, with which the station
Is associated—add up to a large
and loyal following for KRNT.

Way above

1,000,000 people rely

on KRNT for their Columbia programs ^for competently produced

—

day

*round

and

service.

In Iowa,

it's

radio

KRNT,

entertainment

of course.

•E$ MOINES •laiN CBS

KRNI

'.

•mt K.C.

SMI WATTS

L.S. • llll WATTS II8IT
K«pre«»wUj by THE KATZ AGEMCY

TIE OILY MSie COLIMIIA NETVdII OITLET

IN

IOWA
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WHAS
SCORES A
NUMBER ONE SCOOP!
Effective April third, Paul Sullivan, repeatedly

pronounced

America's number one non-network news commentator,
will

be head of the news

casts are to

staff

be sponsored

of

WHAS.

by

the

His nightly news

Brown-Williamson

Tobacco Company.

When

his familiar

"goodnight and

thirty,"

symbol of news

as news should be, to millions of people, goes out on the

WHAS

wave

length,

upward movement of

WHAS

is

it

will

this

mark another step

in

the

compelling, dominant station.

prepared to offer a sales vehicle of Paul

Sullivan

calibre for your product.

May we show you how
this

effectively

and

economically

can be accomplished?

50,000 Watts

LOUISVILLE,

CBS

KY.

Represented Nationally by

EDWARD PETRY

&.

CO.

RADIO

VARIETY
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Wednciddaj, April S,

up March 26 with episode

53.

Art Solga, formerly of KLPM
(Minot N. D.), now transmitter op-

Background Buzz

KDAL,

erator for

WAGE-HOUR

Duluth-Superlor.

Replaces Art Bergom, who

left

to

CHANGES DUE

take over the goverjiment airways
the Brown Ac Bigelow Advertising Co.
Lee Chesley, news edilor at KWK,
St. Louis, back after long illness and
handing out cards explaining absence
to save his voice.

SOUTH

Nan, Hazel and Dot WiUiamson,
orch of strings and woodwinds
comprising new program. Sweet and
Mary I^u Wickard, sec. to Gene
lively' on WBAP, Fort Worth. Kemper, publicity director at KWK,
Popular numbers of th« sweet va- St. Louis, has announced her engageriety are played.
ments to non-prO. ,
Jaques Abram, guest p^nist lor
James Woodress, assistant news
the Oklahoma City Federal Symphony and Baroness Leda Wrangell, editor at KWK, SL Louis.
Joe Karnes, warbler, has switched
Russian recent guests on 'For Women
Only; KOMA, Oklahoma City, pro- from KMOX to KSD, St Louis.
CunCatherine
conducted
by
gram
John Harvey, formerly assist acningham.
. .
count exec, on the General Mills ac,
Elaine Newby doing senes of book count with Blackett-Sample & Humreview programs on WNAD, Nor- mert, has joined sales staff of KMOX,
man, Okla.
St. Louis.
Anne Robertson, newest addition
Lloyd Smith, asst sales mgr. WEW,
to the sUff o£ KGNC, AmarUlo.
St. Louis, resioied to become mgr.
Jack Howell has been named new
Joliet, ni. New additions to
commercial manager of KOMA, Ok- WCLS,
WEWs sales staff are Ed Goldsmith
lahoma City.
and John Maloney, St Louisans.
.Virgil Evans, owner, and James
Dick Kopf has joined the Chicago
Mugford, program director of WSPA,
Spartanburg, S. C, back from FCC end of Paul Raymer.
bearing in Washington on new staJune Curran, warbler on KXOK,
Evans recently was St Iiouis, to wed Belson Burton,
tion petition.
elected to S. C. state legislatur e. bowling alley pr(q>. on April 26.
Charles Batson, manager of WFBC;
Al S. Foster, gen. mgr., WEW. St
Greenville, S. C, also a witness.
Louis, has purchased home in uniRichard Pattison, former WSPA versity City, suburb.
(Spartanburg, S. C.) announcer and
John CHara and Ray Schmidt of
newscaster, in Indianapolis.
B. George Barber, Jr., formerly KWK, France Laux and Cy Casper
news editor and special events di- fr<nn KMOX, and Allen Franklin
rector of WSIX, Nashville, has. be- from KXOK are St Louis sportscasters with local ball clubs in
Jome production manager ot WJBL, goring
training camps,
ohnson City, Tenn.
trio,

'

-

Fraiik Eschen,

KWK,

to the
Louis, are Lou

St.

director,

ei^t weeks.

8^
TOman,

Newest additions
at

program

KSD, St Louis, conducting annual
Greater St Louis Spelling Bee each
Saturdar pjn. Program will last

MIDWEST
staff

Louis Aiken, formerly with WLW,
newest addition to sales staff KMOX,

.

St

Louis.

The Land We Live In,' historical
formerly with the Spreckles Sugar
Co., and W. H. Averill, recently with series sponsored by Union Electric

stations at Rockford,

WCCO

releasing

111.

.

beaucoup

pub-

on ground breaking for new

licity

648-ft vertical antennae, to be ready
for service about June 1. Though
station is a 50,000 watter, new tower
is to be constructed so as to easily
carry 500,000 watts (just in case).

Grosse Smith, classified ad manager of the Denver News for nine
years, has joined KFEL, Denver, as

1939

(ADVERTISEMENT)

St Louis, wound

KMOX,

Co. over

Washington, April

4.

Relief for broadcasters forced to
raise pay of high-priced employees
or after work schedules was in sight
this week following introduction in
Congress of a set of amendments to

the wage-hour law exempting whitecollar people engaged in a semiexecutive capacity. Passage of the
revision bill is generally expected,
since the changes bear the endorseElmer Andrews, adminishis help in hit-run accident solu- ment of
trator of the year-old statute.
tions.
A smoker was given at the Uni- The bill, offered by Rep. Mary T.
versity club, Milwaukee, by the staff Norton, New Jersey Democrat, who
of
for salesman John Jessup, heads the House Labor Committee,
who goes to a new berth in the Pa- would wipe out the requirement of
cific northwest
time-and-a-half pay for work in
(Hiarles Crolling has joined the
weekly whenever
continuity department of WTMJ, excess of 44 hours
Milwaukee.' Until re-'^ntly he was regular compensation is $200 a
in the sales department of Brantjen. month or more. This would cover
& Kluge, Inc., Chicago, and was at numerous announcers, staff performone time on the staff of WEMP.
ers, technicians, and upper bracket
Jerry Hoekstra, director of public desk, workers who now are entitled
affairs Dept for ZCMOX, St Louis,
to get a 50% bonus for every extra
is again handling St. Louis originaUnless they have a union
tion for CBS net, '-'ister Sunrise hour.
requires overtime
Series' from 10,000 seat Municipal contract which
pay for work beyond a certain span.
Theatre in Forest Park.
Broadcasters have been' subject to
Bob Dunham, gabber, KMOX, St
Louis, who reached semi-finals in the statute since last October, inasWrlgley 'Gateway to Hollywood' much as radio is a phase of interstate
back at stint.
commerce according to the ComLloyd Anderson, gabber, KXOK,
munications Act and numerous court
St. Louis, has joined WHIO, Dayton,
the validity of
O., in same capacity. V.'as formerly decisions upholding
with WILL, the University of Illi- that law.
nois station.
Clarence G. Cosby, national sales
representative for KXOK, St Louis,
CoDBterpart to
back at stint after three-week trek
into the East
at Disc
Waivers by CBS in New York and
Perry Bill,
Merle S. Jones, gen. mgr. of KMOX,
St Louis, enabled Marvin Mueller,
Sales, Introed in Peniisy
gabber
local CBS outlet, to pick
up a $100 fee for announcing Al
Pearce's NBC broadcast while he
Philadelphia, April 4.
was appearing at Fanchon & Marco's
Duplicate of the bill recently inFox theatre.
troduced in the New York legislature
to prohibit sale of recordings or
transcriptions made from a radio
broadcast was dropped in the hopper
It
at Harrisburg last We<Jnesday.
Rep. Charles E.
Montgomery Ward's Musical Clock, was sponsored by
unwound daily by Forrest Willis on Voorhees at the behest of the NaPerforming
WOKO, Albanjr, clicked off its tional Association of
1,000th hour March 25.
Guests in- Artists. Musicians' Union is also becluded Al Kellert continuity writer, hind It Same two groups are back
Mary O'Neill, and Carl Playford's of the N. Y. measure.
Harmonica combo.
Wave of protest against the bill by
Secret marriage of Katherine radio men here sprang up following
OTNeil of
program destories of the act's intent
partment and Tommy Knode of the misleading
Washington Daily News uncovered in the daily papers. Newswriters in
last week.
Kew-tee ceremony took Harrisburg, with no understanding
bill,
sought a political reason
place last September, colleagues of the
were informed.
behind it Result was a story in the
Don Ameche trekked Into C6n- Philly Ledger which declared: 'It
necticut during recent eastern visit will be against the law to make a
and bought himself a house in prevaricator out of a candidate for
Easton, where many radio and other
political office' by using his own
show biz celebs are ensconced.
words recorded from a radio broadJ ay
esley, spo'its commentator
for WEEI, Boston, has been gather- cast' Story then went on to show
ing advance dope on the baseball how such a disc made an alleged liar
season In Florida at the training out of former (Governor Earle.
camps on the Boston Bees and Red
Sox.
PanI Parliean, editor of Le Sport,
Marcia Landiy, the fashion exto write French language newscast'
part,' interviewed various stylists
last Saturday (1) over
on the for Campbell's Soup, six times
weekly,
over station CKAC, Montsubject of spring. She was 'sensa-

NATIONAL

DEFENSE
MEANS BIGGER

salesman.

Dick Leonard, night news editor
Denver, is the first reporter
to be made honorary member of the
Colorado State Police Protective AsHonor given because of
sociation.

KVOD,

BALTIMORE

'

WTMJ

PAYROLLS
oncf ffiaf

mwmi

BIGGER RESULTS

FOR WFBR

;•

New York

Aimed

ADVERTISERS
THESE BUSINESS
ITEMS MEAN MARKETING
OPPORTUNITIES TO ALERT

M

EAST

MERCHANDISERS

Vsig U.

S.

Navy plane

contract

V$26,000,000 for bombers
for France

.

WRC-WMAL

VMartin Aircraft plant

'

doubles

its

size

V$9,654,000 contract for
shipbuilding plant

W

We Turned

and

Mousetraps Into Space Traps

CAUGHT A WHALE!

Remember the

old story of the mousetrap and the beaten

It, so we decided long ago at WSM, wouldn't work In
radio without a change or two. In radio you don't sit
and wait for the world, you build your mousetraps
(broadcasts if you please) and send them out to catch
the listeners. And whether or not you catch any listeners depends, in the final analysis, on two things, how well
you build and how far you send.

WSM
WSM

This explains why
has spent many years gathering
one of the largest and most versatile single station talent
staffs in America, why
broadcasts run the gamut
from blackface to basso profundo, from Sunday School
to swing.
To catch an audience we have deliberately
gone about the buiineas of makinff our traps aa varied

and

as interesting as

we

its

buying

facts
ability?

and figures about

.

TOM FIZDALE
Exploitation

Award

Tom Fkdale

Selected as Leading Publicity
Orgomizotion in Radio Exploitation.

BILLBOARD

la announcing the

Award

"RADIO'S EXPLOITATION

WSM

May we show you

real.

Wins

possibly could.

This policy, coupled with the dear channel power of
WSM's 50,000 watts, has succeeded in capturing a whale
of an audience. Its size can be demonstrated by the mail
we pull. Its loyalty can be conformed -by- any sort of
audience test you choose. Its buying power is best demonstrated by the number and class of advertisers who use'
the
space trap technique to capture new maikete
for f lieir products.

and

WOR

tlonaL'

path?

.

Flzdale

was

responsible for a topnotch stunt In the Grade
Allen 'Surrealist Painting Exhibit,' that not only drew space in
news columns of newspapers but also In .art columns, radio and
picture columns and a flock ot pictures—including roto sections.
Other stunts worked by this office: radio gossip scripts to
.
,
stations, press books to radio editors on shows handled,. press books
giving publicity material to stations, Benny Goodman Carnegie Hall
swing concert publicity manual for stations."
.

V41 new

industries

to Baltimore in

came

1938

V64 Baltimore, plants
panded in '38

ex-

VHomebuilding doubled
in first 2 months of '39
Baltimora hat largeit ptremniaga
of HOMEOWNERS ot any largm
V. 5. €tty.

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

. .

FIZDALE IS ONLY NATIONAL
RADIO PUBUOTY ORGANIZATION
.

increases output

said:

METHODS BECOME

INCBEASDfGLY IMPORTANT

".

VSethlehem Steel plant

Come and gef
via

If

WFBR

,

this audience

Tom

Flzdale takes this opportunity to thank
the Billboard Award Committee, his clients

omd

his staff of 41 in
NEW YORK

401 Mtdlion Avanui
ELdtraila 9.S5M

CHICABO

3M

.

N. Michigan Avtrnu
Central 7571

HOLLVWOOD
6532 8unt6t Boulfiwd

BRldlhtw

2.3101

nmoMiRmtsiNninis
Eowiuv PEmr a ca=

ON THE

NBC RED NETWORh

'
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WASHINGTON DOCKET

CLEARED OF

Broadcasting Co., Paitco, on Its application for a station
to be operated on 1510 ko with 100 watts.
Scanning assets
of the company, headed- by Donald B. Honry, Commish re-

MAJOR DECISIONS
WAshlnffton» April

'STIGMA'

North

mained skeptical

4.

publleher of the AHbevllle Dally NewR, tn clear hlmnelf of
'character' charge arising out of a 1334 conviction under an
North Carolina Mbel Inw, Hucceanfully terminated
CommUh reversed an caiUcr declKlon and granted hie
plea for a new station to be operated on 1370 kc with 100
watts.
(See separate ntory.)
Ohio;
Extension of operating time for WTOL. Toledo,
tentatively approved by the Commrsh.
TrnnamUter, now
using 100 watts days only, on 1200 kc, will not change power
or frequency but plana considerable program Improvements
If It Is alloweil to operate nlghtn.
Now devoting slightly
more than half lin time to wax broadcantn, live talent will
be omployed approximately 62% of the tline during the day
operation and 84% of the time after 6 p.m., If plea Is
granted.
"WTOIi, which loRt money during Ihe first three months of
operation but Is now making a Hniall profit, haa carried CBS
Now York Philharmonic program Sundays aH Its only chain
program given at the station's own expen.se.
Also has
broadcast six night programs by Commish p<>rmlsslon. Including a debate between two Senatorial candidates wblcta
WSPD. Toledo, refused to clear time for.

Washington, April 4.
Long and desperate fight of Harold H. Thoms, publisher of the Asheville Daily News, Asheville, N. C,
to establish his 'good character* with

the

day

Commish was won
(20)

last Wednesand a permit for construc-

tion of a lOO-watter granted. Applicant's arrest and conviction in 1936,

an archaic North Carolina
caused a turndown on the
request in January last year, but
U. S. Court of Appeals for the Disentered an order
Columbia
trict of
remanding the application to the
FCC for further hearing after Thoms
Commish denial
appeal.
filed an
was predicated on the single issue
of applicant's character assertedly
under the
conviction
blemished by
bewhislcered State statute which
under

libel law,

—

G. Robert
applicant.

any person to
makes it unlawful
publish in any newspaper; pamphlet,
or otherwise, any article derogatory
to any candidate for public office,
unless such p'ublication is signed by
the party giving publicity thereto
and being responsible therefor.'
'for

Commish, in

reviewed
the rehearing and
reversal,

its

facts obtained in
cited favorable .examiner's

which followed

it.

report

Although no ex-

ceptions were filed up to the examiner's report. Thorns requested oral
argument, held last December. Following facts were brought out:

night.

KTOK

CBS two years

ago.

financial

capital,

plus

disposed of the hopes

lack of neresaary
of Inland Empire

stated.

,

WAPO

MINOR DECISIONS
Alaska:
KCBU, Kstchlkan, preuent license
temporarily pendInK determination on requoHt for
no event later than May 1.
Mklilfcan:
V/XYZ, Detroit, granted exlenHlon of
to transmit sustaining programs from WXYZ to

A. Bnrnelte. for a 250-watter

kilocycle.^ wns 4lenled because apaimed too high, In his re(iuei«t for a regional frequency which ho proposed to u.se polely for daytime service.
Barnctte also appeared to be sufTerlng from a slight paucity

daytime atatlon on GIO

Inadequate talent,

was

WAPO

appeared for appllrnnt.
Oregon:
Soml-okay on the application of Mm. W. .T.
Virgin (KMRD), Medford, handed down by Cotuml.sh after
reversal of it:^ original denial.
Station will be permitted
to Jump daytime Juice from 250 watt.n to 1 kw but loses
out on a plea that nighttime Increase be held in abeyance
untU the North American Regional BroadcHKtlng Agreement
becomes effective.
Boutk Carolina: Two-way scramble for a .<ttatlon at Greenwood ended in defeat, with dlsml.sfial iind dcnUl of two
applications for the coveted permit.
Application of E. DeVore Andrews and Mrs. Annie 1^. Andrews (Greater Greenwood Broadca^itlng Station} for a tran<rmlitcr to be operated
on 1420 kc with 250 watts days, JOO watts nights, tossed out
with prejudice after applicants ent<>red a motion to dismiss
their application before an e.taminer recommended the ap-

Waahlngton:

It

Third application— of WAPO, Chattanooga, Tonn., was
tossed out because of involvement with other stations and
limitation of its own nighttime service.
'Operating as proposed station
would bo limited
to the approximate 4.3 millivolts per meter contour at nigbt,
whereas, regional stations are normally expected to servo
to their 1 mv/m contours at night,' Commish Bald.
"Operating an proposed, the daytime service area of Station
would be considerably extended, but at night tho lulcrfcrence free service area may be extended In some dlrect'onH
to serve more people In the aggregate, but In a southwesterly direction there would be a substantial curtailment In
the service area and persons residing In such portion of
tho area would be deprived of service.'
.Station had asked
boost from 100 watts nights, 250 watta dayn, to 600 watts
nights, 1 kw days, with frequency shift from 1420 to 1120 kc
Attorney.s were John M, Llttlepage, William A. Porter, and
T. P. Llttlepage, Jr., for Hearst Radio; John W. Guldor,
Karl A. Smith and Lester Cohen, for Baton Rouge Broadcaatlng Co.. Inc. (WJBO), and Ben, S. Fisher, Charle.i V.
Wayland and John Kendall for W. A. Patterson, WAPO.

Washirgton, April

4.

rxtonded

WAAB,

Sheppard's regional outlet
receivet" its renewal
license after investigation of charges
it was operated contrrry to law and
in disregard of public interest.
If the application
(filed in the
Broadcasting
name of Mayflowe
Corp.) is pressed, there will be an
automatic airing of the complaint
which Flynn filed a year ago, based
on political conduct of the Sheppard

which recently

management. Originally the Commish attorneys reported the squawk
had apparent merit, so WAAB's renewal plea was slated for hearing.
Following

-

6

kw.
Oblo:

WKRC,

daytime

CBS, Cincinnati, granted use of 6 kw for
using directional nntonna nystom.

WKRC's

kw

nights, 6
operates.)

1

kw

days, using

the

Law

granting the -six-month papers, since
its principal witness hac'. retracted.
order to obtain tlie Sheppard
plant's assignment, Flynn will have
to demonstrate it is not operating in
the public interest or that he can do
a better job for the Hub listeners.

renewal.

Canadian

operation,

(Now operating on
ke with
1 kw when WOSU, Columbia,

debate,

In

BOB GOODHUE'S

authority

stations under supervision and control of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., through wire-line facilities of tho Michigan
Bell Telephone Co., tor the period from April IG to Oct. 16.
New York; Carman R. Runyon. Jr.. YonUerfl. granted
license for new experimental broadcast station to be operated on 8(000-401000 kc and above, experimentally only with

all

lively

Department backed down, Flynn
yanked back his accusations, and the
FCC was left no reason for not

In

plicant

record and
ments, joined

FACILmES

for
fre-

a lesser degree.

a considerable

UBS. the Oklalioma Notwork and NRC'k blue network.
Ben S. Flnher, John "W. Kendall anil Charles V. TVayland

Hollywood, April i.
Art Rush has resigned as head of of cash, although Commish declared that despite the fact
Columbia Artists management and he 'made a rather limited showing of money' available* it
his post taken over by his aide, Mur- appeared that 'the likelihood of financial support for the
station proposed la sufhclently apparent to warrant a conray Brophy.
Btructlon permit.'
Rush, who was formerly with RCA
H. I/. Lrf)hncs and E. T>. Johnslon appeared for the Greater
Victor as manager of its phonograph' Greenwood Broadcasting Station, with Paul I). P. Spearman
an^ Alan B. David representing W. A. Bnrnelte.
transcription depart-

Three boosts and a

—

In

'While slight mutual Jnterferen'*e would occur between
and KCRC. Enid the latter being limited to Its approximate 1.2 millivolt per meter conimii- nnd
being
restricted to Its 1.1 ditto applicant sratlon'.s signal Intensity would be Improved and a aiibnianilal number of additional persons would be provldtHl with a 'u.^eable signal'
daytimes, Commish found.
Stailun hnn ample each resources and only $75 would bo rcrjuii'rd for equipment
changes.
Is the only station in the town Identified with

W.

construct

to

Public need has been demonetrated for continuance of the
present Interference free service area of WJBO by protection
of its service area from curtailment by WISN, Commlah
declared, but 'public need has not been shown for an additional or enlarged service area.'
Grant of the request for
a booat from 600 watts to 1 kw (excepting Mondays from
S to 9 p.m.) and tho granting of WISN's application would
result In mutual Interference and a consequent llmltaUon to
WJBO to Its approximate 1.6 millivolt per meter contour at

owned by iCommunlty Broadcniillng Co., wan represented by John M. Llttlepage and T. P. TJttlepage, Jr.
Oklahoma: In another proposed finding (Commish Indicated satisfaction with the pi-opowil nf KTOK, Oklahoma
City, to boost day power from 100 lo 2oO watts.

—

applicant

of

Fight between John Sheppard, 3i,
and Ijawrence Flynn, ex-employee
of the' Yanke«-Colonial outfit, is on
again. After withdrawing complaints
FCC predicated its denial principally on limitation of CKOC.
Frultlandr Ont., to Its approximate 5.4 millivolt per iheter which had proprietor of WAAB and
contour. In the event that applicant's request for a night WNAC, Boston, on the anxious seat
Juice-Jump from 260 watts to 1 kw were granted.
Grant
would result in substantial curtailment of present service for. more than six months, Flynn has
areas of existing stations, Commish found.
Limitation of bobbed up with an application for
WJBO, -Baton Rouge, La, one of tho three applicants— also the 1410 kc berth occupied by
would result, though

—

plication bo dismissed.
KCore likely suggestion of

Art Rush Resigns

WIsooiulii-Lotilslnna-TenneMec:

Station,

—

the ability

of

out,

Huston and Frank Stollenwerck appeared

quency change denied to three separate tranHmllters In Wisconsin, Louisiana Tennessee.
Scramble of Interference between themselves and other transmitters wn.i the main reason for Commish chJll.
Though each atatlon had a good
alibi for Its naplratlons, service, clashes were deemed too
Important to grant any of the pleas.
In the case of Hearst Radio, Inc., Milwaukee (WISN).

.

KTOK

was pointed

It

ancient

when

S5

LARRY FLYNN
FILES FOR WAAB

proposed $6,000 transmitter and pay IG70 monthly expenses..
Only 97,600 In the bank to build and operate the station,

Three-year battle of ICaroM H. Thoms.

Caittllna:

VARIETY

NEW

TIE

Bob Goodhue, formerly with the
radio dept. of the William Morria
Agency, has a deal with the radio
section of the Louis Schuri office.
was effective Monday (3).'
For the past half year Goodhue
was producing on his own and -in

Shift

conjunction with Joe KoehlerV Radio Events, Inc, N. Y.

sponsors— the most important group of Cincinnoti firms

local

using radio... a veritable blue book of prominent Cincinnati companies.
'

FIRM

Rubel Baking Co.
Carter Coal Co.
Allied Florists Assn.
Fifth-Third

Bank

Ubiko Milling Co.
Semet-Solvay Co.
Capitol Clothes

Shop

Hotel Alms

Miami

Butterine

Co.

Albers Super Markets

BUY WKRC
understanding

buy

.eaches and
nati

s

I

sells

045,600

grealer C:ncin-

V,^

Dog Food

& Coke

Hotel Service
Fairview Margarine
Ajj^erly

Coffee

Monarch Foods

Food Products
Rainbo Breads

Bros.

Bros. Dealers

Patterson

WKRC

consu-r.ors

Lifeguard

Coal

Men^s Clothiers

Rainbo Bread Cor

& Dealers

Wexler Millinery

Queen Optical Co.
Queen City Carpet Co.

^Y'V*

Personal Loans

Furniture

Gran Piano Co.

Because they have found WK'RC

Flowers

Musical Instruments

of the local rodio

situation. So they

Heidelberg Rye

Olgd Coal

Wurlitzer Compan/

Dodge

L T.

Camay Soap

tueger Furniture Co.

Tennenbaum
Cincinnati firms have a connplete

PRODUa

V

& Gamble

Procter

^

Weinberg Baking Co.

M

Banner Baking Co.

Kilgen

Organ Co.

Furniture

Dodge Autos
Chrysler

& Plymouth

Cars

Steinway Pianos
AAillinery

Glasses, etc.

Carpet Cleaning
Weinberg's Breads

Organs
Taystee Bread

WKRC COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR CINCINNATI
550 Kiloq^clef.

Owned and

opisraled by Iho Columbia

Broodcosllna System; Repr«tented by Radio Solet

Wednesday, April

1939

5,

36

The Boys Design a Hat

DETROIT BASEBALL SET

Muzak May Be Medium

for Schools' will

Be Heard Over

WWJ—Ty

WXTZ

and

Detroit, April 4.

Catholic Priest Would Key Programs to 240 PaLooks for a Sponsor
rochial Schools

Detroit Tiger baseball games will
go out over WWJ and WXYZ's Michigan network this season, under co-

—

wired entertainment ser-

Mu7.ak,

with offlvice, is currently meeting
Archdiocials of the Roman Catholic

was sprung Friday

BUI on Libel Actions

season.

or proprietor of a radio
broadcasting station, facility, or system, for the publication therefrom
broadcasting apparatus of
radio
by
a fair and true report, oral or written, of any judicial, legislative or
other public and official proceedings,
or for any title or headnote to such
a report which is a fair and true
This sectitle or headnote thereto.
tion does riot apply to a libel, or
slander contained in any other
matter added by any person con
cerned in the publication; or in the
report of apything said or done at
the time and place of the public and
official proceedings which was not
a part thereof.
Act would take effect immediately.
Passage is expected in both houses,

caster,

in at any time
during the school hours with announcements, etc. Three-hour demfor the priest
on
onstration was put
Saturday (1). System would reach
about 104,000 pupils.

85,000 CALLS

Cincy Station Surveys Towns Within
200-MlIe Badius
Cincinnati, April

4.

During the week ended March

WLW,

28,

conducted a coincidental tele-

phone survey in which 85,000 calls
were made in cities within a 200mile radius of Cincy. Points included Dayton, Springfield and Columbus. O.; Indianapolis

and Ft Wayne,

Ind, and Lexington, Ky. Ross-Federal handled the out-of-town calls,
and Alberta Burke & Associates did

I

survey

is

•

;

WLW

also is using questionnaire
blind ads in this month's issues of

ing April

Tie-up

&

Gamble),

start-

18.

returns

News

Blue.

BaU

Atlanta, Gets

Shepard

Bridge-

WICC

will re-

Haven

Waterbury

and

by

WBRY.

WAGA

WAGA

WABC

of alliance with

turn to Columbia, a jucier revenue
source than the Blue chain has
proved. CfiS Is now represented in

for Mills, Goodrich New

Games

WNEW

Odd

angle on WICC's

baseball arrangement
missed first part of

New York

that station
1938 season's
Boston schedule because of objections of Gotham clubs, which claimed
is

Bridgeport broadcaster was in restricted 50-miIe radius of New York.
WICC will now. have to forego
Frankle Frisch's Boston play-byplays on Colonial network; although
it is' already carrying Frlsch's dinner-hour chatter. WATR, Waterbury
indie, is nearest Connecticut outlet
for I^lsch game descriptions.

»*»»

>»>»*«»»*»***

McDonald's

port-New Haven exhaler to working
association with key of CBS, which
WICC two years ago left for NBC-

Grimes Phones Montreal
Montreal, April 4.
New baseball program being sponsored by Chomplain Oil Co. over
.

CKAC

brings all
stations CFCF and
local sports writers on the air for
the first time as guest speakers.
Show produced by Bill Harwood,

Frank

Starr emceeing over
CFCF, introduces a different local
sports scribe twice weekly in both
languages.
Burleigh Grimes, manager of th«
Montreal baseball team, phones in
from the training grotmds in Florida
for each program to give listeners
the lowdown on the players.

with

4««»«

Webs No IJke FCC Monopoly Charts

of the Crosley stations, the
the biggest of Its kind thus

far.

Arch

renewed reports that

WAGA,

in Cleveland next
likely stations will

^>t»««>«

According to Jim Shouse, general

manager

Gas and Procter

discovering the imitation, the sec
went the technical ribbers one
better by wearing it instead of
her regular bonnet

when and

the local job.

lor

.

Atlanta, April 4.
grabbed the baseball plum
September, but
in this territory this year and is prebe able to carry
pared
to air local and road games
only a resume because of nocturnal
between Crackers, Atlanta's Southcommercial commitments.
ern BB Ass'n entries and adversaries at Ponce de Leon Park. Games
Schedule are being sponsored Jointly by GenClogged
eral Mills (Wheaties and Corn Kix)
Snarls Baseball Deal and B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co., acWNEW, N. Y., finds itself in the count being placed by Knox Reeves
unique position of not being; able to Adv. Agency.
stafT, wUl mike
clear time for the carrying of deJoe HUl, of
scriptions of the baseball schedule the games from press h07t in grand
of the Newark entry in the Inter- stand. This will mark first year that
national League which it aired last both home and road games have
Contract from the Atlantic been aired under commercial sponyear.
Refining Co., who 'sponsored the sorship, league having removed restrictions against home games. Sun'
games last year, is again waiting.
Station has a participatingly spon- day home games will not be aired.
Prcscott Robinson, announcer at sored two-hour 'Music Hall' show in
station CFCF, Montreal, relieved of the afternoon from 3-5 p.m., with
BBC will continue Louis Levy's
all other studio assignments in order most of the sponsors signed for time 'Music From the Movies' programs
to handle four newscasts daily.
covering greater part of the summer. for another three months.

priest could break

WLW'S

reports, as formerly.
decish yet on what'U be done
if Tigers play a night game

from telegraphic

No

4.

be linked with WABC,

play-by-plays of Giants and Yankees
home games' (General Mills, Mobile

topped with a wire box, from
which dangle strips of Scotch
After
tape In ribbon fashion.

'

Hookup would include an originating point at Father Kelly's ofBceis In
midtown N. Y., as well as from Muzak studios for music, via which the

Bridgeport, April

WICC will
New York,

Butler, control room supervisor,
and several Crosley engineers.
Was made from a wax record,

cese of

spiels heavily censored.

TO BRIDGEPORT

on Eve-

WLW

.

WXYZ will noTTnrrry both home
Albany. N. Y., April 4.
and away games as it did last year
Important clarifying amendments
but, with Harry Heilmann at the
have been made to the Coudert-Mofmike, will ship it out over the seven
practice
civil
Muzak service network by which fat bill amending the
other stations of its state web. Ty
and act with a new Section in relation to T^son. who's handled baseball conlessons
programs,
musical
broadcasting.
radio
of
speeches could be transmitted direct- privileges
tests lor WWJ for many years, will
Measure, which retains its place on
ly into classrooms. Service would be
be at mike again locally.
Assembly,
in
the
reading
sponsored and is the Idea of Father third order
Broadcasts will cover all games
'An action, civil or
Kelly, who Is row in the throes of now reads:
played by Tigers for the first time,
maintained
be
can
not
digging up a backer or backers. Lat- criminal,
due to New York Yankees' radio
reporter, announcer, comter would probably be a milk com- against a
okay this season. Out-of-town coneditor,
broadspeaker,
pany or along those lines, with ad mentator,
tests will be reconstructed at this end
New York, headed bv Rev.
William R. Kelly, superintendent of
240 parochial elementary and high
schools In the area, to arrange for a

(31)

lyn Traut, secretary to Ronald J.
technical superRockwell,
visor. Gets its name from being
a ringer for a lid purchased the
day before by Miss Traut
Creation concocted by Charles

sponsorship of White Star gasoline
and General Mills. Latter co-bankrolled with White SUr two years ago
but was replaced by Kellogg's last

Clarify Coudert-Moffatt

N.Y. BASEBALL

Cincinnati, April 4.
Trick itst thing here In femms
headgear, at least In radio circles, is the facsimile hat which

Tyson Repeating

1

counsel handicapped the industry de- dividuals had a 'substantial' stake,
without going deeply in his explans'
fenders.
The chief exhibits dealt with the tions into the actual control. Sought
financial experience of various sta- to show, for example, that CBS and
have a finger in a lot of tranS'
tions, few of them identified and
hardly any recognizable from the de- mitters ostensibly owned by persons
scriptions given the Commish. Break- not related to the chain companies.
downs listed total hours, total rev- Pointed to numerous cases where officers
or directors of the web corpO'
enues and amount of time used by
and income received from webs. Sut- rations were listed as owners of stock
gram and advertising distribution. ton hesitated to interpret his statis- in the presumably Independent afflll
Wind-up may occur this week, cli- tics, leaving all deductions, infer- ates. On the whole, his presentation
maxing nearly five months of testi- ences and conclusions up to the Com- was a who's-who in the broadcasting
mony that now has run into more mish.
business, with the groupings admitthan 60 volumes of transcript
tedly arbitrary.
Dispute CBS Options
Drawing few conclusions, DeSeveral of his computations were
Quincy V. Sutton, a Cornish accountant, occupied the witness chair near- attacked by Paul A. Porter, reprely all of last week's sessions, identi- senting CBS; Philip H. Hennessey;
fying documents in profusion. Bulk for NBC; and Louis G. Caldwell, for
Qfft
I
of questioning by attorneys repre- MBS. Point that roiled the ColumI
senting the principal chains was dl- bia barrister was Sutton's observaIrected at ascertaining the method of tion that, with three exceptions, surcomputation In anticipation of a more vey shows CBS has an option on
ta100% of the time of basic stations.
thorough grilling as to what the
AND HIS. AIX-AHEBICAN BAND
Shortage of copies for Porter drew out the admission that
'bles show.
• Broke all Box Of/Ice Records at Candy
this condition existed in 1937, but has
Show, Mechanics Hall, Boston, March 30th
been rectified in numerous Instances
aj»d 31st, plairfnjr to 47,000 persons—Estiby different contracts and empha'
mated 15,000 turned away Friday Night
sized that only in rare instances did
Tone In
Boolied EXOIiUSlVKLT Br.
the web consume more than a small

Washington, April 4.
Nearing the end of the chase, the
the Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky
Farmer, offlcial Federal Farm Bu- FCC chain-monopoly probers last
charts
reau publication, to check the listen- week received a mountain of
which
ing habits of persons In the rural and statistical tables from
they are expected to conclude whethdistricts.
er It is desirable to permit interlocking ownership of radio stations
TO COVEB
and the network nnethods of pro.

GREAT BRITAIN
VOU HOST VBK

RADIO

NORMANDY
Foil Paftlcolan of Air

WBAL

means SuiinM
uv'Bcdtutuyie

Boston Police Reserves Called
Thousands Turned Away

—

Time and

Talent tram

Inteniational Broadcasting
Company, ltd.
37,

NBC

Portland Place, London, W.I.

PAULWHITEMAN

DOJV'T MiSS
PAI-MOUVE'S

»•

CHE8TEBFIKLD

proportion of the time available for
network commercials. All of the
network reps challenged the fairness
of some comparisons between stations of the same general type located in different markets, protesting
that the Commish statisticians overlooked factors with a vital bearing
on the p1,acement of business.
Network stations may be more
likely to attract business from local
advertisers, Sutton conceded while
being quizzed on his contrasts between indie plants and affiliates. Be'
cause they are more likely to have a
following through the chain features.
In getting around to multiple ownership, the Commish received niore
than 100 exhibits purportedly showing 'community of interest.' Generally Sutton lumped as members of
this or that 'group' all plants in
which a single person or several in'

^

BESS JOHNSON
By Adelaide IMorston
Dedicated to the women of America.
The story of a woman vwho must
choose between love and tha career
of raising other women's children.

WABC-CBS— 10:30-10:45

A^M.

E.S.T.

78 Stations Coast-to-Coast

WOR—4:30-4:45

PJH ES-t.
Monday Through Friday
Direction BENTON & BOWLES, Inc.
Management ED WOLF, RKO BUILPING, New

Paul

Whiteman's

PROOKAU

CBS,
Wed.

Cooiit-to-Coast
»:30 VM., ESI

FOUR MODERNAIRES

celebrate

their

IT

EAST

tSih

Inc.

NEW TOBK

8TBEET

Tdepbone—MVmy HUl

S-18S8

LEW PARKER
LOEW'S STATE,

Week March

NEW YORK
30th

.AIM Appeacinc ea

ENNA

lETTICK

SHOW

"STEPPING ALONG"

.

York

MANAGEMENT,

ARTISTS

WABC,

Saturday, 9:30-10:00 P.M.
DIreetloB

COLUMBIA ARTISTS BUREAU

CHAS. V. YATES

FIRST AIS1NIVERSARY for CHESTERFIELD

tonight

FOUR MODERNAIRES
CHUCK GOLDSTEIN
RALPH BREWSTER

WM. CONWAY (Arranger)
HAROLD DICKINSON

With Appreciation to "Pops" (the World's Greatest Orchestra Director), Liggett & Myers,
Our Producer, Phil Cohan, Decca Records and Our Friends for Their Many Kindnesses

Dir^ARTISTS MGT. BUREAU,

17 East 45th,

Naw York

City

Press

Rap^RVINQ 8TROU8E, RKO

BIdg.

-

•VABIETW LONDON OFHOB
• St

Msrtlii'a riatt, Trafalsmr

INTERMATIONAL RADIO

SqoaM

New British Programs
Spring Schedule Includes Various
Items on BBC

New

Revived

.'Mansion

Melody,

of

Nearness of Approach to Royalty

broadcast

from Radio Normandy, Is a new
method of program presentation for
British audiences.

It

was adopted

by IBC to boost Mansion Polish.

material
Is News' and other screen
have proved the suitability of such
shows for radio adaptation.
Chief items on the bowing out list
ere 'Band Wagon,' which closed this
month; 'In Town Tonight,' which dies
with its 200th performance May 27,
followed by 'Monday Night at 7'
two days later, though both the latTo
ter may be revived, In the fall.
be continued are 'Lucky Dip' magazine shows; 'For You, Madam,' composite weekly program with femme
appeal;

monthly

program, playing solely swing music
for

BBC.

Swingers have also been signa-

GKLW

Wright's Coal Tar Soap has booked
a series of twice weekly radio NorDetroit, April 4.
mandy afternoon quarter hours with
Recent additions .at
Include IBC through their agents. Service
Jack Spencer hillbillies, of Chicago, Advertising Co.
to replace Hal' O'Halloran's hillbillies, who've trekked to WLW,
Bernard Shaw's 'Arms and the
Cincy. Frank Crombie, 'Tall Texan'

at

CKLW

.

Man'

is

too

much

of a mouthful for

First sponsor has

LINE

OKAY

STILL

IS

UNCLEAR

Color of armband will indicate how
close wearer can get to royal party.
All broadcosts will be directed by
CBC, even kical stuff. Station staffs
in every city must co-operate is fact
emphasized by CBC advance agents

Montreal, April 4.
British-American Oil Co. is reported angling for a regional French
network for- a new program here.
Question is whether the private
French-language stations will be
able to get permission from the CBC
Alternative
to use telephone lines.
would be for British-American to
take the CBiC regional network.
Understood that negotiations ate
held up pending clarification of line
problem, as B-A would prefer to use

charge of programming who are.
touring country. These include
O. Wililund, Bob Bowman and
Dick ClarlngbuU.
Radio broadcast crews cannot move
from any overhead spots until pa-

in

now
T.

WBEN, BufiTalo, is do- BBC tackle
to
in the lump, so they're
ing a morning stint
Buelah Clark, of YMCA, who's having three bites at it, April 14, 18,
21.
John Richmond producers and
conducting reducing classes as rehave anni- placement for Wallace shows (Gen- Peggy Ashcroft and Barry Jones will
'Afternoon
be in the cast.
selected private stations.
Mills).

'Birthday

warbler from

Party,'

introducing celebs who
record;
to
versaries
Revue' nursery show for budding talent; Louis liCvy's fortnightly 'Music
From the Movies'; fortnightly remote broadcasts of gypsy music from
the Hungaria.
Among new series top place goes

'Roundabout' shows, occupying
Wed. nite spot formerly held by
•Band Wagon.' All BBC regions will
cooperate on this program, which
will feature Syd Walker, 'radio's
wandering junk man,' and its air
spot is l>eing kept warm by 'Fol de
Kols' concert party, now doing six
to

rade passes, or trouble with police
result Ball mikes, if used, must
In hand with armband on, or
may find self shot by over

may

be held
holder

eral

vigilant police.
C:BC will provide all

NBC^s Engineer Tried To Smooth
Cuban Jam But Deal Was Protested

-

tion to the Interamerican Radio Con- to get CMK, which is on 720 k. c. to
Havana, April 4.
Efforts of NBC and two of its af- vention of December, 1937, and Sen- switch wavelengjCbs with CMQ but
filiates, WMC, Memphis, and WTAR, ator Wifredo Albanes, who was the this proposition fell through when
dates on tiie same evening. 'Gentle- Norfolk, to induce
The man- the former outlet wanted $5,000 for
CMQ
to* move to convention's president.
men,- You May Smoke* will be given another
wavelength or make its di- euver, it is reported, was opposed by the favor.
fortnightly with strong masculine ap- rectional
antenna, effectual have Major Asensio, chief of the Cuban
(Continued on page 55)
struck a snag temporarily. The sit- army's signal corp, even before the
Horn declared at his Radio City
Horn office last week that the excitement
\iBtion looked aa though it were on broadcasters got wind of it
the way to a mutually satisfactory later assured the local broadcasters which his visit to Cuba had encountsolutioh when the Cuban Broadcast- that he knew nothing of the alleged ered was puzzling to him since it had
ers Association suddenly called a plot and at a subsequent meeting of had no foundation in fact He said
protest meeting. The rumor that agi- the association a statement from him that he still felt that the situation
would be solved by cooperative metated the local operators was that on this score' was. read to it
It is understood that Horn tried thods.
NBC, in combination with certain
Cuban government officials, had
framed a decree to remove all Cuban
.

commentators

for broadcasts, local announcers in
each city to act as alternates or assistants.
Estimated 2,000 radio men
in Canada will be Issued special armbands for tour.

WAAW RETAGGED KOWH
Vernon Smith From Lawrence, Kansas, b Manager

Omaha, April

WAAW, operating
KOWH, went

Station

new caU

letters

change operated

it

for past IT years.

Vernon H. Smith, formerly at WREN,
Lawrence, Kan., has been named
manager. Operates day time only.
WOW, top station here, gave a 30mlnute salute to KOWH Saturday
night as

a

gesture.

from tho trequenciea between 550 k. c. and 1,000 k. c.
Charles W. Horn, NBC engineering executive, came to -Havana several
s ago In company with
and
representatives, to
.

weA

work

out

WTAB

something

with

CMQ,

which like them is on 780 k. c. Both
American stations had some time ago
been boosted to 5,000 watts nights to
overcome CMQ's interference, but
the trouble remained imsolved.

named

Also

in the

JOAN
EDWARDS

alleged plot

up the Cuban broadcasters were Augusto Mencla (who
has since resigned) and Nick Mendoza, members of the Cuban delegawhich

stirred

Celebrating my first
anniversary today with
Paul Wbiteman and the
Program.
^esterfield

AL DONAHUE
and HIS
JVotc

Wednesdays from
Coast - to - Coast

ORCHESTRA

over

C«B>S«

Playing
I

Palace Theatre, YoimgstowD, 0.

am

(deeply grateful to my radio friends and Chesterfield
for their loyalty and support.
everlasting grati-

My

smokers

tude to Paul Whitemqn, Phil Cohan; Douglas Coulter,

& Myers Tobacco
engagement so' enjoyable

Donald -Longon and the Liggett

Vocation Records

Co,

for

making

this

ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE
GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

Direction:

Pcrmonal Management:

HENRY

H.

DACAND

4.

under
on the

air Saturday (1) under the ownership of Omaha World-Herald. Eit-

stations

WMC

4.

Because a battery of mikes causes
him 'to stammer, only two microbeen lined up tor
the new Muzar Sponsored Program phones—both gold plated—will be
service which' feeds music, news, allowed in front of King George VI
time signals, etc., to some 135 New on any of the five occasions he will
York bars and grills. Buyer is Re- broadcast during
royal tour of Cannault Wines 'Co., which came in for
In May-June, Winnipeg on Em16 time signals a ddy for 13 weeks ada
with options to 52 'weeks, starting pjire Day, May 24, will be only place
Monday (10).
His Majesty will speak during prairie
Harold Stretch, former time sales- tour.
man for WNEW and WHN, N. Y.,
Two mikes wUl feed CBC network,
was taken on last month as a special secondary
or standby network, pubsales
rep by Muzak. It was he who
placed a new contract with IBC for
lic address system and also newsreel
Quaker Oats and Quaker Flakes for corraled Renault
cameras. A score of latter expected.
another year on Radio Normandy,
Elaborate precautions being taken
making third year in succession.
to insure King's safety, especially
along parade routes in various cities
where stops are to be made. All raBig Bill Campbell is to do UK radio men working on broadcasts will
dio, first western serial, starting AprU
have to wear armbands, carry creBeing caUed 'Cabin in the Hills,'
18.
dential cards and special buttonsand will have cowboy ari^ and what
same goes for press and photogs.
have you, with Big Bill addlqg an

tured for series of Kraft Cheese programs by J. Walter l^ompson Co.
on Radio Luxembourg, which has
been done on the air by Billy Cotton
in the last three years.
First program to be ethered April
There .is also likelihood of a
5.
series of an interchange of broad- installment of his. own life story of
casts with Artie Shaw.
the west to the broadcast

New

Saskatoon, Sask., April

Mnzak Gets Renault

London, March 24.
BRITISH SWING IT
Band shows are again the big .bet Jamming
Henry Hall, former BBC maestro,,
Bnneh on' BBC—Also Does
set-up tor spring
taking over dance music arrange-,
ct BBC's prograiri
Luxeraboorc Series tor Kraft
ments at the Mayfair hotel from
April-June tiiere will
period, and in
AprU 17,
seregular
dozen
haU
a
London,
March- 24.
te around
British Broadcasting Corp. going
Several shows
type.
ries of the
jitterbug in earnest
New combo, Three men and a gtri are to spend
move oft the air, about IQ new ones 'Heralds of Swing,' comprising three weeks in the wilds of Afghancertain disarc in preparation and
mostly, key men from Ambrose, Jack istan, where they will film a number
have been Hylton
tinctive individual dates
and Lew Stone bands, of scenes for a travelog.' A car will
penciled in by Variety Department's agented by Leslie Maedonnell, Rock- be fitted out as a mobile film unit
director John Watt
well-O'Keefe's English representaAmong latter will be Watt's own tive, have been signed as a weekly
Lord A Thomas* radio department

Disiiey
of
ipecialty— reproduction
cartoons for radio. He did a series
lisof these several .years back and
tener pressure has persuaded him to
revive the technique.
Films will provide the inspiration
for -at least one other individual date
when an ether version of Columbia's
•One Night of Love' goes on the
Recent broadcasts of
wavebands.
•Mr. Deeds,' IHbhte Carlo,' 'This Man

87

Armbands of Different Hues Regulate

LondoD CaDhig

akid

Cable AddnMl TABIBTT LONDON
Telephone Tenple Bar mi-S04Z

Radio City,

Naw York

City

MUSIC—PAMCE BAWDS

VARIETY

38

Levy,

Rosesbamn

Call It

Unwise

Network Plugs, 8 AJW. to

Band Bookings

Drastic Melchionre BiD in Committee;

Glen Cray orchestra, Sunnybrook

Wednesday, April

5,

I939

AJVL

1

FoIIoutnor U a totalization of th« combined plugs of current turiea on
NBC WEAF and WJZ), and CBS iWABC) computed /or the week from.

ToUU represents accumulated
two major networks from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Symbol • de-

Monday through Sunday {March

27-4pril 2).

Bfllroom, Pottstown, Pa., April 8; performances on the
Ballroom, Bridgeport, Conn., notes yilm song, t iegit, all others are pop.
April 9; Bellevue StraUord Hotel,
TITLE.
Phila., 10; Masonic Temple, RochesRltz

Philadelphia, April
Drastic measure to outlaw

George VI

4.

in

Song

ASCAP

has been introduced in the Pennsylvania state legislature. Secrecy,
surrounding if ha? radio stations,
nitery ops, theatres and other interested parties almost all unaware of
its introduction, although it was revealed this week that If was actually placed in the hopper two months
ago, Feb. 6, and referred, to the judiciary general committee the following day.
Bill was introed by Rep. Charles
Mcichiorre, of South Philadelphia.
Entiiely unfamiliar with ASCAP, he
told VAniETT, the operation of the

H; State Armory, Elmira, N. Y.,
Armory, Oneida, N. Y., 13; Armory, Amsterdam, N. Y., 14; Arena,
New Haven, 16; Boston, 18; Bucknell
ter,

Mills Music, Inc., tied itself in
on the forthcoming visit of the
British King and Queen with the
publication of a new song. It's
titled 'A Toast to the King and
Queen.'
Title page contains a photo of
Their Majesties by permission of
the British Travel Association.

12;

U.,

Lewisburg.

Pa., 21;

Arcadia Ball-

room, Brooklyn, 22; Hill School,
Pottstown, 28; Broadwood Hotel,
PhUa., AprU 29.
Pinky Tomlin orchestra, U. S.
Grand Hotel, San Diego, AprU 12;
indefinite.

was
society
rights
brought to his attention by a small
tap room owner in his district Op-

Detroit,

Joe Ricardel
Restaurant N.

perfoirming

HAS

24

tomorrow

BANDS

(6); indefinite.

orchestra,

Garbo

AprU

indef-

Y..

1,

Berlin

Famous
•

• • •

....Santly

You

MiUer

Echo
;

.

.

inite.

.

bend dept,

claihis to have Zurke's
contemplated outfit already signed to
a recording contract; with whom was

not disclosed.

John Philip Sousa 3d's outfit is the
alty.
Melichiorre explained to Vabiett only one of the 24 which the agency
1 feel that authors and composers had a hand in building.
on
royalties
to
have a perfect right
their work, but
the
in

unfair

entirely

disproportionate

amount it assesses, especially on
owners of small taprooms who live
•t best only from hand to mouth.
*My idea is to give the author bis

...
...
....
....
...

. .

.

;

.'

IS

Berlin

JHterbng Promoters Get

royalty when the music is bought.
Brigade;
Pickets
If sheet music now seUs for 3Sc,
bill I Introduced, the price
Omaha, AprU 4.
could be increased to 40c or 50c or
7Sc. The additional money would go
Omaha's Jitterbug Jamboree got
to the author, with the publisher get- jammed with picket troubles
on closting his fee out of the original selling night after week's run here Sating price. Then, once the composition has been purchased, it may be urday (1) when contestants, most
used freely anywhere. There is no of them local high school femmes
double payment as at present when and boys, picketed city auditoriums.
a royalty is paid once when the mu- State's anti-pickethig law hauled
sic is bought and once again when it them to poUce station, where troubles

Nab

under the

Go

If I
It's

Shapiro

of an orchestra

and who, as

Witmark ....
Me. ChanoeU
Green Bros.
Ager
.

. . .

Leeds

Strange... 'Idiot's Delight
for That. ..'St Louis Blues...

Feist

Had

Paul Pioneer.

Paramount

My Way

All So I«ew to Me. . .'Ice Follies

Night Must FaU
Patty Cake
PhUadelphia, April 4.
FoUowing considerable confusion
here as to who is the 'employer' of

members

Heclded by Vibrating

I

,.

ABC
It to

Romance Runs in the Family
Tain't \Hhat You Do

How

ANSWERS

Bregman
Harms
Shaoiro .....

NAME

BAND?-PENNSY

19
19
19
16
16
16
16
15
15
15

.

. . .

. .

. .

is

22
22
20
,

.

WHAT

ASCAP

22'

'

.

.

in which authors could
their works at 25c each
specify on the sheet
music or record the selling price.
In this would be Included the roy-

;

Bregman
Harms
Harms

I Want My Share of Love.
Begin the Beguine.
^
ABC
I Promise You
Berlin
It's Never Too Late
Sing Song of Sunbeams. *E^t Side of Heaven. Santly
Witmark
Good for Nothin* But Love.
Red Staf
I Long to Belong to You
Paramount
Sweet Little Headache. 'Paris Honeymoon.
Paramount
Funny Old Hills. 'Paris Honeymoon
.Bregman ..
Honolulu... 'Honolulu
It's AU Yours... tStars in Your Eyes
ChappeU ..
Famous
Step Up and Shake My Hand
tCotton Club Revue .... MUls
Don't Worry 'Bout Me
I_Have Eyes. .'Paris Honeymoon
Paramount

.

register

Exclusive
Chappell

ChappeU

.

Could Be....

—

monwealth

Crawford
Feist

>

.

—

They would then

'.

Shapiro

.'

Cried for

39
37
39
34
32
32
32
30
29
29
«27
27
2S
23

Robblns

;

44

, , .

Feist

Gotta Get Some Shuteye
Penny Serenade
I Get Along Without You Very Well
Masquerade Is Over.
We've Come a Ijong Way Together
Hold Tight
Our Love....
This Is It. . tStars In Your Eyes.
I

GBANO
TOTAU
'47

Remick

Gray Gordon, Binghamton Policemen's Ball, AprU 14; Lakeside Park,
.
BarnesviUe, Pa., 15; Rocky Glen
Park, Scranton, 16; Roosevelt Hotel
With a complement of 24 bands, N. Y., 18; Auditorium, Holyoke, 27;
to Melchiorre, who promised to. do
something about it for him inasmuch, which it gathered since Inaugurating Glen Island Casino, N. Y., 28; Mont.
man its band department only
the
said,
as
Melchiorre
.
one of clair, N. J., GoU Club, AprU 29.
didn't have $C0. And so was born
This Night. . .'Honolulu
The which was not picked up intact the
Pennsy's anti-ASCAP bUL
Umbrella lilan
Chopsticks
measure, prepared by the Legislative WiUiam Morris agency has signed
Cuckoo in the Clock
Reference Bureau, maintained by the Bob Zurke, pianist with Bob Crosby's
Have a Heart
legislature to draft bills, is similar outfit and
will build a band around
I'm Building a Sailboat of Dreams
It
to ASCAP acts in other states.
him. He will leave Crosby within
Tears from My InkweU
provides for the establishment of an the next month.
My Heart Belongs to Daddy. tLeaveoffice by the secretary of the ComPoor Pinocchio's Nose.
Ed fisbman, head o^ the Morris
erator of the boite, an Italian, was
incensed to receive a bill for $60
from ASCAP. He took the matter

PUBLISHER.
••Robblns

'.

Little Skipper.......
Moon Is a SUver Dollar

Little Sir

Ben Cutler, Book-Cadillac Hotel,

WM. MORRIS

Deep Purple
Heaven Can Wait

..

Feist

Marks
........Fox

,

...
....
...
...

-

1514
14
14
14
14
12
11
It

....
....
....
....
....
....
....

U

10
:io
10
10
10
....
10
....
...
....

MCA Sends Peace Mission to Mollify

a result must pay social security and

unemployment compensation taxes,
the Pennsy Unemployment Compensation Board has issued a° clarifying

IMonopoly'-Crying Philly Unionist

interpretation.

'

is played.'

The

bill

seems to have very

little

support here, particularly in view of
the lack of publicly It has received.
Melchiorre is determined, however,
that it wHl not die in a committee
pickling vat and is prepared to de
mand this week on the floor that
it be released.
He Is particularly
determined to get it out since he
feels H. A. Brown, local rep of
ASCAP,' has been unsympathetic in
adjusting levies on tappery owners,
such as the ones In his district
Nitery ops queried here were, on
a whole, in favor of Melchiorre's
bill.
InQuential leaders in the radio
industry, however, were definitely
against it Dr. Leon Levy, prez of
WCAU, declared: 'You can't get
something for nothing. Authors must
get their royalties and there is noth'
Ing, as far as we can determine by
a careful study of the law, to prC'
'

vent them from naming an agent

ASCAP

like
thcin.

to collect their fees for

Anyone who takes advantage
tlie Melchiorre bill, if it should
be passed, will probably not only

of

to pay -ASCAP anyway in the
long riin, but will also have to pay
lawyers' fees.'
Samuel Rosenbaum, prez of WFIL
and of the Independent Regional
Network Affiliates, was just as emphatic in bis disapproval of the bill.

have

Distinction made by the board is
that in 'name' bands the leader, operator or owner of the band pays the
tax.
In "non-name' bands, the employer of the musicians Is considered
to be the dance-haU proprietor, the
sponsors of a party, night club owner
or whoever It may be who hires the
band. The person he deals with to
get the musicians is considered only
which started Thursday got an aira 'contractor,' and it is held immateing.
rial whether or not he plays in the
Trouble started when one con- band.
testant lost a coat got bigger when
In determining what constitutes a
contestants claimed they were get- name
band, the interpretation says
ting gypped.
guarantee of .$14 the mere adoption of a name' by an
per week was interpreted by them to orch means nothing. "The chief
charmean tips and ptize money extra, but acteristic distinguishing a name orpromoters coimted extra as part of chestra from a non-name orchestra
is
guarantee, they claimed.
the permanency of the organization
Seven pairs of 'bugs* were escorted and the personnel performing in the
out by poUce, paid their way in and orchestra. In general, an orchestra
heckled the remaining contestants. will be considered a name orchestra
They were tossed out second time when. In addition to being designated
and then picketing started.
by a name, it has a fixed personnel
extending from engagement to engagement and holds itself out to the
pubUc as a permanent business organization.
Name orchestras may
also be distinguished from other orchestras where the leader of the orFreddie CasUe's option picked up chestra
contracts with the members
at Rltz hotel's Club Petite, Pitts- thereof
for their services at a fixed
bui'gh, for four additional weeks.
salary, either by term or by engagement, and where the leader is
Barpn. Elliott band booked for liable for tlie payment of such salary
opening of Kenny wood Park, Pitts- without reference to the discharge of
burgh, season AprU 22.
the purchaser's obligation.'

Politico Salute

PhUadelphia,

Chicago. April 4.
Orchestra leaden currently on
location bet* are dedicating at
least one number m night to Chl's
Mayor Kelly. It's at the request
of James C. FetrUlo, head of the
Chicago local of the American
Federation of Musicians.
In asking the leaders to comply, FetrlUo explained It wasn't
necessary but that 'it would be •
fine gesture.*

A

On

the Upbeat

•

SimUar study Is now being made
Don Bavcl Orchestra, Inc., has to cover acts. As in New York, there
been chartered to conduct business Is a difference of oninion as to
of organizing orchestras, bands in whether the booker or the 'purchasManhattan. Meyer Shapiro, Irving er' should pay the taxes.
Davidson, Frances Walasin, 51 Cham.

bers street N. Y. C, are directors.
wjU be unwise to fight ASCAP Capital stock is 200 shares, no par
with any measure such as this,' he value.
complaint
Mr.
stated. The actual
of
Melchiorre's constituents is not a
Bill Roberts into Persian Room of
matter of law, but of business. It Hotel Sir Francis Drake, San Franmerely requires ain adjustment of the cisco, AprU 13, foUowing Carlos
fee nearer to what the user of the Molina's b^nd which goes to Chicago.
music wants to pry, a matter of bar- Roberts has been playing in the Pergaining.'
sian Room during the cocktail hour.
Melchiorre's
bill
charges
that Band will increase to 10 pieces and
guise
of
copyrigh.s broadcast over Blue and Red Net*under the
there has grown up price fixing com- work when it takes over Molina spot
binations, monopolies and pools in
connection With making available
Eddy Duchin set at Waldorf-Asuse copyrighted
'It

.

SUE TICK TOCK RHYTHM'

MAESTRO ON PATENT
Albert H. Wolsfleld, known' as Allan Fielding and Al Fields, filed a
Federal court action in New York
yesterday (Tues.) against Gray Gordon, the RCA Mfg. Co.. Inc., and National Broadcasting Corp., claiming
infringement of his patent for 'A
Combined Clock Face and Metronome.'

MUSICIANS

AprU

4.

Squawk last week that Music Corporation of America and ConsoUdated Radio Artists hold a monopoly
on network time for remote band
broadcasts brought • peace mission
from
over the week end to see
Rex Riccardi, secretary of the Mu*
sicians' union here. 'Riccardi complained that it was Impossible to get
a. network line into the Walton Roof
here because Joe Frasetto's band,
currently there, isn't' under
or
CRA management He said they pay
a lump sum to the webs for' late evening time and unless they give the
okay the networks are of the opinion
a band isn't good enough to be aired.

MCA

MCA

Lou Mindling and Bbrt McHugh

RODT THUGS

canie to see Riccardi to assure him
that everything could be worked

The orch will probably go on
the Mutual web, Riccardi said, unless Jack Lynch, operator of the
Walton Roof, demands NBC or CBS,
In that case, Riccardi declared he
would continue his battle.
out

-

AprU

Cleveland,

4.

Using • podcet-knife to defend
Frasetto's crew made a one-time
himselt, Cletus Muenker, 21, orchesappearance on CBS a couple weeks
tra leader, helped rout two stick-up
ago and wasn't renewed. Lawrence
men armed with a gun and kiUed Lowman, v.p. In charge of operaone of them during a free-for-aU tions, said at the tbne he didn't think
the orch strong enough for the big
fight in his car.
'

time competish it faced o.n SaturRiccardi termed that just

Muenker, Robert Finley, his drumday night

mer, and pianist Remington Arnold
were sitting In front of Canteen Cafe
after a job when the gunmen jumped
them. Latter had just stuck up the
cafe and wanted to use musician's
car for a getaway. One shoved a
gat in Arnold's face when
he
refused to pony up his wallet but
drummer made a pass at him.
Only thing that saved him from
being
blasted
down was fact
thai the revolver's hammer came
down on his hand instead of on the
cartridge. WhUe two of the tunesmiths were beating up this yegg,
Muenker pulled out knife used to
trim his sax reeds and slashed the
other mugg across the face. Then
he stabbed the No. 1 trouble-maker
in the leg, cutting an artery so severely that he couldn't jump out
when the car stopped. His friendi
booted out of the car, pulled him.
out and then ran away.
By the time police got the No. 1
gunman to the hospitol. he had bled

a.

subterfuge.

Tooter
his
secretary
declared
whole interest' was to equalize employer competition, because the Benjamin Franklin hotej has an MCA
traveling band and gets a line, while
an employer who hires local musicians Is left in the cold.

Andy

Kirk's Double Date

Andy Kirk orchesti-a plays and
two onc-nighters in the
same evening, AprU 15, at Flint
Michigan. Band is set for General
Motors employe shindig, playing
from 0 to 12:30 for white hoppers
and 1:30 to 4 a.m. for colored.
Outfit leaves Saturday (8) for two
months of one-time stands through
the midwest and New England.
gets paid for
'

vocal and
for public
toria for eight weeks starting Jun^ 2.
Emersfon .GUI goes Into New
Instrumental musical compositions'...
Penn, Pittsburgh, April 8, for inGordon is claimed to have used the
and results in the use of copyright
At Kavelln orchestra comes into device Pt Edison hotel in New York to death.
privileites as instrumentalities of opHe was identified as Leon- definite engagement Placed by Joe
New York this week from Pitts- and RCA of having made records ard Kocian,
Hiiler for CRA.
pressiot and extortion.'
19.
KiUing was termed
Act r,\akes it illegal for any per- burgh to cut fvr Brunswick and with Gordon's "Tick Tock Rhythm justifiable by poUce prosecutor.
Orchestra.' NEC is accused of havforming rights society such as Muzak.
Cops found Kocian's pal, known as casualties. Finley had a blood. blister,
ing broadcast the music of- Gordon
ASCAP to operate in Pennsy under
Edward Skiba, the next day in a pool in. his right palm where the gun'
Enrico Aladrlenera opens at the using the same device.
penalty of fine of not more than
hall through a card found in dead hammer pinched It
Muenker sufTh's also applies. to out-of- Pierre hotel, N. Y., May 4 for an
$5,003.
An accounting and an Injunction man's pocket
Orchestra
boys fered a scalp cut while Arnold was
iudeOnite stay.
atate groups
are sought
emerged from fracas with only mUd uninjured.
.

-

'

'
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Jack Mills to Coast

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers
(Week, endinfl April

1,

VARIETY

Metro-Robbins Resume Demand

Jack Mills left Friday (28) for a
six-week swing that will take
him to the Coast and back. He will

1939)

89

five to

Deep Purple
Penny grenade
Little Sir Echo
Umbrella

Robbins

Bless America
Heaven Can Wait

,

Hold Tight
Masquerade Is Over
Well
I Get Along Without You Very
I Promise You
'
•
Could Be
Shuteye
^
Gotta Get Some
*You're a Sweet Little Headache
You
I Cried For
Cuckoo in the Clock
.

The

St

waiting for him to discuss in Hollywood. He's due in that town next

Wednesday-

— ABC

Famous

—

sion,

.SanUy

. .

: .

.

AVAILABILITY

Berlin

Paramount

~.

.

Miller
Berlin

REVAMP

t Indicates stage production song.
others are pops.

Albany, April

Judiciary Conunittee

4.

Company,

Phonograph

conduct a
Inc., has been chartered to
business in the recorc(ing of voices,
sounds, etc., in New York, with

Okays

ASCAP

Crimper

are

that

the

of three corporations embracing the ARC'S various operations
there will be one, the Colun*ia
instead

The latter
Phonograph Co., Inc.
label was taken over by Herbert J.Yates, former head of the American
Record Co. several years ago and
insignia of the combine's
The indications
catelog.
are that the Columbia label will be
returned to the popular field, replacing Brunswick as the company's
flie

classical

p<9Ular record.
Also Slat Brunswick will take over
Vocalion's coverage of the 35c. field.
fee.
•

PHULY AFM FORBIDS
HAMMOND, NOYACHORD
Philadelphia,

AprU

4.

Ruling forbidding its members to
play either a Hammond organ or a
novachord with an orchestra has
been issued by the Musicians' Union
bere. Edict follows complaints that
the Instruments liend such fullness
to a small crew that they make it
possible to dispense wifli half a
dozen musicians.
Members may play the instrur
in solos.

Rapped

in

Vermont

.

Committee of the Ver'

legislature

of

availability

ratings,

if

it

in

Montpelier

to

Measure was in text similar to
those that have been introduced in
(ome 20 other states and whi(!h are

ASCAP

representotives

of

ASCAP Monday

(10).

Three choices face the availability
argued sides before the conunittee
committee: (1) making a drastic rerendered its decision.
duction in the ratings of two particular

the changes ride to the next quarDominant sentiment on the
committee favors doing the job of
Pat and Mike Story;
reconstruction at once and thereby
eliminating the general dissatisfacDecisbn Is Reserved tion with the ratings that now exists
among not only publisher members
Federal Edward A. Conger, re- of ASCAP, but the committee itselt
With the wholesale revamping out
served decision on an application by of the way there would be no need'
of
the
suit
to
dismiss
.all defendants
of the committee to sit on availIra B. Amstein against them. The ability protests -for at least another
Committee was slated
six months.
case which ran well 'over four weeks
to meet Monday (3), but the chairclosed Wednesday (31). Decision not man, Edwin H. Morris, was suffering
expected for fortnight
from a sinus attack and one of its
The suit's last days saw a battle members, Max Dreyfus, remained
his Brewster, N. Y., home bebetween Amstein and Sigmund at
cause of ill health.
^eth, expert witness for the deRoyalty payoff for the first quarfendants Spaeth's testimony was to ter will not be as big as it was for
the effect that none of the songs were the final quarter of 1938, but it will
exceed the distribution made for the
plagiarized.
The
initial three months of 1938.
The judge in reserving decision, income from radio continued to be
told Arnstein a story about Pat, Mike
off during the past three months.
and socialism, the theme of which
ASCAP's writer classification comwas that many a good man is walk- mittee awarded top prize money tor
ing the streets, unable to get work,
the initial quarter of '39 to the
even if he deserves it This was in writers of lieep Purple,' Umbrella
regard to an impassioned plea that Man' and T. D. R; Jones.' Purse for
the judge force the American Society each of these tunes w«s $1,250.
of Composers, Authors and Publishers to admit him to membership.
Pinky Tomlln sold his waltz, Xove
Suit alleged the plagiarism of some Is All,' to Universal as • Deanna
asked
50 songs of the
ter.

A

plaintiff,

and

$2,000,000, besides charging a conspiracy on the part of the
These include ASCAP,
defendants.
The Music Publishers Protective
Assn., the Song Writers Protective
Assn., NBC, CBS, Warners Brothers

M

Wattenberg, Louis
H. Morris,
Bernstein and Paul Jonas. The action
24, 1937.

Watch Oot

John H. Hammond, recording exec
of Brunswick-'Vocalion; is due for a
trip of exploration in the southwest.

Opens Astor Roof He will stalk authentic native talent
Hammond will visit Texas and
Bemie on July 3 Oklahoma in particular.

In May;
Rudy

firms; (2) revising the list
to bottom and (3) letting

from top

Jni^e Tefls Arnstem

Hiflbilfies,

Vallee's orchestra opens the
Roof early in

New York Astor hotel's

May and Will stick there until July
^hen Ben Bernie's crew replaces.

3,

DECCA'S TRADE

When

—

ties

it

settles its legal difficul-

Durbin

ditty.

MASK

SUIT

Decca Records, Inc., is suing in
" "Bernfe Is'
considered an especially New York supreme couirt against
advantageous booking by the Astor Max Sussman, doing business as
because of his out-of-town draw. He Sussman Radio Service, and Max
'Was one of the top grossers in Chi- Sussman and Jack Bernstein as Deka
cago during that city's expo.
Radio Appliance Co,, charging infringement of trademark. The deJack Tcsf orden's orchestra follows fendants allegedly manufacture and
Bob Crosby's band into the Black- sell phonograplis under the names
hawk, Chicago, Wtoy 8. Crosby goes of Deka and Deca.
on tour and returns to the cafe late
An accounting and an Injunction
in the summer.
are asked.

—

now in bankruptcy Muron the Bronx River Parkway,'

it's

Tuduhoe, N.

circles as 'mail-

order legislation.'

Go After the Bounce

Trade When Road Clear

ray's,

'

oppose the anti-ASGAP bill which began Nov.
passed the House.

Vallee

to-

the

to

Metro-Robbins
vived

the

combine has

re-

tug-of^war

be-

royalty

tween music publishers and phonograph record manufacturers by serving nStice <upon .the latter 'that, effective this Monday (10) it will not
accept as fees anything less than the
fuU statutory rate of 2c. The firms
involved in this latest M-R policy
are L6o Feist, Inc., Robbins Music
Corp. and Miller Music, Inc.
Decision to stand strictly on its
statutory rights was made by MetroRobbins after it had been notified by
several of its writers that they expected to be paid off on the basis
of a 2c royalty and that they would
hold thes» firms responsible for any
deviations in fees. In acain abandoning the iy4C basis Metro believes
that the position talcen by the
writers is sound. If the recorders
decline to apply for licenses on the
2c basis they have the alternative of
merely .serving notice of use and
submitting an accounting at the end
of each 30-day period. In either iase
the fee will be 2c.
.

Will

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers meets today
(Wednesday). The general reshuf-

bill

l>ad already

descrit>ed in

meet

to discuss

Murray's, Snarled Legally,

City, April 4.

Picture, Inc., M. Witmark and Sons
The Broadway' Music Publishing Co.,
John G. Paine, general manager, E. B.' Marks Music Co., Mills Music
and Louis Frohlich, of general coun- Co., Harms Inc., The Sam Fox PubShilkret
Nathaniel
Co.,
lishing
sel for the American Society of Com'
Emery Deutch, Gene Buck, John G.
posem. Authors and. Publishers ap
peared last week before the Senate Paine, E. C. Mills, Harry Fox, Edwin

mont

slated

be

given a thorough going over when
the availability committee of the

damages of

^Mailorder Legislation'

Judiciary

is

morrow (Thursday;

graph records.

.

ments

of the Songwriters Protective

Association

Also the advisability of informing
publishers that the SPA membership
will look to the forme- to collect a
minimum of 2c royalty on phono-

entire

publishers' availabiUty setup will

fling

Oklahoma
The Anti-ASCAP

stete

attorneys.

Above incorporation represents the
formal change of name of CBS'
phonograph subsidiary. The American Record Co. tag is discarded and

made

divi-

question of resuming negotiations
with publishers on a new unifonh
writers contract

IS

goes thrjiugh, will be the first since
introduced the inception of the committee three
Because of this task
into the house two weeks ago has years ago.
there is a possibility that distribubeen recommended for passage by tion of the pubs' royalty checks for
the house judiciary committee fol- the past quarter will be postponed
Under orlowing hearing^ of arguments on from the usual date.
apiece. Capitol stock is $10;000, $10
dinary conditions these checks would
both sides before the committee.
par value.
be in the publishers' hands this
A smaU radio station owner and
Rosenberg, Goldmlark & Colin, are

Frank K. White and Adrian Murphy
(onployes of CBS), among the direcAttorney .Ralph F. CoUn, 165
tors.
Broadway, is third director. White
owns four shares; the others three

filing

New York

Name for American Record

Brunswick Label for SS-Centers

Columbia

Meeting
Disk Fee Issue

On

Executive council,

Indicaitions

Co.;

SPA Coundl

(12).-

Crawford

PROBABLE
Columbia

For 2c Per Disc From Recorders

Louis,

..Berlin
Reraick
t Exclusive

:

.

Indicates ]llmiisicat song.

Chicago,

Kansas City, New Orleans, Los
Angeles and San Francisco.
Mills has a picture company tieup

..Shapiro

;

God

*

visit his offices in

Bregman
..Harms

•

.

Man

Y., will install

a

name

band policy in opposition to Glen
Island Casino, on Pelham Bay, some
miles away. Idea Is to cut in oh the
younger trade which was drawn to
the Casino last season by I,arry
Clinton, Will Osborne and other
bands of like caliber.
Murray's has been dickering for
the Count Basle orchestra to tee-off
the policy, but won't do anything
.

History

The Metro-Robbins group has
never been part of the publishing
coterie seeldng to Induce i^nograph
record manufacturers to pay a special royalty for discs ucsd in coin-

operated machines.

By

independient

action M-R upped the fee to 2c a
few months ago and early last month

agreed to return to l%c when the
recorders pointed out th^t all other
pubs' were again accepting that
royalty fee.
The Metro-Robbins
definite 'till it gets clear of legal
group has always been of the opinred tape. Change of policy will inion that there should be naught hut
clude a change in name and a quick
a flat royalty for phonograph reciards
refurbishing.
'Whatever outfit goes
regardless of where they are played
in will buck Glenn Miller, who opens
or how they are used and that any
at the Casino, May 17.
Murray's
attempt to regulate the fees othernow has Will McCune.
wise couldn't help but wind up in a
clash on the question' of whether the
additional mechanical fee isn't transgress on the performing rights provisions of the copyright law.

TONY MARTIN BATONS
JIMMY JOY'S BAND
Pittsburgh, April

Insistence on the. 2c fee was
abandoned generally after the Decca
Record Co. threatened to bring a.

4.

conspiracy action against Warner
The band which Tony Martin's Bros, and others and to cite them
deluxer, on before the Federal Trade Commisbringing to Stanley,
Friday (7) is the Jimmy Joy outfit sion. In recent weeks
and th«
billed
Tony
although it's being
as
Max Dreyfus interests have been
Martin and His Orchestra, featuring talking about starting a test suit
Jimmy Joy.' Latter is Jcnown in against the various recorders on th«
start
having
gotten
his
circles,
dance
coin-machine angle.
around here decades ago when Johnny (Scat) Davis, now of Warners,
and Andy Andrews, oi Al Pearce
gang, w6re his feahired musicians,

WB

WB

mCBSMUSIC
BUY NOf-LEVY

hut this will mark his stage debut
Last time Martin played Stanley
less than year ago, he batoned Dave
Broudy's house crew on stoge. Stanley follows Martin with Fred Waring
crew, and no further stage -bookings
beyond that Harry Kalmine,
zone manager here, expected back
niUadelphia, April 4.
from Florida vacation in few days
Report current In New York for
and will go directly to New York the past few weeks that CBS might
to line up additional stage attrac
enter the music publishing biz was
tlons.
denied as imminent by Ike Levy,
second largest stockholder in the
web and chairman; of the board of
WCAU. Levy declared that with
Columbia's recent acquisition of
World Broadcasting and the American Record Company It has plenty
to keep its execs occupied.

Bitterness Flares at

WB

ASCAP Banquet

Lou Klein, Fred Fisher Among Those Airing Personal
Matters^Buck Has to Tell 'Em OfF

'We're going to digest what we
have for at least the next six
months,' he told Vabiety, 'before aU

tempting to bite
Presence on the dais of such dis- in years but they were still collectmonliers
as ing top money from the Society.
fellow
Buck Steps In
Geraldine Farrar and Henry Hadley
As Klein's tirade turned to naming
didn't discourage some of the attendees at the annual meeting-dinner names Buck took up the issue and reof the American Society of Com- minded Klein that he himself was enposers, Authors and Publishers in gaged at one time in a business adthie Ritz Carlton hotel last Thursday vising amateur songwriters about dis(30) from engaging in their yearly posing of theu: wares—which might
attack on the Society's royalty pay- have had something to do with the
At times the air was writer classification committee's atoff methods.
with reflections on certain titude toward him. Klein expressed
thicic
ASCAP directors and at one point resentment at the intrusion of this
Gene Buck laid aside his presi- angle but the crossfire between himdential gravel to counter-blast a self and Buck soon subsided.
Later Fred Fisher, writer and pubrailing songwriter.
The bitterest words came from lisher, stepped into the arena with a
Lou Klein, a songwriter member, bit of sarcastic comment Involving
who singled out Joe Young, a writer- Louis Bernstein, head of Shapiro,
member of the board, for special Bernstein Ik' Co. Fishec_<^hargM
Klein charged that because he and Bernstein have
verbal attention.
that regardless of his years of mem- a suit on over the renewal rights
bership he was still kept in the low- to 'Come, Josephine, In My Flying
est class because the writer members Machine,' the publishers classificaon the board who do the classifying tion committee, of which Bernstein
member, gives him only $25 a
of their own clan were- only inter- is
Bernstein
ested in retaining the lion's share of quarter on availability.
the writers' coin for themselves. He bad left the gathering some time besaid that many of those on the board fore Fisher arose to make his speech
hadn't been active or written a hit and Fisher got no comeback.
tinguished

—

'

off

anything

else.'

THE BOYS BUSSE LEFT
BOOKED BY WM. MORRIS
Entire band Which Henry' Buss*
replaced with a new setup upon going Into the Hotel New Yorker recently, has been signed to a managerial
contract by
the William
It will work under
name of Bob Baker, one of th«
of the ex-Busse outfit
Outfit has been tentatively set to
follow Russ Morgan Into the Chez

Morris Agency.
the

members

Paree, Chicago.

Mary
Mary

Lee, 14, on Air Date
I,ee,

14-year-oId

singing

protege of "Ted Weems,
guester with the Chase

makes a
& Sanborn
hour this Sunday (9). Weems picked
her up la Illinois while on a recent
theatre tour.

Leader took her out to the Coast
on the tour where she played part
In the WB film "Nancy Drew, Reporter.'
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Dulikes the Symbol

Name

52d St, Incubator of

hside Stnff-Orchestras

Bands,

Loob to Have New Click-Herman
.

WOODS

By BEBNIE

and the

leader

behind him

outfit

(New have everything that some of the
name bands now on top can boast and in
bands since re- some respects go many of 'em a few

Famous Door, S2d
York) swing

street
«pot, is getting a

an incubator of
opening last tall with the Count
Basie band Latter crew made a hit
in the two by four joint, then left
for a fairly successful road tour.
Little known, comparatively, before
that date, Basie has taken a place
alongside the leading colored bands.
Door officials are currently reputed
to be dickering, to bring nim back

'as

better. Leader himself Is apparently
all-America.
Looks good in front
of the band, sings well, lips a lot of
clarinet (and occasional alto sax),
and carries it all with an informal,

Musically the outfit

is

exception-

ally

clean,'

the band's book. One of its. best is
grobably. 'Penny Serenade' which
[erman should get on wax as soon
as possible. Tune Is fading but his
arrangement gives it new life.
Others are 'Big Morning,' 'Woodchoppers' Ball' and the theme, 'Blue
Evening.'
Herman follows Basle and Bamet
when it comes to power. It's got
that, but can also go to the other extreme. Latter shows up in the arranifement of Jimmy Van Heusen's
'Heaven Can Walt,' portions of
which are done in soft style featuring a flute team. Band is loud at
times when in hot form, but that's to
be expected here. Rhythm section
of impresses as the most solid section of

dissension culminated In a
sudden closing, a splitup of the leaders, and the temporary scattering of
the outfit. It later reorganized with
the same complement and is set for
a return date at the Benjamin
Franklin hotel, Philadelohia, opening Saturday (8). Miss Bailey is on
her own.
Charlie Bamet, following, like
Basle, also clicked.
Bamet had
been playing the coffee-and-cake circuit of one-nighters, etc^ but after
opening at the Door with a slii;htly
refurbished band skyrocketed to
popularity.
He completed a twoweek date at the Paramount, N. Y..
last night (Tuesday) where hot jive

followers audibly demanded
bio recorded tunes.

some

'

.

mechanized music'

.

ingratiating personality.

whether getting off on
current pops or standards. Arrangefor a run some time this summer. ments, done from within the band
Plans are being made to enlarge the (this is Isham Jones' old crew, with
accomodate another 50 several replacements, and is now
to
spot
patrons or so through a rearrange-, cooperative) give almost every number a lift
It's bounce stuff and
ment of the rear part of the room.
Red Norvo and Mildred Bailey fol- plenty moving. There are several
lowed Basie into the Door but in- particularly good arrangements in
ternal

PhUadelphla, AprU 4.
A. A. Tomei, former prez of
the Musicians' local and now a
member of the Philly Orch, presented a resolution at a meeting
of the Central LaI>or Union last
Thursday, But before he started
to speak, he pushed the mike
When delegates comaway.
plained that they couldn't hear
him, he explained:
against
been
always
'I've

tiie

Woody Herman's

band, which had
been bouncing around betweien the
New York and Brooklyn Roseland
dancerles, and latterly In Boston for
Charlie Shribman, opened at the
Door week before last Herman
wasn't in the spot a week before
word seeped around of another new
dick on 52d street

WOODT HEBMAN OBCHESTBA

band.

Good impression gathered at a live
hearing is duplicated when listening
to the crew 'on the air. Crew has
three NBC shots a week. They give
the

same

and

lift,

should

four saxes, with the fourth alternating on a tromtwne, oiie trombone,
one flugel horn, three trumpets and
That's exclusive Of
four rhythm.
Men
Herm'n'is clarinet and sax.
are: Saxie Mansfield, Joe Estren,
Pete Johns, Ray Hopfner, reeds; Joe
Bishop, flu<'el .hom; Neal Reid. trombone; Steady Nelson, Willie WiUard,
Mac McCorquodale. trumpets; Prank
Carlson, drums; Tommy. Linehan,
piano; Hy White, guitar, and Walt
Yoder, bass.
Mary Ann McCall handles the vocals.
Her swing style should go
along with the outfit as it
rl.'^ht
Does 'em all, fast hot or
climbs.
She's the gal
ballad equally well.
that momentarily replaced Edythe
Wright with Tommy Dorsey few
months back, but was forced to bow
demanagers
out when theatre
manded Miss Wright's name on Dorrecently completed theatre
sey's
tour. Frances Faye and a solo pianMiss Faye's
ist are in with Herman.
hot styled stuff is a nltery natural
and called for two encores when
caught She works hard.
at the
replaced
Herman will be
Door the end of this month by Teddy
Wilson's new band, which Is In for
Door olTlcials are said
six weeks.
to want Herman back for another 10
stanzas after Wilson's exK and before the contemplated return of
.

'

.

are nicely balanced,
convince band fans Basie.

there's a new fave on the horizon.
As a rule the Door has always been
a tough spot for radio engineers
handling remote pickups because of
its size, the jive bouncmg around In

HABBT JAMES OBCHESTBA

(IS)

With Bemlce Byers, Jack Palmer

New

York, went leader,
Jiminy Dorsey's orchestra at the Strand theatre,
less for last two shows Sunday (26) night in a situation. similar to Georg*
Hall's date at the Strand the week previous. Dorsey got word after com«
that his father
pleting a chore on the 'Show of the Week' program on
had suffered a stroke at the Bernardsville, N. J., home of Tommy Dorsey.
Will Osborne^ whose outfit exited the Strand Thursday (23) to make way
for Jimmy, returned and guest conducted the first show Monday morning,
Dorsey getting back in time for the second. Father is recovering.
George Hall recently was absent two days from the State because of the
death, of his wife.

WOR

Reference to Horace Heidt's Injuty. in a University of California football
Fitch bandwagon over NBC

game during maestro's recent appearance on
drew a burn from Si Steinhauser, radio ed

of Pittsburgh Press.

In his

column the following day, Steinhauser called Heidt to task for misleading
either the Fitch scripters or himself. Newspaperman Insisted Heidt had
told him during a recent Pittsburgh visit that he had never played football
in his life and that the whole story was a press agent fabrication. Radio ed
even named flock of Pittsburghers who were present at time of Interview
and overheard Heidt's statement

After leaving the Commodore Hotel, N. Y., about May 15 or so, the
Sammy Kaye orchestra will probably stick' around within the jurisdiction
in. order to complete the nine-month conof N. Y. Local 802 of the
secutive stretch enabling it to secure 802 cards. They would be available
to the band sometime in July. However several out of town dates have
been offered to the band which, if taken, would make It necessary to start
the stretch over again.

AFM

Bregman, Vocco Sc Conn credit an imusual demand for 'And the Angels
Sang' to siienny Goodman's Victor recording of that tune which one of
Goodman's boys, Ziggy Elman, composed, and Johnny Mercer lyrlcized.
First and only waxing by the band, long prior to BVC's starting -to plug
it has created audience demand so that other leaders are now seeking out
who publishes the tune.

Bands of brothers Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, originally reported as
opposing one another from the N. Y. Strand and Paramount, will still be in
comers day and date but with a little more distance between.
Jimmy closes at the Strand tomorrow (Thursday) opening Friday at
the Flatbush, Brooklyn, for the Brandts. Tommy Dorsey goes into the
Par, N. Y., today (Wednesday).
different

Victor Records Is getting out special, exploitation for the Tommy Dorsey
recording of 'Little Skipper.' Dorsey's youngster. Tommy Dorsey, 3d, is
actually niclmamed Little Skipper and Victor has had photogs out at.
Dorsey's Bernardsville, N. J,, estate mugging the kid In various poses, etc,,
which will tie in with the waxing.

Hotel Fennsylvanls, N. T.

Underway almost two months,
what's hardly bigger than an over(15)
Coleman Hawkins, tenor sax man who's been In London for past five
With Bbry Ann MeCaU
sized parlor.
Some of Bamet's Harry James' new band has come years, expects to return to U. S. this summer. Hawkins has been cutting
Famoos Door, N. T.
shots were poorly balanced, but a along far from Its teeoft stage, al- records and circulating through England and Scotland as a guest sax footer
Herman's crew, a solid 14-piece mike reiarrangement ior Herman though there are several things still with many
of England's musical combinations.
versatile outfit will go places as a seems to have overcome that
It apparently
to be smoothed out
result of this showing.
Both the
Herman's setuo instrumentally Is: has already built a following among
Bing Crosby and ISate Smith, among the radio vocal stars, and Guy
the younger patrons of the Penn.
One of the things making it hard to Lombardo's orchestra are the most closely followed by the out-of-town
miss is its closeness to the style of bands to hear the latest tunes. Anything on their radio programs genJames' ex-boss, Benny Goodnipn.
erally gets wide general attention from contemporary maestros in the
Inasmuch as James is one of the sticlu.

SOXGS FROM

ROBBINS
Fastest Selling Hit In 10

Yean

One

Here's

THE

MOON
By

AAitctielLParish

James isn't pushing air
through his mouthpiece solo he's
chiming in with the trio. Usual four
rhythm complete the setup. ItH get
didn't

Money

DOLLAR

and Sqmmy Fain

seem

to bother

when caught

checkgrabbers

SILVER

Penn
(31),

several arrangements prompting 'em
to stop hopping and stand around
in front of the bandstand. Equally
appreciated Is the .crew's slower
tempoed, muted numbers.
That's
when promise really shows and is an
indication of what the outfit will offer :when' It settles further and
tones down a bit
James' air shots reflect the abundance oil. brass and another thing
that's not apparent in a live hearing.
That's his drummer's consistently
heavy foot on the base pedal. At
times when listening to a remote the
thud of the drum vibrates on a set's
'

'

Gordon and

Revel's

Newest Song Smash

NEVER KNEW HEAVEN COULD SPEAK

I

sound

board

in

monotonous

2 Greatest Novelty

assignments smoothly and in nice
Palmer wasn't heard when
caught James leave the Penn to-

GOTTA PEBBLE

Hits

MY SHOE

IN

By Charlie Tobias and Al Feldman

VARIETY

THE SPICE OF

IS

By Abel Green, Pot

Ballard

and

Lorry Clinton
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NEW

morrow (6) to may way for Kay
Kyser, who comes in Saturday (8)

YOfcK.

Mills protested, pointing out that its own contract had a proviso
which gave them the rights to all P & N songs during the run of the show,
whether originally Included or later Interpolated.
Billy Rose Is breaking In a musical score' on Broadway prior to the
The new Dana Suesse-Ted Fetter-Rose songs will be first
interpolated Into Rose's Casa Manana (N.Y.) revue April 6, when he brings
girly shows back in place of straight vaudeville. Later in the summer the
same set of songs will be fitted into Rose's Aquacade show at the N. Y.

World's Fair.

World's Fair.

Bibliography of those of his race prominent

In a ^recent ad of salutations to Jack Bobbins, Mitchell Parish's
misspelled. He lyrlcized 'Deep Purple' to Peter de Rose's tune.

wad

SOnSA MEUOBIAL

SHOW

Will

name

Robert Brooker Wyatt flled a federal court action In New York
Thursday (30) against Mack Gordon,
Harry Revel,. 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp. and Leo Feist Inc., claiming

Osborne
opens
tonight
A memorial to John Philip Sousa, (Wednesday) in the Cocoanut Grove,
at which tlie composer's more nota- of the Park Central, N. Y.
ble works will be played, is set for
FanI Whiteman plays the Million
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., May 4 by the
Fordham University band under the Dollar Pier, Atlantic Ci^, Sunday (9).
direction of Capt Ernest A. Hopt
Guest conductors will be B, A.
Roife, Arthur Piyor and John Philip
Sousa 3d.
OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS

the plagiarism of the chorus of his
song, 'In a Bassinet' by the GordonBevel song, "This May Be the Nighf
used in the film 'My Lucky Star.'
An accounting of profits, damages
and an Injunction are sought

Bill Roberta orchestra opens unlimited engagement April 13 in Persian Room, Hotel Sir Francis Drake,
San Francisco. Deal set by Dick
Dorso of CRA,

Song Infringement Suit
LIIE

show

as authors and composers
Bemlce Byers and Jack Palmer has been compiled and published by W.
C. Handy. Volume, a slim one, is
.handle the vocals. Miss Byers is a
bnmet Rwingstress who handles her entitled 'Negro Authors and Composers of the United States.'
style.

This Year's

Chappell & Co. and Mills Music, Inc., have come to an amicable settlement over a question that arose from the numbers recently Interpolated
Into the 'iPins and Needles* show. Some time after Mills tied up the score
Chappell put the musical's composer, Harold J. Rome, under contract
When CHiappell sought to obtain numbers subsequently inserted Into the

ear

punishing manner.

20th Century-Fox Picture, "Rose of Washington Square"

Inside Stuff-Music

,

Power

Mitchell Poriih

For The

IS a:

When

there.

DEEP PURPLE
By Peter De Rote and

top trumpeters, it's natural that the
brass stands out in his crew; he's
For the past several weeks Rockwell-General Amusement Corp. has been
expected as the leader to show his exploiting
the activities of the Larry Clinton orcliestra through the circuwares. But the section stands out
too much and too often. It's com- lation of miniature telegrams labeled 'Dipsy-Doodlegrams.' Printed up to
posed of three homs besides the resemble Postal' Tele wires, the forwarded notes are said to be the idea at
leader's and when they get off, backed Clinton himsell
by two trombones, the four saxes
have a hard time shining through.

Vs. Gordon-Revel^ Feist

JIMMY McHUCH'S

NEW
LOW DOWN"

"DOIN' TBDE
'

MILLS MUSIC

Wednesday* Apni 5, 1939

The Trotection' Gause Snarl
It's been so long sluc« there has been any real competlsh among
vaude theatres, actors havei either forgotten, or are overlooking, the
^rotectloh' clauses In their contracts. To many of 'em it's something
new, but actually the 'protection' thing dates way back.
An Instance of an actor forgetting the "protection' clause occurred
this week when Benny Meroff, who played the Flatbush, Brooklyn,
last week, was approadied for a three>day date at the indie Rivera, in
the same borough. Only then did MerofI discover that his contract
with the Flati)U5h prevented him from playing any theatre in that area
Benny Rubin, at the Rivera this past weekend, finds
for 30 days.
himself in a similar spot regarding an offer from the Flatbush.
In some .instances theatres waive the "protection' clause on subsequent dates due to special circumstances, but the Brandts, who operate
the FlatbuSh, refused Meroff a release.

EITHER

IN

HIGH

OR LOW GLASS

Regressing from Days
When They Wfere the Rule
^RKO Most Notable

—

Backer of Shows

AGENTS TO 5%

NIXEDINPA.
Philadelphia,
Bill

AprU

4.

Introduced in the legislature

two weeks ago to limit commissions
charged by bookers to 6% was killed
It was
in eommitteo last week.
dumped into the hopper by Representative McLester, of Butler county,

without the knowledge of either
Quick
actor or agent groups here.
action by both resulted in its pickling.

Agents claimed that it would have
been impossible for them to continue

had the measure passed.
They were sustained in their claim
by Tom Kelly, biz manager of the
American Federation of Actors local here, who aided in having It
in business

KID WPA: FINED

Two

in

Lower

S. Acts,

but Salaries Are

Moderate; NeO Shopping in N. Y.
The American vaudeville act
which seemed headed for extinction,

be given additional time. Then,
are only two shows a day
and no Sunday performances. Tivoll
makes four tours a year to New
a new sphere of influence, the Aus- Zealand and plays its units as 'vatralian field, to salvage something of riety revues.'
Nell in N. T.

The increasing importance of this
evidenced by the marked rise
in the past three years of American
acts booked for Australian time.
Main user of American act^ the
field is

'

ONE-DAY VAUDE

A

,

CLICKS

This date is followed by five weeks
bracelet
In Sydney.
An option in the conIndies Stretch Bankroll
tract permits an act to secure more
In sharp contrast to this major cir- work at. the tennlnation of the 10indies
are
the
of
however,
some
cuit,
week guarantee, which would then
bankroll
to
stretching
the
apparently
take It to New Zealand.
Tivoli
the limit The Flatiiush, Brooklyn, working arrangement, too,
with
operated by the Brandts, is an out- Hoyts Theatres, also permits a turn
standing example with its current
Headlining Willie and Eushow.
gene Howard, and including Rita

wampum

show that drew
royal welcome
Entertainment Managers Associa- from 6,500 patrons.
tion, booker group, here, has a set
Spot, a sports auditorium, did well
of proposals now being moulded into previously on sponsored vaude benebill form for introduction in the leg- fits and management decided to exislature shortly.
The 10 percenters periment on its own.
group,
aim to be taCen out of the employ- headed by Nate Podoloff, operator of
ment agency classification and placed the Arena, booked Paul Whiteman
in ja category of their own, claim- plus Paul Tremaine and eight acts
ing they have no relation to an ordi- for a feeler. The response assured
nay employment office.
booking of Glen Gray's Casa Loma
Under the proposed act, the agents troupe for April 16, and started the
would continue under the super- ball rolling for a third bill April 30.
vision of the Department of Labor Tentative plans call for a show
and industry, but would fit into a every other week.
dientertainment
newly-created
Opening bill also included Tommy
vision.
Reynolds' band, fronted by Tremqine; Lou Saxon, m. c; Slip, Slap
of 10 weeks.

A

and

MPLS. NITERY LOSES

RUM

PERMIT, FOLDS
Minneapolis, April

4.

Slide; Sally

Ann

Harris; Fred

Fisano & Co.; Selden and Endler;
Ernie Mack; Rose Marie, and Varsity
Co-Eds. Whiteman worked entire
second half of bill and featured Joan
Edwards, Clark Dennis and' the Modernaires.

Scale of 55-85C at mat and 95-$1.10
Another loop night club has had
evening drew fair afternoon house
its liquor license revoked for aftercapacity at night Venhour and Sunday liquor sales, in vio- and virtual
lation of the law.
Latest to feel the

ture

axe

Is

the most prosperous of all local
before the heat went on
ago, which has
Previously the Derby ran

few weeks

•foul of the law because of afterhour sales and .also folded.
Might club biz here it at Its lowest ebb In years.

Folds Pit Cafe
Pittsburgh, April

4.

Vince Sortino, trumpeter in (he
Stanley's house orchestra, who has
pit job while operating the
Villa Sortino, has folded the spot

kept

because of poor biz. His father had
managed place during sor's theatre

working hours.
Place proper has been leased as a
dance studio, and Sortino will continue-to run downstairs room as a
cocktail lounge without entertain*nent or music.

Kitty

CarliBle'i. Solo

Week

Kitty Carlisle goes Into the Loew's
Capitol, Washington, -Aay 5 for a
week. She's presently on the Coast
!^o further dates lined up.

The Lyons

office

profit.

the Para-

oiteriis

again a

showed a

booked.

UNION NIX

WB

MAY PUSH

SPOT

MO VAUDE

A

femme orchestra, MoUy Picon
and June Carr and Jo. RoUo, the bill
is very much in the high-budget
Next week this house plays
class.

Rlo's

Jimmy

Dorsey's orchestra, plus other

for another big outlay of coin.
Other indie spots that have been
splurging on stage shows are the
acts,

State, Hartford, operated in part by
B. Dow, and the Rivera, Brooklyn, booked by Al Rogers and Bill
Miller.
But non-name vaude of the $3,000-

A.

BRANDTS SLATE

almost completely
It either holds no° attracmissing.
tion for the public, or the managers
don't seem- willing to gamble with
that type of show.
BKO Cheaples Click
RKO's cheap shows have proven a
definite
click at Keith's, Boston,
where the circuit plays five acts, plus
dual, pictures, on a four-day basis.
Rest of the week it's just duals.
Stage shows cost the theatre on an
average of $750 for the four days
and profits have been steady.
In former years Boston supported
the biggest of stage shows both at
type

is

VAUDERS
Feeling

way

with stage
shows at the Flatbush, Brooklyn,
now In its third week under a combination policy, the Brandt Bros,
plan extending similar in-person entertainment to the Audubon on the
upper west side of N. Y.; Windsor,
in the Bronx, and the Carlton, Jamaica, L.

their

L

William Brandt declares that name
bands, together with acts, the policy
used at the Flatbush, will be booked
for the other theatres. It's possible
the same shows will play the four
houses, being booked for the four
weelis at the one time.
Audubon, Windsor and Carlton
Keith's and at the Paramount The
RKO Memorial was once one of the are being put into shape for stage
Policy goes into effect in
top two-a-day variety houses in the shows.
Now, however, Keith's September.
country.
cheapie Is the only vaude in town.

Philadelphia, April 4.
Cheap shows have grown to such
Flesh shows, shifted by Warner
an extent despite the short profits,
Bros, from Its Earle to the Fox two
that several former big-time vaude
months ago, is seen returning to the agents and bookers are now sponIB.
on
May
Earle for the summer
soring 'em. Billy Jackson sets the
This would result from refusal of
shows in RKO's New York theatres;
the musicians' union to allow the
Phil Morris and Charles Levisohn
circuit to switch orchestras between
have a 10-people hiUbilly unit that
preweeks
the two houses for the 15
they're wildcatting through the east
ceding Labor Day.
for short coin, and Jack Linder has
tooters
Situation Is that the Earle
built a circuit of seven one, two and
are in on a 52-week contract made three-day houses through New Jerswitching
before it was thought of
sey, where he books shows on a
flesh from the house. The Fox crew,
strictly percentage basis.
on the other hand, has only a 37week contract, allowing for the hot
weather rest During the 15 weeks
Quits
it is absent, Warners asked to be alDayton, April 4.
lowed to send the band over from
Next week's stage snow at the
the Earle. A compromise to allow
Colonial,
Dayton,
with John
the
O,
the shift for eight weeks was
union's best offer. Therefore, inas- Boles topping, winds up flesh fare for
much as' it can't switch the bands, the season, which started last Lat>or
Day.
the circuit Is seen doing the next
House goes straight screen April 14.
best thing, switching stage shows.

Dayton Yauder

RKO

Frank Neil of Tivoli, currently in
on a shopping tour for
makes trips to the U. S. every
two years or so for that purpose.

New York
acts,

bookings are about 95%
American.
Great distance between Australia
and U. S. overshadows the possibility
of American names possessing a corve^onding popularity Down Under.
It's strictly a caSe of performers get»
ting over on their merits.
Even Willie and Eugene Howard,
who toured for 14 weeks with 'Hollywood Hotel,' were unrecognized in
Australia for their names. They recently returned to America.
Will
Mahoney, one of the U. S. two-a-day
faves, is an indication of an American click going over to Australia.
Signed to the usual 10-week contract
by Neil, Tivoll has exercised its option to the point where it's played
the comedian 32 weeks as head of
a unit He's now scheduled also to
do a picture for Cinesound. Another
click has been Larry Adler, who recently played 20 weeks for 'Tivoli and
Tivoli's

Hoyts.
Fuller's vaude comeback includes
hi» intention to build a chain of theatres for the exclusive use of personals in New South Wales and New
Zealand. American acts would predominate, with a few Continentals
also included.
Another vaude outlet comprises
the picture houses in Aussie, many
of 'em employing large bands, which
usually take th« headline acts from
the strictly variety theatres for sub^
sequent dates.
one-act show. is
not an uncommon sight in the do
luxe film spots.

A

Six Acts Sail
Six

3M0REN.Y.

&

budget

too, there

the lush two-a-day.

GROW

WPA

INN. HAVEN

ta

has comparatively recently turned to

Vaudeville this season has wit- Tivpli circuit, has been considerably
Hollywood, April A.
nessed the almost complete extinc- successful in its drive to make 'em
First fines levied against actors on
tion of medium-priced shows. Either vaude-cohscious Down Under, while
the Coast for kidding fhe
were layouts nowadays are in the very the Fuller chain, headed by Sir Ben
paid in Long Beach, Cal., by vauders
bracket, or else they are Fuller, sparked by the success shown
Bonnie Boice and Tommy Ladd, who high-priced,
and under, mostly by Tivoll. is also pushing a vaudewere assessed $5 each by the Nation- in the $lSO-a-day
ville upbeat.
the latter class.
al Council of the American Federavivid contrast in shows
Result
is
a
The main arguing point for an
•
tion of Actors
nationally rather than a step-ladder American act to play, say, for the
Slade Taylor, Coast rep of tiie
Formerly the moderate- Tivoll circuit, is th« fact that in the
effect
AFL, imposed the fln« and said if
priced bills were the rule, rather long rtm he has more to show in
convicted of same offense at a union
the rule monetary returns than if he were
Now
exception.
than
the
trial it would have cost them $10
Is for name bands at any figure, working in America.
Salaries are
apiece.
while those theatres which cannot generally higher in the U. S., but the
bear the high budgets have swung Tivoll chain, which guarantees an
to the reverse and are playing the American act's passage from the
cheapest acts possible.
Coast to Sydney and return, also
Most notable supporter of the guarantees at least 10 weeks' work.
cheap shows is RKO, now playing Australia pays few acts ever $500
'em at the Flushing, Queens, and weekly, with most of the imports
one-day lay much under that figure.
Madison, Brooklyn.
out at the Madison, recently, is said
Acts first open their Australian
to have cost the house less than $100 tour with five weeks at -the Tivoli
Two singles in the theatre, Melbourne, where they're
for five acts.
show drew less than $10 each, while part of a 10-act unit that includes
an Indian -act that closed is reported a name comedian and a 16-girl line.
to have gotten hardly enough for a

The act would hava limited the
commish on any engagement less
New Haven, AprU 4.
Picking Palm Sunday (2), one of
than 10 weeks to a maximum of 5%.
On any. engagement for longer than show biz's worst days to inaugurate
10 weeks the booker could have col- a series of one-day vaude programs,
lected his fee for only a maximum the Arena here put In a three-hour

closed.

CHEAPIE5

Vandera Pay AFA |6 In SetUnir
Precedent

killed.

dise,

For U.

Medium-Priced Shows This
Season Almost Extinct,

Brackets

BILL TO LIMIT

Aussie Growing as a Market

GALE-CARSON

CANCE

American

acts,

Sammy Cohen and

headed

by

Senator Murphy,

sailed Saturday (1) from Los An-'
geles to Sydney, where they wlU
totir In .'vaudeville for the Tivoli circuit
Others to sail were Stanley
Bros., Four Franks, Carl and Leoni

and Mlgnqn.
Turns booked for Tivoli time by
Nell, and slated ..to depart shortly,
include Anna May Wong, Garay
Joaquin, Evers and Dolores, Burgess
Lamont, Alfredo and Dolores, Jack
Wayne, Andrini Bros,, Nick Lucas,
Bonnie Grant, Gerald and Annette,
Lester and Imogene, Mardo and Kay,
Hiller and Riley, Professor Lamberti, Keene Twins, Vic and LaMarr, Ming Toy, Anderson and Allen,

Ted and Mary Taft
Nell sails for the Continent shorton a further shopping tour, and
then returns to Sydney. His American reps are Sam Kramer, on the
Coast, and Charles Allen, In New
York.
Hanion's Unit
Alec Hanlon is taking a unit to
ly

.

Australia, opening in

Melbourne in

mid-May

and touring indefinitely
under the local management of Sir

Ben

Fuller.

be

extended

may

Po.ssiblIity the trek
to
Include
Africa.

Troupe sails next Wednesday (12)
from Vancouver. It will play the

legit houses Down Under.
Outfit numbering 34 performers,
will include Salicl's Puppets, Ross
Chicago, April 4.
and Edwards, Carr Brothers and
and Carson are out Betty, Bo2o Snyder, Loretta Grey,
of the current Oriental bill following Murray Green and Elsa Lang, Jack
an' auto smashup in Ohio Friday (31) Bickle, June and Trudell Van, and
morning while the team was driving 12 girls. Hanlon, whose 'Hollywood
from New York with Raymond Wil- Hotel' show Is already touring Ausl>ert, also on the same bill.
tralia, will return to the U. S. in
Wilbert suffered a head gash, August to ready more units.
which required stitches, but he's
working the Oriental date currently.
Salla to Aoitralla
Charles Gale suffered a cracked rib
Chicago, April 4.
while Walter Carson suffered a fracAl Zimmey salla for Austr.alla In
tured, hip and severe cuts an'd June for 10 weeks of Down-Under
bruises. He is now at the American time. Also under option for vaude

DUE TO AUTO CRASH

Team

of Gale

hospital here.
dates in Europe.
Car was demolished when It went
Plays State-Lake here week of
over s soft road shoulder near April 21 following stay at the 600
EdgertOD, O.
Club here.

VAUDE-NIGHT CLUBS-BURLESQPB

VARIETY

4^

SAVOY-PLAZA,

with a remarkable degree of Intimacy considering its size, its acoustics
are faulty.
Three-a-night show includes

j.)

Dan

Unton City, W. J., April 1.
Healy as m.c, three acts and a large
Latter are the
Julie Wintz orch, Dan Healy, Ger- ensemble of girls.
trude Briefer, Thelma Nevins, Three principal item of the bill, both as to
Wiles, ensemble.
loolcs and numbers. Idea, borne out
by the audience the night caught
Formerly the Elks Club, tills elab- (30), is to concentrate on male patronage. As an attraction, the gals
orate four-story building in the core
are okay. They're billed as numberof Union City, just across the Hudson ing 60, but counted up to 44. Still,
from New York, is now a class nitery when they're all out together they
with a complete layout and a heavy crowd the stage and offer some eyeThey are on for
pulling routines.
nut There are ample facilities for three numbers, all of which are long,
handling a sizable mob, and the but ingeniously routined
whole thing is expensively and handOf the acts, Gertrude Briefer (New
somely done. Entrance is into a main Acts), dancer, comes nearest to a
foyer, a large, high-ceilinged room real click.
She's on -twice, plus a
with a huge bar In the center. Ban- briefle with the entire troupe for the
quet rooms and porches adjoin It, and finale.
Three Wiles, male vaude
tnere are bowling alleys on the floor team that's been around several
below.
years, offers its unchanged tap stuff,
Second floor, reached by elevator topping off with a military routine.
.

includes anotHer foyer, a
cocktail lounge and the nitery proper.
Latter occupies a spacious room,
with a moderately low ceiling, a balcony around three walls, a terraced
floor with tables seating about 800,
and the huge circular stage extending well out toward the center. There
are bandstands at either side of the
stage but backed up against the pros-'
cemum.
silky looking curtain does
not cover the forestage, which is
Used for dancing between shows.
small instrumental vait uses the second bandstand, alternating with Julie
Wintz's crew for terplng. Although
the room is unusually attractive.

or

stairs,

A

A

.

Passable
Singer

not startling.

if

(New

Acts), svelte looker,. who's apparently used to small spots and is lost in
present surroundings. She's handicapped by the bad mike, but nevertheless, does too much acting and not
enough vocalizing. Virtually inaudible in all but the loudest tones, while
her enunciation just ain't Dan Healy
is a thoroughly ingratiating m.c. with
an odmirably simple style, but he's
also hampered by the mike's short-

comings. Show is staged by Mildred
Ray, a forte job.
Kay Blair, singing In the secondfloor cocktail loimge, has fairly lusty
pipes, smart

showmanship, infectious

rhythm sense and an apparently inexnaustible
repertoire
of
songs.
Jerrie Smith, ah ample Negress who
seems to have about six sets of fingers, supplies brilliant piano accom'
fianiments with occasional solo bits,
t's a strong combo.
John Hanna
operates the spot Minimum is $1.50
for the nitery.
Hobe.

BOY TOY

'

DruMd br

SIDNEY FISHER
Shafteabury Avenue
76/77

.

Thelma Nevins

is

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENQ.

TheJHEATRE

STARS
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SaranacLake
By Happy Benway

HiWeporde, Gerry Morton'* Orchestra,

(UNIO N crrr, n.

N. Y.
Borlesqne ReYiew

Night Club Reviews
TOP HAT CLUB

Wednesday, April

(7).

now

the co-star with
Raymond Paige of 99 Men and a
Girl radio program, for U. S. Rubber,
achieved her standing the hard way,
progressing within a select circle
among the New York, London, Paris
and Palni Beach class cafes. As an
international chanteuse. Miss Hildegarde, U. S.-born, has been so frequently crossing the Atlantic that
her manner is almost Continental,
and as such it's good showmanship.
But, primarily, she supports an indelible personal charm with a highly
effective st^le of pianologistic song
salesmanship that accounts well for
her consistent migrations among the
fashionable world capitals. This' is
a third repeat for Hildegarde at the
Savoy-Plaza's Cafe Ijounge where,
with the puckish Dwight Fiske, she
has been the best b.o. in this smart
bolte.
In between, such singers as
Georges Metaxa, Mill Monti, et al.,
have flUed in, but for protracted engagements, Fiske ana Miss Hildegarde seem to have the edge. She
mixes up her stuff nicely, ranging
from such little known Noel Cowardisms as 'Play, Orchestra, Play' (out
of his ill-fated 'Operette') and 'Countess Mitzi,' to a French potpourri,
with a dash of 'Heart Belongs to
Daddy' and 'Get Out of Town.' She
gives new lyric values to the Cole
Porter tunes.
In place of Emile Petti, long here,
Gerry Morton directs his nif^septet
of dansapaters from his Steinway,
the maestro also doing a tlandy assist at the ivories for the chanteuse.
She alternates before and behind the
keyboard, in Itself a good change of
Hildegarde,

.

Minneapolis, April

1.

Ada Leonard, Charles Country,

Billy Foster, Louise Miller, Ray Parsons, Petite Carol, Danny Jacobs,
Mile. Jeanne, Dick Vernon, Mignon,

Don &

Brennan & Stone-

Marie,

backer, Line (18).

the annual
spring stock burlesque season here
reveals no new departure in presHarry Hirsch, the theatre's
formula
the
clinging
to
impresario, is
that has kept burlesque alive at this
spot for years, while elsewhere, for
the most part this type of entertainment long' since has died.
Hirsch splits his seasons In two
parts, running 14 to 16 weeks in the
fall and winter and five to eight in
limited amount of
the' spring.

The

Mannle Lowy's trau threw away
crutches and can now limp
around, on her sprained gam.
Father.Blals, chaplain of the actors' colony, has gone to Maiden.
Mass., to bedside of his mother, whovl
seriously ill. She's 80.
Camp Intermission, the William
Morris spot has been given a going*
over to De ready for Mrs. William
Morris.
April 1 Is the general checkup day
with the ozoners. The general report Is that over 20% are skedded to
her

GAYETY, MPLS.

initial offering of

entation.

A

available first-rate talent and an inabllily to vary the shows account for
After stretches of
this procedure.
darkness there Is a sufficient local
clientele that grows sufficiently hungry for burlesque to assure briefly
profitable operation. When patronage
starts dwindling Hirsch immediately
'

shuts shop.
Starring Ada Leonard, the current
show's scenery and costuming are
elaborate for burley; lighting is first-

be homeward-bound.

Jean Wolf and Patricia Wallace at
the hospital for a checkup.

Rose (WUl Rogers) Clark got her
good health papers and left for home.
Bed routiners given good reports
at the Rogers include Jim Seeley,
Richard Moore, Carl Kern, Jack Edwards, Eddie Dowd and Edward McDonald.
Dr. George Wilson, medlco-ln-chiet
at the Rogers, elected president of
the Saranac Lake Medical Society.

Dr. Warrlner Woodruff named v. p.
(Write to those who are UL)

'

Long-Note Jerry Colonna

Summer

Set for

Personals

Jerry Colonna, now on the Bob
radio show, has
10 weeks of personals following the folding of the
program for the summer. He opens
than average comedy strength. It
with' a two-week shot at the Paramoves fast out there's still the evermount theatre, N. Y., Jime 28.
pace.
present fault—lack of diversity.
Walter Batchelor agency handled,
No couvert at the Cafe IiOunner $2
Miss Leonard hiakes two brief apminimum.
Abel.
pearances, both highly effective. Her
stripping, following her vocal of 'My
Heart Belongs to Daddy,' arrests the
optics completely.
Petite Carol is an attractive red(PITTSBDBGH)
head stripper, whose singing and
dancing
precede her disrobing. Two
Pfttsburgh, April 1.
Al Tremont orch (10), Leola Fra- other strippers, the Frenchy Mile.
Jeanne and a captivating blonde,
rier, Joan Grey, Billy Keaton, BarARTISTS DESIRINO A PLBASANT
bara McDonald, Santos & Elvira, Mignon, peel skilfully and gracefulTRIP TO tha Antipodes and the
Lane & Carroll, Brent, DeWaU, & ly, lioulse MUler, the prima, sings
South Seas sbould communlrate with
satisfactorily, and works well in
Madeline, Line (8),
RECOGNIZED
the
straight roles with the comics. Don
AQENCT FOR AUSTRALASIA.
and
Maria
are
an exotic Spanish
Obviously John Maganottl is deAustralian conditions provide for I
dancing
team
and.
Brennan
and
termined to shoot the works at Show
shows only dally and no Sunday
Stonebacker,
males,
do
taps.
Boat in a do-or-die gesture. Biz
worh. Send lowest salaries, all particulars, dates and photos to
The comedy bits In which Countir
here of late has been terrible, falling off to practically nothing in last and Foster figure are, of course,
couple of months, but instead of crammed with extreme double enslashing entertainment as per usual tendre. Support from the straights.
nitery custom, Maganottl has gone Parsons and Jacobs, helps no little.
out and brought in biggest cafe snow The former is one of the best in his
BtiMTt F. Doyle, UonnirlDr Dlrcrlor
line to appear at this theatre and, in
ever to hit town.
State Theatre BoUdlnc. Sydney
It's a unit produced by Joe Casper addition to
Cables ^"Featnms," Sydney.-lending good comedy
and, while quality miay be just fair, support sings well and does impresquantity is on hand and ringsiders in sions of well-known radio commenNew York BepreaentatlT^—
tnis burg have always had a habit tators in a well-received special^.
M. L. W|LLSON
of overlooking shortcomings when restaurant scene, with some old comWalker A Bedman, SB Bioadwar
the gals are attractive and the bare edy refurbished, and a. music shop
New York
skin is opulent In a town where a bit are provocative of most laughs.
floor show of 10 people is something
Fourteen dancing girls and four
of an eveht this one with twice that statuesque
models comprise the
many should at least create plenty of chorus, which
Is ably directed by
interest
That's what Maganottl is Bobby Pegrim. Lavish productions
Beat Coffee in England
figuring on, although Holy Week include
a Spanish fiesta and a ballet
seems to be a rather precarious time featured
by lAignon's toe dancing.
to launch the experiment
Aees.
The midnight show runs an hour,
and half of It's pretty sluggish, but
Leicester Square
alcoholic intake by that time is suprate and there's snappy,- moderately
good dancing by the.lme. Thanks to
(Charles Country and Billy Foster's
funmaklhg, the show boasts better

SHOW BOAT

Hope Pepsodent
been lined up for

AUSTRALIA and
NEW ZEALAND

.

BOOKINO

FAMOUS ARTISTS AND
PRODUCTION AGENCY

—

A

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46"

ST.

NEW YORK

QUALITY INN

•

'

J

.
<

Sosed to be a sufficient cover-all.
est bets In performers Casper has
roimded together are Barbara McDonald and dance team of Lane and
Carroll
Miss McDonald's a little,
sex-appealing blonde who sings a
nice personality song, but registers
best in her slick tap Bpecialties.
She's got something on the ball.

H. LU B I N
OENERAl MANAGER

SIDNEY

Lane and Carroll,
couple, start, out- to do

PIERMONT

H.

The

Continental, on Broadway, re-

opens with an Allen Gilbert burshow April 8. It's the second

lesque

try at burley produced by Allen Gilbert for this house. Spot opened two
nice-looking months ago as a strip spot subsea regulation quently folding.

partner's

consternation

and

(Continued on page 43)

Summer Bm-Iey Try

how to pour
first,

4.'

Troc, burley house here, will attempt to remain' open all summer
with stock this season instead of
shuttering to duck the heat as usual
Fairly good biz all winter has given
impetus to the plan.

LONDON, W.

ALWAYS. WORKING
Jost Betnmed'from 7 Months' Tonr
of Australia-New Zealand

pour

Ban

Wilde's orchestra moved Into
the Hof Brau, San Diego, CaU
Phil Selznlck took over the It Cafe,

Johimie Walker an*

Hollywood, opening
Vaughn's orchestra.

soda into them!

with

''Whitey" Roberts
Booked

tor

England In September

—Now-

Mauri

Golden Gate Theatre, San FTancIsvO

HOPE
ItBD LABEL, 8 jiean old

BLACK LABfel, 12yearsold
BotbsespnoJ
IT S

EDDIE

MINOR and ROOT

BORN 1820...

Over— Hollywood

Held

itiU going strong

t

Beach Hotel.

Fla.

6

Until April

SENSIBLE TO STICK WITH

Johnnie Ualker
BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY
CANADA nRY GINGiR

1.

Tailors.'

ANT TEBSON knowlnc «he whereabouts of James Haekeoad, vaode*llle actor, bora Toronto; Canajla,
about fltty-two years OKO,' complexion
fair,
heisht about Bto feet nine
loches, last beard of In New York
City about 1918, condactlns .vandeTllle troupe '.'Jim Hack & Company."
communloate ct once with John Wi.
Bowland, BaTTlst«r-at-Law, 8S0 Bay
Street, Toronto, Canada.

Plan is to retain a chorus and
change principals every two weeks.

masterpieces out
...

19, Albemarle Street,
Are Enstond's Best

finally

Philadelphia, April

of glasses

HARRY RICHMAN Se%:
*LORD & STEWART,

ballroom waltz when the music sudHouse had previously been used
denly goes hot
The gal hits off
some licks and bumps much to her for foreign films.

BOOKINO MANAGER

Here's

LONDON. WE8T END

N. Y. Barley Reopening

AL!

l.MC

NEW YORK

N

SOLE

DlSTS'EulOR

CARL
Orlginatora

SIMPSON
Performino

Marionettes

Full

View

of

FAITH
Audience

APRIL 10TH, HIPPODROME, MANCHESTER, ENGLAND
Direction

M-C-A

•

Europe:

CHAS. TUCKER

-

AUDE-MIGHT CLUBS

1939
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Bring Your

Night Club Reviews
SHOW BOAT
he succumbs,
and they develop

too.

It's

coins tossed

by the

sitters.

He

hotel (N.'y.) proved

.

EMPIRE

ROOM

'

The Waldorfs Empire Room
jitterbug but

CHEZ PAREE

swingin'

now

that

Hal Kemp's band follows in the cyGoodman's

cle established by Benny
jivers.
Less murderous,

(CHICAGO)
Cross

still

is less

Kemp

still

has 'em bouncing at $1 and $1.50 per
Chicago, April 1.
cbuvert after 10:30 p. m. and at a
Naldi, Ade- relatively pop-priced dinner scale.

& Dunn, Raye &

Weire Bros, Key TayFor the Waldorf this is a parlor, Bob Hannon, Fred £vans en- ticularly smart booking because of
semble, Russ Morgan's orch.
the recent nuptials of Martha Stephenson, 1038 deb, and the maestro.
Joey JacobsOn continues to give Result is that Mrs. Kemp is unoSialthe Chez Paree patrons a solid ly doing some unusual socialite trailRuss blazing, and both the Kempites and
lineup of talent and show.
Morgan's orch holds over from the this informal room are. getting more
previous show and is a great liet than ordinary attention in Uie solaide Moffett,

.

nere. He has developed a real tol ciety columns.
lowing in this town and indicates
Kemp's showmanship Is also liithat he- will prove a coin attraction terpreted in the form of a new
Crew is 'Chestnut Tree' dance, which is a
for a long time to come.
a fine musical aggregation and goes road company of the liambeth Walk.
fine
They
play
a
from
there.
on
This newest importation from Lon-

more

From

costly

Hotel
to call attention to the
absence of the elevated in front

Pitt Daily in Liquor B'd Fight

wasted

not so fortily. Ritchie's falsetto partit nicely.
redeems for his other shortcomJoan Grey, show's headliner, is 1:
Line of six does the usual
eye-fllling blonde ings.
-turn, but. fast-and hot
with lots of salesmanship that <!Overfr
For a band that's been around as
an average set of pipes. Santos and long as Les Hite's
one would expect
Elvira are two girls who go in for
better
than the sophomoric ditties
hooBng
that's
some Mexican-style
Adagio trio of Brent, DeWald they grind out .All arrangements are
fair.
strictly standard and very ordinary.
tricks
couple
of
a
has
Madeline
and
There's no incentive to get out and
that look good, but most of their stretch
the nethers and the torrid
stuff is pretty routine and they make
Chorus of eight rhythms of their race are altogether
It look too hard.
lacking. For the most part they feel
sals -is a nice precision line that
their
way through slow, dull, tempos.
sticks to the regulation prancing and
HIte
swings
the stick from the port
miost
for
production
way
paves the
side and tries to act cute trucking
of the top specialties. M.c. is Billy
Keaton, who works too strenuously on the stand, but it's no go. He's
too portly for that and his friends
for his own good. Tells a few gags,
should also tell him nix on the
sings a couple of parodies' that are
vocals.
lengthy without being too funny, and
Spot is off-the-street and midembarrasses customers and perform,
downtown, and is one of the few
ers alike by begging too much for
that still slaps on a. convert Long
applause.
Music Is by Al Fremont's band, bar gets a heavy midday play, but
one of the likeliest looking local after dark biz is pretty brutal. It's
nicely laid out but it takes more
outfits to come up in some time. He's
developed a style labeled Dot-and- than that to get the spenders downDash Rhythm, which is exactly what town. And that phoney come-on
the name Implies, and 10-piece crew won't get them in more than once.
Helm.
has a definite feeling for both the
subtleties of sweet and the slap-bang
They're all youngsters
of swing.
picked up around here by Fremont,
(WALDOKF-ASTOBIA, N. T.)
and
musician,
accomplished
an
should go places. Featured vocalist
Hoi Kemp orch, Judy Starr, Boh
la Leola Frazler, formerly on KDKA,
Allen, Saxie Dowell, Jack LeMaire.
a looker with pipes to match.
Cohen.

from radio and an

Pa. Nitery Operators Receive Aid

than originally figured.

rates

a better spot
Cllq Ritchie and
a cute Idea Eunice Wilson handle the vocals and

4S

Own Oxygen

Cocktail, party tossed for elevated workers tearing down the
Sixth Ave. "L* by the McAlpin

nifty routines.
Cheapens his act
however, by searching around for

(Continued from page 42)

VARIETY

of the hostelry. The 10 Invited
guests came direct from work,
carrying a few assorted oxygen
tanks used on the job.
It seems a whiff of that oxygen
counteracts much of the alcoholic effect Result was that the
boys consumed nearly two cases
of liquor in less than an hour,
Instead of the estimated 10
quarts.

15 YEARS AGO«

Pittsburgh.

AprU

4.

The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette went
week for nitery and hotel

to bat last

(Froni Varietv^

owners In their

against

the
Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board.

-

SHAW AILING;

MAY CANCEL
Artie Shaw may cancel his week
at the Palace, Cleveland, starting
Friday (7). The bandman has been
ill during the past week and his doctor has urged that he take a vacation. Decision on the Cleveland date
is scheduled today (Wednesday).
Shaw had 'previously cancelled
tl-ree one-nighters for the current
week. Band plays one without him
at U. of Maryland, College Park, Md.,
tonight (Wednesday).

Britain's 'Variety Artists Federation agreed' to open British vaudeville theatres to German performers
if Germany okayed British acts.

His congregation protested when
a Frisco minister Introduced prize
fights and fancy dance' acts at Sunday night services.

Benny Leonard asked $100,000 to
make a series of twp-reelers. The
lightweight champ was doing a boxing act in vaudeville.

The

daily, in an editorial, hinted that
license directors would be wise to
keep an eye only on booze violations
and let amusement hours, etc, entirely up to local governments.
Cafe and hotel operators claim the
Board is weU on the way to damr
aging their business irreparably.
They point out that Saturday is their
biggest night in the week, the one
chance they have of getting off the
nut end insist that if the. Board insists that all music stop promptly at
midnight itil practically mean ruin.
It's

New, modem theatre construction
was on the upbeat in the midwest
"Vogues,' the
Shubert mtistcal,
didn't show b.o. possibility in its
Broadway opening. Despite a good
cast Including Odetfie I^tUI, J.
Harold Murray, Fred Allen, Jimmy

Savo,
ton.

fight

a fact, around here especially,

that Saturday night

crowds seldom

start out before 10:30 pjn. Stopping
booze sales at midnight Saturckor is
okay, owners say, because customers
can order before that; but if music
and entertainment must also stop
then, operators, further point out,
their goose is cooked because nobody
will show up for diversion of just

May Boley and Betty CompFrank Smitltson and Alexander an hour and a half.
That was proved

Leftwich staged.

when

last

weekend

roadhouses, forced to close at

Elinor Glyn's Tliree Weeks' at the
Capitol and 'Beau Brummel' at the
Strand were fighting it out for film
b.o. supremacy on Broadway.
ConIt Ain't Culture
rad Nagel and Aileen Pringle were
Mexico City, April 4.
in the former and John Barrymore
Taxation as chastisement is not be- starred in the latter.
ing exercised against theatres, the
municipal government asserts in deLewis Sc Gordon presented an Imnying assertions by some revue posing legit cast In a Palace headhouse managers that their establish- lining act 'Apartments To Let' inmenta Are being socked 'with extra cluded Janet Beecher, Violet Kemimposts because- they permit acts that ble-Cooper, Olive Wyndham and
kid politics and politicians.
Harry C. Brown. Howard Lindsay
Theatres that present works of a and Elliott Nugent wrote it
truly cultural nature enjoy tax rebates, the city states. But others do
The Broadway legit hits Included

midnight did Uttle biz and downtown oases, where local law permits
music to continue until 2 a.m. -Sunday, were jammed tight However,
it's understood the Board plans to
take amusement regulations a'way
from communities and place It generally under its own supervision,
which would mean a general midnight curfew Saturday.
,
That's the Board's right under the
liquor law, but untU recent Inauguration of GOP Governor James It
had never been enforced, and. music
and dancing were permitted after
the booze curfew,- so long as no
liquor was peddled. One night club

not

operator

Pecks of Georgia

Abie's Irish Rose,' 'Artists and
Models,'
'Beggar on
Horseback,'
'Chariot's Revue,'- "Cyrano de .B'ergerac,' 'Kid Boots,' 'Outward Bound,'

'

that

If

conservatively

estimated

Sunday midnight closing be-

came prevalent. It 'would cost spots
AUegheny County c^one more

In

'Seventh Heaven,' 'Stepping than $l;000,000 a year.

'Rain,'

show and are tops' on dansapation.
don was brilliantly touched off by
Stones,' The Nervous Wreck,' The
Back again are Cross and Dunn King George VI who was shown doShow-off*, and 'White Cargo.'
and Raye and Naldi, and both ing the schoolboy 'under the spread(Continued from page 2)
teams score without difficulty. They ing chestnut tree' routine at his Boys
Equity sought help from actors 4 INCUMBENTS
ere '4vell-remembered in this nitery Camp, Southwold, England, from State Insurance Taxes, paid by the
Cross which Jimmy Kennedy, Tomihle
abroad to support the union in its
and are guaranteed clicks.
plaintiff during the years 1935-1937.
FOR AFA'S COUNCIL
and Dunn parade some new num' Connor and Hamilton Kennedy conproposed strllce against the Broadbers which are okay, but wham trived this song for 'Peter Maurice
way managers.
Phllly Oearance Snit
home better with some of the old- publication (Shapiro-Bernstein has
Nominations for the AmMcan
time favs, especially 'One HamburPhiladelphia, AprU 4.
it in America).
Federation of Actors council, to be
ger for Madame.' Raye and Naldl
Suit Is being prepared here, by
Kemp
and
his bride go out on the
2 Thugs Stick
PhiUf elected at the AFA's annual meeting
•re a cUcko dance team.
dance floor to demonstrate the rou- State Senator Harry Shapiro to ob-

TO RUN

.

Up

New here are the 'Weire Bros, and
Saxie Dowell leads the tain better clearance and product for
Adelaide Moffett The 'Weires are tine while
are Judy the Landis theatre,' Vineland, N. J.
from vaudeville and they repeat combo. Other specialists,
latter a swing-singing little House competes tvith two Warner
standard variety turn here. Starr,
terp theatres in the South Jersey town,
-Though hampered, due to lack of a bundle of dynamite, who stops
whenever she vocally lives foll owin g them on nms. It complains
traveler, their act still gets over traffic
Bob
well on the comedy dancing and the 'Hold Tight' and kindred pops.
LeMaire's the 'WB demands unreasonable cleareccentric clowning. Miss Moffett is Allen's vocals and Jack
ance from exchanges, and that It botstand
also
out
specialties
ocial and figures for appeal to the
the tles up more product than can be
now
that
Empire
Room,
The
cupper crust She'ha^ a neat pair of
pipes and good appearance.
She formal Sert Room, per custom, is used.
Similar suits started by Shapiro
doesn't come through the mike too shuttered until after Easter Sunday,
Waldorf for Herb Elliott of the Fern Rock
strongly on personality, but is clean- has a stranglehold on the
cut and Indicates ability to satisfy trade. This is the room, incidentally, theatre, Philly, last fall, was settled
which, features a Milk. Bar for the out of court under an a.greement fawith her vocals.
name
the
attracted
by
Singles on the bill are Key Tay- youngsters,
vorable to Elliott Vineland house is
their

lor, a little acrobatic girl dancer *dance bands.
with a nifty figure and a good sense

of showmanship, and

Bob Hannon,

m.c. Latter contributes an occasional

Abel.

-

SEEK JITTERBURG CURB

vocal and manages each job satisfactorily.
;

Of prime Importance In the Chez
of lale is the Fred Evans' production
effects.

He

has raised the standard

of the shows here to a high level.
Assistant Mary Gorgas, and the eyefilling costumes conbibuted
cis Pallester, help.

by Fran-

Indicative of the novel and daring numbers infaroduced here by

Evans

is the current 'Arms Conferwhich includes mask
Impersonations by the chorus of Hit-

ence' number,
ler,

Mussolini,

Daladier,

Stalin,

Chamberlain and Roosevelt It takes
courage to attempt something- like
that In a nitery these days and Evans

AFTER RESIDENTS BEEF
Camden, N. X, April 4.
Hepcats and jitterbugs have done

Cafe, Scram with Receipts
Philadelphia,

AprU

4.

holdup men escaped with beThose selected Include Rudy Valtween $300 and $500 receipts from lee, SaUy Rand, Jed Dooley, Walter
the 1523 Club here Saturday (1) J. Diggs (all Incumbents), Joseph
morning after tying up the. watch- Smith (and Dale), Avis Andrews,
man. Thugs gainted admittance by Lew Taylor and Adye Alyn (repreposing as delivery men.
senting the chonjs). Nominating
They apparently knew that the committee included Eddie Garr and
watchman, James Ryan, 67, father- Frank J. Lynch, from the council,
in-law of Ike Beifel; operator of the and Jack Kramer, Lester Rose
and
club, was in the habit of carrying the Robert Stone, selected
by the memprevious night's receipts on him.
bership.
-

practically a cooperative venture
owned by every merchant in the
town. It is owned by the Cumber
Coast Troc Reopens
land Holding Co., in which 70 merchants have stock.
Los Angeles, AprU 4,
Former Congressman Ben Golder,
The
Trocaderco nee the No. 1 spot
recently named by Warners to hear
of the county strip and .nocturnal
indie complaints against them, on
hangout
.the<plcture
mob, unshutof
product and clearance and act as a
ters May 1 under a new name.
'buffer, has already amicably settled
Felix Young, variously an agent and
a number of grievances in Philly. He
producer,
lease
taken
a
15-year
has
was somewhat 'Surprised, -however,
he told Variety yesterday, at the on the bistro and will bring in two
small number of squawks there actu- name bands.

their last bit of rug-cutting in
Gloucester county, principal scene
of such activityTln Soilth Jersey, if
four drastic measures introduced in
a surprise move by the commissioners Thursday (30) are enacted. Ac- ally are.
tion is being urged for speedy pasMove to Dismiss Momand
sage following complaints by sleep-'
Oklahoma City, April 4.
after-dark
against
residents
less
Defendants in the $4,500,000 A. B,
terping to s'wfing crews.
Measures also aim to clamp down Momand suit against major producers,
distributors
and circuits in fedon the jitterbugs by banning kids out

May 9 at th« Edison hotel, New
York, were made thli week. Terms
aire for four years.

Two

Fire Destroys Niteiy

Closed by Authorities
New Orleaiis, AprU 4.

Authorities are Investigating a firs
(1) destroyed
In Clarksdale^
near here.
The club was padlocked 10 days
ago by order of Judge WUliam .A.
Acorn In circuit court, Clarksdale^
Room will be remodeled to accom- foUowing a grand jury Investigation
of night clubs in Coahoma coun^.
modate 600.
Gambling had been reported at the
.

which early Saturday
the Turf club, nitery

'

turf.

Cafe Prop. Suicides

'

St Louis,'April 4.
Won't Enjom Monte Carlo
Gold.
Augustus Seals, former owner of
er^ court here have filed two mo- Skipper's Inn, a waterfront nitery
after 9 p. m., prohibiting 'loud and
tions
to
dismiss
the
suits
following
Injtmctlon sought by the Monte
closed by Excise Commissioner Mcoffensive' talking, prohibiting loiterbill
filing
of
of
Momand's
particulars.
L. A.
Daniel because of aUeged disorderly Carlo Catering Co. of New York to
ing of persons 'who might indulge in
Four reasons are listed in support of conduct in the place, dl<>d in City prevent the use of the Monte Carlo
offensive actions' and banning roller
the request that the court dismiss the
Los Angeles, March 29.
Hospital here last wee shortly after name by Felix Ferry's new Gotham
skating after 9 p. m. Tap would be
suits;l..(a.)_.jailure..tp
.state
a
clajm
Bo Jenkiris, Eunice Wilson, Cliff $50 for disolieying.he had swallowed poison in a South nitery of that tag was denied by
upon which relief can be granted; S*. Louis restaurant
Ritchie, Patsy Hunter's Creole Cur
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Samuel
ties (8), LesHite's orch (8).
(b) because assignments by compsr
Hofstadter' Friday (31), Rosenblatt
Seals, 33, is reported to have beei;
nies to Momand are 'champertous'
& Jaffe represented Ferry.
Paul Draper Sa3s
From the looks of the ads and
^nd against public policy; (c) "be- despondent since his nitery was
SCilt is now scheduled for an early
we baited come-on, one might decaiise the plaintiff is not the real shuttered.
has carried

it

off fn great stylie.

OMAR'S DOME,

-

duce here is a Coast copy of New
York's Cotton Club. The ringsider
*oon finds out differently. Instead
of the advertised revue with 20 people, the floor capers are sloughea off
by six girls and three solo spots.
That not only doesn't add up to 20,
but inveighs against repeaters and
favorable lip service.
It's an allsepia layout on the entertainment

After a layoff of several weeks, party in interest and entitled to
maintain this action,' and (d) because damages named are not recov^
erable damages,, and specific damages
claimed are not stated as 'required
by rule 9 (g) of the new Federal

due to an operation to remove several growths on .his feet Paul
Draper sailed from New York Saturday (1) for London, where he'll
open an eight-week engagement
April 12, at the Cafe de Paris.
Tentatively set to do a series of con-

cert dates through Eui'ope after that
and only mildly amusing.
return to the U. S. late In
Best of the lot is Bo Jenkins, a and to
Stepin Fetchit type who can really June or early In July.
Opens at the Chez Paree, Chicago
clog over the wax. He's a whirlwind
onoe he takes oS and uncorks some In August
aiite

trial.

Faith in Biyiera Opener

BACK ID CAFE BIZ

Faith Bacon will be In the opening

show

Ft. Lee,

Ben Marden's

at

N.

J.,

beginning

Riviera,

May 4.

Miss Bacon is currently at Fays,
rules of civil procedure.'
Suit has .been pending In Judge PhUadelphia, with her 'Bare
A. P. Murrah's U. S. district court for Ranch' liiiit'
the Western -District of Oklahoma for
Chester Hale wlU routine 25 showseveral months, with hearings de- girls for baUet and tableaux presen<voted to motions and connter- tatlons at the Riviera this year. Joe
motlons.
Lewis, in.c;'s the opening diow.

X

'

.

&

Pittsburgh, AprU 4.
John Lazarro, former nitery oper«
ator in Pittsburgh, has returned to
the field after an absence of almost
10 years, taking over the downtown
Tropldal Gardens,

Gardens, formerly the Italian Gardens,

was so)d

at sheriff's sale, re-

cently, with' Lazarro taking it up
along wlth.Itzi Covato, band leader.
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authentic and in
with the decor.

Wednesday, April

cabbies,

Am

!

People'
Following a short spiel by Felton,
'It you wanted to go to Hollywood,
Miss Ross appears on the boards, whose nose would you pick?'
Film play<er sings a number of songs
'If I have to pick anybody's nosfe.
she has introed, or helped to Intro- to heU with it'
would
do
just
She
duce, and clicks.
nils is one ot the June Carr and
as well by eliminating some useless Jo RoUo (New Acts) ga^s before the
patter with Felton. On opening day, Flatbush theatre's family audience.
at second show caught, house p.a. It comes early in the show, but
system went sour and set up ah in- later, Rita Rio, whose chassis is al:

cessant

hum,

hampering

vocal efforts.

The band

finales

singer's

Swing,' in which various sections of
Eck,
the aggregation are spotted.

N. Y.

(NEWSBBELS)
Newsreels hardly can be blamed

if

much
week

of the screen material this
has that library-shelf glow.
Virtually every reel leaned heavily
on available material in rushing

out to duck any reverberations or delays that might be
caused bjr the lATSE strike or exchanges. Considering such a situation, the newsreel eds did mighty
welL
Universal is picked tor the leadoff spot with its treatment of the
Graham McSpanish revolution.
Namee's trim narration brings it up
Photographic material is
to date.
their issues

highlights of the conflict and recently
Fox
received shots from Spain.

Movietone does about the same thing,
showing scenes of revolutionary
strife with pungent dialog to bring it
to date.

'

.

A

.
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FOX,
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STATE,
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'

ball-bearings, takes the kids

got to be' shakin'
get my eggs and bacon.'

To

It spice is the life of variety, then
this show Is a cinch in material as
In next to
well as marquee lure.
closing,
Willie Howard does his
bosoin inspection in the 'RIgoletto'

bit and -If parents don't begin asking, 'Is it vaudeville or is it burlesque?' then the b.o. will continue
healthy, and all other odors must be
laid to perhaps an oversensitive imagination.
Aside from the indigo, this is as
bill for which the
latbush patrons, at 40c top, could
possibly ask. It has names, talent and
punch trom start to finish, with the
show inside more than fulfilling the
bluing out front
With Rita Rio
steaming up matters in front ot her
all-temme orchestra, spotted on the
stage, and Willie Howard on thrice
in the layout, It's a laugh-filled bill
that draws commensurate returns.
Miss Rio is m.c.'ing capably as well
as thigh-grinding, bumping, singing
and maestroing. The orchestra follows the tempo by watching her
gyrations, and, along with the audience, gives scant attention to the
music. 'Which is just as well, the
arrangements being quite mediocre,
though the aggregation acquits itself
creditably In playing for the other
acts. For the femmes. Miss Rio conducts a one-woman style parade.
She's changing her gowns- at every

food a vaudeville

exit now, each one designed to highlight her figure to the extent that it's
a ridiculous race between her aggressive routines and costume switches.
She parallels Ina Ray Button's many
gown changes.
Carr and Rollo open the show after
the band's first two orchestrations;
then Into Willie Howard's sock
French "Professor' routine. Subsequently, Howard does th6 CSiamberlain takeoff of Umbrella Man,' the
lUgoletto' quartet including Eugene
and two temmes, and finally the
soap-box crackpot with a head-pan
stooge. Re's a comedy wham.
Molly Picon Is spotted In the centre ot the bill, dome three specials,
only one of which, 'Working Girl,' Is
aimed for laughs.
She's opening
with 'Hands* and then into the highly sentimental 'Grandma's Shawl,' an
easy, click in front of an audience
that probably knotvs her as well
trom the Yiddish theatre as from
vaude.
Biz here opening night (Friday)
was capacity at the last show, with
standees still behind the back rail
at the flnaM, but the management is
having difficulty because ot repeaters
sitting through two and three shows.
The grosses are affected as a result,
and a jack in the admlsh scale is being contemplated.
Scho.
'

-

&

.

-
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FOX, PHILLY

-ways

on another tack when her lyrics in
with a 'History of I've Crot to Get Hot' include:

Zeke, Mike Segal's house bond (14); Saxon and Galento. It may have
The 'Stop HiUer* drive and its
been that the amplifier was turned ramifications give the reels full sway
'Breofcinfl the Ice" (RKO).
on too loud, but Parker sSemed to on several fronts. Fox covers the
Solid stuff ih this show is 'concen- shout His turn with Artie Conrojr Prague angle and a Cordell Hull
trated In classy routines by Roxy- Paul Murdock, Miss Clair an^-Sid speech on foreign developments.
regards a finale, Paramount shows marchers in New
ettes and Judy'. Canova, aided and Gold is in trouble as
by introducing Er- York's Antl-Hitler parade, with a
abetted by Annie and Zeke. What biit he bows off
skine Hawkins. Milton Frome, with vivid closeup ot Mayor F. liaGuardia
goes on otherwise is not so good.'
is also too loud.
lambasting the Nazi leader over a
House band's overture consists of Galento,
It is quite different when Hawkins
battery of radio mikes.
Senator
bits froin 'Connecticut Yankee,' foland his colored bandsmen appear for Borah speaking over NBC, captured
lowing which Harry Stevens trots on
the bill's best entertainment Con- by Pathe. and warning U. S. people
to take over m. c. duties. Opening
ductor, who specializes with the cor- to steer clear ot European machinaline routine to 'Habanera' Is fast and
net, ke^ps away from the mlcro- tions, brings the
loudest audience recolorful.
>hone knowingly after long.famillar- sponse. XJniversal covers Harry M.
Femmes make way for Frank and ty with radio. The Hawkins bunch Warner
welcoming the son of a Czech
Pete Trado. so-so comedy twins', who is mostly made up of brasses, but
leader to Hollywood, getting all possing a bit and dish up hokum and the hot trumpet stands out starting
sible out of Warner's well-directed
pantomime, which, tor the most part, with "High and Migh^.' Bass sax boot at Hitler. Meeting of English
proves inane. They get laughs tow- then cues the whole collection of and French leaders to consolidate
patriotic finale by Russell Mar- ard end of their act however, when specialties in 'Taint What You Do.'
forces, with a review ot French
kert's ever-socko Rockettes takes it one mounts shoulders of other and
Ida May James is the band's girl forces. Is handled by Fox. Pathe dug
off on the upbeat.
they appear as giant clad in long warbler, a light-skin who takes her up a British fleet maneuver, with
The Music Hall Symph's chore fea- overcoat for some hoofing. Line re- time. She -gives a leisurely rendition Gibraltar mentioned.
tures the concertmelster, whose per appears for a chrome disk routine ot 'My Heart Belongs to Daddy,'
Lew Lehr, doing straight and quessonal violin soloini; rates the special that's prettily lighted, and they then lyric being different than the origl tioning winners
without appearing
calcium. Frank Nowlckl, incident- fade back to reveal Motter and Davis, nal She has the same tempo with on the screen, gets
more lauighs than
ally, Is a new associate conductor, hand-balancers.
I,ads get fair re- 'Good for Nothing But Love,' but the he sometimes gamers with six comialong with Mischa Violin, under sults,
although
Roxy custo'mers audience likes her. The Four Ink cal' Interviews of Sweepstakes vicmaestro Emo Rapee.
haven't much of a yen for this type Spots prove the bell-ringers of the tors. Rest of the clips are tmlmporDespite the- advent of Holy Week, of act.
band act The house whistled after tant stock, library or p. a. stuff.
biz was strong Thursd^ and FriStevens, who claims Atlanta as his "Peepers' and 'Big Two Feef so the
'March of Time* (RKO) completes
day.
Abel.
home, does his act in this spot He aggregation went into, a jam session. the biU.
Wear,
Miss Saxon is the Individual hit
plays banjo only fairly, and sings
little better.
He also attempts to of the show. Blonde torch singer
ST.
cajole customers into some commtm- warms up slowly with 'You Made
ity singing, with poor' success.
His Me Want to LOve You,' stepping it
up with Berlin's 1 Love a Piano,'
hoofing gets him nowhere, either.
St. Louis, March 31.
Philadelphia. March 31
Jiidy Canova, Annie and Zeke quite suited to her style, and then
Al Pearce, Vince Sheehan, Arlene
whamming 'em with 'Sixty Seconds.' Horris,
Joe Venuti's orch, Joe £. Letois, Hal draw a big reception and get right
Andy Andrews. Everett
Show opens excellently with Bryant West, Lyda
tieRov, Neila Goodelle, Don Darcv, down to work, their first number beSue, Bill Wright, Vic
and Young in a routine of Hyde, Randall
Adolph Komspan house band; 'Vm ing the old hillbilly standby, "Blow Raines
Sisters. Carl Hofs
acrobatic, contortlonistlc and adagio
the Whistle, Ring the Bell.' Trio bear
orch (20);
From Missouri' (Par),
From Missouri'
dancing. This turn Is plenty good
down on 'Death of Jesse James,' with for
(Par).
the stage or night spots. Ibee.
Judy giving full play to her voice
Flesh combO' at the Fox at the trickery,
for laughs. They' enHis sole vaude engagement ot the
show caught had ihuch to overcome core withgood
year at Fanchon
'St Louis Blues,' and then
Marco's S.OOOin the way of the p.b> system. The
forced to deliver 'Dinah.'
seater Fox finds .Al Pearce totln' conmanner in which it sudceeded was were
siderably more avoirdupois than on
Finale is a collegiate jamboree by
a tribute to the people in the Roxyettes
his appearance here last year, when
to 'Mama Don't Allow.'
Hartford, April 2.
show. It seems hardly understand'
Shirley Ross, Barbara -Belmore, he hung up a house b.o. record durDance
is speedy and girls are neatly
able that after spendmg thousands
clad In collegiate garb.
Into this Happy Felton's orch, with BlUy GaU ing a one-week stand.
Incidently
of dollars for talent; the house lets
braith. Louise
Ken Neely, thu show, presented on the border
most of the acts' good qualities es' closing dance is worked jitterbug Lorratne Barre, Dunne,
May Erickson, Sam of the orch elevator platform, is the
Patsy and Billie Mccape through mishandling of the am' routine by
Laughlin, pair of local youngsters ad- Kaplan's house band; 'Love On Pa- first stage entertainment in a year,
pliflers.
P.a. system was turned, up
winners In series of jitterbug role* (Mono) and 'Romance On the but despite a terrific bally won't
so loud that it was not only shrill judged
approach the mark hung up last
Run' (Rep).
and deafening, but was feeding back contests staged by Roxy for past six
year.
and emitting a squeal during the en' weeks.
Pearce has a neat show; it moves
Shrine Circus this week Is keep'
Show Is clocked In fraction over
tire show.
at a swell pace within 65 minutes.
10' minutes longer inj; attendance at the State to i
hour,
about
an
Jce Vehuti, backed by his crew of
than Roxy's customary shows, and minimum. For this same reason the With local tooters swelling the band
11 sweet-swingers, heads up the pro
house, which normally puts on a to 20, show starts with Hoff intro.ceedings. Opens with his addle, fea this one could stand chopping. Stev- new bill
on Wedpesday^ was shut ducing Pearce, who returns the com-^
tured against the background of the ens' announcements, tor instance, are tered until Friday (31), opening on pliment, and then the Randall Sisorch, and continues to play nifty unnecessary.
Biz at this catching, second of four that day with Shirley Ross and the ters come on to click with 'Alexswing arrangements on his instru
Happy Felton unit splitting the mar ander's Ragtime Band,' one of three
ment throu.'?hout
It's
rather i shows on openlne day (30), was not quee lights.
numbers warbled. Pearce and one
Luce.
so
good.
pleasant ch=*ige from other jive ba'
ot the girls do the 'Low Pressure
House was wise In spotting
toneers with clarinets and trom'
lesser name band here this week, Salesman' bit which doesn't measr
bones, or the tyne that carries a fid
getting good entertainment value ure up to the standard ot Pearce's
die but never plays it Venutl, him
N. Y.
and practically the same b.o. returns radio chatter. Vic Hyde, talented
self, with his thick gargly voice, is a
a more expensive aggregation would performer once with Rudy Vallee,
nice switch from the accustomed
have brought In. 'veteran maestro does a one-man band routine, but. his
Art Jarrett, Poul Remos and Toy is an
si'avity of band leaders.
expert showman and exudes a flipness is a distinct drawback.
Orch keeps up a stiff visual as well Boys (Z), Dorothy Crooker, Gae pleasing personality
across
the little more modesty on Hyde's part
Foster Girls, Paul Ash orch; 'Alex- boards.
as musical pace all the way.
It'
Felton's unit boasts more would hejyD.
Graham Bell' (20th), re singers than
h'-;hly entertaining with a variety ander
any other band that has
Vince Sheehan, character screenof stunts, outstanding of which is Its viewed in this issue.
ever played here. He has five fea- player, crossfires with Pearce. Lyda
takeoff on the March of Time. With
tured vocalists, besides himself.
Sue, a looker, does a swell highArt Jarrett heads one of the thin'
one. of the lads in the crew calling
Tee-off is a longwinded Intro of kicklhg and acrobatic dance turn,
the turns In the manner of the M. nest stage shows this house ever at- the featured members of the band, despite the small working space.
announcer, various other tempted to get by with. It's Holy each going before the mike. Follows Arlene Harris* customary rapid-fire
of T.
bandsmen do imnersonations. Venutl Week and that in all probability is this with an imitation ot the styles chatter is slowed down a bit, but
the answer, supplemented by man- of Calloway, Lombardo. Goodman, there are plenty of laughs
tees off with RubinoS and His VIo
in her
Warbler Don Darcy follows agerial expectation that 'Alexander Whiteman and Wayne King. First conversation with the imaginary
lin.
with Carman tiombardo. Then the Graham Bell' is going to do all the vocalist heard Is Billy Galraith, an 'Mazie' and durlnga bridge game at
whole band takes part in the- old but drawing there is to be.
Irish tenor, who sings. 'Irish Mother home.
Everett West tenor who
In addition to the receptive mood o'MIne' to nice returns.
still funny bits nf watching Sir Mai
came from Chicago to join Pearce'^
com Campbell whiz by and watching engendered by Jarrett's singing, the
Barbara Belmore, aero dancer, fol- gang, scores with classical numbers,
a tennis match. Nifty copy ot Bing Gae Foster girls produce a beauti- lows.
Gal uses a. tan dance as a
nciilently, .West makes his coast-toCrosby Is given by Darcy,. and Vea ful spring effect In a swing routine; novelty Intro to her aero offerings, coast radio debut Monday (3). Bill
uM -closes with a protruding jaw As usual, the line provides major dropping the fans when she goes Wright and Pearce team up for thejr
M'l-kSolini that brings solid guffaws. backgrounding for the show.
Into the latter. She registers. Fol 'Eb and Zeb' routine and It Isn't
Other acts are standard—Paul lowing a band number, Lorraine any better, or worse, than heard via
Vocalist Darcy-, with the crew,
Isn't much on looks, but Is ultra on Remos and his two midgets, billed Barre vocaUzes 'Billy Boy.'
Louise the radio.
voice.
His sv/lng version of 'Old as Toy Boys, and Dorothy Crooker, Dunne, soprano,
impresses
with
The comic singing of Andy An'Zing, Zing, Zing.'
'Man River' is tops. Also does 'MaS' control dancer. Miss Crooker is
drews, another tenor, ties up. the
novelty specialty, also not new.
Besides naving a book of popular show. 'I Cry for You,' his third enqu'^rade Is Over.'
Length of the feature, 07 minutes, tavs on band, the corpulent maestro core, still had the customers yelling
Joe E. Lewis serves t^s m.c. and
has reduced the running time ot the has no dearth ot comedy novelty tor more. Pearce makes his cuscomfc. Here at the Earle about
stage show to considerably less than offerings. Starts off with a cowboy tomary 'I hope, I hope* spiel to bring
year ago, he was pretty much of
Newsreels and Vjrvyan number and follows with a hillbilly the show to an «nd.
His line of patter was either normal.
flzz.
Biz good, but far from sensational
toa blue or was too sophisticated Donner Fashion Forecast (20th) quartet mountaineers, Marty Snerd,
Chaf.'
cotoiedlftn, and a singing quartet of at show caught
and ' passed right over the Earle round out
Sahu

Gamboling at the Capitol Gates—
WUliamsbUTf; was once the glamorous capital of the British colony of
Virginia the fa^lon parade l5 appropriately introed by Jeanne Devereaux and the ballet George Meyer
as the Town Crier segues into the
Easter Parade, Albert Stillman having supplied a bright set of new
lyrics to naraphrase Gilbert and Sullivan In The Bonnets that Bloom in
the Spring,' which Marion Baber,
Kobert Landrum and the male choir
(William Reid is the new director)
Billed as The Liverpool
feature.
Trio, for some reason, the 3 Swifts,
with their expert club-swlnglng and
throwing, are next, a nice interlude.
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appropriately atKen Neely, accomplng self
tired.
with accordion, sings 'I Cried for
You,' and 'Star In My Blue Heaven.'
Rita RU/s orch (12), June Carr &
Felton, In a comedy offering, uses for Jo Rollq,_ Willie_ & Eugene Howard,
his foil a corpulent girl. May Erick- Molly Picon; 'I
a Criminal'
son. Both do a parody, 'Two Hefty (Mono).

hansom

STATE,

Since then, however,
aud's head.
N. Y.
N. Y.
Lewis has built up a rep through a
lengthy stay at the Walton Roof and
he's added new material. So it's an
Toriy Galento. Joe Jacobs, Lew
Richard Leibert, Symphony Orch, entirely different story now.
His Parker & Co., Beo Soxon, Bryont,
DeveLouise Bernhardt, Jeanne
]Bngllsh music hall brand of humor Rotrtes & Young, Erskine Hawkins'
reaux, Ballet, George Meyer, Morion tops anything seen from an m.c. here orch.; 'HonoluW (MG).
llober, Robert Landrum, Choir, 3 in months.
In some spots the maSvnfts, Alyse Cerf, Valya, Valenttn- terial could still stand some writing
Despite a pelttaig r^ln on the startVol Gueral, Rockettcs; 'The down to a vaude audience, but most ing afternoon Thurs. (30). there was
off.
Storv of Vernon and Irene Castle of it is sureflre, including such stuff strong attendance for first two shows
(flKO), reviewed in this issue.
as a description of hors d'oeuvres here, principally because of Tony
as 'herring with a press agent' Galento
(New Acts) making his
Plenty of show this and next week Much of the other Lewis stuff is al- initial stage appearance. Show runs
at-thfe mammoth'Hall, The Story of ready, classical, includinc his 'Genus' an hour and 10 minutes, but not beVernon and Irene Castle' (RKO) be- bit and 'Sam, You Made de Pents cause of the tubby pugilist who is
begto fight Joe Louis for the heavying in for a fortnight, and the sea- Too Long.' He had difficulty
weight title in June, as the 'two-ton
sonal Easter trimming embellishing ging off.
Hal LeRoy and Neila GoodeUe, guy' is not on long.
the rostrum portion. Per usual, now
LeRoy is
Accompanying the appearance of
Its sixth annual repeat, 'Glory of singles, complete' the bilL
Easter' is a lavish but tastefully the perpetual collegiate looking ter- the 'warrior' from Jersey, there arc
mounted holiday spec, serving as an per and as smooth as ever. His free- window cards, replicas of the kind
hors d'ouvre to the major stage pre- wheeling legs and eccentric bits used to advertise fight shows. Gasentation. Louise Bernhardt and the rank him near the top for tappers; lento Is pictured with his hairy
entire Music Hall ensembles flank 'Jam session' to Venuti's flddllnjg of chest across which is a placard
the mammoth stage, and spill over 'Honeysuckle Rose' is a pip, as are reading: 'Don't expect no Clark
Into the side runways, making for a his own 'Say It With Taps' and his Gable in me and Joe Louis ain't no
most impressive flash. The ecclesias- encore without music, which he tabs Frankenstein to me either.' This is
calculated to steam up Louis, accordtic atmosphere is super-Koxy, of 'Ad Llbblne Around.'
Miss Goodelle's returns were also ing to the sometimes loquacious Joe
course, but all kept in impeccable
fairly strong.
Attractive, she sells Jacobs, Tony's manager, and the word
taste.
nicely and gives a tonfllght rendition is around that the champ objects to
This new Disney SUly Symph,
of
'Been
Purple.'
rather
She has a
being called a 'bum,' by which term
•Ugly Duckling,' interrupts the stage high
voice tor so the Fox mike
rates all opponents— andsequence before Part Two of the makes, it sound), but shows good Galento,
others.
•Easter Greetings' presentation is \xn- melody,
range
and
flexibility
in
Galento's
The show Is spotty.
WilQuaint
folded. CapUoned 'In
'Shuteye' and 'Devil and Deep Blue principal contribution, outside of his
liamsburg,' after the historic Virginia
Sea.'
Herb.
use of pool parlor language, is a
town which the Rockefellers rehabilLew
crack bit of bag punching.
itated, Leon LeonidoS has produced
Parker is the show's other comic and
a beautiful flash, harking back to
m.c. with a periodic routine that is
Sre-Hevolutionary holiday festivities,
only so-so. He has done better, but
inmo Maine's setting and Eugene
remains;
turn
main
idea
of
the
the
Brsiun's lighting enhance the prethat of getting laughs from the
Atlanta. March 30,
sentation considerably. Marco MonGae Foster Roxyettes (16), Harrv heckling ot stooges out front
tedero, WiUa Van and H. Rogge's
On with Marcella Clair, Parker
costumes are likewise historically Stetjcns, Fronk & Pete Trodo, Matter starts slowly. His act follows Bea
general keeping & Davis, Judy Canova, Annie

APOLLO,

N. Y.

House line (16), Vivian Harris
George Wiltshire, SaTtdy Bums
& Johnny La Rue, Babe 'Wallace,
Sweetie He, Winton & Diafie, Teddy
Hill's orch (14), with Lucille Taylor, DandHdge Sisters (3), Tip, Tap

tvith

&

Toe; 'Pardon

Our Nerv^

(20th).

This show is on the upbeat In
comparison to recent layouts at this
house. There's nothing in the way
of marquee value, but the 05-minute
show opening night (Friday), while
overboard, hardly seemed to consjume that

much

time.

However, there Is one mistake. In
tbe booking of Winton and Diane,
ofay team. The pair are sprightly
tapsters and on looks and personality would do justice to a card
downtown, .but herie, the duo are out
ot place.

Teddy HUl Is the maestro
week and again emphasizes
house's

draw

this

the

name band

need for

a
Hill

'em.

to

personable
enough and .the crew plays suffidr
ently

weU

to

get

Is

by.

With

Hill

there's Lucille 'Taylor, shiger, who's
hone too strong. This is announced
as her first pro date, but the customers seemed to like her opening
•

night.

Outstanding smash are the Dandridge Sisters, out ot the last Cotton Club, N.Y., show.
They're

gowned smartly, handle themselves
with grace
well,
their

too.

and put over a song
Tap and Toe do

Tip,

standard

drum-shaped
challenges.

taps on- the-4argedias,° in imison and in
They're a smart book-

ing.

IBabe Wallace m.c.s, sings an 'original' number pleasantly and introes
the entire bill in the finale. Sweetie
Pie is a singer-dancer brought back
for her second straight week here.

George

Wiltshire,

Sandy

Bums,

Johnny La Rue and Vivian Harris
are In the usual comedy skits and.
as usual, they're bordering on the
hurley stuff.. But they get laughs.
Biz off opening night

Wednesday, April

5,
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a

Liked by the kids, for
groove with her jitterbug vocals, but all of her songs are
lot of noise.
she's in their

delivered In the same shouting style.
Washinffton, April 2.
She's an ear ringer rather than a
Hudson yfonders, Poul Svdell, bell-ringer. Does 'Begin the BeEdwin Steffe, the I«mbertons, Sibyl guine,' 'Or Man Mose' and, for an
encore, 'Hold Tight' and 'A-Ticket'
Madden'
'Sergeant
Irfn's hot«e orch;
none with any degree of rhythm but

45

NEW ACTS

UNIT REVIEWS

•

<M-G).

With four acts standing to gain by
intimate presentation, towns blgtown^s
Sest house forgets all about
Ingest stage this week and serves
biSk of current revue from orch

Innovation should
nit and ramp.
prove okay where talent is adapUble.
Starts without overture or announcement, with travelers openmg
on spangled multi-colored sunburst
drop and bare half-stage. Hudson
Wonders, two gals, appear for swift
rhythm tumbling and boneless aerobatlcs, highlighted by somersaults
through hoop and flash double cartwheels. Pit floor is then raised level
with ramp, which extends all. way
around orch, and house maestro Phil
Lampkin takes over m.c chore by
Introducing Paul SydelL Dog man
and his pup, Spotty, old favorite

like the rest loud.
Three Sailors- close. Their familiar hoke whams here, laughs rollNo
ing up one after the other.
changes In the turn; it's the same
slapstick, capped by the rope skipping bit that gets 'em off handily.
Rubin tosses in a dramatic bit before the finale In talk-sing style
labelled 'Oh Lord, Please Help Those

The predominantly Jew-

Refugees.'
i<:h

neighborhood here accounts lor

it

Arthur's band could be given mOre
time for a couple tunes In between
turns.

KEITH'S,

BOSTON

Boston,

March

30.

A Verdyn StapUton, Tommy

Watty

smooth Trent, The Oxford Boys 13), Lortempo and finale, with pup balanc- raine
Bognari. The Honeys (S),
ing on Sydell's borehead. Is a sock.' Eddie Rosenwaii's house orch; 'Star
Encore, for which Sydell uses an- of Midnight (RiCO) and 'Lost Paother dog, is comedy smash built trol' (RKO).
here, deliver tricks in slow,

&

around dog's insistence upon douup into a knot on paiin of his

bling
hand.

Edwin

Steffe, local radio baritone.

stage debut Mike worked
badly at show caught, marring first
two numbers, 'Song of the Open
Road' and ' Got Plenty of Nothing,'
but strong, clear voice offsets slightly
•tiff stage presence and, in finish,
•Road to Mandalay,' he scores solidOrchestral interlude, in which
ly.
Is in his

house band works out pop waltz

medley
sults.

in lieu of overture, gets refollow. Pit

The Lambertons

drops to standard' level as couple

•weeps onto stage before sunburst
drop. Man in tails and gal in lavender chiffon, both young and attractive, \iln audience completely with
low waltz and modified swing strut,
highlighted by smooth lifts and good
timing.
Pit rises again and Lampkln brings
en Sibyl Bowan to work at pit mike.
Explaining 'I'm going to skip the
movie stars this time and do some
people we all know,' she discards
cape, dons blonde wig and jumps
Into imoersonation of 'a debutante,
who thinks she is too good for you
muggs, making her debut as a pop
Inger,' in which she warbles In the
Still of the NighC gets into a row

with Lampkin, the booth and finally
Is drowned out by the band. Follows
with Cockney beauty contest winner;
•a girl of the First World's Fair,'
embracing Little Egypt with hefty
padding to Sally Rand with ostrich
San, and Almee Semple McPherson,
In red, white and blue robes, reciting
X^harge of the Light Brigade.' She
ocks with each.
Personality-boy Eddie
Peabody
bounces out of wings next, brings
his smile, his banjo and his stool to

One of the surprise bills that gains
momentum as It unfolds,' wlifding' up
in a blaze of gloiy and an ovation of
applause. It is the type of show that
should stir up a pack of word-ofmouth during the four days It runs
here.

Wally and 'Verdyn Stapleton open
with tnree Ideas in ballroom taps,
Some
accented by comic touches.
of the comedy just misses with the
morning trade because It's on the

but the routines are pre.
sented in a showmanly way and this
duo finishes with hefiy plaudits.
Tommy Trent puppeteer, brings
back bis familiar act still fresh and
His puppets
distinctive in its line.
look new, with Punch looking bugeyed like the guy on the 'Esquire
He's on and off with his
cover.
snappy turn In short order and regrhumba
isters well as the deucer.
dance duo with puppets in an X-ray
spot Is a good encore.
Most extraordinary act on the bill
is the Honey Family (three boys,
three girls), who close. Dressed in
formal clothes, the sextet start off
with a precision tap number and
finale this with Interpolations that
are neither straight acrobatics nor
conventional aero dancing all done
in time with the band tempo. From
this point they sock with a whirlwind strai^t acro-tumbling session
that clicks. With good-looking girls
as groundmen and the boys topmounting, the result is sure-fire.
Much of their repertory is vastly
'cute' side,

A

—

different

from run-of-mili stunts

for

type of act Perhaps the best
a standing backward somersault by a boy from the shoulders
of one girl to the shoulders of another, starting and ending In the
this

WORLD'S FAIR REVUE
TONT GALENTO

(STANLEY, PITTSBUBGH)
Pittsburoh,

March

.

—

stage

and Rhymettes do

Frome

fair In undistin-

HIGHLIGHTS OF

(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)

sils

'Masquerade

Is

Over' and 'Deep

become nabe favorites.
The 10plece band behind him plays the

Iiouiavtlle,

April

Atlanta, April

1.

&

O'Connor Family, Betty. Jack
Karl, Betty Saxon, John Elliott, Roberta, Line (10), House Band (11);
'Scarjace' (WB).

2.

George Boston, Fitz & Carroll,
Lois Mazes, Dave Tannen, The
Three Olympios. Enrico Leide's Capitolians house band (7) and Milt
Henfcen's unit boTid (5):

Up

'Bum 'Em

O'Connor* (M-G).

The Three Olymplas (Donald
how nicely and on its own at the
This layout produced by Anton Hammond, Rollen Johnson and Robopening with 'My Heart' Belongs to
Daddy' which has the kids in the Scibilia, is badly in need of rou- ert Owen) display the flashiest triple

ehelf

exercising their palms.
Arrangements, however, could be Improved.
Click Impression is continued with
Mark Bolero, mimic, who has been
around.
Impersonation of
'Vocal
Fred Allen is maintained throughout
the turn to introduce various apings.
He does "It Willi "a~bTt "eriJrDiduetlonr
relieving the usual manner of just
calling
and giving them. Audience didn't want to let him off, de-

With a UtUe tightening up
could be classed as passable stage
but as is the comedy comes on
too soon. As the bill progresses the
pace slackens, bringing the show to
tining.
it

fare,

a drab finish.
Line (10) is first out for some
passable terping, then come on later
Jor four diflerenLrflutines and regisWilUe
ter In fair enough fashion.
and Jack O'Connor indulge in ^ome
%m
comedy gags and the boys have
enough on the ball to click in faster
manding and getting encores.
material
to
better
given
company,
Rubin slips in a tap' bit done from work with. Their nut stuff was
a chair and a girdle bit aimed at the liked by a preponderant male audifemmes. Does an original tune in ence.
prayer style to good returns, also.
Betty Saxon pipes a pop over the
Next spot is a letdown in the per p.a. system with a resonant pair of
son of Ginger Harmon. Rubin gives pipes, and then steps off a toe-tap,
her a buildup about her pictures, plenty okay. She is also on later
(Continued on page 53)
etc., and the net result of her time is

The

Rice (New Acts)
a
stopping turn in her acrobatic stunts,

.

Purple.'
'Voice is okay, though he
has occasional trouble with the high
notes.
Arthur and his crew may

.

'

is

NATIONAL, L'VILLE

Aerobatle Danolng
4 Mins.
Stanley, Flttsborgh
Unusual to see a comparatively big
girl, huskily framed, go in for acrobatic control stuff, but Ruth Rica
makes It look plenty good. She 'appears absolutely boneless and body
seems made of rubbsr. Gal packa
a wallop in practically every trick,
and turn has novelty, too, inasmuch
as she resembles more the strongarm type thaii the mistress of the
Femme's attractive and
muscular.
has s. a. in spite of weight she car-

1

.

RIVERA, B'KLYN

tines are excellently done, and she's
tastefully costumed.
Rubin's back
•gain after Miss Janis to take over
Arthur's' baton while the leader .ton-

(2)

PasUistlo
10 Mlns.: one and toll stage

Barry
Mirlcin,
Johnson
Five, State, N. T.
Quinn Sisters (2); Harry Janice,
Appearance of the next opponent
l;thel
Rutherford, Bee, Hive It
Louis for the heavyweight
Honey, Brice Santry, Ruth Rice, to Joe
Rhythmettes
John Stanton, championship Is remindful of Ham(3),
Three Chords; 'Ice FoUUsT iM-G).
inersteln's' 'Victoria, .for' Tony. Galento Is a freak attraction, few of
.'Round and 'round go the Major which appear at the State. Usually
Bowes units and when they'll stop, a fighter goes on the stage after he
nobody knows. This is the 'ump- wins a title but here it's Uie reverse,
teenth to play WB deluxer since the because of Galento's Crude color,
gongster first started sending them principally built up by sports writaround and, from the loolu of things, ers. This time the bruiser' is taking ries.
Act begins In regulation fashion,
Audience re- no chances and is getting $2,000 plus
it's only the beginning.
with the ordinary tricks, but quickly
ception opening afternoon (Friday) a percentage.
indicated the simon-pures have any^
Through the amplifier the noise of develops into something socko as
thing but worn out their welcome.
the crowd at a big fight is heard Miss -Rice throws herself Into flock
pretzels. Finish is a wow. While
Pew-payers' enthusiasm^ however, and a voice announcing 'the Orange of
her face is looking out at the audiisn't exactly unaccounted for In case orang-outang—Two-Ton Tony,' who
ence, chin resting on floor, rest of
of 'World's Fair Revue,' for it's one hails from that suburb of Newark,
around stage in
Bowes' top-notchers. Current where he conducts a saloon when gal's body is skippmg
of
circles
at mile-a-minute clip. Looks
not
appearing
the
most
comic
as
show capitalizes heavily on novelty.
for all the world like a headless
At least three or four turns go in for socker In the ring.
whirling dervish.
the unusual, the unusual for the most
Galen to is addicted to referring to
Over Dig here and she had to come
part being pretty corny, but that's all other fighters as being bums and
thank-you speech before
precisely what sells it Just the sort sums up all opponents saying 'I'll back for a
would let her get away.
of stuff that only a Bowes show can moider dat bum, so it is not unex- mob
Cohen.
get away with.
pected that the first line on entrance
World's Fair motif is carried out to Milton Frome, m.c, is 'Howya ,IUNE CABK,an4 'O BOLLO
by a double-decked curtained back- bum.' Dolled up hi- a canary yellow Comedy, Dancing
drop in which the flags of all nations bathrobe and full length green 12 Mins.; One
circle the globe^ and again in finale tights, the 'mattress' on the fighter's FlBtbnsb, BrookiyB
as principals march out in League of chest is hidden.
June Carr came to the front when
Nations costumes while a huge AmerAnswering Frome'a questions, Ga- teamed with Dave Schooler several
ican flag drops from the flies. That's lento says he has been fighting 12 years ago. Subsequently she acquired
practically Ziegfeldlan for a Bowes years and was never knocked down an assortment of partners, one of
unit
(although he has been defeated). them Harry Martin (Mills, Kirk and),
Dave Broudy's house bond- (15) Is .Tony adnata he kayoed the 'last 14 and now she's with Jo Rollo, a
on the stage at opening, with Barry guys I met' but doesn't answer, young, capable straight for her
Mirkin doing the m. c.'ing. Latter is when queried, if he ever got licke^. comedy.
.
a nice-appearing lad, but inclined It is the cue for his manager, Joe
As a dancer, Rollo is only fair in
to be a little too wordy in his an- Jacobs, to enter. I^atter is the fight, his one-solo, but he's a capable, nicenouncements.
Show starts with manager who once yelled, 'we wuz looking foil for the cute little blonde.
robbed,'
another
l^ia
pugs
when
of
quite standard by
Instrumental
Five,
colored
routines
are
Johnson
Her
quintet that's just fair musically, but lost a match, and at another time he this time, but she's added a comedy
snappy enough to get show off fast observed, 'We should have stood in fan-dance in long drawers that's
Quinn Sisters follow In attractive bed,' because another defeat was sure-flre for laughs. She's Including
tap-dance-rope-spinning number for chalked up.
her burlesqued adagio. The team's
a good flash and the inevitable
Adorned with an extremely long opening session of crossfire could be
mimic, without which no amateur cigar and a beret Jacobs made a given stronger material; also a slight
collection Is complete, comes next speech, showing little nervousness, bath.
about
par
for
They click handily here in what
He's Harry Janice and
for he Is used to facing crowds from
the Bowes course.
the pugilistic platform. Concerning approximated the opening slot in a
Scho.
Ethel Rutherford's grand opera the fight with Louis, carded for June stage-band show.
warbling Is only fair but spot's just 28, he said one of his fighters
a prelude for her later appearance (Schmeling) had knocked the champ THELMA NEVINS
in puppet turn, as a bosom-heaving silly and he' bad seen his man SODgS
Bee, punched loco by Louis (the same Top Hat Clab, Union Cits, N. J.
diva, in which she's socko.
Despite a fairly appealing personHive and Honey (there's a name for Schmeling). However, he stated, no
you) land solidly with their knock- one can foretell the outcome of a ality and effective togs, Thelma
about comedy hoofing (two men and heavyweight contest 'and that's the Nevins disappoints as a songster at
a girl) and Brice Santry keens the truth'-^indlcatlng that any man with least for this spot She might b«
pace going with brisk session of two good hands can bring home the more effective in more intimate sur*
His remarks are directly roundings, but even with a mike sha
sound-effects vocalizing. She has a bacon.
nice personality and shows possibil- aimed at the general opinion that is inaudible in all but her strongest
tones, while her enunciation Is murTony will be eclipsed by Louis.
ities.
derous.
Instead of singing a song
has showboy from
on
Ruth

ruished harmonizing, with one of the
three gals at a piano. John Stanton,
in cowboy get-up, gets music out of
a tooth-brush and a oalr of belramp mike and tears off 'Little Sir
lows, juggles three billiard balls to
position.
. „
Echo,' in which he imitates two ban- same
simulate
flock of different horses,
Rognan,
Roy
and
Jeanne Lorraine
Jos simultaneously. He fiddles Uspair of ordinary
closing, offer a nonsensical and swings out on
ten to the Mocking Bird' and then next to
of gags and dancing. A tablespoons.
comes back again with banjo to rip sequenceRognan is a subtle eccentric
Marionette show, next-to-doslng,
solo
by
«ff 'Hold Tight,' which wows 'em.
getting good response; and a is a definite novelty for an amateur
dance
Biz fair.
Craig.
holtum ballroom number ties up the unit but needs some scissoring. Too
show. Both have a swell sense of long at present Mirkin, Janice and
restrained burlesque comedy; how- Miss Rutherford handle the voices
Eddie Cantor. Bing Crosby,
ever. Miss Lorraine sells it better. for
She looks like a good picture possi- Jifnmy Durante and the anonymous
prima donna, with latter ringing bell
bility for rough-house comedies.
Benny Rubin, Three Sailors, Edna
Oxford Boys (and a guitar), in the the loudest
Skilled
Jonis. Afarh Bolero, Ginger Harmon, trey, stop everythmg cold.
Three Chords close and slam home
Zinn Arthur's house orch;' 'Mysteri- In mike technique, they rip off a a stretch winner. Male trio is an•us Miss X.' (I/)
series of band Imitations, ol which other
non-instrumental
of those
Kay Kyser, Horace Heidt Wayne bands, so favored by Bowes, but In
rouse
up
a
McCoy
Clyde
and
Except for one or two instances, King
this case worth the trouble. One of
Enthis hour-long offering is satisfying heap of spontaneous applause.
'em is at the piano to peddle the
'Mickey melody,
while other two "play* trumthroughout House now has the Zinn cores of 'Dark Eyes' and a
Arthur orchestra as a house crew, Mouse Birthday Party' also sock.
bass flddle, drums and even cymcomedy, lay- pet
replacing Ted Eddy's aggregation, These boys go light on
bal with their mouths.
solid harmony,
and the switch Is for the better. ing emphasis on theircomparing
Finale's that garb-of-all-nations
them
flash with the Stars and Stripes, a
Leader sings, too, adding two or which is a relief In
acts.
with other such
regular George M. Cohan ta-ra.
three neat pops to the bill.
Roy Rognan is a capable m.c, also
Cohen.
Benny Rubin m.c.s and his dialect forgetting the comedy and rememcomedy scores, but when he tries to bering the names of the acts he intoss 'em straight they topple.
troduces. A special nod goes to the
1939
Edna Janls (New Acts) gets the scenic department this week for an
lineup off with a bang. Her tap rou- attractive band car and set. Fox.

one

BVTH BICE

I

With Joe Jacobs, Milton Frome
31.

parallel bar act Capitol's customers
nave laid eyes on in years and they
score. big.
Lads are young, cleancut and turn in a workmanlike job.
Their trlclcs on. the bars are definitely sock stuff.

Shjw
assisted

with George Boston,
Evelyn Cheret in a

starts

by

—

fat
Jersey is
about three minutes.

the
After

delivers 'Ranger' in a stroni;
baritone, Galento appears in full
stage punching, the bag, at which he
is something of a master.
He then
goes a short round with One Stanley
Ketchell, sparring partner, who appeared ready to drop after 'receiving' one
hoolcs.

of

Tony's

vaunted

left

tell the story,
she emotes like a thwarted tragedienne. In all fairness, however, it

andi letting the lyrics

must be added that when caught sha
was stymied by a brutal sound amplifying system.

With a few vital changes In technique, spotting in a small club and
givin a passable mike. Miss Nevina
Hobe.
might get by.

Galento
mentioned
something GERTRUDE BBIEFEB
about "being an actor now.' His prin- Danehic
cipal training is bag punching and Top Hat CInb, Union CHy, N. J.
hoisting large glasses of beer to his
Young hoofer is on for two turns
lips, according to his own words.
(besides a briefie finale with the enHe probably won't break any at- tire company),
the firdt a fairly imtendance records but will attract pressive tap routine and the second
Jerseyites and maybe divert the a rather skillful high kick-acro numaverage customer at the Loew house. ber, and both dressed up with strlkAccording to reports yesterday InK finishes.
(Tuesday), Galento Is abandoning
Dancing is just normally proficient,
any future career as an actor. He but what puts the act over is her atwas scheduled to play Newark but tractive manner, tasteful costuming
that date now looks off. State's gross and, above all, her showmanship.
Hobe.
is disappointing.
Ibee.
.

featuring undressing of a maid of the ology, to back up house orch moved
gay 90's as compared to the way the from pit to stage, unit gets off to
gay young modern peel before hit- speedy start with Four Jitterbugs
ting the hay.
He also Includes a going to town in hectic st^le.
comedy fan dance.
Dave Barry, m.c, is worklne in
Boston, again assisted by Evelyn straightforward style and contributCheret then does some small magic ing some okay impressions of film
that proves tiring, with the Olympias and radio wJc.'s. He paces the layfollowing.
out nicely.
Brings on Two Swiss
There's 14 in the company, count- Rascals, brace of dusky scat singers
and comedy rhythm jivers.'for fast-'
ing unit's five tooters.
Starting Friday (7), Capitol will moving comedy and musical sock.
They
have
a hard time getting off.
switch from Sunday to Friday openings. Units that have been playing Jack Murry, who follows in imitathis spot, have been, breaking in. for tions with name bands, Is adequate
two days at Royal, In Columbus, and in keeping.
which is also operated by Lucas
Boyle Twins, hoofers, utilize pair
Jenkins, Inc. In future, Uiese units, of
miniature
steps
and drunk
which are assembled by Harry Clark, bit for dick interlude, which holds
Chicago producer, will break in cold up in good shape with subsequent
here. They will then jump to Co- vocal contributions of Lynn Lawlumbus and from there travel to.L. rence, who gives out with 'Having a
8t 3. houses in Macon, Waycross and Heat Wave*^ and 'Ol' Man Mose.'
Savannah.
Marie Smith, In session of okay
Biz at this catching, first show hoofety, brings on her Pop, Joe
Sunday (2), was full up.
Luce,
Smith, rotund heavyweight, who delivers an old-time buck and wing
and joins offspring In challenge
dancing.
(HIPP, BALTIHOBE)
There'a some novelty in contribution of Bill Boadway, boy soprano,
who essays "duo "Of -unusual numbers
Baltimore, April 2.
Dave Barry, Four Jitterbugs, Two for his type of voice, 'Gia Nina Mlo'
and
the Italian Street Song,' both
Swiss Rascals, Jack Murry, Boyle
Ttoins, Joe and Marie Smith, Bill flashy and earning a beg-off. Comedy
Boadway^ Lynn Lawrence, O'Brien Is supplied by O'Brien and GoldGoldberg, Felice lula'a house orch.
berg in some funny announcements,
(11)1 'Fisherman's Wharf (RKO).

&

'

SWING SCHOOL

'Rhapsody_li>_Rags' act. in which he
forms pictures "on a Targe easel. It's
a distinct novelty and particularly
pleasing to youngsters. Boston then
takes over the m.c. duties and introes
Fitz and Carroll, mixed dance team,
who click with eccentric challenge
hoofing and clowning.
Spotted next is Lois Maree in her
Nice, fast moving Major Bowes
'Dance of the Cobra.' Femme, a
looker, does an aero control dance unit this, with the Inevitable bell
to a special arrangement of modem ringers, prima donnas and' baritones,
tunes and gets over. Dave Tannen happily missing. Utilizing special
eye,
turn.
emblazoned with swing terminalso clicks in his pantomime
.

&

a

dated,

bit

laughs.

them

off.

A

but good

for

ample

strong hoofing bit takes
Finale -reintroduces prin-

cipals for series of strong curtains.

Biz okay.,

Burnt:

'

.

VARIETY
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Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Gerry Morton Oro

Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK

WEEK

THIS
Numerals

week

or aptit

Leon

Kremlin

Lucette

NEW TOBK

SHBFH'KDS BUSH

WA8HINOTOI1

CITY

Capital (7>

Fred Waring Ore

Radio Revellers
Dennis Lawea
Phyl Jamleaon

8

'

Musketeers

STRATFORD

Bill

Mary Cohan
.^ioate

&

.Bmmlngs

Hal Kemp Ore
Judy .Stnrr

Granada

Band Wagon

Taylor

MEW TOBK

CHICAGO

CITT

Fnamoont

Tommy

Hlscha Anrr

DUNDEE

Den & T>
Paul Haakon
DIok,

Dal RIos
& Eetea

Bora

Week

Chlcaco' (7)

<S>

Dorsey Ore

Frank Gaby

Aiigna Enters
Georges A Jalna
Coblna Wright Jr
Hotel White
Lou iJihg Oro
Charlie Macy
Mlnii Frnncia
Dell O'Dell
Jimmy Kelly's
Joe Capello Oro
Incn Borg

Aarona

tc

Baffalo (7>
Phil Splulay Ore

Jay Marelle
Fayre 4
Jean Adrlenne
St John Sis

Harry Gordon

Olantz

DETBOIT

BUFFALO

of April 3
Eric Palmer

Palace
'

Stefran Ols

Jack Holden

Capitol <7>

Major Bowea Co

MO
MBw TORK

Palace

Keith (•-•)
KItaroa
Kam)>ns' Itlapeia
Vox & Waltera
Buck & Bubbles
Rlcharda Adrian Co

NEW TOBX cnr

Warners
Caas Daley

cmcAoo

UaAstIa

(7)

Gypsy Romaea

Ted

I<ewlB

Francis
Lulu Bates'
Willie Solar

(B-11)

Linda March
Boyd Heathen

Ore

Annande's
Buddy Clarke Ore

Albenlce

Marie Spaulding
Pat Kennedy

Barney Gallaafa
Angela Velez
Frank McFarland
Nellie Faley
Borsch & Dockery.
Bert Frohman'a

Warner
NEW TOBK

OITT
(31)
Btmnd (7)
Major Bowes Co
Ouy Lombardo Ore
BEADING
Oene Sheldon Co
Doris Rhodes

Jimmy

Evans A Mayer
DoUnors & Bis

.

PHELADEIfHIA
Tox

WABHINOTON

(7)

Chas Barnett Oro
Shirley Ross
Judy Canova
Annie & Zeke

Earle (7>

(31)

Ann

riTXSBUBOH

Florence Herbert
Billy Lorraine
John Panter

John Eliot

(}eorge Belt
(81)

Stanley <7)

Tony Martin Oro

Gay WKs

Bmlly Stevenson
Jim Phillips

iJorraIn

Bmlly Adrian
8 Ryans

Hal Le Roy

Dorothy JsSers
Frank McFarlane
Bill's

Ethel B'more Colt

Joe Lewis

Bill BertoIotU'a
Angelo's Rh'mba Bd
Elaine Spencer

Spike Harrison

Rudy Madison
Bin Quentmeyer

Kay Kyser Ore

Steven Inles
Bernle Gmner
Harry Donnelly

Arthur Behan
Harold Wlllard

Don

NEW TOSK
Boxy

CITT

(8-8)

Dralln

(7)

Paul Remos Co
Art Jorrett
Dorothy Crooker
Paul AHh Ore

Roy Lewis

& L'ckwood
PAXEBSON

Leavitt

HaJesUo

ATX/ANTIO CITT
Boxy (6)
Ben Blue

Ross Bros

Carol Bruce

(One to
Markett

Jeanne CIrk

Jim Penman

Mills,

Faith Bacon

& C

PHII.ADEI.PHIA
Carman (7)
Bellet

Batelle Taylor
Walter Dare Wahl

Jerry Mann
State (V-U)

Lonergan Ols

of April

Astoria

Dominion
Rawicz tc Landauer
G & J D'Ormande
Haver & Lee

Adam & Troe Oro
OASIDEM TOWV

Renee Dymott
3 Mllsom Sis

HAHniEBSlIITH
Oanmoat
'

Musketeers

IBtlNGTOK
Bloe

HaU

LaclIle'Benatead
it KIkl

Radio Revellers
Dennia Lawea
Phyl Janleson

Leon

Bill

Eddie Gray
Johnson Clark
Velda & Yann
Thelmlna

EAST

HAM

Oraaada
Robert

Bemand

UBWI8HAM
Oanmoat

Katharine Perry

Beachcombers
Glenn

Ruby

&

Jenkins

Hill

Son & Sonny
Myra- Johnson
Vodery Choir

Diamond

Horseslior

Noble SIssle

On

Don McOrahe Ore
Frltzl Sohelt

Buddy Doyle

Margot Brander
Frank Llbuae

Tom

Patrlcola

Joe Howard

Merin Oro

8

Terker

Edna Sedgwick
Hotel Vark Central
Will Osborne Ore
Dick Rogers
I^nn Davis
'&

Novello

Hot^ Park lane
Freddie Starr Ore
Bob Lido
Al Harris
Hotel Pennsylvania
Kay Kyser. Oro
.

Hetd

nam

Jack Marsbard Ore
N D'Amlco Oro
A; O Hartnian
Jane Plekens
Gil Phelan
Hotel BoeeeTeH
Frankle Maaters Qr

P

i.)

Wlntz Oro

Julie

3 Wiles
Gertrude Briefer
Thelma Nevlns

Tersalllea

M

Bergare C>ro
Maribrle Galnsw'rth
Panchlta Oro
D'AvaloB Dancers

Paztbn

Polly Jenkins
Noll & Nolan

JOAN

PJIVIS
WEEK APRIL

Co

WEEK

SHOW
14th

PLACED BY
EDOIE SMITH

tt

W. <«h

Joan Grey

& R

Duval

Ann Bronte
Wnlly. '\Vanger 8

Jark Ostermaa's

anb

Little

St.,

New ToHc

Lou' V^iloro
Whirling Top

Burns
James Keogan
Billy

Sunny

Roger Steele Ore

Geo Morris Oro
Paloma
Irene Stanley

Ann Gale

Ruth LcClaIre
Russell Dracken

LOS ANGELES
^ Beverly WlUhIre

Bray

61s

Howard Garrard
Uarry Owens Ore
Cafe Callente

Pancho
Diana Castillo
Julio Gen'ante

Led Luz Dosquez
Bddle Agullar Oro
Cafe La Haze
Park Ave. Boys

Martha Meara
Matty Malneok Ore
Clnb BaU
George Tount
Bruz Fletcher
Club VeraalUen.
Jerry Lester
Gloria King"

Millstone
Millstone

Florentine Garden
Manrlce Koslolt Co
EmIl Basso Oro

Btank Sebastian's
Cobanola
Eduardo Chenez

Joe Bnrrls Oro
Grace Hayes Lodge
Jackie Coglen
Grace Hayes
LInd Hayes
Joe Frisco
,

Foy
Lou Bailee Oro.
Hawaiian Paradise
Loretta Walker
Princess Luanna
Charlie

J6e Sullivan Oro

Brown

Jimmy

Val Harris
li

,

Tanya
Fay

Sophisticated Gla

Dorothy Gerron
Reginald Crajg

Ellard

Jack Frost

Susan Miller
Beryl Wallace
8

Archie Bleyer Ore

Bid

Earl Carrol]
Paul Gerrlts
Arren & Broderh
A Robins
.

Marg Faber Gla

Jool & Annette
DIetrlrha
Inez Scott

Aloha

Jack Roland Ore
Nyra Lou

Jessie Rosella

Murlol Joaeph

Dagmar

SIssle Robblns
Genevieve Val
Sharone

Dolly Steriing
Ruby Bennett
Patricia Perry
Collette

Carmen
Sol Lake
Tripoli 8

Del Bates

S8S Clob
Eddie Varzos Ore
Luclo Garcia

WUla Runyon
Al Mnlvaaey
Verna Jordan
Art FIshef Ore

Florence Bchubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace Katrol
Norma Ballard

Broadmont
Herb Rudolph Ore
Ginger Wood
Jerry Walker
Georgia Ln Rean

Jlmmle. Reld
Sylvia Tucker
Henry Simon
4 Londoneera
Chez Bochley
Dick Buckley
Pre M'Crane

Winn

Bg Damps
Laurene No Vol

Ken

.

Room)

Heldelbers
Old Heidelberg Co
Octet
Robert Kessler

It Mercedes
Grace McCarthy

Margie Laeey
Joan (^rr

(Crystal

OM

Johnny Howard

Buck Hunt

HIU & a Miss
Brevoort Hotel

Sally Sharratt
Sol Stocco Oro

Carlos

Lealle

Esther Whlttlngtea

Bryan Wolf
Minor

Blllle

Terry (yToole
Al Robinson Oro
June Thompson
IVanke's Casino
Will Mariln

&

It Cafe
Cabanaros

Don Rudolf Oro
Jenr's Uandalay
Marguerite Padnla
Geo Surpranont Jr
Neville FleesoD

& N

Kay

Taylor

Weire Broa
Buss Morgan Oro
Don Orlando Ore
Evans Adorables
Clnb Al
Larry Ross

Bddle

Mathewa A Shaw
4

Barria Oro
Clob Alabam
Dorothy DeHoghton
Evelyn NesMt
Harriet Norrls
Sadie Moore
Jack Irving
Allen Cole

Burton

Bfflo

Bernle Adler

Dorothy Dale

Dave Unells Oro
Chalk Robinson Ore
Bddle Roth Ore
Clnb lEspaaa
Harry Hynda

Bob Durfree
Dick Hauss
Joe Hardy
Bee Jones
Russ LIndgren

Colony Clnb

Jose Manzanares Or
Lew Fldter Oro
Connie Boswell
Coloslmoe

Ada Leonard
Roy Rogera
Bill

Bafrd

Natalie

& How

Bthele Wilson

Rhythm

Willie

Charles Isom
Partello Gla-

Red Saunders Orr
Congreea
(Obtss

Hotel

Hat Bm)

Johnny Banga Ore
(PeaoockBnt)
Joe Vera

•

Dolly

Marlon Miller

Cheater LeRoy Ore
Grand Terrace

Jean Brady
Tondelaya & Lopez
Ted Smith
aiadya Madden
Dot Adams
Marls Bryant
Dusty Fletcher
Leonard Reed Gls
F Henderson Ore
Graemere Hotel
(Glass House Bm)
Toasty Pall Oro

Crystal Cook
Dot Keith Gls
Garwood

Jessie

Helen

DuWayne

Marsh McCurdy

Sammy

Frisco Ore

Three Donees
Llll

Armstrong

WIngy Mannone

Basin Btreetera
Lennle Bsterdall
Jimmy McPartland
Tower Ian
Mollle

Manner

Sam Haas

Gonan

Iiiez

Betty Story
Lee Ols
3 Hawallans
Frank Davis Oro
Town Clob
Chet Boswell
Mae Dl Flit

Enid Phillips

Kny

Ens
Gene Krupa Pre
Irene Daye

Bock

Lorraine Voas

Harry's N X Cab'ret
Jerry Bergren
Violet Love

Maxlue Kirk

Emma

Calder

Galente tc Leonardo
Rankin Gls

Ohas Engels Ore
Art Buckley
Al

Wagner

Blllle

Hickory Ina

Kay Dare

&

Bddle

Tom Oarvoy

Gondollera Oro

HI Rat
Llta Grey Chaplin.,

Margo Gavin
Batty Atklnaon
Kretlow Gla
Sid Lang Ore
Ivaahoa
Helen Irwin
'lice

Munson

4 Hawmllans
Keith Beecher Ore
L'Alglon

Mar*

W

Kllpalrii!fc

Chleagoans
Frankle Quattel Ore
6

Hal Barber

VUU Modeme
Tony. Cabot Oro

Winona Gardens
Rene

Frolics

Celtic Cafe

Bud Olene Pre

Dome
Sherman Hotel

'

Joan

Brown & Brown

Bhaw

Eddie White
4 WlUon Bros
Anthony, A & R
Al Trurk Pre
Mark Flshsr Pre
Jack Billiard

Woodle La Rush

Gendron Orr
Clob Dellsa
Robinson
Henrlene Barker
Crawford Price
Saundra & Barl

Wesley Long
Albert Bears
Connie Morrow
Chippie HIU

81a

Jules Scott

Lonnle Johnson
(Off Beat ReoBi)
Anita O'Day

Barry Hodgea Pro
Bose Bowl

Charlene Baker
Evelyn Lee

Myers
Lee Berling

[enri

Saxon
Cherl

Sam Barl
Verne Wilson Ore
Thompson's IS Club
Ray Reynolds
Joy Kalese
Patsy Thomas

Abbott Dancers
Pbll Oooley pro
Parody OInb
Flash Evans
Ida Brown

Willie Shore

Lulu Gould
Betty Robin
Harry Rose
Prdnaph Ola
lellywood •

Sam

Boal-Q
Bernle Green

•

Carl

'

-

Billy Kedt
Henry Sax Ore

Charles McBrlda

-

Maxine Kirk
pre.

Stratosphere Clab

Ginger DIx
Opal Adair
Connie Rogers
Zona tc LanI
Jackie Richard
Frances Thomas
Bdlth Marlowe
Dolores Mao

Bobby Danders Oro Freddie Fishers Pr
Gloria Faye
Gay Paree
Burke Sis
Roalta Carmen
Wanda Kay
Vera Fern
MllUcent De Witt
Bd Cur'rle
Boyal noUcs
Jane Mornn
Gale Lawrence
Golden Spot

Margie Moore

Byton Gls

Princes Red Rock
Frank Barber
Subway

Beverly Allen

Johnny Morrlssey
Jean Cook
Charlene Baker

Sid Schapps

Oliver

Kings

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Roea)

Rhythm Boys Ore
Bernhardt & 0

Baby Dodds

Kaytherine Atktn
Chic Banders Pro
Playhease
Helen Hart

Colleen
Pat Otis

Ore

Sky Rocket
Hariorie Whitney
Dictators

Palmer Hoose
(Empire Boom)
Eddie Duchin' Oro
Rute Davis
Dick Baratow

Dolores

Sandra Byrd
Blllle Rogers
Roberta

Marge LaTour
Lll Gerard

W

lone O'Donnell
Margie Strong
Marrlta Ryan
Flo Polus
Chester lie Roy Oro

XIainons Door.

Babs

Straoho.

Herr Louie tc
Herble Oro
Paddock Clob

Dolly Pepin
Whirly <31a
8 Loose Screws
Ray Bllebera Ore
Sam Badls

Clnb

Sunny Carter
Connie Faaeaaw
SlsKI Lee
Dolores Del Rae

Flo Whitman
Ga:e Lawrenoe
Betty Harris.
Delia Bartell

Drake Hotel

Melody King

Ed Durant Oro

Indigo Cafe

Theodorea
Chlcco Ore

Igor &
Vivien

SM

Billy Carr

Allan DeWltt

Harold Osborne

Ulnnet Clnb

Shirley Ray
Baddy Klrble
Tillage Bam
Ilo Miles
Rocke Ellsworth
Howard Woods Oro Ralph LIndgren Or Bob TInsley Ore
Gwen .Williams
Chez Paree
Gay M's
Freda Sullivan
Cross & Dunn
Jlmmle Ames
Joey Ray
Adelaide Moffett
Zeke & Elmer
Lew King
Mary Raye

mOfi POWELL

.

New

TOP Hat
(Union City, N.

SHEA'S TOiBONTO THIS
JOINING

Art Carney

Enrloo

Bemand

&

Red Ferrlngton
Henry DIok

Tanya

'

Granada

Sonny Kendls Oro
Monchlto Ore

&

Betty
Blachslene Hotel
(uaunese Km)
Marguerite English
Pllner & Barl Ore
Bloe Goose
Evelyn Waters
Al Lane
Orrin

4

TIsdale 3

Le Ulrag^

Bob McCoy
Lyabeth Hughes

Hotel

Hansen

Bernlce Manning
Chlckle Goldwyn
Stork Clnb

Mario

Hotel BUtmere

Raclmo

Show Bar
(Foreet HIUs)
Sleepy Hall Oro
Lucille Rich
Jules Cassard

Gay Adams

Horace Heldt Oro
Larry Cottoa

Henry Busse Ore
Don Dickson

Serge Ignatenko
Volodia Katov
Genia Pobedlna.

Bill

Lucille Johnson
Olam' GU Liana Marlow
HaTana-BIadrld
Byrnea &r Swanaon
Nano Rodrlgo Oro Jerry Williams
Juanlto San'brla Or Randolph Cos
Flora
Newman
Roslta Ortega
Ellen Reed
Nina Oria
Oastnia t
Le Babaa Blea
De Limaa
Herbert jacoby
AUeen Cook
HIekoiT Hoaae
Grazlella Parraga
Joe Marsala Ore
Marie Eve
Mabel Heroer
Hotel Ambaasader
LeoB * Eddie's
Dick Gasparre Oro
Vincent Bragale Ore Lou Martin Oro
Rosalean & Seville Eddie Davis
Iris Adrian
Htd Belaaont-Plaia Mickey & M Ford
Beryl Cooper
Bmle Hoist Ore
3 Smoothies
Jane Olaire
Belmont Balladee-e
Adrian RolUnl 8

VI Mole

Senla'KaravaeK
Michel MIchon

Le Coq Booge
Geo Stemey Oro
Anne Frnnclne

e Village

Jean Famey
Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kaye Ore
Hotel EdlsoB
Gray Gordon Ore
Ruth Bradley
Hotel Essex Bonaa
N Brandwynns' Ore
Dale Sherman
Hotel Gov. CIIatoB
Eddy Mayehoff Ore
Betty Gals
Hotel L«xlngt«B
Ray Kinney Ore
Bather Shaw
Hotel Llncala
Jan Savltt Oro
Milt Herth 8
Hotel HcAlpfai
J Hoaaner Ore

Michel
Capellova

Claudia
'

Eddie Davis Oro
Joseph Smith Ore

Musical Maniacs

Tommy Bruno
Benny Martini
Joe Lane

Robert

3

Granada

Mata Uonteria
June Havoo

Frazee Sis

OBBENWICH

Lame

RoBlta Royce
Dolores Fanls

Floria Vestolt

J Maskelyne Co
Henri Vadden Gla

Bmmfnge

Letly Kembls

Judy Rudle
Frnnkle Hyers
Leila Oaynes
Beale St Boys
Q Andrews Ore
Club Oaacho
Chas Macula Oro

La Harqnlse
Bin Palermo Oro
Gloria Whitney

Gieenwleh Village

Felicia Flores

Mamie Soutter

CI.APBAH

'

Teddy Hale
Velma Mlddleton

Dop Ravel Ore
Dorothy James

Maria Del Carmen
3 Oauchos
Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Ore
Bill Robinson
Sister Tharpe

MIto 3

OaniDont

Roy

Lorenzo Roberson'

.

3'

'

Uekidy Mill
Tiny Hill Oro

(Gold Coast Room)
Wayne King Oro
Bob Rich
Dean Murphy
Madle & Ray

Ball

Hoherto tc Mints
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

Carolyn Belt

Woody Herman Ore Harold Leonard
Frances Connelly
Mary McCall
Nino Nonno
Frances Fays

SInda
La Marl ta
Pedro Valll

'

Ga)llard 4

Chrlatlan

Panchlta Villa
Tarrant tt Daclta
TrInI Plaza

3

Renee Dymott
Mllsom 81a
Premier
Ralph Sylvester
Allen Ss Taylor
Kremlin 4

TrocaderO' Best.

Maxim Herman

&

MaravllU

DorlU tt Valero
El Herocc*
Val Ernie Oro
Bamooa Deer

3

Hutch
Cyril Fletcher
Great SIngalee

-

(8)

Ames

Joe Freed Co
En«ter Bonnet Rev

< Wallabies

Juvelys
Tacopl Tr

Art Lafleur
Chnteaa Hoderae
Paul Bass Oro

Marlon Farrar
George Rlxon
Clob IB
Jack White
Pat Harrington
Jerry Kruger

MTTKAN.

Broadway

& Kent

Capt Tlebor'B Seala
Jack Johnson

Jill

Delia Carroll
Varsity 8
Sid Marlon Co

Bill

S Singing Cadles
(One to All)

Debonaira
Allen

Gabriel
Lynn Russell

Rutocs

BUI Ames

Allln

Bros

Maxelloa

BAI.TIMOBE
Hippodrome (7)
Hudson Wonders
Rex Bros
George Tapps

Harry Stockwell
Jack Cole Co

Sylvia

A Bng

Dv'e (6)
^^
Olympics
Troy & Lynn
Larry Collins

lionergan Ols

Norman

Charles King

Tola Gain

Paul Nolan
Grace Doro

(9th only)
Chilton & Thomas

'

Don Barclay

nil)

(4-8)

Jack Durant
Helen Morgan
Joe E LewlB

.

James Barton

Morley & Anger
Al Linden Ss B
Dave Seed Co
Easter Bonnet Rev

Helene Faye
MIohon Bros
J C Fllpiwn
8 Greys
(One to nil)

Caaa Uanana
Ozzle Nelson Oro

& T

De Peron Duo

Steel Pier
(8th only)

Week

(7-10)

Starr

Ciortez

Cafe Bavlnl
Grace Morgan
Melvin Pahl
Haywood It Allen
Tiny Kline
Luclenne & Ashnr

&

BaU

Silver Aellcs
Claire Fellow

Harry Harrla

Cbnck Andrews

.

Fantasia Novia

Romero Gomez
Paqnlta Domlngnez

Ore'

Cblta

Tryon Sis
Kathleen Harris
Johnny Coy

Joe Venuttl Oro
Nella Goodelle

Harry Armstrong
Bllzabeth Murray
El Ohko
Joylta

Al Copeland

Bmmett Klapper
Homer Roberts

Ann

'

Johnny. McFail Ore

Kixle Dto
Phil Chlnard

(Ponpellan Km)
Irying Margraft

McCreery Oro

Jean Sharon
VI Gore
Hazel Zalua

Nord Rlchardaon

UoGiaws

'

'

Ellaeo Grenet Ore

Diana Del Rio
Tvette

Fenwlck & Cook
Walter Walters

(31)

Dorsey. Oro

Harry Savoy
Condos Bros

Buddy Wagner

Aator (Sl-1)

Delia LInd

Emma

Merrill Miller

Tom Keene Co

.

Frank Paris
Randall Bis
Peggy Taylor Co

Clyde Hager
Uangean Tr

Arablaa Nights
Arthur Ravel Oro

Brown & Ames
Tony Martin
COIiUlIBOS

& Thomas

PaU««

(7)

(»1)
6 Jansleys

-

(Pmnp Room)

Betty Bryant

LEDOY

J.

Gladys Faye

Bhaw Ore

Artie

R

Ralph Cook

Lou Gutterman

Tanua "Tamara
Richard Denzler
Roland tc Franclne
Joe Kl^h Ore

Morrison Hotel
Kay Armin
(Boeton Oyster
Roy Deltrlch
Bernlce Parks
House)
Bally Osmon
Manfred Gotthelt
Jlmmle Green Oro
Dntch'a
Bbeoarck Hotel
Nameleaa Cafe
John Elliott
Princess Aloma
(Walnut Boom)
Carlos tc Dolores
Ralabow Grill
Julian StochdKle
Mar>- Lane
Betty
Jerome
Vlto Oro
Bob Belmont
Barry WInton Ore
Tanya
Evelyn Harris
One Mayo
Marlynn & MIobael Nanno Van Houten Lollta
Lee Lealle
Plazzo
Carole Cleveland
Carter & Schaub
Mort Lund Oro
Betty Grey
Margie Strong
Balnbew Boeaa
Terry Shannon
Evelyn Reed
Schanka Or
Edgewatcr Beaeh
Peggy de la Plants Ruby Newman Oro Charlie
Bd Leon
Adele, Trent & S
John Hoystadt
Hotel
Montmartre Boys
Dorlene O'Day
Nappe Gardeaa
Danny Htgglna
(Blarlne Boon)
Gower & Jeanne
Bloickhawk
Sid Hawkins
Bddle Le Baron Ore
Mary Fran Sackley Genevieve Jacyna
Vaugli Comfort
Joan Cartler
Helen Coyle
Bob Crosby Oro
Eugenia McGee
Gonz'les ft Christine
Dave Malcolm
Blaine tc Barry
KosalaB Kietchma Ray Baudnc
John Rockwood
Tiny Gorman
Eddie Miller
Marine 4
(Sens Walters
Tasha NIkagosov
Marlon Mann
Jane La Vonne
Stuart Frazer
Naatia Pollakova
Dorothy Claire
Kit Kat Clnb
Kay Moore
Jay Mills Oro
Darla Blrae
Gil Rodin
Honey Lee
Harriet Smith Gls
Dorothy Salter
Marusia Save
Don Pedro Oro
Jean tc Wharton
Dolores Brown
Hermlne

Cabaret BiDs

CISVEI.ANB

7th

Placed by

MARK

Qeorge Beatty

Ambaasador Hotel

RYANS

3

Kim Lqo Bis
Emmet Olddetd Co

BOSTON

Rozyettcs

APRIL

Shakespeare
Rooklyn
George Betton
De Haven & Page

Clair

Loretta Ols

Little Clnb

CHICAGO

WASHINGTON

Chester Bale Gls

Alyse Valentlnolt

Val Ooeral
Uarlon Raber
Oeorge Mayer
Robert Londmrn

Mallln

&

Desmonds

(81)

EARLE THEATRE

UTEBPOOL

Boyal
Jack Anthony
Bond Rowell

cirr Brown & Ames

Hiule Han (S)
Jeanne Davareanx

PavlUoB

Silver Clond
Bert Nolan
MJIIIe OroBSe
'
Shutta «: Kent

Llniielionse

.

Bob Tank Oro

'

GLASGOW

Bdlson & Louise
Terry Ic Wilson
Falrweather &'L

EDINBUBGH

Lewis

Rellly Ore-

I

Rex 'd: L

Douglas,

Clayton Sis
& Clare

Neller

AleE Lennox
Luxor Gall-Gall

It

Tommy
'

.

'

-

Dee Downey

Eddie Danders
Joan Baylor
Joey Conrad Pre

Bow

Wiley Ore

Barl

Somerset Hease
Leonard .Keller Ore
Harry RIngland
Harens Daly
Blulne Bnssett
Art Tatum
Kay Gregory
Peggj- Hcaley
Jack. Owens
Joey Lee Oro
Anita Colby
Stage ^l' Cafe
Evelyn Kelly
Omar's' Dome
'Wally Vernon
Roaanne Murray
Lillian Gibson
Billy Young
Onyx Clah
Charles Korle
Henry Gnlanti
Hat Brown
John KIrby Ore
Bhemp Howard
Ted Welle Oro
Lee Wiley
4 Squires
Palomar
Paradise
Swnnce Ibb
Vincent Travera Or Imogene Coca
Eddie Ben
Tanner Sis
Place Elegaaie
Gladys Bentley
Gloria Monroe
Leo Lazaro Ore
Toper's
Kirk Allen
Bill Farrell
Elmer
Massey & Miller
Tommy Mills
Arlett Jon
Jerry Mumsnii
Ben Kauf
••
Jimmy Brlerly
Taras & Mastera
Irra Harris
Qeorge Olsen
Nichols- & l.ucas
Rex Gavllte
The Mercer Broa
Paris Ibb
QaecB Mary
Dorothy Brandon
Dominic
Chuck Foster Ore
Joe Ellis Ore
Blane & Elaine
Consuelo Flowerten Ginger
Victor Hogel
Weldon
Katherine Tate
Katherine Skldmore Joaquin Gnray
Lillian Gilbert
Sklnnay Bonis Oro
Eric Massey
Carmine

Emil Coleman Ore

Provincial

Mathews

t'

Larry Forbes

Boy

Bnrbra

lliirklcya

JltterbugH

Sllhoaetle

Billy Hill
Frltzl'

Rita Manning
Jlmmle O'Nell

Sorrelll

Moore

Valesco's Oyiiales
Marcel's

Carle

Ted Straeter Oro
Bob Knight Orc^
Dick Smart

Room)

(Serf

Slnpsy Uaxle's
Joe Plotksl
Virginia

Dancing
8

Liberty Inn
Dick Hugos
Helen Durfree
June West

Slapay Mnxle
Jack Waldron

Andy

lluniiiiiin

Bud Bartpll
Empire Boys
Jimmy Blade
Jerry Glldden
Kay Nichols

Jonah Jonea

Lillian Gibson
Al Molntyre
Eddie Bush 4

1939

5,

Jamrs

VIbra
Stun Smith Oro
Gladys Madden

Seven Seas

Hongnry

Little

& M

Ilenryson

Chuck Henry Ore

LaC'nga Rh'mba Bd
IJttle Clnb
Jane Jones
Paul Kendall
Walter Dyoon

Jltnniy Rogers

Hotel tValdorrAstorla
(Koiplre Booia)

WOOLWICH

Bread wi^
Ralph Sylveater
Allen

Mun Purls
Charlie Murray Ore

Hotel La Salle
(Blue Front Room)

Danny Kawanna
Kay Silver

Jerry Gallan

Don Mnriun Oro

Enoch Light Ore
Pecgy MnnnGeorge HInes
Smith Howard
Light. Brigade

Granada

FavUloB

Clngalee Co
Henri Vadden Gls

State (6)

Joan Davis

Dav* Apollpn Rar

4

TOOTING

Ken

Jerl

Evelyn Steele

Sam

Motel Taft,

&

Don

Spike Featlierstone

Rosaline Lewis
Martha Kovaca
Gypsy Lopoz
Barbara Kyton
Lydia Ehrenberg

Simpson Sis
Dorothy Leivls

Ray Vaughan

Henry Monett
Marguerite

La Conga

(Hoboken)

•

Boom)

(Irl(|luni

Nonle Mitchell

Hal Chancellor Oro
Jimmy Kerr & Boys

Meyer's Cellar

Howard BInlne

Charles Bnum Ore
Jorvia
Erie Rpltor
Jane Nicholson

below ihdicata opening, day of

full

Loew

Hotel St. Horlta
K'omeen Ore

Basil

Zanoltp & Darrel
DpII O'UoII
Hold St. Regis

(March 31)

In connection with bills

show, whether

Kllilognrde

June Forrest

(April 7)

Wednesdajt April

Francos Wllllamo
Patsy Ogden
Scat Powell

(College Ian)

Spinning Tops

GIgl

Lee Harmon
Pat Allen
Nlta La Tour

Virginia Gilbert
Lucille Johnson

Frances West
Nlta La Tour
Hazel Gregg

Frank Snyder Oro

T»inT.AT>TiT.P1ITA
j

Anchorage
Harry Hansen Oro
Jock CujsUa
Renato & Dolores

Edna Thompson
Margie Smith

Bellevae-Stratterd

(Main Dining B'm)
Meyer Davis Ore.
(Bnrgandy Boom)
Fraiik Juels Ore

Ben Ftanklln Hotel
(Garden Terrace)

Jimmy Joy Oro
Gal Moran
Guy McComaa
Benny the Bum'a
.

Dariane Jones
Eddie Thomas
.Jack Newlon

Sunny Ray

H

Reynolds Ore.
Clob
Dick Thomaa

M

Johnny Toung Ore
Beverly Flaher

Bee Larry
Jean Iiee
Princess Helen
Cafe Uoroaey
Scarey Gavin

'

Al Cubler

Peggy Gas d: 2 Jets
Jerry Vance
Lorraine Wiley
Joe Foinllant Ore

Mary Novis Ore
Hollywood Dobs (8)

Club Parakeet
George McCall Ore

Larry Vincent
Trudela tc Jean
Elaine HInkle
DeaovUle Boys
George Hunter

Kenn King
Rae Dell
Bobby LaRue

Wllma Douglas

Browning Lane Inn
(Bellmawr, N.J.)
Inga
Monroe Seton
Dixie

Hey

Marlyn Dawn

Mary Joyce

Lucille Nolan

Vlnce

Norman On

Eussblo Conclaldl
CadlUae Tavern
Spyros Btamos
Henrique
Don Qnlxota Ore
Keller Sis
„.„
Baato Bolognlnl Or I Beth Calvert

M

Fran Caswell

Emma

Btoueh
Club tW

Bob Ramp Ore
La Rue Sla

Down

Beat
Harry Roberta
Henry Patrick
Dotkln'sBathskel
Frank Pontl

Don Ic DoreesB
MIml Stewart
Cleo Valentine

Mary Monahan
Doris Shea

I

VARIETY

Wednesday, April S, 1939
Ore
Irylnr Bra«(ow
El Chic*

KaT Uiverly
Warsball
vHrgartt
Jack Marnton

Howara

Vlrllola

Ferdez

Bob

Brown

Ix>renzo

ft

eenorlta

Arlett Wltbera
.Ivan Taahman

Ore

SiaibaaiT

BendczTooa
Betty Mason

MaUiia
BoloMa O'NelU
XT Moor* Ore Ora
radr* Blaaca
.

i,nla

.

Oiorf* Clinord
Ciiallla

Chailwlcka

King Ore
Terry

Bttaelind

-Dolly Parker
June Davia
Dorotby Tanner

J

(ClepBcntop)

Florence llolman

Mickey FamllanI Or
Alle* Lucey

Armand

Juliana

ft

Bonnie Stewart
a Bishop Bros
Ben Perry

Jan Jones'
George Reed.

Tvonettes (6)

Fay Bay
Jney Hayes Ore

'Vcnk* Grille

De Hayoa

Jack Rich

Bobby Morrow Or*
BartU Xavem
.

'Alabama Corinn*
Bobby Lyon*

LaMarr

Greta

Betty' ThoDia*

HUdebrand'a
Charlie Neld
Dorl*' Blllott

Norman Lewi*

&

Tberee*
Frankle Hilton
Richard Bach
Bobby L** OreDee Dorea
Jack I^Bcb'e
M'atto

Charles Smith
Vincent Rlaao Or*
.

Barney Zeeman
Chaney & Fox
Joe B, Lewi*
Helen Morgan
Gloria Gilbert

J Lynch Ol*
Joe Fresetto Orr
Ut«Ie RatfaakelW

Sniph Lewis

Betty ft Jim Love
Patsy Sbaw
Han Tho Chan

Ford

Hugo Ore

'Victor

ft

Qeorc*

Hanic'*
Helen Maxwell
Marl* Clair
Lena Arlsto
Bucky Shore*

Jaokl* Miles
Frances Carroll
Billy Le*
Kay Allen

Joan Marie
Jo* O'Sbea
Allworth ft Tvonn*
Al Wilson
Al Bsstlan Ore

Het Braa

TTeber'*

(Canden)
Use Hart
'

Rudy Brudar .
Jules 'Flacco Or*
Helen Worthlngton
Goodrich ft Nelson

La

LIta

Joan Gardner
Belmont Bro*
Fat Crantord
Bill Evans
Eld Golden

Signer Karmino

J

TounB SI*
Kate Smith

ft

T

Shellenh'mar

International*

•Walt 'Woltord Oro

Haaoa Ian
Leonard Cook

BIcbmond

Bllll*

Ban

Bobby Evan*

Tommy Hahn

Betty Brodel
Maclovia Rntx
Herb Dubroir

Johnny

T.«Hlle Sis

Lola

Bobby Jones

Alex Gray Ore
Ctaaa ft K Joy
WosoB Wheel'

Jimmy Blake

Ilene

Elaine Foster
Tonl Bdding
TUdDC Cat*
Blllie Callahan
Joe Kcarns
Jerry Dklmar Oro
Whirling Dervishes
Helen Brooks
Pepporettes (3>

Village.

Eldoradlana
Tacbt CInb
Kitty H*lmllng Or*
Roberta Ramsey

hhwauxee
Alhletl*

aab

Hal Munro Oro
Bert rUIUp's
Pep Babler Ore
Ethel Seldel
Blata Falm Gaidca
Eddia South Ore
Louis Mason
.

D

Blae Moea
Davidson Ore

Ro*«b

Virginia

Jay Jayson
Oal* Parker
Cardinal Clal^

Sud

VIonI Oro
Cbatcaa CInb
Gtan Jacobsen Oro
Johnny Poat

Jimmy -ft Nora

Bell

Jack Herbert
June Carson
Dorothy May*
Editb Ra*
ft S Jennlnga

Don

Ii«e Bartell

a Cents
Bort Gilbert
31artln Barnett

Patsy Marr
Doris .& Cooney
Clover CInb
Harry Weber Or*
Ruth Pbllllps
Eva Thornton
Marg* 'Toung
Eleanor Gall
Jean Rnrley
Flo Radk*

Don Kranlch
Jaxon
CInb Forest
Virginia

Grey

Berdlne Dickson
Helen Kaye

Vera Welsh
Clab HadrU
Jimmy Rota* Ore
Roland ft Francin*
Rebecca Page.
Patrlola Page GIs
.

Ben Bo* Ore
Ralph Lawl*
Bailey ft Lamarr
Devlnea Eagle*
Steve Swedish Ore

Mabel Drake
Dorothy .Dal*

Red Roberta Ore
Gloria Gale

Jimmy De Palma
Howard Gelger
Hotel Bchracder
(Entplie
Billy Baer

Roche

VM». ft Annis

George .Moore
Sharon Hale
Therese Rudolph

CInb Sahara
Geo Cerwin Ore
CiDb Tcrri*
Gordon Genschorc
Mona Henderson
Bthel Warren
Phil Kestln

Kathleen Kaye
Claudia Ferris
Dale ft Dale
Congo Clob
Irma Kline
BIIT ft Raft

Bob Freeman
Mary Reed
Jen Thomas
Leonard Gay Ore
Comle* Ship
Bill Davidson Ore

I

Karl Batscb'a
Sepple Boch Ore
Helene Sturn
Walter UerhoB
IjtracB'*

Ray Meadow* Ore
lost Boand Op
Jimmy Ray* Oro
Ken Keck
Undy'*
Rick

ft

VIcibr

Snyder
•

RIa Burke
;Log CabiB

Bergman Ore
Ulaml Clob
Helen Holmes

Carl

Marlon-XVoiter*

Marie Douglas
Maroella Paige
OInnle Blalny
Joan Bolrd

Peggy _Geary
Gene Emerald
Harriet Cross
Marib Carroll

Johnny Davis pre

UUwankcaB
Bobby Maynard

Marguerite Claudet
LiOlIta

Boom)

Oro
Roy Bast
VIrg Hotmann
Paul Mann

Mophandle

Oaals

Marty Gray Oro
Snooks Hartman
Old Heidelberg

Mary Beth

Eddie VIPP Ore

Unnna LuPae
Allen Dunn
Sallle

ninger

Marshall
ft Louise

Sandra Marlowe
Oped Door
TInney LIveng'd Or
Larry Powell
I'ackard Ballroom
Al Cavalier Oro
ParadlM Garden*
Bill KIngsley Oro

Peru
Art Rochel Oro
rlanlatlon CInb
Bert Bailey Oro

Mnry Webb

Plantation

Jessie

C

Ward

ft

Viola

Dewey Moon
Betty Hurst
Billy

Cover

Le Rol
Joe Lee Oro

Show Boat
Al Fremont Oro
Leola Frazler

Joan Grey
Billy Keaton
Barbara M'Donald

Sis

Santos

Elvira
Carroll

ft

Bob

Lane

Jimmy Ray

Bob Ryan

-Carter
Sero> 2

ft

Brent.

SHayne ft Armetr'ng
Angelo Dl Palma

Ray GIs
Not House
Al Sherman
Claire

DeW^ ft

Actors are only one of 276 crafts
dependent for livelihood on films, he
according to Hayser. Referring to emphasized, and with exception of
mounting trade barriers, he said U. S. small group of contract players 'the
exporters still have substaiitial share earning power of these people is exentirely
of overseas market, but cautioned tremely limited and depends
'when this bill is passed we're licked upon the volume of production.'
abroad.' ^ritlsh particularly would
I should like to point out that the
like to see -such legisl4.tIon enacted, methods of production and distribubecause 'they doht care about mor- tion wfiich are attacked by this bill,

(Continued from page 2)

Blvlcrs

MIxon Cafe

Case Landls Oro
t<th * Korth Clob
Kay Crandell Oro
Trocadero
Miron Stuart Ore

Neely Bill

Adele Curtis
Lynn ft Davis

(6)

Al Marslco Ore

Toy's

M

3

.

Line (12)

als,'

Webster Hall
Nelson Maples Ore
Buzzy Kountx

but simply desire to hamstring while admittedly not perfect, are the
result of 30 years' experience and

American combetitors.
Questioned by Senator Barkley,
-

Pettijohn told how the tone of pictures has been lifted without govUnion Grill
ernmental coercion. Mae West has
Schwarts
Woodard Sis
Tony Lombardo
disappeared because public taste has
AI.Mercur
Bobble Stuart
Art Tagello
Bob Bherl* Oro
Frank Natale
changed, he observed, and producers,
Lee Leigh ton Ore
Wlrih'* Faturlstle Jim Buchanan
in cooperation with film councils and
Biz Point Clab
Bill Srhweltzer Ore
Jack
Fexer
Casper Red* Oro
other public groups, have been able
After 41 Years, Josef
Vallle Jay Oro
to
keep in touch with patrons'
State Garden*
Maureen Roesy
Switches
Mgrs.
wishes. Sometimes the studios make
Resan ft Mann
Enrl-Rlre-Oro
Florence Bell
Wisconsin Boot
but there
Josef Hofmarin, pianist, whose 41 a bad guess, he conceded,
Mildred Seeley
Bill Carleen Ore
constant effort to make and enis
a
Ann Helen*
M Merryniaker Ore years'' business association with the courage a better quality of screen
Even Allen
N!o Harper Oro
m^jiageinent of Richard Copley terIrene Schrank
Tom
fare.
Sheridan
Flo Smith
minated with the latter's death reCappy Lewis
Passage won't help the public, PetShirley Little
Joan Demarls
cently, has shifted over to MetropoliPeggy Hall
Every- person who
tijohn argued.
Arnold Dupro
tan Musical Bureau. .(F. C. Coppicus
buys a ticket buys blindly, just as
Soaaet Clob
Zenker Gardena
and F. C. Schang), subsid of CoEddie Apple
exhibitors who, incidentally, are likeLyie Stann Oro
lumbia Concert Corp. (CBS).
ly to have more information about
Hofmann's last recital of the seaCLEVELAND
the sort of film. Patrons simply folson at Carnegie Hall April IS termiAlpine TUUge
Kay Bush
low favorite stars or take a chance
Don ft Lou
nates the artist's Copley hookup.
Otto Tburn Oro
on the title.
Len .Ensign
Woods ft Bray
The Legion of Decency was applaudMarkell ft Faun
Hotel Oleveland
Margaret Aemmer
ed by the industry spokesman. ReGene Brwin Oro
Herman PIruhner
Walt Bergen Ore
Janssen
in Bfilto
marking upon difficulty In putting
'AtbIob
Hotel Fenway BaU
production code over at the outthe
Wlllard Pott* Oro
Hy Barron Ore
Pettijohn said the Catholic
set.
Bert Gilbert
Beltis Allen
Baltimore, April 4.
Carol Chapelle
Hotel Sterling
Werner Janssen, for the past two groups did 'a grand job' toward inMarty Lake Oro
Airway CInb
ducing studios .to live up to stand
conductor
of
mtmicipally
seasons
the
Gayle Gaylord
Troy Singer Ore
ards. Church groups have aided by
controlled
Baltimore
Symph,
has
Judy Black
Hotel HollcndfB
reviewing and classifying output, he
Sammy Watklns Or been re-«ngaged for next season.
Cedar Oarden*
Duke Melvin Oro
Patsy Parker
Plans being worked out by Fred- conceded. Last year the Legion conHecht's Unit
Frank Cook
demned only six pix three imported
erick R. Huber, municipal director
Jack ft Jill
Cbatcaa
and three domestic quickies sold sinRomany 3
of
music,
call
for
an
increase
in
Pete Geracl Ore
gly and not made by any major
Hotel Statler
number of concerts next season.
liOon LoVerdle
Dick Stabile Oro
studio.
Art West
Evelyn Oakes
Femmes 1 Fellow Glover
Injurious effects of such legislation
ft LaMae
CeUege Ibb
stressed by Pettijohn, as well as RobJack <s Bddle'e
Norman Brill Oro
Chick Williams
ert Montgomery, who was windoW'
neddle'* Cate
Arlene Rice Ore
dressing for the first round and drew
VIo Corpora
Tony Emma Ore
goggle-eyed
attendance
of
large
Guy Chemey
Uadsay'a Sby-Clab
Hart ft Allison
femme attaches of Senate staff.
Poison Gardner
(Continued from page 1)
Tvon Nova
Harold Simpson
"This bill is a proposal to destroy
Eddie Barnca
Monaco's Cafe
Texas Rocket*
the distribution system of the motion
Ross Pierce Oro
the stage appeared to fly in the
GoldcB Glow.
picture business
a system which
Marllynd Maynard
spectator's face.
Paul SImonettI Ore
Moiuda Clab
Under Greathouse's process, he distributes daily more than 25,000
Sherry Panay
miles of film to some 17,500 theatres
Orvelle Rand Ore
Del Grey
uses' a screen 15 x 30 feet, as against
Sonthern TaverB
in the United States with less thanGonnnet Clab
the standard 13 x 18. The screen
Paul Burton Ore
dozen miss-outs per year,' Petti'
Louis CIna Oro
Don Kaye
moves sideways in a theatre into the a
Gloria Olenmora
john predicted. 'It is a proposal to
Nick Bontemp*
wings and out <>f sight when cutting
HnttoB's Clab
set aside the distribution system of
Ubangl CInb
to the stage action. It is electricallyLenny Colyer
Tommy Banies Ore controlled and wiU take any color the motion picture Industry without
Bob Armstrong
Hortel Collins
offering a better one tp take its
Rose-Usrie
to suit the action desired Also, the
Bthel Avery
place, which every producer and disHonna Crill
Rose Morgan
screen is perforated so that parallel
tributor of pictures would welcome
Sonny Carr
Joanna Gordon
action . can be obtainecL In other
if the substitutes 'was more efficient,
words,
if the screen portion of the
DETBOII
economical and fair to all parties
show embodies exteriors, mob scenes, concerned. This bill tears down and
Boniile Nicholas
Ambassader
ships at sea, ah airplane crash, or
Fin LIvltes
destroys. It does not build up.
Billy Meager
Margo Wade
a horse race, but with a group of
Bill Tracey
Woody Mosher
'Why. would this bill destroy the
Brucettes
actors in the flesh on the stage, as
Frank
Ore
Rapp
Geo AKano Ore
though part of the scene, this could motion picture production code? An'
Kebtolo Cat*
Book-CadlUae Hotel
nually, in addition to providing the
be done simultaneously for effect.
(Book Casino)
Leonard Seel Or*
buyers and sellers of motion pictures
Large kxterlors
Mario ft Marina
Bob Grant Ore
Parisian Coeds
>lanno ft Strafford
An important phase of the <3reat- with thousands of lawsuits based on
Jack Stacey
Charles Farrall
house method deals with the pho- whether or not a correct synojpsis
(Motor Bar)
had been given each and every exKortliwood Ina
tography—with actors, if wanted
Pater Kent Oro
hibitor on each and every picture in
Frank Glllen Ore
large exteriors or other atof
Cheae-Trenblcy
John Hale
mospheric scenes, which cannot be several million separate sales, this
Jimmy Oargane Or Ted ft Mnry Taft
Arlene Whitney
Frankle Little
If the bill would make every exhibitor his
used on the legit stage.
Harry Jarkey
OasI*
desired or own censpr, and all co-operating
action'
isn't
'parallel
Mitchell ft Rayburn
groups would have at least 17,500
Lillian lM May
Bob O'Neill
called for by the script, then the
Ilenee DeRoy's GIs
Ginger Sutton
'fronts^ for their activities and cO'
Josephine Campbell show would cut from a storm scene, operation instead
Commodoie Clab
of one, namely, the
Harry Goodman
for example, to living characters on
C Coatello Ore
motion picture code.
Don Rlcardo Oro
the stage that are concerned in the
Lee De Bain
Falm Beach
'Motion pictures cannot be mana
Oldtlmers 4
storm.
Amos Jacobs
Rita & Ruben*
The same size actors on the film as factured in mass production. Their
Curtia ft Clare
Sorelll
production is not comparable to the
Wade ft Wade
Una Cooper
in person would have to be used
making of soap or automobiles.
Lovely Ladles (4)
Don Pablo Ore
under tlie process so that illusion is
riantatloa Clab
Vou can make good soap by putting
Clab F^tcnae
not disturbed. Thus, in the film porGuatavus Jones
Baker 2 Oro
into the soap kettles and boiling the
tions of a film-legit play, there
VIckl Lauren
Evelyn Whit*
best of ingredients, but the best of
Marian Kay
Moke ft Poke
would be no closeups or three-quarAlexander
icgredients put into a motion picture
KImbells
Desorce
4
ter figures. While the same talent as
Billy Ekstein
Jay Jason
kettle
do not always turn out the
Sweethearts (t)
Sadjal
employed for the speaking scenes
best of products.'
Don Albert Oro
ClUr Bell'*
on the stage could be used for the
House Lin* II)
Instead of putting curbs on the
Kaye Andre
film portions, such contingencies as
Fewatan
Gardner Smith Ore
U.
S.
film
business, the Government
change of cast, deaths, etc^r the
Hotel Statler
Mickey Alpert
should give the industry a boost, PetKatherlne
(Terrace Boom)
desire for more than one company
tijohn urged.
Dolores
All other countries,
JCavIer Cugat Oro
of the show— is taken care of by
4 Cameos
besides
Carmen Castillo
fighting
our product, are en'
Sammy Dlbert Oro avoiding film scenes that do not too
Judy Lane
conraging their own producers
Eddie Astaerman
closely identify the talent. HowSab*
many
of
them
with
subsidies.
Castalino Rblbn
ever, just as doubles are used In films
Don Harris
Paul ft Eva
Pictures
cannot
be sold individualBuddy Lester
tot certain scenes, .so can this be
Imperial CInb
Renee Villon
done under the Greathouse system. ly if there is to be a solid foimdaLonette Sis
Don Carlnl
tion
for
the
industry,
he maintained.
Geo Kavanagh Ore
Geo Sella ft Jo-Jo
Although doubles can be dubbed
Studios must have some idea of their
into screen portions if humaiis are
outlet
before
gambling
large
so used in the film scenes as to make
amounts;
distribs
cannot
assume the
Gould
George
Anohorag*
that desirable, the film would be shot
Nugent
Hughl* Morton Ore Pete
In the event a service costs to provide pix for $10
silent in any case.
Monette Moore
Maynard Dean*
to
apiece;
exhibitors
have
to
$20
be
Johnson ft Grldsr
scene of Broadway is called for, the
Arlington Lode*
Otto Easons
assured of reliable supply of prod
noises of the street, auto horns, etc.,
Harlemettes ri>
Art Norku* Oro
lAtry Steele
would be dubbed in, thus leaving no uct. "To Pettijohn's mind, 'it is as
Balcounde*
necessary
for
motion
the
picture
Ozzis Dial
to
with
microphonic voices to conflict
Ted Waldon Oro
Hotel Henry
have well In advance a definite
Sally Calrna
natural sounds.'
M Contreraa Oro
BUI Green'*
In addition to creating a new type schedule of play-dates for pictures
Conchlta
as
it
is
for
the
railroads
to
have
Ore
Carlyn
combinTommy
Hotel Roosevelt
of stage writing technique,
Johnny Duny
timetables for their trains.'
Buddy Russell 3
ing the art of playwrighting with
Clab Fetlte
Hotel Sclienley.
that of the scenarist, Greathouse's
Freddie Castle Oro
Howard Baura Ore
Gives Side
patent also embodies a new type of
Terry Holmes
Buzz Aston
Rao Ruaaell
Jack Roger*
lighting.
the Stuidio
Pherry I.jine
Hotel William Penn
Because of the fact thait box sets
Dave Jeftreys
(ChaUerhoz)
employes'
Giving
the
slant, Montscenery
other
heavy
on stages and
Cork and Bottle
Bernle Cummins Or
would be eliminated, since the film gomery said Screen Actors (3uild
Jack Davis
Connie Barleau
Walter Cummins
would establish the scene and back- feels Neely bill 'would cut In half
l^dle .Peyton'*
the
production
schedules
of the mo(Continental
Bar)
tremendous
Onclaimed
that
Ra'dlon
ground,
it
is
Johnny
Versatlllans
Jerry O'Dar*
savings in legit production could be tion picture industry' and predicted
Dorothy Hamilton
BIng Burdick

Roma

Sllnr T.ake Ins

Francis. I^nox
HItil Lane

'

ft

V16 Earlson

McKee

Betty

.

Debutantes

Tony Bauer Ore
Marie Kecky

A| Eldrlch
Jo Ull«s Oro

Eileen Morcedea

Allcon Ronda
Zostro ft IWellB
}larty Hull
GIs

Rose- Vine

Scaler's

BcndeaTOD*

Bob Uargravaa Ore
Stamp'* Cafe
Bert L«mlBh Or*
Dot Lanily
Jack Hutchinson
Johnny Walsh
Andre ft Francis
B^be'SheTman'
Cortes ft Marquis

Tommy Monro*

I.uclene
Virginia Davis

Madeline Gardiner'
Betty Harger.

VIndIck SI*
Harvey Lee Ore

•

Sultana
Hosa Irwin

Bi»ln»

Dae

Jean Allen
Pat Marvin
Helen Allen

Allen Ore

Ann

1313 Clab

'

Jimmy Peyton Ore

Bsrnle Perella
Michael Strung*

Dance Darling*
Johnny Morris
Dick Smith
Betty Nylander
Kew PenB
Joe Ravell Oro
Laverne KIdd
Jack Keller
Lee Burke

47

Plaza Cate

Garden*
Etzl Covato Ore
ItalliiB

Romona Brownwell Cameo

Dotty Moor*
Bobby Carr
Jo* Barns

Mldgle Fellow*
Foril* Marshall
Blain* Alston

ft

Robortos

BCM

Andy Russell
Buck Calhoun

Bay

Knight

Bob Matheson Oro

Avan

Sla
Ifarlon Well*

Carol Claveland
Dotty Norman
Katharine Kay*

Alma Grant

Miller Sis

Rand-

•Wally

Viola Klalsa Ore
F«(pl* Dccbj
Jean O'Neill

.

KrarcTMB Owto*
B«tb

'

2Iargle Mealey
Jeaii Lamar

Alda Alvarei
Bdltb BoarK

Tie Top Tap
Joey Feldstein Ore
Natalie ft Howard
Eleanor Leonard
Al Gale
TewB and Cooatry
Clab

Helen Grego*

Betty 'Weeks

Mapla

Billy
.

Lyon*

Myrtl*

Miriam Weema
Hawaiian Ore
San Sutherland
Mar<iu«rlt«
Shtrry I^a
Bubble" Shtlby

ft

Thomaa
Hunky Browh

Betty Starr
Baroness Randonln
Billy Gates Oro
Up«D Uoor Cafe
Bob BIdley
Roe* VenuttI
ft

Costellb

Jane'Rubey
Khutta ft Kent
Dolly O'Oea

Jack Lv

Lew

vis
Doiisofl-

.

Will

Ward

.

George Weber

.

Harry NosokolT
George De Coata

—

Hofmann

.

.

Back

—

New Ihvehtioh

'

—

actor said. 'The sponsors of
this bill ask the Congress to desti-oy
effort,'

the entire business structure of one
oC the largest industries of the United
States without offering any alterna-

one which has failed
it has been tried.
"The officers and directors of the
Screen Actors Guild feel that they
would be neglecting their duty to the
people they represent it they did not
point out to this committee that the
enactment of the Neely bill would
bring about a chaotic condition in
the motion picture business from
which, in their opinion, there could
be no recovery within a period of
12 months or 12 years.'

tive plan except

every time

Outlining the purposes, Atkinson,
for the sponsors, said
the legislation will protect 'the basic
right of the community to determine
the kind of entertainment shown in

making debut

neighborhood theatres' by liberalizing buying so that local patrons can
influence exhibitors.. When asked by
Senator Barkley whether block or
blind selling Is more offensive to reformers, Bostonian said the practices
are inseparable and 'there
would be no advantage in abolishing
block booking if the exhibitor has no
way of knowing what he's buying.'
Need for remedial legislation was
amply demonstrated in 1036 and 1938,
he Insisted, and for the sake of both
young people, and adults theatres
should have unlimited freedom to°
build their own programs. It would
be 'in accord with the tradition ot
local independence.'

DETROIT AGOG OVER

NATl VARIETY

CONV.

Detroit, April

4.

National Variety -Club conclave
here April 27-29 incliidies several
which are being
unique plans
worked out by the entertainment
committee, headed by David M. Idzal
General chairBrooks.
and J. O.
man of the convention is John E.
Flynn, aided by George Trendle, E.
William
Carlson, E. E.
C. Beatty,
Klrchner, Frank Downey, Charles
C. Perry, H. M. Rlchey, David Newman and IdzaL
Heads of the various committees
are Harold Robinson, transportation;
Earl Hudson, publicity; Elmer Kieh.
ler, decoration; H. Clem Merritt, re«
ception; Charles Perry, speakers;
E. E. Klrchner, hotel reservations;
program,
and
William
Carlson,

Frank Downey, banquet

.

-

.

PUTSBUBOH

Montgomery
Of

Employee

-

Harlem Casino
Bherdlna Walker Or

(Grill)

Bavarians

effected.

282,000

workers

would

be

Darfanontli Execs In

N. Y. on FesdTal Plans
Dartmouth College officials are
conferring with Dramatists Guild
representatives this week regarding
plans for the $1,000,000 playhouse
and theatre workshop to be erected
on the campus at Hanover, N. H.,
and the annual summer drama fesJens Fred'tival to be held there.
erick Larson,, the architect, and Warner Bentley, head of the college
drama department, arrived in New
York yesterday (Tuesday) and Sidney Hayward, secretary of the col-

lege, is

due tomorrow (Thursday) to

attend a limcheon of the two groups.
Previous day (Monday) Robert E.
Sherwood, Dramatists Guild president, was elected president of the
American National Theatre and
Academy, which -is seeking to coordinate plans for summer drama
-

festivals at

Dartmouth, William and

Mary and several other colleges. He
succeeds A. Conger Goodyear, Paftmount

director,

who becomes

man of the board.
elected by the

New

chairdirectors

ANTA include Brooks
Atkinson, drama critic of the N. Y.
Times, who also succeeds Mary
Stewart French as secretary of the
board; John Mason Brown, drama
critic "of the N. Y. Post; Vinton
Freedley, Dwight Deere. Wiman,. Jens.
Frederick Larson and Lee Simonson.

It is hoped to hold a world drama
hurt conference at Dartmouth next year.-

'

LEGmMATE

VARIETT

4t

Wednesdaj, April

hade

FTP UNDER HRE IN WASHINGTON;

1939
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Stoff-Legit

Saturday (1) night's April fool thunder storm around theatre time was
no joke to theatregoers, nor showmen. It rained so hard that traffic was
beyond control' Nearly every Broadway attraction held the curtain, latest
show to ring up being 'The Philadelphia Story' (Shubert), which was 22
minutes past its regular starting time. Patrons missed most of the first
act of most attractions regardless.
White Setdng 'Scandals'
It took an hour and 10 minutes to reach the tbeatrci zone from the East
Side- and .«ne -patty, claimed'.ltslcab consuiiied .pAe hou;. flajt in going from.,'
whidh Is within the theatre z6ne,' to a hbiise on
George White is back in New York Gallagher's chop house,
Another party, going from Moore's place on 46th street
45th street
is
from a short trip to I<ondon and
reached the Majestic ('Stars In Your Eyes') on 44th street, only after 20
preparing to open a new 'Scandals' minutes of stop and go proceedings.
oh Broadway the end. of May. Boat
ride was for the purpose of working
A rib was fixed for Irving Becker, company nianager of Tobacco Road'
on the script
on tour in St Louis last week. A 'surprise party' was tossed for him at
White has signed Willie and Euthe American hotel, just to celebrate the number of times Becker has been
gene Howard, Ella. Logan, Ann Miller
threatened
with arrest becaiiM of the show's profanity. It appears that
arid the Knight Sisters so far.
the manager has talked himself out of a pinch In a number of spots played
by the show.
However, Paul Biesman, manager of the American theatre there, had
it fixed so Becker would feel in character should he be tossed into the
Group Sets 2 Special
klink. So the guest of honor was escorted to the party by two cops and
he was adorned with leg irons until he squawked that his dogs were
Shows in

'UNFAIR COMPETITION' CHARGED
lative

Y. Draws Legis-

N.
—Presentation
'Waste and Extravagance' CKaf

^wing Mika^doV

in

Attadb

ged;

to Project
Washington, April 4.
Growing dissatisfaction with the
Federal Theatre Project echoed in
legislative lobbies last week. Reprimands for drama venture heads accompanied the latest relief appropriation bill, with both Republicans
and Democrats heaving rocks.
Unfair competition with private
enterprise— familiar G.OJ. chantwas charged by Representative Sol
Bloom, New York Democrat, who is
the producers' outstanding ConWaste and exgressional friend.
travagance was charged by RepresenUtive John Taber, N. Y. Republican, and Representative Clifton A.
Woodrum, Virginia Democrat A bout
the only pleasant word for the FTP
was spoken by Representative. Clarence Cannon, Missouri Democrat
Subsidized 'Swing Mikado* caused
most of. the furore^ although other
Government attempts to lend a hani}

actors had a chance to accept the
proposition if they desired, Mrs. Kerr
explained her. refusal to apply pressure by noting that another overture
had been made. She could not act
as agent for any manager, the assistant administrator con tend ed. Anexecs
other answer was that

WPA

do not

drew denunWithout mentioning any inby name. Congressional

to jobless actors also
ciation.

dividuals

the

critics of

WPA

bleated that the

feel

blow up

Mrs. Florence Kerr,
deputy administrator in charge of

closely, grilling

inten'
understakings,
white-collar
sively about costs, policies, types of
Woodrum and
productions, etc.
Taber fired particularly critical
questions, with Representative J.

William' Ditter, Pennsylvania Republican, chiming in frequently. Ifs
the most complete picture, ever
given by the secretive
crowd,
With a record of more than 1,000

WPA

•

plays, ETP has used up $41,715,597
since operations started in the summer of 1935, House purse-watchers
learned.
Of this total, $38,053,644
went for labor. Outlay in the principal centers was: New York, $20,531,846; Chicago, $3,413,793; Los Angeles,
San Francisco,
$2,777,055;
$4,097,431.

Projects In tt Stotes

Present curtailed operations spread
over 21 states,' projects having been
abandoiied in 11 others, either because of the shortage of \memployed
professionals,
incompeoe
the
tence of the jobhunters, Mrs. Kerr
testified,
check
showed
Latest
employed,
8,060
persons
more
than 90% of them from the unemployed roUs. Supervisory pasonnel, getting considerably more than
the WPA's security wage, represented 8.3% of the total.
Although some of the shows—like
the
'Swing
Mikado' ^have been
profitable, admissions amounted to
only 5% of the expenditure over the
42 months
has been functioning. Take from July 1, 1935, through
Feb. 28, this year, was $1,844,082,
New York City topping the list with
$649,297. Chicago coUected $381,863;

N.Yi%ys'

made' by the New Yorkers.
The Chicago presentation of 'Mikado' was highly successful from a
monetary, as well as an artistic,

Concession Reversed

point of view, Mrs. Kerr revealed.
"The Quiet City' opens a series of
Total receipts from 158 performances special Sunday night showings startduring five-month run were $105,284,
ing this week (9) at the Belasco,
putting the show in the money-makY. It is one of two special atN.
ing' category.
Disap proval of the whole concept tractions by the Group Theatre, the
of FTP was reflected in Wpodrum's other being 'My Heart's in the Highquizzing of Mrs. Kerr and Admingoes on for at least
istrator F. C. Harrington.
He mir- lands,' which
rored the feeling that too much em- five times, starting April 13, at the
phasis is put on the cultural aspects Guild. 'City' players are to be paid
of the activity, instead of consider- two-eighths of a week's pay for each
injg the chief purpose to be relief for
showing, plus rehearsal money.

law has been flouted by bosses of
jobless
the drama program, particularly in
Importing the hypoed Gilbert & Sul- pleased
livan operetta to N. Y.
Publication of secret testimony
showed that the Appropriations
Committee scrutinized the FTP

they should encourage

to take jobs which may
in a short time. Mrs. Kerr
also argued that 'no direct offer was

reliefers

cessful

actors.
He also was disat the idea of sending suctour.

shows on

In defending the N. Y. production
of 'Mikado,' Col, Harrington noted
the desirability of furnishing lowpriced entertainment and assumed
full responsibility for moving the
show out of Chicago. He denied
there is any unfair competition, observing that 'up to the present time
no responsible producer has come
forward with an offer to employ that

Same originally
when slated

lands'

applied to 'Highfor

Sunday show-

ings, but because of the changed
status, of the show, cast is to receive
not less than two weeks' salary.

—

San Francisco,
geles, $149,736.

$279,027;

'For a period of more than three
years we have been put in association with theatre projects,' Col. Harrington told the critical legislators,
'and most of the criticisms about it
have been aimed at the fact that the
productions were not up to standard,
or that they were not good entertainment Now we come- along 'with
a production that the public, by patronizing it, indicates is good entertainment and we seem to be under

;

WPA

WPA

.

appearances.

revisions.

Still definitely on the Abbott schedule for faU is a new musical by
I^ast week a concession was granted
Rodgers and Hart, with whom he coUabbed on the current 'The Boya
management of "The Happiest Days,' from Syracuse,' at the Alvin. The new one wiU have an Arabian Nights
.

.

-.

LoebJ(i!r

N(«iiiiatioiis to

Coimdl Staved Off
Although the Indicated block at
Equity's recent quarterly meeting
proved a dud, it Is fairly well substantiated that the nominating committee's selection of the slate for in-

morning.

Equity

Fomm

Insiders aver that unless the

names

menV

Revival

former 'militants. Selection of Heller provoked a difference
of opinion, for which reason he was
nominated for a one-year term
rather than five years, which is the
regular council term. Part of the
committee did not beUeve he should
be named because of his paid position with the American Federation
of Radio Artists, Heller getting $3,500
to the

.

as assistant executive secretary. It
was figured that in matters of jurisdiction he would -.probably favor
AFRA. However, others figured that
as the radio union is an affiliate in
which Equity has a $20,000 stake

of Philip Lbeb and George Heller, (money loaned AFRA), it would be
who were militant meml>ers of the well to have a representative there, a
younger group, had been placed on sort of ace in the hole.
the ballot, an opposition ticket 'would
The slate as named includes two
have been certain and the re-form-, 'or three members Identified with
ing of the Actors Forum, which was the younger, element, in addition to
continually in the hair of association Loeb and Heller, but it is claimed
officers for four years^ would have that these candidates are balanced
resulted. Leaders declared that re- by the names of known conservaversion to~Forumite tactics would tives.
Sfelections have apparently
have threatened thie status of Equity been satisfactory to the general
and would have brought about resig- membership, with no hint of an op-

nation of key officers.
There were 19 names submitted
for the memberstiip portion of the
committee,
with
the
Congressional
an
critics nominating
charged. This complaint was aired hour's discussion following before a
on tlie floor when Woodrum said 'no vote was taken. Both Loeb and
one has yet explained how they got Heller were among those who rose,
around the plain mandate of section both in effect saying they worked
7 House Joint Resolution 83, which in council for the welfare of Equity
we passed a few weeks ago, which and did not indulge in factional
provides that any
worker who moves. Winifred Lenihan, credited
refuses bona fide employment of- with forming a rump committee and
fered to him at reasonable wages nominee slate, said that she had no
idea of trying to keep Loeb out of
shall be stricken from the rolls.'
According to Congressman Bloom's the council -room, although neither
account, the 'Mikado' cast was of- candidate was on her ticket
Loeb was promptly nominated for
fered tiie Equity minimum scale,
while Charrell proposed to reim- council at the regular committee's
burse the Government for orchestra- session of last week (27), the selecDeclairing the tion being referred to as an 'appeasetlona and the Idea.
jobs,

Old legit patrons, some of whom haven't been to the theatre for many
years, turned out for John Banymore's play in Washington, according to
managerial observation. Barryniore resumes in "My Dear Children' Saturday (8) in Rochester, N. Y., and, because of strong road business, th«
show will stay out for a considerable time before coming to Broadway.
Show was forced to close In Washington before finishing the engagement
I>ecause of a severe attack of laryngitis sustained by Barrymore. Doctors
warned him he might lose his voice for as. long as six montlis if he didn't
take a rest Refunds 'were made for the Friday, night (31) and subsequent

delayed for further rehearsals and
theme.
now due to open at the Vanderbilt
Cast received full
Saturday (8).
Although 'Knickerbocker Holiday' closed Its Broadway run without
salary for the last half of last week,
and rehearsal pay was to have ap- entirely paying off its original nut, the Maxwell AndersOn-Kurt Weill
plied for this week, Tuesday (4) musical rates as a financial success. Show had earned back all but about
council reversed the grant, after $7,00)0 of its original $52,000 cost and was still operating at a profit when it
querying the management Stated was taken on tour.
Idea of the Playwrights' Co., the presenter, was to offer the production
that the conditions were misrepresented and full salaries will be -re- to road audiences while it is still fresh. It drew hefty grosses in Philacriticism for having produced a good quired -this week.
'Days' is being delphia and Pittsburgh, enough to pay off the remaining nut There's alsa
a possibility that when the Chicago run ends in May the show may be
show.'
presented by Courtney Burr.
brought back to Broadway for a brief stay.

.

Yelping about the 'Mikado' was

'

calls for $100

eight times weekly.

cast.'

coming council members prevented
agitation within the membership.
Speed with which the nominations
were made was unusual, slate being
chosen in one session,
telegrams
were dispatched to the nominees
and Los An- during the afternoon and all accept^
ances were on hand tlie following

essentially a lament over the refusal of WPA. to allow comm'ercial
managers to take over the Chicago
production. Instead of shipping the
outfit to New York under FedereJ
auspices.
Wailing about Impolite
treatment,
Representative
Bloom
gave the committee a lengthy account of attempts to hire the entire
cast and put the production on in
Gotham as a regular professional
enterprise. By not forcing the actors to take the offer of Erik Charrel and Richard Aldrlch, the
execs flouted orders of Congress to
encourage reliefers to accept outside

New deal
if the contracts were renewed the folio-wing season.
weekly salary, with $25 allowed for railroading.
Pay is somewhat under the level set by the Theatrical Agents, Managers
and Treasurers, the union having classified the ATC jobs as special employment

agents

Group also changed the schedule of
'Awake and Sing* and 'Rocket to the
New play being written' by George Abbott Is an adaptation of an unMoon,' which were being shown
somewhat in repertory style at the revealed book. He is collaborating with another author. Work is not
'Rocket* was withdrawn titled and is still not sufficiently completed to be estimated as a possible
Windsor.
Tuesday (4) and the revival of production for the fall. Although Abbott is interested In producing Robert
'Awake' is announced for the full Thomsen's 'Carriage Trade,' he has not optioned It' That depends on

'

WPA

barking.

Percentage contracts for agents used as field men by the American
Originally the- agents, whose assignment is to
Theatre Corp. are out.
book four attractions for next season in a virtually new flight of onenighters at $5,000 per stand, had a drawing account as' against 5% of the
contracts obtained.
The percentage was to apply to the credit of the

position ticket so far. Election will
be held May 26 at the Astor hotel,

Bernard Simon has resigned from the board of the Theatrical Managers.
Agents and Treasurers union. He is press head tor the WPA theatr*
project in New York and, when he took the job, it 'was conjectured that
he 'would necessarily withdraw as' a tmlpn official. Dick Maney has replaced him.
Elise Chisholm will also leave the TMAT board, not having enough tim*
from her press agent duties to devote to the union. WilUam Fields la
slated to take her place.
Treasurers Club has moved offices from the Hudson theatre. N. Y.,
where it was quartered for many years, and is now located in the New
Yorker theatre building, originally buUt as the Gallo. New quarters are
commodious, with enough space for the boxoffice men to hold most of
their meetings. Old office was in the rear of the second floor, reached
down a dimly lighted corridor and poorly ventilated.
-

Stage Relief Fund office is also at the Hudson. Reported that thieves
recently entered the place, taking a typewriter and $25 in cash.

'Henry IV,' the Maurice Evans revival which closed at the St. James,
N. Y., last Saturday (1), totalled about $140,000 in nine weeks. Same
actor-manager's fuU-length 'Hamlet,' which preceded 'Henry' at the St
James, drew around $245iQ00 in 14 weeks. The two productions wiU be
toured in repertory, opening Saturday afternoon (8) in Hartford. They
may also be brought back to Broadway for a short engagement at the
conclusion of the road trip.

Two of the stage crew with The Boys From Syracuse' recently died.
Detering, who was handling the spoUights. He formerly
conducted his own ptage electrical shop and devised Qie effects, both lighting and mechanical, for 'Ben Hur.'
Ernest Trace, assistant carpenter with 'Syracuse,' also passed on. They
expired within five days of each other.
One was Frank

Though only 11, Lenore Lonergan in the Hepburn play, 'Philadelphia
Story,' is a picture and radio vet as well.
She's the third generation of
acting Lonergans, her father being Lester Lonergan II, and her grandfather the late Lester Lonergan. Her mother, Juliet Lonergan, was an
operai singer,

now

retired.

New

York;
Last Friday
(31),
the Chorus
branch held its quarterly meeting for
the purpose of chosinj cjndidates for
the executive committee and five
nominees to the Equity council. It
will raise the number of x>ersons in
the latter body to 55 and, while the

Cancellation FnrtHer

Crimps Balto's Season

tomers are putting up considerable
'Children' shut in Washington
Thursday night (30), due to Barrymore's throat ailment
beef.

Listings

Baltimore, April 4.
Cancellation of 'My Dear Children,'

chorus end will be entitled to sit in new John and Elaine
Barrymore
at council sessions, they may vote play due for three-day
date at Ford's
only on matters pertaining to their here this week, coming
on lieels of
union. Idea of having chorus people .similar sloughing
of Ruth Chatterin the council came during discus- ton's 'West
of Broadway' last week,
sions when it was proposed that is not doing town's legit
setup any
Equity at>sorb the branch. That plan Sood.
With bullish advance and
has been set back and could not be mail order sales chalked
up for both
effected until a number of consti- plays and notice of killout
not comtutional changes sire made.
ing through until Saturday (1), cus.

at

present

call

for

Katharine Cornell in, 'No Time for
Comedy,' due at the indie Maryland,
April 10, and Gertrude Lawrence in
'Skylatk,' set for Ford's, April 17,
against Cornelia Otis Skinner in
'Candida,' opposish at the
for three-day booking.

Maryland

Big sales are reported for the
Cornell and Lawrence plays. Current season, although meagre as to
attractions, is claiming a nice profii
for first time in moons.

Wednesday, April

B,

LEGITIMATE

1939

VARIETY

PICKETS SET FOR
Sunday Issue Raised iu London

IMAT TO

WiATeMn as a Springboard
London, March 24.
Littler started something

finite

with a protest letter to the Daily
Telegraph complaining of BBC Sunday television drama so long as
theatres

were debarred from open-

Cooper-Merivak WiD

Tonr Bams; Sked Kats'
Gladys Cooper and Philip Meri-

rently

-

in

^ ^ ^^^^

IN B.O. DISPUTLl

tres are permitted to
winter. Among the spots they will
disbarred by law.
are Ann Arbor, Westport, ML
U full performances of plays are play
Kisco, Dennis and Newport,
allowed to take place by government
While at Dennis they will- try out
monopoly (BBC), he argued, it is
time legit was given facilities to Keith Winter's 'The Rats of Norway,'
compete. Elxisting U. K. practice Is in association with Richard Aldrich.
for theatre dubs to be established, They may then bring the play to
which then put on performances Broadway in the fall, doing it on
members Sundays, their own.
*privately' for
which puts 'em in right with the
Miss Cooper appeared in "Rats' in
law.
London several years ago, but it has
Newspaper subsequently canvass- never been done in the U. S. Seved opinions in the profession, and eral managers have held options on
those quoted unanimously supported. it, but subsequently relinquished it
Littler's stand.
J. B. Priestley alleged the legit trained actors for the
BBC and provided plays but got
very little in return; the theatre
got nothing for the service it rendered. Alec Rea suggested the government discriminated against legit,

Union, Unable to Get Working Agreement with Expo,
Lajring Plans for Mass
Picketing
Wanto Boxoffice and P. A. Jobs for
Members Claims Unionists Will Not Pass Lines

'

EXPO'S

the Nuts

Application will be made in
N. Y. siipreme court today
(We±) by the Federal Nut Co.,

—
—

Inc., to

examine Moss Hart and

George

S.

Kaufman before

trial,

in connection with a $24,500 suit
against them and Sam H. Harris.
Plaintiff, 'which
'wns the
'Chock Full O' Nuts' stores,
claims libel in the 'Fabulous Invalid' play against its 42d street

Is

'

LOWER SCALE

store.

,

IMONS HUDDLE
ON SUNDAY

Ephraim said Littler had
anticipated an idea of his to raise
the issue at West End Managers
Ass'n. Why should BBC, he asked,
and

liCe

be allowed to

put

on

plays with

LEGfT

make-up and costumes, when theatres are not permitted to,

even for

charity?

Fay
formers were
Actress

Coiiipton urged perentitled to one <&y's

but if visio did Sunday plays then theatres should be
allowed to open Sundays with option
of closing Mondays.
rest in seven,

Basil Dean, who presented visio's
full-length play broadcast direct from the theatre, said he was
kreat believer in television as an
aid to legit, but latter should have
same rights as BBC. Also rooted
for option to close any other day
first

Equity at its recent
quarterly meeting in New York
voted in favor of Sundays, the referendum has not been sent to the
That s(ep
general membership.
awaits the consent of other theatre
unions that Sunday performances
should be tried during the World's
Fair period.

Although

Meeting of

all factions

concerned

was held at the Astor hotel yester-

than Sunday.

(Tuesday) evening after press
it i>eing expected that accord
favorable to Sunday performances in
legit would be voiced.- Present were

flans for Reviyals

representatives of the League of New
York Theatres, locals of the stage
hands and musicians. Theatrical
Managers, Agents and Treasurers,

On

B'way Now Vagoe; Lyric

day

time,

and Equi^.
Crux of Sundays, which were legalized in New York, is extra pay.
To date Equity has insisted on double
for such appearances and the
pay
A number of revivals, planned on
Broadway for late spring because of other unions have asked for similar
the World's Fair, now appear to be terms,' but some imion leaders have
that if the actors withdrew
stated
Tather vague and some mentioned
have been cancelled. It's indicated their Sunday salary requirement^ the
that
the
Gilbert
and
Sullivan others would follow suit
Equity
resolution on Sundays stip(4>erettas will again be absent from
the late season boards, no native or- ulated that the referendum, if faganization being rated able to follow vorable, would apply only if the
other
unions
assented, and it was
the lyOyly Cartes.
The English
G. & S. exponents flourished at the decided to withhold the ballots until
Beck until recently and are currently that assurance was made.

Posts

5G

Equity Bond

.

on. tour.

New light opera organization
as the American Lyric theatre appears definitely slated for activities, tiie group having deposited
$5,000 with Equity to guarantee
salaries. Lyric outfit is offering sub'
scriptions for the first three per
formances of three attractions, first
of which is dated for May 18.
.

known

presentation will be The
Devil and Daniel Webster.' It will
First

be followed by 'Susanna Don't You
Cry,' described as a musical romance
based on the melodies of Stephen
Foster. Third on the bill is a ballet
which will feature 'Pocahontas' and
Billy the Kid.'
These nine performances make up the schedule at
present, but there may be additional
showings dependent on reception.
People well known in music circles
and socialites are associated with the
Lyric venture. Edward R. Wardell is
president; Thon)as M. Mclnnemey,
Dr. Carleton Sprague Smith, Dr.
Thaddeus Ames and Mrs. Arthur M.

FOLDS; B.O. OFF

WHEN LAWRENCE QUIT
Chicago, April

4.

Road company of 'Susan and God,'
which has been headed by Jessie
Royce Landis since Gertrude Lawrence left the troupe, folded Satur.
day (1) in Fort Wayne, Ind.
Despite bife success of show in. Chi
other towns, piece failed to
spark at the boxoffice after Miss
Lawrence's departure.

and

To Examine Shnbert
In Loftus'

50G

Snit

Fair,

New

York's World's

which was expected

at least 200 jobs for

SrOMC LOOKS

to provide

members during

FOR lYNIDN'

slow months of the season.
has been unable 'to obtain a
working arrangement with, the man

the

TMAT

SHARE

Federal

York.

The actress is claiming $50,000 personal injuiries suffered in a fall in
the Shubert theatre in Boston, Feb
ruaiy, 1938.

^^'^

Changes In working conditions of
actors in New York's World Fair
shows are deemed necessary because
of lack of unifonhity between vaIt
rious exhibits and concessions.
was generally conceded that a sevenday week would apply, but exceptions have cropped up, chargeable
against Equity's committee which
established two sets of rules.
At
least one concession slated for a
show was cancelled because of
Equity's rule calling for a six-day
Sunday appearances are not
involved, rule under question providing for one day's rest in every
seven.
Equity apparently Is cognizant of
the muddled situation, but has not
been able to adjust it Iiecause of objections by certain committeemen.
There is a growing belief that working conditions which apply to one
exhibit, or concession, should go for
all.
In an effort to straighten out
the regulations, a meeting with the
American Federation of Actors' fair
committee is slated and may provide the opportunity for Equi^ to
also accept the seven-day rule, which
will apply to all concessions save the

week.

agement Union's main complaint is
the refusal of the Fair to put on its
people as ticket-sellers. It also was
that
some members
anticipated
co-producer few under its jurisdiction.
Guthrie
McCUntic,
would he engaged in the press deWhat b Legit
with Gilbert Miller of the Edward
partment
It was agreed, that Equity have
Sheldon-Margaret
Ayer
drama, 'Dishonored Lady,'

In answer. Fair people said it has
a bureau for the disseminating of
news, not a publicity department,
and therefore is using newspapermen, not press agents. Stated, too,
that the Fair has already engaged
ticket sellers who are being trained
and who are to be paid $30 weekly,
TMAT scale having been set for $56.
For that reason, plans are being

Barnes

the say over certain types of exhibit
expects shows or spectacles. 'The error was
made when the committee ruled that
if
and when the authors collect such concessions are legit shows,
though it has become clear that there
their $532,153 damage verdict in is little or no similarityi either in
their plagiarism suit against Metro, .the type of presentation, running
based on the "Letty Lyntoh' picture, time or price of admission. By regarding the shows legiters, they were
Case is now being appealed.
believed to come under the New
Because of his close friendship York state law, requiring one day's
made by TMAT for mass picketing
along a scale far greater than that with- the authors: McClintic expects rest weekly, which does not apply
attempted on Broadway last season. they will make some sort of an ad. to other amusement forms.
It's figured that unionists employed
justment with him.
Show which emphaisized the diat the Fair will not pass the picket
Since the case involved copyright- vergence is 'Railroads on Parade,'
line.
infringement, McClintic is not' di- slated to be the biggest of the comCurrent week is scheduled to hold rectly involved. However, he fig- mercially sponsored .specs, which
various sessions of the TMAT. First ures that Metro's alleged piracy of goes into rehearsal Monday (10).
session with the League of New the play with the picture .'Letty Under the rules set by equity, if
York Theatres (managers),- for the Lynton' destroyed its value as a pos- Sundays are played there is to be
purpose of changing certain pro- sible property for screen rights pur- one day's lay-off. Previously seven
visions in the basic contract for next chase. Since the producer was en- days had
been okayed for the
season, has already been held. Prin- titled to half the proceeds of a film Shakespearean tab at the fair, comcipal change asked is dropping the buy imder the old minimum basic mittee .explaining that it did not
arbitration section.
Union wants agreement, McClintic figures he and care to make its newer rules retrocases of dispute settled by mediation Miller should receive a share of any active. However, there is virtually
through the State Labor Relations monetary damages paid by Metros no difference in running time, so
Board. There is to be a conference That would be as compensation for the spec itself is regarded as the tab
over renewing the basic agreement the loss they presumably sustained variety. Also the admission is the
with Madison Square Garden, also when the alleged plagiarism de- same, 25c.
In addition, the railroad show
(Continued on page 52)
(Continued on page 52)
people were aggravated by other
conditions imposed, but did not object to the pay mlnimums. For the
spec, the players must be paid during rehearsals, and another Icsit
show condition requires the pos.ing
of a salary bond -so that at least two
weeks' pay is guaranteed.
Will Play
for
'with Scale
When one show cancelled and
others looked likely to follow. Equity
World's Fair
leaders then realized that a move to
change the rules to conform with all
shows at the fair was the logical
Equity's Council did not figure that to appear thereby, with the latter solution.
the Playwrights could square the getting extra compensation.
protests over the announced plan to
Aiiswering the complaint that the
interrupt the smash 'Abe Lincoln in film of 'Abe' would curtail the
Illinois' at the Plymouth, N. Y., in chances of a long engagement on the
order to use the leads in picturizing road, .if not on Broadway, Sherwood
$17,000
the drama. However, when Rot>ert said the Playwrights are taking a
E. Sherwood, who wrote 'Abe' and chance, too.
He explained they
Theatre Authority now has $17,000
of the author-manager group, might lose big money if the picture
is
completed bis remarks last week, the does not measure up to expectations, in its treasury to be distribu'ed
indicating that the managerial end among the various participntin:; theactors were mollified.
Aiherican FedSherwood prefixed his address by is counting on a percentage of the atrical charities.
eration of Radio Artists and ''^e
declaring that the five playwrights profits.
American Guild of Musical Ar:'r.'.s
combined primarily to devote themIt was also stated that the film
selves to the stage. The dramatist version of 'Abe' will not be released are setting up funds to care for
reiterated that 'Abe' is of special until 1940, but what date beyond New needy performers in their fields snd
significance at this time in the opin- Year's is not set. There is a chance will come in for a share of the stake.
ion of his associates and others, that Uie play will resume on Broad- Members of both groups have been
which is the reason that its patri- way after the film is completed, and cooperating with TA for some time.
Other organizations already parotic message should reach a wider there are definite stipulations coveraudience than possible through the ing the showing of the picture while ticipating with TA include Eouity,
stage version. Sherwood announced, the stage show is on tour. Most im- Chorus Equity, Actors Fund. Utrrfi
however, that provision had been portant is that the film will not be Relief Fund, American Feder-.t'on
made for the cast, claiming that had show:n .in ^iny jjtand J).rier to the play, of Actors, and the Jewish. C"""i'ic.
been agreed on prior to the film deal, if booked, nor shall the picture play Episcopal and' Ne'gro' A'ctors" r-"'ds.
despite the fact it had been orig- day and date against the stage pres- Hollywood has its own Motion Picture Relief Fund, In which all the
inally understood the show would entation.
shut down during the summer.
The 'Ek)uityites were impressed by talent guilds participate, while the
Not only will 'Abe' play through Sherwood's address and requested writers' branch has its Authors*
the summer, but the ticket scale will that he supply the typed script for League Fund. Both are independent
be reduced' with the idea of meeting usage- in the association's monthly. of TA.
Anticipated that the newest cut In
the pocketbooks of the World's Fair It will hi in rebuttal of the mag's
appropriations will result in
crowds. All in the cast are to get editorial attack agatast shortening
two weeks' vacation with full pay, the run of a hit In deference to the a drastic increase In theatrical
charity disbursements.
understudies being given a chance picture version.
to re(ieive a

share of the proceeds

.

°

Sherweod Squares lincoh'
Through Summer,
Crowds

Cut

THEATRE AUTHORCTY'S
CHARITY FUND,

.

.

Judge Mandelbaum yTrV
day (31) granted an application of
Others are Cecilia Loftus for the examination
Shubert in New
Jones, man- before trial of Lee

Heis are other officers.
Richard Aldrich, R. E.
aging director, and Lee Pattison,
musical director.
Board includes
Nelson A. Rockefeller, Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett and Angier Biddle
Duke.
'

mAN'

Theatrical Managers, Agents and.
Treasurers Union is reported plan-

ning to picket

FAIR

IMy May Be Forced to Change
It's

out that plays cur- vale will tour a number of strawhat
West End are presented theatres this summer, co-starring in
over the air Sunday nights with 'Spring Meeting,' in which Miss
actual original casts, that 91m theaCooper appeared on Broadway this
run, but legit

Pointed

ing.

PflRADE

N. Y.

49

WPA

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY
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Wednesday, April

OMAHA DAILY SPONSORS

GoDege Shows

Shows

ROAD GROUP'S PLAYS

lb* Brown Danube'—Bonflls
tc

ment coming with There's SomeHyde in Me;' Sid Luck-

Omaha, April 4.
The Omaha World-Herald will,
star of Columbia's gridiron sponsor stage plays of the Legitimate
squad for three years. Is cast as Theatre Corp. here next -fall and
Grover Whalen in the dosing por- winter, according to an announce^
Munlciil comcdv In two acts, nine ecAnes;
.
tion and gets by.
Scheduled thus
book nnd lyrics by I.A.Ii. Dlamoml; mualc
Gordon Kent (sporting the best ment Sunday (2).
by Lpc Wnlner. Herbert C. Splaelninn,
'What a Life," by Clifford
Alon (inlilbr"Kr, Julian JlfiberU. Albert Sher- femnie makeup and gams in the far are
Sberwin,
Robert
Nunzlo.
Del
lilclmnl
iTln
show) and Andrew Aprea uncover Goldsmith, produced by George Ah-Huricy Weeniun; directed by Paul J. Wlo- fair voices as the romantic team. bott; Clifford Odet's 'Golden Boy,*
kopji: ordiesira directed by I^e Wnlner;
At Hotel Antor, Alexander McAllister, a shot-putter, Group Theatre production, and 'On
dancea, l-"mnk Gncen.
husky sister, fur- Borrowed Time,' Paul Osborn's comN.V.. March .10, "TO tlilnl find Inat per- playing Kent's
formance at Wood Auditorium, Mt. A'ep- nishes some nice- light comedy, imedy produced by Dwight Deere
1. '30; $2.30 top.

ENOUGH

FAIR

thing of the

(COLUMBIA VAKSmr SHOW)

ron. AprilPlrnt l.lbrarlnn

Julian Boblnowlti

Kenneth Frlou

Head Mlirarlnn.

pressing his fellow-sluidents in the
Winian.
audience most of all.
^ ^ ,,
The fourth presentation will be a
choice of two Ibsen plays, 'The Master Builder,' or 'Hedda Gabler.' Two
are scheduled before Christmas, two
-

Alexondcr McAIIIMer^
P.a. system in the .Astor hotels
PWIIP Hobel grand ballroom was faulty, the stage
..Myron Hroun
to pick up
Wllllom Coldwntor mikes not being set so as
Some parts of the audiGordon Kent all voices
Harold TIelz torium- were absolutely dead on reAndrew Aprfa ception.
^.j
,
John Hanaon
Show played Thursday and Friday
John Bnteman
(31) at the Astor and its final perIrvlnff Llebermon
-.Oeorge Verdono formance was at the Wood AudiWilliam Goldtrnter
torium, Mt. Vernon. N. Y., SaturWilliam Jack Close
Scho.
......Seymour Alpcrt day (1).

Jane Turner

Woman
Second Woman....
Han
Barbara Turner

Communlat
Larrv Aldrlch
Second Librarian

J,

Nancy Carter
First Reporter

Second Reporter.:

Pbotoempher
Buddy Carter
Patriot

WPA

inan,

Anthony DImIno

Foreman

'..William Goldwater

Mossenger Boy
Alexander Hamilton
George Woahlneton

Couvomeur Morris
James Mndlaon
Thomas Jeffei'son

. .

John Barry
Harold Stenberg
Charles

FAIR

Plotz

Roman

John Jay

ENOUGH

Sietcewlcz

Boston,

will probably be prethe Paramount theatre,

The plays
sented

in'

city's

March

30.

winter.

Edward Weinberg

Play on Broadway

'

Philadelphia Story

Richmond Holder

Murphy Murphy

Russell Bowie
Ballin
trots out Its Scarlet O'Hara
John Grant
John H. Lewis
best braces ot muBcle-knotted legs Judge
Gentlemen ot the Jury— S. Rollins, L.
for its annual varsity musical convBannister, L. Mosley, J. Parker, B. Clarke,
edy, but the satirical extravaganza, J. F. Brooks. H. rrvin, B. Davis, P. Scowith the exception of its music, and fleld, A. McDonnell, R. Groves, Joel Gold-

Columbia University

notably the lyrics, falls far short of
recent Columbia productions.
The
boys look nice as girls; the ensemble
dancing is in the Russell Markert
manner, except in execution, making
It doubly hilarious; the production
calibre is as good as the limits ot
a school show permit,' but the book,
dialog and humor fall far short of
high-grade lampooning according to
recent college show standards.
Tersest diagnosis is that I. A. L.
Diamond, who wrote the book and
lyrics, failed to concentrate on one
subject Instead, he ribs President

Campus Coincidence
Remarkably coincidental is the
same title used by Harvard and
Columbia Universities -for their
annual varsity shows in Boston
and New York, respectively. Tlie
title is Tatr Enough.'
Both themes, too, deal with
the

New York

World's Fair.

Play Abroad

THE DANCING YEARS
London, March

K. Dexter Haven

Edward

£,•".'"'
'J?."

' .'^'V"

24.

Musical' In two acts (IS scenes) by Ivor
Novello: stara' Novello, Mary Ellis; presented by Lcontlne Sagan: staged by Miss
Ssgan; -lyrics, Christopher Hassall; dances
and ensembles, Freddie CBrp<>nter: produced
by Lenntlne Sagan; at Theatre Royal,
Drury Lane.
Stephen Jack
Goetxer.

.John Palmer
Ivor Novello

.'

Roma Beaumont
Minnie Rayner

Peter Graves
Franxel.
Hilton Porter
Plrsl Otncer...;
Mary- Ell s
Maria Zleglcr
Princes Charles Metterllng. Anthony .NIcholla
Olive Gilbert
Cacllle Kurt
Fred Heame
Otto Brcltkopt..

Dunstan Hort
Frances Clare
Fred Nye,

.'

Lotte

High Family ...Florence Chumbecns
Hilary de Charvlllc
Irene Bushy

Flapper
Governess
Modiste

May
Qlsle

Mac

Pudding show, the boys passed up
the dicutors and other such sorilid
subjects and selected the impresario
of

New York

the

World'is

Fair,

Grover Whalen, Even FDR escapes
a ride this year. A thin story includes raising dough for the Fair
through a lottery, an investigation
by a d.a. named 'Huey Thomas,' a
wrong-way flight to Ireland and
some sash^ing by the usual lovesick couple.

The music rates above average,
with these best bets, in order: *I
Just Gotta Make IjOve,' 'I Dream of
You,' 'Blame It on Chichita,' "Home
Again' and 'Lottery Blues.' As in
recent years, a big lift is given- to
the production by the support of a
Ruby Newman orchestra.
.

.

the band, has turned out a sheaf of
swell arrangements. Standout is his
'Dream
of
You'
orchestration
Charles D. Dyer, 3d, as the buxom,
matronly mate of Tim Ryan, the big-

time

politician,

easily

cops

first

honors. Dyer, in his makeup, loolcs
the typical dignified dowager, and
because of this startling effect,
scoops up many laughs when he
steps off the high, horse to make i
coarse remark or cavort in a ludicrous dance routine.
Anthony Butler, as Torpedo Romanl, is excellent as a strong-arm
lottery-promoting mugg, and a wisecracking witness' in court
Donald Thurber Is okay as the
secretary of Homer Leiand. A screwy
delivery of 'Red Riding Hood,' by

which is localed in a fashionQuakertown suburb its chief

Story,'

able

—

according to Barry, is
that it's the most important city
nearest to New York—covers a span
of two days, on the eve of Miss Hepburn's second marriage to an up n'
coming young tycoon. Or, in other
words,-he's a nit of a stiffola. Due to
the importance of the occasion Destiny mag (obvious twist for Fortune)
assigns special writer Van Hefiin and
candid cameraiste Shirley Booth to
cover the shindig.
Heflin proves the whyfore of Miss
Hepbium's spiritual and physical reawakening although she leaves the
romantic newspaper couple to their
oWglnal designs and remarries her
first
husband.
Latter is iuavcly
trouped by Joseph Gotten (on loan
from the Mercury Theatre group to
the Guild),
Frank Fenton handles
the successful young American type
with the proper shading, not overdoing au assignment that included
such possibilities.
Eleven-year-old Lenore Lonergan,
of the veteran Lester Lonergan tribe,
is acceptably precocious and makes
distinction,

John Johanseh, followed by his
hoofing routine with a stage horse,
cllclcs bigL Marvin Scalfe registers
solidly with his blues singing: John much of her many fat lines.
Dan
Parker does well in a waltz clog Tobin as ther brother, Nicholas Joy
Is the 16-boy line, the coryphees' specialty, and Robert Jenny gets exas her father, and Forrest Orr in a
clumsiness in huIa-huIa and pre- tra bows for his drum solo, even meaty Uncle Willie assignment, give
cision dances getting more laughs though he hits the groove infre- sturdy support
Miss
to
Hepbum. But
than the gags. John Bateman is out- quently. Bayard Clarke satisfies on primarily it's her show, and she
standing as a licentious debutante, radio Impersonations.
makes the most of her ooportunltles,
the big football tackle's biggest mo
William R. Holbrook rates special
Save for the Introductory act,
mention for working out chorus rou- necessarily lethargic to set the premtines that go over big though they ise, Robert B. Sinclair's direction is
are within the limits of an amateur smooth and properly paced for conperformance.
A miniature night trasting moods. Robert Edmond
time set for a waltz number is ef- Jones did the two sets, a properly
fective and the masks ot famous per- stuffy Interior that goes well with
sonalities in the opening scene are the family tradition, and a softer but
exceptionally well executed. Fox.
equally substantial porch exterior.
.

rector.
'Fair Enough's' chief saving grace

Reaction to press attention given
the possibility of Daniel Frohman
losing the apartment atop the Lytheatre, N. Y., which has been
abode for 35 years, resulted in

ceum
his

from two directions that
showman and head of the
Actors_Fund can remain as long as
he wishei. "An official of the Bowery"
Savings bank, which holds' the first
mortgage on the property, announced
that Frohman would not be ousted
and that the apartment would bo
serviced with heat Since, the theatre closed, Frohman has been living
in a hotel with bis sister.

assurances
the veteran

-

developed, too, that the bank set
back foreclosure proceedings and
there has been revived interest in
holding title to the property by owners, particularly the estate of Charles
Frohman. The others Interested are
Daniel Frohman and the William
Harris estate. When It was emphasized that the assessed valuation ot
the property is almost double the
mortgage indebtedness, which was
definitely placed at $226,000, ownership representatives decided it was
worthwhile attempting to hold the
It

Lyceum,
There

-

A

,

Novello has written, composed and
is

starring in 'Years.'

Mary

Ellis as

the prima, is competent as usual, and Loots to
was in excellent voice opening night.
However, the one most responsible
for

the

show

is

AGMA and

Concert

Mgmt

Sign; Commission Teniis
Five-year contract with the two
major concert managements was
signed last week by the American
Guild of Musical Artists. Pact covering singers limits commissions,
regulates a number of booking practices and contr61s the operation of.
the community or civic concert
courses of Columbia Concerts Corp,
and NBC Artists Service, which between them handle nearly all the
leading concert and opera artists.

Terms of the
stantially

two

Giye Pitt

SeasoD a Breather

undoubted success of the

and more pretentious shows nave
been staged at Drury Lane, but few
have been more pleasing. Her staging stands out as a result of carefully
modem
conceived color schemes and the handling not only of the. principals but
of the crowds. Even on opening night
the .show was tunning smoothly.
The show is set in the gay Vienna
of 1911. Young composer (Novello)
has had his piano moved out in the
worldly standards are amusingly garden, and his door locked for nonpayment
of rent
He sits playing
projected by herseU and an expert
when the star of the opera happens
supporting cast
hears him, and, well, the rest
For Miss Hepbum it more than along,
is obvious.
True love, even in rovindicates her trial and error when
mantic musical plays; doesn't always
she fell into "The Lake' some five run
smootiily—certainly not since
years ago. In and out of pictures in
Noel Coward wrote 'Bitter Sweet'
the interim, save for a three-month and
in the end Novello and Miss
road tour for the Theatre Guild in Ellis are parted through
a misunder'Jane Eyre' last year, her Broadway
standing.
Jolo.
the
all
comeback is fraught with
electric achievement for which any
star would wish.

The saga of 'The Philadelphia

1939

,

Leontine Sagan, the proiy^^'i."^'
ilK
TannahlU
.Myrtle
ducer, who has given the musical art
I.ormlno Bate
Hayden Rorke excellent production. Much bigger

Seth Lord

5,

FROHMAN TO KEEP
HIS mEATRE HOME

Is a possibility that the
building, which extends f roiT\ 45th to
46th streets, east of Broadway, will
..Fred Heame
Roue
which event it is likely to
in
be
sold,
Victor Bogettl
DIentsman
new rental deal is bebe razed.
In his curtain speech at the Drury ing sought, and from that end,
stated that Frohman's
was
It
too.
Lane premiere of this musical, Ivor
apartment would not
of
the
tenancy
Novello led Roma Beaumont to the
be disturbed.
footlights and declared her to be a
Frohnian, alluded to as the 'grand
new star. She registered probably
old man ot the theatre,' calculates
the -most applause ot the evening
his age at .88 years.
,^
with an exquisitely graceful dance.

Arthur Budd
Dorothy Davles
Diana Gnrdlnnr

Toy Vendor
Flower Girl

The Guild finally has a hit in the
Gentlemen ot the Ensemble—Lemuel Ban- new Katharine Hepburn comedy, a
nister, John V. Brooks, Robert Grove-s, Ansociety play by
brilliant
gus McDonnell, George Mosley, Samuel
Philip Barry, up to the best standReed. Sherwood Rollins, Bancroft Davis,
Ladles ot the Ensemble-Wolcott Day, ards of his 'Holiday' and its kindred
John Giant, David Ives, John Johanson, style of fashionable folk comedy. It
Jobn Parker, Francis Scofleld, Theodore
repatriated to
Hepburn,
Miss
permits
Sharp, Robert White, Bayard Clarke,
Broadway from the films, to perIn setting up the target for the sonate a gay, suddenly free soul
barbs of this year's timely Hasty whose ultra-modem concepts of
thwatte.

LeRoy Anderson, who conducts
and Mrs. Roosevelt, the New Deal,
Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, president of the university; the Dies Committee, Grover Whalen and the U.S.
Constitution, with the result there's
a wandering of purpose, and the
book is still going in circles at the
final curtain.
The humor is of the
•Why did the chicken cross the
street?' variety, and the dead spots
are many and long.
On the other hand, Diamond fur-,
nished excellent lyrics for the songs,
a few of which impress as having
commercial possibilities. These are
"You Satisfy,' 'The Song Is the Same,'
•My Four Star Thrill,' 'Nature in the
Raw' and "Thfere's Something of the
Hyde In Me.' Latter two are of the
double-entendre, nitery variety, with
'Hyde' wholly credited to Paul J,
Winlcopp, the show's alumnus di-

C.

Payne-

'Wntherlng Heights'— Chaney,
Aldrich St Myers.
'The Happiest Days'—^Courtney
Burr.
The Qalet City'—'My Heart's
in the Highlands'—Group.

Officer.
Girl of

Kenneth Rellly

Jluslcal comely In two acts, 11 scenes,
by the Hastv Pudding Club of
Daniel Stowens nresented University:
Ben'anili. I'Vanklln.
directed by Edward
Henry MIneur HarvardLllley; choreograpby, William R.
John Hancock
James O'Connor Clarke
Announcer
Richard
direction.
musical
Arthur Benson Holbrook,
F. Donald Carter
Ijowlne; book, Alan Lemer, Morgan PresPhilip
Hobet
Florence Carter
ton, J. Dnvid Preston: music, Alan Lemer.
Robert Davis Francis Lawrance. Elliot Forbes, Sherwood
Slapsy
..Jean Eosin Rollins: Ivrlcs, Alan Lemer, Vlhton FrcedThird Reporter
John Fonsera ley, Jr., ifarvln Scalfe. J. David I,annon,
Fourth Reporter
acta
Comedy by Philip Barry In three
..Jean Sosin Sherwood Rollins: orchestrations, I.eRoy
Auctioneer
presented by the. Theutre
Georse Daniel Anderson: sets, Calvin Elliott. Howard (four scenes):
Third Vice President
by Robert B. Sinclair; setSeymour Alpert Turner, Panl HoUlster and George SmKh: Guild: staged Edmond
Second Vice President
Jones; under superAaron Frankel at the Copley, Boston, March 30: 13.23 tings, Robert
EIrst Vice President
vision of Theresa -Helbum and Lawrence
Martha Waablneton,... Orlando Stephenson top.
V., March 38. 'SB;
N.
Shubert,
at
Langner;
Bayard Clarke
...William Hubbard Coake Barter....:
G-Man
Henley Dillingham '$3.8S top.
...Philip Van EIrk Mayor LaOuardla
Uartln Dies
Lenore Lonergan
,
Roger Lapham Dinah Lord.
Captain of the Guard. ,. ..Alfred Bodenlos Homer Letand
Vera Allen
.Da,vld Sheppard Margaret Lord...
George Knight Ned Holden
Guard
....Katharine Hepburn
Donald Thurber Tracy Lord
William Goldwater Greta Grant
Attendant
...-.Dan Tobin
'........P. Loring Reed Alexander Lord..,
Sidney Luckroan Tim Bj'nn..i
Grover Whalen..
Owen Coll
....Charles D. Dyer, 3d Thomas
Charles Bennett Mrs. Ryan
Georse nallup...
Forrest Orr
Tracy...
Dillingham
William
Bayard
Sheila
Ryan
Aaron Fmnkel
P.1U1 Revere
Shirley Booth
Richmond Holder Elizabeth Imbrle.
.Georg« Daniel Huey Thomas
Ring Geome.
Van _Heflin
Antbony Butler Macanlay Connor.
....William Sleeper Torpedo RonianI
Queen Elizabeth
Frapk Fonton
John Lewis George KItttedge
Mayor of Blomey

Robert Livingston

— Victor

Jennings.

The Worldbiggest house.
Herald presented opera here last Cerutl.'
Countess

(HABVABD)

Rhea

James
Walter Hladky
i T^uls' Moreno

Somnes.
•The Mother'

The plan to guarantee cities a predetermined number of road' show attractions was brought to WorldHerald by Arthur M. Oberfelder of Poldl
leber
the LTC. Fortune Gallo* of the San Rudolph
Grete..
Carlo Opera Co, is associated with Hattio Watney...
him.

(Hasty Poddlne Clnb)

William Pfelter
. . *

after.

m Rehearsal

as

contracts are suboutlined in Variety

weeks

Pittsburgh, April 4.
The shortest legit season hiere in
years will get a brief respite week of
April 24, when the Lunts come back
for second time this year .to split
eight performances between "Sea
As reGull' and 'Idiot's Delight*
cently as a few days ago, it appeared
that curtain had already dropped
with ICnlckerbocker Holiday,' but
Lunts* booking will give house a
.

breather.
As it is, house
-dark for next three weeks.'

win be
.

'Idiot's Delight* opened here thre*
years ago before going to New York,
but played' only four performances,
run being interrupted by big St
Patrick's Day flood. Lunts will play
under ATS auspices, giving subscrib-

ers all but

one ot their six promised

shows, which mean; refunds will be
necessary.
Week of

May

1 house gets Pitt Cap
and Gown musical, 'At Your Service,' and unless deal for McCoy-Wee
$l-top shows is made in meantime
hotise will shutter May 6 for four
and a half months, giving Nixon exactly 24 weeks for 1938-30 season.

Rocket' Drops Oot
'Rocket to the Moon* was withdrawn from the Windsor, N. Y., yesterday (Tuesday) after an engagement that approximated 18 weeks.
Recently it was alternating with
'Awake and Sing.* which now goea

ago.
Exceptions are
'Rocket' originally
covering commissions and on regu'arly.
endorsing the 'proper extension' of opened at the Belasco. being a modcivic and community concert activi- erate money show, averaging $8,500
ties as beneficial to th^ artists, man- in earlier months.
agements and public. Scale of commissions is as follows:
clauses

1. Concerts other than community,
or civic, 20% (except that artists earning less than $7,500 annually- from
these concerts pay only 18%)'.

2.

Community and

civic concerts,

15%.
3.

Guest radio bookings (single, or
more than three), 15%.
dates (more than

series of not

4. Series radio
three), 10%.
5.

All opera, 10%.

ROCKET TO THE MOON

BUxed
ed this

orltlcal reception greet-

Clifford

Odets drama.

Lookrldge. (Son) wrote; It has
some ot Odets' best 'writing, It It
not hU best play.' Watts (Herald
Trlbnne) said: 'A play decidedly
worlli seeing.' Wlnchell (Mirror)
declared It 'probably will be of
greater Interest to the students
ot the theatre tban to tbe general,
pnbllo.'

Brown

(Post) called

li

the most exasperating kind ot
a play whioh bas so

tallore,

'Bom Gay^

at

Harvard

many good

that there
It being as nnsatlsfaotory as it vlUthings In

It

seems to be no exonse for

mately proves to be.' Variety
Boston, April 4..
(Ibee) predicted, at- shonldf fare
inference or titular switch, to Henry
the Harvarcl DFamatlc Club pre-,
moderately welL'
R. Luce's three publications—Time is sents an American premiere of 'He
Dime, Fortune, is Destiny, and Life Was Born Gay,' by Emlyn Williams,
Hollywood, April 4.
is Spy
but rumored invidiousThe local .closing of the Federal ness, as regards the nublisher and/or a* the Peabody Playhouse here May
IJEW LITTLE
Theatre Project's Two-a-Day,' origi- bis nlaywrighting vife. Clare Bobthe 3. John Glelgud starred In this proTyler (Texas) Little theatre will
nally slated for April 1 after 23 Brokaw, are seemingly figments of duction in London in 1937, when it complete in the next few weeks its
weeks, was postponed to April 30. imagination. If anything, it's a bit was presented by the author, who $30,000 playhouse and workshops.
also penned 'Night M-ist Fall.'
Vaude cavalcade's proposed trip of a trailer for Luce's mags.
Early -May premiere is planned.
Miss Hepbum owns the screen
to San Francisco is still in doubt,
It's
a romantic version ot the
Group is meanwhile readying a
rights to 'Story.' with Intention of
due to failure of transportation to re-creating her role In celluloid, legend about the lost Dauphin, son production of 'You Can't Take' It
come through from Washington.
01 Marie Antoinette anc' Louis XVI With You.*
ItH make a good picture.
Abel.

Extend '2-a-Day*

—

TKEMKE

—
Wednesday, AprB

Current Roadshows

'Angel' Sets Pace,

Shows Quit Chi;

2

LEGITIMATE GROSSES

X939

8,

.

(Week 0/ April

4thm$22m%ssBoysT^^

Broom

for

On B way,

51

Stnu^t Plays

Thila. Story' Leads

8)

the Bride' (Irene
Rich)— Curran, San Francisco
D'Oyiy
Carte
Opera<—National,
'A

VARIETY

$20^00; Both IHikados'

Washington,
Chicaso, April 4.
Leslt list in town sUces in half,
Saturday
with two shows quitUng
"Kiss Boya Goodbye' left Chfll-week stay, lesB
good
iieo after a

IQss Boys' Strong

—

.

4.

to 3t
Brock Femberton's Southern comthon-toto pbh:^ of Clara Bo'othe's 'Kiss the
Boys' was ioys Goodbye' cracked oB some
healthy business last week in onenighters, winding up at the Erlanger
here Saturday flight (1). Grossed
Head. Had been figured at first for a 114,500 for eight performances.
Nearly $5,()00 was drawn In single
.
lump into the east
,
,.
its
stay
extended
Life'
LouisvlUe
and Nashville performWhat a
until
remain
to
plans
now
ances.
and
here

b8
'

Atlanta, April

this'

week and then hops

md

Loiils for "6 -fortnight
oflier nildwest spots. "Kiss

flmiied to stick here awhUe longer.
%gela Is 22' canceled Its original
Dlans to continue tour and folded in-

1

April 15. New life has been injected
into the show through high school
party business, especially on Friday.
Weekend trade for the comedy is

with weakness during the
middle of the stanzas.
fLast weeks' notlM^has gone up on
•I Married an Angel? now scheduled
to leave April 22 for Detroit There

Rich, Ethel

Fhys

.

been some discussion as to
whether Vera Zorina will stay with
the show, and it is now indicated
that she will stick until June I. She's
slated for a picture. Upstairs ducats
have been selling to capacity, but the
orchestra reveals empty pews during

1

Play

n^ed some

work
Midweek open

there wUl be some changes. New
gross was $11,200.
showing is being talked.
Ufe,' Erlanger (4th wk) York
Lifted to $8,000, good. Around $9,000 during engagement
the April 15 here.
date tentatively set for closing.
•Whitcoaks,' Geary (1st wk) (1,
Usually brUIiant first
550; $2.75).
night crowd turned out to see Miss
<Btc Blow,' Great Northern.
Barrymore. But thereafter it slowed
down and was lucky to set $9,000,
Crix liked Miss Barrymore. Competish from Fair, spell of wajm

week
a,

(1,400; $1,65).

may remain beyond

WPA

HUSTONHOLIDAr OFF
IN

•Knickerbocker

tli^t

WPA

HoUd^

AprU
fell

Lll' Chilian,' Alcazar (13th
Show will close
(1,269; $1.65).

•Bon

wk)

4.

con-

siderably' below expectations at the
Nixon last week. Although Lent

hurt

weather also hannfuL-

PITTSBURGH, $17,000
Pittsburgh,

May

to be replaced by 'Two a
'Chillun' will be moved to
Day.'
Federal theatre on l^easUre Island.
0,

somewhat general opinion was
musical's

$3.30

tariff,

coming

OK

right on heels of 'Women's' $1 top, Roth Draper
$10,000;
kept gross down.
holiday* collected swell notices
'Earnest' 6G, Cuts Stay
and Walter Huston's been a big fave
locally since 'Dodsworth' hit town
four years ago. Most of the action
Boston, April 4.
was in the balcony, with gallery and
Spring fever caught up with show
downstairs slim.
House currently dark and also biz here last week, and as a result
stays shuttered next (Easter) week 'Importance of Being Earnests clipped
on account of last-minute cancella- short by one week Its intended two<
week booking. Ruth Draper, in a
Uon of 'Five Kings.'
single week, drew good business.
Estimate tor Last Week
Next entry is Cornelia Otis Skin'
'Knickerbocker Holiday,' Nixon
Did only fair $17,000. ner in "Candida,* April 10. All houses
(2,100; $3 JO).

Week.
EsUmatea for Last Week
Bnth Draper.' Plymouth < 1,480;
Claimed to have taken
$2.75).
around $10,000, okay. This was in

closed Holy
,

Smooth $12,500
In

5tli

SL Lonis

St. liouis,

Visit place

April

her cancelled booking
of
earlier in the season.
Importance of Being Earnest' Wilbur (1,227; $2.75). Very sluggish evening trade, good mathiees, $6,000;
second week cancelled.

4.

'Tobacco Road,' back for its fifth
engagement in four consecutive seasons, closed a fareweU run Saturday
(1) with a take that boosted the sea
son's b. o. receipts at the American,
this town's sole le^lter, above $200,000.
House dark currently but re
opens Sunday (9) with a two-week

At mid-season Broadway's musi- other show Is even close to its gross,
cals were attracting most playgoers $37,500.
The LltQe FoMs.' National (8th
Goodbye'—Harris^ but spring finds straight' shows in
the foreground. Iliat is due largely week) (D-l,ie4' $3.30). Line at boxbecause of the clicks registered by office rarely breaks and biisinesB
Goodbye'
City such shows. Most recent hit -is The holds to big money despite offish
Auditorium, Montgomery (3); Tem> Philadelphia Story,' starring Kathar- Broadway going generally; again
pie, Birmingham (4-5); Auditorium, ine Hepburn, which. opened at the. over $19,000.
Memphis (6-7); Highschool, LitUe Shubert last week and immediately
The Philadelphia Story/ Shubert
went into the lead of its division, get- (2d week) (0-1.387; $3,30). BroadRock (8).
ting $20,500 in the first seven per- way's liew comedy leader; grossed
•Hy Dear Children' (John Barry- formances.
$20,500 in first seven performances
more) Masonic Auditorium, Roch'
high-grossing
three
has
after
getting rave press.
List now
!

—

,

Cincinnati

N. Y/s Yiddish Legit
Shuts Down on June

.

(4-5);

D'OytymSOO

In PUily Fmale,

Kings

Off.

9G

dramas, 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' and
The Little Foxes' completing the
both coupled as runners-up to
'Story,' with takings bettering $19,-

J,000

(10).

The White Steed.' Golden (13th
week) (D-730; $3.80). Among the
takings around $7,000,

moderates;
profitable.

Tobaeeo Bosd,' Forrest (278th
week) (D-1,107; $1.65). Down to
$4,000,

or

less.

•What a Life.' Mansfield (Slst
week) (01,050; $3.30). Use of cut
rates helping

it

get by; $4,000.

BEVIVAL
'Oatward Bonnd,' Playhouse (16th
Turning
week)
(D-873;
$3J0).
weekly profit with grosses over
$8,000.

ADDED

'

m

Week

Vamps

stanza.

1

Agcy

To

trouble.

In the Bronx, the McKinley Square
runs until the end of May with imtraveling troupes from elseported
.
where in the city, while_ the Hop.hoHsg^jtJjlllfQid, rnnn thin miitiTinpr
Strawhat will be operated by kinson and Parkway,. bbUi'R'ro'okljrii,
operate
indefinitely, although it's exLouise and Jean Piatt in association
pected that they'll continue only for
with Olive Warren.
It will open
late in June 'for a 10-week season. a few weeks, since the Yiddish thepractically
nil at the b.o. with
atre
is
Louise Piatt film player, will come
east late in the spring and expects the approach of warmer weather.
The only other Yiddish theatre is
to play leads at the spot this sum.
Union Square,
near
Place,
Irving
the
mer. Her sister, Jean, a Broadway
'ngenue,
appeared in 'Our which is set to light only for five
last
days during the holiday period.
Town.'
|

press should figure in the show being a sticker. It's scaled at $3.30 top,
as compared with $1.10 for WPA^s
•Swing Mikado.' Latter, in a larger
capacity house, got $7,700 at the low
scale and sell-out biz was claimed,
^at mark is said to be the highest
for any of the WPAers in New York
Both are doing well but
so far.
whether there will be a battle of
'Mikados' because of the scale differ

,

the summer:

Dne

Smash

Nate Beers has resigned from the
Lguis Shurr agency, where he had
charge of legit casting. He will be
general manager o'f the Chapel Play-

The Primrose Path,' Biltmore
week) (CD-1,387; $3.30). Big
aty helped gross to better than
and engagement expected Into
moves to Cort Monday

(14th

trio,

'The Qalet City,' Belasco; written
by Irwin Shaw; slated for Sunday
ence remains to be s^n.
nights, starting this week (9).
Downpour Saturday evening (1)
'Pins and Needles,' Labor Stage
Philadelphia. AprU 4.
long before show time. (71st week).
started
Claimed bettering
Past tense seems to be applicable TtaSlc was snarled and curtains
even break slightly at little over
to Philadelphia's 1038-39 seasoa The held, boxoflices being considerably
$4,00a Improvement expected after
cancellation, not unexpected, of 'An- dented, another storm earlier in the
this week.
gela Is 22/ skedded for the Locust week also hurting. Ijowest grosses of
Frank Fay Vaudeville. 44th St
Monday (10), leaves the city not the spring are likely this (Holy) Not so £ood so far; around $9,000 but
only without .any current ^ows, but week but like last year there's a needs more,
without any bookings.
good advance for Good Friday (7)
WPA
Nothing surprising about first item, ni^t
'Swinc Mikado.' New Yorker; faras this is Holy Week, but even in
Due next week: 'The Flashing ing very well.
the worst years of the depression Stream,' Vanderbilt; 'My Heart's in
'Androeles and Lion,' Lafayette.
there has been no such .early clos- the Highlands,' Guild. Possibilities Harlem; due' off next week.
ing of all houses..
are 'Afexicana,' 'Five Kings,' and
•PInocohIo,' Ritz.
D'Oyly Carte again upped In its "The Brown Danube.' 'Rocket to the
•Awake and Sing,' Daly's (Yidthird and final week at the Forrest Moon' closed after yesterday's (Tues- dish); closing Saturday (8).
last week,' but never hit predicted day) performance at the Windsor,
Cornelia Otis Skinner revival of 'Awake and Sing' going
capacity.
earned some profit In her single on a weekly basis.
John Barrymore Cnts
week at the Locust getting a numEstimates for Last Week
ber of theatre parties from Bryn
'Abe JUncoIn In nUnols,' Plymouth
Mawr'and Main Line groups for her (25th
to lUness
week) (D-1,036; $3.30). AdD. C. Date
'Candida.'
vance sale protected Saturday (1)
The Philadelphia engagement of night's biz when storm dented b.o.s;
Washington. April 4.
'Five Kings' can hardly be accounted gross quoted over $19,000.
Second week at the
a success.
Few thought much of the play, but
•Boys Fn>m Syraonse,' Alvin (20th
Chestnut
week) (m,325; $4.40). Doing al- critics went to town on John BarryEstimates: for Last Week
right although cohsiderably under more's performance, and with the
D'Oyly Carte Co, Forrest (3d-final earlier going; rated around $20,500, traditional Barrymore draw, •My
wk) (2,000; $3). Ended engagement good profit
Dear Children' was. headed for an
very big. Final week was biggest of
•Family Portrait,' Morosco (5th excellent gross when star gave in to
three at $28,500.
Picking up; throat ailment cancelled Friday
'Candida.' Locust (1,400; $2). The- week) (D-061; $3.30).
probably bettered night (31) and two Saturday peratre parties and group siqnKtrt gave around $7,500;
formances and set out for a New
even break.
Miss Skinner around $8,S()0.
York hospital.
'Gentle
People,'
Belasco
(14th
•Five Sings,' Chestnut (2d wk)
There had been some doubt aboiit
Never really got week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Although play's opening here after one-night
$2.50).
(1,750;
off,
held
to
better
than
slightly
started after adverse notices. Thestands In Princeton and Wilmington,
atre Guild withdrawal, bickering and $8,000, profitable.
as throat ailment developed two
rumors of premature closing first
•Hellaqwppia.'
Winter
Garden weeks ago. Although opening night
week didn't help; claimed over $9,' (29th) week) (R-1,671; $3.30). De- performance here gave little evispite the weather the top grossing dence of It understanding was that
000, mostly subscription.
musical sold out at all nine shows Barrymore played that night with
and was again well over $33,000.
temperature at 102.
Current Is D'Oyly Carte Opera Co.
Mikado,'
•Hot
Broadhurst
(3d
'Skylark: Gets $15,600
week) (IVI-1,116; $3.30). First fuU for single week, followed by Gert'Slqriark,'
week approximated $13,500, promis- rude Lawrence
Estimate for Last Week
ing
for
colored
cast
musical.
In
at Toronto
•My Dear Children,' Nattonal (1,•I Mast Love Someone,' Longacre
(0th week) (C-1 ,109; $3.30).
Oper- 698; $2.75 top). Building strongly
Toronto, April 4.
ating in red so far with takings when Barrymore gave in to increas'Skylark,' with Gertrude Lawrence,
ing throat infection Friday night
grossed $15,600 in eight performances around $4,500.
(31) and cancelled last three per'Kiss Boys Goodbye,' (28th week) formances.
at the Royal Alexandra theatre here
Approximately $0,000
last week.
John Golden production (C-944; $3.30). Run musical better for five performances.
than down; consistently
of Samson Raphaelson's -Blsiy is lay- upstairs
ing oil this week, but plays the Na- profitable though under earlier gotional, Washington, next week, and ing; $10,500.
Detroit
'Women'
Ford's,
Baltimore,
the
following
'Leave It to Mc,' Imperial (22d

Question what will be done after
that Show may t>e taken directly
engagement of 'Kiss Boys Croodbye.'
AU New York Yiddish theatres, into New York, or may be
According to present bookings John shuttered per usual during the pre- on tour, with the Broadwaycontinued
Barrymore and Elaine Barrle in 'My Passover holidays, reopened Tuesday ment held pft until the fall. engage,
Dear Children, 'I Married an Angel'
and 'Knickerbocker Holiday' will be (4) for a more or less extended run.
shown here before the season closes. By June 1 all are expected to be
shut for the season, reopening in Lunts Snare
Estimate for Last Week
Tobacoo Boad,' American (1,707 the early fall.
$24,000 in Milwaukee
$1.68). With John Barton as Jeeter,
As for the downtown houses
•Road' collected $12,500 for nine perMilwaukee, April 4.
presently operating are the Second
formances;
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
Ave. and National only—they will in
a week of 'Amphitryon' and 'Sea
have' short runs and then fold for Gull' repertory, drew
the second
the season. The only other down- largest gross in town for this season
Beers Quits Shurr
town house, the Public, quit a month at the Pabst last week. Only topper
G.M. Conn. Strawhat ago when it ran into financial was George M. Cohan's 'I'd Rather

,

Stem Leader

StiH

—

•Kiss the Boys
Chicago.
•Kiss the Boy*

.

holding down the gross, which is still
good, however, at $22,000.
Kiss Boys Ooedbye,' Harris (11th-

•Vn»t

Zorina)

cago.

Taft Auditorium,

Married an Anf eV Grand (4th
Some weakness before coming here.
(1,300: $3.30).
midweek ing during Lenten season also harm'
Irene Rich and Else Argal well
tul.
liked.
Although notices from crix
n.s.g. on thei play^ audience reaction
Finished better. Present plan is for the comflnal wk)
(1,000; $2.75).
excellent stay here Saturday (1). pany to return to Los Angeles, where
771;' $2.75).

Final

Vera

No Time for Comedy' (Katharine
Cornell)—Memorial, Louisville (3);

m S. F.

on the main floor during

and

Kay

Angel' (Dennis King,
Opera House, C3ii-

000. The American Way' is techHartman, Columbus (6-8).
nically in the same category but is a
After StroBS Openiiigs •What a Life'—Erlanger, Chicago, spectacle. It was affected by heavy
•Whiteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore)-^ rains last week but with $37,500 still
is the No. 1 grosser.
Geary, San Francisco.
Ban Francisco, AprU 4.
There's a wide divergence in the
After a long period of darkness tiie
takings of the two colored 'Mikados.'
Geary and Curran theatres reopened
First full week of the commercially
liroduced 'Hot Mikado' grossed $13,with shows that looked promishig at
lOO and additional praise from the
then

wk)

'

1 Married an

ester (8).

Barrymore

Peter Got

petered out First to
the start
come in was *A Broom for the Bride.'
with Irene Rich, which opened at
the Curran March 23. On Monday
(27) Ethel Barrymore, In 'Whiteoaks,' opened at the Geary, which Is
next door. Oompetish from Lent in
this strong C>athollc town credited
'Ansela Is 22.' Selwyn (3d-flnal as being chief reasons for biz being
wk) (l.OOO; $2.75). Decided to quit off.
Estimates for Last Week
after three mediocre sessions. Finished around $6,000.
•Broom for the Bride.' Curran (1,-

midweek.
Following 'Angel' Into the Grand
ICnickerbocker Holiday,'
will be
which comes in April 24. Next Tuesday (11) the Federal Theatre will
open Its Shakespearean repertoire
with Ian Keith headlining in 'Othello.'
Estlm»tes for Last Week

Fare WeD;

ford (8).

—

excellent,

has

(Maurice
Bushnell Auditorium, Hart-

Evans)

$14,500 In the South

m

rv

'Bamlet' - •Henry

week) (M-1,468; $4.40). Storm had
some effect Saturday (1) but business claimed to have again shaded

For $10,400 on 3d

Visit

Detroit April

4.

Virtual capacity crowds greeted
•Mamba's Daoghters,' Empire (14th 'The Women' (third visit here),
week) (D-1,099; $3.30). Eased off which played at the Cass here last
like most others but still doing well; week at $1 top.
Sticks for second
close to $13,000.
stanza and advance Indicates a profit'One for the Money,' Booth (0th able sesh despite Holy Week.
week) (R-708: $3.85). One of few
Everjrone of the nine performances
shows that claimed some increase was virtually capaci^. 'Knickerover previous week, approaching bocker Holiday' opens at the Cass
$30,000.

•

-

Sunday

$12,000.

(9).

•Oscar Wilde,' Fulton (26th week)
Estimate for Last Week
(D-913; $3.30). Dipped under $8,000
'The Women.' Cass (1,500; $1.10).
for first time; stlU okay, though.
Excellent $10,400, despite nlay's third
'Socket to the Moon,' and 'Awake visit here.
and Sing,' Windsor (20th week) (DStarting next week
1.049: $2.20).
Be Right' at the Davidson in Janu- 'Awake' replaces 'Rocket' regularly;
ary.
revival easily better draw. Takings
Brooklyn Totters
Lunts are laying iStl this week^ down to $4,000.
staying at their Genesee Depot home
•Set to Mnslc,' Music Box (12th
Brooklyn, April 4.
near here. They play the Taft Audi. week) (R-1,000; $4.40). Ji^n ahead
Legit
shut-down for Holy Week
Thursday
spilt
week
to..
toriym,_CjMinbalj._nfiirt.iKefik,
up
Of previous
We'rba's Brooklyn reopens
the following week between In.
(28), then dropped and was hurt here.
next week, but:there is chance that
dianapolis and Columbus, and wind Saturday nieht bv rain; $15,000.
•Stars In Yonr Eyes,' Majestic (0th the Shubert wiU quit
up the season in Pittsburgh the fol
Last week saw 'Behind Red Lights
week) (M-1.717: $4.40). Partial relowins week.
Werba'a
Estimate For Last Week
vision of lower floor due, and at- at the Shubert do mildly.
LuDt-Fontanne Repertoire, Pabst tendance should be upped there- 'Stepping Siste.'s' fared poorly.
Estimates for Last Week
Town and critics after: slipped but claimed around
(1,500; $3.30 top).
'StepDlng Sisters,' Werba'a (1,529;
welcomed the Lunts handsomely, ^M.OOO.
Weak
sister,
$2,000.
75c).
Ctombo
hit
Way/
Onter
The
American
(11th
sold
out
mats
were
Two
•Behind the Bed Lights,' Shubert
a smash $24,000 in eight perform' week) (D-3,433; $3.30). Broadway's
leader affected somewhat but no (85c). So-so $1,500.
ances.
.

.

however, that a code ol ethics or
Stnssbnrscr'a Ambitions
measures
regulatory
other
Attempt by Ralpb Beaver Strass- any
means ol enlorce-

bureer, wealthy Norrlstown, Pa.,
publisher, to grab the New York Post
aod Philadelphia Record Irom J.
David Stem was temporarily blocked
In Common Pleas court, Phllly,
last week. Minutes of a board ol
directors meeting read at the court
hearing revealed that Strassburger
strongly disapproves the anti-Nazi
.

policy ol the

Post

holding their annual meeting last
Judge James Gay Gordon,
wesk.
whereJr.. refused the injunction,
upon the meeting was held and
Strassburger was not re-elected to
the board of directors. He subr
sequenUy appealed to the State Su-

Court Argument
heard In May.

preme

15«G Photo Salt

A

damage suit filed
$750,000
against King Features and the N. Y,
ment, and subsequent inlormal el- Evening Journal by Ina C. Banlcs
forts made to woo co-operation of charges unlawful printing of her
Plaintiff claims that she
Authors' Guild as possible enforce- picture.
was operated on in November, 1936,
ment agency.
Although the literary agents nave in Tulsa, Okla., and that the pictures
not gone officially on record as de- of the operation were printed on
sirous of Guild co-operating in for- Jan. 2, 1937.
She tlaims that they were Immation of their regulatory organization,' they've expressed so privately. modest, unrefined and vulgar.
In view of the Pinker thing, they
Asks Public to Aid News
would welcome Guild's participation
valueless without

Hearing was on an application by
Strassburger for an Injunction to reat once.
Record stockholders from

strain

Wednesdaj, April

UTERATI

VARIETY

52

Rochestef Evening Niv/a carried'
that Pinker has front page editorial all last week
most of the meetings asking public to subscribe lor stock
held by the agents in attempts ,to to keep the paper running. George
In fact presence of W. Hinman, Jr., trustee In reorganiorganize.'
Pinker, one of the leading agents in zation proceedings, stated $50,000 had
N. Y.. was a cpnyincer for many been promised if paper could raise
that organization was important
additional $150,000. Employes, who
Ironical note
been present at

.

Is

'

have been working virtually without, salaries for six weeks, put the
bee on affiliated unions for funds
"
to carry the paper over the hump.
Hinman announced that the News,
started in August had been launched
Paper
with insufficient capital.
claimed 25.000 circulation, but from

wiU be

sleep at his home March 18. He had
suffered with heart trouble lor two
or three years, but had been actively
at work until the day before bis
death.
Wlliiam P. TIebont, 53, assistant

story

Clinkers,'

ol

1939

5,

RlngUng

the.

show, was authored by Joe Bryan
It appeared sans
III,, associate ed.
byline.'

Maxwell Anderson has gathered

miscallany ol matter, to be pubeditor ol the Cleveland News, llshed soon as The Essence ol Tragand Footnotes and Other
died Thursday alter a short Illness. edy,
Served the paper since 1921, previ- Papers.'
ously having been with the Erie
Allen Raymond, ol the N, Y. Her(Pa.) Dispatch-Herald, Chattenooga ald Tribune, and Craig Thompson, ot
Times and Albany Knickerbocker the N. Y. Times, have sold Dial
Wile and three daughters Press a book on N. Y. gangsters and
Press.

news

survive.

politicians,

Edwin J..Farber, 82,. publisher, of
the Catonsville (Md.)- Argus, died
April 30 in his home In Baltimore.
Had been ptubUsher ot the old Baltimore Daily Record and ol the Maryland Medical Journal. Survived by
his wile and son.
John B. Fltzpairlck, 47, city editor
ol Columbus, Ga.^ Ledger for past
eight years and one ol best known
newspapermen in Georgia, died last
week in U. S. Veterans' Hospital in
Native ol Mumlordville,
Atlanta.
Ky., he began his newspaper career
in Charleston, W. Va; later working
on papers in Richmond, Petersburg
and Newport News, Va. He went to
Columbus alter war and was connected with 'Enquirer there before
joining Ledger.
past Georgia De.

Peter B. Kyne, recovered

alter,

a

period ol tU-health, Is" back'"
writing; a new novel, his first in
six years; hearing completion. .Willong;'

"

liam C. Lengel's handling him.
Clyde Blackwell, reporter on th*
Rochester Times-Union, 'was married
March 11 to Ruth Atwood, a lellowreporter and daughter ol M. V. Atwood, editorial director ol the Gan-

Press Society's Position
nett Newspapers.
Attacks on the fairly new AmeriJudge Gordon's decision followed
as ahti-imion, anHickman Powell, who was on tha
reading of the minutes of a board can Press Society
denial by the
old N. Y. World, and more recently
meeting on Feb. 10 by David Stem swered in a general
Society, which
on the Herald Tribune, has written
Loeb, assistant secretary of the Rec- board of governors.
this calls itself a professional organizaan account ol N. "Y.'s vice racket,
ord. It was as an outgrowth of
workNinety Times Guilty,' which HarmeeUng that Strassburger filed a pre- tion of newspaper editorialopposed
his ers, went on record as not
the first got little advertising.
court Brace putlishes soon.
vious suit in New York to have
news rooms, but
own accountant go over the books to unionism in
James Keeney» columnist (under
Here's New Engbnd
also a against closed shop.
of the Post of which he is
name bl Cecil Pennyfeather) ol
the
In
Although assertedly sympathizing
•Here's New England' and "The
stockholder. It was also revealed
Conimander of American the Philadelphia Record, has been
was with all editorial workers, union or Berkshires' are two volumes slated partment
these minutes that Strassburger
Legion, he was buried in Columbus elected president ol'the Pen and
and hoh-tmion, in efforts to improve for publication by Federal Writers'
ambitious to become president
military
honors.
with
Club, social organization bl
Pencil
and economic Project in April. Houghton Mifflin
professional
their
editor of the Record.
W. W. Cheely, publisher ol Great Philadelphia newspaper men.
big status. Society will not participate in will publish the former and Hastings
Albert M. Greenfield, another
H^ls, Mont, died March 31 In HollyCollyer's News Bureau and Coll-,
Strass- collective bargaining or seek con- House the latter.
Record atockholder, told
wood.
Co. celebrated their
Publishing
yer's
.could tracts for members.
•New England,' with 100 pa.?es, will
burger that <he only way he
Samuel Pan! Booth, 73, head ol the
The
silver anniversary last week.
would
In explaining opposition to closed be sold at the New York World's Fair
gain control ol the Record
Interborough News Co., newspaper,
Uie shop in the news room. Society char- at 50c per copy (it's sponsored by
sports syndicate and publications ot
be by buying a majority of
distributor in the N. Y.
book
and
mag
founded in 1914 In
were
name
that
acterizes' closed shop as a 'menace the New En^and
Council), and
common stock. Strassburger de
area, died April 2.
Beginning his
CoUyer.
E.
Bert
late
the
the
by to the freedom ol the press and
Chicago by
Berkshires' will retaU lor $2.50.
dared that he would gam control
career as a circulation department
suggMted that independence and integrity ol the
other means and
exec with' the Detroit Free Press,
the pic- press.'
Ken Banned in'Canad*
Stern could be left out of
Booth was with a number of other
salary taken
As Ksult ol second 'offense' Ken papers throu^out the country beture lor a year with his
opNew Yorkers Wonid Be Amazed has permanently been banned in fore coming to N. Y., where be
care ol whUe other interests
With opening of N. Y; World's Canada. Ban order loUowed publi' served the old Evening Journal and
erated the paper.
Fair imminent surfeit of printed cation ol a cartoon ol King George Commercial Advertiser. Forined the
(ConUnued from page 49)
guides to the metropolis threatens. VI, which revenue department olfl- Interborough News Co. about 20
Miss Sllleoz Unloads
the lals regarded 'undignified'
tumbling
from
resigned as Directories
years ago. Wile and two nephews certain matters pertaining to th*
Luise Slllcox has
League of presses in ever increasing numbers,
Single issue of the mag was survive.
treasurer of the Authors'
Bamum Bailey circus.
Ringling,
In- and' there may .be as many printed banned a few months ago because of
EmU Vadnay. 47, N. Y. Times corAmerica because ol the press ol
Dissatisfied With Arbltntlon
expected guides to the big town as will be an article which officials didn't like. respondent in Central end South
creased duties. Successor is
the organi- visitors to the Fair.
Union has been dissatisfied with
eastern Europe, died Saturday (1) in
to "be Gertrude Prlester,
Directories of •every shape, form
is conFederated Officers. Be-elected
Prague. Native, ol Hungary, served arbitrations so lar, one now pending
zation's accountant Change
and manner, Irom almost literal
Three Michigan publishers, re- as correspondent lor several London with the Theatre GuUd. "While It
idered largely a tedhnical one, with
Baedakers to a folder. Some ol the cently ordered by the U. S. circuit papers belore joining the
N. Y. Times was understood that the differences
Miss Slllcox likely to remain in acIn more pretentious guide books sell court of appeals to return 33,572 staiff. He also represented Vabiett. were settled when a double box oltive charge ol the league olflMs
each,
and
are
lor as much as $3
shares of stock to the company's
Zador Scabados, 61, associate ed- fice crew ol six treasturers and asNew York. In addition to her duties lancy volumes. 'Majority
are pocket- treasury, last week were re-elected itor ol Magyar
formerly
Jovo, Hungarian-lan- sistants were installed at the Shu•s treasurer she was also
and
many
size
affairs
costing
25c,
oUicers ol the Federated Publica' guage dally published in N.
Philadellor
Y., died bert lor the Guild's "The
iecretary, but declined to fun
are given away Iree with the com- tions. Inc., which owns the Iianslng Thursday
(30) after a short Illness. phia Story' last week, the wrangling
re-elecUon last year. She will now
pliments ol someone or another.
State Journal, Battle Creek En- Was editor ol Uj Elore,
another Hun- with the Guild did not end
have the duUes ol executive-secreData dug up for the printed guides quirer-News and Grand Rapids Her- garian-language paper published
In
The arbitration 'was reopened betary, but without lormal title.
of
varied
to
leave
not
a
stone
in
Michigan.
as
ald,
all
so
treasurer
N. Y„ until paper's luspension last lore an a'ward was made and twa
She retains her olfice
the metropolis unturned. Some of
Albert Miller, publisher ql the En- year. Widow
and
daughter lur' more sessions were held, final hearol the Authors' League F^md.
the dope wIU amaze even the qulrer-News, was. renamed president vive.
ing being Friday (31), with attornatives;
Guides give so thorough Loiiis A. Weil, publisher ol the Port
WUkes-Barre Peace Looms
neys for both sides then slated t»
and glowing- the lowdown on N. Y., Huron (Mich.) Times-Herald, was
tender briefs. Guild contended that
CHATTER
Three Wllkes-Barre, Pa., papers, they're likely to make any visitors re-elected vice-president and Paul
it has an agreement with TMAT to
Phyllis Bentley to London.
which lalled to resume publication reading them forget about, the Fair. A. Martin, ol Lansing, renamed sec-^
the effect that It has the privilega
Eleanor Early to Santa Domingo.
retary-treasurer. S. W. McFarland,
upon settlement ol an American
Melvin Rile shopping lor a boat ol switching Its own box onice crew
Newspaper Guild strike because ol
ol Port Huron, and H. C. Hawk, Jr.
Post-Gazette Statna
Battle Creek, were chosen directors.
Bruce Lockhardt back to England. into a theatre to handle subscripfailure to get together with printers
Contract
negotiations
between Miller; Well and McFarland were
Bernard Smitb, ol Knopf; doing a tions, so long as the regular ticket
on a new contract are set to resume.
staff is paid.
Evening News and Times-Leader Newspaper Guild and Pittsburgh those affected by court ruling, the book.
TMAT doesn't like that Idea, InT. ^cent Clarkson back from the
were ready to reappear yesterday Post-Gazette were called off last outgrowth of a suit by Lewis Ash'
sisting that the regular staff- be re(Tuesday) altemoon, and Record week by both parties when no agree- man,' a' stockholder, who charged de- Bahamas.
ment could be reached after week's fendants with using 'goodwill and
The Albert Payson Teiliunes off tained and denying the necessify lor
this morning (Wednesday),
Understood that Inability ot pub- ol wrangling and next move is still credit* ol company in acquiring for on a cruise.
special ticket sellers being used for
Hope Cooke^ of King Features, to subscriptions. In other words, th«
Ushers to sign a new agreement up in air. Present agreement ran their own account shares valued at
out April 1 and management has $670,00a
wed in June.
union takes the position of not want^
wit', the typographical union reGramercy Park Press formed by ing members to get wages without
sulted Irom reports ol Impending agreed to make any deal settled upon
consolidation ol the three dailies in luture retroactive.
WoHe's Terrlflo Oatput
Paul Kanter.
working. It's further claimed tliat
Believed that Guild membership
Illustrative ol the prodigious out
Louis Adamle In from his Penn' special box office staffs are not used
during the Guild strike. Printers
aid to have insisted on Job assur- will vote to empower negotiating put ol the late Thomas Wolfe, the sylvania retreat
out ol town to handle Guild subMadeleine Boyd feted by the Con scription tickets. Both sides intiance in the event a merger was committee to. take over completely hall ot the manuscript lelt by him
and report back on any concessions Upon his death, which Harper's sent temporary Arts group.
handUng
effected, and new contract reported
mate "irregularities
In
management is willing to inake. One to the printers last weelc, contains
James Joyce's 'Finhegan's Wake,' tickets regardless ol which crew is
to include such n clause.
Guild strike halted publication of point P-G has definitely stated it will aroimd 315,000 words. Second half, set lor May publication.
used.
Frances Hughes has joined the
the three papers on. Oct 3. News- not concede is closed Guild shop and to be published next year, will be
Several
groups
within
the' union
Photoplay editorial staff.
endel around two that's understood to be the chiel about tiie same length.
strike
n.->n's
held meistings lor various reasons.
stumblin,? block at present
Pay
The Geoffrey Castles (Margery One was called by the New York
Two fall Into distinct halves, makweeks ago.
raises publisher Is ready to meet in' ing each a novel complete in itself, Sharp) quit N. Y. lor home.
press agents with the idea ol comelude lew in bushiess department First part, skedded lor publication In . Philip E. Mosely a newlywed,
Satevepost So-'Wluts Germany
bining with the road agents, which
but no more. Guild had been seek' June, to bear the title ol The Web Bride is the lonner Ruth Bissell.
are a separate group. It Is said that
Curtis Publishing Co. has hal{,ed
ing general increase in minimums, and the Rock,' with the second to be
X<ook claiming circulation gain ol
the Broadway bunch, which Insisted
a9le of its mags in Germany. Action with
five percent raise for all those called "You Can't Go Hoine Again.'
200,000 In first quarter ol the year.
on a certain amount ol autonomy
taken after a number of recent Is- getting above that
Steve Fisher's novel, *Bugle in the when joining TMAT In a body, haa
sues ol the Sntevepost had been
PERIODICALS
Night' opens as a serial in July Cos' changed Its attitude ol aloolness.
confiscated by the censors because
Man About Town is new inag to mopolitan.
Bad Libel Conviction
of articles on European affairs. FigA meeting to nominate officers !•
t>e brought out by Dell this month,
Charles Lee, book editor ol the
uring that stop and go !>lgnaLon fuA jury In the court of Superior Sort
ol companion pub to the same Boston Herald, guesting Thornton carded lor April 13. Present officers
ture issues would be too much Judge James of Redwood City, Cal,
and staff were named' lor short terms
firm's Mr., except that Mart About W. Burgess.
bother, publishing company decided found John L. LeBerthon, publisher
because ol the delay In adopting the
Town will go irt lor more humor,
Pietro di Donato, the new scrib
to forego future sales M.lts periodi- of the News Letter and Wasp, Sah
„_
Norman Anthony, who edits Mr. bling sensation, was a bricklayer hot new constitutIonj_^
•
Francisco, guilty of three counts of
cr's in the Reich.
will additionally edit the newcomer. so long ago,
Sntevepost the only one of the criminal libel. Maximum penalty for
Who's News In Who's Who, new
Ben Lucian Burman has changed
Curtis publications to have been In- the conviction is $5,000 fine and one
mag to be issued by publishers ol publishers, going to John Day lor
terfered with. No Inttrference with year on each count
Who. As title indicates, will long period,
The suit grew out of a series. of Who's
the Ladles Home Journal, but Curtis
treat ol those personalities in Who'
Autobiog of Ida M. Tarbell due
has withdrawn that one from Ger- articles LeBerthon published con Who of more than ordinary current
AprU 18, under the tiUe ol 'All in
cerning Dr. John C. McGovem, San
(Continued Irom page 49)
many, too.
interest Mag to be edited by the the Day's Worlt.'
Frpncisco dentist Dr. McGovera has
regular Who's Who editorial staff.
Matty Mario publishing his own
a S350.000 civil suit depending against
Pinker Episode Aftermath
Fanna, new mag of wild animal novel, 'Bad Boy,' with editorial help stroyed the film sale value ol tha
LeBerthon in San Francisco courts.
play.
Attempts by the N. Y. literary
life.
Issued quarterly, with publish' by Garry T, McHugh.
agents at- self-regulation, begun last
ing offices in Philadelphia.
Editor
Verdict against' Metro is rated as
Donald Jansen to Norway, on the
Claire Brig^s Carries on
summer, spurred by the Eric S. Pinker
is Roger Conant
chance there might be some fiction luU payment lor the alleged inClaire Briggs, 20-ye ir-old daughter
affair.
But, although craft Is defringement so McClintic and Miller
material in the old lolks.
termined on formation ol an organi- of the late cartoonist, Clare Briggs,
LITESATI OBITS
Francis 'Gerard carrying on the would have no claim against the stuza tion as guard agains t evils, feeI-_ has joined the Esquire Feature Syn^
Constance Lindsay Skinner, 60, 'Sanders ot the Riv er' character .^j* Besi des, they did n ot hold copy"Tng is thalThe AufBbrs' 'uuuo, m?m - TOale"ana" wni 'revive "the former Ttovelist, hl'slcTrian, essayist and poet created "Fy Edgar Wallace.
rTgKt on the play,"" but merely were
bership ol which is vitally inter- Briggs cartoon captions and charac' and. previously newspaper music and
Louise Redfield Peattie and Don' guaranteed a split ol the screen
ested in such an undertaking, would ters. Will do daily panels ol the old drama critic, died last week in her aid Culross Peattie partied jointly rights' purchase price.
Theory is
help considerably to make the titles, including 'When a Feller home In N. Y. of complications fol by their respective publishers, Dodd, that the production ol the play enprojected organization a reality 11 Needs a Friend,' 'Ain't It a Grand lowing an attack ot grippe. Early Mead and Doubleday Doran.
hanced its value as a film possibility.
and Glorious Feeling,' and a Sunday newspaper career included service -Hat -Foster to resign as Phllly -rep How McClintic and Miller would
actively aiding in Its lormatton.
Code ol ethics spoken of at. initial (iolor pane of 'Days of Real Snort,' wi th th e San Francisco Examiner for Fortune on May 1 and resume split any coin they would reeieive
AlthouQii former titles will be ancTEos Angeles Times.
organization meeting of the literary
his former job as head "ol* the Paul "would presumably depend on the
Maarlce L Block, 42, Goldsboro, Block papers ollice In that city.
agents last June, presided over by used, all material will be strictly
sharing terms under which ^they proRealized, new.
newspaperman, died in bis
N.
Klngsley Wing.
The Satevepost piece^ 'Cats and duced the play.
Wiliia
.
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Wednesday, April

skating here this season.
Sir Ben
Fuller figures on being in this year

Broadway

VARIETY
again this .year doing the publicity
for Kennywood Park.

London

with an ice idea.
Norman B. Rydge, boss of Greater

Fair's musical

Paul Morris to

CHATTER

1939

5,

^

p.a.
Union, was recently granted a diEarl Bailey down with sinus.
vorce from his wife and given sole
Paul Robeson making first ScandlHerman Bobbins due back from custody of his two young sons.
vian tour.
Florida soon.
Through collections taken up in
According to official liquidators.
Delos CliappeU to Denver for In- New South Wales picture houses Giro's Club lost
$35,000 last year.
$10,000 was donated to victims of
definite stay.
.
Charles Cochran talking of taking
Ciiarles Wasliburn annoyed by in- recent bush Are- disaster in Victoria. over an important London thea'ire.

activities.

^

flamed eyelids.

George W. Weeks, Monogram sales
bedded with the fla
Leon Enken (Leon & Eddie's) lost
'
"HDrSprinesr-Ark:
19 pbuhds^at
Victor. Leightort and Rube BerriAquacade at Fair.
(teiii to handle
Charles Stern, UA's eastern disfrom Miami.
trict manager, back

Col's -You Can't Take It Wit)>
You,' which won the Hollywood
Academy Award, failed to pull on
move-over try from Regent to May-

head,

,feir. ..Sydney,.

After

in

.

eration.

Paramount Pep Club holds
nual

dance,

spring

Hotel

its

Delight'

-

from

an-

Astor,

Atlas will distribute the

.

Pommer-

George M. Cohan 3d of Alvin box- Laughton picture throughout Ausblood tralia under the direction of Richoffice under treatment for low
ard Shafto. 'St Martin's Lane' has
pressure.
arrived and has been okayed by
The Park Central hotel puts in a censor.
Fair
girl show—part of the World's
Greater Union made a deal with
preparation.
Par for the release of 'Ambush' and
George Walsh plans another golf Thanks for the Memory,' into the
tournament for the Paramount Net- State, Sydney. First time in years
summer.
that a Par bill has been spotted, at
co circuit this
Nancy Andre, receptionist for this house.
Although it was tipped by picture
Brock Pemberton, wed to James
moguls that gangster pictures were
Allen, and off to the Coast
definitely out in this territory, the.
better
provided
Hurricane last fall
recent four -week run of 'Angels
QuoMarkert
at
RusseU
for
beach
With Dirty Faces' (WB),is responsigue, L. I., than he had before.
ble for making them think otherDon Hancock, ainateur prestidiga- wise.
Questioned as to whether he
tor, Is trying to sign a magician for a
would enter the home productioni
part in picture he is directing.
Lou (ilayton having a three-st«», field, Stuart F. Doyle, founder of
close Cinesoimd, but now miiinly interoperation
to
skin-grafting
ested in radio, said he might do so
breach on reconditioned schnozzle.
'

providing the British market was
more widely opened to home prod-

Oscar Micheaux, producer of pictures for the Colored trade, has
ligned a Screen Actors' Guild pact

uct

Story ed Franklyn Underwood beIng ill, Joe Moskowitz is doubling
into that 20th-Fox depurtment at the

deyebnd

homeoSice.
By Glcnm C. Pnllen
Both Mae West and her manager,
Jim Timony, have play production
Nat Holt of RKO Palace recovered
ideas for Broadway following her from grippe.
vaudfllmtour.
j
Savington Crampton, ex-radio adman, now a gentleman farmer, sells
his Bucks County (Pa.) eggs to the
taverns around town.
of
author
Goldsmith,
Clifford
•What a Life,' returned from the
Coast last week, is readying a new
comedy for fall production.
Nydia Westman to the Coast on a
20th-Fox chore. Gave up a spot on
the 'Guess Where' program over Mutual to take the assignment
A. L. Burks back to the Metro
New
after
exchange, Charlotte,
York stopover following Metros
tsisa convention in Chicago.
George D. Lottman, p. a., now a
Miami Beach resident with his family, and planning to open' a bistro
there for year-round operation.
Sol A. Rosenblatt, theatrical attorney, back from a sixweek trip to
Europe. He arranged to bring over
some French films for U. S. distribu-

.

Freddie Meiers of

section

News

theatrical

still lU.

Dick Stabile leaving Terrace
April IS for one-niters.

Room

Misha and Lucy Gehrman joining
Manhattan stock company.
Joseph Holten, 20th Century-Fox
talent scout in for quick visit
Lou Wassermans stopped off, en
route from New York to Coast.

Henry Leitson changing Eight
O'clock Club's monicker to College
John Brownlee pinch hit for Lawrence Tibbett, down with flUr in Met
Opera's 'OteUo.'
Charlie Reinhardt promoted from
Allerton hotel managership to helm
of swankier

Fenway HaU.

Stan Jabin back from Miami, taking over Chateau Club, with Daffy
and Lenny as silent partners.
Eugene Kelly of Tourists, Inc., and
Statler looking for summer road at-

tractions to lure convention trade.
tion..
Frederic McConnell's Play House
Joe Bemhai'd, recently laid up In
a hospital, flew to the Coast Sun- tackling 'Of Mice and Men,' after five
day (2) for a week of conferences weeks of 'She Stoops to Conquer.'
Cinema Club holding second anon studio matters and Pacific Coast
convention! with Harold Hennual
theatre operation.
Terry Lawlor and Ramon and Re- dee, RKO-Radio research director, as
nita were among the most solidly guest-speaker next week.
booked performers in Florida this
season; both played every top nitery
in Miami and at the beach.
Casts of 'What a Life,' 'Primrose
By Herb Ctolden
Path' and
"Boys From Syracuse'
readying skits for nresentation at
Bill
Rovner buying himself- a
the birthday party George Abbott is
plane.
giving April 13 at the Alvin.
Howard Parker in on a quickie
Owen Davis, Jr., will do 'LitUe
Women,' with Jean Muir, at Maple- visit from Chi.
di.itrict manJack Mulhall,
wood, N. J., next week. Alison Skipworth and Anne Mason will do The ager in Chester, home sick.
Charley Kaplan back at WIP after
Torchbearers' the following week.
S. S. Bear Mountain, used by spending the winter in Miami.
Clem's Supply House, oldest in the
Ray Parsons for the ^ist several
summers as a Hudson River show- territory, sold at auction last week.
Ben Shindler back at his Wilmingboat, has been sold, indicating she
will not be on the river this season. ton theatre after a southern sojourn.
Muzak rep in town to consult with
Theatre Guild is planning to display the boxoffice scale for The Musicians Union on plans for coming
Philadelphia Story' on the wall out- in here.
Central Labor Union supporting
side ihe Shubert theatre, as well as
at the boxoffice, so those in line, for fight against chain store and theatre
tax in Pennsy.
tickets may have time to study it
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Fox and their
Edward Rigney, one of the U. S.
tax experts assigned to .Variew for daughter off to Eurone. Will visit
gratis governmental aid to profes- Scandinavian countries.
John .Colder, of Hollywood Exsionals on income tax statement
preparations, has been admitted to change, back from Florida, while Ed
McEvoy. of RKO, just leaving.
the bar. He will practice in N. Y.
Lou Goodkin grieving because he
had to pass up a job as cameraman
on scientific expedition going around
Sydney
the world.
Hal Hode in from Columbia's
By Eric Gorrlck

WB

'

.

.

home

'Suez' (20th) is playing to top biz
New Zealand. _
y. Si. sideshow arts wlU feature
year at the Royal Easter Fair.
Nicola, magician, is still chalking
up big biz in the stlx of New Zealand
for the Fullers.
Australian -New Zealand Theatres
dickering regarding .season of Gilbert and Sullivan operas late this
in

this

.

year.

..

office last
luncheon to Mrs.

Thursday

Edna

(30) for
Carroll, new

censor board chairman.

.

.

(irew of six from Disney Coast
studios trained in la.<!t week for a
month and a half stay recording
Philly Orch imder Stokowski.

Harry Murdoch. Evening Ledger
left Saturday with wife and
kids to drive to Miami on a twoweek vacash. Gerry Gaghen filling
crick,

in.

for him.

Concert by Lawrence Tibbett
exhlbs are still stickSay they won't quit itkedded for the Academy of Music
be shown that duals Thursday (30) night, was cancelled,
due to the warbler's illness. Richard
Big boom Ib anticipated in Ice Tauber subbed.

Many nabe

ing to triples.
until it can
spell b.0.

CfCne

Towne had

Tom Bodkin

In

a birthday.

from Broadway.

Charlie Chaplin laid up with

flu.

Tery Kilbum back from London,

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

'

and French opposition to fleht pasnew Cinema Code bill.
Jean Gabin heading cast off for

Inn.

-

'

Rita Johnson back to work after
Playhouse's final show of season,
'Meet My Sister,' opens four-week illness.
Lois Moran mulling idea of return
engagement Tuesday (U).
Alec Templeton to guest-star with to films.
Wlni Shaw off to Paris for a lookSonny Lament recovering from
see, and may return to play in a Pittsburgh Symphony Satdce (8) in operation.
closing concert of season.
revue.
Howard Strickllng on the job after
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette radio ed
Tom Walls 'terminated three-month
flu attack.
vaudeville tour with General Thea- Darrell V. Martin plans to toss hat
AI Lichtman back from Manhattan
into
political
ring
next
fall.
tres Corp.
sales huddle.
Sydney
Magidson
and
Amy
BerSam Smith, head of British Lion
Freddie Bartholomew celebrated
Fihn Corp., has been made a director linger have formed a new dance 15th birthday.
team. Both under Ave feet.
of Republic Pictures..
Lee Bowman recovering from'
Dick Hoover becomes Playhouse
After panning' all screen writers
tonsillectomy.
for years, George Bernard Shaw h^s subscription secretary when Jane
Gretehen- Messer recovering from
joined the British. Screen Writers Keith retires for marriage.
operation.
Jiminy Balmer's pals have tagged major
Assn.
Judy Garland east on personal
Wilfred Lawson joins the Mask him 'Skinny' now that he's just a appearance tour.
Theatre Co, at Westminster theatre shadow of his former syl -.
Harpo and Alva Marx adopted
Harry Keck, sports editor Pitts- two-year-old
for two plays, the first of which will
boy.
burgh Sun-Telegraph, signed for
be 'Bridge Head.'
Bruce Manning returned from
Tom Mix h?.s cancelled his month- beer-sponsored show on WCAE.
Cuban Ashing trip.
Vince Johnson, music editor Pittsof -April
engagement
Cirque
at
(^orge Marshalls celebrated 20th
d'Hlver, Paris, and goes to Copen- burgh Post-Gazette, a father for the wedding anniversary.
first time.
It's a nine-pound boy.
hagen .for the entire summer.
Robert Young elected honorary
Johnny Harris slated for re- mayor of Tarzana, C^al.
Gracie Fields' new picture for
20th-Fox goes into production short- election to presidency of National
Mickey Daniels fell heir to
ly. Sydney Howard will play her Variety Clubs at Detroit convention. father's .$10,000 estate.
Charlie Danver,' 'Plttsburghesque'
screen fathen
Monty Banks will
William Keighley Injured by excolumnist of Pittaburgh Post-Ga- ploding dynamite caps.
direct
tiabor ministry getting toucher. zette, celebrates 20 years in newsHarry Wurtzel and Lester ZifWon't even permit a foreign turn to paper biz May 1.
fren back from Brazil.
play gratis at a charity show. Must
Prexy Charles Seymour here from
adhere strictly to labor permit enYale pandering studios.
gagements.
Jean Parker flirting with strawParis
Earl St John closed deal with
hatters in Milford, Conn.
Teddy Joyce to stage aU shows at the
Leon G. Turrou going on 20-city
By Hngo Speck
Paramount Contract operates from
personal appearance tour.
Natalie Draper flled suit for diApril 10, and is for three months,
Gabriel Pascal in and out again.
with option.
Ray
Rousseau plans New York re- vorce against Tom Brown.
'Band Wagon,' the No. 1 radio lum.
Probation of Robert Woolsey's will
feature here, whose unit Jack Hylton
Vona
Glory back from South disclosed an estate of $150,861.
is touring In the sticks, grossed .$12,Holland's Ambassador Alexander
America.
000 at the Hippodrome, Birmingham,
Harry Salzman to London on tal- Loudon guested by Sam Katz.
all-time record for the house.
Y.
Frank Freeman dedicated Parent chase.
Howard Boxall, production manYehudi Menuhin due to concert amount's new $40,000 lunchery.
ager for M-G British Studios, Ltd;, here next month.
W. E. Calloway handed gold card
for 100,000 miles of air travel.
and for past 20 years in film' produc(]!eorges Marton to London en
Alice Brady dropped her action here, named as general man- route
to America.
suit against the Small Co.
ager for Korda Productions, Ltd.
BBC angling for Duke Ellington's counting
Louis B. Mayer back at his desk
The Zomahs, mind-reading act,, English broadcast.
after recuperating at Soboba Hot
won their suit against Psychic News,
Jeanne Aubert due to top next Rip Springs.
Ih which they alleged, the newspajier
revue at Nouveautea
Erskine Johnson had his Hollyaccused them of dishonesty and inAuction of Pearl White's jewels wood column
renewed for one year
competence. Plaintiffs, were awarded brought over
$50,000.
by King Features.
$500 each.
'Film Night' gala given at Moulin
Grover Jones -has discontinued his
Ministry of Labor has reiterated its de la
Galette for' retired artists's magazine, started
ruling to local agents that it won't charity.
as a hobby. Circulation
so big it took up too
allow American bands here to play
Gerda Newman back at Shehera- much of grew
his time.
vaudeville or cabarets imtil the zade
after English tour with Jack
''Hollywood Hams,' which began aa
American Federation of Musicians Hylton.
radio serial, has been turned into
a
relaxes rules on English bands.
Film laboratory fire in Saint Cloud
a newspaper strip by itsauthor, Peter
Charles Clore and Alfred Esdaile killed four employes
and destroyed O'Crot^, and
Chas Craig, carwanted Benny Ross and Maxine four films.
toonist
Stone for the opening of the London
Maurice Cloche to make 'Sixieme
Casino April 8, but team had Ameri- Etage' ('Sixth Floor'), adapted from
can dates to fulfill and couldn't make Alfred (Sehrl play.
It before June.
Steve G«ray has now
Samy Slrltzky again postpones
St. Louis
been booked to m.c., which Benny American departure because of unRoss would have had to do, besides settled conditions.
By Sam X. Hnrat
their vaudeville act
Harold Smith organizing American
.

'Idiot's

Harvey, will be spotted in several
straight shows by Australian-New
Zealand Theatre;.
Australian-New Zealand Theatres
may take a fling at grand opera
next year if present plans mature.
Biggest problem is an extra legit
house in Sydney.
Ken Asprey is now located at the
home office of Australian-New Zealand Theatres.
Has broken away
from Baldick & Asprey after years
with the attorney firm.

Bemuda with his brother-in-law.
Chic Johnson's wife, Katherine,
goitre, opout of 'Hellzapoppin' for

AprilM.

..."

legit

Henry Mollison, together with Frank

Tropical Park's fold Monday (10)
means, the end of the Miami season.

Bob Weitman checked

the

Metro director S: Sylvan Simon
and the missus here visiting his
mother for few days.
Cy
Grody,
Marcus
Heiman's
nephew, how listed as Nixon theatre's assistant manager.

5S

Hollywood

sage of

Pafan

Beach

With Harold Bassage directing,
Little theatre is presenting 'Loyalties.'

Brest for exteriors of 'Remorques,'
Marian Anderson packed opera
which Jean Gremlllion is directing,
portion of Municipal Auditorium for
Sonia Bessy, Opera-Comioue danc- her recital.
Emil Petti's orch leaves EverAnnual convention of Missouri
glades this week for the Savoy-Plaza, er, elected Miss Paris of 1930, to represent
city
at
the
N.
Y.
World's
Fair. Federation of Music Clubs will be
N. Y.
Story of Msrie Antoinette, by held April 11-15.
The George Jessels (Norma TalFinal performance of season 1>y St
madge) have closed their house for Stefan Zweig, running in 'Intransleeant' concurrently with release of Iiouis symph was -a. 'pop' concert in
the season.
Mtmicipal Auditorium.
(Seorge Shelley, after baritoning film.
Jean Sablon due to sail back to
Earl Reflow negotiating for lease
the season at Jardin Royal. WhiteAmerica April 12 to commence re- on Walsh Stadium to conduct midget
hall, scrammed for the Coast
P. J. DeCicco, of Metro, and How- hearsals for the Shuberts' 'Stroets of auto racing this summer.
Jack Partington, Fanchon 8c Marco
ard Hughes flew in from Nassau. Paris.'
Boris
Romanoff
in
from
America.
producer, will have personal charge
Rumor has it DeCicco has a contract
Viviane Romance off for Riviera of St Louis Police circus at Arena
in his pocket for Brenda Frazier. deb.
Breakers formally closes today vacash after finishing 'La Tradition April M-23. Jesse Kayc will assist
Candle tiight house, St Louis
(Wed.); ditto the Ev«rglades, which de Minuit'
Jacques Becker going to make county class spot shuttered for 30
held over five more days than usual
Breakers operates family plan, until 'Sans Patrie' CWIthout Country'), days by State Liquor Commission
from Pierre Humbourg's script' on because of liquor sales after legal
April 15.
the
refugees.
closing hours.
Sam Salvin sold the Patio to Daniel
Abel Gance to make 'Christopher
Fainhount Jockey Club will ask
J. Shaiek and Edward Hawley Zimmerman. Policy to remain the same. Columbus' in French, Spanish and Illinois Racine Commission for 60
Salvin will continue to run the Col- English versions, with latter due for days of operation, to be divided in a
World's Pair distribution.
39-day spring meet and 21-day fall
ony next .season.
se99<.on.
Harry Olsen and Mayfair orch
Plant is 10 miles from St
liouis.
close at the 52d Street tomorrow
Annamary Dickey, 27-year-old
(Thursday). Heads for Frank's EmDeiatur, 111,, soorano, who joined lobassy club. West Orange, N. J., to
cal muny onera cast in 1987, was
open April 18. New vocalist, Jean
winner of Met grand opera radio
Bennett, going along.
auditions contest
She copped a
contract, a silv«r placque and $1,000
in cash.
(Contined from Page 45)
Gendarmes raided Entertainers*

House Reviews

NATIONAL, L^VILLE

and

By Hal Cohen
Harry Kalmines motored

to

Miami

for a few weeks.
Pitt Players are trying to cast 'Our
Town' for a late spring production.

Newly wed

Bob

Fiskes

(Eileen

for another specialty dance number,
giving 'em the bumps with vigor.

Show

overboard

on

dancing,
with Johnny Elliott making a coupla
appearances doing his eccentric
legomania, and Roberta, a buxom,
burley type blonde, essaying a few
daiice steps, a la burlesque, and then
is

Maole) are both down with the flu.
Kilbuck theatre's J. Keith Lundy
has taken Mark Andrews for a stage doing a mild peel.
Cutest trick on the bill is tiny
name.
Mark Browars have gone to Holly- Patsy O'Connor, seven-year-old miss,

wood for a
sightseeing.

a

new wing

in bra.ss as

doorman and one of

its

her with the -alrons solidly

and helps give, the bill a badly
needed lift
Betty, Jack and Earl, skating trio,

Joe Feldman's frau and both of roll through the usual spinj, with
youngsters have been' down two males whirling the femme, but
with the flu.
the laughs come fast when volunJohnny Corlett, who plays the teers are invited to take a spin. A
drums, organizing his owa dance huge femme stooge comes up from
band at local 60.
the audience for a sock comedy bit.
Rae Trader has gone to Annapolis
Show hais several slow spots. Too
for a lounge cafe engagement with many dance numbers and weak
^
her squeeze-box.
musical support from the local house,
Sal yicitors— he's with the Buddy orchestra make for pretty tepid enRussell trio expect the stork prac- tertainment
tically any day now.
Biz fair at first show Saturday (1).
Marie McSwIgan back on the job
Hold.
their

'

—

'

club,

Haiperin

to

sells'

Dewey Moon doubling
Plaza cafe's
entertainers,

Max

in a zippy bit of tap work Springs.
with her brothers. Will and Jack.
Earl Rickard
Moppet resembles Shirley Temple servation.
and another bar and packs a dimpled smile which

couple, of

Ed Herold adding
his Jacktown hotel
in addition.

months of who turns

Showmen's

confiscated

beer and liauor and yia-xA Arvel
Battles on ai charge of operating
without a state license. Excise Coinmlssioner McDanlel revoked license
to sell beer last Februf ry.

in

back

from

Hot

hospital for

ob-

Pete Nelson back in town after sojourn in Tucson.
BUI Stein headed Florida-way for
a fortnight's rest
Erich Eisner now an honorarymember of the Ballyhoo club.
John J. Gillln stopped oS on way

WOW

back to
office in, Omaha.
Morton Downey in CM for network shot with the Eddie Duchin
band..

Eddie and Fanny Cavanaugh last

week celebrated

their

15th

anni-

versary on the ether,

Balaban 8c Katz spotted congratu-latory ads in the dailies for the 20tb
Century-Fox convention.
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well,

poet-phUosopher

and

Pittsburgh,

on

also baseball

com-

Radio es Open House Week

mentator on that station and WWSW,
died at her home In Pittsburgh, Monday (3) of pneumonia.

Jack Snyder, about 60, doorman
theatee. New
years played in t))e second violin for the Paramount
March SO In
secUon of the New York Philhar- York, for years, died
home
the
New York.
monic Symphony, died at

SAM PECHNEB
Last rites for Sam Pechner, 56,
San Francisco theatre man, who
died of a heart attack on a train
March 30 while returning from a
conference with Los Angeles film
executives, were held In San Fran-

Sunday

cisco,

(4).

Brooklyn March
HKO
H. N. Tatea, 12 years In the
Although retiring In 1930. he still studio cutting department, died Apru
former duties 1 in Hollywood.
his
carried on mUch of
survives.
at home. A son also
of bis daughter In

31.

.

Pechner was manager of the Warthree years.
West Coast

He had
and

JOSEPH DONATELLA

the past

for

Frisco,

theatre,

fleld

been with Fox-

Joseph Donatella,

predecessor. accordionist,

Its

who

dancer and
in
appeared

26,

ARMSTRONG MAKES
NIGHT FALL ON DAY

West Coast Theatres, for nearly 20 George White's 'Scandals' 111 1932
years, and had also held executive and who had also toured the major
posts in several .Paramount-Publlx circuits with his parents, Petro and
By JACK PULASKI
theatres before joining Fox -West Rosa Donatella, In their act, 'CarniHank ArmIt took 12 rounds for
Coast
val of Venice,' died March 31 at his
strong, slugging colored light and
Widow; a son,' Warren, manager home in Englewood, N. J.
champion, to batter
welterweight
Surviving are his widow, three
of a Palo Alto theatre; and a daughcontenChicago
Day,
Davey
down
ter, Boma, 20, who eloped last, sum- sisters and parents.
der for the latter tlUe, at Madison
mer with Harry Sinclair, Jr., son
Square Garden Friday (31). The
of the oil magnate, survive.
ABTHUR SNEAD
Coast whizz was a one to five selecArthur Snead, 72, onie of Pitts- tion to cop, but there were times
BOBACE WBIGBT
burgh's best-known property men, when the layers of such odds, if any,
Horace Wright, 62, once a leading
died at his home in that city last must have been uneasy. Day put up
tenor for Milton Abom's Gilbert and
after a long Illness.
week
a courageous batUe and dropped
Sullivan opera company, and who for
Snead was first associated with the more from exhaustion than from a
20 years trouped with his wife In an
the
old Kenyon theatre on the northslde body blow
that terminated
and later worked at the Pitt, Alvln melee.
and Nixon during the legit hey-days
After the match, It was stated that
UrHEMOBUlf
of all' three. He retired several the win may be costly for the double
years ago.
champ. His hands were bunged up,
but it was later said there will be
APBIL 4, less
LEW PEABL
no postponement of a London apAlways remembered by hit hoit
pearance for which he has a chimk
I

HERMAN WHTTMAIN
Philadtlphia

of frienda In

Lew Pearl, 64, old-time singing
comedian, was found dead In bed
27 in a Detroit hoteL Burial
was In Chicago, March 29.
For the past nine years with the
'Old Timers,' current at Club Com'
modore, Detroit, Pearl had also
toured for years with an act kno'wn
as Pearl Bros, and Bums.

March
act tagged

The Somewhat
March 27

Singers,' died

DlSerent

at hia

home

In Livingston, N. J.

An

auto salesman for the last 10
years, he was an Englishman by birth
and came to America when a small
boy. At 18 he made his stage debut
and In 1909, while appearing in light
opera with the Abom troupe, he
married Renee Dietrich, the company's prima. He and hia wife were
among the first performers to enterlain &e A. E. F. In recent years he
had sung at Intervals for radio.
Surviving, besides his widow, Is a
alster.

Lester Hutcheon, 40, connected
with the Shea theatrical enterprises
10 years, died at the
hospital, Pittsburgh, Simday
of. a blood stream Infection after a lingering Illness. At
the time of his death,' Hutcheon was
manager of the Shea houses In
Philadelphia, O.
Dover, O, and

for the last

Mercy

afternoon (2)

N^

Hutcheon had previously been
treasurer of Shea's Fulton, Pittsburgh, and In 1934 was made manager of the 'Orpheum In nearby McKees 9ooks, Pa. Ttoia there he was
transferred to the Ohio towns as
twin-city manager. Funeral services
were held In Pittsburgh yesterday
(Tuesday) and burial was In Amster-'

-

,dBm,N.Y.

Widow purvlves.

JSDWABD EVEBBTT ROSE
ward

Everett

Rose^'

who

76,

many prominent

F.

HIGGINS

lumbus

(O.)

hospital after

a brief

He also had been advertising manager for the old High street
theatre, Columbus, and a theatre
billposter there for years.
illness.

rod,'

'Cappy Ricks,'

The

CABL

F.

KAVFMANN

novels

Rosary' and

widow,

len^y

DOBOTHT KINGDON

Dorothy

an actress.

illness.

He came

to

this

CL'TDE HILLAB

country from Germany when he was
Clyde Millar, 75, oldtime vaude13, joined the John Robinson Circus
villian, died in Chicago, March 29,
and later settled in Clncy for loiig
He was of IMlUar Bros. team.
service as property man at the Pike,
Brother survives. Burial In Chi
Robinson's and Grand Opera houses.
cago.
In recent years he worked the
summer runs of onera at the CincinZOE MAITHEWS
nati Zoological Gardens.
Survived
Zoe Matthews, 68, former vauder,
by widow, two sons and five daughdied In Chicago March 31.
ters.
Burial in Chi.

DAVID HOWELL
David Howell,

66, former film exMarch 29 in Los AnIn early silent days he acquired foreign sales rights to the
output of studios. He imported the
German film, "Passion,' to the XT. S^
which later resulted in Paramount
signing Pola Negri, star of the film.
He abandoned picture business for
ranching several years ego.
Widow, two daughters and a son
survive.

.

.
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Coincides with 50th Ann!

Of Oklahoma Founding

downtown locations and dressing
them with special radio displays.
Moving units, continuous slide prodepicting broadcast scenes,
both on black and white and on colored film, are being employed in
Two hundred
addition to stills.
two-sided -window cards In 14 by 22
baseball
frames, plugging the
broadcasts and the KPO and
newscasts, will be placed In radio
stores serviced by the Leo J. Mey-

jectors

KGO

KGO

Oklahoma City, April 1
Open House Week
AnThe whole week

National Radio

coincides with Oklahoma's 50th
'

niversary Week.

will be devoted to celebration of
Oklahoma's 60 ..years of existence
starting Monday, AprU 17th and end-

AprU 22d.
wUl kick off with ah NBC

ing Saturday,

WKY

(Red) of the Oklahoma
orchestra on Monday,
Meyberg field men have carry a whole sheaf of special studio
already placed some 300 window programs during the week and cUcards on KPO and KGO. programs max the affair o:i Saturday with
two NBC originations.
with dealers in their territory.
During the entire week,
Is
holding Open' House for aU radio
Dealers Reported
dealers as well as the public to stuin Seattle dio shows. Special invitations will
Stir
be mailed to Oklahoma's radio
SeatUe, AprU 4.
dealers.

berg

origination

Company throughout Northern Municipal

California.

WKY

Hard

To

Up

Local radio stations expect to go
town in a big way during the
Is
Open House campaign week of April Atlanta's
17.
All the outlets will cooperate
In 'State of Nebulosity*
but so far no definite schedule of
events has been lined up.
Atlanta, AprU 4.
KIRO, CBS outlet expects to use
What, part local mills, WSB,'
sustaining,
'Dear- WAGA, WGST and WATL wUl play
Its
programs,
KIRO,' "The Feminine Side' and The In radio's open house week April
Program -Director's Program' as ve- 17-23; Is, at this time, In state of
hicles to sell radio to radio listeners. nebulosl^. Nothing .tangible has been
KOMO-KJR (NBC) calling In entire brought forth up to now with, regard
staff to line up something outstand- to
active
participation,
although
ing. KOL and KVI, Seattle-Tacoma, managers of stations are expected to
are In a trance to bring up Ideas.
get together this week to work out
some
sort
of
co-operative
program.
KMO, Tacoma, will tie Into the
Lambdin.Kay, general manager ot
seven-day celebration with special
layouts for the dialers. All the local WSB and WAGA, Red and Blue
stations and the two In Tacoma plan NBC outlets, stated that his stations
were
planning some sqjrt of active
station and net puffs with all listeners asked to visit studios to get participation in the activities of the
week, but nothing definite had been
better acquainted.
to

Open House

,

GEOBGE JOHNSON

dlers ordered him -ta stay away and
WORL, Boston,>^ is Inviting '1920
fight at longer range. Davey landed Club' members to -visit, studio duruppercuts and short rights that dam- ing week of April 17. Special day
aged the little colored' champ's -map. for- radio editors- and' invitation to
The milling became exciting and attend broadcasts they have' not
Day impressed as a thoroughbred been able to witness In the past Inmittman. His comer became Jubi- vitations
to
listeners
to
watch
lant and had visions of their boy broadcasting of Three-Star Revue'
winning..
(musical
program)
during
that
But it was not In the cards. It week. Other plans indefinite.
is
true that Day mauled Henry
WEEI, Boston, will start plugging
almost as much as Lou Ambers, who
It two days In advance, thVough andelivered enough uppercuts to slit
nouncements, Fans will be invited
the inside of the chaitip's lips and
to visit the studio watch broadcasts
placed him on the retired list for
In performance, and be greeted by
several months. Day hit the wildcat
the artists. In person. Tours of In-,
more than did Bamey Ross, hid
spectlon will be lined up for those
stablemate, but the latter did stay
who want to glimpse 'backstage'; and
the limit, either because Armstrong
was too tired to finish him, or did it Is planned, tentatively, to hand out
some kind of souvenir to each vislnot care to drop the game Barney.
tor.Fights will switch to the Hippodrome this week, as the Garden will
be tenanted for the month with the
Louis Likes Idea,
Ringllhg, Bamum & Bailey circus.
There will be other cards in May
Plans All in Abeyance
.and during the summer fight shows
St Louis, AprU 4.
at $3 top, Including tax, will be
AU six local commercial stations
staged for the World's Fair crowds.
wiU probably join In observing RaThe arena wlU also again offer girls'
dio Open House Week starting MonSoftball games.
Hip's card Thurs- day (17) and
event will be baUyed
day (6) will be topped by Walter
over the ^Ir. Al S. Foster, gen. mgr.
(Popeye) Woods and Paul Mahoney,
of
has already assigned Art
new middleweight from Buffalo.
Jones,
.

'

—

St

geles.

.

KGO and KPO have also taken
over several empty stores In choice

WORL

George Johnson, 35, died In Los
Angeles April 3.
He was connected with film pro Pitt Symph's
Drive
duction.
For some years he had
Pittsburgh, AprU 4.
been in charge of the drapery dePittsburgh Symphony will launch
partment at Republic.
a drive late this month to raise
Father of Laurence Olivier, The $350,000 for maintenance of the orRev. Gerard Kerr Olivier, 69, died ganization during the next two years.
Fritz Reiner ends his first season
in West Worthing, England, April 1,
Son Is currently touring with KathS' as permanent conductor of Symph
rine Cornell in her new play, 'No this weekend and although no announcement to that effect has been
Time for Comedy.'
HENBT BOEWIG
made yet, it's understood he'll reHenry Boewlg, 80, librarian, arr
Mother, 84, of A. K. (Rosey) Rows turn next faU.
ranger, and who for more than 43
porter, died

KXOK

Barrlngton at
also said these
much smaller extent Dealers stations would participate In the
and arrangements would beto be highly responsive, plan
made.
glad to g^t art which would focus
attention on radio entertainment

were found

—

Dorothy Klngdon (Roche), 45,
early film player and lately on Federal Theatre rolls, died March 31 In
CHARLES SPOEBLEIN
Los Angeles.
She appeared in many stage plays
Charles Spoerleln, 75, dean of Cincinnati sta.i^ehands. died March 28 in before going to the Coast
Betbesda hospital, Clncy, after a
Startto,n,

no plans are being made. Jones Is
expected back from a biz trip to
Chicago this week. Frank Eschen,
program director at KSD and Bruce

-

'J'anlce Meredith,' "Pen^

'David Harum.'
He leaves his

KSFO

a

IRVING EDWABDS
DM

—

were

required two stitches to close, had
been leaking steadily since the
eighth round. The referee kept peering at it between roimds and It's
figured he warned that the fight
could be stopped because of the cut.

In' windows, radio saleshas also
lobbies.
placed similar displays, although to

rooms and

MARRIAGES

Carl F. Kaufmann, S6, composer,
opera singer and 'cellist,
Community hospital, Fremont, Wis., home In Boston, April 3. died at his
April 2.
toured the United States late
No relation to Edward E. Rose, the InHe
the 19th century and for severalEnglish playwright He was a memyears sang with the Metropolitan
ber of the Lambs. Among his adapOpera.
tations

ed determined to end It just then,
for a cut over his left lamp, which'

sister survive.

of the past .quarter century, died in

'

X-rays showfed
a bone chip on one finger on the left
hand, and a digit on his right mlt
was puffed up.
In light of the Injuries It was surprising that the little guy could use
those maulers the way he did in the
concluding session. Armstrong seem-

of coin guaranteed.

<Continued from' page 30)
productions

In which event Armstrong's title
would have i)assed.
There had been stories around
that Armstrong would loan' the
Local set dealers so far not en- worked out
title to Davey and re -win It after
returning from Blighty. The way thused, but attempt Is being made
HABBT ENGLISH
not com- by radio exes to get them to see the
Harry English, 76,. vaudeville and the dopesters had It was
plimentary to British ring officials. point and to play ball on this oclegit player, died Monday (3) in an
This is .one spot where the
It was pointed out that over there casion.
Florence Rice to Robert WUcox, In
Englewood, N. J., hoqpital.
accidental low blow could be the radio' retailers apparently seem to Honolulu, March 30. Both are film
After leaving vaude ha played an
signal for the referee to 6top the think they can get along without ra- players.
with Ethel Barrymore'8 company at
fight and declare the other fellow dio tie-ups and they play up to
Carrie Helen LaRue to George
the winner.
newspapers Instead.
Dlmitre Christie, In Tucson, Ariz,
Armstrong and his manager said
In Fond 'Memory of
March 30. He's a screen plaiyer.
that was a lot of hooey, and the lat
Miriam Young to Frank Jaffee, .of
My Balov^ Brother
Boston Just Organizing;
ter said that Davey would lose the
promotion department, Des Moines
sight of day about the seventh
Invites Clubmen Register and Tribune, ~and newa
round. About that time the Chicago
editor for Iowa Broadcasting SyiVlw
Boston,
April 4, U3S
AprU
4.
lad was doing pretty well for himThe open house campaign Is tar tem In Bethany, Mo., March 18.
self.
He started out scrapping a la
ELMER GROSSO
Llbby Holman Reynolds to Ralph
John
tile' champ's style, staying in close from organized at present
and getting rocked about, yet still Shepard, 3d, states the dealers here Holmes, In Washington, March 27.
the Empire theatre, New 'York Sev' registering 'a goodly share of fte have not been notified and that Bride is musical comedy singer and
eral years ago he was named West punches.
John Holman of WBZ will line up widow of Smith Reynolds, tobacco
Coast office manager for the NVA.
of
the
Massachusetts heir; he's a legit player, brother of
The pace was much too fast for the members
Phillips Holmes and son of Taylor
Widow survives.
contender, however, and his han- Broadcasters Assa

Widow and

LESTEB HCTCHEON

dramatized

CHABLES

Charles F. Hlgglns, 56, for years
an advance agent for Al G. Fields
lAlnstrels, died March 26 In a Co^

1939

5,

KDKA,

350G

But

WEW

program director
program and conceive

to buUd up
stunts. Edgar P, Shutz, gen. mgr. at WIL said
the station yrould join in the idea

a

Holmes.
Louise Pippin to Jack Ryan, In
York, AprU 1. He plays bull

New

fiddle
In Jimmy Dorsey's band;
bride's non-pro.
- Eva Holcomb to Ralph MuzziUo, in

New

York,

AprU

1.

He's trumpeter

with. Jimmy Dorsey; bride's non-pro.
Patricia MiUer' to Bobby Buma
Berman, In Santa Ana, CaL, AprO L
He's nltiery m.c.
Carole Lombard to Clark Gable In

Kingman,

Aflz.,
film, players.

March

30.

Both are

Barbara Walsh to Smith Howard,
In New York, AprU 1. Bride
dlo player; he's drummer In
Light's, orchestra.

Is

ra»

Enoch

BIRTHS
Mr. and

tSrs,

Robert Buckner, son.
Father la

In Hollywood, March 29.
writer at Warners.

Mr. and Mrs. ChUl WUls, daughter.
In Hollywood, March 28. Father la
contract player at

RKO.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert McHale, son,
in Sacramento, March 26. Father la
theatre manager there.
Mr. and Mrs. John' Blanco, son. In
Clymer, Pa., March

28.

Father's an

exhibitor there.
.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Walberg

Brown,

in Cleveland, March 28.
Father Is violinist and staff orchestra leader at WGAR,
but no concrete plans have been
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Spector, son.
completed. At KWK, Ray E. Dady, In Philadelphia, March 29. Father Is
station
manager, said the Open drummer with
Golden's house
House Week was a sweU Idea, good band at WCAU; PhUly.
for the Industry and the station
Mr. and Mrs. Gile Steele, son, in
thought that
and Mutuai Culver City, Cal., AprU 1. Father Is

daughter,

^ob

NBC

whose programs

It

carries,

would Paramount costume designer.

pipe some Interesting facts to sup-

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Israel, son,
KWK's efforts.
In New York, AprU 1.
Father Is
In the absence of Merle S. Jones, executive assistant to Barney Balagen. mgr. KMOX, local CBS ouUet, ban, president of Paramount
plement

,
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WHAT THEY THINK
FUm

Tttleat

Soar«M

New

Editor, Vabiett:
I found your

story,

Stage,* in this
•Film Finds From
and
V*hieit Interesting
week's
sliBhtly nostalgic

the eastA few years ago, whUe Inone
of the

ern talent

department of

I kept a
laree picture companies,
check on the sources of 100 people
siened to term contracts by Hollywood. The figures were as follows:

f

•••••

Stage

-

"9

Hadlo .,,..••••••..••"'»•••••••••• 11
7
i
Vaudeville and night clubs
6
Pasadena Playhouse
4
American Academy . ,
4
iForeign pictures
2
•••
Burlesque
2
Federal theatre
Carnegie Tech
Little theatres

1

1

;

4

Unknown sources
From the above

figures you will
things have not changed
much. Of course the list is not perfect as I may have missed a person
here and there.
I made it up to back up my expresstsd belief that pictures should
have been looking for people with
professional training rather than
simon-pure amateurs, such as a few
see

VAJUETV

that

type is
the first presentation.
Recently in New York various
conferences were held with refugee
of the talent acouts were audition- artisans, some of whom were promiing In droves at that time.
nent abroad before Nazi domhiation
Walter Ryan Colahan.
forced them to fiee. They may furnidi a fresh source of talent espeDIok Barstow Solo
cially for the film end which has alChicago.
rea<^ engaged a niunber.
Editor, Vabiett:
similar refugee player group,
Will you please correct the state- which wiU probably have the same
ment I will dance with my slater, rating, as the Coast unit is planned
With the New York World's Fair
Edith, at Palmer Bouse. Edith and I for Broadway during the late spring
dosed-^ our -partnerA^-elgfat months or- early Etmmier. -It-is known as scheduled t.to .open in 25 days, the.
ago at Miami Biltmore hotel, Florida, the Refugee Artlsta Theatre and pressure is on at the Flushing
and I have been working single since, con^ista of Austrian actors.
biU Meadows site to have the exposition
that time.
of three short plays Is announced: complete opening day (Sunday, April
My Palmer House opening April 6 Peeping Into Paradise,' 'Vis-a-Vls 30). Activity in the amusement zone
win bring a triple pl^. Dancing in and Exiled' and 'K Viennese Album,' has more than doubled in the last
the Empire Room, aiding Merrlel latter a collection of native melodies. 10 days, strides taken ainazing even
veterans of other fairs. This section
Abbott in dance production, and
possibly may be the only laggard one
teadiing three tap classes a week.
and officials in the concession diviSister Edith will be married In
sion ctalm that 75-90% of shows will
June.
Dick Baritow.
be operating opening week.
Broadwayites and visiting exposiBnthle Barnes Eavlalns
who toured the
veterans,
tion
New York.
grounds during the past weelc, frankEditor, Vabieit:
ly admit that New York's big show
In the review of the Circle, Inof 1939 has been undersold, if anydianapolis, in last weeks edition, the
thing. Showmen see this as a good
review stated that Ruthle Barnes
idea, as it should mean a word-ofSan Francisco, April 4.
danced in the Ted Lewis show. This
mouth buildup in short order.
Four cafes, a dancehall, golf range,
was incorrect I did appear with
Latest estimates are that .it will
circus, showboat the Esthonlan
free
Mr. Lewis at the New York Strand,
require four full days to see the fair
yet
Television
City
have
ViUage
and
but I have not worked with him
even in a hurried manner. It is
to be completed at the Fair here.
since then. The young lady's name
With the opening this week also of spread out over some 1^6 acres,
Is Loretta Liane.
more foreign government pa- but the ramifications of the larger
Tm set to play the Circle April 28 two
vilion^lT are operating ^the expo exhibit halls such as those of Genwith Jimmy Dorsey.
will practically be in full swing. Only eral Motors^ American Telephone,
Ruthie Bamet.
the. Colorado exhibit remains to Toe Ford and Railroads would require
opened in the Hall of the Western nearly two days.
That midway better be good,' obStates.
Several days of warm weather last served one showman, 'or- the conweeic, following a rainy spell, saw cession people will feel the competition in the non-theatrical exhibit
attendance pick up.
A proposal that the government area.'
Showmanship predominates in the
stronger shows should be booked for add $600,050 to the $1,500,000 it has
participat- numerous giant halls which leading
May and Jime In order to offset any already appropriated for
submitted to industrial companies have erected,
dip In business rather than point top ing in the Fair was
week.
with free shows and rides galore.
attractions for July and August when Congress last
The Fair now reaUzes ite error in Ford Co. offers cars for visitors to
out-of-towners will probably be fallnot having the midway completely ride about seeing their displays.
ing into all the theatres even If the
in operation for the first week. Many
Norman Bel Geddes, the designer,
shows arent too strong.
out-of-towners received^ a poor im- has framed a show in the (General
Aetora Clipped
pression and the word of mouth is Motors huge structure that promises
Despite the admonishing of the believed to have had a correspond- to tte the talk of exhlbita outeide the
mayor against hotels raiding rates .ingly poor effect on the b.o.
amusement area. He is credited
during the fair period, a general
With only about l.QOO.OOO to draw with having been given a budget of
boost has already' been annotmced. from in the Bay area, the week-day more than $1,000,000 and is said to
The tilt does not seem to be even liusiiiess has slumped more than ex- have spent twice that amount on
and is $2 weekly and upward for pected while weekend trade has this focal
exhibit An elaborate
One hotel In the been high. Clifford Fischer's revue diorama, reputed the largest ever
regular guests.
Times Square zone, which had a rate In the Folies Bergere theatre is the constructed, extends for a third of. a
of $8.50 a week for actors, informed hit of the Fair just now. Show looks
mile showing the highway systems
the latter that starting at the end of set for 10 weeks, .with option to conof today and tomorrow. It contains,
AprU the nick wlU be $5 per day tinue.
among other things, 100,000 mlhiastraight a boost of 400%.
Sally Rand's D (N) ude Ranch con- ture automobiles, 50,000 of which
In other spots, professionals have tinues to get about one,out>of eyery' actually laove. Idea, .of course, is a
been Informed that resident giiesta four adulta attending the Fair, while plug for a better highway system
during tiie fair are not wanted. Edwin Franko Goldman's band, from wliich Is counted on to produce
Equity sought to moderate the boosta New York, is building Into one of more auto sales.
and protested the~ ousting plans by the bigger draws.
Visitors sit In plush chairs that
writing complaints to the Hotelmen's
Deal to import Raymond Falge. move on a runway over a complete
Assoctatlon, the mayor and other of- and his '99 Men and One Girl' radio
system of tracks, spectators looking
Indications are that some show is out Sponsors wanted 1,000
ficials.
down on the huge country setting
favorable resulte will be obtained, ticketa to the exposition for U. S. with
ita network of highways.
IlluJudging from answers to the com- Rubber dealers but the Fair nixed sion is created
of a ride in an airmunications.
the ticket proposition.
plane as the size o.. landscaping
It was pointed out to the hotel
variea An individual loudspeaker
people that it la a ahort-sighted
for every two chairs describes the
policy to force actors from their
scene below,
actual
description
quarters, for professionals may not
varying as a different spot is passed.
return when tiie pressure Is over.
This elaborate loudspeaker system
Necessity of actors living In the
alone
cost
being
$250,000,
a scientific
(Continued from page 37)
Broadway zone because of rehearsals
wonder from Western Electric.
and performances was pointed out
and
DayllcM Filma
and, if forced to reside elsewhere, peal, scripted by Max Kester
produced by Ernest Longstaffe,
will mean a hardship.
Soviet Russta'a large building In
Novelty gag is series arranged by
Some hotels, where most rooms are scrlpter Vernon Harris, called *I Court of Nations has provision for a
large outdoor daylight picture theacurrently occupied; plan to even up
Want to Be An Actor,' in which stuwhen the fair crowd arrives. One, dio audience will be asked to make tre. General Motors also has a titeatre auditorium seating 600 where
which raised its minimum from $2.90
up the cast for a weekly meller 'Preview of Progress,' roadshow that
to $3.50 daily, Intends booking as
broadcast Audience will assemble
has toured all over the country,
many visitors as possible for short In advance of the show's deadline,
will 'be staged. House of Jewels, one
occupancy periods. The rule that a
and Harris will invite volunteers to
day ends at 6 p.m. is stated to have do teste for stock parts in the se- of smallest exhibit buildings, will
been dropped and guesta will be re- lected 'Curse-him-foUed-again* dram- house a $5,000,000 display of gems.
American Telephone building has
quired to vacate at noon on the day
mer. Testa will go on the air and
a tricliy' switdiboard arrangement
of departure. That will.be required
audience applause will indicate the
which will enable visitors to put In
so that the limit of possible guesta
luclcy contestants, who will then
long distance calls gratis while some
can be registered during the day.
play
actual
read the parts in the
100 people In building can tune In
broadcast
to conversation. It also, will house
In the case of the Frisco Ejqw, the
'Afternoon Revue' will for a time
"Pedro,* the mechanical- instrument
natives throng<!d to Treasure Island alternate wiOi a "Appy 'AM 'Outs'
that reproduces the human voice, a
Cordid
wait
to
cockney
Leon
not
series devised by
from the start and
gadget concocted by Western Electhree
present
result
leisure.
As
Reader
will
tez. Ralph
take it in at
tric.
suffered
including
Away,'
'Right
business
Utied
revues
downtown theatre
Wise New Yorkers already are figStanelli
Twlzzle
Sisters.
boomed.
comedy
the
while the Expo
uring out how they can grab free
comedy
two
new-style
down
for
is
meals at the exposition. It is simply
producttons. 'Crazy Cruise.'
a case of getting around to the forPhillips will presient a series

Industrial

Showmanship Keynotes

Undersold' Expo Seen as (lood Idea

A

Three-Ring restaurant-bar layout
has been operating for about three
weeks. Foundation for George Jessel's 'Old New York' was finished
early this week. It also is near the

-

-

A

B.O.

PICKS

area's gate.

Sex Trend
Trend towards nudity lor the
amusement zone continued, with

many new propositions, but few set
Norman Bel Geddes, whose mirrorpeep show was an early proposal
several months ago, now is definitely

UP

and has the foundation laid for
"Peep Show of Tomorrow.' It
patterned 'after old carnival lines
with one or two pretty dancers in
semi-nude magnified hundreds of

set
his

ATFRISCOFAIR

is

tiraes,.givlng the Illusion of countless niunbers.

1)

temporarily abandoning the theatres.
Against the loss of the natives durand June, It Is contended
ing.
the crowds from out-4rf-town will
not begin to reach appreciable numbers, until the middle of June or

M^

later.

For the same reason, the nltery biz
has also been suffering. Deartii of
visiting firemen ha« many of the
nocturnal spots hanging on the ropes.
All are vampln' til Whalen's show
is

ready.
Stated

by the managements of
some mldtown hotels that the number of guests has been running 80%
under the average for winter and
spring during the past 12 years. If
that type of visitor is to be IncludedIn ttxe incoming rush.

It

should

mean

upped theatre attendance. All showr
men are wondering what the fair will
mean to i^ow business and that may
supply the answer, though It is anthat the average out-oftowner drawn by the exposition wUl
not be able to afford theatre-going.
Such, people are expected to be
planted In rooming houses rather
than hotels. In many of the latter
it 1$ virtually Impossible to book
ticipated

planned by Frank
Buck, who also has 'Jungleiand,' was
definitely off this week because the
Ball

'

accommodations after May 1,
No Klda TUl Jnly 1
In Greater New York, the schools
do not close until the end of June.
This prevents kids each year from
atten^ng theatres; except weekends,
until around July 1, with' result that
this year, if a representative number of elders are also lost because
of a- yen to look in on the fair, the
dip during May and June is expected
to be quite sharp.
Meantime, schools throughout the
country will not be closing until the
end of Mby, or sometime In June.
Moreover, summer vacations ordindo not begin until around June
1, tbe two largest months for the
customary two weeks' off being Jidy
arily

and August

The theory of theatre operators is
that most people from out-of-town
will not hurry to the fair, but wait for
regular vacations, or, if able to come
earlier, win In many cases want to
wait until their children are out of
school BO that they may be carried
along. This, plus the fact that students in colleges and professors,
teachers. Instructors, ete., will be unable to visit N. Y. until after the
school term Is over, will probably
keep the Infiux at a low ebb until
about June 1.
Theatres figure to benefit importantly during July and August,
when It Is expected the bulk of the
crowds will pour in, and particularly oVer holidays like July 4 and La.bor Day. In the fall, the Increase In
b.o. business over that of normal
years is likely to be maintained,
since by that time the fair will be

underway and New Yorkers will
nave no doid>t had their own fill of
it returning to the theatres they deat the exposition's beginning.
The fair will dose down for the

winter

on Oct

Opinion

<tf

30.

most managers

is

that

village,

Duteh Colonial government was reported to have refused a permit for
24 dancers to leave the island of

—

Bali.

J,

L. (leeraert's archery range

felt the trend with plans to have
lookers as assistante. Other shows,
long since set assured of the sex
appeal angle, will be the Savoy
Ballroom, Billy Rose's Aquacade,
Crystal Palace, Cuban Village and
jack Sheridan's Dlagazine Cover*
models. Others are In the talk stage,
among names menttoned being Delia
Carroll, Margie Hart, Faith Bacon,
Hinda Wasseau, Ann Corio, Sally

Rand, Zonia Duval and Betty Rowr
land.

Only stipulation In recent discussions is that there
ni blow-off
shows which have been banned at
other expositions.

The

Music HaU building,

giant

which dominates the arei near the
entrance to the amuseniont zone,
looms as an expensive headache,
although music festivals are planned

GM

'

done with a
set at 32 dif-

ferent angles.

'

.

It's all

system of heavy glass

Fair Slows Broadway
(Continued from page

55

N. Y. Fair s Preview at This Stage;

York.

page

front

be used. Of that
'William Tell,' which may be

Interest In are to

still

to start there.

Independent subway system, whichdue to start operations April 15,
has ite station located so that it is
only a few steps down a runway to
the amusement sector gate.. Other'
exposU on entrance, served by the

'

is

LofifUland railroad and IRT-BMT
subway-elevated lines, is at the other
end of the. grounds about a mile
distant

.

-

-

British Programs

'Gang Busters' Exhibit
At N.Y. Fair to Cost 75G
Bernard L. Schubert figures on
spending $75,000 on the 'Gang Busters' exhibit that he has arranged
for the New York World's Fair in
cooperation with Phillips H. Lord,
known in radio for his Seth Parker
characterization.

GM

Refugees

(Continued from page 1)

-

The exhibit subtiUed 'Crusade
Against Crlme^' will be run by SchuIjert and Dufour tt Rogers, who will
also operate the 'Strange As It
Seems' and 'We Humans' concessions.

s%

Biz

Sacramento, April

4.

Sally Rand filed papers for two
corporations, Sally Rand Enterprises,
Inc.,
capitalized at $26,000,
and
Pioneer Palace Operating Corp.,
listed at $100,000.
Purposes are
presentation of entertainment and
dealing in fixtures and buildings for
amusement enterprises.
Included wltii Miss Rand as directors of both companies ase Mildred
L. WolosU, John C. Houlihan and
Roy A. Schaiff

Van

eign nation and state halls where
weekly dance band-light
six
gratis samples are supplied—Belcomedy shows, 'Time to Laugh,' begium offering Walloon and Flemish
ginning early A.pril; Teddy Joyce is
dishes; Greece, Near East specialhandling a dance band production

of

Brazil, coffee and vegetables;
Jamboree'; Eddie Pole
teammates Netherlands, seafood and rice; Swerules which do not require such and Phyllis Robins are
den, smorgasbord.
players to join Equity. It is provided for an afternoon series; Big Bill
Despite
these
free
offerings,
the
to
the
west
bringing
Campbell
is
that any player In the unit be free to
amusement zone visitors will have a
withdraw and accept other employ- BBC in a sequence of scenes called choice of numerous cafes, and these
'Cabin in the HUIs.'
ment
are so far away from the extiibit
for
the
scheduled
Individual
shows
There are 40 people in Dleterle's
zone that there is virtually no comwill be. put on at the quarter include 'Ours Is a Nice Hour,
group.
petition.
Helneken's-on>Zuider-Zee
El Capitan, Los Angeles, and may be Ours Is,' presented by Clerkson Rose;
cafe, an elaborate layout strategicaltrouped to other stands. No mem- a further -Scrapbook' by Leslie
ly located near the entrance to the
and
a
Brewer,
Charles
and
BaUy
the
with
ber of Equity is to appear
amusement
zone, now is virtually
Wings,'
on
'Love
musical
play,
new
compete
hot
to
refugees. Venture is
completed and may be opened before
wlHi commercial attractions^ and by Harold Plumptre and Geoffrey
the fair doe.i. Part of Ballantine's
plays which managers show little Henmari.
series, 'Joyce

ties;

.

Hounnm'
Canada's

n. s. visits

Regbia, Bask., April 4.
Mounted Police

Royal

will twice visit U. S. this summer
to perform their well known musical
ride.

One

visit

wUl be

to the

New York

World's Fair for a day, the oUier to
World's Poultry Congress, Cleveland,
on July 31'.

fWs

Gert Bderlee tA N. T. Fair
Gertrude Ederle, first woman to
English Cbannel, has been
signed by Billy Rose for his New
York World's Fair Aquacade.

swim the
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UPS,

Plully Intends to

AD

Share in N. Y. Far

Pkture Cos. Set to BankroD

Biray Legit; Wharton-Wis Plan

Coin Throi^h Lures to Stopovers
PhUadelphia, AprU 11.
Aiming to. gi^'ab.ofl fair Philadelphia
Mtne of tbe tourist trade expected
way to the New York
Its
through on
World's .Fair, hotels, jJestaurant^"
bBn)cs'«nd otiier' organizations here
last week set 'up a hospitality com-

In charge Is B. Hubert
Cooper, secretary of the BondholdCommittee, which
ers'- Protective
controls practically every hotel here.
N. W. Aye'r & Sop ad agency is con-

mittee.

•

tributing its services..

.

Principal plugging is to be done
through billboards. Each board will
have a picture of a different tourist
attraction in Pbilly.

Along the road? leading into Philly
there will also be booths shaped like
Liberty Bells.' In these, gals dressed
In Quaker, costtune will provide info
concerning the town and hand out
82-page bo6klets attractively illustrated and outlinhig 'all of Philly's
Included in the sales
advantages.'
story will be the fact that the Pennsylvania Railroad will take passengers directly from Broad Street Station here into the Fair grounds in
one hotir and 60 minutes. It wiU be
pointed out, tooi that the fare for this

wonwbat .^xr
Is

dering, whether and to
tent New York .World's Fair will

.benefit Broadway, -flrs't -material
ticket purchase was noted last

week, Goodyear Tire Co. -ordered 60 tickets for every evening performance of -Hellzapoppin,' Winter Garden, during a
six-week period starting Aug.
.Order was given an agency.
1.
Actual strength of the advance
sale for most of the hits is not
yet definite, because most shows
do not sell more than four weeks
in advance, though most of the
mall orders are dated beyond

May L

MOSCOW REARS

SKYSCRAPER
RADIO CTTY
Schenectady, April

11.

.

Slow Going as Maestro,

So Sodafite Van Levis

Now

WHAT

.

part-time
here.
Bitten by.
the radio bug while announcing his
OTvn programs over various stations.
When Ijevis, three years ago, deelded he wanted to lead a band, he
tossed a $5(000 party at the swanky
Wacwick.hese to introduce his crew.
~P«*«ty, press and managers of all
the city's hotels and niteries were
tavlted. Stunt resulted in a flock of
publicity and resultant Jobs, but
picUngs recently have been lean.
Levis is listed in the Social Register a« Norman Van Pelt Levis, Jr.
He is a minister's son.

mentum

:

of "Public 'Faivor

QUIZ RASH

Although negotiations looking- to^
ward the resumption of Hollywood
financing of Broadway pr6^uctlon

the spring 13-week cycle that precedes the summer hiatus, are pretty
weU charted by now in populari^
terms of up-or-down (from last
year), and Uttle change is likely
among the leaders by the end of the
season. The season of 1938-39 was
marked by a number of problem
shows.
At least one, the Tommy
Riggs entertainment for Quaker Oats,
seems to have been straightened out.
mi'.ch-discussed
$20,000
KeUogg's
'Circle' remains bu ipy, with the
it a faUure.
Season has developed very little
production novelty. There are nearly
Radio
30 audience quiz prO;v-'ams.
production's sheep-like nature Is weU
exemplified both for the regular season aild the summer substitutions by
the widespread devotion to this now
fraying formula.
In rough relation to the industry's
staudard popularity barometer, the
Cooperative Analysis of broadcasting,
the following changes, have
taken place this season among leading programs.
Offered as symptomatic rather than conclusive or allinclusive, this suggests what has
been happening or not happening:

trade inclined to rate

Today
against

Pro-am

year ago.

Amos 'n' Andy
Fred AUen
Phil

5% down

Ohio

Baker

Jack Benny

Ben Bemie
Major Bowes. ..>..<

Trevor

-

Vox Pop

11.

The sheriff won't allow the First
Lady to be treated 'disrespectfully'
in stage shows here. Sheriff Robert
D. Bates attended a vaude show
where a marionet, in the likeness
of Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, was
manipulated in a dance that he de-

the last

Robert

R

GuUd

Sherwood,

pres.,

London. If the council okays
the pact it wUI then be submitted to
the League of New York Theatres.
After that it would presumably b«
approved by the picture companies
(or they would sign a supplementary
letter agreeing to
abide by Its
terms).
Hitch in the conferences over tba
newest draft of the plan were caused
by the iUness of Sidney R. Fleischer,
Guild attorney and negotiator. Then,
with Fleischer fully recovered and
back on the job, Luise SUlcox, GuUd
executive secretary,
Simon Van Ller, general manager faU from a bus and was injured In a
was confined to
of Keith-Prowse's music publishing her
honte'for several dajrs.. Buddies
interests,
last
week closed with between Fleischer, Mlss '£tilicox, Jake
Forster Music, Inc., for the foreign Wllk of
Warners, and J. Rohert
rights to 'Night Mist on the Canyon' Rubin
of Metro are being resimied
after phoning a recording of the ttme this week.
sails for

PHONES A SONG

TO LONDON,

irSSOLD

London office. The call was
made by Van Lier from Chicago to
to his

get his

associates'

reaction

to'

the

With Warners planning to back
(Continued on page B4)

number. Van Ller saUed for home
Saturday (8).
During his stay in the States Van C6iinecticnt

hcome Tax

Lier also obtained the rights to
'Shadrack' from Carl Fischer, Inc.,
and 'I'm Building a Sailboat of
Dreams' from Shapiro, Bernstein &

Nntmeg Charm

'

Co.,

Pends; Cognoscenti See

End

to

and renewed
with

contract
likewise

his firm's agency
Forster.
Van Ller

Bridgeport,

opened negotiations with

AprU

II.

show biz, arts and
Even
WurUtzer Co. for the introduction of
50% down the coin-operated phonograph ma- letters who have in recent years
been settling in southwestern ConEven
ciiine in Britain.
necticut attractively near Manhat>
10% up
tap
and,
away
from the New York
5% down
BOOK BANDS INTO 1940
state income tax, are aroused by a
10% iip
Connecticut state incoi
tax bill
10-15% up
New York Contracts Being Set Well advocated by the farmers' bloc in
Even
Ahead
lor
Names
leftlslature
in
Hartford.
15% up
Big-name commuters, many of
10% down
Scramble
for
the
big
bands
whom
name
have
become
important fac15% up
for location dates in New York City tors in Connecticut politics, predict
15% up
15% down during next fall and winter is al- a speedy end of property buying by
30% down ready tmder way with two of the famous New Yorkers if tax goes
biggest

already in the bag and

a througli.

third due to be brought down. Sit% up
uation looks to be as good or better
40% up
than last season when 15 or 20 of the
45% up
25% down top outfits were aU bucking each
other at the same time.
25% down
Benny Goodman returns to the
60% up

Barrymore
is

too

London Subway Shunps,
Hollywood Gets Blame

Empire Room of the Waldorf-Astoria

A BABBYMOBE CANCELLED
Ethel

tha

minor, details are set
Dramatists Guild councU Is expected to consider the latest draft of
the so-called John D. Wharton-Jacob
Wilk plan early next week before

,

We, the People.

actress,

couple of weeks, aU

major picture companies are active,
ly readying to reenter legit produchig next faU at the latest MeanwhUe, film executives have predicted
that an agreement Is in the bag and
inthnated that aU but one or two

l>est

30

Silver Theatre

AprU

during the past
reflected in a

Is

wiy

in .Variety's compilation
song seUers. For the
first time in seven years the Ust
of 15 best seUers as shown in
the Music" Dept of this issue
doesn't contain a. single picture
song.
The same week a year ago 10
out of the IS best- seUers were
flhnusical excerpts.

big

of the

->

SheriO Nlxcs 'l/brespectfnl' Kate Smith
Rudy VaUee
Pnppet Characterization
Steubenville, O.,

months

sevcff al

have been at k virtual standstUl for

Celebrities of

Rinso Party
Edw. G. Hobinson-CIaire

F.D.R.

-

swerve

-

Network radio programs, entering

Al Pearce

(Contlnued on page 55)

fiharp

fEont,-iBlin.uslca]s
r

Improved-nSome Lose Mo*

is to be doubled in size to permit Lum and Abner
larger military parades and pageants. Magic Key
Minor related his arrival in Mos- Prof. Quiz

CHAMPIONS MRS.

Hollywood's

^n

larger, their buildings higher than Good-wiU hour
those in any other country.' Said Good News
that the great Red Sqiiare which Hit Parade
faces ticnin's Tomb and the Kremlin Hobby Lobby

a Radio Spieler

PhUadelphia, April 11.
Van Levis, socialite band maestro,
bas joined the gab staff of 100-watt,

Relative Standing in Roagh
Per(;«ntag^|rpm Last S«aIndicate)* Several- Much
.

.show bushier

Clark H. Minor, president of International General -Electric, is recently
and blue stickers are also being back from his second '^ip in two
printed and wiU be distributed to aU years to Soviet Russia. He reports
Philly firms, to be attached to their seeing the place where. -men were
working on the great building that
outgoing mail.
Historical spots, such as Independ- is to be the Radio City of Moscow.'
ence Hall, will be spruced up. War- It is to be "higher than the Empire
ner Bros., controlling all first-runs State building, will have one audihere, has promised releases prior to torium with a greater seating capacother parts of the country during the ity than Madisoji Square Garden, as
summer. Effort will also be made to well as a theatre to seat 6,000 perget some N. Y. producer to Ught at sons, and will be topped by an image
least one legit house, the air-condi- of Lenin, about 375' feet in height.'
tioned Forrest, at.-$l top, which reMinor cited this, over WGY, as one
cently succeeded so well here.
phase of the 'elephantiasis' from
Chicago, too, recently laid plans for which Russia suffers. Their streets
similar undertaking.
must be wider, their public squares

'

HVood

TuneleM

First Fair .Buy

WUle

rid^ can be more than made up by
the difference in hotel rates here,
none- of which will be jacked. Hotels
in N. Y. plan boosts during the expo.
One million booklets and as many
maps of the city are now being printed.
Two million small red, white

'
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'Colt, dramatic
inexperienced as a
result' she was

vaude singer, with

hotel,

N.

Y.,

Oct.

1.

Artie

Shaw

go into the Pennsylvania's Cafe Rouge Oct. 15, and a
deal is currently on to restore
Tommy Dorsey to the Hotel New
Yorker's Terrace Room, foUowlng
his exit from the Pennsylvania's
Roof, where he stays imtil Sept. 17.
He opens there latter part of May.
Sammy Kaye has been offered a reis. .optioned

to

London, AprU

4.

Hollyw.ood is made the goat, because this town's subway system has
registered a slump in its traffic receipts!

Lord

Ashfield,

head of Lon-

puUed after the first day (8) of a
don Passenger Transport Board, says
week's engagement at the Earle,
one reason is the relatively unattraccided was on the 'jitterbug' side.
Washington.
tive quality of films shown recently
The puppet of the First Lady was
Washington dailies printed that
in West End theatres.
taken out of the show after Bates the daughter of Ethel Barrymore
Exhibition of pictures with strong
warned the manager to delete it or was suffering from ptomaine poison- turn shot at the Commodore open- appeal makes a clear difference to
ing, if accepted, about Oct. 1.
ing.
face arrest
the take.

PICTURES

VARIETY

Wedneeday, .April

PET BLOCK BOOKING BILL CURBED
Senators

Laymen and Two

Measure

Opposing

in

— Cite

In the matter; we have no exclusion
The British do
privilege,' he said.
have trade showings before booking,
he admitted, 'but there Is no selec'
tivlty in England.' Only question to
be settled when films are screened
Admitted the
is the date and price.

I
'

Trade

Reforms
Washington, April 11.
Film producers appeared to have
licked the Neely block booking bill
this- week at the tail end of Senate

Committee
Commerce
Interstate
hearings. Spokesmen for the majors
laid down a statistical and verbal
made a
obviously
barrage that
strong impression after independent
exhibitors spiUed the beans and

which she

active from- discour'
aging exhibition of unwholesome
'Abolition of the present
features.
distribution system would not raise
the moral quality,' she asse:ied.

In

is

Returning to finish his story Mon(10), Metro's general sales manager, William F. Rodgers, discussed
in detail the provisions of the latest

day

trade practice agreement proposal,
shocked the women's groups by con- contending the attempt to adjust diftheir motives ar« irioney- ficulties via negotiation makes legismaUng, not uplifting.
lation superfluous. He told the solons
With never more than two mem- 'there is no question this code will
bers of the subcoDm>ittee present, be accepted', and said that even the
the perennial panacea looked In exhibs who do not subscribe will
danger of being shelved with two enjoy benefits. Even if It is imposChairman Ellison D. sible to satisfy everybody, the major
members
Smith (Dem.), Sonth Carolina, and distrlbs will embody the concessions
White, Jr. (Republi- offered so far in their next season's
Wallace
can), Maine openly unsympathetic contracts, he promised,
toward the .arguments of the indies
.The arbitration provisions afford
and their feminine allleg. Hearings sufficient protection for both the
due to wind tip the latter part of public and the theatre operators,
this week.
Rodgers said. Told lawmakers that
even
if contract called for 50 picCustomary yelpa about producer
V)ppre8slon' were placed in the rec> tures, every one could be rejected
ord Wednesday (5) when Allied on ground they are offensive if convincing
proof is offered. That propoAssociation
leaders
occupied
States
the chair most of- a five-hour session. sition is subscribed, to by seven of
But bigwigs of the Hays organiza- the 'Big 8,' he noted, «nd was made
tion met a more sympathetic re- by the distrlbs 'wlfltout suggestion of
sponse when they catne on to refute the exhibitors or anyone else.'
fessing

—

K

—

Curtailment of production will be
Inevitable^ according to Rodgers, If
All studios
the Neely bill passes.
will be forced to wait until product
is finished before marketing, and
Metro will reduce output 'not less
than 25%' as a result He added 'if
we're forced to curtai! our production, we'll have to curtail our employment'
Distribution cannot be renovated
according to the requirements of the
Neely bill, Schaefer maintained, denying there is 'any such thing as the
Big's.' Compared film lea^big plan
with marketing of automobiles, emphasizing the impossibility of manufacturing without assurance of an
outlet
The producer has determined in
advance that he will make some 50
pictures' during the course of the
Tor
year,' RKO head explained.
these 50 pictures, he sets up a budget

'

charged wiili such duties— and expressed doubt the bill will discourage the showing of 'offensive' pix.
Chairman Smith sfaal«d his uncertainty, noting that producers are
stimulated by the profit motive and
Inquiring what would happen if
liighly moral' films are not boxoSice
smashes.
Throughout last week's
proceedings, the pair made observations and Inquiries whidi reflected
skepticism about the desirability of
-

such legislation.
Detailed answer to Indie exhlbs*
arguments was again given by Schaefer today (Tuesday), who declared
the affiliated chains are required to
purchase in blocks Just the same as
anyone else. He denied United Artists sells plx individually, asserting

'With exclusion for cause and the
of postponing pictures

possibility

that

may be harmful

tO' children,

,

running from $10^000,000 to $35,000,-'
000 with the more Important com-

.

the claims of great benefits for the
public alid to point accusing fingers
at the indies.
Tipoll on the committee's attitude
came Uonday (10) as George J.
Schaefer, pr^ident of BKO, offered
arguments against the measiure.
Senator White said he cares nothing
for legislation intended only to remedy unfair trade practices or break
up a monopoly—since the Federal
Government already has agencleis

Under the provisions of the
the producer would be expected

panies.
bill,

undertake the obligation of a $35,000,000 budget and leave the dealer
free of any obligation.
to

Neely's Paramonnt Shares
Decline of Paramount's stock Is a sore point with Senator Neely. He
batch. Paid top price for the stock, before the crash being In
80's. So he told the audience at last week's hearings the paper had
slumped so much In. value 'I forgot all about It'

owns a

the

'
Senator SoiHh's Oacglng
Senator 'Cotton Ed' Smith, subcommittee chairman, kept the listeners chuckling whenever he presided over the hearings. - Punctuated
the serious testimony with candid observations, such as 'when you go
by a theatre on Sunday you can't get a seat, but you go to church and
,

you

can't find

anybody

there.'

Coek'e Tow
Attending ,the hearing proved to^ be a sort of sight-seeing tour of
the Senate Office Buifding. The first two days the committee net on
the fourth floor—in the quarters of the Immigration Committee; then
it moved down a flight to the Agriculture and.nreiby committee suite;
the final, day's proceedings were conducted on the second floor In a
conference room.

them

to the big man. The theatre
has reason to expect the product wlU

be offered to him again.
it is

Sometimes

not profitable to deal with the

FAns

.

E. C. Hill vice-WlncheU

..Page 29

Radio reviews: Joe E. Brown, Kitty Carlisle, Jack Buchanan,
Walter Huston, Fred Allen, Mickey Rooney, Jack Benny,

Marx Bros, Claudette Colbert Bebe Daniels-Ben. Lyon. .Page 30
ASCAP's $8,100,000 hi 1938
....Page 41
. .

Acts:

Arthur Tlreacher

May

Chicago, April 11.
apparently little progress
In .the two restraint
pending In Federal courts
here, it Is Indicated that both law
squabbles will go up In smoke. Partlcuhirly does it appear that the
suit of the Indie exhibitors against
Balaban & Katz and the major distributors will peter out with the
Indie
exhibitors
themselves evl*
dencing a growing disinterest In the

With

behig

Wortzers 25 Yr& at Fox

Peter Out

suits

made

now

K

Otha- News of hterest to

New

hdicagoNow

Sol M. Wurtzel, 20th-Fox executive
producer, is this month celebrating
his 25th anniversary with Fox. Producer has turned out approximately
700 pictures since 1917.
Wurtzel joined the company In
1914 as secretary to William Fox, and entire affair.
With double features and protecwas shifted to the Coast studio in
(Aquitania).
tion as their prime objections in
1917.
April 14 (London to New York),
Twenty-seven of the 28 yarns on their suit the exhibitors are now
Dave Berman (Queen Mary),
Wurtzel's 1939-40 production pro- indicating that they have no basic
April 8 (New York to Havre), gram at 20th-Fox are set with only objection to clearance, and, with
Mona Barrie, Simon 'Van Lier, Mr. the Dionne Quint picture on the the theatres going Into triple and
and Mrs. 'Vladimar Golschman, Emll doubtful list If a suitable baby quadruple bUllngs, double feature
Baum, Herman Busch, Germaine story cannot be found, another type exhibitors a>e looked upon as ultraconservatives.
Johnson, John Diarrow troupe,
J, will be substituted.
Exhibitors are agreed that some
Richter (Paris).
clearance setup is .necessary for the
April 8 (London to New York),
efficient and practical operation of
Morris Helprin, WUl Fyffe (Aqui- O'Brien-Garfield
the industry, and therefore cannot
tania).
Hollywood, April 11.
Pat O'Brien co-stars with John discover Just what clearance can be
AprU 7 (New York to London),
Lew Ayres, James Roosevelt, Her- Garfield in the forthcoming Warners set up for all situations. They are
beginning to agree that the clearance
bert Wilcox, Sewell Stokes (Queen picture. Dust Be My Destiny.'
Jane Bryan gets an Important sup- and protection arrangement cannot
Mary).
porting
part
be put down In black and white, but
April 7 (London to New York)
must be figured separately for each
Bobby Henshaw (George Washing-

ARRIVALS

.

The Women
Four-fifths of the nation's adult women favor the Neely bill and arc
represented by approximately a dozen spokesmen, If the claims of the
female reformers before the Senate committee are correct Curious
press-table listener kept a box score showliig that 50,000,000 women
allegedly belong to the organizations on record in favor of abolishing
block booking. World. Almanac shows the 1030 census takers found
only 60,637,960 women In the country.
.

SAIUNGS

-

.

Char lid TettQehn got one oS~st Yafailns' expense, toor- When the Bay
Stater was explaining he'd take care of himself, the Hayser rasped
'well agree you don't need any guardian when you do your buying.'

TWO FOR ASTAIRE ON
ResfraiDt SiDts
NEW DEAL WITH MG

.

frozen out.
Shorts and Score Chaiieres
Figures on 1BS7-S8 bookln£.s were
Majors will abandon forcing shorts
presented by Charles C. Fettljohn,
Hays spokesman, to show the oppor- and disciard score charges. Rodgers
tunity allowed to reject undesirable promised, even though added cost of
films and emphasize that th« best sound has meant .'tremendous* inquality pictures are not always in crease In production budgets. He
greatest demand. They buy box of- observed that dropping the score
fice
attractions,'
Pettljohn
said. charge will mean $600,000 a year to
That's what the record ^ows. The Metro alone.
The pact has been laid before ton).
exhibitors have a variety of ways
April 7 (San Francisco to Honoof getting out of playing pictures 'every organized body* and accepted
Harry
Brand
by most, committee found out For lulu),
they don't want.'
(President
Kenneth Thomson, secretary of the benefit of theatre-owners not in Cleveland).
Screen Actors Guild, and Ralph associations, it has been printed in
Block, former president of Screen every important trade paper. Some
Writers Guild, backed up the pro- provisions are acceptable to Allied,
ducers' claim that passage of Cie bill although on a few points they 'want
(At Port o/ New Yorfc)
will straightjacket the industry, cur- more,* he admitted. Majority of
Felix Aylmer, Arthur Schwartz,
tail output, and reduce jobs, 'Legis- MPTOA, Southern California Thea- Mrs.
Ruby Jacob, Jean Drouant
latiiin would make it Impossible for tre Owners, and
numerous state Jacques Greber, M. Lechevallerproducers, directors, writers and ac- groups will go along, he claimed.
Chevignard, Pierre MerlUon, Henri
In winding up, Rodgers fired «t the Vermeil,
tors to use their talents to Improve
Jacques Morane, Benjamin
a picture after production,' Thom- indie claim that England and United Heifetz, Buster Shaver, Olive and
son asserted. Effect would be 'de- Artists get along selling, films indi- George, Jean. Borotra,
George M.
moralizing' with 'insurmountable ob- vidually. He told the solons Loew*s Cohan, Elizabeth
Arden, Mr. and
stacles* placed in the way of crea- contract with UA not only gives no Mrs. Albert Enders,
Grogan Sharp,
tors, block-maintained. Both stressed titles, but requires the chain to buy Jeffrey Bernaed,
Maurice J. Wilson,
Impossibility of complying with the films en masse. 'We have no choice Marie Burke.
synopsis proviso.
"The writers of Hollywood do not
feel that the public has a 12-yearold mind,' Block said. 'Bather do
they feel, as creators, that they must
strain every Imaginative sinew to
keep up with the growing -demand of
us. CompanieiB in foreign drive
page 19
-th7 film public- for-engrosslnc, stimu--|U. S.'"plx and 'Aussie curls'. ....
.TT.TT.
Page 19
latlng,
window-opening entertain"ClrcIe'-KeUogg execs shift
ment'
Page 28
.

to force.'

'Unlike the automobile business
or, for that matter, any 'manufacturing business, the theatre does not
carry an inventory or a stock of motion pictures on hand. He does not
produce the pictures himself. The
Hollywood, AprU 11.
stock of shows necessary to cany on
Fred Astalre Is slated for two picbusiness Is secured by merely signtures instead of one under his new
ing a license agreeinent with no indeal with Metro. Second chore, still
vestment by the exhibitor, who is
undetermined, is in addition to his
the dealer, and pictures are delivco-starring Job with Eleanor Powell
ered by the wholesale distributor
In 'Broadway Melody of 1940.'
and paid for one by one by tiie exDancer reports at the Metro lot
(Contlnited on page 27)
July 1 so fails round-the-world trip
is off. Jack Cummlngs produces,

they are amply protected from the
istandpoint of the public groups,'
Metro exec said.
No occasion In the future for exhibs to complain they cannot, get
'outstanding* films or are hog-tied by
dating Rodgers explained. The pact
cannot go farther toward -permitting
operators to pick and choose, however,' because "the industry could not
make enough outstanding pictures to
support any exhlbitorsT playing time'
It
Individual purchases are permitted.
On percentage deals, ^e
April 26 (New York to Sydney),
proposed agreement provides mateC. V. Hake (Mariposa!.
rial relief, he added.
April 21 (New Ypzk to London),
The small theatre has decided adTruman Talley, Robert E. Sherwood
vantages under this proposal, which
(Queen Mary).
does not give them all the Neely
April 19 (New York to London),
bill
provides, but does give numerous concessions they never had Sidney R. Kent, Herman Wobber,
before,' Rodgers said.
'We have W, J. Hutchinson (Washington).
April 15 (New 'York to London),
agreed not to take away pictures
from the small man solely to give Sir Gordon Craig, R. Sutton Davis

small man, but nevertheless we have
'Snow White' (RKO) had been bent backwards,'
booked singly, but scoffed at the idea
the Indie producers were being Biz Abandiming Forcing

Praise for the film Industry was
given by Mrs. Francis Flagg, Newtonville,. Mass., who chlded her sister reformers.
She favsred any
move to Improve quality of plx, but
said neither, blockbooklng nor blind
selling has prevented organize tlons,

Washington, April ii.'
Before yowling about monojtoUea of the majors and th« way they
are 'compelled' to accept films they don't want the Indle exhibitors
should make sure they are above criticism. Sid Kent Jabbed both
Nathan Yamins and Sidney Samuelson where it hurt In his appearance before the Senate Interstate Commerce Subcommittee.
'I can't go Into Fall River and make Yamins take what he doesn't
want' Kent commented. If you went into New Jersey you'd find It
wasn't a case of forcing down the throat of Samuelson what you wanted

blocks are not as big as In the U. S.

-
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Nedy Needing Sdel^ts

FILM BIZ THINKS IT HAS NEEY'S

Industry Spokesmen Supported by

.12«

;

.!..Page.48

Teamed

L. A. to N, Y.

Lew

Ayres.

William A. Brady.
Pat C^asey.
Broderick Crawford.
James A. FitzPatrick.
Grace George.

W. Ray

Johnston.

Maurice Leo.

Ray
Bob

Milland.
Miller.

William -S. Paley.
John U. Reber.
Irving Rubine.
Franklyn Warner.

Ted Williams.
Lew WoUson,
Anna May Wong.

Ed

Zabel.

N. Y. to L. A.
Max

Gordon.

Russell Holman.

Charles

Leon

W. Koerner.

Netter.

-RoBierfTIohtgomery.

Ruth Morris.
John J. O'Connor
Artie Shaw.
J. J. Shubert
Harry SoboL
Judy Start.
Irma Warner.
Edwin Wei^.
WiUiam' C. White.

situation,
and
that
particularly
clearance and protection can be set
up sensibly only by people in the
business and not by someone outside
the industry.

Examine

CA

Examination before trial of Harry
Muller, United Artists treasurer,
and Edward C. Raf tery, UA attorney,
by special U. S. Assistant Attorney
Cieneral Robert L. Wright has been
concluded In New York, except for
a "possible recall after the Government has read the testimony. Hearings meantime adjourned till Thursday (13).
Examination started last Thursday
(6) with representatives from most
major companies present Information elicited was far from important
United Artists refusing to answer
any leading questions.
The Government sought to' secure
J.

Information linking the corporation
to production and financing of its
producers, but this was not allowed
.tOL.be.

answered.

—

.

Muller's testimony covered the
structure of the corporation, the duties of its officers, operations of exchanges, etc. Information covering
the financial statements of UA, and
Its annual reports, was denied on the
grounds that such Information Is
personal,
as
the
company has
20,000 shares pt conunon o.utstandIng divided among Its five .ownei&.

Wednesday April

WB

12,

UMM
permission

to

to

list

servers that the picture company
does not expect to borrow more than
$4,000,000. from banks to handle the
conversion.
Warner Bros, has offered holders
of iS% liens, due next September,
new e% bonds due In nine years.
Thus far about $20,000,000 worth of
the old bonds have been deposited
leaving only approximately $9,000,000 worth of Uens yet to be swapped
for the new Issue. Warner Bros, has
less than $2,700,000 of old bonds yet
to be converted into certificates for
the new bonds before the plan cnn
be declared operative.
The loan approval already secured
by Warner Bros, would allow borrowings by the film company up to
The action by the com$6,000,000.
pany in seeking listing for more than
$25,000,000 worth of new bonds indicates that Warners will be- less
than $4,000,000 shy of total $29,000,000 worth to be converted.
The Street expects Wameo* will
pick up several million dollars
worth of the present 6% bonds in
the open market between- now and
next September.' Differential between the present liens and certificates for the new bonds might help
In making this operation unusually
Such open market 6psuccessful.
eratlon Is the logical way to take
care of the old liens still not
deposited for the new issue and will
cut down the size of the required

.

Last year Nate Blumberg, Uni-

versal prez, was feted by the.
trade .press editors, at which
time the film exec stated he
would play host, in turn, a year
from that date, if everything
'

Tonight (Wednesday) at the
Hotel Astor, New York, Blumberg will fete a dozen from the

Universal will program 40 features and 12 westerns for a total of
62 full-lengths for the 1930-40 eeS'
on, as against 48 promised this year
<'3S-39), Increase being in the horse
opera group. Company will also
offer three serials.

system of percentage

BDY-SELLOWN

in the

FILM STOCKS
Washington,'

AprU

Metro

the

1039-40 season.

11

hlbitioii of its pictures, bottt for it-

^m

certificates of the holding company,
swelling his pile to 17,000. Standard
Capital Co., in which he is interested,
has warrants for 111,283 certificates.

Late statements showed George H.
Eichelberger of New York unloaded
500 shares of Trans-Lux Corp. common in October, cutting his previous
total In half, and in August sold 100

is

holding

its

shares.

ments,
did likewise.
The company points to the fact
that it is over $2,000,000 ahead in
Its 1939 revenue; comparable to
the same three-month period in
early '38, and this in face of cur-^
rent curtailments in the foreign
market not obtaining .then.- This
is in refutation of the 'idealistic
policies' statement by Steuer.
also points to the Sol Les-'
ser - Ernst Lubltsch, David L.
Lqew.. and David- O. Selznick
(Jock Whitney) -new deals and
renewals as evidence of company vigor.

UA

'

.

-

.

FORMAL RKO

Under the sliding percentage
plan, the split will range from a
basis of 25% upward. Each situation will be taken separately and an
arbitrary percentage, of 25, 30, 36
or 40%, as the case may be, set on
the various- features depending on

REORG ORDER
SIGNED

-

the bracketing.

The

gross

of the

theatre, based in part on what it
has been doing, and what it should
do with the picture it is going to
play, will determine what the rateof percentage shall be.
For example, if a picture, based
on the theatre's normal gross or figure set is agreed upon as a 35%
picture, and it does more than the
gross it should do to earn that percentage, then the distributor gets
more, but It the 35-percenter falls
l>eIow the gross calculated it should
get to entiUe it to that spUt then

Big gifts of Monogram options by
W. Ray Johnston were brought to the distrib gets less for that reason.
In other words, if the contractual
light
In January, company head
in Cincinnati Friday (14), with WU- gave away 48,093 and in February agr^ment is that theatre shall pay
liam Scully, geiL 'sales mgr. pre- Santadaused with another 42,261. In 35% for a given feature. on a-l>asls
siding.
In addition to home office addition, he picked up 68,130 options of a gross of $10,000, and the gross

U

UA

Seeking, departures In selling,
founded on a desire for more
equitable grounds to govern the ex-

Stock market operations by In- self and the account without sacrisiders in six
companies were un- fice to ft picture's value, but also
veiled last week in semi-monthly without benefit to a picture that
statement of the Securities & Ex- isn't deserved, Metro' is offering the
change Commission. Substantial pur- sliding percentage plan to accounts
chases of Loew's, Inc., common by interested in it M-G also- has antwo officer-directors. David- Bern- other deal as a substitute, which
stein and J. Robert Rubin each also features certain Innovations.
picked up 22,200 tickets, with Rubin
The sales force imder William F.
selling 2,200. Gives Bernstein 29,300 Rodgers wiU offer the Metro customand leaves Rubin with 34,175; Be- ers either deal desired.

company

.

embodied

sales policy for

unofficial

when Goldwyn and, later, James
Roosevelt made certain, state-

determine whether the share
for the distributor shall be more or
less than the figure established when
the. contract is signed. Is

Slant

attitude has been that not until
Goldwyn made any charges did
the firm bother to rebut. Thus,

selling,

worked out by Al Lichtman, xmder
which the gross dpne by a picture
will

Daniel M. Sheaffer, Universal Coip.
director, picked up 500 voting trust

FOR 193940; 40
FEATURES, 12 WESTERNS

U'S 52

ALTERNATE IDEA
A

WB EXECS

LOEW,

.

tures.

UA

comment and

lated report showed Henry R. Winthrop, another director, bought 100
loan.
shares in January,
Besides application for the debenHarry M. Warner unloaded 5,000 of
ture listing, Warner Bros, also asked his holdings of Warner Bros. $3.85
that cancellation be made of pre- preferred, cutting his stake to 0,884.
84,174
vious authorization to list
StiU has a poke comprising $1,379,000
required
for
convercommon shares,
worth of 6% convertible debentures
sion of old 6% convertible debeu'
and 62,860 pieces of commoa

bank

The

Charles C. Schwartz, UA attorney, being out of the city, a
formal rebuttal to the Steuer-.
Goldwyn statement will not be
forthcoming until today (Wed.),
Murray Silverstone, general manager of UA, refused to make any

press.

'

'

Internal

Lichtman and Rodgera Have
Scheme for Giving Both
Exhibitor and Distrib a
Fair Break, Diepending on
Whether the Picture Does
Business

wentwelL

sales convention

of Selznlck-Intemational Pictures,
has
resigned
with that studio.
Richards' departure will become effective as soon as Dave Selznick has
chosen a successor.
'Fred Schuessler resigned as unit

casting director at Paramount after
three years on the lot
At one time. Schuessler was casting director for the studio, having
succeeded Fred Datig when the lal
ter moved to Metro.

Rep. Pic Into

Showcase

FROM TRUSTEE TO FILNl
PRODUCER-MXAUSLAND

K

McCausland, who represent
A.
ed Irving Trust Co. in the receivership and trusteeship of RKO, has
been natned business manager for
Famous Productions, the producing
unit headed by Harry Edington. Ed
ington has a deal to make three features for Universal In 1939-40.

McCausland

is

leaving his trustee

Republic has closed a deal for its
Productions. He
'Man of Conquest' first run in New spot to Join Famous
York at the Capitol. This wiU be the heads for the Coast in about two
weeks:
first Rep. picture to play here, and
^

for Cap outside of the 'big 8' to
get a booking.

first

"'Ctnsqtresr-^on6w~'Hiairdy"s'
High'
which opens tomorrow
(Thurs.).

Davis Ends

MG Decade

McGnire at 20''Fox

serves 'urjsdiction over all persons
interested in the estate, for the purpose of cariying out the plan, and
for determining the right to aU
claims against RKO, not yet deter-

mined.

its

record.

At the same time John S. Stover,
Hollywood, April 11.
representing Ernest W. Stirn, RKO
Jones-against Uni- class 'A' stockholder, filed further

— Suit-of-Buck

of objections to the confirmation of the
Stover de-

an plan of reorganization.

award of $3,848 to Jones. Cowboy manded that Edwin Weisl state that
HoUywood, April 11.
William Anthony McGuire checked actor sued to recover sums deducted he does not represent Atlas on the
In at 20th-Fox yesterday (Mon.) to by the producers from grosses to Paramount board of directors. If he'

await an assignment under hb new
Hollywood, April 11.
writer-associate prochecks off the lot AprU 22. ducer.
His last production was 'It's a
Recently McGuire washed up his.
Wonderful World.'
pact as writer-producer at Metro.

Frank Davis, producer at Metro for contract' as

10 years,

cover cost of exploitation.
Universal was charging

does make such a statement Stirn
Jones desires to examine him. Further, he
asks that the final figures for RKO
for the year of 1938 be submitted the
court

$5,000 per picture while the. western
star held out for payment of actual
costs only.

Samuel Goldwyn yesterday (Tues*
day) attacked the hiternal management of United Artists Corp. and
seeks to go beyond the original purpose expressed in his recent suit
against the company, 1. e. the. alleged
breaching of the Douglas Fairbanks,

Alexander Korda and his own contracts by UA. In a statement Issued
through his attorney. Max D. Steuer,
in New York, Goldwyn indicated his
organization, was opposed to the
present UA internal management because of abandonment of the 'idealistic policies on which United Artists
was formed.' He claims UA pledged
itself not to practice 'abuses' and 'it
to
completely eradicate
them from the Industry,'
When pressed for particulars concerning these 'abuses,' and for indication whether there were abuses
other than those complained of, in
connection
with
Fairbanks
and
Korda's respective units,' Steuer
hinted that UA has departed 'from
the high plane on which- it was or-

possible

'

ganized,' that
tures made -by

is,

to distribute pic-

companies of the

first

magnitude, or by artists of the first
rank, and that the present internal
management has completely changed
this
policy.
Asked whether this
specifically concerns a number of

new

individual and independent producers who recently joined the company, Steuer stated that this was exactly what Goldwyn had in mind.
•Naturally,'
said Steuer,
these
high-ranking producers and artists
referred to in the statement were Interested in having each of their pictures sold end distributed solely and
only on the merits of each picture,
and not coupled' with any others.
That policy was implicit In every
contract that was made.
"The Goldwyn company, tied for a

'

BUCK JONES WINS ON

versal over exploitation costs
Jones' pictures has resulted in

MpL on 'Abuses'

X

"The last feature of Bondy's order
decrease from the fourth lowest called for the payment in full, in
bracket of 25%, Into which group cash, of all claims for taxes by the
are the- least regarded features, it U. S. Government on consummation.
AU new claims will be paid after
Is possible that pictures under the
old system which would collect 40% the old ones are settled, except those
in the topmost bracket regardless of the U. S. Government which will
of how they performed at the b. o. be granted a priority on all its
under- the Metro systenb- could cost claims,. The new company also will
the exhib as little as 25%. On the assume all the obligations of the old
other hand, which makes it as fair one.
Application by Hamilton C. Rickafor the distributor as the account,
if a 25% picture turns out to be a by, representing Atlas Corp., to the
Circuit Court of Appeals in N. Y. to
(Continued on page 47)
dismiss the appeal of H, Cassel &
Co., holders of $175,0C(, of debentures, for failure to file the record
on appeal, was denied by the Court
on Monday (10).
The appealing
corporation has until May 15 to file

WS ADV. OVERCHARGE

UAs

Federal Judge William Boudy in number of years to
UA as its sole
N. Y. yesterday (Tuesday) signed the distributor, is affected by this change
formal order of conflrmatiin of the of policy, and United Artists Is also
seriously affected thereby.
Under
plan of reorganization of RKO. The
the
circumstances, the
Goldwyn
judge's order found that he is satis- Corp.
could have taken matter-: into
fied that more than two-thirds of the Its own hands and proceeded
on the
creditors, and a majority of the theory
that
its
contract
was
^ckholders, have approved the breached, and could havo declined
plan. He is also satisfied that Sec- to distribute Its pictures through
tion 221 of Chapter
of the Bank- UA. That would have seriously inruptcy Act has been complied with,
(Contlnued on page 47)
and he is satisfied with the identity,
qualifications, and affiliations of the
board of directors.
Judge Bondy's order reserved
jurisdiction for the court over the
assets of RKO,' and over all persons,
firms, 01 corporations to whom the
Trad* Mark n«gl0t«rad

and administration executives; divl ahd sold 61,933 in January. Left with realized is over that then for every
slon, district and branch managers, 6,197 at the end of February, in addi- 7%% Increase in box office receipts
assets may be transferred prior to
U is inviting its salesmen to the tion to his 62,383 shares of common. the rental is increaised 2%%. Thus consummetion.
The court also reHerbert J. Yates, Jr., of New York, should $10,750 be grossed, then the
convensh.
bought 7,782 shares of $2 preferred share for the distributor Is 37%%.
In Consolidated Film Industries, of By the same token, should the feaSelznick, Par Casters
which he is both officer and director. ture fail to get $10,000, for every
S. E. C. learned in report two years 7%% under that figure, the rental
Cast Themselves Out overdue
that Joseph R. Vogel held decreases by the same degree of
Hollywood, April 11.
no financial stake in- Loew's Boston 2%%.
Charles Richards, casting director Theatres when he went on the board.
While under the plan there Is no

Suit s

Original Purpose; Attacks

FILMSElLlNe?

Tit for Tat

$25,534,000

worth of new 6% debentures due in
1B48, granted by the Securities and
Exchange Cominlsslon last week, indicates to Wall Street financial ob-

Goldwyn Goes Beyond

Swing Conversion

Bros, in obtain-

J
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CoL's 3 RegwDal Meets;

HALF A LOAF THEORY PREVAILS AMONG

A. C,

EXHI6S FAVORING REVISED TRADE CODE
Allied as a Group Agin' It, but Individual Indies
Like the Concessions—'Better Than Nothing/
General Attitude Reservatioiis Made for Future

committee on the back for a good
'

j

—

I

j

On

the premise that "half a loal
Is better than none,' but with the
teservation that the right to seek ad-

.

-

may also take early action, together
with other liidie bodies which will
recommend the pact

to its

members

ditional reforms or concessions in for use in buying the new season's
the future will not be denied them, (1939-40) pictures.
Even If some organizations may
the majority of the country's exhibipart, retors are expected to speedily accept reject the pact in whole or
the trade practice code, now offered fusing to endorse it, all individual
will be offered the provery
may
exhibitors
Tliis
by the distributors.
deals
39-40
the
part
of
members
of
as
exhibitor
visions
likely Include
Allied States Assn., although as indi- when the salesmen come arounddistribucated. Allied will not consider ac- Thus, the position of the
has
States
Allied
even
if
that
submitted.
is
tors
draft
the
new.
tion on
on it and others
The executive committee of Allied turned thumbs down
follow suit, through wanting
States considers it is without power may
reasons, those
other
for
or
changes
to consider the final draft drawn
want the pact emand submitted because there is no exhibs that do
may
contracts
their
in
bodied
l)rovision to cover abolition of block
booking, blind selling and producer- have it
the country's acof
majority
owned circuits; also because a resounder
buy
may
event,
that
in
counts,
lution passed by the Allied board Is
new trade practices code while
to ttie effect that any proposals, to the
The following
merit consideration, must contain all a minority may not
those that snubbed
the details -of arbitration. Allied will year, however,
noses at « 10-15-20% cancellatheir
not convene its board of directors in
may regret
provisions
other
and
tion
trade
special meeting to consider the
enjoyed by competipractices code, as drawn, the or- the advantages
tors who took the 'half loaf' handed
ganization also informs.
this season. The provisions for
them
Although the position of Allied' is
arbitration would apply only with
a disappointing one for the distribu- respect to those accounts which
tors, it is expected that the Motion
signed contracts under the trade
Picture "Rieittre Owners of America
practices code.
and other exhib bodies, possibly
some that are affiliated with Allied,
Col«. Body Approves
vriU accept the draft with reservaDenver, April 11.
tions or tentatively.
In view of the 10 to 20% cancellanieatre owners and managers of
tion privilege, arbitration proposals Rodky Mountain region through a
and lesser features of the plan, gen- committee appointed by President
including Charles Gilmour Indorsed in -effect
eral exhibitor .opinion,
among leaders in exhib politics. Is the proposed Fair Trade Practice
tiiat while greater reforms might be act They feel that what differences
desired, what is being given now is remain can be 'worked out through
vrell worth taking as a starter.
conferences, .^nd -sentiment is that
.The presumption is that if any an amicable agreement is to be preAllied member wants to contract for ferred over Government interfer1939-40 film under a contract em- ence.
bodying the proposals of the trade
Exhibitors thoroughly favor equitpractices code, he will be free to do able system of arbitration. Organ!
BO, regardless of whether the Alil<!<l zatlon reserves the right to enter into
exec committee and board refuses negotiations to obtain further equit
to accept it V.hether or not Allied able adjustment of differences.
may indicate to its exhib members
that they may accept the pact, as
Endorses
Neb.- la.
individuals,
the face

job.

Although they believe the code
should be immediately adopted, exhibs' consensus is 'that it should
really only be a starting point That
after it has been In effect a
is,
short time, they believe the trade
practice meetings should be resumed
to reopen the code and gain inore
advantages.
In the absence of punJab Sid Samuelson, Allied officials were timid to
venture for public constuiption
whether they thought the code good,
bad or In'dlfferent Majority of execs
hesitated to say they had even read
It
United Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, in a statement by President
Lewen Pizor, came out flatfootedly
in favor of the draft.

A

'

'

'

-

-

'

'

'

is not known in
of determination by Allied leaders
to disregard' the plan, in the face of
their fight against block booking,
blind selling, circuit ownership by

'

distributors,

'Which

and

includes the

arbitration
for
details of the

MFTO

Omaha, April 11'
R Waiiams, president of MPTO
Nebraska and western Iowa, ex'
pressed pleasure with the proposed
C.

;

state

Commerce Committee

o< the

Industry trade practice draft submitted to exhibitor organizations last

NW

Indies Like Cede
Senate, and before the House comMinneapolis, April IL
mittee, it hearings are held, in sup'
port of the Neely bill.
While Northwest Allied States
Ed KuykendaU, president of the members. Including its president W.
MFTOA, and other exhib leaders are A. Steffes, are refusing to l>e intertaking the other side of the fence in viewed relative to the new industry
opposition .to the Neely bill. Among code, many of them are saying
these is Frank Cassil, president of privately that it should be gratefully
the Missouri-Kansas Theatre Own' accepted.
Because of the national
ers Assn., who stated Sunday night Allied States' refusal to approve the
<9), before leaving for Washington, pact they'll not voice any opinions
that he would argue against the for publication, there apparenUy beMedy measure. Cassil added that he ing a 'gentiemen's agreement' among
Is in favor of the trade practice pact, them to withhold comment and abide
ss now drawn, and his organization by the national organization's stand.
will probably approve it.
At the same time, the majority ap30% Cancellation Liked
parentiy are well satisfied with the
Although provision for some suit' results obtained and they make no
able form of arbitration is felt to be bones—privately—in letting it be
an important step forward, the known that they're getting more
abnity to reject up to 20% of pic than they expected.
tores contracted when the rental
Harold Field, owner of a large
averages less than $100 is interest- circuit of Iowa theatres and building
ing Cassil as well as other exhibs. a new $150,000 suburban house here,
There is no change in exclusion has come out openly for acceptance
privileges when the rental averages of the code. 'It's a move In the right
over ^0, the 10% cancellation rc' direction,' says Field, who is not a
mrlning the same.
Northwest .Allied member, 'and its
'

.

KuykendaJI, now in Washington
reach New York
Is expected to
Ghoi'tly, at which time he may indicate MPTOA's acceptance. Pact is
in the hands of this national outfit's

•

PAR WOfTT CUT

8-11, First

SCHEDULE;

Columbia Pictures will hold three
regional sales meetings on the '3840 product lineup. First convention
gets under way In AUantic City on
May 8-11, the other two meets are
Chicago, May 14-16, and Los .Angeles,

May

20-22.

Total number, of pictures to be
produced will not ^ be made public
until Abe Montague and Jack Cohn
address the delegates in AUantic
City. Approximately -the same number of films produced for the '38-39
season 'Will be released next season

—40

60

TOGO
Hollywood, April 11.
Barney Balaban announced' on
BSonday (10) Hiat Paramount will
again-tum out 60 feature productions
for the coming season. Decision not
'

.

to cut the number of pictures this
features, 16 westerns, 126 shorts year 'was made de^ite heavy trade
losses abroad in dictator countries.'
serials.
-

and four

Stanton

Neil F.
L. Weisl, Russell Ho<>

Balaban,

"Wothering' Sli^

From

Music Han to N.Y. Rhroli

Griffis,

Agnew, Edwin
man, Leon Netter and Robert II
Gillbam were among party of Paramount executives who arrived here
on Monday (10) for product discussions with studio officials.

Jazzes

Up

Nat't

Eastern

Ads

until

contingent remains here
24 and then joins the

Apirll

Cecil B.

DeMiUe 'Union

Pacific' trek

to Oinnaha for world premiere of that
United Artists' national magazine picture April 28.
campaign on Samuel Goldwyn's
blscusslng the ouUook for next
'Wuthering Heights,' which is costing
WOODS, MISS
year, Balaban states that production
approximately $100,000 and designed
budget for the "39-40 product will excirculation,
FILM to reach some 40,000,000maneuvering
SET IN
ceed that spent by Paramount for the
occasioned some quick
The Parcurrent season output
around, when the picture was 'fiold
amount proxy expressed confidence
Hollywood, April 11.
away from P^dio City Music HalL in ability of the company to exceed
Frederick Brisson, London agent Full page ads in color are breaking the gross business experienced with
in Hollywood for the past month, has currently in such magazines as Satthe '3nS-39 lineup of pictures, basing
set Donald Woods and Adrienne evepost, Ladies Home Journal, Mcexpectations on the plan to give comAmes for leads in British production Call's and the American Weekly the pany's films a special appeal for
of 'First Episode.' Players leave for first three weeks in AprlL Ads in English-speaking and South Amerithese magazines, involving approxiLondon end of this month.
can countries.
Percenter has a deal on with .Para- mately 2,700,000 ckculation, carried
Balaban looks for no curtailment
mount to import WUl Fyfe, British an announcement of the Music Hall of studio personnel and activities due
character actor, to HoUyweoid for engagement
current war scare and loss of
one picture and possible option.
When decision was reached two toforeign business. Since the new proweeks ago to shift the picture to tiie
gram o^'pictures will concentrate on
Rlvoll. N. Y., AprU 13, it was too
markets friendly to the U^ S. present

AMES

DON

.

BRITKH

-

TilUe' as Pic Series

late

to

diange the ads shaped, to

business losses In dictator-ruled na-

concentrate on the Music Hall openHollywood, April 11.
tions will be overcome, and there
ing.
To cover one situation thQ
Republic has closed a deal with American Weekly on Sunday (9) ran will be no necessity for cutting.
King Features Syndicate for -a series a two-column correction in the N. Y.
Convention After All
of Tillie the Toiler' pictures, based Journal-.American on page 2. 'WuOn and off for two years now,
or. the cartoon strip by Russ West- thering Heights' ad
in American
there may be a Paramount theatre
over. Only one picture in this series Weekly
cost
UA and Goldwyn convention,
after all, at:an early date
v.-as announced at current Republic $16,500.
with Barney Balaban presiding land
Convention, with more to follow if
department executives as well as
first one clicks.
theatre partners and their associates
Weeks
6
In
London
Deal was handled by William Saal,
^
attending.
for Republic.
London, April 11,
The convention may be held in
Samuel Goldwyn's production of May in Texas, probably at Dallas,
TTTT AT THE S3SINS
'Wuthering Heights' has been booked headquarters of the Interstate and
for' at least six weeks at the Gau- Robb & Rowley, circuits, partners in
Hollywood, April 11.
History takes another ride in a mont Haymarket theatre, starting the Par chain.
15-chapter serial, 'Overland with April 26. Agreement, which carries
Kit Carson,' to be produced by Jack no 'shutout' clause, was consummated by Arthur Jarratt of GauFier for Columbia.
Cllffhanger will featur* Gordon mont-Britlsh, direcUy with Goldwyn,
EUlott and Iris Meredith.
SINC LEWIS' 'ANGELA'
'

COWAN Wni PRODUCE

foi

week.
machinery to govern it
'It is by far and large the best
Because of the Allied resolutions
which preempts that national or thing we have ever had,' he said.
ganizatiou
from considering the Time and an application of the
trade practices code, Allied's execu- agreement will probably bring some
tive committee has voted unani' modifications, but as a whole it is
Bibusly to appear before the Inter what we want'

;

.

May

adoption

should benefit the entire

Through experience gained
under its provisions, conclusions can
be reached regarding other changes
that may be necessary. Every branch
directors, same as with local bodies. of
the industry should
be the
Irc'^oendent Theatre Owners A.s5n. gainer.'
of rf.Y, of which Harry Brandt is
president, may take action at a meetPhilly Zone OS's Code
ln.s; to be held today (Wed.).
Philadelphia, April 11.
ITO of Southern California Is exNew draft of the trade, practice
pected to accept the draft at an early
while the MPTO of Ne- code has the approval of the great
date,
braska-Western Iowa and the MPTO majority of .exhibs in this territory.
of Virginia have given it executive Although they believe that it Is far
approval. Allied Theatre Owners of from perfect, they are of the opinIowa St Nebraska and the Inter- ion that considerable gains have
jnountaln Theatres A'ssn, of Utah been won -and are ready to pat the
industry.

Hollywood, April

Record Year for Aidi-Pix Attacks;
Legal^ Legislative, Nationalistic
Current

down

year probably

will

go block-booking, as

in the records as the one in

which the industry was the target
for the greatest

number

of attacks,

both from the legislative sector, from
independent organizations, other embatUed associations and the Federal
government. This does not take into
account

the

lambasting

received

from various foreign nations in the
form of restrictions, higher taxes,
quotas and absolute bannings of product
Film business never was faced

it

has been

known

in recent years.

Race between the picture business'
fair trade practice parleys in order

frame a list of industry reforms,
before actual hearings began on UTe
Neely bill, resulted in the trade practice regulation framers beating the
industry reformers (by statute) by a
couple of days. Whether or not the
bam door was locked after the horse
was stolen (the industry put its own
house in order) probably will be de-.
termined during ensuing weeks, as
the Neely bill advances for vote In
the two houses.
Neely bill passed the Senate last
year, but never came to a vote in
the House of Representatives. Inde<r
pendents, however, are beating the
tomtoms louder than ever this year,
and there have been so many
to

with such a sweeping civil anti-trust
suit while being confronted in various key cities with other anti-trust
suits and claimed damages runiiing
into millions of dollars. Heretofore
It either was one big court action or squawks registered with legislators
a few waller suits.
in Washington that a showdown is
On the legislative front Introduc- expected. Much depends, industry

11.

Ijester Cowan has signed a producer deal with Sinclair Lewis to
handle the pictures for his unit
First Is 'Angela Is 22,' with Lewis
repeating bis stage role.
Associated with Lewis in the film

enterprise

Is

produced
deal set

his

Parro

John' J. Wildberg,
play.

'Irish'

No

who

releasing

Washup

HoUywood, April U.
Frankie Darro winds up his fourMonogram with
•Irish Xuck.'
Mary McC^arthy is doing the
screen play from an original by
Charles Molyneux Brown.

picture contract at

Stndio Contracts
Holljrwood, April

II.

Ray Milland inked three-year conParamount

tract at

Warners

signed

Robert

Prinz,

actor.

Paramount handed player ticket to
Susan Paley.
Al Friedman penned scripting deal

at Metro.
some SOO different bills di- leaders, believe, on whether Wash20th-Fox pacted SUnley Rauh.
recUy or indirecUy affecting the film ington solons can be convinced that scripter.
industry has marked the current 44 the new trade reforms -will be placed
Spring Byington's option lifted by
state legislature sessions. The sweep in active operation at once, and 2OU1-F0X.
of measures proposing divorcement whether they will remedy the alLeon Schleslnger signed I. Freleng
of theatres from distributors, or at- leged evils the Neely proposal aims as cartoon director.
tempting to include theatres in chain to cure.
Barbara Reed inked player pact
store laws, has marked the convenLegislative decks were cleared off at RKO.
ing of solons. Number of proposals in four or five more states during the
Paramount contracted Tom Coley,
for censorship also has hit a new last 10 days, leaving less than 25 actor,
high. It is too early now to appraise state legislatures^ still in session. This
Florence Creorge signed by Metro.
the extent"ot-new laws or the 'dam- means to'lhe trade that only about
Ben Hecht handed new Metro
age done.
300 measures affecting the' industry writing ticket
Neely and the Code
still remain to be brought up for
Metro handed player pact to DoroPresently the Industry's attention vote, this year. At one time there thy Humel.
is focused on the Neely anti-block were more than 500 bits of legislation
Metro lilted Carey Wilson's threebooking bill on. which hearings 'be- pending In the 43 states having legis- way option as producer-writer-comgan this week in Washington. Major latures In session this winter.
mentator.
interests feel that it would, alter the
Probably 10 more legislatures will
Warners renewed David Lewis,
entire distribution setup of the busi- wind up their work by the middle of associate producer.
ness, but Independents are clamoring this month, while Florida first opened
Metro picked up Its option on
tor it as a means of ducking present its legislative session 10 days ago.
Spanky MacFarland, moppet
tion of

.
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Guflders East

—

,

Deny ALA Bow^Out

MULL

Report from the Coast that the Screen Writers Guild plans to with*
draw from the Authors League of America and affiliate with tha
American Federation of liabor is emphatically denied by Guild members in New York, It Is acknowledged that the Guild Is contemplating
a tie with some sort of labor, organization, but positively stated that
there is no intention of severing relations, with the League, Same assertion is made by League executives.
According to Lillian Hellman, a member of the SWG council, any
statement that the Guild is considering a break with the League is 'absolutely untrue.' No such action is being or has been thought of, she
claims. Committee has been named by the Guild council to study the
matter of affiliation with some labor organization, she explains, but
adds that neither the AFL nor any other outfit was specifically men-

VARIETY

WlamWylerCrossesWB-UAPAs;

BID FOR

1 CiiHER

Gives

that organization.

WB Ibps
As

Tab

Legtt Exiwriineiit

—

DENIED IN N.Y.
'

Hollywood, April 11,
Screen Writers Guild is mulling a
proposal to sever connections with
the Authors League of America and
to apply for a local charter in the
American Federation of Labor. A
special committee composed of Robert Rossen, Frances Goodrich, MelBaker,. Judius Epstein and
ville

11.

William Holden, nee Beedle, la
playing the title role in 'Golden
Boy' at Columbia for $50 a week.
Salary was revealed in Superior.
Court where his contract with
Paramount was approved.
Pact calls for $50 weekly for
six months -and ranges up to $400
in seven years. Holden was discovered in Pasadena by a Paramount scout and loaned to Columbia for bis screen debut

WB

UHEATSDEAL

.

FORDARRIEUX

Leonard S. Janofsky, SWG counsel,
has been appointed to investigate the
advisability of affiliating with a national labor organization.
This committee is expected to submit Its findings to the executive
l>oar(). within two weelcs, and the
recommendations will then go to the
Action
membership for approval
is said to have been prompted by
SWG's long-drawn-out fight for recognition by the producers. Tops bewith A.F.L. backing
lieve, that
the Guild would have been in a position to force a showdown with the
major companies a year ago.
Mov« would have the support of
the Screen Actors Guild, which is

French-bom,

Inasmuch as Wyler up to this
point hadn't menttoned 'Wutherins
Heights,' a UA p,a. offered the leading question, 'What's, the best picture
you've ever scen7*- ^^^e-.newsreels,'
Wyler shot back, and then went on
the Parisienne's film services. Studio to plug 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy.'
'Movies should tell what is happenhas been trying to induce Miss Darrieux to return ever since her first ing," Wyler explahied, 'and 'Spy*
American picture, The Rage of does that I think It will clean up
at
the boxoffice because It takes
Paris,'
sides.
Call It propaganda if you
Hollywood, April

11.

Rablnovlch demanded $400,000 for
his contract rights, and Universal
After experimenting with the polHerbert
cams back with a counter-offer,
icy at the Lincoln, Union City, N. J.,
already affiliated, with the A.FX.
Chi's Oriental at
meanwhile holding two completely
Warner Bros., has. abandoned any
through its connections with the Asscripted stories ready for the star's
Idea of GubsUtuting tabloid legit
Cliicago, April 11.
Artistes of Amersociated Actors
retiun. Scripts are *Rlo' and 'Almost
shows for the second feature on dual
Hugh Herbert returns to the loop ica. .If the
moves into ranks
an Angel,' both on Joe Pasternak's
bills. Plan was tried with one-hour as the Oriental's headliner, week of
of A.F.L. it might call for slmUar
list
versions of The Last Mile' and 'Pur- AprU 21.
action by the Screen Directors Guild
suit of Happiness,' but was described
Played for Jones, Linick Sc Schae- in order to bring three big Guilds
as an outright failure by execs of the for last season at the State-Lake.
Invests iB Freach Pie Co.
closer together than is now possible
chain.
No mor« tests of the idea The Oriental date said to ba for through their Inter-Talent Council.
.'
Paris, April 3.
will be made.
$3,000.
Danielle Darrieux has stepped into
An- J'lj. charter would give the
According to Ellen Spencer, who
undivided support o^ film production here by investing in
scriveners
produced the "Mile' and 'Pursuit'
more than 25,000 film workers who Films Victoria, directed by Gregor
shows for Warners, several other
already, belong to studio locals char- Rabinovitsch, who has rights to the
chains are mulling the idea. Among Lanrel
These star's' services for the next four
tered by the Federation.
them are said to be RKO, Loew's,
would include actors, teamsters, years. According to Rabinovitsch,
Balaban
Katz and Fanchon
Reunite for Roach;
painters, carpenters, musicians, and Miss Darrieux has taken a one-third
Marco. Similar legit-film bill setup
interest In the company.
lATSE, etc.
was tried on the Coast some years
Final showdown parleys between
Boris Morros'
Universal and Rabinovitsch battle
ago, but failed to dick. Miss Spenproducers and
on writer con- over who holds the exclusive rights
cer had hoped Warners would extract are scheduled for this week. If to the star's service:: resulted in a
tend the plan to about 50 houses,
Hollywood, April 11.
two are unable to get together,
Paris
court ruling awarding the
which would have permitted more
Hal. Roach, and Stan Laurel have will ask the National Labor Relarights to Rablnovltscii, who has a
expensive productions, name casts, called off their suits, and the comic
tions Board to resume its hearings foiur-year pact with her.
etc.
returns to co-starring with OUver on unfair labor practice complaint
Regular Broadway players were Hardy under Roach's production against the major companies.
vsed In the two productions at the aegis.
Following the settlement
e-Honr Call Too Costly
Union City house. Seth Arnold, who Roach closed a deal with Boris Morwas in the original production of ros for a loanout of Laurel and - Tentative agreement by producer
for
six-hour mininvum
'Pursuit,V directed the briefle version Hardy to appear in a remake of a attorneys
work
call
in studios is said to have
and played his same part Others French picture to be produced by
caused considerable agitation among
In the cast included Viola Roache the former Paramount music head.
film
executives
when
it was learned
and Dortha Duckworth. Paul Mann,
Eleanor Powell has been booked
Laurel-Hardy team will do four
who played the lead in 'Mile,' is to four-reelers for United Artists re- the proposal would cost nearly $2,- for two weelcs of personals by
be screen-tested by Warners. Miss lease, under terms of the new deal 000,000 a year. Plan would call for Loew's at her studio salary. She
Spencer did the settings and cos- with Roach. Harry Langdon, who an additional expenditure of $250,000 opens April 27 at the State, New
tumes for both shows. Theatre re- teamed with Hardy in 'Zenobia,' at Metro alone, with proportionate York, and follows i week later into
tained the same price scale 10c. top. when the Laurel trouble broke, goes costs at other studios.
the Capitol Washington.
Plan had been suggested by Jeff
Working with Andy lona's HaSince the shows were given in a back to writing.
Kibre and other leaders of autonomy waiians (6), who appeared with her
so-called "presentation house,' the
fight
Technicians
Local
37
in
as
a
in 'Honolulu' (M-G), Miss Powell
venture came uiider American Fedmove,
to
settle various court disputes will cost the Loew theatres around
eration of Actors Jurisdiction, so the
Involving producers and the Interna- $5,700 weekly. She's reported askusual Equity ruling of eight pertional Alliance of Theatrical Stage ing more from theatres not affiliated
formances weekly did not apply.
Employees. Is reported that produc- with Metro.
l*glt portion of the bill was given
VISIT
ers
called attorneys into conference
twice dally. Despite abandonment ot
and promptlv vetoed the tentative
the idea by Warners, Miss Spencer
Details for covering the visit of settlement Suggestion was made at
still hopes to do tab
versions of
Sobs
For
conference
a
between various groups
and
queen
to
Canada
king
England's
'Street Scene,' Three Men on a
Horse,' The Drunkard,' the Noel and U. S. next month were mapped with Dr. Towne Ny lander, regional
Colbert in Brit "Tears'
Coward one-act plays and (in the out by newsreel representatives in director here for NLRB.
The Screen Actors Guild has startmidwest) The Women.' However, Toronto last week. Official reprethat would depend on whether an- sentatives from the five American ed a campaign to eliminate cliiselers
Hollywood. April 11,
other chain decides to experiment newsreels went from N. Y. to the Mnd runners from the ranks of Class
Ellen. Drew left yesterday for Loncohfaib with Canadian government B players in an effort to provide
with the plan.
don to play the top femme role in
officials. Rules as to what the cam- more work for extras and to protect
Paramount's 'French Without Tears,"
era crews could and could not do the earnings of those who depend to
be produced by David Rose.
upon the industry for a livelihood.
were laid down.
British comedy role was .originally
Royal party is scheduled to visit Nearly a score of extras have been Intended for Claudette Colbert.
the New York World's Fair between cited for. trial under Rule 14 of the
May 4 and 11, then stop at President SAG by-laws which prohibits an acRoosevelt's home at Hyde Park, N. tor from appearing in a picture and
for Lewis at
at the sanve time participating in
Y., thence a call at Washington.
Jack Benny has three more picthe employment of other players.
tures to go with Paramount under
Rule 14 read.s as follows:
Hollywood, April 11.
Seitz Saves $30,000
his existing contract, at a reported
'No one who works as a casting
David Iiewis, newly pacted by. War$125,000 per feature.
Hollywood, April 11.. director, or who enga';es or selects, ners as associate producer, has four
.Ftfur days ahead of schedule. or has the right to hire and dis- oictures on his slate, beginning with
Completed and awaiting release,
no date as yet being set, is 'Man George Seitz brought in '6,000 charge actors, may be a member o( 'You Can't Escape Forever,' rolling
About Town,' production on which Enemies,' his first directorial Job at the Guild. Any member who per- May 1,
Was interrupted on various occasions Metro since his return to the studio forms such function or functions
Following' are 'And It All Came
hy the gem-smuggling difficulties In- after a year at Paramount
shall be asked to resign, and upon True,' 'All This and Heaven, Too'
volving Benny.
(Continued on page 47)
and 'Don Juan.'
Speed saved Metro about $30,000.

Hugh

Booked
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For
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SWG

.
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A

and Hardy

&

&

Loan

best 'writers, directors and actors.
Especially actors. No one can compare with them. No one in America
is equal to Remu.
Technically only
is
Hollywood ahead.'
Wyler la

Return of Danielle Darrieux to
Hollywood is Ihidlcaled by Universal
execs, who ate close to an agreement
with Gregor Rabliiovlch, French producer and holder of prior contract to

.

Substitute for No. 2 Feature

Philadelphia, April 11.
William Wyler, director of 'WuthHeights,' brought here by
United Artists and the Warner circuit to plug the opening of the pic,
gave execs of both outfits plenty of
need for an aspirin at a press and
exhib luncheon tossed in his honor
last week.
An ex-publiclty man,
Wyler refused to give expected Hollywood answers, .delighting his interviewers by caushig shudders la
those responsible for bringing him
here and the pja,s accompanying him.
First off, he declared that Franc*
today is making the best pictures
better than Hollywood, That brought
arguments and cajoling from the UA
and
crews, but Wyler wouldn't
be budged. 'French pictures,' he said,
'are the best because they have tha

ering

Ranks

.

Boy

Los Angeles, April

.

Marc Connelly, Authors League president, took time out from rehearsing The Happiest Days' to declare that the Screen Writers will
positively not quit the League. He explained that he kiiows there is
sentiment in that direction among Guild members and said that, as a
Guild member himseU, he would strongly oppose any such action. He
also stated that the Guild could affiliate with the AFL without breaking, with the League and likewise ventured the opinion that in any
case the Guild lacks the right to withdraw from Its parent group.
Connelly added that the League, as well as the Guild had for years
contemplated the prospect of a tieup with the AFL or some other labor
body, but said there is no Immediate inclination in that direction.

Wrong Answers, Mugs French

Peaniit
Scribes Figure Union Backing Will Speed Up Producer Recognition Weed
Out Chiselers in Extra

tioned.

Dashiell Hammett, another Guild council member currently In New
York, likewise scouted the possibility of SWG withdrawal from the
League. He e^cplained that in the first place it would be unnecessary
to quit the League in order to tie lip with the AFL. And in the second
place,, he doubts whether the Guild charter or constitution empower it
to withdraw from its parent body, ai least without permission from

8

SWG

want but then

ELEANOR POWELL^S

$5J0OPERSONALS

someone com*

The worst newspaper Is better than
the best film, Wyler said, becaus*
papers tell news that Is 'of vital interest to all of 'tts, because it affects
all of us, wiiether we live in Europ*
bi*

and

not

Newspapers are dramatia

exciting.'

Wyler

said bis next pic will be

a

blog of Hans Christian Andersen
with Gary Cooper. In the lead role.
He said he wished to could introduce cartoon characters, combining
cartoons with flesh In the film.
At that point Walt Disney, also at
the luncheon, interjected, 'I wouldn't
like it
it would be like pasting a
photograph head on a drawing, ,Th«

two

just don't

SWG

'

let

along and produce a pro-Nazi picture.'

BERLIN'S

go together.'

miC SEQUE

TO HIS KAGTIME BAND'
Hollywood, April 11.
Irving Berlin has started on 'Say
With Music,' sequel to 'AlexanRagtime Band' on the 1939-40
schedule at 20th-Fox.
Picture, named after one of Berlin's song hits, will contain 25 of his
old numbers.
'

It

der's

—

NEWSREELS ARRANGE

ROYALTY

PK

Drew

Par

BENNY HAS THREE MORE
TO GO AT PARAMOUNT

.

4

.

WB

Leisen Sez Col

Fonkd

Contract, Sues for 5Cti
Los Angeles, April 11.
Mitchell Leisen filed a $60,000 suit
against Columbia, charging breach of
contract.

Director complained he si>nied a
12-we.pk pact March 6 callhig for
weekly, but has received
no pay.

$4,166.66

Weismuller's N. Y. Fair

Date; Coogan-Grable Bid
Nils T, Granlund, who will operate
a concession at the New York
World's Fair,
is
negotiating
for
Jackie Coogan and Betty Grabl*
(Mrs. Coogan) to appear as' a team.
He's offering them a combined salary of $3,000 weekly,
Johnny
Weismuller
has
been
signed by Billy Rose to star with
Eleanor Holm In the Aquacade at
the New York World's Fair. William Morris office set the deal,
Weismuller
has
a riin-of-the.show contract, but snecial stipulations permit him to withdraw at any
time after due notice.

Top Show Business

Edward Kaufman
Jerome Kent ..»..
Gregory La Cava..

Salaries for '37

L. Laaby...i
K. Lauren.. i...

Jesse
S.

Albert

GoaU.xM

cor- Ben

the

Louis J>.
Lmb Ootdon
poration salaries for 1937, oecordinp Samael HottcatUln**,
Robut HapldBl.....f
to TiiasuTv Dept fioures furnished Luolen Hubbard
Congress, which, thus tnafces possible B. H. Hyman
Allan Jonw..
publication of incomes abooe $15,000. Qua Kolin
cm
For 193a, incomes of $75,000 and Gur KIbbM. .. «.••*<
KoenlK.Mi,
over will be appronei for publica- William
Norman Krama
lists
report
1432-pa0e
The
tion.
Bobint' Z. iMBard
nearly 50,000 persons who were paid Loula Listaton...'
^
from $15,000 up. Most of the pay- Kdmund Lowa
HacDonaM
ments not onlu cotter salaries but Jeannetta
Herman Uanldawloi,
bonuses, and of course, are not net Joseph Ifanklewlca
incomes, since considerable busincsf Jack UcGowan
expense must come out of these fig' J&mea K. UcQulnnesa
ures.

Film companies accounted for 40
'

or more

438,800

•

Hontgonierr

104,025
ilO,8SO
410,230
$1.10, 'lilS

and upwards class.
This breakdown groups picture
companies in one classl/lcatlon, and

—

show

of

adv^rtisinff agencies, etc.

Oliver

Mary

Aator.

John

Boles

Norman. Z. McLeod
Ho] B. Roach,....

Lyda Robertl (deceaaed).
Roland Toung

B. P. Sohnlbors Pletares, Inc.
P, Schuiiwrg;
P. Schulberg,
ductions. Ltd

Abeme

Brian

Newman

Alfred

UA

(tiom

Inc.

t03,tTS

$60,000
$58,938
$02,101
$57,490
$242,830
$78,875

MlehoUs iL Schanck

$489,602
1820,416

David Bernstein
Al -Clchtman
Arthur M. Loew
;
Plus,
from
Colrar
Corp
r, Robert Rubin
lAlso sea M-O-M).
Louis B. Mayer....
Robert Lynch
WUlIam Rodteia
t
Liflwlg Lawranoa
Plua,
from
Cblvar
Corp
;

Bam Bckmaa.
Corp

Culver

Felix FelsL.....
Leuls B. Mayer..,.'

;

I

Barrymore

Freddie Bartholomew

Beeir

I

(Robert

SST.ooo
tlKO.OOO
$63,106

Tay$173,312
$S3,800
i03,<oe

lor)

fosepb Callela
J.

J.

Oohn

John W. Consldlna, Jr
Jack Conway
Joan Crawford
Oeorse Cukor

«0S,7IS0

$108,621
$301,1188

,

Roy Del RuUi...
Melvyn Douglas
Nelson Bddy
Madge ^ens
Seymour Felix.
Nnt Flnston
Victor Flemlnr
Sidney FranklTn
Arthur Freed
Jules

Furthem

Clark Oablo
Greta Garbo
Cedrlo Gibbons

;
'

$85,240

lishing C!o.)

Benton

ft

Bowles
Bowlea

W.

(33,000
$50,760

(52,000
$54,000

Hobler.*

&

Bert, Allenberg

•

Co,
Allenberg

Bertram
Phil Berg

Betir. Stebhins,

Allenberg

&

(02,000
$85,260

Blum,

Inc.

$00,000

Phil Berg....
Blackett, Sample,
Hill Blackett..
C. C. Block
B. F. Rummert

,

$110,000
$68,250
(131,014
IllO.OOO

G. Sample
Co.)

MaJ. Edward L. Bowes,,.
Fanny Brlce (Shuberta)
Joe E. Brown (David L. hotn

Proda)
* Williamson Tobacco Co.
George C!ooper
J. B. Brnlatour
;
Bulova Watch Co.
B. p. Epstein
,

$00,337
$427,817
$64,000
$207,.%00

Brown

$84,702
$140,000

J. (niurchlll (Donahue
Columbia Pictures Corp.
Jack Cohn

&

Alice

"

S72,0S3
$148,378
$19,410
$To:i. 100
$48,100
$51,041
$Se,6tO
$160,000
$128,988
$52,070
$84,075
$280,000
$472,499
$68,280

Corp.)

$76,620

$58,833
$210,399
'

Dunne

Douglaa Fairbanks, Jr
Preaton FosUr
TBj Oarnett

Grant'

Howard Hawks
,,.
Hepburn
Edward Everett Horton

.

1,051

$203,7.'>1

$36,383

from all parU,of_the, world who anticipate
New York WorUP* Fair 1939 are cordially
make use of faeiUtie$ at Variety*» New York
1S4 We$t 46th street, to which mail may he

Shotvtnen

addressed to be calied for on orrivaL

$22,611
$00,074
$34,932

Lynn Fontanne
Katharine Hepburn

n01,474

Walter Thompson Co.
John U. Reber

$80,140
$00,14g
$03,045

MacFarlane

B.

$00,000

quirer Co.)

;.

$68,140

United Artlsta Corp.
A. H. Glannlnl
William B. Warner (McCall Mag).

$78,000
$108,221

Circuit

Management

Joseph Bemhard
J, B. Coston.....
J.

$97,500
$56,600

Hoffman

$58,8M
^

Tribune)
W. R. Wllkersoa

Co.

$55,808
$68,169

132 08$

Walter WIncheU (N. T. Mirror).. $31,89$
Plua. from 20th-Fox
$160,000
Daniel
P.
Woolley
(Standard
T.

(N.

Brands)
R. Wurliuer Co.
R. R. Wurlltaer

Heraid-

Trlbane)

$55,000

$30,000

J.

$60,000
(00,000

.

Ed Wynn
Herbert
Film

Tatea

((^msoUdated

Industries)'.
Toung ft Rublcam, Inc.
(Piaster J. La Roche

'

$76,180
.

.

;

{

;

;

Somervllle

Norman Taurog

Sam

H^410

Blscholt

(SO

Joan Blondell

T. J.

$2,023,806.

Hearst Consolidated Pablicatlona,

$00,660

George Brent
H. J. Brown.....

$7^374

coupons

Patke Net Off $SM,Mt
Pathe Film Corp. net profit In 1038
declined nearly $390,000 according to
the annual statement .sent stockholders last week. Met profit was
$77,158 in the 12.month period ending last Dec. 31 as compared with
$466,918 in 1937.

Company blamed a

$81,009
$117,000
$88,208

Claudette Colbert
RIcardo Oortez
Michael C^urtlz
Befte Davis
Wilhelm Dleterle
Al Duhin
R. Enrlgbt ,
Olenda Fnrrell
Errol Flynn

.

Mervyn Leroy
Anatole Lltvak ....
Robert Ix>rd ......
Archie Jiayo ......
S. J. .Miller.
Paul Muni

Frank McHugb
Pat O'Brien
Richard B. (Dick) Powell
Claudo Rains
Max Reinhardt
Casey Robinson
Edward O. Robinson
Hal Wollis

Harry Warren
S. C. ElnfcM
Gradwell L. Sears

Sam Sax

"

A

Inc.)

diwy payments

Lever Bros. Co.
A. P. Bemhard
P. A, Countway
Beatrice Llllla (Shuberta)
Waiter LIppmann (N. T. HeraldTribune)
B. H. Little (Colgate-PalmolivePcet Co.)

Hanid Lloyd

^

Bryan Foy

Al Jolson
Boris Karlott
Ruby Keeler
Wmiam Kelghley

'

Lenox B. Lohr (NBC)
H. Lord.....'........;;;;
Lord & Thomas, Inc.

ptiiuips
jy,

$55,888
$203,100
(67,702
$54,100
$140,000
$100,000
(40,000
(00.277
$33,000
$13.1,017

$06,006
$120,3,13

S.

,S.„McC«rron8 (CleveUnd
'"•Si
Plain Dealer)
John Mccormick (agent)

W. Bambart
Hay T. Wllken
Mo» Annenberg

(30,-JHU

$05,000

Harvey Deuell
Frank Oiaattl

The proxy statement accompanying the report to stockholders solicited proxies for the annual meeting
set for April 25.
Henry J. Guild,

Allan P. Kirby, Robert M. McKlnney, Robert R. Young, Louis PhilHps, Cbarles A. Stone and Kenneth

M. Young have been nominated by
(82,832
$56,58.1

$54,000

$I30,.107
;

year totalled

porL

(30,000
(32,100

$ 1 00,475
$100,760
$85,083
- $38,542 .;^.J, McCoaker (Bamb«rger3road^.
$30,000 _ casUng Service)
"wiisoj'
O. O, Mclntyra (McNaught Syndicate, Inc.)
„,
$]in|noo
...
$70,770
$17e.:M0 Geoige McManuB (King Features) $101,208
Haven
McQuorrle
(Warner
Bros.
$10,083
Broadcasting Corp.)
$08,065
News Syndicate Co.. loo,
R. C. Ilolliss
$180,307
J.

last

Pathe FUm capital surplus was.
figured as being $1,718,530 in this re$62,476

•.

Mirror*
n"£-"\AJ***%«i*''
K' McCtann (HcCann-Erlckson)

re-

only $245i000.

R. Goona...^...,

M, L. Foreman
A. D. Losker
D. M. Noyea
;;;;
W. E. MacFarlane.
Zeppo Marx.s
"•"JI *f"'SS''' McBrlde (Radio
QuaUty Group Service)...

$227,900

ductlon in dividends received on its
Investment in Du Pont Film Mfgand 22% decline in operating income
as responsible for dip in earnings.
While Pathe received $472,500 in
dividends from Du Pont in 1037, thf

'

'LeuMn' (Lenmn*

$10,679.

Depreciation U placed at $431,788,
while interest expense for the yeat
totals $322,286.

Lee (D>Aroy Advartlaing

M>illlp "w."
Mitchell,

of

to $98,050, while earned
Interest ran to $27,030 and adjust*
ment of accrual In prior years for
tax refunds on debenture interest

Wh»:::::::::::::::::

A.

administration

Dividends from subsida

amounted

Inc.
,

O.'iS

$74,'SSS

Frank Boixage

and

expenses

James O. Harbprd (RQA)
Hargrave (Eastman Kodak).

$110,010
$64 161
$00,284

$122 000
$62,100
$110^266

$«,701 Busby Berkeley

$61,400
$61,.
$271,711
60,500
$251,347
$35,000
$107,333
$144,888
$81,312
$51,230
(105,000
$113,626
$130,410

Variety will hold your mail

invited to

$.11,400

;

'.

visiting the

$52,000

162 000
$34,661
$34,0g9

,

Harold T. Webster (N. T. Herald.

,'

;

(Du Pont Film

Steers

I.

Mfg. Co.)
K. N. Swanson
The Theatre Guild, Inc,
Ina Clalra....:

DIVIDENDS

,

Levy

Katliarlne

Newton

$320,054

:

George A.
.

Fandro 8. Barman.
John Bolea
Samuel J. Briskln

Ory

Spyros P. (Jointly
from Skouraa Theatres Corp...
'
A. W. Smith. Jr. . :
Herman Stark (Cottnn Club, N.T.)
ft

Soups)
$72,016
Raymond Rublcam..;
HeUman
A. H. DIebold (Sterling Products). $tlS,000
Sonja Henle
^0,720 Walter B. Disney.
(39,750
Rose Louise Hovick (Gypsy Roaa
Roy S. Durstlna
$84,116
Lee)
$84,168
Julian Johnson
$06,208 Edlagton-Vincent^no. (H. B. EdIngton and F. W, Vincent.. each
$52,600
Nunnally Johnson
(106,260 _
Esty & Co.
Henry King
|i67i444
WUIiara C. Esty
$100,000
Sidney Lanfleld
$98,583
PlaykowM^ Net Lots PatiK
James 0. Tatea
$62,600 Met
Sonya Levlen
(73,833
Net Off «9M,«M
Kenneth MacGowan
$80,833 Cbarles K. Feldman
(59,084
Hara
Gene Markey
Fisher
(McNaught
Syndicate)
$83,448
$74,128
Flagslad
Geoiga Maiahall '
(Metropolitan
$62,875 Kinten
Opera) ..
.-.
Victor McLaglen
$104,323
Eamiogs
of former Fox chain
Plus,'
from
Paramount
Annabella Murat
$a2;500
Alan E. Freedman (Do Luxe Labs)
known as Metropolitan Playhouses,
Warner Gland (deceased)
$89,900 Kerwin
H. Fulton (Outdoor AdErnest Pascal
75,050
Inc., of which Joseph M. Schenck I*
vertising Co.)
Wlllhim Powell
43,833
president, are placed at $50,900 for
Tyrone Power
68,681 Frank B. Gannett
Gregory Ratoff
the year ended Jan. 31 last, aftep
97,808 J. Stanley GetcheU
AI RItz
03,923 B. R. Goble (Stadc-<3oblo Advg.).
provision for Income taxes of $3,479.
Harry Rita
08,823 H. Preston Goodfellow
A. B. Orimtha (Readers Digest)..
Jamea RItz
Met and subslds show rent Ihcom*
S},92S
Richard Groiler (Post FubUshlng
WlUlam Robinson
53,400
of $3,501,070 for period, against rent
Co.)
William A, Salter,.
(132,468

Slmone Simon
John Stone

Milton Berla

$00,000

$242,061

atres)
George P.

;

'

Ned B. Deplnat

Irene

atres)

(08,871
(83,388
(78,000
(113,248
(110,828

Spyros P. Skouraa (National The-

Hany Kalmlne

Pictures).
A. Curley (N. T. Eve. Journal)

William De Beck (King Features)
CeoU B.'De Hille
William T. Dewart (Frank A,
Munaey Co.)
Arthur C. Dorranca (Campbell

$55,"
.5,260

;

Sid Silverman
Charlea P. Skouras (National The-

I.

tures)

.

Jules

Myron Selznick

'

,

Coti>.

Frank F. Barium
(01,588 gwtrwia Templa
$60,838 Shirley Temple
$58,742 Harry Tngend
$55,083 Hearst
Enterprises^ Inc.
Preston . Sturgea
$184,230 Walter WineheU .,.
$lE0iO0O
H. M. Blteer
Albert Sutherland
$88,500 Sol M. Wurtzel..
$182,583
Helen
Jack
Gladya Swarthout. >..:..,
Tellen
...
(01,;
$70.10»
Harlan Thompson
^$85,;883 Loretia Toung
$150,010
T. J. While
*....«
fVank Tuttle
... (148,016 Osa Johnson ..
$57,000 Hearst Hagaalnea, Inc.
Raoul Walsh
... $146,000
R. B. BarllB
Walter
WllUam a; Wcdlman....
...
(64,010
ProducttMs, Ine.
William F. Blgelow
Adolph Zakor....i
... $210,470
Charles Boyer
$265,101 Jack Holt. (Darmour. Inc.)
Dale Van' Bvery
$52,075 Madeleine
F. T. Hopkins (National Outdoor
Carroll
$114,700
King Vldor
$21,428 Henry
Advertising)
Fonda
$47,083 Hurok
Attractions
$72"•
*72;ooo
£•?",
V. de Basil..
Prlaelpal ProdaeUons
SylWa *S?,"*'*
Udney
$114,100
$ISOiOOO Herbert T. Kalmns (Technicolor
Bobby Breen
$iao24 Walter F. Wanger
of Hollywood)....
^,000 Natalie
Sol Lesser
„ '.*(•. M.Corp.
$44,000 Irving Cumminga
Kalmus (Technicolor)..
Basil Rathbona
$17,706
Arthur W. Kelly.'.
Warner Bros. Plotnres, be.
Ned Bparka
$16,666
Kenneth Kline (N. T. Mirror)....
H. M. Warner
$115,838 Frank Knox (Chicago Sally Newa)
Albert Warner
B«p«bll« ProdaoUcHM, bo.
$08; 383 Arthur H. Kudner.
,
J. L. Warner
$137,383 Lady Esther, Ltd.
Gena Aulry
$20,500 S. P. Friedman
$52,000
Alfred Buslel
Janwa Gleaaon
$23,600 Sam E. Morris..;
(78,000
Syma Buslel
Guy Klbbca
$15,833 Herman Starr
$52,000 Bert Lahr (Shuberta)..:
Phil Regan
$18,976 Robert W. Perkins
(62,000 Jadt Latt (N. T. Mirror).....,...:
Jacob WlUc
p2,000 Abe Lastfocel (WllUam Morris
KKO-lUdl* Pletwcs, Ine.
Robert Sehless
Agency, Inc.)
$31,983
Fred Astalre

David SamoS (RCA)
George J. Schaefer
B. C. Segar (King Features)

Warner Bros.

Emanuel Cohen (Major

$114,241
(61,210
$107,654
$89,641
(07,991

.•

$50,000

Co.)

•

.

Davis

t86,2U
$10,587

-

',

Howard

$64,000

W, Robblns (General Outdoor
Adv'g Co.)

B.

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.......
Ruthrault ft Ryan, Inc., F. B.
Ryan and W. B. RathranH. ,eacb
Paul Sarazen (Publlshora Servlca

W.

B. Nesbitt

CurUs Publlahing
y- p- XSS'*-'
P. a oonins
F. A. Healy
Marlon Davles

$355,000

Cheaser Campbell
$60,250
R. M. Lee
$50,000
R. R. McOirmIck
(30,000
'..
D, F. UcMabon
$(M>,006
L. H. Rhose^
v
$100,000
Charlea A. lVler .(PblIadelphla In.

H. Cochrane (Universal Pic-

R.

-

Ing Co.)

Cunningham)

Stanley Resor.
Henry T. Stanton
Chi Tribune Company.

Coe).

.'

(^lumbla Broadcasting Coip'.
Bdward Klanber
William s. Paley
(Mller Adv'g Service, Inc.

W.

(64,01

$58,461
$8S,(
(06,t
$S3,(
$8i,(

Martin J, Qulgley
$e9,8n
Robert L, Ripley (KIngFeatures). $146,777
"
'
J. P. Roche (Roche WlUIams *:

J.

W.

Pl,4

Lockard......
E. A. Mcifanis
L. Earl Ory
,
Chsrles Price
»
J. E. Salathe
Edward Plaut (Lebn * Fink)....
Joseph Pulitzer (Pulitzer Publish-

$53,105

.

Abe Schneider
Aba Montague

(66,691

,

W,

Alfred Lunt

Ed.

W.m

f77,on

„,

L. Lockard

C.

R.

4k Tareher. Inc.
Stanley A. Brown:

ital

Allan Dwan
Stuart Erwln

W. W. Lamp

Brown

Wlnton...... ............
Connolly (Ring Features)
Kant Cooper (Associated Press)..
Katharine Cornell
J. Cheever Cowdin (Standard Cap'$6Si7eO
$100,000
$184,833
$160,000
$17,803
$162,144
$69,666
$30,000
$145,400
$57,708
$55,856

Edward E. Horton.
Leallo Howard ....

office,

turea)

Bruce Barton
Thomas N. Beck (CMwell Pub-

L.

Don Amcche

Kay Francis
Hugh Herbert

'

Ing Fea-

(

_

I

I

,'

Frank Borzase
Clarence Brown
Maolo Herb Brown,...;

$65,000
$100,000

Odium

^Ine

'

Banrmora

(59,187

Hatcb

Floyd B.

Wasfn

I

M. Robert Rabin
Plus from M-G-M DlsL Corp..
B. J. Mannlx
,
Sam Katx
Harry Rapt
Zoe AkIna.....
Dorothy AraneT.

Brugta

Patrick

(Gail

877,«2« <3iarIA RvgglM
U2,II00 Wealegr Bngsles
MS.SSl Alfred Bantell
S86,ein Randolph Scott
fTe.OOO Fanchon Staaon..,

MelnHQoUwyii-IIajrcr

Arllnston

Mlnnelll

FlUpattIck)
George Raft
880,000 Ralph. Rainier
81B4,302 Leo Robin
Sxport
Bogard Rogers

:

Wallace

Vlncente

Borla Morros
UO.tMO Margaret Lavelle

Nicholas M, Schenck
David Bemstala...-

£ohn

$77,666

n^,000
$77,000
$118,750
$150,000
$68,800
$64,785
$52,333

iil.OOO

Leopold Friedman
Charles C, Moskowlta
Loula E. Sidney

Lionel.

Frank Uoyd..^
Carole Lombard

Mamonllan
March
Edwin Justus Mayer

Howard Dlete

.

$183,929

Leiwin

Thomas Loo MeCaiey

tl,16I,7Ba
tei,4S0

,013

$50,061

y5 |7jjl

...cf,

Dynond..,

O. L.

.

William Le Barea.r
Jamea Leisen

Export

Jr

from

Plus,

Hurley

,000
ll^ioao

Ciorp.

L. B.

Arthur (Bugs) Baer

W.

Sara

1228,118 Reuben
1041,128 Frederio

-

Tnc^
Atlas

J. V.'

Warner Baxter
Wallace Beery
Ben B«ml«
DaTld W. Butler
Eddie Cantor

Fsye
John Ford
$125,468 Gene Fowler
Sheridan Glbney
Mack Gordon
Edward H. Grimth
Rayntond Griffith
Jack Haley

Eraat Lnbltacb..,,
iUT.OOO Ida Luplno
SSS6,«7i Fred MacMurray

Bxport

(118,000
$179,220

^i?'*'^ Earl Carroll
Roy Del Ruth
$288,410
$100,000
$82,700
$870,000
$114,703

C. Fields.

Albert

Loew's, Inc.

Corp.

Joseph M. Schenck
9. R, Kent
W. C. Michel
Darryl Zanuck
$113,8.1.')
William Goetz
$00,000 Robert Kane
m.SOO John D. Clark (deceased)...
$87,500 Fred
Allen
'

$208,000
$17,730
(150,000
(110,500
$80,000
$32,600
$100,000
(51,600

$27,083
$60,458
$138,800

$32,000
$50,800
$70,900
$32,500

:

—

(Joddard...

$&,687 Charlea Chaplin

Mth Centnry-Fok FUm

Fritz Lang
Jeffrey Lazarus

Stndlo

Corp.)

M^

Jack D. Taicher
John A. Butler (Staek-Gohle)
(150,000 Treih Carr

Adolphe Menjou .,
Aubrey Smith..

Botaford.....'

Harold

Merle Oberon

.

C. T. Anderson' (King Features).
Neal R. Aadrawa (Salea AftlUates,

PubUrtera ' * Wrvloa

'

Bureau.
J, U. Austin,
H. G. Bull
H. S. Cook.

•85,005

•••

isisoo

WliUam Wellman

HoniT Hathaway
Arthur Homblow. Jr
Edward Everett Horton....
Luclen Habbard

•

Ruth Chatterton
Walter Huaton

.,

Jr..

C.

Lewis Genaler
Benjamin Glazer
Samael Don Hartman

Hellman
Raymond Massey
Barbara Stonwyok.
KInr Tldor

$102:000

Sidney Howard ..
Carole Lombard...
Fredrlc March . .

Howard Estebrook
B^aadaka Gaal

Lillian

Schulberg Pro-

Selznlck

George (>ikor
Douglas Fairbanks,
Janet Gaynor ....
Ben Hecht

Nail P. Anew..,..
T. FrankFreeman,,..'
Joan Arthur.

W.

$30,403

.

Mary Aator
Ronald (^Inmn
John Cromwell

'

Pevl«yicaV

O. K. Bovard (PnliUer Publlsblng

Selzniok Intematloiial Pietnres, Inc.
David O.

Kenneth

Amerlcw> News Co.
Harry Gould. ..••••t*ifw«f»»** (60,000
£10,000
•••>
IL A. MoiTlsey
Araarlcan Tbbacca Co.
George W. Hill
•••n«<>,,> $380,070
American Weekly, Inc.
$266,226
Mortimer Berkowltz

J.

Charles 'Sraokett...
Bob Buma.;..,.
Frank Russell Bntler
Claudette Colbert
(106,100

;

Hardy

Patsy Kcily
Stan Laurel

Joal UoCrea
(130.000 Gary Cooper.
lUrlam Hopklna
Hany L. <BlDt) Cto«by
Gary Cooper
Walter Da Leon
Samuel Ooldwyn
$les,ooo
Marlene Dietrich
Ploa, from United Artlala StuIrene Dunne

Corp
Merritt Rulburd...
OeoTge Halght.

$40,000
$60,000
$101,200
$43,100
$73,000
$70,000
$104,000
(22,850
$20,660

Ino.).aM

tional Films.

Ramsdell
W. Faynt' (Readaia Dl-

it,

S,

Atherton

Constance Bennett
Cary Grant

Phllco Badlo & Television Corp.
L, B. Qubb
•

MISCELLANEOUS
Agfa-Anseo Corp.
Bmest Sehwarx
B. L, Abero (Kiss Faaturea).,..
WJathrop W..Alfflch.............
Blward L. Alpeiaon (Grand Na-

C!heater

Hal Boaeh Studios

••.

Inc., Ltd.

dio

,

. .

PataaMOBt Hotwcs,

M.

PICTURES
Samael Ooldwyn,

.

. .

press, Charles Blokford-.
Claude BlnyoB
John Boles
Benlah Bon4l..a«<«

business,

...
....
-

Uarbara Stanwyck
George Stevena
Anthony Velller
Frank Wead
Beit Wheeler
T. J. Wolfson ....
Itollert Woolsey ...

Ayres
Mlscetlaheous —^ group Lew
second
John Banymore
embraces mostly lijdivtduals In all Jack Benny.....

the

'branches

$10t,41<
$103,333
$100,023
$72,083
(184,683
$106,588
$101,000
(30,410
$62,048
(142,400
$124,025
(63,602
$33,500
$£0,004
$61,241
$80,094

Alfred Santell
Nathaniel Shilkret
Edward Small . . .

:

-

$16,000

»4.875

..,

Ginger Rogers

M-C-M

were in the

Dudley 'Nichols
Jack Oakle
Joe Penner
Lily Pons

Mark Sandrlch

Spencer Tracy
$754,254, of which $841,123 was from Sophia Tucker.
LoexcTs, rnc, $53,000 from
W. S. Van Dyke
Corp., and $60,131 from M-C-M, Emeat Tajda..^
Lart7 Welngarten
Distribtttina Corp. inconie on which My ma Loy
$379,470
estimates
the N.Y. Sun
ReslnaJd Owen
would be VJ5. taxes, and $51,840 Jo Swerllnar
N.T. State-taxed, leavinff a $219,813 Lawla Stone
Hunt Btrombers
net: Metro-GoMwyn-tfayer paid 240 Herbert Stothard
employees. $15,000 or more, while 196 Carey Wllaon..
employees and officers of E. 7. Sam Wood
duPont de ITemours It Co., and 167 Robert Toung

Life

Paul Muni

Gene Raymond

Frank Horgao
of the 63 salaries of $200,000
John
Uabln
in 1037. The fancy flffures paid pic- Edna Lee
Mae Oliver
ture stars explains this high ratio.
Cole Porter.
The N.Y. Sun estimated that of Bleanor Powell
Mayer's $1,296,503 salary ($1,161,753 William Powell....
IiUlaa RaJner.
as production executive of Loew's, Howard
B. Rosen
Inc, and $134,750 as v.p. of Metro- Slgmund Rombert
Goldwyn-Mayer), his estimated US: J. Walter Ruben
tax comes to $766,528, ond CoJifomia Peter Schmld
Oaorga Sella.
tax,
(total
state tax to $185,425
Edgar Selwyn.
$951,953), leaving an untaxed bal- John StabI
•
ance of $344,550. J. Robert Rubin, Ben Thau
also a Loew-Metro top exec; shows a Franchot Ton*

of Metropolitan

,

SSl.lM Victor Moore

Una Uerkel
Winiam Anthony McOulre.
Robert

I<ewla

Herbert Manball
Nino Martini

Wednesday, Aprfl 12, 1939

{(05,041
(72,500
145,010
109,100
$52,600
$127,688
$56,410
$108,169
$50,000
$82,785
$59,285

Rowland L«e

Uayer topped

...

PICTURES

VARIETY

4

—

, .,.

,

(130,507
$iao„io;
$130,507
$60,000

the present board of directors to
serve as the directorate in the ensuing year. All are directors at the
present time excepting Young and
.Kirby,
.
_..
Report goes into details t)f the recap plan whereby Pathe Film was
set up as a. holding corporation and

——

_

Pathe Laboratories, Ine. established
as an operating company. Plan be-

came

effective Feb. 27 this year.
Loew's, Inc., directors voted the
usual $1.62^ quarterly dividend at

the

meeting

last

Wednesday

(0).

—

.

PICTURES
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TELEVISH'S H. S. TOUCHOFF
Zenith

Raps Tremature

Visio'

Another blast at television has been Issued by Zenith Radio of ChiK F. McDonald, the boss, last week told dealers:

cago

W9XZV

Is operatluK
Zenith's television transmitting station
dally and is the. only television transmitter licensed by the
Federal Conununlcatlons Commission in the whole Chicago

lished.

Is

and Promotional

MANY DOUBTS

.

DevO's

Is.'

and equipment on

TELEVISH POOL

and

from

industrial

firms.

RKO'S EXPO SERVICE

'

sors from exhibition in this city and
province on grounds of the 'Infidelity' situation at the close of the picture. Arthur Laramee, chalhnan of
the QCB, informed of Samuel Goldwyn's view that- the film will 'be
withdrawn
from Quebec province it the censors insist on deletions, stated, 'If the producers won't
make the suggested modifications,

Charge of New Exbib
Bureau During N. T. .Expo

Blchey In

(NBC)

Radio Corp. of America

starts Its regular schedule April 30,
going on the air with one-hour of
television twice per week. Program
is scheduled to go out, starting at 8
p.m., Wednesdays and Friday. Films,

As a good will gesture, RKO is
up a special World's Fair studio shows and mobile imit pickheadquarters for visiting exhibitors ing up news items wUl be employed.
at the RKO home office, where H. M. This schedule will be followed for
Richey, director of exhib relations, several months, probably until the
will be on hand, along with steno
New York exposition shutters in
graphic, info and other services. Part October next. RCA-NBC had three
of the company's seventh fiOor offices test programs on last week but they
in Radio City is being converted into were not put on the air.
we won't change our decision.' J. a swank chrome-and-brick-glass
About the same time, Dumont Labs
Lighstone, manager of the <.>rpheum, clubroom for. the use of exhibs. and
(in which Paramount has a stake)
said that excision of the ending their families visiting New York to
will begin a schedule of telecasting,
would have 'made the pictuire point- attend the Fair, or for other pur using news and trailers
of Par film
less and spoiled the effect for which poses.
productions. Plan is to share wave
the producer worked.'
Guide books to the Fair, a bulle- length with NBC; in other words
Noel Henri, French consul-general tin service on industry activities, etc., when NBC-RCA Is not operating.
In Montreal, lodged energetic pro- will also be handy.
Columbia Broadcasting System is
tests on behalf of the French govAbout 10,000 letters in all are be- scheduled to sfart in about six weeks,
ernment against the
fllm^ 'Devil's ing sent to exhibs throughout the transmitter and other equipment
beIsland,' which was to have been world, with enclosure of ai N. Y. ing completed.
CBS has imported
shown at the Princess currently. It hotel directory, plus a guide to the a British Broadcasting Co. engineer
was removed from the bill at the last city and the Whalen expo. RKO is to supervise start of regular experiminute Friday (7).
The Quebec m'ging immediate, hotel reservations. mental telecasting. He will be asCensor Board refused to deny or
sistant to Gilbert Seldes, televbion
confirm reports that they had banned
program director.
the picture following these protests.
With these experimental television
years ago the
setting

'

WB

Two
Quebec censors
banned 'The Life of Emile Zola' and,
before that, George Aliss' 'Voltaire.'
Reason was obvious since both Voltaire and Zola are on the Index.
There seems also to be fair reason
for banning of 'Devil's Island' since
this
is
a preponderantly French

'CASTLES'

Scissoring of 'Wuthering'
is seen here as indication of much
increased tightening up against films,
especially those dealing with divorce, infidelity, shootings and crime.

RKO

province.

TouEh on Minors Into Fix
Convicted of admitting children
under 16 in contravention of the
Quebec law banning minors from

SYNC

RIGHTS COST

Synchronization rights to some 40

ON

AM REEMPLOYMENT

summer,

Theatre Problematical

As

$19,000

this

engineers now forecast that telecasting will be started in other areas in
U. S. by this faU.

Move by

Odeon

In

vision

Dickering

is

striving

for

entree

into

tion of permitting television in competitive theatres to steal their boxoffice draught, but they have been
told that yisio is not large enough
yet for satisfactory use in a house

Number which the trade believes
has the best chance of undergoing a
even as small as the Embassy.
sheet revival as result of the plug
Another proposition mulled by
in the film is Too Much Mustard
>

thi?

whose copyright is now controlled Embassy group is installation of sets
Alter several long delays, meet- by Eidward Schuberth & Co., an af in lobbies of their larger newsreel
ing to further consider plans for filiate of the European Society of houses,, as an added attraction to the
employment of more "musicians will Stage Authors and Composers. Leo usual screen show. This is rated
be held Monday (17) in New York Feist, Inc., receives $750 for the use feasible in the lobbies of theatres
between executive committee —of
otl-of^©ark-^own-StFutter9'-BaU';-E=-B.- .such as- the—72nd.-Streel._N£.wsceel
American Federation' of Musicians Marks, $300 for "The Castle Walk,' and the one in the Associated Press
and representatives of leading thea- and Sliapiro,- Bernstein Be Co., a total building on West 50th street. Only
tre chains.
Pat Casey, producers' of $1,300 for 'By the Beautiful Sea,' the usual home television sets would
labor representative, got In from 'Way Down Yonder- in New Orleans,' be used for such added lobby attracthe Coast Sunday (9) for resump- 'Come, Josephine, in My Flying Ma- tion, although giving the managetion of meetings wiUi musicians.
chine' and 'Where Did You Get That ments a Chanel to bill 'Television' on
Whether the F.C.C.
its marquee.
Postponement until now was taken Hat?'
aljout three months ago, when Casey
Film has only one n^w song in the would permit even this is something
was last in New York.
(Continued on page 47)
score.

It's

years,

is

M

.

-

envisaged was made by Sir Harry
Greer, chairman of Baird, at annual
stockholders' meeting today, when
motions approving issue of $2,000,000
loan stock to pay current Indebted-

sold;
that
advertising,
publicity,
radio broadcasts by and with Massey
have so closely linked their star
with 'Lincoln' that 20th-Fox's plana
would dp great financial^ damage.

Cohen, Cole, Weiss & 'Wharton,
ness and finance development had
the unanimous support of the hold- for Sherwood and Playwrights, detail they are making plans for road
Shareholders and creditors
companies in the U. S. and Canada;
presumably meaning Oster Bros.
have already filed applications for that, although Lincoln has been in
the public domain for decades, there
$1,250,000 of the issue.
was no public interest and demand

—

ers.

AUSSIE DEFERS
TELEVISION
RIGHT

tele-

America, none can predict how atr
tempts to put it 6n theatre screens,
with admission charged, will fare
with the F.C.C. Gaumont-British office in N. Y. claims it will put television on Broadway theatre screens.
G-B controls Balrd. If such is done,
with F.C.C. approval, there is no
question but that RCA will follow
suit.
RCA-NBC would do this tomorrow, some experts aver, if they
believed the time was ripe or that
it could be done on a practical basis.
The Newsreel Theatres, Inc. (Embassy theatre group), has no inten-

which

had

on the shelf for several
being legally opposed by
Robert E. Sherwood and the PlayLondon, April 1.
wrights Producing Co., Inci, as unLikelihood of a pool lor theatre fair trade competition, Suit in N.
television Interests grows with cur- Y. supreme court has been started
rent dickerings involving at least against' the film company to enjoin
Gaumont-British and Odeon, with any such filmizatioh, on the ground
attachment thereto of their, respec- It infringes on their 'Abe Lincoln in
current stage click on.
tive interests in Baird and Scophony. Illinois,'
Aim is to avoid wasteful competition Broadway.
in developing big screen shows, but
Sherwood and the Playwrights set
so far only preliminary approaches forth at length that Raymond Mashave been made.
sey's conception of their 'Abe LinTrade talk has a likelihood of John coln in Illinois' has become so closeMaxwell going into any Joint plan, ly identified in the public mind that
on account of his Associated British any other film version would be an
circuit, and possibility 'is also there infringement; that more than $60,000
has been expended advertising it;
I. Marconi being in on any
of E.
that more than 10,000 copies' of the
scheme that may come out of it.
Admission that some setup was published play version have, been

Combo

NOW

is

though the Baird System of

20th Century-Fox to film

a story, 'Young Mr. Lincoln,'

and

Gaumont-British

to the theatre field, the situahighly problematical.
Al-

tion

old tunes in the score of "The Story
of Vernon and Irene Castle' (RKO)
will bring 18 publishing firms a total
of $19,000, tlie largest amount colpicture theatres in this province, lected on a single picture by the
Arthur Bahen and Cyriac Labelle, mechanical rights bureau of the Mumanagers of theatres in this city, sic Publishers Protective Associw,ere condemned to pay a fine of $50
These old tunes, totaling 44,
ation.
each and costs.
were licensed on an average basis
Judge Manet, who gave the sen- of $300 per use; Tune that got the
tence, said, 'That is the maximum. most uses and drew the highest price
1 wish the maximum, we're higher from the producer was 'Waiting for
arid i£ it were I would impose It.'
Alfred Music
the Roljert E. Lee.'
Co., current owner of the copyright,
garners $1,000 for the four uses.

MUSICIANS^HAINS MEET

programs imder way

Uncob' Would Enjoin

20tli-Fox s Use of 'Abe' Title in Film

sale.

Nobody is kidding anybody into
believing that television has arrived
even as a slightly commercial possibility, but they do say it is the
start of a new business, future of
which will depend on the cooperaQon It receives from the F.C.C. in
Washington

Montreal, ApiH 11.
'Wuthering Heights,' scheduled for
opening at Ofpheum Friday (7), was
.banned by the Quebec Board of Cen-

11.

GE

Siierwood s

will
start
regular
schedules of
limited experimental telecasts. Simultaneously, a half dozen manufacturers will place television receiving

Up on Fdms;

Hfutfaerii^,'

GE

Engineering experts envision the
beginning of a new industry this
spring because several television test
programs will start with the opening of the New York World's Fair
April 30.
Within a three- week
period, three American companies

sets

Bans on

April

GE

.

.

The Federal Communications Commis.sion, in its annual re
port to Congress In January this, year, stated: "However, it is
generally agreed that television is not ready for standardization or commercial use by the general public."
Zenith believes It Is imlair to the public and Icnows it is unfair to the dealers to ask them to finance the television industry's experiments.
Radio dealers have been penalized and punished by. premature television publicity starting last fall.
Prospects were led to believe that television would cover
the country over night
Zenith will not break faith with its dealers.
When Zenith believes television is ready for general use in
the store and the home^Zenith will supply you with television receivers and not before.

Quebec T^tening

Y.,

A

It's AH Still Experimental, Conversational

television receivers are loaned—not sold.
ready—but television is not.
Even Government television standards are not yet estab-

Today Zenith's
Zenith

Schenectady, N.

General Electric is conducting a questionnaire survey among newspapers,, radio stations of more than 100-watt power, motioji picture
companies, theatre chains and large department stores, to ascertain the
possible market for television transmitters and receivers.
total ft.
1,400 queries were mailed. The first '20 to 30 replies received showed
every degree of interest and lack of interest,' according to R. K. Hamlen of the
Market Research Division.
The questionnaire, directed to executives, asked whether they had
made any investigation of television broadcasting as to equipment, cost,'
potential audience, site or license. It also asked them to state 'the
main obstacles to entering the television-broadcasting business.' Hamlen
explained that
launched the survey because, as far as
knew,
'no one in the business has any idea about the possible market for
either television transmitters or receivers.'

SieNALIZE BALLY
However,

area.
I.-

General Electric Curious

N.y.FMILL

Canberra, March

23.

Television for the Antipodes is
still several years off, according to
authorities here*. For a number of
reasons the federal government is
not inclined to enter the new field
at present and there is little public interest.
Cost involved is the
principal prohibiting factor.
authorities are watching developments in television in
England and the United States, but
the upped expenses for the defensive rearmament since the recent
European crisis will apparently prevent any attempts to launch a television boom in Australia.
While following television progres.s
abroad, film and radio executives
likewise minimize the likelihood of
entering the fleld within, the next
few years. They cla'm, however,
that they'll be ready for it when it

Government

Mary Mclvor's
silent

Sherwood and Playwrights don't
seek to enjoin 20th-Fox's film version of the Great Emancipator as a
subject, but Insist that any title infringement be enjoined, and also
pray for a court order that 20th's
film carry a caption something as
follows:
This motion picture Is not
'

based

E. Sherwood's
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' now
being produced by The Playwrights
Producing Co.. Inc.' Also want the
usual costs, plus any damages sustained by reason of the film com-

play,

pany's acts.

Playwrights recently consummated
a deal with
for the sale of tlie
film rights for approximately $275,-

RKO

000.

Julian T. Abeles, special copyright
counsel for 20th-Fox, will demur on
the ground one can't copyright the
English language; that the Lincolniana saga is in the public domain;
that there have been other Lincoln
plays produced.

11.

Considine Rolls Flicker

screen

star
-and wife of William Desmond, was
found suffering from exposure after

disappearing from her home March
'This is the second time this has
30.
occurred.
Desmonds celebrated their 20th
wedding anniversary March 22, They
were married when- Miss Mclvor
was Desmond's leading woman on
the stage In

'If

I

Were

upon Robert

Plight

Los Angeles, April

Mary Mclvor,

in the subject until their play; that,
in fact, those plays and/or films previously produced had ro boxiflice
value:
that
their
'Abe'
finally
stimulated b. o. interest; that 20thFox's story, long held by the studio,'
and titled 'The Lawyer of the West,*
was, for that very reason, being kept
on the shelf, until suddenly deciding
to change the tag to 'Young Mr. Lin coin,' allegedly only to capitalize on
the vogue created by the Raymond
Massey stage play.

King.'

With Montgomery Top
Hollywood, April 11.
Jr., produc-

Next John Considine,
tion
sire,'

at Metro, 'Stronger Than Derolls this week with Leslie
-

Fenton as pilot.
Robert Montgomery plays the top
role.

.

PICTURES

VARIETY
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FILM

SHOWMANSHIP
By John

Patriotic Org's

Chicago, April

11.

In connection with the release of

the Warner Bros, flicker on the "Life
of Haym Salomon' and the unveiling
of the statues of George Washington,

Salomon and Robert Morris, a commemorative dinner will be held at
the Stevens hotel here on May 21
under the au^ices of the Patriotic
Foundation of Ctucago, wliich is acbeaded by Bamet Hbdes, cor-

tively

poration counsel of Chicago.
Principal speaker at the dinner
according
Hull,
will be Cordell
The Secreto present indications.
tary of State has been asked to make
the formal address and it appears he
Other
will accept the invitation.
speakers will include George Cardinal Mundelein and George Craig
Stewart Louis D. Brandeis is expected to greet the assemblage
through the p. a. system from WaA.

George Jessel will be

toast-

The Neely

MutuaL

On

the board, along with Hodes,
•re liester Amwur, Albert D. Lasher,
A. A. Sprague and Maurice Rothschild. Hodes and his committee are
also understood working on a campaign for the naming of some street
or parkway in Chicago after the
Revolutionary War hero.
-

THEAim

COMPETE IN
SHOWMANSHIP S1VNTS
Syzacuse, April

11.

liiew's and Schine-Kelth's have
been running a dizzy race in exin the Syracuse field in
the past few weeks, finding the local
press highly cooperative and beating
the seasonal b.o. dropoff with some
neat stunts.
Keith's bit the beU with a contest
lor copies of old-time songs in connection with the 'Story of Irene and
Verpon Castle' last week, drawing
thousands of entries.
This was
promptly followed by an Easter egg
bunt sponsored by Loew's in which
some 51 cash prizes were 'offered by
Jeanette MacDonald' in conjunction
with lowing of 'Broadway Serenade.' This drew some 3,000 kids ii^
a wild scramble which made swell
art for the papers.

ploitation

.

Keith's has bounded back this
talent hunt which is
getting a good play.

week with a

came as a result of the determination of a small
group—Mary Plckford, Douglas Fairbanks, D. W. Griffith and Charles Chaplin—to market their films indi-

a stupid piece of proposed legislation which seeks to abolish the practice of blockboohcompelling producer-distributors to provide
'"^
theatre -customers with a synopsis of each and every
picture comprising a season's program.
bill is

ization

bill.
Theatres are given the right to cancel, without
the payment of any rental, a film which varies from
the .advance synopsis. A hearing on the bill is in progress before a committee of senators.
Considering that the 13. S. Supreme Court devotes a
good deal of time interpreting, what these same senators believe they were putting on paper, in the phrasing of laws, the penalty provisions of the Neely bill
seem unduly stiff. If applied to their own work, the
chances are that half the members of the senate would
by sitting in cells under the onus of splitting infinitives
or mixing metaphors. It would seem only fair that the
rules they would foist upon the film industry should
apply also to their own activities.
'nie Neely. 4111 attempts the regulation of a trade
practice which is rapidly disappearing under the necessities of ordinary commerce as conducted in the film
industry. If the proposed trade practice code, recently
completed, is adopted by exhibitor bodies, including
the organizations that have fostered' the Neely measure, blockbooking as at present conducted will be virtually ended. Cancellations amounting to as high as
20% of all films purchased under $100 automatically
will give theatres a wider selection of product than
they have at present.

BLOCKBOOKHG OLDEST SALES PLAH
Blockbooking is the oldest known sales practice and
goes back to the earliest days of the General Film Co.,
when programs of 28 reels weekly were furnished to
houses.
There was a short period when longer features first
became popular during which they were sold individually by territorial distributors.
But the crying
need of theatres for consistent supply of product
brought about program releases. Distributing companies first released 52 annually; then 104, at the rate
of two pictures each week. Paramount, in 1917, sold
a program of three' features weekly, or ISA in the year.
It is one of those strange paradoxes which now finds
certain exhibitor interests battling against blockbooking whereas throu^ the years the fight against group
selling has been carried on almost exclusively by producers. The causes of dissatisfaction against the system are different Theatre men say they are compelled
to show undesirable films; producers declare their film
rentals are held down because of block sales.
The revolt against program selUng took tangible
form when Adolph Zukor, while still releasing the
majority of Famous Players pictures through Paramount, organized a separate distributing company
called Artcraft The express purpose of this was to
handle individually the productions of Mary Fickford.
Previously,' Lewis J. Selznick had sold on the open
market the Clara Kimball Young film,- 'The Common
liaw,' which held the record gross film rental for

many

years.

inal policies.
J. J.

.

UcCASIHT'S SHOWHANSHIF

Film industry has been mllestoned by broken precedents rather. than routine operations.. Blockbooking is
a leveling force, useful only in the commercial handling of quantities of films, but a practice which opposes the proper merchandizing, and therefore the
Blockbooking
production, of outstanding attractions.
would have stifled an effort such as 'The Birth of a
Nation,' which was handled As a roadshow attraction
by the late J. J. McCarthy, who, for years, never permitted it to be shown at reduced prices from the legitimate scale, or at continuous performances. McCarthy's
peculiar methods of showmanship resulted in record
earnings for 'The Covered Wagon,' 'Ben Hur,' "The
Big Parade,' The Ten Commandments' and other films.
It was he who developed the roadshowing system to
its highest point of financial returns before sound films
brought radical changes in exhibiting policies.
After a season of roadshowing, and at the end 'of a
substantial period of price protection, the roadshow
films which McCarthy handled were sold to film thC'
atres in program grotips. The heavy advance road'
showing exploitation consistently made them the

.

(L. A.), alt

Keep Him

.

tie

up dis

Heralds

For 'Irene and Vernon C^tle'
(BKO), next at Fifth Avenue (Ham-

rick-Evergreen), Vic Guantlett arPrinted
ranged tieup with every beauty shop
in town (around 150) and with the
Reading, Pa., April 11.
wholesaler, Berliner's, to display
Old-fashioned printing press, simicards and heralds telling how the
lar to one in the picture, was set up
on the pavement outside the Colonial 'bob' fad started with Mrs. Castle.
Through Berliner's a local dept
theatre to plug 'Song of the Plains'
store beauty parlor went to town
(formerly
tabbed
'Let
Freedom with a <CastIe
Bob,' running ads in
Ring').
George Peters, .manager of
the papers.
—the Trfiew hnusg..liad aJTOX-operatlng
With Bon Marche, dept store tieup
the hand press, .turning out heralds
for free ads and window displays
about the show. They were given along
the main stem, on Pine st.,
to passersby who stopped to watch
was arranged. This includes nine
the ancient printing device in action.' huge
windows. The full line of cosVeterans of Foreign Wars were in- tumes worn by Ginger Rogers is bevited to attend the opening of the ing shown. The store is tielng in
film.
Their uniformed driim and modern styles that grew out of the
bugle cofps marched to the theatre wardrobe shown, ^l^ringing out conand played a concert outside.
tinuity,
f

While You Wait

'

Atlanta, April 11.
With round-trip ticket to N. Y.
World's Fair as bait, Eddie Pentemanager of Loew's Grand the
planted a daily space-grabbing
contest with the AUanta Georgian
and Sunday American on Metro's

ladden' TeDs 'Em

Tie-in with a local safety week pheum
campaign was very effective in tilt-

ing business for 'Sergeant Madden'
(MG) at the Colonial, Allentown,
last week. Charles Bierbaud^r, manager of the house, had several hundred cards printed reading:
'Walk Carefully, Prive Carefully—
•

has more than
1400 employees on the staff and it
appears that even more will be
added before the flicker is completed.

Hampton Howard
licity

director
cartoon.

in

is general pubFlorida for the

Hieatre and Merchants

Job

Promotion Idea

in

Mt Vernon, O., April 11.
'Broadway Serenade.'
A 24-page tabloid newspaper—the
Rules of contest call for readers to
select from advertisements an appro- largest special edition ever published
priate gift for either Jeanette Mac- here, was distributed to 10,000 homes
Donald or Lew Ayres and write let- by Schine's Vernon theatre.
ter of not more than 100 words exPublication was under the superplaining choice of gift
Ad from vision of Kroger Babb, Schine's ad
which gift selection is made had to man, who was assisted by James
accompany letter.
Piatt, manager of the Vernon theContest drew a neat response, and atre, and Ronald Sturgess, manager
there were 25 pairs of ducats as con- of Schine's Vine theatre.
solation awards.
Advertisements of 25 leading merchants, were carried in the edition,
which Included mor« than 20 scenes
OnuAa Is Ready For
from forthcoming pictures, and considerable art on the New York
Pacific Kick-Off World's FWr.

Omaha, Aprjl 11.
_
Complete program for four-day
Latter film will be day-and- celebration.
Golden Spike Days, with
dated simultaneously in 400 keys
world premiere of "Union Pacific' as
spots throughout the country around
chief attraction, has been announced.
May 1.
Festivities will open Wednesday
Einfeld is concentrating on the (26), with early
west exposition at
'Confessions' picture, as this presents city auditorium, unveiling
of street
the topmost in exploitation possibili- decorations and
revealing of Union
Ues.
Station as an 1869 stockade. Interior
of station will be decorated in true
Holljrwood style. Cecil B. DeMlUe
and players arrive following, day.
Premiere is scheduled for Friday
(28), to be shown simultaneously in
city's three big theatres, Omaha, OrPhiladelphia, April 11

Sereesnt Msdrien

sub-

general manager,

cost,
atre,

Strand.

Away

Winning picturegoers, who

mitted the best 3(K>-word essays on
the subject, 'Why I Should Like to
Visit the Country of Marie Antoinette,' are Mary M. Canak, Mount
Mary Collet Milwaukee; Helen
Virginia King, Denver; ESie Burk-

'GULLIVER' RECEIVES

.

tribution routine with red tape.

Phgs

Give

Weatherford, of the Worth theatre
(Interstate), Ft Worth, Tex., and
Bell,
of
I^oew's,
WashingD. G.

Ray
ton.

A

with Skouras organization, were here last week conferring with Frank Newman, John
Metro Offers |10,000
Hamrick and other executives.
The greater portion of tSbis sum
Managers of the 44 Evergreen
will be spent in newspapers. In ad- houses in Oregon and Washington
For Theatre Fihn
dition to a $65,000 newspaper appro- were called to SeatUe for the meetpriation. Paramount will spend $15,- ing, to steam up for a showmanship
Cash prizes totaling $10,000 will 000 in national magazines.
and salesmanship drive.
be awarded independent exhibitors
Supplementing Paramount's apin the Uriited States and Canada for
propriation the Union Pacific Railtlie best campaigns on Metro-Goldroad wiU get behind the film with Einfeld's 3 Exploitation
w:'n -Mayer pictures to be released
between Sept. I, 1939, and Jan. 1, a $50,000 national magazine cam- Fix
East 3 Wks.
paign. The railroad's campaign will
1940.
Exhibitors may submit camhit "the newsstands during April, May
East on a three-week trip, Charlie
paigns on one or more of these picand June with ads ranging from half Einfeld.
tiires.
is supervising the launching
to full pages.
of three Warner pictures ..before he
There will be identical prizes for
fli'St-run
and subsequent -run exreturns west on May 1. 'Dark Vic
hibitors, with flr$t place in each
tory' opens at Radio City Music HaU
category winning $2,500.00; second, Caisde Fibn Ties In
April 20; 'Juarez' reopens the Wari;7S0.00, and third, $500.00.
There
ner Hollywood, two-a-day, on AprU
will also be 100 additional prizes of
Styles and Fashions 25, and 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy'
$25.00 each for runners-iip in both
gets under way April 28 at the
Seattle, April 11.

theatre managers and foiir patrons^
whose prizes will be all-expenst
round trips to France, have been seMore than 10,000 entries
were submitted from the U.. S. and
Canada.
Theatre men selected for their
campaigns on the Norma ShearerTyrone Power film are Frank
lected.

.

.

sections.

Rood

EARLY CAMPAIGN

Cecil B. DeMille's Paramount film.
SeatUe, AprU 11,
Union Pacific,' will be ushered in at
Archie M. Bowles, San Francisco;
theatres throujghout the coimby with
an appropriate $SMIO,(KXI national Eddie Zabel (N.Y.) and Andy Krapp-

man

M-G's

Legislation against blockbooking is not the remedy
for the current lethargic condition of the American
boxoffice.
Rather it is the need for an exploitation
substitute equal in effectiveness to the roadshowing
formula which McCarthy used so effectively. Day-and
date releasing of films in first-run houses from coast
to coast creates a heavy handicap against good eX'
ploitation, which, best expresses itself by intensive balMiami, April 11.
lyhoo in a few select places in order to create the
Though the release date for Max
values of accumulative word-of-mouth advertising.
Such a method has been used most successfully this Fleisdier's 'Gulliver's Travels' feature cartoon in color is still far in
season in the handling of 'Pygmalion' (MG) by Howard
the future, already plans have been
Dietz.
set for the coiqidete exploitation and
Also- effective has been the special hip-hip-hooraying
such as used by .S. Charles Einfeld in the launching promotion of all angles regarding
of 'Dodge City,' which last week attracted to the Kan- this flicker.
Hany Royster has been placed in
sas town of tiie same name a crowd of 50,000 persons
charge of handling special commerdrawn from miles around.
These successful campaigns likely will be repeated cial tie-ups on the cartoon, such as
by Paramount in handling the premiere of Cecil B. toys, merchandising stunts, children's
costumes,
books,
cartoon
DeMille's Union Pacific' at Omaha.
special train
will carry the Hollywood contingent to Omaha for the books, candy, etc
Fleischer studio here which was
festivities and celebrations incident to the opening of
built at cost of nearly $2,000,000 long
the film.
These examples of distributor enterprise offer more ago proved too small for the huge
boxoffice values to exhibitors than a- score of Neely staff which is working on this fulllength cartoon.
Sam Buchwald,
bills, the only effect of
to

DE MHIE FHJI TIES IN Evergreen Theatres
TRIPTON.Y.FAK
WITH COMMERCIAL ADS
In Showmanship DrWe
IS 'SBtENADF PRBE

newspaper and magazine campaign,
Robert M. GUlham, Paramount director of advertising and publicity,
announced today (Wednesday).

In

Contest Gettmg

halter, AmariUo, Tex., and Mrs,
Helen Szold, Chicago. The six winners will sail from New York on the
Norinandie, on May 3.
The contest, which started last
highest grossing films of their respective seasons, and
fall, was conducted with the cothe favorites at theatres.
operation of both the French govDIETZ AND EDIEELD'S VHOOP-DE-DO
ernment and the French Line.

which would be

Formation of the United Artists distributing organ-

lane'

While others talked about the ethics of
Trips to Paris
vidually.
blockbooking (or program selling as it was known
then), the UA group went ahead and founded an orThe six winners in Metro's 'Marie
ganization that has continued as one of the strongest
Antoinette'
contest, including two
trade factors for 20 years without deviating from orig-

There are penalties, including a jail sentence (!) for
comply with the literary provisions of the

failure to

master. Entire proceedings will be
carried coast to coast by NBC and

'

Flinn

6 WnmeFs

V«iini
CalnmAil' PrAAm
rrCCulj
nayUl OalOUlim

ington.

C

Dbmer

Will Feature Chicago

.

Wedncsdiij, April 12, I939

ancl

Paramount

Gilling

Up

the Guard

Hollywood, April

Edward

11.

Special edition, announced. 10 free
all-expense World's Fair tours for
Vernon theatre patrons. Cooperating merchants are giving coupons
and underwriting the expenses of the
promotion.
.'

Go

to the Pictures Arid

Learn About

New

Books

(Heveland, April 11.
Sid Dannenberg, Warner's publibook-reviewing fad
in a neat stunt with literary flavor
for Colony's Wednesday matinees.
He persuaded nearly half-dozen of
town's leading lecturers to give
gratis talks on 'best-selling novels
from theatre's stage, and they
jumped at the offer to grab some
cizer, capitalized

free, publicity.

Ludwig

directs
'Coast
Initial lecture was put across last
Guard,' rolling at Columbia April 24 week
by Dr. Joseph Rcmenyi, forwith Fred Kohlmar producing.
eign literature prof from Cleveland
Randolph Scott and Ralph Bel- (Allege, who
Dureviewed

Georees

—

'

PI€TIIBE GROSSES

Wednesday. April 12, 1939

Dodge -Anor

1st

Ad Spreads

Ridiiig

Rgos 00 Broadway
(Subject to Chanpe)

Week

To

Terrific

426

Vaude Sock

in Chi; 'Casdes'

of trade.
Best of the lot is the Chicago,
where 'Dodge City' is indicating one
of the biggest sessions of the past
few years. Bang-up campaign on the

(warm

(10th wk).

?yg' Folds

$22,000,

Chicago, April 11.
The Easter pickup is bringing happlaess to tlia built of the theatres
around here and each of the houses
best prodhas dressed itself with its
uct and attraction to attract the

time coming, so slim $2,000. Last
week, 'Giants' (WB), fair $2,200.

Nebraska (LTC-Cooper) (1,236: 1025-40)—'Dodge City' (WB), slambanger, probably will get $5,500, or
better,

in

9

which

days,

ultra.

is.

week, 'Ice Follies' (M-G),
opened the house to good $4,100.
Last

Stnart (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10-1525-35)—'Midnight' (20th) and 'Par-

Looks fairly
Nerve' (20th).
healthy, $3,400.
Last week, 'Wife,
Husband' (20th) and 'Secrets Nurse'
(U), about $3,700, okay.
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25flicker, with teriflic ad spreads, got 35)—'Lady Vanishes'
(GB).
Very
the flicker away fast and it evidences slow, $1,400. Last week, 'King Turf
The Bal- (UA), $1,500, poor.
abilily to hold that pace.
aban Sc Katz flagship is making a
strong play for business and has
lined up a series of outstanding
flickers and attractions.
'Pygmalion' finally folded at the
Apollo after a sensational run of
Was replaced Satureight weeks.

day

(8)

by 'Grand

Illusion.'

This

don

Dodge

first

play for B.

$18,000,

Wow Baho

IOC
moons

in

wound up

eight-weeker to good $4,900.
Chloato (B&K) (1,000; 35-55-75)—
City' (WB) and stage show.
Mischa Auer and Paul Haakon on
stage. Looks for big upswing on this
technicolor western to solid $42,000,
zowie. I,ast week, 'Wife, Husband'
(20th) plus 'Mikado in Swing' unit,
bucked Holy Week to excellent $32,-

is reflecting

itself in re-

There's plenty of interest in Three
Girls,' which got an early

Smart

start Wed. (5) at Keith's
offset Holy Week dip.

Estimates for This

and helped

New

(Mechanic)

(1,558;

15-25-35-

BeU' (20th). Opened
(RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75) 55)—'Graham
Pointed to solid $9,500.
Sat. (B).
(RKO) and vaude. Head- Last
week (2d), 'Baskervilles' (20th),

Palace

—'Castles'.

to nitty $16,000.
Last week,
bush' (Par), meek $11,300.

'Am-

United ArUsts (B&K) (1,700; 35-556S-7S)—'Ice Follies' (M-G) (2d wk).
Maybe $10,000, fairish, in the works

mUd

after taking
$12,100 in iniUal
session.
'Wuthering Heights' <UA)

next.

roimd

poor $2,300 to uneventful tist
at $3,100.

SUnler (WB) (3^80; 15-25-35-4055)— 'Dodge City' (WB). Chalking
up biggest take here in months, with
capacity coming in
large
extra
handy. Should hit booming $16,000.
Last week, revival of 'Can't Take It'
(Col), attracted some play at $4,700.

H. 0.

TOPS B'KLYN

•BUikwell'a' 2d Big $19,M0; 'Stagecoach' Dnal Bright 18G

Topping

downtown

Brooklyn, April 11.'
other attractions in
area is 'Blackwell's Is-

all

second week at Fabian Par-

land,' in

attractive weekend
weather, crowds made beeline for
Coney Island, sporting new.
coat of paint, reopened Easter Sun-

amount Despite
theatres.

HyBB

{S^

SfaroBg

fair attendance on boardSteeplechase also threw open

day with
walk.

h Nine Lincob Days

its

doors.

Loew's Metropolitan is getting
f)od biz with 'Stagecoach' and 'Risky

usiness.'
Lincoln, April 11.
Estimates for This Week
Dodge City,' breaking ground
four days after the world premiere
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)-'Princess'
in Dodge City, which rated front (20th) and 'Winner All' (20th). Good
page around here, is smashing away daytime reaction will give house
.to a big take at the newly opened $16300.
Last week, 'Musketeers'
'

Nebraska.
^

'Midnight'

at

the

Estimates for This
Celonlai

and 'Mr. Moto'

(20th)
is

Stuart

and $15

Week

(NTl - Noble - Monroe)

(750; 10-15>—•Water Rustlers' (GN)
and 'Frog' (GB), spUt with 'Tailspin
Tommy* (Mono) and 'Rolling Westward' (Mono). Only poor$TOO. Last
week. 'Trigger SmfOf (Mono) and
3»at»ent Room 18' (WB), split with
Honor' (WB) and 'Rough

We

Rider' (Rep), so-so $800.

Liberty (NTI-Noble) (1,000; 10-15-

^'^.wmance Redwoods'
(Col), light $1,000.

(Mono)

,

good

Good

25-35-60)—'Missouri'

(4,089;

(Par)

.

and

$16,000.

'Women Wind'

(WB).
Last week, 'Oklahoma

(WB) and 'Never Die' (Par) (2d
wk), nifty $16,000.
Met (3,618; 26-35-50)—'Stagecoach'
Kid'

and

(UA)

'Risky

Bright $18,000.

Business'

Last week,

(U).

"Huck

Finn' (M-G) and 'Fast Loose' (M-G),

okay

$18,000.

Paramonnt

25-35-50)—
'Blackwell' (WB) and "Boy Trouble'
(Par) (2d wk). Expect grand $16,000. Last week, good $19,000.
Strand (2,870; 25-35-40)—'Star Re-

and 'WUe's Relatives' (Rep). SIow$900.
Last week, 'Whispering
Enemies' (Col) and 'Lady and Mob' porter'
jsh,

(20th),

000.

Fox

fairly healthy.

(Par).

(4,126;

(Mono) and 'Secret
Uneventful

$5,000.

Police'

Last week.

Wneoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600: 10- 'Jane Arden' (WB) and "Long Shot'
Long (GN), quiet $5,000.'
OtKO).

15-20)—'Carefree'

,

(12).

IRevieuiei in VAiOETr, March 8)
BivoU
^Wuthering Heights'

—

(UA).
(Reviewed in Varieiv, March 29)
Boxy
'Alexander
Graham

—

BeU' (20th) (3d wk).
Strand—'Dodge City'
(2d wk).

Week

(WB)

(20th wk).

CapUoi

—^Man

(Rep).
Criterion

of

— 'Back

Conquest'

On 6 way;

to

(19).

(Revieued In Currant Issue)

—"Prison Without Bars'
Hnsle Hall — 'Dark Victory*

(Revtewed In VAamr, March 15)
Paramonnt—'Midnight' (Par)
(3d wk).

(Par) (Revival).
BlvoU
'Wutherhig Heights'
(UA) (2d wk).
Boxy "Return of Cisco Kid'

—
—

(20th) (21).
City'

(WB)

(3d wk).

Dof^e'

IMidiiiglit'-T.

tastles' 2d Hefty

Wbam

$7,000 in L'vifle;

Easter shows, together with 'Vernon
and Irene (Castle' on a holdover at
the Music Hall, are kicking the box
office gong around in fine style. Although Holy Week is gone, its melody lingers on at some of the other
Broadway stands. The public, per
usual, is smelling out the hibiscus
blossoms among the Easter offerings
and passing up the dandelions.
Good Friday (7) held things down
rather sharply on the whole, but,
curiously, lliursday (6) was poorer

Louisville, April 11.
Plenty of potent product in town,
following a tepid Holy Week, and
patrons are flocking back to the film
houses in old-time form. Weather is
still on the cool side, a break for. the
downtown pic emporiums, and opposish is absent during the current
week. Hefty coin is going to Durbin
pic at Rialto, which is garnering
plenty of word-of-niouth publicity.
Good showing also in prospect for
'Broadway Serenade,' on a dual' at

$110M

14G

of 'On Trial' (WB) at $6,000,
all right for last week of Len^ plus

Easter weekend. 'Made
(RKO) got $6,200 here.

BlvoU

(2,092;

Her a Spy'

25-55-75-85-99)

—

'Three Smart Girls' (U) (4th-flnal
week). Windup for the Durbin picture will be strong $18,000, after
third
(Lent) lap of $16,500 tor
month's run here that will be highly
-

profitable.

'Wuthering

Heights'

(UA) opens tomorrow night (Thurs.).
Boxy (5,830; 25-40-55-75)—'BeU>
(20th) and stage shpw (2d week).

but will
some box offices. With good No
weather prevailing, the week-end show satisfactory profit at $47,000
was powerful where the attractions last week (1st) and about $40,000
had pull, and since kids are out of this week (2d) over Easter. 'Return

school for 10 days, both Monday (10)
and yesterday (Tues.) found heavy

The kids

also are a factor at the
backstage doors trying to hook TomDorsey at the Par and Guy Lombardo personaUng at Uie Strand.
Dorsey, with 'Midnight,' opened

my

the middle of Holy -Week at the
Par, but that mattered UtUe to the
trade drawn here, with result first
week last night (Tues.) wound up
at $54,000. Second leg begins today
(Wed.) and likely this show will go
three weeks.
Dodge City,' plus Iiombardo, is
bulging the comparatively small interior of the Strand, which seats only
2,767.
The exploitation on ^Dodge'
and the space it grabbed no doubt
is helping to account for tho more
than $45,000, excellent This is socko
considering Good Friday opening
when everyone fears the worst, and
usually gets it It did rather well
that day, however, despite everything. 'Dodge' and I<ombardo are in
for three weelts.
Severest
Severest disa)
disappointment is the
Easter
ster egg thaVs thited deep red
for 'Broadway Serenade.' It will be
lucky to top $14,000. Other new pictures of the week, in secondary firstrun houses, are 'Prison Without Bars'
(Globe), 'Within the Law' (Criterion) and 'Flying Irishman' (Rialto).
Last-mentioned opened yes.

DiirlmiFme$7,500

Dorsey S4G,

Paramount and Strand, with new week

crowds downtown.

Door

(UA) (3d wk).

Strand—'Dodge

City'-Lombardo Click $45,000

at

of April 2»

Astor—'P y g m a 1 i o n' (M-G)

.

—

ing upwards and onwards and indicates strong initial session at $22,000.
Last week (2d), 'Love Affair'
(RKO) and vaude, okay $15,500.
BMsevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-6575)—'Missouri' (Par), Started Saturday (8) and evidences some good
trade over the Easter week. Okay
$12,000 in the offing.
Last week,
'Fast Loose' (M-G), meagre $7,100.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-40)—
'Disbarred' (20th) and 'FoUes des
Femmes' unit on stage. House-built
unit by Leon Miller b the real coingetter currently and peps the wicket

(Par)

Irishman'

Week

Centnry (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 1525-40)-'Broadway Serenade' (M-G).
Holding a fairish pace against tough
competition. Should hit okay $12,000. Last week, 'Fast Loose' (M-G),
£00.
^
Qarrlek (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75) mild $7,400.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
—'Prison Bars' (UA). Foreign made
'Castles' (RKO)
15-25-35-40-55-66)
pic is aided by general biz upturn
vaude. Ringing the bell for big
plus
and should ride into the profits all
Last week,
in moons.
best
$16,000,
right at $6,000, particularly aided by
Wharf (RKO) and
Last 'Fisherman
sensationalism in the ads.
offset Holy Week blues
week, 'Oklahoma' (WB), poor $3,300. Bowes' unit
satisfactory $10,700
Oriental (Jones) (S,20iO; 25-40)— with
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 15'Boy Slaves' (KKO) and 'Breezin'
25-35-40)— 'Three Smart Girls' (U).
Along' unit on stage with Lou
tomorrow (Wed.)
Breese orch., Stepin Fetchlt and Ar- Starts second week best figures here
chalking up
inida.
On stage strength Is aiming afterlong
.Ume, $14,000. Last week,
higher than usual for bright $16,000. in
(Par), limped in with
Nation'
'Third
and
Last week, 'Strange Faces' (U)
'Forged Passport' (Rep), dived to poor $3,100.
$11,100.

(RKO)

— 'Flying

Bialt»—'Eagle and the Hawk'
Baltimore, April 11.
Strongest lineup of film product

sounding grosses all around. The
Story of Vernon and Irene Castle,'
Miller.
tied to strong vaude layout at the
Estimates for TUs Week
ApeUo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-7S) combo Hipp, is ringing the bell in
—'Illusion' (World). Got away Sat- lusty fashion, and 'Dodge City,' at
urday (8) and indicates a fine gross
advantage of the
ciurently on arty play. Figures for Stanley, is taking
ample seating capacity to point for
St .least $94)00, powerful. Last week,
biggest weeks of the year.
'Pygmalion' (M-G),
terif- one of

Dodge

BUHo

(WB).

.

flc

Paramannt- 'Midnight'
(2d Wk).

'

ities.

Dodge

—

Globe

'Casdes'-Vaude,

&

Palace is also In the swim with
7he Story of Vernon and Irene Castle' and should wallop through to
large coin on general principles, not
even counting huge publicity Miss
Castle rates in Chi. It's a battle of
stage shows between the State-Iiake
and Oriental, with the State-Lake
having its own Frenchy tmit on the
stage, as devised and staged by Leon

Capltel—'Hardys Ride High'
(M-G).
Criterion
'Mutiny on the
Bounty' (M-G) (revival) (12).
Globe- Trison Without Bars'
(UA) (2d wk).
Hnsle Hall—'Vernon and Irene
C^astle' (RKO) (3d wk).

Heaven' (Par)

is

foreign language flicker to
K. downtown, but B.
& K. is turning its attention towards
the arty stuS now as b. o. possibilthe

of April 13

Aster—'Pygmalion' (M-G)

VARIETY

terday (Tues,), but brought no one
flying to the theatre. 'On Trial,' ending Konday lUriit (10) was $6,000,
o. k. for

Holy Week.

whirlwind at the

b.o.

of Cisco Kid' (20th) opens Friday
(21), 'BeU' being held 3d week.
State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Cafe So(Par) (2d run), with Joan
Davis and Dave ApoUon In person.
Possibly $21,000 will be reached,
okay but nothing to advertise. Last
week 'Honolulu' (M-G) (2d nin) and
ciety'

Tony Galento disappointed at $19,000.
Strand (2,767; 25-40-55-75-85-S6)
'Dodge City' (WB) and Guy Lombardo. Despite a group of lukewarm
reviews, picture is having a fine flrst
week of dollar signs, looking to a
big $45,000, or better.
Much of
the credit for this box office attention is given to the cross-«ountry'
publicity job done oh this film. Last
week, second for 'You C^n't Get

Away

With

Murder'

(WB)

and

Jimmy Dorsey, under $15,000, a
forced holdover to wash up Lent

DnrbiihCorrigaii

Dual Good $19,000

As Boston Ups
Boston, April 11.
Business took a spurt over th*
weekend, with Holy Week's jinx lifted Saturday.
'Dodge City' looks like the town's
leader, with "Huckleberry Finn' and
"Three Smart Girls' running neckand-neck for second place.
Estimates for This Week

•Prison Without Bars' is very potent at the Globe, maybe $14,000, and
holds. Criterion is medium at $7,000
on 'Within the Law.'
Holdovers from Holy Week, In addition to 'Castle,' include 'Bell' and
'Pygmalion.' While 'Castle' showed
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 20-30-40)—
great strength with $100,000 over 'Gunga Din' (RKO) and Disney
Holy Week, on the holdover it is Revue (RKO) (2d run), two days:
picking up speed for a possible $110,- and 'Mystery Plane' (Mono) and
000, thus insuring a third week.
"Trouble Sundown' (RKO), dual, five
'Bell' got $47,000 on the flrst week days, plus vaude for full week. Looks
at the Roxy and will be about $40,000 like
$9,000, good. This is first fun
Loew's State, and 'Dodge City' is on the holdover. 'Pygmalion' loolcs week of vaude since stage policy regulling 'em in in great shape at the about $6,500 this week, its 18th, stiU sumed about three montlis ago. Last
nice profit, but pulls stakes around week,
[ary Anderson.
'Star Midnight' (RKO) and
Vaude was in for two days (8-9) May 1.
'Lost Patrol' (RKO) (2d run), dual,
Warners opens 'Juarez' at the Hol- with vaude for four days; and
at National, with bill headied by
Benny Baker, supported by Pat lywood at $2 top, two performances 'Devil's Island' (WB) and 'Great Man
Rooney, Jr., and Herman Tlmberg, daily, on April 28,
Votes' (RKO) (3d run), double, for
Estimates for This Week
Jr., Charles Brinkley orch and other
three days, okay $7,600.
acts.. Biz shaped up okay.
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-55)
Astor (1,012; 25-40-55-65)—'Pygmalion' (M-G) (18th week). Add -'Missouri' (Par) and 'Inside Story'
Estlmaica for This Week
another $8,500 to what this long-run (20th).
Shaping up okay, around
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue) baby
has gotten to date. Last week $6,500. Lost week, 'One-Thin) Nation'
(Par)
(1,500;, 15-30-40)— 'Midnight'
(17th). $9,000.
(Par)
and 'Never Say Die' (Par),
and 'Sudden Money (Par). MoveCapitol (4,520; 25-35-5S-e6-$1.25)— poor $4,200.
over from Rialto Jooking for fair
'Broadway Serenade' (M-G).
Keith lHemo^iaI-(RKO) (2,907; 25bit
$1,800. Last week, 'Stagecoach' (UA)
and 'Blondie Boss' (Col), on the profit better than last week, but still sad 35-40-55)— 'Three Smart Giris' (U)
at. $14,000.
'Society Lawyer" (M-G), and 'Flyhig Irishman'- (RKO). Picked
side, $2,000.
dipped to under $11,000, sorrowful.
up momentum over weekend, headkentncky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'With- ing for very good $19,000. Last week,
'Jesse James' (20th) and 'Swing Sis- In Law' (M-G).
Not doing weU, 'Love Affair' (RKO) (2d wk.) and
Aiming at forte $1,900. around $7,000 indicated. Last week 'Society
ter' (U).
Smugglers' (U) (1st wk.),
Last week. 'Made Criminal' (WB) 'Drummond' (Par) failed to get to dual, good
$15,000.
and 'Woman Again' (Col), mild $6,000, poor.
Metropolitan. (M&P) (4,367; 25-3»$1,500.
Globe
25-40-55)— 'Prison 40-55)— 'Dodge City' (WB) and 'Jane
(1,274;
15Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100;
Without Bars' (UA). This is the
30-40)—'Broadway Serenade' (M-G) kind of thing they like here; opened Ardeh Adventures' (WB). Flirting
with smash $30,000. Last week,
and 'Whispering Enemies' (Col). stoutly Saturday (8) and may see 'Daughter' (WB)
and Torchy ChinaRiding in on the Easter acceleration as much as $14,000 on the week, big,
town' (WB), double, medium $14,000.
and, while hardly in smash category, holding over.
In ahead, 'Let Us
Orpbeom (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40La.st Live' (Col), on 10 days got
pointing to healthy $6,000.
$11,000, 55)—"Huck Finn' (M-G) and !BlondIe
week, 'Madden' (M-G) and 'North good.
(Col). Whirling the wickets,
Boss'
Shanghai' (Col), felt the Lenten
PaUce (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Okla- heading for big $22,000. I^st week,
squeeze and returned meager $4,500. homa Kid' -(WB)
run) and
(2d
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1.000; 'Women in Wind' (WB) (1st run), 'Honolulu' (M-G) and 'O'Connor
15-30-40)—'Dodge City' (WB). Local twinned, opens here today (Wed.), (M-G), fair $15,000.
Faramoiut (M&P) (1,797: 25-35-40and national ads. and various ex- Six days for 'Darling Daughter' 55)—
'Missouri'
(Par) and 'Inside
ploitation gags, all helping b.o. In- (WB) (2d run) and 'Winner Tata
dications are for smash $7,000. Ijast All' (20th) (1st run). $6,500, mild. Story' (20th). Okay for about $8,000.
week, 'BlackweU' (WB) wound up Ahead of that 'Wife. Husband' Last week, 'One-Third Nation' (Par)
and
'Never Die' (Par), n.s.b. $6,900.
with pretty fair $3,000.
(20th) (2d run) and 'Woman DocSeoUay
(M&P)
(2,538; 25-35-40-50)
15)—
'Sweet- tor' (U) (1st run), $7,500.
Ohio (Settos) (900:
heart' (U) and 'Slim' (WB) split vrith
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)— —'Oklahoma Kid* (WB) and Topper*
'My BiU' (WB) and '(3oing Be Rich' "Midnight' (Par) and Tommy Dorsey (Col) (both 2d run). Around $7,000,
Probably $1,100, fair. Last (2d week). Picture, which got good very good. Last week, 'Blackwell'
(20th).
week. 'Give Sailor' (Par) and 'Men notices and is bringing sturdy night (WB) and 'Cafe Society' (Par) (both
Fools' (WB) split with 'Slim' and trade, combines with Dorsey and 2d run), poor $4,000.
State (Loew) (3,600; 26-3&-40-55)—
'One Passage' (WB), weak $900.
heavy day draught for smart takBlalto (Fourth Avenue) (3.000; 15- ings: first seven days ending last 'Huck Finn' (M-G) and 'Blondie
30-40)— 'Three Smart Giris' (U) and night (Tues.), $54,000. The second Boss' (Col). Strong combo, drawing
Durbin pic (final) week of 'From Missouri' around $17,000. Last week, 'Hono'Risky Business' (U).
Should cop rosy (Par) and Charlie Bamet Dorothy lulu' (M-G) and 'O'Connor' (Vl-G),
reaping results.
...
_.
Last week. Lamour, Mischa Auer,- '$32,500,, good.- fair $13,000.
$7,-500 and may -hold;
Radio City Music HaU (5.980; 40'Midnight' (Par) and 'Sudden Money'
Hobbylng With Warners
(Par), best in town and grabbed most 60-e4-99-$1.65)—'Castles' (RKO) and
of jack in sight, $7,000, big consider- stage show
(2d run).
Hollywood, April 11.
mighty
gross-getter, and possibly $110,000
ing everything,
New series, 'The Hobby Family,*
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400: this week (2d) after flrst seven days starts at Warners Monday (17) with
15-30-40)—'BaskervUles' (20th) and through Holy Week of $100,000,
William McGann directing imder
"Winner Take All' (20th). Indica- dandy. Goes third round, to be folBryan Foy's guidance.
tions are for satisfactory $3,200. Last lowed by 'Dark Victory' (WB).
Yarn is about a fatnily with screwBUIto (750; 25-40-55)
week, 'Arizona Wildcat' (20th) and
'Flying
Schedule calls for
good Irishman' (RKO).
"Everybody's Baby'
(20th),
Opened unim- ball hobbies.
pressively yesterday (Tues.) after three .a year.
$3,500.

A

.

-
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—
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PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

10-25)—'Idiot's'
berg)
(M-G) and 'Dark Journey' (UA),
first-run dual, split with 'Dark Rapture' <UA), 'Lady Vanishes' (20th)
and 'Illegal Traffic' (Par), trij)ler.
Good $2,200. Last week, 'Jesse James'
(20th) and 'Paris Honeymoon' (Par),
dual, split with 'Fisherman's Wharf
(RKO) and 'Flirting with Fate'
(M-G), dual, $2,500, very good.
Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10-

Wednesdaj, AprU 12, 1939

(950-810-650;

3 Comedies Give Mpls. B. 0. Joy;

'Mair; lidn^ht'Topper

M

Big

Minneapolis, April U.
UP;
BIZ
Three strong screen comedies
•Love Affair/ •Midnight' and 'Topper
Talies a Trip'— are bolstering local
In toto they
boxoffices this week.
Providence, April 11.
comprise the best single week's
Close of Lenten season brightened
array of newcomers to hit the loop prospects considerably here and all
snowstorins houses are looking for better than
Even
time.
some
for
can't
biz.
weather
average
cold
unseasonably
and
'Little Princess,' at Majestic, and
keep the customers away. It's a good •Broadway Serenade,' at State, look
getaway for the post-Lenten season. best
^
Estimates for Tbis Week
'Love Affair' apparently >tfill enAlbee (RKO) (2.000; 25-35-50)—
able the Orpheum to finish out In
•Love Affair' (RKO) and 'Flying
front for the third successive week, Irishman' (RKO).
Stepping alone
but thanks to Topper Takes a Trip' to nice $7,000. Last weelc, ^Culver'
and 'Midnight,' respectively, the (U) and 'Society SmugglersV (U),

PROV.

PICKS

'SERENADE' HAPPY 12G

25-35-40)

—

'Castles'

(RKO). Smash

Last week, 'BlackweU' (FN)
and 'Beauty Asking' (RKO), $3,900.

$7,500.
fair;

Out of the Ditch;

Frisco Can't Get

But Dodge Dual Excenent $18,000
•CASHES,' 12G, BURNS,

Omaha (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40)—
'Midnight' (Par) and 'Woman DocDenver, April 11.
tor' (Rep), dual. Very good $8,300.
The Story of Irene and Vernon
Last week, 'Missouri' (Par) and 'PerCastle' is pulling strong enough at
sons-Hiding' (Par), $6,800, good.
over, as is 'I'm
Orphenm (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40) the Orpheum to holdthe Denham.
—•Princess' (20th) and 'Boy Trou- From Missouri' at
Estimates for This Week
ble' (Par). Very good $10,000. Last
25-40)—
(1,400;
Aladdin (Fox)
week, •Tailspin' (20th) and 'Crooked
after
a week at
(U).
•Honest
Man*
Mile' (Par), good $9,500.
Last week,
Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25) the Denver. Nice $4,000. week
at the
after
a
(FN),
'Daughter'
'Gambling
—•Dark Journey'^ (UA)
to be
Ship' (U), first-run, and 'Jesse James' Denver, good enough at $3,500
Rialto.
(20th), tripler, split with 'North Yu- moved to the
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40)—
kon'- (Col), 'Spy Ring' (Col) and
'Fisherman's Wharf (RKO), tripler. 'Madden (M-G) and 'Marry' (RKO),
Good $1,800. Last week, 'Dark Rap- both after a week at the Orpheum.
so-so $4,500.
Follies'
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 25-35- ture' (U), "Raw Timber' (Rep) and Good $2,500. Last week, 'Ice
50)— 'Fast Loose' (M-G) and 'Mys- 'To Victor' (GB), tripler, split with (M-G) and 'Saint Strikes Back'
week at
tery Plane* (Mono). Fairish $4,000. 'Man Votes' (RKO), 'Frog' and 'Paris (RKO), good $2,500, after
Orpheum.
Last week, 'Madden' (M-G) and Honeymoon' (Par), $1,500, fair.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-40)—
'Blondie Boss' (Col) (2d run), poor
,

_

Century and State aren't likely to
be far behind. All three pictures
copped nice notices and they're
favored, too, by patrons' word-ofmouth.
$3,000.
Surprising development was the
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
fast finish of Holy Week after a slow Black well' (WB) and Happy Fel- OKLA. STRENGTHENS;
on stage. Heading for
Start. Grosses, in most instances rep- ton's orch
Last week, 'Wong'
neat $7,500.
resented a distinct improvement (Mono) and vaude, swell $8,000.
NICE $5,600
over what had been coming into
MaJesUo (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
boxoffices recently. Even Good Fri- Princess' (20th) and 'Winner All'
Oklahoma City, April 11.
Socko $11,000 sighted. Last
(20th).
day failed to dent biz noticeably.
Easter Week looks like cUmbing
and
(20th)
•BaskerviUes'
week,
Estlnmtes for This Week
grosses again with good pix on
'Risky Business' (U), weak $5,000.
Aster (Par-Singer) (900;. 15-25)—
State (Loew.) (3,200; 25-35-50)— screens.
•One-Third Nation' (Par) and 'Every- Broadway Serenade' (M-G) and
'Midnight,'
Criterion,
Ijitae
at
body's Baby' (20th), dual first-runs. Tirst Offenders' (Col). Holding own Princesv at Midwest and 'Blondie
Good bill for this spot and should for weighty $12,000. Last week, 'Fast Meets Boss,' at State, all look good.
Last week,
climb to good $1,700.
Estimates for This Week
and 'Mystery Plane'
(M-G)
Loose'
•Inside Story' (20th) and 'Society (Mono), fairish $9,000.
Criterion. (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—
first-runs,
dual
(U),
Smugglers'
Probably nice
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)-^ 'Midnight' .(Par).
$1,600, okay.
Last week, 'Wife, Husband'
•Missoiuri' (Par) and "King China- $5,600.
Centnry (Par-Singer) (1,600: 25- town' (Par). Paced at nice *7,500. (20th), $4,800, under average.
WeU-llked
35-40)—'Topper' <UA).
Liberty
(SUn) (1,200; 20-25)—
'Eagle Hawk' (Par) (reweek.
Last
co.medy showing considerable issue) and 'Orphan Annie' (Par), 'Say It French' (Par) and 'NewsPrestige of first Topper'
strength.
boys Home' (U), split with •Family
Good good $5,700^^
picture an undoubted help.
Next Door* (U) and •King China16,200 in prospect. Last week, 'Fast
town' (Par).
Better than average
Loose' (M-G), $6,000, good.
Last week, 'Strange
at
$2,800.
Qopher (Far-Singer) (998; 25)—
Faces' (U) and 'Off Record' (WB),
•King Turf (UA). Menjou no draw
split with 'Boy Trouble' (Par) and
here and this vehicle rated just so'Moto' (20th), below average $1,900.
so. Will do well to reach- mUd $2,200.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—
Last week, 'Culver' (U), went out
'Princess' (20th). Better than averafter six days and $2,000, poor.
age $4,800. Last week, 'Song Plains'
Orpheam (Far-Singer) (2,800; 25(M-G), n.g. $3,600.
35-40)—'Love Affair' (RKO). RePlaxa
(Stan)
25-35-40>(750:

mNIGHT'

,

OMAHA

PERKS;

'CASTLES' BIG

viewers fell for this one, hook, line
and sinker. Customers are going to
town for it, with Irene Dunne name

$1,300. Last
poor $1,200.

$7^

En

Honeymoon'

(Par).

week, 'Daughter* (WB),

(M-G),

$2,200,

World

(350; 25-35-40-55)

A

IHlDNIGHrDUAL

OK

15G IN DET.

Detroit, April It
Strong Easter week lineup, abetted

by school

kids' spring vacash, figures

to spell biz.
Top coin-getter likely to

be

•Little

plus
Arthur Treacher
heading vaude, at the Fox.

Princess,',

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)
Three Smart Girls' (U) <2d wk.) (2d
run) plus 'Saint Strikes Back' (RKO)
dual. Durbin opus, moved here after
nice sesh 'at Fox; picked up neat
$8,000 last week at this spot coupled
with 'Son Criminal' (Col), and holds
on for another .good $5,600 currently
with new supporting film.

—

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-4065)—'Princess' (20th) with Arthur
Treacher heading stage show. Temt>le
opus figures to snare the kicls during
Easter vacash; should garner okay
$21,000. Last week, poor $14,000 for
'Blondie Boss' (Col) plus vaude.

Mioblgan. (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-65)— 'Midnight' (Par) plus 'On

WiU get good
Trial' (WB), dual.
$15,000. Last week, fair $11,000 for
•Never Die'
- (Par);- -

(Par)

and 'St Louis'

week, -King Turf (UA) and 'Wong'
(Mono), n.g. $4,500.

VaKti

Artiste

though

it

has been a long, long time

since the. first-runs have had such
biggies competing, with each other,
biz still remains definitely off.
Nearly every picture in town
opened to disappointing returns.
Best biz this week will be done by
'Dodge City* at the Fox.

Estimates for This

Week

Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—
Dodge City' (WB) and 'Sudden
Money' (Par). Got off to slow start
but picked up momentum. WiU get

Last week, 'Basand 'Everybody's
Baby' (20th). i>oor $11,500.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)
—'Castles' (RKO) and vaude. War
scare, the Fair and warm weather
all hold takings down to $16,500,
which is several thousand less than
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-40)— Rogers-Astaire combo would do un-.
'Princess' (20th). Above average for der happier
Last
circumstances.
Temple film at $9,000. Last week, week, 'Family Next Door' (RKO)
'Honest Man' (U), good $9,000.
and vaude, perked up a bit and got
excellent $18,000.
kerviUes' (20th)

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
(RKO) and 'Within Law'

—'Castles'

(M-G).
will

h.

$14,000.

Orphenm (F&M)

(2.440;

35-55)—

Getting heavy $12,000 and Three Smart Girls' (U) (2d wk).
o.
Last week, 'Madden' Providing heat wave doesn't confair $8,-- tinue, gate should be around $0,000,

(M-G) and 'Marry' (RKO),

Last, week, terrific $16,000.
Faramonnt (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
Faramonnt (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55•King Turf (UA) and 'Redwoods' 75)—'Graham BeU' (20th) and 'Chas(Col).
Good $2,500. Last week, ing Danger* (20th). Biz hasn't been
Holy Week
'Dark Rapture' (Indie) and 'Lady as big as expected.
opening and warm weather will keep,
and Mob' (Col), nice $3,500.
Btolto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Daugh- take down to $15,000, good but not
ter' (FN), after a week at each the up to hopes. Last week (2d ), 'MadDenver and Aladdin, and 'Society den' (M-G) and 'Fast Loose' (M-G),
Smugglers' (U). Nice $2,300. Last $7,000, fair.
St Francis (P-WC) (1,470: 35-55^
week, 'Topper' (UA), after a week
at e^cb the Denver and Aladdin, and 75)—•BaskerviUes* (20th) and 'Every'Inside Story' (20th), average $1,800. body's Baby' (20th) (2d wk). Competish from newcomers on the street
much too strong. Won't get more
Last week
than $4,000, very poor.

800.

fair.

FLYNN-VAUDE

(WB) and
(3d), •Oklahoma Kid'
•Wife's Relatives' (Rep), poor $3,500.
United Artiste (Cohen) (1,200: 3555-65)—•Wuthering Heishts tUA).
Biz geared to around $12,000, g(>od.

FORTE 20G

Last week (0 days), •King Turf
(UA), poor $6,000.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680: 35-55-75)

—Broadway

Serenade' (M-G). Although picture is generally, regarded
as one of best ever made by Mac-

EWASH.

Donald, the turnstile isn't turning as
fast as expected; $10,000 take 'way

below expectations, although a big
improvement over last week, when
'Missouri' (Par) and i:<ad:^ Vanished
Cap has (GB) was pulled after six days to
been overrun with tnousands of tour-, very poor $4,600.
ists for a week, and for next 10 days
busloads of school kids will be injuring in.
Cold snap lasted through
Simday (9) and sent 'em scurrying
Washington, April

With annual Cherry Blossom

11.
cele-

brations overlapping Easter,

althou^

it

Sintahy-lawyer'

suddenly yesterday (10), and
parks may get good share from today
(Tuesday) on.
Three biggest malnstemers sbot big
guns this week to nab the visitors,
and twoi at least are bidding to clean
UD nicely. Capitol is good with Fred
Paramount is making gooid use of the farm-out system, popular in base- Warlng's orch and 'Four Girls in
White.^ 'Dodee City,' with vaude, is
ball, to develop and profit on its stock player roster. Luana Walters, just
great at the Earle.
back from a loan .trip to. Republic, where she learned about westerns from
Estimates tor Thla Week
Gene Autiy, Is getting her first home break as a featured player in DlsCapitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)
puted Passage,' and taking tests for 'Dr. Cyclops.' Joseph Allen, Jr., Broad- —'Girls White' (M-G) and vaude.
Buffalo, AprU 11.
way rookie, is back at Par after a tryout in Metro's 'Lucky Night' Out- Fred Waring orch nipping tourists
Business Is moving up decisively
standing loanout is William Holden, Pasadena youngster, recently farmed for big $23,000. Last week, 'Madden' this week, with three of the five
to Columbia for the title part in 'Golden Boy.' Par had assigned him to (M-G) and vaude, fair $17,000.
downtown houses reaching topflight
Colnmbto
(Loew) (1,234; 25-40)— flgures. The combination of Phil
a bit in 'What a Life,' but cheerfully turned him over to the rival studio
•Each Other' (UA) (2d run). Back Spitalny's aU-femme 'Hour tst Charm'
for experience and exploitation.
downtown after two nice stanzas at orch and 'Society Lawyer,' at BufPalace, and should hit average $4,500,
falo, is headed toward One of the
Same secretive tactics that finally brought about the virtual diismember- Last week, 'Pygmalion' (M-G) (2d best weeks in recent months, 'Dodge
run), held to surprising $6,000 in
City' and Three Smart Girls' arc
ment of the United Motion Picture Theatre Owners in Phi^y have been holdover
repeat
neck and neck for topshelf takings.
adopted by Sid Samuelson, two-day-a-week, $7,500-a-year prez of new
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
Good Friday, which saw all houses
Allied tuit in that territory. Samuelsoii virtually refuses to talk for pub- 'Dodge City' (WB) and vaude. Cass closed until 3 p. m^ was more than
Daley heading nice revue, but it's
lication and is creating a swell burn for himself in the territory.
Only Errol Flynn and bally that's getting offset by Easter Monday, always a
info he gives but is in well hashed-over and practically meaningless occa- 'tm In for bie $20,000. Last
week, big day here.
Estimates for This Week
sional press releases.
'BlackweU' (WB) can thank Kay
Bnflalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—
Lewen Pizor, UMPTO prez, who once was similarly allergic to news- Kyser's orch for record $27,000.
Keith's
(RKO) (1.830; 35-55)— 'Society Lawyer" (M-G-M) and Phil
papermen, is now the essence of. sweetness.
•Love Affair* (RKO) (3d Wk). Ro- Spitalny's femme orch. Spitalny is
mance-minded visitors helping to- dupUcatlng his draw here last time
J)ecision in Booth Tarkington's long-drawn-out damage suit against War- ward nice $8,000. Last week, same and good stage-pic combo is headed
for fine $18,000. Last week, 'Prinner Bros .for improper use of his name is not expected for several more pic pocketed smart $11,200.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)— 'Persons cess* (20th), fair $10,000.
weeks. Attorneys wondering at the delay were informed by the Federal
Centnry (Shea) (3,000; 25-35 >—
Type of stuff house
District Court that the briefs in the case had been sent to the main filing Hiding* (Par).
•King Turf (UA) and •Flying Irishfor, but of no interest to visit
room in the Federal building, N. Y. Attendants in the latter place denied goes
ors. Average $4,200. Last week, 'On man* (RKO).
£>omewhat over prereceiving them. Further investigation indicated the papers had been mis- Trial' (WB), fair $3,500
for six days. ceding flgures at $6,500. Last week,
laid by Judge William Bondy's secretary.
Search is being made of his
Falace (Loew) (2,242; 35-55)—'Mid- 'Boy Slaves'
(RKO) and 'Road
desk and flies.
night' (Par).
Ace straight pic spot Demon' (20th), fair $5,700.
bowing to vaude houses on tourist
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000;. 30-50)
trade, and, despite good* reviews, —'Dodge City* (WB) and 'Sudden
Iiong-nimored espionage system. at a major studio was. suddenly revealed
won't better average $14,000. Last Money' (Par). Strong card shooting
as a reality when one of the flacks was called to the carpet for a 'treason- week, 'Cafe Society' (Par),
fairish for hidi $12,000. Last week, 'Madable' remark. At a recent preview, of a high-priced picture the flack re- $11,500 in nine days.
den' (M-G-M) and •Pardon Nerve'
marked to his_ wife that that was a 'B ' pro duct ion on an 'A' budget Next
.
.(g-Othi. skay $8.7oa
morning the proHuceFTjar'ged iino'lhe boss flack's <iffice~with evidence
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)— 'Prmagainst the traitor.' Only the praiser's long service in the department
cess' (20th) (2d run).
Mild holdover at around $6,000. Last week,
Hollywood. AprU 11.
prevented bis instant flring.
•The Devil on Wheels' is flnal title 'Jane Arden' (WB) and 'Man Votes'
for 'The Roaring Crowd' at Warners. (RKO), scraped bottom at $3,000.
Life magazine advertising rate for black and white is $5,700 and for color
•Spoilers of the Range' is release
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35)—'3
$7,000, with the publication in turn giving four pages of art on the adver- tag on The Oklahoma Trail' at CoSmart Girls' (U). Jumped the gun
lumbia.
with fine opening and clicking
tiser's production that is being pushed.
'The Rookie Cop' replaced 'G-Dog' steadUy for swell $12,000. Last week,
New York Mirror is also after picture trade for its Sunday mag at $2,000at
RKO.
'Happened
One Night' (Col) (rea-page rate and gives one page following week on its front cover gratis
'Family Affair' flnal tag on 'Family vival) and 'Juvenile Court' (Col),
Qf;I(«r59naHties in*« picjtuJO.. 1
-..>,. moderate ^/6Q0,> >
Reunion' -at 'Warners.
lifted

Inside Sbiff-Pkhires

Fine 18G in Buff

Dodge

C Big 12G
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.
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•

.

Palms - State (United Detroit)
30-40-50)—'Never Die' (Par)
(2d run) plus 'Made Criminal' (WB),
Last
dual. Paced for good $9,000.
(3,000;

(2,000;

ting

Smash

into theatres after dusk,

Ught

(Steffes)

-^•Pygmalion' (M-G) (6th wk). Constandtinuing at sensational pace.
out run here after two big weeks at
the Century. Good $1,800 in sight
Last week, $2,000, fine.

roll this

$9,000 in
Last week, 'Midnight' (Par)
sight,
and 'Persons Hiding' (Par), former
on the end of 18-days, did close to
good.
$8,000,
(Par).

'Missouri'

So-so

route to good $6,20-25)—
State
(Nolle)
(1,100;
800. Last week, 'Hiick Finn' (M-G),
•Blondie Boss' (Col) and 'Romance
$6,000, good.
Redwoods' (Col). Due for better than
Omaha, April 11.
SUte (Par-Sineer) (2,300; 25-35Average $2,800. Last week, •Little
40)—'Midnight' (Par). Cast lineup
Fair weather and three top pic- Pal' (Mono) and 'Billy Kid* (Rep),
and plenty of laughs putting this one tures are giving Omaha houses big average $2,500.
over with bang. Heading for fairly grosses this week.
Tower (Stan) (1,000; 25-35-40)—
good $6,000. Last week, 'Princess'
Hie Storv of Vernon and Irene •Fast Loose' (M-G).. Rushed in last
(20th), $5,500, fair.
Castle,' at Brandeis, is being singled week and will be. carried over as
Time (Gillman) (2S0; 15-25)— to smash $7,500. 'Midnight' dualed long as possible. Gross will be aver•Lost Patrol' (RKO) (reissue). Light with •Woman Doctor' at Omaha, is age $2,500.
Last week, 'Dramatic
$600 indicated.. Last week $700. mild. standing up well under the com- School' (M-G). pulled In three days
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)— petish for an estimated $8,300.
with only $600 in tia 'Fast Loose'
•Young Heart' (UA). First neighborEstimates for Thla Week
(M-G). put in for next tour, earned
hood showing. Pretty good $2,500 in
Avenue - Dnndee - Military (Gold- about $900, fair.
Last week, 'Honolulu'
prospect
also counting.

'

'Paris

San Francisco, April 11.
men are shooting the
week oh the hopes of getthings running in high gear
again after a bad Lenten season. Al.
Local: theatre

DENVER

$9,000, BIG IN

(United

Detroit)

30-40-65)—"Ice Follies' (M-G)

(2d wk.). After getting only fair
$8,000 first stanza, flicker slicks for
i\
a poor $6,000(oilrt'dKt]yi. ): .>
\

A
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.
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-

•

<
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PICTURE QROSSES

Wednesday, April 12, 1939

PtiSy Hatches Good Biz;

Dodge C;

plenty disappointing at
$17,500, especially for holiday week.

we^

Ice Follies" (M-G) and
Bowes' 'World's Fair Revue," poor

Last

VARIETY

11

and

time

V $29J0, 'G^tles' 26G

'Dodge City

$14,500.

Great $24,001), liaveD'-VaiMl^ OK 22G

Warner (WB)

(2,000; 25-35-50)—
<Huck Finn' (H-G). Shoved in here
at last minute from Penn after quick
decision, and as result got away to

slow

mldtown houses here this
weeh with the hoUday, marked by

Key

grabbing $6,000. Last week. Saint
Back" (RKO) and 'Secret
Service of Air" (WB), very poor $2,-

City Grosses

Strikes

lans of

EstlMatcd TeUi Gross

TUa Week.
t<niehed in

and Sunday

..

.

wtat

the doctor ordered and tlie b. o.'s reacted acwdingly.
Topping everything in town, far
and way. is "Soodge Cfty.'

^^s^

preemed at the Stanley SatordSy

\9} -It lools destined for at least
U*,000, terrtf c, und<» the hnpetus of
cr«.
healthy bouquets from

day

^

Sm-

exceeded

admissions

those for the correspondhie

(WB)

AldiDe

(U03r 32-42-57>:FInidies

up tomorrow (Wednesdagr) with aix
'days of a third week and stiU show-

ing plenty of zip. KnoddBg oS
OM for the final seslt, neat. Copped
$11,000 last stcBiza and $14^009 in Oie
opener for $34,000 tot the turn, swelL
'Wuthering' gets an .evening preon
tomorrow
etc.,
floodliglits,
with
(Wed).

Bayd

(WB)

32-42-57)—
(M-G). Will

(2350;

'Broadway Serenade'
have banked $15,500,

tor eight
days when it pulls up stakes tomorrow (Wednesday). Last week, 'Baskervilles' (20th),

weak

cities,

fair,

N.r.)
Total Grass Same

Week

Uatttar
(Based on 23

CASHES' LUSH

.

swell $4^500.
Last
•Pygmalion' (M-G) (5th wk),

wound

(2360: 32-37-42)—'Dodge City'

'Pacific

Linn" (RKO), $4,700, okay.
Palamar (Sterling) (1,350; lft-2737-42)—'GamMing Ship' (U) and
'Cipher Bureau' (GN), dual, plus
Last
Great $5,800.
Bowes' ams.
we^ 'Newsboys Home' (U) and
"Last Express' (U), dual and vaude,
good $4,3)0.
Parameoiit' (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
32-37-42)—'3 Smart Girls'
(3JB39;
(U) and 'Society Smugglers' (U) (2d
wk). Looking for $4^600, good. Last
week, same films, great $8,200.
B«M«T*lt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—
"Off Recwii" (WB) and 'DevU's Island" (WB). Expect big- $2,700. Last
week, 'Made Me Criminal' (WB) and
'Going Places' (WB), slow $1,900.

Kansas

Uptown, alQiough

N.G.$17mPitt

Pittsburgh, AprU 11.
Easter week bringing a few smiles
better,
run.
Strong $6,000.
Ijast week. back to the Golden Triangle, but
'Princess' (20th) (2d run), oke $4,- curiously enough, the boom isn't gen-

Doing
comparatively, than on first

it

has some room

to go in the iray-and-date Esquire
situation. Duals are likewise showing pleasing returns, and total along
theatre row is up markedly over the
past week.
Estimates for This Week

Uptown

day-and-date

—

strong at Uptown
age at Esquire. Combo headed for
$7,500. with Uptown by far the
stronger half. I.ast week, 'BaskerviUes' (20th), fair $3,000 at Uptown,
and 'Pygmalion" (M-G) closed threeweek, subsequent-nm at Esquire

with satisfactory $1,500.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)
'Broadway Serenade' (M-G) and

—

'Blondie Boss" (Col).
MacDonaldAyres film ably supported by comic
strip characters and house up over

past few weeks. liooks for $10,000,
fair. Last week, 'Fast Loose" (M-G)
and "Four Girls" (M-G), so-so $8,500.
Newman (Par) (1.900; 10-25-40)—
In past, it's always been a hot •Dodge City" (WB). Opened WednesKeith's (WB) (1.870; 32-42-57)—'3
day (5) and $11,500 in sight, top figeverybody.
This
year
for
session'
Smart Girls' (U) (2d run). Showinjg
ure
here. Holds over.
Last week,
strength at $5,600. Last week, 'Love only a few of them are sharing the
'Never Die" (Par) and 'Eagle Hawk'
Affair' (RKO) (2d run), good $5,200. spoils.
(Par) (reissue), moved out after six
Palace (WB) (1,100; 26-42)—'Never
.'Dodge City' is far and away the slow days, $4,600.
Die' (Par).
Despite new policy of smash of week, heading Penn for one
Orpheom (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)
three-hour shows (no duals), house
of year's top grosses and a cinch to
"The Castles' (RKO). Looks set for
is showing no particular sbvngth.
hold over at the Warner, while extended run; $9,000 looks in. Holds.
Getting by this turn with $5,200. Last
Three Smart Girls Grow Up' is push- Last week, 'Blackwell' (WB) and
week, 'On Trial' (WB), poor $4,200.
ing the Alvin back into lop brackets 'Fisherman's Wharf (RKO), slow
SUnley (WB) (2,91^ 32-42-57)— again
sticks for another seven'
and
$4,800.
'Dodge City' (WB). Opened Saturday (18) to much horn-blowing and day stretch. Third h. o. will be Ful'
Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,050; 10ton's 'East Side of Heaven,' holding
fanfare. Sunday biz exceeded 'Robin
25-40)
'Graham Bell' (20th) and
nicely in stiff competition and getHood' by 200 and looks set to coU'
'Everybody's Baby" (20th). One of
ting real coin for this spot.
tinue that snappy pace. Will grab
this house's better weeks on straight
Combo of 'Blackwell's Island' and films, $7,000. Last week, 'Baskeroff better than $24,000, terrific, for
Tony
Martin
in person is big disap'
the stanza. Last week, 'Three Smart
'Family Door' (U),
pointment at Stanley, and reissue of villes" (20th) and
Gills' (U), got in extra day on its
'Snow White' is also taking it' on $5,600, slow.
second lap to give 'Dodge City' the
chin at Senator.
benefit
of the
Saturday preem.
Estimates for This Week
Knocked off $10,100 for the eight
days.
Alvln (Harris) (1.850; 25-35-50)—
^SUnton (WB) (1,457; 26-32-42)— 'Smart Girls' (U). Spotty, but get'Winner All' (20th). Weakest of all ting enough big days right on the
the new ones and even the holiday heels of slow ones to insure first-rate
rabbit isn't helping with a mere $4.
$13,300 and h. o. That's up couple
000 in the basket. Last week, 'Mad
of grand over first-run grosses for
den' (M-G), given an extra three last couple of Durbin pix. Iiast week,
days to get the house back on Satur- 'Baskervilles' (20th). good at $7,000
day opening policy after "Flying for eight days during Holy Week.
Irishman' (RKO) was pulled in four
Folton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)
days.
Indianapolis, AprU 11.
Hit a fair pace for the 10 —'East Side Heaven' (U). Got a bet•lays at $7,300.
Improvement is noted at the first'
ter break than most of new product,
because management held up open- runs, with stronger attractions being
ing until after Holy Week, shooting offered to Easter week showgoers.
in Crosby flicker Saturday (8). Head- The straight film houses in the downSeattle
Strang;
ing for nice $7,700, plenty respect- town sector are sharing business on
able at this spot, and good for at virtually an equal footing, with profit
Last week, re- in prospect for 'Dodge City,' at' Cirleast second week.
'Dodge' Doal Forte
issues of 'Lost Patrol' (RKO) and cle, 'Story of Vernon and Irene
Midnight'
(RKO) reissues, Castle,' at Indiana, and the dual of
'Star
SeatUe, April 11.
pleasant surprise at $4,600 in 10 'Broadway Serenade' and 'Lone Wolf
Beginning with Easter Sunday, b. days.
Spy Hunt', at Loew's.
0. improvement has been marked,
The vaudfllm Lyric is registering
penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-50)
good attractions being a factor.
Super west- the top gross and will gamer a comCity" (WB).
Dodge City,' 'Little Princess,' 'Yes, —'Dodge
topping everything in town by a fortable margin of profit on 'Hound
em
My Darling Daughter,' together with wide margin. Should have no trou- of Baskervilles' and Orrin Tucker's
sturdy holdovers, make the fare look
ble knocking down $24,000 and may orchestra. Revival of "Eagle and
invitmg.
even go above that on current im- Hawk,' at Apollo, on a dual with
ExceUent weather is helping.
That means it goes to the 'One-Third of Nation' is not doing
petus.
Estimates for This Week
Warner Friday (14). Last week, much.
Bine Monse (Hamrlck-Evergreen) 'Huck Fhin' (M-G), beat down Holy
Estimates tor This Week
(8M; 32-37-42)—"Love Affair" (RKO) Week barrier to finish strong at $14,Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1.100; 25-30and 'Man Votes' (RKO), after two 750, way better than anticipated.
40) 'Eagle Hawk* (Par) (revival)
weeks at Fifth. Expect good $2,900.
Senator (Harris) (1,800; 25-40)— and 'One-Third Nation' (Par), ForLast week (2d), 'Midnight' (Par) 'Snow White' (RKO). Lot was ex- mer pic and its cast stressed in ads,
and 'Illegal Traffic' (Par), six days, pected from reissue of Disney clas- but results are mild at $2,500. Last
f2.100. okay.
but it's not coming through. week. Three Smart Girls' (U) and
siQ,
Collsenm (Hamrick - Evergreen) There won't be. more than $2,500 in 'Beauty Asking' (RKO), in moveover
(1,900; 21-32)—'Jesse James' (20th) the till at the finish.
Last week, session from Indiana,. '^,700, fair.
and 'Paris Honeymoon' (Par). Indi- 'Cimarron' (RKO reissue), 'Navy
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30cate big $3,800. Last week, 'Idiot's" Secrets' (Mono) and 'No Man of Her
(M-G) and 'Girl Downstairs' (M-G), Own' (Par), latter two dividing 40)—'Dodge City' (WB). Back to
features after three poor
single
*2,300, slow.
seven days, just another session at
weeks with vaudfilms. Sturdy $7,300.
Fifth Avenne
(Hamrick - Ever- $1,800.
Last
week, 'Winner All' (20th) and
green) (2,349; 32-37-42 ^'Princess'
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-60)—
Boles unit on stage, was in the
(20th) and 'Fast Loose" (M-G). An- 'Blackwell' (WB) and Tony Martin John
red
plenty
at $7,800.
ticipate good $6,500. Last week, 'Love on stage. Nice notices for this combidlana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30Affair"
(RKO) arid 'Man Votes' bo and great, expectations, too, on 40)—
'Castles' (RKO). Single bUl pol^*IK0) second week. $5,000. good.
strength of Martin's corking $26,000
Music Box (Hamrlck-Evergreen) last time around about a year ago. icy after string of twin bills. Hit<850;
32-37-42)
'Daughter's (F<N). However, nothing like it in sight this ting the ball at $7,500. Last week, fair

—

—

'CASTLES' RICH

7^26 IN INDPLS.

'

AH

9G

—

,

WB

City,' being soloed at
Downtown
and Hollywood, and 'Vemon and
Irene Castle,' day-dating at the Pan-

tages and

RKO.

we^

—

$7,400,

Fonr'SUr (F-WC-UA)

(900; 40-55)

—'Prison Without Bars' (UA). Came
in day before Easter with first week
probable $3,700. Last week, 'Lady
Vanishes' (GB) three days of third
week, $500.

^eiiade' Sour
SG, but Xastles'

Film

eral.

—

Town's leaders are 'Dodge

ingly.

"Huckleberry Finn' at State-Chinese is bringing fair combined gross,
$5,700 on dual ot ^Midnight! (Par) while
ParaiT.ount, with
From
and 'King Chinatown' (Far).
Missouri' will have hardest row to
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—
"Broadway Serenade' (M-G) and hoe. Estimates for
This Week
'Lone Woir (Col). MacDonald film
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024:
given strong ad campaign and results
'Fast 30-4O-5S-75)—'Huck Finn' (MG) and
are good at $7400. Last
Loose' (M-G) and Tour Girls' (M-G) 'Bum O'Connor' (MG) dual. Extreme
heat offset juve attendance account
poor $4,700.
Holy Week school vacation and best
Lyrle (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)
•Baskervilles' (20th) and Orrin Tuck- in sight is poor $7,200. Last week,
er band on stage. Latter played up Tailspin' (20th) and 'Musketeers'
over the pic because of Acker's (20th), $9,700.
radio time from Chicago in recent
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55Healthy take at $10,500. 65)—'Dodge City" (WB). Took the
months.
Last week, 'Oklahoma Kid' (WB) and town by. storm and hung up heaviest
vaude headlining Hoagy Carmichael, opening day gross at regular prices
'surmounted Hofy week obstacles to in years; looks like okay $15,000 first
finish with okay $10,300.
week. Last week, 'Blackwell's Island'
(WB) and 'Wife's Relatives' (Rep),

going
and beating aver-

policy.

'BaskerviUes' (20th) (2d run).

400.

$344,»M
(Based on 12 theatres)
Same 'Week
....^$S7MM
(Based on 12 theatres)

(Fox-Mid-

1.200; 10-25-40)
Three Smart Girls" (U) returns
these sister houses to their former

24G,

fflartm-Garfidd

32-42-57)—

City, April 11.

Trend for the week is to single'
bills, with noticeably better product
in every house. Four of the major
first-runs are soloing this week,
against four duals last week. Tower
and Midland stick to thel^ set policy
of duals.
'Dodge City," at Newman and
'Story <d Irene and Vernon Castle,'
at Oridieum, are outstanding, as is
'Three Smart Girls Grow Up' at the

Esquire and
west) (820 and

Dodge Big

ThU Week

Los Angeles, April 11.
First nms' are well fortified with
screen fare for Easter week, but ran
afoul of extrme heat over the
weekend, and most suffered accord-

Tm

(WB)

and "Winner Take AU' (2ttth). Big
campaign started early, looks to
land around $S;0OS; immense. Last
wedi, 'Missouri' (Pte) and'

Estimated Total Gross

Total Gross
Last Tear

aOOlIN

week,

Expect

Shirley Ross, Judy Canova and
Charlie Barnet's orch on stage. This
combo will get profitable $22,000.
Last week, 'Missouri' (Par) with Joe
Venuti's orch and Joe E. Lewis on
deck, good for $21,000.
(1,066;

Broiuiway Grosses

180 theatres).

.

(WB)

days.

...$1.2M,M«
cities.

$13,000.

Earle
(WB) (2.758; 26-32-42)—
'Oklahoma Kid' (WB) (3d run).
Tagged along with the rest of the
Easter draught for pretty good $7,200.
Last week, 'Stagecoach' (UA)
(3d run), just a trifle slow at $6,500.
Fojc (WB) (2.423: 32-37-42-57-68)—
'East Side Heaven' (U) and vaude.

Karlton

ei^t

147 thea-

tres, chiefly first runs, tncludinff

mr 200 up dandy riin with $2,000, gOM.
day of
Orphmaa (Hainrick - Evergreen

record-craddng 'Robin Rood.'
'Nother stroocie here is Hildnlght,'
which winds up at the Aldine tomorrow (Wednesday) in the sixfh
day of its third week at $»,00». Easily strong enough to flaiA out the
week and more, but is bowing out
for *Wutheriag Hei^its.'
Estimates for TUb Week
'Midnight' (Par) (Sd wft).

600 in

%ijaijm

(Based on 24

-

dd« were ^cUy

TopL A. hsitst Fare, 'HoeUeberry'

Picking up nicely, howand should have no trouble

start.

ever,

Pbiladelpbia, April 11.
Easter bunny laW no eges In ttie,

Big 9G in Cincy

Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 30-40-5565)— 'Dodge City' (WB). Will hit
very, big $14,500 first seven days. Last
week, "BlackweU's Island' (WB) and
'Wife's Relatives' (Rep), fair $6,400.

Orpheom (B'dway)

(2,280;

25-30-

)—Trouble in Sundown' (RKO)
and 'Fisherman's Wharf (RKO) dual
and vaudeville. Cashed in last three
days on Easter holiday biz for okay
Liberal release Of fresh product
$8,000. Last week, second runs.
and Easter Week are hatching sweet
Fantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-35)—
b.o. chirps, by and large, in cinema
'Castles' (RKO) and 'Blondie Meets
center.
Boss' (RKO) dual.
Despite Holy
Loudest peep Is from Dodge CII7," Week bugaboo first
week should finwhich has the Albee racking up its ish with healthy $14,000.
Last week,
biggest number for some weeks.
'Love Affair' (RKO) third week, and
'Story of Vernon and Irene CasUe'
•Spirit of Culver" (U), held excep>
is the place marker and it will hold
tlonally strong for very good $8,000.
indefinitely at the Shuliert 'Sergeant
Paramount (Par) (3,505; 30-40-55)
Madden." at Keith's, and 'Blondie
"Missouri' (Par) and stage show.
Meets the Boss.' at Lyric, are abovepar trade-bringers. 'Broadway Sere- Brutal $7,000 and yanked in five
days.
'Eagle
and Hawk' (Par)
nade' is off stride for the Palace.
35.^40

Cincinnati, April 11.

'

—

(reissue) replaced today (Tuiesday).
Estimates for This Week
Last week, 'Midnight' (Par) (2d
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)
wk.), topped $12,000 as expected.
'Dodge City' (WB). Big $15,000. Last
KKO (2,872; 30-40-55)
'Castles'
week. "Ice Follies" (M-G), fair $9,000. (RKO) and 'Blondie Meets Boss'
,

—

'

—

Capitol

(RKO)

Three Smart
Good

35-42)

(2,000;

—

(RKO)

One

dual.

of

two downtown

(U) (2d run) (2d leaders and should bring neat
$12,000
$4,000 following nice on initial seven days.
Last week,
$5,000 last week.
third stanza of •Love Affair" (RKO)
Family (RKO) (1.000- 20-30)
with 'Culver' (U) v?ry good $7,000.
'Trouble Sundown' (RKO) and 'MysState (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55tery Plane' (Mono), split with 'Let
Live'
(Col)
and "Mexlcali Rose' 75)—'Huck Finn' (MG) and 'Burn
(Rep). Good $2,400. Last week, 'Ck>n- O'Connor" (MG), dual. Failing to
vict' (Rep) and 'Society Smugglers" profit materially with kid attendance
during
pre-Easter holiday so $11,500
(U), split with 'Torchy Blane' (WB)
and 'Whispering Enemies' (Col), so- the answer. Last week, "Tailspin'
(20th) and 'Musketeers' (20th) betso $2,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)— "Wife, tered expectations with OK $13,100.
United Artists (F-WC) (2,100; 30Husband' (20th).
Moveover from
'Tailspin' (20th) and 'MusPalace. No dice at $2,000. Last week, 40-55)
'Love Affair' (RKO) (3d run), fair keteers' (20th) dual. Moveover not
hot at $2,300. Last week, "Ice Follies'
$2,800.
Keith's (Libson) (1;500; 35-42)— (MG) and 'Fast, Loose* (MG) very
•Madden' (M-G). Swell $5,500. Last bad $2,100.
week, 'Culver' (U), poor $3,000.
Wllabire (F-WC) (2.296; 30-40-C5Lytic
(RKO) (1,400; 35-42)
65)—Tailspin' (20th) and 'MusketGirls'

wk.).

—

—

—

•Blondie

Boss'.

(Col).

Okay

$4^000.

eers'

Last week reissues of 'Star Midnight' help

(RKO) and

good

'Lost

Patrol'

(RKO), brutal

$4,000.

Palace

(RKO)

(2.600;

—

35-42)

'Broadway Serenade* (M-G). Sour
$8,000. Last week, 'Wife, Husband'
(20th), fair $8,500.

—

Shnbert (RKO) (2,150; 35-42)
(RKO). Dandy (9,000. Will
hold indef. Last week, 'Man Votes'
'CasUes'

(RKO), aU right

$4,500.

(20th) dual. Easter failed to
pair on moveover with
$3,300 the answer. Last week,

this

'Ice Follies' (MG)
(MG) n,s.h. $4,450.

and

Loose'

'Fast,

Hardy Family Grows
Hollywood, April 11.
Five players were added to tha
cast when 'Andy Hardy (jets Spring Fever' rolled yesterday (Mon.) at Metro.
Additions are likely to remain as
permanent fixtures in future editions

Hardy Family

'Dodge' Fit T'/zG, Pacing
Port.; 'Heaven' Nice 5G
Portland, Ore., April

11.

of the serial.

'Dodge City' is terrific at the Paramount, cueing them Into the big
house from the start. It looks set
$4,000.
Last week, 'Oklahoma Kid'
for a long run.
Two other winners are 'East Side (WB) and 'Beauty Asking' (RKO),
of Heaven," at Broadway, and "Three okay $4,200.
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)
Smart Girls Grow Up,' at
Estimates for This Week
(3,000; 30-35-40)— 'Dodge City' CWB)
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35- and 'Flying Irishman' (RKO). Great
40)— 'East Side Heaven' (U) and $7,500 and will hold. Last week,
'Culver' (U). Answering to exploita- 'Love Affair" (RKO) (2d wk) with
tion for good $5,000,
Last week, 'Everybody's Baby' (20th) (1st wk),
'Daughter'
(WB) and 'Newsboys' fair $4,300.
Home' (U), closed second week
ElvoU (Indie) (1,100: 20-25)— 'Dr.
strong at $4,700. First connected for Kildare' (M-G) and 'FUrtlng Fate'
big $6,000.
(M-G) (revivals). Okay $1,600. Last
Haytalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,500; week, 'Crooked Mile' (Par) and 'Al30-35-40)- 'Pygmalion' (M-G) (4th catraz' (WB) four days at $1,400, folwk). Good $2,500. following three lowing three of "If King' (Par) and
weeks at UA. Last week, 'Stage- Thanks Memory' (Par), fair $800.
coach' (UA) and "Star Midnight'
United Artbts (Parker) (1.000; 30(RKO), ended four-week run with 35-40)— 'Three Smart Girls' (U) and
okay $2,200.
'Risky Business' (U). Strona $6,000.
Orpheiim
(Hamrlck-Evergreen) Last week, 'Pygmalion" (M-G) closed'
30-35-40)—'Missouri'
(1.800;
(Par) third week nicely at $3,500. First two
and 'Ambush* (Par), Oood- enough weeks totaled good $0,3001

UA
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A

A Gre,it

New N.mu

ComhiiKition'

Claudette Colbert
about thm im$ rniiMly •v«r caught
th* camara," tayi Motion Picluro Dally. "BoHm,
than 'H Happonotf OmtiBohl'/' roadt audlonito,
commont*. Andj^AiMff tpoak for thtmMlvtti:
li'< iuti

-

iMmmi n4%, iMlw**
Hartford

122%/!^

*10%, WorcotUr 121%«

1

Down

to earth, homonptfn, gtat* root* comedian

Bob Burnt, at Holly wood Roporlor toys "Cltiiche*

Don Amechein

ilar niche" with Ihit bl« ItiM hit. Picture beating'

"Arhantat Traveler" «ro**«»overywhet«. Doubled
Xmm* City terrific flrtt week^ y
ea k «t Now York. Paramount^,;
Figures thow iliDWrmo thov/mon "I'm Freiiir4

MIDNIGHT

.avorago bwtlnotf in

'tmath locond

Hovon 140%,

JMittourl"

John

BARRYMOREMary

m

ASTOR

-

Francis

Elaine

w

me«M butlnett ovo^yWhor*..

LEDERER

BARRIE

r
f>-

r

From

wiro lo

«lm

ihi» It Iho fatlott racing

yarn

I

orrtflc

e

ttiment lopping

even Jack't famoul

"Big Br

>f^" Four "Hit Parade" tongt

tho timo rvcing inlHMf I* at fever pilch . . . Kentucky

f'Stran

intm«nl",

Derby Him, "The Lody'^ From Kentucky" U a boK
Hm Woy. George Raft has per.^
fed p«f
nM« track gambMr. Ellen Drew take*
her flrtt «tar mto «• yov knew the would.

Wieh",

tho (croon Im» laon HtK year. Dcllvorod (utt

at)

oHIce WpDcUr «ll

(i

M

"%at

that movet to
great'catt.

Sentimental Sand-

Ian About' Town"),.

million laught

Ing, tight-knit ttory

an u

and a marquee^
and toy it It the

lax

Wo will

fatly

b«tt picture of iho ipring.

A Great Women's Picture
(IRiON
(

I

f^-KKj.

he'tcroe^TmoM P'^^^P"'*'

tn the picture

which

it

'xclttng actrctri

the lEreen tanioHon of iht,

London leaion . . , Ten. capacity weeki flrtt run'
and till I going ttrong tendon critict have heapeif
such praite on thit picture at no other hat received
In monlht. Picture due lo b« talk of country. Every
woman will woni to iee what few women have
dated to do . . . tleal anolher't life and love.
"ST"

^^^^^
^^^^^
^^^^^

elisabeth bergner

Hard punching, lrue>tO'tif«, realltm in-the^w
melodrama. Matter Dilocloc William K. Howard'*
At NoTlywood Reporter toytt
" 'Back Doer To Heaven' hilt at box office melodrama. Strong catt turns ih memorable perform*

1
Astolen life

greatetl triumph

iviichael'redgrave

"'oduc-d o^d

^^^^^

L

PHODLCIIONS MMITLC

MiS^i

»j3a«^.A«.-.>.>..>tWji..!

Di'ccii.d

—

....

by

ance. tnHtntlUng' dramatic ^tin^nUlly
Inleriporscd with

it liberally

good comody and a number

tongt destined to rank high

of

parade"

in hit

PAUL CZI

^^^^

riTi

1

1

ii^^t

—

rt

*

j*..>-

'
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The Greatest American Epic!
America's Favorite HumoristI

Cecil B. DeMille's

BOB BURNS

rM FROM

.

Ire-told le mIMIontlH Sold ever the air en Ihe
LuK program. Sold in huge $150,000 adverliiing

campaign. Sold by Cecil
tour. Sold In glflonlic,

MISSOURI

f

B.irrett

William Henry

DeMille "ilnlen

wniurpaiied Ihree-day world

premiere celebration in Omaha, Neb

. . .

350,000

partlclpanit, 60,000 in coitume. Five nalienal
broodcatli. Wire service and coverage lo all point*.

.-GLADYS GEORGE
lull, III

B.

Pacific" AII-9lor fmln, in 50-clty coatl-lo-coati

UNION

1
A

I

PACIFIC
,a,3

Gene Locklun
Patricia Morison

I

Akini

STANWYCK-,..,

Tamifod

Brijn Doillevy

j.iJ

j

'..!,;

McCREA
l^nne Overman

RoDeit Preito.i
o(

!^o.sJ^^l,

r
I

I

1
It's

very IIHo makes tho cutlomert

pallon. This

It

llHer In anIicU

Ihe "diffi>renl" picture they ore oil

looking lor Gtacie ond Philo Vance doing tome
(lde-by>«ide sleuthing deep in a dark purple my(>
tery. S. S.

Case"

Von

Dine'i "The Graiie Allen Murder

m a book

Is

season. The picture

onn of the best sellers of tha
going lo gel a big breok on

is

Ihe air on lha Chesterfield program^

A Great Emotional

BERNARD

BACK DOOR
pro HEAVEN
.

wiih

I

WALLACE FORD
STUART ERWIN
"

"

PATRICIA ELLIS
ALINE
;>.

Wesley RuKt;les' Best Picture

Drama

STEEIE

McMAHON

W,1.L1AM K

HOWARC

I he two great stars both achieved their top per^
formancas under Wesley Ruflgles' direction—
IMacMunay in "Sing You Sinners" and Dunne in
"Cimarron". Tliey even .urpass Ihose perf ormancei

Sneak preview* show audiences
swept from uproonnus laughter, to terrific excitement, lo tears. A Wesley Ruilles picture Is olways
a hit, as is witnessed by hit "Sing You Sinners"/
In this one.

"I IMet

Him

In Paris"

1
A

IRENE DUNNE
FRED MacMURRAY

INVIIAIION TO

HAPPINESS
T..iloliyL TiPio

..CHARLIE RUGGLES
Prrduc

d

and DirrcPfd bv

WESLEY RUGGLES

VARIETY
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Hw« h Ihe «ni dwra ihM TamlntlliMiM to
Mofly vote town

dilMdoM

hit

Hen M*Uh li Ml* imiMKonahen

grMt lili|MnM«of

tfttator.

• l«cp(* IM Iwm'l bM« ri*M
« long tima—CMkal AnwriM. A

T|«U

plctof»«4M
hira* ta

me«ii«, •mting

fqtl-

RicKofd Hording Davii (yp* of

BING CROSBY
D
Dint inMi^ongoU vohlcio—Mm fMHinfl, huo.

.

•••IMo «tery
Star

'

'

'

'

-

<^^oadwpy't orefl(iil.^rador— Hw
mod Ud« into

THE
STAR MAKER

M«k«H<^o wroto hl^

"typo of

top ttoto; A^fAloxandoiip

pidim willif«(^ appool lo^y*^ ^
and aid fcK*»<<ind old songs ai^^i^^a^f. Mng
will lfdradwi|r:b new And, llnd^^^^^ beautiful tit* who'^ilbn hH a noto to
If obovo
high "C" jfiClMivo you breothl

And

don't foitiet

PARAMOUNT'S

PAKAMOUNT'S

GR£AT SHORT SUBJEG PROGRAM
ihcludins

Max

Fleischer's Popeyes, Betty Boops,

Paramount Paragraphtcs, Popular Science
full color),

lights,

Color Cruises, Grantfartd Rice Sport-

Paramount News

.

. .

and

BREAD AND

(in

that wonderful

BUTTER
a-

two-reeler in Technicolor, "Aladdin and His
derful

Lamp",

stairing.

Won-

one- and- only Popeye.

PICTURES
Sure-fire

moneymakers

<l-l^

,

1^
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Bol) Burns' Bpbt

BOB BURNS

"

OUR

^^^^^^J^^-g;

aliloKl^'^t}iank« for Ih* MMni''M^<V<!^o ar«
radio's
helta^|^;'«>{«r. Bob rapidly
and Shirioy fi«lHilr«iin!# soriot of
No.

LEADING

trances. Krupa^niMlsMKiband,

now

on a|^^a^M»^eatl tour, ar|t^:|MM^^ Mio notion's
youti^^ptfiMonds for tK^riaitojiHa* appoorancos.

CITIZEN

TwoS^i^l^ tunos,

;f^'i«<ry's ln;i>vo Vnth

You'S»IM«<« uko

Hoi";-

It

v.-^;"

AL SANTELL

^^^^^^
Timely

Isa

Wnr

Draiii.i

Miranda- Ray

Millanri

fc

HOTEL
IMPERIAL

•
ow^^j^^ireus, XoifimimV^ .mofrinMnl
p«|W|^ hit of M!4'^^l^^^*»/ "ChaHi
an^li:)^ Morffca l««^M»»(^t<0P*">
.

up

soys iii»<i^"ndlM.

J.

Owen Gene Lockhart
•

Curt Bois
Don Cossack Chorus

Carrol Naish
.-s

IT'S

THE
LAST

''Sur«r#N^:.!ro^';()(wj^*fr,

soys

MeNott]|p(jli»«bily. "OuHtandir^^«N(Mihr;^, soys

Box 0^^^^i)!yM»."A procosslon oriil|Mll$;f«dgs",
says

Reginald

.

Tho

Nip Syftyl

NEVER
SAY DIE

A.'aV'J*

ANDY DEVINE

•

GALE SONOERGAARO

ALAN
•

MOWBRAY

ERNEST COSSART

MONTHS
THAT
COUNT

FILM REVIEWS

VAfflETY

18

9roflt on a similar deal
bia several years back.

DODGE CITY
COLOR)

(IN

Despite

rcleaM ot Robert Lord production. Slara Brrol Plynn: featurea Ollvio
d« Havllland, Ann Sberldao. IMrected liy
Mlc«iael Curtis. Original and acreenplay,
Robert Buckner: acore, Max Stelner; Tecbnlcolor camera, Sol PolUo, Bay Rennahnn:
dialog director, Jo Grabam; editor, Geonto
Amy; atKiclBl elfecta. Dyron .Haakln.

Warner

Broii.

R«

his

that

with Colum-

e Reviews

interests,

financial

Crost^ gives support plenty of work

Good
•Dodge City' (WB).
western actioner, in Technicolor.
Strong b.b. rigi)t down the line.
<East Side of Heaven' (U).
Bing Crosby's latest augurs

and opportunity for some fat lines
and situations. Result is a nicely
molded piece of light entertainment,
long on the comec^ and human interest sides, with Crosby the domi-

nant factor throughout
A lO-month-old baby, Lee HenvQle,
who ia on the cast Mieet as Sandy,
g^ves the picture its main motivaand a walloping human interest
tion
Ann Sberldan
B"" g'J?' Youngster is a cute -and chubby
romper, cau^t by 'Hie cameras in

healthy business for all spots.
•Baek Da«r to Heaven' (Par).
Artistic drama too heavy and
slow tempoed for general b.o.

At
music. Louie
, ^orbateln.
Strand. N. Y.. week April 7. 'SB. Kunnlne
time: 100 MINB.
Brrol Flyiiu
TtTn'iA Hation
"
Olivia Do »ivUland
Atble...

Wimpy;

Su-iv
Jert 'si.^Mit

"'""'i
,*'^'Sf£
Hale
Alan

Rusty Hart
Matt Cole

Dr

Irvlnir

Item Keataeky'
MUdly Interesting programmer of horseracing and

The

•

Joe Clemens

John LItol
Henry Travers
Henry O'Nein
Victor Jory
WlUlain Lnndl«an

'

cJi. DodJe.
Ynncey...
il^ki'vins
Bard^....

-BlK Bjy;

Hnrty Cole

ba^

poses and mannerisms that
sparkle all the way. For a baby of
that age, it's one of the Rnest spottings

in

many months.

Gloria Bolden

breeding.

(M-G).
•WHhln the Law*
Fourth film version of stage
melodrama, wifii no names to
gripping
yam; strong
help

General

smile, Inquisitiveness v/bea xequired,

and leaolans when needed—^hows
Douglaa Fowley
fine patience in lUiection and a swell
^^SS^iSl?; job cf cutting, and camera doseups.
Cbanea

lira. Cole

Hunger

lady's

(Par).

WUUam. naturalness of the kld-^with cute

.Bobs Wutaon

Wedqesday, April 12, 1939
means much

But

marquee.

for the exhibitor's
age,
its
despite

'Within the Law' has been made
palatable fare with a slight modernization of the venerable script
Ifs certain of appeal at theatees
where melodrama and cops-androbbers click; stuidy help on a twin
array, it smartly handled.
Hie familiar story of Marv Turner, the innocent store clerk railroaded to tliree years in jail, may
prove fresh to the new group of
fllmgoers. Scripters Charles Lederer

and

Editii

Eltz^ald have quldcoied

the story's pace without Lasically
The son of
altering the original.
the store owner, who permits the
employee to be sent up the river, Is
made liead of an airplane d«x>artment In the establishment, and Mary
Turner Is pictured studying law in
prison, so that when she gets out
her 'get-rlch-rapidly' schemes are
executed just -within the law. Plot
seems weakened as the film depicts
the forces of law quickly squelchlne
the girl's revenge against .the store

STAR REPORTER
Monogram release ot. B. B. Derr production; Frank Melford, associate proFeatures Warren Hull. Marsha
ducer.
Directed by Howard Brelherton.
Hunt.
Stoiy and adaptaUon. John T. Neville:
camera. Arthur MartlnelU; editor, RuneU
At Strand, B'klyn., N.T., dual,

Sehoepgartta.

week April
John
Barbara

7. '39.

Running

time, tt

MWe,

Warren Hull

Hanha Hunt
Monan Wallace

Draper....

Clay Clement
Woltls CUrk

Whtttaker

Bnmette
Mrs. JUndolph
CUpver

VlrgtnU Howell
Paul FlK
Joft Crelian

-Oordon

Eddie Kane

Bam' Grey

This actioner is a fast moving and
ingeniousty wrougbt story of news.T
paper cnisad^ against public officials
iinircH ts Criminal dement
Should
prove aco^table as a program filler.
Marquee names are lacking and no
help can be e3q>ected from production or story values which do not
stand out sufllcienUy to matter.
Unprofessional handling of the
'newspaper business surrounds the
Consequeiitiy, diverse
production.
.plot with its multiple criss-crossings
which helps sustain audience ipterjest tmtil final- climax, suffers from
incredulity. Picture is typical of
these pmductlons, which betray indiffferent or careless attention to rer

dualer.
'Mystery e( Mr. Wane' (Mono).
Detective thriller that will get
Naturally, Crosby is in the spoQight
by satisfactorily. Boris Karloff
BaaseU Btmsoon crooning Vie kid to sleep when reHonte Bine quiied,Diit stunt Is not overdone.
tops cast
«wner.
Stoiy is rather light in general set'Man of Conqaest' (Rep). AmRuth Hussey is capital as the
'Dodge City' is a lusty western, up, but long on -entertaining appeal
bitious western about the life
wronged Miss Turner, tiiis reprepacked with action, including -some and brightness. Crodiy, a singing
of Sam Houston and the earty
senting her outstanding performance
later a taxi driver,
messeager
and
to date,, though it is a long time
of the dandiest melee stuff sci«ened. has the baby dropped into his lap
history of Texas.
since Metro crabbed her from the
superbly lensed in Tedinlcolor, and while the mottier goes on search for
lep^t 'Dead End' show.
Tills film
Roommates Crosby
with Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havil- her husband.
Mlscha Auer take care of the mam. are Ford's prison buddies, establishes her as a good picture bet
land and Ann Sheridan topping a and
Tom Neal, as the store O'wnet'e ton.
youngster, but are in hot water when while Patricia EUis 4s okay for rosturdy cast. Plot structure is not al' they discover the rich grandfather mantic passages. In prolog, young is ilot quite as socko. His work is search, detail and story preparation,
too juvenile and stilted to mean
together original but production val- has the cops searching for it Joan Jimmy Lydon is the best
and keep them from going places.
"Three songs are presented, one in much.
Warren Hull and Marsha Hunt are
ues and general size and soqie ini' Blondell, Crosby's fiancee, steps in to
Rita Johnson looms ias a distinct
pop night spot by Bert Frohman,
help the boys, with plenty of excitethe leading boy and girL Hull's part
press this western for stroqg box'
ment generated until the parents who sells it effectively. Other two potentiality for her interpretation at Is the more important That he is
Aggie, and Jo
office. It will please right down the finally show up to set everything are torch ttmes delivered by Miss the 'wise-craclcing
not entirety convincing Is beyond his
TglllB
Ann. Sayers, in a bit also looks
rl^t
control for he gives the role everyline.
likely.
Producers tried out Gustay tiiing'lt requires. It'
Picture is smartly paced, hitting a
is the result of
Falling in the cycle of piotaeering
Machaty. Czech director, <m this picstory d^clencies. Marsha Htmt has
and American frontier days. Dodge nice tempo at the start and rolling
ture.
Director of 'Ecstasy* and
Lady's
looks and ability but she gains no
City' (Kansas) is essentlany a lad merrily to the finish. Kalog is freA
'Ballerina' is a happy, addition to
being
provided
bre^,
Aoer
Lazarus
proand
Jeff
Paramount
release
ot
man-and-honest-sherilt saga. HoW'
hnnHHng furtiier stature from the pairt as3tara George Raft and Ellen Hollywood judged by. his
duction.
laugtiUnes.
standout
many
with
signed
her
in
this
film
as her opembellishments
production
ever, the
Drew. Directed by Alcunder Hall. Screen- of femme players here. Paul Kelly,
and Michael Curtiz's forceful direc- Script by William Conselman is play by Malcolm Stuart Boylan. B.-<sed on 'William Gargan, Paul Ca-vanagb, portunities to shine are. also limited
tion lilts this into the big league tightly knit while David Butler's dl- story by Rowland Bitnra: camera, Xheodor Sidney Blackm^, James Burke and by. story requirements, which minirectifln xatches tte human interest Sparkuhl; asst. director, Joseph Lefert: edimize her iniportance to the prodivision.
Samuel
Hinds
S.
add
strong
Parasiippprt
at
Previewed
Johnston.
tor, Hotvey
ceedings.
Flynn is a soldier of fortune, which values without straining.
mount, li. A., April S, '30. Running time,
Weor.
Four tunes by "Monaco and Burice 7S HIN8.
Clay Clement bs the triclcy crimiexplains his clipped EngUsh-Irish
nal lawyer; Morgan Wallace, heav7
..George Raft
brogue as a Texas cattleman, trans- are handled competently by Crosby, Marty Black
Ellen Drew
'Who squeals on the gang, and Paul
planted to this Kansas frontier. all good, and all with a chance fOr Penelope 'Penny' Hollla
Hugh Herbert
Mousey Johnson.....
Frontier
Express
Three
lullaby
pop
attrition.
are
in
Fix; stool pigeon, give tu-editable and
in'
plausibly
Havilland
is
Olivia de
.ZaSu Pitts
Dulcey Lee
convincing performances. Their work
troduced for the romance interest, category, "East Side of Heaven,' 'Sing Aunt Tiny
Ijoulse Beavers
(WTTH
SONGS)
Lew Pnyton
and Ann Sheridan as the dancehal. a Song of Sunbeams,' and That Sly Sixty
Republic release ot Joseph Kane produc- is what makes this production acForrester Harvey tion.
Nonny Watklns
Wallis
Roy Rogeni, Mary Hart. Di- ceptable to some extent
girl rounds out the top marquee Old Gentleman.' 'Hang Your Heart Carter
Harry Tyler rected Stars
by Kane.
Screenplay,
on a Hickory Limb' serves for a mod- Spike Cronin
Norman Clark is not entirety the professional
names.
Edward J. Pawley Hall;
camera, WlUlam Nobles: editor.
Gilbert Emery Gene
However, the support is equally erate production number that is ef- PInckney Rodell
Mllford; musical dlrentor, Cy Fener. conception of a district attorney nor
Jaokaon
WInfleld
Eugene
Reviewed In PrejecUon Room. N. T., is Joe CrAan any too bdlevable as
worthy is not sometimes eclipsmgtiie fective without being elaborate.
Jimmy Brlstow April
Brewster
;
'39.
mannging
e,
Running
time:
IS
HINB.
a
editor,
again
not so
here
stars. Bruce Caliat and Victor Joty
Mickey O'Boyle
Roman Son
•
;MUie Arnold Roy Rogers
Cantankerous
Roy Rogers much Us fault as the lack of proare a corlcing pair of menaces, the
Kentucky Lad; Ann
Mary .Hart duction backeround and setting.
Pool
Alan
latter parttculeily leering.
to
Horseshoe
Raymond Batton
Son of a newspaper publisher InHale and Guinn ('Big Boy*) Williams
Ija»»lter
Edward
JCeane
Nominal support for the keys, and Contrell
(WITH SONGS)
Noble Johnson herits sheet after Us dad Is bumped
are robust allies of our hero; Frank
moderate at&actlon for the nabes £5?Jol«ee
Hollywood. April 8.
Monte Blue off by criminal elements. Son 'vows
McHugh is fearless as ye ed of the
Brett..
i
Donald Dlllasray
Faramonnt nleass o( Odessco jiroouotlon. and action houses, The Latty's From
He, too;
local commimity pajier.
WUllam Rmle tp track murderers down, and. pushes
Produced anH dlicoted by William K. How- Kentucky' starts wlQi promise, stum- Mrs. Murphy
reward, for ard.
meets assassination
Ethel W»\m camiiaign in his paper to elect an
E>eatares Wallace Ford, Aline Mc- bles in
and
middle
se«ion
drags
the
honest d.a. Atteinste to rid town of
crusading on the side of law and Mahon, Stuart Brwln. Patricia ElUs, Bert
Screenplay by itcross the line for the finish.
Republic has come up with a bet- evil is complicated by the fact that
order. Henry Tiavers as the Mndly Ftobman, Jimmy I,ydon.
Bright and Robert. Taaker. from
Story has horseracing background, ter than usual western in 'Frontier one of the gang who is Indicted for
medico; Henry O'Neill as Col. Dodge John
original by William K. Howard.
Prodnewhose name was lent, to the new .tion manager and associate producer, John- displaying confiict between those Pony Express,' and coupled with the attempted murder, turns out to be
railroad terminus, that was later to nie Walker: camera. Hal Mobr; asst. direc- who are rabid bettors and others pleasant Roy Rogers and Mary Hart the crusader's real tether and first
Harold Godsoe: editor. Jack Murray. more interested in the welfare of as the romantic inter^
become so vivid a shipping center tor,
should do husband of his mother. Other facPreviewed at Westwood village, April 7, the thoroughbreds.
Premise that reasonably well on the duals. Directors are a signed confession implifor livestocic from the southwest; and 39. Rnnning' time: Sl XIMS.
to the tion, camera and acting
John Litel, William LAindlgan and MIsa Williams
.....Aline McMahon brings boolde George Raft
pass muster. cating the gang which constantty
Jlnuny l^don Kentucky breeding farm of Ellen
Story, too, exceeds the usual horse keeps changing hands and a nicely
Bol)s Watson; latter a cute young' Ftankle
Carol
......Anita Uagee Drew for reformation, is rather synopry
ster, stand out
for
interest
dealing with a new handled final sequence, when the
Mr. Rogers
William Barrlgon thetic
and unconvincing.
angle associated with an old. The newspaperman's father is brought to
Cabot's gambling saloon effective- Mrs. Rogers
.....Jane Seymour
Picture displays -weakness In both pony express, the civil war and
Robert WUdhack
ly typifies all the wldcedness of the Rudolpb Herzlng
their bay but turns the tables when corSmith..
Billy RedSeld script ietup and ^otty direction. At- effects
lawlessness that was Dodge City, as Cbarlnr
on earty California settlers nered, righting all wrongs. when he
Bob Bale.....
Kenneth LeRoy tempt to depict running of Kentucky
have been given good treatment
the basic excuse for Flynn's ultimate John Shelley
discovers identity of his son.
Raymond Roe
..;A1 Webster Derby on shoddy track is a glaring
taking over of the sherilTs post. The Sheriff Knmer
Rogers, who also takes time out
Reform
School Superintendent. . .Joe Garry
>roduction
fault
the
merit
side
On
on occasion to tenor pleasantly
street fighting, free-for-all gunplay^ Frankle
Wallace Ford
s the sequence of birth of a foal at (using standards of the Civil War
wide-open' licentiousness and the Jnd
Stoart Erwln
Pirates of the Skies
Bert Frohman the breeding farm. It easily carries period), plays an express rider beskullduggery having tp do with cat- The Mouse
John Shelley
Kent Smith top audience appeal in the picture. tween California and the
TTnlvenal release ot Barney Sarecky protle trading typify the lusty atmosfrontier. duetlon.
Charln Smith
Uruce Bvans
Features Sent "Taylor and RoRaft parleys last quarter of fee for Complications develop when Yankee chelle
phere that backgrounds this actioner. Bob Rale
George Lewis
Hudson. Directed by Joe McDonblood transfusion into a bookie and Rebel forces seek the allegiance otigh.
Dong McMollen
Besides the topnotch Technicolor WalUice Klahler
Screenplay by Ben O.
Kohn:
Mrs. Smith
Helen Christian joint and after he is cleaned out in of California. Miss Hart and
lensing by Sol PoUtd and his staff, Geo
Donald camera. Jerry Aah. At Tlvoll, N. T.. duaL
rye Bpelvin
Robert Vivian a betting coup, finds one remaining
DUIaway, who plays her brother, April 6, 'Se. Running time: 30 MIN&
among the production niceties is a Penitentiary
Warden
Hugh Cameron asset
Nick
Conlan^.'
Kent Taylor
half
mterest
in
in a two year and who Js, unknown to her, a Concorking score by Max Steiner. l^b- Sngar..
Iris Adrian
Barbara
....Bochelle Hudson
Mn.
Hamilton
Georgette
old
horse.
Investigating,
racer
Harvey
finds
federate
spy, become involved with Dr. PettlngUl
ert Buckner's screen original moves
Luclen UtUeReld
holds promise, and when it wins a Edward Keane, a southern
Hal Weston
vigorously and director Ctirtiz hasn't
Ray Walker
'Back Door to. Heaven' is a dra- juvenile stakes, Raft tries to con- cian, ostensibly in the emoloy politi- Major Smith
Stanley Andre«va
stinted anybody or anything. When
of the Kitty...,...,
.Marlon Martin
he wants a brawl, it's a real knock' matic preachment that will get mod- vince partner Ellen Drew to keep Confederacy, but actualty a traitor Bill Lambert
Regis Toomey
who seeks the new territory for his Capt. Hlgglns
'em-down-drag-'em-out The knav erate attention from the 'arty' and racing the nag.
Guy Usher
Girl .packs horse back to her Ken own purposes. But with the aid of Jerry Petri
Frank Puglla
ery is rampant and the two-fisted ac carriage trade, but
^ke
general audi tueky farm, with Raft following. He the boys in blue
Henry Brandon
tion wide open.
and Rogers, Keahe's Waltreas
He's captured all
,
Dorothy Arnold
Commissioner
the atmosphere in great style. It's ences will find it to slow. B.o. pros nabs the horse for a stake race in plan is frustrated.
Samuel
Hinds
ArUe
killing
the
which
he
makes
in
Horace
a
McMalion
pects
rough, tough melle'r, socko for b. o.
decidedty limited.
results.
As strong drama, ifs more of an books, but ruins the thoroughbred.
Abet.
Unimportant and unpretentious
individual accomplishment for Wil' From there on, it's the regeneration
of
liam
Howard, credited as pro- of Raft and romance -with the girt
action film with slight novelty angle
release of WllUam Lackey
Raft is in his element earty as the §Mon«nam
jlucer, director and author of the
roductlon.
East Side of
SUrs Boris Karloff: fmlnn to differentiate it from hundreds of
Herbert
original Howard also drops into the long shot guy, -with
Such a con(WITH SONGS)
N'Sh- Based on magazine serin similar productions.
cast for a brief spell as prosecuting as sidekick to pro-vlde comedy notes,
.Hugh
ley: adaptation, ScottDaritag; summate
attorney in the courtroom sequence. Miss Drew is handicapped by mate' >>;,
gang of thieves was never
Hollywood, April 5.
editor. Russell Schoncgarth:
cameraTBanT
Plctiire gets off to a slow pace, rial provided, but does a creditable
Unlvonal production and releaae. Stars
seen.
No ordinary bank robbers,
Blng Crosby and Joan Blondell. Directed with prolo.ir nmning about 18 min- job. ZaSu Pitts is on briefly as a
by UavM Butler. Bcrecnplay by WUllnm
these. Modem and up-to-date, they
spinster who develops a pash for
Conselman. Original story by David But- utes to set stage for main portion of
hold up jewel carriers, banl^ masReduced to half that foot Herbert Lew Payton is good as the |}£S"lireet.:V.V.V.V.V.V.G^?^i5;
ler and Herbert Polesle; camera. George the story.
••
......DoioUiy Tree
Robinson; asst. dlRctor, -Josepb A.- Mc- age, prolog would allow picture to stable groom,' and Louise Beavers Dri'a
sengers, use planes for getaway, spot
Donough; songs, James V. ..Monaco and
Brandon Bdwird»v.:v:v.;::Mi^wauS^ their
Story traces the fine as the colored cook,
quarry by mechanical disc reJohnny Burke. Previewed at Alexander, get away nicely.
Glendale, April 4, '30.
Running time. 88 brief but f uU life of WaUace Ford,
cording and also make use of pigeon
Craig
Bayaolds
g!™"?:i,BI1S.S.
born on the wrong side of the tracks
ylvan LAedeff carriers. So-so iiroducUon for the
aE2"R«"'
Denny
Blng Crosby and handicapped by surroundings of
bottom half of duals.
Mnry
Joan Blondell his childhood,
Lee
^nacing
Tong
his path
Foo
Kent Taylor and Rochelle Hudson
Nicky
Mlscha Aner
_Metro production and release. Features sing.
Chester Gan
Monn
strive hard to lift story out of mediIrene Hervey through reform school, county jail Ruth Hussey. Paul KeUy. Tom Neal, WilCyrus Harrett, .Sr
C. Aubrey Smith and a five-year stretch in the state liam Gamon. Rita Johnson.
Directed by
Fairly engrossing murder mystery ocrity. Taylor is especially effective
Cyrus liorrett, Jr
Robert Kent pen. Ford determines to go strai^t Gostav Machaty.
Screenplay by Charles
and delivers a good performance as
Cliuillus UeWolfe
Jerome Cowan on his release. Innocently
Lederer and Edith Fltsgenid from play in spite of laborious deduction in
involved by
~ ex-commercial record-holder
Bahy
'Sandy
Bayard
Velller: score. Dr. William Axt; quest of solution, dreary questlon- an
Mrs. Kelly
Jane Jones in a holdup and murder, he escapes editor, George Boemler: camera, Cbarira ing^of suspects
and the inescapable aviator, joining state police air servSinging Cool.s
(Rose Valyda
the death-house to return to his I.awton, At Criterion, N. T.. week April
attitude of nearly everyone to look ice in order to be near his wife, who
I Helen Warner
-39.
Running time: 38 HINB.
home town for reunion of his gram- Maiy
Cher
Jack Powell
Turner..
Ruth Hussey like the cat that swallowed the has left hiia, Rochelle Hudson has
W'altrc.sses
The Muslo Molds mar school class. Boy is bumped off Richard Glider
Tom Neal mouse. On occasion the lack (tf ac- a minor role and doesn't shine any
Matty Malneck and His Orcbeitra
by pursuers shortly thereafter.
Joe Oarson
p«ul Kelly tion makes the
too well tn it Her work is unincontinuity tirunme.
Cassldy.
Little lightness is injected for cou'
William Gargan
spired.
Paul Cavanagh For the Karloff followers and the
'East Side of Heaven* is a grand trast to the tragic drama presented. 'English Eddie'
Plot is preposterous, but in a mild
Agnes
Rita Johnson detective fiction addicts, 'Afystery of
padcage of entertainment that will Howard etches his characters and Mr.
-Glider
Samuel S. Hinds Mr. Wong' is a
sort of way tells of the rivalry liesafe
dish
to
pUce be- tween
play a merry tune at the b. o. Car- situations slowly and deliberately, June...,.
.'.Lynne Carver
state motor police and the
Sidney Bleckmer fore them. In the proper if"^'^'^^
playdates
ries plenty of audience appeal to col- which detracts from entertainmeni: .George Demareat
state alr_ police.
Helen Morris. *.,.,*•••«»«,. Jo Ann Bayers it should do all right
Superiority of tiie
Pic- factors.
lect favorable, word-of-mouth.
Story has several weak 'Bed'
James Burke
Karloff is considerabty out of char- swifter air machines over slower
--ture-will- attract good- biz- in' the keys, spots. Boy is-railroaded-to the chair Salekwoman
.-i ......
Ann Morriss
acter but very effective as the Ori- mobile forces in criminal appriehenwith chance for some holdovers, and Without obvious defense which was
slon
is
made contlnuaUy apparent
due to. click for healthy takes in the established in previous sequences.
About every six or eight years ental sleuth, alumnus of Oxford, who until final sequence, when the motorJust how he could escape from thie Holtywood decides to make a picture suavely solves a perplexing murder. car
nabes and smaller towns.
lads come into tiielr own and
Picture Is Bing Crosby's outside death cell during prison break on the version of Bayard VelUer's stage suc- For years he has been built up as a both outfits, cooperating
effectively,
feature for 193S, allowed him under eve of his execution will also leave cess which first was produced in horror character with gymnastics bring the bad boys to
his Paraitiount contract Star is one audiences wondering.
New York in 1812. Initial screen and a voice to suit Here, as Wong, Exteriors are mostiy book.
air field and
Wallace Ford presents a fine and production was turned out in 1917 Karlofl is more the drawing room air scenes against
of ths few (n the business willing .to
mountain backtoss his own coin into productions to vigorous characterization of the boy and another silent version In 1923, type, carefuUy choosing his words grounds.
Interiors are few and
get a shot at a cut of thie profits. who tried hard to go straight but The first talking picture version and employing as flnedlction as he simpty decorated. Luclen LIttlefield
understood continually encountered bad breaks. came in 1931—Joan Crawford's 'Paid.' has at tus command. However, he is comes nearest to walking off 'with
instance,
present
In
Aline McMahon is nicely spotted as Present production seems used as a compelling detective type.
Crosby put up services and
film, as leader of the gang of
Kot so much can be said for the the
proving' ground for several neW'
to equal Unlversal's ante, and spUt the kindly and sympathetic school'
crooks, but Regis Toomey, Ray
comers because there is no name
(Continued on page 25)
is even all through. Star took a nice marm. Stuart Erwin and Bert Froh
Walker and Stanley Andrews lend
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Washington, April 11.
Buildup for India's motion picture
Industry will Include the dispatching ot a British representative to
Hollywood to study American methods, according to a report from the
American Consulate at Bombay to
the Dept. of Commerc*.
new motion picture financing

A

company has been set up in India,
Department was Informed, with an
ambitious program for financing and
servicing the film industry of India.
Outfit— the Cine Finance Banking
Corp. of India, Ltd.—will investigate
American technical cooperation in
connection with its projet .s and -will
seek to organize independent companies to handle Industry problems
of production, distribution, piublicity,
equipment purposes, etc. No direct
competition with existing companies
Is planned, report stated.
Cine Finance Corp. has an authorized capital of ( :,4d'<,000, it was
revealed. In a breakdown of India's,
film Industry, the following figures

were

U. S. Distribs Nix Increased Rates

SEEK TO REGAIN

Agent to Ifwood; Siam's Prod. Upbeat

Too Hot
Many

HIGH COSTS HIT

PRODUCTION
IN MEXICO

tures,

gigantic source ot revenue.
In the path of Yankee firms lie
seemingly insurmountable obstacles
that primarily caused the decline.
Most important of all, the spread of
the fascist influence against world
democracies, is seen as the prime
surging force behind the letdown.
The U. S., as the principal exponent
of democracy, and as filmdom's leader, has naturally suffered the great-

and the Americans of making American

in Iiondon and New York,
top Spanish languagers much cheapVill revive the character of the Melis possible for them back
ancholy Dane here this siammer at er than
home.
Elsinore Castle, where Shakespeare
Mexican picture producers and
laid the play's setting.
distributors have organized a naGielgud is being sponsored by a
tional chamber here for the purpose
Danish tourist association.
of protecting the industry's rights
and advancing the cause of domestic

production,

Current London Phys
(With Dates When Opened)
"Me and My
—^Dec.
16, '37.

GirV

Manuel Rivera

Victoria Palace

'Room for Two,' Comedy

—Sept.

6,

'3B.

'Dear Octopus,'

Queens—Sept

•38.

The Corn
Sept

Is

Green,' Duchess

14,

—

20, '3B.

^^^^let Wedding,' Wyndham's— Oct

How

'Goodness,

Oct

Sad,'

Vaudeville—

18, '38.

St James—Nov. 22, "38.
•Under Your Hat," Palace—Nov. 24,

•Geneva.*
"38.

_ 'Number

Six,*

Aldwych—Dec.

21,

•38.

They Walk
Jan. 19,

Alone,' Shaftesbury—

'39.

is

prez.

boten.

New

Fields

CZECH GRAB UPS

ties

DECLINING BIZ

will

HUNGARY

•Mi-s,

March

..

..

Van

Kleefc,'

Playhouse

—

17. '39.

•Johnson

March

Over Jordan' Saville—
•

21, '39.

,

'Family Reunion,' Westminster

,

The Man

,

'Dancing

March

21. '39.
in Half
22. "39.

New—March
March

Years,'

Moon

—

Street;'

Drury Lane

—

23, '39.

'Heaven and Charing Cross,'
Martin's—March 29, '38.
,

Par Quits Rnmama

Winter Garden— March

'Dracula,'
20. '39.

SI.

Paramount has shuttered its ofRumania. The
in .Bucharest
fice
Bucharest office handled the entire
country's distribiftion of Par product
Action was taljen as a precautionary measure. American companies
have found It increasingly difficult
to get rental money out of the
country.

rejec-

SouUi

however, is that less product
be shipped to New South Wales

the 25%
Norman

Australia's Greater

now

Budapest, April

1.

in

New

Profits of local product have gone far, Hoyts is reported to be the only
back considerably of late. Compared circuit heavily Interested in the 25%
rejection right because at present it's
to 1937. the b.o. on locally-mades
have suffered a reduction' of about signed with several U. S. majors for
ace product and, obviously, tha
30%.
chain is loaded with films. Recent
It is believed that one-third of this
reduction of profit will be covered reports fromi Sydney indicate that
by bigger takings in the northern Hoyts is having difficulty using up
provinces recently recovered from product even in the use of triple fea-

what was part ot Czechoslovakia. No tures. The rejection right i)ermits
Hungarian pictures were allowed in acceptance of only 75% of films disthis territory while It was under tributed by American firms despita
Czech

contractual obligations.

rule.

To cover much of the loss, and to
make up for withdrawal of Jewish
one filler (one-fifth
of a cent) on each film ticket sold Is
capital, a tax of

planned.

YANK PIX OFF
IN

STOCKHOLM

picture.

and
fs

dominions. .Their
that there still is a big
its

Of the Yank

Conflict Basis

field.

picture, 'Marie Antoi-

(M-G), 'Sweethearts' (M-G)
and 'You Can't Take It With You*
(Col) have held up weU.
Expansion of the industry here,
nette'

Of Mgrs/ Fight Vs.
^

particularly

Sunday Play Yisio new

S.,'

workers' clubs with propaganda ace.
Deals with the
films only allowed.
government film agency in the Soviet
are strictly on bulk basis, and Amer- product is sufficiently strong today
ican companies do not want flat- also to hurt some in Turkey and
rental business to be dictated by a also form strong competition in
government agency.
U. S. com- Belgiimi and in soma sections of
panies are out of Italy presently, South America.
While Germany has extended Its
where there are about 3,800 sound
theatres, for the same reason. The domination over Czechoslovakia and
association of the communist Soviet Austria, and has suffered accordingly,
and fascist Italy and Germany in U. S. companies have gained in
and Alsace-Lorraine,
similar tactics is one of the indus- Switzerland
where German product formerly oftry's anomalies.
Need for keeping the full strength fered stiff competition. Decline in
of the Australian market is appreci- Teutonic film quality had produced
ated by American companies.
Al- the latter situation.
End of warfare in Spain also offers
thou.'ih there are only about 1,400
sound-equipped theatres Down Un- a new market for American dis-.
der.
Aussie audiences appreciate tributors because U. S. pictures had
U. S. pastures even in preference to done well In that territory prior to
British-makes.
the conflict. This Is predicated on
Temporarily, at least, Improved present realization that the Franco
French product has forced American government has no Idea of cutting
pictures virtually to play second off. strong sources of revenue, such
fiddle in some spots in France where as the U. S., Great Britain and
formerly they were "No. 1. French France.
.

dominating the

ish films

Law

,

.15. '39.

25%

New

solve the

problem in

rule Is observed.
B. Rydge, chairman of
Union Theatres,
York, is said to be op-'
posed to such rejection rights. Thus
if

London, April 3.
Canada and Mexico comTheatre-owners intend to crack
Argentine a
Even eliminating Russia, with
down on BBC's television drama polits 8,000 or more houses, Germany
and
the former Czech territory, with icy. BBC's looksee programs these
Washington, April 11.
nearly as many, and other regions, days are heavily loaded with stage
Efforts of Germany and Italy to
including Italy (where U. S. is tem- plays, and what gets the goat of the
compete with American motion pic- porarily, at least, not distributing), legiters is that drama is permitted
tures in the Argentine market prethe total is considerably greater than on the air Sundays when theatres
sented a woeful picture in a report that of North America. The big rub are under ordinance to stay dark
from the office of the American currently is that native product has except where monkey-suit concerts
Commercial Attache at Buenos Aires superseded American pictures in or private shows are staged.
to the Dept of Commerce.
First to rebel is Alec Rea, who has
popularity with some nations, while
Despite increased sales^ efforts on
banned proposed, vlslo show of 'The
restrictions have hiirt in others.
the part of both countries, only one
Man In Halt Moon Street' which had
Soviet Total Loss
film was imported from Nazi-land
been pencilled for tlie air Easter
The vast Russian market is a total Sunday, with its actual New theatre
during the first two months of 1939
as compared with four, in the coiTe- loss to the U. S. Theatres there are cast doing Its stuff at Alexandra PalU.
Fliv bined.

—

way

likely,

IN

there are potentiali-

slipping. They stress the importance
of building .the market In Great

i.-i

'

will in any
tion right

Wales. Almost unanimous opinion ia
that there will b« no tilting of film
rentals in that AUssIe state as a nismber of retaliation.
What is mora

where
and not where grosses have been

countries

In South America, too, that
remains to be developed.
There are more sound-equipped
theatres outside North America than

'Magyar. Melody,' His Majesty's—
Jan. 20, '39.
'Design for Living,' Haymarket—
Jan. 25, '39.
Tony Draws a Horse,' Strand- sponding period of 1938. No ItaUdnJan. 26 '39
made features at all this year, though
•Gas Light' Apollo—Jan. 31, '39.
one film: made the grade during the
French Without Tears,' Piccadilly early part of 1938. It's the -opinion
"—Feb 5 '39
of 'local trade circles' that Argen_ •Little Ladyship,' Lyric—Feb. 7, tinians are not likely to become Ger•39.
^The Mother,' Garrick—March 3, manyrltaly film customers.
'39.
U. S. accounted for 35 out of 52
'Robert's Wife,' Savoy—March 6, Aims released in Argentina during
.
.'39.
the same period; five short of last
•Black and Blue,' Hippodrome- year's January-March record of 40
March 8, "39.
out of 52, but no danger ot Ameri'Gate
Revue,'
Ambassadors
can pix being supplanted by those of
March 9, '39.
'Sugar Plum,' Criterion-March other countries.

Few foreign department officials In
New York agree that higher rentals

This loan would only need to be
Stockholm, April 2.
Banking and financial Interests repaid in case the picture pays its
American films' here have shown
behind American films believe there way.
No producer could receive a marked decline in playing time of
should be more concentration on such a loan more than twice.
late, with Swedish, French and Brit-

market

Penetration Into

Sydney, April 11.
Legislation passed early this year
in New South Wales won't go unchallenged by American distributors,
it has been reported here.
American
distribs are pai;ticularly anxious to
snag the 25% rejection right given
exhibitors in N. South Wales.
One way suggested would be to
raise film rentals but this method lis
reported to be .unfavorably considered by most of the major American
companies.
Distributor reps will,
huddle soon in "New York to declda
the matter,.

The amount thus gained,
400.000 perigoes (about $79,000) a
year, would constitute a deficit fund,
out of which a loan of 10,000 pengoes
(about $2,000) would be accorded to
films are practically verthe producers of every Hungarian

Develop

Britain
opinion

Rome-Berlin Film

Purpose of the ban, which Indealing' with
all 'films
gangsters, is to. discourage all
suggestions of violence, since the
island experienced a native uprising recently.

The foreign field, which once compared favorably with the domestic
market is about to become the target for a renewed drive by American
companies to recapture their, once

Gross income of the industry in
1938 amounted to $31,320,000. Indian
empire has 996 picture theatres, 500
est blow.
touring cinemas, 75 film companies
Mexico City, April 11.
While alarmed at the spread of fasproducing 200 features annually, and
Soaring costs constitute one of the cism in the form of Germanic and
253 distributors handling Indian and
most serious problems for Mexican Italian restrictions, and the imImported pix.
film producers. One picture will be perialistic urge of Hitler, trade execs
Increasing production of motion
elaborate that it is figured It will have been led to believe that there's
pictures in Siam reported last week so
cost $60,000, a new Mexican high. still considerable t^ be. gained from
to the Department of Commerce.
couple of years ago, a 'big' the world market
Four Siamese producers and one Only a
film could be made for as little as
A particularly sweeping force
Chinese producer will release from
$20,000. That wais all that the best against American pictures of late
IS to 17 films this year, including at
of Mexican pictures, 'Alia en el was the Nazi annexation of Austria
least nine sound films with Siamese
Rancho Grande' ('Way Down on the and Czechoslovakia, markets once for
dialog and several short news films,
Rancho Grande') cost Picture re- Yankee film but now following the
American Consulate slated.
Six
turned a net profit of $400,000, conconsequently, the corChinese films wUl also be produced. siderably ahead of any other Mexi- dictates and,
responding Nazi restrictions against
can-made.
American companies.
An out Is seen In the practice of
Admittedly, the so-called easy
Hamlet' Sponsored
some producers who have working markets no longer exist But a surarrangements with American firms. vey of theatres equipped for sound
Combo enables the Mexicans to be. is the real tipoff on future potenCopenhagen, April 11.
sure of decent money for their pic- tialities in fields alien to those where
John Gielgud, who has played

Hamlef

Handle

•King of Alcatraz,' Paramount
has been banned by Jamaica,
B. W. I„ according to word received in New York by Par.
Gangster theme was given as
reason for its rejection.
clude

EASY MONEY GONE

.

.

alized in Mexico.

to

in

—

The Teatro Morelos
was recently taken over by the
state government and made into
near here.

a first-class cinema, playing top
American pictures at pop prices.
House's profits largely support
the state's primary schools.
This is the 'first time an entertainment place has been nation-

Loom

Obstacles

Their Paths, Chiefly Facist Influence
Survey of
Film Markets Indicates
There's Plenty Yet to Be
Developed

City, April 11.
Nationalization of cinemas has
made a successful start in.Cviernavaca, capital of Morelos state,

cited:

As Retaliation Vs. Australian Curbs

ONCE Bie EIELD

Precedent
Mexico

19

TalepboM Temple Bar MMl-IMMK

FOREIGN DRIVE

U. S. COS. IN
India Expanding

MNDON

CaM* Addrmt VABIETT,

INTERNATIONAL

FIm*. TntBlcsr BqoM*

'

in the construction of

producing units, have been particularly responsible for the boxoffica
upbeat of Swedish films, which hava
Improved proportionately with tha
expansion.

DISMAL OUTLOOK FOR

BRITKH PRODUCnON
Extensive

production

Great

in

Britain looks extremely dismal in tha
immediate future, according to reports from London. Two weeks ago
there were only five features at
work there, although 80 stages wera
.

available.

English producers feel the new
British quota Is a failure as far as
production is concerned. It Is reported. The industry's binding restrictions, laid down by the Quota,
are said to be the cause of the lag
in

production.

'Mayerliiig,' 'Citadel'

Big in South Africa
/

.

Cape Town, March

24,

•Mayerllng' has registered big business at the Colosseum (African Cons.
Theatres) here. Public keen on further French pictures in Cape Town;
The CltttaeV tbo. "Has "pulled capacity at the Plaza (Union Theatres).
'Citadel'

The

Citadel'

OS

In Cairo
Cairo, March 28.

(M-G)

is

skidding

here.

'Gunga Din' and That Certain
Atc' starring Deanna Durbin, who's
a

h-'i;

welL

favorite here, are going over

.

'
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Film Paradito

ANSELLS-F&M

piloses Strike Move to Land

Own Men

Its

NEW INDIE OKLA.

Hollywood, April

11.

Heaven has replaced Hell as a

LOO POOL

ST.

Into Empnre Boodis,

BUYING POOL

locale for film titles.
'Hell's Angels,' 'Backdoor to
Hell' and others of similar tem-

perature are being cooled off by

But Wins Screening

•East Side of Heaven,' 'Back IJoor
to Heaven,' 'Heaven on a iShoe-

OFF

Room Increase

Heaven, Too.'
After thwatening distributors to
refuse film service to around 75 New
York Independent theatres that- it
couldn't land for its members, and,
accepting completo defeat on that
count, Local 306, Moving Picture
Machine Operators of N, Y., has
settled its strike on another ground.
It's « mild victory with respect to
getting more money for operators in
home office and exchange screening
rooms. Original strike embraced lat-

St

and
10 p.m. Friday night until 4 a.m.
again froiA ll ajn. until 10 pm. Sat-

The

joint

&

"

F&M

THEATRE'S CLOSING

HITS ALL LOCAL BIZ

'

latter figure.

The contract of the exchange em-

-

ployees union. Local 51-B, a
(Continued on page 47)

In Phillr, N. Y. Suit

On'SiiowWliite'Soiig

TOTACT' APPMiiP
AGAIN IN N.Y. STATE

Suit against Walt Disney, Leopold

new move 'is on

Award

.

^

,

.

_

pldycd-^-struck for a boost and' for

about a week picketed 20th's h.o.
and newsreel studio. A 10% Increase
was granted these operators, all of
-whom work only five days a week,

Rubens' Cartoon Tnuler
Idea to Attract the Kids

'

bringing their pay for that period
up to- $76.50. For a six-day week -at
20th-Fox the recent 10% increase
would have brou^t the pay up
to around $81, as compared with
$64.15
in
some bUter screening
booths. In some companies, on the
other hand, the operators never got
an increase on top of the 10% given
all boothmen in Uie theatres, as well
as. shortly latterward in some prO'
jecUqn rooms, Thus, for luilformity
of scale, the -salary 'Increases and
the amount of retroactive pay to
Sept 1, 1937, that is to be pald,.wai
vary according to what various comI>anies have been paying. New pro
to
Visions for screening rooms nus
"
-

—

Sepnri64DrRTirdecIireff.
'•
-BetrMoUvo

"

charging

NAYBEABANKPREZ

quest, he declares, he "mailed him' for
bis confidential perusal scenarios of

'Nutoracker' and 'Macabre' with a
'setting forth detailed plans
of production and pointing out commercial possibilities.' He claims he
never got an answer and the condiMtor still has his scenarios. He maintains that Stoki gave tiie idea to
Disney for the musical cartoons and
that the plan now being' used is hisOrch is now recording 'Sorcerer's
Apprentice' and 'Nuteracker,' and
Tutelman asks an accounting of -any
Copy of
profit derived from these.
the Mtiladelphian's original letter to
Stoki is attached to the brief.

letter

increases to $84.15 for
6i^i-day week' oeCUraM in the -winter
of 1037*38, the boost of 10% was paid
at that time retnaistlvely to Sept 1,
v/ith. result in certain cases now, if
there ii to he any refi«actlve 'p&^ to
that date, it wiU. not be luge,
E^tributor and ielrcuft• ropresenta
vwi-iiv.w'"*

Churchill charging the plagarism of
Soldiers
In
his
'Russian
Song'
'Whlstie While You Work,' part of
Damages
the 'Snow White' score.
of $250,000 are sought as well as an
injunction against the picture, and
an accounting of profits.
Defendants' answer is that Altschuler's song was never copyrighted
and hence in the public domain.

Warners Sets Quintet
Of Pix for EarSy Start
Hollywood, April

11.

Starting dates 'were announced for
five pictiues between now and June
1 at Warners, beginning with 'Nancy
Drew and the Hidden Staircase'
April 17.
Untitied Secret Service feature
rolls April 20; 'Hobby Family,' May
15; The Return of Dr. X,' May 25,
and 'Hit and Run,' June 1.

Droop

men from

DOUBLE BLOW

NBC

'

-

—

|

11.

Syracuse that John A.
May of Ciloversvllle, comptroller of
Schine Theatres, Inc., had been offered post of president of the Lincoln National Bank tt Trust C^., in
Directors of the b^nk
Syracuse.
have been seeking a president since
death of late William T. McCaffrey.
May is widely known upstate, having been a candidate for.^tate comp*
trolfer last November on the state
Republican ticket May is reported
willing to accept the post at a salary
of $25,000 annually, provided he li
given chance to buy certain stock.
current

ini'

Salt en 'Snew 'White' Seitg
Modest -Altschuler has filed a
Y. supreme court suit against
Walt Disney, RKO Radio Pictures, Cite
and Frank
Irving
Berlin,
Inc.,

Crosby Sued

Where

Syracuse, April

Upstate theatrical and banking circles are still buzzing with reports

N.

.

•

all

30, 1937j^^at Stoki's re-

RKO

'

and

JOHN MAY/OF

On March

O'Connor's Coast

Metro

any

'

RKO

.

discuss

RKO

RKO

U%

tives wrestled with union

others,

$2,000 paid Forman for the 156 feet
of China stuff used was above the
previously understood figure of $3Jules J. Rubens( operator of Great
States Circuit, out of Chicago, left $5 per foot Pathe Film testified also
New York Monday (10) after confer- that Forihan was offering to peddle
ring with Barney Balaban, -Leon the rejected film around the trade.
Visit
Fanny Holtzmiann, for Forman, InNetter and other hgme .office execuOn his first trip to Hollywood
tives on operating matters. Rubens troduced cables from de Rochemont
has a new stunt under consideration to Forman that the stuff was 'swell, since becoming v.p. and gen. mgr. of
Theatres John J. 0'0>nnor left
for a theatre program, pointed for exciting, thrilling,' and that M. of T.
kids, that will Include a series- of had failed to reject it in time, only Friday (7), in company with Charles
comlQ strijp!' cartoons much the sanie using the 156 feet in the September, Koerner who assumes command of
the Pacific C^oast division of the
1937, release of the newsreel.
as. used by newspapers, with. im<
chain, formerly handled by
printing of current or coming bills
Cliff Work. Koerner is shifting from
for ad value. Great States will test
the Boston territory.
it out flrsi
Scribes
O'Connor, going and returning, Is
Cieorge 'Trendfe, operator of the
making some stops at points where
United Detroit group for Far, was
operates theatres.
Hollywood, AprU 11
also In during the past week to disMetro's scripting staff is down to
cuss theatre problems and other
-~
80, Idwest.flgure in six.years. Roster
mulius.
usually nms well over 100.
'Latest to check out were Brown
HoUywood, April 11.
Evetett
Holmes,' Florence Ryerson and Edgar'
Rushing work on 'Gone With the
Allan Woolt
Wind,' David O. Selznick is sending
Lbs Angeles, April 11.
Three writers, Elliott. Gibbons, a second unit to CMco tomorrow
Everett Crosby, agent, was sued
Artists Service, Wellyn Tottman and James Webb, (Wed.) to shoot exteriors, with Ches'
for $2;S0O by'
charging arriears on a contract deal checked off the Republic lot with ter Franklin directing and Wilfrid
Involving Florence <aeorge.
their chores done. Gibbons screen- Cline handling. Technicolor.
PUlntiff .. claims Crosby bought played Tlight at Midnight' and TottLatest' addiU6n ' to the
Miss George's xontraot for $7,500, but man and Webb collaborated on The troupe is William J. Scully as unit
paid only $5,000.
Girl from G6d's Country.'
manager.
.

'

-

"

de Rochemont prez of
March of Time; testified that the
Louis

.

and

Stokowski

'

^

to

problems in a group meeting to be
held here in May.
Exchanges have noted the effect of
the buying hold-off by leading independents and are exerting extra
effort to sell the product deals now,
believing formation of the pool will
make prices even more debateble.
Leaders of the pool deny this, how-

plagiarism of ideas, has been filed
in Common Pleas court here by a
young Philly advertising man and
Injunction
is
amateur violinist
.asked to restrain recording now go- ever. They point out that it Is their
ing on of the Philly Orch for a new belief the present prices on product
Disney cartoon feature and an ac- prevailing in Indie deals are satisfaccounting of any profits derived from tory providing their competitors, the
use of the idea. Mark S. Tutelman circuits, pay the same prices and
names as defendants, in addition to have no advantages in clearance over
Disney and Stoki, Disney Produc- them. They have stated that it will
tions, Ltd., Philadelphia Orchestra, be their aim to hold these prices
dis- only if distributors use the same figRKO and Deems Tbylor.
tribs Disney cartoons and Taylor is ures in dealing with their circuitdoing the running commentary on competitors. Should this not be done
the new feature.
it is understood that the indie buyTutelman alleges that 'in 1024 he ing t>ool will then seek to secure,
got the idea for a plan to synchron- lower prices and. percentages in
ize music of classical renown with alignment with figures prevailing
animated cartoons which, would de- for circuit-controlled houses.
pict a story in the composition selected.' He said that from 1924 until
1937 he wrote numerous scenarios
SCHINE,
purpose, including 'Nutfor' this
cracker Suite,' 'Danse Macabre' and
'Sorcerer's Apprentice."

cessation of country folks who used
to flock into the village of nights to
Albany, April 11.
see the flickers, particularly affects
in- the long fight
Even restauthese shop-owners.
exhibition
the
for
to obtain a license
rants are suffering Saturdays, as the
the
'Ecstacy,'
of
state
in N^w York
farmers used to get In before dinner
LaHedy
with
picture
foreign-made
so as'to be sure ot getting a seat in
Inc., rer
Productions,
-Eureka
marr.
pire situation.
the theatre when banko ran that
Aside, from, other angles and the cently submitted a 'reconstructed evening.
spot: 306 was placed in when the 1930 version' which, the company
The letting of contracts for repair
Department of Justice ruled its strike claims, eliminates much of the objec- of the theatre, therefore, is watehed
successively
that
material
tionable
to be illegal. It is known that operas a matter of communi^ interest in
ators have been -getting varying led the 'motion pictiuf division of the the village.
Dr.
Department
lUucation
State
screening
amount; for working in
rooms, with result that if a uniform Frank P, Graves, education commisscale of $87.50 a week is to -apply, sioner, and the Appellate Division,
the boosts will be more in some cases Third Department to turn thumbs Newsnebnan's $9,000
than others. In all cases the increases down on the feature. Further cuts
granted now are retroactive to Sept could be made. Eureka indicated in
Vs. March of Time
an appeal filed with the Board of
1. 1837.
At that time operators in theatres Regents after Director. Irwin Esmond
were earning $76.50 a week. This again rejected the film.
A jury before N. Y. supreme court
In his answer, Esmond declares Juctioe Timothy A- Leary, -Friday
had represented a cut of 10% in 1932
fi-om a weekly scale of $85. When that the present version is 'substanawarded Harrison Forman,
(7),
the ops, in the theatres were given a tially the same' as that reviewed by March of Time cameraman, a $9,000
10% increase on $76J0, their scale the Appellate Division in September, verdict In a $35,000 suit against
was raised to $84.15 on a six-day 1937, and thereafter in an unanimous' Time, Inc. He was in Cliina in 1037
basis.
After that occurred, the op- decision held to be objectionable when war .broke out Japan invaderators in screening rooms of dis- widiih'the meaning of section 1027 ing. Time accepted his c^le offer
Reported to cover the war, agreeing to pay
tributors complained that they also of the Education Law.
should get tiie 10% boost In various that the M. P. Division doubts only for what was used.
cases this incregM to $84.15 was whether 'Ecstacy' could be revised in
Justice Leary, at conclusion of the
granted during flie winter of 1937-38, su6h a inanuer It would be licena- trial, denied an application by Time
while, in others it assertedly 'wasn't able; virtually the entire basic parts to set aside the- verdict, as well as
About two months ago the operators of picture woidd have to be snipped. one by the plaintiff who also sought
at 20th-Fox, numbering 14—the high The ntlde isequence was the one it set aside on the grounds of being
iai any company in number em' which' atfrdcted thef widest publicity. insufficient

A

portunity

.

Philadelphia, April 11.

Syracuse, N. Y., April It
When a recent $30,000 fire forced
closing of the town's sole pictture
house, the Palace, for a period of
two months, stores in the nearby
suburb of Beldwlnsville, particularly the smaller shops, grocerl^
confectlonaries,
noticed,
ete.,
marked decrease in business. Sudden

t-wo-

state are being

Disney, Stold Soed

A

any particular but was enUrely for clause.
the benefit of Local 306. Whether
Ansell Bros., who additionally own
boys' will get
ter angle, Ops went back to work or not the "backroom
and operate the Empress a midtown
this two weeks' salary or not is up house just around the comer from
(10).
Monday morning
Exindividual company.
5,000 scater Fox, are planning
To just what extent this victory to each
of work FfitlVTs
out
were
employees
change
to increase their holdings in th.e loadds up, as against defeat in its mabecause they couldn't cross operator cal nabe 'field by building or leasing
jor objective to knock off the booths
lines, although why Paraadditional houses before the
using Empire operators, is' a ques- picket
branches were three
20th-Fox
and
mount
which
Ansells will reOne of the conditions
of the year.
tion.
when they don't employ end the bookings and management
appear to have been Imposed by both picketed
suine
anyway, was never exhouses as indie op
Local 306 and distributors in effect- operators
exchanges have of their three
other
All
plained.
not
agreement
ing a settlement, is an
orators and the Shenandoah and Titheir own projection rooms.
to officially announce the terms of
voli, which are part of the St Louis
The decision of the exchange Amusement Co. -chain that is opsettlement Ops went back to work
to cross picket lines
not
workers
(10).
Moiiday morning
under F6cM management rewas reached by this erated
Fearing that interpretation over Mardi 27
turns to. the amusement company,
executive committee headed
one point in the settlement of the union's
Reports have -been current on film
Johnson^ president, at a
Lou
by
disdifficulties,create
might
strike
>w that major pix distributors
meeting held at 306 headquarters.
tribs and union executives asked
would be much happier if the AnWhile oidy around 75 operators,
C6mmissioner Arthur S. Meyer of
were not working to>
sells and
cubicles were
the N. Y. State Mediation Board to working in screening
30O gether.
^t in as arbiter with-them at a meet- affected 1»y the strike, around
thrown out
ing scheduled for yesterday (Tues- exchange workers were
They
day) afternoon at 5 p.m., but subse- of jobs for the two weeks.
for
quently indicated that they would no receive a minimum of $24 a day
doubt be able to ajgree among theni- day work, $26 for night work and a
selves and wouldn't need Meyer. maximum of $88, compared with an
Latter as result did not attend. Is- aVeirage for ops that is nearer the
sue over which -agreement had been
reached over the weekend, but over
which some question arose yesterday,
was declared not to be of sufficient
importance to require Meyer as a
mediator.
VHien the operators walked out of
screening rooms it -was without regard to negotiations for the increase
now granted or as result of any ultimatum that if demands weren't
met the strike would be pulled.
There was -no opportunity to negotiate that matter, althon^ claimed
the, ops had been .promised, raises
and were being stalled on. the matter. Real reason for strike was Em-

Oklahoma City, April 11.
Independent exhibitors over the
urged by backers of
the new indie buying i>ool now being formed to. withhold buying any.
new product until they have an op-

Louis, April 11.

booking and manage-

Marco
urday, with operators and exchange ment pact between Fanchon
Mon- interests and the Ansell Bros., which
-workers going back on the Job
day morning (10).
has been, in effect for two years and
to
made
end
was
will
nabes,
recommendation
which involves four
pay the exchange workers their sal- May 29. The contract which conwere cerned the AnseUs' Ritz and Varsity
arite for the two weeks they
a
with
Tivoli
connection
and
in
Shenandoah
work
out of
and F&M's
in
cancellation
8-week
an
fight that did not concern them
carried

-

SLOWS BIZ

'Heaven With a Barbed
Wire Fence' and 'An This and
string,'

'GWTW

On

Baker-Riser's Chain
Labor Contempt Chge.

Supreme Court

Justice Ferdinand
Pecora, in N. Y., Monday (10),
turned over to Referee- Harry
Kane an application to punish for
contempt the United Long Island
Theatre Corp., the Cross Island
Amus. Corp., the Northern Amus.
Corp., the Laurelton Amus. Co., Inc.,
Linden Operating Corp., and tii*

C

Merrick • Gables Amus. Corp.,
brought by the New York State Labor Relations Board. Seven theatres
are involved, all operated by Sam
Baker and O. Riser of the' United
L. I. Theatre Corp.
This board on April 4, 1038, ordered the defendants to cease makipg it obligatory for a projectionist
to give up membership in Local 306
before he could obtain employment
It is alleged that the -defendants have
failed to comply with the order.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, AprU 11.
Monogram bought 'Death Hops the
mag yam by Charles Moly-

Bells,'

lieux

Brown.

Edward Small purciiased the H. G.

WeUs

book, 'Food for the Gods.'

Walt Disney acquired T. H. 'White's
'Sword in the Stone' for cartooning.
Hugh Wiley sold four more 'James

Wong

stories to

Monogram.

Republic took over screen rights to
Abdullah's 'Storm Over

Achmed
Bengal.'

RKO bought Oliver Drake's 'Along
the Rio Grande.'
Rita Weyman sold 'Headline News'
to

RKO.
Monogram purchased 'Son of the
-

Navy.' by Grove Jones and True
Boardman.
(^rey Ford and Alastair MacBain
sold the'ir

mag

story, 'Maluk' to

Far-

amount
Larry Damiour -putchased 'Criminal at Large,' by

mc Tayloir.

Hal Hudson and Kenneth Earl sold
'Opened by' Mistake' to Paramount
Republic bought 'Seven MUllon
Dollars,' by Sinclair Lewis.
Atlas'acqulied Dick Barb's western
yarn, 'Midnight Rider.'
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Advance Production Chart

Wayne BaD Tops

L A. €oL Exch.;
Th^e Changes

production before current season commitments are washed up.
Hollywood, April 11.
So far studios have previewed or reieosed 319 features, against a promProduction took a slight drop during past two weeks, falling from 32 to
29 pictures Joeing the cameras, five of which ore earmarked /or 1939-40. iaed total o/ 589.
Final editiitff is being glwn to 72 features and 175 still must be put into
,

Taurog; screen play by Vincent. Lawrence and Grover Jones; original by
Oliver Claxton; photographed by Ray June. Cast: Myma Loy, Robert
Taylor, Douglas Fowley, Bemadene Hayes, Bernard Nedell, Gladys Blake,
Charles I^an-;, Henry O'Neill.
_ .
^
•MAIDEN VOYAGE/ produced* by Edgar Selwyn; directed by William
Thiele; original story by (Sodfried Reinhardt and Virginia Faulkner;
photographed by Clyde de Vinna. Cast: Robert Young, Annabella, Walter
ConnoUy, Bfllle Burke. (Sene Lockhart, Reginald Owen, Virginia Field,
Arthur Treacher, Charles Judellsj Felix Bressart, Mary Befit Hughes, Albert Morin, Roy Atwell, Renie Riano, Matthew Bolton, Mitdiell Lewis.
•IT'S A WONDERFUL WORLD,' produced by Louis D. Lighton; directed
by W. S. Van Dyke; no writing credits released; photographed by Oliver
Marsh. Cast: Claudette Colbert, James Stewart, Nat Pendleton, Edgar Kennedy, Guy Kibbee, Frances Drake, Ernest Truex, Sidney Blackmer, Albert
Morin, Rand Brook, Maurice Costello.
. ^
.
.,
_
•100 TO ONE,' produced by Edward Chodorov; directed by Leslie Fenton;
no writing credUs released; photographed by Joseph. Ruttenberg. Cast:
Melvyn Douglas, Louise Piatt, H. B. Warner, Jean Fenwlck, Halllwell
Hobbs, Marjorie Main, Gladys Blake, Tom Collins, Gene LodcKart, Florence
George, Hobart Cavanaugh, Oscar O'Shea, Theresa Howwd. Jack Carlton.
•TARZAN IN EXILE,' produced by Sam Zlmbalist; directed by Richard
Thorpe; based on characters created by Edgar Rice Burroughs; photographed by Leonard Smith. Cast: Johnny WelssmuUer, Maureen O'Sullivan, Henry Stephenson, Kenneth Hunter, Henry Wilcoxon, Frieda Inescort,
Uriah Banks, Johh Sheffield.
•THE WIZARD OF OZ' (Technicolor), produced by Blervyn LeRoy;
directed by Victor Fleming; based on story by Frank L. Baum; photographed by Harold Rosson; for Technicolor, Allan Dazey. Cast: Frank
Morgan. Judy Garland, Ray Bolger. Bert Lahr. Jack Haley. (Parley
Grapewin, Billle Burke, Blargaret Hamilton, Pat WaldL
1 TAKE THIS WOMAN.' formerly titled 'NEW YORK CINDEBELLA,'
produced by Lawrence Welngarten; directed by Frank Borzage; original
Cast:
story by Charles MacArthur; photographed by Charles Lawton.
Spencer Tracy, Hedy LaMarr, Walter Pidgeon. Thurston Hall. Carlos Valdez, Leonard Penn, Ina Claire, Marjorie Main, Louis Calhem, Lana Turner.
Mona Barrie, Willie Best, Dwiglit Frye, Jack Carson, Ftank Puglia, Adri-

Cohnnbia
formerly manager of
the Denver Kxchange, appointed
manager of Colombia's Los Angeles
ofSce, replacine Harry Weinberg.
JjBtta requested he be retired from
management .of the IbA. office and
appoioted a salesman of the branch
because ol recent illnc
B. C. Hill, formerly Salt Lake
City manager, appoii^ted DenverSalt Lake supervisor, with head-,
qmaters in Denver. W. G. Seib,
formerly salesman in .Salt Lake, now
manager of the SJi. City office, replacing HilL

Wayne

Ball,

Number Namber
Camof Fix
Promised pletcd
Featarcs

40
16

Westerns
Serials

..

4

19
11
2

60

32

New

Now
Shootink
2
1

j,

Balance i«
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Booms Cameras
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1
1

13
3
1
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13
3
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Total
Pictures

now

8

17

17

rooms or awaiting previews are:
'ROMANCE OF THE REDWOODS,' produced by Wallace McDonald for
the Irving Briskin unit; directed by Charles Vidor; no writing credits released; photographed by Alien Slegler. Cast: Charles Blckford, Jean
Parker, Earl Dunn, Lloyd Hughes, Ed Laughton, John Tyrrell, Ann Shoemaker, Al Bridge, Gordon Oliver.
MaCeiwi Tlee MeDanaM
<MT SON IS A CRIMINAL,' formerly tiUed RACKETEERS,' produced
by Wallace MacDonald; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.; no writing credits
Providence, April 11.
Harry McDonald having taken released; photographed by AUen Siegler. Cast: Alan Baxter,- Jacqueline
over .post of division manager for Wells, Joseph King, Gordon Oliver, Willard Robertson, John Tyrell, Ed
IBCO un New -^gn g'a'"^. William Mc- Fetherston, Dick Curtis, Harry Strang, Joseph Caits, Eddie Laughton,
Ceart, of Keith's Memorial in Bos- George Taylor, Stanley Brown, Frank Mills, Joe Harmon, James Millican,
ton, is taking over McDonald's Provi- Frank O'Connor, Ed Cobb, Keman Crips, Robert Walkn, E. L. Dale, Art
Dupuis, Al Ferguson, Ky Robinson, Sam Ash, Al Herman, Forbes Murray,
dence post at the RKO All^e.
Lcary's Free Feed
Albany, April 11.
Film men fathered at the De Witt
Clinten hotel Monday night (10) to
attend « dinner honoring Gerald
I«ary, vbo Tetlred as Universal

GenOd

bcandL manager because of ill health.
Loiiis Schine of Golveisville, Bill
Benton of Saratoga Springs, Moe
Sliver of WB theatres and Y«u Golding of Fabian theatres, were among
the area speakers listed. Bemie
yT3iw>, RKO manager, and Artie

Newman, Grand
the

headed
aramgements.

National,

on

committee

Ijeary is taking a leave of absence:

WB

Benews

Rochester, N. V., April ll.
Warner Bros, have renewed lease
on- Majestic, .BomeU,- and plans to
atteratioas
this
extensive
start
month. Interior will be entirely rebuilt and redecorated under direc-

^

manager
Newhall. Ownare Mr. and Mr;. Fred Peters,

tien of
ers-

Horoen.

in the cutting

'

'

Edward Hearn.
'BUND ALLET,' produced by Fred Kohlmar; directed by CHiarles Vidor;
from play by James Warwick; photographed by Luclen Ballard. Cast:

Chester Morris, Rose Stradner, Ann Dvorak, Joan Perry, Ralph Bellamy,
Marc Lawrence, Melvyn Cooper, Scotty Beckett, Ann Dorau, John Aldrlch,
Bilbum Stone, Marie 31ake.
WSSINa DAVGBTERS,' produced by Jack Fier for the Irving Briskin
unit; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.; original screen play by Michael Slm^
mons and 'George Bricker; photographed by Henry Freulicb. Cast: Richard
Arlen, Rochelle'Hudsou, Isabel -Jewell, Marian Marsh, Don Beddoe, Richard
Wessel, Edward Raquello, Eddie Kane, Wade Botiller, John Tyrrell.
•ODTSIDE TIBSE WALLS,' produced by Ralph Cohn for the Irving Briskin unit; directed by Ray McCarey; no writing credits released; photographed by Lucien Ballard. Cast: Dolores Costello, Michael Whalen, Virginia Weidler, Don Beddoe, Charles Halfon, Selmer Jackson, Dick Curtis,
John lyrell, Pierre Watkin, Robert Emmett Keane, Tommy Bupp, Joe
Devlin, Stymie Beard, Jimmie Campl>ell, Joe Cunningham, William Searby,
Walter Merrill, Allen Matthews, Eddie Laughton.
'ONLY ANGELS HAVE WINGS,' formeriy tiUed TLANE NO. 4/ produced and directed by Howard Hawks; no writing credits released:
photographed by Joseph Walker. Cast: Jean Arthur, Cary Grant, Richard
Bartiielmess, Rita Hayworth, Thomas Mitchell, Sig Ruman, Donald Barry,
Noah .Beery, Jr., Antiiony Quinn, AUyn Joslyn, Victor Kilian, Milissa
Sierra, Pat West, John CarroU, Charles Moore. Sam Tong, Frank Puglia,
Inez Palange, Pedro Regas, Manuel Maciste, Lucio Villegas, Budd Fine,
Francisco Moran, Victor Travers, Wilson Benge, Jack Liowe, Tex Higginson, Vernon Dent, Pat flaherty. replacing Frank Marlowe, Enricas Acosta,
Raoul Lechuga, Dick Bottiler, Harry Bailey, Amora Navarro, Tessie Mur-

enne Ames.
Metro Fix Now In FredMUen
'GONE- WITH THE WIND' (Technicolor), produced by David O. Selztildc; directed by Victor Fleming, replacing George Cukor; screen play by
Sidney Howard and Oliver H. P. Garret from novel by Margaret Mitchell;
photographed by Ernest Haller, replacing Lee Garmes; Technicolor photography by Ray Rennahan. Cast: Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh, Leslie Howard,
Olivia de Havlland, Barbara O'Neil, Laura Hope Crews, Hattie McDaniel,
Oscar Polk, Butterfly McQueen, Everett Brown, Victor Jory.
•«,Mt ENEMIES,' meller; produced by Lucien Hubbard; directed by
(jeorge Seitz; story by Wilmon Manard and Leo Leonidaa Stanley; photographed by John Seitz. Cast:' Walter Pidgeon. Rita Johnson, Nat Pendleton, Grant Mitchell, J<rfm Arledge, Guinn Williams, Harold Huber, Tom
Neal,

Truman

Bradley,

Cincinnati, April 11.
Maurice White and Nick Shafer,
local nic biz vets, launched a co-op
film boohing and "theatre supplies
biiying enterprise Monday <10), It's
a new setmt for Cincy. Firm aims
to represent from 75 to 100 exhibs in
tiys territory.
White formerly was manager of
the Warner Bros, exchange here and
in recent years has been affiliated
with Ike Libson's string of nabes In
Greater Cincy aiid several other
cities in Ohio and Kentucky. Shafer,
former city salesman for 20th, has
two houses in Covington, Ky.

Balsly Joins Allison
't<ee Balsly, ad sales manager for
ZOUi-Fox. resigned Monday (10) to
join, the R. R. Allison circuit in Cresson, Pa., in an executive managerial
capacity. Succeeded there over accessories by Ed Hollander, his as
sistant
.

MeCsrihy, Weiner Moves

Omaha, April

MANDRAKE, THE BEAGKIAN'

produced by Jack Fier for the
Irving Briskin unit; directed by Sam Nelson and Norman Deming; no
writing credits released; photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Warren
Hull, Doris Weston, Al Kikume. Kenneth McDonald, Eddie Laughton, Eddie
Earl. John Terrell; Don Beddoe, Forbes Murray, George Chesebro.
THE OKLAflOBtA ttAIL,' formerly Utled TBAntK NIGHTS,', produced by Harry I^ Decker for the Irving Briskin unit; directed by C. C.
Coleman, Jr.; no writing credits released; photographed- by Allen Seigler.
Cast: Charles Starrett. ms Meredith, Dick Curtis, Bob Nolan, Sons of the
Pioneers, Hank 3ell, Edward Le Saint
c:«Iwabia Fix New in PrednetloB
'GOOD GIRLS GO TO PARIS, TOO,' comedy; prodiiced by William
Perlberg; directed by Alexander Hall; no writing credits released; photographed by Lucien Ballard. Cast: Melvyn Douglas, Joan Blondell, Walter
Connolly, Joan Perry, Isabel Jeans, Stanley Brown. Alexander D'Arcy,
Richard Fiske, Robert Sterling, Beatrice Curtis.
'ARIZONA COWBOY,' western with songs; produced by Harry Decker
for Irving Briskin unit; directed by Sam Nelson; no writing credits released; photographed by Al Seigler. Cast: Charles Starrett. Iris Meredith,
Sons of the Pioneers, Russell Simpson, Didc Curtis, Hal Taliaferro, Bob
Nolan, Sammy McKim, Hank Bell, Jack RockweU, Eddie Hearn, Edmund
Cobb, Glenn Strange, George Cheseboro, Sam Garrett, John Rand.
•POWER TO BVRn,' drama; produced by Larry Darmour; directed by
Lewis D. CoUlns; origiiial screen play by Gordon Rigby: photographed by
James S. Brown. Cast; Jack Holt, Gertrude Michael, Dickie Moore, Mari^".'^,*!^f?''*°'T.^S?*^.^°'""^y' ^^^^ Kolker, Harry Hayden, HoUnes Herkiert, Wilbam B. Davidson, George Me^r.
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tralia snd
'Zealand, is in the
States with his wife on a combination business and pleasiure trip.
From
York he will sail for
liMdon, Fctuming to Sydney via the

by -Al Ctanstle; screen play by Fred Jackson, original by Dalton Trumbo;
photographed by Charles Van Enger. Cast: Heather Aqgel, John King.
Constance Collier, Robert Elliott, Walter CaUett Wilbur Mack, Tom Dug^
Emma Dunn.
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(8).
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now in cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
•BULLDOG DBUHMOIWS SECRET FOUCE/ G. M.

0

0

5

S

O. production;

associate producer, Edward T. Lowe; directed by James Hogan; screen play
C. (Sapper) M(^eile;
photographed by Merritt Gerstad. Ca^. John Howard, Heather Angel,
H. B. Warner, Elizabeth Patterson, Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive, lieo CarroU, Forrested Harvey, David Clyde, Clyde Cook, Clerald Rogers, Neil
Fitzgerald, Elspeth Dudgeon, Dutch Hendrian, Dick Rush, Wyndham

by Garnett Weston; based on Temple Tower.'.by H.

Suez Canal.

L A f«

Nnniber Namber
a( Fix
C^mPramiscd pleted

I

•EyERTTBDNG HAPPENS TO ANN,' produced by Jack

Balaoeeto

.

-

Freeaan's O.O. In U. S.
N. Bernard Freeman, managing director of Metro exchangee in Aus-

opened Saturday

1

N«w

Be Plaee« Stories In
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now
rooms or awaiting previews are:
•SINGING COWGIRL,' formerly titled •LADY BDCKAROO,' Coronado
production; produced by Donald K. Lieberman; directed by Samuel Diege;
original screen play by Arthur Hoerl; photographed by Mack Stengler.
Cast: Dorotiiy Page, David O'Brien, Vince Bamett, Ed Plel, Dix Davis,
Stadio
Stanley Pnce, Warner Richmond, Dorothy Short, Paul Barrett, Lloyd InHarry Sherman.
graham. Ethan Allen, Edward Gordon, Merrill McCormick.

termitientlr ier several' years,

New
Shootlog
1
•

•TRIGGER SMITH,' produced by Robert Ttosey; directed by Alan
James; original screen play by Robert Emmett; photographed by Bert
Longendecker. Cast Jack Randall, Joyce Bryant, Frank Vaconelli, Dennis
Moore, Bobby Clark, Warner Richmond, Dave O'Brien, Frank Iia Rue.
Horace C^penter, Milt Kibbee, Mary Thompson, Denver Dixon, Forrest
Taylor, Earl Douglas, Chick Hannon, James Sheridan, Archie Ricks, Bud
Osborne.
•UNDERCOVER AGENT,' produced by E. B. Derr; associate producer,
Frank Melforc'; directed by Howard Bretherton; screen play by Milton
Raison; original by Martin Mooney; photographed by Arthur MartineUi.
Cast: Russell Gleason, Shirley. Deane, J. M. Kerrigan, Maude Eburne,
Oscar O'Shea, Selmar Jackson, Ralfe Harolde, Ray Bennett, Ralph Sanford,
Eddy Waller. Dick EUiot, Lester Dorr.
'BOY'S REFORMATORY,' drama; produced -by Llndsley Parsons; directed by Howard Bretherton; screen play by Ray Trampe and Wellyn
Totman; original by Ray Trampe and Norihan S. Hill; photographed by
Harry Newman. Cast; Frankie Darro, Grant Withers, David Dura^d, Warren McCollum, Albert Hill, Jr., Bob McClung, (Seorge Offerman, Jr., Frank
Coghland, Jr., Ben Welden, Lillian Elliott, Tempo Pigott, John St Polis,
Jack McHugh, Kathryn Sheldon.
Monogram Fix Now in FrodDction
•WOLF CALL,' outdoor drama- with songs; produced by Paul Malvern;
directed by George Waggner; screen play by Joseph West from story by
Jack London; photographed by Fred Jackman, Jr. Cast: John Carroll,
Movita, Peter George Lynn, Wheeler Oakman, George Cleveland, Guy
Usher, Polly Ann Young, John Sheehan, John Kelly, Roger Williams, Pat
CMalley, Grey Shadow (canine).

Grand Natknal

Dannie McCarthy, formerly with
United Artists here, has joined Universal in place of Weiner.
Alaluunbra Lichted
Milwaukee, April

FremlMd

(serial),

11.

Iz Weiner. who joined the Universal sales staff at
Moines recently,
transferred back to Omaha office.

Collins.

Namber Namber
•f Fix
Cam-

ray.

WUie-Shafer's Co-Op

Tom

Shuts

Metro

Atlanta, April 11.
Jenkins, Inc., shifts sent
Standing.
Read, mgr: of Pacamount,
Now Bafameeto
•FEDERAL OFFENSE,' produced by Edward T. Lowe; directed by Louis
Nnmber Namber Now
to ehain's ace de luxer, 4,400-seat
in Be Placed Stories In
screen play by Horace McCoy and William R. Lipman from J. Ed•t Fix
ComSMot- Catting Befan Prepara- SKing;
Fox, to replace Hudson Edwards,
r Hoover's 'Persons in Hiding'; photographed by William Mellor. Cast:
promised pleted
ing
Baams Cuneras
tion
-who has been made outfit's city mgr.
oyd Nolan, J. Carrol Naish, Shirley Logan, Heather Angel, Broderick
F'eatares
3«
1
9
In Savannah, vice Roby Robinson, reCrawford, Robert Wilcox, Richard (Urie. Stanley Price, John Eldredge,
Scbnlek-Int'l
1
«
1
•
°e
0
(leorge Meeker, Raymond Hatton, Philip Warren, Paul Fix, Richard DenBilly Pratt, ass't mgr, at
signed.
ning, Abner Biberman, Roy Gordon, Clem Bevans, Clarence Wilson. Monte
Fox, moved into Read's spot at ParTotal
51
30
2
9
10
10
Blue, Grace Hayle, George Irving, Fern Emmett, Ottola Nesmith, Ivan
amount Latter theatre inaugurates
Pictures now in the. cutting rooms or awaiting previews are.
Miller, Galan Gait, Jo hn
aurice Sullivan.
Ottrand^a-xaudfllm beginning Satua
rraETKnniYs~iniiiE-Hicii7"proaiicea-Bsntoi^
»^»«JC*DY'BTFB4Mirwein?0CK*;' pfoffuced by Jeff Lazarus; directed
day (8) when Mae Wesfs unit will John B.
Seitz; screen play by Agnes Christine Johnston, Kay von Riper and by Al Hall; no writing credits released; photographed by Theodor Sparkopen ilve-dfly engagement Other William Ludwig; photographed
by Leslie Whrte. Cast: Lewis Stone, uhl. Cast: George Raft, EUen Drew, Hugh Herbert, ZaSu Pitts, Louise
flesh bookings already announced in- Mickey Rooney, CecUia Parker, Fay Holden,
Sara Haden, Ann Rutherford, Beavers. Harry Tyler, Stanley Andrew, Carol Holloway, Hooper Atchley,
clude Dave Apollon's revue and Virginia Grey, Mathilda and Charles Smith.
Virgima Sale, Lej Payton, CordeU Tate, Jimmy Briscow, Eugene Jackson,
•CALLING DR. KILDARE,' produced by Lou Ostrow; directed by Harold Fern Emmett
Count BernI Vici's unit
S. Bucquet; based on the Max Brand stories; photographed by Les
White
'NIGHX SPOT HOSTESS,' formerly
•S"!!S5!?'^^''j2."Il*'''y
Baltimore, April 11.
i^wAyres, Lionel Barrymore, I^ne Carver, Nat Pendleton, Samuel tiUed
ME AND
GAL,' associate producer. Mel Shauer; directed by
Bob Etchberger of Loew's State, S. Hinds, Emma D^n, Marie Blake, Lana Turner, Laraine Johnson, Clinton Kurt Neumann; screen play by
Lillie Hayward and Brian Marlow; based on
NorfoUr, Va., succeeding Irving Mar- Ros^nond, Bobs Watson, Alma Kxuger, Rinie Riano, Walter Kingsford.
tin -at Loew's Century here, as house Donald Barry.
h2I?„^.S^2.^1'" •I?"!^^'^. William Slavens McNutt; photographed by
Twelvetree?, Donald O^Connor,
XUCKY NIGHT.' produced by Louis D. Lighton; directed by Norman Dorothy
iSSS>.l'^^5l'*'*-T
manager.
Howe, John Hartley. Lany Crabbe, Robert Armstrong, Ed Paw-
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Sidney Blackmer, Philip Warren, Louise Carter, Kathryh Bates, Sarah
Edward?, Gordon Hart.
•HOTEL BHPEBIAL,' directed by Robert Florey; screen play by Gilbert
Gabriel and Robert Thoeren; based on a play by Lajos Biro: photographed
by William Mellor. Cast: Isa Miranda, Ray MlUand, Reginald Owen, Gene
Lockhart, J. Carrol Naish, Curt Bois, Michel Werboff, Henry Victor, Spencer Charters, Bodll Rosing, Betty Compson, Wolfgang Zilzer, Egon BreSier,
Bert Roach, Augustino Borgato, Paul Everton, George Magrill, Lee Shumway Davison Clarlc, Harry Tenbroolc, Paul Kruger. Don Cossack Chorus,
Robert Middlemass, Ernst Verebes, Albert Dekker, William Bakewell, Norman FhiQips, Robert Frazer, Sheila Darcy, Norah Gale, Paula de Cardo,
Judith King, Russell Hicks, George MacQuarrie, Arthur Cernitz, General
Savltsky, Joseph Marievsky, Andre Marsaudon, F. Schumann-Heink, Bull
Anderson, Marek Windheiun. Gustav Von Seyftertitz, Harry Holman.
'QBAND JVnY SECBETS,' produced by Sam Engel; directed by James
Hogan; screen play by Irving Rets and Robert Yost; based on a story by
IrvW Reis and Maxwell Shane; photographed by Harry Fischbeck. Cast:
John Howard, William Frawley, Gail Patrick, Jane Darwell, Porter Hall,
Harvey Stephens, John Hartley, Morgan Conway, Elisha Cook, Jr., Jack
Norton, Richard Denning, Gordon Jones, Charles Jackson, Kitty Kelly, Tom
Kennedy.
•GBACnE ALLEN MOKDEB CASE,' produced by George Arthui'; directed
by AUred E. Green; screen play by Nat Perrin; based on novel by S. S.
\4n Dine; photographed by Charles Lang. Cast: Gracie Allen, Warren
William, Kent Taylor. Ellen Taylor, Ellen Drew, Jerome Cowan, Judith
Barrett, Donald MacBride, H. B. Warner, Horace MacMahon, WiUiara
Lemarest, Al Shaw and Sammy Lee, Lillian Yarbo, Walter Soderling, Lee
Moore, Harry Tyler, James Flavin, Tiny Newlan, Willie Fung, Don Brodie,
Jack Baxley, Rub<! Demarest, Jim Kelso, Helen MacKellar, Edgar Dearing,.
ley,

.

Esther Howard.

•HAN ABOUT TOWN,' produced by Arthur Hornblow; directed by
original screen play by Morrie Ryskind; photographed by
Tetzlaff. Cast: Jack Benny, Dorothy Lamour, Edward Arnold, Blnnie
Barnes, Phil Harris, Eddie Anderson, Monty Woolley, Leonard Mudie, Herbert Evans, Clifford Severn, Cyril Thornton, Kay Linaker, Isabel Jeans,
E.
E. CUve, Harriette Haddon, The Pina Troupe, Theo E.
Betty Grable,
Roebuck. Cecil Kellaway, Norman Ainsley; Wesley Barry, Charles Irwin,
Charles Hall, Charles Coleman, Colin Kenny, Bernice Steward, Patti Sacks,
Matty Malneck's ork, Merriel Abbott Dancers, Bert Roach, Leon Belasco,
Adolph Milar, Dorothy Dayton, Alphonse Martel.
MBS. BULLDOG DRUMMOND,' meller; associate producer,
'BCB.
Stuart Walker; directed by James Hogan; screen play by Stuart Palmer
and Garnett Weston; based on 'Bulldog Drummond and the Oriental Mind'
by H. C. (Sapper) McNeile; photographed by Harry Fischbeck. Cast: John
Howard, Heather Angel, H. B. Warner, Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive, Elizabeth Patterson. Eduardo Clannelll, Gerald Hamer, Adrienne D'Ambricourt
•THE MAGNIFICENT FRAUD,' produced by Harlan Thompson; directed
by Robert Florey; screen play by Gilbert Gabriel and Walter Ferris;
adapted from story by Charles G. Booth; photographed by William Mellor.
Cast' Akim Tamiroft, Lloyd Nolan, Patricia Morison, Steffi Duna, Robert
Warwick, Frank Beicher, Donald Gallaher, Mary Boland, Ernst Verebes,
Barbara Pepper, Virginia Dabney, Edward McWade, Julius Tahnen, Nestor
Paiva, John Sheehan, Roger Gray, Ernest Cossart, Ralph Forbes, Abner
Biberman, George Zucco, George Nardelli, George Magrill, Andre Mar'
saudon. Count Stefenelli, Ralph Norwood,
INVITATION TO- HAPPINESS,' produced and directed by Wesley
Ruggles; screen play by Claude Binyon, based on story by Mark Jerome;
ihotographed by Leo Tover. Cast: Irene Dunne, Fred MacMurray, Charlie
^(uggles, Billy Cook, William Collier, Sr., Burr Carruth, Charles Randolph, Allen Wood, Don Latorre, Bob Evans, Mack Gray, Billy Newell,
Marion Martin, Heinle Conklin, Jack Roper, Franklin Parker, Jack Gargan,
Joe Franz, Wheaton Chambers, Bob Stevenson, Jack Knoche, Eddie Hogan,
Doodles Weaver, I<ee Moore, Virginia Brissac, Myra Marsh, Oscar O'Shea,
William Orr, Jerry Fletcher, Emerson Treacy, Bill Knudsen, Harry Hayden,
John Conte, Hank Hankinson, Buss Clark, Joe Cunningham, Guy Usher,
Gordon Jones, Joe Cato.
'SOME LIKE -IT HOT,' associate producer, William C. Thomas; directed
by George Archainbaud; screen play by Lewis R. Foster and Wilkie C.

23

Cause

dfm

•FtSEB DUGAN.' formerly titled 'WHAT'S A FEXEB FOB,' produced by
by Lew Landers; screen play by Paul Yawitz and Bert
Granet; photographed by Roy Hunt Cast: Lee Tracy, Peggy Shannon,
Virginia Weidler, Bradley Page, Edward Gargan, William Edmunds, Rita
La Roy, Jack Arnold, Edythe Elliott Irene Franklin, John Dilsoh, Murray
Alper, Netta Packer.

War cm Coast

Cliff Reid; directed

RKO-BadIo

Pictures

Now

in ProdncUon

Los Angeles, April 11.
Admission price war, first this
area has known in past half a dozen
or more years, will be precipitated
by Fox West Coast (12) when gate

'LITTLE MOTHER,' drama; produced by Buddy De Sylva; directed by at first of six Los Angeles nabe
Garson Kanin; screen play by i^orman Krasna from play by Felix Jack- houses will
be slashed to 15c. Drasson; photographed by Robert De Grasse.
Cast: Ginger Rogers, David
Niven, CharlesCobum, Frank Albertson, Baby Elwood, Elbert Copeland, tic price .cuts are claimed forced by
Jr, Ernest Truex, Ned Glass, Paul Stanton, (Serald Oliver Smith, Bessie
Thomashefsky, Leona Roberts, Denny Moore.
•FIVE CAME BACK,' meller; produced by Robert Sisk; directed by John
Farrow; screen play by Jerry Cady and Dalton Trumbo; original by Richard Carroll. Cast: Chester Morris, Wendy Barrie, Lucille BaU, John Carradine, Joseph Calleia, C. Aubrey Smith, Elisabeth Risdon.

Mark Sandrich:
Ted

AND

VARIETY

Donald Woods, Leon Errol, Donald MacBride, Linda Hayes, Edward
RaqueUo, Elisabeth Rlsdon, Ward Bond.
•O-DOG,' meller; produced by Bert Gilroy; directed by David Howard;
Bcreen play by Morton Grant from original by Earl Johnson and Guy K.
Austin; photographed by Harry Wild. Cast: Tim Holt, Virginia Weidler,
Janet Shaw, Frank M. Thomas, Robert E. Keane, Monty Montagu^, Don
Brody, Ralph Harolde, Muriel Evans
'SOBOBITY HOUSE,' produced by Robert Sisk; directed by John Farrow;
screen play by Dalton Trumbo- from play by Mary Coyle Chase;
photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: Anne Shirley, James Ellison. Helen
Wood, Margaret Armstrong, Barbara Read, Doris Jordon, Adele Pearce,
June Storey, Elizabeth Risdon, Sherrie Overton, ChiU WUls, Phyllis
Velez,

Now Balance to
Number Nnraber Now
in Be Placed Stories in
of
CmbShoot- Cattlog Before PreparsProralscd pleted
iDf
Booms Cameras
tlon
Total
59
3»
1.
5
23
23
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:
•MAN OF CONQUEST,' formerly tiUed 'WAGONS WESTWARD.' produced by Sol C. Slegel; directed by (decree NichoUs, Jr.; screen play by
Wells Root E. E. Paramore, Jr., and Jan Fortune; original story idea by
Harold Shumate; photographed by Joseph August Cast: Richard Dix,
Gail Patrick, Joan Fontaine, Edward Ellis, George Hayes, C. Henry Gordon,
Max Terhune, Victor Joiy, Robert Barrat Robert Armstrong, Ralph Morgan, Janet Beecher, Jason Robards, Kane Chandler, Ferris Taylor, Charles
Stevens.
,

Hx

-

'STREET 07 MISSING MEN,' produced by Armand

Schaefer, directed
by Sidney Salkow; screen play by Leonard Lee and Frank Dolan; original
by Eleanore Griffin and William Rankin; photographed by Ernest Miller.
Cast: Charles Blclcford, Harry Carey,. Tommy Ryan, Gulnn Williams, Mabel

P-WC

execs because of unprecedented orgy of theatre building by
indie operators! with estimate of
100,000 new seats added to local area
in past few. years.
First of the F-WC houses to be cut
wiU be the Mesa, which drops from
35c to 15c. This will be followed
(16) by reopening of long-darkened
Rivoli as another 15c grind Other
ace nabes scheduled for 15c gate
after current Week are the Melrose,
Embassy, Apollo and Paramount
(Hollywood).
In face of these cuts, circuit has
boosted admission price from .35e
to 40c in three of its Saa Fernando
vaUey theatres, houses being the..lAReina, El Portal and Van Nuys.
Heavy buUding of projeieted 15c to
20c houses by indies in recent
months, and plan of olbers to erect
theatres in near future, prompted
F-WC execs to drop the scale in all
situations where new competition is
promised.
Several indie operators
have lowered admissions five or 10c
during last six months, and other
unaffiliated operators are expected to
get into the fight
Metro is first distributing organization to throw its weight against
promiscuous theatre buUding -by refusing to permit its sales representa*
tives locally to enter into any product discu^ions or to seU any nms
to theatres not already built Position of M-G, through George Hickey,
western sales supervisor. Is that one
'

'

Todd, Nana Bryant, John Gallaudet
'BLUE MONTANA SKIES,' musical western; produced by Harry Grey;
directed by Breezy- Eason; screen play by Gerald Geraghly from original
by Norman Hall and Paul Franklin; photographed by Jack Marta. Cast:
Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, June Storey, Tully Marshall, Dorothy
Granger, Jack Ingram, Harry Woods, Edmund Cobb, Colorado Hillbillies.
'THBEE TEXAS STEERS,' western; produced by William Berke; directed
by George Sherman; original screen play by Betty Burbridge and 'Stanley
Roberts; photographed by Ernest Miller. Cast: John Wayne, Ray CorrigEui,
Max Terhune, Carole Ijandis, Ralph Graves, -'Roscoe Ates, BUly Curtis,
Ck>llette Lyons, Stanley Blystone, Ted Adams, David Sharpe, Lew Kelly.
"HEROES OF THE .DESERT,' produced by William Berke; directed by
(Seorge Sherman; no writing credits released; photographed by Jack Marta.
Cast: John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune, Ruth Rogers, Doreen Mc- of principal functions of distributing
Mahoney; based on play by Ben Hecht and Gene Fowler; photographed by Kay, George Douglas, Walter Wills, Sammy McKim, Tom Tyler, Kermit organizations is to work, construcKarl Struss. Cast: Bob Hope, Shirley Ross, Gene Krupa, his drums and Maynard.
tively for the industry, and not enRepublic Fix Now In Prodacfion
his orchestra, Una Merkel, Rute Davis, Bernard NedeU, Wayne 'Tiny*
Whitt, Harry Harris, Frank Sully. Clarence H. Wilson, Dudl^ Dlckerson,
•DABEDETILS OF THE BED CIRCLE,' adventure serial; produced by courage orgy of cut-throat buUding
Richard Denning, Pat West, Lillian Fitzgerald, Sam Ash, Harry Bailey, Robert Beche; co-directed by Jack English and William Witney ^ original opposition by holding out product
Bernadene Hayes, Jack Smart, Eddie Kane, Allen Fox, Jack Chapin.
screen play by Barry Shipman, Franklyn Adreon, Rex Taylor and Sol Shor; promises to would-be builders, many
•UNION PACIFIC.' produced end directed by Cecil B. DeMlUe; asso photographed by William Nobles. Cast Charles Quigley, Carole Landis, of whom use a picture contract as
ciate producer, William H. Pine; location director, Arthur Rosson; screen Herman Brbc, David Sharpe, Miles Mander, Charles Middleton, Snowflake, ialt for securing bank loans with
which to enter exhibition fiel4
play, by Walter DeLeon, C. Gardner Sullivan and Jesse I,asky, Jr., based on Ben Taggart Ray Miller, C. Montague Shaw.
an adaptation by Jack Cunningham of a story by Ernest Haycox; photoExhibitors are alarmed over adgraphed by Victor Milner and Dewey Wrigley. Cast: Barbara Stanwyck,
mission price Cutting by F-.WC, and
Joel McCrea, Robert Preston. Akim TamirolT. Brian Donlevy, Lynne Overthere's no telling to what limits some
20tli Cefltnry-Fox
man, William Haade, Regis Toomey, J. M. Kerrigan, Harry Woods, Fuzzy
of them wiU go with dog days of
Knight, Hugh McDonald, Mala, Noble Johnson, Anthony Quinn, Joseph
summer approaching.
Now Balance to
Sawyer, Harold Goodwin, Sheihi Darcy. May Beatty, Nora Cecil, Julia
in Be Placed Stories in
Number Nnmber Now
Faye, Ruth Warren, Evelyn Keyes, Mike DriscolL
Detroit's New Esqnlre
ComShoot- CntUnr Before Frepara•f Fix
Paramoimt Fix Now In Predactlon
tlon
Booms Cameras
Promised pleted
Inr
Detroit, AprU 11.
8
'BEAU GESTE* (1939-40 release), produced and directed by William A. Total
34
4
9
8
55
New Esquire theatre, located in
Wellman; screen play by Robert Carson: from story by P. C. Wren;
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
suburban (Crosse Poihte, is expected
photographed by Theodor SparkuhL Cast: Gary Cooper, Ray Milland, RobEARLY
THE
DAWN'S
formerly
titled
'BY
to open latter part of this month.
'GIRL FROM BROOKLYN,'
ert Preston, Susan Hay ward, J. Carrol Naish, Broderick Crawford, Brian
Kaufman;
directed
by
Edward
1938-39
produced
by
season),
(for
LIGHT*
Spot with 1,200 seats, is. backed by
Donlevy, Donald MacBride, James Stephenson, Charles Barton, G. P.
Gregory Ratoff: original by Gene Markey; photographed by Karl Freund. group of East Side business men, inHuntley. Heather Thatcher, James Burke, Albert Dekker, Arthur AylesWarner Baxter, Alice Faye, Charles Winninger, Keye Luke. Arthur cluding Ralph Lane and Anthony
worth, Harry Woods, Harold Huber. Stanley Andrews, Donald O'Connor, Cast:
.

'

'

,

.

David Holt, Martin Spellman, Ann Gillis, Hai-vey Stephens, Duke Green,
Henry Brandon, Barry Macollum, Ronnie Rondell, George Chandler,
Thomas E. Jackson, Joe Whitehead, Jerrie Storm, Joe Colling, Harry
Worth, Francis McDonald.
'GEBONIMO,' formerly titied 'GREAT ENEMY' (1939-40 release), his
torical western. General manager's office production; directed by Paul
Sloane; no writing credits released; photographed by Henry Sharp. Cast
Chief Thundercloud, Preston Foster, Ralph Morgan, Andy Devine, William
Henry, Harry Templeton, EUen Drew, Pierre Watkin, Jack Chapin, Richard
Denning, James Glines, Frank Cordell, Cecil Kellogg, Carl Sepulveda, Tom
Coats, Ted Wells, Lee Shumway.
'ISLAND OF LOST MEN,' formerly titled 'NORTH OF SINGAPORE,'
meller; associate producer, Eugene Zukor; directed by Kurt Neumann;
no writing credits released; photographed by Karl Struss. Cast: Anna May
Wong, J. Carrol Naish, Anthony Quinn, Eric Blore, Ernest Truex, Rudolph
Foster, William Haade.
THE CAT AND THE CANARY' (1939-40 release), mystery-cOmedy; produced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.; directed by Elliott Nugent; no writing
credits released; photographed by Charles Lang, Cast: Bob Hope, Paulette
Goddard, John Beat, Douglass Montgomery, Gale Sondergaard, Nydia Westman, George Zucco, Willard Robertson.
"WHAT A LIFE' (1939-40) release), comedy-drama; G.M.O. production;
directed by Theodore Reed; no writing credits released; photographed by
Victor Milner. Cast: Jackie Cooper, Betty Field, John Howard, Janice
Logan, James Corner, Vaughn Glaser, Lionel Stander, Hedda Hopper,
Dorothy Stickney, Sidney Miller, Roberts Smith, Betty McLaughlin, Janet
Waldo, Douglas Fahy, Leonard Sues^ Kathleen Lockhart, Lucien Llttlefleld, Eddie Brian, Rita Owin, Charles H. Bookout. Betty Blair, Bennie
Bartlett, Kay Stewart, Inna Gest, Lois Ranson, Fay McKenzie, Muriel

Kearney.

Treacher. Willie Fung, Doris Lloyd, Leonid. Snegoff.
Lubinski.
BETUBN OF THE CISCO KID,' produced by Kenneth Macgowan;
directed by Herbert I. Leeds; no writing credits released; photographed by
New Fhllly Houses
Charles Clarke.
Cast: Warner Baxter, Lynn Bari, Henry Hull, Cesar
Philadelphia, AprU 11.
Romero, Kane Richmond, C. Henry Gordon, Harold Huber.
750-seater going up in Ches•ROSE OF WASHINGTON SQUARE,' associate producer, Nunnally ter,New
with backing of Lew
Pa„
Johnson; directed by Roy Del Ruth;. no writing credits released; photoDougherty, vet operagraphed by Karl Freund. Cast: Tyrone Power, Alice Faye, Al Jolson, tin and Tom
early autumn.
Marie Wilson, Douglas Fowley, Hobart Cavanaugh, Moroni Olsen, E. E. tors, for
A. W. Hill erecting new 600-seater
CUve, William Frawley.
in Woodbury, N. J.
Eugene Mori
THE GORILLA,' produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by Allan also
recently he would
Dwan; no writing credit<; released; photographed by Edward Cronjager. build announced
there.
Cast Ritz Brothers, Bela Lugosi, Anita Louise, Lionel Atwill, Edward NorWilliam Goldman planning an adPatsy Kelly, Wally Vernon, Joseph Calleia.

THE
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.
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•SUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES,'

to his circuit in Chestnut Hill.
now before zoning board Board
holding up Sablosky house in GerfoUowing comt^aints of

produced by Kenneth Macgowan; dition
It's

directed by Walter Lang; no writing credits; photographed by Arthur
Cast: Shirley Temple, Randolph Scott, Margaret Lockwood, MarMoroni Olsen, J. Farrell MacDonald, Maurice Moscovich,
Victor Joiy. Lester Matthews, Herbert Evans, Leyland Hodgson, Jack
Luden, Charles Irwin.
'CBABLIE CHAN IN RENO.' produced by John Stone; directed by Norman Foster; no writing credits released; photographed by Virgil Miller.
Cast: Sidney Toler, Sen Ypung, Phyllis Brooks, Rlcardo Cortez, Kane Richmond, Slim Summerville, Pauline Moore, Robert Lowery, Kay Linaker,
Miller.

tin (Soodrider,

is

.

mantown

nearby residents.

Movietonews' Plans,

War

If a
Breaks Oat
Fox Movietonews organization is
Wong.
Louise Henry.
•NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT,' produced'by Edward Kaufman; directed planning to move its headquarters
by Alfred "Verker; original screen play by John Larklh; photographed by from Germany, France, Austria and
Ernest Palmer. Cast: Preston Foster, L^nn Bari, Cieorge Barbier Eddie Italy to some place in Scandinavia,
Collins. RUsseU Gleason, Paul Harvey, Minor Watson. Charles Halton.
should a European war break out
•BOY FRIEND.' formerly UUed 'POLICE SCHOOL.' produced by John Russell Muth, European director of
Stone; directed by James Tinling; no writing credits released; photo- Movietone, is prepared to concengraphed by Lucien Andriot. Cast: Jane Withers, Arleen. Whelan, Richard trate activities in Norway, Sweden
Minor
Bond, Douglas Fowley, Robert Shaw. Robert KeUard, George Ernest
or Denmark, although Truman TalWatson, Ted Plerson, Warren Hymer.
'JONES FAMILY IN HOLLYWOOD.' associate producer, John Stone; ley, Movietone head, does not condirected by Mai St CHair; no writing credits released; photographed by sider it advisable to assemble his or-,
Edward Snyder. Cast: Jed Prouty, George Ernest, June Carlson, Spring ganlzation in one place unless absoByington, Florence Roberts, Kenneth HoweU, June Gale, Billy Mahan, lutely necessary.
Marvin Stephens, Matt McHugh. William Tracey.
AU ncwsreel companies wUl have
Iris

.
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rooms or awaiting -previews are:
THE SECOND SHOT,' comedy drama; produced by Cliff Reid; directed
by Jack Hively; screen play by Michael Kanin from original by Garrett
Fort; photographed by Roy Hunt Cast: Lucille BaU, Allan Lane, Steffi
Duna, Evelyn Brent, Donald Briggs, Bernadene Hayes, Abner Biberman,
wiUlam Pawley, Earle Hodgins.
^.
,
. ^ ^
'GIBL FROM MEXICO,' comedy; produced by Robert Sisk; directed by
Leslie Goodwins; screen play by Lionel Houser and Joseph Fields from
original by Lionel Hous6r; photographed by Jack McKenaie. Cast: Lupe
Pictures

in the cutting

,

20th-Fox Fix

Now

in Frodnctlen

STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE,' produced by Kenneth Macgowan;
by Henry King; ho writing credits released; photographed by
George Barnes. Cast: Spencer Tracy, Richard Greene, Nancy Kelly,
Walter Brennan, (Tharles Coburn, Henry Hull, Sir Ccdric Hardwicke,
Henty Travers, Hasson Said
YOUNG MB. LINCOLN,' historical drama; produced by Kenneth Macfowan; directed by John Ford; no writing credits released; photographed
y Arttiur MiUer. Cast*. Henry Fonda, Mariorie Weaver, Arleen Whelan,
Richard Cromwell, Eddie Collins, Pauline Moore, Eddie QuUlan, Dorris
Bowden, AUce Brady, Fred Kohler, Jr., Francis Ford, Ward Bond, Spencer
Charters. Milburn Stone.
SECOND FIDDLE,' musical roman.ce; produced by Gene Silarkey; directed by Sidney Lanfleld: no writing credits released; photographed by
(Continued on page 25)
directed

-

n

i.

representatives attached to the headstaffs of the Intelligence

quartej-s

Service of each country, but It is expected that most war scenes will be
contributed by Signal Corps cameramen to the newsreels.
Talley sails for London on AprU
21 to lay plans for annual Movietone convention in Paris. If hostilities break out he will remain abroad
IndeAnitely. Sir Gordon Craig, genera] manager of British Movietone,
also sails from New York for London 'on April lii'
'

'

'
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Pictures in the cutting room or awaiting previews are:
'CAPTAIN FUBT/ produced and directed by Hal Roach;

Wm Rogers Fund Short

original screen
Set for Drive April 20
play by Jack Jevne, Grover Jones, and William de Mille; photographed by
The fihn industry's short for the
Norbert Brodine. Cast: Brian Aheame, Victol: McLaglen, June Lang, Paul
Lukas, George Zucco, John Carradine, John Warburton, Claud Allister, Will Rogers NaUonal Theatre Week,
Will Stanton, Gibbons Gowland, Charles Middleton, Virginia Field, Luns- beginning April 20, has been comden Hare, Margaret Roach, Eddie Brian, Nichols Sussahin, Leonard Willey. pleted and prints will be furnished
gratis to all theatres collecting conPix'Now in Prodoction
tributions.
Spencer Tracy, Deanna
IN THE IBON MASK,' produced by Edward Small; directed Durbin, Lowell Thomas, Robert
E.
by James Whale; screen play by George Bruce; based on the novel by Sherwood and Haymond Massey
apAlexander Dumas; photographed- by Robert Planck. Cast: Louis Hayward^
Joan Bennett, Warren William, Joseph Schildkraut, Alan Hale, Miles pear in the film.
Picture was produced with coMander, Bert Roach, Marian 2^rtin, William Royle, Montagu Love.
MUSIC,' drama with music; produced by Samuel operation of Metro, 20th, RKO, Uni'ANGELS
Goldwyn; directed by Arclue MayO; no writing credits released; photo- versal and Warners. Hollywood segraphed by Gregg Tojand. Cast: Jascha Heifetz, Joel McCrea, Walter Bren- quences were supervised by Harold
Rodner,
exec, and the New York
nan, Margot Stevenson, Gene Reynolds, Tommy Kelly, Porter Hall.
sequences under A. P. Waxman's
supervision.
Eastman-Kodak (J.
Brulatour); Dupont-Pathe and FilihUniversal
ex'Gevaert contributed the raw
stock and National Screen Service
Now Balance to
will handle shipping of prints.
in Be Placed Stories In
Nnmber Namber Now
ComShoot- Catting Beforf Preparaof Plx
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Total
Pictures in the cutting

3
6
rooms or awaiting previews:
43

80

Lays

5

5

'AfXSTERT OF THE WHITE BOOM,' formerly titled 'MOBDEB IN
BUBGfeBT,' Crime Club production; produced by Irving Starr; directed by
Otis Garrett; vri|^al story by James G. Edwards, M. D.; screen play by
Alex Gottlieb; photographed by John Boyle. Cast: Bruce Cabot, Helen
Mack, Joan Woodbury, Mable Todd, Constance Worth, Tom Dugan, Rowland
Drew,.Ad'dison Richards, Tommy Jackson.
'OBEGON TBAIL' (1939-40 release), western serial; produced by Henry
MacRae; directed by Ford Beebe and Saul Goodkind; original screen play
by George Plympton, Basil Dickey, Edmund Kelso and W. W.' Watson;
photographed by Jerry Ash. Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Louise Stanley,
Fuzzy Knight, Ed LeSaint, Bill Cody, Jr- Colin Kenny, Jim Toney, Jafck C.
Smith, Charles Stevens, Charles Murphy, Roy Barcroft, James Blaine,
•
'
Charles King, E^orrest Taylor.
:
'FOB LOVE'-bB MONET/ comedy; .produced by Max Golden;' directed
by Al Rogell; screen .play by Charles Grayson from original by Julian
Blausteln, Daniel Tafadash and Bernard Feinsr. photographed by Stanley
Cortez. Cast: June I<ang, Robert Kent, Edward Brophy, Richard Lane,
Addison Richards, Tony Merrill, Horace MacMahon, Etienne Girardot,
Charles Regans Dora Clement
'EAST SIDE OF HEAVEN,' no producer credit; directed by David Butler;
screen play by William Conselman; original by 'David Butler and Herb
Polesie; photographed by George Robinson. Cast:3ing Crosby, Joan Blondell, Mischa Auer, Jerome Cowan, Jane Goude, Sandy Henville, Herb
Ashley, Joe King, Lelah Tyler.
THE FAMILT NEXT DOOB,' produced by Max Golden; directed by
Joseph Stanley; original screen play by Mortimer Offner; photographed by
Milton Krasner. Cast: Hugh Hubert Ruth Donnelly, Joy Hodges, Eddie
Quillan, Juanlta Quigley, Bennie BarUett, Tom Beck.
'BIG, TOWN CZAB,' produced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Arthur
Lubin; screen play, by Edmund L. Hartmann; original by Ed Sullivan;
photographed by Mwood Brendell. Cast: Barton MacLane. Tom Brown,
Eve Ardeii, Ed SuUivan, Frank Jenks, Clyde Dilson, Oscar Polk.

Film Reviews

Yam

Pic
(Continued from Page 23)
Leon Shamroy. Cast: Sonja Henle, Tyrone Power, Rudy Vallee, Edna May
Pittsburgh, April 11.
Oliver, Mary Healy, Lyle Talbot, Brian Sisters.
Mark Goldman, exchange manager
•IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOV,' mystery drama; produced by David for Monogram
here, has just peddled
Hempstead; directed by Alfred Werker; no writing credits released; photo- an original story
to his studio.
It's
graphed by Leon Shamroy. Cast: Gloria Stuart, Stuart Erwin, Raymond
called 'Happiness Girl' and Dorothy
Walbum, June Gale, Douglas Fowley.
(Mrs. Wallace) Reid is now at work
on the. screen play. Picture is slated
United Artists
to go into production in another
month' or so, although no cast has
been set yet.
Now Balance to
It's not the first time Goldman has'
Number Nambcr Now
in Be Placed Stories in
turned his hand to -screen writing,
of Plx
ComShoot- Catting Before Preparahaving sold. a couple of yarns to dif-'
Promlsed pletcd
ing
Booms Cameras
tlon
4
2
1
ferent studjos back in silent days.
0
1
1
Samuel Ooldwyn...
•
•
•
2
2
0
He's a veteran in the distribution
Selinlok
8
2
t
•
6
6
Walter Wanf*r....i
field and left Gaumont-British here
•
•
1
1
*
1
Chaplin
to join Monoj;ram upon death of
48
3
•
1
4
Bbach
Dave Selznick, Mono sales chief, last
6
3
6
*
2
2
London Films
year,
6
2
1
•
2
2
Edward Small
Total

Hollywood, April 11.
Seasonal letdown caused Technicolor to lay off 80 laboratory workers, with many more going on short
hours.
Execs expect plant to I>e
running at full blast by July 1.
Final 1938-39 features to pass
through lab were 'Little Princess'
(20th) and the 'Dodge City' (WB).

•

Wong

Mystery of Mr.

(Continued from Page 18)
rest of the cast notably Dorothy
Tree and Craig Reynolds, who
shoulder the romantic interest They
are wooden .and unimpressive. Lebedeff is okay as a suspicious guy and
Grant Withers- imparts the accepted
gruflness to a cop he interprets, A
good lesser job is done by Lotus
Long, an Oriental. Holmes Herbert
and Morgan Wallace are suitable
elders, one a collector of questionable background, the other a crim.

MAN OF CONQUEST

Republic rcleasr o( Sol C. Slenel producrrnlurea Rlrhanl DIx. Gall pHtrlck.

llon.
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.Vlcho'8. Jr.
Screenplny by WellH
10.
l*nrninorc, Jr.. itn<1 Jan Forfrom orlQlhnI story by Hnrold .Sbumate and .WellH Hoot; camera, Jnncph it,
Rcvlcn'oil
AuKUsl: editor. Edward Mann.
In nojectton Room. N. Y.. April T, MO.
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marriage and separation; his journey
to Arkansas and adoption by the
Cherokee Indians, and finally his
part in the Texas-Mexican war and
his second marriage.
The scriptors have forttmately
avoided schoolbook pompotisness in
drawing their characters, making
Houston and President Jackson surprisingly lifelike figures. Inhere are
a few anachronisms, sudi as a newspaper of the early 1800s with modem style headlines and news presen-

reasonably satisfying picture.
It
should prove decidedly informative
to many spectators and -more than
passably entertaining to all..
Richard Dix is impressive as
Houston without lapsing into exaggerated heroics and indulging in
only a minimum of teeth-clenching.
Gail Patrick is somewhat too obviously made up for a pioneer girl,
but she gives a persuasively direct
f>nd sincere performance.
Edward
Ellis
plays Old. Hickory without
struttinj; Joan Fontaine makes the
unsympathetic first wife t>elievable.
Victor Jory demonstrates that he
can play sympathetic parts as well
rs villains, while Robert Barrat
Georae Hayes, Ralph Morgan, Rob.

-

ert

Armstrong and

Republic, which has specialized on
westerns for several years, fallows
the current trend of hefty-budget
cactusers with this yam about Sam
Houston iand the birth of the State
of Texas.
It's
a grown-up boss
opera,
based on
authentic
and
colorful history, with fairly believable characters, ample action
and reasonable suspense. With its
emphasis on the patriotic theme,
'Man of Conquest' should rate as a
passable solo biller and is O.K for
upper spotting in duals.
To the fllmgoer with only the nor-

Rough

.

'THE KID

.

FBOM KOKOMO.' formerly

executive producer,

Hal

B.' Wallis;

titled

'BBOADW AY CAVALIEB,'

associate

Sam

producer,

Bischoff;

directed by Lew Seller; screen play by Michael Fessier from original by
Dalton Trumbo. Cast: Pat O'Brien, Joan BlondeU, Wayne Morris, Jane
Wyman; Maxie Rosenbloom, Max Robson, Stanley Fields, Morgan Conway,
Sidney Toler, Ed Brophy, Olin Howland,- Jack Roper, Clem Bevans.
'I AM NOT AFBAID,' formerly titled 'HERO FOR A DAY,' produced
by Gordon HoIIingshead for the Bryan Foy unit; directed by Crane Wilbur;
no writing credits released; photographed by Arthur Todd. Cast: Charles
Grapewin, Jane Bryan, Henry O'Neill, Elisabeth Risdon, Dickie Jones,

-

-

Edith Fellows,

Jimmy

McCallion, Granville Bates,

DeWoK

Hopper, Frankie

Roundup

Riders'

(WITH SONGS)
Republic produrlinn and

rolease,
Rlnrs
renturcs Mary Hurt. Raynirertfd by Jo!i<>iih Kane.
Oriitlnnl screenplay, .lack ^Tattctord; camera. Jack Marta: odltnr, TjCstcr Orlcbeck;
music. Cy Feuer.
At Cnlonlnl, Lincoln,
dual.
RunninK llnio;
iWSH.

Roy Rneeni.
mond Ctntton.

"•>•

Rov Roeera
Mnry Hart
Raymond. Ilalton

IJorothy....
^L"*'"
Tommy

uudle Acuff
William Pairley
Dorathv'He bastion
Cenrcc Meeker
Jack Rockwell

Arliona
Ro«e
Lannlnit

Maxie Rosenbloom, AUen Jenkins, Jerry Colonna, Halliwell Hobbes,
Granville Bates, Ronald Reagan, Helen Broderick.
'HELL'S KITCHEN,' proiluced by Mark Hellinger for the Bryan Foy
unit; directed by E. A. Dupunt; no writing -credits released; photographed
by Charles Rosher. Cast: Dead End Kids, Margaret Lindsay, Stanley Fields,
Ronald Reagari. Grant Mitchell, Frank E. Hjurke, C^iarlle foy, Fred Tqzere.
'WATEB FBONT,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Terry Morse;, no
writing credits released: Dhotographed by James Van Trees. Cast: Dennis
Morgan, Gloria Dickson, Marie Wuson, Sheila Bromley, Ward Bond. Arthur
Gardner, George Lloyd, Aldrich Bowker.
'NANCY DBEW, TBOUBLE SHOOTER,' produced by Bryan Foy;
directed by William Clemens; from original by Carob'ne Keene; photographed by Lou O'Connell. Cast: Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas, John
Litel, Charlotte Wynters, Aldrich Bowker^ Edgar Edwards, Erville AlPitts,

derson.

Henry Gordon

C.

top off an unusually capable supDirection is expressive.
Picture could still be profitably cut
Hobe.

Leon Ames porting cast

.

"•Tison

Guy

"'"'!'•

"•"py.

, .

,

(leher

..QeorKe Cheacbro

Olenn

Yf^i
Alcaiie

.Stranice,

Punran Renalds

From discharge
Spp.nish-AmerJcan
Riders' Roundup'

day

after,

fiasco,

the

'Rough

moves immediately

to the southwest where ia group of
rough riders Is inducted into service

with the border patrdl, From the
arrival at the border patrol station,
the story takes on the familiar complexion of the ranger and his brushes
with bad men.
For Roy Rogers,, the film is a
definite imnrovement over the last
couple of starts. Singing does not
have too much to do with the story,
which concerns the roundup of
George Meeker, a cheating mine
manager; his girl friend. Dorothy Sebastian, and William Pawley, who
does all the dirty work by robbing
stages and exnrcss offices of the gold
taken from the mine for three-way
'

splitting.

Search for comedy aid for Rogers
has evidently come to an end with
the signing of. Raymond Hatton as
a whiskery and humorous companion.
While Rod was scrapping with
Gene Autry, Smiley Bumette was
thrown into the breach. His funning
had not a. little to do with cstablish-

ihg Roscrs. wiih

the

fans.

.'When

Autry came back, Bui'nctte was rcasslipted to him. and Rep tried Lulubelle and Scotty for one picture,
which was n.g^ 'Rough Riders,' with
Raymond Hatton, shows possibilities
for the team.

Familiar western faces, not men-

Burke, Fred Tozere.

DAWN

I. DIE,' executive producer. Hal' B. Wallis; associate pro'EACH
ducer, David Lewis; directed by William Kelghley; original by Jerome
Odium; photographed by Arthur Edeson. Cast: James Cagney, Crcorge

Raft, Jane Bryan, George Bancroft Willard Robertson, Maxie Rosenbloom^
Now Balance toVictor Jory, John Wray, Stanley Ridges, Louis Jean Heydt, Ed Pawley,
in Be Placed Stories in Joseph Downing, Alan Baxter, Aldrich Bowker, Fred Tozere, Charles
Nnmber Number Now
Shoot- Cutting Before -PreparaTrowbridge.
Comof Plx
tion
Booms Cameras
Inr
'FAMILY REUNION,' formerly titled 'AMERICAN FAMILY,' executive
Promised pleted
S
Total
6
producer, Hal B. Wallis; associate producer, Henry Blanke; directed by
31
11
.5
62
Michael Curtiz; no writing credits released; photographed by James Wong
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
John Garfield, Priscilla Lane, Gale Page, Jeffrey Lynn, Fay
'CODE OF THE SECBET SERVICE,' formerly titled 'SMASHING THE Howe. Cast:
Rains, May Robson, Lola Lane, Rosemary Lane, Dick
MONET BING,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Noel Smith; screen Bainter, Claude
McHugb.
play by I^e Katz and Dean Franklin; photographed by Ted McCord. Cast; Foran, Frank
'BATTLE OF CITY HALL,' comedy drama; executive producer, Hal B.
Ronald Reagan, Rosella Towne, Eddie Foy, Jr., Moroni Olsen, John .Galproducer, Max Siegel; directed by Ray Enright; no writing
associate
Wallis;
laudet, John Litel, June Gittelson, Steffi Duna.
credits released; photographed by Arthur Todd. Cast; 'Dead End' Kids,
'CNEMT AGENT,' meller; produced by Bryan Foy; associate producer. Ronald Reagan, Ann Sheridan, Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas, Berton
Mark Hellinger; no writing credits released; dirtcted by Terry Morse. (5hurchill, Eduardo Ciannelli, Franklin Pangborn, Bernard Nedell, Egon
Cast: Boris Karloff, Mar garet Li ndsay. Brecher, Hen ry O'N eil], Minor Watson, Jackie Searle, Marjbrie Main, Sara
photograi}heiLJiy._Sld_HickQX.
Holmes Herbert Marls Wrixoni Bruce L,ester, Leonard "Mudie," eiarence Padden.
Derwent
'THE OLD MAID,' drama; executive producer, Hal B. Wallis; associate
'CONFESSIONS OF A NAZI SPY,'' executive producer, Hal B. Wallis; producer, Henry Blanke; directed by Edmund Gouldlng; screen play by
associate producer, Robert 'Lord; directed by Anatole Litvak; no wrltmg Casey Robinson from play by Zoe Akins; photographed by -Tony Gaudio.
credits released; photographed by Sol PoUto.
C^: Edward G. Robinson, Cast: Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins, Humphrey Bogart, Jane Bryan, Cissy
Francis Lederer, Paul Lukas, Dorothy Tree, Joe Sawyer„George Sanders, Loftus, Donald Crisp, Jerome Cowan, Frank Darien.
James Stephenson, Lya Lys, Grace Stafford.
'GIVE ME A CHILD' (1936-40 release), drama; executive producer, Hal
•NAUGHTT, BUT NICE,' formerly tiUed 'THE PBOFESSOB STEPS OUT,' B. Wallis; associate producer, Sam Bischoff' directed by Lloyd Bacon;
formerly tiUed 'ALWAYS LEAVE THEM LAUGHING,' executive pro- screen play by Robert Rossen; photographed by Charles Rosher. Cast:
ducer, Hal B. Wallis; associate producer, Sam Bischofi; directed by Ray Geraldine Fitzgerald, Jeffrey Lynn, Gale Page, Eve Arden, Johnnie Davis,
Enright; screen play by Jerry 'Wald and Richard Macauley; photographed Gloria Holden, Spring Byington, Henry O'Neill, Jean Sharron, Nanette
by Arthur Todd, Cast: Dick. Powell, Gale Page, Ann Sheridan, ZaSu Fabares, John LiteL
,
-'•II
.

'

mal smattering of the history of the
period this jticture will be acceptably authentic.
With only a few
imnecessary incidents and fOotage,
it tells of Houston's start In Tennessee politics under the tutelage of
Andrew Jackson, of his two-time
election as governor; his romance,

inolog ist-murderer;
The plot in the main, concerns
foul play over a changed will, disinheriting a wife, and itchy fingers
for a rare Oriental jewel that has
been smuggled out of China. It is tation. There's also more grandilotied up rather well and sustains the quent talk about freedom and democracy than such strenuous campaiiuiChar.
suspense adequately.
ers sesm Jikclv to have spouted. But
aU in- all, 'Man of Conquest' Is a

Vniversal Plx Now in Prbdnetion
John Russell, Fred Tozere, James McCallion.
THE SUN NEVEB SETS,' romahtic drama; produced and directed by 'THE BOABING CROWD,' formerly tiUed fTHE BOABING BOAD,' exRowland V. Lee; original story by Jeiry Horwin and Arthur Fitz-Richard; ecutive producer, Hal B. Wallis: associate producer. Max Siegel; directed
screen play by W. P; Lipscomb; photoigraphed by George Robinson. Cast: by Lloyd Bacon; no writing credits released; photographed by Sid Hickox.
Cast: Pat O'Brien. John Payne, -Gail Page, Ann Sheridan, Frank McHugh,
Field,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Basil Rathbone, Barbara O'Neil, Virginia
Ronald Reagan, Granville Bates, Regis Toomey.
Mary Forbes, Arthur MuUiner, John Burton.
'JUAREZ,' executive producer, Hal B. Wallis; associate producer, Henry
'HOUSE OF FEAB,' formerly tiUed 'BACKSTAGE PHANTOM,' mys- Blanke;
directed by William Dieterle; screen play by John Houston, Aeneas
tery meller; produced by Edmund Grainger; directed by Joe May; screen
McICinzie, Wolfgang Reinant and Aben Finkel; from story by Mrs. Perdila
play by Peter Milne; original Jjy Thomas Fallon; photographed .by Milton
Harding; photographed by Tony Gaudio. Cast: Paul Muni, Bette Davis,
Krasna. Cost: William Gargan, Irene Hervey, Dorothy Arnold, Harvey
Brian Ahern, Claude Rains, John Garfield, Donald Crisp, Gilbert Roland,
Stephens, Walter WooU King, Alan Dinehart El Brendcl, Jan Dnggan,
Calleia, Montagu Lov6, Harry Davenport Hienry O'Neilli Gale
Tom Dugan, Raymond Parker, Stanley Hugheis, Don Douglas, Herbert Joseph;
Sondergaard, William Wilkinson, Pedro De Cordoba, John Miljan, Hugh
Corthell.
Sothem, Robert Warwick, Georgia Caine.
'EX-CHAMP,' drama; produced by Burt Kelly; directed by Phil RoSen;
Warner Fix Now in Production
no writing credits released; photographed by Elwood Bredell. Cast: Victor
'GANT.BY, THE GREAT,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William
McLaglen,' Tom Brown, Nan Grey, Constance Moore, William Frawley,
McGann; no writing credits released; photographed by Ted McCord. Cast
Donald Briggs.

Warners
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tioned in the binin'( are

ond John Morton.

It's

Hank

Bell

Dorothy Se-

bastian's first start in a

long time,

and she's hardly reco,'!nizable made
up with hluh hair and turn of the
century costume. Her Job is mostly
to give evidence of a jealous burn
ond she does it well.
'Rough Riders' is good for the average biz of Rogers in any territory.
Barn.
.

Carl Brisson Plans

Returning as Actor
Copenhagen, April 1.
Carl Brisson plans to play his first
stage part before a compatriot audience next year with his own production here of the operetta, "The
Apache.'
Prior to adopting a stage career,
Brisson was a boxer here. He was
also under contract to Paramount in
Hollywood four years ago.

Wedneeday, April 12, 1939
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Has Judge Hardy's delightful family
on you yet? If by chance
dropped
they haven't, why don't you drop in

m

on them?
You'll know they're in
see this sign:

Letters

ifxousands write in for-phjotos and
ture.

town when you

from your patrons I Hundreds of!
literal.

They watch fprLeo*s gay message.

eadxmoniJit

HERE'S A CHALLENGE. Mickey
'*lf

reaches

more

46

Rooney

(himself

not a stand-in) wiu

. . .

write a congratulatory letter to the five
best copiersof the above drawing.Mickey's
letters are veiy personal. So send yours
(don't make it too big) to Leo, M-G-M
Studios, Box O, Culver City, CaL We are
the final judges ... all drawings become our
property . . . none will be returned.

f hern

million

readers

All who send in drawings but don't win
one of Mickey's personal letters will receive (withour compliments) TheScreen
Forecast, giving all the inside dope
about coming Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
attractions, of which there are many.

monfhIyV'

*
'And one of the most

EVERY MONTH
CHAT WITH

attractive of the
attractions brings together Claudette
Colbert and James Stewart in a Van
Dyke-directed opus entitled "It's a

if

Wonderful World."

*

*
'if

it

1^0 matter what your opinion of the
world may be, you won't deny that it's
wonderful picture.

*

*
In

addition to Claudette

Guy

and James,

Kibbee, Frances Drake, Edgar

JKennedy, Ernest Tlruex are in

tiie cast.

I

ALL

s

YOUR

'ii

I

CUSTOMERS!

it
it

it
it
it

it

Here's the next issue of

M'G-M*s popular LION'S

Humor,

M-G-M

Parents' Magazine, McCall's.

Early in June

*

*
we

shall all

say a

heUo to "Good-Bye Mr. Chips."
scouts report that Robert Donat's per*
it

formance is his tjest ever, and director
Sam Wood's saeen translation of the
James Hilton novel is perfection..

* *
WIZARD OF OZ
{More rhythmic mtes)

THE TIN

WOODMAN

Ask yout

show you the national
publishers' scientific survey of how this and other
M-G-M advertising, covers your community and
pre-sells the attractions of The Friendly Company;
representative to

WORD THAN COLOSSALI (Above is a

*

ROAR

column, the fastest-growing column in
America. It is typical of the breezy message which
appears in a special preferred position monthly in
leading national magazines: Cosmopolitan^
Redbook, Time, Look, Liberty, American, College

HE'S LOOKING FOR A BIGGER

portrait of the M-G-M representative who
will acquaint your favorite theatre with
information about the new season pictures.
M-G>M is the leadintr moUon picture company in the world. The season coming to
a close has been the best in its history.
But the new season's line-up is considered
the last word in screen entertainment.
Again—write for The Screen Forecast.)

(Jack

The woodman

Musfyield to oiling
.For

HaUy)

with his blade so trusty
daily,

when he weeps his joints get rusty.
Oh, Jeeper Weeper Haley 1
.

(To be tontimudi

*
May also comes in like a lion.

-J,
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be withheld en- the indie exhibs backing the bill, would be tlirown entirely out ot
tirely on moral grounds, although he told why the legislation will not kilter by the legislation.
said possibly 25% of the output benefit the public, and complained
The foreign situation deserves atshould not be screened for kids in against substitution of the unwork- tention from Congress before any
the 6-16-year range. Quizzed by Sen- able system for the present distribu- restrictive laws are enacted, Kent
ator White, he said that 'as far as tion plan.
reminded
the committee. Films are
nomics. He .still agrees with the ob- adults are concerned' the number of
If the public sincerely opposes staggering from the financial blows
jective but feels self-regulation is films which ought not be shown for block selling, the industry wiU
bow received in recent months. Wars,
a better approach.
moral reasons is 'very, very small'.
respectfully,
Kent said, but the threats of war, foreign exchange
Passage of the bill would serve majors, with huge sums at stake^ controls, quotas, and nationalistic
Financial, Not Moral
the best interests of the industry,' should have' a say in specifying how policies have hit the industry pocket'
Yamins contended, and the business films should be distributed. Con- book to the extent where producers
Aspect, HighKghts Talks can operate
and operate profitably gress should not listen only to un- could not exist without some assurFrank admission their interest is if block booking and blind selling informecT outsiders and axgrinding ance the product would be used at
financial, not moral, featured the in- were made legally impossible'. It's minority of indie exhibs.
home. Spain, Italy, Germany, China,
Block booking has been a satis- and Japan are gone and the U. S.
die exhibitors' appeal for enactment done by United Artists and in Engfactory
device
or
the
industry producers have their hands full ecooi the legislation and roimded out land, he noted.
Over a period of years, the dis- could not have 'expanded and nomically already without being
complaints about the conduct of
major dlstribs. Boxoflice viewpoint tributors have snatched exhibitors' grown as this one has,' Kent com- loaded with more financial worries.
Through all the wail—given by Col.
A. Cole, Dallas; privileges, and in urging passage of mented.
Doubt that more than a small proSidney Samuelson, Newton, N. J.,, the bill 'we're-simply asking return ing, he has. waited IS years 'to see portion of theatre owners want block
and Nathan Yamins, Fall River, of those rights we had when these someone submit a list of the con- booking wiped out was. voiced by
companies enjoyed their biggest stantly falked-of independents who
Mass., the Allied States high comRodgers, Metro sales manager, who
mand startled some of the women growth,' committee was told. Thea- have been put out of business.' But admitted that 'some injustices' have
reformers who were expecting the- tre-owners should have the right to year after year the same complain- been done in the past but challenged
atre-owner pals to agree that Hol- select what they want instead of the ants bob up to repeat their wails, the amount of trade sentiment in
distribs' having the right to deliver not only still
getting along but oc- favor of
lywood product needs fumigating.
the bill.
what they please.
casionally owning more houses than
Cancellation clauses offered in the
'We seriously considered adopting
When discussing the moral cali- before.
trade practice tallcs are wholly inbre of the Hollywood product YaSince when has the right to buy a policy whereby it would be opadequate to appease indie exhibs,
mins wounded Senator Neely by as
you want and what you want be- tional whether our customers bought
the AUied trio testified; entire increditing the Legion of- Decency
come more 'sacred under our con- the output or bought pictures indidustry will be stimulated if estabvidually,'
with forcing the producers to ex- stitution
Rodgers related. 'Aft^
than the right to choose
lished distribution routine is disercise
more control. The West your own customer and decide discussion with theatre owners, I am
carded, and legislative action is imVirginian said that if his efforts to
satisfied they do not want to abolish
whether you will keep your product
perative to supplement the Justice
clean up the industry had no effect
block booking and blind selling.
or just not let a man pick what he
Department's coiu^ assault.
he'll disown his bill.
When ques- wants at his own price?' the 20th- While it may be true they dont
While Senator Matthew M. Neely, tioned
know the specific pictures they are
whether the 1936 hearings and Fox
head queried. T say that the getting,
sponsor of the remedial legislation related
they're buying the confidevelopments had an effect right
to protect that investment and
was entirely friendly, two other on Hollywood,
dence of the coinpany. They want to
Yamins recovered sell that merchandise
solons in attendance most of the time
in our own
know they're getting a dependable
quickly.
At this point Pettijohn way is as sacred
—Senators Wallace E. White, Jr., of back-patted
as any man's right
supply of film.'
Neely, observing 'you've
to. buy it his way, as long as we are
Maine, and'ElIison D. Smith of South
been the burr under the tall of the in free
The Allied membership does not
and open competition.'
Carolina, subcommittee chairman
industry' in recent years.
exceed 2,200—instead of the 4,000
often fired questions which made the
claimed by its spokesmen- and many
Independent proaucers agree that
indie exhibs scratch their heads and
Synopses of Film
of the rank and file are opposed to
seemed unconvinced the bill is the block booking can be discarded
without hurting the industry, YaPlots Are Impossible the legislation, he insisted. DisreI>anacea for all film troubles.
garding the -affiliated outlets, there
Opening the Allied presentation, mins said. He quoted Carl LaemAfter pooh-poohing the thought are 10,000 indies who regard the
Cole, currently president of the indie mle, Phil Goldstone,. I E. Chadwick and others. But Senator White exhibs don't know what they are present scheme as the 'foundation Of
outfit, told the committee that block
buying,
explained at length their success.'
book^g and bUnd. selling are so iur wanted to know why the indie ex- reasons Kent
why the Industry cannot
Experiaice demonstrates that thetertwined that, 'one can't be cured hibs don't buy from the indie
studios if they have such a dislike provide synopses such as are re- atre owners don't want the right of
unless the other is, also' and analyzed
for the major distribs and the book- quired by the Neely bill. Danger of seledtion in order to provide patrons
the continuing wrangle between the
ing system. Yamins admitted that plagiarism', because the business is with better types of films, Rodgers
industry's two branches. Maintained
all producers fcUow the- same cus- full of literary thieves,' is a strong said.
'Romeo and Juliet' on which
elimination
concessions
are
the
tom and observed 'if you went into objection. In order to comply with Metro spent $2300,000 in the belief
Blue-penciling of ib/e
worthless.
the egg business, you'd buy by the the requirement to furnish a 'true the public would appreciate Shakessynopsis provision will result In
and complete' synopsis, producers peare, was spumed by 500 exhibs,
dozen, not 13.'
emasculation of the bill. With free
The indies want only the cream would have to wait until the picture but the Al Capone yarn, 'Last Gangpurchasing a 'farce' minus informa'
as Pettijolm complained on the was entirely finished, when a sum- ster,' had only 13 cancellations the
tion upon which to base opinions.
mary would be superfluous. Even a same season, he cited. Similar exYears ago theatres lisually did opening idayT-and not the skini milk, final
shooting script would not suf- perience when 'April Blossoms,' Brit^
business with numerous producers Yamins Admitted. 'We are entitled
fice^ in view of the frequent changes ish musical, was compared
witti 'Big
with each city containing several to get what we want' he added.
following
previews.
Production City.'
states' rights exchanges. Cole hiss(»t wliich should

Neely Bill Curbed?
(Continued from page 2)
for cash
hibitor, wha In turn sells
It Is to be noted that
to the public.
also encouraged to buy
tlie public Is
ticket
of
He iiurchases his
blind.

admission without having the right
and then havto inspect the goods,
received
ing seen the production has
his value.
'Nothing In the legislation will proproduction or
tect the public against
unwholesome pix,'
of
exhibition
Schaefer poined out 'No censorship
proposed. Theatre owners can pick
any Alms they want, and are motivated by the box office prospects.
While sincere in expecting relief, the
public groups fail to appreciate that
choice would be up to the exhibitors.
'We cannot assume that any local
exhibitor would put pecunla.Tr consideration in the interest of public
-morals to a greater extent than tiie
producers and distributors,' he said.
There is nothing in the proposed bill
which obligates the exhibitor to consult his local community, and bearing in mind that the e:d>ibitor can
only lease and book such pictures
as are actually produced, can it be
assumed that he would piit aside
commercial considerations in the interest of public morals?'

'

Schaefer bolstered his counter-at-

KKO

sales records.
tack by citing
-In the 1937-38 season only 32% of

contracts were for the entire output; 11% were for from 40 to 47 of
the 48 pictures; and 57% were for
.less than 40. Cancellations amounted
The prior year, when
to $976,425.
cancellations were $776,867,
sold its whole line to only 33% of
while
9% bought from 40
exhibs,
the
to 45 and 58% bought less than 40.
all
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Likens Blind

Sellingr

To Magazine Publishing
In. assailing the provision aimed
head said
at blind sellling, the
the film distributors do exactly the
same as magazine publishers. Subscribers to monthly and weekly publications take a chance on the stories
to be printed, he remarked, and
owners do not give an outline of the

HKO

contents of forthconiing issues.

—

.

Now there are not over 12
in the leading centers and
the total feature supply has been cut
in half.
Exhibs are forced to buy
from one or two companies to the
extent tliat playing time is exhaust-

toried.

Even exchanges

are finished, it would be
impossible to supply exhibs with the

after films

Samuelson Baited
Pettijohn Right Along

strong impression on the comwas chalked up to Samuelson, who baited Pettijohn throughout his stay on the stand. Armed
daily or three times weekly—are with trade announcements and renecessary to use up the supply, eVen .^ase schedules, he aired several spethough patrons would like longer cific bleats while insisting that blind
runs. This happens although all per- i$elUng can be abolished, without
harm to, anyone. Samuelson told
missible cancellations are takea
RKO
The Texas anti-trust case was the lawrnakers he has been advised
brought in as an example of the op- to 'be a good boy and go easy on
If it were required to complete all pressive major tactics,
Exhibs who these trade practices' or would find
im wanted competition in his New
Its productions before offerinjg them did not comply with the 25c. minifor sale or lease, it woidd necessitate mum admission clauses in the in- Jersey spot
an increase of many millions of ad- validated contracts committed 'quick
Passage of the legislation would
ditional working capital In order to suicide,' Cole wailed. In three years provide incentive for many indecontinue to operate. It is necessary liefore the restrictive pacts were pendent producers and create emto finance such inventories from a outlawed by the courts, 23 indie ployment by opening the way for
steady flow of income, and no pro- houses were forced' to sell out to additional exchanges to do business,
ducer could undertake under the the producer-controlled chains.
Samuelson testified. Recalled the list
of distribs and studios who have
proposed blU to sell his product in
advance. To do so would make him Col. Cole Deprecates
folded in the past quarter century,
liable to penalties and criminal problaming their death on block book-

specified synopsis.

To require a producer to complete
picture before it can be offered for
sale will place a tremendously heavy
burden upon him through the necessity of increasing his inventories,'
Schaefer tesUfled. ^nder the present mettod ot selling, a company
such as
must carry picture inventories of $10,000,000 to $12,000,000.

ed.

Frequent

program

mittee

changes

20%

Cancellation as 'Gesture*

visions.

'As a matter of self -protection, you
therefore have to wait until the' picture Is finished so .as to be able to
screen It and secure a thorough and
accurate description.
This would
retard his ^ow of income, thereby
making It necessary to increase
working capital In order to carry
the greatly increased Inventories,
'
whereas many of the companies have
difficulty paying dividends on their
present capitalization. Net income
would not be increased because the
market for the product remains the
same, ^ut woidd decrease because of
the additional selling costs arising
from synopsis requirements and selling on individual pictures rather

'

The new 20% cancellation proposal
is merely a gesture, the Dallas operator testified. Citing terms, he noted
the limitations and reservations, said
the trade announcements are still so

annot buy intelligently, observed that in order to obtain
outstanding pictures not covered by
a^eentents 'it will be necessary to
prove there is a spontaneous demand
from all over the United States before the exhibitor could exercise his
meager right,' and foresaw distrilK
loading the exhibs with cheap pictures in order to nullify the rejection privilege. .Salesmen already are
offering lower prices to exhibs who
are satisfied with the 10% contracts
than in group.*
majors are 'chiseling already' and
One of the prior supporters of the there is no guaranty the 20% feaNeely bill recanted, siding with the ture would be continued, he mainmajors, as the hearings resumed this tained.
week.
In telegram to Senator
Good faith of the distribs was
Claude Pepper of Florida, President challenged by the Allied front maa
John J. Tigert of the University of In 1936— when similar legislation was
Florida recalled he backed the on the docket— the majors promised
measure three years ago but said more liberal cancellation clauses, but
subsequently he has noticed im- nothing ever happened until 1938
provement In studio output and when the G-men were readying their
learned .something about film eco- suit I>ast year, saw a 'great burst of
regarding self-regulation,'
activity
Cole pljserved.
Surprise for the club women came
while Yamins was on the staird ex"
'

.

Qnliwon cabinet ToiletTissue
ECONOMr WASHROOM SERVICE

vague exhibs

—

—

ing.

Senator White wanted to

7tb

HELD OTEB

Av.AsethBt.

know

why

the indie exhibs didn't patronize
and nourish the indie producers and
distributors; Samuelson retorted that
the majors had the l>est actors and
directors, adding that indies who
didn't patronize .the major distribs
found rival houses going up.
This bill would do the industry a
lot of good, except that it would deprive a certain few of their power,'
the Jerseyite predicted. He described
block booking as 'whole-line-forcing,'
not wholesale selling as contended by
the majors.

Senators White, Smith

A BETTER SHOW AT THE

THERE'S

ROXY

M

HEIGHTS"
—On

SEATS

OPEXINO ArniL

"WUTHERING

''Alexander

New

iS»

the Staso
Btace Show

WiTK

RIVOLr

Owra Oh* *:M A.M.

MIDNITE SHOWa

PARAMOUNT<^'^ri&
IIBM>

OVKO

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
DON AMECHE

1"CAFE

"MIDNIGHT"
TOMMY DORSEY ^SS.^,?^

SOCIFTY"
FBED MncMPBgAT

Sympathetic to Majors
Sympathy

RAI>tO

cmf

was reby Senators 'White

for the majors

flected frequently

and Smith, but Senator Neely conspicuously read books through most
of the testimony by the Hays witSmith said he couldn't unnesses.

derstand why Congress shouldn't
take ample time to 'get the facts and
legislate accordingly' and observed
the public is not compelled to patronize any theatres if it objects to
the quality of films presented.
Suggestion that Congress should
await results of the Federal antitrust suit before taking up cure-all
legislative proposals was thrown out
plainihg that indies want to buy films by Sidney R. Kent president of
individually so they can duck the 20th-Fox, Thursday (6), in opening
The lead-off man
product that's too high-toned for the defense.
The former. Allied stressed the financial wounds resulttheir patrons.
prexy agreed that only 1 or 2% of ing from narrowing of the foreign
the total Hollywood output is of the market, impugned the motivei of

MUSIC
HALL
HET.D OVKR
THE STORY OF

VERNON

NOWI

Bna4wl UUSUMt

JcaiMtte

MacDonald

la

THUBS. AprU

13

|

"BROADWAY

'HARDYS

BEBENADE"

RIDE HIGH']

and

IRENE CASTLE
Spectacular Stage Production!

COMING
Confessions of

j

NAZI SPY

:

^TRAND
„„,,

„

„'"!,),'"

""".SS^Wo"'

.
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KeDo^'s Hasselhoni

Ont,

Bad; See Changes

in

Freeman

Political situation within the Kel-

'

cago, thafs out

and Earl

3.

Free-

has quietly
returned as v.p. In charge of adverWhat effect this latest shUt
tising.

man, who recently

quit,

will

In Intraorganlzational politics

'

To

WJR

to
Detroit, AprU 11,
Ed McCoiineU ,wiU Join
WJR here May 1 to do thrlce-weekly

believed in the radio trade that the
is problematical.

It is

The Circle' Is tied up with
the changes.
Hasselhom's whirlwind career in
Kellogg was climaxed by his appointment as general manager and
wholesale lopping off of heads at his
Hasselhorn has been redictation.
placed by Watson H. VanderPlough,
who continues as v.p. of the Harris
Trust <c Savings IBank. Chicago.
VanderPlough is one of the three
trustees that have been running Kelfizzle of

|

CampbellTMlthum,

Minne-

Inc.,

FCC is resisting attempts to rush
television on the market They want
to protect customers who are not

apolis, set deal.

'

allotted $2,000,000 of

.KeUogg has

:

abandoning

at

the

AprU

Washington,

the lone survivor of the red's once
invincible three-hour stretch (8 to
11 p.m. EST).
Ethyl's Tune-Up Time,' with Walter CKeefe, has faUed so far to
make miicb of a dent in Kraft's rat-

STATION

'

Ing.

City, April 11.

WABCS SPORTS

amusement Industry delegates
a national labor convention In
Pueblo City, near here, raided and
wrecked the station. They tried to
beat up the manager-owner. There
were yells that the station was depriving many entertainers of emcasts,

11.

RALPH

to

PAn NEW

MANAGER OF WPAY

Detroit AprU 11.
Ralph H. Patt Jr., for 10 years on
Without specifically naming radio, staff of WJR here, has gone to Portsthe North Dakota law-giver would mouth, Ohio, where this, week he
make it Illegal for any person con- begins duties as manager of WPAY
ducting a contest via any facility or there.
WJR employes held farewell party
instrumentality of interstate or foreign commerce' to neglect public an- last week, for Patt, who's one of the
nouncement of the winners and the 'Four Radio Patts,* Including John
entry which took the prize. Each Patt general manager of WGAR,
winning answer or essay must be Cleveland; Jim Patt in Cincinnati,
read in full 'in such ;nanner as Is and Bob Patt in New York.
adequate for the information of the
.

'

'

-

'

St Louis, April 11.
public' Penalty clause left 'up to
the Comirilttee oh Post Offices and
week nixed a plea of the Mli>- Post Roads, to which the measure
ourl Broadcasting Co. of St Louis, Vas referred.
•wner and operator ot WIL, for a

7^ Missouri State Supreme Court

Rudy Vallee-Standard Brands
Kraft Music HaU

session, leaving the

DISC-USING

Mexico

J.

,

Sves Morris Siegal

last

writ of prohibition to prevent

pulled appreciably to thd front of

Where would a young songwriter
Incensed because radio station
go to look up the spelling of a word XETH, 1,000 watts, at Pueblo City,
like "brrrr-yacka-sacky,' mamma?
used mostly records for its broad-

Specific accounting to participants
in radio contests would-be imperative under provisions of a bill intro-

^AUDITRICHT

.

Thursday night for.; years has «!•
ready undergone a two-thirds col'^
lapse. The Kate Smith show, which
precedes Bowes on Columbia, haa

blue link.

.

SALESMAN WINS

•

NBC

on the

ZEALOTS RAZE

Soon comes summer when all. the
comedians take a hiatus except the
Brooklyn Dodgers.

DEMANDED

NBC

Station is

nalisita.

CONTESTS ARE

Ithomjpson'is request the old standard tactics of selling its product'and

(lUbstituting

&

effect immediately.

Dally using Fu Manchu broadcasts
Yellow Jouras. a promotion stunt

budget for
Walter duced in Congress, last week by
Senator Gerald ll.'Nye, R^ubllcan,
of North Dakota. Measure affects
Unds carried
the hot cornflakes slant promotion stunts of all
on in Interstate commerce.

Its 1$6,000,000 advertising

tadio,

'Good News' in popularity rating,
Buffalo, has quit Edward
audience dominance maintained
Co. for Weed tt Co. Shift the
Petry
red (WEAF) link of •
in national sales representation takes by the

WEBR,

.

from Missouri

AUTHENTICATED

With Major. Edward Bowes again
running ahead of MaxweU House*!

Statioq Quits Petry

Advertisers are like seamen—they
expect a lot of wtod to extend the

V

;

logg.

^

IS-minute stint for Taystee Bread, gales.
Contract runs 13 weeks and songLam Abner renewed for a year.
chatter program will hit. ozone on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at Pine Ridge one rural sector where
relief isn't needed.
1 p.m.

have on the future of The "Ircle,*
the account's Sunday night program

«n MBC,

flsh

Miami, April 11.
commentators: When a gold'
swallows a college man—t?uif«
all

news.
'

Smilln'

Invindble

Thursdays; Maxwell Lags Chrysler

By Rod BMd

Xirde Show

Ed McConnell

NBCs Red No Loiter

Florida Flips

•

logg organization at Battle Creek,
Uich., has taken another whirl and
this time It's Walter C. Hasselhorn,
the efficiency engineer from Chi-

Wednesday, April 12« 1939

Clr'

cult Judge Frank C. CMalley from
INDIGO
Inspecting the company's books and
records. Ihe ruling abrogates a tem'
FnbUe Squawks So Vane Will Have
porary writ issued against Judge
Special Radio Lyrics
O'Malley in February, 1938. John C.
Leonard, former employee of the sta'
After several months of airing the
tlon, sought to have the books, rec'
tune,
has bowed to complaints
inrds, etc., brought in as evidence In
regarding the lyrics of the novcllty
his suit to :.coUect payments, alleged
Hold Tight' and late last week re

'HOLD T IGHr

Clodoveo Persichetty filed a suaction in N. Y. Wednesday (6), against Morris H. Siegal as

preme court

JAM AIDS WMCA

Overloaded with sports since the
clearing, of -major league baseball
broadcasting In New York, Columbia
Broadcasting has found it necessary
to sluff' off some of its arranged special sports pickups of' this summer
WMCA, N. Y„ for local airing.
OFF to
CBS has almost every major event
tied upi some of -which will confiict
Inter-Clty Lino Dlseontlnued Until
tie.
with baseball—hence the
Bis Warranla
All Important horsie races (except
Preakness at PlmUco next month,
WMEX, Boston, and WLAW, Law- the
which NBC has), profeSsiional and
rence, Mass., have dropped off the
amateur gold tournaments, and tenInter-Clty Network.' Break occurred
nis matches (including the Dayia CUp
after WMCA,. N. Y., the web's key
finals) have been logged by CBS.
point found that it didn't pay to conNumber of these wiU come in at a
tinue running' a line into ^ew
time when CBS is clear of basebaU
England.
is to
Hookup will be resumed if a com- and wUl be retained.
get aU N.Y. horse track's take races
mercial deal currently in the works
and and whatever else WABti cant take.
for the inclusion of
fed
airs
locaUy
\MUbe
What
WIAW in an Inter-Clty group goes
to CBS affiliates out of to-wn. CBS'
through.
'

ployment

Police and troops, arresting 50
raiders, prevented the station from
being set on fire.

BOSTON-LAWRENCE

WMCA

WMCA

WMEX

officer of the Policyholders AdJersey
visory Council, and th e Ne
Broadcasting Corp.- (WHOM), for
baseball is local to'WABC.
$l6i000 against Siegal and $5,000
Situation is an aftermath of last
against the radio station.
year's bidding on sports between
The plalntlnff claims to have been Associated
Signs
NBC
CBS and NBC. CBS tied up every
hired by Siegal to .give radio talk;
Network's 23 thing in sight for this siumier after
in Italfan boosting Insurance policies.
He says he was discharged Decem•re owed him by WIL.
Associated Music Publishers, Inc., NBC grabbed an exclusive on stuff
quested Exclusive Music, its publishLeonard sued for $35,000 for com' ers, to submit a special broadcast ber 31, 193B, and the station Is ushtg has closed ,a long-term licensing emanating from Madison Square
agreement for Its catalog with the Garden, N. Y., this past winter. That
pensatlon for his services from June lyric. Request carried the notation transcripts of his voice.
23. stations in the Texas State Net- was before bascfbaU was cleared.
1, 1930, to October 31, 1936, plus that vocals of the time would have
work.
tl,87S as commission for selling ra' to be banned front the net .until a
KESTEN TO VACATIOK
Agreement gives each station the
dlo Ume to the Tiilrd Baptist Chxirch new lyric was submitted.
Paul Kesten, CBS v.p., leaves for
music to the
«f St Louis.
The plaintiff alleges
When the tune first started to come a month's vacation, probably at the right to feed the
copyrights
that he was employed to obtain evi- up NBC, CBS and Mutual all ques' end
Undecided regional and clearw«ek.
of
this
Abbott and CostcUo's LecM Bewe^
dence in support Of WIL's applica tioned the lyrics.
Nets were ap' whether to tak^ ai boat or an Ari- contained in Mutual programs.
Ob Top of Badio
tlon to FCC for an Increase in its parently satisfied at that time that zona safarL
time allotment and also served as they were okay when it was pointed
Lou Ruppel and Meff Runyan were Mrs. Carrell
Abbott and CosteUo, comedy team
radio
the
pastor for the station.
out that if desired, the lyrics of out of CBS Monday (10), each with
on
Kate
Smith's radio broadcast
11.
Ponca City, Okla., April
most any pop tune can be miscon' a strained back.
Mrs. Adelaide Lillian CarreU wiU (WABC), are the new Cinderellas of
strued. New lyric has been written
continue to operate
here fol- show business. Team signed last
Dong Browning Joins NBO
around a dance type theme.
week
with
the Shuberts to co-star
transfer
the
station
lowing
FCC
of
Cincinnati, April 11
Douglas Browning, announcer on to her name from that of the Estate with Bobby Clark in the 'Streets of
Bosenbram Conflrms Oat-ef-Cenrt
Clair
to
Paris' revue, which is expected to
WLW-WSAI for the past three years, of C. L. CarreU.
to ftlft Wlih Ex-Gen. Mgr.
get
started
the
first week in May.
tentative
renewal
of
the
station's
Clair Heyer has Joined WOC, left Sunday (9) for New York to
With the rest of the Kate Smith
license was also granted.
Davenport la., as national sales join NBC's staff of spielers. .
Philadelphia, April 11
show, -they go off- the air the last
His last chore for Crosley was as
Sam Rosenbaum, prez of WFIL, manager. He was formerly with
week
in
June,
but have already renarrator
Easter
Pick
WHBF, Rock Island.
of the
dawn servrce
and Pat make three appear(old Variety yesterday that the outHe did a brief trick for Ed Craney program which originated in Eden ances at The Charlotte (N.
Ob- ceived a new. contract for next year

an

w

WMCA

Music
For Texas

.

'

-

.

.

CINDERELLA BOYS

AMP
AMP

Runs

WBBZ

WBBZ

WFIL-WITHYCOMB SETTLE

WOC

Heyer

SM

A

.

.

.

made an

let has

tlement

former

with
g.

by Withycomb
the

Withycomb, moimtain

In

has

station

New York
been

that. 'under the
circumstances that made necessary
Withy comb' s. separation from the
•tafl, WFIL has no legal llabUity
whatsoever. A generous offer of settlement was. made, but Withycomb

has elected to

the

Gulf

Park and was fed by
red and blue nets.

WLW to NBC's

O-

servers House and
this

Home

week.

Smnmer Sub Dae
&

Rublcam expects to set
Oil summer show this

It will

SaiD» agency's 'What's My.. Name?'
ibow, wtilch replaced 'Fred Allen for
h^ve Pet|^
Brlstol-Mytb July i,
.

wm

V'tn Steeden

Cold

Exposition from Calumet'Bakin'g Powder' caUing
for a .material increase in salary.
Between the revue and the radio
program, they'U be earning nearly
eight times as much per week as they
did a year ago, if ''Paris' Is stlU running by the time the new radio season starts next falL

WNYC Predictament;

to

Sees Only 'Lessonln Government Radio'
The

National
in

Broadcasters

no

interest' in

Association,

Washington

of
'has

the pending squab-

.

made in respect
calculated every
this time costs the
staUon WNYC, New York City. 'Communistic propaganda.'
BBC $75 -for programs, yet tills deThis, in the view of NAB, Is no says the travel- speaker merely said partment is aliiio paid for from the
trade problem in any proper sense. 'it is safe to travel in Russia.' The ordinary radio license income.
It is regarded as simply an effort critics, who
are trying to make
of one political group to blacken by something out of it have claimed it
Thorwald Loses
any means possible the standing and was much more than that Praise
Dallas, AprU 11.
prestige of its opponent
of Russia, however mild, is unbeCharles
Jordan,
formerly
asThe offense cited against
coming a tax -supported radio sta-sistant .manager, has been named
is
threadbare and petty, in the tlon, they argue.
opinion of friends of the New York
attempted to duck the in- operating head of WRR, municipally
City-owned station. They have as- vestigation on a Jurisdictional tactic, o-wned, after a court fight in which
John Thorwald faUed to enjo'm the
serted that If the New York City but lost out
city coimcil from cancelling his mancouncil may conduct an inquiry Into
agerial contract Jordan takes the
a Federally-licensed radio station
Slant From England
tiUe of acting manager at a salary
for the purpose,' as they claim, of
London, April 4.
playUg precinct politics It may lead
Listeners, who pay a $2 JiO license of $300 a month.
Another iaftermath of the Thorto .other muni.cip.al authorities try- fee annually for their governmenting to do likewise.'
controlled radio,
are' peeved
at wald litigation W6s the resigriaUon
However, th4 radio industry toiere- BBCb propdsal to Appoint a public of W. H,. Held from the municipal
Oaiiih uh& tiirB -'lt li non* of Aur rdatlMa oSlcier in conofctloa with radio 'oommlssloii. / «
>
in this country.'

Similar

.

squawk

between Tammany democrats
WNYC became Involved when al- of television; it
and Incumbent fuslonlsts over radio legedly a travel program carried vlslo owner at
ble

M batonlsi'

WUliam Morris agency, set both
the Shubert and radio deals.
.

Frank Cmmit Oat,

business.
All it indicates is the foreign language broadcasts. Claim
mess that 'we could expect if radio this activity is subsidized from their
by government ever became general payments.

Ed East

is

ID;

Pincb-Hits

is

WNYC

-

sue.*

be for 13 weeks, starting June 18. Account has options
for the resumption of the Screen
Guild show next fall and It isn't
likely that anything will be done
«bout It for a few months.
-week.

recently, but the
for Mrs. Heyer.

was bad

bgainst

Vabjety at that time

Gn!f

Butte,

air

withdrawn.

Rosenbaum refused to state the
amount of money Involved.
WiUiycomb was let out at WFiL
Sept 19 after serving for three
years. Three months later he filed
•uit demanding $45,000 for breach
of his contract Rosenbaum told

Toung

KGIR,

out-of-court set- of

Donald

m., and. that the suit filed

WBB

WNYC

WNYC
A

-

.

'

'

<

.

•

Ed East did pinch-hit for Frank
Crumit on 'Battle ,of the Sexes'
(MoUe) starting last night (Tuesday). Crumit is laid up with pneumonia, but improving,'
Meanwhile East and Dumke's
Kitchen Quiz is under option to
Stack-Goble. Ed East added Long
Island Storage to his participating
stanza on WHN, N. Y., and wiU
hereafter m.c. the Heams depart-

ment kid show.
HUlblUy

Toms Cop

New Orleans, Aprfl 11.
Bono, hUl bflly with the
Busters over WWL, New Orleans, for the 'past year, has Joined
the New Orleans poUce force. Acting In tfa« capacity of -poUc* anLouie

Dawn

4W>unoeri* '.

-.

.

,
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WAXERS RAP NBC LIBRARY
If It's

a Tirsl -It s

NBCs

Piqued by Columbia's alleged tendency to 'steal credit' for broad'first' has led Clay Morgan, of NBC,
casting various tyi>es of programs
resort to a spoofing device. Twice witliin two weeks a press release
narlced 'raised eyebrow department,' with comic cartoons to make It
more noticeable, has come through the mails chiding CBS for being
inaccurate in claiming to Initiate programs.
NBC says It made a broadcast in 1920 of an international round-table
tuts-tuts CBS,
type, which CBS, in 1939, now calls a first Again
saying on April 5: "For the first time since men conquered the air
radio listeners will hear—a broadcast from a glider.' Clips from N. Y.
did it first.
Times of August, 1932, were dug up to prove
ireC also recently took imibrage of a CBS claim of being first to

Durstine, Radio Pioneer, Quits

BBD&O:

POLICY DEFENSE

.to

.

Roy

Brinckerhoff

Tompkins Say Business
Lost Through
Network
Shut-Out on Lines, but
Egner Says Ryle Pre-Dates
NBC's Own, Transcriptions

NBC

-

Disagreed with Partners

Waiting

Still

Grombach,'

NBC

broadcast from Tirana, Albania.

Roy

LLOYD EGNER IN

(Jeorge V.
ident of the

Denny,

Town

Jr.,

pres-

Hall, N. Y..

was awarded a gold microphone
last spring by the Women's National Radio Committee. It was
for the Town Meeting of the
Air* program over. NBC, and was

made with

all

appropriate fan-

fare.

General AGDs Spreads

Still

ERPI EXEC

Further

Denny has not yet received

HEARD

the gold mike.

NBC Time Commitments 50%Caroline' Was Tested in iowa
lU

'Aunt

.

Washington, April 11.
Independent transcription com-

monopoly
Chicago, April 11.

General Mills wUl Increase Its
time purchase on NBC a full 80%
wben lt adds another 30 minutes to
its present NBC eoast-to-coast sched-

'

ule

on jtme

spread. -Of

GM

This will give
minutes across

5.

90

run from

12:30-to-2

:

be Gold Medal

cided, but likely to
flour and Bisqulck.

Win

Parity in Congress
Galleries with Press

a

the

board,' and
pjn. CST.
Placed through the Blackett-Sam,ple-Hummert «giency here the two
time periods will carry two script
One «lready set Is 'Aunt
'•hows.
'.Caroline EUis* which has been on 'a
test schedule over a Des Moines station during the past season. Other
show, while not finally okayed, will
also likely be a strip soript
Exact products to be plugged by
the nivr shows .also yet to be de-

will

To

Radio Looks Set

.Investigators last

week

Washington, April
Radio .hewshounds can take off
that foolish grin and ap?«ar In pollt^
society as soon as Congress' enacts
resolutions brushing the cobwebs out
0^ the historic rules goverqlng admission to the. press galleries. Victory was ih sight this 'week for Fulton Lewis, 'Jr., political' commentator
for Mutual, who has been running
a one-man campaign to break down
the caste system which gives typewriter historians a monopoly on the
facilities for covering the CapitoL
. MesLSUies Insuring equal treatment
for special paper correspondents,

press service legmen and legitimate
radio reporters have been dropped
in the hopper as Tesult of prolonged
consideration of Lewis' appeal by
Senators Guy D. Gillette and W.
temlned to continue enlarging Its
'Warren Barbour, comprising a Rules
use of radio time, and the B-S-H
MBS

-

System and subjected the

NBC-RCA

witnesses to sharp quizzing attout
business practices.
Admitting NBC plays ball in other
respects,- all of the Indies sobbed -that
their business is restricted by the Inability to make' off-the-llne recordings, either for reference use by

subcommittee to whom the
readying a numspieler tuiiied after his ex-colleagiies
.ber of programs for testing In Chion the standing committee of corcago and other key cities.
respondents had blackbtlied him.
Duplicate rez adjusting the House
rules was sponsored by Rep. Eugene
Cox -of Georgia and John. J.
Dempsey of New Mexico, both en
th; potent Rules Committee.
Amendment to the present seldom-revised Senate rules directs the
correspondents' committee to promulgate regulations covering use of.
the galleries, lounging rooms, tele-

RADIO RIGHTS

phone booths, typewriters, eto.,
which will 'confine their occupancy
and use to bona fide reporters' for
daily papers, press associations and

$30

'news dissemination through radio,
Badio Bights Clearing House, a wireless, and similar media of trans,IMW firm for handling the air rights mission.'.
Administrators of -the
to magazine stories, has been formed work space must 'fairly dii'ribute!
I

In

New York by Henry

formerly of Cook

&

Doherty,

Doherty.

Outfit

magazines to
tion.

'

sell radio rights to fic-

Prices mentioned are $30 for

Use on a 15-mlnute show and $50
for use on a 30-minute show* Stated
ttat the scale iappUes with few ex-

-ceptlons in the cases ot
thors.

.Firm

name

au-

I

is

WLW in Cincinnati.
at

'slot

5-5:15

pjn.

eastern

OWDI URlDGE MADE
ASST.

CM. BY

TRANSAMERK
WAXING NASH,

[

WJR

WJR
WJR
WJHP
WJR

Broadcasting
tc
Television Corp. has obtained the
producing and recording assignment
of two new spot campaigns by Junket dessert (Hanson Laboratories,
Inc.) and Nash Motors. Junket contract calls for the delivery of 52 oneminute transcriptions, 52 five-minute discs and 26 fifteen-minute programs. Account, agen ted by MitehellFaust Advertising Co. of Chicago
will use aro'und 100 stations.
Nash job involves 26 19-minute
The account will
niusical shows.
place some of the business direct,
with the remahilng records being
turned over to dealers for local spot-

Transamerlcan

'

H

'

in .charge, of the Buffalo office, becomes executive V.q. In New 'Vork.
F. H. Feland,' previously v.p. and
treasurer, now holds Johns' former
post It Is .reported that the name
ot the agency will be changed with
Johns' moniker Included In the re..

.

_

Durstine's enterprise as a radio
impresario dates back to 1929 when
he induced Atwater Kent to mak*
a heavy spliirge In air entertainment.
He was also closely tied, tip with tb*
debut of Hie March of Time' program and Its development as pioneering pattern in radio dranw and newf
review.

KMPC

WJR

DESSET

money man.
Under the new setup Barton gets
back In the saddle as president and
William
Johns, who used to b«
chairman of the executive committee, replaces Bar^n' as board c)ialr«
man. Alex F, Qshome, formerly v.p,

vision.

FITZ

chaih^ has set Owen F.
Uridge as assistant general manager
of
here.
Because of Fitzpatrlck's new. charge over WJR,
(Heveland's WC^AR and
in
Beverly Hills, Calif., it's Ukely that
Uridge will take active control of
here.
Uridge, who's been sales manager
at
for past two years,' joined
originally in 1928, left In 1030
for
(now WXYZ), returned to
for spell before going to CBS
to handle iU spot biz In midwest.
Uridge, who halls from an old English theatrical famUy (his grandpa,
station

-

Owen

NBC AS MODEL
IN A?, NEWS

FEEDS

Fawcett, played with Booth,

Barrett, et al), Is only member of
family not to go on stage.

Associated Press has naimed th*
flve-minuto news summary which
NBC t)roadcasta twice a day as th«
model
which th* small New York
C. Hill Replaces
stations, without editing facilities ot
their own, must henceforth follow
if they want the AP service.
NBC
Edwin C. Hill will replace Walter furnishes
the AP with a carbon
Winchell for Jiurgens on the NBC
copy of the bulletins
edited for
(WJZ) blue for four Sunday nlghto these two periods, 8 as
a. m. and S
iii July It the former accepto the
p. in., and the AP relays them verprlc; offered.
batim to the other stations.
Winchell has okayed HiU as hla
In this way- the AP figures that
pinch-hltter.
not only will' there- be a imiform
broadcast but It won't have worry
how the Individual stations handle
the .AP bulletins The
stepped
into the breach left by the pxlt ot
the Press-Radio Burieau as far as
sustaining news Is concerned and as
a condition to obtaining this service
in
^Riggs
the station or network agrees to.
broadcast no other press agency's
Will
news on a sustaining basis.

ting.

'

Edwin
WincheU wtth.Hb Okay

.

.

'

Lever Computes
Ruthrauff

&

Own CBS

Ryan Two Run
Summer
Vox Pop
Duck Heat

AP

Hiatus

—

and

.

puling the Idea of the

.adaptation of serial fiction for radio
atrip shows, with the possible angle
of an exploitation tleup with the
'original publishers.
Asserted the
material can be freely adapted and.
that no program credit for author
'
or publisher will be required.
•

Tihbett Set to Return

To Kellogg Program
liSwrence Tlbbett, currently on a
two-week concert tour through the
couth, returns to the

KeUogg

'Cir-

cle* program on the Coast April
He will remain on the show
through the balance of the season.
Baritone's subsequent plans are
Jjnsettled.
He's negoUaUng a picture deal and la also mulling an
offer for concert appearances during

23.

r

the facilities to representatives of
'all such media.'
Falling back on the lack of space
argument, the press crew coldshouldered Lewis several months
ago and then told the Rules Committee they saw no reason why newspapers should have to wet-nurse
radio. Plahs are' to provide a separate gaUery ih each chamber for use
of accredited microi-hone commentators, who would share the backstage
accommodations on parity basis.

on

Detroit. April 11.

.

claims to have tleups with ISO pulp

test

WiU
time.

Leo Fltzpatrlck, now executive
vlce-prez of (Seorge Richards* three-

,

R

on
.

(Continued on page 38)

now

AT

NBC

Through Kastor Agency

.

NBC

PULP FICTION

Spots ^Midstream' on

in

Interest of Electrical Research Products, Inc., In World Broadcasting

Desptte the partnership «t
Bruce' Barton, congressman,, and
talked of as a possible Republican
candidate for' President, Durstlne had
developed into the- dominant f6rce
in the agency. He was also the top
lative.

the semi-final round' of the prolonged inquiry. Finish Is scheduled
for this week.'
Chicago, April 11.
Refusal of NBC to. allow rival
Procter te Gamble starta on the
music canners to
lines into the NBC red web for a coast-to-coast
web's studios was the basis of un- spread on May 1 for Its new Teel
fair competition charges from Jean dentifrice product.
V. Grombach, E. V. Brlnckerhoff,
Handled through the local Kastor
and Merritt E. Tompkins, while the agency, period will present the new
Commlsh counsel brouglit out the show, 'Midstream,' which has been

nm

CBSh

Disaffection which led up to the
resignation, it is said, 'was accumu-

(P&G)

.

.

11.

and
Despite the spread on
considerable spot' stuff throughout
tlie country General Mills Is deagency here Is

Teel Dentrifice

panies laid their grievances about
the type of competition provided by
RCA-NBC befdre the FCC chahi.

rates as a.

-

of sales for

Increasing

who

S. Durstlne,

pioneer in network commercial programing, has resigned as president
of Batten, Barton, Durstlne Sc Osborne following a series of policies
and operations differeiA«s 'with his
partners.
As reported In agency
circles Durstine's .board associates
objected to his- practice of carrying
through without first consulting,
them,
following his withdrawal
from BBD&O the rumor (unconfirmed) got around the. trade that
Durstlne may, become v.p. In charge

we 8"nmer
.Wwl

at

the

New York

shows Alone' (Quaker Oata). The Tommy
summer lay- Rlggs stanza (Quaker Oata) bows
off in late June for an eight- week
allowed them under Covacation. 'Vox Pop (Penn Tobacco)
Because the is 'tagged to exit at the end of June,
lumbia's new policy.
business is split between Ruthrauff but the subject of renewal for the
HoUywood, AprU 11.
fall won't come up until next month.
Columbia Broadcasting System Sc Ryan and J. Walter Thompson,
Matty Malneck's band replaces the
"The Shadow,' currenUy In mothgets two programs from NBC short- Lever Bros. Itself has taken over the
balls, will return to Mutual in 'the Eddie Duchin unit for Pall MaU cigSealtest's daytime script, 'Your task of computing network 'hiatus'
ly.
areta at the end of this month. AcfaU.
Family and Mine,' switches- May 1. credita and determining how much
count will at the time move from
BIkks Show Blfhted
It wiU hit a 35-staUon loop in early of a vacation should be allotted to
NBC to Columbia, taking over two
Rated in the early part of the seaafternoon Monday-to-Friday. Agency each of these programs, namely. Lux
quarter-hour spota a week following
Program was Radio Theatre, 'Big Town' and 'RInso son as one of the three problem chil- Amrm 'n' Anriy.
is McKee & Albright
_
Party with Dick Powell.' Latter two dreiTTH TKe~"Heiwijrlr-c?5mnrerclaion NBC two years.
Pall Mall is controUed by" this
ranks. The Rlggs show turned out
by
&
R.
handled
R.
are
will
Darl-rlch
Bowey's
June
On
3,
American Tobacco Co. through the
Of the other Ruthrauff Sc Ryan a click, both from the angle of cost American Cigar
initiate a Sunday morning 'Swing
and Clgaret Co. and
against audience and the showing
NewsicaV combining orchestra and network shows Major Edward Bowes as
the agency on the pjn. program la
(Chrysler), Professor Quiz (Nox- it has been able to make on at Satinformation. Account has. had a dayYoung St Rubicam.
Will Hour (Ironlzed urday night schedule. All R. & R.
time serial on NBC. 3et through ema) and Good
newcomers, Quiz, Vox, Good Will
Sorensen agency, Chicago, the deal Yeast) '.will stay on through the
Likewise the three day- and Riggs, had their contracta exsummer.
Vie Nielsen, manager ot CFCF,
stations.
for
33
cells
time serials, "Big Sisters' and 'Aunt tended beyond their original 26- Montreal, In New Yorlc by motor on
Pall Mall also goes CBS In near
Jebny* (Lever. Brof.) and 'Girl wcek periods.
a quick holiday and 0.0,'
future;
Lever

CBS TAKES 2 SHOWS

Bros.' three nighttime

MATTY MALNECK

will take the six-week
off

which

is

SUCCEEDS DUCHIN

AWAY FROM NBC

"

'

'

.

'

-

.

.

RADIO REVIEWS

VARIETT

NAME THREE
With Bob Hawk

Comment

Follow-Up

-

^edneis^aj, Aprfl 12» 1939

Kid Plot-With Post-Mimidi Twist

30 HIna.

DUNHILL CIGARETTES
p. m.,
WOB-MBS, New York

Maaday, 8

new
•LIUIe Orphan Annie' is sUU wad- Uagedy, hut first mentioning the
Pope's Easter Sunday speech,
Injt through the comic-strip advenProgram was well written and di
ture stufllo ensnare the moppets lor
Although often knuckle^ rected, the script depending to a
Ovaltine.
quotes from
actual
extent,
oh
on
great
was
it
clubwomen,
by
rapped
recently made in Europe
latest hearing a shriewdly concocted speeches
chapter, concentrating lots of action by the ruling men.
and keeping the juve characters
Hall of Fun,' over NBC Saturdays
the foreground. Contained enough
excitement without going overboard from Hollywood, was hodge-podgey
Ernest Trucx,
on cUflhanger stuflE, At least— at the and uneven last week.
ClifT Edwards, Dick Lane, Gordon
moment.
Jenkins orchestra participated. Net
Currently has Aimie in the Arctic impression was of production haste
Daddy
Joe,
regions, where she and
and confuslcn, with editing and pull(presence of a parent presents a puzing together urgently needed.'
zle to the infrequent listener) and
Sourdough have found a deserted
Spy Stories.' dealing with the last
town with mysterious bear tracks in
the street. Creates certain amount war, seemed doubly timely over the
of atmosphere and suspense. Stanza past week-end as presented by the
radio division r 1 broadcast
contains a commercial at the. start,
Annie's
from WMCA, N. Y. It was carried
a blurb for membership in
secret Society and a plug for the through with commendable balance
newspaper comic strip. Originates of scr^t and performance, and well
able to hold attention of those to
in the Chicago studios of NBC red.
whom the theme would, at the start,

(Blow)

.

tion

With more, rather than less, the prediction for the summer, the publics
ability to play aind like and listen to
parlor games projected on a nationwide basis seems unlimited. Until
'

Too

'

and

much

generally!
'

hoke

over-played.

embroidery

all

around.
Script failed' to catch the spirit of
the chase, with Its mounting susMnse, that is inherent in the story.
Instead, it substituted a welter of
grandiloquent phraseology, particularly in the narrator's speeches. Since
Welles apparently was determined to
run the gamut with his much-admired voice, he turned the narrator
and Javert parts Into a scenerychewer's last stand. That was
phasized by the eloquent underplaying of Huston In the Jean Val-

m-

Jean rolei
Speaight was direct, precise, palSably EnglisOi and generally satisictory as the bishcn), while Alice
Frost tended to hit the Cosette and
Fontaine parts too hard. There were

enough sound

effects for

a Mars

in-

vasion.

.

Fred Allen (who has been spotty
season) was in clickish fettfe
Wednesday nldit (5) over NBC red
Show had variety, plenty of genuine
comedy, some sock music and was

this

.

'
'

is very ducky. And. with the
customary mental reservations, it is.
Hawk paces his show well. CTear
and crisp and affable. All fairly easy
questions,, but enough muff 'em to

build up
toughie.

exercise a curiosity appeal.

George

Jessel,

material but

another

yen

.

'

in his bit

It zing,

a

kitty for the final
bright musical cue

Some

Land.

helps.

FBANKIE FBISCH

Two American kids, Scott Mahley and Happy Young, are assisting a
world war ace, Andre Legere, to perfect an 'electron transmitter,' a
defense armament so powerful that it will destroy bombhig planes in
flight Their efforts to persuade government air officials to go to the
secret proving grounds in the west are beset by spies of an internatlonal group of munition makers who reaUze the acceptance of the
invention will cripple their business and wipe out profits.
Th? spies plant a time bomb in Manley's plane before he takes off
•for his Washington trip and as they also start out to locate Legere's
cabhi which they hitend to bomb from the air to destroy him and his
invention. Of course, as all good stories for kiddles must end, Manley
discovers the plot to bump him off,' makes a quick return to Legere's
cabin, engages the spies* plane in an aerial dog fight untO Legere is able
to put his invention to a practical test which is successful. The dialer
is spared the horrors of the crackup of the spies* plane, etc.

to

plug it

This time he ^7as on

-

'

with Allen,
He also received a
bushel of plugs for his ."For Men
Only' program;
Dramattd sketch for the i^ow was
above average. Dealt with the hectic goings-on at the Titanic Pictures
studio and was. pretty funny, but
petered to a feeble tag. As usual,
Allen led into the commercials with
redeeming originality, but he went
as hokey as standard radio comics
with his tbank-you curtain ^iel

Merry Macs were forte, their best
offering being an Infectiously swlngy
version of Iffean to Me.'
Joe E. Brown (Post Toastles).
moved last.wedi Into the Thursday
evening spot on CBS formerly occU'
pled by Joe Penner and accounted
for a half-hour of humor that played
as usual, to the six-year-old Intelligence. With an impressionable Hollywood studiO) audience to lend noisy
vocal aid, the Brown stanza reached
Its acme of lowlevel nonsense with
the crashing of a raw egg against
the' forehead of one of 'the stooges
and the program's regular wrong
number telephone routine.
Following Is a sample of the local
fags which studded nie script: 'He's
een making B pictures so long that

he gives honey/
Kitty Carlisle's guest appearance

on the Maxwell House coffee session
(NBC) last Thursday (6) developed
Into a mess of low comedy. Her talents as a singer 'was treated as a
mere runner-up to the fact that sooie
fashion academy had just designated
her the best dressed American girl.
The crossfire that accompanied the
description of the gown she wore for
the occasion must have pained even

Although Frisch shows good possibilities, he has hot yet arrived as
a topfli^t commentator, for his inexperience at this

new

job Is plenty
apparent C^liief reason is that he
obviously reads from a script, so that
his utterances lack the spontaneity
they might take on 'with more prac.

Doubtless, that is why he Is
doing this preliinihary sustainer
Fox.
tice.

—

puhning even for the
Marzes. Parts of the cross-fire ap- BEBE DANIELS-BEN LYON
proached bedlam, with both comics With BUly BIssett Band, Tommy
apparently chucking the script overHandley, Sam Browne, Alice Mara
board and flinging ad libs at each
and Adelaide Hall
other. Some of the business 'was ob- 30 Miss.
viously visual mugging that tied the BIN SO
studio audience in knots, but simply Sandaya, 6d0 pja.
provided a loud stage-wait for the Badio Normandy (Fraaee)
dialers. Same was true at the finale
Rinso Sunday show is one of the
of the gag-fest It was a flaw In an bright spots of commercial radio
over here. And an object lesson In
otherwise 'hilarious stanza.
Guesting on the show were Kath- mixing gaiety with melody. Ifs not
leen and Charles G. Norris; Since a novel system to have a bdnd supthey were working from a script the ported by numerous Individualities,
married novelist pair were unable but these shows are given smooth
to show their reputed quipping presentation and well rehearsed conspeed. However, the inning exhibited tinuity. Billy BIssett recently took
over the music side of the program,
them to advantage.
and his boys dish out the rhythm
inarily sour

stuff in ear-tickling s^rle. Not overloaded with brass, so 'uiat its manner

CUadeUe Colbert guested on the
Chase & Sanborn program Sunday is midway between swing and sweet,
(6) over NBC red, linking with Don but most certainly not off the cob.
in sketch about romance in
To shake down behind a gang of
business.
It was a clowns like the loronses and Handof -typical Hollywood ley is a task for any music team, but
the star femme re- these lads failed to turn a hair, com10-minute-egg. editor. ing into their niunbers with neat
What was supposed to be a pundi Sredalon as and when.
Sam
finish could be spotted from 'way
irowne,
Alice Mann
and Adeoff.
And apparently on -the theory laide Hall shared the vocals, hut
that newspaper work is a racket any- the comics hogged most of the showl
way. Miss Colbert and Ameche
Question
this
program is
of
ripped through it at the top of Uieir whether it is. well timed now that
voices. The studio audience is prob- BBC shoots out its first Sunday news
buUethi at 6:30.
ably still sheU-shocked.
Currently with
Ogden Nash, also guesting on the everyone hanging on to the reports
show, contributed original bits of his from all over Europe, the
peg-legged verse, some of it perti- broadcast is likely "to' be second
nent and all of it amusing. Edgar choice with many.
Bergen was unusually forte In
rounds with Charlie McCarthy.

Ameche

the newspaper
routine rehash
claptrap about
porter and her

^o

ABTHUB GODFREY
Soncs

POLLY JENKINS

tt

PLOUGBBOYS

With Vnole Dan, Walter, Pappy
Mnsle
10 MIns.—Local

Sostainlnc
the dames listening in.
When Miss Carlisle finally got M.-T.-T.-F.; 5:20 p. m.
around to singing her selection 'was WOR, New Yerk
"When You're Away' and the result
Hill billy session remotes from the
quality
and Village Barn, nitery in Greenwidi
was a blend of nice tonal
--good-dlctloit—
Village, N. Y. With the exception of
Polly Jenkins* piano bit, it's all orMarch of Time (7> on WJZ, New dinary. On the stanza cau^t last
York, highlighted the current Euro- Thursday (6), Pappy offered a mild
pean crisis in kaleidoscopic fashion, baritone solo of 'Home on the Range,'
with an underlying Easter theme to Walter nasaled a typically prame
make the current events abroad number about 'My Little Old Shanty*
even more incongruous with the and Uncle Dan itallced the genial
Traveled swiftly, rube m. c. stint
spirit of Christ
However, Miss Jen^ns* keyboard
bringing in Chamberlarj, Hitler,
and other statesmen, fingering was •reasonably proficient
Mussolini
ffoM.
stressing th« i&evltabW lidpehOing and ishtfwinanly.

——

-

'

'

'

'

15 Mlns.

CARNATION MILK
Dally, 9 ajn.

WOB, New York

-

Closing commercial of the program caught contains 746 words and
the opening 296 before story gets under way. Another plug of 273
Sahu.
'words. comes in the middle of the program.

Baseball Comihant
IS Mlnsv—Regional
AUTHOR, AVTHOR!'
Sustaining
With S. J. Perelman, Ellery Queen
WNAC-Yankee, Jloston
Van
(2), Ssth HeKenny, Carl
A former ball player himself,
Dorea
Frankle Frisch is bemg warmed up
anbaseball
as a Yankee network
nouncer. Later he is due for -spon- 30 Mlns.
sorship by Atlantic Refining. Frisch Sastalning
has an unenviable predicament to Friday, 8:30 pjn.
face and beat He takes over the WOR, New York
•Author, Author' attempts 'Informaspot long held by Fred Hoey. Hoey
was and is a great Boston favorite. tion Aease* humor along different
Just now petitions are being, distrib- lines, and misses fire. The laughs at
uted and a campaign of pressure the first broadcast were mi^ng; the
of the guests was forced,
'brilliance'
orbeing
Refining
is
against Atlantic
galnzed to get Hoey back. This is a while Qie audience wasn't in 'par-

the (StiU-Screen Guild program with
the production excuse,, previously
It was
lacking, that it was cuffo.
consistently dull and so-whatish so
far as Master Rooney was concerned.
Whole program was hardly better
than imlnspired entertAinmoit, relying for value entirely upon the number of the names brought together,
rather than anythinf they did Or the bit unpleasant
Here is one case where compariinherent amusranent values of the
script Joan Bennett's circuit of the son, no matter how' Invidious, will
major programs, always. for the pur- certainly be made. In' the opinion of
pose of being the wisecracker who many habitual listeners to sports
ritzes the pompous guy, but. necks matters Hoey was close to being the
hot with the big lover, has now been best baseball caller In the nation.
jret^ well rounded out and ez- Hoey himself had been persuaded to
lausted. This time It was the man- believe he was good and had wanted
boy Mickey Rooney who was fresh John Shepard to say It 'with sponduand the pash was Rudy Vallee. licks. That was the reputed end of
Apart from the dubious taste of let- a beautiful friendshm.
"
Thrice weekly (Tuesday, ThursI an adolescent (hear, hear I)
make passes over the air at a woman, day and Saturday) the Yankee Net
Vbllee acted the now airs Frisch in a 0:15 p. m. comit wasn't diverting.
however.
George mentary on baseball. As a big-league
well,
scene
Murphy emceed, Oscar Bradley player (he managed the St Louis
batoned and Rosemary I<ane sang. Cards for years with plenty of first
It was a van-load of talent not get- hand exj>erience, Frisch brings to
ting anywhere.
the mike a brand of commentary
that is charged 'with, auth^ticity,
Jack Benny and his associates gave This should appeal to- the fans. His
out a typical Jelloesque show Sun- radio personality is very okay; too;
day. All of the standard tricks and and his deep, clear voice Is ^isy on
the usual violent reflexes of the the ears.

on the show was of their funniest skirmishes to date,
who had only meager although it contained some extraord-

made

wo^

St Louis, April 11.
This Is the plot of "Scott Manley's Zephyr Squadron,' radi<r serial
written by James Dutson and sponsored by J. D. Street Oil Co. over
KSD:

-

made

Booney

Mickey

radio appearance with the same
routine concerning his song and his

guest

'

is

Three'

presented.
Guest Interviewee for the stanza was John J. push-over Hollywood audience were
McKay, captain of a Hudson river noted. But it had little ^ontaneity.
ferry. That tunned Into an Ulumlnat- It would have been a good show for
ing,. colorful and hilarious bit with an ordinary comedian; iti-was an
Allen interviewing. Comedian drew ordinary r^ult for a good one.
plenty of interesting lore about ferry
skipperiiig from the. pUot, all of
Greoehe and Chleo Marx on the
which Was highlighted by the humorous, slant in which It was presented. Kellogg 'Circle' last Sunday night
(9) over NBC red scored with one
Another

expertly

evidence

more

conclusive
that their majestles^re bored, the
advertiser wiUi a small budget and
showmanship qualms will naturally
think such a program as 'Name

there

WPA

rected

show.

now as common as exhausafter the New Year holidays.

They're

m

Walter Hiist«n and BobertSpeaight
with Orson Welles for Campbell's
soup last Friday night (7), doing an
adaptation of Victor Hugo's 'I^es
In most respects the
Mlserables.'
session was definitely below standard
for night-time network commercial
Was over-written,, over diradio.

quiz

One more audience

i

'

JACK BUCHANAN
'Monte Carl»* with Maggie Teyt^
NadtaM March, Qlbb McLanghUa,
Charles Masw, etc.
Mnslcal Play
00 Mlns.
Friday, 8 pja.

BBC, London
Currently

strong

on ether ver-

sions of past film nits, BBC is running into snags all along the line
with them. Iliere were hitches be-

fore they got clearance on the ParaLubifsch epic, and in the analysis
it must be considered whether the
program justified the. sweat inticipating' mood.
Important chiefly in that
'Author's* formula is to give the volved.
guest-writers a short, dramatic or it brou^t Jack Buchanan back to
humorous sequence and have them the ail for one of his Infrequent
spotaneously design a complete plot spots.
of
it
soundaroimd it, or from jt All
Against that is the miscasting of
ed very suly and meaningless.
Maggie Teyte in Jeannette MacDonS. J, Perelman, an established hu- aid's, part; though she has, maybe,
morist, is the.m.c., and apparently the better voice of the two, she
thinks that calling one of his guests lacks mike experience and had
'a rat,* or some such flattering term, none of the gay vivacity the role regets laughs. His guests, in turn, call quired. Also, yam had 'to be conhim 'a rat*. It's unfunny.
densed to go In an hour, making its
Three sequences were advanced at continullT- jerky in sppia, and
this broadcast, with each of the Buchanan's got the rough part of the
guests (Ellery Queen is actually two deal where ms share of the limepeople), giving their versions of -the light was concerned.
plots to fit All of tiiem were trite
Saucy story was certainly worth
explanations.
recalling, and famous numbers like
Commercial possibilities of this
the Blue Horizon,' 'Always,'
show Sppear very slim. Robert L. 'Beyond
'A Moment Pleaise* and Trlmmin'
Shayon is the announced producer. the Women* came over well, largely
Scho.
on account of customary excellence
of BBC variety orchestra under
-

.

'

'

-

'

SUNDAY SONG QUIZ
WHh Bob Steele,. Brace Keama,
Harrid Kolb
IS

Hins^Local

mBBUP*S,

-

INC.

Saaday, 12»0 pja.
WnC, Hartford
Audience is invited to name song
tunes -after hearing cues in the lines
of poetry while Harold Kolb at the
keys plays the melodies. Program is
simple but disarming
Difficult to understand how any of
them can miss the names of the
tunes partlpularly if they have lived
during the past two decades. Total

Louis

Le'vy.*s

baton and fine supMiss
though more In
comecty

port by the Revue Chorus.

Teyte sang

finely,

the operatic than musical

and Buchanan played with
poise and -zest Nadine March was
tradition,

spirited as the maid.
o o d 1 e * 8 production
Doujglas
dragged in as many of the genuine
Lubitsch touches as could, be suggested by radio,' Including handling
of piquant dialog and neat repetition
of music themes by unusual means.
somehow muffed the climax,
It
thouj^, and If the program failed,
maybe it was because the listener
of 51 prizes awarded. The program expected too much.
tightens up on the listener with a
requirement that 25 cents in coin or
money order must be sent in ex- XIVES AT STAKE*
change for silverware, if the partici- State Police Cases
pants want to be eligible to receive 30 Miaa.^—Local
one of the prlzeis.
BEABDON FUBNITUBE CO.
Mikemen Bob Steele and Bruce Saaday S pja,
Keams do much to make the pro- WOKO, Albaay
gram effective 'with recital of the
progrtim of sbme' local Interest
poetry cues. Program could stand and punch, although idea of pre*
tailoring and commercial In midway senting cases froih' state police files
Is a groan-producer.
Eck.
group from
is not new in area.
"Troop G, Troy, broadcast a seriesof sustainers on 'VlGY five years ago,
THE FOL-DE-BOLS*
Witb Ernest Araley, Irene North, with Dr, Bradley H. Klrschber£ as
Itat one emphasized
WtUiam Stephens^ Gladys Veraon, narrator.
Walter MMgley, Frederic Gregory, scientific phases of criminal investiDoris Palmer, Cyril Fletcher, gation and despite a non-professional
cast, did an effective public relations
Saady Macphersoa
job for State Police. Present proConcert Party
gram is in supposedly more popular
60 Mlas.
field of action drama, is an authen-.
Wednesdays, 8 pja,
tlcated, localized version of old
BBC, Lendoa
Greatorex Newman's well-known and robbers game.
concert party got a tough assign'The Dresden Station Case,* dealing
ment in replacing the aoe-hlgh 'Band with a maniac killer, was*overloaded
Waggon* show. Wiedneday nites (for with gunplay.' Questionable 'entersix stands only), so if effect of the tainment* for children, likely listenfirst airing of the series emphasizes ers.
Other playlets are said to be
just how much British radio lost quieter.
Careful selection is, of
when their predecessor went off the coiuse, indicated tor a Sabbath afprograms maybe they're not entirely ternoon block.
to blame.
But Ne'wman must take
Appearance of Major John -Adams
tiie rap for trying to keep in line
Warner, head of state police, was a
by blatant copying of 'Band Waggon' neat touch. Warner displayed an
material instead of concentrating on excellent voice (he Is better known
his o'wn line of stuff.
to dialers as a classical pianist) and
In an hour's bill they gave not less manner, in thanking
for
than six skits on the other show, to- long-time cooperation, etc.
gether with several burlesques of
'Olives At Stake,* is sparingly budradio features. They had an imitator of Syd Walker; they copied Wag- geted. Annoimcers Gren Rand (director-narrator),
Herrick.Bob
Sherb
gon's parody of 'Snow 'White'; they
even asked listeners to send 'em Jones, Ellott Gove and Ralph Kenna
weekly postcards' to decide a prob- work In two or three/ roles each.
lem Issue; and they pilloried the Other mikers Include Maybelle HlnBBC Grand National commentators, ton Osborne (perhaps the most proan idea that has been worked regu- fessional of company), Harry Aiexlarly for at least 15 years. Taken ander, Abraham Smith and Harold
this way, it's not good ehough,'~ahd' Gole. There Is a considerable plug;-show will have to re-routine If it ging, not helped by fact stafferhopes to hold attention. Even the actors double in It Contest angle,
BBC variety orchestra lacked its letter writing for a trip to World's
Fair, etc., should pull.
customary 'umph.'

M

•

A

A

-

.

WOKO

(Enirin Wo*ei;>
Thotigh Godfrey compresses tunes,
commercials, and an explanation of
the processing of his sponsor*s coffee
tightener into a seemingly short
quarter-hour, the impression is pleasant Voice is no great shakes, out a
smooth, deep-toned, effortless delivery belies that fact
Details of how Carnation Is evolved
consume a smart portion of bis tlme^
Vocalists 'Walter
Wayne Schumaker, of Rochester,
Midgley and
but the eleari crisp way iVs relayed Irene North were okay, and gave
Jaco.
the scripts skits.
makes It Interesting.
Godfrey*s program Its best moments. Ernest
backed by an organ which comes in -Amley, conversely, the alleged No. 1
a bit too loud, at times almost comic, confined his technique tp a
William S. Faley l>ack to New
drowning him'.
Ifs nicely keyed, mlssflre attempt to emulate tbo
Ar- York after rest in Arizona and biz
'&o«r6ver. Okay
far«i<
thtir Askey personality.
sesh in Hollywood;
.

.

.

-
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ELASTIC SCHEDULE

WNEW

Estent of Audience Quiz Silows
^» M

I

t

«

;

»»>»»»><>»

Can Carry BasebaU with
Other Advertisers' OK

ii

ule,

WNEW,

N. Y., will air play-by-

play descriptions of both the Newark
Bears and Jersey City Giants of the
International Basebaii I eague. Games
will be co-sponsored by the Atlantic
Refining Co. and General Mills.
Hattle of the Sexes,' with Frank Crumit and Julia Sanderson. Tues- Spieling will alternate daily from
Red Network. Sponsor: Cummer Products ons team to the other. WHN, N.Y.,
days, 9 to 9:30 p.m., EST.
last year carried Jersey City.
Company. Product: MoUe Shaving Cream. Agency: Stack-Goble
In order to clear the time station
•Doctor t Qi,' with Lew Valentine. Mondays, 10.30 to 11 p.m;, EST.
Mars,
Inc Product: Milky Way. Agency: Grant had to arrange an okay with particiSponsor:
Network
Blue
Information Please,' with Clifton Fadiman, Franklin P. Adams and John pating sponsors of a two-hour musiKleran. Tuesday, 8:30 to 9 p.m., EST. Blue Network. Sponsor: Canada cal show to shuttle it back and fdrth
depending on whether the sked calls,
Pry Ginger Ale, Inc. Agency: J. M. Mathes.
•Kay Kyscr'i) College of Mnslcal Knowledge,' Wednesdays, 10 to 11 p.m., for a night or afternoon ball game.
EST. Red Network. Sponsor: American Tobacco Company. Product: It will air 8-10 p. m. or 3-5 p. m.,
Thomas.
depending.
Lucky Strike Cigarettes. Agency: Lord
Earl Ha. per will again call plays.
•Paul Wine's Spelling Bee,' Sundays, 5:30 to 6 p.m., EST. Red Network.
Sponsor: Cummer Products Company. Product: Energine. Agency: Stack- Season gets underway April 20 at
Newark. Prior to that, however,
Goble.
•Professor Pnxzlewit,' with Larry Keating. Sundays, 3 to 3:30 p.m., PST. two exhibition games will air; one
Pacific Network. Sponsor: Gallenkamp Stores. Product: Shoes. Agency: from Newarl tomorrow (Thurs) and
another from Jersey City SaturLong Advertising Service.
•The Bight Thing to Do,' with Emily Post and Nelson Case. Tuesdays, day (15),
Red Network. Sponsor: George W. Luft Company.
.7:45 to 8 p.m., EST.
Legler. (Last broadcast
Product: Tangee Lipsticks Agency: Warwick

IJBC has 14 such shows, ten sponsored.

They

are:

Frisco Fair;

COMMERCIAL

.

&

&

AprU 25.)
Trae or

Mondays, 10 to 10:30 p.m., EST.
False,' with Harry Hagen.
Blue Network. Sponsor: J. B Williams (Do Product: Glider and Williams
Shaving Creams. Agency: J. Walter Thompson.
'Cnole .Jim's QaesUon Bee,' with Jim McWilliams. Saturdays, 7:30 to 8
pjn., EST. Blue Network. Sponsor: G. Washington Coffee Refining Company. -Product: coffee. Agency: Cecil & Presbrey.
'Vox Pop.' with Parks Johnson and Wally Butterworth and Graham
McNameo Saturdays, 9 to 9:30 p.m., EST. Red Network. Sponsor: Penn
Tobacco Co. Product: Kentucky Club Pipe Tobacco. Agency: Ruthraufl &
Byan.
'

m WANT

HOEir

BY FANS

Forget,' with Allen Prescott.

8|:30

p.m.,

EST.

Blue

Network.
Horace Heldt and his orchestra. Saturdays, 11:30 p.m. to 12:30 &m., EST.
Red Network.
It's Up to Ton/ with Dale Baxter Saturdays, 8 to 3:30 pju., EST. Blue
Network.
'Name the Plaee,' with Ben Grauer and Milton J. Cross, Sundays^ 3:30
to 3:45 p.m., EST.; Tuesdays, 10:45 to 11 pjn., EST Red Network.

KOILtoCBS;WOWEannarks9-10

Boston, April

11.

Protest by personal friends and
radio fans of Fred Hoey to his

banishment from Yankee Net mikes
as a baseball announcer and commentator has snowballed to sizable
proportions. A committee of 50 or
more pals of Hoey have formed an
organization known as The Fred
Hoey Boosters!' and have set up
headquarters in a double store space
on Province street in Downtown
Boston.

For Re-Broadcasts of Hue Shows;

Shenandoah Duo's Omaha Yen
NBC

will

Omaha
blue

be without • second

station

when KOIL

(WJZ) link

for

but It has arranged to service
some of the blue accounts on WOW,
local release for the

WOW

(WEAF)

red

is setting aside

an

hour each night, 9 to 10 CST. to delayed broadcasts (from instantaneous
recordings) of blue network com^

WOW will also Interpolate

mercials.

daytime blue commercials on a similar basis

Two

when and if possible.
Shenandoah, la., stations,
lOOA, are trying to move
and NBC figures that it
an outlet for the blue if

KFNF and
to Omaha
will have

one of these deals goes through.
has already an application on
for the transfer with FCC, while
Jesse Kaufman, who recently bought
major interest in KFNF, is readying a similar application.

KMA

NBC
gahiing

yhich

also harbors the hope of reKOIL after KFAB, Lhicoln,

on the same frequency as
moved its transThe new site for KFAB's
trwismltter suggested by engineers is
within 20 miles, of Omaha and the
NBCites have an idea that something
drastic will happen when It devel«pes that a 50,000-watter (KFAB)
and a 1,000-watter (KOIL) are each
deUvering weU-slgnaled CBS programs in the Omaha arfea.

WBT,

is

Charlotte, has

Bcp

Sales

New FCC Lawyers
Washington, April

11.

Headed by a femme attorney from
the state of Oregon, long list of applications for permission to. practice
before the F. C. C. was approved
Monday (27). Embryo radio attor-

neys are as follows:
Mildred D. Cestic, Portland, Ore.;
Cohn, Cincinnati; NelReynolds-Fitzgerald as its national Harry Marcus
Durant New Haven, Conn.;
sales representative throughout son R.
Max M. Gilford, Los Angeles; Haythe

Shenandoah, la., April 11.
Station KFliF here has appointed

^t

country.

Appointment

H

CoUey in PhUadel
dressed to R.
phia, president of 'Atlantic Refining

Says All Most Be Equipped By Co. Colley's company is slated to
September IS
sponsor Frankie Frisch (formerly
with the St Louis Cardinals) as an
Washington, April It
nouncer for the alternate home
of the Boston Red Sox and
games
Warning that all transmitters must
be prepared for the purchase of frc' Bees this summer, beginning later
month.
this
quency monitors to comply with
addition
to the direct mail
In
Rule 981 of the Communications Act
was served Monday (27) by the drive, the Boosters are sending
around a sound truck through the
commlsh.
area, playing muBoston
Greater
After nearly three years of con'
tinued extensions of the rules' ef- sical records, and excerpts from a
fective date, FCC annoimced that on Fred Hoey baseball game broadcast
one).
On the truck
simulated
a
(or
l^pt 15 all stations must be pro
vided with the required equipment is plastered copy calling attention to
Monitors which are satisfactory to the campaign to get Hoey back on
petitions
notice
that
with
air,
a
the
from
the commlsh are now available
two or more manufacturers, an- and automobile stickers are obtainnouncement stated, but not officially able from the driver. The stickers
Boosters'
and "We
'Fred
Hoey
read:
'an
accuracy
'approved.' Must have
of one-half the allowed tolerance of Want Fred Hoey Back on the Air.'
One day the committee ran small
the class of station with which used'
papers,
the
Boston
on
all
for
in
ads
responsible
and licensee will be
and operation of sports pages, focusing attention to
the accuracy
the drive; and in the windows of the
monitor.

mitter.

KFNF's New

By direct mail the committee has
mailed out more than a million petitions to New Englanders, according
to a spokesman for the Boosters; and
a million more are going through the
mail this week. These petitions, sent
to hospitals, cigar and drug stores
through New England as distribution
centers to reach signers, are ad

Columbia AprU FCC

SO,

network.

DEADLINE FOR MONITORS

quits the

made

by

M.

Hews, Riverside,
H. den L.

(Pete) Peterson, who is also arranging to supply the rep offices
with fuU disc file of KFNF talent

Ford Bosh on

KTW

Philadelphia, April 11.

Pord Rush, who made
Preem on KYW in ChicagQ

his

air

16 years
returned to the station this
Rush, at the start, was teamed
as Ford and Glenn.
He was later
Old Man Sunshine' on
and
"St year did 'Dad and Ji4nior' show
a^o,

week.

WLW

man

Her-

C;

tinues as

Kaj

'

-

on the day-'by-day rate. KGO
claims to have broadcast four times
as many expo programs as any
other local station.
Mitricfans Also Toogh

(fA)? An^elfs).^y^ess

listeners for its own guidance.
Most silent figures in the -mixup
are: Frankie Frisch, Fred Hoey and
John Shepard, 3rd. None is making

Hartford, April II.

At

least

date from this large studio, which

has been pronounced acoustically
perfect has been Eddie Cantor's
'Camel Caravan.' which preceded
the ToUes.' Because of the presence
of the Frenph stage production, both
'

Musicians' Union Local No. 6 is
the 'Professor Quiz' program on CBS
it tough for the stations by
and the 'Voice of Firestone' show oh
all musicians broadNBC had to use halls; outside the
radio bunding for their recent
broadcasts from the Island, the former emanating from the California
ballroom and the latter from the
auditorium in the Hall of Western
'

casting from the island must be paid
the raxlio scale plus' a $3 casual fee,
and by refusing to allow the stations
to Include money spent for music
in broadcasts from the expo In their
annual music budget set up in contracts with the union. Although the
expo bands receive less than the
radio scale, being paid around a $75
weekly minimum, the union insists
the men get the radio rate if they

Hartford Games 2d Fiddle

To Boston Web Feeding

a ^dpzen ,f etltioqs^ «d.

.

States.

Every effort will be made to encourage Increased radio activity at
the. expo during National Radio
Open House week, starting April 17,
and to arrange, if possible, for the
formal dedication of the radio building. Local broadcasters are hophig
to iron out some of their difficulties
with the musicians' union so that a

number

of programs

may be

origi-

Hartford, April Hi
nated at the fair during the weel&
Unless Bob Quinn, owner of the Definite plans for the local observHartford Laurels, assents to night ance of the week will be made at a

games for the

local ball club. there

will be no broadcasts of games
played by that team. WTHT carried
of
the
play-by-play
descriptions
ball club last year and is set to do so
again this year.
Station, however, is cominitted to
carry all daily games of the Boston
Bees and Red Sox, carried by the
Colonial network. Only time available for l ocal club is at night and
Sundays. WTHT will broadcast all
Sunday games.
Last year WTHT broke in on the
Colonial to carry descriptions of the
local team's activities. Will not do

so this year.

,

General Mifls' Pep Ra3y
AprU 11.
who will air

Atlanta.

Baseball

spielers

games

in various leagues in South
under joint sponsorship of General
Mills (Wheaties and Com Kix) and
B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co., gathered
here Friday (7) for final instructions
and conference.
Among those gathering here with
headquarters layout are displayed
newspaper clips, pictures of Hoey, Knox Reeves reps, Mark Forgette,
and letters of protests from boosting Jim Kelley and Bob DeVany. ln ad-~
dition to Joe HUl, WAGA, Atlanta,
fans.
Although Hoey has plenty of sports spieler, were:
Herman Grizzard, WLAC, Nashfriends among the sportswriters of
this town, the local press has laid ville. Bill Terry, WSGN, Birmingoff the squabble almost entirely, pre- ham, Jack Bridges, WALA,, Mobile.
sumably for business office reasons. Jack Gibney, WRBL, Columbus;
Among the columnists. Bill Cunning- Tom. Nobles, WAFO, Chattanooga;
ham (Boston Post) and George Hol- Lowell Blanchard, WSiyX, Knoxland (American) have mentioned it ville; and Roger Phillips. WDSU,
Out-of-town sheets, however, are New Orleans.
giving the campaign quite a spread.
It is understood that Atlantic RePaid Adler with Bep Co.
fining is now conducting a survey to
Paul F. Adier has become manager
sample the sentiment of radio

Frances Zoloth con-

Also Crimps

11.

meeUng Wednesday

(12).

Lack of funds has slowed progress
In

the fair's plans to originate

own programs.

Expo has

its

its

own

radio staff of four announcers, 12'
plus program manager
Bob Coleson and his assistant Jack
-

technicians,

Lyman and

production manager Jack

Joy, all under the mana^^ement of
Arthur Rowe, radio chief, who is
using one of the radio studios for an
office tmtil things begin moving.

At present the announcers and
engineers are kept busy most of the
time feeding canned music and special .4nnouncements to the public
address system on the fairgrounds.
The program staff has been cooperatipg with stations In preparation of piragrams in connection with
special events at the fair, such as
dedication of various forelen buildings, etc.
Picking up a Philippine
Constabulary Band concert for the
p.a. loudspeakers has the mikemen
as extited as if they were handling
a transcontinental broadcast which
gives an idea how dull their job is at
the trioment
,

PROF, POOLEY RAPS

PEDAGOGS' SHUT-OUT
Spokane, April

11.

Commercial monopoly of the air
waves are rapped by Robert
.

C

Pooiey, University of Wisconsin professor, at the National (^uncil of
Teachers in English conference here.

'You can hear Charlie McCarthy
over three or four stations simultaneously, but large acreas cannot be
reached by radio facilities allocated
to education,' he charged. "Mere than
of the New York office of Sears &
95% of available daytime broadcastAyer, Inc. He was formerl;- with ing channels
are allocated to comWMCA, N. y., J. P. Muiier Agency mercial stations
for commercial purand Craig & Hollingsbery.
poses and at night almost 98%. It
Hibbert Ayer withdrew from the stands to reason education will never
firm recently.
be accepted as a standing charge on
the time log of a commercial station.
Badcliffe Hall to NBC, N. T.
The alternative is increased allocaSchenectady, N. Y., April 11.
tion of .broadcastnig facilities to

P. O'Hare, Jr., Washington, D.
any statement except that Hoey says
Edward J. Hudon, Lewiston, Me.; emphatically that he is 'out of the
George P. Kirkpatrick, Houston; Leo picture' as far as promoting or orM. Koenigsberg, Seattle; S. Stanley ganizing the 'Boosters' campaign is
Kreutzer and Ferdinand J. Wolf, New concerned.
York City; W. Y. Rosier, Fayettc- _XU)mmitleft_.mfimb.ers_9re_undfr^
Ra ddiffe Hail, productio n dir ector
ville,' "Ark.T~William Joe SawrJrr,
writing the expense of the drive, but and"ann6uncer at W6Y 'since "1037,
and Walter C. Shea, Jacksonville,
a committeeman told VAiuEiy that has been suddenly shifted to NBC's
Fla.; Wilbur Seabrook, Erie, Pa.;
New
York staff.
etc.,
have
been
materials,
many
so
Paul A. Sykes, Norwood, Mass.; Ju- contributed that the actual cash outHe sought the transfer.
lluF Frederick Trefz, Chicago; Lloyd
lay for each member will not exT. Weeks, Minneapolis.
ceed $15.
dressed to John Shephard, asking for
the return of Fred Hoey to the airHbrk Finley press agenting Don

on WFIL, Philly.
Works with his son in the new
act, which opens the station IS minutes earlier than previously, or 6:45 Lee network.
i

Calif.;

Goldberg, Louisville; Donald G.

Seattle; F, Cleveland Hedrlck, Jr., Neville Miller and Herbert

Graham,

AFM

broadcast First series of band con.
High cost of lines and musicians certs to be aired from the island be.
has stymied bay region broadcasters gan Sunday (9) over the Coast NB(%
in plans to air programs from the Red web. which is picking up the
Golden Gate International Exposi- Edwin Franko Goldman Band for a
tion, while the fair's radio division half-hour, three Sunday afternoons
marking time, with expensive this nionth. Union has waived its
is
equipment completely installed but Salary demands in connection with
not sufficient funds to carry out its these three Goldman band broadelaborate advance plans for' present- casts.
ing its own radio shows.
Several local stations have I>een
Charge for lines to Treasure Island expecting .to move programs from
is $10 a day from either San Fran- their own studios to the expo studios,
cisco or Oakland, or $160 monthly but are holding off now on accoimt
on a flat rate. As a result of this of the music costs. The fair has extariff levied by the telephone com- cellent
facilities
for
broadcasts,
pany, none of the small indie sta- housed in a $400,000 radio building
tions in the bay area have released financed by the state of (^ifomia
a single broadcast from the expo. and inclnding four studios, one of
KGO and KPO, the NBC outlets, are which, a 3,300-seater, is now being
the only stations playing for lines on used by the 'Folies Bergere' comthe monthly basis, with other- trans- pany for its four or five daily permitters hereabouts engaging facili- formances. The only broadcast to

insisting that

Fridays, 8 to

Mord

Can

making

SUSTAINING
DoBt

San Francisco, April

ties

CHANT RAISED

-

:

Stations

SI

Phone Company line Fees To

Finally clearing a clogged sched-

Extent of quiz-audience participating programs at the present time is
by NBC's list tliereof as itemized last weelt by the network.

Illustrated

NBC

Only

VARIETy

waves, are being circulated among
sports fans and clubs here..

-States

f or- -nonxconunercial-uses-in.^
the public interest'
Warning against Irresponsible supervision of school broadcasting, he
said: 'It should be obvious that a
means of instruction touching the
lives of thousands of children cannot
be left to the insidious designs of
those who would use the schools for

pro^gpda.:
.

,

.^j

^.

.
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Bureao of Missing Basiness
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Inside

STATION IDEAS

IfWL's Country Stare Ancle
•New Orleans.

department will be devoted to discussion of types of adverone reason or another, usually offer resistance to
WWL here has spread placards in
heavy goods, the product does not lend itself to all general stores of country towns
Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana
consumer advertising; again, as in insurance or utilities, overlapping in
and West Florida wheia surveys
political or industrial factors operate against radio.
showed there were listeners to its
In any event, the object of this series is to stimulate thought and farm programs.
to
.iesigned
Attention - callers
excliange of ideas. Persons within the trade are invited to express
spread the habit
thanselves, either on specific subjects brought up, or on related
aspects overlooked or not covered.)
Tio
Primary and High School
St Paul.
(Tliis

tising that, for

radio.. -Often, as in

.

NO.

3-SHOES

For the annual turnover that the
shoe Industry enjoys- the amount
spent for radio advertising rates

is

a mere pittance, and ifs beeii getting less with the passing years. The
for shoe stores In 1937

retail sales

amounted

to

over $750,000,000, yet

In that year there wasn't a single
shoe account on the national net-

portion of their listening during the
day.
Particularly noticeable among the
missing in the shoe industry as regards radio are the children brands.
At one time the Buster Brown Shoe
was a network user of no small prowhich
compan.',
This
portions.
manufactures the Buster Brown and.
Airstep brands, how confines itself
to spotty participation In tbr tran-

Grammar school moppets are collabing with local high schoolers in
putting across a newseiles of weekly
Fourthbroadcasts over WCCO.
graders, who study as a regular
course a history 6t the State of Minnesota, dig up the material— and the
high school studes write scripts and
produce the 15rmlnute shows;
Dubbed 'Hail; Minnesota,' the
series got away at 2:15 p.m. last
Wednesday (22) witii a chapter enTomortitled 'Minnesota Today.'
row's (29) chapter is 'The Redman's

works and the pickings of spot busi- scribed. Jean Abbey series. .From Paradise.'
tho kid ranks radio also used to get
originate in
Broadcasts, which
ness from that field couldn't hav^
amounted to $500,000, When com- an occasional campaign on the Robin WCCO's Minneapolis studios, are
handled In cooperation with the St.
pared to other factors In the apparel Hood and Indian Walk brands.
NBC's. Paciflc loop has the. Gallen-. Paul
Department of Education.
group, the shoe business' relations
kamp shoe stores sponsoring a quiz When the series winds up, just bewith radio show up still punier.
program, 'Prof. Puzzlewit' at presStation sales statTs in various parts
ent time.
the country have demonstrated
that the shoe retailer can be got if
pressed hard enough anl approached
Insqrance Interest Stirred
with the right program and merBy
W.
outstandcliandising campaign.
ing case in point is the experience of
Pittsburgh, April 11.
Arthur Hull Hayes, sales manager
Discussion of the insurance comfor WABC, N. Y., wltH the Thom
attitude toward radio adverMcAnn chain, a sul>sidiary of the Mel- pany
tising which was recently published
ville Shoe Co. Hayes lit on jthe idea
in Vabiety's 'Bureau of Missing Busiof selling the McAnn group an early
ness' played a part in an insurance
a.m. news period, gathered a mass
sponsor contract pending at KDKA.
of pertinent data, including the subMatter tiad i>een stewing some
ject of peak commutatioiLtraflic,
months, but the timely appearance
and went after his quarry. The acand thought-provoking nature of. the
count cited past experiences and no
Variety discussion helped clarify.
mean array of counter arguments,
went into action to attempt
but Hayes persevered with the result
to clinch.
that he landed the account on a sixSerial script had been cooked up
basis for 52
'

of

HABOLD

An

COHEN

.

.

KDKA

weeks.
times-a-week
However, Hayes had one advantage,
and that was the support of a strongly pro-radio agency, Neff-Rogow,
Inc. Same station recently succeeded
In bringing bacl^Enna Jettlck shoes
after a several years' layoff from
both network and local advertising.

some time before by Joe Feldman

and Bill Beal, station's continuity
Sales department, for the first
time, found a willing ear when program was suggested to flock of local
agents.
head.

As a
ing

result,

wliipped

show

is

into

currently berequires

—

shape

most frequent argument that dramatic cast and music— and will
salesmen on shoe company be auditioned at KDKA Thursday
have had to contend (13) for group of 22 important in-

Tlie

radio

solicitations

with is that the average shoe con- surance men in this district
cern can't stand the budget required
Learning that
had a profor the type of program that would gram formula currently available,
fetch the attention that the product NBC officials had station representa-^
requires.
The shoeman Is loath to tive go to New York to discuss the
become the underwrite of just an- program and exchange insurance
other program. He refuses to think ideas.
In terms of other than night-time
First time insurance people here
schedules, even though there's a would ever listen to radio proposals,
rich field available to him among and generally believed a direct refhe housewives who do the major sult of VARiEiy symposium.

KDKA

'

'

Spot Cam{^aigns
(New, Renewed or Pending)
Mothers

Best Flour (Nebraska Doctor Maione serial on WJR, DeConsolidated Mills) will use a 15- troit for 13 weeks after present conminute home economics show on tract expires April 24.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., five times a
week. Contract is for 52 weeks. AcEmerson Radio has bought a 15
count also considering WMT, Cedar
min.
news strip on
tri-weekly
Rapids, KFNF, Shenandoah, and
N. Y., and WOL, WashingKMMJ, Grand Island, la. Earl Al- WMCA,
ton. It's for 13 weelcs starting April
len Co: is the agency.
'

Co., on behalf of
has bought all time
signals, approximating 100 weeldy,
on WQXR, N. Y, for 52 weeks, effective this week.
P.

LoriZlard

Die'ties cigarets,

I

^

ton,
Co.,

-

Del.,

Co., Inc.,

through

Wilming-

Dime Savings Bank
and

repairs

Thompson-Koch WMCA, New
man,

of Brooklyn
on household
maintenance,
over
York. Roger B. Whit-

of talks

real estate editor of the New
beginning
MarcK-2Z.-for.18. .announcements, ol York Sun, wUl do the 15-minute
100 words each, six a week. WHO, weekly shot" titled, 'froni Cellar to
Root'
Des Moin^.
Through Austin agency.

Cincinnati,

Ohio,

Manhattan Soap CO. has renewed
Jimmy Stevenson's morning news .RCA Victor is bankrolling 'Music
shots on WJB, Detroit for 13 addi- As You Like It, When You Like It'
tional weeks, starting April 17.
'

.

nine

WCCU'b Donat-Dnnkin;

(discs)

.

over

CKLW,

Detroit,

six

nights weekly for 30 minutes. PlugGeneral F.oo^ .xfiMVi .the.YouQS glpg .relcfws,
.

Lord &, Thomas, agency on the Lucky Strike account, doesn't like the
idea of Bristol-Myers preceding Kay Kyser's College of Musical KnowlName?,' starting July 5, but Young
edge with another quizzer, 'What's
.RubIcam states that it has not received a protest alwut the situation
has two American Tobacco acfrom the American Tobacco Co.
counts, HaU and Half and Pall Mall clgarets. *Name' wUI be on the NBC
red (WEAF) link from 9 to 10 p. m., and Kyser has the succeeding hour

My
Y &R

&

on the same network.
L & T is afraid that two successive hours of quiz entertainment over a
period of 13 weeks might tend to shorten the intensive life of the Kyser

program

NBC may

intercede.

Instalfanents of The Groldbergs' on WOR, Newark, now run a day behind
the live version which clears over CBS out of WABC, New York. Time on
Gamble used to make a
WOR, 8:45-9 a. m., remains the same. Procter
broadcast running it day and date
special transcription job for the
with the live version. Under the contract with the American Federation
of Radio Actors the continuance of this recording arrangement would enAs It is, the account
tail the payment of a third set of talent charges.
pays the cast for an Initial broadcast and a rebroadcast on CBS. Because
G is entitled to record the instalbnent off the line
of the double bill P
without extra cost
for airing over

&

WOR

WOR

&

Miller transcription tape has approached Young tc Rubicam with the
idea of rhaking some experiments involving some of the General Foods
shows. Suggestion had been that a spot show of exceptional entertainment power could be created through the linking -of excerpts from various
GF programs.'
What has already caused the agency to regard the proposition as dubious
are the salary requirements that the. contract with the American Federation of Radio Actors make mandatory for such transcription jobs unless
the performers have been paid for a broadcast and a rebroadcast

Big payers of income tax (for the year 1937)- were, released last week
by the Government Persons in radio and advertising' are listed on page 6
Meanwhile it is noteworthy that radio's -progress into big
business category is -well exemplified by such revealed salaries as these:
William D. Paley, $190,196; Frank Hummert, $131,614; Mary
McBride,

.

of this issue.

M

$88,832; Alfred J. McCosker,. $88,363; David Sarnoff, $83,333; Edward Klauber, $80,540: John U. Reber, $80,140; PhilUps H. Lord, $65,000; Edward W.
Petry, $61,812; Henry I. Christal, $61,812; Edward E. Voynow, $57,500; Lenox
R. Lohr, $50,239.

Minneapolis.
Appellate Division of the N. Y. supreme court has upheld and affirmed
As a promotional stunt for his
early morning broadcasts over sta- the judgment which Daniel Feder entered against Norman Fuirnan in cou'*
here, Clellan Card, an- nection with commissions on the sale of time of several small New York
tion
stations
for Alka-Seltzer programs. The matter has been in litigation since
holding
an
annual
Doughnouncer, is
nut Dunking Festival in the studio. 1935. Under the original settlement of the suit Furman was to pay Feder
The doughnut party drew approxi- $500' Within 10 days and to allow Feder 10% of the income on the account
mately 1,500 people at 6:45 a. m. last after an audit of the' books.
Wednesday. The guests were served
Herb Moore, head of 'Transradio News, Is experimenting with a facfree doughnuts and coffee.
simile idea that he expects to lead to the establishment of a nation-wide
string of penny newspapers. Latter would be printed by an offset' method
WXTZ's Fatrlotlo Series
and serviced, with news by facsimile. Moore's l>ackers include newsprint
Detroit
interests. The project has two divisions, one the home facsimile receiver,
is inaugurating a new 30and the other street sales 'and carrier delivery.
minute program tagged 'Signers of
the Declaration of Independence.'
Mutual again uses the juvenile picture book method to tell its success
Show will dramatize life of every
story. The latest promotional piece of this type is tagged, 'A Guinea Pig
signer of the declaration of indeGoes io Town.'
pendence, one at a time, and ManaThe case histories concern Sensation cigarettes, Ironized Yeast, Blue Coal,
ger H.
Camt>bell has effected a
Co. pianos.
Bayuk cigars, Wheeling Steel and Winter
tieup with 'Detroit superintendent of
schools whereby students will subEd Gardner isn't going to produce the 'Guess Where* show for Philip
mit essays on each person dramatized.
Winning stories will get a Morris. His wife, Sliirley Booth, is the only member of the family connected with the program.
30x20-foot
.

WCCO

WXYZ

A

&

.

'

American

school's

and

pupil's

'

flag

name

'

with

inscribed

thereon.

Bob

Stanley, a musical director at

WOR,

N.

Y.,

has acquired partial

Second prizes will consist of managership rights of Al NeUow, a Philadelphia light-heavyweight battler.
George Washington pix by Stewart
while third awards each weeic will went to the home of Mrs. Walter singing war songs and providing
be pix of the U. S. Constitution with Hoffmann, prominent club woman of battle effects. Cast of 15 will dramaslgnees.
Whitefish Bay, smart lake suburb. tize life of David Hochstein, brilliant
With her she took as special guest local musician who gave up his caMimeograph Giveaway
Gretchen Colnik, writer and lec- reer to become a soldier and die in
Okl^oma City.
turer.
Together they defended 'ca- France.
"KOMA Presents Ye Musicale reer' women against the home Legion will ball^ event with rep(Hocke Book of Books on Foo Loso- women participating in the discus- lica of French
train tooting about
phy' Is title of new giveaway book sion.
the streets carrying banners. Colors
being distributed by station to audi-,
of aU legion posts in county wiU l>e
ence of its Musical Clock program.
massed
in
lobby
of theatre and leBy-Llners Invited In
Booklet is mimeo job of t\velve
gion fife and drum corps will play
pages crammed with quips, jokes and
Fort Worth.
in street outside.
County Comwhat-not used by Roger King and
Getting local reporters to handle mander Leighton
Gridley will speak
Jimmy Todd in their program.
interviews ^during Bowen News and from
the stage and high legion and
Interviews~program on KGKO, Fort city officials will
occupy
boxes.
Quiz Quirk's Quick Qnit
Worth, has attained much local pubWhile broadcast will have a peace
Cleveland.
licity for the program.
Elbert Hal- theme, it will
tie in with wave of
Bill Dye'5 bank-nite quiz, bought ing,
station
publicity
director,
patriotism
and
preparedness.
by Fuller Shorthand School for thir- watches the papers for local stories
teen- weeks aver WHK to drum up with by-lines, then gets in the reWTMJ's 'Song Doctor*
prospective students, brought so porter and the subject of liis story,
many leads in first two broadcasts if its alive.'
Milwaukee.
The Song Doctor' is a new show,
that sponsor dropped the show and
Program is handled by Porter Ranin
which
listeners participate, being
postponed the rest of its air-time.
dall for Bowch.
aired thrice weekly over WTMJ,
Station was a bit perturbed until
-

'

,

starts series

BayeT-Semesan

vacation, .the

graders completely through their
course of study of ths North Star
SUte.

-

Lighttoot Associates agented.

nights.

summer

weeks will have run the fourth-

17 and aired from 10:30 to 10:45 Monday - Wednesday - Friday.
Program
will emanate from WMCA and will
have to be repeated each broadcast school explained the situation.
It
when Daylight Saving time goes into would take its solicitors two months
effect Washington stays on Eastern to follow Up on the 300 names and
Standard time.
addresses of quizzes netted by the

Stalev Milling Co., Kansas City,
signed for series of 13-week sponsorAnsonia DeLuxe Shoe Shops, Inc.,
ship of 'Men of the Range' on the bought 15 mins. of 90 min. 'World's
Texas State Network.
Fairest Music' participating show on
WMCA, N. Y., for 52 weeks starting
Dtcfcson & Ford has been ap- past Monday (10).
pointed by Lyons Bedding Co. to
Friend Advertising Agency
handle the firm's radio business. Cur- agented
rent Lyons' program is 'Battle of

Words' on CFRB, Toroiito, Thursday

fore'

Stuff-Ra^o

M I> MMM »»»'

MM

Leeion-Statlon-Theatre Linked
Rochester, N. Y.
radio program glorifying
World War heroes killed in action
to be launched here April 17 on the
stage of Loew's theatre with biggest
splurge in history of local broadcasting. County legion has endorsed
the series assuring fullest co-operation and Mayor Dicker has pro-

New

Initial two shows, and that was all
they wanted at tiie moment Leads
were, garnered from quiz tickets
handed out by school, its oWn pupils
and station. Prizes for right retorts
ranged from two bits to $10 for the
last and toughest question.
If latter
stumped entire studio audience, top- claimed 'American Legion Day' in
prize, was added to next week's ace honor of the event
pot, a la banko.
Program, called "Lest We Forgef
conceived by Charles E. Miller, leBroadcast From Besldenccs
.glbnaire and free lance radio performer, with Mort Nusbaum, Harold
Milwaukee.
Merchandising a product by actual Kolb and LeVere Fuller of
broadcast right In the home is used joining in scripting and production.
for Meier Ice Cream Co. by WTMJ. Group visions idea as going on naTable Talk With Nancy Grey' takes tional net with legion endorsement
WTMJ's commentator Into promi- and weekly 'salute; in honor of parnent homes each Thursday at 1:45 ticular hero dramatized.
Program
o'clock. Stages luncheon discussions material includes more than 11,000
with a picked group.
Homes are soldier dead from all parts of counchosen with a view to bringing pres- try given citations for bravery.
sure on dealers In their respective
First program over
will
localities.
have the eO-piece Slager Post Band,
For her opening broadcast. Which three times national legion champs,
covered the subject, 'Career Women playing on the stage of Loew's theversus . Home. .Women^'. ISrs.. Grey atre, jind. 25 ieglonalres in unlfomj

WSAY

;

WSAY

Listeners are invited to write In
to the 'Song Doctor' with their problems.
He prescribes with a song.
For example, John Smith .writes; 'I'm
having trouble with my girl. I have

a steady girl," Mabel, who Tm supposed to see every night But I met
Anne. And fell for her pretty hari
What shall I do?' The 'Song Doc' in
this case comes through with 'I Must
See Annie Tonight*

Show is built around Jack Teter,
leader, vocalist Each 'patienf
gets a picture of the 'Song Doctor*

band

by writing in with a problem. Musical group consists of Jack Martin,
organist, and Joe Szoi, guitarist.
Stndent Tle-np
Cleveland.
Students from 12 Cleveland high
.

schools, picked on basis of scholarship and interest in radio, are learn-

ing about the mike- business from
Larry Roller, educational director of

WHK,
Youngsters arie being taught mike
technique, sound effects, continuity
and writing scripts in course, -which
Is a free, good-will educational feature okayed by board of education.

i
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THOMPSON DUE ON FCC

Bowes Poughkeepsie Backwash

Pablisber

Bompa

in Withoat

Oppo-

Through

Interlocking CBS,

33

Individuals,

sllion or HearliiEs

Readers of the PoUghkeepsIe, N. Y., Star Enterprise were treated
to a curious debate on the entry amateur angle
the week before last
program. The crossfire of type took place In the
of the Major Bowes
reader who signed himself
paper's letters-to-the-editor column. One
about the alleged methods used in recruiting
complained
a>isgusted'
amateurs for the program's 'Salute to Poughkeepsie' night and declared
he', or she, wasn't accepted was because of refusal to
reason
the
that
a subsequent issue the paper carried a letter from Louis Wilbur,
father of a local youngster who did get on the show. Wilbur wrote
ias a personal reflection, stating that he
that he took 'Disgusted's' jibe
daughter's acceptance and that it seemed to
didn't have to pay for his
him what riled 'Disgusted' was that be wasn't good enough to get on
the program.

Reveal Inside Stuff

Dailies

Washington, April
Federal

Communications

With Sundry Stations Called Vague

11.

Com-

mission probably will be back at full
strength by the end .of the week
with Fred I. Thompson, successor
to Judge Eugene O. Sykes, expected
to take the oath of office within a
few days. Senate unanimously confirmed his nomination Saturday (8)
after the Interstate Commerce Committee presented a favorable report
without bothering about hearings.
Formalities— notifying the .President allowing time tor any member of the senate to propose recon-

Washington, April
Contention

CBS Wax Deal

Lowman

11.

holds 112 out of 500 shares.

When asked the reasons for preColumbia exerr
senting the exhibit the Commish
over numerous
figure-hound admitted there is no

independent transmitters direct CBS interest in many of the
down during last stations listed in the 'group,' but
chain-monopoly pro- contended It Is 'reasonable' to link
exhibit on 'com- th£ web to the variou: transmitters
munity Interest' was materially dis- because of the relations between
credited when De Quincey V. Sut- CBS execs and other Individuals in
ton, Commish accountant was forced th
Industry. Several stations were
to admit the link between the web said to be partly dominated by CBS,
and thie Gannett newspapers. Para- Sutton confessed, because of Pickrepultedly

was

knocked

FCC

week's

ceeding.

Prior

.

Pictures, City Stores and ard's stake in KITE; the fact that
Lowman and Pickard are co-ownJohn H. Steinman is tenuous.
Under sharp questioning, Sutton ers with the Telegraph Press in
gave the following reason for lump- WHP and with Steinman
WKBO;

mount

sideration, and getting the commission ^will take five or six days. No
date set yet for the Alabama publisher to go to work, but he Is understood to be ready as soon as protocol
allows.

—

On

that

cises secret control

i

ing the chain with tht other inter-

the coincidence that Stanton GrifTis,

chairman of the Paramount board,
Columbia v.p., is is interested in WSMB, New. Orleans,
Interested in KITE, and thus asso- because Par. controls Saenger thepar' owner
Brcslaw Bros, furniture chain, in ciated with Richard K. Phelps, who atre circuit and Griflis
renewing for 52 weeks its daily half- is stockholder in WOKO and in of the Hartford Times, which holds
Lincoln Simonds Joining
license for WTHT.
hour musical clock on WGY, also WABY.
WABY
is owned partly oy the
Sutton
conceded
no
CBS
officer or
tiine
purchased
through
Leighton
&
Rooseyelt Web, Ft. Worth
Nelson for 13 evening shots titled Press Co., which is owned by Gan- director h^s any interest in WDAN,
Lincoln Simonds, formerly salesWHEC, WTHT, WABY, WOKO,
'Swing at 7:30.' Feature, with tran- nett Co.
man for International Radio Sales, scribed music and live talent includColumbia was linked to Steinman WHDL, WENY, WESG, WRAK,
WiU take charge of Texas sales on ing interviews called 'Other People's because Lawrence Lowman and WSMB, WPHL, or WFIL. He conthe Texas State Network April 15 Business,' will run for 13 weeks, Pickard hold some of the stock of tended, however, that because of the
New 'Search for Talent* series on WKBO, in which Steinman holds 83 Griffis angle. Par must be considFort Worth will be his headquarSaturday morning has been started out of 680 shares.
ered an important element in conElliott Roosevelt is his boss.
ters.
by sponsor, a continuous user of
WDRC was placed inside the CBS trol of 34 stations, including the
sphere of influence because Larry CBS-owned transmitters.'
WGY time since 1929.
Simonds Is motoring to the job.

Levys' Profits in

ests:

Sam

Pickard,

<.<;

Last week the N^w York dailies
published the inside details of the
stock operations which preceded the
purchase of the American Record

by CBS. The info, which was
made available by the Securities and
Exchange Commission, showed how
brother, Dr. Leon,
I. D. Levy and his
Co.

CBS

directors,

made

a proiBt of $32,

•

SOO on the resale of 10 shares of
ARCS capital stock to the network.

The period between purchase by

'

-

I

the brothers and turnover to CBS
.was about 10 weeks.
As disclosed by Columbia's report
to the

SEC,

I.

L.

Levy on Dec.

27,

Acknowledged Leader

paid Herbert J. Yates, former
controling head of American Record $70,000 for 10 shares of the latter's stock.
L D. later disbursed
$10,000 more for an investigation of
CBS reserved the
the company.
light to purchase these shares between Jan. 1, 1944) and May I, 1944.
CBS at the time was also dickering
for the takeover
of the World
1938,

in the Field

Broadcasting System and the question arose as to whether Levy had
a right to participate in the latter
corporation and it was ag;reed that
the option be cancelled and Levy
receive $112,500 for the 10 shares
of stock.

Levy's Part
I.

THE

D. did not directly take part

1939-40

In this deal. His brother, acting for
his son, Robert P. Levy, put up

of the

VARIETY
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DIRECTORY

original

price of
the stock and got $41,900.66, or a
proflt of $15,767^3.
I.
D.'s wife,
Rita, who had acted for herself and
her two youngsters, David Richard
and Ann Frances, realized a like
profit. The balance of $965.34 proflt
$26,133.33

was

•

split between Edna Bortin and
Stanley Lee Broza, of WCAU, who
had put up originally $800 each.
The Paley family also figured In
this deal, but none profited on the

transaction.
Samuel Paley,
the
fether of WiUiam S. Paley, who is
also a CBS director, contributed

will siirposs previous editions

while the former's brother,
Jacob Paley, put up $640. An unidentified Remraf & Cc. delivered
$8,000 to the purchase deal, but like
the Paleys, got no profit
Columbia's annual report. Issued
test week, explained that the availability of
American Record had
been brought to the network's attention by two groups that made It a
condition of Columbia's purchase
that they be permitted to participate, and in the eventual deal each
of these groups got a participation
of 10%.

$17,493,33,

in

the presentation of

and

interesting

new

and necessary

research.

WDRC's Happy Monday
ADVERTISING RATES

Hartford, April 11.
was a red letter day
outlet On that
took on four network
commercial programs as well as two

Monday

•t

(3)

WDRC, Columbia

•flay

station

Full

page

.$175.00

Holi

page

90.00

local oijes.

Those added are: Amos- Andy,
Homel's, 'It Happened in Hollywood,' 'HlUtop House,' 'Myrt and'
Marge,' from the network.
Also
Lane Furniture Co. for 13 weeks
«f transcribed 15-minute classical
programs with a short spiel at the
nudway spot by Betty Lane, on interlor decorating.
Other signature
Is Dutchland
Farms for daily 125
word announcements to September.
Other new business includes: Ratcllffe OU Co.,
daily 25-word spot announcements at station breaks; Wise
Smith Department Store, 52 weeks,
Sunday night newscast; Old Trusty

1.200

Pages

Quarter page...

50.00

2/3 Actual Size

Bleed, per page, extra.

.

.$25.00

Color, per page, extra.

.

.$25.00

'

Dog

Food's,

April

0.

'Just

Dogs,'

154

W.

46th

St

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine St.

•

LONDON

started

AssocUUd Mnslc Publishers last
recorded
?J«ek
Tune
D'Artega,
Twisters Trio and Linda Lee for its
library service,
head.

NEW YORE

CHiqAGO
54

W. Randolph

8

St.

Martins PL

Trafalgar Sqniare

(TheM

rate* ar* net)
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trraoirrcasT, wrraoDT censorshf

Open House Week a

Bit All-of-a-Sudden to

Most

Stations—Date Picked to Be Ahead of Dealers'
Spring Copventions^Local Observations Vary
The radio industry is moving, still
rather slowly but on a wide front,
to make 'National Radio open house'
week an actuality starting April 17.
The plea that there was too little
time for organizing so vast a ballyhoo project, has had to be brushed
aside. To secure the cooperation of
the manufacturing end of radio
April 17th was the best available
time, to predate the start of the
spring trade conventions that will
presently occupy the attention of
merchants, dealers, wholesalers and
so on.
Psychological factors have complicated the job. Many dealers have
apparently not been quick either to
understand or respond to the RJV.M.
urging. Between dealers and broadcaster* there has been much strangeness and vagueness. They do not, in
the main, know each other. They
do not, for the most part, talk the
same language. To the dealer radio
is a piece of furniture he sells along
with beds, chairs, phonographs or
cofTins.
To the broadcaster the set
has been taken for granted like
modern motorist takes good roads
for granted. Uaking these men see

that they have anything in common
a task of emotional preparation.

With not enough

tline

or manpower

do the job.

to

The N.A.B. stresses meanwhile
that the open house week is merely
It
a start, not an eiid in itself.
launches, but does not culminate, the
NA.B.-ItM.A. drive to sell status quo
'Within broadcasting to America.
out cost—without censorship that's
the American way in radio' is the
basic slogan of a campaign to run a
year or longer.
Question of how, in what manner
and in what numbers the public is,
to be admitted to radio studios next
week is being left to the individual
judgment of the local .managers by
the owned-and-operated divisions of
CBS and NBC. Existing faciUties,
stafi, location and trafiic must all be
weighed. In some towns the trans-

—

mitter, rather

than the studio,

is

a

better show.

Organized group visits of teachers with students, parents with children, business men, churchmen, welfare officials, and so on wiU be com-

WCAU

is acto very little.
cused of acting first, informing Its
contemporaries after the fait accompli. WCAU, however, seems to
be the only station thus far doing
anyttiing, although in the end it appears WIP will have the most elaborate program of activities.

down

Broadcasters were

to

the local stations.

Same

night the Columbia Workshop will
have a Norman Corwin specia^l, 'It
Seems Radio Is Here to Stay.' It is
hoped that Chairman Frank McNinch
of the FCC will be one of the four
on 'The People's Platform' April 23
to pro and con radio.
CBS plans go well beyond the initial Open-House week.
On May 27
'Americans at Work' will round-'
robin Paul White, Hans von Kaltenborn, Rob Trout and, from Iiondon,
Edward Murrow.
NBC setup will begin with the
scheduled appearance on the RCA
Magic Key program of Neville Miller
of N.A.B., and Bond Geddis, executive v.p. of the Radio Manufacturers

when

directly .with the

stations are at this

new

studios

and

intend to take full ballyhoo advantage on their own account,

and

These will

at a later date.

modern

KXA

at least one— and perhaps more combination stanzas. The programs will
depict a range of listener tastes to
which broadcasters must cater
music, news commentaries, all of
which come in for treatment.

Show New

plant.

Sets

Radio merchants, while not yet
warmed up to advantage of radio
media, will play their part Open
houses at all radio stations will feaCivic Addresses ture exhibits of the late receiving
Cleveland, April 11.
set models of various manufacturers.
is planning to use store Special invitations are to be exwindows and hotel lobbies for dis- tended and attractions provided to
plays in connection with radio open insure large attendance with prize
house week. Schedule of speeches contests, essay and question-and-anhas been arranged for staJS members swer contests included. The general
to address civic groups.
theme will be to emphasize the
Transmitter will be open for In- greater enjoyment to be derived
spection.
through use of the modem s^ts.

WGAR Staff Members To
Make

WGAR

WDRC, WTHT Not On
Radio Open House

Taeoma's Plans
Tacoma, April

Week

AprU

Kartford,

is

11.

KVI,

local

member

up a program a day

nate

between

local

Seattle during open house week.
Several late models of receiving sets
will also be shown with a background of solid daffodils displaying
the receivers.

WIP's

will

the way of intra-industry cooperation is the prima donna act put on
locally by broadcasters. It simmers

tors outside their gates now,
stated.
Says also that station

no

facilities

to

entertain

he
has

visitors,

no plans at moment. So
have been no preparations
chances

muth

GOOD policy pays
good dividends. Expe-

rience proves that

a Sales

Policy from WTIC, as well

as the other progresave
Stations we represent,
insures

Besuita Thai Count!

in

Washington, April

AU transmitters had received renewal applications to last until April
1940—although the grants were
1,
made on a temporary basis—but
plicants

NEW YORK

•

CiHiCAGO

•

DETROIT

•

SAN FRANCISCO

Badio_ Station flepresen/afiVes j|
I

were found

to

have

.

period.'
Stations,

a hearing,

.

which were set down
were as follows:

W6XKG-W0XRE, Ben

S.

WCAU

-

WTAR

Kiss Sykes (iood-Bye
Washington, April 11.
Industry leaders and political flgures joined members and employees
of the FCC Saturday (8) in bowing
Judge Eugene O. Sykes out of government service. Farewell dinner
attended
approximately
by
200
friends brought many foes together
to wish the veteran radio regulator
successful return to the law practice
he left over a decade ago to help
initiate government supervision over
broadcasting.
Desk set was presented by Chairman Frank R. McNinch on behalf of
associates in the FCC, while the industry gave Sykes an easy chair,
with Lambdin Kay of WSB, Atlanta,
voicing the trade's affection. Other
speakerk included Senator Burton
K. Wheeler of Montana, Senator Pat
Harrison of Mississippi, and Rep.
Sam Rayburn of Texas.
.

EsBo Extends Newscasts
Spartanburg, S. C, April 11.
Standard Oil has signed with four
Carolinas stations for United Press
news broadcasts, Esso sponsored.
Station included are WIS, Columbia;
WCSC, Charleston, and WBFC,
Greenville, in South Carolina, and

WBT, Charlotte, in North Carolina.
Both studios in Seattle and here
Contracts call for four daily spots,
be thrown open with invites to two of them at night.
join with industry
in pushing forward the business of
both operators and manufacturers of
the receivers.

Lew Lacey

BALmORk
Joins

KTA

San Francisco, AprU

11.

rniMMLKMBDmnm
EOWMV PEimr * cft:
ON THE NBC RED NETWORH

are that there won't be
the way of observance.

Town's oth er th ree outfits, WJAS,
KQV and WWSW, aren't participating.

According to Sherman D. Gregory
KDKA, pracUcally none

manager of

of the local radio distributors
to be an

aware that there was
House since up until

last

>,o\e»»
•^ven««»»^

were

Open

week-end,

Radio Manufacturers Ass'n had
simply neglected to notify them.
Gregory bad held a couple of conferences with Leonard Kapner, manager of WCAE, but they were waiting to hear from dealers, only to
learn that latter knew nothing about
idea.

try to work up something in the way
6f-tie-lns-and-profflotf(jnsl}'efefe hexf

week but wasn't

form they would

quite

sure what

take.

Seattle Feeling Against

Stations

Not Within

NAB

Seattle, April
'National Radio open house'
^estl^ed' t4i start -next week

11.

week

m

thei

for

McGlas-

han, Los Angeles; WIXEQ, E. Anthony & Sons, New Bedford, Mass.;
W9XBS, NBC. Chicago; W3XIR,
Broadcasting Co., Philadelphia (same accusation except program was found to be not compatible with Rule 982 <c); W3XEX,
Radio Corp., Norfolk, Va.;
W5XD, A, H. Belo Corp., Dallas,
Tex.

and

at all

ap-

'not con-

ducted a satisfactory research and
experimental program compatible to
Rule 983 (c), and . failed to submit satisfactory programs of research
and experimentation to be carried
forward during the next license

there

far,

li.

tickets.

Gregory said he and Kapner would

m mnM

THE FCC DOGHOUSE

all residents to

Lew Lacey has' joined the KYA
having no auditorium space.
All stations maintain a daily open staff to conduct a daily morning
wake-up stint, 'Early Birds,' from 6
house to the public.
to 7 o'clock daily except Sunday.
Lacey until recently was on the
Pittsburgh Doesn't Look
KGO staff here, as emcee of the
'Musical
Like
of Bright Spots program. Clock,' a similar type of
Pittsburgn, April 11.
Lacey came to the Coast some
Radio's Open House Week will ap- years ago from Salt Lake City. Forparently be confined to two stations merly In vaude and musical comedy.
that belong to the NAB, namely,
KDKA and WCAE. The latter have

One

IN

Seven experimental high frequency broadcast stations were in
the commish doghouse last week for
falling to keep up required standards
of research and experimentation on
which they received their operating

11.

of NAB, is
to alterstudios and

lining

Gram

ill

A

Again some
time readying

WCAU
WCAU
WCAU

Radio's open house starting Monday (17) will be only partially supSwing, Ed Fitzgerald, Martha ported by the local stations. Two,
Dean, John Gambling and Fulton WTIC and WNBC, are planning proLewis. They'll all have something to grams but as yet are undecided what
form they will take.
say.
WDRC, Columbia outletj Is planAmbitious Stunts; ning nothing. WTHT, according to
Cedric Foster, station manager, is
PhiIa.Teiiq[»erameiit Flares planning nothing to encourage station
visiting by the public. Station
PhUadelpUa, AprU 11.
Typical perhaps of the difllcultles has enough difficulty keeping visi-

^'^

limited hospitality.

WCAU

pointing such standard
sustainers as Alfred Wallenstein, Gabriel Heatter, Bob Emery, Raymond

vfl>^t

stress visits.

This will be purely local.
In general, all radio Is fright*
ened of uncontrollable mobs of
Party tours by ticket
visitors.
will be general, rather than un-

local

Assn.

Mutual

network programs

not tag along on the nation-wide
Philco and
house. WFBR, Baltimore,
RCA Victor sources professed com- open
is a case in point.
plete Ignorance of open house week.
R.MA. end seemingly wasn't in gear.
N.A3. cut a phonograph record at opening gim in a year-long camand the radio paign to sell 'radio by radio' has dethe studios of
men were disposed to make some- veloped a side-issue in Seattle folthing of it although it was apparent- lowing a meeting last week. N.A.B.
ly an innocent case of N.A.B. doing stations
non-members
that
feel
it where it was convenient, Philly
They
should not derive benefits.
being a short skip from Washington. should either join N.A.B. and pay
had ah dues or they should, failing that,
Broadcasters thought
derides this.
inside track.
contributions
to
the
make some cash
In car cards prepared and dis- cost of organizing the campaigns.
all caU lettributed through
Plans for the open house observaters are in strict alphabetic order.
contion, yet in the formative stage,
WIP aside from exhibits will make template several cooperative' protranscriptions of visitors' voices and
grams. These will emphasize to the
play them back imiriediately; it will public the services rendered by the
have specially-costumed gals to con- broadcasters and their relation to
duct tours; it will set up a studio
the listening audience. Oiie gesture
and control room with red ribbons will be simultaneous program over
a
from various parts of the studio to the five Seattle members stations of
the mike and from the mike to the
NAB. ~KOMO, KJR, KIRO, KRSC
inputs on the panel board; it will
will be tied together for
and
night
a
hold a candid
suspicious-

with
camera
band show and a mystery show done
in costume for the bugs to work on;
mon.
it will have a window display in the
plans.
hurrying
NBC
are
CBS and
On April 17 CBS will use its educa- Gimbel store; and it will have pic1922 equiptional program to urge a reputed tures of its old, original
contrast
60,000 school teachers to organize ment scattered around to
visits

Jar

rendered

first

EXPERIMENTAL SEVEN

of the radio tours now
organized on a cash basis will
be affected by radio Open
House week. Nor will any of tha

None

AND MANUFACTURERS

LINKS TASTERS

Fear

i

eon-

.

RADIO
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Less Business, More Music
Washington, April

American ComniinlcaUoiis Assn. Sets
Deal With 3» Day Cancel CUnse
11.

Federal Communications Commission has

just discovered that the
it apt to broadcast music.
The

a station does the more is
finding is part of the FCC poUcy committee's final report which was
released last week in two massive mimeographed volumes.
analysis of music uses is based on the schedules of
committee's
The
less business

Although music comprised 52% of the time on these outcommercial programs accounted for only 12% of it Probe dison the Sverage 50,000-watter 20% of the commercial hours
music, while on the strictly local station the proportion
to
is devoted
of music among sponsored programs is 43.4%. The committee also
found that with the high-powered stations dramatic programs domfar
the commercial schedules, 39% of the whole, while
by
inated
variety programs came third, talks and dialogs fourth and news fifth.
With the local element the order was (1) variety; .(2) talks and dialogs,
Dramatic program in proportion ran far behind ilews.
news.
(3)
and
Also brought to light by the committee was that the proportion of
revenue producing time varies according to power. The unlimited 50Idlowatters sell 53% of their time, regionals 38% and full-time local
633 stations.
lets,

closed that

.

stations, 27.9%.

Other conclusions drawn in the report are:
In the metropolitan
1. Program types are affected by population.
area they prefer drama to music.
Z Network affiliates use less music than non-affiliated stations, with
dramatic and variety programs dominating the former's commercial
setup. On the whole the network outlets devote 46.8% of their time
With regional stations it's 52.5% music and with strictly
to music.
local stations, 59.9%.

BACKGROUND BUZZ
and has worked Big Ten

and Western Conference football and
basketball games for several years.
Sbttery. program director,
Jack Reed, Robert Bagley and
.f*-^^' op the sholf due to
Charles Barrows of the KROW, Oak- a back ailment

land, sales staff, off payroll
Russ Tols has been named sales
promotion jnanager of WTMJ, Milwaukee.
Madeleine Carroll set for series of
guest shots on Kellogg Circle.
Phil Stewart doing two conunercials on Coait, soap and dog food.
Edgar Tidwell named production

KGB

manager of
for Robert
bara.

Boyd

in San Diego. Ditto
at KDB, Santa Bar-

April

annually.
Pact calls for a closed shop, hiring
through the union, a stipulation that
workers will not have to pass
through a picket line in case of
strike, 40-hour week, with time and
a half for overtime and $1 'extra for
dinner if employed more than- 10
hours a day, no layoffs, $5 a week

wage

increases,
seniority
rights,
technicians to make up Uieir own
operating schedule, sick leave with

.

WNOX.

newsreel,
corps on

WTAR,

has

joined

gabbing

the

Norfolk

Va.-

He

was fom.erly on WIP, Philly.
Ewing Canaday, recently

KWKH-KTBS,
member

of the

announcing

KARK.

staff,

Romaine who

with
a new
LltUe Rock,

Shreveport,

is

Doug
KTSA, San

replacing

shifts to

Antonio.

MIDWEST
WLWs

Boone Couitfy Jamboree,
big hillbilly opry, feeds to Mutual's
coost-to-coast network on Fridays,
10 to 10:30 pjn, EST, starting this
week.

Alan Hale, WISN, Milwaukee,
cportscaster, is at the Brewer training camp at Ocala, Florida, spending a few weeks with the Milwaukee Ball Club.
Studios at Station WDAF, Kansas
City, are undergoing remodelling
currently. Manager Dean Fitzer got
the work under way last week.
Dick Bray, WSAI, Cincinnati,

week to ofthe Notre Dame-Navy grid

aportscaster, signed last
ficiate at

clash in Cleveland next fall. He is
the youngest official in major col-

FIRST
IN

OETHOIT

FCC Mimeograph

license Plan Gets Further Push
Washington, April

11,

Stronger reasons, bolstered with
why a one-year license is
imperative, why super-power should
be kept on. the shelf, and allocation
system should be changed v/w
given the FCC last week by Its
poUcy committee. Second part of
the voluminous report bn the June
hearings about rule changes paves
statistics,

for oral arguments and promulgation of new formulas and

the

way

pay, two weeks' vacation with pay,
seven cents a mile traveling ex- regtdatory principles..
penses when on business, seven holiIn explaining how it reached condays a year (with a proviso that five
clusions announced four months ago,
may be held over by the employee to the trio Commissioners Norman S.
be added to his regular vacation).
Case, George Henry Payne, and T.
.

—

A. M.
Victor Brewing Co. (Old Shay Pilsener) has signed with WCAE, Pittsburgh, for three 15 -minute sports
shows weekly through baseball season. One's a musical session, another
is a quiz between fans and experts
and third an inside sports story by
Harry Keck, sports editor, Pittsburgh
Sun-Telegraph. All of them spotted
through and being staged by Earl
Bothwell agency.

Craven—digested

the

media,' the report said.
It cannot
be concluded safely that if radio
competition with other media should
be highly successful, the public Interest would be served by permitting the economic annihilation of

these other media.*

Stroncly Antti Superpower
The committee's condemnation of
for social and economic
reasons wa? even more complete
than in the first part of the report.
In a 20-page discussion of wattage

—

superpower

—

trio said the several
considerations governing the interest of the public In general broadcasting structure are too great' to
possibilities,

warrant taking speculative

moun- supported by adequate

tain of evidence in a 500 -page, twosection document containing scores
of charts and ti^bles which give an
interesting picture of the industry.
Steps to protect newspapers from
the injurious effects of unlimited
radio competition may have to be

K^t^r.^"^'
KFRU,

areas.'

Gimbels (Department store) goes
on WWSW, Pittsburgh, 10 minutes
every week-day morning with news
broadcast under title of "The Latest
Word,' with Ray Schneider doing the
airing. Same studio has landed Independent Distributors of Fisk Tires
In Allegheny County for dally news
bulletin service, broadcasting only
Important flashes as they occur.

10th Issue)

—Texas IS Big
—Texas IS Rich
—Texans ARE Lusty
—Texas HAS a Heroic Past
—Texas IS an Empire
—Texas IS Booming
.

.

.

but you forgot to mention that

993%

radio homes are reached by the
Fourth Largest Network in the World!
of its

Test

it

in

Texas

•

Every audience aurvey cverjmadc in

tlic

Detroit Market
howti that WSffJ
first

in

i*

listener

tereit.

•

Otntd 0ul C^xntfcd ty

'VnUiy SttwwunMt

N*w Yefb CMua«: IMreUt
Criy: Sm FrmdM*: Aibnlt

Uoui

sell

AmericaV^

TEXAS STATE NETWORK
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT, President

Awtri, tli$

MtU KU Uttwrk Utiltm
bpnMAhJ NalJcuHr by
Gee. f. HeWagbery Co.

and

uneven

risks,

data,

though It be true from a technical
standpoint that 500 kw is one of the
methods to improve service in rural

THANK YOU, LIFE
(April

Bbncbard, program diback to Knoxville
after a swing through the southern
training camps of the ball clubs.
Gene Marshall, for past two years
one of the voices of Paramount
LvWfeU

S5

Completes Policy Report; 12-Mondi

1

SOUTH
rector at

500 Pages of

American. Communications Assn.,
CIO union of radio technicians,
signed a contract Monday (3) with
Howitt-Wood Radio,
owners
of
WNFB, Binghamton, N. Y. It Is a
continuing agreement, which may be
terminated upon 30 days' notice by
either party and subject to revision

taken by the Federal Government,
the. report suggested.
that
''It cannot safely be argued
Congress will permit radio licensees
unlimited opportunity to secure all
advertising business to the serious
William. Kestka, ex-Fawcett editor, detriment of the economic structure
"'•islcal director. succeeds Pete Street as NBC's liter- of important and necessary services
Columbia, Mo., wedded.
ary liason.
rendered to the puUic by unlicensed

lege snorts

WEST

VARIETY

SIGNS WNBF, BIMGHAMTON

NEW YORK OFHCE

CHICAGO OFTICX

630 Fifth Avenue
Frank S. -Fenton

446 Wrigley BIdg.

Edward Poro

-

HartlB's Place, TrafaUur Sqiuirt

St.

Oahle AddNMi VABIETY LONDON
Telephone Temple Bar MMI-OMt

INTERNATIONAL RADia

•VABIETTW U>NnON OFFICB

S6

.

NEW

Imitate U.Si. in Propaganda to SA',

12

BRITISH

PROGRAMS

Famooi Post-War Plays

t»

Cascade of Sarcasm

Be

Broadcast

NBC

Nazi General s Indirect Puff for

BBC

NBC is chortling with pleasure at
a recent bit of advice given Germany by a Nazi general, Fupel, who
said the Reich should model its
in
South
activities
propaganda
America after the campaign carried
on by North America, meaning, of
course, the United States. In NBC's
opinion,; this is endorsement by-the

supposed professional of the supposed amateur^ It proves that the
American broadcasters have been
leaders, not followers. In international shortwaving and refutes the

London

Calling

Waiter Thompson Co. new forfor the next program which
will put on the air, starting
April 16 on Luxembourg and Normandy. Called 'Sunday Afternoon
at Diana Clare's,' it will be a nonstop entertainment of light music
and- songs in a party atmosphere,
and the idea is to have a large
J.

mula

Lux

number

who

of guests

will

London, April 4.
has scheduled 12 famous post-

12 classics, 12 dramas
from abroad, 12 classes, 12 dramas,
subjects in. its summer program. It
incorporates all four types which are
basis of dept's activity.
Post-war plays are designed to
illustrate the history of the past
20 years of the London theatre, and
Noel Coward's 'Vortex';
include
'Sheppey';
Maughan's
Somerset
Priestley's 'Dangerous Corner'; Edgar Wallace's 'On the Spot,' and
'Richard of Bordeaux,' First of the
classic section will be The Persians,'

war

plays,

by Aeschylus, and Thomas Hardy
attend and Ibsen will also contribute.
Next serial is 'Prisoner of Zenda,'
be no

There will
reception.
advance announcement of the guests,
and entertain.

the

with Roljert Douglas. Milton Rosmer
and Thea Holme featured, which
starts Sunday (2); and other plays
'King
Chart kept in the shortwave deCopyrleht snags may stall radio include "Behold the Judge,'
partment at NBC, New York, shows version of 'One Night of Love,' same Lear' and The Seagull.' Radio plays
following count of mail received as they almost did with 'Monte from abroad are aimed to give
from foreign countries since Jan.' 1, Carlo,' but BBC New York office listeners a comparison between local
drama and that of France, Norway,
1939:
is currently dickering with a view
etc
Spanish
2,487
of getting' clearance on story rights
Portuguese
922
so that program can go over April
French
2,020
25 and 26 on schedule.
expressed that
often
has been muffing a big

impression

Sam

Uncle

until they arrive

opportunity.

<

'

German

1,358

lUlian
English

1,525

497

Meanwhile, with European events
moving swiftly toward probable
war, the department is acquiring
special importance frbm a propaganda standpoint^ and as a means
of getting news from democracies
Into totalitarian countries.

XEAL

Loses License

sir Adrian Bonlt, BBC director of
music, to conduct two concerts at
the World Fair, New York, and will
give first peiiormances of three
works by British composers.

Vernon

Hariris' first

major

ing chore since joining

script-

BBC

per-

its

franchise.

Failed to give the number of daily
broadcasts the government concession demanded.

other players from the London

Mask

Theatre production, have been detailed to play Bernard Shaw's 'Candida' for television.

Lnx Theatre ot Uie Air will be
here soon via the canned
route on one hour's coverage weekly.

heard

Harry Rowntrce, one of the conthe fourth edition of

tributors

to

'Country

Controller of Music
for Australian Broadcasting Commission, is visiting U. S.

Home

Hour' from Radio

lUT THt

BOBmsoN's on. newscasts
Montreal, April 11.
British-American Oil has taken a
six-day newscast over station CFCF,
with Prescott (Peck) Robinson as

Program

French-language

PAUL

for B. A. Oil as

Fire

WHITEMAN
and

regional

network

yet

QaBUgea

CKGB

Timmins, Ont, April

11.

Fire did $20,000 damage here to
Timmins Daily Press building, which

his

also-

ALL-AMERICAN BAND

them in any office or studio you prefer.
be found in the upper right-hand drawer of my
This, too, pf course, is for the use of the entire staff and may
returned', depending upon the feeling of the taker.
large gluepot is located atop my desk for everyone's use. If you
feel it is too much for you to take it to your own office for use, why
office and
—just bring in whatever you have to do right here in
feel free to use my desk ^or whatever you will at all times.
Film tickets can be secured to any theatre, downtown or neighborhood; however, please let me know at least 15 minutes in advance of
when you wish to go; also, the more tickets you ask for the easier
they are to get. Likewise, the downtown Warner theatres are only too
happy to give out sets of passes and your uncle's niece might appreciate
them, so even if you. don't want them for yourself, don't let that stop
as well to leave

The

scissors will

desk.

or may not be

A

my

...

you.

Also, for the use of the entire staff are my special pencils (middle
drawer), fountain pen (same drawer), letter opener (same), my telephone, dictograph, radio, loud speaker, topcoat and anything else my
desk might contain.
AFTER ALL, THE PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT IS A SERVICE

DEPARTMENT.

houses

CKGB.

due

Station

SPIELS 'GEHING JOBS'

Montreal, April 11.
constructed gold-

Four

Washington, April

11.

specially

Gordon Hittenmark, WRC an>
microphones will be used
whenever the King and Queen of nouncer, gone to New Orleans to adEngland wiU speak over the radio on dress the International Association
their forthcoming visit to Canada. of Public Employment Services durThese mikes will be limited for use ing three-day convention starting
Wednesday (12). Hittenmark, who
by Their Majesties'^only.
operators.
Broadcasting Corp. is holding au- has been conducting a local program
unemployed in contact
ditions in various parts of Canada to bringing
Australian Broadcasting Commis- select commentators for the royal with prospective employers; will
sion has published an illustrated tour.
Those commentators chosen talk on Radio Broadcasting As a
magazine covering every sphere of will attend special lectures at Ot- Means of Publicizing Employment
radio.
Sells at 30 cents and will tawa by naval and military authori- Services.'
come out yearly.
ties and others familiar with the
Will also present Gov. Richard W.
technical terms and formalities con- Leche of Louisiana to the AssociaGeorge Edwards, radio player for cerning the royal visit.
tion and will be heard over WDSU
UW,
Sydney,
will oresent a new
2
Date of Canada's premier horse and WSMB.
show shortly titled. The Crazy Fam- race, the King's Plate, Toronto, has
ily.'
beep changed to- May 22 this year to
coincide with the visit of the King Joe Chambers at

Extra-Curriculum Notes
Louisville, April 11.

plated

'

and' Queen.

Understanding

is

that

King George will make the presentation.

has written a play, 'This Is
the Hour,' which will be tried out
April 18 by a cast of local amateurs
at the Louisville Woman's Club. He
has authored sever.-.l other plays
which "have been produced locally.
Nate Lord, manager of ^AVE,
teamed in a badminton matc'a with
Noel Radford, professional of Vancouver, last Friday (7) at the Jefferson Armory here, losing 15-10 to the
pick-up combo consisting of Bill
Markham, New York pro, and
Thurston Morton, local player. Radford and Markham were playing an
exhibition here.

up on the
setup at NBC.

Hollywood sustaining

WCKY

Cincinnati, April 11.
Joe Chambers, of the McNary

&

Chambers consulting engineers' firm

WHAS,

Phillips .Carlin checked

for- l,00u watts. later,

GORDON HTITENMARK

,

.

goes' on Monday
through Friday, twice daily, and one
newscast on Sunday at 6:30 pjn.
Sponsors will use Trans-Radio
News • Service.
No decision on

ftHAPSODY IN ILUI

station.

Credo Harris, radio director of

spieler.

»

All papers, brochures and maga2ines are in the lower right-hand
my desk. These, of course, are for the use of the entire
If not, it is just
If you feel so inclined you may return these.

drawer of

Radio JSplelers to Stndy Protocol for
Royally

Normandy.

W. G. James,

11.

NOTICE

GOLD MIKES FOR KING

In Australia

Colgate-Palmolive will come back
this winter with a bigger flesh
blood show tlian last season for
Spotilswoode Dlicon te Hantlng playing over the Albert-Doyle netasency renewed the Brooke Bond work. Shell Oil also set for com& Co. broadcasting contract for a mercial chain with a talent lineup of
further 52 weeks over Radio Nor- home players, with imported guest
'
artists spotted from time to time
mandy.
through a deal with vaude and legit

manent staff will be Van Phillips'
Mexico City, April 11.
Radio station XEAL, 1,000 watts, Time to Laugh' series, which will
have two orks and a lotta comedy.
operated by the Compania Pan
Americana de Radio, S. A., here, lost
Marie Ney, Julien' Mitchell and

Philadelphia, April

Following evidence of overwhelming generosity was hung on bulleWIP by Murray Arpold, p.a.:

tin boards.at

Buff Sans Radio

Comment

Buffalo, April 11.

in Washington, inspected installation
work on WCKY's new 50,000- watt
transmitter last week.
Under hif

guidance the job is being handled by
Charles Topmiller,
engineer,

WCKY

Departure of Rod Reed as radio
Terry Clyne, of the NYC office of
commentator from The Evening Free & Peters, sales reps of the It.
'

News

leaves

Buffalo dailies practically without radio comment. The

B. Wilson station, also visited her*
last

week.

Times and Courier have abandoned
any attempt at radio columns
while the News
continues
the
former Reed column, now being devoted mostly to News-controlled
WBEN and WEBR plugs and reguentirely

lation

network publicity

releases.

Jean Paul King easy-staging north
after wintering in Florida.

Appeorlno In Concert

* Eastman Theatre
Roehaster, N. Y.

* Lion's
*

Mere Sponsor Identification Fails
To Appease Canadian Beer Brewers

April 14th

Qub

Gloucester, Mass.

Symphony

April 16th

Hall

Boiton

April 16th

-TCKE EN THE-

CHESTERFIELD SHOW

Montreal, April 11.
performers, musicians and script
Three of the most important beer- writers will be affected.
sponsored radio programs are sched{Sponsors such as National Brewuled to be discontinued April 20 due eries, who have been plugging 'Black
tu the recent limitation imposed by Horse Ale,' find that under the hew
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. on CBC ruling the commercial plug
beer commercials whereby only would have no significance, since
sponsor-identification is permitted. the name of the ale cannot be menIt is estimated that from 75 to 100 tioned.Among those programs to be taken
off are Tonight at Eight,' representing an outlay of about $l,20p weekly in talent alone.
Best known
French-language
comic,
Fridolin,
and a group of stock players in dramatic and musical sketches entitled
'Les Amours de Petit Joe,' are out

-

CBS

Coaat^to-Coost
ITedaeadare, 8:30 E.S.T.

BOOKED

EXCI.i;SITEI.T

BT

Artists Management, Inc.
17 East 45th St.
New York

'

MUrray

'

Hill 2-1888

-A\E

WES"

RADIO MAN

MOST POPULAR
FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE
RADIO

S

_AUGHTER JeaRS

^no

[-|

the

NBC

sir.

MGT. ED

CBS

EART-THR03S

Red Network, 12:16 to 12:30 P.M. EST
-

WABC^

2:16 to 2:30 P.M.

EST

COAST TO COAST
COHFTON ADVERTIBINO AOENCT

WOLF— RKO

BLDG,

NEW YORK

fall.

Under the circumstances no

TWICE DAILY
yerfcii
lil9IEI^

IN..

modified the ban and agreed to
permit beer programs providing
commercials are limited to sponsoridentification.
And while breweries
using name newscasters such as.Chris
Ellis continue an the air, sponsor
identification is considered almost
worthless as a plug in musical shows
such as 'Tonight at Eight'
It is understood that Gladstone
Murray has taken under consideration a plea from musicians and artists that the CBC grant breweries a
little more leeway in commercial

copy. But any further action will ]>e
dela'yed until the next meeting of
the Board of Governors of the CBC.
These programs were originally This may not take place for several
scheduled to run until May 12, when months.
they were to be discontinued for the
summer months only, with sponsor
renewals undertaken in advance for
GETS

THEO'NBILLS
NOW

CBC

CITY

r

re-

BID TO TONY MEET

newals are planned and programs
will be taken off April 20. Although
Montreal, April 11.
the National Breweries had the opChristopher Ellis, news commention of cancelling' shows on April 1,
performer s were gi ven a bou t three tator for Molson's Ale over station
CPeF^-has-be
en
invited to Teply to
weeks of elclra "playing time despite
that the advertising value to the the toast To England' at the St
breweries of current plugs is prac- George's Society ball at the Windsor
hotel
April
22.
tically nil.
St George's annual shindig is the
News Casts Go On
siXotiest ulta-blueblood social event
The original stand against the pro- of the season. Believed first time
posal of the CBC to ban beer-spon- that a professional radio commentasored programs was taken in order tor has been asked to speak as an
to save jobs tor performers. The honored guest on such an occasion.

SOOO'S^?
JOHN BLAIR fcCO,

lOOO NIGHT

TO COTEB

GREAT BRITAIN
TOr UDBT VSB

RADIO

NORMANDY
Fall PartlcDlara ot Air

Time aod

Talent from

International Broadcasting
Company, Ltd.
37,

Portland Place, London, W.I.

W0AL

—

RADIO
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—Over

Milton Cross

PAMPER THE SMALL STATIONS TO CURE

Example of handling wide
range of
subjects
requiring
cliange of pace is seen in the
case of Milton J. Cross, NBC's
veteran announcer. Until several of the shows, diaconlihued
recently, Cross's weekly schedule
this season included 'Information

THE ILLS OF UNDER-COVERAGE AT NIGHT
Is the Theme of FCC Policy Committee's New
Report—Pity Also Expressed for Plight of Part-

Such

Please' (quiz). Met Opera Auditions
(classical
music),
'Mr.
Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons'
(dramatic),
Sunday morning
Children's Hour (variety). Town
Meeting of the Air (forum). Met

Timers

.

Opera
(performances).
Met
Opera Guild (classical music),
BCA Magic Key (variety).
Total running time of ail the
.

Moony maiden gleefully
agrees she ft one of
13,746 maidens
loii

for

on

who

six hours weekly.

WOR.

ENGINEERS MUST

RECHART SUN
SPOTS
Washington, April 11. Pity the poor radio engineers.
After arguing and bickering at
technical hearings and presenting
hypotheses based on the idea of an
11-year sun-spot cycle, they have
to start slide-ruling all over again.

chap smugly ad-

Cynical

WOR

mits seeing

of

500%

in six

proof

sales Increase

months for manufac-

turer of

food product.

Smithsonian Institution scientist has
discovered 'a new fundamental time
division— the 89.36 year' cycle. Cal-

casting activities.

20,864 people sent

by

WOR. Some people wrote
letters to

sponsor accom-

Mrs. Kyler, for-

merly program director with WCMI
in Kentucky, has assumed the same
position with

into dealers' stores

Even though clear-channel plants
are sole source of night service for
40% of the population, the government should fill gaps primarily by
improving the status of the regional
and local outlets, in accordance with
the new formula prescriiied in the
North American agreement. Much
remains to be accomplished before
the practical ideal two signals for
the maximum number of listeners
is achieved. Under the technical and
economic conditions which must be
taken into account, little can be done

—

to better

daytime service.

Committee agreed
recommended.
that— from a technical viewpointsuperpower provides the best solution, but it held that the social and
economic considerations, which need

Kentucky, has been appointed general manager in charge of all broad-

ports

The part-time operators drew considerable pity, as did the dialers dependent on these plants. Committee
noted that only 43 of the timesharers are situated in the same city.
Listeners who have to depend on the
now-and-then stations are at a particular disadvantage when their outlets have to adjust schedules with
plants in other cities, which is true
of 70 stations. In addition, there are
132 limited or daytime plants and
22 specified hour plants.
As far as geographical improvement is concerned, the wide open
spaces present the greatest probliem.
Because of the thin population, it
is uneconomic to spot many stations
in rural areas.
Yet the populace is
entitled to service. Committee suggested that—in adhering to the clearchannel theory on behalf of these
unfortunates transmitters should be
situated, as much as possible, so that
transmission paths make right angles.
According to good engineering
practice, 8.1% of the population lacks

WCLO, JANESVULE,

Janesville, Wis., April 11.
has been completely reorganized. James F. Kyler, former
owner of a large portion of the stock
in the Ashland Broadcasting Co. In

amiably as treasurer re-

FCC policy committee concluded last .week in second part of the voluminous report
on evidence presented at last June's
hearings. No radical changes in the
radio industry structure were advocated, but Uiree-man tribunal advocated use of up-to-date yardsticks
in parceling out permits to use the
spectrum.

are desirable to plug the gaps. More
cautious attitude on requests for new
Duplication
stations is imperative.
of transmitters on some of the pres-

WCLO

beams

sons in 854 communities have no decent night coverage.

culations indicate old sol is on the
way back to fair weather, which
means better radio reception. Projections into the future indicate the
low point will be around 1945 with
a new maximum, not as high as the
one just passed, in 1949.

REVAMPED BY KYLER

Satisfied sponsor

Washingtont April 11.
Material improvement in broadcasting service is badly needed by
a substantial proportion of the

American people.

sent

gadget offered

--four times

was

prograrns

WCLO.

Paul Ruble becomes chief announcer and news editor. Other announcers added to the staff are
Lyell Ludwig, formerly manager of

WOMI
of

Owensboro, and Pat Alan

in

Station

Indiana.

panied by 7Si purchase-

using 250 watts

proof.

1,200 kilocycles.

at

day—100

present
night,

satisfactory primary service froqi
any station during the daytime and
the figure rises to 17.4% at night
Considerable proportion of the latter group—21,308,453 persons-j-have
some secondary coverage, however.
The areas able to enjoy more than
one station are much smaller, of

ie

on

Earl Sheridan has joined the staff
as Commercial Director. He's from

Power boosts whenever

possible

Fart-Tlmers PlUed

—

course.

Automatic application of engineer*
ing knowledge would greatly Improve these conditions. But this is
impracticable, because of the social
and economic aspects. With superpower ruled out^he advisory group
suggested that high-power dearchannel outleta should be concentrated on the seaboards, mediumpower plants using the same frequencies should be in the interior, and
power of the little fellows should be
increased whenever technical considerations permit

Harry Spence Heads Assn.
Sehttie,

AprU

11.

Harry Spence, 6t KYHO, Aberdeen, was elected president of the
Wasliington
State Association
of
Broadcasters at a peeting held in
Seattle last week.
Group of operators present
voted to make a greater effort to
build up the regional association's
.

membership.

ently exclusive frequencies is highly

further exploration, stand in the way
of lifting the wattage roof on the
clear-channel plants.

Local self-expression is one of the
chief factors which must be considered and which makes it most de'
sirable to pamper the smalUes, according to the report Although the
audience In sparsely-settled areas
should not be overlooked, juice la the
In some metro
principal answer.
politan areas, for example,
plants with 'relatively high power*
can do a satisfactory job. But the
smaller operators are counted upon
to benefit the bulk of the audience.
With passing reference to the
chain method of program distribution, the committee nixed rebroad-'
casting as a means of bettering the
situation. It has merit but its practicability hasn't been proved.

BreakdewBs

Buffalo.

Looking at the statistics, the Commish advisors observed that densi^
of stations parallels the population,
costly plants with high wattage are
Gesture in the big cities, and there is strikTalk Via
Cincinnati, April 11.
ing inequality In the present allocaWCPO, Scripps-Howard indie sta- tion. While 489 of the nation's 16,tion, carried its first NBC program 508 communities have 738 outlets (as
By courtesy of WCKY, of 1038), the 082 places with populalast week.
an NBC affiliate, the talk by Roy tion over .10,000 account for 637 of
Howard, Scripps-Howard exec, over the total. The 15,616 communities
NBC from Paris was piped by the under 10,000 have only 101. And
397 towns above 10,000 lack any local,
L. B. Wilson sUtion to WCPO.
Isst fall Bill Schudt, manager of outlet
Studies show that 324 communiWKRC, favored WCPO by permitting it to carry the CBS broadcast of ties minus facilities, 94.3% of the
the Saturday world series baseball total, are within one of the 96 metroaired an Ohio politan districta, each of which has
game while
State football game from Columbus. one or more stations; seven, or 1.2%,
are close to larger places with an
outlet; 153 or 25.6% are within the
Ac4Dlrc8 New Faces
fair service area of some transmitter;
Oklahoma City, April 11.
signal-less.
Bill Anderson, formerly with CBS but 113, or 18.9%, are
Pennsylvania,
the West Coast, has been named Most of the latter in

WCPO

Gets

Roy Howard

WCKY

too
Fragile frou,

one of 4656

who listened, succumbed, wrote in for

frabs,

product sample offered
three times

IMAY

Wl

on

WOR.

TELL

YOU

AIOUT MORE THAN
60 OTHERS T

what of the

OTHER 173^ houES?

WKRC

KOMA

on

where 13 towns above 10,000 cannot
publicity director of KOMA.
Illinois
Other new staff members are Al enjoy satisfactory service;
Furthermore,
Snock, formerly with Barron G. Col- next with 10 towns.
but a single station.
lier to the sales staff; Thomas Haf- 379 places have
and WDAS to Residents of 725 of the 2,184 6ities
fey, late of
10,000—numberthe announcing staff, and transfer between 2,500 and
3,487,101— lack adequate service
of Bill Salathe, former publicity ing
days from any station; 4,138,658 permanager, to the sales staff.

new
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sponsorship
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makes
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KLZ

day on the
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BOSTON, 80 Federal

Russ

region's

most

popular news source^ attract and

CHICAGO,TribuneTower;

SAN FRANCISCO,

CBS

And KLZ's

hold such a. following that never
have they 'lacked sponsorship since
years ago.

omciSi.

YORK, 1440 B'way;

the

newscasts,,

radio pngram, like any man, is
known by ibc company It keeps.
In die DenvcrRocky Mountain

SAIES

NSW

Stai'ituddcd

network productions add the bin-

four

air

KLZ hu

a way of making
widi h'stcncis» hccausc
brings tfaein die type of enter-

friends

.

uinmen^

.

.

the cultural, educational
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.
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incttascd sales through
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thieir
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products.
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Waxers Rap NBC Library

APPEALS COURT IN NEW CHIDING OF FCC

FOR CAPRICIOUS ACHONS ON PEIITIONS
Sharply Limits Discretion of

Case

Involved

^

— Will

Matters
Washington, April 11
sharply
Stinging
reprimand
limiting the discretion of the regula
tors and interesting every member
was
of the broadcasting industry
handed down a week ago by the
District of Columbia Court of Appeals in latest decision in the hardfought Pottsville (Pa.) controversy.
Reopening of a case where the Commish' is reversed for arbitrary action Is permissible only with court
permission, the decision said.
The court in effect instructed the
FCC to grant a construction permit
to the Pottsville Broadcasting Co.,

—

—

SPARhTANBURG BOUT

Comimish—Pottsville
Other

Affect

A

new
erations are contemplated.
with, different parties and
new Issues Is a violation of the
rights of. the applicant. Chief Justice D. Lawrence Groner asserted.
The vital procedural point was affirmed in another similar case also
decided Monday (3). Court held the
door open for Paul R. Heitmeyer.
seeking a permit for a local outlet
at Cheyenne (Wyo.), to ask for a
writ of mandamus compelling the
FCC to decide his application on the
basis of the prior record, rather than
forcing hira to compete with two
late-comers.
Cant Do as It Pleases
The significant . aspect ot the
lengthy decision in the Pottsville
case is the Court's declaration that
.

—

FCC

the

—

does not enjoy unlimited

tor lines linking Grombach plant
others will be among
with its studios, In return tor the
those making trek to nation's capital
right to use his quarters -tor overfor arguments before commish.
'nominal
Local papers which recently re- fiow web programs at a
stored
mention and programs fee.' He said his discs have been
grant is exclusive in the Commis- to morning and ievening spots after aired by NBC stations and h^ has
recorded shows with talent obtained
sion, and while it also Is true, as we several years ban are hands-off .ex'
have said before, that the license cept for impartial spot coverage of from NBC artist service.
Explaining he records for several
conferred on the owner of a radio the radio war.
New York stations and agencies,
broadcasting station Is permissive
Brinckerhofl had about the same
only and within the power of the
story.
Attempts to get permission
Conimission by congressional deleWIND, Gary, Ind., has turned over to wax NBC programs have been
gation, we cannot consent to the
view that either the right to grant its sales representation for the east unsuccessful and the chain rule is
unfair. In his estimation. He had a
or the right to revoke is subject to to Gene Furgason.
Station was formerly on the list of squawk about WOR, which makes it
the uncontrolled discretion of that
so costly to run a line Into the stutribunal.'
Weed & Co.
solute authority to decide the right ness

men and

t
»««

C

—

—

Calif.

Groner In deciding the soeclal
Station, which made a 1937 profit ot t7.B00 and averaged
Heitmeyer appeal which sought to ):po per .month for the drat six months, and $1,000 per month
for the next three months, of 1958, operntes on 1040 kc days,
block a new hearing on his appli- with 2C0 watts. No contracts
have existed with regard to

After the judges reversed advertising In combination with the noirspaper and none
denial of Heitmeyer's ap- are contemplated.
Clarence C. Sill and James W. Cum represented assignor
Commish proposed to re- and assignee.
hear his evidence, along with the
Minnesota t
Nighttime operation ot KWN'O. WInono,
contentions of Frontier Broadcast- green-lighted by Commish to provide service tor a listening
audience which now can be counted on for 'onlv about one
ing Co. and Cheyenne Radio Corp,, hour each' day' because ot the fact thsi most
of the residents
neither of whom was a party In the Within the area are working during dnytlme hours.
Transmitter,,
owned
by Winona Radio Service, will coninitial proceeding.
The Court told tine on 1200 kc with 250
watts
the Commish to make findings'on the nighttime hours with 100 watts; daytime power, but will add
Clarence C. Sill and James W. Gum appeared tor anbasis of the record already established but did no. instruct It to pilcant.
Mlssoarl; New station for Sedaliti authorized through grant
grant ,the application, because the of the application of Srollch Brothers. Albert S.
and Robert
legal situation Is different In this A. Drohllch, of St. Louis, will handle the venture which
Involves construction of a 112,200 transmitter to
be operInstance.
cation.

first

plication,

-

were
the

lield

non-residents.
conclusion

first

The
was

NBC

Defense

complainants scoffed
for

partly the danger ot copyright trouble.
They have not ex-

perienced any difficulty in getting
clearances,

and have friendly

rcia-

tions with the unions as well as the
copyright - holders,
Commish was
told.

They

diSereitt'

however,

as to

whether there was ahjr ina,t)erlal difference In the expense /Imposed on
indies by the denial of permission
to run wires Into the chain's studios.
The indies did not see eye-to-eye
on the question of rubbing out the
FCC rule which requires specific
identification of
transcribed programs.
Brlnbkerhofr suggested the
FCC license recording companies in
order to insure -satisfactory quality
power. Removal of tranamltter to a new location, erection In transcriptions
but had no objecof a vertical antenna and cbangei In equipment would Involve approximately tlSiOOO, but applicant waa found amply tion to requiring an announcement
financed ttarougli Its radio-newspaper assets ot nearly at the end of a canned program.
12.00(1,000.
Tompkins hoped the rule will be
Piedmont Publlshlns Co., licenses, retained Ben S. Fisher
changed and feels It is unfair to put
and John W. KendalL
Oklahomai Involuntary asslgnmsnt ot license and renewal high grade transcriptions In the same
of llcenee of WBBZ, Ponca City, tentatively (ranted to class
with ordlnaiy phonograph
Adelaide Lillian Carroll,

« ««**»«>*»»(

tice

Court

the

Is

.

May—

proprletorir

WIND

ot

NBC's explanation the reason

«»»»»» >> *«

'

.a'bitTBry and canrlclous in the l'i?h*
of .the evidence.
On the' se<;nnd
point, is said there is no rule ban-

A$ Poor
All
at

the ban

WASHINGTON DOCKET

C's

—

—

Scoff 'Copyright Trouble*

|

MAJOR DECiaONS

were

AMP

plants.

-

M v««»««

F.

and when 'a sponsor buys time on
NBC he is entitled to freedom to
use their facilities as he desires.
Tompkins concurred that the NBC
attitude is injurious to indies, having
prevented Associated Music Publish.
e»s from developing a promising line
Of business. Policy has been a barrier in the way of the entire transcrlptlon trade, although he felt the
webs should not be banned from
making recordings. Tompkins noted,
however, that
library clients
include 22 NBC outlets and 29 CBS

WSPA

Furgason Reps

—

In the Pottsville proceeding, the
FCC denied the application (1) because the applicant was not financially qualified
and (2) because

Agreeing with implications In
possible rethe chain's Funkhouser's questions; Brincker.
hoff took the slant that NBC has no
right to deny sponsors or agencies
the privilege 'of obtaining recordings
wherever they please. The chain is
virtually a public utility, he said,

—

Wi

the

stations.

maintenance of an artist bureau, but
knocked down the NBC explanation
Spartanburg, S. C, April 11.
which prevents comSpartanburg is a radio fireworks for the policy
running wires into its
center at moment. Southern Adver' petitors from
ning absentee landlords, although It
plants.
tising Corp., headed by A. i. Tayheld In effect the Commish has the
The tliree independent Arms said
lor, industrialist, wants new station
right to lay down such a. principle
non-affiliated sta
while WSPA, long alone in local CBS, Mutual, and
it It is applied uniformly and Imtiohs in the New York area are
field, is resisting and pushing for ex'
partially.
Meanwhile mucl^ more cooperative than NBC,
concurrently.
pansion
Spanking for the Commish lawWFBC, Greenville, has had a repre- although BrinckerhoS said WOR is
yers was most pointed when the triThey agreed
unfair to outsiders.
sentative scout the hearings, first ol
NBC treats them all alike, however,
bunal stated:
which were held in Spartanburg.
and does not discriminate.
'We think It Is obvious that the
Counsel tor new corporation had
Grombach told the Commish jury
particular dbjections of the Com- a stenog take down WSPA programs
mission to a reconsideration on the three consecutive days and intro- that numerous advertisers using NBC
record— to which we have referred duced this as evidence at Washington have asked him to make reference
are mere makeweights, and that hearing. WSPA attorneys counter discs but the chain refused to waive
the real bone of contention is the in- blocked with a motion for 10 days the rule against wires to independsistence by the Commission upon ab- extension for reply. Ministers, busi- ent canneries. In contrast, CBS pays

—

taken by Chief Jus-

tential Young & Rubicam business
They had no cdmplalnt alMUt the because he was unable to make rettalent situation, although S. King erence discs of NBC shows which
the
agency handled.
attorney,
Commish
Funkhouser,

on non-network

anrf

I

Washington, April 11.
to proceed ai it pleases, parCHliromlat (1) Night operation and Jnlce-Jump for KTKC,
ticularly when It has been overTulare-Klngs Counties Radio Aasoolates, Visalln, okayed with
ruled on appeaL
Chief Justice provision that requirements for a proposed directional anGroner asserted that when an appli- tenna are revised to meet Commlah dcmcihda. Station also
change frequency from llOCT to BOO kc
cant has been turned- down and the will
Nerd for the proposed service has been demonstrated In
Conunlsh is reversed It Is the duty times of flood and transmitter would be aiding farmers and
of the Commission to comply with ranchers by supplying weather torecastR, frost warnings and
Commish decreed. Enlarged
that order and, unless for some ex- other agricultural Information,
coverage would make up for night limitation by XBW,
ceptional reason. It obtains leave ot Mexico City now operating with 100 kw power to the apthis court to reopen the case, to re- proximate 8.S millivolt per meter, contour of KTKC,
Cost of Improvements will approximate tlO.OOO, report
consider the matter on the record
per
showed .and operating costs will be Increased by
and in the light of this court's opin- month. Anticipated additional monthly revenues, however,
ion ... In such a case, petitioner will be $1,500 from merchants who have Indicated a desire
to use the station nights and tl.OOt a month from the Son
ought not. now to be put In any Lee-Mntnal
network with vHloh applicant proposes to d«
worse p«|t}on than It occupied on- business.
Station, now nsing 2C0 watts days only, will go to 1 kw
the original ^letirln'g. and therefore
times.
Represented by. H. H. Shinnlok.
ought not to be required any morei all(?)
Transfer of KYOS, Merced, from the Merced Star Pubnow than originally to be put in lishing Co., Inc., to the Merced Brosdcastlns Co., accomhodge-podge with later applicants plished last week, -with three principal stockholders In the
company taking over the radio subsld.
whose records were not made at the newepaper
Reason given tor the sate was divorcement ot the rag
time ot the previous hearing.*
(Merced Bun-Star) from -the transmitter. Orlglnkl authorGiving the Commish SO days to l»d capital ot the publishing company t7(i.000, ronslsting
of 760 shares ot 1100 par value common stock was held by
comply, the tribunal stood ready to Bve members ot the same family, as follows:
Issue a writ compelling the regulaRay McCluhg, proxy, 24S shares; Peter McClung. v.-p., 241
tors to redeclde the case on the facts shares, and Hugh McClung, secretary-treasurer, 2o0 shares.
Ten remaining ducats owned by two others of the McClung
presented at hearings in the fall of ulbe.
KYOa new deal will set up Ray, Peter and Hugh as equnl
1936.
Chief Justice Groner said
tartly the jiirlsts believe 'this ex- holders In }24,000 worth of tl common stock In the broadcast company. Employees ot the station will have a rhanre
pression ot our views' will make at a remaining 11,000 worth ot etock, not yet Issued, and
arrangements have been made for newspaper employees to
such action unnecessary.
Central po'nt in the tiff was obtain an Interest In the publishing plant Although majority ot stock In both the radio and new8paT>er companies
whether the Commish could go back Is owned by the trio, announcement was made that plans
to the starting point and force Potts- to lAt In the employees could not 'properly be carried out
ville Broadcasting Co. to compete so long as the newspaper and the radio slatlon are owned
by the same corporation.'
«
with Schuylkill Broadcastini{ Co.,
With 24,000 out ot 2I>,000 sharps ot broadcast stock Issued,
which did not file Its application new company receives all properly and equipment of KT03.
on which original cost of (29,087. depreciated value of 117,719
until after- the former's had been
and replacement value of f!C,409 n-na set. Brosdrast outfit
slated tor hearini;. Procedure pro
trill 'receive the beneflts ot the money expended by assignor
posed following the reversal by the for organization purposes' plus possible tIS.OOO set aside by
resolution of the newspaper company for maintenance and
court last
a de novo trial- operation of the station.
In addition, stockholders have
constituted violation of rules and anid that they will cntrlbule. If necessary, another 120,000
law, according to Eliot C. Lovett. In cash for operation expenditures.
Only member ot the family with outside radio Interests Is
counsel for the aggrieved applicant. Bay McClung
president of the newspaper company and
Although
circumstances
vice-nresldent of Merced Broadcasting who has nn Interest
somewhat different, essentially the In KWLK, Long View, Wash., end is an anpllrnnt for transfer of a half-Interest In KHSU Chico, and KVCV, Redding,
same view was

power

.

vertising

Newcomer Firn* Thinn asked each about the
straint resulting from
At .Each Other

Pending wspa

which last May won a significant tiiT
of applicants tor permits without reIn which thje Judges nixed the idea
gard to previous findings or dethat it is fair to deny an application
cisions made by it or' by this court
because the sponsor is not a resiWhile it is true the authority to
dent of the community where ophearing

dios that indies might as well
(Continued from Page 2B)
be
sponsors and agencies or for spot ad- barred. Brink said he has lost po.

ated on 1200 kc with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days.
Only
interference will come frkm limitation ot WTMV, Bnst
St.
Louis, In the event WTMV'i night power should
be raised to
POMlblllty Is 'contrary to rulee and regulah"",! "'i"- . T*"!*
tlons
adopted by the Commlsalon;' declelon pointed out.
TJrohllch Brothers were represented by Ben
S,
Fisher.
'""er,
Charles V. Way land and John W. Kendall.
»orth Carolina: Daytime power boost
100 to 250
W.MU approved for WSJS, Wlneton-Solcm, tofrom
give the transmitter an Increased Held Intensity ot 68
"J throughout the
entire area which It now serves with loo waits.
No Inlertransmitters onrt numorouR
.rt'?m^„n'r'i;L'l/?r*"
"fS't*^
addltlannl
advertisers would
be attracted by the Increased

.

the estate ot Charles
'proposed flndlnc* ot the

e.-(eoutrlx ot

I.ewls

deceased,

Carrell,

In

a

Commlali.

Widow ot the late station owner won a lony battle with
the Commish, Involvlns several wrlst-slapplngs tor 'varloua
Infractions of the Coramlselon's rules (overnlnr the maintenance and technical operation of broadcast stations': sloppy
management of the program log; program troubles brought
on by fortune-telling broadcast to which listeners kicked In
two-bits apiece, etc.. Not contemplated, however, that Mrs.
Carrell will 'depart from the standards of maintenance and
operation of the station' In ths futurSk Commish determined
after earlier mistakes were forgiven,
Frank Stollenwerck represented applicant.
TlrglDla:
Daytlms transmitter to furnish Fredericksburg
with primary service received Commish nod.
Tranamltter to operate on lICO ko with 2C0 watts wlU be
coUHtrncted at a coat ot $9,0S0 by the Fredericksburg Broadcasting Corp/ A California radio engineer Richard F. Lewis,
Jr., chief engineer ot a San Bernardino radio station
^wlll
be Imported to become vice-president ot the corporation and
active manager and engineer of the proposed transmitter.
Has kicked In tl(,000, out of which he will buy CS shares
at IISO each the excess to be refunded to him.
Other
execs will be Benjamin T. Pitts, president; John F. Couldwian, treasurer, and Ray Hall, secretary.
DIreotors are
w. Marshall King, James O. Harrison, J. V. O'Toole, Jullsn
J. Garner, and Claude ParcelL
No broadcast service at present available to the community
although WRVA, Richmond, will provide a slgnnl ot about
.6 millivolt per meter centaur when It begins operation with
to kw.
No Interference problems Involved.
W. Uarehall King appeared on behalf of applicant.

—

—

—

MINOR DECISIONS
New Torkj WBBR. Peoples Pulpit Association, Brooklyn,
granted permission to change name of licenses to Watchtown Bible * Tract Society, Inc.
Pennsylvania: WHP, Inc., Harrlaburg, granted new relay
brnadcnsting station to be operated on 160(1, 2022, 2102 and
27:8 kc with 40 watts.

SET FOR HEARING
IndUnat WIBC, Indiana Broadcasting Corp,, Indianapolis,
cha.ngc time of operation, from days only to limited
sunset
at Bau Claire, Wisconsin (set for hearing to detei-mlae
If
'T'-rforence would result to Canadian station CB.M).
Jregon: KAt.E. Portland, boost day power from 1 to 6
*. make changes In composite equipment and Install vertical
radiator.
»,^i;"Vi«^;'?l','?L

iM*

Spartanburg,

T^*"^

change frequency

"">• »' operation from
1"'',^;;'""
J
J?.
^ J^i"
watts nights, 1 kw days.
KUTA. Salt Lake City, change frequency from 1600
.« 670
c?» \kc.
to
Jump power from 100 watts to 1 kw. Install
rectional

antenna system for aU time operallou and

changes In equipment

di-

make

records.

Lloyd Egner Takes Stand;
Thesaurus Works Faiifly,
Denials
against

Lloyd

of
Indies

Egner,

any discrimination
were made by C.
manager of NBC's

transcription division. While there
are cases where subscribers to the
Thesaurus have pn exclusive right,
the chain does not put barriers In
the way of rival libraries. Nor does
it promise to throw (Mmmeriitil pro«
grams to stations buying the Thesaurus.
Discs enable many stations to put
on much better programs than tUey
could otherwise, Egner maintained.

Non-webbers

are definitely beneby the opportunity to obtain
good quality waxed entertainment,
notably those In small places where
talent is scaBce.
Originally NBC
planned to serve only NBC outlets,
helping them Improve their nonnetwork programs.
The exclusivity policy Is not infitted

jurious
to
non-network stations,
Egner declared. While the Thesaurus
is sold to only one station
in a city,
independents can obtain it if the
NBC affiliates aren't Interested. First

chance is given to NBC outlets, but
they canpot prevent a rival from getting it if they don't want it In defense of the attitude, the NBC e.\ec
said the material is so valuable the
chain cannot allow too many repeats
to the same audience.
Financial difficulties first brought
ERPJ into the World picture, Stevenson explained. Sound Studios, predecessor company, by August, 1931,
Owed the telephone company subsid
$60,000 for

equipment and seivices.
ERPI came to the rescue, with all
Referred and common of Sound and
world pledged as sectirity for loons
ralttomla; The May Department Stores Co.. Los Angeles, and indebtedness.
In 1935, World
new television slatlon to be operated on SOOOO-86000 kc.
with and Sound owed
$166,000 for equipKBE, Central California Broadi..V»,^ In*" Berkeley,
i^i «•"'»»'•,'>:
night power boost froui 100 to 250 ment and $201,000 in royalties, plus
walls
$126,000 to an vmidentified ERPI sub^"yPO^^er Jump from sidiary.
Understanding reached at
lOo'lTsilo'wMtJ'.^^*
Broadcasting Co.. T.a* Vegas, new that time cut the royalty fee, with

NEW APPUCATIONS

"«

watIS dnys

New

Jry-jM?n"i

SPrlngfleld,

Maes,,

When World began having

.ntenna.^u^m°p

^o'^fkr"

po^'i'r-Lr/iV'w^al^sl^'i'Jli:'^'"'"''
I'eunHylvunIn:
W8.XKA, Westlnghonae,

ihnnT",'"'

the reduction retroactive so that debt
was pared to $107,000 and equipment
was taken back, with the $166,000
bill cancelled.

«atts nighis, 250

York, Increase night power from

1 fo* 6 jfw

install

Pittsburgh, move
ne
transmuter

shares of preferred. Purchased 5.845
shares of World common for $80,000.
The holdings are being bought by

"

4.C00 kc. Jump power from 50
watts to 1 kw
einlaalon to apeplal for frequency
modulatlonT

good

luck, ERPI unloaded some of its
obligations. Leased to World the studios It had rented, getting 3.000

and clianae
'

Texas:

^^al with Percy
kvwrrVeVnonVTumrd.r^ow"' "from 100 w-,tt»
«™dV:%h„Z. wur,'o Deutsph, although amount was not
ope'ra lo«"i^"oL.''d'^!?^
operation
f.«^"^
from days
to unlimited, using 100 watts nights.

j

|

revealed.

.
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WM. MORRIS PLANS MATURE
Louis Bernstein

and His

Sister

Sue andCoifflter-Sae Over S-B Coin:
She's Maurice Shapiros

'Chiseling of Past

TO

Failure to Share in the

DEPT.
to

Phonograph

Boom-View of Songwriters Group

Widow
Out

Echoed in Present

Challenge Band-Bpok-

MCA—

Family fight over the stock rights
and profits' In the pubUshing firm of
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. went another loxind in the N. Y. Supreme
court Monday (10), with Justice
Philip J. McCook reserving decision
on counter-demands lor examinations before trial and submission of
Louis' Bernstein, head of
records.
the company, brought suit last December against his sister, Mrs. Fanny
Shapiro, widow of the concern's
founder, Maurice Shapiro, for the
abrogation of a stock' assignment
agreement, and she has countered
Mrs.
with a claim for $250,000.
Shapiro alleges this sum represents
the additional profits she should have
agreement
which
was
got under the
originally
Bernstein.

made between

herself

and

Argument before Justice McCook
Monday (10) concerned Mi^. Sharequest that her brother, Louis
be ordered to show
he shouldn't submit
to examination before trial and also
deliver all the records she requires
to bolster her claim anent the $250,Bernstein's plea was that she
000.
be compelled to submit a bill of
particulars on the stock charges she
has' made, and also to furnish further details to bear out her money
claims.
House, Grossman, Vorhaus
is
Bernstein's counsel,
It Hemley
while Julian T. Abeles is representing Mrs. Shapiro.
Latter's son, Elliott Shapiro,
is
vice-president of
Sbapiro, Bernstein & C^.
According to Mrs. Shapiro's original answer, Bernstein filed his suit
after she had demanded that he make
an accounting to her of the profits
of the firm
since I9I5 and the
amounts that she and he had taken
out Bernstein petitioned the court
that she be ordered to cancel an
agreement, drawn up in I>ecember,
1915, whereby he agreed that in return for her surrender of a share of
her stock, making him 51% owner, he
would make a codicil to his will bequeathing this share of stock back
to her.
It is Bernstein's contention
that In 1910 when he expressed a
desire to withdraw from the business Mrs. Shapiro orally agreed to
cancel this agreement, and that not
only has she refused to do it but
she hais advised him that she intends
to enforce the agreement upon his
piro's

So There
Hollywood, April 11.
Although
Metro decided
against the inclusion of her
songs in 'Ice Follies,' Joan Crawford stepped out and got herself
a contract as recording artist
with Victor.
Leads off with 'The Hon. Mr.

So and So,' which was warbled
by Virginia Bruce in Metro's
'Society Lawyer,' plus otie from
•Ice Follies.'

SEE HINT

Iron-Clad' Claim
Mrs. Shapiro's counsel holds that
the

December,

1915,

agreement

is

under seal and cannot be varied,
modified or cancelled except by
agreeing in writing under seal. Because of this provjsion in the law,
Mrs. Shapiro, argues Abeles, has an'
agreement which has as much force
today as it did in/ 1915.

Under the original partnership
agreement which was drawn up in
1913, Mrs. Shapiro claims, she and
Bernstein were each to get $100 a
/week from the firm and his expenses were not to exceed $100 a
week. She had assumed that this
split was continued until this Januwy when a firm of accountants her
lawyer had retained made an exaniinaUon of the Shapiro-Bernstein

made

nved

VICTORY FOR

.

Moving

into position to challenge

Music
William Morris agency has signed
Willard Alexander to head Its or'
trade significance

A

struggle of 'wide

is

foreshadowed.

to

1938

PUBLISHERS
Indications of a part victory for
certain major publishers In their sixyear-old suit against Electrical Re-

as expenses of the corpora-

(Continued on page 41)

Caesar

Doube

Alexander, long with Music Corp.

collected

A

nr.ent,

starting Immediately. Ed Fishwill continue to work with
.nds, latter

writers this quarter

PHONOGRAPH
COS.

AT

2c

With Goodman,
man's activities.
Alexander created other names in.
Publishing, firms In the Chappell &
Count Basie, Harry James, et al.
for Federal Judge John Knox issued
Reported that as and when pre- Co. group have served notice upon
to contending counsel Monday (10).
phonograph record manufacturers
The letter was an answer to an in- vious contract commitments expire. that, starting May S, the latter will
quiry from Honier H. Breland, ERPI Alexander may bring in established have to teke out licenses under the
lawyer, as to what points the judge units to the Morris office, but for statutory provision of the copyright
wants him to argue on in the latest the present he will continue creating act, which arrangement calls for a
request from the bench for further new material.
royalty of 2c.
The' Metro-Robbins
Duke Ellington, currently on a 28- group put
answer to the publishers' contentions.
a similar order into effect
concert tour in Europe, starting in
this week.
C^se altogether involves damages
Sweden, returns In mid-May and
of $210,000, with the publishers, repBy
its
action
thie
Chappell group
goes imder William Morris agency
resented by Francis Gilbert and Goddirection after many years with terminates the arrangement which it
frey Cohen,' holding that this residue
Irving Mills. Latter is also currently made with Decca, Victor and the
is coming to them on an old subColumbia
Phonograph
Co, several
principally
abroad, but
on behalf of
licensing contract made with ERPL
weeks ago. At that time it called off
The secretary's memorandum sug- MiUs Music and Master Records its statutory rate of 2c and advised
business, although also supervising
gests that Judge Knox has taken a
these recorders that they would be
Ellington's foreign bookings coincifavorable view of the portion of the
permitted to use the various catalogs
dentelly.
action which covers a claim of $169,The Mills-Ellington split Is friend- in the Chappel group for a fee of
000. It also indicated that the court
l^c. until such time as it was dewon't allow the other caiise in which ly and the colored maestro-com- cided to change the arrangemeht In
In fact, only recently renewed
poser.
the pubs asked for $41,000.
that event they would get 30 days'
for another five years to write for
Gilbert had contended that the
notice. The Warner Bros, group isMiUs
publishing
interests.
the
pubs allowed ERPPs film producer
sued a similar letter when It likewise
Irving Mills and Ellington each
licensees to export synchronizations
withdrew the request for the full
made In this country with the under- owned 45% In Ellington, Inc., the statutory rate.
standing that they (the publishers) 10% differential being held by attorFirms lii the Chappell group are
ney
Samuel
Jesse
Buzzell,
who
rewould be paid also for the foreign
Chappell & Co., Crawford Music
tains
The
it
split
was
a
stock
swap
rights, regardless of the status that
Corp., Mario Music Co., T. B. Harms,
these pubs' copyright held in such In that Ellington in turn had a piece Inc.,
and the Gershwin Publishing
Inc., Mills Artists
of
Cab
Calloway,
countries. The memo states that 'the
Corp.
defendants thought it was getting a and Ina Ray Hutton. (The Calloway
distinct advantage because It was corporation is split up 23% each to
Stark,
Mills
and
Herman
managing
Andrea
Seiaro doing the musical
being given the benefit of using in
foreign
countries
the recordings director of the Cotton Club; 10% to score on Paramount's 'Man About
Town.'
(Continued on page 47)
made In the United States.'
.

.

that

the

executive

situation.

Publishers, in commenting on this
Caesar statement, said that it wasn't
surprising to them. Caesar and his
New York executive council, they

pointed out, would prefer to have
the pubs fail In their efforts to get
an increased royalty so that the executive council could thsn cite this
as another case of publisher inability
to exploit mechanical rights successfully.

Caesar takes the position that the
publishing Industry's failure to share
equitably in the phonograph record
boom is a backwash of the chiseling
Bad throateuttlng that has in the past
marked the relations between publishers and the recorders. The latter,
Caesar holds, has been able to play
one publisher against another and
now when the record business Is
thriving the accumulated distrust in
publisher ranks makes it possible for
the phonograph record interests to
go on paying depression royalties.

WAR CLOUDS
DELAY MUSIC

'

MEETING
John G. Paine, general manager of
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, received
word Monday (10) that, because of
the jittery European condition, the
convention of the Confederation of
Performing Rights Societies which

was to be held in June in London
has been postponed sine die. If war
is averted and peace looks assured at
that time, a new meeting date will be
set for later in the summer. Otherwise there won't be any congress
this year.
.

Zero Tacked On Availability Points;
Critics Call It Optical Illusion

.

Postponement; was unanimously
agreed upon at a gathering ot the
Confederation's executive committee
In Rome last Friday (7).
At last
summer's congress it was voted .to
hold the 1940 meet in New York so
(hat the dele'gates could see the
World's Fair.
I

Publishers* availability committee

of

the

posers, Authors

distributed on time, the committee

last week will only serve
to Increase the confusion on the sub-

committee

ject of availability within and outInstead of
side the committee.

tackling the basic trouble with vigor
and a sense of fairness, the committee, say these pubs, has again

now

refer to himself as having 100
availability!
pub whose rating

A

now

sorted to inflation instead of equity.
To these publishers it's merely an
optical illusion. Regardless of what
end of the telescope the publisher is

asked to look into, the actual value
of his rating uudergoes no change.

Other modification adopted by the
committee last week was rule
barring the increasing or reducing
any publisher's rating by' more

DEKA' NAME TOO

of

than 10% during any one quarter.
CLOSE,
ad- Adoption of this rule came as a comvanced for this change Is that not promise on the issue of whether to
Decca Record Co, last week obonly will it allow for more flexibility cut drastically the ratings of Ager,
an injunction restraining
in committee operations but it will Yellen St Bornstein and Bregman, tained
tend to "decrease the publisher's- -Vocco-and-Conn. Former flrm held Joseph Sussman, manufacturer ot
sense of envy. Whereas an avail- 175 points, while BVC was on the phonograph
record playing maability point used to be worth $20, It books for 200 points. Under the new chines, from using the name 'Deka.'
The pub- system the Ager firm could only Suit was in N,Y, supreme court
will now be worth $2.
lisher who has 10 points less than have 175 points taken from what the
Decca in its petition pointed out
another can now feel that he's only ihflationary
method made 1,750 tha^ it has been manufacturing recliolnts and BVC had to give up but ords and playing epuipment sinc«
$20 apart
this 200 points of what this same method 1934 and held that the conl bucd u.s«
describe
Skeptical
pubs
modification as a case of tweedledum had converted Into
points. of the tag 'Deka' would (.*K;e con2,000
being replaced by tweedledee and AYN's rating now stands at 1,585 fusion In the public's m£t siid to
charge that the committee has re- points and BVC's, 1,800 points.
Decca'a detriment

once read 500 points
5,000

—

class.

The

is

In the

SAYS COURT

explanation

.

question of establishing a 2c minimum royalty on lihonograph records.
He stated that the SPA would not
become interested parties in any
such drive, since It is up to the publishers alone to correct the royalty

around $5,000 apiece.

CHAPPELLDDNS

supervising the Morri:.' office's general music activities on a roving assignment
Alexander is currently
completing a vacation in Miami.
Tlie new Morris agency's band
dept head established quite a record when with MCA, as a v.p., being
prominent in directing Benny Good-

said

council
during its meeting "last
Thursday (6) took no action on the

$20,000.

search Products, Ina, were given in
a memorandum which the secretary

from the firm adopted two changes in the mathetotted $254,357, while hers came
w $145,599. It Is further stated in matical setup in the availability syswe accountants' affidavit that the tem. The checks were delayed going
out in the mail anyway. The pubs
JjspecUon of the S-B books disclosed
until yesterday
™at additional large sums of money didn't receive them
^ad been paid to account of Bern- (Tuesday).
Non-committee publishers predict
stein and
members of his family and that the two changes adopted by the
y^^rged
These Items, it was stated, included
ttaveliag expenses in.
this country
and abroad, hotel
blllS at winter and
summer resorts, salaries paid to

Irving Caesar, president of the
Songwriters Protective Association,
declared last week that practically
all the SPA members have turned in
signatured copies of the. association's
hew assignment and that the organization will start negotiating with the
publishers
for
a
new uniform
writer's contract next week.
The
new assignments which gives the
SPA council administrative rights
over the mechanical rights of members' works, is for two years. It includes television rights.

comes head of the Morris departAlexander on booking b

many meetings so that the royalty
Mrs. Shapiro checks for the past quarter could be

1927

compared to the
was split up for the
initial quarter of '38.
The difference between this quarter's
money and the previous quarter's
figured about the same,
to $955,000, as

$935,000 that

Corporation of America, the

man

available) Bernstein de-

$218,514, whfle
sot $161,114.
From
Bernstein's drawings

the first three months of
this year was greater by 2%
than the divvy for the like quarter of 1937, but it was 1.5%
less than the purse that prevailed for the final quarter of
1938. The melon this time came

the band-booking dominance of the

compromised the Issue by applying
American Society of Com- a couple of dubious patches.
Onto Down Envy?
and Publishers last
One change in the system has to
An affidavit by the accountants, week again passed^ up the major do with the increase In the number
which was submitted to the court, problem
member of availability points. A zero has
readjusting
of
•tetes that from 1916
to 1926 (ex- ratings on a wide scale. Under pres- been added to every pub's rating.
WUding 1924, for which no records
sure to show some results of its A publisher with a rating of 10 can
were
firm's books.

ASCAP

for

ACTIVE BIDDING

chestra division.

tip

Melon 1.5% Down
Royalty distribution by

of America as a band manager, be-

Bernstein,
cause why

death.

ing Dominance of
Duke Ellington Passes Undier Morris Banner Following Present European Tour

— —

'

i.

,
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Network Pkigs. 8 AJM. to

Band Bookings

Inside Stuff-Music

WedneBflaj, April 12, I939

1 AJH.

Followtnff {* 0 totalization of tht combined plu(r« of current tunes on
computed /or the toeefc /rom
Meyer Davis, World's Fair Fleet JVBC (WEAP and WJZ), and CBS (WAflC)
.
CBS' music execs have been asked to Investigate a complaint made Ball, Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., May 1, Afondav throuah Sunday (April 3-9). Totol represent* accumulated
against one of the network's stafi conductors by a publisher who claimed and Terrace Cl<ib at Fair opening, per/ormance* on the two major networJes from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Symbol • de^Im
song,
notes
leflfif, all other* art pop.
that the maestro demanded $100 a month for the continued use' of the AprU 30.
t
^
pub's copyrights as theme songs. The publisher advised the network that
Vincent Lopez, 'Union Pacific' prePUBLISHEE. TOTAL
TITLE.
it was the baldest approach he has encountered in all his years iii the miere ball at Omaha, April 29r May
Feist
Little Skipper
62
business.
4, Cedar Rapids. Iowa; May 12-13, U.
Remick
Heaven Can Wait
47
The staff leader, according to the publisher, informed the latter during of North Carolina.
Robbins
Moon Is a Silver Dollar
37
• personal call that he had been using several of the firm's numbers as
Joe Rines, guest Hotel New Yorker Deep Purple
Robbins
32
theme songs and that he (the conductor) thought that $100 a month would Sunday (10); opening May 10 at St. Little Sir Echo
BVC
82
be a fair compensation for favors done. When the pub didn't react favor- Regis hotel, N. Y.
Shajpiro
Penny Serenade.....
31
ably to the .idea, the leader Is purported to have set a deadline for coining
.Berlin
Spltalny, Boston Gardens, Crotta Get Some Shuteye
Ph'il
28
Chappell .
across or else.
Our Love
Boston, AprU 28.
27
Crawford
The piib didn't make payment and the day following the deadline all
26
Del Courtney, Boston College hop, Masquerade Is Over
Miller ....
;
I Cried for You
24
his numliers were missing troni the leader's sustaining programs.
Statler hotel, Boston, May 6.
Berlin . .
24
Mike RUey, State theatre, N. Y., It's Never Too Late
Harms . .
Begin the Begtilne
28
Trading in Decca Records, Inc., was revealed In last week's Securities week May 11.
x23
Santly ...
Could Be
ti Exchange' Commission report on the stock market activities of insiders in
Lairy Clinton, Harvard U, May 2; I Want My Share of Love
Harms .
22
registered corporations. Harold I. Thorp of New York, director in the Rhodes-on-Pawtucket, Cranston, R.I., This Is It. . .fStars in Your Eyes
ChappeU .
21
music cannery, reported Laurence M. Marks & Co. bought and sold dur- May 6; week Aug. 11, Capitol, Wash- Hold Tight.
Exclusive
20
Shapiro .
ing February. Firm sold short 500 pieces of. common and then bought a ington.
20
I'm Building a Sailboat of Dreams.
Famous ..
covering batch but also dumped two lots of lOO.each, winding up the month
20
Al Donahue, Villanova College, Step Up and Shake My Hand
Famous .
17
with 300 shares still in the portfolio. Thorp holds 200 shares in his own Phlla, May 6; Garden City, L. I., I Get Along Without You Very Well
Ager
17
Romance Runs in the Family
name.
May 6.
Santly
17
Another report revealed Samuel H. 'Vallahce of New York, another
Glenn Miller, week of April 21, Sing Song of Sunbeams. 'East Side of Heaven. R«d Star
le
I Long to Belong to You.
Paramount theatre, Newark.
boardite, holds 1,252 shares via Vallance & Co.
It's All Yours.
tStars in Your Eyes
S^^PP*^
Will Osborne, Bdwdoin College,
£el£'
le
We've Come a Long Way Together
RCA Victor's appeal from the $65,000 judgment granted David G. George Brunswick, Me., May 19.
gVC
15
And the Angels Sing
Eterlj?
Frank Dailey, Turnpike Casino, Cuckoo in the Clock
In connection with the recording of "The Wreck of the Old 97' was argued
15
15
last week before the Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia. Arguments Lincoln, April 16; Muehlebank hotel, East Side of Heaven . East Side of Heaven .... Santly
.Ma'Jts
16
NiRht Must Fall
lasted three hours, David Mackay appearing for Victor and Robert Nase K. C., two weelu, April 21.
15
Tommy Dorsey, Penn hotel, N. Y., That S^ Old Gentleman..,*East Side of Heaven., Santly
foil George;
Mills
14
Don't Worry 'Bout Me
tCotton Club Revue ....
May 25 to Sept 17.
••••
• •
Funny Old HlUs. *Parls Honeymoon
S?,""*'",
it cost Eddy Duchin $1,500 to make the opening of his band at the
Wltmark
14
Good
for
Nothin'
But
Love
Palmer House, Chicago, last Thursday (6): Bandleader was on the Coast
|P»er
Last Night a Miracle Happened
visiting his oaby and took a plane east which was forced down at AlberZisso Leaves
Sweet Little Headache... 'Paris Honeymoon....
querque. Duchin chartered a ship to fly him into Chicago in time for the
14.'. .fVC ,
This Night. . .•Honolulu
opening. He arrived at 11 p. m.
Chopsticks
I**"?,''^,
II
Leonard Zissu has quit as staff If I Had My Way
PauU-Pioneer
13
counsel for the European Society of Happy About Whole Thing. . Naughty but Nice..™™*
13
Stage Authors and Composers. He How Strange... Idiot's Delight
FOes Claim
Fats Waller's Egyptian
Royal
ABC
12
office.
It
is setting up his own' law
I Promise You
Clicks
This
Can't
whether
he
will
ntainBe
Love
Consolidated
decided
tLeave
to
Me
Against
isn't
. .
It
Sw??^*"
11
•
;
tain some client connection 'With the Class Will Tell.
Cairo, April 1.
International board of the AmeriMy Heart Belongs to Daddy. . tLeave It to Me. . CliappeU
music rights ageniey,'
^".'^
Jl
local Fats Waller imitator,
can Federation of Musicians has unZissu had I>een with SESAC for Tears from My InkweU,
At a Little Hot Dog Stand.
• f?'®',
' • •
15
^er advisement a complaint made by Juhnny High Smith, currently at "La seven years.
10
JJ^cpln
Gardenias
;
Remick
10
Hooray for Spinach. . . Naughty but Nice
bandleader Royal Worth against Belle Marquise' Is really named
10
Fox
Patty Cake
Charles Green end Consolidated Ra- Mohamad, and is an Egyptian with
SETS CHI baub sates
10
Harms
Then Came the Rain...;
dio Artists, which' claims Worth is a Dutch mother. He game from HolChicago, AprU 11.
land
and
America
and
although
he
owed $1,B00 back pay for • partly
Series of bands has been booked
Haka Reeerd, Ine, File*
SUGGESTIONS
filled date at the Lincoln Terrace, has been in Alexandria for some Into the Chicago theatre by Max
Albany, N. Y., April 11.
Turner, leading off with Orrin
Maka Record, Ine, has been chartime, this is his first visit to Cairo.
Pittsburgh, last year.
JIMMY
Tucker, who opens at the Balaban & tered to conduct a voice recording
His technique is good but not exWorth says h* wai booked into
Katz key spot Friday (14) after a business in New York. Directors
traordinary but the ensemble of
spot
for
six
weeks
aummer,
the
last
stay In the Empire Room of the are: Max Benkowltz, Irving Bresaplaying swing .tunes and islnging a la
but th« qxtt folded befora it was Waller is proving popular in Egypt Pahner House.
Uer, and Grac« Mannioii.
Robert Eopple, New York City,
Following 'Will be Joe Sanders,
balf completed. Claims ha wai not where Waller is unknown, and this
Clyde' McCoy and Eddy Duchin. was filing attorney.
paid off for actual working time.
type of act is absolutely, novel
.
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CLUB PARADE

By ted KOEHLER and RUBE

BLOOM

Um graatosl CSotton dob

Scora

HMmIh JebMM

Iheodor* Straus toyu
"!«•• copil"

•DooS Wonr 'Boot Bb'."

titm Yort

Thm

•tM
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la aoadn."
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T«4 MaMi aaytt
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Mytt
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Origimdly introduced by the Detroit Symphony
Otcnesin and now arranged for popular orcnestfa.

Ev«r widening the scope of ear catalog with publiccrtions ol eVery description, VESia Munc hue^ announces the oddition of the
J. LINCOLN MUSIC
GOBIPANT

mmiT

PDBUSmNG

(PM bm

of tbt famoMi "Repasx

is

THE VBBIttSlSLOOT

BiUSIG
our many other

Ban^

tmd other

telebrttted

topyrighu)

PUBUSHIMG CO. and THE UNIICD STATES MUSIC PDBUSHING CO.

and standard copyrights such as the:
* Abrahams . henby waiehson. be. . habby wiluams mdsic co. • jebome
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be. • .PHIL KOBNHEISEB. Inc. • THEODOBE MOBSE • MOBSE MOSIC CO. • GORDON & BICH, Inc. • KEW MOSIC COBP. • MOBT
BECK • etcj^
Also nmnbem from tfaa catalogs el FBED FISHEB • KENDIS ft PALEY and many ottianL
to

MILLS MUSIC,

previously ocquired catalogs

Inc. • Jack

BRANCHES JUfD

NEW YOBX

BOSTON

(BtmmdPolUtkf

Hv.

32 Borlalea St
(MUten Htwmemd)
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MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

VeJneBday, Apra 12, 1939

On

15 Best Sheiet Music SeDers
CWeek

eniinfi April

t,

1939)

the Upbeat

VARIETY

North Dakota

Tennr band returned to
Green's Casino, Pittsburgh, Mon-

41

IkM of Attack

Bifl

SterllBf
Bill

Robbins

Deep Purple
Echo
Penny Serenade
Heaven Can Wait
Without You Very Well.
I Get Along
Masquerade Is Over
Umbrella Man
Hold Tight

Bregmaa

Little Sir

Shapiro

.Remick

Royalties in
If

Cavazm booked

into

Eddie

Peyton's rpadhouse, Pittsburgh, for

Exclusive

indefinite stay.

called

two or three short pending before the legislatures of
Two
openings, the Charlie Barnet orches- more than half the states.
tra is boolced solid until Sept. 11. antl-ASCAP measures have so far
Band opens Friday (14) at the Ray- become law during current sessions.
Except for

'

Feist

iBerUn

America

Could Be
Gotte Get Some Shuteye
Beer Barrel Polka

Flill

Harms

ABC

Bills curbing ASCAP or alleged
monopolistic practices of similar so'copyright pools' are now

Barnet Set ta Sept 11

CJrawford
•

Promise You
We've Come a LongrWay Together
Bless
tiove

(10) for second engagement
there this season, replacing Tommy
Carlyn, who goes to New Elms in

Youngstown, O.

Famous

•

I

God
Our

Most Favored in ASCAP Harrassment

day

-

Chappell
Santly
Berlin
Shapiro

•

Escrow WiD Be Released

Fox Is Given Trustee Protection

Plccelo Pete crew into Club Petite,
Pittsburgh, for indefinite stay, succeeding Freddie Castle bond.

mor, Boston, for four weelcs with One, in Montana, Is a substitute for
four NBC wires weekly. Week of a similar one adopted in 1937. It Is
May 12 It does a set of one-nighters; designed to overcome legal objec-

ler,

week May 19,
ington; week

Long who moves

theatre, Brooklyn.

Amerleo Bono opened at the StatBuffalo, April , replacing Johnny
into Cincinnati hostelry following tour of one-nighters.
Bono will also be heard Friday and

The other

Capitol theatre, Wash- tions to the original
of May 26, Flatbush in North Dakote.

is

^

Washington,
Nebraska,
Florida,
opens at Playland, Tennessee and Wisconsin also alRye, N. Y., where it stays until Sept. ready have laws nixing, activities of
11.
Band is guaranteed a minimum copyright pools. All were passed at
Saturday nights over WBEN.
of five Mutual wires a week from 1937 sessions of the .legislatures^
Joaqain GIU, who ilost vocalist Rye. Following the Rye date it goes Preliminary Injunctions restraining
Dorothy Claire to Bob Crosby band, into either the Meadowbrook, Cedar the enforcement of the statutes were
Grove, N. J., or the Lincoln Hotel, obtained by ASCAP in Nebraska,
has also lost her sister, Deborah, to
Florida and Tennessee.
George Duffy, now at Hotel Com- N. Y.
No court has yet passed upon the
modore-Perry, Toledo, O.
constituUonaUty of the anti-ASCAP

June 16

outfit

I

Harry Foji, as agent and trustee
Music
00 mechanical rights in the
Association,
Publishers Protective
may release monies that he has been
holding in escrow because of copyright disputes if the accepting pubifshers indemnify him against liaSome publisbexa have been
bility.
urging this procedure, wlille others
demand that he retain the royalties
until the controversies have been adFox will consult MPPA
judicated.
counsel this week on the wording of
tiie

indemnification binder.

Practically all the money being
held in escrow involves questions of
copyright renewals. No sooner is a
license, on one of these numbers Isgued tiian some publisher pops up
^th a claim of having obtained the
renewal assignment from the estate
of a writer concerned. .The escrow
coin arising from such claims has
been accumulating for a year and the
original publishers of the works can't
why they should be deprived of

^

royalties while the claimants take
-^eir time about having the issues
Ifae

They contend that the proand tliat Fox should
release this money on conditions that

litigated.

cedure
It

will

is

unfair

be returned to him as the

dis-

are adjudicated.

^lites

Bernstein Suit
(Continued from page 39)

Kaufman
Suing Sam Fox Music

Mrs. Mel B.

RUDY WIEDOn WINS
126,000 FROM HOLTON

Spike Fcatfaerstone finished up
at Hollywood's LaConga.

weeks

May

Z. Kaufman, as executif^ of
the estate of MelvUle B. Kaufman,

MoFarland Twins' Orchestra, recently at Rainbow Room, New Yortc,
yesterday (Tuesday) asked the N. Y. booked into DeWitt Clinton Hotel,
Chicago, April 11.
federal court to postpone trial of her Albany, for a. week. The "Hiree Suns,
Rudy Wiedoft, one of the first to
$20,000 action against Sam an4 Harry instrumentalists, continue in cock- use a modem saxophone, last week
Fox, as the Sam Fox Publishing Co., tail lounge of hoteL
was awarded $26,000 in settlement
Inc., until May 1, on the grounds that
from the Frank HoHon company on
the attorney who will represent her
Baddy Sogers heading for Topsy's a suit which Wiedoft filed nine years
in court, is in Europe.
ago.
in SouOigate, near Los Angeles.
She claims damages, for faUure on
Basis of the suit was Wiedoft's
the part of the defendants to pay her
Spike Featheratone washed up at claim that in 1927 the Holton firm
royalties from 1919-1932 on 16 songs
LaConga in Hollywood after 30 hired him to originate a saxophone
of her husband's published by the weelcs.
for them.
defendants. She also seelu damages
for failiu-e to pay royalties on the
ZIdb Arthor shifted from Rivera
film synchronization rights sold by
theatre to Shubert theatre, Brookthe defendants to the RCA Mfg. Co., lyn, as house crew. Teddy King re- Hlfasliingtoii-Lee Swrng's'
Inc., and to Electrical Research Prodplaced Arthur at the Rivera.
ucts Inc. She claims the publishing
$50,000 Copyright Snt
company made over $1,000,000, in
Cy Baker has been added to the
selling Uiese rights.
Jimmy Dorsey trumpet section,
Mark W. Sheafe filed a Federal
bringing the latter up to three.
'

-

KARL KRAMER OF MCA
ON COAST-fOR HEALTH

Benny Strong orchestra has been
extended again at the Brown hotel,
run into its

Louisville, bringing his

third year.

Becker, 11-piece outfit
Cliicago, April 11
Karl Kramer, who has been on the from the south, opens at the Arcadia
inactive list, returns to an exec posl Ballroom, N. Y., Saturday (15).
of
Music
Corp.
with the
tion
America, but will be located on the \ Brace Sqnires, trombone, and Solly
Coast since the midwest weather has LaPerch', trumpet, added to Benny
been ruled out by Kramer's physl Goodman's band. Squires is outright
while LaPerch replaces.
addition,
clan.
Kramer will sit on all exec meet- Irving Goodman.

Babbles

ings of MCA and assist in informawife and daughters, end tion of general policy decisions of
personal insurance.
Also various the company.
other- dldjursements, such as purchase and upkeep of automobiles
Lew Porter and Johnny Lange
regis^red in the name of Bernstein's
songs to Monogram, to be
wife .and daughters, doctors' and sold two
Tex Ritter in TJown the
hospital bills of patients who were warbled by
Trail.* Ditties are 'In Elk
not identified as einployees and items Wyoming
Looks So Peaceful
of t)ersonal wearing apparel and Valley' and 'He
leweliy. The aflidavit declares that Now.'

Bobby Hackett upped his crew
from 10' to 13 pieces and signed with
MCA this week. Band cuts for Vocalion today (Wednesday).

Jimmy Dorsey had

his

brook, Cedar Grove, N.

of the. legislation.
Many attorneys are of the opinion
that many of the provisions .of the

Washington,

Tennessee, Nebraska,
Florida and original Montana laws
are unconstitutional. The new Montana act. and the one recently
adopted by Norfli Dakota are believed by lawyers to come closest to

meeting

.

all constitutional limitation!

upon state

legislatures.

Some of the bills now pending
follow the pattern of the Washington
and Montana bills, while others are
on the design of the Nebraska and
Florida measures.
Majority, howeveri follow the North Dakota bllL
North Dakota

was

bill

also passed

by the legislature of New Mexico
this year, but was subjected to a
court action in N. Y., Friday (7), pocket veto by the governor.
against Thornton W. Allen, music
publisher, for $50,000 claiming the
infringement and piracy of his song,
Party Throwers Not
'Washington and Lee Swing,', writ
ten by bim in 1910, but never copyContract
Via
righted or published by him.
He
claims the. defendant pirated the
song by publishing it, and boosted
Caterers; Kickbacks?
its iMpularity to the point of depriving him of $50,000 In profits. An
Philadelphia, April 11.
injunction and an accounting of
Musicians' local clamped down last
profits are asked.
The song was originally copy- week on caterers whom they charge
righted in 1010 by Allen with words 'not only rater the food, but the music'.
were
Ads
inserted in various
by C. A. Robbins, and music by M.
W. Sheafe, and the copyright was local society gossip rags to warn
renewed by Allen and R. G. Thach people employing caterers that they
in 1920, and in 1930 by Allen alone. will 'avoid embarrassment' at their
parties if they contract directly for
music with a member of the
Ted Lewis' Uothei's Estate
locaL
Cirdeville, C, April 11,
Rex RiccardI, secretary of the
Mrs. Pauline Friedman, mother of union, declared that
many caterers
Ted Lewis, the maestro, left an es- have exclusive agreementa with certate valued at $12,662.79, according tain band
leaders and. when the food
to the appraisal filed in probate
dispensers are hired for a pan^, ring
court Of the total estate $12,000 Is In these pets to
suitply the music:
in real estate.
Caterer then gets a kickback from
Mrs. Friedman died several months the musicians
lor his trouble, Even
ago.
aside from thb rebate angle, however, RiccardI said, caterers who
contract to supply music are breaking both state and
law. 'Any
such contractor Is acting as an agent
and thus needs a license, wUch no
caterer has..
Ad run by the tinion states: To
avoid misunderstanding and embarrassment In arranging affairs where
musicians are employed, please take
notice that members are not permitOFFICE
ted to perform at such; affairs (and
may be >vithdrawn therefrom) where
Bob CraJf Oat for Conncll
the caterer has undertaken' to furPoliticiaos Laaeh Him OS
nish the. orchestra.'

.

set

back to

May

May

20.

Plays

Warn

To

.

opening

week

of

12 at Rivoll theatre, Toledo.

;

ASCAP's $6, 100,000 Income In '38;
Costs Rise; 10% Goes to Foreigners

trom the corporation, which move
Bernstein told her was necessary for
his protection.
She might be indined to sell and because of equal

Bands

AFM

Meadow-

J.,

Bob Stanley temporarily replaces
and papers were not made
Emit CoIcnwB set to reopen Arthur Wallenstein as director of
available for the purpose of dlsclos-.
Ing the true nature and withdrawals Trocadero in Los Angeles next Benno Rabinoff's' violin recitals on
WOR for three weelcs.
of the stipulated $250,000.
month.
'Not Near the Trath*
Another grievance cited by Mrs.
SbapUrp is tiiat back In 1915 Bernitein talked her out of having an
equal number (2) of directors. She
complains that he at the time induced, her to get their sister, Lucy
Bernstein, to execute a resignation

ington

on purely technical grounds which
do not involve the constitutionality

-

plaintlfll'i

boolis

The Florida and Washacts are now before the
United States Supreme Court, but

legislation.

TOOTING FOR
American Society of Composers,
BARRON'S EYE TROUBLE Authors
and Publishers collected
he would have no way
in 1938, or $200,000 more
Like Might Lose One -Bat $6400,000
her choice of a. buyer Looked
than the gross receipts had been in
Now
Better
He's
•nd tte price offered. Mrs. Shapiro
1937. The distributable royalties last
now wants the court to order her
Baltimore, April 11.
year amounted to $4,100,000, this emLincoln, April 11.
ncond directorship reinstalled. In
Bob Craig, local swing maestro, is
bracing the regular split-up among
his bill of particulars
Bernstein
Feared for awhile here that Blue writefs and publishers and the $200,- campaigning for a seat in the City
adcs her to cite the date and cir- Barron might lose his right eye. Sud000 spent on memberstiip relief. As Council. Utilizing his own combo
i!*unstances under which all these denly developed infection (4) and
usual, 10% of the gross, or $610,000, mounted on a truck and handing Out
whigs took place. He denies that spread to the other peeper. Attended was set aside for distribution among considerable jive Including a femme
they're not even near the truth.
by severar physicians, first thought foreign affiliated societies or ASCAP hoteha singer stick weaver is getting
The Dec. 23, 1915, letter which was that the first orb infected would members retaining foreign rights.
some space aiid art in the dailies, but
» made by Mrs. Shapiro a major have to be removed to save the secASCAP expenses in 1938 figured local politicos claim he's strictly on
•oasis for her action foUows:
ond.
19.6%, as compared to 18% for the the downbeat as far as election
Dear Sister Fanny:
Expected to previous year. Increase in adminis- chances are concerned.
Is doing better now.
" hereby faithfully agree and
Craig, though, is depending on
to the
fly to New York and take a hospital trative costs is attributed
promise that upon 'my death you are
tour until the band gets in Friday many court and state legislative brass.
to receive immediately one share
fights that the Society had to contor the Edison opening.
«ock of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., (14)
tend with during last year.
Marsala Enlarges
Joe
™a I agree to put codicil to my will
Income from radio in 1930 was
to that effect—
Hold
end also agree that^ Professional
just a tew thousand dollars more
To Tour for Shribmah
ttdusive of expense j^/c—ou r drawV- -T»ai«3fl«Tiii-1Vl5nr-?Uhan " had been in 1937.. Motion
™g a/c will aTwaysi be the same—and
, r. BenCTtOn may
Currently at the Hickory House,
theatres contributed about
« Jpicture
also agree for
an equal amount of
The big increase came N. Y., with a six-piece outfit includProfessional Music Men, Inc., has 10% less.
•"rectors. Witness my hand and sedl.
licensee sources as res- ing Adele Girard, swing harpist, Joe
set Sunday, May 7, as the date for from sucb
Loui» Bernstein (L. S.).'
taurants, hotels and dancehalls. The Marsala will augment to 15-oieces
its fifth annual benefit show.
Witness: Kathym. A. Burke.'
theaUe, ASCAP management for the past 18 and start out on a road tour for the
It again will be the Alvin
with the proceeds going into the or- months has maintained an intensive Shribman office May 30. He leaves
drive on this latter group with the the Hickory House May 28 or 20.
*• ^velln opened two-week stay ganization's relief fund.
,
Miss Girard will remain with the
aid of a traveling crew headed by
!*,P»ase hotel, St Louis, Tuesday
adding some 2,200 new band.
Swing outfits with harps
Arthur Franklin doing the score Dick Powers,
two-month run at Nixon
fi.
among the rhyihm are rare.
licensees to the list
Pittsburgh.
for 'Some Like It Hot' at Paramount

AFM

'

—

directorship

of countering

.W

Men

N—

Woody Herman Stays At
Rockwell; to Cedar Grovie
Woody
signed a

Herman orchestra
new term contract with

tions with

ment

has
op-

Rockwell General Amuse-

Band

Door, N.
April 18.

now

at the Famous
Y., where it stays until
Outfit was on the verge
is

from Rockwell.
After leavhig the Door, Herman's
bunch play two one-nighters in New
England prior to opening at Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., AprU 21.
Band's NBC wire at the Door was
pulled out last week. It was «ut
Friday and Sunday, but was set to-be
of shifting

returned last night (Tuesday).

.

-

.

O-Kay
.

Bevlvala
Chicago, April

II,

O-Kay music -firm is publishing a
series of revivals out of its catalog,
including 'Garland of Old Fashioned
Roses' and 'Winding Trail.'

Firm has been topping its recent
with Gene Autry numbers.

list

'

TAUDE—MIGHT CLUBS

VARtETf

4S

terior,

Wlnehill starts

HOTEL NEW YORKER
Henry' Btme, Frazee Sisters

£dna

iSedffwicIc.

Mark

Henry Busse's new

'

(2),

Plant.

orchestra, re-

formed under Local 802 (N. Y.) reeulations, is working Into shape nicely
under Its tnunpeter-maestro whose
now standard 'When Day Is Done'
signature gong nicely sets the 'shuffle, (or Busse) rhythm' style. The
hew band differs in personnel from
the tfeam he had when here last fait
That unit now forms the nucleus of

Dave Apollon's iitage orchestra After

needs nicely.

spot's

on the sweet, which
ers want; the swing
able enough for the

Right In there
is

what the din-

stuff is service-

later needs, and
he plays a show like a veteran. That
comes natural to Marsico, since he
was conducting Dick Powelljs Enright theatre band for those de lUxe

units 10 years ago.
Orch's carrying,' as featured vocalist. Bob Carter, of the air waves,
who also doubles into the show. He's
got a corking tenor voice and knows
how to use it, hitting those high registers like a canary and putting
plenty of pash into the ballads, his
specialtYi for the femme ringsiders>
Show's m. c'd by Jimmy Ray, clever hoofer who turns iit a good session- of eccentric, soft-shoe dancing.
That's become practically a lost art,
but Ray should do much to revive
He's there
it, at least in these parts.
on the pedal end and a nice engaging personality to boot. Seror Twins
add a French music hall atmosphere
with their act, a bit of hoke magic,

the usual preliminary rough edges,
Busse's combo is now clicking, with
guitarist Dick Wharton- handling the.
vocals nicely and.Vi Mele doing the
femme vocals into the mike.
Supporting show at the Hotel New
Yorker's Terrace Room Is a nice
blend.
The Frazee Sisters (2) do
their mike harmonics in standard
style.
Edna Sedgwick, who has
terped in fllmusicals, gives out with some hoofing and the phoney mir'

-

ballet and taps, in two different
takes, latter a bolero routine to 'Begulne.' Mark Plant, a big boy barytone, who, too, has been in revues,
and also had a Metro film opportunity, also ULc's, although handicapped by a cold on the night
caught Jan Garber's band comes in
after Busse, latter going into the

ror dance, all of the bits built around
their striking similarity. Only trouble here Is that Nixon's so built only
half of the customers can see the
best sections, but that's not the Serors' fault,

Darryl and Dale are a slick ballroom team who look good and are

show with some wife

26.

Abel.

NIXON CAFE

of

S. Flyer, Freed by
Alone Doing Well

IT.

Cairo,

Ray Leda,

Hale to Stage IntTs

Fniiie*^

Reopener; Sbbert

March

Qoits Partner Deal

25.

Belgian warbler from

the Paradise Club In London, Is at
The deal was set last week by the
present singing at the Dolls Night
Roberta Roberts, a blues Club, th^ nearest competition to William Morris office for
finish.
Georg*
songbird, does best with the old tearRogers Dahl, wife of American Hale to stage the show at the
Edith
Id.
Jerker, "You Made Me Love You.'
'is
Franco,
who
by
captured
aviator
Edwards and Arnold, vouthful tap
teFnatlonal Casino, on Broadway,
team in evening clothes, scora Wine- at the Continental and is doing w611'
now an Alex Finn operation^ which
hill, in his single,- clowns through 'He with her orchestrations by Fletch<e'r'
Shall Die,' grotesquely garbed as a Allen, ex-Noble Sissle sax player.'
is scheduled to reopen May 10. Finn,
caballero, and follows with a venThe Continental cabaret (loses un- who operates the Mayf air Club; Bostriloquist turn with a somewhat til next winter at the end of this ton. Is not in partnership
with Joe
weather-beaten dtmimy. He closes. month after a very unsuccessful sea- Moss at the International,
which is
The 60-mInUte show i brought to son due In the first Instance to a bad contrary to previous
reports. Hub
an end by t' e Brookljmettes doing
'-'.:.
been
resince,
orchestra
which
has
coin
behind
him.
is
their second routine.
Originally, Lee Shubert was to
Joe Winters, batons ai smooth orch placed by. Maurice' Toubas,' aild' in
and uses good judgment In keeping the second place to war scares which have been partnered with Finn in
the music soft in the small room. have been particularly acute in the the nitery's operation, but the legit
Club boasts excellent cuisine, -with Near East all along since September. operator stepped out Moss' con-Sahu.
dinners starting at $1.50.
La Belle Marquise nitery, opened nectlon will be strictly In a salaried
four months ago with Ramon Cortes position, his Job l>elng to promote
band, alr-condltloning and gigantic parties and club events. Charles
Cocoanut Grove, N. Y. publicity,
has been declared officially Washburn will press-agent.
(PABK CENTBAIi HOTEL)
banlmipt
Hale will use 36 girls in the show,
the ensemble having gone into reWill Osbome"* orch (17), toith
hearsals last week. Al 'White and
Lynn Davis, Richard 'Stinhv* RogTed Adolphus are his assistants.
ers, Three Peppers, Enrico & Novello.
Thus far no acts have been contracted for, but the International
Will Osborne's and his 'slide mxislc*
VS.
will pursue a name policy.
Same
orch resumes the name band policy
goes
for the bands, though nothing
interrupted by Curt Houck's Cataliha
definitely has been lined up for the
PhUadelphla. AprU 11.
Island band, which followed Chick
music
end,
either.
Agency
is
Injunction
trying
Three
has
tteen
asked
by
the
Webb. Osborne outfit the
Peppers, Enrico an I Novello and Little Rathskeller to prevent the mu- to line up a Hollywood attraction.
Lynn Davis and DlcK Rogers (band sicians union from orderltag .Victor
The International has been closed
vocalists), constitute a four- week Hugo's band. out of the nitery. Union for several months after first going'
flU-In until the room closes May 9
seeks to have closed-shop agreements into receivership. Understanding is'
for a rearrangement prior to lArry
that Finn had to put up $50,000 to
with
six
other
unions
inked
the
by
Clinton's entry May 17.
getth'e keys,
Osborne' and. his curtailed show Rathskeller. .
Max Kallner, operator of the cafe,
Hale is guaranteed at least $10,Oreally only i^rico- and Novello) as
declares he has a six-month contract 600 for staging, including salary and
(Continued on page 48)
with' the band, executed and signed a percentage of the profits.
under the supervision of the union.

'

'

'

'

CAFE OPERATOR SEEKS

UNION

INJUNCTION
,

graceful In waltz, foxtrot and rumba,
and spot has its best line in long
time in six Claire Ray girls, Theyfre
ni.ce-Iooking, well - costumed -and;
what's niore, can dance. Swing sympliony with Albertina' Rasch overtones Is .their best number and one
(PHTSBTBOH)
of 'em does a tap' dance specialty,
while another. Sherry Saunders, disPittsburgh, April 6.
Al Mars^eo's orch (9), Bob Corfer, plays a good blues voice when she
Jimmy Ran, Seror Turfns, Darrvl & croons one into the mike during the
Dale, Angelo Di Palmo, Claire Ray yip^-yi-ee finale.
Angelo Di PalGirls (6).
ma,' operatic tenor, is in his fourth
Nftery,
year .here now and a fixture. It's
Tony ComfortI keeps giving the still half a dozen platters of old favKixon Cafe patrons standard, snappy orites before mob permits blm to get
Assets
150(^
entertainment. He takes his cue in away.
that respect from Joe Hiller, who's
Nixon's got a 50c eouvert, except
been servicing the spot wisely for In case of regulars, when it'a usually
Hollywood Associates, Inc., opercouple- of years now. and Hiller's lifted.
Incidental^, regulars .make ators of the Hollywood Restaurant on
steering the acts nicely and mixing up practically 75% of Conforti's
Broadway, which' had filed an applirem up for town's most prosperous trade.
Cohen.
cation for reorganization in N. Y.
aitery.
federal court last January, filed a
Up until 10 p. m., the Nixon's prlschedule showing assets and liabilimarlly a restaurant with probably
biggest dinner biz in town. After
ties Monday (10).
Current assets
(BBOOKLTN,
ILL.)
that, it's strictly hdt-cha and it's
are $7,635 and liabilities are $150,554.
Hiller's job to spot turns versatile
The liabilities are made up of $04,634
St. Loub, April 7.
enough to give the customers just the
Cliff WinehiU, £dioards & Arnold, in unsecured claims, $46,771 in seright thing for each session. So far, Roberta Roberts, Fritzt Lure, Four cured claims,
$5,000 In wages, and
he^s done It, whether by accident or
BrooklvTtettes, Joe Winter's orch (7). the balance in state, government and
otherwise, and current layout ia no
city taxes.
exception,
This recently opened nitery. across
The. largest claim Is held by MarAI Marslco, a local maestro who the Mississippi and onlv 15 minutes
Bronner,
shal
$35,866, for • chattel
closed an 18-month engagement at
Louis,

Broadway Paramount April

'
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CAIRO'S BAD SEASON

but plenty of kopecs
were dished out to fix up the In-

pretentious,

nifty patter, some of which borders
on the blue, and then the Brooklynettes do the first of two routines.
Fritzl Lure, a looker In an evening
gown, does a neat acrobatic dancing turn that Includes a whirlwind

'

'

HVood, Broadway

.

Owes

.

BROOKLYN CLUB

.

-

is operated
from downtown St
Show. Boat recently, is in with his in conjunction with a casino and a mortgage 'on the fixtures. Among
okay nine-piece crew for an indef- high percentage of -its. clientele is the assets are $211 in cash, $3,542 in
inite stay and ifs a band that fits
from the local vppet crust With stock, and $3,431 In personal propgratis motor trEuisportation provided erty.
to and from a dowhtowii point and
no minimum or eouvert the Brooklyn Club is weaning customers away
from St LouU class spots.
Sam H'wood's Refugee Theatre
Magin, manager, has wisely unstrapped the bankroll for A-1 talent
and newspapers ads,, the latter .greatHollywood, April IL
ly overshadowing those used by local
German refugees who performed
nlterles.
in Bierlin cabarets and thea^es have
Cliff WlnehllL formerly with the
taken over the Hollytbwn theatre.
King's Horses, Is ni.c, and, besides
with JEAN HAMILTON
Nightly
variety
sho-ws will be given.
keeping his gags up to the minute
House has ben renamed the Refand doing a single that clicks, keeps
•nd BOB DU HART
the show moving at a fast tempo. ugee theatre.
BAIIiED

.

Termer, KaUner declares, was signatured March 8 and on March 31

Frank

Lluzzi, prez of the local, told

him the

TERMINI

-

.

8.B.

BUMHATTAM

AFBIIi B

OPENING

LONDON COLISEUM
APRIL 17

TheJHEATRE

fly in. the ointment is ue
house line. The girls seem to hsv^
but recently matriculated from the
tyro ranks and their work, at show
caught was just so-so.
Spot seats 300. The'buildlng Is un-

The only

of the

STARS

INTO BANKRUPTCY
.

Baker^Helen Morgan

HVood

William Morris office.
Miss Baker opens AprU 19, with
Miss Morgan Iniimedlately following.

.

JOE

ARCADIA, PHIUY,

orchestra would be forced

to withdraw unless contracts -With
six imlons covering other employes
of the nitery were signed. ..KaUner
PhUadelphla,. AprU 11.
selys his' employes have refused to
The Arcadia-International, erstjoin the various unions, all AFL afclosed
filiates, and have formed their own while top PhUadelphla nitery,
since Jan. 21, has been thrown into'
labor organization.
bankruptcy .by its 63 major creditors.
Sale of Its physical assets to satisfy
Bette
a landlord levy a few days after the
spot shuttered was caUed Illegal by
Set for Lamaze's,
Judge Klrkpatrlck In U. S. District
Bell* Baker and 'Helen Morgan court and set aside.
New sale at public auction has
have both been set for three-week
runs at Lamaze's; Hollywood, by the t>een ordered for AprU 27 and 28.

Saranac Lake

Jack and Jean Melville
DrMMd br

SIDNEY FISHER
Shaftesbury Avenue

By Happy Benway

76/77

During the bank nite drawing at
the local Fontiac Russ Kelly won

^

$50.

PICCADILLY, .LONDON, ENO.

After bedding at the French hos-

New Yorli,
at the Rogers.

pital.

'Hank'

Myra Blake

is

back

Heam, who cams back

here, has been shifted from Atlanta to Charlotte by United Artists.

Moe

Gould, Sidney Grill,

Emma

O'Nell,
Josle Barrows,
aU WiU
Rogersites have been upped from the
infirmary to the walk-around class.
Anna C!omerford and Frank Howard In hospital for operations, while
Mrs. Teddy Stewart and Eddie 'Vogt
(From Vabiett)
are out of there after successful cute.
The John Orrs, Pete Smith, Mrs.
J. J. Johnston and Buddy' Snyder of
Strikes among the transit systems Rockaway Beach,
ogling the Rogers
were hitting London's legit bard.
and heUoing Agnes Orr, who's doing

Be$t Coffee in England

QUALITY INN
.Leieaatar.

Square

LONDON, WEST-END

15 YEARS AGO<
'

well.

The

Increase of bands In vaude-

ville discredited rumors that orchestras In vaude were on the -wane.

.

The Loew-Metro, Goldwyn and

Ray Cameron, orchestra leader
from a nearby Plattsburg radio station, brought his band and a gang of

HARRY RICHMAN Seat
*LORD & STEWART,
19, Albemarle Streetf

LONDON, W.

entertainers to the Rogers to entertain the curing gang.

Alan

Oahe

and Milton

Weeks
Afoyer merger was about ready to be passed another
birthday at the
completed,
Rogers.
According to reports it
wont be lohg before they both hit
Marjorie
Rambeau -made her the Big Street again.
(Write to those who are IIL)
vbud^vUle debut at the Palace, New
York. Just another case of a ^tar
carrying an ordinary sketch.
'

"Heart of the Loop**

BREVOORT HOTEL
Madlion, east of LaSatle, Chicago

Special Theatricfd Rates

Max Relnhardt was planning to
return to acting In Berlin, his first

fl.

role in years.

George Biddle,

1

society family,: reported himself engaged to Grace Moore, the 'Music
Box Revue' player. Her answer was
tliat she Ijtad opera aspirations.

BEAUTY

3

fS.

STYLE
SINGING

i6.

DANCING

14.

Lack of road musicals Increased
the ranks of the jobless among the
chorines to a point where cabarets
were hiring them at pre-war pay.

AU
Arag.

Aran- 28

MAY

Total Entertainment

14

-jtPBIir^n.

An opera troupe was formed for
the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt Paris,
which included Rosa and Anna PonseUe, Kathleen Howard, John Charles
Thomas, Nanette Guilford, Richard
Bonelli and Mario Chamlee.

2

-

CmCLE, INDIANAPOLIS
VTTVTTga3i<x'150£llMSTO"
PALACE. AKRON
. PALACE, YOUNGSTOWN

Direction:
325

West

TALENT

YOUTH

[2
of the Philadelphia

Ah attempt was to be made to get
the picture Industiy back to Fort
Lee, N. J.

1.

Arc EngUmA'.a Best Taiton.'

45th Street

MAX TISHMAN

New York Gty

drde

6-0430

,

AUDE-HIGHT CLUBS
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VARIETY

49

VAUDEVILLE DIRT GROWING
9Cr ijUII
QUIT VQ
f u
^JU

mid Up

.

Ramoii-Renita
Royal Palm, Miami

AUSTIN ON
COCO' TAG

Valdosta City court by
Herbert, clown^entertalner, known as Coco. Austin, who
was here In rehearsal with BiUy
which went
'Star-O-Rama,'
Wehle's
on tour last week, was cited to appear at the July term of court' to
which
involves Ausanswer the suit,
tin's use of name 'Coco* for a memfiled

11.

Renita, who have
played 16 consecutive weeks here at
The Drum, Palm Island and the
Royal Palm Club, where they are
holding over for the second time,
close the latter Saturday (15). Dancers are doubling this week Into the

Stage Band

Admit
More Smut on Stage Now
Than Ever Before Blame

Act Booked for Roxy,

Performers in Cabarets

theatre,

Miami.

H..

—

vaudfilm engagements,
etc., henceforth will be concentrated in the Dance Music De*
partment along with other
music news,

Influx of Nitery Acts, Also

Extensive

Work

of

of bands in presentation

Vaude

.

-

.

N.

to

Have Unnsoal

|>er of his act.

'

'
.

.

Herbert, in his petition, cites reputation he has btiilt for himself as a
clown-entertainer imder stage name
«1 Coco and claims that Austin
^wrongfully and imlawfully procured
another person to appear on the
atage as 'Coco,' thereby seeking to
leaUze on Herbert's reputation and
'

'

ability.

Twin

NABE MENACE

'

TieDp with Kose' Pic

'

MAS CASA MANANA
SEEKING BOB BURNS

Tentative scheduling of the film is
April 21, though it hasn't been fully
Qompleted.
stage production idea that'll fit
with the picture is ttie reason for the
booking of' the act specifically with
"Rose,* rather than for a given date.
Milton Berger. Jack Davies* associate, set the Roxy deal.

A

KRELLBERG, FILM EXEC,

BACKS

B^YN YAUDER

Samuel S. Krellberg, exec of
Principal Pictures, Is the bankroller
behind the new vaiidfilm venture at
the Shubert Brooklyn, which bowed
Saturday .(8).
Also financially Interested and operating the house are Al Rogers and

Bill Miller. Latter two also operate
Rivera, Brooklyn, but Krellberg
William Morris office, booking the the
isn't Interested in that spot
Casa Manana In Ft. Worth, Texas,

expects to have its full list of attracthe spot set by' the end of

Bernie Set for State,

Thus far, however, no
have been sealed.
N. Y., at V/iG for
Casa Manana, which reopens July
Ben Bernie's orchestra goes into
anxious to get Bob Burns for
Just. one night (two shows) during Loew's State, New York, for one
the first two weeks. Deal depends week, beginning May 4.
Bernie's salary remains the same
on Bums' picture and radio commit$7,900
as previously at this house
ments.
Each Casa Manana layout will run for the week.
two weeks, with the entire run to
last six and a half weeks.
Kenn^
Baker, Russ Morgan's orchestra and
Modifying Kid
Connie Boswell are mentioned as
possibiliUes.for the first show.
Washington, April 11.
this -week.

Wk.

contracts
21, is

—

'

Law

Modification of the D.C. child la-

Gross $7,000

At Aiuinal N. Y.

FVolic

bor act which has put furrows in
foreheads of numerous producers of
road shows In the past decade. Is be-

to Hike

Biz;

Dent Other Spots

Minneapolis,

AprU

Twin City

hotels, the

to

England

Be

AorUy.
_

.

Re's been
tour pa acts.

on a globe shopping

to

clip Detroit of 1,364

such spotd, leaving this 1,600,000-pop.
town with only 784 emporiums.
Chief motive for the drive appears
to be tighter control; in line with
Reliefs of Gov. Liuen D. Dickinson,
antl-saloon prez, who recently succeeded to governor's chair on death
of Gov. Frank Fitzgerald.
Board
claims that number of licensees are
too, is

and consequently poUdn^

much

too difficult
Ps.

BUU

HarrlAurg, Pa, April 11.
bUls bearing on beer and
licensing
in Pennsylvania

Two

.

liquor

and Badisson here and the were introduced in the legislaturs
in St Paul, are here last week. One, with Adminoffering extra inducements to bring istatioh support wouM tlghen present l^wB, while the other would eass
in the customers.

-

RKO

.

'

'

them.

Part of the new governor's plan
to reduce licensees by at leasts third
Is a biU to eliminate licenses for sale
of beer only. About 400 nitery and
drink spots In state would .be af-'
fected.
The other biU would provide for regulation of beer and boozs
licensing In three zones. Instead ot
in one, as at present Under the bill,
dispensaries in the business zona
could operate from 6 sjn. to 1 ajn.;
resident license zone, 7 ajn, to 2 zjti4
and night club license^ 9 sjn. to
3 B,m.
.

L

THEAM TO CAFE

A

M.D. Sues Cafe; Claims

ColcmaB Tree Opener
Hollywood, AprU

.

AFi^BOOKERS TIE HITS

PHONY PHHIY BENEFITS

A

MORRISSEY REVAMPS

.

Neil, of the Tivoll Circuit,
Australia, sailed tar England Friday
(8).
returns to New York

would

Lowry and St Paul

A

,

Frank Veil

11.

drive

Nicollet

Fhlladelphia,

AprU IL

The benefit. gimmJclc, which b 1>e>.
coming IncreaslDgly worse here, was
the subject of s pact reached last
week between the American Fedenition of Acters and Entertainment
Managers Association. Tom Kelly,
biz manager of the AFA local, agreed
to put into use new contract blanks
forbidding' acts ta play benefits^
which the agents claim cost them
thousands of dollars a year in conu
mlssions.

Acts are supposed to play nothing
but legitimate benefits pa^wd upon
by KeUy. It has reccnUy been discovered, however, that they are getting around that, on threat of losing
work, by claiming they are getting
paid for a benefit when aetuaUy they
are

not

If this new step doesn't sld In
clearing up the phony benefit sitttand
8FS preparing to
attaltg h9
demand Itat
put In escrow, abnUar to the method
used by the musicians union.
asSn,

EMA

wAFAtnlb^

11.

Emil Coleman's orchestra is being
brought here
New York by
Felix Young to reopen the Trocadero early nejct month.
Nitery keeps same tag.

^m

-

,

Frank

AprU

board's

.

.

Admits Cafe, Robbery

Lordtta Harris Mending

After Fatal Anto

Mehap

Loretta Harris (Harris Twins and
Loretta) Is reported recovering in
Auburn <N. Y.) Ci^ hon>ital from
severe injuries sustained in an auto
accident March 5, in which her
brother-in-law, Ben V. Harris, was
Icilled.
Her husband, Bert Harris^
was only slightly Injured In the
crash. They were en roiife from Clilcago to New York at the time.
Almost completely paralyzed at
.

Philadelphia, April 11.

A

youth who sold fruit juices to
the 1523 Club here confessed' Friday
<7) to being one of three bandits
who held up the q>ot 10 days ago
and escaped with f425. James FarreU, 21, told police he 'cased" the
nitery while in It on business and
later, with two other men, tied up
the watchman and took the monej
from him.
FarreU said the brains of the trio
gave him and another youth arrested
with him only $12 each, then borrowed. $10 of that and that they

Competish from Pellx Ferry's new haven't seen him since.
Carlo, N. Y., has proved so
tough for boniface John Perona of
Set for Ice
El Morocco that he has turned to
Atlanta, April 11.
Vera Hruba, figure skater and
Roxy theatre, Atlanta's new vaude- direct mail appeals to former
Czech refugee, itSes into the new loe
fllmer, Is using a 9:19 pjn. program patrons.
For years classed as the No. 1 show at the Hotel New Yorker, New
each Saturday, featuring its stage enclass niteiy. the Morocco :)e\er be- York, opening April. 20,
tertainment talent
Miss Hndia maide two appearance*
Heard Saturday (8) were Ben fore resorted to any kind of bally
t" glmmirki to drum up bii
at Madttoo .Aguarc Garden last jt^.
Blue, Carol Bruce, singer.

Boxy, Atlanta, on the Air

rum

New

All are using local name bands.
due, naturally enough, to the failure
of vaudeville to develop talent of its The Nicollet has Joseph Sudy; the
own during the past 10 years. Vaude St Paul, Lawrence Welk; the Lowry,
acts, too, due to frequent or even oc- Carl 'Deacon' Moore, and the Radlscasional spotting in cabarets, are son, Carl Lorch.
also 'accused of carrying the indigo,
The opposition also Is manifest In
okay in the drink and dance- spots, other directions. Three of the hotels
into theatres.
are offering' gratis film tickets to
couple of the Ne\v York vaude- luncheon patrons. One provides free
ville booking offices are contemplatauto parking for cafe patrons. The
ing revival of the former censorship St Paul on Sunday night features
of stage material
once had an all-you-can-eat Smorgasbord supan extiensive tabu list of gags and per, while the I/>wry has an allbusiness on its- vaude stages, though you-can-eat dinner.
it did. make an exception of the Pal
One result of the battle Is that the
E^ce, New York, when that house was hotels are getting the bulk of the
two-a-day. Failxire to enforce the dine-and-dance business. In conserules at its ace house eventually quence, the run-of-the-miU niterles
caused the circuit's censorship sys- are given another blow, in addition
tem to break down entirely.
to generfdly. poor biz and mors rigid
Loew's, Paramount and Warner enforcement recently of the liquor
Bros. In the past always put a firm sales curfew.
quietus on anything that Jumped the
'Single ray of sunshine is the
border of spoken and physical de- prospect that the state legislature,
cency.
Frequent reports lately of before adjourning this week, wiU
extensive use of dirty material by pass a law extending closing hours
acts and specialties may cause these to 1 ajn. weekdays and 2 am. Satchains to again Institute a firm iwli- urdaysi
cy against smut even thou^ their
bookings don't cover as wide a range
as In former years.
It's pointed out by showmen trying to keep vaude at least at its present level of popularity that dirt can
A.
quickly kill it entirely. They point
to
burlesque;
whose popularity
Los Angeles, AprU 11,
waned as it got dirtier, as an exWill Morrissey's 'Big S? ow* opened
ample of what smut can do.
It's further shown that a good per- today (Tuesday) at Criterion theatre
centage of vaudfilmers are now Ma- with Al Herman, Jack Pqiper, Joyce
ated in nabes and catering to family Hunter, PhU Arnold, ADabazl and
trade.
l>an by parents on children others in the east
David Bnise Is doing musical diattending these theatres because of
dirt would undoubtedly force 'em rection
and Palmers Brandeaux
into straight picture policies.
staging the dance routines. Theatre
has been given a nitery setting with
tables' replacing seats.

Annual' Friars Club Frolic at the ing arranged. Amendment to the
bijories in FVee-for-AIl
Alvin, New York, Sunday night (9) 1028 law, being drafted by Corporagrossed approximately |6,000, con- tion Counsel Elwood H. Seal, would
New Orleans, April 11.
allow waivers for kid actors if the
tfdered good by the club.
Dr. Hyman S. Zimmerman hag
assurReceip'ts from the program sale, Board of Education receives
filed suit in civil court asking $2^14
ttiough not entirely totalled as yet. ances the child does not work exdamages from Dramas S. and SteIs expected to add another $1,000 to cessive hours and gets propeii eduphen J. Loyacano and Angy C^cation.
the show's take.
Under the present statute, children meUl, operators of the Chez Paree
under 14 cannot appear on the stage night club. On the night of Blarch
under any conditions and children 29, 1938, Dr. Zimmerman claims he
Vande Hiliado' Dates
between 14 and 16 may perform only was injured during a free-for-all' in
during the daytime. iSeyeral shows the club.
Dr. Zimmerman, according to his
Chicago, April II.
have been compelled to make hasty
Harry Rogers has booked his substitutions when local law-en- petition, was in the niteiy when the
fight ensued.
«ikado In .Swing* unit for a week forcers got technical.
He stateid he was
•t the Orpheum, Minneapolis, startstruck on the head by a heavy obing AprU 14, and wiU fbUow with
ject he believed to be a chair while
dates in St Paul and St Louis.
he was attempting to walk quietly
BREAKS LONG BUIE
from
the
place.
The defendants, he
All-colored 'Mikado* unit opens at
Atlantic City, April 11.
the RKO Palace, Cleveland, May 5.
With but one yeir to go before alleged, were negligent in not supplying a guard to escort him safely
celebrating its SOth anniversary,
from
the
scene.
Hall hotel here
Geo. Riley Seriously III Chalfonte-Haddon drought
this sumwill end its long
Rochester, N. Y, April 11.
mer.
George Riley, of the vaudo team of
It will break the precepts laid
Ferry Vs. Perona
Heller and Riley, is seriously ill at down by its founders In 1890 to in^the-St^Maiy-'s-hospitel^here.
-staH- a-bar-and-small band,Complications occurred since an
attack of influenza earlier this year,

ing cafes,

11.

In a scrap for cafe patronage, the
four leading

•

—

state

Cafes

drastically reduce drinkeries, Includ-

too, great

By JOE 8CHOENFELD

Buster Shaver and Olive and
Vaudeville showmen, what reGeorge Brasno, currently en route mains of 'em, are again
taking cogback from Europe, flgur* in an un' nizance of dirt on the variety stages.
usual theatre booking at the' Roxy, This time, however, the situation appears
more
serious
and
widespread
given
New York. Instead of being
a specific date. Shaver and the than ever before.
One alibi for the smut that has
mixed team of midgets have been set
become
prevalent
is
the
great in'
so
Hose
of
Washington
with a picture.
Siquare' (20th), if and when It opens. fiux of nitery talent into theatres,

,

tions, for

City Hotel Cafes

Use Ghnmicks

.

Petitioner claims that In 1935 he
obtained' judgment for $50,000 in a
Jacksonville, Fla., court against Austin for similar unfair and improper
use of name "Coco' by an entertainer
then used' by Austin in his act He
further stated that this Judgment
was written dpwn to ||20,000 by court
nd'th'^t, in settlement of this Judgment, Austin entered into a written
agreement in Los Angeles in 1938, by
which pact, he promised to discontinue use of name- "Coco' In any
future bllllngsL
Austin, who played two weeks ago
•t the Roxy theatre, Atlanta, used
%irlth Candy and Coco' in his billing.

IViairs

Detroit

The

News
houses,

at4l)(l

News

Showmen

Team has Music Corp. of America
bids for the Hotel Drake, Chicago,
and the Hotel Savoy, London.

In

George

One-Third; Pa. BOI Aims

SEEN NECESSARY

.

Olympia
VaIdos.ta. Ga., AprU 11.
G«ne Austin last week was named
defendant in a $25,000 damage suit

Mich, in Drive to Slash Drinkeries

Bea

Miami Beach, April

Ramon and

Monte

Show
.

first

Mrs. Harris has

now

regained

parlial control of her muttHes. Doetors figure die WiU e\'entualiy be
fully recovered.
If it's possible to
move her, sfae'U leave with her hus-

band for California in a couple of
weeks.

Ricbman's

BUyn Bate

Harry BJchman wIU make

his first

vaude appearance in the metropolitan New York area in some tim*
AprU 21, when be starts s week at
Uie Flattnuh, Brooklyn.
Singer has been confining bfanseU
chiefly to nlteries; bis last stage dato
befaig at the Shuberi; Newark, a
couple
months >age«

^

*'
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VAMETY HOUSE BBVIEWS

YARIETr

PARAMOUNT, N

impresBists of session of gagging,
Bions and a bit ot hooteiy, somewhat
precocious In deUvery. but effective
nevertheless and an audience pleaser

Rose s "Big Show' Lavish. But

Bste$, EiyOte Wrtqht, 25f_i'«V^{2f |
at show caught
Gatw,
George Tapps follows with three (3). Jacic Leonard,' Frank (Por]
sessions of intricate tapping; marred •Skiet^ Hurfurt; 'Midntoht'
March IB.
a bit by lack of room in front of reviewed in VAFOEry
the
just
sock
band setup, but a soUd
and
rhythms
dogs
swing
of
Moderatfed
handling
Legitimate
same.
gives 1 special arrangements of t:.e Tommy
and' evidence ol baUet Uaining
aura of class that reflects itseU Dorsey band, supplemented by the
act &ur&
ttie Halnbow Room, and Is &ct
Ro«« present* 'The Bifli before atsocko In the more al frwoo in audible audience response
Bitlv
this
which
equaUy
in
playing In
Show; starring James Borton,
weU and
EsteUe Taylor, a rather quick re- trombone
Itohted by Casa Manana.- Harry Stock
rep- maestro excels, are not new to the
four ports; staged ana
Trours lor a Song. peat here, handles adequately a
OCT*.".. Itfrict. Ted Yola GalU handle
that include This Paramount, yet not too worn lor
John Murmv Anderson;
Dana
likely ballad, and the Berry Brw^r ertoire 01 vocals
miic,
Buly
Believe,'
and
Make
Fetter
Johnson; colored legmanla trio, wind it yp Can't Be Love.' 'Only
this temple of Jive to slacken in
Suesse; settings, Albert
Cine'52:
'SUU of the Night' and, as encores,
Is getting a heavy
Raovl Pen* Du Bois;|Thus, while captioned
arrangements of 'Deep Purple' and draught. House
lor I play from the jitterbugs "uring the
'Alexander*. Made It rather

Dull in

N.Y.Casa

LOEWS

Y.

Tommv

Wd

surrealistic costuming, wherein Da
Bois again manifests much novelty
D^bwoirs. Do»^
Debpnairs get
Dancers (3), Hdn/ Stock- and imagination. The
their stindard Dance Mechanique
Lucicnne plausibly into this sequence; the
^?^7„ ram Jack^Johnsin,
K«rt (4),^The ^,ght showgirU flash some^ unusual
I
& Ashour,_ A»«t
Tiebor-s Seals, getups; Harry StockweU (the off-

Kos

6

^
—

w

tricks of
and xriciis
but comic touch ana
ventriloquism, send latter over lustk. «n«il"o»
ily. and
'?'°*/''.

Wins,
bllng,

„«d^ii Fre^?^chlJt^as,Berr«
Borclau,

'r^''
I

w

&

(6)!

si

house orch;

Once a- surefire entertainer in
front of a Filipino band, Dave Apollon. a dialectic comic now pacing a
straight-playing swing crew, isn't as.
effective, if not entirely out ol place,
as he was with his lormer novelty

bunch.

1

more war-

Joan Davis

Trent,

Wills, Ruby Zioerlinir's
'Cafe Society* (Par).

^«;

to follow with

N. Y.

^^fJ^Morton; Honew Familv

Mamma Debut

Rex Weber

STATE,

Apollon'is present band was until
recently Henry Busse's, a plenty top.
drawn by Dorsey, and a sturdy notch organization when behind its
.
, _,_v/*—
iv- picture. Mid.
luriH.
for the
Busse swung over to
one 6f beSt feature: ex-leader.

Local 802 (New York) musicians to
combination of Dorsey and tte Ljuck the standby orchestra rap, and
" 'X"' ApoUon got
-nf his
hnnoT, on
«n
1,.= o.mpr
former bunch
This is Ua first week
singing,
Stage show with Dorsey, his spe- the rebound.
WiOil. assisted by
Walter
ctaliste. and other acts which aug- together, which may explain ''a lot,
songs stooge in comedy knockabout and ment, is longer than most here reeverything.
and Bar- hand-t>alanclng, closes show in re- cently, but sustains the time with- but not
The ApoUon comedy, the Russa
"The Pest,' is sounding fashion and precedes rein- out strain.
Modestly giving his
N Y.. ot ?S scoie; -ni/ij'""! ion s oia arunK scene,caption
corny applauseol Cafe troduetion of principals In vocal people ijtiost of the spotlight, the effusiveness and
in under the
-.f^^m 42 50 ond $3 (Soturdays worked
comeons Just don't fit with this type
Society ol Tomorrow. IGne and Aina finale by ITanni
weight of the band show is carried of musical group; yet they're all In!^rfhiitidflus)
and holMWys^Burm.
Biz very big.
Constant are the couple heckled by
by Jack Leonard, Edythe Wright, cluded. Likewise, his manner ol inIftanana Barton, whose drunk panto is still a
'Skeets* Hurfurt and others who
•niii, TJnse'a newest Casa
specialists;
they're
the
troducing
front for solos, or other doubling
overdone comedy buildups that behours exactly,
assignments. Hall ol the time, or gin
^^W^aSneWel^'rJ^ir'^^^^^^^^
to wear when backgrounded by
modestly
James running sans intermission, although a
more, Dorsey is on the bandstand deadpan olayitootets.' Also, Apollon
American Shjw Busine^
^^^^ ^ intended belore Parts 2 and
With the boys away from the mike
loreets that the .bouncing, wiggling
Pittsburgh, April 7,
and the pit apron where the others style of fronting a band passed out
rtaged. The 3, and would be advisable. Circus
f^i"*"
26 minutes; VaudevlUe, 30 mins.;
Jimmtf Joy orch (12), Tony Mor are perlorming.
rJ'man^lpreteS"
years ago.
35 mins.; Television, includ- tin, Ben Oakland, Betty Kane, Ames
His ^nrnfnar theme tune, blends
P*?^*o«l fS^^'cSl^howTif s more Cinema,
As for the band's repertoire and
Amo, Kdtherine WestJIeld & I happily for a band st)nt with a fine
Vet, d^- ing finale and reprise, another 30
War arrangements, these mistakes can be
'Hawaiian
rionettes, Gai Moran; 'Blockueir* arrangement
Marionettes,
of
score by Ted Fetter.Rose Island' (WB).
Chanv "Swing Low Sweet CHiariot' laid to the newness of the combinachance
tion. Right now .It's n.g. almost enmuch
Dana
Suesse
hasn't
inImprovisations,
and
is
special
and
other
It-but
I'^.ffL? I^SSi
ol talwealth
standout
amidst
the
Btillboards' announce it as Tony cluding the night club tour session tirely, plus being hampered here by
lor
embanaament
hv an
on the bandstand.
^i^^i
.J SmhiHoSess that eht Ozzie Nelson works In yeoman Martin and his band, but it's really which draws ttte show to Its close. the lack' of 'mikes-hanging
up front
but marathon dansapatlon the Jimmy Joy outfit, popular in the In the latter, the s^les of Hal Kemp; Also, a valance
Biit^Ukrin^|l«shlo^
Uke
?;-5.^f'5f.*"*^i^
slows it to a waltz. But
confining Cab Calloway. Henry Busse and muffles the trumpet and trombone
pnmlng usu- onstage, and Jay (nee Jeny) Free- dance q>ots, with Martin special^.
'
ol Rose's shows, expert
man is equally proficient and hard- himself to his own closing
other leaders are woven Into an ar- sections,
illy achieves haPP**''?''??' , con•^^i
the
doing
.„„
show, uvius
utc Buvw,
uBuoitsi. the
I rangement that also embodies vocalwofBng. conducting the' long and iioy
Joy handles,
Besides his -own expert banjothe case opThe Big Show,'
hunseU,
for
grabbing
off
m.c.'lng
and
Wright
jzing by Leonard and Miss
strumming, highlighted by his actte difficult show.
sidering the general costUness.
heralds
the
bows
flesh,
the
the
needs
in
special
downstage
Rose
heavy
shears
this
are
singing
on
These
two
Petqr
Ruth
companiment
at
Kpresario aJght wisely have de- one. He has the makings ol a "Big don't toss his way.
Both 'My Heart Belongs to Daddy,' Apolvocalists carried by Dorsey.
a
terred the premiere unttt It was
Martin's the topper, of course, and sell themselves In specially arranged Ion's best bet is former 'hillbilly'
Show.' per his title; but right now
even better thu time than he pop tunes In a very effective man- Henry Morton. Latter does a jitt^ four parts: Circus, the oversize weights It down.Abel. looks
deluxer just a year ner.
did at the
The "East Side, West Side' tery, deadpan bass-whacker, also as
Vaudeville, Cinema and Television,
ago. He works easier, voice- sounds number with Miss Wright Is par- aecoihp for Miss Petty, and Is A
Giantlatter looking Into the future.
more socko and he's developing a tlcularUr effective, -screen slides come<ly smash. Miss Petty, once
acreen likenesses of Bamum. Hamflrst-rato sense .of humor that goes being used to heighten the effect, as with Johnny Ferklnis. Is the band's
N. Y.
merstein and Boxy precede the first
a long way. While working with the in the nitery tour portion nearer the vocalist and s^es across nicely. OnW
three branches.
_
,
"band, Martbi also has a pianist, but sign-off.
other specialist with the crew u
Show
Guy Lombardo Orch (12) featur- not an ordinary one. Fellow's Ben
The Story of the American
Three outside acts' are booked Mildred Law. a Bill Robinson pupU.
Busbiess,' of course, was a good basic ing Carmen. Lebert and Victor Lom- Oakland, the songwriter.
He's not with Dorsey. They are the Del Rios,
been caught
Sevelopment, although, actually, Rose bardo. Gene Sfieldon. Doris Hhodes; Srogrammed and Just dropped in on excellent mixed acrobatic trio, two A rhythm dancer, she's
before under varying circumstances,
oi 'Dodge City* (Wfl), reviewed tn this
la already doing a toad company
lartln here and Is sticking around men and a girl, who played the and apparently is an In-and-outer,
the same thought with his current issue.
Fllckerite sings Itoxy three months ago; Barr and , her Impression
for ^ ^the , week.
here opening
„„_
^
^ night
.
* « , ,
J,
show at his companion Diamond
of
Oakland's
Oaklmd's
several
snatches
from
pomedy-dancing
Estes
(New
Acts),
(Thursiay) being hardly as big as
A lustv western meUer on the h?***®^ J^S.™ ^^^'^\totroduces one combination, and the stapdar d Frant in
Horseshoe nitery. The new Casa
other Uistancel One drawback is
J?S S« Kflt'«»by'Benandafriendof
show is merely a more ambltous serten ^odcfci^'
Gaby, with his ventriloquial partner her costuming, blue-spangled brlefle,
»~ri^fcjlr«
Ti!v.K;'..j^
Lombardos 15.
ony^ygf
elaboration of the show biz caval- mooth. soothing
Martin),
and
midget
a
wearing
somewhen
should
be
she
stage are a happy coupling this and
starts with *FDR Jowss,' then Into
Gaby is a solid audience bet with thing trousered to hide rather heavy
The switch back to girl, shows,
:Deep. Purple; 'I Marrled'an .Ase?!.: his novelty turn.
He always was
seems to augur strong b.o. '?J?'^
Ifs a "rhaiig for Everything' and 'I Cried that wherever he played, but his gams. Nor does Apollon help her
away from the vaudeville tgrpe of J2IJ£*4""*
or Miss Petty by those threatened
Hose operated good blending of contrast, and from fifY^.'
di "
entertainments which
. - - pickiag
uptSi clarinet for act now Is possibly better than ever body grabs and anatomical referfor nearly a year here, is inspired the name band perspective unfinale to duetwitt Joy.
'It's good
J«
before.
It's a match, if any act is,
Once a sock Russe hoofer,
by the expected World's Fair influx, doubtedly a welcome relief com- inlormal stuff, this flniai, and over for the Edgar Bergen-Charlle Mc- ences.
Apollon has also gone straight with
mie fenune stuff Is generally being pared to the run of recent Jive ex- big. In fact Martin's entire session Carthy technique.
his .dancing.
He^s doing but one
ponents.
primed for the visitors.
Is right in the grooye all the way,
In addition to laughs supplied by routine, as a challeniie from Miss
in- Lombardo, too, there lies a
Surrounding a costly array of talJoy's been around for years ^It Gaby and the Biurr-Estes team, Law, and it evidences that ApoUon
who
Barton,
James
showmanship
object
lesson
anent
headed
by
the
ent,
was Irom his outfit that Johnny Dorsey provides 'em fair diversion
^ts star billing In 'The' Big Show, salon or londiair music, despite some (Scat) Davis and Andy Andrews with 'Skeets' Hurfurt, who some day should switch to his old specialty.
Show's standouts .opening night
Rose has 16 ponies and eight show^ of deprecation from the 52d street sprung—and he's still among the un. may be stepping out on his own as
girls, a 'chorus of the prettiest things disciples of murder music.
Guy sung biggies in the biz. Musically, a comedian-singer. He does 'Kermlt were the Oxlord Boys (3), 'who
Lombardo and his smooth team of 12, the crew's solid, but just hasn't the Hermit' in which brother bands- mimic the themes ol name bands
In town,' to quote the Dllling.
One
Talent Is standard. Circus (No. 1 which numbers ttiree other Lorn- foimd itself a style in ttie current men participate. In a p'articiilarly with surprising perlecUon.
art) is The Great^. _Show onjbardo freres among- 'em—Carmen, craze for a definite identification tag. salable manner and tops that witti plays a guitar, wmle others vocalty
Their
blessed by the P. T. Bamum I<ebert and 'Victor—have been ric^t Joy might have wise^ Inserted a a ^eddn' session with another lad achieve the musical effects.
,
opener Is' takeoff on Busse, followed
background, and has Harry Stock- up on top of the kilocycles, hotels, few whams of the moment In his that proves all right
Char.
by mimicry of other topflight crews;
well as ringmaster. Capt Tieber and niteries and theatres for more than repertory, instead of sticking to the
a takeoff on Apollon being the finale
his three seals. Barton, The Jnvelys a decade, and still well out in front standard brands, but that's common
encore. A similar presentEition is part
and The Yacopis are the highlights. That speaks more tor. Itself than to orchs switching suddenly from
of Tommy Dorsey^s act at the. BroadLatter nine, one of the greatest ris- asythlhg else.
the ballrooms to the thea* e without
way Paramount
ley families in -Uie business, were
Excepting that Ifs patent fbai U's much experience In the latter field.
palpably nervous at the premiere not being done with mirrors; that
Opening number,- swing version of
The Oxfords' reception was so big
Detroit, April 7.
dilol
their
more
unadulerated dansapatlon isn't some- Prelude in C Sharp Minor,' Is well
and blew several
5am Jack Kaufman's orch, Danson- the applause ran into the su1>sequent
flcult tricks, but also got in their thing that has proved lasting Just by done, but a mistake so early In the ettes :(16), Jimmy
Mildred MuU turn, Joan Da'vls and SI Wills, this
cUcks. Barton's sequence in a clown accident The Lombardos, for one show.
Gal Moran, Joy's featured cavi Shanghai wing Troupe (6), week's marquee lure. They're man
getup, with a prop- rowboat—looks thing, know tiiat.the melody Is the vocalist Is on next and got tough Arthur Treacher; 'Little Princess' and wile and were partnered In
much like an old Ferry Corwey set- tiling, for the masses, whether in the breaks at this show, warbling first (20th).
vaude lor several years belore Miss
for more number into a mike she didn't know
VP was slow. The Debonalrs (6), radio abstract or even lor
Davis cliclMd In Hollywood. ForBong and dance precision males, work vivid dance purposes. There can be was dead.
Curroit show comprises only three merly the act's tag was Wills and
Second, "Melancholy
hard and often throughout the. show, rhythm without eaeaphony and, Baby,' is over-arranged
„ e™ and too long acts, plus trio of routines by house Davis, but since becoming Important
^rlcally setting the atmosphere.
coupled with a basic knowledge of | getting started, while the drunk oarshe rates -the -star billing. She also
Part 2, 'VaudeVUle, is routined a la how to mix 'em up, it's as effective ody la In bad taste for a femme Une, but withal 45-mInute fare has gets an intro from Wills as the
old-school variety lines. Including as any of the solid-sending and out- She's a looker and even with aver- a fullness and smoothness not often screen's No. 1 comedienne.' Later,
annunciator easels on the sides, Al- of-this-world Mde' stuff.
age pipes could get over nicety with found in a standard five-act piece. however, she tells the audience that,
len Sc Kent with their- standard past
The Lombardos have also capital- proper choice of material. As it is It's just suflicientty strong to fit he's her husband, which makes the
and present hoofing, ixe highlighted
Ited a tin pan alley showmanship of she's Just a filler.
_
_
initial plug strlctty the huts.
by the old-time palr'ii hoofing, of not being afraid to tackle new,
Betty Kane (New Acts) follows nicely between the layers of a long
The Wills and Davis of former
which tiie woman's- essence and 'foot- worthwhile tunes. When they click, with a slam-t>ang tap session neatly feature pic.
years were more entc-taining than
work, easily tops the 'tyrta's efforts. the band takes pride in having been tinged with sat&e. and then band
Headlmer is Arthur Treacher the current Davis and Wills. Then
Jack Johnson, the great colored' ex- the first to Introduce this or that new goes into 'Sweet Sue' with those (New Acts), Einglish butler of the they were
a vaudeville act; now
beavyweight chainp; does a boxing ditty. In between, of course. Car- Coca-Cola bottles; good novelty, screen,, who's making initial stage they're
a personal appearance. The
bit with Albert LeVoy.. Don Barclay men vocal solos or the trio breaks Katharine
Westfleld's
marionettes venture. Except for a little tighten- difference tells in her overlong, dull
They're
not 100% next with the spot
and Barton, primed for comedy. The it up
_^ vocaUy.
.
on the tiny pup- ing here and there, Treacher's offer- medlejr of her picture 'songs. Also,
^
acrobatic Juvelys -and Sylvia and ballady, going In for novelties such pets and gal working behind ttiem ings, abetted by Jack Norton, are
in Wills' bit as a psychic, entelling
Christian with their acro-dance rou- as that new ^fish' sQng_authored by ] In the dark. In turn,~she introduce down the line of good entertainment.
the oldest gags around.
It shows
tines, and Cliarlie King, leading the Saxle Dowell of Hal Kemp's band, Cesar Romero doing a rumba, be- Added asset Is he^s perlectty natural
poor preparation and the audience
line, round it out He medleys C^- and also woriiing In comedy and wigged cutie hi a waltz to 'Alice
Dansonettes, house line of 16 girls, didn't overlook
it
opening night
hanlana, but King's yesteryear 'Little bits with Gene Sheldon and Doris Blue Gown,' Joe E. Brown as an ec- ring the bell on their three routmes,
Onty a few applauded.
Nellie KeUy' routine is the major Rhodes. Latter two are under New centric, clown hoofer, and finaUy as usual.
Stendout is their bell
They're not Indulging In as much
Donald Duck on roller skates. Noth- number, opening show. In addition
flash.
Acts.
Part 3, Cinema, Is the longest take.
That's ell the show, save for a in^ imusual about turn until the end, they do a Chinese bit to Intro the rough-house as formerly, and their
It glorifies Boxy and his presentation Looneytune, newsreel and a trailer with Donald Duck's cavortlngs sav- Shanghai Wing troupe, and a Scotch blowoff is a reprise of a dance she
(20th),
kUt number which spifflly leads did in 'Hold "Hiat Co-Ed'
style, tracing from the' Rlalto to the ior 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy,' ing day for Miss Westfleld.
opening scenes of 'flicker. called the LImpv Dimp. It cannot
Capitol to the Rdxy and finally the which latter_ gets considerable ap- j _ Orch comes up with nice arrange- into
Abel. Iment of "Penny Serenade,' leadfiig Treacher also has a part in this rou- be expected to please the physIcaUyMusic Hall. Don Barclay spiels the plause. Biz big.
hito a hot drum session by Tom tine, directing gals through a mlli- handicapped in the audience. Ruby
Nickelodean reel, an old silent terZwerling's pit band, in pinochle
Summers and Joy's work on two tery march. Very neatty done.
rible according to present-day standHIPP,
^
provides the
licorice sticks simultaneously, which
~
Jimmy and Mildred Mulcay. adept quarters
,—- otherwise,
r
ards, with Harry Carey, Lionel Barprecedes Ames and Amo. Knock- with the harmonicas, wind through music for Davis and Wills,
rymore and the Glsh Sisters. Yola
"r"-—- Trent's Punch
^ and
Tommy
Judy
fbout ballroom satirists are regular several swell tunes, theh: duo on'
Gain sopranos an aria to recreate the
Baltimore, April 9.
act standard by now, is spotted
Sioneer 'presentation' Idea at the old
Hudson Wonders (2), Jerry Mann. ^^'Jo" *« ^J? Stanley, but still mop 'Blue Rhapsody' being tops. The earty in the show. It's an easy
Shanghai troupe of acrobats and
:ialto. The Six Debonalrs glorUy the George Tapps, Estelle Tavlor, Rex "P^wlth their screwy antics and zlg_. r.'^, «.v
. •»
novelty
Famity,
Roxy usher; Barton handles a clown _.
Weber, Wafier Dare Wohl &), l^eUce zagging spins and falls. Gal's the tricksters vary the usual routine evenly click. Hie Honey piuchy
mixed
delivers
sextet
comedv
enough
prop,
to'
give
turn plenty of zip
but her partner looks
ballad, "Keno, Screeno and Love'; and lula's house orch (12); The Story of
after the rough, tougher work. Over and vigor.
Yoimgest member of acrobatics at the opening, but one
'I Wanna Go Back. to Bali' back- Irene and Vernon Castle* (RKO)
big here, as usual,
troupe Is a comer and can be used boy's comedy had best be elimigrounds the finale flash. The Balinated.
Their exifs the signal for Mar to more advantage,
bese motif permits Raoul Pene DuPlenty of talent in this layout of
Biz opening night was quite good,
Sam Jack Kaufman besides hanBois to do his stuff with costumes, standaicds and socko doings Is the tin's entrance and he shoots the
down the honws streteh a win- dling the m.c clioreB, batons his pit the lower floor and shelf being com•w.— » .Paced nicely
-., Jerry Mann
end Albert Johnson's settings are result
, by
Opening performance didn't get band through 'Ave Maria,' embel- fortabty filled despite a driving Tain.'
equaUy effective. Jack Cole and his as m.c, with house orch spotted on per.
llshed by a spiffy floral .display and It's the stage show that's drawing
two lemme aides wham 'em 'with travellng_plBtlorm, show opens with under way until 3:30 p. m. Frii
the film, 'Cafe Society* (Par),
'em,
violin rendition by Max ueb, con(7) on account of Good Friday oh'
their Sumatra stepping, scoring the Hudson Wonders, two nicely put-up
having been milked in its first-run
servanee by theatres tmtil 2 p. m., cert master.
Individual hit of the^ow easily In femma tumblers, who score s^on^
Okay browd for last show Good at the Pairamount down the street
Make and biz was way off. That was ex.
this sequence. Cole's exotic costum- with well-sold aero routine.
Scho.
pected,
however.
Pete.
Friday
Cohen.
(7).
conportion,
whidi
for
Mann's
ing and dancbig has-been « highlight spot
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VARIETY HOUSE RfiVffiWS

^ednesdsf, April 12,-1939

APOLLO,

N. Y.

frocks, and warble 'Old Grey Bonnet' in swing style.
Gals' voices

house.

blend pleasingly and they set them-

Count Baste's orch (15), Helen selves solid, both from the sight and
Rushing, Honey sound angles with pops. Their
Humes. Jimmv
enrr^» k Bert Hotuell, Westchester tire running time Is well paced and
Champs (6), Jackie
riub Lindv Hop
Mnble«. Babe Wallace.
line;
Bnice
auihuf (Col).__

mS™

Sam

Theord,
'Whispering

Basle at the Apollo
It's all Count
a long way
thS week. He's come noUce
about
SSe first attracting
ago, and it's like old
See years for
the Harlem crowd,
week
SiiM
jump
wlSdi lT familiar with his
ityle of music.

In the groove for vaude' patrons.
Sid Walker, with the shock of
bushy black hair and morning coat
crossfires with Baker for good results.
Gags contain a few blue innuendos, but at show caught customers went for it

Pat Rooney,
berg,

Jr.,

and Herman Tim-

with their hokum
clowning, both proving they have
Jr.,

inherited

click

some

of their dads'

Chicago, April

VARIETY

from the audience really gets the

PALACE, CHI
8.

Future policy of the ' <use has not
been definitely determined. It's a
peration,
Bill Miller & Al Rogers

'

Frank
Ports,
(16),
Trio, Broion & Ames,
Sisters (3); 'Stori/ of VerIrene Castle' (RKO).

RondoU
non and

-

original brings

ute notes really something.

0.

.

,

>

cially well with the repeat of the
girls working on globes.
This has
always been a sock line number and

continues

command

plenty of
attention from the audience.
Two
other line routines are satisfactory
enough.
Topping off the bill Is the. comedy
it

.to

days, ISc for adults at the matinees
and 10c for kids at any time. The
picture, of course, can't be depended
upon for draw, so the entire burden
rests

on the

stage.

Latter this week
a cream-puff.
Scho.

STATE-LAKE, CHI

The

on three-sax, trumpet and trombone
folos wlth dulcet swing of most min-

Atlanta, April

as is the vaudfllmer Rivera, In anThis
other section of Brooklyn.
show plays three days and then the

'

has the goods.

45

ATLANTA

Harry Clark, Nelson Sisters (2),
Horry fforper. White Brothers (2),
Barney Grant, Bobby Jeanne & Co.
(4), £nrico I.elde Copitolians, house
house goes duals until next week- bond (12); 'The Mod Miss Manton^
This is a pleasant enough show to end (15), when a show containing. (RKO).
Benny Rubin, Fifl Dorsay and Bob
i;o along with a picture figured to
lave all the necessary b. o. draught Howard comes In.
Abandoning unit |type shows as
Admish scale is very low; 40c top well as Sunday openings this week,
&'
FanchonMarco (Roxyettes) line
Saturdays and Sundays, 35c week- Capitol offers a strong array of talis back here, and going over espeRoxyetfes.

Peggy Taylor

showCouldn't hold up
His instruments ope-ate with the manship tricks and legbmania. TimjhSler off in this gppt, but his play- bf rg, Jr., registers with clowning iman original, 'Miss Thing,' fs the personations
of
pic
stars,
and
«5ofl on hU versatility. Brass sec- Rooney's forte is
his
footwork.
team of Brown and Ames. Brown
Soh really blasts, with five mikes
Eight minutes of smooth card and holds down most of the routine
down front accentuating this—unforstrictly solo and punches over a
tunate, too, because the aggregation cigarette manipulation, topped 'off by

tatnof

CAPITOL,

materializing glass of colored liquids highly salable line of comedy cliatfrom the air, is turned in by Del ter. Works in a quiet manner, but
his material is loaded with laughs,
Breece, youthful magician.
Baker which he delivers in a clean-cut
follows agaiii, but solo, for more manner.
Brown indicates plenty of
comedy. His style impresses, also possibilities for bigger and better
his work with ah audience stooge.
stuff, and should rate as a top-liner
Brinkley's orch and the six gals if he continues to build on his preseach take turns at a couple of num- ent firm comedy foundation. Audibers, plenty fast and In no sense ence found him to its liking. Litan Interlude between the comedy tle Ames femme is a neat trick and
puts over her solo warbling and tap
turns. Closer has Baker and Walker

Chicago, April

9.

ent in this layout
solid

It's 45 minutes of
-veil sold. Harry

entertainment

Clark, who books acts for Cap, does
the m.c. chores.

Show starts with Kelson Sisters,
Vivian and Tiny, pair f lookers. In
a circus act on double trapeze.
Femmes' tricks, synchronized and
rhythmically done, score.
They're
Cole Bros. Circus performers in season and will join that tent show in
about three weeks.

Banjoist Harry Harper follows,
Leon Miller, Dorothy Oliver, Ralph
Cook, June Hart, Mary Stone, Knight strumming out 'Deep Purple' and
Sisters (2) Grisha & Grona, Lee Ma- 'Tiger Rag,' plus train imitation
son; DiHenH & Georgene; Anardo & and finishing to 'Bye Bye Blues,*
,

Opening Is usual swingeroo medLita, Latin Quarter Sextet; 'Dis- getting over good.
Slgnofl Is 'Out the Window,'
ley.
barred (Par),
White Brothers, Joe and Al, prove
but the outfit furnishes some trim
better-than-average acrobatic tumbackgrounding for the two balladists,
This is a Balaban & Katz-built blers. They work dressed up and
Helen Humes and Jlmm^ Rushing.
appearfor
routine
up
unit and issued for the current week put plenty of comedy Into their turn.
Former makes
warbling
of
swell
her
'FoUes
Femmes.'
with
under
the
tag
of
des
-Boys
also use a couple of dogs In
ance
Its purpose is to break the pace of their act
•Heaven Can Wait,' 'Deep Purple*
number effectively.
straight vaudie shows that have been
on stage, with Rooney and Timberg
and 'My Heart Belongs to Daddy.'
Barney Grant -who Las been heard
Frank- Paris has a couple, of. solid
Rushing, a rotund vocalist, does seated in boxes on opposite sides of items In his puppet turn, particular- the- poUcy since! house came under on Rudy Vallee's programs.
Is
with "Won't You Please Come the house for some crosstalk and ly the ice ucating and the Suzi-Q B. & K. operation. Basically, the spotted next He tied up the show
idea is solid, but it needs a touch' at this catching, second snow Easter
Home,' His enunciation was a bit off heckling, all of which coimts.
marionettes.. These are sold with
here and there to make it more pracwhen caught but he fills In for any
Show
runs fraction over an hour, a punch and go over well on clever ticaL And that touch would be the Sunday (9). Lad works In hillbilly
finging deficiency with his strut and
getup and has nice voice, playing
and maintains nice pace throughout handling and reasonable motivation. utilization of more standard vaude- Ills accompaniments, on guitar. He
mugging. Basie could offer more
Other puppet numbers In the turn
piano sSolng, his deft Ivory-manipu- Is set for only two days (8-9). Biz lack a sense of realism that detracts ville talent instead of the' occasional starts with rustic tunes. Interjecting
was stoong last show Saturday (8). from their effectiveness.. Randall specialty styS which is spotted in palaver for laughs. He then plays
latlng being standout
this show.
'Nola'
on. piccolo, foiiows 'with
Hold.
Sisters sing a lot of songs all alike,
Surrounding bill Is much better
B. & K. turned the production du- 'Listen to the Mocking Bird* and
Honey
They lean towards novelty comedy
than usual at this house.
times. A little variety In their pr^ ties over to Leon Miller, who has finishes -with some c' ''hopper hoofColes and Bert Howell' tops remainturned out a bang-up job of build- ing. He had to. beg off.
sentation would aid.
der of bill with a particularly cleanBobby Jeanne, assisted by three
Back in town on a qiiick return Is ing a flashy, colorful and bulky unit
cut turn. The tall, angular lad is
the Pegfy Taylor Trio. Miss Taylor Two or three solid acts In the show lads, Norbey,' Overton, Norrls Spalt
bout the swiftest, most agile tapPhiladelphia, April 7.
and Bobby Remow, constitute the
ster seen In this sector In months.
has switched over to knockabout would make It surefire.
Not only does Miller rate for his strong 'finale. It's an adagio turn
CTiarley Bamet'a orch, Shirley burlesque adagio work and the threer
Other boy registers solidly with his
24
excellent
production
handling
of
marked
by swiftness and pretty
evenly-modulated warbling and trim Ross, Judy Canova, Annie & Zeke, some manage to snare a sufficiency
Turn features a 20-foot
work on the guitar-uke and violin. Judy £Ilin0ton, Muriel Thormts & of laughs on the prattfalls and the girls, a carload of costumes, a flock work.
'Simple and Sweet' Is his best
Adolph Komspan's house band; 'East ripped clothing. In between the hoke of scene changes, but he also comes 'leap for life' and some nifty onethey sandwich a couple of legit bits. through on his own to bang through hand catches. Miss Bernhardt has
Westchester Club Lindv Hoppers of Heaven' (U).
More actual legit stuff would height- with a hit performance. His solo been featured recently In newsreel
knock thmeslves out with teipsing
switches -and solidity presentation of various dances from shots being' zoomed. 200 feet out of
gyrations.
This Is a white combo,
Fox clicks solidly again this stanza en the comedy
She does fhla
with unbilled colored mixed sextet with a nifty lineup for the boards. the audience's realization that the Walking the Dog to the present-day mouth of cannon.
turn really can adagio If they want Suzi is. well executed and smartty trick on fair circuits In season.
coming on in mopup spot
It's also pretty strong stuff for the
delivered.
Biz Sunday (0) was n.ar capacity,
Jackie Mabley stands out In fa- marquee with a good variety of to.
Business was good at the last show
Specialty turns swarm all over the which can be considered excellent
miliar sketch with Babe Wallace and names for wide appeaL Show when
since It was Easter. Folks down her*
Gold.
doing
four-minute
show,
a
three
or
on
Friday
(7).
Sam Theard. Mary Bruce's mixed caught at last session opening day
stint and tiien scramming.
Among like to parade in their £nery. Luce.
line comes through with two neat was a bit overboard on time, out a
them are June" Hart, who plays an
production scenes, four femme step- little slicing should be easy.
accordion and does a little time
pers leading the vigorous dancing.
Charley Bamet's orch is making its
step; Mary Stone, a little jazzy sou
Wear.
initial appearance in PhUly since it
brette; Grisha and Grona, a couple
hit the big time and the result li
Nils T. Gronlund Retme, with of gals who give some s-a. flash to
Jimmy Dorsey's orch (17), with
very satisfactory. Still rather ques' White Sisters (2), Eve Arden, Dor- the show with their gold paint and
N. Y.
tionable as a general name draw, othy James, Marion Wilfctns. Collins flitter dance number; "DIHgnrl and Helen O'Connell, Bob £berte, Ruth
wel
seems
Georgene, a ballroom" Bance. team. Barnes, Sybil Bowan; 'Whispering
nevertheless
Thrillers
Bamet
Continental
Peterson,
&
(NEWSBEELS)
through radio time (3); 'The Storm' (U).
Mixed up in the general production Enemlesf (Col)..
known
enough
A verv poor bill. Stock, dated and discs to have aroused plenty of
squeeze
bulk,
they manage to
shots make it so.
Jimmy Dorsey's band and vocalEverything was late for this thea- through passably enough.
curiosity in the crowd that follows
outside acts augur a
nie world armament race again the jive senders.
tre's debut as a vaudfilmer, including
Ralph Cook is the comedian on the ists and two
features, casting an ominous note
The house, which bill. He is doubUng from the Ball- good b. o. week for the Flatbush.
the audience.
Bamet himself, meshes nicely. formerly
with its grim imdertones. From the
played legit (mostly stock), Ball club here. Cook works hard'^ When caught ((xood Friday), bousa
Tall and good looking, he's not only
packed.
was
reels here there is suggested increaswith
Its
opening
late
at times too hard.
His gagging is
asset for his ability to swing a was an hour
ingly the theory that the next world an
to
due
on
Saturday
(8),
new
policy
policy
this house has been
Stage
at
fair, and he does best with the old
sax, but also a stick. Back of him
conflagration will be fought in the
arrival of equipment and vaudeviUe burlesque magic bit that underway only several weeks and in
he has a crew of 15, made up of seven the late at
•ir, since the air forces, with their
scenery;
that the nabe couldn't has always been identified with almost every Instance has had a debrass, four rhythm and four reed,
improved fighting equipment
are plus his own sax. Music, of sourse, have been very excited over the Frank Van Hoven and lately with cided leaninig toward the blue. Even
"
"
»
highlighted.
prospect of stage shows, for only the Dell OITell. It still goes over, howr with a show which revolves' almost
is of the boimce variety on which
Also in th war vein is the tall ol Bamet eased Into a reputation at the first few rows were occupied at ever, on its hoke comedy. Cook also entirely, arotmd a band, this again
Madrid, by Paramount but there's- Famous Door, N.Y. Irs good listen- 3 p.m.
does some clowning with hefty war- shows Dorsey's outfit In a number
by Dorsey's outfit tagged 'Annie's
no action, the reels merely glimpsing ing, too, though somewhat rough in
The Shuberfs first layout head- bler Dorothy Oliver.
the Nationalist lorces marching into spots with the heavy brass con- lines the N.T.G. Revue, which Is
Late in the show are Anardo and Cousin Fanny,' and some of the
tte city. On the lighter side, ttiere's tingent
dirty and lacking in talent In pres- Lita -with a good Apache number, cracks 'of Sybil Bowan during her
in word and and
and
content
entation
Clark Gable and Corole Lombard,
the Knight Sisters, who are turn dish up some comparatively
Principal weakness of the band is action. It's burlesque. But burlesque
mild, but nevertheless pointed dou•fter their marriage, caught by Pastandout
with
their
hand-to-hand
slight tendency toward monotony In makes no pretense of hiding tmder
ine,
and adagio work. Unusual to see a ble-entendre. It's a little too sharp
It's accentuated by
arrangements.
another name, whereas N.T.G. is
for a spot that caters to famUy trade,
Sports come In for a major share,
one too many choruses presumably playing to famUy audi- girl as under-stander In an adagio and youngsters were in the house
Witt a Budge-Perry tennis match; just atiout
routine end It rates as a good novCutting them down ences in a residential nabe.
number.
each
of
when cauffbt (last show).
Bobby Jones teeing off in the MasA lltUe less of Bamet'p A couple of N.T.G.'s cracks dur- elty stunt
ters Tournament; Man O* War still would help.
Dorsey's heading a fine, powerful
Business 'was good at the supper
takeoffs would also aid to re^
turned
pansy*
solo
show
are
the
'He
ing
spry at 22, and the New York-Chi14-plece setup and has himself ImGold.
lleve the ennui problem for general and 'You look like a broken-down show Saturday (8).
cago Golden. Gloves battles.
proved, as far as stage work Is convaude audiences, who ordinarily fairy.' Though a gentleman farmer,
cerned, at the head of It Once stiff
A note of pathos is lent the pro- don't appreciate the fine finger and Granlund isn't referrinc to hortito
the point of overcoming the band's
gram with the showing in Paris of lip work.
culture or elves. Nor does he walk
Impressions, he's apparently softento
j *S™ P^inS homage to their war
On the visual entertainment side, behind CoUins (and Peterson)
ing.
Still has a distance to travel,
dead (u). In the same vein is seen
crew is weaker than most of the prompt him: nor does that cause
however, before reaching the Intimthe charred ruins of two U. S. planes the
Indianapolis,
April
8.
toes
merety
his
rise
on
Collins
to
experistage
with more
whose pilots died when they crashed older bands
Orrin Tucker's orch, Bonnie Baker, ate Informality demanded of bandence. Fox management takes care of for the purpose of stretching.
these days.
Band is sock
into two dwellings, setting the planes
As for the girls with Granlund, Lorraine Sisters, The Bodyguards, leaders
this time with a flock of supthat
and, although a bit too loud at times
.and homes afire (M-G).
they're doubling from his Midnight Carter & Holmes, Vera Fern; 'Hound
acts.
In this l,7P0-seater, goes over strong.
In keeping with the big publicity porting
N.T.G. of BaskerviUesT (mh).
Broadway nitery.
Femme chirper with the crew Is Sun,
Plurge attendant to the preem of
the names of
Kuth Barnes and Sybil Bowan
looking doesn't even mention
oke
An
Ellington,
Judy
neatly
rhumbavary
the
jive
menu.
Former
opening
the
Jodge City' in the Kansas city of
some of them,
Playing his first theatre date after is on early, following
brushoff, as
pat name, Pathe has considerable blonde, she's weak on pipes. Voice
a Taln't What
she toe dancer getting a
a long stay at the Palmer house In You Do' Instrumental and vocal
rootage showing several of the film's is rather high and thin and
by
does the Russian singer, heckled by Chicago,
Tucker
reyeals
Orrln
scores only mildly in a short turn.
Players in festive spirit
Bob
Eberle, and clicks.
Her
fine
Collins from a box. A blonde singer
flock
plenty of showmanship and a
tapping runs from rhythmic to faster
..Because of the Italian aggression,
On the other end ot the warble was likewise unidentified at {he of
orchestral novelties that earn him
Granlund
but
March (of Time's 'Albania' subject scale and in the final spot is Shirley opening
show,
tempos and gets her off to plenty
-among
stage
position
a
front-rank
was revived and rushed in the next Ross. As nifty a looker as ever faced stresses Eve Arden, who does a veil bands
applause. Sybil Bowan appears In
here. Use of glee club
day, along with some Zdg-Duce a mike here, blonde film caniary is dance.
Her talent lies strictly in singing,seen
the last half. Her mimicry earns her
special lighting numbers
The
chassis.
sparsely-clad
footage.
the top hand. Caps her takeoffs with
equally strong in voice and nerson- her
blackout-out stage, etc
Following 'Could Be,' the 'dancing' is merely a monotonous worked on a think of the styles of an excellent one of Mrs.. F. D. H.,
aUty.
makes one
opener, practically all her selections manipulation of the vc:i to give the Horace Heidt or Fred Waring, and prefaced with an apology to the audiare numbers she Introed in pix. Her audience an occasional peek. What yet Orrin Tucker's offerings stand on ence which includes the reilnark, "big
people can take it*
easy stage presence and willingness audience there v/as Saturday mati- their own.
nee was almost entirely male.
to oblige catch quick attention.
Band's vocalists, Helen O'Connell
His band possibly does not sound
Other femmes are Marion WIlJudy Canova with Annie and
Louisville, April 8.
Miss
as full as it should for stage work, and Eberle, are also strong.
sock they regis- kins, dancer, whose Moorish routine
Bennj/ Boker, Pat Rooney, Jr., Zeke repeat the
but this fact is covered up pretty O'Connell has a lot to contend with
space
various
interpretation
uf
short
later
and
here
a
Earle
Hermon Timber^, Jr., Sid Walker, tered at the
well since it does no straight musi- from the shelf. Curiously enough
poor;
Dorsight
are
very
hooflng
both
types
of
on
tops
is
Trio
Cel Breece, 3 Morin Sisters, Chas. back.
whose voice cal numbers. Everything is inter- her tunes are all setups for repartee.
hillbilly stuff, and othy James, singer,
the
in
sound
and
liCads off with 'Hurry Home' then
Brinfclei; orch. College Rhythm Girls
fine doesn't come anywhere near match- rupted by vocals, stunts and specialtosses in an extra flash with the
ties.
The band's style runs to sweet- the oldies 'I Cried for You' and 'All
<6); 'Slave Ship'
(20th) and 'Old
keyboard solo work of Annie. Omy ing her looks, and the White Sisters, swine, and this also conceals its of Me.' latter idrew most of the
flam Donee' (Hep).
<-ut major
hitch of the act this time is In the two blondes who dance,
There are heckling; almost broke her up at one
instrumentation.
A hill- in aerial and contortion work. They scanty
playing, consisting of a point
Gal's an asset to the band,
eleven
Benny Baker heads this layout dress of the two femmes.
men
show
only
ones
in
the
inabout
the
are
silk stockings is
rhythm section of bass, drums, gui- handling her assignment neatly as
Bbly assisted on the comedy side by billy gal in fine
and it detracts. Funny with real talent.
well as creating a good appearance.
Pat Rooney, Jr., and Herman Tim- congruous,
Collins and Peterson, as they are tar and piano plus three saxophones,
colored hose they wore previously
Eberle contributes three songs late,
are . strictty in the two violins, and only two trumpets
°^rg, Jr., Chas. Brinkley's orch is
was better. Another weakener is working here, XTsually
as well as doing several throughout
funny, they for the brass section.
on the stage and while not a b.o. the lengthy patter with Bamet for burley Idiom.
Tucker dresses his bandstand well They are 'Masquerade is Over,'^Deep
name still the 'crew* does its mu- the sake of a couple of laughs. It are laughless .n this spotting. In a by having his femme vocalist his Purple' and 'Smoke Gets in Your
setting they're okay, but
sical chores in nice style.
slows up proceedings and should be I4-mlnute
girl trio and four male singers seat- Eyes.'
Singer has a powerful voice
Is on for nearly 75 minutes, as they
Baker first delivers a couple of sliced. The 'Jesse James' number
ed
with his musicians. Everyone Is which at times drowns out the musithev
become
the
Shubert
at
are
hooflng
is Judy's short
sags and paves the way for the Col- sockeroo, as
quite wearing. On the other hand, dressed formally in tails and evening cal background. Impossible though
an encore.
lege Rhythm Girls line (6), decidedly bit for
Continental Thrillers, skating clothes to add to the generally pleas- to control p. a. to suit as he goes
terp
the
two
does
Thomas
Muriel
Tijcker himself from one extreme tp the other so
peppy and youthful.
intro- trio, bring the show to a good flnish. ing appearance.
singles in opening spot after
his baton throughout the show, suddenly. J. D. gives out with his
Morin Sisters (3), harmony trio duction of the band. Femme's been Two boys and girl have some fast keeps
althouph he does some okay vocaliz- usual sax bit on 'The Bee' as a closfrom radio, group themselves around seen frequently in niteries here. She and thriUlng tricks, but their
.
(Continued on page 48)
er, .S^ovir.'8 good,. .
,
,
clincher ot whirling two stooges.
Herb.
the mike, wearing long white velvet gets off easily.
.
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VARIETY
Hotel

Tan

Variety Oills

Mary Cohan

Jimmy Rogers

George Hloes
Smith Howard
Light Brlgads
Motel Wnidoit-

.

WEEK

THIS
Numerals

(Bnplre Koam)
Hal Kemp Ore
Judy Starr

(April 14)

Blaine Bassett

-

(April 7)

Boon)

(Serf

Emil Coleman Ore

Angna Enters

connection with bills below indicate epsning 'day of
show, whether fiill or split week

in

'

Georges ft Jalna
Coblna Wright Jr
Hotel Wklta

.

I

Lou Lang Oro

Macy

Charlie

MIml Francis

Loew

cm

NEW YORK

Stale <1S)
Blaffocd & Loula*

NOBFOLK

Week

Slate (14)
Bcnil Vld Ber

WASmXUTON

OAudamlth Bros
Judy Garlftnd
Jo* Venull Oro

Capttel <U>
Dave ApolloD R«v

ABEBDRBN
Bert Denver

Paramonit

Stanley Taylor
Lewis Ritchie

William Campbell

yw.w YORK cnrr
<ia>

Tommy

Buch Hawtry

CHICAGO
CblcsK* (M)
Orrln Tucker Ore
Carlton Emmy Co

Dorsty Ore
Krank Gaby
Bait A Bates

Ittoore ft

Del Rloa

Oil

Revel

lake

State

(14)

Lamb

ft

W

BnUIINGHASI
Empire
Elmer Cleve Co
Prince Mercado
Reriee Mazle
Jan Van Albert ft S
Jack Joyce Co
BIroy

ft

Hall

Loretta GIs
Krle Palmer
Jay Morelle

Mnle HaU

Jeanne Devereaux

Palace (14)
Roxyettea

Frank Paris

VrI Gueral.
Marlon Baber
Oeorge Mayer
Robert Londram

Randall Sis
VtfgT Taylor Co

(IS)

Brown

OtAtWOW

Veapera

HEW TOBK

Dunbar

DIxile

Marie Spaulding
Pat Kennedy

1* Aristocrats

Barney Gallant's
Angela Velez
Frank McFarland

(7)

Texas Comets

24

Kampufi Kapera

Stapletons

Vox Sc Walters
Buck ft Bobbles

Al Bemie
Texas Comets

Rlch*ds Adrian Co
Mallln ft Thomas

Grade Barrle

Bmmet

Bersch

Co

Oldfleld

BUI

ft

Ouy Lombardo Ore
Ciene Sheldon Co
Doris Rhodes

row

(14)

Webb Ore

Chirk

PITTSBCBOH
Stanley a4)
Fred waring Ore'

ay

Tony Martin

PHIIADBUmA.
Per Jjtg Bates
Chuck ft Chuckles

WASHINGXON

Earie (14)
Gae Foster Ols

Bertolottl's

Bd

Tryon Sis
Kathleen Harris
Johnny Coy

Charles Barnett Or

Judy Canova
Muriel Thomas.

KEW YORK

Bmtly Adrian
i Ryana
George Bell
Cass Daley

CITY Ming

^ B«^r (14)
Paul Remos Ce

Biig Bros

Revue DeLuxo

Art Jarrett
Dorothy Crocker
Paul Ash Ore

MILWAtnKEE

ATI.AMTA

RoxT (13)
Kegan
Don Rice
McDonald ft Ross
Paul Kirkland Co

Phil

Blreiaide (1)
Dixie Dunbar
Jackie Heller

Bddle Peabodr

(lC-19)

Thomaa
Uack Bros

Sully ft
3

PATEB80N

KALTIHOBe

State (IS-in)
Betty Boop Show

Majestic

Frank
Allen

ft
ft

(U-U)
Alma

Irving

Mack. Wllky

Matter Bros

Masters

SaMlta I*eonoff

De Luxe
NIppodiome (14)
Hudson Wonders
P.ex Weber
Croree Tapps
n">vue

Taylor

K.ilrlle

Toy

ft
ft

Belett

Walter Dare Wahl

INMANAPAUS
I.yrie (14)

Jay Mills Ore
Dean Hudson OreStroud (2)

ft

D

ft

Rollins

Dunbar Co

r wfi.annt.p^a
Carman

(14)

B

Bwan, Dunn ft
(Three -to 1111)

Mlllo. Starr
ft

pmrAT<'

'

•llroAa«ray (II)

Dick Ware

Mateer.Bros

(7)

D'nbar's Bell R'gers
(One to mi)'

Ve-m F<»m
I.ANCASTFJt
Colonbl
P.OKs Bros

PROTIDENCB

(ID)

Fay's (14)

Happy

Bill

Quentmeyer

Steven Isles
Bernis Gra'uer
George Tonak
Harry Donnelly
Arthur Behan
Harold Wlllard
Don Cortex
Cafe- Savlnl
Melvin Pahl
Haywood ft Alien

F.elton

Rev

HeuM

-

HcOraws

Chuck Andrews
George West

Sbemp Howard
Swaaee laa
Eddie Beal
Gladys Bentley
Tepsy'a

Victor

Ann

Bogo

LEDDY

(PomiS

John

Hermlns Michel
Claudia Capellova
Senia KaravaeS
Michel MIchon
Serge Ignateirito
Volodia Ratov
Genla Pobcdina

Frances Connelly
Nino Nonno

Larac
Rddle Davla Ord
Joseph Smith Ore

Ball Ball

Alice Anderson

Al Lane
Melody King
4 Hits ft

Buck Hunt
a Miss
Hreveert Butel

Carol Horton'

Le Binge
Peter Van Small

Fred

Nina Allen'
Byrnes ft Swansea
Le Bobaa Blea
Herbert Jacoby

Haraaa-Hadrld
Hope Emerson
Nano Rodrlgo Ore
Marie EveJuanlto San'bria Or Elsie Houston
Roslta Ortega
Leni A Eddie's
Nina Oria
Loo' Martin Ore
Castllla t
Eddie Davis
De Llmas
Iris Adrian
HIclCMT Boose
'Ting Pin Sou

ft Earl Ore
Blue Goose
Evelyn Waters

Piiner

Hansen
Martha Wrenshell

Bill

Tlsdale 3

Marlon Mann
Dorothy Claire
Gil Rodin
Don Pedro Oro
Orrln ft Betty
Binrkstoae Betel
(itallnese JKn)

ft

H

Dearborn

Stork Club
Sonny Kendis Ore
Jose l<opez Ore

(Crystal

Beomj

Florence Schubert
Charlea Baldwin
Grace Katrol
Norma Ballard

(Union City, N. J.)

Braaamenl
Herb Rudolph Ore

WIntz Ore
Emanuel OvandoOr

Sandra
Ginger Wood
Georgle La Reau

Top Bat
Jullft

Wiles
Gertrude Briefer
Thelma Nevlna
3

Kay

Blair

Rider Sis

Grace McCarthy
El Dnnspo
Laurene No Vel

Week

of April 10

DomlaloB

Gaston Piilmer
Oracle Schenk Co
S Cresso Broe
Trornilera Rest.

5 P B MalK
Norman Allln

&

Stone
'

Van

ft

('nrloa

Adam

IS

ft

.

Tror Ore

Omnada

BAM

(irMnnda

Co

Blae Roll

Rome

ft BarrI
ft Leonard

LRWISUAM
Gnomont

SHEPniUOS BV8H
PaTlllon
MeKay ft LaVallee
21 Hllver Songsters

Mario £ Lorenzl
Bobb.r Howell Qro

BTBATFOBD
Broadway

Kxqulslte S

Jose Moreno

Premier

Dennis Lawes
6 Acromltes

Jose Iforono

Lawes

Acromltes

ORV.BMVICH
Gmnada
S.>'lvester

Harrison

Bryan MIchle Co

CtAPHAM

Fred Rylvester
3 Musketeers

U

Dagenham^ GIs

Colores

Ames

Terry Co
B.4ST

Fred

5

ISLINGTON

Gnoniont
Tounl;man Ore

6

Mario LorensI

Bobby Howell Ore

CAMDBN TOWN

I>ennla

21 Sliver' Songsters

TjCa

Allan

ft

BAUSIERSUITB
'Ganmcat
McKay ft LaTallee

Co

TUOTINQ
(IroDatla

Dan Rico Co

WOOLWICH

H&rlXS^f^^adiilc

Dolly Sterling

.

Badls

Al Roblnaon Ore
Pyanke's Casino
Will Martin

"BABR and ESTES"

TOMMY DORSEY
NEW
ANGELA

-

Colleen

Joan Rogers
June Jackson
Vanette GIs
Pat Otis
Bobby Danders Ore
Gay Farce

Wanda Kay

Gladys Madden
Dot Adams
Marie Bryant
Dusty Fletcher
(«anard Reed GIs
F Henderson Oro

Bn)

Toasty Pall Ore

Bock

Yevo ft Doro
Maxine Kirk
Lorraine' Voss

Colder

Wagner

am

.

,

Eddie

ft

Tom Garvey

Kay

Uddle While
4 Wltson Bros
Anthony, A ft H
Al Trurk Ore
Mark Fisher Ore
Jack Hllllard
Frolics Ens
BIwrman Hotel

Gene Kcrwln Ore
(Dome)
James Hamilton
Jim Bladi
Jerry Gllddcn
Keller Sis
Del Ohrel
(Panther Room)
Irene Daye
8 Jitterbugs

Ivaahoe

Munsoo

Uawallans
Keith Beecher Ore
4

L'AIglon

Mary

W

Kilpatrieh

Euseblo Cohclaldl
Spyros Stamos
Don Quixote Oro
Bnnio Bolognlnl Or
Hotel La Salle
(Bine Front Boom)
Vlbra
Stuff

Smith Oro

Gladys Madden
Jonah Jonea
Liberty Ina
Dick Hugos
Helen Durfree
June West

Rita

(Mala DIaIng B'm)
Meyer Davis Ore
(Bargdndy Room)
Frank Juals Oro

Benny the Bom's
Debs

Hollywood
WUraa Donglos
Larry Vincent
Trudela ft Jean
Blaine HInkie

(3)

RImacs

Jimmy Sanderson
Dronrning Lone Inn
(BcUmnwr, N. J.)
Dixie

Hey

Marlyn Dawn

Mary Joyce

Lucille Nolan

VInce

Norman Ore

Cadlllao Tavern

M

Henrique
Darlene Jones
Eddls Thomaa

Beverly Fisher
'

Garwood

DuWayne

Sammy

Frisco Oro

rhree Dences

Baby Dodds
Charles McBrldo

.

Armstrong
Lonnle Johnson
Liil

Boom>

(Off IlMit

Anita O'Day

WIngy Mannono
Tramp Bd
Lennle Eaterda'll

.

Tower Ina
Manner

Mollie

Ram Haas
Inez

-

Gonaa

Betty Story
Lee GIs
Hawallsns

FjcanK Davis Ore

Town Clah
Chet Boswell

Mae Dl

Fill

Roslta Carmea

De Witt

Milllcent

Wayne Bros
Knia Phillips
6 Chlragoans

Frankle Qualrel Oro
Hal Barber
Tllla

Modems

Tony^abot Oro
Winona Cardena
Glgl Rene'

Hnrmoa

r,ee

Pat Allen
NIta La Tour
Virginia Gilbert
Lucille Johnson

Frances West
NItu La Tour
Hazel Gregg
Frank Snyder Ore

Bee Larry
Jean Lee

•

Helen
Cafe Moroney

Princess

.

Wiley

Joe Famllani Oro
Club Parakeet

-

MeCall Ora

O.eorge

Fran Caswell
Bobby I.aRue

Emma

llelel

Bed Norvo
Terry Allen

Dick Thomas

i

Dot Keith GIs

Marsh HcCurdy

Ijorraine

Johnny Young Oro

Bow

Manning

Cook

Crystal
Jessie

Helen

Scarey Gavin
Al Cubler

Jack Newlon
Sunny Ray
H Reynolds Ore
Club is

Billy Hill
Fritat Bey

Bnrbra

Jack Curtis
NIta ft Rnvel

'

Helen Irwin

Sis

Varne Wilson Oro
Thempaon's 18 Clnb
Ray Reynolds
Althea Alleri
Dale Williams
Patsy Thomas

pmLADELPHIA
Anchorage
Harry Hansel! Oro

(Garden Terrace)

Bl Hat
LIta Grey Chaplin
Iiou Holts
ZIta ft AnnIS'
Kretlow. Gla
SId Lang Ore

Sosl-Q
Rernle Oreen

3

Wagner Ore
Boyal Prollcs

Ben Franklin

Gondoliers Ore

'lice

Or

Gladys Palmer
Glenda Hope

Bcllevoe-Strai lord

Blchoi7 Ina

Kay Dare.

Billy Kent
Henry Sax Oro

Jimmy McParlland

Edna Thompson

BllMe Myers
Lee Berlins

Joan

Boom)

Jean Cook

Maxine Kirk
Oaleftte ft Leonardo
Rankin GIs
Chas Engels Oro
Art Buckley

iMii
Jackie Richard
Francea Thomas
Bdlth Marlowe
Dolores Mac
ft

Saxon

Gene Krupa Ore

Harry's' N Y Cab'ret
Jerry Bcrgren
Violet Love

,Opal Adnir
t'onnte Rogera

Chrrl
Jules Scott
Snni Barl

(Cellle Cnte)

Graemere Betel

Al

Snbwar
Ginger Dix
.

Charlene Baker

Dolly

G

Frank Barber

Parody Clab
Flash Evans
Ida Brown
Dolores Shaw
Kaytherlne Atkin
Chle Sanders Ore
Playhouse
Helen Hart
Johnny Morrisser

Sol

Boom)

ft

Rlratospbere Clab
Princes Red Rock

Kena

Freddie Fishers
Selbys 2

Baker

Hal Barber
Margie La Tour
Lea Andrea
Evelyn Lee
Woodie La Rush
Chester LeRoy Oro
Grand Terrace
Jean Brady
Tondelaya ft Lopez
Ted Smith

Emma

Bernhardt
Byton Uls

'

Goldea Spot
SId Schapps

Hotise

Stevens Hotel

Barry Hodges Ore
Rose Bbwl
Willie Shore

Bd Currie
Uale Lawrence

Shaw

ft

Kings

(Centlotfatal

Andenon ft Allen
Durette Alexander
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Oro

Gay M's
JImmIe Ames
J.ew King

(Glass

t

Paddock Clnb

(Emiitrv

ft Bddle
Sandra Byrd
Billle Rogers
Roberta

Carl

Mathews

Rhythm- Boys Oro

Eddie Ductaln Oro
Rufe Davis
Dick Barstow

Babs

Rocke Bllsworth
Tlnsley Oro

'

Pinky Tracey
Margie Strong
Evelyn Reed
Ed Leon
Nappo Gardens
Genevieve' Jacyna
Helen Coyle
Tommy Jonea
Tiny Gorman
Jane La Vonne
Kay Moore
Honey Lee
Jean ft Wharton

Ore

Sky Backet
Marjorie. Whitney
Dictators

Ona Mayo
Gwen Paul

Diane Raye
Jay Hill
Lee Francis Ore
Palmer Beaoe

NIkl NIrhols
Terry CToole

t;harlene

Carmen
Sol l.ake
Tripoli 3

Cotllielt

lone O'Donneli
Margie Strong
Marrlta Ryan
Flo Polus

Bob

H

Manfred

W

Famona Doe*
Bryan Wolf
Eunice HUl
Dave Haicora
Belie Baker
Florins Manners

Buddy KIrble

Jimmle Reid
Sylvia Tucker
Henry Simon

t^ollette

Nnnscless Cafe
Vlto Ore

Bsthsr Whittlngton

.

4 Londoneers
Jerrie Srtilth
Joe Uanala Ore
Royal Whirlwinds.
Chez Borliley
Tersaince
Luelcy Sis
Betel Ambassador
Dirk Buckley
2 High Spots
Bergere Ore
Olga Anton
Dick Gasparra Ore
Susan ft Christine
MKzi Green
Sain Bari
Vincent Bragala Ore Jerri Wlthee'
Panehlto Oro
Ho Nllea
Rosalaan ft Seville. James Eeogaa
D'AvaloB Dancers
Ralph
Llndgren Or
H'tel Belmont-Plaxa Ann Bronte
Tillage Barn
Wally Wanger t.
Chez Parce
Ernie Hoist Oro
Cos* Hanaan
Howard Woods Ore Cross ft Dunn
Jack Ostermaa's
I Smoothies
Owen Williams
Ozxie Nelson Ore
Jane Claire
Utile CiBb
Adelaide
Morrett
Freda Sullivan
James Barton
Belmont Balladee'S Roger Steele Ore
Mary Raye ft N
Zeke ft Elmer
Don Barclay
Adrian RolUnl 3
Frances Wllllama
Kay Taylor
PoUy Jenklna Ce
Charles King
Patsy Ogden
Weire Bros
Hotel BUtmore
Noll ft Nolan
Tola Gain
Scat Powell
Russ Morgan Ore
Horace Heidt Ore
Lou Valero
Harry Stockwell
Don Orlando Ore
Larry Cotton
Walter Donahue
Jack Cole Co
Meyer's Cellar
Brans Adnrables
Bob McCoy
Debonairs
(Hobekea)
WUritag Te»
Lysbeth Hughes
Club Al
Allen ft Kent
Howard Blaine
Geo Morris Oro
Jack Spangler
Gapt Tlsbor's Seals Art Carney
Rosaline Lewis
Paloma
Red Ferringtoa
Paula Tyinea
Jack Johnson
Martha
Kovaca
Irene
Stanley
Henry
Dick
Amelia
Juvalys
Gypsy Lopez
Ann Gale
Jean Famey
Margie Moore
Tacopl Tr
Barbara Byton
Rntti LeClaIra
Oliver Harrla Ore
Berry Bros
Betel Commodoie
Russell Draeken
Kay Paiaons
Sammy Kays Oro Lydia Bbrenberg
Club' Alakam
Sylvia ft Christian
Botel Edison
Dorothy DtiHogbton
Art Lafleur
Gray Gordon Ore
Evelyn NesbU
Chateau Hodeme
Ruth Bradley
Harriet Norris
S-WEEK SHOW
Sadie Moore
Paul Bass Oro
Hotel Essex Bonsa
Jack
Irving
Jill Roy
M Brandwynne Ore
]*aulette LaPlerre
Gabriel
Dale Sherman
Allen Cole
Lynn Russell
IfItU
Botel Gov. Clinton
Marlon Farrar
Bins Burton
Eddy Mayahott Ore
George Rlxon
Bernle Adier
Betty Gala
Dorothy Dale
Club
PABAHOUNT.
YORK
Dave Unells Ore
Botel Lexlngtoa
Jack White
Placed, by
Chalk Robinson Ore
Ray Kinney Oro
Pat Harrington
EDDIE SBITB. 82 Vl'est 4«lh Street
Bddle Rotb Ore
Esther Siiaw
Jerry Kruger
Clab Espana
Letly Kemble
Botel Uneola
Judy Rudle
Harry Hynda
Jan Savitt Oro
Frankle Hyers
Bub Durfree
Milt Berth 3
Leila Gaynes
Dick Hauvs
LOS
Botel AIcAlpla
Beale St Boys
Joe Hardy
J
Messnsr
Oro
Beverly
WUsbtre
Grace
Hayes
G Andrews Ore
Hee Jones
Haclmo 3
LInd Hayes
Bray Sis
Kusa Llndgren Ore
Club Cianclio
Joe Frisco
Botel New Yorker Howard Gerrard
Colony Clnb
Chas Macula Ore
Charlie Foy
Henry Busse Ore
Harry Owena Oro
Panchlta Villa
Yscht Club Boys'
Lou Sallee Oro
Don Dickson
Tarrant ft Daclta
Cafe Calleute
Jbsa Manxanares (>r
Vi Mele
Hawaiian
Paradise
Trlnl Plaza
Lew FIdler Oro
Frazee SI;
Pancho
Loretta Walker
SInda
Floria VestolT
Diana Casllllo
Celoslnios
Princess Luanna
La Marlta
Edua Sedgwick
JuMo Gerrante'
Ada 'Leonard
Joe Sullivan Ore
Pedro Vain
Botel Park Cenlral I.eo Lnz Dasquez
Roy Rogers
Felicia Fiores
Eddie Aguliar Ore
Indigo jcafe
Bill Balrd
Will (}sb'ome Ore
Maria Del Carmen
Natalie & How
Dick Rogers
3 Gauchos
Cafe La Maze
aid Brown
l.ulu Gnuld
LynnDavis
Jimmy Bllard
Cotton Club
Park Are. Boys
Deity Robin
Enrico ft Novella
Jack Frost
Martha Mears
Cab Calloway Ore
Harry Rose
Bet<d Park Ijtae
Matty Malneck Ore Val Harris
Bill Robinson
PronaiA GIs
Freddie Starr Ore
Sister Tharpe
CiDb BaU
Hollywood 4
It Cafe
Bob Lido
Tanya
Henri Gendron Ore
George Tount
Cabaneros
AI Harris
Katherlne Perry
Bruz Fletcher
Club Dellsa
Don Rudolf Oro
Beach combe re
Betel Pennsylvanta
Clnb Tersallles
Sam Robinson
Glenn ft Jenkins
itnj'a Bfaadalay
Kay Kyser Ore
Kenrlene Barker
Ruby Hill
Jerry Lester
Smitty ft Black
Son ft Sonny
Hotel Plaza
Marguerite Fadula
Gloria King
Lorraine Brown
Myra Johnson
Geo Surprenant Jr
Jack Marshard Ore Theodores
Vodery CUoIr
Wesley
Long
Neville
Chleco Ore
Fieeson
N D'Amleo Ore
Albert Sears
Nonie Mitchell
Diamond Horseshoe P ft a Uortman
Earl Carroll
Hal Chancellor Ore Connie Morrow
Jane Pickens
Koble SlBsIa Oro
Jimmy Kerr ft Boys Chippie
Paul Gerrlts
Gil Phelan
Don UcGrane Oro
Brown ft Brown
Arren
ft Brode'riek
Fritzl Scbeir
Hotel BoeseveH
I« Conga
Ethele Wilson
A Robins
Buddy Doyle
Rhythm Willie
Frankle Masters Or Igor ft Tanya
Den Jerl
Margot Rrander
Charles fsom
Hotel Savey-Pbtaa
Spike Featberstons
Vivien Fay
Prank Llbuse
Partsllo GIs
Gerry Morton Oro
Suaan Miller
Evelyn Steels
Tom Patrlcola
Red Saunders Oro
Hlldegarde
Jerry Gallon
Beryl WaUace
Joe Howard \
LaC'nga
rongrees Betel
3 Sophisticated GIs
Rh'mba Bd
Hotel Bt. Uerita
Clyde Mogor
(Class Bat Rm>
Dorothv Gerron
Mangean Tr
Basil Fomeen Ore
Little Club
Reginald Craig
Johnny Banga Ore
Delia LInd
June Forrest
Archie Bleyer Oro
Jane Jones
Emma Francis
Zanette ft Darrol
(Peacock Bm)
Bd
Durant
Paul
Ore
Kendnll
Lulu Bates
Dell O'Dell
Joe Vera
Walter Dyson
Florentine Garden
Willis Solar
Hotel Bt, Regis
(I'omprilaB Km)
Harry Armstrong
Maurice Kosloff Co
Little Bongary
(Mdlom Boeot)
Irving Margrnff
Elizabeth Hurray
iSmil Basso Ore
Valesco's Gypsiss
Charles Baum Ore
Drake Hotel
ElClike
IVank Sebastian's
Sam Jarris
Harcel'a
(Geld Coast Room)
Cnbnnola
Ellseo Grenet Ore
Bris Belter
Leonard Keller Ore Tad Weems Oro
Fantasia Kevia
Jane Nicholson
Rduardo Chenei
Marvel Maxwell
Joylta ft Maitevnia
Don Marten Ore
Marcna Daly
Joe Barrls Ore
Elmo
Tanner
Romero Gomes
Simpson Bis
Grace Hayes Lodge Kay Gregory
Madle ft Ray
Paqulta Domlnguez Dorothy Lewlr
Jacftls 'Coglen
Joey Lee Oro
Bernlce Parks

AlaluT
Jessie Rosella

Dagmar
Patricia Perry

Old Beldelber(
Old Heidelberg Ce
Octet
Rot>ert Kensler
Winn Strachn
Herr Louie &
Herbie Ore

Marie Paul
Whlrly GIs
3 Loose Screws
Ray Stiebers Ore

Sam

Inez. (Scott

.Sol

.

Astoria
Craclp Schcnk Co

DIetriPha

Verna Jordan
Art Fisher Oro

Sally Sbarratt
Stocco. Ore

Leslio

Peggy MoorO'

Annette

ft

Minuet Clnb
Del Bstes
Willa Runyon
Al Mtilvaney

Ileose)

Johnny Howard

'

Dolores Del Rae
Marg Faber Ola
.Tool

Morrison Botel
(Hasten Oyster

SSS Clab
Eddls Varzes Ore
T.ucio Garcia

Ken

.

Robbing
Patsy Du Brae
Sharons

Hort Lund Oro
Kdgewater, Beach
Betel
(Marine Beam)
Mary Fran Sackley
Eugenia HcGoe
Ray Rerble Ore —
Marino 4
Stuart Frazer
Harriet Smith Gla

Clab

Frances McAvoy
Jean Rochelie

Muriel Joseph

Lnllta

Ralph Cook
Ka'V Armin
Ro>- Deltrlch
Sally Osmon

<M

Billy Carr

Munny Carter
Connie Fosoaaw
Joan Dare

Btssie

Evelyn Harrls-

JImmIe Green Ore

Bhisw Bar
(Forest Bills)
Sleepy Hall Oro

Elliott

Carlos ft Dolores
Betty Jerome

(Wnlont Boom)
Bob Belnio'nt
ft. Michael
Nanno Van Bouton
Vlazao
Balabow Boom
Murya ft Martyn
Ruby Newman Oro Phil Levant Ore
John Hoysradt
Betty Grey
Gower ft Jeanne
Darlene O'Day
Eddie La Baron Ore
Blarkhawk
Joan Cartier
Crosby Ord
RoaaiaB KrelcBnu Bob Bauduc
Kay
Yasha Nlkagosov
Bddle Miller
Nastia Pollakova
Darla BIrse

Dalch's

.

Reem)

McCreery Oro
Betty Bryant

Millstone

Nyra Lou

Carmlns

Freeman

Art

Flo Whitman
Ga:e Lawrence
Betty Marrls
Delia Barlcll
Jack Roland Ore

Joaquin Garay
Sklnnay Bnnis Oro

Slapsy Maxie

Silver Frolics

Harry Harris
Blaine Rnbey
Tony ft Gene
Pay Wallace

MIIMoae

Arlett Jon
'J'aras ft Masters
Nichols ft Lucas
Tite Mercer Bros
Dorothy Brandon
Chuck Poster Ore

•

Hazel Jialus

:

Elmer

Olbaoa
Al Melntyre
Eddie Bush 4
Slapey Maxle's

-

.

Nord Rlrhardson
Johnny McFall Ors

.

Doe
Phil Chinnrd
Melody MIU
Tiny Hill' Ore
Allah DeWItt
Harold. Osborne
iitx\a

4 Squires

Silver Cleud
Bert Nolan
Millie Orosse
Paul ft D Gilbert
Elaine La Marr

Ted T.anRley
Lou Gultcrinan
VI Gore

Kmmctt Klapper
Homer Roberta

Billy Young
Henry Galantl

Danny Kawanna
Kay Silver

H

Tanua Tamara

Al Copeland

Wally Vernon

H

Deo Oown«y

Bddle Danders
Joan Baylor
Joey Conrad Oro

Li Hie Clnk

Richard Denzler
Roland ft Franelne
Joe Kish Ore

Stage 1' Cafe

George Olsen
Paris Ian
Dominic
Blane ft Elaine
Ginger Weldon
Katherlne Skldmore
Lillian Gnbert'
Erie Massey
Uenry- Honett
Marguerite ft
Ken Honryaon
Chuck Henry Ore
Seven Seas
Ijlillan

Seaaeiset

Harry Rlngland
Art Tatum
Jack Owens

>

llassey ft Miller
Jerry Uumson
Jimmy Brierly

-

'

Mae McElm Co

Orrln Tucker Ore
<°arli-r ft HolnicS

Musical Maniacs
Gloria Gerard

Vera Teatom

Spike Harrison

Kirk Allen

'

BMhouelle
Larry Forbea

I.lmeliouse

'

Lewis
BeUly Oro

ft

Tommy

i

T

'ft

Walters
RIch'da-Adrlenne Co
IS LonergkD Ols

ArniltlA

DeWolfe

U

Play's (13)

Jean Sargent
DIan Rowland

Vox

Doris Beed

Jim

John Panter
John Eliot

J.

DINAH

Alorusla Sara

Palermo Oro
Gloria Whitney
Harold Leonard
Bill

Le Cog Boage
Geo Stemey Ore
Anne Franelne

Don Ravel Oro

Chita
BOI's Gay
Emily Stevenson
FfallUpa

,

La Hanialse

Molly Penrepn
Marlon Baxter
Gertrude Pershing

Florence Herbert

Brown

Teddy Hale
Velma Middleton

Valero

Qieeawleh Village

Billy

Bob Tank Oro

Uarlyna

Christine

John Rockwood
Gene Walters
Kit Kat Chib
Dorothy Salter

3

Billy Lorraine

ft

Tjorenzo Rot>erson

ft

Moore

Hal Brown

BUmarfk Betel

Dorothy Jefters
Frank McFarlane

Rndy Madison

Ann Lorraine

(7)

SlkJrley.Roas

MARK

Hawkins
Vaugh Comfort

El MonMve
Val Ernie Ore
Famens Doer
Woody Herman Ore
Mary McCall
Francea Faye

Dockery

Wa

Strand (14)

Via:

AMES

and

CHICAGO

SId

CITT

Dorlta

Nellie Paley

Angelo's Rh'mba
Elaine Spencer

KEn- YORK CITY

DON

Dolores

Atmnndo's
Buddy Clarke Ore

Co

Hubh Herbert

(«)

DICK,

Skakespeare

Luxor Gall-Oall
Albert Burdon
3 HIUODS

12 Aristocrats

Don Hooton
Uilt Douglas

PALACE

Evans

Ames

Palace (14)

KItnrofl

and

PavUlea

Cabaret BiDs

CUBTXLAND

HOSTON

Keltk (IS-IS)
O'Connor Bros & S
Val Seti
Buster Sharer Co
Harry Savoy
4

ft

CHICAGO
BROWN
Oonz'les

Alyse ValentlnotC

JImmIe O'Neli
Bar! Wller Ore

A-ndy Serrelll
Virginia Uatbews

Ted Wells Ore
Palemar
Imogsne Coca
Tanner Sis
Gloria Monroe

CHICAGO

Jasper Maakelyne
Herschel Henlere

Pafaire
12 Steffan GIs

Joe Flotksi

Jaok Waldron

Omar's

Ambaasader Hotel

NOW PLAYING

'

CHICAGO

CITY

Balnbow Grin
Barry WInton Ore

-

Linian Gibson
Charlea Earle

•*

UVBBPOOI.

Harry Cordon
Jack Holden

VKW YORK

Danny HIgglns

Bnld Crulckshank

DCNDBE

Katlierlne Tate
Carolyn Bell

Shannon
Peggy de la Plante
Montmartre Boys

Terry.

Jean Adrlenne
Douglas Rex & L
Falrweather ft L

ProtCltt ft

Joe Ellla Ore
Cbnauele Flowerlon

tieglle
Carter ft Schanb

Royal
Jack Anthony
Bond Rowell
St John Sis
Desmonds ft Clair

Harry NIblock
David Dale

Mills

Ben' Kant
Irve Harris
Rex Gavltte
Qoeen Uary-

Lee

EDINBFROU

Maaon Co

Billy

Bill Farrell

Mary Lane
Tanya

Clayton Sis
Neller ft Clsre
Alex Lennox Co

TiTOlI

Peggy Healey
Anita Colby
Evelyn Kelly
Rosanne Murray
Onyx Clak
John KIrby Oro
iM Wiley
Paradise
Vincent Tiavers Or
Place ElegaBte
Leo Lazaro.Oro

Tommy

Joe Capello Ore
Inga Borg
Gladys Faye
Princess Aloraa

of April 10

Mary Lee
Bdna Thompson

ParaBwaat

Dell O'Dell
Jimmy Kelly's

Provincial

.Uenle Carle

Ted Straeter Ore
Bob Knight Oro
Dick Smart

Astoria

NEXT WEEK

Wednesday, April 12, 1939.

Ilea Paris
Charlie Murray Oro

Enoch Light Ore
Peggy Mann

Slouch

Down Beat
Harry Roberts
Henry Patrick
Datkln's Rothskcllet
Frank Fonti

Montez & Maria
Patty LaVeme
Margie Drummond

Cleo Valentine
Irving Braslow Ore

EI Chiro

Kay Laverly
Margaret Marshall
Jack Marston
Virginia

Howard

Jean Sutherland
Senorlta Marqoerlts
Sherry Lee
BiAbles Shelby
Arlett Withers
Ivan Tashman Oro
.

.

Billy

Embassy
Maple

Aida Alvarez
Bdlth Boark
Lula Mallna'
Dolores O'NelU
Al Moore Ore
Pedre Blanco Ore
George ClIBord
Brergreea Casino

Tommy Moares

'

<

Wednesday, April 12, 1939
Andrews

M

'PS
IJ'SS

Oro
Clnb

June Davis
Dorothy Tanner

muihi*

P«I»nib«'t

Bonnie Stewart
Ben Perry

Do lloyos
Bobby Morrow Ore

Tvenettes (•)

HutIs Tar tin
Alabama Corlnne
Bobby Lyons

Oreta LaMarr
Betty Tboinas
Hlldrbraad's
Charlie Neld
Doris Blllott

Morinan Lewis
Paula „
Paul & Martin
Betty LaMer
Frankle Hilton
BIchard Bach
Bobby Lee Or*
Dee Dorea
Jack lyncb's.
Charles Smith
Vincent Blxao Or«

Barney Zeeman
Chancy *
Joe B. Lewis
Helen Morgan

F"

Gloria Gilbert

Betty BroUel
MacloTia Rula

'

.

Dubrow

Jimmy Blake
J Lynch GIS (12)
Joe Fresetio Oro
UUI* Rathskeller

& Jim Lane
Shaw

Han Tho Cha'n

.

Al Scheok
CIto Barr

Duval

Sis

Victor

Hueo Oro

Johnny

&

Georee

Howie's
Helen jMaxwell
Marie ^Clalr

& A
Ann llelene
& Barbara Gvon Allen

.

Iris

asb

Cardinal

Bad

T^lle Sis (3)
.Bobby Jones

VIenI

dob

Oro

.

.Ohatean Clnb
Jacobsen Ore

Bert Gilbert
Martin Barnott
Patsy Marr
Bonya ft Romero
Jackson ft Nedra
Marlon Vinay
ClOTer Clab

Carol Chapell*

Airway Clob
Troy Singer Oro
Judy tBlack
Jackie Miles
Cedar Gardens
Charles Fredericks Duke Melvin Oro
Muriel Parker
Uecht's Unit
Billy Lee
Chateau
Alex Gray Oro
^
Pete GeracI Oro
Chae ft K Joy
I^on I^Verdle
Vfagon Wheel
Art West
3 Feinmes 1 Fellow
Benctt ft Orlando
LolaCollege Inn
Hoy Harklns
Norman Brill Oro
jine O'Shea
TtiMla'B Cafe
Allworth ft Yvonne
Tony Bihma Oro
Al Wilson
Guy Cherney
Al Baatlan Oro
Weber'a Hot Brao Hart ft Allison
Rddle Barnes
Texas Rocket*
Golden Glow
Paul Slmonettl Ore
Sherry Panay
Del Grey
Gourmet Clnb
Louis Clna Ore

LIta

Gloria Glenmore

Evans

Bill

Hatton'* Clab
Colyer

Slgnor Karmlno
J ft T Shellenb'mer

Lenny

Bob Armstrong

Internationals

Rose-Marl*

BIdoradlans
Tacht Clnb
Kitty Helmling Ore

Hanna

Karl Batsch'a
Sepple Boch Oro
Helene Sturn

Bill Tracey
Dale Lynn
Geo Alfano Oro
Book-Cadlllae Hotel
(Book Casino)

Walter MerhoS
Larsen'a

Ben Cutler Ore
Manno ft Strafford

Rod Drigo

(Motor Bar)

Cheae-Trombley

Bergman Oro

Jimmy Rotas Oro
Page Gl*
Marguerite Claudet
Lollta Roche
Zlla ft Anfll*

C

GInnle Blalny

Carlotta

Joan Balrd
Peggy Geary
Gene Emerald

Baker

Commodore Clnb
Costello Oro
Lee De Bain
Don Arden

Artist Models (S)

Sharon Hale
Thereae Rudolph
ClQb Sahara
Oeo Cerwin Oro
Club

Tmla

Oordon Genschero
Hona Henderson
Ethel

Marie Carroll

Warren
KesUn

ft Dale
Cong* Clab
Inna Xllne
nia ft Raff

Bob Freeman
V«ry Heed

Tbomaa

Leonard Gay Oro
Comic* Ship
Bill Davidson Oro

Ben Bee Oro
Balph Uwl*

Bddle Astaerman
Oastallno Rolon
Raul ft Eva
Imperial Clab
Ralph Jarrard

Dean Hudson Ore
Ore

Sieve Swedish

Mabel Drake
Dorothy Dal*
Red Roberts Oro

Oloria Gale

Jimmy De Palma
Howard Gelger
Rotd Sehroeder
(Empire B4wm>
Billy

Baer Oro
noy Bast

Hofmann
Mann

Don

Tlnney LIveng'd Or
Larry Powell
Pa<>l(ard Ballroom

ft

Lyon*

Myrtle Thomas
Ilunky Brown

RendetTon*

Law

Bob Matheson Ore

Ja<'k

Madeline Cornclle
Chlckle Mallroy

Johnny Duffy
Clob Petite
Pkrolo Pete Ore
Betty Greenwood
Nancy Naoy
Cork and Bottle

Blliy

Ray

Ware
Smith

Dorothy
Grace Smith
Nina Ravelle
Rendezvous 12

Beoo
Jean All«n
I'at Marvin
Helen Allen
Itomona Brown well
ROKS Vine
Vlnillck

.Sis

Harvey

Lett

Phil Cavezza.Ore

Harlem Casino
Sherdlna tValker Or
George Gould
Nug»nt
Monelte Moore
Johnson ft Grlder
Otto EaKons

Oro

I'ctc

Scaler'*

Tony Bauer Ore
Marie

Kcky

Jessie

ft

Ilarlemettes '•)
I^rry Steel*
OzzI* Dial

Viola

Dorothy Hamilton
HIng Biirdick
I|oms Contello
,

Harry Pierce -Ore

Merrill

Jack Davl*
Eddie Peyton'*

fleliwarls
•

Quit Authors ?
j

(Continued from page 5)

list

of topics lined up for discussion at
the sprini; convention ot Society
Picture Engineers in
of Motion

failure to

do

so, shall

be guilty of

conduct unbecoming a

member

of

George Weber

Riviera

signers also want a one-week severance notice. Designers now receive
year agreement. Is up Nov. 1. At
of London and that time, it is imderstood, increases from $1.46 to $1.50 an hour. /
Three nominees for Junior CowParis deposited a' $28,000 guarantee
Snmmy Watklns Or in. a New York baiik before! Elling- will;' be sought all along the line. cil of the Screen Actors Guild have
Negotiations for a new contract,
Patsy Parker
ton sailed from N.Y. Dough is to be probably on a two-year basis again, withdrawn, leainng 57 candidates
Frank Cook
Javk ft Jill
collected by Mills' N.Y. office at the will no doubt be started early in the who will go to the post in the annual
Romany 3
rate of $7,000 per week. Whether or fall with the distributors.
Should election Sunday (16). Fred. Williams
Hotel Blatler
not Ellington would receive the full there be difficulty and' the exchange and Allan Watson notified the
Dlcfc Stabile Oro
Evelyn Oakes
amount of the guarantee in the event workers go out on strike, then it they would ndt hav6 -sufficient time
Glover ft LaMae
European hostilities disrupted his would be the turn of the operators to devote to the worlc Name of
Jack ft Eddie's
tour isn't known.
not to cross picket lines, regairdless Johnny Meyers waa eliminated unChick Williams
Arlene Rice Oro
Music Corporation of America Is of the increases now obtained under der rule prohibiting player from beVic Corpora
coming a candidate for Guild office
not contemplating any- replacement a contract running until 1040.
,
Lindsay's Sky-Clob
for Willard Alexander.
It's been
Poison Gardner
The exchange workers did not sit if he had been suspended for rules
Harold Simpson
more than two weeks since he bowed •In on meetings at which the strilce violation within three years prioi: to
Uoaaco's Cafe
out Bands which Alexander guided was settled, but were informed on election.
Ross Pierce Oro
First decision to be disclosed by
have been spread among Sonny Sunday (9) to return to work.
Marllynd Maynard
Werblin, et al.
Branches late Saturday night, in the new Standing Committee of the

that courtesy to
Ellington while abroad^
thorities to

Hotel Sterling

Marty Lake Oro

Gayle Gaylord
Hotel Hollenden

.

Agency

Reuter

.

,

'

'

Hotel HeniT
M Contrera* Ore
Conrhlia
Hotel RooacTeli

.

'

'

SAG

'

'

Mound* Clnb
Rand Oro

Orvelle

Sontliem TBTom
Paul Burton Oro

Don Kaye
Nick Bontemp*
Ubangl Clab

Tommy

Metro's

Plan

Barnes Ore

(Continued ttom page 3)

Hertel Collin*

Bthel Avery
Rose Morgan
Sonny Carr

Fill

1

LIvltes

Margo Wade

Woody Mosher
Frank Rapp Oro
Neblolo Cafe
Leonard Seel Ore
Mario ft Marina
Parisian Coeds
Jack Stacey

Northwood Ina
Zev Clay Oro
Sally Jo Nelson
John Hale

percentage payoS could

its

be 40% or more.
The system should appeal to a
majority of the Metro accounts be
cause, if a picture is better than
figured, it deserves to earn more
rental, while if it turns out disap
pointingly at the boxoffice, its licensing value should be proportionately less.

The other deal Metro

offers exhibitors is four pictures at 40%, 10
at 3S%, 10 at 30% and 12 at 25%,

what Is tabbed by Metro a 'balanced group' of 16, which will be
sold at 20% or flat, unless shifted
OasI*
into higher brackets if test engageLillian Le May
Henee DeRoy'a GIs ments a new Metro feature prove
Josephine Campbell that they are justified in being
Harry Goodman
moved up.
Don Rlcardo Oro
Palm Beach
Should one of the 16 features in
Amos Jacobs
the balanced group, after testing,
Barry ft DeAlba
be moved up into a 25% bracket. Its
Brucettes
Georgetto Bros
place at 'die bottom of the pack on
Betty Harrington
a flat basfis or at 20% might be reDon Pablo Ore
placed by an originally-allocated
PlonUttoB Club
25-percenter which shows up as a
Oustavus Jones
ft Mary Taft
Arlene Whitney

plus

—

—

.

Evelyn White

Moke

Poke

ft

doubtful business getter.

Lonette Bis

Breaking new trails in selling,
with a policy flexible enougli to fit
each situation regardless of its nature, Metro may be undertaking a
system in distribution that 'Will,
prove revolutionary. General opinion is that Metro is taking an enand one
terprising step forward
which will go further to cement
good relations with the exhibitor
than anything developed to date by
the distributor branch of the In-

Ceo Kavanagb Ore

dustry,

Desoree Alexander
Billy Bkstein
Sadjal
Don Albert Oro
House Lin* (1)

Powalan
Bddle Colli*
Betty
4

B

ft

Carroll

Cameos

Sammy

DIbert Oro

Sab*
Don Harris
Buddy Lester
Renee Villon

Buddy

'

Russell 3

Television

Hotel Schcnicy

Howard Baum Ore
Buzz Aston'
Jack Rogers
Hotel William Penn
(CbatUrbex)
Bernle Cummins Or
Connie Barleau
Walter Cummins
(Continental Bar)
Versatlllans
Italian Gardens
Etzl Covato Oro
Bemie Perella

Michael Strange

Dance Darlings (5)
Johnny Morris
Dick Smith
Betty Kylander
New Pcna
Emerson Gill Ore
Gail Reed

Wayne

Millie

Starr

ft

Dann

ft Davis
Xlxen Cafe

Lonry

Al Marsieo Ore
Bob Carter
Seror 2

Jimmy Ray

Darryl ft Dale
Angelo Dl Palma

Ray GIs
Nat Bomur

Claire

Gogo Le*

(Continued from page 7)

13 when studio executives did not
believe weather would permit shoot-

Representatives of unions plugged
telephones or stayed away Sunday
(9) so that questioning on the setUement might be avoided, and orders
were that nothing be said by anyone knowing about the defeat-victory of 306.
'

Case was considered on March 24,
JuflUce Dept'g Frown
and a decision was annoiuced April
deceiving an 3, with notice sent to all signatories
(6),
Squawk by
opinion of the Department of of Basic Agreement.
Justice that its strike was in viola- extras was because the names of the
tion of the anti-trust laws, a meet- 96 players were revealed to studios
filed by the
ing with the distributors, latter now although the protest
being on the offensive, was quickly Guild itself, Eddie Aquillna, a canarranged at the Hotel Astor. Had didate for the Junior Council, adnot 306 been wining to accept the vised SAG that he had already T>een
proportionately smaller victory of notified by the casting department
screening room increases, and stand of a studio that he would receive no
the defeat of its major objective further calls because he hald tried to
against Empire-manned booths, then collect a full check on a weather
the distributors were ready to start permitting call, although the Basic
injunction proceedings. Such pro- Agreement provided only for payceedings were lield up until the- ment of a quarter check.
SAG tops admitted that Standing
Dept of Justice had ruled on the
strike.
Its opinion, a blow to 306, Committee should not have disclosed
automatically armed the distribs names of players to the studios and
powerfully in ^plying for an in- are trying to rectify situation. Stewjunction.
Only way out for 306 art McKee, Los Angeles business
seemingly was to get increases for man, is chairman ot the committee.
the screening room ops and drop The actors are represented by Murthe dream to bring into 306 the Co- ray KlnneU, former treasurer of
calis, Century and other indie houses SAG, and the producers by Lou
'

On Thursday

I

w^

that employ Empire men.
While 306 will no doubt continue
its offensive against these Empireboothed theatres, many of which
have been periodically picketed for
years now. It is doubtful whether
306 will get the houses. They have
seven-year contracts with the Em-

pire State Operators, N. Y.-chartered union, under conditions which
Cocalis and others say are satisfactory. Another absorption move may
be sought, biit Cbcalla and other
having
indies
holding
contracts
seven years to go, could insist on

Anger.
Pact between the Artists Managers
Guild and the SAG for! licensing of
all agents Is expected to be cemented
shortly after return of Kenneth
j

Thomson, SAG. executive secretary,
from Washington. Actor-executive
went to capital in Interest of block
booking biU.
'

Golduyn 's Attack
(CMttinned from page 3)

fulfillment.

The Loew

circuit

owns

a minority

-

design^

Players were given a quarter
check, but the SAG asked for payof an additional three-quarter
check, claiming weather would not
have Interfered with shooting.
ing.

ment

official

that must be determined in the next Interest in the Ontury chain of
around 30 houses in Brooklyn and
few weeks.
Elnthusiasm for television in G-B on Long Island, he£.ded by the late
theatres of London has been re- A. H. Schwartz, and of which H.
Clay
Miner is now president While
circles
in
industry
New
ported to
York. Two prize fights and a boat this circuit, operated by Miner and
race have been successfully tele- associates, is an indie and employs
Empire,
all. the Loew houses use 306
probably
would
However,
this
vized.
not have been possible without the men. Strike, thus, has. placed Loew's
aid ot the British Broadcasting Co., in an odd position.
agency.
In
this
Any' thought that because of the
the government
country, there Is no such government jitters the distribs have suffered
assistance or financial aid.
over Cocalis, Century and other
That picture companies are aware indies, they (distribs) may attempt
was
seen
in
the
fact
of developments
to get these indies to switch to 306
that the Hays office, industry's major or be reluctant to sell 1939-40 film
organization, recently received a to them unless they do something
complete report on the current sit- about the Empire-306 mess, is one of
uation oh television in the U. S. It the wildest of possibilties, D:stribs,
also is reported that RKO has pre- in such an event, would themselves
pared a two-reel version of 'Gpnga be indulging in restraint of trade or
Din,'

.

some cases as late at 2 a. m. telei- producer-Screen Actors Guild Basic
phoned film salesmen, bookers and Agreement has resulted in a fiood
Claim for
others who have been doubling into of protesta by extras.
'back rooms' that they didn't have adjustment was filed by SAG beto come in Sunday (9) as they had caiise Paramount cancelled a weather
permitting call for 96 extras on Jan.
been doing.
.

smash,

FUTSBUBGH
Aachorago
Hughie Morton Ore
Maynard Deane
Arlington Lodg*
Art Norkus Oro
Baleonade*
Joe Taller Ore
BUI Green'*
Sterling Toung Ore
Bobby Bnnis

Art Rpchel Ore
Planlatlon Clnb
Bert Bailey Oro

Brown

Carlnl

Geo Salla ft Jo-Jo
Bonnie Nicholas

Al Cavalier Ore
Famdliie Garden*
Bill KIngsley Ore
Pari*

Lamarr

Devlae* Eagles

virg
Paul

Carmen Castillo
Judy Lane

Claudia Ferris
Babe Collins
iiuzanne

Mary Webb

Mopbandia •

Hotel Statler
(Terrace Room)
Xavler Cugat Oro

Donna LuPau
Allen Dunn
Alma William*

Plantation 6

ft

Kaye Andre
Gardner Smith Oro

Oaal*

Claudia FeiTl*

Bailey

Sweethearts (8)
Cliff BeU's

Uarty Gray Oro
Snook* Hartman
Old Heidelberg
Bddle ZIpp Oro

Kathleen Kayo
Dale

Jeir

ft Myers
Clab Frontenao
3 Oro
Vickl Lauren
Marian Kay
Rich ft Gibson
Jay Jason

Harriet Cross

Open Door

worge Mooro

Phil

Slylettes
Bob O'Neill

HUml Clnb
i La Marrs
Helen Holmes
Marlon Walter*
Marie Dougia*
Marcella Paige

Son Kranlch

F

Frankle Little
Harry Jarkey
Hertray Sis
Millie Obernor

HUwankeaa

Patricia

Le Rol

Jimmy Oargano Or Ted

RIa Burke
Log Cabin
Carl

ft

Peter Kent Oro

Snyder

ft

Bobby Maynord

Grey

lluzzy Kountz
Will Ward

Johnny Ray

SETBOIT
Anbasaador
Billy Meager

Jobnny Davis Ore

Virginia

Grill

Joanna Gordon

Roberta Ramsey

Eleanor Gall
Jean Rnrlej
Flo Radke

Berdlne Dickson
Helen Kaye
Vera Welsh
CiBb Madrid

Nova

I'von

(Camden)
Use Hart

Hudy Bruder
Jules Flacco Oro

Harry Weber Oro
Ruth Phillip*
Eva Thornton
Marge Tonng

Joxon
Clab Forest

Subject of television dominates

Wm, Morris Plans

Bam

Village

victor

fitan

Cover

'Not

how-

More Tefe Talks

3

Webster Hall
Nelson Maplea Oro

Dewey Moon

nolty Hurst

Dolly O'Dea

Bobby Evans

Rick

Johnny Peat

Line (12)

M

306 Strike

Ray Meadows Ore
Blats Palm Oardcn
Last Roond Cp
Bddle Boutb Oro
Jimmy Raye Oro
Blaa Hoon
Ken Keck
S Davidson Ore
Undj'*
Virginia Rosen
Jay Jayson
Gal* Parker

Bob Ryan

ft

.

mLWAUXEE
Atbletlo

Elvira

Carroll

Adele Curtis
Lynn ft Dnvis
Billy

Mlron Stuart Oro
Jane Rubey
Shutta ft Kent

ft

DeW

|

i

Sid Golden

Bott PhllUp'a
Pep Babler Oro
Bthel Seldel

Case Landls Oro
2«t'h ft North Club
Kay Crandell Oro

ft

Drent,

up

.

Blaine ft James
Baroness Randonin

Hal Munro Oro

Lane

it

.

P&Prlncess Sel'ndra
Rasso ft Duval
Pat Oranford

Billy Gates Ore
Open Door Cafa
Bob Ridley
Tlola KlalBS Ore
Poiple Derby
Buck Calhoun

''

Santos
'

Plaza <'are

I

La

Uaao* InB

Jim Buchanan

Jimmy Peyton Ore

broadcasting. This would set
as a trailer for the feature.
known how it would bo used,
ever.

'

Judy Lane

liConard Coolq
BllMe RlohmoDd

Harry NosokolT
George De Costa
Al Mercur

Toy's

47

Leola Frnzler

Joan Grey
Hilly Keaton
Barbara M'Donald

Hollywood, April 17-21. Six papers the Guild.' Vlolatloii of the rule is
are scheduled for reading on the punishable by suspension or expulCnlon Grill
Joe X.ce Ore
Wonilard Sis
sion from the SAG, which deprives
Dot Lnndy
Tony Lombardo
sight-sound subject.
Sunset Clnb
Bobble Stuart
Show Boat
Jack Hutchinson
Art Tagello
Line-up includes 'Television Light- an extra of right to appear before
Eddie
Apple
Al Fremont Ore
Johnny Welsh
Frank Natal*
Wlrth's Fulurlstle
Tic Top Tap
Andre ft Francis
ing,' by William C. Eddy, National the camera.
Bill Schweitzer Ore
Bebe Sherman
Joey Feldstein Ore Jack Fexer
Co.; 'Report of TeleThreatened strike of building servBroadcasting
C'ortez & Marquis
Natalie ft Howard
Vallle Jay Oro
employes at Columbia was
vision Committee of Society,' by A. ice
Vic Earlson
Klcanor Leonard
Maureen Rosay
A Cole
N. Goldsmith, chairman; 'Introduc- averted when leaders of other crafts
Rogan' ft Mann
Silver Lake Inn
Itett-y Louis
(Clenieuton)
tion to Television Production,' by urged workers to remain on' the job
Wisconsin Roof
Mlrglnla Grey
Utckey Famllani Oi Itoaco Alls
Dill Carlson Ore
H. R, Liibcke, Don'- Lee Broadcast- until their' situation could be inAlice Lucey
Merrymaker Ore
Town and Connlrj M
(Ck>ntinued from page 39)
ing System; '(Continuous Type Tele- vestigated. Proposed contract with
N!c Harper Oro
Florodora Sextet
Clob
vision Film Scanner,' by Peter C. Building Service Employes Local
Tom Sheridan
Jane Patterson
Knight ft Da*
Lillian Russo
Cappy Lewis
attorney Buzzell and 44% owned by Goldmark, Columbia Broadcasting Union will be discussed this week at
RobertOB
Joan Domarls
Marie Holz
I.uclene
Calloway.)
System; 'Application of Motion Pic-, conference between George Bodle,
Arnold Dupre
George Reed
Virginia Davis
ture
Film tq Television,' by E. W. attorney for the workers, and Bill
Zunher
Garden*
Vawde
in
England
Madeline Gardiner
Venice Grllla
Engstrom and G. L. Beers, RCA Mfg. Holman, studio manage!: for ColumBetty Ilarger
Lyie Stann Ore
Jack RIcb
Ellington's 28 concerts in 30 days
Co.; and Television Studio Technic,' bia.
Pay Ray
at $1,000 a concert also included
CLEVELAND
Joey Hayes Oro
by
A. Protzman, NBC.
Designers Near Signing
fares both ways. The maestro may
Morse Sis
Kay Bush
Alpine Village
Miniccnt J^.D
Deal between the producers and
Don ft Lou
break down British labor ministry
Otto Thurn Oro
L«n Ensign
Screen Set Designers is expected to
TIklnr Car*
Woods & Bray
opposition and fill in a couple of
Hotel Cleveland
Mnrkell ft Faun
Designers have
set
this week.
be
Blllle Callahan
vaudeville ':dates in England, on the
Margaret Aeninier
Gene Erwln Ore
Joe Kenrns
t>een holding out for minimum of $80
grounds of being unique, but that's
Herman Plrchner
Walt Bergen Ore
Jerry Dolmar Oro
week, with producers offering $1.70
The English leaders are
AvaloB
Dllly Kearns
lintel »nway Hall not set yet
Helen Brooks
44-hoiir
week. Defor
Wlllard
Porta
hour
a
Ore
an
Barron
Ore'
trying
to
influence
Hy
their native au^
(Continued from page 20)
Pepperettes (3)
Settle Allen
nert Gilbert
extend
Stamp's Cafe

Bert I^mlsh Ore

Helen Worthlngton
Goodrich ft Nelson

Martlncllo

Boogy-Woogy
Lew Dolgoft

Wells
Marty Haft
>'amea GIs
Debutantes
Joan Dolange
ft

Tr<^dero

Irene Schrank
Flo Smith
Shirley Little
I'cggy Hall

.

Lena Arlato
Bucky Shores
Tounr 'Sis
Kate Smith
Walt Wolford Oro
Vann ft Vldal
Dr Hudspeth ft Dog

Mme

Ann Sultana
Lane, Edwards

Bob Uargraves Ore

Holman

Betty
Patsy

State Gardens
Earl RIgg Ore
Florence Bell
Mildred Seeley

BendetTons

Charles

Florence

Hei'b

^Ix Point Club
Casper Reda. Oro

Ray Allen Oro

Honda

Allren
Zostro
'

Endle Lang

Betty McKee
Francis Lenol

.

Tony Salerno
Claude Parmenter

Joe' llurns

e<rlnk King Oro
Eileen Mercedes
Dolly Parker

VARIETY

Irene Griggs

Margie Mealey
Jean Lamar
Dotty Moore
Bobby Carr

Ann Snbo
Al Blilrlch
Jo

Weeks

Betty

PI".

& NaOln.

Nllee

strictly for ,teleTision coercion.

.

.

,

.

,

jured UA. The Goldwyn company,
by suing UA, would actually have
been suing itself and reducing its
own property value.'
Goldwyn accuses UA of deliberately trying to delay disposition of
Goldwyn's attempt to find out from
the courts what the rights of the
respective parties are. In respect to

each otiier, by moving to transfer
Goldwyn's suit from the N. Y.
supreme court to the U. S. district
court, where the Equity calendar is
mjre than a year behind, and where
the case would not have been
reached. l>efore another year.
Goldwyn has therefore moved for
a speedier determination by recommencing Ills action in the U. SL
(::ircuit Court in the
Wilmington
-

(Del.)
filed

'

Ward

Jurisdiction,

where

it

waa

(Tues.),
through
yesterday
Gray, yTils^ington attorneys.

tt

'

LYRIC, INDPLS.
(Contined from Page 45)
ing

.in

the closing number for the

final curtain.

Show opens with band's theme to
bring on Tucker himself as traveller
dis^bloses bandis and singers on the
stand. First nimiber is 'Hold Tight,'
with vocals by Lorraine Sisters and
Gil Mershon. 'Dixie,' which immediately follows, also runs to voice
work as much as it does to straight
music Vera Fern, acrobatic dancer,
comes on as one of the two added
acts to do about five' solid minutes to
good returns.
'Deep Purple/ "This Can't Be Love/
Cried for You' and socko comedy

'I

number

entitled "The Lyric Blues'
are in the next group of offerings by,
the band. The first is mainly music,
with a. vocal chorus by GU Mershon,
tenor.
For the following numl>ers,
however, Tucker brings bis four
male singers and eight musicians
down, who perform in glee-club

They .vind up their, last
number with a socko dancing routine
done in a stumblini; comedy manner

fashion.
'

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

VARIETY
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aping a line of

girls.

Opening

night

(Good

a straight musiby and featuring
thp band's violinist, is next It includes a neat toe dance routine in
interpretive style by Melba Cortez.
Next, on a blackened stage, Tucker
presents his 'Lights' number. As the
various instruments in the band play

all

finery, including picture
behind scrim, seated on stage as
in church, with Harris, singing
Lord's Prayer.'

U

Jim Penman, so-so juggler, is on
next and had to beg for his applause.
He keeps up a running fire of chatter that falls flat and resorts to blue
He was guilty
stuff to get laughs.
of cons'_3rable muffing with balls
at this etching, but better with the
Indian clubs.
Jeanne Kirk and her two male
the Claytons, in a nifty
after a line
One of the Claytons theA
routine.
does a solo aero dance, with the finish as a trio. Line then d6es a routine to an old pop medley. It's nicepartners,

rhythm tap dance, follow

.

early'

ly

KEITH'S,

BOSTON

Boston, .April 6.
Bubbles. JRichards-ildn(3) & Doris Dupont
Vox & Walters, the Kituro* (3),
Kampus Kapers (7), Eddli Rosenwold's house band; 'Gvnpa Din'

= ,
Buck

.
Ic

enne -DonccTs

out.

Carole Bruce, spotted next, is a
looker and has a food, voice. She
sells her -songs beginning with 'You
Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby/
'Begin the Beguine/ and encoring
with 'Umbrella Man' and medley of
Called
George Gershwin tunes.
back, she offered 'Born to Swing' and

evening
Pete.

RIVERA, BTCLYN

do six numbers at show caught, and
she still had to beg off at the finish.
Carter and Holmes follow with 10
minutes of knockout comedy, and the
show winds up with a band number.
Biz good Friday (7) at third show.
Runnmg time 49 minutes. Kilev.

worked

finally had to beg off.
Ei^t Roxyettes intro Ben Blue
Jack Denny's orch (12), PWl Be- with an 'A-Tiskef parody. Blue gets
0an, Dick SUme, Southern Sisters, laughs with some hoke card tricks
Dick & Dotty Remy, Masters & Rol- with Harry Pomar, violinist, subbing
lins, Shirlev Rust; 'School ior Hus- as leader of pit band in absence of
bands' (Ind).
Mike Segal, out temporarily witii a
backfiring appendix. Blue .wen does
With a buildup that he's been at his standard taxi dancehall bit with
the Casa Manana and Manhattan de- blonde Betty Kean, assisted by JimFrench.
Blue also clowns
luxers. Jack Denny has the pulling my
through a comedy Russian dance and
to get 'em in. -An added b.o
is then joined by Miss Kean and
asset is Phil Regan, former BrookEddie Hainley in his burlesqued minlynite, who unleashes a lengthy aruet
It
scores.
one
of
the
bolster
ray of ballads. They
Finale is fan dance' routine by
most satisfying shows the house has
had on its week-end name vaude Roxyettes, seated on steps, with Foy
Harris, offstage, doing vocals over
policy.

(RKO) ond Walt Disney Revue
Denny hasn't varied his routine p. a. system.
is clocked in 65 minutes and
<RKO).
much since he last played Loew's is Show
well paced.
There was half a
State on Broadway. Probably figures
Buck and BtAbles get a warm wel- it as a winning formula, so why house at this viewing, second of four
come after a few months' absence, meddle. There^' that 'under the shows on Thursday (6), patronage
and a well-balanced bill gives satis- Stars/ radio themer, and the ever- being obviously affected by Holy
Luce.
faction this week. The dusky duo popular 'Sophistocated Swing.' He Week.
retain most of the surefire comedy has slightly hoked up his imitation
dialog, and some of the comic hoof- of leading bands, old and new coming and piano playing ttiat always edy additions catcliing on nicely.
clicks: and they've replaced the vo- Denny also has 'One o Clock Jump'
cals heard on their last visit by and 'Begin the Beguine.' Dick Stone
more current tunes. The business is on for two songs, 'Penny Serenade
surrounding them Is practically the and 'I Have Eyes/ begging off besame, except for Bubbles', presenta- cause of bill's length.
tion of 'Ain't Necessarily So.'
Shirley Rust is doing her familiar
Richards-Adrienne Dancers fol- speedy tapstering,
but better than
low, closing the- show. Their routhe last time out. She's developed
tining is poor, th^lc first ballroom
thos<^ twirls on her tapping feet to
number, though well executed, being near perfection,
a letdown in tempo. Then, too, the
Phi^ Regan offers virtually the
solo tapping of. Dorjs Dupont, as a
specialty In this actt Is that of a girl same song lineup that he did recentOnly
less experienced than her immediate ly at the Brooklyn Strand.
new entry in balladlng repertoire is'
predecessors on the program.
Closing number, an adagio with 'Masquerade Is Over/ which proves
the
two male partners tossing okay. Included are his opener, 'I
Cried
for
You/
and
theii
down
the
Adrlenne and a sequin-covered disc,
'My Own,' 'MiSs Make-Believe'
is the highlight of the show.
Some line—
'Wild Irish Rose,' 'That's How I
of the throws and catches, compliSpell Ireland,' 'All My Life' (from
cated by a loose disc which is caught
by one of the dancers, are startling his latest Aim)- and Thanks for
Everything.'
end call for extremely
.

Kitaros,

Oriental

close timing,
risley artists,

Masters^nd

Rollins, first attracting

open with their usual clean-cut de- notice about a year ago in Brooklyn,
livery and i>reclElon acrobatics.
A have developed their turn into a real
drop by the top man from three audience-pleaser. Not so much mugboxes to the feet <rf the upside-down- ging, with the stronger points improved. For ins^ce, jnale of mixed
ground man is a thriller.
Vox and Walters present a rou- duo has built that slow-motion dance
The long
tine now familiar with the regulars into a sock specialty.
and register well with their brand armed and limbed femme has a bet-

Nhery Reyiews
Cocoanut Grove, N. Y.
(Continued from page 42)
the

two

singers are part of the

band

Three Peppers are between
dence set entertainers, should spell
business for the room.
'What Osborne is offering, beside
his danceable music, is essentially

and

the same as the routining, of 'his recent theatre tour. Draws attention
to his style via a tune tagged 'Listen to the Glisten of the Slide Trom-^
bones.'

ments

Number

spotlights instruthat are a cross between cor-

nets and trombones, while leader explains their use.
Entertainment end leads off with
Lynil Davis, band's femme piper.
She's rare in that she combines a
good voice and delivery with an extremely attractive appearance. Does
'My Heart Belong to Daddy' neatly
and off. She's followed by madcap
Richard 'Stinky' Rogers. He comes
up with 'Hold Tight' and 'Dinah/
last done in various accents and
capped by takeoffs of Hitler and
'

.

of ventriloquism. A drinldng- bit by ter sense of comedy timing, too. Thie Mussolini Both vocalists elicit fine
Vox .and the baby-crving specialty grot^ue, roughhouse tan^o remains response.
Enrico and Noveilo are holdovers
by Miss Walters are stUl good. Some a neat climax.
Dick and Dorothy Remy (New from the previous sho.w.
of the chatter is not
Their
Kampus Kapers, an harmonica Acts) feature hahd-bilancing and smooth terp work is the sort that
band of four, with Stubby Kaye as acrobatics of circus, type, with a never becomes tiresome. Routines
•

adequately. touch of comedy.

Southern Sisters haven't been changed. Femme half
has switched from white to rosecolored costuming, which enhances
and adds luster to Iter appearance.
Three Peppers abU flU in between

leader, fill the deuce
(New Acts) seem to have the makKaye does okay with Impersonations ings
of' fairish turn, their unison
of screen celebrities woven into his
stepjping being best
vocal of 'First .Aflair.' T^e four
Biz near capacity at first show
boys, alone, please with a gypsy air.
Saturday (7).
Wear.
Rosa
'Who Cares?' duetted by La
.

Sisters, practically keynotes the reFox.
sponse^ to- their efforts.

B'WAY CAPITOL, DET.
Detroit April 7.
Barry Mirkin, Five Jives, Edith
Rntherjord, Quinn Sisters (.2), Henry
Janis, Ruth Rice, Bryce Santry,
Three Marionettes, Three Rhythmettes,John Stanton, Skeets Simmons,
Three Chords, house band; 'Cowboy
and Lady" (Par) (3d run).
;

This 2,500-seat spot, which several
years ago bad a first-run vaudfilm
Solicy, i» currently harboring its
rst flash in many years as an experiment of the United Detroit theatres chain (Par), which recently
revived vaude in. several of its key
nabea as a biz booster. What Major
BoWes' •World's •J'air WevUfe' does' hf

band sets on. piano, guitar and bass.
They're neat diversion in the lulls.
OsiKtrne's output, quiet as a rule,
apparently fits into the dance scheme
Nkery Notes
with customers. Proof of anything
is in. the test, and the band gets
'em onto
floor. It's an Impressive
Mary Bsye and Naldl, ballroom outfit on the
the stand. The two vocalterpers, open at Ben Marden's Ri- ists also work
in the dance sets,
viera, Fort Lee, N. J., May 4, when which also bring Osborne
to the
spot reopens for season. Others in mike for okay vocalizing.
inaugural show include Faith Bac'bn,
Joe
Lewis and the Chester Hale

K

COLONY CLUB, CHI

Girls.

Borden and Play
moved from Town House, L.
Betty

Boys

A,, to
Chicago, April 0.
Victor Hugo, Beverly Hills.
Connie Boswell, Jose Manzanarea'
Blackstone booked for
time orch. Lew Fidler's orch.
in Iowa, then follows with Great
Colony club has just about cementStates dates through Illinois and Ined its relationship with the Chicago
diana. Calls it a season June 1.
public and won itself a special niche
Seger ElUs combo with Irene Tay- in the Chi
nitery field. It caters to
lor
opened
22-day
Netherland- a small and select audiente who
can
>Pleca •hotel' stay- 'Monday" <ll».i "
afferd> the pM.tf ^tiff>tat-lB; and. has

RKO

'

•

Md DOTTY BEMT

'

in Easter

instrument, plus cymbals,

DICK

Aorobatle Novelty
7 Mins.
Biveni, BreektyB
Youngish looking lad and fat
,
.
. i,.
First apparent asset of Arthur femme vie for laurels in a series of
Treacher, English butler froni films, hand-balancing and trick acrobatia
is his utter naturalness in initial ven- stunts. Pair works like veterans, agiU
While liis ity and vigorous splits and balancing
ture before footlights.
comedy patter with Jack Norton, of realty hefty femme member being
screen 'drunk,' could stand some bol- all the more reinarkable because of
stering here and there, Treacher nev- her size, ahd weight The two don't
pitfalls of appear entirety acclimated to vaudethe
ertheless has avoided
most film artists by not trying to do ville stage thus far, comic patter besomething he knows nothing about, ing extremely lame.
Male balancer uses a pair of roller
and by not Confining his. stuff to Holskates for some of his flips onto his
lywood gossip.
As on the screen, Treacher is inter- hands. It's a novelty that could be
rupted by Norton as the 'druiik' who further developed. He does a. dance
rants about this and that, receiving on his hands that also indicates fubarbs from Treacher who neverthe- ture possibilities. Team has a wealth
which needs further
less remains the 'perfect valet' While of material
the 'drunk' angle may not be liked grooming. Switch in wardrobe- also
by the mothers whose children possibly would help. Combo looms
flocked to see Shirley Temple's 'Lit- as night club bet.
Wear.
tle Princess' on the current show at
the Fox, it's toned down much more
SUNNY SCBUYLEB
than ordinary.
Oreh
VInoent
Lopes
Treacher's discourse on 'I'm a Ref- With
ugee from the Cinema' gets over Songs
nicely, as does majority of his stuff. SMins.
Some of patter is a bit dry while a State, Hartford
little goes over the audience's head.
This lad was formerly with Abe
Concludes about nine minutes of zip- Lyman and Paul Whiteman on the
tenor, he has
py chatter with a short rendition of Chesterfield hour.
song-and-dance he did for Shirley a nice range. Puts on a nice mike
Temple in 'Princess.'
Pete.
front and has an easy, going stage
appearance, an indication that he's

Tour' !• MIns.
car-Fox, Detroit

hats,

in a fairly gopd rendition of
pop tunes; Ruth Rice, an acrobatic
hoofer; John Stanton, cowboy juggler and noise-maker; Five Jives,
sepia hariiionizers; Three Marionettes, directed by Charles Dasch,

Considerable comedy
Fair attendance
is worked- into the Idea.
show Friday (7).
Bonnie Baker more than holds her
own in the next spot. She is tiny,
has a small voice, but she has a selling personality. She was forced to

a

toons (RKO).

etc.,

bands.

6.

With emphasis on production,
Roxy's Easter Week show rings the
bell, with headliner Ben Blue and
Roxyettes, prime favorites with local
vaude devotees, closely pressed for
top honors by personable Carol
Bruce, warbler of pop tunes.
Easter motif is carried out in the
overture, featuring If oxy's. new organist, Richard Gordon, and Foy
Harris, a singing usher billed as
'phantom voice.' Show starts with
dimly lit cathedral setting, Roxyettes

Friday)

is

successively,' colored' lights in the
shapes of musical notes of different with
puppets representing Mrs.
sizes are illuminated and form con-, Roosevelt, Eddie Cantor, et al; Henry
stantiv changing patterns in syn- Janis, above-average mimic, who
chronization with the music.
This takes off nunierous ether and film
number also is used to depict the stars; Skeets Simmons, "hobo' imidifferent styles of music played by tator of animal talk.

name

Tofces

(RKO) and four Walt Disney

a poor test for current
lineup, bat the Major Bowes unit
appears better than his run-of-themine predecessors. It's chuck full
of talent (12 acts in all), but only a
few are better than the average,
Bhythmettes,
notably
the Three
femme songbirds who have cuteness
plus okay pipes as assets; Quinn
Sisters (2), who turn in a nice skiprope and tap number; and Bryce
Santry, whose nice appearance adds
to his warbling.
Show flows fairly smooth, with
house band (10 pieces) situated on
stage and directed by Barry Mirkin,
who also m.c.'s in acceptable, though
not exceptional, manner It's bothered somewhat, however, by lack of
scenery.
Besides the three standout acts,
there's also the Three Chords, who

mimic

'Annabel

(14);

.'

'Fly and Fiddle,'
cal number written

NEW ACTS

Atlanta, April

Gae Foster Roxyettea (16), Jim
Penman, Jeanne Kirfc & the Clou- ABTHDB TBEACHEB
tons (3), Carol Bruce, Ben Blue It With Jaek Norton
Co. (4), Mike Segal's house bond Comedy

Capitol.

naturally

Wedoesdaj, April 12, 1*939

ROXY, ATLANTA

this spot' will Vleteimine tht future
course for the UD circuit.
Latter chain formerly ran stage
shows in the Michigan, another .of
four downtown nouses, but
its
dropped idea last summer in face of
brutal biz. While effects of current
Aesh at Broadway-Capitol are not
apt to influence resumption of vaude
at the Michigan, nevertheless it'll
decide future course for flesh at the

A

.

DOBIS BHODES

been around.
At show caught he was making

Songs

his

first appearance with the Vincent
Lopez unit Sings only ballads, and
Eck.
Doris Rhodes' billing is 'the girl these to good returns.
with the Deep Purple voice/ after
the pop hit of that name, since she
SHELDON (1)
is credited with having, first extract- GENE
ed the basic strain from Peter de- Panto, Gnltar
Rose's suite that ultimately became 8 Mins.; One
the No. 1 song of the day, After Strand, New York
she used it as a humming theme
Gene Sheldon must have been

6 Mlns.; Mike
Strand, New York

.

on her

strain,

CBS

sustaining series,

around but

isn't in the

New Act files.

a lyric was ultimately set to it.
Miss Rhodes is from vaude,. having
worked in that field with her first
husband, Sammy Cohen. She has a
basically worthy style of song selling.

He's a deadpan, constantly-amazed
pantomimist, reminding of Buster
Keaton, whose forte is guiter-strummlng, but who gets even better results with the comedy afterpiece.
In person she reminds a bit of a Therein an unbilled femme foil asyounger Belle Baker. However, Miss sists in a bit.
Rhodes should train down some of
The guiter warmup business la
that excess poundage although a overdone in the forepart, until he
rather full sartorial creation further gets into his socko instrumehtalizaemphasizes that aspect
tion.
The denouement is o'bvious,
She clicks- well with a nicety as- and he could cut it a minute or two
sorted repertory of songs, including to advantage. The business with tha
of course, 'Deep Purple/ She heats drummer—bumps, gestures, ete.—
it up with "Tain't What You Do.'
seems the comedy mainstey.
and 'My Heart Belongs to Daddy,'
He's a nice interlude.
Abel.
and opens with a nice arrangement
of 'Umbrella Man.' In 'What You Do'
she works in some nice comedy busi- BABB and ESTES
Cemedy, Dsneing
ness with the- Lombardos.
Abel.
9 Mlns.
Faramonnt, N. Y.
SOUTHERN SISTERS (2)
Blending pantomime and comedy
Dancing
dancing, Barr and Estes shape up as
6 Mlns.
Rivera, Brooklyn
a very good No. 2 type of act SuitTwo tall blondes have a standard able for any field of the stoge, legit
high-kicking dance act that needs vaudeville, picture houses and night
further polishing before it will mean clubs. .
Man Is unique comedy type veermuch. Comety sisters work nicely
together both in high limb tossing ing a little to the low. He pulls for
the laughs while doing comical dance
and with cartwheels.
Pair returns wearing a'bbreviated routines, aided capably by his woman
garb for some tricl^ somersaults and partner. Her dancing is more along
aero twists. Girls are attractive in legit lines. She's a looker.
They clicked well here when
both costumes. Turn needs smoother
Wear,
pacing. Neat for niteries.
caught
Chor.
.

managed

to prove to these people
that they are getting value for their
coin.

with a patented lighting system, a
series of baby spots on the musicians,
as occasion warrants.
The twin
baby spots, alongside the mike, ia
another bright idea, obvious and one
•

Sonny Goldstone and Nick Dean
are operating the spot carefully and
wisely.
Their policy of using only
a single name attraction as the entire floor show has worked out well.
Currently Connie Boswell Is the
show. And she is. She holds the
floor on her own, and does such a
job that the audience lets her go
Teluctantty after "she has sung some
10 songs and done about five or six

wonders why not done before in that
manner. Marion Frances uses these
for her, mike vocals; also Masters in
specialties.

The band does concerted numbers
like '10 LitUe. Bottles/ in the course

which the "bottles' illuminate via
a unique flashlight system.'
Band is of modest proportions that
encores.
flts nicety into hotel rooms like tha
Miss Boswell's voice seems to get Roosevelt.
The
instrumentalists
better each year, and her style and come forward for qecasional specialmanner are such that make her a ties. Jay Matthews,- trumpeter, parwinner wherever <and whenever ticularly featuring a sweet horn.
caught Unquestionably tops as a
Abel.
seller of modem songs, she .puts
them -over without overdone arrangements.
Manzanares' orche-ttra plays for
Laosaime's
B. 0. Idea
the rhumba sessions, while Fidler's
group tosses off the standard dansapation and also does, a fine job of
Lausanne, April 1.
accompaniment for I^ss Boswell.
City fathers in this Swiss city
Gold.
are planning construction of a theatre containing two halls, one with a
Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y. seating capacity of 1,200 and the
other 2,800. To cost over $500,000i
City presentty has no large concert
Franfcie Maaters Orchestra (12),
hall, and theatres- are closed during
Marion Frances.
the fall and qiring, when tourist
trade is high.
This is the first time east for
When completed grab would be
Frankie Masters, long a standard
a round Chica go, and the personable made, for such concerts as Paderew"Tliy lliuilu
maestro
(not
swlngo') -ski,-Toscanini,_Bruno-'Walter,-«tc.—
should fare well in the politer hotels.
He's at the Roosevelt only for a
..

of

.

—

month,

pending

Guy

Lombardo's

hiatus in theatres, latter coming back
into the Roosevelt's grill in time for
the World's Fair -influx. This in itself,
incidentelty, is a departure.

Returns to Stockholm
Stockholm, April

2.

Gustav Wally, dancer, who was in
Holtywood for a Parainount test but
Masters then shifts to a Boston hossecured no job, has returned to his
telry.
Maestro impresses well on his New native Stockholm, where he has put
York debut For one thing his crew together his own revue at the So->
of 12 (four reeds, three brasses, ete.)
is-

dran.

smooth yet dance-compelling. He
He's son of Sweden's Rockefeller.
« nice touch of fhownansliip .WaUei^fg. Vifi banker.

has.

-

-

LEGITIMATE
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ONE-NICHT ERS' COMEBACK
'
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+

'

:

IjmtFoDtaDne Give

—

Mem^ a MiU

Sliock; Ay^ed S{H(%

in Idiot'

OIKIE

Phy

_

result of the furore over their
recent appearance here in 'Idiot's

As

AUred Lunt and Lynn Fon-

Delight,'

tanne will probably never again play
Memphis. Pair are burned at statements that iTunt 'Inserted extremely
vile language' into the Robert E.
Sherwood play during Memphis per.
f ormance. They are also Irate at the

-t

Stagehands,

SPOTS

Extras' rehearsing in the Group
Theatre's productions of "The Quiet
City' and 'My Heart's In the Hi^lands' must be paid rehearsal money
for both shows.
That ruling was
made yesterday (Tuesday) by the

Equity council.

Group had asked permission

to

censor board's announcement
pay such walk-ons -at the single rethat in future they must submit hearsal rate of
(15 weekly, on the
scripts of their shows for approval ground
that the outfit Is a repertory
prior to performance.
company. Equity's council denied
on
that
significant
It is considered
the repertory plea, ruling that the
tour,
the
their current nationwide
players involved must be paid $30 a
Lunts sliipped Omaha, where they week, Aljout half a dozen extras
ran into censorship, complications are Involved.
In that case the mayor
last season.
on
the
banned 'Idiot's Delight'
ground that the play contained a derogatory reference to the icity.' He
later rescinded his order and the
show was given according to schedule, hut the stars were indignant at
the hubbub. Theatre Guild also objected to the extra expense involved in moving the production out
of the theatre and back again when
the mayor's ruling was reversed.

Change

for

—^Advaiace

Pace

Men

Plentitude of

Two and Three^Day

Stop-

port
overs

Terms Are Right

If

equTtymay
LEASE

.

FAffi

TOAFA

public-

After apparently having failed In
regulations concerning salaries

irts

and working conditions at the New
York World's Fair, it is indicated
that Equity will hardly seek more
attractfons than currently tmder its

Fair committee huddled with the American Federation
of -Actors last week In the hope that
some bonformity in the rules of
jurisdiction.

both would be worked out.
It was quickly perceived that the
divergence is so wide that there
could be no such result and the sesly good for at least two weeks of sion was promptly terminated. Observers are of the opinion that while
hefty grosses.
According to Col. Lloyd T. Bin- AFA's working conditions were
having as
ford, chairman of the Memphis cen- framed with the idea of
sor board, 'that fellow Lunt substi- many members in Fair jobs as posdistuted a lot of things in the night sible, Equity's rules tended to
performance- that he didn't use at courage the activities of concessionexhibitors by imposing
all in the afternoon when he knew naires and
and
upworking
hours
on
limit
Charlie McElravy (house manager of a
plng the minimum wage.
(Continued on page 51)
AFA places a limit of 12 hours

on its vaudeville, specialty and
night club people with jobs at the
Fair, a total of 84 hours weekly.
Jenniiigs A|ipears Set
Elquity sets a maximum of 44 hours
weekly for rank and file people and
For
U. S. ActiYhy
requires time and one half for any
It also calls for
additional hours.
Takeover a six-day week, whereas AFA memWith
bers are on a seven-day basis.
along the lines of
proceeded
Equity
Acquisition of the Lyceum, N. Y.,
trying to get as much as possible
Indicates that Victor Payne-Jennings
for its members, who will constitute
will devote considerable time to
a minority of professionals at the
daily

More

BIG

'40

ROAD

Advance ineii back from the road
report that one, two and even threeday stands, which were supposed to
have been largely eliminated, are
again available, provided the right
type of attraction is offered and the
terms

equitable.

They

assert that
number of

local showmen in any
spots .between the east coast
BilississippI

basin

shows now and

and the
welcome' stage

f

Jimmy Durante
dressed

(Continued on page 82)

up

in

sort

is

^Stars

in

Sunday performcnces for legit
shows on Broadway struck an unexpected snag when union people
met with the managers, .as represented by the League of New York

of

Your

Eyes,'
Majestic,
N. Y,
but
nothing compared to the Easter
outfit which he sported for a
color picture with Ethel Merman, rotoed in last Sunday's (9)
Daily News. .In topper, tails,
striped pants and ..spats, the
Schnozzle appealed to be very
Robert Taylor.
Friends insist it's an optical

Theatres, to talk It over. Responsibility for the failure of Sundays to
materialize was placed directly at
Equity's door. The musicians read.

Illusion.

HOIMS WOULD

then.

Nearly .all. the houses where bookings can be made have a picture
poUcy, hinterland managers conceding their willingness to play occasional stage attractions to provide a
change of pace.
Not acceptable,
however, are dramas on serious subjects.
The intellectual plays which
do well on Broadway .are generally
nixed out of town. When one of the
more lively plays was suggested recently, a manager in a one-nighter
readily agreed to book it, while another in a town some distance away
stated he would guarantee the show
three nights.
Matter of terms, however, was frequently brought up as a deterrant
by the out-of-towners. It's indicated
that an independent booker might
be necessary to work out a route
with such managers. Latter are alleged to have expressed dissatisfaction over the terms offered by the
United Booking Office aiid it has
been suggested that the latter be approached to make special provisions
for. the stands.
Objeoto «« 5% Beoklng Fee
Small standers say they are willing to go for the extra expense of
housing a stage show and take a
chance of losing on the dates, as a
gesture of compliance to the wishes

AGAIN T08R

RIGHT

agreed to go along w"th- Equity
the letter's membership voted for
Sabbath shows without extra pay
during the World's Fair, but the
stage hands were anything but pliable about the Issue and the Theatrical Managers, Agents and Treasurers elected to ride along with the
deckhands.
ily
if

Not only did the stagehands questl<m Equity's right to dictate on the
matter of Sundays, but they cameout for an a'ctual seven-day week,
aiming to knock out the reliction
requiring one day off in ever> seven.
It was virtually admitted that the
six-day clause in I^w York's law
was Inspired by Equity, which later
Invoked the double-pay rule, which
made the statute practically valueless.

There Is no doubt about the other
Plans to send Td Bather Be Right' unions
opposing the position asto the road again are being consid- sumed by Equity on the issue. Pointered, with Taylor Holmes playing ed out that Equity members are
the Cieorge M, Cohan part Former working Sundays in other engagements other than legit wltlwut
is known to have the required back-

EquI^

•^

until

Aug.

rent the

1 to exercise

Lyceum

an option

to.

for three years.

Occupany of the house may depend on the presentation of 'The
Mother,' a drama by Karel Capek,
which is due to debut April 25. Show
Is current in London and is the second import offered by Jennings this
spring, he having opened 'The Flashing Stream,' with an all-English cast,
at the Biltmore Monday (10). Understood that if the "Mother' engagement is curtailed, manager has the
right to terminate 'Ihe rental.
Jennings is interested in the operation of five XiOndon theatres in association with Charles Killick. They
also conduct a modified subscription
system, which affords members the
privilege of buying tickets at each of
the houses at reduced rates. Jennings' first Broadway venture was
*Whiteoaks,' with Ethel Barrymore,
-whioh-played-thfr-Hudsen-last- seasonand which is having one of the longest tours currently.
Should the Lyceum be retained for
three..years, a sliding scale calls for
a total rental of $96,000 during that
period.
Fixed charges are around
^,000 annually. Charles Stewart,
general manager for Jennings, will
handle the house. James Troup will

being for Equity to call
a special meeting for the purpose of
readjusting the Fair situation. When
the requisite number of names was
secured, the petition was presented
When the latter asked
to Equity.
some signers what their intentions
were, they replied they had affixed
lated, idea

names without knowing what
was all about. Whether the peti-

their
it

aim to make additional demands, or to make the regulations

tioners

more attractive to concessionaires,
was not made clear.
Equiy people said the meeting, if
held, could hardly upset agreements
already entered into with Fair e?chibitors, latter having signed agreements and posted salary guarantee
money.

Kane, of Century, Steering
PiiAer-Morrison Agency
Tom Kane, of the Century Play
charge of
is
in temporary
handling of affairs of clients of the
Pinker & Morrison Agency. Kane
has not actually taken ov,er fUU representation, but is acting as a sort
of trustee, pending outcome of Eric
Co.,

S.

Pinker's difficulties, due to

em-

bezzlement charges.
be back with the show, with Arthur
Some agents and playwrights are
Wright and David Stewart in the reported still trying to work out
.

boxotflce.

some method of

self-regulation.

interference.

It

was

also de-

matter of terms apparently be- clared that some stage attractions
ing the main factor in holding up the have in effect dodged the one-daytour. Understood that Sam H. Har- off provisloni and it is believed that
no objection would be made if seven
ris, together with (George S. Kaufdays were played.
man and Moss Hart, who authored
Equity's delay in sending out the
the book and have a percentage of Sunday referendum was also critiing,

the show, sought 50% of the profits. cized, its idea of vralting to see what
Holmes countered with ah offer of th. other stage unions tiiought about
33 1/3%, plus $500 weekly regard- is being derided. Tuesday (12) Equity
what the earnings would be. said no referendum untU the attitude
Those
Interested
believe
that of the others is deflnitdy established.
"Right/ with Holmes, would prove an
(Continued on page 52)

less of

excellent draw, particularly west of
the Mississippi. In recent seasons he
toured the territory successfully and
Is rated one of the best known stage
comedians there. 'Right' Is figured
for San Francisco during the expo-

Sam

Eioofli

On
Appeals

TMATtoAskWagerilkfwB:0.

Going

ToMThbWeek

sition and one or more backers are
said to be Coast showmen.

Lycenm

show activities on this side, despite
demandDeal Fair. Committee was for
his London theatre interests.
high minimum, compromise
for the theatre, which was about to ing a
weekly being fixed.
be taken over by the Bowery Sav- figure of $50
minimum
is $40.
AFA's
ings bank through foreclosure, is a
Last week a petition was circuprovisional leasehold. Jennings has

Qm Actm

b Stymidng ^bbath Shows

Camera's White Lie

of

ReOne,

.

statement about the matter, but that
Incident is understood to l>e the reason they avoided Omaha in boolung
Similarly, altheir current tour.
though they have made no announcement, it is. considered unlikely that they will ever again acMemphis.
engagements in
cept
Wht^ther they will again play Philaddlphia, where State Senator George
Woodward last fall raised a public
clamor against .'Amphitryon' as an
Indecent show. Is anottier matter. In
addition to being a regular Theatre
Guild subscription city, Philadelphia
is one of the key road dates, normal-
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The Lunts never made any
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failed,

man

Sam

Ticket

Tax Raps

clemency having
Bloom, of the Leo Newfor

ticket agency, enters the federal

House of Detention, New York.
Thursday (13) to start serving four
months for admission ticket irzegularitles, for which he and Phil Guyran were convicted and also fined,
C^ourt suggested the sentences be
alternated and Bloom decided to go
Material salary increases will beagree on suggestions that treasurers
first
With five days monthly alaskied from managers for at least be guaranteed a fixed, number of
lowed for good conduct, Bloom
groups of members in the Theatrical weeks per season. Proposals to set
should be freed the last week In
Managers, Agents and Treasurers that figure at' 30 weeks was voted
July, at which time Guyran will take
union. This was revealed at a pow- down.
rap.
wow between committees of the Press agents, who are the highest theAfter
the appeal was denied, a
League of New York Theatres and paid members imder the agreement
motion was made to Judge John C.
TMAT last week. It was also. Indi- ($150 weekly minimum), will not Knox
to suspend the sentences, court
cated that changes sought in the ask for more coin, but house manrefusing with the comment: 'Were
present basic agreement, which ex- agers want $125, or $25 more than at
this application to be granted, it
pires August 31, are being steered present, while company .managers
upon advice from the International will aisk for $150 when on tour. Plan were well that the prosecutlm ot
the defendants had never begun...
Alliance of Stage Employees, the to merge the so-called Broadway
organization.
stagehands'
Hinted p.a.s and the road agents appears to the Government wotild have bezA
spared the expense to which it was
that TMAT will be virtually absorbed have undergone a change through
by lATSE on an autonomous basis, the week, and latest reports have it put in over-coming the defense...
which In my judgment was v/ithout
which was planned two years ago.
that the idea is cold.
Principa{ly concerned with the pay
Known tijat TMAT and lATSE the shadow of validity... the retilts are the boxoffice people, curhave been having friendly contacts pcntence and remorse with which
rently paid $75 for treasurers and for some time, two unions formerly the dettodants now say they are
$50 for assistants. Former want $90 being aloof over procedure used bowed down are of the same quality
and latter $65. There are around 350 when the basic agrement was being as their protestations -of honesty
b.o. members in the union, which has effected.
TMAT, not having gotten upon the trial failse in fact and
745 paid-up members, so that the to first base with the World's Fair fraudulent in intent.'
Court also remarked that the
ticket group is the largest in TMAT, management is expected to look for
-altheugh-having-the-lowest-minimum- -suppoFt^fPom-IA-and^thcr-Ameriean- -m.pjicy_jthfiy—expende d in d efense—
pay. Understood that about a dozen Federation of Labor affiliates, and its might have better been applied to
the
sum claimed by the Governtreasurers are paid over ttie scale, plans to picket the Fair may depend
only a few because of ability, the on what these organizations have to ment part of which is said to have
been paid.
Something like $2,000
others because being related to pro- say about the situatioa
was
figured withheld, both men beExplain Assessment
ducers.
Claimed that the b.o. pay Is not a
Explanation of TMATs one per- ing fined that sum, plus, a fine of
against
the agency.
Ticket
livable
wage,
$2,500
especially
because cent salary assessment from working
emolu''i?nts, 'Such
'ice'
from members is the operating nut, but it men Insist the claim is based on
as.
agencies, is supposed to' no longer be is. stated the assessment will not ex- pyramided tax called for in the
which
provision
legality
of
statute,
a perquisite of the boxoffices. Mat- tend beyond June 1. Monthly cost
ter of dark weeks was considered by is $2,600, of which $1,600 goes for has not been ruled on by the higher
courts.
(Continued on page 50)
the TMAT board, which did not
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Jersey Spots Active

Dilemma Facing

'Swing HQiado' Commersh Deal
Whether

On

Newark, April 11.
David Rogers, manager of the
Maplewood, Maplewood, N. J., announces an ambitious program for
the reopening of his playhouse after
two weeks' darkness. Current attrac-

tion is 'Little Women,' with Jean Muir
Hollywood, April 11.
go on a commercial basis, the man- and Owen Davis, Jr.; next week, 'The
to guarantee certain
stick with Federal ager will have
Torch Bearers,' with Alison Skip-;
assurances, including the minimum
worth, and the following week,
be
number of weeks the show will
Phillip Merivale in 'Call It a Day.'
operated. WPA cannot sell the setOther shows scheduled are 'Our
It
manager.
tings nor costumes to a
Town,' The Guardsman' and 'Ah,
would
is said, so a new production
Wilderness' with Fired Stone; Tony
bb necessary.
Bundsmann is director.
The Montclalr, Montclair, N. J.j
started a season this week after a
couple of years' darkness with
Plays on Broadway
Somerset Maugham's 'The Circle,'
Helen
Ivan,.
Rosalind
-featuring
Craig, Grandon Rhodes and AlexanFlashing Stream
der CampbeU. House is under the
management of J. EUis Kirkham.
Dmma In tbre« acta by Charles Morgan;
prexcnted by Victor Payne-Jennlnga; atara
Other attractions booked are 'Mrs.
GodCrey Teorle. Margaret Rnwllnga; fcaAnthony Ireland; Moonlight,' with Dorothy Burgess,
Aylmer.
Felix
lurea
ataged by Peter Cromwell; at the Blit- and "The Depression's Over,' by Jay
inoR>, N. T., April 10. '80; S.SO top.
Leo Cenn. Alden, said to be Kirkham himselt
Commander Henry Carr.
Roger Maxwell
Corporal Denham

to

Theatre's Two-a-Day,' current at
the Hollywood Playhouse, In the
hope that the vaudeville cavalcade
will be transfered to San Francisco
for
an engagement at Treasure
Island early in May, or to. abide by
contracts entered Into some weeks
ago to work for J. J. Shuljert on the
Island, is worrying the bulk of 13
people pacted for Shubert by Jack
Laughlin.
Laughlin, at the behest of Shubert.
placed 10 professional acts in Twoa-Day' under year contracts, guaranteeing each 20 weeks minimum
employment during the year with
Opera Festival Co., a Shubert production corporation. Contracts carry
customary option renewals, in several instances running up to Ave
years. Salaries offered ranged from
more than double the FTP stipend
up to several hundred dollars each
.

Plays Out of

'2-a-Day' Players;

.

The

NO TIME FOR COMEDY
Indianapolis,

March '^0.

three acta (two acenea) by
„, K. Bchrmon; presented by Katharine
Cornell and the Playwrlghta Co.; atara

Comedy

In

Katharine Cornell, Laurence Olivier. Mnr-

ealo Glllmore; ataged by Guthrie McClln>t the Enjtlc; gettlnge, .To MIelzlner.
llsh,

Indlanapolla,

Hatch

top.

Clementine.
Linda Eaalerbrook
Phllo Smith

Qaylord Eaaterbrook

Amanda Smith
Robert..

Makepeace

liovell...

80,

'SB;

«3.80

.Geo Gee James
Katharine Cornell
.......John Smith
Laurence Olivier
Margalo Glllmore
Peter Robinson
Robert Flemyng

Using the eternal triangle as a
foundation, S. N. Behrman has neatly built a play within a play, telling
the story of the sad plight which
confronts an author who has a flair
for writing comedy, but .who is
moved by world discord to paint
upon a larger canvas. Laurence
Olivier is the playwright. Gay lord
Cornell
Katharine
Easterbrook;
ilays Linda, his actress wife, and

Town

the CIO considered a run at a small
midtown legit house. Both Town
Hall performances were sold out
mostly to union members, so it was
a success as far as that goes. As
straight commercial theatre, however, it definitely has no chance.

Principal difficulty, and where it
differs greatly from 'Pins,' is that it
forgets to put Its tongue in its cheek.
'Seems' takes itself seriously. Any-

thing more deadly than an amateur,
production that takes itself seriously
is difficult to imagine.
Mitchell. Grayson was Imported
firom New York to direct He did as
well as could be expected but the

whole revue is lumbering anyway.
There are a few good comedy blackouts and some bits of acting that
stand out Production is glaringly
fatal, with long stage watts and poor
timing. All the turns, too, just follow each other haphazardly. Standout is the chirping of a Negress, Elton Johnson, who does two numbers.
'Love on Relief and 'Poor "Lil Child,'
Femme's attractive, has a pleasing
personality and warbles in a melodious soprano. Pipes aren't powerful, but with some coaching she'
might be a swell bet. There is. too,
some fairly worthwhile music in 'If
I Had My Way' (by Mort- Kaufmann
and Lou Lahr) and 'In Union There
(Joseph Finegan and
Is Strength'
L&hr), plus the two witten for Miss
Johnson.
although corny in
Interesting;
spots, is the 'American Ballad' done
by a choral group for the finale.
Nice comedy bits are rendered by

(targalo Glllmore is Amanda Smith,
the other woman. With three topperformers, the play can't fail
be entertaining;, yet, with the
many platitudes aiid philosophical
observations on world events which
stud the dialog, in less competent
...Margaret Rawllnga
Karen .Selby
weelc
hands the play might bog down in
.George Croaa
Capt. Winter
Last week execs of FTP ap^
its verbiage.
proached members of the Hollywood
lEasterbrook is taken in tow by
Brought ov6r from London intact
Playhouse cast,, advising them they this drama was favorjjbly received
Mrs. Smith, whose hobby, is to bring
out the 'latent possibilities' in young
would have to determine Immedi- in Canada recently, but that it wlU
artists. Heretofore, Easterbrook had
ately if they would stick for the achieve similar attention, on BroadengageLimited
been content to write comedies as
Frisco expo hegira, otherwise neces- way is doubtful.
Howstarring vehicles for 'Linda.
sary substitutions would have to be ment probable.
Sam Freas, as a six-foot-four baby
ever, Mrs. Smith convinces him he's
Appearance of Godfrey Tearle and
in diaper and cradle, and Al Perisco,
made.
dissipating his talents on froth when
Margaret RawUhgs, who are coas an unemployed worker who gets
Position of several of' those holdthe world needs guidance which he
starred, are more interesting than the
unemployment
ing Shubert contracts is that if stick- drama though the latter Is techniSurprise was expressed when in- can give through serious drama. shunted from the
compensation office to the relief ofing with FTP they wiU be assured cally timely. Tearle impressed open- dividual Federal income tax return Writhing in the turmoil of creation,
fice
so many- times he's dizzy.
of their monthly stipend of $24 ing night as best in performance figures of higher bracketed people Easterbrook forsakes his practical Finally both come through with a
reHis
Mrs.
wife
inspiration
with
to seek
weekly, while if going with Shubert among a very good cast
for 1937, which were published last
check just as his former boss calls
they have no assurance of work be- markable resembliance to President week, included very few legit names Smith.
him back to work. Most of the other
Roosevelt was noticed by most first either from the stage or managerial
The second act includes the best comedy, is heavy-handed in -writing
yond the 20- week minimum.
nighters.
scene, where Mrs. Smith and Linda and presentation.
Herb.
Whether FTP will send Two-a^
Show business representation engage
Locale is within an old fortress on end.
in
catty
repartee
when
Linda
Day' north is problematical. Coin an island in the Atlantic, where a on the list, printed in the picture
seeks to win back ner husband. Parfor transportation of the production staff of officers assigned by the Brit- section, holds but three stars- ticularly indicative of the sparkling
and actors is still not forthcoming ish Admiralty is working out the Katharine Cornell, Alfred Lunt and dialog here is Linda's remark to
from Washington, and unless bars nfoblem of making the air safe from Lynn Fontanne. While the earnings Mrs. Smith: 'Sleep with him if you
are raised by Congress, with addi' iMmbing planes. Mathematics largely of stage people were not comparable must, but don't spoil his style.'
to Charles Morgan,
ATS'
IN
tional appropriations, trick will fold figured, according
with those in pictures, it is known
Easterbrook, furious at Linda's inthe London author-critic who wrote
down terference, asks Mrs. Smith to jmarry
here,
The terms employed are that-others on Broadway drew
this play.
Shubert contracts become opera- understandable but there are times exceptional coin during that year, him, and they plan to go to [Spain
Pittsburgh, April 11.
to
live
'fuller'
in
sense.
As
Eastera
Omission of
tive May 15, allowing producer four when the play Isn't dear in inten- notably Helen Hayes.
Sudden booking of 'Brown Danfull weeks after this in which to tion. The romance element is some- latter from published 'lists indicates brook is packing Linda hits upon an ube' tryout at Nixon next week*
idea for a new play, an idea for
start rehearsals of his proposed re- what muddled, too. First two acts that she, like many radio stars, was
which Easterbrook had previously completed only yesterday (Monday),
vue for the Golden Gate Exposition. are too quiet, although the first part buried under some corporate tag.
searched in vain. Why not take the will eliminate necessity of refunds
of the second did get favorable rediswas
Not one producer's name
actual situation, Linda and Mrs. to local ATS subscribers this season.
action. Some of the best writing is
May Sell 'Swing Mlksdo*
produced by Bonflls
covered. That is partially (explained Smith, and the dispute over the Show,
in the final session.
and work out a comedy? Somnes, plays here under subscripThe
theatre project in New
Commander Edward Ferrers has by the fact that the figures given playwright
They rtm through the fundamentals tion auspices and, with Lunts coming
companies
York is considering turning over been working on a formula that ap- are salaries Reported by
o!
plot together, but are stuck
in following week, will round out
The Swing Mikado,' sit the New proaches the solution but work is or corporations, rather than profits for the
an
ending. At that moment Mrs.
own^
collaborator
dies.
or
earned by the controllers,
Yorker, for commercial operation, it hindered when his
Smith phones, and Linda points out society's six-play schedule.
First time Nixon has ever tried to
being proposed to tour the colored Latter's sister, Karen Selby, de- ers. Showmen -^^ho were reputed to the third-act curtain must be described as one of the six greatest have had highly .successful attrac- cided
cast, jazzed version of the Gilbert
here, with Easterbrook's de- peddle a show on such -short notice.
mathematicians, arrives on the island
and Sullivan operetta. Deal would to take his place. After some objec- tions during that year include cision forecasting the end of the Staff t)ad all been vacaitioned on acHarris
and
plot
Easterbrook
Sam
H.
picks
up
the
re- count lOf expected three weeks of
terminate the conflict with the 'Hot tion to her being within the i>ost, she George Abbott,
ceiver with an agonized expression, darkness and had to be-hastily sumMikado,' presented at the Broadhurst joins the staff and is quartered with John Golden.
Same applies to leading drama but does not speak, as the play ends. moned back in order to get ticket
by Michael Todd. Todd, Erik Char- Lady' Helston, catty wife of the rear
The
triangle upon which the play
the
in
bit
earnings
were
affectionate
tists, whose
sale under way.
rell and Ulilcb & Ericson, latter of admiral. "There is an
is founded is hiing heavily, with ob'Danube,* by Burnett Hershey, feaChicago, are stated to have made with a lieutenant, but thereafter form of royalty iiercentages, rather servations about world events, modFer than salaries, except when paid fixed em ideas
offers.
All were mentioned previ- Karen is definitely in love with
of sex and livmg, with tures Fay Wray, film actress, and
Helston later declares the sums for picture work. Figured the much
ously as having sou^t 'buying* the rers. Lady
laboratory mind-probing con- Dean Jagger, and goes to New York
same sentiment which explains their toppers on Broadway were George ducted in the dialog,
a
scientific
fcllowing
Its opening week here.
attraction.
antinathy to each otjher.
treatise
solely by the
appears to have changed
The admiralty gets the jitters be S. Kaufman and Moss Hart, who charm ofovercome
the principals. The war
Its attitude once again as regards cause of the considerable time used drew down big money with 'You
in Spain, upon which a great deal
'Mikado.' Several times from Wash- in the experiments and a test of Can't Take It With You.' Authors of
the plot hinges, came to an end
ington it was announced that a com- aerial toroedoes, called scorpions, is also had managerial interests in .the on the day that the
play worldmercial deal would be consummated, nushed ahead. It's described hiow hit, .former owning 25%. and the premiered here, a disturbing thought
only to result in a final decision to the scorpions, controlled by wireless, latter having 15%.
to an audience that couldn't refrain
follow a bomber, vibrations from
froih thinkhig that the play was
bring the show from Ctiicago to which are supposed to e:(plode the
(Continued from page 49)
Broadway under relief atispices. Un- torpedoes. A plane and three men Gotham. A bunch of ams who go dated before It began.
The heavy .laughs are garnered by salaries and $500 for attorneys fees.
derstood that criticism in Congress are'^ost in the demonstration,
at it like Veterans, and ^ome excelGee James, as Clementine, the Dues .were raised to $3 some months
over
opposing a commercial
An investigation fallows. Evidence lent lyrics and sketches by Samuel Gee
Easterbrooics'
colored maid, who
quarterly payments therefore
attraction resulted in the order to is that the detonators in the scorpions Locke, Sylvia Fine, John Latouche plays
ago,
role to the hilt and by
were not correctly placed and the and David Greggory are the main RobertherFlemyng,
weekly from
accept a bona-flde offer.
as
Makepeace being $9, plus $1.50
If he reasons for the excellent impression.
It appears to I>e a squeeze manou- reason is asked of Ferrers.
Lovell, the young friend of Linda, those in jobs. If members paid on
calculation the Admish is $1.
who
ver which. may eliminate the reliefer admits an error in
gets in a few rib-ticklers with that basis for a year the total would
Compared to 'Pins and Needles,'
exoeriments will continue. That he
from the. metropolis.' Under the law refuses to concede and in^thfi third which set the precedent in revues sophisticated witticism.
The two be $114, but It's pointed out that few
people on relief must accept private act the oarty packs w> to depart. The 'socially significant,' 'Varieties' can scenes, the -living room in Linda's in TMAT are employed on a yearly
apartment and an upstairs basis and, besides, the assessment is
employment if the pay is higher than Lord of the admiralty comes to the stack up well with' its predecessor in tower
living room of the Smltiis, are exin WPA. Should the show go com- island, however, and- despite pro- every department but the music.
for a limited period, unless emergceptionally well done.
Best of the 23 sketches presented
mercial, the minimum salary for tests from the officers, declares he
Opening night audience gave a enples arise.
principals would t>e $40i weekly, as wIll- plKeon-hole an adverse report Sunday night was Alexis Rotov's terrific salvo to Miss C-'nell,
Proposed change in the basic
Olivier
to con- 'Waltz,' a hilarious. study of a Nazi
against the
and Miss Glllmore, to whom, un- agreement, which would strike out
wage of around $21. end permit the experiment
Karen had declared she olTicer learning the Viennese waltz.
tinue.
Colored players in the.
ver- found an error in Ferrer's fii»i'rln«. Choreography, by Rotov, was excel- doubtedly, must go the laurels for arbitration and substitute mediation,
the pace and charm of the presenta- was arrived at tlirough a somewhat
fiion will be placed in a peculiar poActually, she lies because ci her lent in 'Waltz,', along with the other tion.
The small cast of supnorting complicated discussion which had the
sition should the managerial offers adnration for Ferrer.
dances which he conceived and exe- players
is excellent
Kiley.
go. through.
Because the show origstatus of contracts as the basis, as
Tearle is a commanding figure, cuted.. His' 'Bolero,' with a proinated in Chicago, they are allowed His middle a<;e does not prevent the grammed apology to Maurice Ravel,
all members are required to secure
$3 daily sustenance pay. That, with romance witli the youthful-lnoldng IS swell burlesque.' He's assisted in
contracts.
Believed that lA sugthe security wage, is more than $40 Mis.<; Rawlings seemimt unusual. To- this one by Adele Jerome and Dogested doing away with arbitration,
per week. If they refuse the switch wards the close, when, his mind lores Irwin.
Philadelphia, AprU 1.
which process of ^settling disputes the
there
wnvers.
may be some question
Sharing tpp honors with Rotov, a
Revue In two acts (14 acencei ajMnaorod,
to commercial management, they
stangehands have steadily refused to
«f performance, but it is made film prospect, incidentally, was DanState. County and
will be dropped from the
rolls. olausible enough. Mi.<s Rawlings has ny Kaye, an excellent comedian.
A Municipal Workers ot America, CIO: di- accept While other unions may take
states that should the show been seen to better advantage in the takeoff on cafe society, 'Blase,' main- rected by Mitchell Grayson; dance dlrec- the same attitude, the managers cite
"""""B". William
HM.-,^"*!?*
tains the pace, with Kaye, Claire Holsmon,
U.S.
Morris Nnsolow; musip, Morton Equity as having been satisfied with
Felix Aylmer draws next bonors as Vermonte, Mervyn Nelson and Peg- Sonnonfcid, Lou Lahr, Herman Stein, Earl the adjustment of differences through
noblnaon;
lord of the admiralty and Anthonv gy Craven taking part
Latouche Kaufmann;lyrlca. Morton .SonnenCeld, Mort arbitration for the past 15 years or
at Towh Hall. Phllndelplila,
Treland makes his lieutenant a smil- did the excellent lyrics.
March 31 end April I, '39; STc. top.
more.
ing, likable ciiao.
Others heln make
Neville Chamberlain gets taken for
Dispute between TMAT and the
'The Flashing Stream' interesting in a ride in 'Down on Downing Street'
Aimed by local CIO headquarters Theatre Guild over the use of the
.some. ways. Yet its chances p'e not words and music by Sylvia Fine, in to succeed 'Pins
and Needles' as a latter's ticket sellers, when Guild
definite.
Ibee.
Which Kaye plays the prime mln- jrade unlwjsaait-grltten, piflduced.
-Ister.
'l:L.G7W;Ur
laispOBHg—
and acted by the union members, show»-i>la^houses-other-than- -their
Garment Workers Union tti>s try falls, far short of the mark. own, is "still undecided.' Arbitrator
Night Varieties Ladles
and 'Pins and Needles.'
Allowing for the professional stag- is expected to hand down a ruling
(BABBIZON-PLAZA, N. T.)
Nelson and Sherle Hartt are a cou- ing and production,'Pins.' was given within two weeks, and in the meanThe staid, conservative and plush- ple of 'klUers' in 'Who Killed Vaudeits success, "'It Seems to time a double staff of six are on duty
lined Barbizon-Plaza hotel, must ville,' another laugh bit In which Us' still lacks much of the good
mu- at the Shubert, N. Y„ where the
have had a case of capitalistic jitters they play a Series of vaude acts. sic and talent of its predecessor. It
Sunday night (9) when the pro- 'Cock Robin,' also by Miss Fine, is also lacks the naive charm that made Guild's 'The Philadelphia Story' is
playing.
Usually legit houses have
letarian 'Sunday Night Varieties'^ got well done by Kaye.
'Pins' appeal almost as much to the
thi^ugh with the so-called upper
Nat Lichtman designed and direct- economic royalists as to union mem. two in the b.o. For hits, a third
seller Is sometimes used, as at the
'Varieties,' whose future is ed 'Varieties' well, •'.espite the rather hers.
strata.
uncertain because pf rather nebulous cramped quarters of- the Barblzon's
EYES"
Garden
CHellzapoppin').
Plan was to present 'Seems' at Winter
"STARS IN
bankrolling, is a soek addition to the stage;
Adele' Jerome handled the 2,000-seat Town Hall for two nights There are six at the Center for the
MgLt tMV
meager Sunday night offerings in ensembles.
as a tryout If It looked good there, front-running 'The American Way.'
Lleut-Coni. Brieaing, R.N.. Anthony Ireland
Godfrey Tearle
Com. Edward Ferrers
Laurler Llater
Lleut.-Com. SandCord
Patricia Godfrey
Lady Helaton
Palrlo Corwen
Kear Admiral Helaton..
Felix Aylmer
The Rt. Hon. Harrowby
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Holy Week Exceeds Expectations

10)

'Candida.' (Cornelia Otic Skinner)
Colonial, Boston.

'Ai^ef Registers $E000; life 7^2^ —
D'Oyly
New
Chicago,

ApiU U.

Holy Wetic kapt to lU tradltlMi
week checked ftw two shows
1 Married an AngeV and 'What a Life,' to soma axtent However, tha wedc was prollt-

^r

1^

that kept lifted.

aifhts'—Hender-

•Watherlac

on

it YounK
Th* Brows DaMhe'—Bonflla

li

Sommes.
Tb* Motkar'—Vietor PaynaOlty*—Group.

<liilet

now in Its final fortnight
at the Grand, quitting April 22 to be

followed April 24 by 'Knickerbodcer
Holiday,' with Walter Houston. On
the same night Gertrude Lawrence
returns for her second appearance
this season, this time, with 'Skylark.'
Previous stay, with 'Susan and God,'
was an early season smash at the
Harris.

_

^

1 Harried an Aagel,' Grand (5thweek) (1,300; $3.30). Held to $22,000.
^me pace as last sesh, good for Holy
•What a

Life,' Erlanger (5th
Okay $7,500.
(1,400; $1.65).

Week)

WPA
'Btg Blow,' Great Northern,
'Othello,'

Blactetbne.

Opens

to-

night (Tuesday) and Indicates coin
possibilities

PITT SHOWLESS

on Ian Keith name.

IN

TWO TOP

aO.WKS.
Two

Pittsburgh, AprU. 11.
proverbially biggest weeks

burg are those
during' which Thanksgiving and
Easter falL- And for the first time
in longer than the oldest resident
can remember, the Nixon this season has been without an attraction
during either of those stanzas.
Spot had nothing on Turkey day
and is dark currently due to the
canoallation a fortni^t ago of 'Five
Kings.' The United Booking Office
haa pome in for soma blasts from
the newspapers, all three of which
have oontinuously been solid back
for legit biz in this

The

failure to

provide Pittsburg with showa also

(Continue from page 49)

-

'

the city-owned Auditorium, where
the show' played) was listening.'
Blnford explained he didn't see the
performance because he doesn't 'care
much about stage plays nowadays'
and therefore didn't 'know exactly
what they did' He added that he
had been informed of the obscenity
by a number of sources. McElcavy
later explained that he
had not
heard of 'one single complaint, except from one member of tiie censor
board, who did not see the shows.'
Adalts Stranger at Night
When informed of the censor
board's criticism, I<unt acknowledged
that he had used stronger language
in the evening show than In the

drew a strong protest last week from
one- of the local drama eda airing a
regular column over the ether.
Nixon will be dark for three weeks
in a rowr reckoning April 24 with
Lunts In 'Sea Gull' and 'Idiot's DeIt clotes its season the following week with .the annual Pitt
Cap and (Sown musical, 'At Your

light'

Service.'

PhiSy Fidioit a Slwr,
'Aflfd'

Comes

m May 8

Philadelphia, April 11.
Philadelphia saw pass yesterday
the first jraster Monday in memory
in which there hasn't been at least
one legit house open here. Letdown,
which has gripped the city for the
past couple of weeks looks set to continue, too, for at least another nionth.
Only booking fw the remainder of
the season is the Dwight Deere
Wlman musical. 'I Married an Angel,'
slated for three weeks, beginning May
8.
It has been booked here several
times and just as frequently cancelled, so playgoers have their fingers
crossed It's set to close in Chicago
AprU 2t, and comes here by way of
Detroit and Washington.
prospect is Maurice Evans' uncut
Hamlet,' which is in Boston this

matinee performance. He explained
that he haa always done so since
the. first few days of tiie play's original run in New York. He did so
aiihply because several of the lines
appeared to shock certain femme
playgoers, who usually predominate
at matinees, he said.
At evening
shows, with less sensitive audiences
present, he
has invariably used
A
Sherwood's original lines. In any
case, he explained, the changes were week and
inconsequential and be was in no
sense 'inserting vile language' into
the play.
It was revealed that when 'Idiot's
Delight'

was

first

announced for

Memphis, certain local reformers
had objected to the play's title be'

Is reputed to have no bookAnother
ings beyond this month.
possibiUtv is John Barrymore In 'My
Dear Chudren,' for which the Shubert office here has been angling.
Yiddish theatre winds up this week
at the Walnut with 'Round the Family Table.' Revue of the Hieatrt Arts
C<ommitte* of N. Y. is set for one
appearance at the Academy of Music

cause of the scrlpt'j reference to the
Divinity in that connection. At that AprU 28.
time one of the members of the company facetiously suggested that the Skuiner, Evans, Luidi
show be billed The Bover Boys in
in
the Alps' for the. Memphis engagement Another wag remarked that
Boston, Aprfl II.
in view of all the uproar caused
Nothing in town last week, but
around the country by 'Idiot's De- yesterday (Monday) brought in three
Cornelia Otis Skinner in
light' and 'Amphitryon,' the Lunts shows:
should iii future take out a reper- 'Candida'; Blaurlce Evans in 'Hamtory of such shows as 'East Lynne' let' and King Richard IV' (repertory), and Elissa Landi In 'Lady Has
and 'Way Down East'
a Heart.'
'WPA opens "Pinnochlo* tonight
(Tuesday) The Women,' at 11.10 top,
enters the Opera House AprU 17,
Promoter Attached same night the- D'Oyly Carte Co.
comes to the Colonial for a month.

Shows Open
.

Mei

Mexico

'Story'

City, April 11.

I

Bostm

Paramount Austin

(12);

Music HaU,
San An-

Texas,

(13-14);

tonio (15).

Lady Haa a Veart^
—Plymouth, Boston,

(Walter

PlaysJ23mW Eases to 34G

Landl) mal.

(Elissa

comedy leader played

Again the straight shows were
stronger than' the musicals. With the
possible exception of 'Hellzapoppin,'
the latter dipped. First full week
Limt-Foniaiuio—;Taft Auditorium, of 'The Philadelphia Story' grossed
dose to $23,000, while 'The Little
Cincinnati
Foxes' and 'Abe Lincoln' more than
'Helhcr' (AUa Nazimova )—Lyric, held their pace, bettering
$10,000.

Women'

(Jean
Maplewood, Maplewood, N.

J.

Sherwood

aU

The

all

Richmond (14-15),
The American Way*^ ^d, but
tHy Dear 'ChUdrcn' (John Barry- topped Broadway with $34,000. The
high is expected to be reached
more)—Erlanger. Buffalo (10-12); show's
this week In nine times.
Patriotic
Dayton (13); Hartman, Co- spectacle
drama averaged $40,000
lumbus (14-15).
during the first 10 weeks. Three
*Onr Town' (Frank Craven) Bilt- shows are playing mating daUy,
'Whai a Life,' Mansfield (52d
They
are
'Hellzapoppin,'
'Outward
week) (C-1,050; $3.30).
Another
more, Los Angeles.
Bound' and 'What a Life,' while 10 show which operates to smaU money,
'Skylark' (Gertrude tAwrence>— others have nine-performance sched
and with cut-rate aid is completing

—

'

'

National, Washington.

ules.
a year's engagement; $4,500 average;
WhUe the major musicals' awaited should jump with matinees daily
Davidson, MUan upturn, the two 'Mikados,' though this week.
(0-15).
not comparable In gross to rnost
REVIVALS
•What » Lite'—Erlanger, Chicago.
others, fared well last week. .The
'Awake and Sing,' Ambassador (i7t
Whiteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore >— 'Hot', or commercial, versio n was week) (CD-969; $2.20). Favorable
rated ai«und $14,000, whUe WFA's boxoffice
reaction
Mayfair, Portland,
Ore.
(10-12);
with advance
"Swing* show claimed virtual capac- picking
up; replaced 'Rocket to
Metropolitan, Seattle (13-15).
ity at a lower scale.
Latter Is re- Moon'; around
$5,0Q0.
'Women'
Royal Alexandra, To- ported in a commercial deal for the
<Ontw>rd Bound,' Playhouse (17th
road.
ronto.
week) (D-873; $3.30).
Averaged
'No Time for Comedy* tops next over
$8,000. during Lent, but figures
week's incomers, opening at the
to improve starting this week, which
Barrymore; 'Mexieana' is slated for will have daily
matinees.
the 46th Street and a possibility is
ADDED
'Wuthering Heights,' house unnamed
'The Happinest Days,' was postponed
The Quiet CKy,' Belasco. Postuntil yesterday CTuesday), and 'The poned from Sunday, AprU 2. and
Quiet City* is listed for this Sun- due to open April 16; series of five
day (10). It had also been post- Sundays carded.
poned.
'Pins and Needles^' Labor Stage
Estimates tor Last Week
(72d week). Labor unionists' inti'Abe Lincoln in Dllnols,' Plymouth mate revue around $4/)00; should
(26th week) (D-1,036; $3.30). Some pick up.
leaders not affected by Holy Week
Frank Fay's Show, 44th St Exand this was among them, bemg over pected to }ump this week; again ap$19,000.
proximated $9,000, hardly profitable;
"Boys From Syraaose,' Alvin (21st nightly, including Sunday; three
week) (M-1,325; $4.40). Not much matinees instead of one this week.
under previous week; among attrac- Vaudeville dropped from billing,
Cincinnati. AprU 11.
'No Time for Comedy,' starring Uons to draw strongl Good Friday 'show being substituted.
Katharine Cornell, did smash In (7) night; $20,000.
WPA
'FMnlly Portrait,' Morosca (6th
'Swing Mikado,' New Yorker; cathree cities last week, totaling $18,500
week> (D-Sei; $3,303. Held its own
in Louisville, Cincinnati and Colum- and 'again probably bettered even pacity claimed. Agencies have some
tickets.
bus, O., tryouts.
break; indications are for fair stay;
'Androoles and Lion,' Lafayette,'
In Its Louisvllla one-nlghter (Mon-. $7,500.
Harlem; slated to- close Saturday
^Gentle
People,'. Belasco
XlSth (15).
day) the S. N. Behrman play. In
which Miss CorneU and the Play- week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Eased off.
PiMccblo,' Ritz.
wrights Co. ar« managerlaUy asso- with takings .approximating $7,500.
'HeUiapoppii^'
Winter
Garden
ciated, did slighUy more than $3,600.
(30th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Not a
Three performances at the 2,500-seat letdown throughout weakest week
UnCE-MEN'
Taft here, at $2.83 top, contributed In season; standees in and again
Four $33,000; six matinees this week.
$6,400, below expectations.
IN
A.
{6,000
'Hat Mikada,* Broadhurst
(4th
Columbus shows did $8,500.
Currently at the Taft here are week) (M-1,116; $3.30)., More than
Alfred Lunt and I^nn Fontanne, held the pace, over<|M,000 claimed
Hollywood, AprU 11.
and chances Jir^ promising for stay.
presenting In repertory Idiot's De1 Hnst Love Someone,' Longacre WaUace Ford and Sam H. Harris
lighV 'Amphitryon 38* and Tlie Sea (10th week) (C-1,109: $3.30). Extra- dared to open a legit show on Holy
GulL'
Legit concludes In CIncy, space ads again to catch- holiday Thursday, which they did with 'Of
Mice and Men,' iell0liti-g El CapiApril 22, when Walter Huston, star- trade; around $4,000.
Kiss Boya Gaedbye/ MlUer (29th tan (6). First three days (fbur perring In 'Knickerbocker. Holiday,'
week) (C-044: $3.30). Another prof- formances) warranted the venture.
ends a three-day booking.
Biltmore uiishuttered last: night
itable' week though off like most of
(Monday) with 'Our Town,' presentlist; around $9,500. lowest to date.
'Leave It ta He,' Imperial (23d er', under local sponsorship,
D'Oyly Carte Smash
week) (M-1,468; $4.40). Not materiBsthMta for Laat Week
period;
ally affected in final Lenten
'Of BUce and Meis,' El Capitan
but down around $27,500.
(1,560; $2.50).
Okay $6,00a FrofitWash.
$27»000
(Empire able Easter week seen.
Daagbten,'
'Bbmba's

•Tebace* Boad'

—

waukee

.

.

—

CORNEU SHOW
BIG
3

$18^

.

IN

STANDS

'

OFF TO

.

START

L

.

m

Week

(15th week) (D-1,099; $3.30). Among
better plays and has good chance to
Washington, April 11.
Cherry Blossom crowds, plus fact enter the summer; profitable though
$12,000.
that offerings were ideal to catch somewhat off last
Heart's in the Highlands.' GuUd
school kids who were free last three
days, blasted the Holy Week bugaboo (1st week) (D-914; $3J0). Presented
here completely last week, and car- by Group Theatre; written by WUltomorrow
opens
Saroyan;
ried D'Oyly Carte Opera Co.'s annual lam
stop In the Capital to a very satisfac- (Thursday) for five performances,
but may stay longer.
tory figure.
'One tar the MontT.' Booth (10th
Current is Gertrude Lawrence, in
Doing quite
'Skylark,' with Nazimova,' in The week) (R-708: $3.85).
weU for an Ultimate revue; upper
Mother,' set .to follow AprU 17.
attendance In recent week, again betEstimate far Last Week
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co, Nationiil ter; quoted at $12,800 last week.
•Oscar Wllde,^ Fulton (27th week)
(1,698: $3.30 top). Upset Holy Week
tradition with approximately $27,000. (CiD)-013; $330). Like bulk of list
business during Holy Week was not
much off previous pace; probably
profitable at $7,500.
'Whiteoaks' Quits Frisco
'Set to Hoslo,' Music Bqx (13th
Should get
Finale
After 2
8 week) (R-1,000; $4.40).
fair holiday trade; English revue has
San Francisco, April 11.
been oft with last week's gross
Barrymore's
'Whiteoaks' around $14,000.
Ethel
closed a two-week profitable en'Stars In Tear Eyes,' Majestic (10th
gagement at the Geary Saturday (8). week) (M.1,717; $4.40). Most musiUnusually warm weather, coupled cals, along with this one, were afwith Holy Week letdown, hit biz all fected, but aU expectant of comeover. 'Whiteoaks' b.o. was under ex- back this week; under $22,000.
^
^
-pectations:
The-Amerlean Way,' Center (12th
'Run LU' ChUlun,' currenUy at the week) (D-3,433; $3J0).
Broadway
Alcazar, managed fairly weU.
leader dropped more than expected,
Estimate (or Last Week
with the count around $34,000; adITblteoaks/ Geary (2d wk.) (1.550; vance sale this week indicates new
$2.75). Miss Barrymore well liked, high, however.
The Flashing Stream,' Biltmore
but play somewhat of a disappointment Advance sale for .second week (1st week) (0-991; $3.30). Presented
was fairly heavy. Around $8,000. by Victor Payne-Jennings; written

WPA
•Bob, un. CfcUliui,' Mayan.
Two-a-Day,*
Hollywood

we^

My

'High Tor,' Belasco.

'Womeo' bits After

2dDeLWL,R000

WPA

Detroit, April 11.

'The

Women' pulled out

of

town

Saturday (8) With a very satisfactory -$9,400 to show .' it Ha two-week
stand a the Cass here at $1 top.
Second .stanza, despite Holy Week,
netted around profitable $7,000.
Advance sale heavy for Walter
Huston's 'Knickerbocker Holiday,*
which opened a week's stand at the
.

OK

Wks.;

Play-

house.

.

;

RKO

to standees

performances in its second week;
around $23,000.
Primrose Path,' Cort (15th
week) (CD-1,050; $3.30). Moved here
from the BUtmore Mfmday UO); has
been around 48,000 and en^gement
expected' to extend into the summer:
The White Steed,' Golden (14th
week) (D-730; $3.30). Last week
was low, around $6,000.
Tobacco -Baad.^ Forrest <270th
week) (D-1,1Q7; %\.«S). Clabns maU
prders for New York World's Fair
period; should better $4,000.

Muir>—

Offices here and goods of the InSaifins
ternational Entertainment Co. headed
by Sam Spiegel, promoter of the
Robert E. Sherwood, president of
Mexican revue, 'Upa y Apa,' which
closed here recently after four pres- the Dramatists Guild, sails AprU 21
entatlons,—have been-embargoed-by .f9r_I*jidani..wb.ere_he wiU set up a.
the federal conciliation board to as- representative for the organization.
Playwright will remain In London,
sure payment of salaries to «mployees engaged in producing the where he has a home, untU July,
when he goes to the Coast for the
revue.
production of his play, 'Abe
Show was presented under governLincoln in Illinois.' He Has virtually
ment auspices.
completed the screenplay^ He wUl
Revue from over the border called probably finish hie next play, an profitable.
'Mexlcana' arrived In New York untitled romantic cOmedy with a
Sunday (9) and Is booked into the democratic theme, during his English
'Ban LU' Chlllun,' Alcazar (14th
4«th St, N. Y, next. week.
sojourn.
week) (1,269; $1.65). Holding up fine.
'

Leads Straight

Holy Week on Broadway was bet- (1st week) (D-800; $9.30). After beter than expected and Good Frldaw ing postponed twice, it opened yes(7) proved very good. Monday (10) terday
(Tuesday.);
presented by
holiday matinees fizzled, indicating Courtney Burr; written by Charlotte
below-expectatlon grosses for E^er Armstrong.
going. Season's finale hoUday week
Hie Llttie Foxes.' National <9th
has to contend with the state income week) (D-1,164; $3.30). More than
tax deadline, which faUs on .Saturday held its exceUent pace, with attend(15). School recess is figured to ben- ance approximating capad^ again;
efit the Ringling circus at Madison over $19,000.
Square Garden. Business there since
The PhlladelphU Stary,' Shubert
the start last midweek is utuler nor- (3d week) (C-1,367: $3.30).
New

Victory;

era for legit locally.

Lunt'Fontanne

Louis.

Xlttle

,

Tonight (Tuesday), the Federal
Theatre Project starts a new Shakespearean series with 'Othello,' at the
Blackstone, to be followed by 'HamIan Keith is getting the billlet'
ing. FTP CMitinues with 'Big Blow'
at the Great Northern. Show is doing only fairly welL
EaUmatea far Last Week

—

St

"Klsa Uie Boys Goodbye'—Majestic,
Ft. Worth (10); Orpheum, Waco (11);

<Kialokerba«ker HaUday'
Huston)—Cass, Detroit

22.

'Angel' Is

—

can,

On Bway;

Sbubert,

(Maiulce

1 Bbrried an ABgei* (Dennis KingVera Zorlna) Grand, Chicago.
'Ktsa the Boys Goodbye' ^Ameri-

Houston

Janntaigs.

The

—

—

&

MoCoy.

abl* by for.

George Abbott presentation, at tte
Erlaneer, has caught on during the
past couple ol week* on added ex^itaUoa and tieups. especially with
bigh schools and parties. ^Comedy
has now extended date untU April

Vawtf (Soad)—We*

Carte Opera

Haven.

•Hamlet* - 'Henry IV'
Ivans) Shubert; Boston.

Sbows in Reliearsal

81

Cass Sunday night

(9).

'Kiss Boys*

OK

—

3d Co. Gets
$12^ in 3 Cities

The 'Kiss Boys Goodbye' third
company, playing three stands last
week in the south, registered a
profitable

$12,200.

Cities

played

were Montgomery and Birmingham,
Ala.,

Memphis and LitUe Rock,

in

that order.

The

company of 'Kisa
by Charles Morgan, London Times Boys,' which folded AprU 1 in Chicritic;imported
from
London; cago after a fun there, was Idle last
opened Monday (10); doubtful press. week but resumes this sesh In St
.

.

I

'The

Happiest

Days,'

Vanderbil!

•

Louis,

second

—

LEGITIMATE-UTERATI

VARIETY

S3
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Report that Eddie Cowling might replace Hallie Flanagan at the head of
WPA Theatre Project, which was promptly denied, recalls the fact that
he was supposed to figure prominently in the federal theatre, but apparently devoted little time to it. After Mrs. Flanagan was appointed
national director, it was generally believed that Dowling differed TVith her
because of reputed radical views, and the same went for Elmer Rice when
be headed the project in New York. Dowling proposed touring musical
comedies and vaudeville units with relief players, but too many barriers
caused him to withdraw.
Dowling is slated to open next week In a rotary stock presentation of
•Our Town,' due to debut in Hartford, Conn., April 19. Q. E. Wee and
Frank Coy will present the attraction at pop prices. Actor-manager produced and appeared in 'Here Come the Clowns' earlier this season, also
presenting the current The White Steed,' Golden, N. Y .

Literati

One-Nighters

Inskle Stuff-Legit

the

Wednesday, April 12, I939

Revised CoBBeetlcnt Nntmeg
(Continued from page •»)
'Connecticut Nutmeg,' taken .over
by Heywood Broun, will b* retagged
Weekly Connecticut Nut
they
'Broun's
however,
Stated,
of patrons.
have objected to payhig 5% of the meg' and later come out aa 'Broun's
the bookhig Weekly'.
as
gross to UBO,
with
could
Understood
Broun's deal
VBO
the
Believed that
fe6.
woo back the showmen in the sticks members of original board, who will
by moderating the fee and adjust- continue as contributing editors, included
payment
dividends
cash
It
Is
and
present
ing sharing terms. At
reported, they refuse to do business if and when weekly becomes proflta'
ble. Although publisher's policy is
with the booking outfit
outright New Deal, anti-Fascist and
American Theatre Council and the
antlranti-Semitic, attempt will be
League of New York Theatres talked
made to balance contents by opening
of plans to revive the road next seacolumns
to conservative contrlbs.
son, and plans for sending people to

Allister IngersoU from his duties
as
publisher of Time Magazine to
take
active charge of the undertaking
IngersoU began his new duties Honday (10) at the midtbwn offices of
Publications Research, Inc., corpor.

ate name of the new undertaking.
Associated with IngersoU, who wiU
serve as publisher of the new dally
are Edward Stanley, former head of
the AP Photo Service, who wiU be
editor; DashieU Hammett, the who*
dunit scribbler; Harry C. Cushing,
banker, and John F. Wharton, attor.
ney.
Time organization or any of iti

'Nutmeg,' until now an eight-page officers have no interest financial
is a co-defendant in the John Torrio tax evasion the field to enter in deals along subpleaded guilty) in New Yorlc, was one of the alleged bootleggers scription lines were at one time rag,. goes to 32 this week (13), and or managerial, in the projected dally,

James Le Penna, who
trial (both

who backed shows on Broadway during the prohibition period. He was fa- fairly well- advanced. Since autumn, will try for as many pages as pos' it's emphasized by the weekly in
miliarly known as Jimmy and was reputed to have financed 'Sweetheart however, little or no interest has sible to offer more for the dime price. the current issue. Had freely been
Time,' which drew a good press but did not fare well at the box office. been exhibited by Broadway show- Harold Yudain stays as managing mentioned that Henry R. Luce, the

Rufus LeMaire presented the musical, which opened at the Imperial, in men.
,,,
January, 1926.
when the producers
Recently,
Show Was long on comics, having Eddie Buzzell, George LeMaire and were
advised of the willingness of
Harry Kelly, both the latter now dead;
the one-nighters to book shows, they
•

did not seem to be 'interested. One
replied that half a dozen shows were
in the higher brackets and would
not play out of town except in the
more populous stands. Another put
priced tickets, then discovered all had been sold and blamed the b.o. for
it in different terms, saying that putnot advising him to that effect
ting on shows in New 'York was like
Flytin is now ahead of the show which has started touring. 'Kiss* was
a, poker hand, and- if okay, a fortune
supposed to play Holy Week in Chicago, but suddenly cancelled.
is possible.
He did not think much
although
Harold J. Rome received a prize of $1,250 from ASCAP for his 'F. D. R. of file road's possibilities,
he is touring two companies. Such
Jones,' rated the outstanding song of the first quarter which ended March
views are entirely different from
31. It was the second time for the composer to cop the award, first being
those of managers before the defor 'Sunday in the Park,' one of his numbers in 'Pins and Needles,' Labor
pression.
Stage, N.Y.
'Jones' was the standout number in 'Sing Out the News,' which played
Next Season Looks Big
the Music Box, N. Y., during the fall It was handled by a colored enRegardless of the small stand situsemble, which subsequently played Billy Rose's Casa Manana on Broadway.
ation, according to present indicaThe Importance of Being Earnest,' brought in after a short tour, was tions, next season should be a
about the lowest grosser on the road this season, but there was a reason bumper one for the road. That will
applicable to at least two stands. Prior to playing Montreal local amateurs be in contrast to the current season,

Joe Flynn, who

is

agenting the Chicago company of lUss the Boys Good-

bye,' is reported to have been on the short end of an argument with the
ticket sellers at the Harris there recenUy. It appears that the p.a. inserted
an ad in the Loop dailies to the effect that there were plenty of low-

..

editor.
Mrs. Connie Broun is ped' Time head, was an interested party.
dling display space.
Editorial ofNo starting date for the new daUy|'
fices are in New Canaan and Bridge- nor, it's said, has a name been
se*
port Herald, a Ciuild paper like the lected as yet
IngersoU, publisher
'Nutmeg,' prints the job.
of Time for the past two years, previously was managing editor of For>
Skokky Besnmlng
tune, and before that ah editor of
'

Sidney Skolsky resumes his Holly The New Yorker.
wood column shortly, having been
Flotlon vs. Front Page
by the Federal Feature Syn
Pronounced drop in mag sales past
a New York outfit for syn few months resulting in price cuts as
dicatlon.
Column will go out six a bolster effort Even digest mags,
signed

dlcate,

times a week, and will.' carry, the which maintain high sales price Is
regular features of the^ previous necessary because of absence of adSkolsky columns.
.vertising, are slashing the tariff. One.
Skolsky has been Idle for some leading digest has cut ita price from
months, or since his contract with 25c to 10c, and another is ready to
King Features expired. Previous to foUow. Price cute by other periodic
that' his cblumn had gone out from cals not so severe, but nevertheless
News sufficiently deep to lure readers
Chicago. Tribune-N.Y.
the
Syndicate.
again.
Douglas Whitney; business manDrop in mag sales blamed on th*
ager of Federal syndicate, wouldn't European to-do^ which favors the
state when Skolsky starts and which
newspapers. Also; growing practice
will be his N. Y. outlet, excepting
of the papers of interpreting as weU
that he's dickering with both the
which has been unusually lean. Op- News and Mirror, which previously as reporting the news, cutting in on
the province of the mags.
timistic view of next season is based carried Skolsky.
Also says he has
As some of the mag editors put it,
on two factors the number of tour- eight papers lined up to start
most fanciful fiction Is tame coming shows in prospect and the fact
pared to a great deal of what's com'that Broadway's current season is
Fight Teenomy Firings'
ing out of Et^rope today. If read'the most profitable in several years.
Latest act in continued conflict beers can get that' for 2 or 3 cents, they
It has long been a truism that a tween.the Newspaper Guild and S. I.
good season on Broadway means a Newhouse is decision of the Guid's won't pay 25c or even 15c for a
hefty ensuing season on the road
Representative Assembly to merge mag. Some wonder whether readers
or in other words, the road always the unite of the Long Island (N. Y.) will pay even 10c or 6e.
'

had appeared in the Wilde comedy, while a stock bunch put on 'Earnest'
at Maiden, Mass., which affected ttie Boston date of the pro show.
Montreal has been giving stage shows weak support this season. 'Earnest'
opened to $198 there and got about $2,900 on the week.

—

There are frequent additions or Interpolations to 'Hellazapoppin' at the
Winter Garden, Olsen and Johnson explaining that, regardless of the show's
capacity gait, they need changes to maintain the interest of themselves
and the other players. Latest stunt is a snowstorm, cued in by a comic in
Eskimo garb, at the finale. A wave of cool air is wafted through the
theatre and a heavy fall of 'snow* descends upon the audience.
runs a season behind New York.
The effect is accomplished by five blowers, plus confetti and plenty of it That is explained by the fact that
grosses on the road depend on the
The Mother,' In which Nazimova opens a tryout this week In Rich- number and quality of touring shows
mond, is the first production designed by Lester Polakov on his own. How- rather than on general business conever, he has previously assisted other scene designers. Including Harry ditions
throughout the
country.
Homer and Mordecai Gorelik. Three years ago he did the settings for the Theory has invariably been borne
Barter' theatre, Abingdon, Va., and he has been an instructor at Columbia out for many years.
University, N. Y,
He is currently working on murals and dioramas at
Fact that the total grosses for
the New York World's Fair and is also a portrait painter.
Broadway legit are running more
than $1,000,000 ahead of last season
Elmer Rice fooled his associates of the Plairwrights by; not attending the' points to better
business out of town
opening of 'No Time for Comedy' in Indianapolis. He sailed for Europe
next season. And the fact that the
Instead, with the intention of writing a play for presentation next seasoa
current road season is running more
Author is expected to retreat to a friend's home on the Dalmation coast
than $800,000 behind last year respot being turned over to him for several months. Script may be ready
flecta the slump in Broadway's total
for an August tryout
'

'

take last season.

James F. Re illy, executive secretary of the League of New York Thehas been given a .material salary boost by the board, Understood
he had beeni getting $6,000 per year, raise upping his pay to $7,800. Reilly
was formerly general manager of the Charles Frohman office.
atres,

Equity—TMAT

Same

conclusion Is indicated by
the current Broadway shows that
are prospecta for the road next season. They include such hits as 'Abe
Lincoln in Illinois,' 'Boys from Syracuse,' 'Hellzapoppin,' 'Hot Mikado,'
'Gentle People,' 'Leave It to Me,'
'Oscar Wilde,' 'Set to Music,' 'Stars

resolution was made to the effect
that ho extra pay be exacted by the
other unions.
in Your Eyes,' 'American Way,' UtSome «f the managers do not ap- Ue Foxes,' 'Philadelphia Story' and
pear to be in accord, with others possibly "Kiss the Boys Goodbye,'
about bushiess possibilities.
One 'One for the Money,' 'Primrose Path'
ventured that a number of leading and 'Mamha's Daughters.' That Is
players would not assent to such the most promising list of likely
performances, half a dozen name roadshows in several years.
Anplayers in current hits being men- other bullish weathervane for next
tioned.
Union people then wanted season on the road are the plans of
to know why Sundays were sought. the Legitimate Theatre Corp.
for
The managerial idea, however, may touring shows in towns with sub
be theory, since it Is not known if scription audiences, in virtually vir.
an.
of the featured people men- gin territopy.
tioned have been asked vheir opinions.
Believed, too, that at least
some would appear "on Sundays If
'

.

(Continued from page 49)
It appeared to Irk the stagehands
when Equity decided to hedge on
Sundays by stipulating that the other
unions must agree not to tilt wages.

As the sttjiatlon. is at present,
N. Y, Local 1 (stagehands) is expected to put Sundays to a vote April
23, but the attitude is that if Mondays are dropped in favor of Sunday, shows will hardly benefit. Questioned, too, is whether the class of
people who visit Nf' York over the engagements would be lengthened
weekends would be theatre-minded and fellow players benefited thereby.
A six-day week applies for musir
at the present admission scale.
If
working vaudfilmers and
the feeling between the unions Is clans
smoothed' Aver, It is hardly likely nlteries in New York. Stagehands
that Sundays will start until some In all spots pnly work five days.
time in June, unless Equity speeds One day off is for resting, while the
other is given Up by union rule to
It: referendum procedure.
Spokesman for the stagehands afford Jobs for the unemployed in
went over the ground in regards to the local's membership.
Sundays. 'When the present law was
enacted, the crew union came out.
strongly in fuvor, though the one Hammerstein Will
Sta^e
day's rest stipulation was not then
detected as a joker. Indications are $1
Operettas
that Local 1 has been peeved ever
Reginald Hammerstein has taken
since Equity adopted the double- the Memphis Open
Air theatre for a
pay gag.
five-week season this summer.
Among the angles discussed is the present a series of operettas at Will
a $1
},ositlon of the newer
union. top, using Broadway principals
and
If it be decided to give Sundays a local chorusers.
Schedule calls for
trial with the one-day rest pro- 'New Moon,' 'Roberta,'
'Babes in
vision retained, the boxoffices would Toylahd,' 'No, No, Nanette' ^nd
'Rose
necessarily be open on that- day Marie,'

Top Memphis

TMAT

anyhow, and TMAT ticket sellers
Hammerstein will produce and diwould therefore be on a seven-day rect with Clifford Brooks staging the
basis. Flgurei that some: adjustment book. Local music union is said to
would have to be made, that point be cooperative. Nancy McCord and
not being considered when Equity's Guy Robertson have leads.

Future Plays

-

'Carriage Trade,' a

new comedy by

Robert Thomsen, has 'been acquired
by George Abbott Rehearsals are
skedded for early fall and a cast for
which Betty Field, Lea Penman,

Gene Tiemey and Joyce Arling have
already been selected will be completed then.

.

Press and Star-Journal, both Newhouse papers, into a single unit AC'
tion taken despite reputed opposition
of Press employes, who urged policy
of 'peace' towards Newhouse rather

Brookes Heads Hearst Setnp
John S. Brookes, Jr, Washington,
lawyer and industrialist elected prei
of American Newspapers, Inc., the
William Randolph Hearst publishing
than one of. 'conflict'
Decided by the Guild that alleged enterprises. Moving to N. Y.
Brookes to' work closely with
steiidy series of 'economy' firings on
the Newhouse Long Island papers Clarence J. Sheam, Hearst's voting^
wlU be stoppied only by the uni^ of trustee in the holding company setCommittee of Hearst exec*
all Guild members on those dailies up.
Guild sees the Press and Star-Jour- which dlrecta company's business
nal united in fact, with reporters policy continues that function.
covering for both papers.
,

'

$lM,Mf

Form Overseas Press Clnb
Formation of a new organization
comprising former 'American newspaper correspondents abroad effected
at a breakfast at the Hotel Algonquin,
N; Y., on Sunday. Around 90 invited
to attend the organization meeting, at
which Wythe Williams presided.
Announced by Williams that the
group, temporarily calling Itself the
Overseas Press Club, 'would devote

vania mining town, Sou' i America
and a Spanish bistro in Greenwich
Village.

Tears Bide the Night,' a new play
by Mary Cass Canfield and Ethel
Borden, has beeh bought by Arthur

Salt va.

James Moore
action in N.Y.

filed

News-Week

a Federal court

Monday

(10) against

Weekly

tor
PubUcations,
Inc.,
$100,000 damages, alleging libel. The
plaintiff claim; to 'have been a professional baU player and to have
played with tiie Philadelphia Athletics and Chicago White Sox.
He says that News-Week, published by the defendants, libeled him
in the AprU 18, 1938, issue.

social and cultural
CU Times Leans Other 'Way
members. Commitnamed to draw up by-laws and
Chicago tab Tbnes, formerly
work out a permanent name for the strong New Deal paper. Indicates an

itself chiefly to

interesta of the

tee

On the committee are about-face in its poUtical leanings
Eugene Xyons, Charles R. Ferlin, since Lou Ruppel resigned as manIrene Kuhn, Samuel Dashiell and aging editor to join Columbia broad-

organization.

Williams.

Doty-Free Boeks Expeeted

'

-

In the belief it's only a matter of
time when foreign books will be admitted here duty-free, as the result
of a continued campaign to that end,
!)u!)lishei:s abroad are beglnning.^o
make American sales arrangements.
Such a one concluded last week
whereby Dr. Alexander Schaefler
was appointed U. S. rep for the Documente Press of Paris,
Recent reduction of U. S. postal
rates oh books, whereby the postage
was equalized with that for mags,
has given impetus to the drive for
tiie removal of the book tariffs. Campaign led by British publishers, who
point Out American books are admitted into their country duty-free.
They want it to work both ways,
claiming it to be good for the industry as fi whole on both sides of the

'Saint or Sinner,' a musical drama
with a score by Hochelle Phillipp,
v ill be a possible fall production
to
be presented by a new group headed water.
Suggestions
by Ben H. Atwell, press agent and
week's session
Herman Phillips,
theatrical attorney.
Scenes are said to have their locale
In such varied places as a Pennsyl-

'

-

made

during

last

of the Canadian
that duties which
were, taken off American periodicals
several years ago should be re-imposed as a means of checking flow
of objectionable magazines into Canada have been rejected as imprac-

House

tical

of

Commons

by finance Minister Dunning.

•New Dally Not Oars'—Time
Hopkins for fall production. Deal
Projected new N.Y. daily newsarranged by Leah Salisbury is said paper
is taking tangible form, with
to be the author's first drama.
leave of absence granted Ralph Mc-

casting as press chief.
The Times has started to rap certain New Deal operations, particularly the Chicago Federal Theatrat

Project
A. K. Newshonnds Gather
Invitations have gone out to members of The Silurians, organization
of old-time' N. Y, newspapermen, for
club's ISth annual spring dinner to
be held at the Hotel Lafayette, N.Y.,
on April 29.
A. k. newshounds will elect new
officers at the same time.
Present
head of The SUurians is Joseph J.
Canavan, with Robert R. Wilkes the
secretary.

LITEBATI OBITS THIS

WEEK

Samael J. Byan, 70, retired editor
Appleton (Wis.) Crescent
and the man credited with giving
Edna Ferber her first Job, died April
of the old

4 at his home in Monrovia, Calif.
Ed H. Bradley of Atlanta Journal
editorial staff for 21 years (iied
Wednesday (5) afternoon of heart
attack at fishing camp near^anark,
Fla.

Nathan A. Coward.

52, editor

and

publisher of the Belton (S. C.) News
for the last 14 years, and a former
member of the state assembly, died
March 30, a victim of pneumonia,

Helen Valery MacKean,

mer member
of the

.

for-

58,

of the editorial staffs

Brooklyn (N.Y.) Daily Eagle
(Continued on page 63).
'

CHATTER

Wednesday, April 12, 1939
club.

William Brandt beflded with the

"

Kalli* Flanagan

ill

with grip-e last

VARIETY

Presented by Rex RiccardI,

AFM

secretary of

RKO

local.

Embassy combing the socialite
book for a' successor to Eleanore

Piper and Cynthia Hare, who between 'em p&cked the spot for six
weeks.
Johnny Murray, male halt ot a
pro terp duo frequent
seen in
niteries here, is an elevator operator

George Foster, the
75th birthday.

by American Society of the
Ancient Instruments for best mod-

date.

composition written
for ancient instruments.

a Big Bill Campbell vaudeville unit

agent passed

Albert Sand.cr being held over In
Africa for another eight weeks.
Tyrone Guthrie elected director of
Sidney Fleischer recovered from by day In the Market St. Bank the Old Vic and Sadler's Wells theaoffice.
at his
tres.
hllllriing
flu and back
Paul Dullzell, recovered from
Arthur Cohn, chief of WPA music
Sam Barton to New York week
copying project, won $500 award of May 1 tor a Loew's State vaude
gerum shots, backbit office.
given

''frank Ph«lps, Warner labor executive, in Florida.

^Vxtie Block, of Windsor bx).,
Center..
ously ill at Medical
Hess,

Gabe

seri-

office legal- head,

Hays

em

back from West Indies cruise.
Erin O'Brien-Moore niay . leave
Doctors' hospital in three weeks.
The Tom Wallers became godis

By Hoc« Speck

the docs
feeding a couple Uttle ulcers

for

Marion Daniels spotted at ABC.

Kimber. nee Marlowe, saUed
Dorchester, London, past

'"kw

Rene Maison in on Manhattan.
Marie Dul>as in from North Africa.
Jean Sablon readying for return to
America.
Last "FoUes Bergere' revue off na-

the

^¥^« 'jubUee
Actors'

Guild

'''Austhi'

dhiner of Catholic
the Astor Sun-

at

Keough

Aslievill^

to

off

N. C. and AUante on busmess and
vacation.

^

.

'

,

Donald Oenslager due back this
week from vacation at Sea Island
Beach, Ga.
_
x,
*
N. Bernard Freeman, Metro's Ausfrom the Coast

tralian manager, in

for huddles.

.

,

„

, .

_

Miguel Roldan, of the old La
with the HavanaConga, now
Madrid nitery.
Pat'Duggtin <Matson & Duggan literary' agency) back to work after a
tussle with flu.
Red, white, and blue envelopes
now used at Center for The American Way' tickets.
George Jessel says Louis Nizer is
the toughest after-dinner speaker he
ever had to follow.
Gower and Jeanne, Rainbow Room
dancers, set for their first Broadway
musical, 'Streets of Paris.'

Luise Sillcox, Authors' League
exec sec, injured her back in a fall
while alighting from a bus.
Sam Morris, Warner Bros. v.p. in
charge of foreign, back at his desk'
after being ill about a week.
Joe Phillipson, who represents
J. H. Cooper's interests in Paramount, is in Florida for three weeks.
Too much weight for W. G. Van
Schmus is why he's in St Luke's
where they're trying to take some of
It off.

'Pins and Needles' souvenirs are
small flashlights for program perusal
In the dark. There is a keyring at-

tachment
Joe Schoenfeld (VARiErr) pulled a
tneak and Jumped off for the second
time recently. Edna O. Tansey is
the bride.

Clifford
in

and Marion may go Into

August
Edith Evans and Peggy Ashcrott

aopear in a new version of
'The Cherry Orchard.'
Eric Boon, new English lightweight
champ, signed for -seven weeks
vaudeville tour for StoU.
Stanley Scott writing .o friends
in En{;Iand that he is building three

tion-wide tour.
Arabella and Rich signing for London appearance.
Alexander Kipnis in from America

new

th'^itres in Australia.

Maurice CoUeano ar A brother
buying a trailer. In -which they intend to live during the summer.
Arthur Christensen, editor ot Daily
.

-

Allied, oft to New York to work on
arrangements for Allied States' na- don.
Florence Roberts back from .Honotional convention here June 13-15.

Final report ot Twin City Variety
Club's $25,000 European refugees', relief fund drive shows it went over
top ^'ith more than $200 to spare.

lulu.

Fanny Hatton suffered heart

at-

cack.

Lew Ayres

readying for European

tour.

George White flew

In

from Man-

hattan.

Literati

Edward Adams

hospital

in

with

asthma.

Terry Brickley joined Associated
Artists.

(Continued from page 52)
and the N.Y. American, died Thursday (6) after a short Illness.
Katharine Fedden, novelist died
Friday (7) In Beasin, Spain, of injuries received In wreck of a Madrid-Paris train near that town on
March 29. Writer's husband, RomIlly Fedden, was Instantly killed in
the mishap. Mrs. Fedden author of
a number of published novels, towith
many translations.
.gcther
two
and
Daughter,
sons
two
.

-

.

-

'

Harry Rapt back from month's
vacation.

Richard Greene to hospital for tonsilectomy.

Sam Katzman

in

cash in N. Y.
Kitty
Kelly
sprained back.

from month's va-

hospitalized

with

Margaret Lindsay motoring to
Grand Canyon.
Toscha Seidel in from personal
appearance tour.
Virginia Verrlll to Toronto for per.

sonal appearance.

Frank Morgan appointed
governor's

:a

to

Geor-

staff.

Claude Rains east to plow hia
Pennsylvania farm.
Howard Barnes here ganderlng for
N. Y. Herald Tribune.
Sid Rogel and bride to Honolulu
tor delayed honeymoon.
William Keighley and (lenevieve
Tobin left for world tour.
J. E. Benton Is new managing director ot Ambassador hotel.
Louis B. 'Mayer back at his desk
after convalescence in desert
Morton Lowry going to England
after current chore at Warners.

Joseph Bernhard. in from Manhattan to confer with Jack Warner.

Walter Wanger told Hollywood
of Commerce about future
of film biz.
Republic studio broke out with a
new house organ, 'Studio Insider,'
edited by Sam X. Abarbanel.
Robert Sinclair checked in at
Metro after leave ot absence in
east where he directed 'Philade'phia Story' for Theatre Guild.

Chamber

NEW

By Hal Cohen

Des

'

'

Robert Buckner, author of 'Primrose Path,' has shaved off his beard,
which he grew because of -a skin In-

Hollywood

to Minneapolis on her concert tour
this month is Rochester, Minn., and

Express, rumored slated for supervising editorship of all Beaverbrook
papers.
Negotiaticms on for Emiyn Wilfor French tour.
liams to appear in his current play,
Vral Paradis' ('Real Paradise') 'The Com Is Green,' hi New York
new Bal Tabarln revue open.
at conclusion of London run.
Fritz Krelsler due for first Paris
Henri Lartigue In trom Paris for
recital in two years at the opera, talent.
Has booked Georgie Hale brothers survive.
April 20.
girls for Les Ambassadeurs, Paris,
F. E. W. Brieht, 64, ex-city editor
Jeff Musso to Italy to start 'Dern- as soon
as they finish at Cafe de ot the Detroit Times and active on
iere Jeunesse,' starring Raimu and Paris and C^e Anglais.
Detroit News staff until f^w weeks
Jacqueline Delubac.
'Sons of Adam,' propaganda play
Josette Day signed for femnie lead by Beatrix Thomson, produced at ago, died in Detroit April 3. Began
In Marcel lW>ol's next, as yet un- the Arts Theatre Club, Is the story with. Windsor (O'nt). Record, joined
named. Pagnol doing scenario.
of the persecution of the Jews In a Dstrojt News and later worked on
Mady Sicovich took lead in 'Folies country named Varknd. It gives the short-lived United States Daily
Bergere' as Jeanne Aubert exited to the players small chance to score.
before joining the old Detroit Jourhead new Rip revue at Nouveautes.
'Here Comes the Bride,' new play nal;
Edward Stirling in trom New York by unknown author, will be aone
Col. Ernest Leroy Banrae, 56, ediacclaiming 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' in the West End, starring Naunton
tor of the Salt Lake Telegram, died
'Here Cjome the Crowns' and 'Oscar Wayne. Show wUl be sponsored by
Wilde.'
Charles L. Tucker, among others. Friday (7) of a heart attack.
Mcrritt Bond, 53, veteran newsMetro holding Marie Antoinette No date set
Eric
exposition at Galerles Lafayette at
Maschwitz- at Hazelmere, paperman and editor, died Monday
same time film is at nearby Para- Surrey, to concratrate On play- (10) In Phoenix, Ariz. He was formwriting.
First he'll do sequel to erly city editor and managing editor
mount
Lehmann commenced 'Lilac Time,' to be dubbed Ulacs ot the Philadelphia Evening Ledger,
Maurice
filming 'Fric-Frac,' adapted from the B^oon Again,' and then a new play, m. e. ot the New York Post m. e; of
Edouard Bourdet play. Fernandel 'West One,' in collaboration with the Philly Public Ledger and editor
Fred Thompson.
heads cast
Edward Ayres, secretary of Para- ot the North American Newspaper
Elvire Popesoo and Claude Dauphin to top Bernstein's new fall pro- mount here, has resigned after 23 Alliance. Widow and brother surduction, "Martyr,' at Theatre des Am- years service with the company. He vive.
will, however, remain a director of
bassadeurs.
Noele Norman, elected "Miss Cin- Paramount Film Service, Ltd.' SucPEBIODICAL
ema 39,' to be given two film trials, ceeded by. P. D. (^-nwall, corporaThe American Liberal, monthly
one by Maurice Cammage, other by tion's chief accountant
mag ot national affairs, published by
Jacques Houssin.
the
American
Liberal Press. Louis
Lilian Harvey In from C^p d'Antibes; enroute to London, saying
Durant Edwards editor, with Gloss
Moines
shell make next film In France, with
Edwards as associate ed. Pub has an
Jean Boyer directing.
editorial board consisting ot H. G.
and Jean-Pierre
Iiisette Lanvin
Brown back from a vacation Murray, Harrison Grey Fiske,
Aumont to co-star in 'Face au Destin' inBill
Arizona.
George L. Markland, Jr., Elizabeth
('Facing Destiny'), which Andre
Mrs. Paul 'Fine hospitalized at Fielding Elkins, and Ralph T. Young.
Berthomieu will direct

Un

53

Harry Cohn hospitalized.
Helen Broderick recuperating.
Sam Woods back from England.
Phil Berle to Washln^n on biz.
Greer Garson back trbm London.
Alice Faye to Ne\y York via Canal.
Sophie. Stewart a visitor from Lon-

Sioux Falls, S. D.
W. A. Steffes, president Northwest

will

fans

Sundav (9).
on^a mJk diet,

parents in Wadiington

Walter Brooks

especially

as refive-year contract with
sult of Lasky search for talent
Harry Sherman back to New York
after booking musical comedy unit
into Winnipeg and along west coast
Closest Jeanette MacDonald gets

Iowa Methodist
Renee Saint-Cyr and Pierre BlanThe A. H. Blanks back from a
char will top cast of "La Nuit de De- siesta at Hot Springs.
fection of the face.
CHATTEB
Benny Goodman autographing his cembre' Cllie Night of D€ceml>er'),
Isadore Weiner now selling for
Ellery Sedgwick to France.
Bernhardt's
next
Kurt
book
In
The Kingdom, of Swing'
Universal here. He was with ColumLudwig Marcuse here, and. will he.
Gimbels.
Irving Kolodin, music
bia in Omaha.
critic of the Sun, collabed.;
Harold Fair back trom some deep- come a U. S. citizen.
Ford. Madox Ford has .changed
John Joseph in from Hollywood
sea fishing off Florida, with a 'certiSt Loois
for home office confabs on U. prodpublishers, going to Stokes.
fied' seven-foot shark.
uct and to supervise makeup ot the
By Sam X. Horst
Lou Levy, of Grand National, Is
George G. Rosenberg and Jack T.
company's annual product announcer
reorganizing the Variety Club here, Schwartz readying a new mag.
with headquarters at the Savery
ment
The' Coliseum closed for season.
Pierre Loving talks before the
Irma (the first Mrs. Jack) Warner
Virginia Haskins, 20, will sing with hotel.
Book and Magazine Guild Friday
Iowa senate passed the bill to Inand director Al Rogell back to the the Chicago City Opera Co. next
Coast, and due to stop off for a wed- season.
crease chain store taxes consider- (14).
Fulton Oursler's boy. Will Charles
ding, ceremony today (Wednesday)
Barney Rosenthal, manager of Re- ably, but did not include chain the^
Oursler, marries Adelaide Burr next
In Las Vegas.
public Pictures, visiting brother, atres.
Pending remodeling, the Tri- month.
IVree DlUard, Jr., Metro's attor- Jake, at Waterloo, la.
ney in charge ot anti-trust litigation,
Ralph Leon, former sports writer States offices are scattered all over
Scott Hart of the Washington Post,
returns to N. Y. this week from for defunct St Louis Times, is p. a. the Paramount building for a few has had a novel accepted by Derrythree weeks' rest at his home in for Falrmount Jockey Club.
weeks.
dale Press.
Greensboro, N. C.
Tryouts for the .92 places in the
Irving Grossman will run New
J. EUis Thomsett Grell, ot F. W.
Leon G. Turrou, ex-G-Man, was singing and dancing chorus for the Riverview park this summer. He
refused a visa by the German con- Municipal opera will be held May 3. will ahM continue to head WHO's Dodge Corp., the publishers, weds
Ellen L. Rodenbach soon.
sulate in N. Y. P. S.—Warners' "Nazi Applicants are restricted to natives. Radio Enteprises.
Spy' pic, written by Turrou, opens
Thomas L. Williams, a native,
Harper to bring out a volume ot
soon at the Strand.
copped a $100 prize for his group of
Paul Green's plays this week under
'American
Bill White has a Metro writing one-act plays, entitled
the title of 'Out of the South.'
contract which he starts this week, Blues,' trom the Group Theatre,
Kansas City
David Joseph Quirk, formerly picso Ruth Morris (Mrs. Whit?), v.p. New York.
By John Qnlim
ture editor ot the Boston Daily Recof the agency bearing that name,
'King of Kings' was revived for
ord, has joined the staff of Look.
accompanies him the end of this special showing during Holy Week
Jack Dempsey In town over the
Ruddick C. Lawrence has quit
week.
under the auspices of the MetropoliLucius Henderson, SO, old-time tan Church Federation- at the Mis- week-end to referee the rassling American Boy staff to tep Fortune in
bouts.
leglt player, is seriously 111 In Lenox souri theatre.
Philly. Davis G. Kirby succeeds him.
Allan Karf, Fox Midwest booker,
Hill hospital, N. Y., with a lung InE. Phillips Oppenhelm, who prehospitalized for a tonsilectomy past
fection.
Lately he's been with the
ferred those charges against Eric S.
week.
Federal Theatre's radio division In
'

ay
Cafe Monday (17) for another long
stay.

(^arlie Washburn in on a quickie
three weeks ahead of the touring
Luhts.
Helen Ryman has joined the Play>
house staff in charge of special promotion.
Norman Porter signed for role in

,

new Burnett Hershcy play, 'Brown
Danube.'
Ann Artis leavhig next month to
•-> n
hubby. Art Mix, with the Cole
Bros.' ihow.
Yiddish actress Mollv C^ohn in for
week' of repertory at Lando theatre
HiU

in

district

Nelson Eddy and Lily Poos both
May Beegle concert

signatured for

series next season.

Harry Seeds' daughter has enrolled for three-year course at West

Penn Nursing

School.

Press reoorter John J. Kiigariff
deluging Broadway revue producers
with flock ot sketches.
Abe Welners (he's the UA exchange manager) back from belated

honeymoon
G.
for

in Florida.

Norman Rels author

comine

sical,

'At

Cm

Pitt
and
Service.'

of libretto

Gown mu-

Your

Frank Wilson
a gentleman farmer with acreage in nearby Mars, Pa.
Universal gang to.<»ed a farewell
dinner for their chief. Joe Kauffman,
Stanley

Musician

now

transferred to Cleveland.
Fred Kelly, brother of Gene ('One
tor the Money') Kelly, stagine dances
for Playhouse's "Meet Mv Sister.'

Kalmiaes,
The
Harry
John
Barrett C. Klesline, Metro, in Pinker, has a new agent, Curtis McGreeveys, Harry Foinstcin and
(own several days good-willing for Brown.
Benny Amdur all in trom Florida
Dr. Franklin R. Cawl has quit as vacations.
his company.
Joseph Meier nresented Passion promotion director of Philly Inquirer
featurin" ? tune
Bemie
Cummins
Cooler weather upped film theatre Play' for week In the Music Hall to take over same post with the
ju«t turned out by Larry Rothmon,
biz.
of the city auditorium.
Farm Journal.
a local lad. It's 'Anyone L'.v-''y As
Larry Adler is succes^ully playing
Mike Cullen, Loew's district chief,
McNaught Syndicate Is looking for You.'
nal>es for the Hoyts.
spending few days with John McCinesound running a talent school Manus, of the Midland, lining up a cartoonist to draw the new Edgar
Bergen-Mortimer Snerd newspaper
under Alec Kellaway.
spring policies.
Jan Rublnl Into the Regent, SydAn.<!on Weeks and crew moved into strip, due .to start June 1.

Sydney

N. Y.

_Helene and OQd) M(an); Samuel,
'Vakibtt

mugg emeritus,

in

from

New

Orleans for Mrs. Samuel's one-woman art exhibit at the Argent Gallery,
fiat's a bigtime display grounds so
Helene's seemingly made the big
leagues.

By

Eric

Gorrkk

.

ney, as guest canductor tor Hoyts.

James McCully appointed manager
of the Lilierty, Melbourne, for GUT.
The LIl>erty, renovated film theatre

Herb Golden

Ben

known before as the Melba, has been
bedded by grippe.
Variety Club drew biggest Sunday reopened by GUT in Mel'joume.
night crowd in years for screening
Si^ chorus girls with the Harry
of

Bitten

Howard 'Hollywood Hotel' revue
Local
dic- have returned to tf e U. S.
'Beloved Leader,' for April femmes replaced.
John Evans, Roy Barmby and
Teddy Lane are runnir" (Greater
Union during absence of Norman
B. Rydge, who's in the U. S.
Biggest skidder here recently was
M-G's 'Stand Up and Fight' 'Pygmalion' (GB) is stiH pulling plenty
for GUT here and In Melbourne.
'Suez' opened .to smash trade here.

'C!astles.'

Hedgerow preparing farce op
tators,

21, its 16th anni.

Doris Greenblatt, sister of pianorambler Ben, has s tarted a weekly
vocal chore on WIP,
Vine streeters planning a handball
league at the Broadwooof to perspire
off those extra pounds,
Betty Brodel, in the line at Jack
Lynch's, now doubling .as warbler'
with Joe Frasetto's band.
Otis Skinner expected In Phllly
April 21 as honor guest at Collegiate
Dramatic Conference ai tne U. of P.
Joe VenutI last week received
first

swhig citation by

Down

Looks as though ganpstier pictures
again finding favor.
'Angels with
Dirty Faces' (WB) had a good runi
here and They Made Me a CriminaP (WB) also stands good chance

Beat ot repeating.

the Terrace Grill Friday (7) with
Liliane and Mario, dance team.
Clyde McCoy moved out after two-

(>>untess Felicia Gizycka, who is
Eleanor Patterson's daughter

Mrs.

Walter Zivi completing a new play.
and a novelist in her own right, feted
Henry Markbrelts expect a.fnmily
by the N. Y. Newspaper Women's
addition shorUy.
Club.
Bon Air country club will be on
Loren Carroll, city editor of the WGN this summer.
Paris edition of the N. Y. Herald
Sam Cole heading back to Key
Tribune, will have a book, 'Conver- West for more sunshine.
By Les Bees
Jimmy Savage on the mend after
sation. Please,' published this month
having his appendix snatched.
by Bobbs-Mcrrill.
Lawrence Welk's band Into Club
Frank Braucher, ot WOR. In for
New v/eekly tab, Hollywood Trib- some
C^inb.
confabs with Harold Hig';ins,
Harry Hlrsch (Gayety stock bur- une, makes its bow. April 28, issued local office chief.
lesque) confined to home by illness. each Friday, Editor is E. A. Dupont
Edith Griffith, back from .stay at
Gene Meredith, ot Warner Bros., film director, brought here from Ger- Chez Paree, Omaha, readying for
moving out to Lake Minnetonka many in 1925 by.C^l Laemmle.
skip to Australia.
home.
Moe Annenberg, publisher ot PhilNBC and Ruthrauff tt Ryan tossed
Joe Fleldman, Universal salesman, ly Inquirer, N. Y. Morning Tele- a party for Tommy RIggs a,t the Merin
Asbury hospital recuperating graph and string of mags, building a chandise Mart club.
from minor operation.
Irene CasUe gave a special .show$2,000,000 hotel in Florida. Also said
Joseph Si^dy orchestra, with Haring of "The Castles' flick at the
to be contemplating purchase of the
ris and Shore, dancers, into Hotel
Drake last week, but held down atE. T. Stotesbury estate In Philly for
Nicollet Minnesota Terrace.
tendance to 300 on promise to RKO
Katherlne Hohn, Twin Citylte, has his own use.
to limit number.

week

stand.

•

'

.

'
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R($eared Rmgfing

Circiis

Seasonal Debut;
Br JACK PULASKI
With labor trouble that highlighted

RINGUNG CIRCUS' TOP
FEATURE HURT IN FiOl

Makes

Names Misang

younger generation will be exhibited.
flock of Kentucky breds are used

son Square Garden and was severely
injured. Both wrists and one heel
were fractured. it>was thought that
he would be out of the show Indefinitely, but doctors at the Polyclinic hospital, where Rosello was
moved, said he would be able to go
on within eight weeks.
Rosello is an Imported act as are
the Four Queens, an aerial, turn
which will be given first billing during his absence. Performer worked
the highest up of any act in the outand is billed "The Man In the
Is
Rosello's performance
Moon.'
classed as a high trapeze exhibition
and, upon finishing, he makes the
accomplished,
fastest descent ever
sliding down a rope with a one-hand

the center for the liberty horse
Announced as showing for
the first time, and although fine
looking animals, that's the way they
performed despite William Heyer's
handling. "They are not numbered
nual indoor start at Madison Square and became mixed up, some jumping
Garden Wednesday (5) for a 25-day the ring bank.
date of 49 consecutive performances
Heyer Is much better astride Yo
of the RlngUngs, Bamum tt Bailey Yo, a high-stepper. His sister, TamCircus.
ara, is In menage, as is Dorothy HerThere Is considerable change in the bert who Is back with the outfit
Some acts re- Dashing Miss Herbert Is also riding
performer lineup.
garded as fixtures are out, supplanted in the jumps, blindfolded for the high
by new faces, doubtless at the in- leap. Others astride leapers are
stance of the young management Estelle Clark, Norma Humes, Anne
There Is added emphasis in costum- Hamilton, Bobbie Warrhier, Hilda hold.
ing, even down to the wortanen, and Voorhees and Bobbie Cropper. Races
Rosello uses a rubber grip to do
gay colors in ground cloths, treated at the finale Include a fiat race with the stunt .Examination later disin two tints of blue. Similar color riders in jockey dress, pacers draw- closed the inside of the grip was
scheme will be followed when the ing sulkies and girl riders in sev- frayed, causing it to become stuck.
show goes under canvas, the Interior eral events, including the chariots.
Artist fell about 20 feet striking the
being blue and be- starred.
CrlstUnb CUck
platform like a plummet and it was
Impression is that the lUngllng
The Cristlani troupe Is the sole feared he was also internally Inoutfit has been geared for a lower riding act in the show and it is a jured. By Sunday his condition was
operating nut than last-season. This crack exhibition by the men. Their reported favorable, however. PerIs indicated by the replacement of precision
leaps from tanbark to former hails from Germany, his wife
name^tiuns. Circus fans may wel- bareback, four and five ensemble, are helping by manipulating cords which
come the changes, for the show, in standout stimts. Minus the Loyal revolve the crescent-like device he
strengOi of performance, seems to be Lepehskls, the girl end Is secondary, works on. Couple had expressed reup to form, with lapses here and in fact the femmes here are more lief that they could appear over here
there which should be corrected concerned in other turns, particu- rather than in troublous countries
when the routining Is c<Hnpleted and larly the Faludys, an acrobatic acton overseas. His right name Is Fredtightened. Premiere started at 8:30, the platform, one girl going fourerick Kostis.
and the blowofl cam* exaettly at high by means of the teeterboard.
Circus management sent out a
midnight.
The other acrobatic acts have the hurry call for another feature! to
Ortans, Zerblnls and Demnatis. The
Oargantu's 'British Aeeent^
No
replace the Injured aerlallst
Gargantua, the gorilla, whom press feats are virtually the same as the decision was made on stripping
agents humorously claimed picked top turns heretofore in the show, per lithographs and ads anent Rosello,
up an English accent while being haps minus the same 'selling.'. Same Show has about $16,000 worth of
exhibited over there this winter, is tnay apply to the trained small ani' paper on the act which will not be
Dot toted around the ring this sea- mal di^Iay, with Alf Lyal and his further used until he reappears.
ion. He's with the moiagerie and dogs in the center. Latter canines
are In need of further practicing, the
Is the show's second feature.
Gargle Is ferocious all right, but act being quite under standard,
in the large barred, glass cage he Trained seals go through the standlarny Organizatioii
didn't look the big bad monk, espe- ard routines and Impress as average.
cially to people at a distance, or Pallenberg's bears, however, are up
Pushed
looking down on him from the to snuff,
Platform acts In another dishl^er locations. Frank Buck, who
featured the spec last year and play are more diverting, as for inChicago, April 11.
epleled anent the gorilla, Is occupied stance, the Sidneys, plus Will Morris
With the start of the new outdoor
and Bobby cycling routines, remind season the carnival division of the
otherwise this season.
Most of the new features are ful of the crack wheel turns In American Federation of Actors Is
Alcardls, an Import, stepping up Its organizational activaerlallsts, topper being Rosello, an vaudeville.
import, who fell and went out after specializing In club bwinglng lu the ities.
Paul Sander, head of the AFA carfhe second night On audience reac- middle ^^Ing, are supposed to toss
there were none. There nival division, journeys to New York
tion, he did not' obtain the results torches, but
•f the Wallendos of the high wire, are but two perch acts In the show, this week for consultations with
who -are showing abroad, but he got with the Walkmlr Trio the outstand AFA's executlva secretary, Ralph

the debut of John RlngUng North
and his brother Buddy as directors of
the largest of big tops last season adJusted, the circus season got Its an-

display.

.

To Be

by AFA

.

the best plaudits at the caning.
Bosello works on a crescent-like

burnished trap, which accounts for
bis 'Man in the Moon' billing. Device Is at the top of the Garden, most
of the stunts, accomplished while, he
reclines on his back. There are rlsley bits, with a head balance the
Converging the
concluding trick.
tpotiights and the. Haoon' revolving,
it proves decidedly effective.
FrcHtt overseas, too, are the Four
Queens, girl quartet also working
up near the girders. It's a combination ladder and high trap turn at-'
tractlng some attention. The -Great
Arturo (Trbtsl) Is another performer
specializing ia the aerial zone. He
the clown who did' stew stuff with
one of the Wallendo turns last sea'
son and scored distinctly. Arturo
now dressed In tux and has a girl
assistant While his antics are like
his previous appearance, he does not
get over as well, probably because
-

.

a weak

finish.

Tlghtwlre Soloist
Silver, billed as Hubert Castle,

Hal

is the tightwlre' soloist o{)enlng

with

a stew bit too. Castle sometimes
works without a balancing aid
but uses one for his back somersault
Announcement that he Is the only
artist to
'

for those

accomplish that feat goes
forget but It Is claimed
duplicate Con CoUeano's

who

he can
forward.
Wild anlmat display has Terrell
Jacobs working with 38 tigers and
lions, claimed the largest number
ever over here.
60-f6ot cage is
used, as against 42 feet last season,
Some of the cats are from. Mabel
Turn, which rims 17
Stark's act
minutes, has the trainer completely
encircled when the pets are in position. Making a dozen lions lay side
by side is his most effective feat
Dolly Jacobs precedes the big act
with a horse-rlding lion, while
Diane handles an elephant with a
tiger aboard. Elephant lineup around
the track provides a punch as formerly, with a shagging single mammdth concluding that display.
Show promised to be more horsey
than before and has new equine feaWild West Is out and not
tures.
missed. On tour there will be an
added tent for a 'horse fair* and
various equipages not familiar to the

A

.

(Continued on page fS)

Detroit Votes $26,000

For Summer Concerts
Detroit AprU 11
Common council has assured resumption of open-air concerts this
summer on Belle Isle, voting to restore a 1939-40 budget of $26,000.
Latter are given by Detroit Symph.
There's no admish charge.

OBITUARIES
]

Bamum &

Bailey cirRinglings,
cus* top feature, Rosello, fell during
the show's second night (6) at Madi-

Whitehead.

last engagement before his breakBOBEBT COOBTNEIDOB
down was with Ray Noble, as saxo<
Robert Courtneidge, 69, actor, prophonist and clarinetist
ducer and manager, whose daughter.
Surviving are his widow, Marion,
Cicely, Is currently starring In the
at the Will Rogers hospital. In
London success. Under Your Haf now
Saranac Lake, two sons, father, two
died of pneumonia In Brighton, Engsisters and two brothers.

land, April 6.
Active hi the English theatre for
more than half a century, he made
his first stage appearance in a pantomhne, 'Babes In the Wood,' at
Prince's theatre, Manchester, at 17.
Member of a Shakespeare company,
he was in 'The Bells of Haslemere'
in 1887 and subsequently abandoned
his career as an actor to become a

tacted

'

'

to London and met. considerable success as a producer. Among
his better known productions were
'Paddy the Next Best Thing,' which

went

IN

Davenport

la.

MAURICE
Passed April

13,

and

son.

BAT KAMMEBEB
Kammerer,

Ray

28,

saxophonist

with Red Nichols' orchestra for tha
past year, succumbed to a heart aU
tack Monday night (10) while with

Lorma hemobt of

his wife, Ardith, In their Cincinnati

Orchestra ended Nctherland-Plaza hotel run Sunday (9).
Kammerer's body was shipped to
In .Mankota, Minn.

apartment

1931

BELLE BAKER

HERBERT ABRAHAMS

hb home

MAX SCHWAbTZ
he launched In 1920 -and accompanied
on Its American t6ur,.and The ArMax Schwartz, 78, former restaucadians,' a musical, which played two ratexir, who as proprietor of Little
years in London. American version Hungary, In N. Y., was host to scores
of the latter was presented by of
celebrities. Including
the lata
Charles Frohman at the Liberty, Theodore Roosevelt in pre-prohlblNew York, 1910 with a cast featured tion days, died at his N. Y. hold
by Frank Moulan and Julia Sander- home AprU 4.

'

son.

of the Shaftesbury theatre,

Owner
ABTHUB G. CZEBWINSKI
London, and holder of a part interArthur G. Czerwinskl, 53, former
est in the Theatre Royal, Bristol, he
opera singer, died AprU 1 In a MU-was author of several pantomimes
and collaborated on the scripts of waukee- hospital of pneumonia after
several plays. Noted before the war an Illness of two weeks.
Surviving are a son, daughter,
for his hit musical comedies, he came
brothers and two sisto America several times to nego- mother, two
tiate for their production here with ters, aU of SlUwaukee.
C3iarles Frohman, his AiAerlcan rep.

LAWBENCE ANDEBSON

LCDWIO FCLDA
Ludwlg

Ftilda, 77,

(zerman-Jewlsh

dramatist, poet and translator, whose
play, 'The Talisman,' won the Schiller award in 1893 but failed to gain

confirmation

Lawrence Anderson, 46, legit playdied In a London hospital, March

er,

pneumonia. .
Although in bad health, he had

28, of

until shortty before his death, been
Kaiser in 'Magyar Melody' at His
Majesty's^
disliked certain por- London.

from former

Wilhelm H, who

tions of It died In Berlin AprU 8.
Graduating with honors from
WALKEB EIXIS JANES
Heidelberg University In 1884, he
Walker EUis Janes, 62, stationary
soon pursued a writer's career and
accounted for such plays as "The Se- engineer at the Grand theatre^ died
cret King,' 'The Pirate,' "Robinson's
Island' and 'Master and Servant'
In I«tIii( Hsmoiy •( Ur Dear
among others. Most popular of his
WUa ud Utcloiw Fal
works were The IVIn Sisters' and

Boyhood

German

He was

pro-

noted

Wh» Wai Takw Awar

his

Elsa Blerring Rains to Boris
Radoff, in Des Moines, April 7. He's
a Des Moines radio entertainer.
sored by tha Germanlstlc Society of
Dorothy Lapidus to Fred Waldner, America, he lectured In the United
in New York, April 2. He's a radio States hi 1906 arid 1913.
and pltery singer.
Edna Saunders to Bill Forman, In
BILLIE SHELDON
Pittsburgh. April 4. Bridie's a dancer,
Billle Sheldon, 68, vaudevUllan,
he's -^th Tommy Carlyn's band.
(Continued from page 1)
Eleanore Cunliffe to Cam Ritchie minstrel and night club performer,
died at his home in Philadelphia
hi Detroit AprU 1. Bride is CKLW,
AprU 4. Sheldon, whose real- name
Sidney Kingsley's fall production of Detroit accountant; he's
was WiUiam JL Cnmiley, for 11
his, 'The Outward Room,' and sev- traffic manager.
years was a member of Dumont's
Curtis L. Roberts to Nora Holeral other imrevealed plays, RKO,
and Welsh's minstrel troupes. His
He's
Columbia, 20th Century-Fox, Sam- comb, in Spokane, April 2.
specialties were Irish songs and Irish
(Spokane) staff artist and con
uel Cioldwyn, Paramount and Selzcomedy.
nick are all considering scripts for tinuitir writer.
Starting In yaude as a boy, ShelElizabeth V. Sahner to Wilbur B;
Broadway presentation. John By
don continued actively -untU demise
ram, of Paramount's stoiy depart- Hulick.Jn Fredericksburg, 'Va,, April of the minstrels. He then went to
ment will probably go to London 8. He was Budd of the former radio work in a Phllly troUey plant takin mid-May to look over the current comedy team of Stoopnagle and ing night club dates untU recently.
plays there for New York stage Budd and more recently has been a Survived by widow.
radio m.c.
possibilities as weU as sereen adapta
Pauline Slocum to Bums Lee, extlon.
BOSA GBEEN KESSANLT
Bowles,
Although most film execs expect publicity head of Benton
Rosa Green Kessanty, 77, noted
no resumption of legit financing be- April 10, In Los Angeles, CaL
Edna O. Tansey, non-pro,- to Joe contralto of the '90s, died at her home
fore :next"fall,- some- hope the Wharin
Schoenfeld (Variety) in New York, in O'Bannon, Ky., April 3.
ton-Wilk plan will be okayed
Louisville, she studied music In
recently. It's Scho's second try.
the next, few weeks, permitting pro
Paris, and concerted In France and
ductloa of Broadway plays during
England for 10 years.
the World's Fair period. Latter ofBefore the World War she married
ficials claim the present dearth of
Telemaque Kessanly, publisher, of
incoming plays is directly the result
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Spaetka, In London, and lived there imtil 17
of uncertainty over the fate of the Mansfield, O., twin daughters, March
years ago. Body was cremated and
new plan.
Father is assistant manager of sent to London.
26,
Publication last week of
the Warners Sixth Street theatre, Cos
Two sisters survive.
Guild's new basic motion picture hocton, O.
royalty contract Applying to the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grey, son. In
JOE HEBBEBT
sale of film rights to stage plays Hollywood, April 6. Father is asso
Joe Herbert 36, vaude. and nltery
simultaneously with the deal for date producer at Republic.
performer, died of a heart attack In
legit
production
aroused
some
Mr. and Mrs, Buddy Clark, daugh Hartford AprU 7. He recently toured
criticism from Hollywood executives. ter, In New York, April 0. He's the with his own
imit 'Joe Herbert's
They claimed the angle involving radio singer; she's daughter of Ralph Revels.'
the price to be based on a royalty Hitz, the hotel man.
Widow, the former Mickey Hale,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Evans, son. In of the Hale Slstbrs, and
of the picture's gross would never
his father
Boston, AprU 1.
be approved by them. However,
Father is special survive.
•!
was pointed out by Guild- members events manager f6r WBZ, Boston,
that the new basic contract does not and.WBZA, Sprhigfield, Mass.
JAMtaS C.
Mr. and Mrs. Erie Hampton, son,
appty to the contemplated WharJames "V. Cannon, 37, a musician,
ton-WIlk plan and would not af- in Los Angeles, April 9. Father Is died In Saranac Lake, N. Y., April
fect It
with Metro publicity department
3, foUowlng a three-year Illness. His
.

Pix-Broadway

CKLW

KHQ

.

&

Bom

-

BIRTHS

CANNON

April

1»B7

HENRY MALUA

German

translations
of
Shakespeare's sonnets, Rostand's 'Cy
rano de Bergerac' and works of the
French dramatist Moliere. Spon.

for

MAUDIE MALUA

which

iFrlends,'

achieved considerable
duction around 1900.

MARRIAGES

In

JACOB W. CONBAD

Jacob W. Conrad, 57, who wrota
many popular tunes shortly before
the World War, died In a Brooklyn
hospital April 7 following a lingering
Among his more prominent
Illness.
compositions were '.Ashes of liove,'
manager.
Have- a Sweetheart' and 'I'll
Folio-wing seven years as manager Change Your Sadness to Gladness.'
at Prince's theatre, Manchester, he
Surviving are his widow, daughter

The AFA also Is renewing a drive
up carnivals and has .conofficials
in towns where
camles stop to be on the watch for
any violations.
The
to clean

bterment

at

his

AprU

home

In

Columbus,

O,

3.

Widow, four daughters and two
sons, survive.

JOE HIXSON
Joe Hlxson, 80, for years associated with theatres In Lima, O,
died AprU 1 In Lima, from injuries
suffered In an automobUe accident
Services and burial were In Lima.
Mrs. Pearl Spandan,

38,

died in a

Des Moines hospital, April 3, foUowlng an operation. -She was the wifa
of J. J. Spandau, manager of the
Universal Exchange, Des Moines.
Burial hi Pittsburgh.

FUm

Bollle J. Slokels. 36, of
Service, Inc., film distributor, died
March 15 In MUwaukee. Survived

by widow, daughter, mother, four
brothers and five sisters.
Franels Stnart, 80, voice and diction teacher, died AprU 5 In HoUywood.. Before moving to California
he had tutored opera stars for 30
years.

Mother, 80, of Elsie La Mont retired partner of the comedy vaude

team of Kraft and La
PhUadelphia AprU 3.

Mont

<lle<i i''

Harlan West, 49, head of RKO
studio grif) department died AprU 0
in Los Angeles.

ms

$160,000 CAiBo
Cairo, March 25.
The laboratories and projection
room of Mlsr FUm studios, near
Cairo, have been destroyed by fire.
Damage, covered by insurance, is
estimated at $150,000.
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Shows Seen Keynoting Trend

Girl

Of N. Y. Worlds Fair;
Granlund

Nils T.

last

week

Mum's

sig-

natured a pact for twin shows, a
?;ongress ot BeauUM* revue and to
GSt
outdoor Aztec Sun-Worshlplng
World's
S^ow for the New York
N. T. G.'s signing keynotes a
l^lr
malor trend expected to be prevalent
of girl
tte feJr. the exhlblUon
chows.
Besides the "Congress" Aztec shows,
'Amazons in
the ieSi also pacted the
No-Man's Land,' beauty cultiure unit
ExThis will be a walk-through.

The hometown pride

by the most humble Fair
would make a nice
show at our Fair.'
Talking

Name

m

Bacon has been added to the

Ftaith

Fair's nudity sweepstakes, signing
this week to do a 'Fawn Dance* for

Delia Carroll, scheduled
N. T. G.
Streets of Paris,'
to go into
which feU through, will also be a
featured N. T. G. nude,

The

little

the

side-

various

because ot 'sheer jealousy' that
California isn't represented with
a state iBIdg. at the N. Y. expo.
Asked it N. Y. has a building at
the Frisco Fair, the same exec
dismissed it, 'No,'but why should
we.,. didn't they steal the idea

N

Granlund's
badced by Charles
Metropolitan News

about

most ot .which have buildings at the N. Y. Fair, one minor
exec observed that it must be

states,

itors viewing proceedings from behind a glass enclosure. The other
T. G. show will be housed in
miniature theatre seating about 1,500.

is

guide,

one observed, 'From what
I hear that Treasure Island exjpo
or, as

The Aztec show will have an Indian girl baUet and other outdoor
a la nude ranch, with vis-

selections.

New

tours.
Comparisons to
Frisco's slMw are deemed odious

activities,

tiie

act per-

view

prises.

Hertzig of
Co.

Word

Fair grounds, according to
the initiates now mailing pre^

tied up with
hibit is said to be
Bemarr Macfadden healOi enter-

twin enterprise

Signs

York

.

Hollywood

the

Ringling Circus

vades the attaches at the

S

lookers ostensibly from all
sections of the globe are to be in
the revue, which will include 40
Granlund early this week
people.
planed to the Coast and intervening points to pick representative
talent from all sections of the U. S.
He's being assisted by Busby Berka kin g
eley uid Earl Carroll in

NIG.

from

us?'

It's a Grover Whalen rule that
Fair attaches are not to talk to
the press.

DOWNIE BROS. CIRCUS
OPENS SEASON IN GA.
Macon, Ga., April It
Downie Bros. Circus opened 1930
season Wednesday (6) with two' perin Central City Park,
where show winters. Local shoW'
ings were sponsored by the Amerl'
can Legion.
Circus was told last month by
Charles Sparks to William M. Moore
ti. Co., a Georgia corporation, made
up of William M. Moore, ot Denison,
Texas, who has been In show biz for
more than 20 years; H. A. Decker
and T. Leo MoofepSlectra, Texas,
oilmen, and Paul M. Conaway,
Macon attorney and newspaperman.
formances

'

Meyer Davis signed yesterday
(Tuesday) to put two bands into
N. T. G.'s shows at the Fair. He's
also supplying music for the Terrace Club at the Fair.

'

.
'

Seek Later Cnrfew
Ib^ amusement zone will remain
open after 10 p. m. when the remainder ot the exposition will shutBamett Bros. Open
ter, it was disclosed this week. Area
Spartanburg, S. C, April 11.
is so arranged that it can be operBamett Bros, circus has left
ated as a self-contained imlt even
after other exhibits across Horace York, S. C, winter quarters on
Harding boulevard, are closed. The northward tour.
Season opened
amusement zone has its own park- with) day and night performances In
log area and several separate gates, York.
one leading to the Independent subway system on the grounds. The

ni^t^

fountain-fireworks in the
amusement area is scheduled to start
at 10 p. m. There also is talk that
the zone wUl stay open until 2 or 3
a. in., depending on how biz holds up.

Weisgal May Do Palestine
Spec on Randall's island
Meyer Weisgal, currently readying
the Palestine Pavilion tor the New

York World's Fair, may also present
Tills sector has room to accommodate 290,000 at one time. The a Palestine pageant in Randall's Isarea's street lighting system is rap- land Stadium, N, Y., this summer.
Idly being swung into place with Both ventures are plianned to show
the area expected to be practically the progress made by Jews in recompleted by the first week of the habilitating the Holy Land. Pavilion
at the Fair will be an exhibit, with
fair, which opens April 30.
Jack Sheridan's Tiiving Magazine most ot the material imported from
Palestine, while the show at RanCovers,', the model-posing exhibit,
promises plenty
undraped girls. dall's Island would be in the nature
The

'Artists

of
Colony,'

another

how in the amusement zone,

is

new
more

of a walk-through, with sketching
of artists a feature.
Sketches wiU

be sold.
A nude life model is
planned as the focal point -of the
artists.
'AxcUc Girl's Temple of Ice'
.

also is set It features a
in a cake of ice.

Expo

model

'sunk'

of a spectacle.
Producer has no plans for reviving
'The Eternal Road' tor the Fair, as

had been reported.

Soviet's R. C,

HlKhllEhto
.

.

Crystal Palace, which is a small
reproduction of the original building
that housed N. Y.'s first world's exPOsiUon in 1853, wUl have highlights
of the Philadelphia exposition ot
the Chicago lair of 1893, the
J876,
Century of Progress and other fairs,
Including the 'Fair of Tomorrow.'
These wiU be presented in living
tableaux and miniature acts.
Advance ticket sale to the expo
Indicates a sustaining attendance this
summer. Real influx of out-of-town
,

visitors

is

.

not expected until late

June.

Force of exiMsition guards is being Increased and drilled. Estimated
tbat at least 1,000,000 persons daily
win pass through the gates.
.

The Visiting Press buUding is
scheduled to be opened tor use this
week while the Independent subway
line is slated to start trial runs on
the new extension from Kew Gardens to the amusement zone Satur'
day

(15),

Hollywood, April 11

(Continued from page 1)

cow on a national holiday celebrating the adoption of the Stalin Constitution. 'It seemed as though all
Moscow was dancing in the great
square near the Kremlin and before
the Ojpera; loud speakers poured out
music and the people danced. Gradually I realized the music was American and that the words in tho songs
were English. I shall long remember 'Annabelle' and "The Man on the
Flying Trapeze.'
Minor reported night clubs, with
music and dancing, in Moscow
hotels— 'these did not exist a tew
years ago.' He was impressed by
the abundance of food, 'especially
after noting the shortage in Germany.' Russian people are better ted
and clothed than five or six years
ago, although there is a great shortage ot housing facilities. There has
been remarkable progress in the development of physical things since
1936^ Moscow subway being outstanding.
Micor's talk, replete with interesting facts and acute observations on

Nils T.

Granlund is due here to- economic and political developments
(Wednesday) from New in the Soviet would be well reto line up 24 fihn girls, eight peated on a. network broadcast
specialties and tour old-time picture' Painting both sides ot Ru-ViUn picnames for |iis N. Y. World's Fa^r ture. It should offend no fair-minded

morrow
York

'Congress ot Beautipt'

person.

VARIETY

Frisco Fair Needs

(Continued from page 54)

1,000

More

Spent;

ing survivors and still among the
best ot their type. In this display
is still another aerial turn, a single,
trapeze with the very blonde Fritzi
Bartoni aloft. Girl takes the center
and features a halt turn to a heel
From Italy are the Pilades,
catch.'
San Francisco, April 11.
cousins of the Cristianis, who somFinancial crisis is impending at the
mersault over elephants, using a
runway and sort ot springboard. Golden Gate International Exposition, with execs reported seeking
Turn is featured.
The fliers again have the Concel- additional cash from oil companies,
los in the center, act being perhaps public utilities and banking interests
the best of its kind extant Featured which have already advanced dough
in Antoinette's two and one-half to to support the Fair. With practically
a leg catch. She dropped to the net all of the $20,000,000 raised in adtwice opening night but on the third vance of the opening already spent
try was caught well up on the legs. the expo needs additional funds now
The Randolls and Comets are on the to finance a number ot major attractions necessary to help draw larger
ends.
The clowns have scrapped the fire crowds.

55

Coin; Its

Demand

for Kid

Shows and More Free Attractions
.

.

engine stunt One replacement Is
'Ferdinand The Bull,' staged in the
center ring, designed tor the kids,
with a bow to Walt Disney. In the
opening spec and In other parts, the
jungle motif is introduced by Charles

LeMaire and Mme. Andre

Sherri,

such as 'Musee Mecanique,' the
'Mark Twain' house, 'Hydrosphere'
Village.'
Some ot these
don't belong on the Gayway.
The
'Scotch Village' Is In a bad location
and
being v 3orly sold. However,
its oiferator, William Russell, is a
smart showman and it is felt that
tliis village will be a comer to be
reckoned with this summer. Sally
Rand's Nude Ranch Is lagging and
Is said to have gone Ir' the red one
week recently.

and 'Scotch

New Show Opens
Sally Rand got her new show,
'Miss America,' underway on Easter
Manager Harris D. H. Stmday. Manager Connick wanted
Connick be given absolute authority the name ot this concession changed
Conflicting

rumors are being heard

—one that Uie new money will insist
that General

to carry out his own plans; another
that no new cash will be forthcoming
unless Connick steps out
It is also reported that a big-shot

because ot a plan he liad to stage a
'Miss America' contest in the 9,000-

seat Collseun^ off the Gayway.
The appointment of Art Belcher
.as temporary chairman of the Conoffered the top spot at the 'Tz\t at a cessionaires' Association, has started
salary of $100,000. Connick has been rumors that the restaurant concesFair.
accused by some ot thinking in terms sionaires on the Gay Stem are orThat is partly hooked into the slo- ot the 1915 expo, which he also man- ganizing to take over control ot the
gan tor the metropolitan engage' aged, and of tailing to keep abreast association in an effort to dictate
ment The World Comes to the of modem trends ' In showmanship. the publicity policy on tliC Gayway.
World's Fair.'
Management's lack of Interest in Belcher, a local restaurant man, has
Spec is led by" five girl drum- showmanship generally is blamed tor some eateries on the Island,
majors, plenty dressed up. LeMaire the absence ot Gayway attractions
Concessionaires are still squawkhas also dolled up the staff—there Is drawing repeat trade. Zone is heavy
ing tor more gaiety on tl i Gayway.
Fred Bradna, show's pacemaking di- on dame shows, ot which there ere They would like
to have the expo
rector, 'in scarlet tailcoat something 11, and lacking in features with mophang out some flags to liven it up,
giraffe parades pet appeaL Leo Singer's Midget Vilhe can brag about
brizig in some, more kid shows and
In the starting procession, but the lage, which was shuttered a few- days
stage some big free attractions with
idea ot leading a lioness, too, was after the Fair's opening because of
proper ballyhoo.
skipped, for they found It too much financial difficulties, may reopen
Fair execs realize that something
trouble last season:
soon. The midgets and Singer are
went wrong with the Edwin Franko
Deal between the circus manage- still In town pending settlement ot
Goldman publicity and an effort ia
Federation
ment and the American
contract
being made now to publicize the
ot Actors calls tor a monthly wage
Henry Clive is still stalling on set- band to the limit
p.a. has been
ot $45, plus keep for razorbacks,
hostlers and canvasmen. That is the ting an opening date for his Hindu assigned to concentrate on plugging
figure reputedly offered by the show rope trick. Expo put up $20,000 for a the outfit
One ot the first ^things
Clive wants arranged
to
last summer, when the dis- building tor the show.
under the new order ot
pute with the union ended when the to charge 50c. and he figures that things for the Goldman
band was a
show folded at Scranton, Pa. Pre- the crowds on the Gayway are too series
ot
broadcasts.
Goldman
vious demands called for $60 month' thin at this time to enable him to
hasn't been any too cooperative in
ly, old wage having been $30.
meet his nut The Monte Carlo
John Ringling North claimed the has closed. Originally Intended to working with the press on publicity
show could not exist it such wages be a bingo parlor, Monte Carlo was stunta
were paid and also objected to a fiveFact that grounds are getting
year contract
New arrangement turned Into an expose ot gambling, cluttered up with papers from hot
calls tor one year and provides that Show was a poor biz getter from the dog stands, etc.,
throughout tiie
syndicate is said to
disputes.be placed before the Amer- very start
Island is undoubtedly due to top
ican Federation ot Labor. Questioned have offered the expo brass hats
drastic a cut in the Jaritrrial staff.
If as much common la1x>r will be $450,000 tor the bingo concession, but
Treasure
Island
was
overrun With
top
Big
used on the road as formerly.
was turned down because if bingo
will be a tour-pole tent as against does come to the Fair it will be op- kids last week, giving the expo one
six poles, but will be higher, reach- erated by the expo.
of its I>est weeks from standpoint of
ing up 60 feet also wider to provide
the gate. Weather was perfect One
'FoUes Bergere' a Big Click
a more rounded effect Difference
ot the largest week days at the Fair
In capacity is not expected to be maMajor financial success at the ex- since Its opening In February octerial.
position at the present moment is curred on a Thursday, April 8
Tolies Bergere,' currently in its sixth (Army Day),
Break in weather
Sidelights
week, playing 23 performances a started April 1, when 44,446 went to
They are spraying perfume around week, with frequent capacity attend- thj Fair. The following Sunday saw
the arena back and front during per- ance in the 3,300-seat California Au- 75,748; Monday. 27,715; Tuesday, 37,formances, a distinct improvement ditorium.
Originally set tor six 670; Wednesday, 61,375; Thursday,
over the strong-smelling disinfectants weeks, 'Folies' will now run tor at 53,316; Friday, 36,789; Saturday, 53,uesd heretofore.
least four more stanzas.
Show has 316; Sunday, 60,257.
been getting terrific word-ot-mouth
Circus will not play Brooklyn buildup with considerable repeat
proper this season for the first time, trade, although newspaper advertisa building on the lot used last year ing has been kept to a minimum.
eliminating that booking.
Big top
It is generally conceded the expo
will first pitch canvas In Long Is- has another winner in 'Cavalcade of
land City, on a lot near Madison the Golden West' a mammoth spec-

the designers.

At the opening two

horsemen

circle the ring, one carrying the stars and stripes and the
other that of New York's World

showman from New York^has been

'

A

A

AFA

.

^ow

A
'

DALLAS' SHOWMANSHIP

TO BUCK FORT WORTH

Square Garden bowL

and pageant with a cast ot more
DaUa«, April 10.
than 160 playing 2,000 characters in
Backed by the Dallas 'Wholesale
The main tent will be cooled the 23 scenes, with around 100 horses,
throughout the season. Deal with a herd ot some 30 cattle, and replicas Merchants' Association, subsidiary of
General Electric calls for lowering ot two old-fashioned locomotives, the Chamber ot Commerce, an at.the temperature considerably imder early
San Francisco horse-drawn tempt Is now being made here to
that on the outside. Coolihg process street cars and other realistic atmos- form a corporation to finance a sumis that used
in railroad stations phere.
Staged outdoors in a huge mer show to attract tourists who
when trains are standing still, and at open-air theatre with a seating hitherto have sp^nt their coin in
Sponsors plan twoairports when planfes are being capacity of some 3,000, 'Cavalcade' Fort Worth.
readied to go aloft Process is a employs such novel devices as a 20- month run, July and August, ot
blower system.
toot curtain ot water.
Show has varied professional talent in some
plenty ot action and color, but up to outdoor arena, yet to be picked, with
Roland Butler is general press the present has not had the proper a seating capacity ot at least 5,000.
Idea germinated In 1936 during
agent as heretofore, Frank Braden ballyhoo. However, within the last
and Gardner Wilson are ranking few days the expo has hired a press Texas Centennial when Fort Worth
story men while Jerome Harriman is agent who will dievote all bis time plastered this section with signs adcontact press agent Bill Conway is to selling 'Cavalcade'. Showmen have vising strangers to go to Dallas for
expo-financed education, come to Fort Worth for
that
the
contracting agent for New York, with declared
Long-time rivalry
Al Butler having that assignment 'Cavalcade' is a better show than any entertainment
outside. Joe C. Donahue is general other the Fair* has had in recent grew worse last New Year's Day
when Fort. Worthians snubbed the
traffic director, while Beverly Kelley years.
Night crowds at -e V Ir haven't Dallas Cotton Bowl game. Abortive
is in charge ot radio programs.
attempt
to keep the dough at home
been as heavy as expected. Louie
Outfit rolled into town ahead ot Lurie, local showman who has in- failed last slimmer when Dallas Park
schedule. It started for the Garden vestments on Treasure Island, is Board tried to build a dance pavilion
from the Mott Haven yards, where said to be on the verge ot inking a at White Rock Lake, city resort on
outskirts,
but was blocked.
it 'was ferried from Jersey City, Satdeal which may bring more fairurday (1) afternoon, elephants draw- goers to the Island at night Lurie
ing the heavy wagons. But there has in mind a big ice show to be
was some doubt about the show st£.ged in the California Coliseum, a
Saved from
opening on the advertised date be- 9,000-seater which has been'p white
cause ot ttie hockey playoffs. Had elephant
Los Angeles, April 11.
the Rangers not dropped the game
Sally Band's One Bed Week
Payment ot taxes amounting to
to Boston at the Garden Saturday,
Concessionaires claim that their $1,809, plus costs, averted a tax lien
circus would have been compelled to
postpone until the latter end ot the money is being used to meet current sale ot the Hagenbeck-Wallace cirthe
expenses
and
that
brass
hats
cus by the county assessor.
week.
have been slow in paying off. ConMost ot the equipment will be reTwins were born to Terrel and cession revenue has been big, in moved to Peru, Ind., and the animals
Dolly Jacobs, she being- out ot show spite of the weak midway. There to Ringling winter quarters in Sara-<
are
still
doing
poor
biz,
some
shows
sota,
Fia.
tor the first few days.
tacle
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Anyway,

It

s Great (or A.T.&T.

French. government telephoned across the Atlantic last Trldaj (14)
afteif. President Roosevelt's speech.' France requested A.T.&T. to ask
M^.to. arrange telephone translations In French, German and Italian
so-tiiat the French radio ministry in Pads could make transcriptions
and lie'htoadoast to Europeans later in day.
Mattel was xeferred to the NBC shortwave department, which has r.
Because of the question of
full coknplemeht ot linguistic spielers.
.

.

President Roosevelt s Frank Plan

PULPIT, PIIBENT5

To Woo

AnACK GRIMERS

6m MAY

.

-

'Dead End Kids' Type of

'

Presld^tlal courtesy Involved, NBC believed it .should first, ascertain
With France waiting and the A.T.&T.
the White House's opinion.
holding an ocean circuit open, Guy Hlckok of NBC callM the WUite
House but could not contact any of the secretariat He then asked for
President Roosevelt himseU.
A moment later F.DJt. was on the line In person and gave per-

.

'

mission.

'
.

Teel of a live Audience a Bonanza

For Coast

Niteries'

Free

Names

.

S.

SEE

A. Good-Will Via Screen

A 3D

SWINGOPATED TOADO'

Films and 'Gangbiisters'
Air Show* .Charged with
Contributing to Juvenile
Delinquency

Washington, April 18.
Broader use of motion pictures to
promote' friendly
relations
and
strengthened ties between the United
States and Latin America Is up to
Congress, at the teoment when domestic distributors particularly th»
newsreel companies are working
with the State Department to put up
a fight against cinema seduction of
the Germans and Italians.
Plan for bringing the other West-

'Mikado In Swing* colored vailt,
currently at the Orpheum, Minneapolis, Is being offered to New York
bookers by producer Harry Rogers.
If a deal is set it will mean three
swingopated 'Mlkados' on Broadway,
'ANTI-CRIME'
the ottier two being the legits—
em hemisphere countries closer to
WPA's 'Swhig Mikado' ($1.10 top) the U.
S. via films was officially proand Michael Todd's 'Hot Mikado'
By
BASCHICK
posed last week when President
($3.30 top).
Roosevelt sought $176,000 to carry
St Paul, AprU 18.
Thus, far no deal for "Mikado In
Front
page
hullaballoo argu- Swing' has been set Unit contains out a picture project recommended
ments pro and coq regarding de- 90 people^ including five musicians, last faU by a special advisory comIt's part
of a $1,000,000
moralizing effect of hoodlum films and is said to be a copy of the WPA's mittee.
scheme to prevent the European toand sensational radio programs has version, only condensed.
talitarlans from luring the South
split this territory wide open.
Rogers Is asking $7,000 a week for
Statements by juvenile court of- the show, plus a split of Uie grosses. Americans to their way of thinking
and from snatching our valuable
ficials, church' leaders. Boy Scout

—

,

—

WALT

—

—

Hollywood, April 1&
Theatre
Authority
may have
knocked' the gimmicks out of benefits' but' It also gave the acting gentry out here a ham-hypo that is defeating the purpose of the TA setup.
Where the bow-stealers once performed free gratis' so that this or
that causiB might pick up a few
needed simoleons, they now do the
same thing, only work at it mugb.
harder, for a cafe owner ^with no

THEATRE, PLUS TOWN,

•

—

'

philanthropy attached.
Ask thie big timers who jump at
the chance to be called to atage center from their tables, 'How come?',
and they'll lay you out with, 'Gotta
have that feel of an audience.'
'

fatuous as

Blame
debbil,

may seem

It
on dat
microphone.

at first tumble.
01'

estimated by th'e construction of the
dam, and there is n^j other recourse
for the Inhabitants than to seek anlocation.

$20,000-A-WEEK

mechanical

Here's a sample of what you get:
'How'd you like to talk into a Uttle
rctmd metal gadget day in and day
out without knowing how you're getting along and whether you're clicking or not You can lay eggs all day
Without knowing it It's the same
OS sound stages as it Is in radio. It's
• Uttle dlilereht in radio; you get
(Continued on page 60)

NEW

FRED WARING

DEAL

SOCK

B.O.INPA.

U. S. producers to try to recoup
(Continued on page 19)

positive
factors
contributing
to
juvenile delinquency.
Judge of Juvenile Court Carlton
McNally, a recognized authority on
problems involving delinquent boys,
seconded Hedstrom's statements under a page-one banner line: 'I have
had to deal with boys In court who
were emulating the 'Dead End Kids.'
When these young actors were first
on the screen their plight was depicted as deplorable. In later movies

Qmnts Most Parlez
PhUadelphia, April 18.
Latest thing on the nitery front
here and in other Pennsy towns,
Anglais for ZO'Fox;
ani spreading speedier than a dictator's dreams, are 'jitterbug joints,'
Ires Canimck Goy't
selling nothing more potent than ice
cream sodas, and providing music
Toronto, April 18,
via coin machine and an oversize
Stipulation of 20th Century-Fox,
dance floor for the kids to work out
on. About a dozen of the spots have that the Dionne quins will have to
mushroomed in the past six weeks, speak English in the last of the
they have been made to have excit- with The Topper the newest and series of films, for which the five
youngsters are under cointract has
ing and attractive adventures. Chil- flossiest.
Spot has no show in the profes- aroused a furore among the federaldren want to see them time after
sional, sense ot the word. It has one appointed guardians, tlJs complicat*
Ume.
team of topnotch jitterbug terpers ed by the racial action of the French'If the children had the power to
know

the right from the

wrong

this

might be all right But these lads
(Continued on page 55)
Into the biggest
time and talent expenditure of its
kind is Chesterfield's engagement of
Fred Waring for the across-the- N. Y. Fair Preem Bnt
board spot which Amos 'n' Andy forEuropean
Scare
merly flUed on the NBC-red (WEAF)
10 Days Off; Big Rush
link. Should the contracts with NBC
Puts a Production
and the bandman go 52 weeks the cig
On Finishing Touches
account will have spent around $1,Hiatus on Costly Fix 800,000 for time and $1,090,000 for
talent Warlng's weekly stipend for
With the New York World's Fair's
the series of five quarter-hours a April 30 premiere only 10 days off,
Hollywood, April 18.
week is reported to be $20,000. It's working force on the Flushing
Major studio pictures carrying the first time that a name band has Meadows site was doubled this week
heavy budgets are being set back on been sponsored on such basis.
as the usual last-minute rush got
production schedules pending EuWarlng's competition besides A 8c into full swing. Approximately 16,'opean developments. Front offices A will be 'Easy Aces' (Anacin). It's 000 are working on the grounds, a
xeel that unnecesisary financial risks
also the first time that the three big portion of them in the amusejrould be taken hi turning out big networks, CBS, the NBC-blue (WJZ) ment zone, which is 50-75% behind
™nis In the event armies start and the red, have had commercials the remainder of the exposition with
marching and the markets of af- pitted against one a. .other In this its building program. The midway
fected, nations would be lost for
Is the furthest retarded.
7-7:15 p. m. E3T niche.
revenue.
Because of importance In having
Waring could have commenced
Shift will not affect plant person'
May 29 for the clg account but he the bulk of the Fair Operating on
as films of lesser cost are being elected" to wait until he had com- the opening day, additional crews
njoved up. Gigantlcs will mark time pleted his run at the Strand, N. Y., probably wiU be added tor the final
(Continued on page 62)
which begins April 28.
(Continued on page 62)

(Continued on page 51)

(Continued on page 01)

What may develop

April IStb, 19S9

War

•

On several fronts, the Federal
Is appealing for film in.
dustry aid in maintaining cordial relations with Latin America.
Recently, Nathan D. Golden, chief of
the Commerce Department's motion
picture division, has been pointing to
the money which can be made in
the South American market, urging
Government

'JITTERBUG

JOINTS^

The present site of Greenville will featuring the 'Dead End Kids,' and
be submerged 40 feet more than was radio fare such as 'Gangbusters' are

around long enough and other
they'll put on the act for you.
But
you gotta applaud so's they can take
the bows going away.
Yet, their
reasoning Isn't as far-fetched and
Stick

trade.

execs, educators and civic leaders
have stirred a hornet's nest Of the
town's rla^to,' only show-wise IjOu
Golden leaped to the films' defense,
St .Louis, AprU 18.
and landed himself a scad of type
The Greenville, a 200-seater op- spread lavishly tmder a three-colerated by K. H. Wilkinson, at Green- umn headline.
ville, Mo., a town of 800, will be
Uproar began when Stanley C.
moved with the rest of the com- Hedstrom, senior probation officer
munity to one of the hills overlook- of the boys' division ' of Ramsey
ing the Francois river when the new County <St Paul) Juvenile court
$15,000,000 Wappapello Dam Is built charged that such films as those

T0BEENTU(EYMOYED

Mr. PhU Spitalny

New York
Dear Phil:

You will be liappy to know you
and your all Girl Orchestra have
iust broken every record _ever

•

established at this theatre

.

Howard

Feigley, Manager
Rivoli Theatre, Toledo, Ohio

>

'

.

.
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Pic coin for strawhats.

Bobert Aisner, head of .Heraut
Films, who plans making several
Pending the approval of the trade
practices code by leading indie exhibitor organizations, with or without exceptions, considerable discos'Blon in theatre operating circles
hinges on the extent to which exhibitors will benefit by the cancellation features of the plan.
Among other things, the question
arises on how the cancellation clause
will work where tiieatre chains buy
pictures under lump sum deals, and
then allocate the rentals themselves
Under such
to their own houses.
deals, where made, there would be
nothing to stop a lump-sum buyer
with a representative string of
houses from allocating rentals low
enough in one house to get the 20%
privilege, while adding on rental in
other spots where either 15% or 10%
'

-

would be permitted under average
of rentals set
The exclusion privilege is 10%
when the rental averages over $250.
It is 15% when the average licensing
tee is from $100 to $250 and 20%
on rentals of under $100. There is
nothing in the code, as written,
which determines the average rental
on a basis of a week, for instance.
Regardless of the run of the piC'
tures, if the rental isn't less than
$100, the 20% cancellation privilege
cannot be used.
In other words if one house plays
a picture for one or two days, the
average rental for such a theatre

between buyer and seller.
pictures at the Eastern Service stuThe demand for more definite de- dio, Astoria, L. I., returned from
of arbitration machinery is France this week. He went to Paris
likely to be insisted on by the ma- to arrange details of his first on this
jority of exhibitor organizations be- side,
'Bricks Without Straw.'
fore final acceptance of the code. budget of $300,000 has been set, and
Numerous exhib bodies have indi- Sylvia Sidney will star, with Marion
cated acceptance and endorsement of Gering directing. Scripting will be
the code with this and some other by Irwin Shaw, author of The
exceptions.
Gentle People.' Aisher will start
The only Important rejection fiat- shooting next mbntli.
ly is that of Allied States Assn.,
Negotiations between Aisner and
which has informed the distributor Paramount for release by latter of
committee it refuses to consider the 'Bricks' are held up pending Aisner's
code because of lack of arbitration return from Paris ^nd Russell Hoi-

arising
tails

details,

and other trade reforms

It

man's return from Hollywood. Latter will be back In two we^, following Par studio huddles.

seeks, including elimination of block

booking.

William F. Rodgers, Metro's general sales manager and spokesman
for the distributors on the code,
stated yesterday (Tiies.) that up to
then only one exhibitor body outside
of Allied has turned the trade prac-

less than

nms

M

concordat down fiatly. This is
the Intermoiintain Theatres Assn. of
Utah. No reasons were given for the
rejection, according to Rodgers, who
also adds that Allied States has
never officially informed the dlstribs of its reasons for failing to
consider the final draft
While Uie
is submitting
the code, as ultimately drawn, to its
board members and will convene the
directors at an early date, not yet
set. It is believed ibia national body
will be among tiie groups accepting.
The ITOA of Southern California
and Arizona, the MPTO of 'Virginia,
Mgrs. of the
the Theatre Owners
Rocky Mountain Region and the

tices

MUSICALS;

OK

WESTERNS

MPTOA

Oklahoma

City, April 18.

Only the bravest exhibitors are
showing filmusicals in this and nearby states nowadays, with the galloping notes having definitely soured

&

'

A

&

OK

A.

,

6%

Debentures Doe in SepL

N. Y.

To Be
its

by May 1

Filed

U. S. Government will

bill

of

against

particulars

major companies by May

1,

if

by

handling the exbefore trial of United
Harry Muller was on the
Artists.
witness stand during Thursday's (13)
proceedings, and was questioned on
exhibitor contracts, names of producers and their Identities, amendments to contracts. Identity of producers' representatives In N. Y., conattorney-general,

bonds were deposited and. certificates to be exchanged for new bonds
issued for same. Statement to bondholders said that $6,196,000 worth
of the old bonds have not been deposited under the Flan of Exchange
and are now outstaftding. Directors
gave holders of these until next May
to exchange for the new obligatracts on single pictures, and methods of Indexing cards. Various ex- tions.
The new bonds, due In 1948, have
hibits such as long-term contnacts
were given to the Government to' been listed on the N. Y. Stock Exchange and will be sent direct in
examine.
Hearings postponed imtil today exchange for old liens to those de(Wednesday), at which time the U.S. siring to exchange. Certificates of
may call Harry Gold, Jack Schlalfer deposit Issued to old bondholders
who wished to switch to the new
to testily.
and Paid Lazarus of
issue now are exchangeable for 6%
debentures due in 1948.
Warner Bros, statement to holders
deposit
certificates
of
of these
showed that $28,534,000 aggregate
principal amoimt of tiie old bonds'
due next September were outstanding at the close of business last April
11, of which $19,338,000 worth have
been deposited under the plan. Besides the undeposited total, $485,000
principal amount of Certificates of
Deposit are held in the company
treasury for use for sinking fund
purposes.
Warner' Bros, has bought $3,102,000
Washington, AprU 18,
worth of old bonds (due next SepStrained relations between films tember) in. the open market and reand radio have been tautened by the tired them. Company has from now
attempted free-time grabs of two until next September to retire the
Hollywood producers, which have $6,196,000 worth of old liens prescaused the' National Ass'n of Broad- ently outstanding.
'While Warner
casters to protest' chiseling attitude Bros. Is hopeful
that an additional
toward broadcasters. Warning was $500,000 worth or more of old bonds
sent
'

UA

BROADCASTERS

K Moray..
•

Ben Peskay.
Ralph Rolan.
Eleanor Powell.

Sam

the

not

Robert L. Wright, special assistant

Messenger.

Troy Orr.

file

amination

Lya Lys.

Norman

i)eposit Agreement, Warner Bros,
directorate last week declared the
Plan of Exchange (dated July 22
last, year) effective.
This provides
for exchange of Optional 6% Convertible Debentures, due next Septembeir, for new 6% debentures,
series being due In 1948,
Under the plan, $19,338,000 aggregate principal amoimt of the old'
.

The

Feg Murray.
Lillie

With more than 75% of outstanding debentures deposited under the.

U. S. Bin of Particulars

Hew

There Is another field of thought is clarified, much confusion is bound
In buying circles which revolves to arise as to exactly what is the
around the question of whether subject of arbitration.
stronger houses may want to take
The I. T. O. is unqualifiedly opadvantage of their full rejection posed to any code which does not
powers,
because
such
pictures make every dispute, no matter what
tbrown out would then become its nature, the subject of arbitration,
available to the next guy. While the Failing that, the code would have to
picture cancelled by the one house be rewritten and greatly amplified.
Snndry Objections
may not be so good for that operation. It might be used to advantage
The association Is also not In aC'
by another house. As pointed out in cord oh other grounds. First, while
buying circles, there is a theatre for exhibitor associations are to choose
the general panel of arbitrators, the
every picture.
A possibility Is that, under the ex- code provides that the neutral panel
clusion provisions of the trade prac- of arbitrators, is to be mutually
tice code, deals may be made on a agreed upon by both distributors and
basis that If there are any cancel- exhibitor interests. This means that
lations to a distributor by one the- affiliated and independent exhibitors
atre, they may be made automatical- shall have an equal voice in their
'

Set;

sooner,' is the statement Issued

SOUR ON

W.

S.

as far as the folks In the villages are
of lonjger
concerned. Even the tbpnotch musiThus, two theatres might
length.
cals are killing cashiers from lonelipay the same rental on given feaness. The occasional exception often
tures U figured on a daily basis, but
average, up very differently when ITOA of New York have all in- gives exhibitors hope, but after he
calculated on the runs of each,
formed Rodgers of their acceptance runs a couple more he tisually says
majority of the average rentals, of the pact with minor reservations never again.
Preference for, good westerns, on
It is claimed, would run less than noted.
The Allied Independent
$100. For this reason, plus the fact Theatre Owners of Iowa
Ne other hand, has mounted even In the
that many theatres change shows braska has endorsed the code with bigger cities. 'Mustangers,' such as
three and four times weekly, the one exception and is submitting rec- Stagecoach,' 'Oklahoma Kid' anid
smaller indies and a fair number ommendations to its board of di- Dodge City* are finding plenty of
folks lining up for their pasteboards.
of major circuit houses will fall into rectors for final action.
Rtiult has also been a healthy addithe 20% cancellation class.
N. T. Indies' Partial
tion to the b.o. at the smaller houses
However, the exhibitor in many
After intensive study of tiie latest
the
dyed-ln-wool horse
playing
Instances, it is feared, is going to revised trade practice agreement, tiie
be unable to knock out 20% or one- Independent llieatre Owners of N. Y. operas from the. smaller studios.
fifth of his entire supply -because he has partially endorsed the code as
may need all the pictures he can buy a step in the right direction. It is
L.
to
111 order to continue operating.
If not entirely acceptable to the theatre
Neil Agnew.
In double bills, the exhib changing owners, however, due to omission of
Fred Astaire.
four times weekly now requires all vital trade practices which the
William J. Baker, Jr.
eight pictures a week or a total on code should cover.
Irving Berlin.
the year of over 400. This makes
According to Harry Brandt, presiGeorge Brent
him play virtually everything he can dent of the I. T. O., the new agreeNana Bryant
buy.'
ment fails to provide specific guides
Ted Denton.
It Is a question, also, whether tl^e for arbitration.
While arbitration is
Gene Fowler.
Indie may find. It pbss\ble to buy as specified where it Is claimed a conDave Ciould.
easily because' an opposition house, tract, has been breached, the code
MUton Gunsburg.
with better buying power, may now specii&cally exempts from arbitration
Nils T. Granlund.
pick up more pictures on the ground the question of license fees or other
Mitzi Haines,
that from 10 to 20% of those bought terms and conditions on which picJoy. Hodges.
may be cancelled. .
tures may be licensed. Unless the
Sidney Howard.
Abbnt the OpposlshT
phrase 'other terms and conditions'
Larry Kent

would be

WB Conversion Program

Details (A

A

.

Sax.

RAPirWOOD
'CHISEI^'

to all association

week

that Metro and

members last wiU be exchanged, open market
Warner Bros, operations may
be resorted to in

are seeking to Induce station proprietors to pl«ig the film industry
without remuneration. Direct representations to WB, but only sideline
comment about the M-G attitude^
The trade body pointed to the
transcription .series, 'America March-

WB

es On,'

which Harry

ager of

KFWB,

Maizlish, manHollywood, contends
is strlcUy non-commercial and the
script, offered as news about forthcoming film production, disseminated
by Metro. Commented In italics that
whUe M-G-M will spend $2,500,000 in

Sol C. Siegel.

Harry Spears.'

Warner

dime

Bros,

now

has a bank loan

set enabling company to borrow up
to $6,000,000. Loan is to be at 5%,
being in the form of notes. These
will be retired at the rate of ei>out
$500,000 every six months starting
in April, 1940, with final payoff in
1944. Stanley Co. of America, some
.

theatre

properties

and

$3,000,000

mortgage on the Burbank studio,
Hollywood, go up as security for the
loan.

boosting features in papers, magazines, etc., the studio proposes 'not a

SAILINGS

for radio.'

(New York to Paris)
Talley (Queen Mary);
April 19 (New York to Paris) HerApril

Nick Schenck.
Randolph' Scott

Kathleen Wilson.
Mrs. Max Winslow.

handling others.

21

Truman

WB FOR
ON 'JUAREZ'

TORRES SUES
11,000,000

man Wobber,

Hutchinson

Walter
(George Washington).

AprU 19 (London to New York)
Ben Blumenthal (Paris).
April 18 (New York to London)
.

N. Y. to L. A.
Maxine DeShon.

Richard Carlson.
selection. I. T. O. believes that choice
ly available to -the other fellow.
Earl Carroll.
In other words, imder such selling of a neutral panel by distributor reP'
Mr. and Mrs. WUl Fyfle.
the distributor might offer 'B' the- resentatives is a sufficient protection
Harriet HilUard.
atre any of his pictures that are be- to affiliated exhibitors and only indie
John W. Hides, Jr.
ing cancelled by the opposition 'A' exhibs should have a voice in choosSam Levine.
theatre. Thus 'B' theatre would be ing the panel, instead of both classes
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lewin.
assured of anywhere up to 20% of the of theatre owners.
Russell Morrison.
distrit>s pictures, if cancelled out by
Second, code provides that if
Rags Ragland.
distributor breaches a contract, arbi'A' theatre.
Charles Ruggles.
The question of cancellation of trators are restricted to awarding
S. Sylvan Simon.
pictures on moral, religious or racial damages on the amount fixed in the
George J. Schaefer.
grounds is something else again. If license contract This, it is claimed,
PhU Van Zandt
oner:exbibitDr~Tancelted''a~pictare "oir -merely—perpetuates present unfair
Anthony Veijler.
such grounds, with arbitration up' provision of standard contracts. ArFranklyn Warner.
holding his reasons, can an opposi' bitrators should be allowed to adeAndrew Weinberger.
tlon theatre in the same situation quately compensate an exhibitor for
Gordon £. Youngman.
then avail Itself of that picture?- It any breach by a distributor, since
the liquidated damages, as fixed in
is assumed it could.
In addition to the cancellation the standard contracts, unreasonably piohibit a distributor from reallocating pictures for any reason, such as
feature and elimination of score limit such damages.
Finally, one thing which hasn't redesignating a 'B' picture as an 'A'.
charges, the average exhibitor is very
iliterested In iti arbitration system been dealt with and which the I. T. Once classified, original designation
that will impartially handle disputes O. feels should go in, is a clause to should be allowed to stand.

Los Angeles, April 18.
Miguel C. Tbrres, Mexican pro- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Astaire, Mr. and
ducer, has filed a $1,000,000 suit Mrs. Godfrey Tearle, A. E. Matthews
against Warners, charging parts cf (Georgic).
his picture, 'Maximilian and CarApril 15 (Los Angeles to Honolotta' were used in 'Juarez.'
lulu) Richard Crooks (Lurline).
Plaintiff claims his script was reApril IS (Los Angeles to Tahiti)
jected by Warners in 1036.
.

Gabriel Pascal also is being sued DeU Lord (HaraU).
AprU 15 (New York to London)
$51,000 by Torres, charging
Plaintiff alleges EUen Drew, Ray Mllland, W. BuchPascal withdrew from a co-produc- anan-l^aylor,
Brimo Walter, Sir
ing deal to make Italian-German Robert Peel, Jeffrey Bernard (Aquiversions of Torres' Spanish film, tanla).
Juarez and Maximilian.'
AprU 15 (London to New York)
Zukor,_
Gieorge
Sanders, Adolph
for

breach of contract

Gladys Cooper,' Victor. Savilie, Hela
Lugosi, Cierald C^k (Queen Mary).

Zehner Goes Hays
Hollywood, April

18,

Harry Zehner, Universal exec for
18 years and recentiy the studio's
censor contact, moves over to the

ARRIVALS

(At the Port of Neva York)
producers' association to work with
Mr. and Mrs. WUl Fyffe, Albert
Joseph I. Breen.
Basserman, Jean Sablon, Robert
Fills the berth formerly held by Aisner, Paul Giaetz, Pla Igi, Walter
Iselin Auster.
Saxer Dancers.
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Sm PROBING

U. S.

So

RKO EXECUTIVES
MASTERMINDING

Jas. Roosevelt Reported Soimdiiig

The following letter, addressed
to the Paris Herald, appeared
In the AprU 4 ediUon of that
paper:

RESUMES

London, March 30.
Editor, European Edition;
I stumbled upon aii Ameri-

AT STUDIO

can review called Vabiety in

my

added:

'It's

your readers
If so, I

if

deplore

hilarity.

.

Aldershot.

RKO

Another problem focusing ^Schaeter'a.' attention is the proposal to relieve Pandro Herman of general production supervision on the lot and
permit him to devote his full time to
his own producing unit They failed
to reach an agreement in their recent
talks in New York. However there

Paramoimt's L A.

Conventkm; 34

'3940 Proi Costs
Come' to $9,000,000

by a substantial Increase
number of accounts sold last
year when James R. Grainger moved
Spiorred

In the

lata the cogapany as president in
personal supervision of sales. Republic for the 193B-40 season will produce fewer pictures but increase the
budget for fhem by $1,500,000 to
$2,000,000.

'

'

Instead of 60 features as scheduled
for the current (1938-39) season. Republic will offer a total of 50, plus
four serials, for the 1939-40 semester,
bjit will raise the production budget
to $8,300,000, with leeway for the
pending of another $600,000, if
needed, to bring it up to a maxiof $9,000,000.

mum

The company

is

announcing a

total

of 26 regular features and 24 westems. Some of the regular features
will cost more than in the past in
line with Rep's ambitions to push itself into major company.
Following regional meeting held in
New York last week. Rep goes into
a two-day sessloa in Chicago tomor'

row (Thursday) and Friday

Max

Roth,

central

(4l).

district

Motion picture industry will be
subjected to another pubUc X-rayprobably in the falli at the hands
the Congressional-Departmental
monopoly probers. Economic diagnosticians already preparing to trace
the concentration of business and
power in the hands of relatively
small number of individuals and to
analyze the methods by which the
majors have acquired their dominaof

tion.

Evidence

man-

ager, will chairman the meeting, to
be attended by h.o. executives headed
by Herbert J. Yates, Granger, Bill
Saal and Al Adams. M. J. Selgel, in.
charge of production on the Coast,

will also attend.

Hardy's Tax Rap

is

being collected on
with the super-

NRA

Henderson, formerly NRA
head statistician and reported likely
to head the Securities' & Exchange

Leon

serted $46,892 deficiency in hU 1936
and 1937 Income and profits taxes.

The Gals Take Off
Hollywood, April

The Women'

rolled

(Monday) at Metro
__Xemme -cast -of-135r-

convening at the Ambassador hotel. mittee have been digging into filed
Idea of the Hollywood huddle, ac- of the Justice Department Trade
cording to Nell F. Agnew, is to give Commission, and NRA. Bertrand's
the representatives a doseup of 'four-year-old review of the film code
has been brought up to date and
modem picture production.
Par has 68 features on next sea- the Darrow. Board criticisms have
been dusted off.
son's schedule, with 34 in the upper
Tnist, Bestraint Bngaboos
brackets, eight in the medium-cost

and 16 in the 'B' class. - 'While' the Congressional-DepartPractically all the titles were set at mental crew, has endeavored to. avoid
witch-hunting, the size and social imlast week's studio huddle but will
not be given out until the conven- portance of the film industry makes
tions next month. Conferees, includ- it a natural for students looking for
ing Barney Balaban, Stanton Grlffis, shortcomings of the anti-trust acts.
Robert Gillham, Ed Welsl, Leon Object will be to see how the ClayNetter and Russell Holman leave for ton, Sherman, and Trade CommisNew York over the weekend, pass- sion laws failed to check developing up the 'Union Pacific' premiere ment of a few huge enterprises and
whether there is need for general
at Omaha.
Studio plans to supplement its own legislation to encourage more comstars with name players from other petition in aU branches of the trade.
punitive angles, except to the
No
plants for top spots in its 1939-40
product Names new to the lot will extent that Congress may enact
'A' division

be brought into the Par fold by outExecs are
side deals and loans.
agreed that the ambitious schedule

18.

yesterday
all-

•Top roles are taken by Norma
Shearer, Joan Crawford, Rosalind
RusseU ^nd Virginia Grey.

STnX A IOFP£B
Hollywood, April 18,
Irene Rich is back at Warners as
lead femrae in the new feature serial,

The Hobby

Family.'

Henry Ocelli

also In the cast

18.

of Samuel'

be a conference with Alexander Korda. Aside from bringing over 'Wutherlng Heights' for. Ita
premiere at the Gaumont theatre
April 26, object of talks with Korda
is reported to be a new proposition
said to

Samuel Goldwyn has for Korda to
join forces with him in (loldwyn's
fight against United Artists Corp.'s
alleged 'acts of mismanagement'
Out of these talks may come a revival of last year's attempt by Croldwyn and Korda to buy control of
UA. Reports here are that Goldwyn
Is prepared to put up most of the
financing and to pay possibly an even.,
greater price for control than $9,000,000 the first option called for.
Says Sllverstone

Murray

UA

Sllverstone,

general

manager, yesterday (Tuesday) scoffed

100% Severance

From

UA

Corp.

at reports that there was a possibility
that control of
might be sold to

UA

Goldwyn and Korda.
That deal is deader than a mummy. Chaplin's stock is not for sals
any more, and company is in a prosperous condition, there is no desir*
on any one's part to sell out' Sllverstone said.

seeking to break his present contract
with United Artists Corp. and has
asked the courts to establish that
UA has breached his contract Papers

—

RCA

Co.

'

UA

—

New

London, April IS.
A new company, called London
Films Export Co., Ltd., has been
in the new suit filed in Wilmington
formed with Steven Pallos as chair(Del) federal district court last man of the board. On the board of
week differ radically from the orig- directors also are Harry George,
representing Denham Securities and
inal suit filed and withdrawn in New
Prudential Assurance
Co.;
Basil
York, In that he now asks the right Black,
representing
Alexander
to terminate his contract.
Korda, and John Sutro, representing
private
financial interests.
(^Idwyn's original intention was
Purpose
of the new company Is
to have the courts declare whether
handling of world-wide distribution
UA had breached hiscontract by deals on Korda
Productions, London
permitting Douglas FaSbanks and. Film Productions, Finewood Productions
and
other
plx, with Pallos perAlexander Korda to form new comsonally handling all deals.
panies, which virtually took over all
rights and privileges accruing to the-

Federal Corporation Act for all firms
requires star-studded casts.
in his latest suit there is every indiMeanwhile plans were laid -for the engaged in interstate commerce.
cation that he will break completely
Outline of the film inquiry is being
speedy buildup of 14 young players
and dispose of his one-fifth
with
Campaign kept confidential, but all of the interest
already under contract
chronic
probably
will
be
peeves
winding
includes a nationwide tour
Charles Schwartz, of counsel for
readying
to
chart
aired.
Experts
are
for
the
up at Menio Park, N. J.,
United Artists, took another crack
linking
historical
growth,
the
the
Augolden
Jubilee
in
film industry's
at Goldwyn in rebuttal of Max D.
gust Young thesps, to be. groomed evolution of trade practices notably Steuer's statement of last Tuesday
are Joseph Allen, Muriel Angelus, blockbooking, clearance, talent pool- (11). On Wednesday (12) he refuted
Judith Barrett, Louise Campbell, El- ing, and chain exhibition with the Goldwyn's attack on the Internal
development
business
to
its
of
the
HayBetty
Field,
Susan
len Drew,
management of UA and alleged
ward, Joyce Mathews, Patricia Mori- present stage. Finances are likely abandonment of 'idealistic policies',
son, Robert Preston, William Henry, to figure Importantly.
which formed the keystone of United
Hearings likely will be deferred
William Holden, Evelyn Keyes and
Artists Corp. at the time of its
until the Justice Departrnent suit
Janice Logan.
formation, by stating that Goldwyn
sales convention in London, pre- gets under way, although TNEC will
did not object to any change in manindefinitely,
and
not
be
able
to
delay
will
be
E.
Rose,
David
by
sided over
agement policy, when he filed b<s
held May 5-7. Fred W. Lange, Par's is certain to go ahead in the event first suit in New York.
general foreign representative in of stalling in the New York Court.
As to Goldwyn's contention, or intoday Doesn't want to tip the prosecutors'
sails
Europe,
Continental
UA has cpn(Wed.) for N. Y. to confer with John hand but has enough data to go timation that pictures
ahead without waiting for the verdict trncted for are not comparable with
W. Hicks, Jr.
in the big anti-trust proceeding. The his own pictures, Schwartz stated
error and that
bill of complaint is likely to be the that Goldwyn is in
unequivocally, pictures which David
text-book.
Receivership Suit
O. Selznick, Charles Chaplin, Alexander Korda and others will produce
win be of a quality and standard
of
Talk
Benjamin M. Colder, holder
second to none, 'not even second to
1,500 shares of RCA common; Frank
Goldwyn.'
Blum, holder of 107 shares, and Anna
Discussion on renewal of Frank
As Schwartz views it and he is
ask
shares,
will
Weill, holder of 100
con'
production-directing
Lloyd's
unmistakably speaking for the CorN. Y. supr eme court today (W e dnestract-with-Paramount Is expected-to- -poratlonr'the-trouble-wrth-(5oldwyn
day) to allow them to intervene, and
occur on the Coast during current Is that he seems to think that he is
stockconsolidated
eight
join the
Barney Balaban, the only pebble on the beach.' Other
there
of
visit
holder actions against the Radio
Stanton Griffis, et aL Lloyd's pres- stockholders and the management do
Corp. St America, Westinghouse
'The
Tel- ent contract is up on completion of not 'agree with this thought
Electric, American Telephone
'Rulers of the Sea.'
truth is,' iSchwartz reiterated, 'GoldElectric.
General
and
egraph,
Will Eyffe, English comedian, who wyn is unhappy because he cannot
Golder's application states that he
Holly- secure a voting trust with himself
holds more stock than all the eight goes into this picture, left for
combined. The suit charges waste, wood Saturday (15). Charlie Rug- as sole voting trustee, so that he can
mismanagement and asks for' the ap- gles, who has been in the east went completely dominate and control the
company's destiny.'
back on the same tialn.
pointment of a receiver for RCA.

&

Korda-PaOos'

Elton Productions (Fairbanks) and
Korda Film Prods., Ltd., companies,
laws under which the Government
and to give him the right to go hack
would exercise closer supervision in to his original non-exclusive conthe future, possibly by means of a
tract. If Croldwyn emerges victcfrlous

Lbyd-Par Renewal

with an

Goldwyn Wants

London, April

One 'of the main reasons for ths
here of James Roosevelt v.p..
Goldwyn Productions, Is

visit

Samuel Goldwyn, according to the
American and foreign delegates Temporary National Economic Com- essence o'f his latest moves. Is now

200

A

Washington, April 18.
Last-mlnuta scramble to duck ia
large tax assessment was engaged in
Monday (17) by OUver Hardy, picture comedian.
Hardy requested the U. S. Board
of Tax Appeals to reconsider an as-

Taylor along at the ^dinner
given by Blumberg to the trade
press editors last week.
This
-was the film man's return courr
tesy for the free feed the newspapermen had given him a year
previous, when he assumed the
Universal presidency.
Blumberg's dinner was at the
Hotel Astor, N. Y., last week and
banker Taylor not only seemed
to enjoy the unconventional anecdote of the trade itewshawks,
but had a pretty good repertoire
of his oWn.

fronts,

entrusted
Daniel
to
W.
vision
Bertrand, economist who listed the
code in
Ills and evUs of the
special analysis of what happened
while the Blue Eagle was flying.
Bertrand currently is special aide to

Conunission.
Hollywood, April 18.
Witnesses at the Senate Interstate
Paramount's national sales convenCoifmierce Committee hearings on
tion comes back to Hollywood this the Neely bill have been interviewed
year' after a lapse of two years. during the past two weeks, while
Session is slated for June 12-14, with other staff researchers for the

Fewer Republic Films
Bat

WiD Be Biggies

18.

ing,

numerous

Is Little likelihood of Herman relinquishing
his
present contract
which has a year to go and gives
him a share of the profits on all pictures turned out by the studio.

Infallible Tipoff
Barometer of Universal's bankmay be the al fresco
manner in which U pr^z Nate
Blumberg toted company banker

ing relations

Bill

Washington, April

such facetious nonsense.
It
will lend nothing to AngloFrench relations, which are
complicated enough, without
the
addition
unseemly
of

Sam Goldwyn, of the UA Corp.

With

—

W01TA COMPLAINT!

The review then
being done with ah

umbrella.'

May I ask
this is true?

Out Alexander Korda on Joint Buy,

Fronts
All the
Chronic Peeves Due to Be
Aired at This Session

Several

tioned that the latest dance'
in Paris is called the 'Chamberlaine.'

IN FALL

Evidence Being Collected on

This publi-

which seemed to have
something to do with the stage,
and which was written in a
peculiar form of English, men-

tions are the new program will number 44 to 60 pictures. Here from
New York for the huddles are Gordon E. Youngman, of the legal staff,
and S. Barrett McCormick, advertising and publicity chief.

Final word on the new year's lineup awaits the arrival of Ned Depinet.
v.p. in charge o% production. Meanwhile, Schaefer is ironing out the
details of a deal whereby Harold
Lloyd will produce one or more feawith another player,
tures for
-sull unnamed, in th» starring role.

club recently.

cation,

Hollywood, April IS.
BKO execs, headed by prexy
George J. Schaeter, opened a series
today (Tues.) on the
here
confabs
of
Indica1939-40 product schedule.

FILMS
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NEELY TALKATHON ENDS ITS WEARY
COURSE; MUCH BfTTERNESS THROUGHOUT
]Wind8

Up Monday

(17) with Only

Its

Sponsor at SCULLY DETAILS U'S

Hand—Myers' Offer to Modify—Second Week

of

PROD. PLANS FOR '40

selling Is filled with
dynamite, the Allied leader said exhibs -would. be satisfied with 'an accurate' syhbpsis which gives 'a gen-

ager, announced that the production
budget would be $5,000,000 higher
than in the season just closing, in
outlining the 1039-40 program at the

Hearings Spotlighted by Recriminations
Cincinnati, April 18.
sales man-^

W. A. Scully, U's general
Washington, April

18.

Changes to meet the chief objection of opponents, and warning that
there will be a lively fight if Congress does not keep hands off the film
industry, closed the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee's talkathon on
the Neely block booking bill Monday
(17) after bitter name-calling during
the latter stages.
With only Senator Matthew M;
Neely on hand for the close, there
was no bint how soon the subcommittee may stage a showdown on reporting or shelving the perennial

aimed at blind

eral outline of the story and descriptions of the pricipal characters.' Also
suggested the committee add requirement that distributors furnish
prospective customers in advance
with information about 'the type' of
film and the way the studio has
handled 'questionable subject matter.'

Trade Practice Code

No

Cure^ Says
headache for major producer-distributor companies. During most .of the
Plea that loss of Etiropean markets
time less than a quorum heard the ha:, injured the industry to the point
testimony, which was more vol- where. Congress should be cautious
uminous than ever before.
about taking any action which would
Offer to modify the "section aimed lL.flict monetary wounds merits little
at blind selling came from Abram F.
Myers, counsel of Allied States Association, during rebuttal in which he
scoffed at contention the industry
will be ruined if block selling is outlawed, and insisted the distributors'
trade practice proposals do not meet
the needs of exhibitors and the public. Previously, Charles C. Fettijohn,
general counsel of Motion PictureProducers and Distributors of America, summed up the opposition argu-;
ments with a polnt-by-point analysis
of the claims of bill's backers, insisting that 90% of theatre owners side
with producers and distributors in
protesting the legislation Is unwork-

'

years,

Downey

credited

the' films

Downey Would
Let WeU Enough Alone

Senator

If the movies at the present time
are improving, should not serious
consideration be given to leaving it
in their hands,', he Inquired.

With remark he Is "iamazed' at
growth and accomplishments of the
business, Downey reminded Senator
Neely that exhibitors sire going to
keep on giving the people what they
want to see and the public is likely
to keep on attending the pictures it
now patronizes. Morals and taste
cannot be bettered by upsetting esr
tablished trade practices, he said.
Persons who have been boosting the
bill 'are being led astray by their

own idealism,' he' remarked.
Irked by claim the bill is supported primarily by uninformed persons,

Myers recalled the repeated

controversies between indie exhibs
distribs and insisted that

and major

-

'

—

opponents of the measure who
pointed to 'clianged conditions' since
the 1936 heari ngs—:have presen ted
IRfle new'testtmony whicn cannot'Ee
overcome by minor adjustments in
phraseology. At the last moment he
advocated rewriting of Section 4,
which originally required a 'complete and true synopsis' as part of
every license agreement.
Tacitly agreeing with, producer
spokesmen' who said the section

newsreel.
The four specials Include three to
made by Harry Edington's
Famous Productions,- plus 'The Mikado,' British-made feature in color,
starring Kenny Baker and D'Oyly

.

it would remove monopolistic power
f-om the hands of the majors.
The trade practice suggestions,
some of which are very desirable,
wUl not cure the situation about
which Allied has been squawking for
Condiyears, committee was told.

tions attached u the proposed broad-,
er cancellation clause nullify much

—

with material improvement in the
past five to 10 years, declared he
never knew a parent who believed
his offspring were in any way injured by pix, and told Congress to
keep hands off the industry.

attractions, seven outdoor pictures,
seven westerns,, four serials, 13 tworeelers, a special two-reel film and
43 single reels.
In addition, there
will be 104 Issues of Universal

Carte Opera players.
Richard Arlen and Andy Devine
consideration, Myers said. Industry are set for the outdoor thrillers while
admits It expects to recoup in South Johnny Mack Brown will star In the
America, be noted, while there is no westerns.
concrete proof how the bill would
cause damage except to the extent

of the offer, while the principle of
block booking 'is made all the more
onerous by the very wording.' The
able and injurious.
Personalities entered the proceed- proposition put forth by majors not
ings with increasing frequency dur- only perpetuates, but even 'exalts'
ing the second week of committee the objectionable distribution methlistening. Parade of Motion Picture od, to his mind. Exhibs still would
Theatre Owners of America members, not have sufficient freedom, while
Several producers could effectively counterblasted Allied spokesmen.
women opponents of the bill ques- act their apparent concessions by
tioned the intelligence and sincerity turning out cheaters. The gesture
of sisters who previously urged pas- tt. give up dating is nothing more
sage. Myers and Fettijohn, as well than 'window-dressing.' Scant value
as Mrs. Mary T. Bannerman and Miss in the proposal to permit theatreCatherine Lyford, field marshals for owners to obtain outstanding picthe women.'s organizations siding tures as long as the strings are kept
with Neely, kept firing sarcastic re- in the pending agreement Myers
marks at each other and interjecting said, however, he is happy over tiie
interpretations or hostile comments, distribs' offer to quit forcing shorts
and Senators Neely and Wallace H. and discard score charges.
White, Jr., had a heated exchange
Producers' fears about the consewhich later was blue-penciled from quences of the anti-block booking
the transcript
feature are wholly without foundaWarning that Senator Neely will tion, Myers declared, particularly
not have as easy a time as he did since the majors volunt^ily have
last year if he gets his legislation on cone a considerable distance toward
calendar which
the
is
widely giving up the practice. Cited the
doubted was tossed out subtly by figures produced by the Hays or
Senator Sheridan Downey, new ganization spokesmen in tiieir at
California Democrat, who appeared tempts to show exhibs have considin the role of typical film fan and erable freedom, remarking that 'jnost
praised the Industry. Relating that of the transformation which the bill
he, his wife and his five children would require has been accom.
have been eager theatre patrohs for plished by the distributors in their

—

Universal regional convention
openinjg here this week. There will
be 40 features in the lineup for the
coming season liesides four special
first

Allied be

-

,

'

.

Attorney Donovan's

$65,000, Lrving Trnst's

$37,500 New

RKO

Fees

Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday (Tues.) allowed William J.

Donovan,

attorney

as

Trust, trustee of

RKO,

for

Irving

$65,000 as

without exception, provide for separate price groups less than the en.
tire block.'

are sincere In talk about
20% cancellation, they are taking
a. big a gamble as if block system
were junked, Myers argued. 'They
have no more assurance of a market under a cancellation system than
If distribs

Washington, April 18.
Statistics on cancellations startled Senator Smith, the subcommittee
chairman. When Charlie Fettijohn recited the number of rejections of
films high in the cultural and artistic scale, the South Carolina solon
Inquired 'You mean to tell me they refuse to play those pictures? Then
one man is the arbiter of what the public sees?'
Flareops and Jagged Nerves
Flareups became frequent 'last wedc as the strain of long sessions
wore out nerves of the subcommittee and the stage managers for
opposing sides. Frequent verbal tiffs Involved Fettijohn and Abram F.
Myers, the Allied attorney.
Sharpest outbreak was a rebuke for Senator Neely at the hands of
Senator White. Irked by heckling of Witnesses attacking the bill, the
Maine Republican voiced resentment Wednesday <12), accusing colleague of bias. When Neely began inquiring why Dr. Howard M. LeSourd, dean of the Graduate School at Boston University, was Intierested in the subject of blockbooking. White sounded off with quei7,
'Am I to understand that anyone who comes here either at the solicitation of the motion picture group or with their knowledge is repudiated as a witness?' Neely scoffed fit the idea and drew retort 'You
are challenging the motives bf anyone who appears here In connection with this bill.' The author of the measure then rapped White as
'a partisan' of the Industry and 'an advocate of the opposition.'
When
they cooled down both agreed to eliminate the remarks from the official

transcript

Dr. WUbnr's Letter
Efforta to hurry the proceedings to conclusion nearly resulted in suppression of Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur's letter intimating the Motion Picture
Research Council may be satisfied with the trade practice agreement
.

Senator Neely proposed witnesses stop reading communications from
persons for or against the bill but could not prevent Senator Smith
from Offering the Wilbur letter.

$1,«M,M« Salary Sbmcs a Bibbing
Fat film salaries boomeranged. Senator -Neely sacrastically comall 06 senators'
Referring to L. B.

mented that 'one producer made more salary than
.

according to recently-disclosed treasury figures.
Mayer's seven-figure Income.

Pettljolin Defines the Femmes
.'There are two kinds of motion picture ladies: those who cooperate
In elevating the standards and those who by the very nature of their
profession are for the Neely bill,' according to Fettijohn.

Majors Disclose Their Bookmgs

an

ad-interim allowance for his services for the period beginning Oct 1,

Number of

Contracts

1937, to Sept 30, 1938.
He also allowed $588 disbursements. Donovan
had asked $95,000 for the period.

Since July 1, 1934, prior to this allowance, he had received $245,000.
Irving Trust was allowed $37,500
for the same period. It had asked
for $85,000. Prior to this allowance
it had received $155,000.

Eleanor Powell's NewM-G
Pact Prior to Personals
Hollywood, April

18.

from

High

Per

Low,

to

Company

.

Washington, April 18.
Have Our Momenta,' 6,950; "Girl on
Exhibitor complainta about being the Front Page^' 6,912; 'As Good as
forced to show films they would like Married,' 6,784; 'When Love Is
to reject were undermined by tabu- Young,' 6,725; 'Sea Spoilers,' 6,205;
lations on 1937-38 bookings offered •Breezing
Home,' 6,071; 'Mighty
the Senate Interstate Commerce sub- n-eve,' 5,997. and "Four Days' Woncommittee last week. Figures re- der' (34th), 2,315.
vealed wide variation In popularity
Colombia
of six major producers' product
'Theodora Goes Wild,' 10,298; 'PenComparative ratings, with the nies From Heaven,' 9,907; 'More Than
number of' bookings for the first 15 a Secretary,' 8,371; 'Adventure in
films and the least desirable pics, Manhattan,'
8,130;
'Devil's
Play
were:
ground,' 7,957; "Craig's Wife,' 7,653;

Metro handed Eleanor Powell a
contract pritjt to her scheduled
^th Centary-Fox
'When You're In Love,' 7,593; Devil
departure Saturday (22) for the east
'In Old Chicago,' 12,214; Thin Ice,' is Driving,' 7,476j 'North of Nome,'
on a personal tour, opening at 12,119; 'Happy Landing,' 11,941; 6,788; 'It's All Yours,' 6,779; 'Promise
Loew's State, N. Y.; April 27. She 'Heidi,'
'Rebecca,'
11,892;
11,588; to Pay,' 6,623; 'Women of Glamour,'

new

due back in June for 'Broadway 'Can't Have Everything,' 11,439; 'Life 6,214; 'Thunder in the City,' 6,190;
Melody of 1040" and 'Dancing Cored.' Begins at College,' 10,969; 'Wife, Doc- 'Man Who Lived Twice,' 6,095; 'LeChris Schonberg accompanies to tor, Nurse,' 10,943; 'Kentucky Moon- gion of Terror,'
6,986, and 'Beloved
direct music.
shine,'
"Wild and Wooly,' Vagabond' (38th), 2,006.
10,860;
'Love and Hisses,' 10,832;
10,835;
'Sally, Irene and Mary,' 10,600; 'AU
Is

'

Baba,' 10,685; '45 Fathers,' 10,633;
'Checkers,' 10,467, and 'Dinner at the
Hitz' (57th) 3,581.

Stndio Contracts

own

interest In comparatively recent
years because the contracts today,

Neely Sidelights

Hollywood,- April

Panunonnt
18.

20th-Fox renewed Alice Armand's
player ticket for one year.

'Wells Fargo,' 13,200; 'Buccaneer.'
11.352; 'Jungle Love,' 11,499; 'Souls at
Sea,' 11,224; 'Spawn of the North,'

Charles 'Vidor inked director pact
at Columbia.

11,132; 'Double or Nothing,' 11,076;
'Artists and Models,' 11,062; 'Blue-

Jane Clayton signed with Harry

Sherman at Paramount
Lana Turner's player option

beard's 8th Wife,'

"Texans,*

Named

Selznick Casting Head;

Mayo, Rettig

Shifts

Hollywood, April

Fred Schuessler
nick-International

18.

moved

in as Selzcasting director,

Rhythm,' 10,370; "Tropic filling the berth
left vacant by the
'Ebb Tide,' 10,066; resigAtion of
Charles Richards.
'Cocoanut Grove,' 10,062; 'True ConBob Mayo, formerly with
10,580; 'Dr.

lifted

10,811;

Fred Sckessler

Holiday,'

10,298;

by Metro.
ColumJane Wyman drew new player pact fession,' 10,052; 'College Swing,' 9,569; bia, took Schuessler's old job at
y would have under a selective
and 'Love on Toast' (50th), 3,947.
he maintained, but they pre- at Warners.
Paramount.
Warners signed Glen Langan as
BKO-Badlo
fer the elimination method because
Earl RetUg has succeeded Joe Col'Stage Door,' 9,567; 'Radio City luih, resigned, as casting director at
it Is the one least likely to affect stock player.
20th-Fox hoisted Florence Roberta' Revels,' 9,073; 'Life of the Party,' the Hal Roach studio. Recently Rettheir monopoly."
8,708; 'Joy of Living,' 8,679; 'Fit For tig was imit business manager on
With pUo^ing time limited by the acting option.
John Huston's scripter option taken a King,' 8,676; 'Hawaii Calls,' 8,664; 'Capt Fury.'
calendar and the clock, the indusup
by
Warners.
'Having
Wonderful Time,' 8,038;
try as a whole will not lose money,
Columbia picked up Robert Ster- 'Snow White,' 7,815; 'Carefree,' 7,588;
he said. Decreased rentals from cur:
'Mother Carey's Chickens,' 7,523; 'Antailment of bookings for shoddy films ling's player option.
RKO signed Edgar Kennedy for napolis Salute,' 7,508; 'Fight for Your 'Snow White' Billings Were
will be more than made up by the
six
more
shorts.
Lady,'
bigger return from good films.
7,479; 'Wise Girl,' 7,454; 'Go
Universal renewed Ken Gold- Chase YourseU,' 7,379; 'Sky Giant,' 7,815; Rentals, $4,000,000
Workers wUI not suffer, because independent producers will have a bet- smith's producer contract for one 7,379, and "The Hat' (46th), 845.
Metro'
t«>r chance and competition will force year.
Washington, April 18.
20th-Fox hoisted Nancy Kelly's
'Navy Blue and (Sold,' 10,873;. 'Bad
all studios to do a better job.
Figures submitted to the Neely
Man of Brimstone,' 10,784; 'Test committee listing names of films and
'The only menace to the B.g Eight option.
Metro renewed Pete Smith's pro- PUot' 10,733; 'Judge Hardy's Chil- total theatre bookings were studied
from the enactment of the Neely bill
dren,' 10,183; 'Yanks at Oxford,' 10,- with interest by representatives of
is one which those fighting the bill ducer ticket for three years.
dare not mention,' Allied pioneer
Margot Stevenson signed to a play- 123; 'Love Finds Andy Hardy.' 10,047; the distributing companies who are
Big City,' 9,998; 'Girl of the Golden attending the hearings on the procontended. "That is the opening of er contract by Warners.
the business to the competition of
Metro extended Dennis O'Keefe's West,' 9,997; 'Last Gangster,' 9,992; posed anti-blockbooking bilL
independent production. With com- pact for one year.
'Rosalie,' 9,959; "Thoroughbreds Don't
Paramount leads with 13,200 bookpulsory block booking abolisherl, ttie
Rudolph Mate, cameraman. Inked Cry,' 9,922; 'Double Wedding,' 9,862; ings for 'Wells-F^rgo,' nearly 1,000
Blg_EiAhtt.Jia-Cfaninon-with all other -foi-thrftp mnre -y.ears-4wiUi-Samuel •Ynii're On ly Young Once,' 9,835; billings ahead of the second mostindustries, will have to sell their Goldwyn.
'Firefly,' 9,720; 'Crowd Roars,' 9,802, played fihn, 'In Old Chicago' (20th),
products on their merits. An indeAnn Rutherford handed new play- and 'The Chaser" (45th), 5,455.
12,214.
pendent picture which is bettor than er pact by Metro.
trnlversal
Film rentals were not given. Of
a trust-made picture will supplant it
'Three Smart Girls,' 10,569; "My all pictures listed, 'Snow 'White' (Dis20th-Fox lianded player contract
on the screens.
The public will to Katherlne Aldrich.
Man Godfrey,' B,892; 'Magnificent ney-RKO) Is credited with the highbenefit greatly from the increased
Julius Evans signed to develop Brute,' 8,269; -Talk of the Town,' est returns, said to be verging on
Incentive to make good pictures. new acting talent at RKO.
8,257; 'Wings Over Honolulu,' 7,911; $4,000,000, domestic. This despite the
Against these considerations the efMonetta Darnell drew player i>act 'Road Back,' 7,906; 'Two In a Crowd/ total bookings to date of 7,815 the(Continued on page 27)
at 20th-Fox.
7,573; 'Flying Hostess,' 7,200; 'We atres.
tl

systein,'
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lATSE PEACE PACT
SWG

Called

a Gesture by N. Y.

Screen Writers Guild letter ot last
week to the Authors League of
America disavowing any Intention ol
withdrawing from the parent organlEaUon, Is causing considerable specucircles.
latlon In New York writer
Action Is generally viewed as a gesture, but Just what It Implies and
how far It goes Is a matter of widely

"

varied opinion.
One view Is that the disavowal

was

merely to head oft any uproar that
might develop over the ealler report
that a break with the League was
contemplated. It was also suggested
In some quarters that the entire sequence of events had the appearance

'

of shrewd tactical maneuvering by
the Coast affiliate. According to that
opinion, the Guild execs may have
tossed out the withdrawal rumor and
followed It with the letter of disavowal as a deliberate trial balloon

to test

ALA

'Resignation Talk from

sentiment within the member-

ship of the

League and

Its affiliates.

SIGNING DUE ON

Scribes

Just an Outer Circle

Would Have Been 24 Hours
Hollywood, April

18.

The much ballyhooed exclusive quarters for members of the
Inner Circle at Earl Carroll's
theatre-restaurant has proved
pretty much of a press agent's
dream. It's still serving as a
storeroom for broken chairs,
empty cases and other aban>
doned property,
'Any mention of It brings tongue-In-the-cheek .stone silence.
Inner Circle also strictly for the
scrapbook.

Par Proxy

Figlit

May

tional
\

ers,

Asof

union of

all

the opinion

'

^'

.

POWWOW

MUSICIANS'

show
is

biz performexpressed that

AGAIN P0S1P0NED

AFL

]utheir organization holds tlie
rlsdiction for writers. According to
that view, If the Guild affiliated with
the AFL, It wotild have to do so under the Four A's banner. Since the
Screen Actors Guild holds the jurisdiction over the film end of show
business, the
would have to become a subsid of the actors' branch.
That whole line of thought Is based
on the Idea of a broad Interpretation
of the word 'artistes' In the parent
group's title. Certain Four A's execs
have consistently held to the opinion
that 'artistes'
covers all artistic
Workers in show business, not merely
the performers implied In the 'actors' portion of the name.
These same Four A's heads feel,
however, that the
should welcome affiliation with SAG on the
groimd that the actors' outfit oeuld
give the scribblers much more power.
To support that argument, they point
to the fact that the writers have
made little progress toward winning
a closed show contract from the studios, whereas they might have done
BO quickly If they had been allied
closely with the actors. Existing setup under the Inter-Talent Council Is
.merely an Informal cooperative one,
with none of the members having a
call on the services of the. others.

SWG

'

SWG

STANCE

Hollywood, April'

18.

A peace pact between the lATSE
and Technicians Local 37 is scheduled for signing tomorrow (WednesSettlement was delayed 24
day).
hours because local officers of the lA
were 'tmable to contact George R
Browne, prez pf the lATSE, for his

by

I

I

D. A. PITTS'

okay. He's reported to be in Chicago;
Reported William BioS, former
lATSE head on the Coast was subStockholders poenaed for a grand jury Inquiry
Action
into the labor organization, which
Harold
is set for today (Tuesday).
Joseph Nemerov, attorney repre- Smith, lA International rep, John
senting the minority stockholders,
Gatelee, and Frank Stickling, lA
who, on Jan. 6, filed a $25,000,000 leaders, were closeted most of yesstockholder action against Paramount terday (Monday) with District At-

to such dissenters. Guild affiliation
Toward this end a proxy fight at
With the AFL might involve a ques- the annual stockholders meeting In
tion of divided loyalty. It Is doubted June Is looming.
The Paramount
that either the League or the labor answer to Ithe suit Is expected In 10
federation would permit such a situ- days.

America, the AFL-chartered Interna-

Sooner, but for Browne's
Absence in Chicago—Report Subpoena for BiofiF

Stem from $25,000,000

On the other hand, certain writers
expressed the view that the report of
a conten4>lated break with the
lieagiie was actually imfounded and
that the film scriveners' query regarding the League's attitude about Pictures, Inc., 31 officers and direcaffiliation with the AFL showed a tors, American Telephone St Telegenuine desire to get ell the back- graph, Western Electric, and Elecground on the subject Careful read- trical Research Products, Inc., stated
ing of the letter doesn't conclusively on Saturday (15) that the action will
eettle the matter either way.
be transferred from the N. Y. suDespite statements by Marc Con- preme court to the federal court It
belly, League prez, and by Lillian was pointed out that while the action
Hellman and Dashiell Hammett, claims damages to the stockholders
that
the
council
members,
Guild
in excess of $25,000,000, money damGuild could affiliate with the AFL ages Is not what is sought but the
.Without quitting the Iieague, other removal of Incompetent directors and
writers doubt .that view. According officials.

ation to arise:
Among certain officials of the
ociated Actors and Artistes

T1D.(19)

Discussions with the American
Federation of Musicians, scheduled
for

Monday

poned

(17),
Indefinitely.

have been postPat Casey, la-

bor rep of the film producer-diswho came east for the
meetings with the musicians, may
go back to the Coast meantime.
Understanding is that the musicians, whose ranks number many
unemployed members, will seek to
tributors,

Install

houses

men
and

In
In

various classes of
accordance with

policies played. There is no Indication whether the film theatres will
agree to demands.
may make.

AFM

The

musicians' union, according to
reported proposals, would call for
the use of men' in at least one downtown first run house; in all instances

where

SI Out on Whether the Film

Jury

Was Worth

Drhre

For Revenue Only

Industry heads are currently taking stock ot the full effect of
tion

Hollywood, April 18.
Merchants of Sonora, Cel., are
ihaking a bid for film troupes by
constructing a wild western
street with 22 fronts. Including

was a

a

starting

three-day

May

to

know

will rest the

celebration,

14.

want to ascertain Is whether
Improved feeling in tha trade; it
campaign developed goodwill

cials
it

the

Linda Ware's Father

among country newspaper, editors;
if It made fan magazines any haip-'

Fears a Uackie Coogan
Fate' for

Fdm Moppet

Detroit April

18.

.

'BOYS TOWN' SEQUEL
Probably Called 'Father Flanaean'

—Tracy

In

Omaha

As

cameramen.

They want

the expenditure of $1,000,000 was
On the decision probably
outcome of any similar
campaign this, year^ and the sort ot
machinery .which will be employed
to carry It- out
Among other things that top ofTi-

justified.

ELECTION

'The

the

to expectations,

or was moderate-

if

SAG OUTLAWS JUNIOR

Koad

up

terrific flop,

ly successful.

Mo-

Greatest Year cam-

determine whether

to

drive measured

hitching posts.
Chamber of Commerce alms to
attract some of the business now
going to Lone Pine, which is
cashing in on a similar street.
New layout wiU be dedicated

with

Pictures'

paign

George W. Stillwagon, father of
torney Buron Fitts, but no statement was forthcoming whether the Linda Ware, moppet recently put
grand, jury investigation would be under contract by Charles R. Rogers,
instituted guardianship proceedings
stalled. Believed, however, the hear'won't meet
ing will be recessed after a few •here last week so she
Coogan when
formalities are disposed of, if lA the same fate as Jackie
reps agree to respect the tentative he grows up.' -Stillwagon is a steel
here.
djal on restoration of autonomy to •rr ..rker in the Ford car factory
Juve actress was awarded to cusLocal 37.
Agreement negotiated by Fitts in- tody of Mrs. Anna Stillwagon, an
cludes the dropping ot all charges aunt last fall in Hollywood when
and counter-charges and petitions Rogers sought to sign her up for
before the Labor Board. Superior $150 weekly, with a possible $1,200
Stillcourt cases expected to be continued weekly within seven years.
today unless Judge Emmet 'Wilson wagon's wife died 11 years ago, he
testified, and he gave daughter into
la advised that the proposed settlement has collapsed. Washup of his brotlier's custody temporarily.
d'udge Elliott Craig, Hollywood,
NLRB cases is scheduled for tola&. October ordered half of child's
morrow.
Although no further action here eemlngs be put in trust for her
is due on the threatened walkout of future use, but Stillwagon last week
producers asked that all her earnings go Into
unless
projectionists,
agreed to negotiate demands of stu- trust with jurisdiction placed under
dio locals, Gatelee said today the Detroit court Juve, until going to
strike is still hanging fire, although Coast was a smgcr over WXYZ's
other lA spokesmen said producers children's program here.
Indicated a willingness to meet with
lA and v/ork out a solution. Parley
expected to be arranged some time
today (Tuesday).
$3,000,000 Sladio Top
COUNCIL'S
Tilt in film production costs of
more than $3,000,000 annually is forecast by major studio executives If
Hollywood, April 18.
Allithe
International
demands of
Class B election held Sunday (16)
ance of Theatrical Stage Employes to fill 17 vacancies on the Junior
are granted by the producers. The Council was declared Void by the
subseeking
locals
are
studio
lATSE
Screen Actors Guild on receipt of
stantial wage adjustments, shorter legar advice that balloting was inhours, and a six-hour minimum work valid because a quorum of 20% memCost of increasing the mini- bership was not present in complicall.
hours
is
three
from
work
call
mum
ance with Guild bylaws.
estimated at $2,000,000,- with figure at
Less than 12% of membership
Metro alone placed at $250,000.
voted. Junior Guild leaders said the
International Photographers Local small
vote Indicated lack of sym'650 is demanding jurisdiction over pathy
with present policies and redepartphotographic
employes
of
all
sultant passive interest In election.
ments and 44-hour week with the

two-a-day attractions are
played and in houses where the. seating capacity reaches a stipulated figure, or when the admission scale is
same pay now received for 54 hours.
at a price to be agreed upon.
This move would invalidate pact between the producers and American
Society of Cinematographers which
to Rome'
Reviye
is now ready for inking.
ASC now has control of directors
Gable-Loy Starrer of photography or first cameramen,
but Local 659 has. demanded all
camera
film production and process
Hollywood, April 18.
Road to Rome,' on the shelf work be supervised by one Of its

the $l,OdO,(li;

FmdingsWiU Determine 'MBaUy

pier; and, most of all, if such a large
outlay of coin Is sensible considering the feeling stirred up among
independent exhibitors over the Movie ^ulz contest
Alleged slight ot country publishers may have already reacted this
year in state legislatures and In
Congress, with a record number of
bills aimed at the picture Industry
introduced In state lieglslative sessions.
Action of Congress on tha
Neely measure and other anti-film
legislation also
will be
watched
closely because of known Infiuence
of these country editors with political leaders in their districts.
Proponents of the Greatest Picture Year drive feel that It halted
a skidding' boxoCflce and turned
newspaper blasts Into puff editorials
and a more constructive handling
of film news.
However, many of
these now claim that the
drive
would have been just as efTective
without the Movie Quiz contestpossibly, even, a lot more successful.
Despite this, they believe that
such a contest proved a concrete
means of checking whether the advertising In newspapers was being

read.

On

the other hand, old-line exview the results cooly.

hibitors

They realize that there always Is
a summer slump and that Invariably
the new product placed on the market In the fall. Is probably the best
of the season. Hence, they fail to
see where the campaign bolstered
the boxofllce take to any material

extent

Independent exhibitors and
were Inclined to regard
the campaign as merely contributing
to a better condition In the Industry.

distributors

Made "Em QuaUty-Conseions
One outstanding flaw of tha
'Greatest
cited .by

Picture Year'

some

exhibs,

drive,

was that

as
It

collectively called attention to motion pictures and made cinema au-

diences quality-conscious, even adding to the number of self-appointed
in theatres.
They contend
that the campaign focused attention
on product and that this was unfavorable when pictures were bad.
When the fans' ran into a poor film,
they were inclined to tab all pictures as 'punk' because of the tag,
'motion pictures are your greatest
critics

entertainment.

Omaha, April

18.

Spencer Tracy will appear once
more as Father Flanagan when
Metro produces a sequel to 'Boys

Examples of this were the booing
of the screen sign calling attention
to the drive in some houses.
The

Quiz Contest did not react favorTown,', It was revealed here follow- ably with a number of exhibitors.
ing a conference between Msgr. E. J. One exhibitor told his patrons that
he
was selling entertalnmerft and
Flanagan and Tracy. The picture,
which will probably be called continued stressing his pictures. He
offered Quiz booklets, if asked for
'Father Flanagan,' may go before the
them,
but emphasized his motto that
cameras in September It was talked
he did not seek business via that
here that the plot might be about
one or more of the boys after they medium but strictly from the entertainment standpoint.
leave the home.
Some in the trade felt that it was
will be tilted from 91c. an hour to
Tracy stopped here en route to
sal to handle stories for the' H.Tr.v $1: lamp operators from $1.21 to $1.28 New York, from where he plans to unfortunate that the drive called atan hour; laborers from 82',-ic. to 91c. leave for a short vacation In Europe. tention to the weakie pictures reEdington unit
"
propelectricians
and
and
pi;
an
hour,
producing
four
Dieterle's 'Hunchback'
.n
is
E
leased during the campaign.
Fact
erty men from $1.21 to $1.41 an hour,
that some fiat screen subjects were
annually for U.
'
-/wood, April 18.
same pay now received by best boy.
included in the contest also did not
William Dieterle, borrowel frc >
Damrosch's Pic
Laboratory Technicians Local 683
help, they claimed.
Fuzzy Goes Mustang
Wa.;ni-.-s, gets
>
directing '-') on
Hollywood,
April
18.
is demanding 44-hour week for foreAn aftermath of the campaign, In
remahe of The Hunchback of Notre
Hollywood, April 18.
men, with same pay they now reDr. Walter Damrosch makes his the opinion of certain exhibs. was
Dame,' RKO's most ambitious picture
Universal has signed Fuzzy Knight
ceive for 60 hours. Scale now ranges
crecn debut in 'The Star Maker' at that it made critics of film audience
tot the 1939-40 program.
for sex-en westerns.
Demandr
week.
from
to
$108
a
$00
Paramount.
members wherens before they went
Teams with John Mack Brown and
Shooting starts In September, with
to the theat'''' *'> be entertained.
'Veteran conductor plays himself.
(Continued on page 23)
Pandro Berman producing.
Bob Baker.
several years, is being dusted off by
Metro as a co-starrer for Clark Gable
and Myrna'Loy.
Shooting starts as soon as' Gable
April
18.
Hollywood,
nnishes 'Gone With the Wind." ProWarners loaned Olivia de Havil- ducer IS Joseph Mankiewicz.
Jand to Samuel Goldwyn to share the
lead with David Niven In 'Raffles,'
Doran Joins Edington
recently scrljjted by John Balderston.
Miss de Havilland reports as soon
Hollywood, April 18.
as she finishes 'Gone With the Wind."
D. A. Doran i hacked in at tJi.'.\

Oliyia for Itaffles'

first

Wage titlt also is asked for various classifications in Sound Technicians Local 695, with a 44-hour
week for all members who have been
working on 54 and 60-hour producOther members altion schedules.
ready are working on 36-hour basis.
If demands of Technicians Local
37 are granted, pay of nurserymen
'

Bow

•

.
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BATTLING STOVER

Vape

Craven «f FCC

as to

When

sum's lAwyer SUII Objcetlng
RKO Reorg Meret

Practical Televeion Will Arrive
stating that televiflon

now

Is

development

(public

Too Good

Just

going into the second phase of

its

and

service

Hollywood, April

adoption by the public on a limited
scale), the television committee of
the Federal Coinmunications Commission, conferring with television
company representatives last week
In New York, would not estimate

when commercial

television

which

it

18.

Stevenson as femme lead in
Samuel Cioldwyn's 'Music School,'
starring Jascha Heifetz.
Explanation was- that Miss
Stevenson's perfect diction did
not fit the character.

would

VISIO ACTORS'

would be introduced to the
number of sets.
A. M. Craven,
T.

mately $18,000 each to

UNIONIZATION

chairman of the committee, refused
to admit that commercial television
U.

S.,

or

when, merely observing, 'Who can
say when

LEFT OPEN

will arrive?'
Asked about the jurisdiction the
.FCC would have over television in
the theatre, under the existing eX'
perlmental settap, Commander Cra<
ven, at a press conference at the
it

Question of jurisdiction over telethe vision is being side-stepped by the
where
hotel,
FCCltes stayed whUe in N. Y., an^ Associated Actors and Artistes of
swered only indirectly and not for Anverica,
parent
AFL-chartered
the Commission. He Indicated that union of -4ll show business performthe FCC authority was extended, ers. Such representation is claimed
only to the television transmitters, by Equity, American Federation of
'It was pointed out to hhn that showRadio Artists and Screen Actors
ing television in theatres at present
Guild, all Fout A's subsids, but the
ostensibly would be placing a lab
governing body will not make any
oratory process into theatres opuntil
develop-

.

what steps the Government

as to

would

take

to

from becoming a

prevent television
patent' monopoly,

Television
programs, employing
motion pictures and picked up by
sets in theatres this week brought'
Up the question if film companies
owning the production would not
.

on payments from .any stich
cinemas. Dumont telecast programs
wlU carry Paramotmt film trailers
and possibly newsreels clips, while
NBC may use RKO-Pathe news and
flhn releases. RKO has a print
of a two-reel television version of
•Gunga Pin' in New York at the
present time. .It is likely that it will
be sent out over RCA-ISC test programs, when regular telecasting begins at the end of this month.
The
two-reel sijbject is
virtually the full 'Gunga Din* footage edited down, to two reels, with
«loseups covering the story for the
insist

KKO

.

RKO

most part

The FCC

television

committee

is

looking into the matter of channels

be made available for television broadcasters, trying to decide
if the Radio Mfrs. Ass'n standards
should be offidally adopted for the
whole country, and seeking a clearer
understanding on the television

.that will

Conunsnder Craven described
the visits to New York (four days),
Philadelphia and Schenectady as 'a
co-operative endeavor between the
Government and private enterprises
in planning the development of
field.

new

art'

ment

clarifies

sw^

-

Appeals.

BRIT. EXHIBS'

television

govern the situation, but is permitting employers to set their own
scale
Although Equity, made a strenuous

JITTERS OVER
TELEVISION
London, April 8,
Gaumont-British is putting Baird
visio

equipment

into 10 of its

18.

doing
He tells me he likes the town and its people and his job^
which, after all, is all a feller has -to do to be happy. His big boss is Bob
O'Donnellr—and many a week me and Aggie played for him at the old
Harlem Opera House, and now he Is running the works for Mr. HoblitcelKt
and he certainly has a great organization. Bergmaii had me meet all of
'em. There was' Eddie Collins who manages the Majestic at San -Antonio^
and brother that is some theatre. It's as pretty a place as you've ever leea
and when I walked in there I thought I was in Radio City. It's a first run
house and also a fine run bouse. Then I met Homer Le Temps who ruDs
the Aztec, another grand house, and he siiowed me around tiie place, an|
it made me feel kinda foolish with my little breakaway in Coolacres^ Then
I met Lynn Krueger who manages the Helloydale theatre and what a grani
guy be Is. It's a siAurban house but run like a city place. Then \ met
LeRoy Handley, Eddie Collins' assistant at the Majestic, who. also Imowt
what the show business is all about Hien I had the pleasure of meeting
Miss Mary liOuise Wallsiser who writes a column for the News and.ii
really a great newspaperwoman. She remembered o\xt act and told me
about an interview I gave her almost word for word and when you con«
slder that she Is a pretty busy little lady who has been in Hollywood in>
tervlewing stars and can still recall a little guy like me that she hasn't
seen in 10' years, I think it shows she Is plenty good as a newspaperwoman.
Our host for the few days in San Antonio was Bill O'Donnell, the brother
of Bob, and it just goes to show you that a family can have two great guys
in it Bill is the city manager of the Inter-State at San Antonio and it
married to Madeline Foy, one of the Foy kids, and she is raising an O'Don*
nell-Foy gal that is a pip. Well, you can see that Aggie, Abner and me
had some time in San Antonio ...
But what I'm trying to tell you is how I come to be down Kere in Mexico
City. Abner got to talking and before I knew it he was telling me that
we are so close to Mexico City that we ought to go down there and maybe
we would pick up an idea to bring back ^ith us to the Fair. Not knowing
much about geography I said, okay; that is Aggie sed okay and I just
nodded my head. Come to find out it's over a 1,000 miles from San Antonio
but Abner didn't say anything about that. .all he said is that he Imew
a lot of people down there and everything would be okay. Well I will say
this for the guy, he spoke Spanish- to the Mexicans on our way down ana
we.nearly got what we ordered which I think is close enough. 'Where the
guy\ever picked it up I don't know because he's »>sort of a closed-mouth
guy (except when he's gabbing. Before we knew it we landed in Mexico
City. He dianged some of my American dough and got us five bucks for
one which made him smart 'with Aggie right away. Aggie was for getting
all our dough changed and living here as she figtires we couldn't make tliat
kind of money at the N. Y. Fair.
Well, I haven't had much chance to look around yet, so will write you
next wedc how we're doing here. We are going to see a bull fight and
some shows... and are going to meet some of Abner's friends. We may
have to go to visit the jails to do it but one thing I will say for the guy-»
he's okay so far; any guy that can get you five bucks for-one is either smart
or crooked.
Will have to stop for now as Aggie and Jr. are out on a shopping tour
and she's spending dough like it was slugs or sometbin. Best to my American friends and don't be surprised if I come back weisring a sombrero. 8EZ

Judge Bondy on Monday (17 X gave
Stim imtil May 15 to file his record
on appeal with the Circuit Court of

ment for such work. According to
Four A's execs, however, the regular
network fee for television assignments is $25 for a non-makeup performance and $50 for a makeup one.
Four A's has made no regulations to

City, April

u

equity in the proceedings.

Broadcasting companies have been
using performers for occasional experlmentail shows and programs, and
there have been claims' of non-pay-

Laurie, Jr.

We

M. H. Aylesworth is an Atlas man
«nd kept them Informed, for pay, of
RKO proceedings; and that all the
proponents have forfeited their

the situation,

Abnor s $5 Mex for Each $1 U. S.
Mexico

'

decision

Mexico

Well, I luppoie you'ra surprised to see that I am in Mexico City instead
of beins on my way to New York. I really can't tell you how it happened
were riding along nice and happv
except that it's all Abner's fault
and enjoying ourselves very much, if you can call looking at cactus and
desert in Arizona and New Mexico enjoying yourself; but in a way H
large country we have to put traudeville back in If tt
showied what
should ever come back. Well, we arrived in San Antonio, Texas, which
you know is a swell city, and I renewed old acquaintances with a swell
gang of guys. First w« met Henry Bergman and his swell wife, Gladys
Clark—you remember them when they were headliners in vaudeville. WelL
Bergman is now working in San Antonio for the Inter-State Circuit and ia

.

erated for profit He Indicated that
picking up such a program was
responsibillfy of the person or •firm
operating the transmitter and that
cinemas would be accountable to
that party.
Craven had been informed that
B&'rd Television screen might be Instelled in one or more Broadway
theatres, and
that other
picture
houses were contemplating installation of television sets in their lobbies when regular television broad
casts start hext April 30.
Dnoks Bnlldop Queries
Commander Craven had no comment other than that of refusing, to
take responsibility for past glowing
publicity stories when asked if he
believed bullish publicity oh tele
vision was desirable as a public
service and necessity at the present
'time.
He claimed that his committee-had nothing to do with patents
and consequently could' not answer

ttt

Dear Joe:

RCA and Leh-

ihent' Is void, violating Section 6(9 of
the rules of Civil Procedure; that
7/12ths of RCA's claim has been assigned to Atlas; that Atlas has no
standing in the proceedings; that

Ambassador

Jump

By Joo

which he had recited heretofore.
These are that the 'deposit a^ee-

Commander

five years off in the

(jty;

mann Bros.
Stover had attempted to block the
rights of these persons to file the
claims on the grounds that they were
guilty of laches, In that they had filed
no claims in the reorganization at all,
and hence had no standing in the
proceedings. In this he was overruled by Judge William Bondy. He
is now attempting to block payment
for the same reasons, plus others

public via limited

was

Lefty Breaks the

filed objections to the granting of
general creditor claims of approxi-

Andrea Leeds r^laced Margot

However,
arrive In this country.
they believed the initial phase of
technical development was about to
be supplanted by a secondary one in

to

John S. Stover, attorney for Ernest W.. Stim, RKO class 'A' stockholder, continued his battle against
the proponents of the plan of reorganization in the Federal court in
N. Y. when on 'Wednesday (12) he

-

.

key

houses at this time, making a round
dozen in all. Aside from Marble
Arch Pavilion and Tatler, which
claim for
television
jurisdiction were installed some time back, big
some months ago, the legit branch screen is going into' the Gaumont,
and New
is not figured Ukely to be favored New Gallery, Dominion
by the Four A's board when the 'Victoria in the center belt, as well
question of visio representation final- as five big halls in uptown sectors.
ly comes up for consideration. Con- Composite capacity of the lot is well
trary to Equity's claim, there is noth- beyond 25,000 seats.
Picture people meanwhile went
ing applicable to television in the
association's charter, nor is there into their first huddle on the situwhen dlstribs
specific reference to it in the Four ation, this-, week,
A's charter or constitution, as the (Kinematograph Renters 'Society)
doctunents were drawn up long be- acceptedinvitation of Cinematograph
Exhibitors Ass'n for • joint powfore visio was even thou^t ol
Idea of the Four A's heads is that wow. No conclusive decision was
Your pal,
the parent body will retain jurisdic- reached beyond a general impression
Le/ty.
tion over television until such lime the best interests of both would be
P. S,—Jerry Doyle sez, "A dog that will bring a bone will carry one."
as the new. medium takes a definite served by a joint front All memslant in the direction of one of the bers of C,E.A. television committee
existing forms of show biz.
One and heads of most major distrib exhibs should have the rights to re.

.

and exchanged gener^ produce any televised public event.
on many angles of mutual 'We should also, I think,' concluded
Metcalfe, 'combine together to preExhib viewpoint was nicely put in vent use of films, apparatus and ara statement from C.EA. ex-presldent tists concerned in making of movies
Charles Metcalfe the other day, for television. If they like to .crewhen he --handed out a soothing ate their own artists and apparatus,
powder to those who have gotten that is all right, but we should be
LE
PAIR
into a state, of jitters over visio. very shortsighted to allow them to
There are many practical snags use the amenities our capital, has
presently standing between the aims created—even our newsreels.'
of commercial interests boosting big
Last sentiment was a crack against
screen and their, fulfillment, he says, GB and Movietone, who hire out
Hollywood, April 18.
and outside this city there's no fear current reels to BBC.
Mei-vyn LeRoy set May 15 as the of. any expansion in the current
starting d^te for two of his Metro year.

vague idea is that if a telecast originates at a studio with live perforiners it would lie within AFRA jurisdiction, whereas if a film were used
SAG would have representation.

units sat in

Day

at the Circus'

Power

supply,

not the least of
Lee's Television
these problems, and it is anticipated
Marx Bros, cavort in 'Circus' and theatres may require up to 6,000
Mickey Rooney shares tops with volts of current to operate their
Hollywood, April 18.
Judy Garland in 'Babes.'
equipment against the maximum
Don Lee network put papers in
of 400 volts they can get at this time escrow for. purchase of a 20-acre
Re'quisite structural alterations to site
on the Mack Sennett estate in
'ANGELA' IN
buildings, and approval of licensing the Hollywood
hills.
Hollywood, April 18.
authorities thereto, would also deCompany plans erection of a teleSinclair Lewis has set. Sept 1 as mand some
thought, and outside of casting station on the 1,700-foot
the starting. date for his play, 'An- that is the wide
question of B.B.C. height to be renamed Lee Peak. gela Is 22,' to be produced in col- being physicaUy
able to relay its
laboration with Lester Cowan.
programs to all parts of the U.K.
Release outlet not yet set.-^
Corporation,
Metcalfe
declared
Vince Hart
East
was budgeted to spend only $750,
'Vincent G. Hart for years with the
Case and Thad H. Browi£ Commis- 000 more on visio this year, which" Production Code Administration didid not indicate any .probable serisioner George Henry Payne joined
vision
of
the
Hays
office,
is
back at
them in New York the following day ous advance.
Warning exhibs against any stupid the New York office after three
(Wednesday). Craven declared here
months with the PCA under Joseph
that their report will be made to the attempt at retarding developments, I. Breen
on
the
Coast
whole commission as soon as pos- he claimed film Interests had a right
Hart is scheduled to remain with
to expect fair treatment from the
sible.
the PCA division in N. Y.
Among tbe group consulted with government Postmaster - General,
here were Philo T. Farnsworth v.p. he argued, when advocating a charFAIB PHOTOGS
of the Farnsworth corporation;
A. ter for the B.B.C. gave an underNicholas, pre?, and W. M. Grlmditch, taking the Corp. would never interAlbany, April 18.
Ph.ilco's v.p. in charge of engineer- fere with the entertainment biz; but
Official Motion Picture Producers,
at this time he knew legit and va- Inc., has been chartered to carry on
ing.
Purpose of the visit, aside from the riety interests were sore about motion picture activities at the N. Y.
more intimate view of what is being broadcasts- -of^- variety shows, and he World's Fair. Corporation has the
done in visio, it was said here, was advocated C.E.A. should come into concession as official photographers
to get the idea of the manufacturers line with them to prevent such pro
of all pictures to be shot at the fair.
on standardization of equipment with grams being picked up for the ether.
Principal factors are Edward Ruan eye to issuing general visio transFurther, they should fight to pre- binstein, of Ruby Camera Exchange,
mission tickets shortly.
vent any monopoly of visio, and all and Leslie Wlnlck.

and 'Babes in Arms.'

N. Y.

WORLD'S FAIR BLDG.

concern.

ROY STARTS
NEXT MONTH AT M4:

productions, 'A

RCA TELEVISING

views

S^.

is

Moimt

Dedication of Radio Corp. of
America building .at the New York
World's Fair tomorrow (Thursday)
will be covered by television ior the
benefiit. of reporters remaining in

New York

City.
They will view
ceremonies on receivers in the RCA
Building, Radio City, ceremonies being telecast from exposition. grounds
transmitter

RCA-NBC
on top of
the Empire. State Bldg., from which
actual sight-sound broadcast wiU go
out over metropolitan area'.
In announcing plans for opening
the RCA Exposition Bldg., it was
pointed out that television would play
an important part in the exhibit, including Hall of Television, Television
to

.

Back

lab, television

,

camera, model trans-

mitter and other telecast material
Besides dedicating the RCA Bld^s.
at the exposition, the same day HGA
Mfg. Co. will demonstrate its new
stock model television receivers to
dealers in New York for the first
time.

,

F.C.C.'s Pfallly 0.0.

Three

Philadelphia, April 18.
members of the FCC were in

Philly

last Tuesday (11) to gain
first-hand knowledge of tiie
television industry. They inspected
the plants of Philco and RCA- Victor and the research laboratories of

some

Farnsworth. Following the 0.0. tour
of each place, they sat down with
officials of the organizations for any.where from an hour- to two hours to
discuss In general the problems of
the budding industry. They also
viewed an exhibition of each company's process.
The comniissioners .who were in
Philly comprise the television com"
mittee of the FCC, They were T.
M. Craven, chairman; Norman

,

R

OmCIAI

Lamarr with Robt. Taylor
HoUyw

April

18.

Basil Rathbone leads the supporting cast in' the Hedy Lamarr-Robert
't j-starrer,
'The Lady of the

Taylor

Tropics,' at Metro.
Picture is slated to roll next
with Jack Conway directing.

week

VISIO Releasing otttfit
p. A. Powers and Jacques Kopfstcin have formed the Television
Holding Co. to acquire television
rights to shorts and feature pictures
company plans to supply 5*

New

mm.
basis.

prints to telecasters

on

rental
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Quebec's Additional Censor Costs
Montreal, April

raise salaries of Individual

.

members

of the board.
The biunup is that present Board of Censors has been unusually
tough on product In addition to ban on 'Devil's Island' and major operation ordered on 'Wuthering Heights,' censors have recently banned
'Angels With Dirty Faces,' "King of the Underworld' and several other
productiohs.
Unconfirmed, reports here are to the effect that Premier Duplessis is
seriously considering a change in the setup of the Board of Censors.
Dental surgeon from Three Rivers, the premier's home town, is being
talked of as an addition to the board, possibly replacing one of the
.

officials.

The new tax on distribs has been opposed by members of the Legislature on the groimds that a public, office of that kind should not be
dependent upon fees from the film Industry, but it is not likely that
Dupl^is will be dissuaded from his' decision.

Two

SABBATH

Pi'S

at

U

for Boyer

Hollywood, April

MOVE; Wises

ANnw
PhUadelphla, April

.

.

.

.

Group Theatre's N. Y. Film Prod

18.

Film exchanges face additional taxation through enactment of a
provincial statute whereby the entire cost of the upkeep of the Board
pf Censors of the Province of Quebec is to be borne by distributors.
Currently a fee of $3 per reel is paid to the Board of Censors for
banning or mutilating product Understood that Board of Censors gets
from $25,000 to $35,000 a year In fees, keephig the board operations in
the black. Additional taxation would boost revenues by $10,000 an>
nually, which would not put any distribs out of business, but would

18.

IE'

Surprise measure to rei>eal Sab'
bath films in Pennsy was Introduced
In the legislature In Harrisburg last
week to add to the troubles of ah
Industry already deluged under the
biggest hopperful ofr sniping legiS'
lation here In its history.- Well over
a score of bills, many of them
vitally affecting the film biz have
been Introduced this session.
The Sunday law repealer was introduced by Representative Herbert

O. Gates, Armstrong coun^ Repub'
iican. Although the measure has no
outright
Administration
backing,
Gov. Arthur H. James is known to
be not unfriendly to such an act,
Conservative and a dry, considerable
liberal'legislatloh passed during the
recent Earle administration, has been
under fire since James took office.
Another measure dropped In the
hopper the previous week demands
theatre divorcement in Pennsy. It

'Lincoln'

Is

an

Up
as

to $275,000

Much

as $400,000

Metro

Hugh Harmon, runs seven minutes.

A

vital factor In the Playwrights'

Co.'s' injunction suit to

Century-Fox

from

'infringing'

on

'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' with the
•Young Mr. Lincoln' film is the per
centage contract umder which Robert E. Sherwood's current play was
sold to RKO. Under the terms ol
that sale, the- price will vary according to the gross earned by the pic-

important however.

One

is

that

sbme rival picture company might
buy the rights to E. P. Conkle's 'Pro.
logue to Glory,' the play about Lin'
coin's youth which received enthusiastic reviews when produced by the

culating its 'Salary Directory.'
council after the latter had criticized
The v.p. of Rudolph Wurl tzer.Co. the deal.
relating to projecwas listed as receiving $60,000 a year.
Democracy Ansle to 'Abe'
rooms (Representative Boyd's),
He claimed that this amount was
As has been stated, Sherwood and
exaggerated, and that the publication the Playwrights' have consented to
constituted an invasion of his pri- take the risk involved merely with

circuit.)

Two measures

vacy.
Wurlitzer also claimed 1 'r
name was used for commercial pur-,
poses without his consent He seelcs
damages.
Only measure that really has ex- $50,000
hlbs worried is the 4% tax bill pending.
With the state's revenues well
.

out of kilter, the legislature is
searching lor anything to grab coin.

Schwarzwald on

U

B's;

Gross Boss of Caters
More Divorcement

-

Milwaukee, April 18.
Hollywood, April 18.
Divorcement and chain tax bills
Milton Schwarzwald, shorts prpmade their appearance in the ducer for Universal in the east,
ro-^*
Wisconsin legislature. The divorce- checked in at the studio here to take
ment measure, which follows the charge of 'B' product
Beneral lines of the Allied-sponsored
Jack Gross, former western head
bills to prevent
producers and/or of RKO theatres, joins U this week,
distributors from owning or operatin charge of western and action pro-

ing theatres in a given state, provides for fines up to $10,000 for violation.
A similar mieasure failed of
passage In the 1937 legislative session. The chain tax bill provides an
occupational tax of $5 per theatre
for chains of five houses and less;
$10 per theatre for chains of more

ductions.

than five houses but less than 11.
within and without the state, the fee
graduated up to $100 for each theatre in chains of more than 800
theatres.

the Idea

ture

works out and

quiint

.

the idea of spreading Lincoln's inspiring words about democracy to
the wider audience reached by the
screen than the stage. Major factor
in Sherwood's decision was his recent South American vacation, during which he sqw widespread indications of world unrest and Fascist
efforts to

undermine democracy

in

the Latin American countries.
'Abe' deal was the first one ever
made on the basis of a percentage
o't
the film's profits.
Since then,
George S. Kaufman-Moss Hart's "The
American Way' has also been sold to
on the same basis for an estimated $250,000. Philip Barry's 'The
Philadelphia Story' has also been
sold on a percentage basis, but that
was In advance of its legit production. Katharine Hepburn, who plays
the lead In the stage version. Is the
purchaser, apparently with the idea
of transferring her title with the understanding she repeat her part in
the film.
In general, however, picture com-

Production would be
budgeted around- $300,000 or $400,000,
with outside finiancing used.
An

PLAN COMES

.

entry of film financing Into legit prO'

by Clifford (Tdets
Shaw would be used, but it
would have to be something suited
to and written expressly for the flhn
medium.
Neither Odets (who is currently in
Mexico, working pn a new play) nor
Shaw has an idea for the screenplay.
Shaw, whose 'Gentle People' Is a
current Group hit and whose "The

duction will be considered tomorrow

Quiet City'

original screenplay

or Irwin

UP TODAY

ture version of 'Abe.' Therefore, if
20th's 'Yoimg Lincoln' does damage
the 'Abe' film, as the suit dlleges it
may, Sherwooid and his fellow-Playwrights would stand to lose consider,

'

.

set so
is to see how the. vento chart subsepolicies accordingly.
Main
consideration will be whether the
picture activities interfere with the
outfit's legit undertakings.
Since the
Group is primarily devoted to the
stage, no work in any other medium
will be allowed to interfere.
Plan as worked out so far calls
for the Group to produce one picfar,

H'WOOD-LEGIT Paramount

.

OVER SALARY
SUCKER USTINGS

jectionist.

With plans only tentatively

ture of feature length at the Eastern Service Studios, Astoria, Long
Island, probably releasing through

prevent 20th

Due

would require an opei;ator for each
machine in a booth, and the other
demands that all inspectors of prolection rooms must' have had at
least- 10 years' experience as a pro-

release.

It took Gray seven years to
write it Cartoon, produced by

IDEA

Discussion concerning a perma Federal Theatre in New York last
nent partnership between Par and season. But because of the extraJ. H. Cooper to cover the. Nebraska ordinary notice aroused by the sucand Colorado houses is proceeding cess of 'Abe' and Raymond Massey's
satisfactorily, with probabili^ such performance, the Sherwood play is
was introduced by Representative a partnership will be set shortly.
regarded as the most likely material
Alvin H. Hocke, of York. Still anfor a popular film.
other introduced by Representative
It has .been pointed out that by
Robert Boyd; of Phllly, requires all
permitting release of the film verfilm houses. of BOO seats or more or SUIT
sion of 'Abe' before the stage play
with 10 feet back of the proscenium
has run its course in Ne^ York and
to have an asbestos curtain and a
on the road, the Playwrights are
risking a huge loss. Tliat is figured
switchboard, controlling all lights,
within four feet of the curtain conon the theory that the film may drasAs had been anticipated, publica tically shorten the play's run. That
trol. Licensed attendant to take care
tion of U. S. tax figures and salaries would
of the purtain and lights would be
not only lose all the grosses
is proving one of greatest sucker
from those prospective weeks of runrequired to be on duty at all times.
lists in the world.
This is seen in ning time, but would fail to give the
Representatives Thomas H. Allen
and Thomas B. Van Bele, of Philly, the suit brought by Rembert B. picture the hypo thiit is deemed to
have introduced an act prohibiting Wurlitzer, the organ man, with Su- result from a long legit run. The
preme Court. Justice Isidor Wasser- producers would therefore stand to
theatres from charging more on
vogel in N. Y. last week granting a lose coming and goin<; if the picture
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays
temporary restraining order against kills the play. That was what Sherthan they do during the week.
<Wamer Bros, here recently put Universal Syndicate, ordering the wood had in mind when he recently
such a regulation into effect In their company to halt publishing and cir- explained the sale to the .Equity

tion

End

Legit

.

NEW

-

'

Hollywood, April 16.
Thomas Gray's classic poem,
Written in a Country
Churchyard,' Is almost ready to
hit the screen as a cartoon for
'Elery

and Even

Cramps

Group Theatre's contemplated entry into film prpduction will be on
a more or less experimental basis;

Example,

Where $225,000 Minimum
for Screen Rights May Go

.

for renewal discussion this summer.
Trendie, in charge of the Detroit
string for Paramount and in on a
salary and percentage, made his deal
originally with the Par trustees.

If It

Time Rushes By

.

18.

Plans; Nix

AND THILA.'

Charles Boyer gets the co-starring
spot with Irene Dunne in "The fAodCinderella' at Universal, causing shift in the studio's shooting
able.
schedule.
'Cinderella' moves ahead
Although announcements of the
of Deanna Durbln's "First Love,'' In
which Boyer is also slated to appear, 'Abe' picture sale to RKO mentioned
a price of $275,000, -that was an esMeanwhile, Miss Durbln goes Into timated figure.' The actual mini'
'After Schooldays,'
imder Henry mum was $225,000 advance, plus
Kbster's direction.
Both films roll a sliding scale of percentages based
within two weeks.
on the picture's gross. Understood
the added $50,000 is based oh an expected gross of about $1,500,000 from
the film However, if the screen ver
Trendle, Cooper
sion were to prove an exceptionally
powerful grosser, say as high as
Par Partnership
$2,000,000 or more, the sale price due
the Playwrights might come to up'
Renewals
Soon wards of $400,000. No such figure
has ever been realized from a piC'
ture sale of a legit play.
The George Trendle-Paramouht
There are a number of other eledeal covering the United Detroit
ments In the deal that might prove
chain of houses, is due to come up

em

T

Latest draft of the plan for

re'

is

being given experi-

mental performances, is now working on the adaptation of 'Bricks
Although Without Straw' for Paramount and

afternoon (Wednesday) by the Dra'

Guild

mstlsts

council.

Sidney B. Fleischer, Guild attorney then intends writing a couple of
and negotiator of picture sales, is ncvcls.
About two dozen members of the
recovering from an appendectomy
and will not attend the meeting, the organization will be talcen away afcouncil will give the document a ter 'Gentle People' closes at the
Belasco
and 'Awolce and Sing' conreach
tentative lookover. Group may
a .final decision after Fleischer has cludes at the Windsor. With Franreturned and explained the legal chot Tone due on the Coast early in
June,
'People',
is expected just about
involved.
points
Robert E. Sherwood, Guild prez, to finish out the season. Group's
has looked over the draft, known two experimental showt, 'Heart in
as the Wharton-Wilk plan, and will the Highlands' and 'Quiet City' are
express his attitude when he pre- not expected to have such a strong
sents it to the coimcll. He sails Frl draw.
Group's policies are decided by
day (21) for London and will begone
several months, but it is emphasized Harold Clurman, director, and a
that the council's final decision on board elected by the members. Board
currently includes' Roman Bohnen,
thr matter need not await his return
Only thing now standing in the Morris Camovsky, Luther Adler,
way of an Immediate answer appears Elia Kazan and Sanford Melsner, If
to be Fleischer's unexpected opera- one board member votes with Clurtion.
Even so. It is questioned man their decision stands, but a
whether -the council will act pre- unanimous vote of the five board
cipitously on a matter of such vital members overrules the director.
There. are about 16 regular memImportance to the dramatists.
Meanwhile, the picture companies bers of the Group, all of whom are
appear to t>e confident that the agree- on regular annual salaries regardment will go through and Sherwood less of whether or not they are in
himself predicted at the Guild mem- shows or what parts they have. Salttership meeting last fall that the aries vary for different Individuals
matter was virtually certain to be and all are set by the board. All
settled shortly.
Certain revisions are abo^ 2 the Equity minimum, but
have been made In the plan since none would be rated star salaries
commercial
managements.
then by Luise SiUcox, Guild repre. urder
actors
sentative; Jacob Wilk of Warners, There are 8t>out six other
J.
Robert Rubin of Metro, and closely associated with the Group,
ExperiFleischer, but in general the plan but not regular members.
productions are financed by
still
involves setting an arbitrary mental
the Group, but outside backing Is
price on the screen rights of lejglt
used for the others.
plays, based on a percentage of the
Besides Odets and Shaw, the
stage run and involving guarantees
Group's playwrights include John
of not interrupting the Broadway
(it Is expected)
engagement while it Is still profit- Howard Lawson and
William Saroyan, author of 'Highable.
lands.'
Lawson is currently on the
Just what the immediate effect of
Coast revising a script for fall propassage of the plan would be Is unduction by the outfit. Waldo Frank,
certain. Certain studio execs appear
a novelist is likewise working bn a
to' believe that there will be a sudplay, his first while the organization
den spurt in production and it is
likewise hopes to receive plays from
known that all the major companies Ramon Naya and Tennessee Wilare studying scripts and readying
liams, who were uncovered through
plans. But.whethei: any productions
the recent drama writing contest
will actually be launched this sea.

.

'

son and how many are likely to result next season cannot be accurately
gauged.
panics have always refused to make
buys on a percentage of the gross.
In that connection, it is significant
that the 'Abe' and 'Way' purchases

RKO

were made bythrough its
unit producing setup of Max Gordon
Plays and Pictures Corp.

RKO

Gordon

Starts with

on

18.

Pivar's First Roll

RKO

checks in at
to start preliminary work
the film version of his Broadway

week

Tlie American Way,'
which will star Fredrlc March and
production,

Florence Eldrldge in their original
roles.

Stager Is the first of two Manhattan hits to be screened,
Other is

Abe

Lincoln in

Illinois.'

Sails Friday

BKO

Hollywood, April

Max Gordon
next

Sam Sax

Sam Sax. head of the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studios, arr-ived from the
Coast Monday (17) after a series of
conferences with H. M. Warner, Jack
L. Warner and Hal B, Wallis.
Sax sails Friday (21) for England
to take up his new duties as head of
the Warner Teddington studios.

Hollywood, April

Ben

Pivar's

first

18.

Universal picture.

In Old California,' rolled yesterday
(Monday) after a week's delay
caused by Andy Devine's commitment at Paramount
Plvar is making seven features for
U's 1939-40 program, with Devine
and Richard Arlen in the leads.

.

PICTURES

VARIETr.

SHOWMANSHIP

FILM

By John

C* Flinn

BroDte NoYel Passed

Oat as
For

'Wutliering

Figuring

all.

,

would take-care of

itself,

Heiglits'

once re-

'views and word-of-mouth got arodnd,
but that it wouljj take something
special to get class flicker the proper

opening, Charlie Kurtzman, manager
of Loew's Penn, has been running
a free circulating library in his

lobby for last month.

one
to only
•Library's' limited
work, of course, and It's the Emily
Bronte novel. Kurtzman stocked
with 400 copies, theatre buying half

launching of the flhn. Teeoff at the Rivoll (N. Y.)
indicates a highly profitable engagement Its reception
throu^ut the country in neighborhood and small-town
theatres will depend chiefly on the word-of-mouth advertising which win follow the key-city first runs. On
the dfeserving side 'Wuthering Heights' rates hearty
public support and may get it'
Most startled group in the industry who are observing the enthusiastic audience reception of the film must
be the story and scenario staffs of the Hollywood
studios. 'Wuthering Heights' is a novel -written nealrly
a century ago. It is a tragic, gloomy tale of mad jealousy and hateful revenge. The locale is the windswept English highlands, gray and bleak, certainly not
-a tempting background for. the camera.
In other words, 'Wuthering Heights' in theme, characters, plot and setting possesses not one familiar at<
tribute for which studio scenario departments search
zealously through thousands of manuscripts, plays,

—

figures that 'Wuthering
Heights' will have been in at least
1,600 Pittsburgh homes before picture opens \Friday (21). And even
if none of 'em comes, back on' final
leg, theatre won't worry too much
since 200 copies cost Penn. only $80
and Kurtzman figures to double that
several times in extra biz from
readers who have made their first
Bronte work
the
with
contact
through the Penn 'library.'

management

sympatheUc—they are psychopathic
the ending

is

stark, dire, tragic,

exhibits.

And

an uncompromising

which utterly disregards all popular theories of
screen entertainment that you must send 'em out
happy.
And yet the sum total of effort by the Goldwyn
organization is an attraction of undisputed power and
beauty, containing excellent acting, skillful direction,
excellent photography, expressive musical accompaniment and technical perfection. What ingredient in
film making contributed chiefly to the highly successful
result? Showmanship and thereby hangs a tale.
'Wuthering Heights' first appeared in film announcements more than a year, ago \yhen Walter Wanger
listed it as a forthcoming production for United Artists
It is likely that not one in 100 persons in
release.
Hollywood had the slightest idea what the story was
about 'Who wrote it or why in the world Wanger intended to make a picture bearing such a forbidding
Chances are tiiat many who read the notice betitle.
Atlanta, April 18.
lieved the title was misspelled or, at any rate, would
Despite alleged publicity ban in be lost and forgotten when the picture was ready for
force among three Atlanta newspa'
release if ever.
39ers, any of them canjie sold on a
In the intervening months the screen script by Ben
good contest idea, especially if it Hecht and Charles MacArthur was handed by Wanger
costs the paper nothing but space to Samuel Goldwyn, who was on the earnest hunt for
Consistent grabber of this type of material for Merle Oberon. Goldwyn at the moment
publicity is Eddie Pentecost, mgr. of
was disheartened after doing a succession of producIioew's Grand' theatre.
tions from trite original stories ending with 'Cowboy
Pentecost*s latest is tieup with Atand the Lady,' a Gary Cooper vehicle, and a disaplanta Journal, In connection with pointing one.
Metro's 'Hardys Ride High.' Entries
in contest must write letter of not
FOSI-MORTEH PUBLICATION
over 300 words telling why various
When Goldwyn
inquiries as to genesis of
members of family enjoy reading 'Wuthering Heights'madelearned
he
that it was a novel by
Journal. Any member of family may
Emily
one
Bronte which was published in 1847, the
write letter, but it must express
same
year
in which the author's sister, Charlotte,
ideas of whole family and only one
brought forth her famous 'Jane Eyre.' He was inletter can be submitted from one
formed that of the two books, 'Jane Eyre' became infamily.
Judges from paper's stall
stantly popular and has remained so to this day,
will select 10 best letters and whole
whereas 'Wuthering Heights' at^acted no attention at
families
winners will be guests of
finale

.

contest to start it on i>age one, give
it a column of type in addition to
three-col. scene still from pic.

Attention has been concentrated on

Atlanta, AprU 18.
at Cameo theatre,
indie, spying Indian in

Ticket tearer

Bank

Nite Ont;

downtown

Now

front of house overheard Redskin,
staring at one-sheet of
serial, 'Lone Ranger Rides Again,'
tell onlooker Thaf s my pop,' as he
gazed at picture of Chief "Thunder
Cleveland, April 18.
Cloud, who plays Tonto in serial.
Coffee • and - doughnut breakfasts, Mgr. 'Walt Meier was summoned
-and
dished up gratis for early femme promptly signed up Indian, a fullshoppers catching the first show, are blooded
Mohawk, yclept Chief

who was

It's

being

Coffee and Rolls

made

ture at
Z^ykes.

a regular Saturday feS' Bright Fire Thunder Sky—not only
Loew's Stillman by Jack Chief Thunder Cloud's son, but his
double in Lone Ranger on number

fore.

good
'

.

Goldwyn has done more than produce a single
and Famol has done something more than

film,

furnish an effective campaign. What has been demon'
strated is that commercial values which have been
overlooked and disregarded may be found in many
plays and novels heretofore believed to be useless.
Goldwyn has made a valuable contribution if he
has opened up, as suspected in some quarters, new
sources of screen material.

RETAH. STORE ADS
TIE-IN

whameroo.
It's
Alan
Hale's, "This town smells like
Fort Worth,' as he and Enrol
Flynn ride into pioneer Dodge

natural

City.

greeted with much'
hollering, blotting

WILBY-KINCEY HOUSES

STB» UP SPEC. BidlY

House manager originally worked of occasions.
the stunt with Milt Harris, Loew'
Meier put Indian on his stage Mon
Spartanburg, S. C, April 18.
p.a., and Ed Fisher, U.A. rep, as
day and Tuesday (18), and hauled
Barefoot boys, a stagecoach, basebuilder-upper for latter's 'Prison him over to Hearst's GeoFgian
and
Without Bars.' Regarded at first as Sunday American, which use Lone ball players and 'Moonlight Sonata'
a one-shot gag ^but such -a large Ranger cartoon strip, and got pic and cleverly mixed in a busy week of
horde of hungry femmes showed space with him. Chief Bright
Fire,
up and liked it so much that Lykes etc., is a graduate of Columbia U., Wilby-Klncey exploitation in Its four
local houses.
repeated it for 'Let Freedom Rlngl'
speaks perfect English and sings in
A bona-flde U. Sj mail box in his act
Carolina tied in with Ford car
stalled in lobby of Loew's State, for
dealer for 'Stagecoach' stunt that atconvenience of convention trade,
tracted wide attentioa Stagecoach,
also being used as an odd weekly Lobby
an Al meseum piece, was mounted
Crystal Gazer
bally by Harris. Next to box is
atop a modem Ford truck with big
table with free writing paper.
plugging show and driven
Draws Crowds to Fays banners
over city and urban areas.
Opening 'Tom iSa'wyer, Detective,'
Philadelphia, April 18.
"Ballerina' Contest
the State got a nice newspaper fea
Sid Stanley, operator of Fays thO' ture space
by admitting free the first
aire here, has recently been attract 39 barefoot
boys to attend.
Boston, April 18.
.

'

Local exploitation of national con'
test for one-month all expense trip
to Paris for winning essay on 'Bal
lerina,'

sponsored by Dance Maga-

zine, is featured by window displays
and brailer on screen of Fine Arts
Theatre showing the picture.
George Kyaska, operator of Fine

Arts, arranged for a windov/ display
last week-end in Jordan Marsh's de
partmeht store, and for tie-up window in French Line offices. Entry
blanks are distributed at the door
of the 'theatre.
-

mNIGHr

Oklahoma City, April IS.
Lining up tie-in ads with local
merchants is old stuff in show biz
but generally ad man lines up a sin'
ad and rests on his hauncbes.
Not so with Pat Patchen, of Stand
gle

ard Theatres here, who figured that
one picture could be lined up why
couldn't several of them.
And he
did just that last week.
For the
benefit of other si>ots where one man
has several theatres to push it'i

worth repeating.
Patchen tied up local Montgomery'
Ward store on 'Midnight' (Par) for
a half page four-column spread half
of

«^ch was

devoted to film mat

and Hop half spieled, 'For That Midnight Snack.' Display was also ar'
ranged at Tower theatre.
Uttle Prbicess* (20th) run at the
Plaza was' blurbed by two-^column
iialf-page
layout
under .Brown's
Dn>t Store bill with store conducting a style show of clothes worn by
Shirley Temple in the film and giV'
ing top half of ad to Princess mat
.

Silent for Years,

Vox

Humana Now a

Novelty

PhUadelphia, April 11.
Carolina tied in for strong sports
Henry Friedman has had an orelement good will by entertaining gan in his
Lansdowne theatre here

Spartanburg team of South Atlantic for years.

League
stage.

WOWs

Siant

Omaha, April

18.

WOW

special events
Foster May,
head and newscaster, left Sunday

wmjs:

and, introducing players

were used by Leo Trainer,
manager of Wilmer and 'Vincent's

stunts

Rialto here, in selling 'Blondie Meets
First was a midnight
the Boss.'
screening of the film, before it
opened, for AllentO'wn's four 'Champion Sourpusses,' selected with the
aid of the to'wn's newspapers, which
gave them an immediate interest in
Only one of the
the exploitation.
four failed to break into laughter at
the picture, according to the story.
Trainer also put on exhibition in
a pen in the lobby for 10 days preceding, the opening a wire-haired fox
terrier.
He offered' to give the dog
to the person who gave it the best
name.
sign on the pen said that
Blondie was so busy making the picture she didn't have time to take
care of the terrier and it therefore
needed a good home.

A

if

out following dialog.

VP

ing considerable attention for both
pix and stage shows at his house by
setting up a booth In the lobby with
a miniature mystic Who looks into a
crystal ball and tells prospective pat
rons not only their futures but why
they should see the current bill.
'Mystic,' actually an usher, is re
duced In size by having the people

New York

GET

Dallas. April 18.

whooping and

around $20,000 for the
three-week trip which will end In

cost the studio

CHAMP DEAD-PANS

One crack in 'Dodge City,'
when playing here proving a

Gag was

Set

spicuously absent
for Hollywood, from where he will
the tragic love story in copy and illustration, and on return, to Omaha with the special
the mecjianlcal adaptation of the national magazine 'Union Pacific* premiere crowd.
copy to the demands of first-run newspaper displays.
May plans special transcriptions
been
advertising
has
trade-paper
the
Importance of
there and at points along the way,,
stressed by publication of laudatory comments by which will be airmailed back and
Frank Capra, Alexander WooUcott William Lyon aired over the station during regular
hot
Imsaid
so
they
have
is
others.
'What
Phelps and
Man on the Street' schedules.
portant as who has said it The ballyhoo has conveyed
the impression of a film with class and distinction,
without claiming for it any universal audience appeal
except that a classic of literature has been faithfully
and competently translated to the screen.
That 'Wuthering Heights' warrants widespread trade
0.0.
1
-T
interest and 'will stimulate discussion may appear- more
evident in the coming months and, perhaps, years. Its
AUentown, Pa., April 18.
success -has proved the boxoSice values of a great store
of literary material which has been neglected heretoTwo unique and highly successful

Just Neighbors

McCOY INDIAN GIVES
GRANGER' GOOD BREAK

AH

Hollywood,' April IB.
Paramount's 'Union Pacific' eastbound caravan of 125 persons will

.

tradition that has marked the filming of the story. The
familiar catch phrases with which so many recent
productions have attempted to tie in their appeal with
the rapid swirl of current world events have been con-

-

of

Radio Ballyhoo

president
Famol, United Artists publicity director, made three Jeflers, UP
Train list includes 10 studio tiubllcHollywood for exploitation conferences.
to
trips
camera men
Goldwyn was as concerned with advertisitig illustra- ity men, three studiophotographers.
newsreel
three
and
dialog.
and
scene
tions and copy as he was with
Idea is to pick up local newspaper
In the magazine and local newspaper copy which
writers en route.
been
has
there
Heights,'
'Wuthering
has ushered In
the same impudent disregard for film advertising

—

Loew's Grand and sheet at monster
dinner party, following which they
will adjourn to theatre to 'see pic.
Journal was sold strong enough on

for Omaha,

Jamit Costs $50,000;

was planned and

—

TOUGH ATLANTA DAILY
BOOSTS HARDY FILM

W

after covering, for publicity purposes, 52 key points where
the film will be shown. UP ralLroad
Is franking the trip along its own
line.
On other tracks, the charge is
$2 a mile for the service, with no
charge for tbe equipment from the
UP and the J>ullman company, which
is donated.
Appropriation of $30,000 has been
made by Paramount for publicity expenses exclusively. Of players in
lead opposite Miss Oberon.
the film, Joel McCrea and Barbara
Stanwyck will make the entire trip
INTENSIVE EXPLOITATION JOB
Cecil B.
As to the job of quickening some public Interest in for personal appearances.
party in Omaha
Wuthering Heights,' a comparable intensive campaign DeMille joins tiie
(27), going east as guest of William
Lynn
end
this
To
through.
carried

UA the remainder, and
hands them out to any patron wholl
sign a card promising to have copy
novels and synopses.
back within seven days.
It violates all the accepted rules of successful film
So far, all but a small percentage have returned the books and stories. Its leading characters are something less than

of ibent and

AD Aboard

Emily died at 31, in 1848. a year after 'Wuthenng
the
Heights' appeared. In a brief historical account of
Bronte sisters, William tyon Phelps declares:
'
'Wuthering Heights' came from a person who lived
created
entirely in her imagination; the persons she
were more real to her than the persons she saw on the
The terrific passion Emily displayed in her
street
poem 'Remembrance' characterizes Heathcliff and
Today in our Interest in pathological and
Cathy.
psychological problems, the novel 'Wuthering Heights'
written. She
is more contemporary than when It was
was a century ahead of her time. No woman living
today anywhere In the world is capable of writing a
book equal in power and splendor of imagination to
the novel written by this lonely girl in 1847,'
What prompted Goldwyn to undertake a film production of "Wuthering Heights' has not yet appeared
on the record. It is an expensively produced picture,
extravagant in detail. He went about it in his usual
thorough manner. He sent William Wyler, the director,
to England to study the period and obtain an actor for
the role of Heathcliff. All details of costuming, settings and production were carefully worked out Wyler
brought back to Hollywood Laurence Olivier for the

Whatever the ultimate boxoflice record of 'Wuthering
AdYance BaKy
Heights' (Goldwyn-UA), the production stands as a
fine example of showmanship courage and skill which
Pitt
in
'Heights'
have expressed themselves in both the making and

Pittsburgh, April 18.
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When he was certain, 10
from years ago, however,
that talking piC'
ture had really arrived, he decided
the says of the old- piper were over,
tossed a canvas cover over it and
preceded to forget about it Couple
months ago he got an idea and hhred
an organist She plays pop requests
only, mostly from kids in the audi-

'Moonlight Sonata' was sponsored
for State by local music clubs with
big advance ticket sales bulld-up,
view him through special lenseis, emphasizing how high-type classical
Two-way speaking system enables musicals can be sold solidly before
him to talk and hear what is being playing dates.
said outside the booth, House carSome stunts were okay for page
penter- constructed it all,, excepting one newspaper space. All received
the lenses..
neat plugs.

Peg Maleon Has Ontmg,
Back

to

Dock Again

Ft Wayne,

April 18.
Palace theatre and. Fishman's Apstore sponsored 'Miss Peg
Maleon' contest to ballyhoo opening
parel

of 'Pgymalion'

(MG) here Thursday

night (13). Most popular local working gal was picked, by vote. She un-.
derwent a complete transformation
at Fishman's on day of pix opening,
was guest of honor at dlnne; party
at Berghofl Gardens, and made personal appearance just before picture
started a special preview.
First promotion contest of its kind,
held here in several years, and it
drew much interest 'Winner, was
Ruth Nobles, secretary in local Metropolitan Life offices.

Pete Smith's 13 for

M-G

Hollywood, April 18.
Pete Smith's new Metro contract

on the 1939-40
schedule. One is a special specialty,
half human and half cartoon, to be
made in collaboration with Hugh
Harmon -and Rudolf Ising.
ence.
First under the new pact is 'CulNow it's one of the Lansdowne's inary Carving,' which rolled yestermost popular novelty features.
day (Monday). Felix Feist direcUng.
calls for 13 specIalUes

PICTURE GROSSES
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KAYO FOR

FRISCO EXPO
Meriog'

h

Hits Heights. $16,000,

W

Loop; Orrin Tucker

To

COAST CUES

New Aid

3% 2d: 'Castles' 17G 2d

week, 'Jesse James' (20th) and
Chlcagi). April 18.
•Puis Honeymoon' (Par), aocko $3,Business continues aenerally good 900.
In the loop, with all the houses preFifth Avenna (Hamrick-Evergreen)
aehting themselves In their best at- (2,349:
32-37-42)—'CasUes'
(RKO)
tire and with their best foot forward. and 'Saint Strikes Back' (RKO). Big
Holdovers mark a good number of campaign; looks for good $7,000. Last
the houses, but they all Indicate week, 'Princess' (20th) and 'Fast
rating such extended itays on the Loose' (M-G), $6,300, good.
business they managed to corral the
MnsloboK
(Hamrick - Evergreen)
week before.
(850: 32-37-42)—'Daughter' (WB) (2d
Best of the h. o. spots Is the Chi- wk).
Indicated slow $2,200.
Last
cago which is continuing 'Dodge week, same film, big $4,600.
City,' but which replaces last week's
(Hamclck - Evergreen)
Orphenm
Mlscha Auer onstage with this week's (2,600; 32-37-42)—Dodge City* (WB)
p. a, of Orrin Tucker orchestra. New and 'Winner All' (20th)
(2d wk).
attraction figures to aid general Anticipated big $6,200 and may hold
strength of the holdover and wlU de- third week. Last week, same films,
liver another proflable week for the- Immense $10,000.
house which has come back strong
Falomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-37In the past thtree sessions to. ride in 42)—'Last Warning^ (U) and 'Crooked
more coin than the. Balaban & Katz Mile' (Pair), plus vaude. Look for
flagship has seen in a long time.
fair $4,000.
Last week, 'Gambling
Another strong stayer u The Cas- Ship' (U) and 'Cipher Bureau' (GN)
tles' which remains in the Palace and Bowes' unit, big $5,000.
and evidences an ability to get coin
Paramount '(Hamrick-Evergreen)
over a lenf^y period. Without go- (3,030: 32-37-42)—"Madden'
(M-G)
ing into any zoom brackets, picture and 'Everybody's Buddy' (SOth). ExIndicates a strong, and steady play. pect only $4,000, poor. Last week.
Of the same type of patronage comes Three Smart Girls' (U) (2d wk).
the business for 'Grand Lluslon,' good $4,700.which is going into its second week
Boesevelt (Sterling) (80O; 21-32)—
in the Apollo and figures to stick 'Wings Navy' (WB) and 'King Unfor several more in spite of the derworld' (WB).
Heading for fair
French dialog. And the fourth h. o. $2,000. Last week, 'Off Record' (WB)
Iiast

.

.

Without Bars,' and 'DevU's
which goes for a second week In the good.
of the loop is 'Prison

Garrick.
Of the

new pictures the best is
•Wuthering Heights' for b.o. strength,
getting great comment and loolcs like
a real money-maker.
Estimates for This Week
Apelie (B&K) (1^00; 35-59-65-75)
—'Illusion' (World) (2d week). Continuing to fine $7,000 currently after
'

taking

down

excellent

last

$9,500

CUcaco (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
Dodge City' (WB) and Orrhi Tucker
orchestra on stage. Second week for
picture.

Bonnie Baker, warbler with

band, getting plenty of billing on
previous click in this house. Headed
for $33,000, splendid, after taldng

lowie $42,000

Auer

last

week with Mischa

in person.

(B&K) (900; 36-55-85-75)
Bars' (UA) (2d week).
With sensationalism in the ads managed solid $6,500 last week and indicates bang-up $4,500 currently.
Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 25-40)—
JiSdy and Mob' (Col) and 'Family
Garrick

^-'Prison

NeKt Door' (U) and vaude.

Bright

take in the ofting at $13,000. Last
week single bill of 'Boy Slaves'

(RKO) and vaude took down hot
$16,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-56-65-75)
(RKO) and vaude. (2d
week). Going along in fine shape
and looks to gamer highly satisfy-

—'Castles'

ing $17,000 after managhig fine $22,000 last week.
-.?«osev.elt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)— 'Sgt. Madden' (M-G).

Opened

on Saturday (15) and is in line for
around $10,000. not too solid a take.
Last week, 'Missouri' (Par) wilted
in midstream and went out after a
single session at $10,500. fairish.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-40)—
^.t- Louis Blues' (Par) and vaude.
ricture not much strength for this
house, and vaude will have to support entire boxoflfice load. Will grab
around $13,000, okay. Last week,
^Par) snapped up a nifty
.Ti*J»*J''*'^'
fio,000.

,,^n'*«d Ariisia (B&k-UA) (1,700;
75;5':^5-75)
'Wutherhig Heighte'
(UA). Opened Saturday (15) and
on to a fast getaway that evidences
a solid initial session at $16,000. Last

—

yeek

'Ice FoUies' (M-G),
second and final session to

'CastW Sturdy
Seattle;

wound up
meek $8,-

Seattie, April 18.
City,' in second week at

OrS™""™' again proving that showhere like action stuff. It may
""^^^ 'Story of frene and

g^fi*

°*

Avenue
Estimates for This

*®

^'"'^

Week

Moose (Hamrick-Evergreen)
850; 32-37-42)—Three Smart Girls'
Pw. j"^ 'Society Smugglers' (U).
rl'wnged run from Paramount, third
looking for okay $2,500. Last
Zt^

Affair' (RKO) and 'Man
v^^:
votes 7i?,^«
(RKO), dual, tiiird week, eight
•ays.

good

$3,000.

«nlr°'i^'S™ <Hamrlck-Evergreen)

(1,-

rS: JV^'^ToBPer' (UA) and 'St.
l^uls'
(Par), fiittlng for tail $2,400.
I

(WB),

N. Y.

B way

Good

It> Not Quito the Samo, but
None the Lets, Starting
dollars
with the Treasure Island onThe
Broadway

Fihns Haven't Been

Doing Well
CAFEiS,

San EYanclsco, April 18.
Biz Is terrible here. Most houses
ar^ doing |>etween 30 and 40% less
than they did last year at this time.
Fallotr in trade got underway during the Fiesta Week, which heralded
the opening of the Golden Gate International Exposition.
The' paradox is that the Fair's none too hot
right now, but just the same it's pulling away from the theatres. When
the weather gets better and war
scares abate and the tourists really
start coming in the situation will
ba brighter, of course, or so it is
hoped.
Maybe the local Fair biz is something the New York showmen might
give more than casual attention to,
now that Grover Whalen's big show
However, the
$2,400, is ready to preem.
elements are not quite the same.
After all, Broadway isn't Market

—

—

'

'

'Hardys

are rolling ki merrily starts today (Wed.) after second
week, with hold- week's $45,000, and first seven days,
new showa receiving $93,000, in both cases smash ma-

this

overs as well as

more than average

A

attention.

lift

looked for during the week, with
kids getting time off due to the
mid-term exams. They were out of
school aU of last week, and. In- several instances, plied up business beyond expectations for Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
(11-14).

$50,000.

28G. Tinn'-Garland Big

is

LEGIT DITTO

6.0.

H^ Figures;

He^hts' Smash

ON SHOW BIZ?

.Fair,

Up

Rolliiig

The week-end

also

was

zumma.

On Wednesday

(20)

house

brings in 1,ady's From Kentucky*
and, on stage, Henry Busse's orch,
Lanny Ross and Shirley Ross.
Badlo City Hnaio ^aU (6,080; 4060-84-09-$1.65)—'Castie' (RKO) and
stage show (3d-flnal weekX Maintains excellent strength for washup
lap of $83,000, after second week's
biz of $108,000 and first seven days
of $100,000 for very creamy totaL

sturdy, in spite of the exhibition
baseball games.
Mightiest of the box office stal- 'Dark 'Victory' (WB) opens tomor>
warts, is 'Wuthering Heights.' It was row(Thurs,).'
given a special preem Thursday
BUIto (750; 25-40-55)—'Eagle and
night (13) and is jockin:; through at Hawk' (Par) (reissue).
Moved in
the Rivoli, non-^tage show stand, for here yesterday (Tues.) after week
a splendid $50,000. Anuther straight of 'Flying Irishman' (RKO) at only
fllmer, Capitol, though not approach- $6,000, somewhat disappointing.
In
ing the Rlv flgure, is better than it ahead, 'On Trial' (WB), drew the

has been in som6 weeks with 'Hardys same.
25-55-75-85-99)—
BiTOll
(2,002:
Ride High.' A p<}ssible $28,000 Is in
store here, a good proflt under the 'Wuthering Heights' (UA). This picpresent policy.
Picture will hold ture, drawing fine notices, will be
one of the biggest for Riv ever at
over.
House id
Still another fresh show that Is $50,000, or thereabouts.
crashing forward for big coin is givmg it plenty of advertising back<
State's 'Huckleberry Fhm,' with Judy up and solid run looks set 'Because
Garland and Joe Venuti orchestra of draugh, the 90c price is being
on the stage. Prospects ars sanguine maintained as a weekday top. The
for

best

$37,000,

gross

in-

several

months.

final (4th) week of "Three
Girls' (U) was $16,000, good.

Boxy

Matehing strides with the business-

(5,836;

Smart

25-40-55-75)—'Bell'

(20th) and stage show (3d week).
Got the kids last week (2d) to push
the Bounty.' House ends its week through to reported $47,000 and with
street.
under its belt,
However, product on a whole is today (Wed,) at $9,000 or close, a good past weekend
may get $35,000 currenUy (3d wk).
much better than the lineup of pic- away over average.
The holdovers, two of them on As a result, picture is being held a
tures playing here last year at this
7.000
fourth leg, with 'Cisco Kid' set back
time, and biz was better than with third weeks, are all doing well.
April
28,
to
poorer pictures. Last March the Or- 'Castles,' ending its third week to'Huck
State (3,450; 35-53-76)
pheum had Deanna Durbin's 'Mad night (Wed.) at the Music Hall, will Finn'
(M-G) (2d run) and Judy GarAlMut Music' The Orpheum now get about $83,000, after weeks of
plus Joe 'Venuti's orchestra.
has Durbin's new 'Three Smart Girls $108,000 and $100,000, for heavy land,
Things are humming here to tune of
Grow Up,' generally conceded one proflt
Miss Gar'Dodge City,' with Guy tiombardo's possible $37,000, very big.
of her best, and the gross on the
land drawing plenfy of kids. Last
Durbin picture In its second week orch, at the Strand, may reach a week,'
'Cafe Society' (Par) (2d run)
at the Orpheum this year is $1,100 fancy $35,000, while 'Alexander GraDavis-Dave
Apollon,
and
Joan
under the second week of 'Music' ham Bell' has a good chance to pushed
to $24,000, above house's relast year.
pick up the same amount of coin curcent average.
The Warfleld hit a new low last rently.
'BeU,' now on its third
Strand (2,787; 25-40-55-76-85-09)—
week
Jeannette
with
MacDonald's
week,
will
fourth,
while
'Dodge'
go
a
Louisville, AprU 18.
Dodge City' (WB) and Guy LomWith upwards of 7,000 school 'Broadway Serenade.' Ordinarily the and Lombardo will essay a third bardo (2d week). Mildish notices on
canary is hot stuff locally, but (flnal) week for the Strand Friday picture last week didn't stop gross
teachers in town for the annual Ken(21). The 'Dodge'-Lombardo combi- from
tucky Education Ass'n- convention, she is anything but that now.
buildhig to smash $50,000,
Night club biz is also way off. nation got a strong lift from the kids while this week (2d) the draught is
first-run biz received a decided impetus Friday and Saturday (14-16). Most of the dine-and-dance spots during all of last week to finish the very firm for a possible $35,000.
Returns are pretty evenly divided, had been in pretty bad shape for first' week' at $50,000, meeting fond- Combo goes a third week easily.
some
time
and
had
been
holding
off
est
expectetidns
of
management.
and none of the downtown houses
Paramount soclced through on first
are flirting with topflight figures. shuttering' until the Expo got under'Wuthering* received the nod fropi way hopmg that things would pick week of 'Midnight' and Tommy
up then. A number of them are now Dorsey fot' a terrific $53,000 and on
critics as best pic of the week and
dark.
Others are starting to cut the second, ending last night (Tues,),
b.o. is making good stiowing.
down on the overhead by trimming has remained very strong for a total
H.O.S 'Dodge Ci^,' at Mary Andertheir floor shows. Of the hotels, the of $45,000, This show tees off on a
son, and 'Three Smart Girls,' on a
St. Francis is doing sensational biz third' (final) stanza today (Wed,).
dusil at Brown, a moveover from
with Harry Owens' band, but the
Globe is on a second weelc of
Rialto, will wind up with satisfacothers
are dying.
'Prison Without Bars' and also is
Plenty
rainy
tory
grosses.
of
Legit season here- has been prac- holding again for a third. The curweather lately, but a tossup whether
tically nil this year. There had l>een rent (2d) round will be $9,000 or betan aid or a drawback to b.o.s.
some talk of the revival of the legiti- ter, very good, after an initial seven
Estimates for This Week
mate theatre during 1939 in this for- days of $13,800, smart profit 'PygBrown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue) mer theatrical stronghold,
but noth- malion' is also good, the 19th week
(1,500; 15-30-40)—'Three Smart Girls' ing came of it Floppos of 'A Broom
$7,500. Rialto got $6,(U) and 'Risky Business' (U). Copped for the Bride' (Irene Rich), and looking about
Kansas City, April IB.
000 with 'Fhring Irishman' on week
a good share of the visiting teachers' 'Whlteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore), both
Sky high figures of last week re«
patronage
after
moveover from of which were here a couple of ending Monday night (17), only fair, suited in a flood of holdovers curand yesterdiay (Tues.) opened 'Eagle
Rialto. Looks like best biz house has weelcs
Five of the «ix firs', runs
rentiy.
ago, has the boys on Geary and the Hawk,' a reissue.
garnered this year, sweet $3,000 in St wondering just what the Fair on
are continuing last week's bills,
Estimates for This Week
prospect.
Last week, 'Midnight' Treasure Island
showing good films can get business,
will do to the legit
Astor (1.012; 25-40-55-65)—'Pyg(Par) and 'Sudden Money' (Par), this year. The legit
despite competition.
season here durmild $1,800 after moveover from ing the Panama International Ex- malion' (M-G) (10th week). Still
Only new program Is the Middoing very well, about $7,500. Last
Rialto.
land's territorial premiere of 'Wuthposition in 1015 laid an egg.
week (16), Easter week hypo raised ering Heights,' double-billed, as
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
Estimates for This Week
gross to $10,000.
'Gunga Din' (RKO) and Tailspin'
Situation gives this house
usual.
Fox (F-WC) (5.000;, 35-55-75)—
25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
Capitol (4.520:
(20th). Pointing to fair $1,600. Last 'Dodge City'
clear sailing on the new biz.
(WB) and 'Sudden
week, 'Jesse James' (20th) and Money' (Par) (2d wk). Errol Flyhn 'Hardys Ride High' (M-G), House
Current week will see a total gross
recovers from several weeks of dis- considerably under that of last week,
'Swing Sifter' (U), forte $1,000.
has a strong veliicle which would
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15- have been way up on the money if appointing returns on a chance for but encouraging, nevertheless.
30-40)—'Wuthering Heights' (UA) the war scare and the Fair hadn't $26,000, nice, and holds, 'Man of
Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Midand 'Kid Texas' (M-G). Reviewers k. o.'d things here; should garner Conquest' (Rep) had been set for'
opening tomorrow (Thurs), but is west) (820 and 1,200; 10-25-40)—
fell for this one and customers are $12,000, which is better than some
acting on wordrof -mouth to pile up pictures have been doing here of now set back to April 27. Last week Three Smart Girls' (U) (2d wk).
a satisfactory figure, probably $8,000. late during first week. Last week, here 'Broadway Serenade' (M-G), Returns heavy at the Uptown and
fair at the Esquire, Holdover week
Last week, 'Broadway Serenade' 'Dodge' got off to a slow start but $14,000, poor.
Criterion (1,682; 25-40-55)— 'Mutiny will see $5,000 combo, a 60-40 prop(M-G) and 'Whispering Enemies' trade started to build and ended with
on Bounty' (M-G) (reissue). A lot osition, with Uptown on the long
(Col), average $6,000.
sizable $20,000.
of people must have missed this one
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-SS) before, take looking $9,000 or near, end. Last week, pair of houses rang
15-30-40)—'Dodge City' (WB) (2d
up $7,500, strong.
'Castles'
(RKO) and vaudeville'
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)
Healthy holdover at $3,500. (2d wk). Rogers-Astaire well liked, good. Last week 'Within Law' (Mwk).
G), $7,000, only fair.
-'Wuthering Heights' (UA) and 'Kid
Last week, hearty $8,000.
however biz is in the
all over
25-40-55)— 'Prison from Texas' (M-G). Only new pix
Globe
(1,274;
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)— 'Desert town and will have dumps
to be satisfied Without
week).
Bars'
(UA) (2d
in town, and okay at $11,000. Last
Gold' (Par) and .'Dr. Clitterhouse' with $13,000, which is
big these days Draught excellent, $9,000, or over, week 'Broadway
Serenade' (M-G)
(WB), split with 'Miss Broadway' for a holdover. Jay Brbwer is frontindicated.
First week was. $13,800, and 'Blondie Boss' (Col), not up to
(20th) and 'Always Goodbye' (20th). ing
a new band at the
Group one of best figures attained tiere in expectations at $9,500.
Average $1,100. Il.ast week, Sweet- is far more versatile Gate.
than former years.
Newmin (Paramount) (1,900; 10heart' (U) and 'Slim' (WB), split
band and is going over big with audiPalace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Love Af- 25-40)— 'Dodae City' (WB) (2d wk).
with 'My Bill' (WB) and 'Going ence.
Manager George Bole extended fair' (RKO) and 'You Can't <3et Presently looks for
Rich' (20th), mild $900.
$8,000, very good.
himself in lavish costumes for his Away With Murder' (WB), both 2d
First week's .$11,500 tremendous.
Blalto (Fourth Avenue^ (3,000; 1530-40)— 'From Missouri' (Par) and 12-Iine girls this week. Last week, runs, dualed. Open today (Wed.).
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)
Great $7,500. Last 'CasUes' got $16,000, which was un- 'Oklahoma Kid' (WB) (2d run) and
'Castles' (RKO) (2d wk). Another
'Moto' (20tti).
der expectations for the picture,
'Women
in
Wind'
(WB)
(1st
run)
Smart
and
'Three
Girls'
(U)
example
of what a good film can do.
week,
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)— finished last night (Tues.) at $7,800. Holding nicely
at $5,500. Last week's
'Risky Business' (U), got bumper
•Three Smart Girls' (U) (3d wk). In ahead for six days, 'Darling $9,500 very bi'.
$7,500 and moveover.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; Had hopes of hanging up new rec- Daughter' (WB) (2d run) and 'WinTower (Fox Midwe<it) (2,050; 10with this well-liked biU which ner Take All' (20th) (1st run), got 25-40)— 'Bell' (20th) and 'Every'Fisherman's
Wharf ords
15-30-40)
body's Baby' '(20th) (2d wk), 'Bell'
(RKO) and 'Beauty Asking' (RKO). slipped quite a bit during the second only $8,000.
Paramount (3,884; 25-35-55-85-09)— not getting big money, but steady
Will get fairish $3,000. Last weeic stanza after a big teeoff. However,.
'Baskervilles' (20th) and 'Winner All' 'Girls' is showing sustainine; power 'Midnight'. (Par) and Tommy Dorsey trade. Currently nearin? $5,000, okay
(Continued on page 31)
(3d-flnal
week).
Windup stanza alone with last week's S7.000,
(20th), fair $3,200.

grabbers
terion,

is

the lately luckless Criis reviving 'Mutiny on

which

TEACHERS

—

HYPOimE
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'

MGM
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.

—

$7,000,

Beery N.G. 4G
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„
^
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Durbin Good

$8,000,

IWikado'-CagBey

Rons on Broadway

First
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APPEALS

OK m/f,

as

Mpk

Biz Holds

Week

Up

of April 2*

(RKO), came too

— 'Pygmalion'

Astor

Capitol—'Hardys
late to catch on,

(M-G)

$2,000.

Criterion

Nebrask» (LTC-Cooper) (1,236; 1025-40)—Three Smart Girls' (U).
Heading into fancy money, $4,500.
Last week, 'Dodge City' (WB), ten
days, $7,100, veiy big.
Stuart (LTC-(:ooper) (1,000; 10-25-

Kid,' which ]ust
into this combination.

Blall^'Eagle and the Hawk*
(Par) (revival) (18).
BlveU
'Wuthering
(UA) (2d wk).

—

BeU' (20th) (4th wk).
Strand- 'Dodge City*
(3d wk).

Week

Centory (Par-Singer) (1,600; 2535-40)—"Three Smart Girls' (U).
Flood of superlatives being showered on this one. Durbin one of the
top boxoffice names here. Will run
at least two weeks here perhaps

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)
Follies'
(M-G) and vaude.
Even Crawford fans are wise to this
one, and Dave ApoUon's band of little

—'Ice

value to offset It

(WB)

AprU 27

(Rep).
IRevlewed In Vabirt, April 12)
Globe—'The Challenge' (Film
Alliance) (29).
Mnsle HaU
'Dark Victory*
(WB) (2d wk).
Faramonnt
Ijady's Fi o
Kentucky' (Par) (26).
(Reviewed in VABirTT, April 12)
Blvoll
'Wuthering Heights'
(UA) (3d wk).
Boxy—Heturn of Cisco Kid*

—
—

m

(20th)

m,

'heights;

BRIGHTENS

BALTO
Baltimore, April

18,

Avalanche of h.o.s is refiecting Itmind. If not sluggish doTngs.
'Wuthering Heights,' lone new mtry
at Loew's Century, lis attracting
strong femme trade and cashing in
nicely on favorable notices.
self in

•Lost Patrol'

(RKO)

—

Ice
with 'Cafe Soneighborhood
showings. Mild $2^00 in prospect
Last week, 'Young Heart* (UA),

Uptown (Par)

(1.200; 25-35)

$2,600. fair.
World (StefTes)

TOPPING INDPLS.

(350: 25-35-40-55)

—•Pygmalion' (M-G) (7th wk.). StiU
Indianapolis, April 18,
in the money and should run a while
Torrential rains, as well as such
Reaching; upward to good
loneer.
$1,600. Last week, $1,800, fi ne.
counter attractlonis as the roller
derby and home show, are being
blamed by downtown theatres for
Fancy

Durbin

$4,500,

slackening trade at the boxoffices
week. 'Wuthering Heights' and
'Blondie Meets the Boss,' on twin bill
Lincoln, April 18.
Paced by Three Smart Girls/ the at Lo^w's, Is leading the straight film
money
go
its
houses
wiJQi
a moderately good
town is letting most of
to the Nebraska a^aln for the third figure.
'I'm from Missouri' and 'Back Door
week in a row. 'Girls' won't get last
week's 'Dodge City' money, but is to Heaven,' on dual at Indiana, are
second with a very mild take, while
doing Well.
City*
continues to show
Stuart, after two weeks, decides it's 'Dodge
not a dual feature house, and retvims strength after being moved over to
to singles with 'I'm from Missouri.' the Apollo, following an exceUeot
Lincoln is now dualing, after sliding' first week at the Circle on a single
on grade C singles. Varsity is hit bUl.
bad.
This week the Circle Is faring
Estimates for This Week
nicely with Joan Davis in person
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (750; plus 'Saint Strikes Back.'
The
10-15)—'Gun Law' (RKO) and 'Pen- usually consistent vaudfllm Lyric is
rod' (WB)..sp'it wIth 'Mexican Rose' languishing a bit with 'Women in
(Rep) and 'Beloved Brat' (WB). Wind' and a battle of music between
Good $1,000. Last week, "Water Rus- two non-name orchestras.
Estimates for This Week
tlers' (GN) and Trog' (GB). split,
Apollo (Katz-DoUe) (1,100; 25-30with 'Mystery Plane' (Mono) and
'Rolling Westward' (Mono), fairish 40)— 'Dodge City' (WB). Moved over
from Circle for second week. Re$600.
Liberty (NTI-Noble) (1.000: 10-15- sults, good at $3,800. Last week, re25) 'Woman Doctor' (Mono) and vival of 'Eagle and Hawk' (Par) oh
'Pride of Navy' (Rep). Lieht $1,100. dual with first-run of Third Nation'

Bums

$3,700, in Lincoln

this

'

.

'

.

.

—

week. 'Romance Redwoods' (Par), light $2,600.
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,600; 25-30(Rep),
40)— 'Saint.Strikes Back' (RKO) and
Llneoln (LTC-Cooper) (1.600; 10- vaude headlining Joan Davis. Latter
lB-20) 'Professor Beware' 'Par) and given credit for drawing gross of
None too $10,600. okay. Last week, 'Dodge
H'ding' (Par).
'Per.<!on.<i
Lsst

(Col) pnd 'Wife's Relatives'

.

poor MOO.

—

rtnml

*1 flOO

T,BQt

nrPfalr.

'f!Hr«»fr«e'

heading vaude.

MlcUian (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-65)—'Dodge City' (WB) plus
Lawyer* (M-G), dual For-

'Society

mer getting gobs of bally; should
mer getting gobs of bally; should get
swell $20,000. Last week good $15,000 for 'Midnight* (Par) and 'On
(WB), despite snow and rain.
Palms-State (UD) (3,000; 30-4050)—'MidiJghf (Pai) (2d run) combined wltii "Streets of N. Y.* (Mono),
Trial*

AUen (RKO) (3,000: 30-35-42-55)—
xet Live' iCol), Too heavy for matinees and slow at $3,000. Last week

DUAIrYODE OK
$10,000

(2d), 'PrincessT (20th), barely $3,200.

Hipp (Warner)

(3,700; 30-35-42-55)

second week of Three Smart
There's

(RKO)
—Fahwe
'Graham BeU*

(3,200; 30-35-42-55)

(20th) plus Hugh
Herbert Dixie Dunbar in vaude.
Very nice combo getting nice $13,000.
Last week, 'East Side Heaven' (Col)

with Grade Barrie topping vaude.
disappointment $11,000.

„

, ,

Holdovers

_

IN

Citv'

(WB)

did strong

weekday

busi-

HUB

Boston, April 18.
Clty,*^ "Thre*

Dodge

Smart Girls* and 'Ruckleberiy Finh,*
feature film row this week.
Of the new product, 'Hound cl
BaskerviUes,' on dual, is a leader
at the Par and Fenway.
Estlioates for This

Boston (RKO)

'

(3,200;

Week
20-30-40>-

"Honest Man* (U) (2nd run) and
'North of Shanghai* (Col) (1st run),
with femmes, who are shop- double, with vaude, six-day week.
ping In downtown store sales, and Heading for good $10,000. Last week,
bouncing up to $12,000, good. Last 'Gunga Din* (RKO) and Disney Revue (RKO) (both 2nd run), two
$8,200.
<^-^>' days; and 'Mystery Plane' (Mono)
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205; ffiwfef"^*"^
15-25-35-40-55-66)
'CasUes' (RKO)
SttUman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42- and .Trouble Suttdown' (RKO), dual,
plus vaude, five days, $11,500, good.
(2d wk), plus h.o. of vaude lineup 55)—Treedom
Ring' (M-G). Patriotic
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-55)
headed by Estelle Taylor. Holding tneme and baUyhoo
for star-clustered
mildish pace to $9,000 after strong cast will add
(20th) and 'Secret
up to a good $6,000. —'BaskerviUes'
Service Air* (WB).
opener to '$15,400.
Very strong,
Last week, 'Prison Bars' (UA)
$9,000. around $8,500. Last week. 'Missouri'
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 15
a grand surprise.
(Par) and 'Inside Story' (20th), dual,
26- 35-^40)—'Midnight' (Par). Openhig
good $6,500.
tomorrow (Wed.) after Three Smart
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.907; 25Girls' (U) added soUd $8,7C0 to big
35-40-55)-'Smart Girls'. (U) (2nd
iniUal take of $14,200. Playdate jam Oberon,
$13,500,
wk) and 'Ahnost Gentleman' (RKO)
for product at hand prevented Dut'
(1st wk), dual, plus March of Time.
bin from going third week.
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35'
$12,000, Proy. Toppere Heading for okay $15,000 in six days.
Last week, 'Smart Girls' and 'Flying
55)—'Graham BeU' (20th) (2d wk).
Irishman' (RKO), big $19,000.
Holding steady pace against strong
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35opposition and adding fairish $5,000
mr *u , Plo,vidence. Aoril 18.
He'Phts.* at State, and 40-55)—Dodge City* (WB) and 'Jane
to nice opening round of $8,800.
.r>^"*S^L°?
Dodge
City? at Majestic, are riding Arden* (WB) (2d wk). Okay $17,000
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-25-35-40indicated.
Last week very good
55)—'Dodge City' (WB) (2d wk). 2!*^,u^^*
Is a holdover at
the
Albee.
$25,000.
Holding town's lead with best biz in
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900: 25-35-40recent months.
^«*k
Will add healthy
.... ^^"S!!^'
Albee
(RKO) (2,000: 25-35-50)(M-G) and
$10,000 to wow opener of $17,600.
T. 'Huckleberry'
'Blondie
Xpve Affair? (RKO) (2d wk) and 55?
Boss'
wk).
(Col)
(2d
Indicates a third week.
^torch of Time/ Paced at nice $4,- Around $15,000, good; Last week
(five days), dandy $15,000.
600 after peppy $7,200 in first week.
ness to wind up with plenty of grav*
Paramoiuit (M&P) (1.797: 25-35r/v^^^JJ?? <Fay-Loew) (1,400: 25-35at $9,800, very good.
40-55)
'BaskerviUes'
(20th) and
/20Ui) and 'Winner
A*i}r/?j;l2?*'^,
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30- AU*
(20th) slated for hefty $eJ0O. 'Secret Service Air' (WB). Best in
40)— 'Prom Missouri' (Par ) and 'Back S5st^e«^.,
'Fast Loose* (M-G) and several weeks, about $12,000 promDoor Heaven' (U). Bums played up Mystery Plane* (Mono),
ised.
Last week. 'Missouri' (Par.)
so-so
$4,000.
in former film's cast, but take 'is only
«ndle) (2,000; 25-35-40)— 'Inside Story' (20th), satisfactory
lukewarm at $5,000. Last week, 'Cas- „f»y's
Pirates Sky' (U) and vaude. Step- S6 000
tles' (RKO). modest $5,500.
Sooilay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-*0-50)
P'nS along to strona $8,000. Last
Loew's (Loew's) (2.400; 25-30-40)—
'Midnleht* (Par) and 'King China^'^^
^«"'*' town*
'Wuthering
Heights'
(UA)
and nwt $7^**'"'
(Par) (both 2nd run). Pallid
'Blondie Boss' (Col).
Former pic
»toJeBlle_"(Fay) (2^00; 25-35-50)— $5,500 indicated.
Last- week, 'Topgiven soecial exploitation with pre- Dodge City*
Per'_ (M-G) and 'Oklahoma Kid'
(WB)
and
'Chasing
miere Thursday night (13). ahead of Danger* (20th).
(WB). (2nd run), $7,000. fair.
Rousing
$12,000
in
usual oijening; $6,500, aU right Last s'ent. Last
State (Loew) (3.600; 25-35-40-55)
Week: Trihcess' (20th)
week, 'Broadway Serenade' (M-G)
'Huck Finn' (M-G) and 'Blondie
and- 'Spy Hunf (CoDT^aded after $?i ooo^—
i^^y'ii-l^?]?. 3oss:.£CoI).i2d_wkl..SLis.tajiiIng okay
promising start and finished at $4,Stol^ (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)— pace, around $10,000. Last wcek~(5~
900. not so Bood.
yuthering Heights' (UA) and 'Kid days), very good $11,000.
Ivrlo (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)— Texas' M-G).
Swell $13,500 spotted.
'Women Wind' (WB) and vaude Last week. 'Broadway
Serenade'
headlining Dean Hudson and Jay
It's Sunset Studio
^"''
Mills bands. Novell if battle of music idea not enough to offset lack of
Hollywood, April 18.
findle) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
name value of two orchs, and gross 'Sudden Money'
Old Conn studio has a new coat of
(Par) and "Forged
of $8,500 mean.i red ink. Last week.
paint
and a new name, Sunset Studio.
Passport' (Rep).
Weak $3,500 in
'Ba.tkervilles' (20th) and Orrln Tuck- .five-day
Currently It bouses Colony, Metrorun. Last week. 'Missouri*
er
band on stage, $10,900, okay
politan,
'^"^
Victory and MiUlon DoUar
Chinatown* (Par),
nront
nice $7,000.
Production&
State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
(UA). Caught on in-

^Each Other*
—
Btontly

—

(reissue), $700.

light
Follies' (M-G) soUt
First
(Par).
•ciety'

ting good word-of-mouth and should"
hit $23,000, nice. Last week slightiy
over $25,000, neat, for 'Little Princess* (20th) with Arthur Trencher

dual.
Colbert-Ameche
than they did Easter Week. Com- here after good stanza opus moved
at Michigan;
petitive events include department figures, on
$7,600, good.
Last week
store comparison sales, a one-week 'Never Die*
(Par) and
rodeo at the Arena, the Skating nal' (WB) okay $8,000. 'Made Crimiclub's annual Ice carnival and the
United Arttota (UD) (2,000; 30-40,
Sportsmen's show at civic 'auditori- 65)—'Broadway Serenade' (M-G).
um, aU opening at same time.
Headed for good $10,000. Lastweeic
'Alexander Graham BeU,' at Pal- second, a poor $6,000 for Ice FoUie^
ace, coupled with Hugh Herbert on (M-G), following
fair $8,000 first
stage, is getting nice biz.
State is stanza.
stealing all the femme trade with
'Made for Each Other,' whUe 'Dodge
City* is proving to i>e one of the
HIpp's best holdovers in some time.
Estimates for This Week

—"Dodge City' (WB) (2d wk.). Second stanza is shooting for high $9,000.
pressed for playdates. Is Rates move-over to Hipp. Last week,
opening 'Midnight' tomorrow (Wed.) $18,000, mighty sweet and near the
in spite of continued good response top for this season.
to

sec-

Durbin opus, after- puUing down
takes of $8,000 and $6,000 here, fol.
lowing nice opening sesh at the Foz;
figures to get okay $4,000 currently.
Last week coupled with 'Saint'
Strikes Back* (RKO) for good $6,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40^
65)—liove Affair' (RKO) plus Eddy
Peabody heading stage show. Get-

Keltlr's,

Girls.'

.

Cleveland, April 18.

Adams on

Estlnutes for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—
ISmart Girls* (U) (3d wk) (2d run),
plus '12 Crowded Hours' (Par), dual.

h Qeve„ but Pix
OK;'Iive N.G. 3G

18.

Girls* is sticking tor

third sesh at the

ond run.

Competi^ Heavy

Although they have several coniEetitive factors against 'em the major
ouses are doing better currently

(1,600;

but since then Hedy LaMarr has
come into greater prominence. Heading for tremendous $2,500. Last week,

Three Smart
its

was.'

Nazi

no letup for Dodge
25-40)—"Women City'
at Stanley, with third session
MacDonald name good boxoffice, but Wind' (WB). Kay Francis no draw practically
in the bag.
mixed opinions on film's merits hurt- here and comes out today (18) with
Estimates tor This Week
ing. Stretching to reach mild $5,500. fioppo $1,500. for five days.
Last
Centnry (Loews-UA) (3,000; 15Last week, 'Midnight' (Par), $8,000, week, Tersons Hiding' (Par), fair
25- 40)—'Wuthering Heights' (UA)
good.
$3,500.
Only new film in town of h.o.s, atTime (Gillman) (290; 25)—'Ecstasy'
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 35-55)—
(Indie) (2d run). Advertised *fcr "Midnightl (Par) (2d wk). Five-day tracting steady trade, particularly
from daytime femme customers, and
adults only' and getting big male holdover will see oke
Iiast
$7,500.
indicating nice ^,500.
prosperous
run
Last week
long
play. Had a
and
week, adequate $13,800.
'Broadway Serenade' (M-G), fair'
at World here more than a year ago,

CWB)

it

(WB)

(25).

$7,300, fine.
(Par-Singer) (998; 25)—

—

Ueve that

(28).

Strand-'Confessions of
Spy' (WB) (28).
Holly wood—'J u a r e z'

$8,000 Indicated. Ijsst

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35- $8,000.
"Broadway Serenade' (M-G).
40)
Met

accounting of profits, an Injunction and damages had been,
sought The suit was dismissed by
Judge William Bondy on April 3,
1936, the Circuit Court tiptiolding
Judge Bondy, opining, "We should
hesitate a Ipng w.hUe before holding
that the use of material, apparently
la the public domain, subjects the
user to damages. The two dialogues
have no resemblance... we agree
with the district judge that it has
not been shown that Barry's play
was copied at all, and we do not be-

—

week. Topper* (UA),

—

Detroit, April

Good weather, coupled with strong
product generally, is. giving spots
needed shot In arm. It's a tossup
between 'Love Affair* plus vaude at
the Fox and Dodge CIty'-'Society
Lawyer* combo at the Michigan.

An

.

So-so $17,000. Last

week, 'Girl White' (M-G) can thank
Fred Waring's orch for good $22,000.
CoInmbU (Loew) (1,234; 25-40)—
'Sergeant Madden' (M-G) (2d run).
Gopher
"Never Die' (Par). Fairly good go- Back downtown after fair week at
ing for this one, lack of cast names Capitol and looking at satisfactory
Last week, 'Each Other*
holding down figures. Looks like $4,000.
mild $2,300. Last week, 'King Turf (UA) (2d run), oke $4,300.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
(UA), pulled after six days, $2,200,
'Dodge City" (WB) and vaude (2d
light
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 35- wk). Marking third time in 10 years
40-55)
'Oklahoma Kid' (WB) and that house has held entire combo
'Mikado in Swing' on stage. Picture show Second week, and passable $16,a handicap for elaborate stage show, 500. Last week same bill pocketed
which is responsible for most of the sweU $22,000.
trade. Feminine fans won't go for a
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—
western and matinee biz is adversely Three Smart Girls^ (U). Sock bally
affected. Fairly good $12,500 in pros- and reviews carrying Durbin ^to -fine
pect Last week, xove Aflahr' (RKO) $16,500. Last week, 'Love Affair'
$6,800, good, but under expectations. (RKO) '(3d wk). held to strong

Good

longer.

of

Aator — 'Pygmalion' (M-G)
(21st wk).
Capitol — "Man of Conquest

Durbin Fmel6y2G

runs, |1,600, fair.

Helghtaf

Graham

Boxy— Alexander

N.G.17GmWash.;

Raves the order of the day for the
newest Durbin film and it will run
at least two weeks at the Century.
'Ecstasy,' playing a second loop run.
Is holding 'em out at the sure-seater
Time, while 'I^gmalion,' in its sev-'
enth loop week, continues to spell
prosperity for the sure-seater World.
Washington, April 18.
Orpheum will have a second conEaster tow 1st trade about gone, but
secutive stage show for the first time
in many a moon, Wayne King com- siege of cold rain is killing opening
ing In Friday (21). Another touring of outdoor paries and 10 shows and
attraction, 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' the overall take, if not anything to
Is underlined for the Lyceum April be proud of, still Is not below aver27-28.
age. 'Ice Follies' and Dave ApoUon's
Estimates tor This Week
band, at Capitol, are under par, but
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25) money-makers are Three Smart
icing Chinatown' (Par) and "Beauty Girls Grow Up,' at Keith's, and
first-runs.
dual
Asking'
(RKO),
'Dodge City,' which is making third
Last time in Earle's 10 years that a combo
Heading for mild $1,500.
week, 'Third Nation' (Par) and bin has been held over second week.
Everybody's Baby' (20th), dual firstEstimates for This Week

VAamnr, March 15)
(Par)

Paramount—'Midnight'

INDETROIT

1932, alleging plagiarism of the plainstory, The Breaking Faltl^ of an
Insurgenf in the Hughes-UA film,

'HeU's Angels.'

Victory*

$23,000

'

Hnsie
(WB).

(Iiet><eued in

Crawford-ApoDon

fit

to

Howard Hughes, Caddo Co., Inc.,
United Artists Corp. and United Artists Theatres Circuit, Inc.
Suit was
begun in Federal court In January,
tiff's

H«U — "Dark

NEAT

circuit Cdurt of Appeals In
New 'York Monday (17) dismissed
the appeal of Richard Barry against

Globe—'Prison Without Ban^
(UA) (3d wk).

(3d wk).

wPA version of the Gil- slow, $1,100. Follows week of 'Vanbert and Sullivan opry, is carrying ishing Lady' (GB), which did vanthe Orpheum into the five figures, ishing biz act, $900.
but the three aforementioned Alms,
at the Century, Time and World, respectively, will turn in the biggest
profits.
High nut precludes the
'Mikado' from earning heavy sugar
at its priesent clip, its trade bemg
stymied in part, apparently, because
it is hooked up with a western pic'Oklahoma

Door

(19).

(Reviewed in Vabiett, March 12)

tion of the

.

— 'Back

Heaven' (Par)

bad snowstorm and 35)—'From Missouri' (Par). Nice
cold over the weekend hurt grossies. enouk^ $31700. Last week. "Midnight'
Current biz stimulators are the (ParFand 'Pardon Nerve' (2001),
'Mikado in Swing' unit Three Smart $3,000, just average.
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25Girls Grow Up' "Ecstasy' and 'f^gmalion'. Big stage show a condensa- 35)—'Gangster's Boy' (Mono). Very

ture,

High'

(M-G) (2d wk).

at least, although

doesn't

Ride

'LOVE AFFAIR'

SUIT

The

(20th wk).

Minneapolis, April 18.
Continued good bozofflce activity
here is the consequence of another
lineup ot draw attractions. It's the
third successive week of healthy
grosses. Looks as though Old Man
Depression's on the run temporarily

CT KAYOS

WSANGELS'

(Subject to Change)

Dodge/

.

..

—

.

—

—

ZTmrn.

.<!

T"L?S3

—

Now

PICTURE GROSSES

Vednesday, Aprtt 19, 1939

B'KLYN SPOTTY

Piiy Slows Ui», butHeujhts,' $15,000,

M

ExceUent;

•Midnight'

Dual Good

$21,000,

but

VARJETY

11

L A NG with Only 2 New Pix;

'Femes' N. O. 16G

Very Quiet

$111

'Serenade' Sour $18,500,

Brooklyn,- April 18.
Bright biz at the Paramount, which
showing 'Midnight' and 'Lady and
and
Albee,
Mob,'
with "Love Affair'

Tagle

is

^ith
notably

Philadelphia, April 18.
a couple of exceptions,
-Wutherlng Heights,' b.o.'s

back to their lethargic
ara almost
Heights' opened
««>.Vjister gait
night (12) to a blare of
sweU il5,000.
SSSr^and will get probably
two
Tiold over for

iSSSd^

to Ite second lap at
doing fairly weU.
the Stanley,
nitfsest disappolnter in a long time
BeU.' at the
jSovA Getting only poor $12,000 and

'"K'^cV'

Key

City Grosses

tres, chie/Iy first runs, fncludinff

w.r.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
....$l,e62,SM
(Based on 23 cities, 164 theatres)

•ff^lScMderJGraham

KingTepltced by 'Hardys Ride

(m

'

High' (Thursday
Estimates for This

Ald£e (WB)

(1,303;

Week'
32-42-57)

—

S»^7WB)
(20tb).

<Bell'

.

—

(2.360: 32-42-57)
-Suflertng fi;om both

Sad
competlsh and weak reviews.
for the turn, with hopes of a
holdover n.g. Last week, 'Broadway
Serenade' (M-G) was given an extra
day but managed onbr poor $13,000.
Bwle (WB) (2,768; 26-32-42)
•Honest Man' (U) (3d run). Cutting
nice choice of flicks on the late run,
this big house seems t6'be' hitting a
fairly even keel at $7,000. Same last

m,m

—

$12,000

CHEERS

unveiled on a Saturday.
week, $23,000, excellent.

^Stanton (WB)

liast

(1,457; 26-32-42)

—

•Women Wind' (WB). Not blowing
hard enough at $4,000 to be very satisfactory.

Same ^ue

last

week with

•Winner Take All' (20th) at a similar figure.

$6^00, 'Heights,*
$6,000, Healthy in Port.

'Castles/
i

Portland, Ore., April 18.
"Wutherlng Heights,' at Broadway
and 'Story of Irene and 'Vernon Castle,' at Orpheum, are the two big
b.o. winners this weelc.
Each has a
different type of customer appeal,
out scoring heavily.
Dodge City,' in second stanza at
me big Paramount, is one of the
strongest blz-getters house has had in

some time.

Estimates for This

Week
30-35-

^A?'*i5S^y (Parker) (2.000;
«)—
"Wuthering Heights' (UA) and
Tung Turf (UA). WeU exploited
and
answering for good $6,000. Last
week, 'East Side Heaven' (U) and
'Culver' (U),

good

$5,200.

Maytalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,MO; 30-35-40)—'East Side Heaven'
JU) and 'Culver' (U). Okay at $2,roo.
Ust week 'Pygmalion'^ (M-G).
5>ded four-week run with fair $2,200
for fourth week.
(Hamrick - Evergreen)
rt^ni''*''"'
a,80p;
30-35-40)—'Castles'
(RKO)
jfto 'Secret Service' (WB).
Putting
mi» house over in great style for

(3,274;

(RKO) and

lUa Week

'Inside Story' (20th).

cess' (20th) and 'Winne.- AU' (20th),
okay $16,600.
Fox (4,089: 26-35-50)-'Awur with
Murder' (WB) »nd 'Wife's RelaUves'
(Rep), Drop to mUd $13,000. Last
week 'Missouri' (Par) and "Women
Wind' '(WB), good $16,000.
Met (3318; 25-35-50)—Ice FoUles'

to $16,000.

'White Room' (U). Down
Last week 'Stagecoach'

(UA) and

'Aisky- Business' (U), ex-

(MG) and

OK 15G,H.0,s Hold Up

Broadway Grosses

25-35-50)-'Love Af-

AttracUve $17,600. Last week 'Prin-

Estlm»te4 Total Gross
This Week....
$362,3M
(Based on 12 tlieatres)
-

Total Grew Same Week
$331,6M
Last Tear.
(Based on 12 theatres)'

MIFF.

BLOOMS;

ceUent $18,000.

Paramowit (4426; ;.5-35-50)—'Midnight' (Par) and "Lady Mob' (Col).

$21,000. Last week 'BlackweU'
(WB) and 'Boy Trouble' (Par) (2d
wk), dandy $19,000.
Strand (2,870; 25-35-40)—'Convict's
Code' (Mono) and 'Special Inspector'
(U). Okay $6,000. Last week 'Star
Cincinnati, April 18.
"Secret PoUce'
Flicker trade currently is dipping Reporter' (Mono) and
only slightly below Easter Week's (Par), EO-so $5,000.
b.o. surge, deroite weekend deluge
which jumped Ohio river and nelgnboring streams to fiood proportions.
Lack of patronage from natives Saturday (15) and Sunday (16) was
made up by flock of out-of-town

—

this

Albee
faif

SweU

—

week/T^ever Die' (Par), so-so $4,500.
Stu4ey (WB) (2,916; 32-42-57)—
Dodge City* (WB) (2d wk). Fairly
good $14,000 for the stanza, although
wavering and its future undetermined. May go out this weekend
without completing two weeks or
may stay a few extra days to get
house back on midweek openings, as

ing tolerably well.
Estimates tor

COLBERT FINE

CINCY

with 'Oklahoma Kid' (WB).
(WB) (2,423: 32-37-42-57-68)— baseball fans, who swarmed upon
Society Lawyer' (M-G) and Chick theatres when exhibition games oeWebb's orch and Ella Fitzgerald on tween the Cincy Reds and Detroit
stage. Quality here, but gross is uur Tigers were washed out
This week's ace tugger is 'Mid
Last week, 'East
healthy $20,000.
right by
Side Heaven' (U) with Shirley Ross, night,' which is doing aU
the PalJud^ Canova and Charlie Barnet's the Albee. 'Stagecoacfi,' at
ace, also is rolling along In okay
orch on stage, profitable $24,000.
Keith's has a no-dicer in
fashion.
32-42-57)
Katlton (WB^ (1.066;
Getting 'Society Lawyer/ and the Lyric
'taidnight'.(Par) (2d run).
jerked Twelve Crowded Hours' at
an extra day because 'Heights' book- close of first day, shoving in 'Eagle
ing at the Aldine pushed it out of
and Hawk' (reiSSu*) for rest of week.
there' on first rim before its week
and
City'
'Dodge
Holdovers
was up; $6,000 for the sesh, v.g. Last 'Castles' are fetching above par reVtek, "iSaskerviUes' (20th) (2d run), turns for the Capitol and Shubert,
$4,500 for six days, nice.
Estimates for This Week
32-42-57)
TlSelHi's (WB) (1,870;
Albee (RKO) (3.300; 35-42)—'MidOjvadway Serenade' (M-G) (2d night' (Par). Nifty $12,000. Last
About par at $4,500. Last week. 'Dodge City' (WB), biggest in
run).
wedc, 'Smart Girls' (U) (2d run), months, $17,500.
35-42)—
pretty good $4,800.
(2.000;
Capitol (RKO)
,
^
Palaee (WB) (1,100; 26-42)—'With- 'Dodge City' (WB). Moveover from
Socko $6,to Law*. (M-G) and 'Crisis,' a news- Albee for second week.
reel compilation of European events, 500. Last week. Three Smart Girls'
provide
pUed together with'shorts to
(U) (2d run) (2d wk), fair $3,800.
« three-hour show here under the
FamUy (RKO) (1.000; 20-30)new policy. Talk of shifting it to 'Criminal' (Col) and 'Comet Broad
fi)e Earle because small capacity and way' (WB), split with 'Wong' (Mono)
low prices make it hardly profitable, and 'Fisherman's Wharf (RKO).
although $5,000 this week good. Last Normal $2,200. Same last week on

*m

.

'MIDNIGHT' AT

A

sietup
Tftithering Heights' (UA),
confor this house, which coidd do
fine
siderably more than the current
Last
seats.
more
had
it
if
ilB.000
w6Sr(3d), "Mldni^f (Par), satis&ctory $6,000 in five and half days.

Reissue

and 'Inside Story.'
Other downto'wn deluxers are do-

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$1,554,9N
(Based on 25 cities, 166 fhea-

'AFFAE'

$12,000,

TEPID IN
Pittsburgh,

Pin
AprU

18.

Weather currently is reacting both
While heavy rains slugged
ways.
openings on Friday (14) generally,
they had opposite effect over weekend. Deluge of near-flood proportions kept people in town, and result
was one of biggest Saturday-Sunday

somest gross this spot has witnessed
Dead cinch for
in almost a year.
another week, and may even stick
t>eyond that Fred Waring, at Stanley, got toughest break from weather,
getting hit at getaway and unable to
cash in on account of stageless Sunday, and with 'Sergeant Madden'
won't come close to his previous
here. However,, that's been
grosses
Trouble Sundown' (RKO) and "BMrs- true aU year of every name band at'Let
tery Plane' (Mono), split •with
traction at this spot, Also getting the
Rose'
'Mexicall
and
(Col)
Live'
works is TjOvo Affair,' at Penn, despite raves from every source.
(RKO) (1.200; 25;40)
^^G?2iid
"Three Smart Girls Grow Up,' at
Three Smart Girls' (U). Transferred Alvin,
and 'East Side of Heaven,' at
from Capitol for third run and fourth Fulton,
doing nicely in second weeks,
MUd $2,400. Last week, and reissue
week.
of 'Magnificent Obsesrun),
(2d
(20th)
'Wife, Husband'
sion,' dualed with 'Moto on Dangei^
average.
^°Keltt's°"(Llbson) (1,500: 35-42)- Island,' at Senator, bettering
Estimates for This Week
'Society Lawyer* (M-G). wej^f?iAlvIn (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—
Last week, 'Madden' (M-G),
500.
'Three Smart Girls' (U). Getting by
disappointing $4,000.
of h.o.
35-42)—
eight
days,
for
nicely and
(RKO) (1,400;^
Lyfic
'Crowded Hours' (RKO), yanked should better $6,000, not bad at aU
opening
after first day. /Eagle and Hawk on top of tKtter than $12,500
regular
(Par) (reissue), shoved In to fill out stanza. House gets back to
Thursday getaway (20) with 'Alexweek. Sorry $2,800.
PaUce (RKO)^ (2,600; 35-42)— ander BeU' (20th). , ^
Okay $10,500.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1.750; 25-40)
'Stagecoach' (UA).
Last week, 'Broadway Serenade —'East Side Heaven' (U) (2d wk).
poor
$7,000.
Should have Uttle trouble hovering
(M"G) very'
Shobert (RKO) (2.150; 35-42)— around the $5,000 mark on the h.o.
$5,- Over
$7,000 last week, very good.
'Castles' (RKO) (2d wk). Nice
Switch in bookings brings in 'Zeno500. Last week, fine $9,500.
bia' (UA) after 'Heaven) instead of
'King of Turf (UA) latter being
shelved for time being.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-3550) "Love Affair' (RKO). This one's
rated having everything, but just
$11,500 IN
Notices were
isii't coming through.
aU raves, customers are going out
Denver, April 18.
talking and Boyer-Dunne are names
With Clyde McCoy's band on me to reckon with.
However, film
Spirit
draw.
of
the
most
doing
stage
town isn't delivering as expected. WiU be
of Culver' is easily topping the
lucky to crack $12,000 and that's just
currently.
.
biz here. Last week, 'Dodge
AU but one of the other houses average
City' (WB), sweU $22,000.
have moveovers or h.o.'s.
Senator (Harris) (1,800; 25-40)—
EsUmates for This Week
Obsession' (U) (reis'Magnificent
25-40)-(1,400;
Aladdin (Fox)
Combo
sue) and 'Moto' (20th).
'Princess' (20th), after a week at
heading for around $2,300, which
Denver. Good $3,800. Last week, isn't bad here. Last week, 'Snow
'Honest Man' (U), strong $4,000 after White'
sluggish
pretty
(RKO),

McCOY HYPOES mVER'
DENVER
TO

^

—

''^^nSlm"(clckrm) (1,750; 25-35- $2,100.
SUnley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-60)
40)—'Missouri' (Par) (2d wk). Great 'Madden'
(M-G) and Fred Waring's
$7,000. Last week, a big $9,000. _
orch. Flicker generaUy rapped and
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-40)-'Cul- whatever
on
ver' (U) and Clyde McCoy's band
credited
Last
Big $11,500.
sUee.
'Princess' (20th), nice $9,000.

week,

biz tnere is here can be
Looks like
to Waring.
around $23,000, just fair and not
within several grand of what Pennsylvanlans are usually good for at

great prospects for startling grosses.
Only houses with new f^« are the
day-date State and Chinese, where
Metro's "Broadway Serenade' Is coupled with 20th'3 "Everybody's Baby,'
and the Paramount, where reissue
"Eagle and the Hawk' (Par) was
rushed In two days ahead of schedule. War yam vnO. be held for nine
days, with similar run scheduled for
"Lady's from Kentucky,' <H>enlng (20),
aUowlng house' to open wlth^nlon
Pacific' (29).

.

Principal holdovers are 'Dodge
CIW,' at the Warner Downtown and
Hollywood, and 'Castl^' at
and
Pantages.
EsUmates for This Week

RKO

$17,000

Ohliiese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024:
30-40-S5-76), ''Broadway
Serenade'

Buffalo,

AprU

18.

Extraordinary high grosses are being registered at the downtown boxoffices here this week. Final figures
wiU put at least four of the wickets
into top brackets.
'Midnight' gets the palm for the
week's high, but 'The Story of Ifene
and 'Vernon Castle' is close behind.
Esttmates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3.500; 30-35-55)—
•Midnight' (Par). Fine $17,000 indicated. Last weeic, 'Society Lawyer"

(M-G) and PhU

Spitalny's
orch, exceUent $18,300.

femme

Centnry (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—
'BlackweU' (WB) and "Moto' (20th).
Good $7,500. Last week, ICing Turf
(UA) and 'Flying Irishman' (RKO),
poor $4,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)—
'Crastles' (RKO) and 'Crowded Hours'
periods in several 'weeks.
Great week, particularly, for the (RKO). Looks like very nice $13,holdovers, and there are three of 000. Last week, 'Dodge City' (WB)
them current 'Dodge City,' at War- and 'Sudden Money' (Par),, sweU
ner, is leading the trio by wide
margin and heading for the hand-

Los Angeles, AprU 18.
With five houses having holdovers,
and two customary moveovers, current week does sot hold out any

(M-G) and "Everybody's Baby'
(20th). dual. Two red weeks in row
for this Hollywood blvd. acer. Not
very encouraging at $8,500.
Last
week, 'Huck Finn'
(M-G) and
'O'Connor' (MtG), very poor $7,000.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-5565), 'Dodge City' (WB) (2d week).
Continues to hit exceUent pace on
second-final stanza with big $ir,000
in prospect First week big $16,400.

Four Star (F-WC-UA)
'Prison Bars'

(900; 40-55).

(UA) (2d week).

Sec-

ond stanza moderate $2^200, after
seven days just about broke even
with $3,200. Holds untU AprU 25.

first

HoUywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-5565), 'Dodge City' (WB) (2d week).
Doing okay on holdover for big $10,000. First week very big $15,100.
-

.

Pantages (Pan)

30-40-55).

(2,812;

(RKO) (2nd week), and
Bad Boy' (RKO), dual. Off
about 45% on second week, for very
'Castles'

'Peck's

food $7,500. First seven days big
14,000.
'Castles' wiU hold third
week, with 'Society Smugglers' (U)
(2,100; 26-40)—'Dodge as second feature.
(2d run) and 'Sudden
Paramount (Par) (3.596; 30-40-55)
Monfey' (Par). StiU strong and looks —'Eagle and Hawk' (Par) (reissue)
to land fine $10,000. Last week, 'Prin- and ^tage show. WIU be held nine
cess' (20th) (2d run), fair $5,500.
days to get house back on regular
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35)— Thursday opening, with okay $15,000.
'Smart Girls' (U) and 'Homicide Ba in sight Last week (5 days'). 'Misreau' (Col) (2d wk). Looks like an- souri^ (Par), brutal $6,900.
other banner figure. Probably over
.(2,872; 30-40-55)
'Castles'
$0,600.
Last week, skyrocketed to (RKO) (2nd week) and 'Peck's Bad.
big $14,000.
Boy' (RKO) dual. Headed for sweet
$7,000 on holdover after first week's
very profitable $13,000. 'Castles' 'wiU
go third week, with 'Sodely Smug-

$14,000.

.

BIpp (Shea)

City*^

(WB)

.

—

BKO

$9^00
Low Temp.,

"Stagecoach' Big

As Top

Pix,

Hypo

All

Omaha

B.O.S

Omaha, AprU 18.
Good entertainment and contina
ing chilly weather are whirling the
wickets here this week, tate
arriving 'Stegecoach,' dualed, Is gettine a smash reception at the Omaha,
with $9,300 in the offing.
•The Story of Irene and "Vernon
Castle' is holding up well in second
week at the Brandeis.
Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Military - Dundee (Goldberg) (950-810-650; 10-25)
'Gunga
Ditf (RKO) and 'Made Me Crimib.o.

—

(WB) split with 'OH Record'
(WB), 'Arizona WUdcat' (20th) and

(U) second feature.
State (Loew-Fox) (2.414: 30-4055-75)—'Broadway Serenade' (M-G)
and "Everybody's Baby' (20th). Veiy
ordinary $10,000. Last week 'Huck
glers'

Finn'

(M-G) and 'O'Connor* (M-G)

dipoed to $11,300, poor.
United ArtlsU (F-WC) (2,100; 3040-55).
'Huck Finn' (M-G) and
'O'Connor' (M-G).
Another complete bust on moveover, with $2,700
best In sight Last week 'Tailspln'.
(20th) and 'Musketeers' (20th), poor

—

$2,200.

Wllshire (F-WC) (2.296; 30-40-5565)—'Huck Finn' (M-G) and 'O'Connor* (M-G). dual. Poor on moveover, $3,400.
Last week Tailspln'
(20th) and 'Musketeers' (20th), very

bad

$3,300.

nal'

'Thanks Everything' (20th), tripler,
$2,200. good. Last week. 'Idiot' (M-G)
and 'Dark Journey' (UA), first-runs,
spUt with 'Dark Rapture' (UA),
'Lady Vanishes' (20th) and TUegal

DODGE/

$6,000, RIDES

iilGH IN

OKLAHOMA

C

(Par),, tripler, $2,200, good.
Oklahoma City, April 18.
Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10'Dodge City' is set for nice $6,000.
25-35-40)—'Castles' (RKO) (2d wk.). with posslbUity of more if weather
Good $4,200.
Last week, smash remains okay. Other films are stick$7,500.
ing around average fieures only.
Omaha (Blank) (2,000; 10-25-40)—
EsUmates for This Week
'Stagecoach'
(UA) and 'Pardon
Criterion (Stan> 0.500: ?.5-35-40)—
Nerve' (20th). Smash $9,300. Last 'Dodge CItv' (WB). Well received
week, 'Midnight' (Par) and 'Woman for excellent $6,000.
T.qfjt
week,
Doctor' (Rep), very good $8,300.
'MidnlKht' (Par), nice $5,200.
Orphenm (Blank) (3.000; 10-25-40)
Liberty (Stan) (1,200: 5!0-25)— 'Per—'Wife. Husband' (20th) and Top- .sons HWIno' (Par) and Troub!". Sunweek,
Last
oer' (UA). Good $9,200.
down' fRKO). snllt with 'Nancy
'Princess' (20th) and 'Boy Trouble' Drew' fFN)
and Third Nation' (Par).
(Par), $10,000, very good.
Good for averaoe S2,600. Last week,
Town ((Goldberg) (1,250: 10-20-26) 'Say
French' fPar)'Newsboys
—'Rough Riders' (Rep), 'Crime Lon- Home' (U). snllt withand
'Family Door»
don'
(GB), both first-runs, and (U) and 'King
Chinatown' (Par).
'Thanks Everything' (20th), tripler,
falrLsh $2,400.
split with 'Honor West' (U), 'Pirates
Midwest (StaD> (1.500: 25-35-40)—
Skies'
(U),
both first-runs, and
'Gunga Din' (RKO). Good $2,000. Ice PoUle.s' (M-G). Fair $4,000. Last
Last week, 'Dark Journey' (UA). week. 'Princess' (20ih); pood S4.200.
f.«?i»n)
25-35-40)
Plaza
(750:
Gambling Ship' (U), first-runs, and
Moveover from
'Jesse James' (20th), tripler, spUt 'Princess' (20th).
with 'North Yukon' (C!ol),'Spy Ring' Midwest: $1,400 bit over average.
Wharf Last week, 'Ppris Honeymoon' (Par),
Fisherman's
and
(Col)
moveover. *1.300.'falr.
(RKO), tripler, $1,800, good.
20-28)=-State-- -(Nob'ci
(1,100:
'Home Prairie' (Rep) and 'Barefoot
Boy' (Mono). Averaee $2,500. Last
Stone Ducks 'Wave'
week, 'Blnndle Boss' fCol) with 'RoTraffic'

—

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
(RKO) (2d wk") and Tisb- tills spot Last week, 'BlackweU' (WB)
erman's Wharf (RKO). Good f7,500
Tony Martin in person, poor
/«^JS*»»unt (Hamrick - Evergreen) indicated. Last week. 'Castles' and and
around $10,000 less than
$16,000,
S'TO 30-35-40)—'Dodge City' (WB) 'Marry' (RKO), big $12,000.
'Flying &ishroai)L-(RKQ) (2 d _ liSmount (Fox) (2.2Qfl;. 26J.O)-^ Martin did on his last visit here
"—
ye&fvgo.
^fouble'^
'Boy
and
*»S*<»>e
week
(WB)
First
$4,500.
•BlacfcweU'
m.. *
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)
great
$7,200.
(Par). <3ood $4,500. Last wisek, 'King
Moved here
IWyoU (Indie)
20-25)- Turf (UA) and 'Romance Redwoods 'Dodge City* (WB).
(1,100;
after big week at Penn and saiUng
^de Winds'
(UA) and "Thanks
HoUywood, AprU 18.
beautifully. Sunday (16) was
mance Redwoods' (Col), fairish
Nice ^SSliitf(F^xf°?878; 25-40)-'Honest along
IvISf^'^loS' (Par) (revivals).
house's best Sunday since seven-day
W.800. Last week
George Barbler replaced Fred $2200
'Dr. KQdare' (M- Man' (U), after a week at each fte
Tower (Stan) (1.000: 25-35-40)—
began in this state and flicker Stone In Tidal Wave,* now' In pro
"^^"8
(M-G), fair Denver and Aladdin, and 'Krst Of- week
$1,5^
Good $2,000. Last looks headed for $10,000, or better, ductlon at Republic -with John Auer •Mldnleht' (Par). Moveover from
fenders' (Col).
another h.o.
mean
should
Criterion.
Good for 112,600. Last
which
week
after
(WB),
directing.
week, 'Daughter'
*!^^!l'*^J*'*'»»s (Parker) (1,000; 30
week, "Fast Loo.sc' (M-G), full-week
«;4p)—Three Smart Girls' (U) an< at each the Denver and Aladdin, and Last week, 'Huck Finn' (M-G), also
Stone asked to be reUeved of the after previous three-day run, $2,60"
•Rli
strong moved here after Penn engagement,
(U),
Bushiess' (Ur(2d"wk)'.' Good 'Society
Smugglers'
assignment
good $5,400.
good.
First week great $5,800.
$2,300.

?»

W

Last

^W.500.

jjMJ)

and

week

'Ambush'

'Missouri'
(Par), poor

—'Castles'

-

.

—

.
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\S^ithout; .hysteria, without

braggadocio, without

promises that
fulfill,,

presents

The company will
In
that will

the. following pages,

be used

The

by

this

release

to

make up

list

its

program for the season. 1939- 40.

pictures.

titles, stars,

From

players;

and

directors

our 1939-40 program.

literary properties outlined are the

company.;

can never hope to

Twentieth Century - Fox proudly

fifty- two

we

we

making rash

most important ever offered

this list will be, selected the pictures that, will,

inake up our jiext year's group.

In

spitej

of

their great merit, a certain percentage of

properties;: /will fail

expectations aiid.must
is:

:story

to develop, because there always, ^has been and

always will be a percentage that, in

This

our

final

be replaced or

a situation which

is

form, will not reach up to Studio

dropped.,

inherent in the production of motion

pictures.)

These^hazards, these~ changes, these heartbreaking disappointments
are realized only by the

man who

has to deal day by day with the actual

problems of production, but they exist in our industry and they cannot be
eliminated.)

As
to~

this

to the casts,

we

list

that group of personalities under contract

company and those already borrowed from the

outside from

whom

these pictures will be cast.

Other deals of course

will fee

made, other namei will be added froni

time to time, as they have been in past years; but

we do

not mention our

VARIETY

Wednesday, April 19, 1939

many

hopes in

It

directions simply because these negotiations are not

actually completed.;

In asking you, our customers^ to purchase
attention to the following facts on
1.

The

2.

The

this product,

we

call

which you can base your judgment:

production record of this company for the past four years

since the 20th Century- Fox Film Corporation
of important box-office

list

was formed.

names under contract

to this

organization plus our ability to buy our share of additional
in the
3.

your

The

talent;

open market.

list

and well-known properties from which

of impressive

our program will be made, plus the purchase of other timely

books or stage plays offered on the market which

more timely than some

to or

of those

we have

maybe superior

indicated in spite

of their respective merit.
4.

The

incentive to continue to operate and conduct a successful

and constantly growing company and
good

will

and respect

the world over which this
5.

The mutual

necessity of

profit for ourselves

to secure the continued,

of the thousands of contented customers^

and

company

enjoys.

making product

for you,

that will produce a

which can only be done

future as in the past by producing the greatest

money-making

pany's well-known record do not

some would make you

To

the exhibitor

four years,

we

flow of well
that

we

that has

who

make

of

plus, this

com-

so-called blind buying quife as

believe.

has used 20th Century-Fox product these past

pledge the utmost that

made and

number

box-office attractions.,

'Tbese ingredients and the reasons as stated above

blind as

in the

is

possible to deliver a continuous

profit-making quality motion pictures, to the end

can continue to deserve and secure that support and confidence

made

this

company's record one

President, 20th Century- Fox Film Corporatioit

of

which we are

Vice-President in Charge of Production

all

very proud.

General Manager of Disiributrdn

VARIETY

u

OF THE 52 20th CENTURY-FOX PICTUBES FO

PRODUCE 24 FROM THE FOLLOWING
SWANEE RIVER

THE RAINS CAME
The biggest ptoducdon ever attempted by 20tb

AMECHE

Starring

AND UVINGSTONE

authentic scenes. Directed by

most impressive

Henry King. The

in screen history:

cast is

toi

and romance. Perfea for theglorious abilities of beautiful Alice Faye.

LADY ^ANE

obtain

one of the

SPENCER TRACY, RICHARD

GREENE, NANCY KELLY. Sir Cedric

SHIRLEY TEMPIJB

Another

with

Hardwidke, Walter Bteo-

oan^ Henry Hull, Henry Travers, Charles

ALICE FAYE. The famous play by Rida Johnson Young, a

notable success on stage and screen, ridi in heart-vtrarming sentiment

A production diat has been more than two years in the making. A
months

. .

AN

DON

AMECHE A cast blazing widi luminaries of the film capital Screen
j>lay by Ernest Pascal,

A

from a story by Lou Breslow.

tucky." Tingling

New

C V. Jamieson.

VAN DINE MYSTERY

S. S.

master-strdce of

emu TO COME)

showmanship

stars

SONJA HENIE

in a story

El«m MmxwteW»

Produced as a companion picture to '^sa^

HOTEL FOR WOMEN

and ftudnating drama that revolves around the

breeding of thoroughbred trotting horses and the glorious histocy

'The
i<»f

From the classic by Mrs.

by one ofthe greatest writers of detective fiction. A picture loaded
with the electrifying surprises for which Van Dine is fiunous.,

MARYLAND
TECHNICOLOR.

In

produced

Directed by Walter Lang.

pattemied to the scale of *Ales>

ALICE FAYE and

. . .

Resplendent with the brilliant and reckless gaiety of

Cobum^ thousands more.

HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE
andet's Ragtime Band." Co-starring

dramatic spectacle

the breath-taking scope of "The Little Princess.'!

all

Orleans at Mardi Gras.

'The "Big Parade" of film history .

DON

NEW YORK

LITTLE OLD

Maria Ouspenskaya and Henry Travets.

special ei^tedition braved the African wilds for

and drama. Staning

in a characterization that gives full play to his wealth

of talent

with a supporting cast including Cesar Romero, Joseph Scfaildkraut,

STAIWLEY

in song

The nNnantic Old South

Centuiy-Fox. Based

on Louis Bromfield's best selling aoveL Diieaed by Clarence Brown.
Co-starring MYRNA LOY, TYRONE POWER, GEORGE BRENT

I

GREAlil

the state of Maryland. From the story by Sonya Levien.

of the famous Elsa for the daring has made her entertain*

flair

ments internationally famous. Here she makes her debut as a screen
personally ... in a story die co-authored with Kathryn Scola.

MmeterUmek's

.spontaneous-publidty natural

THE DLVE DIRD
Starring

rected by

this industry.;

'

To be produced with a lavishness that will make it

An

sund out among even the very biggest of 20th's top<bracket hits.',

original story by

TECHNICOLOR. From Walter Edmonds* best of
Two whole years of research and writing have been

In

. .

.

this 5toty

hilariQr

and romance.

of pioneer trappers

THE KHYRER RIFLES
^^^^^

this adaptation

of one of die most
hits in all screen

versatile

A story of heroic action ... as British regiments and native hordes
clash for die gateway to India
Pass.

and colorful boxoffice
most

BARNES, who scored so bril-

liandy in ''Wife, Husband and Friend," in a story even richer in

THE MARK OF ZORRO
this

most lawless and tumultuous

devoted to

.

A role ideally suited for

in its

best-sellers.

and the American Revolution onto the saeen. Its multi-star cast will

history.

West

depicting the never-to-be-forgotten exploits of historic

WARNER BAXTER and BINNIE

be one of the year's nA>st impressive.

sensationally successful

who

HE MARRIED HIS WIFE

DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK

TYRONE POWER will star in

Griffin,

Wyatt Earp.

Ten" star.

power of

William Rankin and Eleanore

dramatization of the

days

'and heart-liftiag beauty of the most spectacular ice ballets yet to

getting the full throbbing

of three Cosmopolitan Product

FRONTIER MARSHAL
A

HENIE Romantic comedy, dirilling with the grace

present this t^-ranking "First

first

wrote ^'Boys Town.**

EVERYTHING HAPPENS AT NIGHT
Starring SON]A

The

DANCE WITH THE DEVIL

Based on the play and book of world-wide fame. Screen play by
Ernest Pascal

Ratoff.

tions.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE. In TECHNICOLOR. One of the,

most important properties ever acquired by

Gr^ory

A

... a word-of*mouth seosatioa Dir

and dadiing of

To be produced on

. . .

a lavish

historic,, blood-drendied

Khyber

scale.

JOHNNIE APOLLO
Vital with timely significance

and drama

. . .

showing die

disillu-

siMiment of modem youth facing a troubled world. Stpry by Samuel

great stats. Truly big-picturel

G. Engel, Hal Long and Roland Brown.

A RRITON AT YALE
RICHARD GREENE'S sky-rocketing popularity
again with the showing of this attraction
•toiy

woven around

20,000

will leap forward

— an intensely

dramatic

the tradirions and high-spirited, acdvities of

one of America's greatest uoivetsides.j

MEN A YEAR

Quick-on-the-trigger alertness
tion's

newest phase—the

American

fliers

colleges. Thrilling

by Frank Wead.)

won 20di

this story

of

modem avia-

of tomorrow and their training in

and

^live

with youth. From the spry

,
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IS

THE COMING YEAR, DARRYL

ZAXVCK WILL
PROPERTIES OR OTHERS EVEN GREATER
m
HERE AM A STRANGER
DANCE HALL
I

moving, poweifol, humanl Father and son drama against a

Siocefei

college background.

From

the novel by

Gordon Hillman,

first

Adapted from

pub-

steel

workers.

W.

R. Burnetts colorful and powerful novel of the

The

Giant Swing.** Direaed by Gregory RatofL)

lished in McCall's magazine.

LILLIAN RUSSELL

SCOTLAND YARD
Based on the famous stage play of the same name by Denison

Brightest Stat of the brightest days of

Clift.'

New York

musical comedy,

her story glistens romantically widi diamond brilliance, sparides

Pulse-pounding with all the suspense and fascination its title suggests.

with champagne effervescence. The era that gave the

RREACH OF DISCIPLINE

Gay White

Way its name.

The sensational European stage hit about women in the medical pro-

^

DELLE STARR

fession.

The famous woman outlaw of

STEINMETZ, THE GREAT

the turbulent

West whose deeds

brazen daring rivalled those of Jesse James.

A production of epic scope, revealing the human side of the sden*
m
m
I

tist

whose miracles captured every imagination. His early

and romance make a story compelling with

real-life

THE POSTMAN WALKS ALONE

struggles

impact

One of the most

compelling tides and one of die mdst vital stories

the studio hasi scheduled for production.

RED CROSS NURSE
Atributetothatinspiringgtoupof women, followers of the Florence

Ni^tingale traditim, whose heroism has repeatedly

thrilled the

These Popuiar Series

w:orld.

SOL M. WURTZEL.

RRIGHAM YOUNG
America's pages
,

know no more

arresting

and

than the

vital figure

Even stronger

founder of the Mormon Church. His indomitable courage

illustrious

casts

and higher-budget production ate planned

year, following the enthusiastic

in the face of crushing obstacles consdtutes one of the most grip-

Executive Producer

CHAN PRODUCTIONS

4 CHARLIE

this

acc^tance by exhibitors and the

public of Sidney Toler in the tide role!

piogly dramadc stories ever written.

H
H

Mrving Bertim's

4 JONES FAMILY SERIES

SAY IT WITH MUSIC
An ezddng new

type of American cavalcade

The constandy-growing

— original,

m

makes for production greatness!

swindlers.

woman who

led a

Unmatched for minute-to-minute

story material will

still

3 MR. MOTO ADVENTURES
steadily

band of European

become a more

Added impetus

excitement.

firmly established boxoffice asset.

will be given his popularity by the stronger

material afforded

A DEAL IN HEARTS

him

in 1939-40.

4 JANE WITHERS COMEDIES

A bright comedy of domestic relations and complications
ing a wife who fougbt the eternal triangle with

family—

Peter Lorre, as the famous Saturday Evening Post sleuth, has

WAS AN ADVENTURESS

Vivid-as-Ufe experiences of a

this

further strengthen their value to you.

the most popular melodies ever written. Prodigal with all thai

I

of theatre-goers for

More important

larger boxoffice returns.

Mellow with heart-warming memories inspired by 25 of

ent!

affection

both individually and as a groupr-is being reflected in successive^'
differ-

. . .

The wisdom of 20th's

involv-

star strategy is refleaed in the fact that

jane

Withers, again in 1938, was high in the enviable "First Ten." Plans

fire.

for die forthcoming season include important casts and stories

THE LITTLE DIPLOMAT
Starring

SHIRLEY TEMPLE. A

—and—

perfea vehicle ... to be pro-

13

duced with the abundance of show values with which 20th
has determined to surround the world's No.

cal-,.

culated to widen her top-rank appeal and marquee pulL

1 star!

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

As yet untided.

FIRST QUARTER RELEASES 1939-40
(TENTATIVE)
Release

Date

Au0. 5

Release Date

Production

HOTEL FOR

WOMEN

WAGON

FAMILY

12

CHICKEN

19

HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE

Sept.

2

MR.

MOTO

odvehhire

AND

Release Date

LIVINGSTONE

9 THE JONES FAMILY AT THE WORLD'S FAIR
16

.26

STANLEY

Production

Oct.

7

(N.Y.)

14

Production

STOP,

LOOK AND

HE MARRIED HIS WIFE

CHAN AT TREASURE ISLAND

23

CHARLIE

30

RED CROSS NURSE

LOVi.

A BRITON AT YALE

21

HOLD ME TIGHT

28

THE RAINS

CAMi

VARIETY
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THE STARS AND PLAYERS
The

below include those now under contract to 20th Century-Fox
are already set for our 1939-40 pictures, As the season progresses,

personalities listed

(and such others as

\additional, established

will continue

its

names

will be cast in fulfillment of story

successful practice

of developing talent into

stairs

Maxwell

pon Ameche

^oan Davis

(Annabella

Amanda Duff

Pauline

fionel Atwill.

Alice Faye

Maiy Nash

Shirley

Xynn Ban

Henry Fonda

Marie Ouspenskaya

Sidney Toler

Pinnie Barnes:

Douglas Fowley

Tyrone Power

Spencer Tracy

Russell Gleason

Jed Prouty

yi2.to.tt Baxter

'falter Brennaa
'iCutrttsr

J^chard Greene

Sammd iSMuyn, Inc.)

^orge

.Elsa

,Sir

Brent

Cedric Hardwicke

jSonja

Henie

!Nigel Bruce

Jlenry Hull

Temple

Henry Trovers

^oan Valerie

Klne Richmond

Wally VernoQ

Rit2 Brothers

H. B. Warner
Marjorie Weaver

Romero

Nancy Kelly

Cesar

Charles Coborn.

Peter Lprre

George Sanders

^dieCoUinSi

"^jtm, Loy

Carradine.

Slim Summerville

Florence Roberts

^Spring Byingtoh

John

'Montague Shaw'

Moore

Marj orie Rambeatf

The

•

And 20th
of maximum value.

demands.

.Arleen

Whelan

Jane Withers

Joseph Schildkraut

Roland Young

(CNVfleorAt-C-M)

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

THE PRODUCING ORGANIZATION
DARRYL
Viee-President

V.

Frodumi

Associate

WILLIAM GOETZ

SOL M. WURTZEL.
Executive Producer-

"Walter

Lang

DonEttlinger

(George Marshall

Robert Hanaii

Gregoiy Ratoff

Sam Hellman

'Wiliiani

'Nunnally Johnson

Edward Kaufinaa,

.GeneMatkey
[Jdih Stone

A Setter

.Malcohn St

Clair.

Alfred Werker

Walter Morosoo

^Robert Ellis

Sidney Lanfield

.David Hesqpstead

Keantth Ma^owan

ZANUCK

^^e-Pr«sideni and Exeemthe Assista»$
to Darryl P. Zanuck

Hany Joe Brown
^Raymond Griflitii

F.

m Cbarge oj Pfodmetion,

The

Joseph Hoffman

Writers
[Betty

|)adc

Andrews:

Omitz

'William Rankin
.

.lEleanote Griflin

Ediel Hill
-

.Leonard Hoffinan
t

M. Mussdmaa

'Samuel

.Ernest Pascal

Anoe Hetendeen

.

jMorris

'Gregory Ratoff
Albert Ray

Allen Rivkin

Hopkins

;Sid Silvers:

Frances Hyland

Directors

^Arthur Arthur

Boris Ingster

Ridiard Sherman

lOttoBtower

iohn

Frank L. James

^tfa Skouras
Milton Sperling

'Irving

CummingS'

Roy Del
Allan

Ruthi

Dwa%

John Ford,
(Eugene

J.

Ford^

>Toniian Fostefi
JHeibert

L Leeds^

>Ieniy.Kiiig|

Balderstofli)

^win Bluni;

Rian James,

XouBreslow'

Jadk Jungmeyef

Walter Bullod^

Curtis Kenyon,

William

A Diak«

Fidel

La Barba.

Jr..

Barry Triyeri;

LamarTrotdl
Harry Tugend

JohnLarkin

Karl Tunberg

Fhilip Dunne!

Henry Lehrman

Jade Vernon

KeonethEatle

Sonya Levien.

.barrellWare

Waltet.D.JBdinOttds,

Helen Logan

FrankWead

.S._G.

Duncan.

—

.
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SHORT PRODUCT
The policy of producing its own short subjects, under the supervision of Truman Talley
has evoked sUch a gratifying exhibitor response that 20th Century-Fox will continue
this

it

season.

Quality will again guide

thfe

6 IjOWEIX THOMAS'
finest in its field, narrated

or radio.

\roice of screen

beautiful photography

a "must" for

jt

all

A

whose

subject

A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
To be

by the greatest
breath- takingly

and interesting subject matter has made

made

^"inside story" slant

on outstanding

In

great popularly. Narrated by the
to tell

Its

unique

man who knows

TECHNICOLOR. A jsubjectlwidi sensational femimne
men by storm. The tops in smart*

ness,

and laughs in

the screen while America's

No.

1

beau^ and audience' pulL^^S^ith spariding comment by

Ilka Chase that would, in itself, made this series as ontstaading.

.

it.-

absurdities, peculiarities

DONNER

appeal that has taken the

sports activides accounts

—

and

26 TERRYTOONS

O DRIRRLE-PUSS PARADES
on

as in the past-^

attractions..

FASHION FORECASTS

.

The

produced—not compiled

one of your_surest-fire

4 VYVYAN

SPORTS REVIEWS

and knows how

this series

the better theatres.

Already, in one season, an established success.

its

individually

thus heightening the amazing thrill and suspenise that, have

6 ED THORGERSEN^S

for

featurettes.

4 ADVENTURES OE

MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE
Incomparably the

planning of these one-reel

Paul Terry's organization wUl have^'/m subjects in
life are.

funny man.

COLOR

shown;

Lew

January

Lehr,

—

TECHNI-

season five of which wUl be delivered before
marking anotheHb^ward. stride in this company's

this
1,

live-wire production schedule^

convulses you with his cock-eyed comment..

MOVIETONE NEW§»
J^robably never before in this country's

news the world

over... making

finest in newsreels.,

it

has the public^been soJiitensely interested in

a matter of utmost iinportancelthat'your theatre show. the

Movietone News'

tameramen who snatch scoops

life

farflung international organizationvrtthe morale.of

its

in the very midst of peril... the unequalled, speed with?'whicfa

news to your, screen .-..''its incomparable corps

of. editorial specialists... alLmake

it

rushes the

it

unchallenged No. l in newsreels^ Issued, twice.each week.

TRUMAN TALLEY
Vice-Preside and Produeet

J.EW LEHR

J.OWELL THOMAS
RUSSELL MUTH

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

THORGERSEN

Sports

HARRY LAWRENSbN

European Director

Chairman of the Board)

lED

flewseties'"

•News Commentator

Commentatoi

EDMUND KEEK
General Maiiager

yYVYAN.DdJJNER.da/ HELEN CLAIRE
J?aibimtattdjfbe Feminine World

.Foreign Editor'

FO

Sn)NEY R..KENT
PresidenJ

PICTURES

VARIETY
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Growling Again

Pitt's

WB-Loew Pool Behind on

N. E. (Hiio,

Pix.

Hollywood, April

AI Rosen

is

Stanley,

Lone Hesiier, Drops Stage

Pittsburgh, April 18.

.

Product jam, which has set local
pool several weeks behind release schedules, is shoving
Stanley, town's only flesh spot, into
straight picture policy tor month at
Fred Waring, current, will
least
wind up presentation for the time
deluxer going films only
being,
of
opening
with
Friday
(21)
•Castles.'
It's the first interruption
in spot's combination policy since
rewere
March, 1937, when shows
sumed following six-month musi-

WB-Loew

WB

M'waukee Negro Protest
Bans 'Birth of a Nation'

.

Milwaukee*, April

sound,

by

AprU
of

18.

Plaines,

new on

construction,, modernization
and renovation in more than five
under way in northeastern
Ohio, with almost a score of new
houses scheduled to make their bow
A. G.
before the summer wanes.
Constant of Inter-StateTheatres, Inc.,
with headquarters in Steubenville,
plans a new $60,000 house at Nortb
Canton, O., seating 750 and ready this
summer.
Construction of a modern cinema
on S. Market street is to be started In
Minerva shortly by the Manos Amxis.

theatre

WARNERS HAS
EDITING

ON

'40SKED

Late Saturday the censors met in
office and ordered the

Mayor Hoan's

fire,
rebuilt and
being opby Dean W, Davis, West
Mo, Construction has started
450-seater In Fairfield, 111, H. L.
Pitner, who Is Interested in the
Strand, 450-seater, and the Rex, 500seater, both shuttered, will operate
the new house.
Excavations being made for new
750-seater for Frank Barnes at Carmi, 111. Barnes also is' Interested in
the 60O-seat Strand, in Garmi. Mrs.
O. P. Caulfleld, Edina, Mo., owner of
the LaBelle, 200-seater in. LaBelle,
Mo., recently destroyed by fire hasn't
determined whether she will replace
it .with another.
Construction is almost completed on the 600-seater
Bond, Greenville, 111., which will be
operated by the Frlsina Amuse. Co.,
of Springfield, 111. The project will
cost $30,000. Theodore Coleman, Mt
Carmel, 111., owner of the 630-seat
American, destroyed by fire several
months ago, is contemplating rebuilding the structure. Coleman also
operates the Uptown, 700-seater in
the same town.

erated

Canton, O.,

Most ambitious program

etc.

Sector, Texas

And OAer Zones in New Bldg. Rush

18.

"The Birth of a Nation,' film classic
that has survived nearly a quarter
of a century, was banned from Milwaukee Saturday (15) by-order of
the city's motion .picture commi^ion.
The original film, once hailed as. the
greatest screen spectacle of all time,
opened in the morning at the Albambra, with accompaniment of modem

cians', strike.

Under pool setup here, Penn, the
liOew house, gets choice of product,
with Stanley taking the next best
pix and playing them with presenta'
tions and combined B films being
However,
dualled at the Warner.
with eight heavily-budgeted films
available immediately for the next
ordinarily
which
all
month,
of
management
would go to Penn,

.

St Loub

18.

dusting off 'Th*

of Europe,' which he
has been planning to film for the
last four years. Story deals with
Germany since 1014.
Current plan Is to release the
story in film and book form at
the same time.

Mad Dog

5

years, ia

discontinued after Sunday
Hollywood, AptO. 18.
Co. of Toronto, seating 900.
(k>mmisslon also
night'.<« showing.
R. T. Kemper of Shelby plans a
ordered immediate deletion of scenes
With actual production completed
it considered contrary to public poU on this year's schedule, Warners has new $30,000 house immediately at
icy and decreed that after Sunday five features of the 1939-40 program Crestline, seating approxlntately 500.
Iiorenzo Buzzelli, who recently acnight 'Birth of a Nation' shall be for- in the editing stage and four more
ever barred from this dt^.
In work. Those in the cans for next quired the Five Points, nabe at
Commission's order came after season are 'Devil on Wheels,' 'Hell's Akron, plans adding 50 feet to the
Kitchen,' 'Enemy Agent,' 'Waterfront' rear of the house, increasing the
representatives
organizaof
Negro
reDistributors,
alternative.
no
had
seating capacity to 650, add air conand 'Elmer the Great.'
fused to give Stanley these pic- tions protested that many scenes
WB's 'Dust Be My Destiny' rolled ditioning and enlarge the marquee.
tures on stage-show terms and. ne- were prejudicial to their race,
The Hope, Sesser, 111., owned and
At Bedford a new house in the
today (Tues.), John Garfield headcessity of playing them oil at once
ing the cast 'Career Man? is slated $100,000 class is planned to start soon. operated by S. Hope, remodeling its
became imperative on account of
stage' to accommodate flesh acts. Hillto start May 15 and 'Three Cheers George Burroughs, Cleveland archisubsequent runs.
^Hfill Rogers Memorial
In the billy entertainment is No. 1 on the
tect, is preparing the plans.
for the Irish' two days later.
Stanley management announced In
same town Mrs. Lena StlUwell is amusement sked. V. Merritt, Taynewspapers that interruption in
First week in May launches four
contemplating enlarging the Bedford lorviUe, 111., and Tony Serra, SpringDrive Starts Timrs. (20); features on the
stage shows would be for four weeks
lot, beginning
field, m., will open the Lux, 600by acquiring more ground.
only, although that period may be
with the Edward G. Robinson starrer,
Edwardsville,
111.,
P.
Essick, president of the Berea seater,
about
Special Short iUl Set Tootsteps in the Dark.' Those to
extended an additional fortnight or
Amus. Co., has acquired the old May 1.
follow are "The Knight and the Lady,'
more, depending upon the run' of
Pastime there and plans extensive
product at that time. Pool execs ex
'Not Wanted' and 'Dead or Alive.'
Texas' BoUdIng
'Four Auld Lang Syne,' the short
modernization.
pect holdovers on several pix, aside
DaUas, April 18.
new 1,200-seater is planned at
from ones that will be moved to which will keynote the annual Will
Hailed as proof that show biz is
Lorain by Gieorge Shenker and John
Warner for continuation of down' Rogers Memorial drive, was pre^
Dandrea, at a cost exceeding $150,000. zooming around these parts is the
town run, and this may keep de- viewed last week. The Rogers Na' Pic Engineers In
Shea Theatre Corp. has acquired announcement of plans for hew thealuxer fleshless longer than expected.
tional Theatre week starts tomorrow
downtown site In New Philadelphia tres in smaUer cities of this area.
Coast Sesh, Study
Following. 'Castles,' Stanley has
for new first run. Company operates This does not Include the recently
'Stagecoach,' 'Confessions of a Nazi (Thursday), and more than 9,000 circompleted Lakewood, swanky nabe
the Union there.
Spy' and 'Hardys Ride High' set, cuit and independent houses already
Gimmicks, Gadgets George
K. Angeles of Mansfield here, or the remodeling of two other
while Penn will stack up 'Wuther have agreed to participate this year.
planning 1,000-seater in NorwaUc, nabes—Haskell, destroyed by fire,
ing Heights,' 'Broadway Serenade,'
Drive is headed by Major L. E.
house.
cost about $60,000.
suburban
Abe Schwartz and Rosewin,
HoUywpod, April 18.
'Dark Victory' and one yet to be set
Neither does It Include new house,
Thompson, RKO executive.
during same period.
Annual spring convention of So- and Jack Shulman are building a
first in history,' at SeagovIUe, south
Short this year, which will be ciety of Motion Picture Engineers 1,200-seat deluxer in PainesviUe.
Stanley will return to
town's
Architect Myron M. Goodwin, of of here.
regular straight picture price scale, flashed on the screen before collec' opened yesterday (Mon.) at RooseYoungstown, is preparing plans for
BuUding wiU Include the Pines at
With shows, house gets tions are made
25-35-50C.
velt hotel, with 125 out-of-town
in theatres, spotlights
60c top. In some quarters, it was
members registered for the sessions, another de luxe nabe in that city to Cleburne, Tex., 558 seats on two
cost $80,000. Joseph
Shagrin and floors, $15,000; Tower at Carlsbad,
thought rival Harris outfit might Raymond Massey and Robert
which run through Friday.
associates, who recently built the N. M., 850 seats, one floor, $20,000;
capitalize on situation and. shoot in Sherwood, star and author respecNate D. Golden, chief of the moFoster, back of the veilture.
Hobbs, at Hobbs, N. M., 780 seats, one
flesh at its downtown deluxer, the tively of 'Abe Lincoln In Illinois,' tion picture division. Department of
Work has been started on $50,000 floor, $20,000; Oovls, at Clovls, N. M.,
Alvin, but that's out inasmuch as current Broadway
Commerce, highlighted the opening
legit hit, Film has
theatre to seat between 500 and 600 900, one floor, $30,000.
spot' also has flock of big pix lined
Sherwood comparing, in a brief iU' session with comprehensive survey at Bryan, C, by the Ellaness The
Just finished is the Texas at Waxaup for that stretch. Including 'Bell' troductory speech, certain
of the foreign film markets. Golden
qualities
hachie, Tex., formerly the Ritz, 550
atre Corp.
and 'Rose of Washington Square.'
disclosed that political and economic
of Will Rogers to that of Lincoln.
seats,
floor and balcony, $20,000;
Figured total of 25 Stanley em'
Then Massey is depicted In two typi- difficulties abroad has resulted In
Si Loo Zone's Big Bldg.
Texas, at Sherman, Tex., 900 seats on
ployees, including 16 musicians, will
in revenue for Amerilarge
decrease
cal scenes from the play.
Besides
two floors, and the Irving, at Irving,
St Louis,. AprU 18.
be jobless during the four-week
doseups of Will Rogerts Memorial can film producers during 1938 in
Excavation has started for a new Tex., DaUas suburb, 500 seats, th«
period.
Pit boys were taken by
comparison to the year previous,
activities, major part of remainder
latter two houses to cost about $45,«
surprise when they got their noLatin America is the fastest eX' $250,000 de luxe nabe on the outof picture is covered by Lowell
skirts of St Louis, and is the opening 000 between them. The IrviiJg will
tices last Monday (10), there having
Thomas' comentary and talks by panding market for American. films,
gun of a theatre buUding campaign replace the present house there, and
been no previous intimation that Spencer Tracy
and Deanna Durbbi. with 6,230 theatres operating, and in- that reaches into
the rural sections of Waxahachle job Is being erected
house had been considering, any suoh Short was
made at Fox Movietone creasing yearly, Golden stated. Total Missouri and Illinois.
move;
The Shuchart where old house feU from fiames.
plant in New York, Edmund Reek of 1,706 feature films were produced
Realty Co., which' owns and operates
SMpervlsing;
Film stock was cbn- in 1938 in the Far and Near East, the
Detroit Aetlve
Norslde, another de luxe nabe in
tributed by Pathe-Dupont, Eastman he disclosed, with Japan producing
Detroit AprU 18.
575 of this number. Production for North St Louis, is owner of the new
Kodak and Filmex-Gevaert
Theatre buUding la being resumed
house, which wUl be a 2,000-seater.
Per always, the funds obtained the year in Europe was off, with
Tommy James soon expected to hereabouts In earnest foUowing
during Will Rogers week go to sup- Germany leading with 137 of the 609
award contract for new 1,000-seater, slump In the recession of 1938. WisBIG
port the hospital and kindred phil- features made on the continent.
At the morning session W. B. Ray. expected to cost $150,000; will cater per & Wetsman circuit has started
anthropies at Saranac Lake, N. Y.
ton presented paper which disclosed to Negro trade exclusive^. It's in a excavation for a $300,000 nabe on
Hollywood, April 18.
WUl seat 2,250, to be
that American optical manufacturers Negro district, where two other east side.
Second American role for Vivien
were now producing lenses the equal smaUer houses are now In operation. known as Harper.
liCieh is the top spot in David
Esquire, located just Inside subof any made in Europe. Sessions on Fanchon & Marco reported to be
Selznick's 'Rebecca,' slated to start
sound, color, laboratory and projec' readying plans for $200,000 house in urban Grosse Polnte, to be reopened
June IS under direction of Alfred
tion practice, and photography will the northwestern siection of the city late this month or early in May by
Hitchcock.
Actress is expected
be held daily, with SMPE presenting on site it purchased for the Florissant group of east side business mien. Sevcomplete her role ih 'Gone with the
symposium on television as climax Cinema Gardens which was operated eral other spots being considered In
Wind' before that time.
Pittsburgh, April 18.
last summer.
to the convention.
syndicate headed by various parts of Detroit and suburbs.
Meanwhile Selznick plans to roll
Delegates made inspection tour Nat Koplar, formerly associated with
Tony Martin signed here last week
Intramezzo' about May 15, with LeS' to open Bon
Woreester's Newie
Air Country Club out- Monday of the Paramount studios to F&M, is reported to be preparing
lie Howard as star and associate pro
Worcester, Mass,, April 11.
intricacies
side of Chicago May 25. Ticket calls witness
ofprojection plans for the construction of another
ducer.
Ground Is expected to be broken
background, process, special effects 2,000-seater in the extreme north
for a month's stretch and will de
April 17 here for a $110,000 picture
and miniature work. Group visits part of the city.
lay singer's return to the Coast un
house,
with opening date set for
At Belle, Mo., the Chamber of
til at least first of July.
Understood Warners plant Thursday (20), with
Day.
Greendale Theatre
there's an M-G deal on the fire for convention banquet slated for that Commerce is giving serious thought Labor
Cnttiiig In on Grinde
Arthur A. Blanchard, of
to forming a stock company to pro- Corp.,
Martin, who asked for and received evening.
vide the town with a. film house. At Southbridge, Mass,, president and
his release from 20th-Fox some time
Harry
J. Steinberg, of Worcester,
Hollywood, April 18,
Dexter, Mo., Charles Weeks, who opago.
Eddie Dmytryk; cutter, is pinch'
'Glory'
treasurer,
the owners. BuUding also
to Start
Martin will go into Bon Air with
erates the Weeks, 525-seater, mulling
hitting for Nick Grinde as director Freddy
Martin's
plans for 600-seater next door to the will house the Associated Theatrical
band following
Hollywood, April 18.
of Paramount's 'Million Dollar Legs. couple of additional weeks of p.a.'s
Syndicate.
Samuel Goldwyn's Philippine yam. present house.
With a week's shooting to go, Grinde in theatres. His wife, Alice Faye, The Real Glory,'
Mae Preston, Salem, Mo., who op.
rolls next Monday
New 500-Seater
was bedded by a throat infection.
Is due in New York this week by
(24),
Gary Cooper starring and erates the Lyric, 350-seater, preparDmytryk had been editing the boat from L. A. «nd will join him Henry Hathaway
Sun Prairie, Wis., AprU 18.
ing to give the go-ahead signal for a
directing,
picture.
Kermit Chairboneau plans to build
in either Youngstown oc Akron, O.,
Specially built for the picture is a new 500-seater there, construction of
a
500-seat
theatre
here costing about
where he's splitting current session. 700-foot tropical lagoon
on the which was stopt)ed several months $40,000.
There had been, talk earlier of
ago when she started negotiotions
Miss Brooks
at 20th Martin going Into new 'Broadway United Artists lot.
with P. V. Mercier, Perryville, Mo.^
JUin
Grey'a
New One
Melody'
Hollywood, April 18.
with Eleanor Powell, but
on the local situation. About two
Oklahoma City, April 18.
Andy's New Girl
years ago Miss Preston and Mercier
Phyllis Brooks checked off the George Murphy has sbice been set
John Grey will buUd a new theatre
started a small war among exhibitors
Holi^ood, April 18.
20th-Fox contract list after two years for that spot
at
Woodward,
Okla.,
with work to
Metro dipped into the musical field when they both started plans for new
on the lot.
for the girl Andy Hardy tumbles for houses.
Frlsina Amuse, Co. .Inter- begin within a week. Two other theShe will freelance.
In 'Andy Hardy (Sets Spring Feve*.! vened and the troubles were ironed atres am tit present operated by John
Extra Hitch for Pair
Terry
here.
3.
She is Helen Gilbert, recruited out when Miss Preston took over the
IXOYS'S
-IDEA
Hollywood, AprU 18.
R. J. Logan purchased interests of
from concert and for the last two Mercier project Construction was
Hollywood, April 18.
Two pictures went back Into work years 'cellist with the studio or- then stopped on both houses. Miss C. B. Runyan in the Runya'n theatre
Harold Lloyd has acquired from for three days of added scenes at chestra.
Preston's new house will cost around at BamsdaU, Okla.
picture
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Pathe

all rights to stories

from which Warners.

his eight starring silent features and
13 two-reelers were made.
Retired comedian Is looking around
for a youth to groom for the parts
he played. He will produce the pictures.

•

Claude Rains was recalled from his
Omaba'a Salesman Change
Pennsylvania- vacation' foi* new shots
Omaha, AprU 18.
on 'A Family Affair,' directed by
Ralph Olson, totmerly with UniTerry Morse Is- versal, has joined RKO, and Carl
Michael Curtlz.
piloting 'Waterfront,' the other film Reese, 20th-Pox, has resigned to join
RepubUc ia Des Moines.
requiring additional Shooting.
.

$50,000.

G. W. Gordon, Bloomfleld, Mo., Is
remodeling a store building in
Bloomfleld into a 400-seater and
expects to open about April 20.

The

Cameo

Grove,

Mo.,

300-seater,

Mountain

recently

destroyed

HALE'S DUTIALES
Hollywood, April

18.

First job for Alan Hale under his
contract at Warners Is top spot

new

in 'Boycott'
Picture rolls early In

May.

•

St.

HEX WAGE DEMANDS
TO BRING SHOWDOWN

Already Shpped by Absence

Italy

Of Yankee Fibns. Snrvey Rereals
Q%e absence there

of strong

Amer- Fischer Switches Policy

being felt conican films is already
letilderably in Italy, according to a
distributor In New
ter received by a

York from a former major |>lcture
exec In Rome, who's now operating
of the mesIn Paris, The author
be(Bge, whoso Identity Is concealed
cause of possible reprisal against him
(hould he return to Italian distribuAmerition, said that the dearth of

LONDON'S

.

popular-priced

.

that countiy.

top-fUght

American

product has produced many unusual
developments in Italy. American pictures are being shown even now because four U. S. major dlstribs, who
ara obligated to sell films In lUly,
due to contracts there, are providing

ome

Italian dlstribs,

films.

ever, handle their product.

howAlso,

there are some reissues still playing. It will be a year before American pictures disappear entirely, according to the correspondent
peculiar situation has developed
with dual bills, which Indicates the
hold that U. S. pictures still main.

A

M-G. PAR, 20TH
BIZ SAFE IN

'38.

Queens—Sept

'Dear Octopus,'

14,

'

"The

Sept

Assn. Seen in Need

Com

18, "38.

'Geneva,'

will be named successor to Sir Victor Wilson, who quits in June as
boss of the Motion Picture Dlstribs'
Assn.
Nothing is expected to be
definitely set until the return of
S.

Inside sources reveal possible successors In Sir Archdale Parkhlll,
former Minister of Defense; Fred
Marks, now chief of the Films Cominisslon;
Stenator Foil, prominent
politician,

and Major Condor, former

How

Wyndham's—Oct
Sad,' Vaudeville

'38.

'Number

Six,'

Aldwych—Dec.

21,

'38.

They Walk
Jan.

Alone,' Shaftesbury-

19, '30.

•Magyar Melody,' His Majesty's
Jan. 20, '39.
'Design for Living,' Haymarket—
Jan. 25, '39.
Tony Draws a Horse,' Strand
Jan. 26, '39.
.

—

'Gas Light' ApoUfr-^an. 31, '39.
•French Without Tears,' Piccadilly

—

understood Wilson's successor

18.

*39.

'Robert's

Wife,'

Savoy—March

MPDA

London Legit Houses
If

They Don't Improve
London, April

.10.

The London County Council has
become active of late in demanding
reconstruction of a number of older
theatres. These demands will neces'
sitate either abandonment of a number of them for theatre purposes, or
their razing and conversion into
business structures.

The London 'Hippodrome, owned
by Moss Empires, Ltd., now a subcompany of Gaumont-Brltlsh,
anc° operated as a musical house by

sidiary

(General Tlieatres Corp., also a subsidiary of G-B, is also slated for extensive alterations at the conclusion
of 'Black and Blue,' now playing

MPDA

21, '39.

•Family .Reunion,' Westminster

March

SO.

AMERICAN

the distributor gives the exhibitor
four to eight additional playdates
for a feature after the initial run.
For this, the distrib receives $150,
for example, instead of $100 he
might be expected to receive for a
regular single- booMng. Giving this
right to rebOok for the additional
$50 is beginning of worries and expenses for the distributor.
For. the $150, the distrib finds ha

must keep a print

PK MARKET

of that particular
film available for possible additional

.

showings.
He must maintain an
elaborate bookkeeping system and
each time the prhit is serviced, in«
spected, shipped, etc., it means an
additional outlay of $7-$10 for tha
distributor. It also confuses his exchange and keeps the vault filled

quires many films,
naturally wants to

the

exhibitor
get them as
Result is that

stars there for personals; aid in reopening of hundreds of closed
cheaply as possible.
houses, and the production of more
he boosts the multiple-selling idea.
Spanish language pictures here.
Some distributors describe the exAlthough all studios are pitching tra $50 in the $150 multiple-selling
In on the South American biz drive, deal as extra gravy.
Others fail to
20th-Fox is making an intensified ef see where they benefit after costs of
fort to cut in on Paramount, which servicing,
etc.
However, these con-,
long held a dominant position, in tinue to distribute films
there be^'
sales in S. A. Obviously, with most
cause of the possibility the economie
of European market shot execs are fallacy
of the plan would ultimately
concentrating on the Latin American thwart its continuance.
Also, they
countries to partially mc^e
up wish to maintain good wllL
Biggest objection to the multipleselling raised by opponents is that
it prevents the distributor from obtaining what he calls a decent fee
's
for secondary features and does not
make the exhibitor obtain the full,
benefit of a picture when it first
(Continued from page 1)
plays his theatre. They contend that
If the system was eliminated, the
their European losses by turning out exhibitor requiring one or two secSpanish-language
features. ondary (second or third-run) feamore
representing tures would have to shop and the
Several
publications
South America as the Industry's new distributor would thus secure a
El Dorado have been bolstered by much better flat rental for the addispeeches, latest in Hollywood Mon- tional film. Thus, too, the exhibitor
day (17) when Golden spoke before would have a better show. Advocates
film engineers.
of elbninatlng multiple-selling charge
The newsreel situation has been that the constant rebooking of the
discussed secretly at the State De- same film into the same theatre, even
partment, which is alarmed over though spread out over several
the gratis reels being fxumlshed months, certainly offers no incentive
South American exhibitors by the for the potential theatregoer.
-

Plan

President

'

.

New—March

In Half
22, '39..

Moon

(12),

7,

tive

DUNCAN SIS, SANDLER
— CUCK IN SOUTH AFRICA
6,

—

Street,'

—

'Dancing Years,' Drury Lane
March 23, '39.
'When We Are Married,' Prince's

—March 27, '39.
.
The .Doctor's Dilemma,' WhiteSouth
hall—Blarch 28, '30,

OK

.

8,

21, '39.

The Man

10.

but not prevalent in first-run

New London

—

March

London, April

cities

ttis expenditure into consideration, ble to cultivate the theatre-operaCasino
thi. owners are seriously consider- tors below the Caribbean, although
ing razing the property and erecting there Is little chance any scheme
Sliow NSG, bflt Paul
ar auditorium that would seat about can be perfected under which the
3,500, as against the present seat- U. S. would furnish films on a charlug capacity of 1,430. This would in- ity
Draper
basis.
The producers have
at C. de P.
volve approximately $750,000, The promised to insert the maximum of
new building would necessitate the subtle propaganda and educational
London, April 18.
absorption of the shop frontages.
material in their weekly releases.
Though a ^ectacular production,
There are a number of other the- Details being kept confidential at
weak dancing specialties and a gen.
atres upon which tL. LCC is mak- the diplomats' request
eral lack of sparkle resulted in ai
ing demands for alterations-. In. fact,
The Government's efforts are faltering debut of the new London
all older houses are more' or less waiting, for Congressional ratificaCasino revue here Wednesday ni^t
subject to modern regulations.
tion that it would not be competi-

—

For Moore, Mennhin

champion,

world's

HYPO FOR

BIG

formance. Playing the original role
which she created in the New York
production last year. Miss Luce was
supported by John Mills and Niall
MacGinnls, handUiig roles created
on Broadway by Wallace Ford and
^
Broderlck Crawford.
"Mice,* the Jolm Steinbeck dramatization of his best-selling novel
of the same name, was highly regarded by the press in its Wednesday night (12) performance.

—

Concerts Set

1932

situations.
head the outfit
As explained by opponents of
After Johannesburg the ouflt comes
multiple selling, basically. It varies
U. the Alhambra, Cape Town.
Following the South African tour the from ordinary flat-price deals in that

After two years of censorial disapproval, 'Of Mice and Men' has entire show goes to Australia.
been okayed for public showing here
and goes into the Shaftesbury May 2.
Claire Luce got around the censors
last week and presented the play
at the Gate for a private per-

must have political backing. There '39
are still plenty of political snags
'Black and Blue,' Hippodrome
ahead for the
unless a pro- March 8, '39.
Ambassadors
portion of exhib demands are met
Revue,'
'Gate
Cape Town, March 28.
Victories scored by thj MoUon Pic- March 9, '39.
African Consolidated Theatres' 1039
March variety sl^ow opened yesterday (Mon'Sugar Plum,' Criterion
ture Exhibs* Assn. recently over the
'39.
day) at the Alhambra here to a cahave paved the way via the 15 'Mrs. Van Kleek,' Playhouse
political
pacity house.
Duncan Sisters and
route for other exhib March 17, '39.
measures.
'Johnson Over Jordan,' Savllle— the Albert Sandler Trio were the

S. Africa

Brunner,

there. Improvements demanded by
St James—Nov. 22, '38. LCC aggregate ^00,000, also cover- Germans. American companies have
Haf Palace—Nov. 24, ing a period of five years. Taking been asked to do everything possi-

radio moguL Stuart P. Doyle, too, —Feb. 8, '39.
has been mentioned, but when quesFeb.
•LitUe Ladyship,' Lyric
tioned Doyle said he was too busy '39
•The Mother,' Garrick-March
for the Job.
It's

London, April

.

•Under Your

1.

who

—

Duchess

'38.

•Goodness,

MPDA members now visiting U.

Is Green,'

20, '38.

'Quiet Wedding,'
14,

Political Tactician Oct
Sydney, April
here as to

GETSCENSOROK

.

'38.

is rife

IK

The Lyceum has already, passed
out of existence, and will be replaced
by an office building, with shops on
the ground level. The next one condemned in its present form is the
Current London Plays
Gaiety. Associated Theatre Proper{With Jiatet When Opened)
ties has an 80-year lease at a $37,LCC, the
500 per annum rentaL
'Me and My Girl,' Victoria Palace present landlord, demands improve'37.
—Dec. 16,
ments that would cost 4200,000 in the
"Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept 6, next five years.

Australian Distrib

Speculation

Dates on One Deal

—

when a French-made film received in New York this week
and an American picture play on from European reps' of the three
Once it was reported
the same double blU, the film from companies.
France usually gets second billing, that repercussions from U.S. govern
nils holds true even with product ment blasts against dictator nations
might shortly force these three refrom lesser American distributors.
For the first time, exhibitors In maining American companies from
Italy are deliberately billing any German distribution entirely.
Recent report however, indicates
tr. S. film as *Thls Is an American
Picture,'
because of scarcity of that German exhibitors have indi
American features and the marquee cated they must have outside' prod'
draw that Yankee films have, on the uct other than 'German-made films
and that they would rather have the
customers.
Also disclosed was that while few bulk of these foreign pictures come
theatres, If any, have actually closed from U.S. than other countries.

Of

4^

In Ai^entina;

Multiple SeOii^

REICH

In years,

pervision.

Ifit

Hollywood, April 18.
A Hollywood goodwill and supersalesmanship junket descends on
'A Woman's Privilege,' which
South American countries around with old prints.
opened at the Kings- .y Thursday
June 1. In the delegation will be
S and 4 Fix on 1 BlU
(13), proved an anemic comedy that
Industry leaders, including Sid Kent
American dlstribs of bourse, ara
showed only snatches of smart and Addlph Zukor,
who will par' fully cognizant of the present pracdialog. Plot, too, is tmlikely.
tlcipate at sales meetings and also
tice In Argentina of plaiying three
litUe
UkeUhood that
push deals for native pictures.
There's
and four features on one bill and
Cjoodwlll gesture to accelerate the
Metro, Paramount and 20th-Foz will
that this is back of the entire muU
sale of American pictures in Latin
Uple-selling setup. Because he rebe forced out of Germany or terrL Condemnation Faces
countries embraces the routing of

toty controlled by the German govtain on the Italian public. Although
French product is rated as the best ernment, according to information

fhus far because of lack of product,
many houses that formerly used two
features presently are showing only
one and filling their time with vaudeville and stage shows.
The writer
confided also that an anti-American
picture attitude was being developed,
apparently under government su-

Yank Companies

Ainbassadeiirs, Paris
Paris, AprU 10.

straight night club comeon, a show
can features was becoming Increas- but no eats.
Spot will be orchestrated this
summer, after opening May 11, by
Joe Kaye, English batoner who
product Italian theatres customarily played for official galas given in
close during the hot months. Also, London during the visit there of
the writer says, the theatres will President and Madame Lebrun, and
probably open later than usual In the Rafael Canaro Argentine band,
the fall for the same reason.
for tangos' and rhumbas. Show will
Eight American major dlstribs and carry line of girls, but troupe, to be
most independents quit distribution topped by four or five name acts, as
bi Italy Jan. 1 because of the Italian In .previous years, hasn't been degovernment's film monopoly, which cided on.
sought to dictate terms on which
foreign companies could dilstrlbute In

of

A

showdown from U. S. major picture companies is expected shortly
on demands of their Mexican exchange workers for increased pay.

Bu

Multiple-selling system employed
Situation was discussed last week Taylor, Bninner Head
by foreign managers in New York at
largely in subsequent-run cinemas of
So. African Ice Show Argentina currently is disconcerting,
the Hays office.
Cape Town, March 28.
to U. S. film executives. This method
Clifford C. Fischer, wholl operate
Thirty artists arrived from Engof seUlng .features has been in forc«
the Restaurant des Ambassadeurs
land last week for 'Switzerland,' the in Argentina for the last eight years
this summer,, will switch the policy
let
ballet and revue, which opens or. more, a policy some larger U. S.
of the nltery back to the tea dantonight (28) at the Empire, Johan- major companies admittedly hava
sant, dinner and after-theatre supnesburg, for African. Consolidated resisted for some time. Ifs now conper, which was dropped during the
Theatres. Phil Taylor and Melltta fined to Buenos Ahres and larger
whiter tor the more

Of

ingly felt since many, theatres In
Italy will close this year earlier than
usual for the summer, due to lack of

Absence

Cabto AMreNI TABIBR, KONDOM
BM1-W«I
TAlaphone Tempte

INTERNATIONAIi

MaiVm'a FUea, VnSaif* 8«au«

with

commercial

activities.

President Roosevelt wants to use the
requested money to dub reels of
Government functions Into Spanish
and Portuguese; produce a film on
the other countries to be released
in the U.. S.; produce a special feature on tills country for general distribution to the South Americans;
and equip embassies In nine countries with permanent sound projection apparatus.

biggest clicks.

Fr.^die Bambergei^, planist-comi^r
dian, also was a big winner.
Joe
lauiel, comedian; Gyps} Nina, staging accordionist; Cookie Bowers,
Cl.ester Fredericks and Gloria Lane,
American dancers, also got over.

Fla Socks Mez BIi
Grace Moore will concert In
Mexico City, April 18.
Africa for South African Theatres
'Heaven and Charing Cross,' St
Flu epidemic in Mexico has slashed
September, 1940.
Martin's—March 20, '38.
Yehudl Menuhln concerts for the
'A Woman's Privilege,' Kingsway amusement biz** Intakes by about
30%.
aame firm in Mardi, 1040.
—AprU 13, '30.

.

Several importations who were to
have appeared in the show were unable to do. so due to refusal of the
Labor Ministry to grant them permits.

Despite the conflict with the C^slno's opening, the Cafe de Paris
pulled a big crowd on the same night
with the click opening there of Paul
Draper, the American dancer.*

Annabella to
TeniiMit Qiiits-Dni^ Iiaiifr

For

Own

Producing^ Co.
London, April

IB.

Make

Pair

Tor 20i4^x¥ England"
Hollywood, AprU

18.

H. M. Tennent, for the past five
Annabella is slated for two 20thyears general manager of the Drury Fpx pictures to be made in England
Lane theatre, has resigned and will for distribution in America as well
devote himself to his own play-pro- as Great Britain.
ducing company.
Studio plans 10 features at Den>
New unit will b« called H. M. ham for 1939-40, but only four for
Tennent, Ltd.
release in the U.S.
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FILM REVIEWS
Mioiatiire

definite direction.
'Inside Story, which has little to
distinguish it from a host of similar
clip-joint yams, does more for Jean
Rogers than it does tor anyone else
concerned. Possessed of youth and
beauty, actress gives indications of

and

<Tli« Hardys Bide High' (M-G).
Sixth in the Hardy Family series
and up to standard for surefire

boxoftice.

Mickey Rcmney

-Andy Hbrdy
Judge Haiily..
Marian Hardy
Mra. Hardy

Cecelia Parker

.Pay Holdon

Ann Rutnerfoni
i...,..Sara Haden
Virginia^ Orey

Polly Benedict
Mllly
Consuelo

Aunt

Minor Watson
John King

Mr. Archer
Weslcott

Philip

Don Davis.
Dobbs

.

.

John T. Murray
Halllwell Hobbas
George Irving
Alleen Prlngle

. :

;

....

Mr. Dronoll
Miss Booth..
Snsan Do'wen.
Caleb Bowen
Dick Bannoraly

Matsba Hunt

:

Donald Brhn^s
William Orr
Truman Bradley

hostess, she Is equally at

tough

moU

series; will do all right
as second half programmer.

man team

home as a
when

as she Is appealing

later transformed into

-

a homebody

with a yen for the simple

bon mots in humorous

s^le, and a sister team, Jan Duggan
and Louise Carter, also hit the bell
Clerk
with their comedy lines. June Gale
The Sixth in the Judge Hardy's and Douglas Fowley have important
Ameriparts in the drama, the former espe'average'
Family sagas about
cans takes the clan to Detroit and cially effective.

an

Inheritance.

alindst<-S2,000,000

Hence the

about the Hardys

title

riding high well

fits

New

Streets of

the latest in the

Yoric

Monocrein release of WUllao T. Lackey
series, which is up to standStan Jackie Cooper; features
Per usual, Mickey Rooney production.
Martin Spellman, Sidney Miller, Buddy Pepdominates the natural comedy situ- per. Directed by WUUam MIgb. Story end

.

ndaptutlon, Robert Andrews;- editor,

ot

sell

Bus-

Schoengarth; photography, Harry NeuReviewed at Mtb St. Ployhouse,
man.
scriptists Johnston- Van Kiper-Lud- N. T.. private screening, April 12,
38.
wig have fashioned with such canny ftunning time,
HINS.
..Jackie Cooper
Acceptable bozofflce right Jimmy.
skul.
Martin Spellman
Glmpy
down the line.
Sidney Miller
Jiggsy

The Hardys Ride Hi^' is a nice inatfoot.i
change of pace, taking the small Beaney
into de luxe, sur- Spike
roundings, but their economic honor Howie
Rammy
is save?—the inheritance turns out Pop O'TooIe
to be a will o' the wisp, and while it Roger Wilson

Bobby
David Durand

Stone

Robert Tucker
.William Tucker
i...
George Cleveland
Robert Emmett Keane
..'..Robert Bmmelt O'Connor
leaves a few outlandish bills in a Burke
Dick Purcell
Keenan...'.
Tap
state of climactic suspense, it brings
George Irving
Judge Carroll
the Hardy family oack to their Anne
Marjorle Reynolds
natural ,surroundlng6 in Carver, Mid;

,

(where

is

it

at this theatre),

Pic-

ture actually serves as a springboard
for further enhancement ot William

Gargan, Maxie Rosenbloom and a
boost tor recent screen newcomers,
including Eddie Foy, Jr, Eve Arden
and Sheila Bromley.
,
gets
which
'Streets of New York,'
Director John Farrow has held ina little away from routine lines, is terest well considering the feeble
entirely without love interest but is table about the amateur pilot who
anothier Jackie Cooper starrer that risks her lite in order to help her
should do all right if not pointed too
brother, a former racing
ciety.
And while the 'man-to-man' high. Former kid star, who holds crippled
aviaior. Plot has her vamping Ace
talks which Lewis Stone and young his own as' an adolescent, has a very
a hero for
Rooney regularly indulge in are now strong following among the younger Boreman, just acclaimedflight
mark,
becommg a bit stylizjed, the drcum- I'jirls and will please In this effort smashing cross-country
use his plane in th? L.'A.
istances naturally s^ues into this even it he doesn't throw his arms in order to
The directo Cleveland air race.
situation.
His pre' tor's nice sense ot values adds sevaround
young
ladies.
any
The heart-to-heart between father vlous 'Gangster's Boy" and 'Boy of
otherwise
to
an
portrayals
eral
neat
may
ot
16
and son aboUt when a boy
the Streets^for Mono did aU right, monotonous tale.
start smoking, drinking, or chasing
and his third, because of title simia likeable,
Bill Gargan makes
is great stuff for the family trade,
larity, may cause some contusion,
and every minute of the footage but again the nature of the subject swaggering, air hero. Maxie Rosen
bloom, as his chief mechanic, chin
shrewdly preserves the basic tradi- matter is clearly Indicated.
in with one of his neatest comedy
tion ot wholesome family relations.
Little Martin Spellman, a definite roles.
cast
as an avlArden,
Eve
The high regard by Andy (Rooney) screen discovery, tops Cooper's supand dau^ter Cecilia Parker for porting cast as the crippled boy atrix, and about whom the story conmother (Fay Holden) and respect whom Cooper shelters. Spellman, cerns- itself but Uttle, looks like a
Sheila Bromley, as the
comor.
for their kindly, if sometimes worwho had a bit in 'Boy's Town' blonde trouble-making 'wife to the
risome, pere (Stone) Is as deftly
(M-G), stepped forward importantly
flyer, also indicates future possicaptured by director Seitz in this,
when Mono put him in u Am a ace
Eddie Foy, Jr., kept in the
bilities,
as in any of the five predecessors in
Criminal,' subsequently signing him background as modest grease-monthis series.
to a termer.
He is a natural and key who smashes the transcontiot
amount
There's the usual
ingratiating little fieUow with a fine nental' mark, looms as new film maadolescent s.a. by the winsome Ann
'Victor Jory, Charles Anterial.
Rutherford, hut a little more is film voice for a kid.
Numerous other youngsters, all thony Hu^tes and Rosella Towne
added via two new tangents-^Virglnia
Grey, a highpowered looker' in a De- products of the slums, are in the heatl the support
,
picture and form a sort of Dead End
Dialog often becomes trite, introit nitery (Andy Hardy's chorine
Kids group tor Monogram. They in'^ cluding such humdrum expressions
crush), and in the planting of a
Sidney Miller, Buddy Pepper, as 'H^s been asking tor you; you'd
dude
little romance interest for 'aunt' Sara
Haden. That's a good premise for Bobby Stone, Robert Tucker and the better go inside'; 'I hoped you'd feel
the sequel Hardys, since the new toughest ot the lot, David Durand. that way,' and 'His heart is as big as
hair-do and sartorial regalia nicely Their performances are satisfactory, a medicine ball.' Production is a bit
The only temme in the cast is Mar- contused in picturing locales—epic
establishes 'Aunty Mllly* for the
Miss Grey is a jorle R^snold^ and she is on only being that of the landing field at
future releases.
flashy number, a peach for her for a few minutes.
Wichita, with a mountain range
Elder characters. In addition to the showing
Bhowglrl assignment, and John King,
up clearly in several
Weor.
as a li^ht menace, is another new judge, George Irving, .include IMck shots.
good face for Metro. Alleen Fringle Purcell as' a gangster and George
Cleveland, screen vet
is in tor a brief sequence as a couThe story conoems- Cooper, owner
tourier. The rest are bits, but exRedwoods
of
die
pert WiUiam Orr, PoU/b fleeting of a newsstand who studies law at
Fea
Columbia production end release.
Juvenile interest, is also a new and night school His troubles aqid joys,
includiiliig efforts ot a tough youngture> Charles Blckford. -Jean Parker. Gorpromising starter.
Directed by
don Oliver. Pat O'Malley,
the ingredients have been put to- ster and his mob to knodi him out Charles Vldor. Original stoiy, Jack Longether with consummate skill, with ot business, form the basis for the don; -screenplay. Michael ti. Simmons;
O. Slegler; editor, Byron
uie same high production standards plot Story is built largely to stress camera, Allen Liberty,
Uncoln, dual. Run
Boblnson. At
that have distinguished the previous the human interest surrounding the nlng time: M MUiS.
lives of Cooper and Spellman, but
Abet.
...'.Charles Blckfon]
Hardy Family relcas
Steve
toward the' end pulls in a gangster, June
Jean Parker
Al Bridge
killing, cops, etc, for sudden melo- 'Whittaker

McB

,

STORY

Malone
dramatic flavor.
Mother
William I«gh's direction is satis- Carter
20th-Fos release o( Howard J. Oreen proFeatures Michael Whalen, Jean factory and William T. Lackey's pro- ITorkes
duction.
Directed
by duction, with photography by Harry Joe
Chick Chandler.
Sogers,
Sockc
Adapted by Jerry Cady Neuman, is excellent
Rlcsrdo Cortez.
Char.
Forbes
from orlRlnal by Den Aames Williams:
Jackson.

SIIN8.

Gus Hmnloy
Aunt Mary Perkins.....
Eunice
Uncle Ben Perkins

Whitoy
Collin
J. B. Douglas
District Attorney

Flora

.Charles
1

Dora
Hopkins'

Spencer Chortora
Theodore Von HltB
Clin Clork
Charles D, Brown

Bros.' production

«..'

•

M WNB.
Janet Steele

Kay

Ace Boreman
Doc
Lane Stully Mclnnea
Denny Corson..;
Krledn Boreman
Kit Campbell

victor Jory

Mazle Rosenbloom

Bve Arden
Charles Anthony Hughes
^

Bill Steele

Johnnie
Gaited tor fine support on dual Sloan

....Eddie Foy, Jr.
Shellu Bromley

Ftankle Burke

:

John Dllson

programmers, the Roving Reporter Farmer
Michael whalen and Fnttaet's Wife
Chick Chandler, carries on the pace Palmer

series, feativAig

by the previous releases, filysteiy murder and newspaper yam sets
well as a vehicle for 'whalen and his
comedy stooge. Picture has added
set

.

distinction ot Rlcardo Cortez's name
&s director, bis first effort along these
16 years before the
after

Jines

camera.

Howard J. Green and Cortex have
given their leads strong support with
such troupers as Spencer -Charters,
Theodore von Ettz,. June Gale, Jane
DarwelL Bert RoMfK and others, re-

^sultlnR' In all contributing workmanlike performances.- Whalen's work
is on a nrr witB bis previous efforts
as a 'rnvtujr repftHer* with a penchfnt f^T RoWln* murder mysteries,
with n'-nohaJflnee and good humor.
-His style and handling of the part

Ftancls

William Gargan

'

Marc Lawrence
Dorothy Arnold
Stanley Hughes
Little

Tough Guys:
Harris Berger
Hally Chester

<.<;all6r

'Murph'
'Monk'

...Charles

'Trouble'
'Yap'

Wm.

^

Duncan
Benedlot

David Gorcey

Although the stoiy fabric is not
new, 'Code of the Streets' gives a
new slant on juvenile delinquents
James Oleason and what can be done with them on

the screen.. Picture looks like another moneymaker for Universal.
The Uttle Tough Guys' live up to
their previous record as boxoffiee.
Maude Ebame (Sood enough to stand on its own ip
Uaijorle Oateeoa cetrain houses where they go for
Tommy Ryan hoke melodrama, and fine support on
Henry Artltur
double bill alignments. Has
Bally Payne most,
Edward Keane "Tou^h Guys' hand playing amateur
.liuclle

Oleason

Ellla

,

-

-

There's a comedy side romance between oldsters Davenport and Maude guys,' show up as well as the last
out after they get over their
Ebume, a chasing widow, but this is time
initial overacting.
Paul Fix, as the
sillily carried through.'
older brother who almost makes a
There's no evidence in the film ot trip
the hot seat, has one powerful
any 'great expenditure of coin or scenetobehind
the. bars 'that stands out
time to make it top-grade film tare; as the
best in the picture.
in fact, quite the contrary.
Scho.
Leon Ames, El Brendel (doing his
usual comic relief as small store
owner), Marc Lawrence and Dorothy
strong
Syndicate release ot Warwick producUon. Arnold head the support In
fashion.
Juanita Quieley appears In
Features Charles Qnlgley, BlU Hayworth.
Directed by Leon Sareiia. Screenplay, Ed- a bit at the outset ot the film.
gar Edwards: editor, William Austin; osm.
Arthur T. Horman's screenplay Is
era, George Mcehan.
At Strand, Brook- .strongest in- its dialog and the few

SPECIAL INSPECTOR

wT'sniJe"

Tom Evans
Patricia

Charles Quigley

Lane

•^llver
Rill-.--.-

Rita Hayworth
George McKay
..Edgar WnUams
John Spacey
Eddie Laughton
Bob Rldeout
Grant MacDonald
Bin Irvlni

,

David Foster
llm..:...,
Dapper.. I
Skip
role.--..

Mother Jones
Ralph Collins.-.,
Hendrloks

.Vivian CoomL
i...,Fred Bass

Spencer Charters
...Vera Lewis
William Gould

Wear.

Too Dangerous

panion.
'It must be a crime picEarl Gonn ture. Charles Quigley
and Rita BayDon Bedoe

Brvllls

Lee Prather

to Live

(BBITISH-UADE)

McKenna
Don Douglas

As the newsreel

flickered off, this
spectator heard voices in the row
Gordon Oliver behind. 'What's the feature?' askea
Ann Shoemaker a girl's voice.
Lloyd Hughes
'Special Inspector,' said her comFat O'Malley
Lawrence

Marc

original twists. Elwood Brendel, listed as cameraman, presumably is the
comedian trying his skill as a Bhotographer.
It's a good flrst effort

Vincent

Williams

.

Ume:

Jan Duggnn

Loulae Carter
Bert Bench

Paul Fix
El Brendel

,

Toung Man
And these

I don't remember
Aldenon worth are in it
him. but she's kinda all right—
could go tor her.'
Tailor-made tor the action houses,
'bh, I know him,' the girl replied.
'Romance ot Redwoods' has faults in 'He's cute. I like the way his hair
photography which will probably curls. And he's got a nice smile.
nass unnoticed' where it's shown. What's a special inspector? What's
Film is spotty and dark, with most he inject? Maybe he finds the n^sof the faces haggardly shadowed. As tery Idller or smashes the dope ring
an entertainment ii has a tew mo- or breaks up a gang of smugglers.
ments of stuniense and movemoit Here it goes—now lef s see what
which' will take the eye ot the out- happens.'
door tan, but for the most part! it's
'Yeah, there he is,' muttered her
slow. It could have been cut more. companion. 'He's a government reveFeatured are Charles Blckford, a nue agent and is going to try 'n'
hair-chested lumberjack; Jean Par- catch the 'mob of fur hijackers. See,
ker, who grew up in the timberlands; they hold up trucks, kill the drivers
and Gordon Oliver, a city gent who and then smuggle the furs across the
blows into camp aivl bowls her over border. There's Rita Hayworth. Her
with ^ tew choice lines from Edgar brother was murdered by the gang

THE WIND
.

Paul Randall

,'.

Judge Handley

and release.
Features Kay Francis and William Gargan.
Michael Whalen Directed by John Farrow, Screenplay by
Jean Hogani Lee Katz and Albert DeMond from novel by
Chick Chandler Ftancla Walton; tedmlcal advisor, Ftank
Douglas Fowley Clark: musical director, Leo F. Forbsteln;
John Klmj dialog director, Jo Graliam; editor. Thomas
At Palace,
Jane DanyoU Pratt; camera. Bid HIekox.
....June Gale N. T.t week April 18, 'SO, dual. Running

Barney Callahan
June White
Bnapper DocUn

Leon Ames
JuanHa Quigley

>

Merchant
Halste.id
.Mildred

Sherlocks.

<

Wamor

.'•.'.

Cynthia

Tommy Rbay

While again incorporating the
This lis one of Republic's Higgi
Family series, a programmer ot less usual apipeai for juvenile trade, story
than average entertainment content blends the activities ot east side
Cheap production, trite story and hoodlums with a moving mobster
comedy situations hold it down to fable. It has the older brother ot the
strictly the lower half of double-bill youngster gang about to go to the
chair tor a murder he did not comsituations.
The Gleason family, James, Liicile mit and a faithful detective demoted
and son Russell, are agaiin in the to pavement pounding because he inmost important spots, but their, ma- sisted on the man's innocence withterial
hardly does -them justice. out being able to bai; the guilty
Harry Davenport, Mary Hart and party. Aspiring ton ot the 'broken'
moppett Tommy Ryan, in prominent plainclothesman sets out. to solve the
supporting roles, are equally handi- murder mystery, finally enlisting the
capped by the script and production. support ot the 'little tough guys.'
Gus Meins' direction looks unin- Film has the usual guilty party hidspired, the film's pacing being quite ing out in a gambling resort and the
ingenuity ot Uie cop's son eventually
spotty.
Story is a boy-meets-girl affair, tranping the real culprits, but quite
plus the old gag of wealthy parents', a tew novel twists have been given
oblections to their son's romance with the plot whirh enables it to hold Ina hired hand's daughter. Gleason is terest despite some Implausibilitles.
Director Harold 'xoung displays
office manager for Pumell Pratt
candy tycoon, but quits when Pratt nicety of balance between the more
orders him to break up the affair be- actionful episodes, the braggadocio ot
tween the Higeins girl (Mary Hart) the kid mob and the mystery eleand Henry Arthur, the candy king's ment He is helped materially by
two slick performances trom Frankie
scion. Gleasoii tries to establish his
own candy factory and is made over- Thomas, as the ex-detective's son,
night when his wife loses a diamond and James McCalllon. as head of the
ring and an- advertisement is inserted 'little toughles' and brother of the
condemned man.
in a newspaper accidentally offering
Harry Carey makes a reasonable
a $5,000 reward if it is found in one sleuth
who is shitted .to. the ranks
of Gleason's candy bars.
Russell
Gleason is again in a dumbbell role, because ot his .own convictions. Westem fave shows a flair tor such cop
almost gumming'up the romance and
roles. Harris Berger. Hajly Chester,
the factory, and is the only one in
Charles Duncan, William Benedict
the film who manages to get laughs.
and David Gorcey, as the 'little tough

Romance

IN

'Chick' Foster

Harry Davenport
Maty Hart

Lizzie
Jarvls

-

WOMEN

Harry Carey
..Frnnkle Thomas
James McCalllon

..Hussell Gleason

Hlggins
BlU BlUs

,

camera, Virgil Miller; editors. Jack

n

Banning time:

'30,

.,.....,.Pumell Pratt

Tommy

,

Hurray
and Norman Colbert; music, Samuel KayUn.
At RKO Alhco, B'klyn, N. T., dual,
Running time: 61
-week April 14, '30.

M IONS.

IB,

Bob Lewis...,
Danny Shay

Wife's Relatives

Joe Hlggins.
Ul Hlggins
Sid Hlggins
Grandpa Hlggins.
Jean Hlggins
Mr. Ellla
'Widow Jones

April

Lieut. Lewis

.

obviously being graduated so it will
fit into lower section ot dual brackets

west U.S. A.
However, ifs a setup for Rooney's
playboy ambitions, as he is primed
for a phoney chorus girl romance
and gels a taste of too fast high so-

INSIDE

HIN&

Republic release o( Sol C. Slegel producFcatuite James Oleoson, Luclle Glea>
Directed by Ous
Russell Gleason.
Meins. tAsreenplay by Jack Townley, from
story by Dorrell and Stuart McOowan;
editor, Ernest Nima; camera, Jack Marta,
At Fox, B'k^n, dual, week April 18; '30.

....Buddy Pepped

t

week

tion,

Running time:

Streets

Universal prodootlon and release.
Stan
Little Tough Qnys,' Harry Carey.

The

Frenkle Thomas; featarea James McCalllon
Juanlta Quigley. El Brendel and' Ltoii
Directed by Harold Toung. ScreenAitics.
play by Arthur T. Herman; camera, BlAt Central, N. T„ dual,
wooil Brendel.

soil.

so-so filler tor duals.
•Denble Crime in the Maginot
Line' (Tower). French military
meller, timely for exploitation.

n

town Judge's dan

My
'

Nice boxoffiee.
'CBdcrcever Agent' (Mono).
Sweepstakes racketeer meller;

ard.

which the now well knit team
director George B, Seitz and

Cooper

other melodrama with the 'Little
Tough Guys' playing sleuth.

Metro

ations,

York' (Mono).

that
starrer
do all right, singly .in
some situations, and in the duals.
(WB).
Wind'
•Women In the
Kay Francis' finale tor WB, this
meller of feminine aviators is
only a strong dualer,
tty Wife's Belaiivcs' (Rep).
Hlggins Family entry uAg. for
b.o. Strictly for lower duals.
(Synd).
bMpeetor*
'Special
For
Stereotype crime meller.
occasional lower-deck dualling.
<0««e ef the Streets' (U). An-

^ould have had more punch.
Production is nicely dressed, photographed and gagged. Chandler dehis

New

'Streets ot

Jackie
should

life.

Cortez's direction Is a good job, although some of the. climactic sequences let down too easily and

livers

inside Story* (20th). Another
the newspaperman-camera.

In

Code of the

Is

.

Rouvorol: music, David Sncll;
Beneditor,
White:
Losttr
cahiero,
definite screen promise. She should
Lewis
At Capitol, N. T„ boalnning April go mudi further with proper stories
Running time, 80 Hln8.
13, '30.
and ^nn riiinp. Cast as a nightclub

Aumnla

Reviews
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Wednesday, April 19, 1939
a superfluous aviatorforest ranger, whose part means
nothing to the stoty, although he
does^gtaat he can with it Ann Shoemaker and Marc Lawrence make the
other showups.
^
Charles Vldor's direction is fair,
but he lets the picture, lag in what's
supposed to be its big momenfr-the
forest flre-^while Blckford flounders
around in the forest trying to save
a bunch ot lumberjacks. Fire scenes
partly redeem camera honors lor
Allen Siegler.
,
,
.
'Romance' is an overall and workBorn.
shirt special.
time lead,

however, could stand more pointed

HARDYS RIDE HIGH
Metro production nnd releaeo. Fcfilures
Mickey Rooney, Cecilia
Stone,
Directed by Gconse
Parker, Foy Holden.
Agnce Christine
screenplay,
Soltz;
B.
Johnston Kay Van Rllier and Wllllom
IiUdtrlg, based on chamctere creatM by
t,«\vls

I

.

,

'

London, April

8,.

Warner Bros, production and release.
Features Sebastian Shaw, Anna Konstam.
Directed by Anthony Hankey, Leslie NorScreenplay, Paul Gangelln, Cannery Chappell, Leslie ArllBs from novel by
David Hume.
At the Phoenix, London.
Running time: 74 HINS.
Jacques Leclerq
Sebastian Shaw
man.

Anna Konstam

Lou
Collins

.'....';

Marjorle

Reginald "Tate
Greta Gynt

Murbridge
Wills

(...

CnWIby

Adam

Edward Lexy

.Saunders
Seltord

Manners.

....Ronald

. .

.

:

Mrs. Herbert

Burton

Inn MacLean
Ilcnry Caine
George Relph
Tonle Edgar Bruce
Torim Thatcher

An excellent cast smart directloni
adequate photography, effective material and a iew pretentious settings
have been combined into a smoothly
motivated picture that should go
over here and in' the U. S.
Gang of European jewel thieves is
headed by one Wills (Ronald Adam),
whom none of the members has ever
seen, since he communicates' with
them via' microphone. Here (Sebas<
.

tian Snaw) is first shown as an international criminal,' replete with
pedigree and other credentials, who
attempts to higlfjaek the. perpetrators of a robbeiy.yis himself' captured
by them, brought to thehr headquarHits IS'billed in the press books as even it he wears store-made duels.
There wa£ an insistent noise— loud, ters, convinces them ot his prowess
Kay Francis' swan tdng in the cin- Story gets its first quirk, when Oil swelling louder. It was the sound and is permitted to join them. Not
ema, and that she -is quitting the ver, who works alone with Blckford track.
The spectator looked up. until late does.lt develop he belongs
on
the
is
hurled
to
screen to wed. 'Whether it means,
ssiw,
hisjleathin ;:The''End,' flashed the legend across to the French police, and is specially
her retirement from all pictures' or the blade. Looks like Blckford did the screen.
detailed to capture the leader of the
only WB, It is not a particularly it with a jealousv motive, which
"Geez, that wasn't so hot' grum- criminals.
Jolo.
happy farewell. It has Miss Francis leads to a scandalous trial, and
bled the man.
'Just the same old
playing an aviatrlx in about the forest fire climax.
crime stuff. No shooting, no flghts
Screenplav
'steenA air n\eller to come alone in
makes Blckford
'TBIAl' DATE SET
."nd no surpri.se.. Kinda dumb. And
recent months. Aside from calling strange coIIecUon. He has muscles "eei, werfin't the photography and
Hollywood, April 18.
on her for little acting ability, the like an ox, can break a man's back •"^"nd punk?'
Jean Parker gets the femme lead
Aim uses the time-worn theme ot a and frequently does, but he's soft
•Sure were,* the girl ajjreed.
It
transcontinental air derbv ^thi»time about any animal with an injured didn't make much .sense. Maybe the opposte Johnny Downs in 'Parents on
Trial,' a Ralph Cohn production at
tor femmes. r
fotft'or paw and keep!< r menagerie
fffoture will he better.'
Production Is a typically strong of -them in the house,
The Roectator stumbled, uo the Columbia, slated to roll next TuesClass B effort, footsige and names, \ Al Bridg<L
_ the lumbei boss, plays pisle. "Well, it's a pretty gdod anes- day (25).
aside possibly from the Francis draw, a seml-roughle, Lloyd Hughes, one- thesia anywfty,' he mumbled^ Hobe
Director Is John Schwartz:
Air Races OKlotal
Joan
Phyllis

Ouest

Rosells

,

and

she's

gonna spy on

'em.'

The

Bicktord, having been one ot the voices trailed off, the figures on the
strong and silent stands by and screen grew dim—the spectator's
watches Jean won by the city eyes closed, his breathing became
smoothie, who is an all right gent .<;low and regular.

Gordon Hart
Ila Rhodes

Towne

'

'

-

.

—

otw

>

'

'
.
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UNDERCOVER AGENT
Dlreot«a

Dcane.

by_ Howard

Bretberton.

Adapted by MUton Balaon from original
•lorr by Martin Mooney: camera, Arthur
jiartlncni: odltor,. Riuaelj SohMneart*, At

New

Aroaterdam.

N.^.

dual. April

Sunning time; 68 BIINB.
Bill Xrent
Betty Madison

Tom

,J.

M.

Maude Eburne

Minnow
Pat Murphy
Graham.....
•

Russell Gleason
v^S!'"*ff
Kerrigan

Jfndlson (Pop)

Mrs.

Bartel
Pussyfoot.

14, '89.

•

Joe Blako

...Oscar O'Shea
Selmar Jackson
I*o" Harolde
Ra7 Bennelt
Ralph Santera

Not much support even for neighborhood duals. Another In the crime
cycle, with little to recommend it

except the sterling work of the veteran J. M. Kerrigan.
Produced in the low brackets on
familiar sweepstakes-racket theme,
-most essentials for this tyi>e of story
are there, but- lacking first-rank stars,
outstanding production detail or unusual script attention, picture cre-

the girl's room after 2 a.m. when
the bribe to establish his alibi Is
made. It is here that reference is
made to a business proposition, the
fenune indicating that such is never
too early or too late. This is subsequently smoothed over by the
bribe proposition. Film also has a
bubble dancer, doseups confined to
a fleeting glimpse, for obvious reasons judging by her garb, or lack
of it Other dialog is likewise risque
but essential to the plot
Production carries the Hays seal,
Ripley or not Judged by what remains in the picture, plenty was
pruned. It probably was a case of
permitting certain things in in order
to sustain the plot
Photography is one of weakest portions of film, bad lighting being especially noticeable In closeups.

wear.

-

ates

no

unusual

interest.

Double Crime in the
Maginot Line

Martin

Injects some novelty into his
yarn, sugarcoating his expose of a
sweepstakes counterfeiting ring by
gloriQring the U. S. Postal Inspec-

Mooney

,

tion Service.

Bussell Gleason- is a railway postal
clerk with an ambition to become a
After foiling a
postal inspector.
pawnshop holdup, he gets in dutch
with the Service becatise he toted
a gun off duty and against regulaFinally
redeems
himself by
tions.
unofficial sleuthing which helps the'

Government track down
stakes crooks*
Shirley Deane gets

thie

sweep-

(FBENCH-HADiS)
Towers

release

of

Felix

Gandera pro-

Features Victor Franccn, Vera
Directed
Felix
Gandera.
by
Adapted by Gandera and Robert Bibal
Music by
from novel by Pierre Nord.
Jean Lenoir; camera, Nicholas Hayer;
ReEnglish titles, Mllten Doushkesa.
viewed In Projection Room. N. Y., April
duction.

Korene.

Running time, 83 UINS.
Victor Francen
Urucliot...:.
;Vera Korene
Brucliot

'SO.

12,

Captain

Anna

Police Insftector Finds.. ..Jacques

Baumer

Fernand Fabre

Commander d'Hsplnac
Lieut. Le Guen

ly'**!
Henry Giilsol
Capelle
...Albert Weiss
Kunte
Commander Malntrc ...... Jacques Berllos
Colonel of the 2d Bureau.. Pierre Magnler

Lieut.
Lieut.

.

by

in the femi-

nine lead. Gleason, however, is not Maglalmte Leonard
Detective
a convincing juvenile, wandering Gunamllh
'

Jacques

VHry

vv
v°'Sr^
Fabert
Maximo

!X-

through the picture In namby-pamby

Kerrigan, as the girl's
fashion.
father has a fat role as an old
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lATSE Peace Pact Today

(BRITISH-MADE)
London, April

8.

Associated British production and release.
Stars Mary Maguire, Otto Krugcr. Directed
by Herbert Drenon.
Screenplay, Dudley
Leslie: camera, Gunther Krnmpt.
At the
Cabrldge, London. Running time:
MOCS.

Mary Maguire
Otto Kruger
Walter Kllla
John ^Vaod
v. ......Marie Wright

Roudlne
Karlo
Miss Brown

that Attorney-General Frank Murphy
order an investigation of the situation here.

(Continued from page 5)

K

Tanla.
Petroft

call for payment of time and half for
hourly, employes after six-hour day.

Witnesses Grilled
respite efforta of District Attorney
Fitts to settle controversy, his office

A

laboratory technic'
Pay of Class
clans would be tilted to $1.40 hour,
Class
to $1J25, Class C to $1.12%,
and Class
to $1. Scales now range
Simone Simon. Basically, there's lit- from 68c. to $1.13 an hoiu-. Negative
for cutting
tle new in this story, but it's told cutters are asking $20
picture and $20 for sound track.
weU.
Weekly rate would be $66, with overIt's direct stripped of non-essentials and generally well acted, with tline after 44 hours.
strong situations that indicate the
Beady to Parley
constant imminence of violence,
Demands for immediate negotiawhich is admirably avoided. Film
can be featured here and would fit tions with producers were submitted
to Victor H. Clark, assistant to Pat
nicely on U. S. duals.
Story is laid In Russia. Otto Kru- Casey, by Lew C. G..Blix, Herbert
!er (Petroff) is head waiter at a Alter, Thomas C. Bryan and Harold
ashionable Moscow restaurant which V. Smith, business representatives of
has private rooms for amorous gen- Coast studio locals! Action
was taken
tlemen and their lady friends. Petrofl
George
has reared his black-eyed daughter, on telegraphic orders from
Tania, to believe he's an important E. Brpwne, prexy of the lATSK Reman in the commercial world, and quest to negotiate was accompanied
she- is surrounded with every lux- by ultimatum from .Browne threatury. He lends money to drunken ening to order nation-wide strike of
officers at usurious interest listens theatre projectionists.
to financiers talking business and
Ultimatum was said to have been
manages to take advantage of it in accompanied by detnand that prothe stock market
Desirous of improving his station posed grand jury investigation of
In life for his daughter's sake, Petroff lATSE be called off. Ten u.nion exappeals to Roudine, a middle-aged ecutives and employes have been
banker, who's constantly on the summoned for inquiry scheduled to
lookout for new affairs. The girl open today. Move was prompted by
becomes attracted to the roue, who Jeff Kibre, leader' of autonomy grpup
takes her to the restaurant where in Local 37.
Petrofl works.
Petroff enters the
Demands resi,llted in hurried allprivate
his
'Black Eyes' is a remake of the
recent French-made 'Dark Eyes,'
which starred Harry Baur and

B

was continuing with examination of
vfritnesses to be examined by the

D

grand jury this week. Mildred Rinehart and Mary Blumer, bookkeepers for Coast locals, were questioned,
as well as .Martha Stewart former
bookkeeper, who had been reported
missing. Latter Is said to have kept
book in which 2% sal .-y assessment

.

from members was listed.
James E. Shaw for appointment of receiver for Local 37 has
collected
Suit of

.

.

lATSE were

A

ALIBI

.

'

A

,

Yam

A

-

.

-.

A

'

Wanger No

A

.

,

Inter'-

by autonomy

started

Browne ordrive led by Kibre.
dered International representatives
to take charge of the local under an
emergency, and a fiood of court actions Immediately followed. Local's
$100,000 fund stUl is tied up, with
neither side being able to touch It
Trial of Issues was scheduled for
superior court today (Tues.), but
Judge Emmet Wilson Indicated he
would order a postponement If It appeared there was a chance of a settlement being reached.
.

.

W

said

national officers are now in charge
of the local and that any. grievances
of members will be taken up with
them. He had sought to oust local
officers of Local 37.
Involving
the
Various
fights

.

WITHOUT A HOME

Shaw

been withdrawn.

1

(In Freiich, tuifh Enoltsh Titles)
in 'Double Crime in the Maglnot
dining room, confronts
Shakespearean actor who loves his Line,' exhibitors have a picture title
night conference between lATSE
bottle but comes through to redeem to conjure" with.
One of the most daughter, sends her home and tells tops and producers at the ranch
himself in the finale in grand style. widely publicized and mysterious the roue his relationshio to the child
District Attorney Buron
All the best lines are his and he more topics in world events, long in the The banker had nromised to assist home of
than makes the most of them. Oscar public eye, it supplies the back- Petroff in nurchasing the restaurant Fitts. ,The lATSE was represented
but
it now looks as if the waiter Is by Gaielee, Stickling and Smith, inO'Shea,
another old-timer, does ground for an intriguing murder
representatives.
Propleasing work as the friendly pawn' mystery meUer. It is an 'exploita- ruined through having made a de- ternational
posit on the ourchase which renrethe
that
shop keeper.
fact
duceris' delegation was composed of
tion' natural, despite the
stock
Rep of the Gleason-Deane team final result is a bit disappointing. sented his entire savings.
Joseph M. Schenck, prexy of the
In the 'Jones Family' series may of- Much more is expected from the market gamble, however, turns out Producers' Association; E. J. Mannlx
fer some exploitation possibilities to subject matter. Production, however, very profitably at the psychological
of Metro, and Attorney Mendel B.
moment.
draw them in.
has enough on the ball to merit atMary Mainiire, as the daughter, is Silberberg.
tention from showmen apart from charming In the earlier scenes, but
Delegation from Local 37 composed
the foreign language houses.
sags a bit when emoting. Krueer is
Picture is a war story and yet not ruthless in his business dealings, but of Joseph M. Carpenter, Guy Cooper,
a war story, wavering between the his love for the child inclines one to Jeff Kibre and Ed Heim was in('L'AUbl')
Ooening rather slowly, one sympathize with his natemal obses- structed to stand by at Eleven Oaks
(FRENCH MADE)
two.
Columbia release of B-N Films produC' gets a glimpse of one of the focal sion.
Walter Rilla is okay as the hotel in Monrovia to be called into
tlon.
Features ErJc vos Strohelm, Albert points in the French system of imbanker. All otiiers are' reas'^nnbly conference after Fitts had talked
Pi-ejean, Jany Holt and Louis Jouvet.
Diand wit- adequate.
fortifications
rected by Pierre Chenal. Story by Uorcel derground
Jolo.
with producers and LA leaders. DeleAehard; adaptation, J. Companeez and R. nesses an impressive military parade
gation waited for several hours and
Jutlke; music, George Auric and Jao|Uea and march of troops emerging from
was then advised by Russell ParDallln: English titles, Clement Douenlas.
subterranean
the
entering
At Bth Ave. Playhouse, N. T., 'week April and
sons, deputy district attorney, that
stronghold.
Itunning time, Bt MINB.
8, '30.
^ .
*
they would not be needed since the
(Polbh-Made)
Professor Wlnckler
Eric von Strohelm
From there on interest begins to
Inspector Calas
;. Louis Jouvet
(WITH
SONGS)
work
secret
lATSE
tops insisted «n election bethe
perk, not only when
lAUrent
Albert Prcjesn
military mech
Foreign Cinema Arti release of Adoloh ing held to determine whether Local
fantastic
the
of
Ings
Helene
Jony Holt
but Mann production. Directed .by Alexander 37 members desired autonomy and
Qordon
Phllllppe Richard anized honeycomb come to view,
Marten.
Adapted from. Jacob Gordln's
Oany
Hargo Lleo also when script writers and director Yiddish play: songs, Szajewlez; camera. retention of present officers.
The Blonde
Florence Marly get into the meat of German spy in- Jonilowlcx: Rn'ftlinli title.i, George Rotond.
FitU talked with Local 37 the next
The .Professor's Assistant
Fun-Sen
the midst of Ijoonora Fleischer. Reviewed in Projection.
Gerard
Maurice Baguet trigue going on in
Room, N. T., March 31, '30. Running time: day at his office. Workers insisted
Kr'tz.
Roger Blln France's first line of defense hitherto 00 M1N8.
good Jacob Elc'honon
Bobby Martin and Ills Orchestra with
..Adam Domb that autonomy be restored immeconsidered impregnable.
diately,
that Smith and Bllx, Local
Thelma Minor
Awrclmel
Alexnniler
Marten
esplot
devoted
to
deal of footage is
Bab Shewe
Ida Kamlnska 37
•
business
representative,
be
teblishment, once the real story gets Henoch
Ben Zulter
•
(French, German, English; with Eng^
ousted,
and that Gatelea and
Sr.. DzlTan
under way. This portion Is also slow Motel
lish Titles)
J. Shnmoeher
could stand speeding up by ju- FIshcI
Stickling be withdrawn.
and
It
was
Vem Gran
Pierre Chenal's direction and the dicious cutting. Characters and mo- Bessie
agreed
Faklel
if these things were. done all
Una
Dora
excellent acting by Eric von StrO'
dealt with at this point are
charges and counter-ch^ges involvbeim and Louis Jouvet elevate this tives
in too much mystery.
ing the lATSE would be dropped.
French talker to passable foreign cloaked is not only a spy story, but
(In Yiddish, loith English Titles)
boxoSice.
With additional shrewd
pyschologtcaL study of a French
^Without a Home.' adapted from These include superior court actions
trimming of un wieldly, extraneous also veteran stationed at the fort Jacob Gordln's Yiddish stage play of for Injtmctlons against the lATSE.
army
portions it should serve on the lower
His career has been a bitter one, but the same name, has been made into fight over $100,000 tied up In the
section of double-feature spots and
an excellent Yiddish film that should treasury,, and petitions pending htf
Is considered capable and trusthold certain appeal in arty theatres, he
new spell box office in locales where the fore the National Labor Relations
by his superiors.
For regular run theatres. It is fur- worthy
commander takes over the fort, and tongue is spoken. Made In Poland, Board for investigation of lATSE.
ther enhanced with several spicy
oh his first day's Inspection is mys- and including the entire Warsaw Art
Autonomy, Then' Eleetloa
episodes and rather plain-spoken
teriously murdered bv sub-machine Theatre company, headed by the didialog (also hinted by the English
Suspicion falls on Capt rector and star, Alexander Marten,
Weekend conference between two
gunfire.
titles).
Bruchot (Victor Francen) and later 'Home* is stark drama whose excel- groups was then arranged by Fitts
Von Strohelm, an expatriate from on
three of his lieutenants, Bruchot lent direction in spots serves to in an effort to get. them together on
Holl}rwood for some time now but
succeeds in establishing his inno- maintain a steady gait that might the question of an election. Officers
doin.e right well in France, portrays
is placed in full charge of a easily have swerved to the maudlin.
a sinister mind-reader, who figures cence; investigation and cleverly unStory Is excellent for Yiddish the- of Local 37 agreed to an election unsecret
In several killings in order to cover
der proper circumstances, but Inthe real culprit by interesting atre audiences, dealing with Marten's
up his ordinal vengeful slaying. His masks
deduction. Unreasonable migration from Poland to America sisted lATSE must first restore local
heavy bribing of a Paris night club but obtuseshown by Capt Bruchot and the subsequent breach between autonomy to the organization.
jealousy
hostess. In order to provide an ironhim
and his wife when he goes: for a
wife
pretty
Standby strike order wired to Harover his young and
clad alibi away from the scene of
night
club
singer.
With
the
aid
of
in
woman
only
the
Korene
old V. Smith by George E. Browne
)j
(Vera
the murder, develops into 'a merci:
the cast is a minor theme which the singer, who's unaware of his follows:
less pursuit by the police. This ma'
to complicate things some- love for her, he sends' for his wife
serves
neuvering by the gendarmes Is a bit
Upon receipt of further teleAnother son had been
but essential because it turns and son.
confusing and wanders away from what
graphic advice's you are indrowned prior to his emlgatlon.
it was her brother who was
the main thesis. The reappearance out that
The crux of the story concerns the
structed to immediate ly withmurderer and spy.
in the film of Von Strohelm actually the
<
wife losing her mind
her grief
draw from service all of ynur
Jb'rancen gives an impassioned and
saves innumerable sags in script and
over
losing
her
husband
Is
coupled
Koperformance. Miss
members employed in all theaction.
He dominates everp scene outstanding
inter- with her psychologioal reaction to
atres owned, operated or conand overcomes several unpalatable rene. likewise, holds audience
In the news that her second son, too,
est in the little she has to do.
trolled by any major circuit
episodes and implasible r.^-oments..
work is subordinated to had drowned. Actuall he had only
This Is occasioned by refusal of
Louis Jouvet, as the inspector In the main her
meller, the feminine ap- run away. His return sees the gradthe
major
charge of the murder case, is a skillmajor producing companies to
ual restoration of her mind and a
being secondary.
ful portrayal which is marred by the peal
closer tie between husband and wife.
agree to contract demands made
Picture could be vastly improved
introduction of Albert Prejean as his
Dora Faklel Is convincing a:i Lina,
by West Coost Studio Locals.
cutting and editing. For
first assistant
Latter is fairly satis- by expert
Stand by.'
suspense in latter the wife, while Vera Gr^n, ah unfying but the way he is dragged into instance, while
usual looker for a Yiddish film, is
superbly
mounts
half of the picture
It was reported similar wires were
the plot merely prolongs the ultl
Her voice is pleasant
the singer.
as
mystified
entirely
is
kept
and one
lATSE representatives
sent
to
mate' climax. French writers prob
standard Uhn
lieuten- anJ she does the
three
the
one
of
which
to
Understood
ably thought he would make the best
dra- Hejm' ('Without a Home') well. throughout the country.
love Interest when there actually was ants is the German spy, still the
Adam Domb, Marten, Ben Zuker, that if strike call came it would also
matic climax, as hunt narrows down, Sz. Dzlgan and J. Schumacher also
little excuse for it
involve 12,000 lATSE workers in
Jany Holt makes a plausible Pa' fails to pack a wallop. Although
well. Camera Is poor.
do
major studios.
German borrlsian nltery hostess, who Is not fussy only 500 feet from the
In the meantime the Committee of
cerabout how she earns h^r living. That der and with escape almost a the
to have
Industrial Organizations was prepared
point. Is stressed to the breaking tainty, scrlpters choose
to man all Coast theatre booths. Leo
Stranger
point with the serlnt later having culprite meet an inexorable fate by
Stockwell, business representative of
her turn out a lily. Florence Marly, suicide in a pillbox within the fort.
line
border
at
the
battle
pitehed
CIO Projectionists Local Union 1418,
sweetheart of the slain man, looms
Hollywood April 18.-«s a -Twsslbility. at least photograph- -might have furnished a more drasaid local would respect any legltlr
icaUv.
Her blonde beauty looks matic punch.
John Meehan checked out after 10 mate strike, whether It was a walkOn the whole it Is a provocative
good In closeups, but she's not given
years at Metro to write an original out of the CIO or the American Fedenoufh acting here really to prove production, pregnant with audience
of Labor,
However, he
interest at a time when Eiuopean for Walter Wanger, with whom he eration
herself.
Alheadline.
added that at the present time he
started his career as a scrlptcr.
English title translations of the war news Is In every
Advent of Meehan raises Wanger's could not state whether strike would
French dialog have the night club though there is no indication whether
cooperated
government
French
the
highest
In
two
be
branded
illegal
writing roster to six,
as
if It was orhostess admlttine "he stayed with, me
from 2 ajn. until 7 or B o'cloick In In the production, enough of the years. Other scribes are Sarah Y. dered by President Browne without
the momine.' This 'stayed with me' secret workings of the underground Mason, Victor Heerman, Tay Gar- giving the workers a chance to vote
line is hammered In throughout the fortifications are actually reproduced
Lester
on
proposed
walkout
nett, Budd Schulberg and
film. There is a sequence in which to Intrigue and satisfy audience curiLocal 37 has renewed Its demand
Cole.
the fortunC'^teUer asks admittance to osity.
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BLACK EYES

SAO Draws Sqnawks

.

First decision to be annoimced by
the Standing Committee of the Producer-Screen Actors Guild Basic
Agreement resulted In a flood of pror
tests being filed with the SAG. Extra delegations headed by Eddie
Aquillna claimed studios had threat-

ened to blacklist them because they
had attempted to collect a full check
on cancellation of a weather permitting call by Paramount
The SAG filed a claim for a full
check for 8S extras, claiming shooting would have been possible on day
studio cancelled call. Claim was disallowed, and names of extras were
disclosed in notice to studios advising them that, decision had been

rendered in their favor.
Extras claimed they had no knowledge of. claim being filed. Players
said they were satlsned. with pay •.
ment of a quarter check when the
call was cancelled in compliance
with agreement between the two
groups. After a hurried conference
with members of the Standing Committee, tops in the SAG admitted
mistake had been made in disclosing

names of the

the

extras.

Agent Franchising Near
Plans for franchise agreement between the SAG and the Artiste Managers Guild 'Will be completed this
week. The State Senate has approved a blU permitting the. SAG
to arbitrate disputes between agents
.and their clients, and the measure
had been recommended for passage
in the house. All agents will be required to secure a license from the

SAG, and

the

term contracto

present seven-year
be cut to three.

will

Further negotiations between producers and the Screen Publicists
Guild have been postponed until major studio publicity heads can classify members of their department as
rewrites,

'

reporters,

planters,

etc.

Film executives claim no minimum
salaries can be fixed until It is
learned just what various flacks do
and Importance of their work. The
SPG is demanding minimum of $50
weekly for beginners and $150 weekly for seniors.

proNegotiations between the
ducers and Screen Writers Guild
were renewed this week, with James
C. Batten, trial examiner for the
National Labor Relations Board,

an observer. Producers
have submitted a counter proposal
calling for a five-year pact, with 75%

sitting In as

Guild shop the

80%

first

two years and

thereafter,

Arnold Heads ASC
Arnold has been elected
president of the American Society of
CInematographers to succeed Victor
Milner. Ray June was named first

John

vice-president,

ond
and

v.p.,

Teddy

Tetzlaff,

sec-

Joseph Valentine, third v.p.,
Good, sccretary-treas-!

Frank

urer.
.

Screen

Cartoon

Guild

has

filed

petition with the National Labor Relations Board to be certified as bargaining representative for cartoon-

at Metro. Producer labor representatives have agreed to recognize
the Guild If NLRB cross check discloses majority of cartoonists at
Metro are members of the organizaists

tion.

.
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Wednesday, April 19, 1939

The greatest exploitation
PRE -SELLING THE GREATEST
route of the

le

Cecil'

all-star

WW?-

>

During thtpierlod, (Hst before ond
picture.

C^li

B«

stars, inellding

ofteilthe^feas^^y

ef the

DeMiile and o greot number of famous iaramount

Ray

Milland. John

Martlio R^r*' will malce

Howaid. Potrieia H&Ison and
a huge eoasf*to-|oast tour, hittlig 30 key

on the great Cecil B. DeMile "Union Paclfii^eclal
Leiding this train will be the fonfous old engine No.
locomotile built In the late «0*s and used k the picture. Immediately

cities enrlnte.

train.

followin| this will be the first of the greatlnew "Union Pacific" super
|g«;^[j^^^K?'***«'«IP^

showing

H

one quick-

UNION

Cecil B. DeMille's
I

In

glance 70 years of raffled progress. Behind this will come one of
the first possenger codehWever built In the United States, an 1869

4-

«I®d
Pr«u..d

.,nd

Di„.,.d b,

McCrea
CECIL

B.

De MILLE

.

wuh

XKlm Tamiro£f

S=,,.„ P.ay by

O.L..„.

C.

Crdn.r

PA
•

5.,ll.v.,„ ..bd J.
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Stunt in Picture History—

AMERICAN EPIC OF THEM ALL!
iB.

IFIC

Del
'

19409* ear. a

civil

living these will

i

vt^Jwloi coach and a blaeksml^^ar.

come .tp

llne-up of streamliiiiii^h|^||£|i^(i^^

wW^lh

thl Poromeunf tfors. Y^usMmd»*^Si«iti&^^

A Ipeciol shorfwave^ansmitfer, al part of the tr^n

equipment, wll

ike possible contifiious broadealts of the train \o the cities

I

tddyiTlle^woodVeview
city Irhere the trainltops.

Hr. Pf Mllle and

tM

it is

'9-time breadcal| from Schenec*

^"

of "ullon Pacrfic"

The train

will

Is

pllnned for each

be open i<mh9 public and

stars will bl available,

wherf

possible, for

personU appear^ees oijeurevlewl

CIFIC"
^

starring

bert Preston
''>•.

Jr.

iised

•

Barbara Stanwyck

Lynne Overman

on an Ad.iptation by Jack Cunnlngh.im

oS

.1

•

Brian Donlevy

Story by Ernest Hdycox

.

A Paramount Picture

.
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Clark

New Dayton City Manager

For RKO; Odier Theatres-Exchanges
named manager of new State, Erie,
Dayton, April 18.
William A. Clark named manager Pa., previously called the Palace.
of all BKO theatres in Dayton, suc- Getting new name and complete receeding Millard M. Blaettnar, re- modeling job from owner Harvey
signed. Goodwin Sable, tor the past Lnmerman.
Mickey Sleisstnger, former Greenfour years manager of the RKO
State, made manager of thie Colonial, ville (Fa.) exhibitor, has landed
while William Weagley, assistant Co- lease < i Ritz, Rankin, for long-term
House was run for many
lonial manager, promoted to State. period.
Robert Tucker, chief of service at the years by Steve Dascalos,> who reColonial, becomes assistant manager cently lost his lease on It
Fred J. Herrington, secretary of
there. Changes announced by Col.
A. F. Frudenfeld, Cincinnati, division MPTO here, named to the commitmanager of the RKO Midwest cor- tee soonsoring a city manager formporation. Joe Goetz, Cincinnati, sent of government for Pittsburgh and
up as temporary RKO manager here, also to the advisory committee of
has returned to his post as assistant the Allegheny County Real Estate
Owners and Tax Payers League.
to Frudenfeld.
Dean McCloskey

just

20tli-Fox

Rejects

Slate

(Tuesday).

Following this iheetlng the new
renamed the present
directorate
slate of company officers for ensuing
year.

F-WC SPENDING
$500,000

ON 3

SPOTS

named man-

.

,

.

&

,

F&M
F&M

.

.

.

An

April Fool in Paris

Old board of directors was reelected at the annual stockholders'
meeting of 20th-Fox held yesterday

ager of new. Castle, which will reLos Angeles, April 18.
open in couple of weeks. House,
Los Angeles, April 18.
Three new theatres will be conknown as State, Pearl and
Fox-West Coast is remodeling the formerly
Shannon, was purchased re- structed Immediately 'In California
American, Butte, and Liberty, Great Castle
cently by Dr. W. C. Frost who is at a cost of around $340,000, and close
Falls, Mont.
modernizing it completely.
to $160,000 has been appropriated for
Winners in the Anal week of FoxJerry Wechsler, one-time distrib- house remodeling In this state and
West Coast's exploitation contest
here, so joined M. S. Eng- In Montana, it is announced by
were Lew Clark, Dome theatre. utor
land Enterprises here and will asOcean Park; Morse Rabwin, Granada, sist In distribution of Bank Night Charles P. Skouras, operating head
Wilmington; Frank Burhans, Para- which England control in .this ter- of Fox- West Coast Theatres.' Total
mount, Oakland.
ritory.
Firm also owns three spe- outlay by circuit on new construction
Monogram's two Pacific Coast dis- cial' feature films, 'Cloistered,'
'Jesus and Improvements will .exceed $500,tributing organizations are sending
of Nazareth' and 'Monastery,' on 000.
eight representatives to the annual
which
Wechsler
will concentrate.
New theatre construction, plans
sales convention in Chicago, May 4-6,
Main theatre in nearby Sharps- for which are now being drafted, will
They are Dan Maitland, E. J. Mc- burg, Pa., has been closed by
own- include house at Fresno, to cost ap<
CarUiy, Ray Olmstead, Howard Stubers Harry Rschiele and Walker
bins, Mel Hulling, a1 Goldstein, Cecil
proximately
$140,000; a new theatre
Bros, for extensive renovations. OpFames and Gordon Allen:
erators expect to have it ready for in IjOs Angeles, built in association
K. H. Wise bought S25-seat Fill- reooening some time this month.
with Dave Bershon, at cost of around
more from James Edwards.
Bill HoUenbaiigh, shipper in Re- $125,000, and one at Oildale, near
Marty Solomon, city salesman for public exchange, one of the winColumbia, shifts to Philadelphia this ners in Motion Picture Art Fund's Bakersfield. Cel., representing In'
vestment of more than $75,000.
week.
Wayne Ball arrived from contest for German Refugees.
Close to $50,000 will be spent in
Denver to take over management of
remodeling three circuit houses In
loci exchange.
Phllly Zone Moves
Philip Walls, new manager of Rex,
Glendale. Circuit will rebuild ValPhUadelphia, April 18.
Bakersfield. recently taken over by
ley theatre. North Hollywood, and
Lou Bolander named manager of increase capacity from its present
Fox-West Coast
the Tioga; formerly was at Colonial,
300 to around 600, at cost of $25,000.
Lancaster.
C. E. Lilly Begalos Honse
Shifts in the Comerford circuit Another $49,000 has been appropriSt Louis, April 18c
ated for major Improvements .to the
C. E. Lilly, owner of the U City lake Paul Tighe from the Roman,
Theatre, in St Louis County, which PIttstown, to the Penn, Wllkes- Liberty, Great Falls ($25,000), and
was part of the Greenman Theatres, Barre; Mark Levan from Parsons to the American, Butte, which will be
remodeled at cost of
Inc., until Harry Greenman rejoined the Ron^an; Tom Carey to Orpheum; completely
Fanchon
Marco as a district man- Fred Lee to Kingston; George Hor- around $24,000,ager of the St Louis Amus. Co;, is lacher from Kingston- to the Paragain in possession of the house. sons; Joe Keams to' the Comerford;
Joe
Comerford
from
Mauch
Chunk
Lilly operated the house as the Irma
but the tag was switched when to the Peeley, Hazleton.
Moe Sherman, formerly with Grand Bernerd Saik Back,
Greenman .became the operating
head. When Greenman returned to National, now managing the Capitol,
M. J. Wilson to Coast;
the house was taken over by Reading, on temporary ticket
Horace Wright, RKO student
but last week it was returned
salesman, shifted to Atlanta exto Lilly.
Sitaation in Air
Royal Cowgar has obtained pos change as a full-fledged film- peddler.
Warner
out-of-town
managers
besession of the Gem,- 228-seater at
Jeffrey Bernerd, managing direC'
Richland, Mo., from Don F. Atkinson. ing caUed in a few at a time for
George Wallace, Old Mines, Mo., is, Confabs with Ted Schlanger.
tor of Grand National Films, Ltd.
reported to have successfully closed
of England, sails for home Friday
.K. C.'s Many Changes
negotiations for the purchase of
(21),
Maurice J. Wilson, co-manag'
Kansas Cif^, April 18.
Riverside, 300-seater, Herculeneum,
Ing director, leaves New York for
Elmer Rhoden, district manager
Mo., from Fred Evans.
The Avalon, GIrard, ni., taken over for Fox Midwest, last week made the Coast on Saturday (22) to size
up
talent
situation for company's
series
of
sweeping
by S. Langley. Will operate the 36Pchanges of manseater six nights a week with three agers of the company's local. houses. ihiglish producing plans.
Bemerd's company will continue
program changes a week, formerly Resignation of Stanley Chambers,
Tower manager, occasioned the long to distribute GN product in the
operated SatOrday-Sunday oiOy.
Jett Bros., Fairflield, IlL, awarded string of changes.
British Isles, if Grand National PicFrank Hitter his taken the reins tures continues further producUon,
contract to build new nouse for
Frank Barnes In Carmi, DL; $20,000 at the Tower. Morrill Moore has The English distributing
company
has been earmarked Jor the struc- taken over RItter's former charges, has
a five-year -frandilse.
the Isls and Apollo, 'A' nabes. The
ture.
M. Goldberg, Irvine, Ky., buUding Warwick, formerl:
handled
by
Moore, is now under Glen Carroll
new theatre In his. home town.
The Gem, Beardstown, 111., oper who left the ROckhlll. From the Visated by S. E. Pertle of Jersejn^lle, to, Ralph Wallace takes the RockhiU.
Owen Hitchler Is assigned to the
III., being remedied to permit the
IN
Installation of 160 more seats, thus Vista from the Llnwood, and Charles
Barnes Is handling the Llnwood.
accomodating 410 customers.
Barnes' former post at the Uptown,
Victor J. Urbane disposed of
Hollywood, April 18.
Grand, SOO-seater, Breese, III., to now being fiUed by Henry Rodick.
'Cavalcade of America,' the feature
assistant manager at Tower.
Paul
Bernard Tamborius.
Reinke moved from the Brookside which the picture business is turn'
Capitol, Huntsville, Mo., completeto the Madrid, and Dale Havelone ing out for New York World's Fair,
ly remodeled.
is
now
In
the
from
cutting
room. Preview
the Madrid to Brookside.
Fox-Midwest contemplates reopenUptown and Tower, with the Es- probably will be held In about 10
ing Star, 700-seater, Benton, HI., padquire, are first runs, and others are days so that the picture can be
locked for several years.
First runs are now under di- shipped, east for start of its continu
The owners of the 450-seat Strand, nabes.
rect supervision of Lon Cox, city
ous run in the U. S. Federal Build'
Fairfield, 111., mulling plan to erect
manager, where formerly these three
another in the same town,
houses were under supervision of ing In New York beginning April 30.
S. £. Pirtle, Jerseyville, HI., owner
Government has theatres in Its
Chambers.
of the Princess, Beardstown, 111., conChambers has Just recovered from buildings at this fair and also at the
templating extensive Improvements a serious
attack of the flu, and his Golden Gate exposition in San Fran'
at his house.
health along with other biz interests Cisco.
Another 'cavalcade' feature,
The Gem, 340-seats, Chester, 111., are_ figured as
reasons for his resig- stressing western angles. Is being
sold by A. M. Beare to Oscar Turner, nation,
He had been at the Tower prepared for exhibition by the film
who with Steve Farrar is Interested smce It went
under the Fox banner business at the Coast fair.
In a number of houses in Southern more than
a year ago. a^d was forEstimated that approximately 32Illinois.
merly manager at the TT^town, which
Jack Harris, formerly on sales stafl he continued to
50% of the footage in 'Cavalcade of
supervise.
of National Screen Service, has beAmerica' is new material which was
come booker for various out of town
shot here. Cecil B. DeMIlle is In
Loew's
Promotions, Transrers
theatres.
He added two houses in
S. H. Melnhold of Loew's announces charge of production.
In addition,
PinckneyvIUe, III, operated by Malthe following Greater New York pro- clips from thfrindustry's feature piccolm R. Reld, to Ust of clients last motions
and transfers: Walter Mock, tures containing historical scenes and
week.
former assistant at Kameo, Brook episodes are being cut in to complete
jyn, now manager of Canal, N. Y., the running
story of U. S. history,
Flit Zone Doings
Martin Waldman, manager of Canal, dating back
Pittsburgh, April 18.
to the 18th century.
General offices of Harris Amus. Co. moves to Burland; Edward Crawford,
manager of Burland, transferred to
will move first of month from Clark
new
Olvmpla;
John
O'Connor,
assistbuilding headquarters, where outfit
has been spotted for last five years, ant at Astoria, moves to Kameo; Ben
HoUywood, April 18.
„
Newman, manager of Rio, moves to
into town's ace hotel, the William
20th-rox purchased Rex Taylor's
Fenn. Harris gang will occupy an Elsmere, wbUe George Kirby, man- yarn, 'Queen Takes Queen.'
ager of Elsmere, goes to Rio, and
entire left wing of the third floor.
Martin Mooney sold two mystery
William li. Brown, veteran trl- chief usher Paul Swater, Prospect tales, 'Gangs of Chicago,' to Repubis promoted to assistant at Astoria.
state exhibitor and operator of the
lic, and 'Air Crazy* to Universal.
Palace in nearby Tarentum, Pa.,
20th-Fox bought 'Breach of Disci
Bebnildlng Pronto
just appointed special tax investigapllne,' by Elizabeth Ligetl and Ar'
Charlotte, Ni C, AprUW.
tor In Pennsylvania state department
thur Schaeffer.
The Grove, China .Grove, deof revenue at a salary of $4,200 a
A. Edward Sutherland acquired
Brown,
William
R.
stroyed
by fire few weekq ago, will screen rights to "The (Seneral Has a
year. His son,
will take over management of Pal- be rebuilt immediately, says Lewis Wife,' by Capt Thomas Lellvelt
Satuders, son of Mrs. Lola Sauni
Universal
ace.
purchased
'Slightly
Martin Seed, son of Harry ^ea, ders. owner and operator of the Tempted,' by Max Marcin and
Manny Sell.
WB-FN exchange manager here, playhouse.
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TAVALCADF FILM
FINAL CUniNG

By BiU HcUigan
Did you ever see a prizefight in Paris? You sit In the front row and
watch a couple of kids throwing punches that take you back to the Joe
Lynch-Jack Sharkey days In the old Garden. Don't make the mistake I
did of getting excited—the French take it in stride like a symphony concert
However, I let a yell out of me at once and a dozen shooshes greeted
me. It looked like there .would be some opposition to the battle in
the ring as I was in no mood to stand for a. shoosh. I had just left the
restaurant of Montagne and the Chateau Neuf du Pape was working,
I was just about to let one go from the fioor
felt like a million.
when I heard a voice yeU, 'Hello BllL' I looked around and there was
BUIy Seamali. BUI and I were old pals from Manhattan. I didn't know
he was in town. Bill used to sit up in Reuben's delicatessen across from
the Ansonla and show Arnold how to make a sandwich. He was an oasis
of companionship in the Montmartre desert We forgot about the fights
and went over to Ciro's and had a drink. He invited me to attend a party
the following night and he went home. I went to the .Chabanais. The
next night I met the gang at the apartntent of Ray Goetz. They were
giving Buddy De Sylva a farewell party at Volson's— in case you don't
know about Volson's skip it Jules Glaenzer had been over there all
afternoon getting, things In shape. That's the other way of saying that the
grape was going to be 'just right'
George Gershwin, DeSylva, Bill Seaman and the girls were drinking
cocktails. We got in a couple of cabs and in five minutes we were In a
private dining room that was a pip. The dinner was a masterpiece that
would take Irvln Cobb's vocabulary and more. TTie pheasant would have
made Diamond Jim turn over in his bronze. There was a baby grand in
the room and Gershwin was playing it I had a dollar cigar in iny mouth,
a drink of Napoleon brandy in my hand and a pip ou my lap. Let's see,
am I leaving anything out? The Napoleon brandy was the kind Mark
HeUinger would give you the Warner Bros. for. Glaenzer had heard that
there was a dance marathon going on somewhere on the. outskirts and
that's what he wanted to take us to. Seaman and I knew when we were
well off and we wouldn't budge. We kept coming back for just one more
quart Jules got sore and went out and sat in his car. He sat there a
long time.
The Attack on and Retreat From Moscow
I don't remember when we came out, but I had a pip, I wouldn't have
changed places with Lindbergh looking out of an embassy window. I had
a dream on my arm and I was afraid I was going to Wake up. We headed
foe a Russian bodega in the Montmartre. When we got there Buddy and
I went down in the gents' powder room to freshen up a bit
DeSylva
always looks like a winter in Palm Beach. He had been in the south of
France for a month arid was burned as black as a blonde's heart
Russian gigolo who looked like George Raft after a hard night took one
look at DeSylva and said something about 'Be it ever so painful there's no
place like Harlem.' I had my hands full of lather and tried to laugh the
crack oft. Buddy is a peaceful soul and said nothing. The Russian thought
we were showing a little kl-yi and came out cold with an encore crack
about Buddy. I hit him with a soapy right .that spilled him Into the Scott's
tissue department He made a mistake; he got up too quickly. I belted
him a^n. He stayed down for keeps. I was afraid reinforcements were
coming so I did a retreat from Moscow that would. Jiave made Napoleon's
flight look like a Brooklyn outfielder. We went upstairs and joined our
'

.

A

party.

—

Some one started to sing the 'Volga Boat Song' a Russian with a hedge.
square cutter, came over and apologized for the trouble downstairs.
Would we have some vodka? We would. The gang went home but I
stayed on with my fair companion. You don't get stiff with vodka—you
.

A

get unconscious.
I telephoned her the next day at six

Ff.-CANADIAN NET
FOR
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from the Russian Embassy.

NW ALUED'S MERNAL

AT $974J88 TEACr PRIOR TO CONV.

Minneapolis, April 17.
Toronto, April 18.
WlUi Bennie Berger, independent
Reporting considerable improvement during 1938, Famous Players- circuit operator, meeting with opCanadian, at its annual meeting here, position indie exhibitors io thresh
reported net profits of $974,788 after out differences arising from his purall charges, this Including provision chase of Metro 'runs' for his Paraof $48,322 for minority stockholders dise, local nabe, peace is believed
in subsidiary companies.
This net to be In the offing in the ranks of
profits figure compared with $865,731 Northwest Allied States. The peace
over the previous year.
Current would pave the way for a more
earnings were $2.38 per common harmonious Allied States' national
share as compared with $2.12 in the convention, scheduled for Minneapolis June 13-lS and is particularly
previous period.
Earned surplus shows a marked deshred so that a better stage may
gain and stands at $3,364,686, com- be set for that gathering.
pared with $2,716,717 at the end of
Dissension arose in Northwest Al"37.
Profit from the 1938 operations lied
ranks
principally
because
was $2,231,659 as compared with $2,- Berger shows the M-G pictures at
184,524 -the previous year.
Major the Paradise ahead of Independent
charges, such as bond interest and opposition houses at a lower admisdepreciation,
showed no marked
variation. Working capital improved
sharply. Current assets of the Na'

thanson setup are $2,038,268, com'
pared with current liabilities of
$562,302. This leaves a working capital of $1,475,966, as compared with
$1,239,125 a year earlier.

K-A-O's $1.75 Dlvry
Kelther-Albee-Orpheum directors
declared $1.75 dividend on the preferred stock last week out of operating surplus, covering the quarter

ending Sept 30, 1938. Divvy is pay
able July 1 to stock on record

June

sion price, and Prez W. A. Steffes
refused to do anything to stop him.
Now Berger says negotiations are
pending to eliminate the cause of

grievance and the one man revolter,*
has been threatening to pull out
of Northwest Allied and form a rival
body, asserts he "wants to play balV
The Northwest Allied annual convention, will be held the day prior
to the Allied States' national meeting.
Steffes, a member of the national Allied board, says he will not
accept reelection under any circumstances.

who

15.

.

STORY BUYS

Boohester Allied

Chaplin's Double Celeb

.Rochester, N. Y., April 18.
Rochester
Independent
theatre
owners have organized a branch of

Allied Theatre
Owners of New
Hollywood, April 18.
York, district aiming to Include LeCHiarles Chaplin last Saturday (15)
Roy, Brockport and theatres as far
celebrated his 50th birthday and the
west as Phelps and Clifton Springs.
anniversary of 25-7ears-ln plcturesr
"Max "Fogel," Webster theatre,"
Started with Mack Sennett, and a

year later was

Hopping

named

'starred.

Internationally

temporary chairman,
Charles TIbbltts, secretary,

and

TITLE CHANGES

Hollywood, April 18.
Hollywood, April 18.
Hopalong Cassldy hops across the
Maizle Was a Lady' is release tiUe
Canadian border in Harry Sherman's for Metro's "Broadway to Wyoming.'
'The Spirit of Knute Rockne' is
next Paramount production, 'Calgary Stampede.' Most of the picture latest tag for Hie Story of Knute
Rockne' at Warners.
will be made in that sector.
'Music School' Is third handle for
FUming starts in June, with Bill Samuel
Goldwyn's Jascha Helfetz

Boyd in

hli old familiar tole.

starrer.

—

.
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print, white the financial

Neely Talkathon Ends
Even though It was noted Dr. Wilbur emphasized abolition of block
leasing, the majors felt the letter
virtual surrender and counted
cn the recanting to take the life out
Explaining Allied does not desire of the Neely bill campaign.
producers, Myers chalto shaclde
Statistical evidence" that theatrelenged the majors to show their sin- owners are hot as hog-tied as the
amendments
cerity by accepting the
indie crew claims was offered by
he proposed to Section 4. Quoted Charles C. Pettijohn, the MPPDA
objections by Sidney R. Kent and general
counsel, to round oiit tables
Jason Joy and said, 'If they will showing the rdatlve desirability, of
meet AUied at this half-way point, difie.rent' plx from six. major studios.
they will prove conclusively that His figures tended to bear out the
they do not seek immunity for the
rre
(ConUnue<J from page

forts of
nrevail.'

the

4)

monopolists must not
.

was a

.

contention that the arty films
motion picture industry; if they op- most likely
to be spumed by exbibs.
pose the passage of the bill with Comparison was:
these amendments, they will demonin No.
strate their opposition to any regu- Highs and
lation which threatens in any degree
:
Cancellations
to neutralize the monopolistic power
which they wield over the industry
Less than- 20 cancellations on:
or the dictatorship which they exert 'Lady Be Careful' (screen version of
over the screens of the United salty play, 'Sailor Beware'); 'Last

Lows

Shown

Of

States.'

Gangster,' 'Big City,' 'Desire,' 'Alca-

Shortcomings of the. Justice Department's anti-trust suit are a reason for enactment of the legislation,
solons heard, because the New York
petition does not touch blind selling.
Further, the outcome of the litiga-

traz,'

tion,

which may be

filled

with end-

less delays, is uncertain.

The
trail'

sisted.

legislation follows a blazed
and is not radical, Myers inResembles the Clayton Act,

in its provisions against offering films
In blocks at lower prices, tnd the
food and drug laws in its synopsis

requirements.

Pettijohn's Sunimatioh

Stresses Disunion
Opponents were the only witnesses
present any information about
production and distribution, which
to

are just as deserving of consideration as a minority of exhibitors who

favor the legisli'v.ion, Pettijohn deDisagreeclared in. his summary.
ment among supporters as to reasons for the bill was charged, with
reference to the different understandings of 'community selection'
Pettijohn said exhibit6rs
of films.
want to pick features which most
people will see, women's clubs want
pictures they thihk public should
see, and public wants right to see
any picture it desires to see.
'In days like these, no great American business, with its facilities to

keep happy 88,000,000 people each
week, and with its ability and willingness, as denionstrateiil by past
performances,, to serve a useful purpose, should be hamstruiig by .a piece
Federal legislation
of
inflexible
which attempts to- specify how pictures should be marketed and made
by statute,' Pettijohn declared.
'If we are to have a bill, let's have
fair bill—fair to all concerned
fair to the producer, distributor, the
It it Is
exhibitor, and the public.
wrong to sell more than one picture
at a time, it's just as wrong for anybody to buy more than one picture
at a time. And while we're solving
blind buying by statute, let's do
something for the public, which is
buying motion picture entertainment
blindly.
Let the bill provide that
the public pay on the way out instead of on the way 'in.
Foes of the reform scheme occupied the stand all last week, when

numerous

women spoke

a good word

for the majors, nullifying the complaints- of crusading sisters at the
outset of the hearings.

Chief atticker was Ed Kuykendall,
veteran MPTOA president, with CpL
Jason S. Joy, story editor for 20'th
Century-Fox, and Carl E. Milliken,
secretary of the Hays organization,
bolstering the arguments of the major producer-distributor companies.
Advocates of the ban had some of
their props weakened Thursday (13)
when the committee heard a letter
from Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, president of the Motion Picture Research
Council and of Stanford University,
qualifying his support of the legislative penacea.
Dr. Wilbur, who
served in President Hoover's cabinet,
has been one of the leading flngerpolnters for several years, although
he has steered the frequent crusades
by remote control. Gist of the communication was that if the majors
are willing to make sincere attempts
lemedy... conditions about. Jwhich.
the table-pounders have been com-,
plaining, Congress might give them
a chance to show their good faith.

'I

Am

the Law,' 'They

Him

Gave

VARIETY

studios will mean another hike in
cost to exhibs. Law would put exhibitors on the spot, making them
responsible for the calibre of pictures that they are powerless to con-

and

Inside Stnff-Pictiires

-Although Bayard 'Veiller 'wrote 'Within the Law* for stage production
in September, 1912, and although it has l>een made four times as a motion
picture, the current remake by Metro marks the first time that 'Veiller haa
profited directly in the motion picture rights.
Financial sidelights of
'Within the Law' are well known in legit circles. .After the spring try-out
of the play, William A. Brady sold, tor $10,'000 his quarter interest to Arch
Selwyn and A. H, 'Woods. Veiller, as author, sold his royalty rights to
Selwyn for $2,500. Sooh before the play opened in New York, with its
story of police corruption and protection, the murder of Herman Rosen*
thai, a gambler, had opened wide a scandal which subsequently led to
tions!
death sentences for five men, including Police Lieutenant Becker.
''W'ithln the Iiaw' ran two years at the Woods' Eltinge theatre and was
played on tour and in stock for a. dozen years. Selwyn voluntarily gavo
Another's Orgs. Veiller royalties which' amounted to close to $20,000.
P)Ein
author never
Name-calling provoked an out- participated in the sale of the film rights \intll several months ago when
burst when Kuykendall blasted the Metro paid $10,000 for the dialog privileges.
Allied crowd and told Senator Neely
the rival exhib outfit would run out
Major studio execs are in a fever over the slow methods of a produceron everything it cannot dominate. director who has maneuvered himself into an expensive jam. With an
outside star drawing a heavy salary, the script is not ready to shoot SevRecalled how Allied fought the
code and has been bleating to the enteen writers have 'worked on .it, and now the p-d has been told that
Justice Department since the Blue further scribes will have to be paid out 'of his own pocket Then th
Eagle died. Abram F. Myers, the is leading man trouble. P-d turned down one male lead after t^ts and
month ago he refused a name player
Allied coiusel, took offense, promis- spumed another as too young.
ing 'recriminations' and protesting for the male spot, and now he wants him but can't get him because the
'„
the
head attacks 'every- actor is busy.
body who doesn't belong to his distributor-subsidized organization.'
Life magazine states that under no circumstances does it exchange est
trol,

wrecking the production code

administration and destroying the
sanctity of contracts.
Enforcement
provisions are .so vague that exhibs
may be. subject to same severe
penalties as are provided for dis-'
Measure is 'an open invitatribs.
tion' to unscrupulous competitors to
file cfMnpIaints and instigate prosecu.

.

Kuykendall and Myers

One

The

NRA

A

MPTOA

a Gun,' 'Saratoga,' 'Her Jungle'
Love,' 'Bad Man of Brimstone,' 'Angels with Dirty Faces,' 'A Slight Case
Several of his followers backed up
of Murder,' 'Little Tough' Guys,' and
Ridicule came from
reissues of 'Dracula' and 'Franken- Kuykendall.
Henry R. Berry, of Hartsville, S. C.
stein.'
Films heading the list of rejections: Lyle M. Wilson, of Roanoke Rapids,
'Music for Madame,' 5,873; 'Quality N. C; Harry E. Hogan, of Fort
Street,' 4,837; 'HitUng a New High,' Wayne; Oscar C. Lam, of Rome, Ga.
4,662; 'Great Garrick,' 3,389; 'April Leo Brecher, of New York; and WilRomance,' 3,871; 'Saint of New York,' liam F. Crockett, of Virginia Beach.
They foresaw practical diffi3,756; 'Winterset,' 3,259; 'Midsummer Va.
Night's Dream,' 2,971; 'Great Expec- culties and financial injury, with
tations,' 2,730; 'Under Your Spell,' Brecher fearful the bill will -give
2,136; 'Good Fairy,' 1,897; 'Green Pas- producer-controlled chains a tighter
tures,' 1,503; 'Crime and Punishment,' grip' on the whole toade. They aired
peeves such as excessive clearance
1,506, and 'Girl From Paris,' 1,472.
Giving the 'viewpoint of the larg- and sketchy advance notices ^but
est group of exhlbs, Kuykendall went could not see any help from th^ legoverboard for the trade practice islation.
agreement even though it falls short
Absolute impossibility of producwishes—and conctirred in ing quality films under the measure
of
the majors' argument that the Neely was related by CoL Joy, who said
bill is impracticable.
that sale of films individually would
While in accord with the objectives encourage quickie production. Pointof the legislation,
members ing to 'Alexander Graham Bell,' he
do not feel the Neely bill will be said, 'My wife would have had to
helpful,
organization head mdin- find $5,000 and I'd have spent one
tained.
Con'vinced It will mean year in jail' if 20th Century-Fox
'nothing but damage' and writing of had. sent out the final shooting script
a 'practical and effective' law of this as a synopsis in attempt to comply
kind is impossible.
with requirements such as Senator
'We have led the fight for an un- Neely proposes ^because 146 comconditional option to cancel a rea- plete scenes were scrapped and 46
sonable number of pictures out of others were altered while l^nsing
each contract for any group of pic- was in progress.
tures. The Neely bill offers no such
Mrs. Wilder Tileston, of New Haoption to- cancel after the pictures ven, said intelligent patrons much
are licensed.
firmly believe that prefer to make their own selections
this is the only practical solution of of film fare and will not allow 'well
the problem.'
meaning pressure groups' to dictate
Picking up the majors' parallel, their entertainment. She hit at one
Kuykendall
presented
economic of the reform group arguments by
arguments against the proposed re- disclosing ttie Labor Department's
form. Exhibs, acquiring only exhi- Children's Bureau has no evidence
bition rights, are in a unique posi- of
connection
bet\yeen
juvenile
tion and 'unlike other retail stores, crime and pictures.
the theatres cannot carry a variety
The Hays organization's efforts to
of articles in stock and on sale at lift standards was related by Gov.
the same time.' He pointed to the Milliken, who remarked about the
advantages of buying in large lots difficulty in trying to sell the pubin order to get the benefit of lower lic what it doesn't desire. Reluctprices in stressing the idea that the ance of theatre audiences to be imNeely plan would increase costs. proved' is a consideration that can'Retail prices wilh wholesale buying not be overlooked, he reminded the
wiU do us great damage,' he com- solons, and any move to try and immented.
prove the morals of patrons will
The bulk of theatre operators dis- boomerang, until they are ready to
like
compulsory
block
booking, be uplifted. 'You have to convince
leader asserted, if they are people' that they like high-grade
forced to accept 'unwanted pictures screen entertainment before it can
to get the ones we want,' but still be sold, he added.
need
dependable
a
The industry's self-discipline has
supply
of
product.
been effective, due In large degree
Proposed trade practice pact will to the aid of informed public opinbenefit the little operators, Kuyken- ion through the Legion of Decency
dall maintained, differing diametric- and Better
Films Councils, the
ally with the Allied States Associa- Hays exec related.
Process cannot
tion leaders.
Noted that 10,059 be, wholly successful in a short time,
houses are ih towns with fewer than however.
Governor Milliken stressed the
10,000 people and said the bulk will
pay less than $100 per film, thus re- ratings of the International Federaceiving^ the right to reject 20% of tion of Catholic Alumnae. In 1922
the total bought.
The larger the- the organization was able to approve
atres have sufficient economic power only 25% of the output, he said,
to wriggle but of tight contracts and but with the Improvement in proto win their own concessions, he duction control the situation has
grown better steadily. 'When the
added.
Higher rentals would be inevitable, 1927 Hays commandments were
acording to Kuykendall's view of the adopted, the Federation was passindustry. Congress should pause pe- ing 40% of the product; in 1030
canons were
fore outlawing a distribution system when' -the revised
under which bulk buyers get better adopted the ratio had' gone up to
terms.
Without doubt, the effect 50%; in 1934 when the Breening
would be to lift costs and wipe out process was adopted the Catholic

—

—

—

MPTOA

MPTOA

.

—

.

for advertising with film companies. The pic mag is surprised that sucb
an impression should prevail and points out its prestige and policy ought
automatically to prevent credence of such a report
It is true that Life is carrying considerable film business but any publicity department professing any business-office connection 1^ doing iso
for alibi reasons. Life carried $71,121 in film advertising' the first quarter
of 1939. Satevepost carried $55,125 and Collier's $33,705.
,

.

Martin Starr,: former talent agent now a radio commentator, has withdrawn his suit against Dorothy Lamour, Supposedly without settlement or
payment He sued for $35,000. Action was dropped when attorney Louis
Nizer, representing' Miss. Lamour, persuaded him that he had no case.
Starr is reported to have told Miss Lamour he was dropping the action
because of Nizer's opinion. Miss Lamour expressed her appreciation for

having helped her in early stages of her career, Starr is credited with
having selected her from among beauty contest winners at New Orleans.

Three major studios have been forced to enlarge their still and portrait
departments to keep up with the rising demands for production and perby dally newspapers' and picttire mags. Paramount, RKO and
Universal completed new quarters last week and other studios are mulling
similar improvements. With dailies clamoring for weekend and midweek
layouts, the studios are getting more free space than at any previous time
in Hollywood history, Universal's still lab has been turning out an average of 18,000 prints weekly for. several months.
'

sonality art

Nine money-making westerns by the same producer-director-'writer
is claimed as a record for one year by Republic.
Trio consisting of
William Berke, producer; George Sherman, director, and Betty Burbrldge^
writer, made The Three Mesquiteers series on average budget of $35,000.

combo
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.

houses which now carry women were satisfied with 77%. In
a good part of the production cost the past two years, over 90% of all
pix_ have been placed in the
-d.e;3PJteJ;he_small sums each jay.
No surety the leigislation, despite category by'tEe "LegioiS,""ahd'none of
the stiff penalties, will eliminate the small number of condemned
compulsory block booking, Kuken- fiickers have been given the Hays
Particularly in com- stamp.
dall argued.
petitive situations where bidding is
In many spots, rivaby will
lively.
Nice Haul, George
make the exhibs keep on booking
Hollywood, April 18.
in blocks, no matter what Congress
George Raft goes Into the top role
does about it, but the buyers will
in 'I Stole a Million' at Universal
to pay fatter rentals.
Onliwon Towels
Tissue have
Portion of the bill aimed at blind on a one-picture deal
ECONOMY WASHROOM SERVICE selling is 'fantastic,' he said. Im- Frank Tuttle directs on budget of
Wrttc A. P. W. Service, Albany. N. Y. possible to. make an advance blue- $500,000.

^
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HARDY
LAUGHS

i

at the
HELD

OVER
2nd

WEEK
**Ctow(Ied bouse rocked with, hilarity!'*

•—Btmd Jahtmtten, Mtnor

"Highly

entertaining.

tiotts."

Rcconuncnded without ttseiva*
—Howard Bamtt, HeraU-TribiuM

"A thecr «lelight from beginning to end I"

— Wm. BmHiuI, ffcrU-TtUgram

**Tboioughly enjoyable

. . .

hiinun, down-to-eattht"

—Rom PtlswUi, JmmuUAmtriam

"Up to the hi^ M-G-M

itandatd. Hearty comedy."

—KmI*

Caratron,

Ntw*

"Audience has plenty of fun watching the Hardys
—EiUm Crtthun, Sua
ride high and handsome I"

"What could be

a slicker treat

by alL"

is

had

—Atdin Whutn,

Poii

,

a swell time

Don't Miss

"The

HARDYS RIDE HIGH^
(Tbty fctwin t iiilin*Mlm avMnlglitl)

Note

Mttro-GoUuyu -Mayer's Sprmglhn* Tcnic with
LEWIS STONE • MICKEY ROONEY • CECILIA
'

PARKER

•

FAY HOLDEN

•

Dirtcttd

h Gmgt Stiu

to

Ad-men!

'

Use

Smen play hy Atm Christint JdhnsBm, KayVan Riper.WiUiam Ludivfg

this

cartoon in your

campaign.

You can

repro-

(Above from extra-space ad campaign^

duce direa from the above.

2nd Week at Big
tip-ofF
(And

the next in

M-G-M's

Capitol,. NXrIs

your
to hold extra time openi

Springtime Fanfare of Hits

And

more

Iticky nights

is

Mywa Loy, RobenTaylor in"Lucky

and days

thereafter!)

Night."
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young Milwaukee

A

18.

woman and

her fiance admitted readily to Mil-

waukee police Thursday (13) that
they had a hand in an ingenious
scheme by wliich a $500 bank night
award in a Janesville (Wis.) theatre
was 'won' several weeks ago. They
are held on warrants' charging :oI>-

H—

WEEK
.OP

money under

2/3/39

2/10/39

Meanwhile, Detective Capt Adolph
Kraemer questioned the Milwau-

Agnes Gerek and Theodore

her fiance, ahout the scheme. 2/17/39
They implicated an employee of the

I,asky,

Lasky
Kraemer: "My job as a plumbsupply salesman took ine to
Janesville. I knew one of the theatre employees and he approached

Jeffris theatre in Janesville, as

told

ing

with the idea that we could makie
2/24/39
a few dollars in the theatre bank
night The theatre- employee asked
me to get some one to do tiie d^aw'
Ing at the bank night March 30 when
the pot was $500. I took Miss Gerek'

me

.

there.'

Then, Iissky continued, the theatre
employee suggested how the scheme
would work. Lasky was given a
3/3/39
ticket stub for thie pool drawing, he
said, and Miss Gerek was given the
part of the ticket wtilch ordinarily
goes into the barrel for the drawing,
They sat in different i»arts of the
theatre and when the drawing was
to be made the theatre worker called
for judges to supervise the drawing.
Miss Gerek, by prearrangemeht, 3/10/39
stepped to the stage as one of the
judges. Her good looks, Idsky blushingly admitted, helped to persuade
the judges that she should do the
drawing.'
Her hand, holding the stiib of
lasky's ticket, went into the barrel.
After she fumbled in the thousands
of number stubs for a moment, she 3/17/39
came up with the Vinning' ticket
It was, of course, the one she -had
in her hand when it went into the

,

'

barrel,
Laslcy's friend, the theatre employee, handed the winning stub to

George Gllman, operator of the

He

system.

called off Lasky's

3/24/39

p.a.

name

and he claimed the $500 pot LasI^
said. The award was to be made the
following week and Laslcy kept $200
and gave the theatre employee $300,
But the schemie was exposed because Gilman, from his perch, saw
3/31/39
Miss (Derek's clenched fist go into
the niunbers barrel.
He watched
Lasky and the yoimg woman leave
the theatre together and took the
license numlier of their car.
Then Gilman went to the sheriff's
office at Janesville and Police Chief

W. H. Ford and Dist

•

Atty. John
Matheson were called in. Through 4/7/39
the license number, poUce apprehended Laslcy and Miss Gerek. Ford
and Matheson came here to get the
couple. Before leaving, -Lakky said:

my

got
share salted away in
anticipation of our marriage June 10.
If I have to give the money bade,

'I've

I'll

do

so.'

4/14/39

Fiddle Up, Jascha
Hollywood, April 18.
Jascha Heifetz returns from his
concert tour next Monday (24) to
complete his work in Samuel <3old
wyn's 'Music School' for United Ar-

2/1
3/15
2/8.

definitely adjudicated.

keeans,

In
Var.

2/8
11/9
4/12
12/23

false pretenses.

Their |200 share of the $500 prize
has been put away ias a nest egg for
their intended June wedding, and
t^ere. is some doubt, legal officials of
Janesville say, that the money can'
be recovered because the question
of lottery, as it might involve theatre bank nights, has not been

BX yABEETV.

3/8
2/15
3/22
1/25
1/18
2/15
3/22
2/1
2/1
1/18
2/15
4/6
1/25
2/8
2/15
2/22
3/1
2/22
2/22
4/12
2/15
10/26/38
2/22
2/15
2/8
4/5
2/8
9/7
4/12
2/8
3/8
3/1
2/15
2/8
3/29
3/8

3/8
3/8
3/29
9/30
4/12
3/1
4/19
10/5/38
3/1
3/15
3/22
4/12
3/22
3/29
4/5
3/1
3/22
4/5
3/15
3/8
3/8
11/30
3/22
3/8
3/8
4/19
4/5
3/22

4/21/39

3/29
4/12
3/29
4/5
4/19
3/22
3/15
3/22
4/12
3/29
4/12
4/5
4/19
4/5
3/8
4/5
4/5

4/19

4/12

Violinist who recorded a number
of pieces for the picture last fall,
will be here three weeks.

TITLE

TYPE

4/12
4/5
3/15

the Theatre
Managers, Agents
Treasurers of
any New York house using film is
the Cina Roma on Broadway.
Theatre varies its policy between
Italian pictures and Italian vaudetype shows.

by

CR

1939-40 program.
For the last two years Baker has
been doing westerns for the Trem
Carr uiUt which recently washed up
Its releashig agreement with V.

la

tUaatw

2

THEATRES

D—Dnmat Ha—Uoslcal

ST.

Tin

LOUIS BLUES

FISHEBBIAN'S

WHABF

THE ARIZONA WILDCAT

4/5

1/25
5/5/.39.

4/19

T.

IfOBTH OF SBtANGHAI
'HUCKLEBEBBT FINN
NATT SECBETS
PEBSONS IN HIDING
BOT SLAVES

WOMAN DOCTOB

HOBIE ON THE PBAHUE
TAIL SPIN

H
W

WIFE,

^SBAND. FBIEND

STAGECOACH

BISKY BUSINESS
SECBET SEBVICE AIB
BLONDIE BIEETS BOSS
ICE FOLLIES OF I»39

MYSTEBY PLANE
THE BEACHCOHBEB
BOUGH BIDEBS BOUND-UP
SAINT STBIKES BACK
INSIDE STOBY
PBISON WITHOUT BABS
SPnnT OF CULVEB
THE OKLAHOMA KID
LONE STAB PIONEEB
WITHIN THE LAW
KING OF CHINATOWN
LITTLE PBINCESS
MYSTEBY WHITE BOOM
ADV. OF JANE'ABDEN
•

F'mSPEBING ENEBOES
SEBGEANT MADDEN
TBIGGEB SMITH
MIDNIGHT
MY WIFE'S BELATIVES
THE FLYING BftlSHHAN
TBOUBLE IN SUNDOWN
EVEBYBODY'S BABY
THBEE SMABT GIBLS
BLACKWELL'S ISLAND
LADY AND THE HOB
BOMANCE OF BEDWOODS
SOCIETY LAWYEB

Mono

'C

UA

WB
M-G

•

FIXEB DUOAN
FRONTIEB PONY EXPRESS

WINNEB TAKES ALL
INSPECTOB HOBNLEIGH
ZENOBIA

TOWN CZAB
DABK 'VICTOBY

MAN FROM TEXAS
LADY'S FBOM KENTUCKY
BLUE MONTANA SKIES

H. Booney-B. Bellamy

Col

C. BngEles-M. Beland
C. Grant-D. Fairbanks, Jr.
D. Ameehe-Blts Bros.-B. Barnes
A. Menjon-D. Cestcllo
W. C. Fields-Edgar Bergen
B. GranvlUe-J. Utel
H. Fonda-M. O'SvlUvan

M-G

Nelson Eddy-V. Briiee

W. HoU-M. Hont

Blono
S.

Par-

M

BC
D
C
C

BKO
2«th
U

H

Mono

BD

Par

WB

M-G

H
M

Bep

H
H

G.

WB

Hwpby-D. Kent

B. Betan-J. LItel
P. Slngleton-A. Lake

Blono

J. Crawford-J. Stewart
J. Trent-P. A. Yonng

D

BKO
2Mh
UA

Bep

G. Sanders-N.

M.

U

J.

WB

WB
Col

BKO
BKO
SOth
U

D
C

WB

C

J. Garfleld-B.

W; Pldgeon-V.

Bep
2eth

u

WB

J.

U

UA

WB

E. Flynn-O. de

W. Abel-B. Boberts
D. O'Keefe-F. BIce-B. Johnson
Jackie Cooper

Par
Par

M. Raye-B. Hope-E. Cossart

J.

C
D

RKO

D

SOth

Rep

WB

'

Par

C

RKO

c

ZOth
2dtb

Rep

D
C
D
D
D
D
W
D
W
D
H
D
D

VEBNON AND IBENE CASTLE
THE ROOKIE COP
RETURN OF CISCO KID
FOR LOVE OR MONEY
C
-SWEEPSTAKE'S WINNER
CANT GET AWAY WITH M'DER M
M
OUTSIDE THESE WALLS
CD
LUCKY NIGHT
M
WOLF CALL
D
UNION PACIFIC
W
RACKETEERS OF RANGE
CD
CHASING DANGER
D
CAPTAIN FURY
D
CODE OF THE STREETS
D
CONFESSIONS OF NAZI SPY

UA
U

WB
1

'

Mono
Mono
Par

Rep

BKO
RKO
20tb

"

i

'

WB
WB

Atlantic City,

-

•

W. Ford-A- MacMahon
L. Traey-P. Shannon
B. Bogers-M. Hart-B. Hatton
T. Martln-G, Stuart
G. Harker-A. SIm-H.. Williams
O. Hardy-H, Langdon-B, Bnrke
B. MacLane-E, SnlUvan
B. Davls-G. Brent

'

Tex

J.

75

75

."'

D. Costello-M. Whalen
M. Ley-R. Taylor-J. Allen
Hovlta-J. Carroll

Par

RKO
20th
UA

WB

B. Stanwyck-J. McCrea
G. O'Brleu-M, Reynolds
Barl-W. Vernon.
.

B. Ahern'e-V.

HcLaglen

H. Carey-F. Thomas

.

The fire which threatened the entire amusement area of this neighboring resort was discovered sliortly
before the evening show of the Casino.
Fianned by a stiff breeze the
flames quickly spread and before
firemen could do anything a block,
consisting of the two theatres, a
bowling alley, cigar store, motordrome, and roller skating rink were
blazing.
Hunt's Ocean Pier across
the Boardwalk from the spot was
saved by the quick work of firemen.
'

ProJceUen Boom Starts Blase
Moorhead, Miss,, April 18.
Fire which started in the projection room badly damaged' the Strand
here, and will necessitate the dosing
of the theatre for some time. Patrons

>

escaped without any injuries.
$30,000 Theatre Fhre.
New Orleans, April 18.
Fire of undetermined origin caused
damage to the Ace theatre
here Thursday (13). Blaze was said
by firemen to have originated in the
projection room. Policemen petroling beat at 2 a.m. saw smoke billowing from upper floors of building and
turned in alarm which had to l>e repeated twice as filling station next
door was threatened.
Extra, ap'paratus rushed to scene to prevent
spread.
Theatre is operated by Bijou
Amus. Co.
$30,000

REP. FRANCHISES IN 3

KEYS MAY BE SWITCHED
Republic Pictures in the Albany,
Buffalo and Detroit territories may
not be handled this coming season
by Jack Berkowitz, Bercie Mills and
Sam Seplowln, present franchise
holders.
Although- product is stlU
going through these distributors, it Is
understood the.y have refused to
consummate a new franchise oh distribution percentages wliich have
.

'

been drastically cut
Trio did not attend the Republic
convention in New ITork last week.
Jack Bellman, Republic eastern isales
manager, maintains the situation is
still in status quo, but it is known
that new franchise deals for the
three territories are o- 'ig discussed
with other distributors.

Copyright Mastenninding»

Prelim to Brussels Conv.
Committee for the Study of Copyright of the National Committee of
the U. S. on International Intellectual Cooperation is nearlng the end
of a series of conferences on copyright legislation.
Importance attached to these huddles is seen I>ecause the United States has been
asked to attend the Diplomatic Conference in Brussels late this year
when revision of the Berne Convention will be discussed.
Included among national associations studying the copyright bill
is the Hays office which. has a special committee sisslgned to this task.
Robert W. Perkins, Edwin P. Kilroe,
Gabriel L. Hess and Edward A.
Sargoy have been active in deliberations of the subcommittees on formalities in the creation, preservation and- transfer- of rights under
copyri^t, remedies for infringement
of copyright, reprinthig of single
copies of out-of-print works, end. the
problems of mechanical recordation
rights for copyrighted musical compositions, as well as the right to
copyrlghtabillty
generally
for
a.
sound track containing work of a
literary,

P. Foster-L.:

E. G. Boblnson-F. Lederer

^t

for a new Blaker's which now he
will transfer to the plot of the one
destroyed and in all probability will
rename it the New Casino.

-

Lang-R. Kent

Wllson-J. Davis
H. Bogart-G. Paige-B. Halop

M-G

U

71

105

Bitter

Mono

William C. Hunt's Casino
theatre and the Blaker's theatre, destroyed by fire Thursday (13), at a
loss of more than $300,000, are already under way and a new house
is expected to be erected on the
to be ready for the summer season.
Hunt had already approved plans

'

58
61

Frankle Darro

G. BattrE. Drew-H. Herbert
G. Autry-S. Burnette
F. Astalre-G. Rogers
K. Holt-J. Shaw-V. Weidler
W. Baxter-I^. Barl

AprU 'lQ.

Plans for the rebuilding, of the

two big Wildwood amusement enterprises,

.

80

M.

Col
i

S. Ellers-A. Lane
J. Wayne-R. Rogers
D. Ameohe-L. Yonng-Fonda
K. Francls-W. Gargan
H. Rooney-L. Stone-F. Holden
J. Stevenson-B, Lynne

55
80
67
62

C. Storrett-L Meredith
L. Ayres-L. Barryraore

Col

M-G
:

Howard-Heather Angel

70
73

.

M-G
Mono

D-

100

HavUand

M-G

Col

W

87
70
90
103

Dunne-C, Boyer

P. Lorre-J. HershoK
B. CrosbyrJ. Blondell
M. Oberon-L, Oliver

SOth

65
68
77
60
66
64
78
60
62
111
65
77

MaoDonald-L. Ayres
Dean-B. Gleason

L

M
C
M

Bambean

Bob Bnms-G. George

Par

W

71

S.

Blono

M

61

W. Boyd-B. Bogers
J. Ellbon-H. Wood
G. Antry-S. Bnmette
B. Green-W. Barrle
H. Herbert-jr. Hodges
M. LIndsay-J. LItel

Par

62
78
61
92
63
73

87

Lane

Bruee-Carrlllo

C. Bnggles-M.

irar

BKO

H
W
M

Brown

F. Bainter-L Lnpino
C. Blekford-J. Parker

Col

D
D

Cortls-T.

Jack Bandall
C. Colbert-D. Ameohe
J. L, and B. Gleason
D. Corrlgan-A. Appleby
G. O'Brlen-L Keith
J. Pronty-B. Gleason
D. Darbln-C. WInnlnger

Pap

W

Elliott

Temple-A. Devlne

W. Bcery-A.

Mono

Mn
D

W

61

«8
89
80
66
65
66
93
58
58

B. Cabot-H. Hack
B. Towne-W. Gargan
jr. Holt-D. Costello

M-G

60
86
65
64

Wlialen-J. Rogers

S.

U

C
C

HamUtni

B. Hnsscl-J. KIng-P. KeUy
A. H. Wong-A. TamlrofI

Par

W

75'
81

C.Lnelialre-E. Best
Cooper-F. Bartholomew
J. Cagney-B. Lane

BlU

Col
JIB—

D
D

;_61

C. Langhton-E. Lanehesler
B. Bosers-M. H^rt-R. Hatton

Par

M
D
M
W
M
M
D
M
H

8S
9«
69
88
62
63
79
95
66

.

Col

D
A
D

67
70

B. DIx-L. Ball-J. AIdridre
L. Yennc-W. Baxter
C. Trevor-J. Wayne

D
A

c

88
7S
67
69
87
62

64

Bt CarreU-F. HaoMnrray
B. McLane-B. Boberts

BKO
2»ih
UA
U

D
D

71

'

67
64

p. Kelly-J. Lang
L. -Ball-A.. Lane
L. Barl-J.- Gale-G. WUIfams
P. Foster-I. Hervey
P. Lane- J. LynnL. Heward-W. Hiller
B. Karlolf-D. Tree

Bep

CM

66
7»
120

W

Sidney-L. Erlokson
W. B«yd-C. Synters

Par

W

9»

Par

WB

Mn
0
D

58
57
69
88
62
69
7*
65
68
83
88
78"

Alone

RKO
2eth
UA
U

M

M

F. Inescort-H. WUeoxon
G. Aatry-S. Bnmette
A. Faye-C. Bennett-C. Farrell
C. Lombard- J. Stewart
G. Brent-O. de HavUand
B. Montffomery-B. BnsscII

Bep
Bep
zeth

SUDDEN MONEY
C
ON SAGE
WD
ALMOST A GENTLEMAN
MEXICAU BOSE
KM
HOUND OF BASKEBVILLES
M
FABIILY NEXT DOOB
c
ON TBIAL
M
BBOADWAY SEBENADE
Mn
UNDEBCOVEB AGENT
M
I'M FBOM MISSOUBI
C
D
LOVE AFFAIB
MB. MOTO IN DANGEB ISLAND M
Mn
EAST SIDE OF HEAVEN
D
WUTHEBING HEIGHTS
DODGE CITY
0
FIBST OFFENDEBS
THE KID FBOM TEXAS
STBEETS OF N. Y.
DBUHMOND'S SECT POLICE
NEVEB SAY DIE
THEY MADE HEB SPY
THE NIGHT BI >EBS
ALEXANDEB GBAHAM BELL
WOMEN IN THE WIN*>
THE HABDYS BIDE HIGH
DANGEBOUS FINGEBS
BACK TO HEAVEN

'

BKO

D
BC
D
CD
D
C
D
Mn
D

71
69

M

M-O
Par

85
83
85

J. Wlthers-L. CarrlUo
K. Tayler-B. Hudson
a cLi ne
G. Farrell-B.
C. Starrctt L Meredith.
B. Fnmess-J. Cral;
M. Roeney-W. Connolly
G. Withers-F. Wray-D. RrblnsoB
L. OVerraan-J. C. Nalsh
A. Shlrify-A. Daniel

Col
Col

W

.

^

WB

CR
D
M
D
D

.

THE THBEE MUSKETEEBS
KING OF THE TUBF
CAN'T CHEAT HONEST MAN
NANCT DBEW, BEPOBTEB
LET US LIVE
LET FBEEDOM RINO
STAV REPOBTER
ONE THIBD OF NATION
SUNSET TBAIL
FOBGED PASSPOBT
BEAUTY FOB ASIUNG
PABDON OUB NEBVE
SOCIETY SMUGGLEBS
YES. DABLING DAUGHTEB
PYGMALION
BtYSTEBY OF MB. WONG
CAFE SOCIETY
I WAS A CONVICT
TWELVE CBOWDED HOUBS

Par

BKO
2«h
U

C

A

MADE FOB EACH OTHEB
WINGS OF THE NAVT
FAST AND LOOSE
LITTLE PAL
BOT TBbUBLE
GUNGA DIN

E. Powell-B. Yeong
T. BUter-D. Fay-C. King
L. Nolan-D. Lamonr
B. Breen-L. Carrillo

Mono

CD

TOBCHT IN CHINATOWN
TEXAS STABIPEDE

BOYS' BEFOBMATOBY
4/12

TALENT

M-G

W

PIBATE or THE SKIES

OKLAHOBIA TBAIL
CALLING DB. KILDABE

4/28/39

&

Two in. the Saddle
Hollywood, April 18.
Bob Baker goes into the. top
bracket with Jolmny Mack Brown in
a series of westerns for Unlversal's

Ula.—BoanlBf Time

BUn.

HONOLULU
SUNDOWN ON PKAIKIE

BIG
3/15

THAI'S PIC HOUSE PICKETING
picketing

B. T.

vO..

SILVEB
3/22

4/5
4/12

tists release.

First

DESTROYS

/OX BIGHTS BESKBTED

DIO.

TW* AUrwItUm
CD—Comedy-Dfamai TT—Wcstera:
Kty t»

.

Bev.
-

RELEASE

-

iaining

US*.

la Tar.-,4«¥l«wad la Tailetr
Helodramai C-:-Coined7i

29

mim FIRE

(For in/ormation of theatre and film exchange bookers, Vabdett presents a complete- chart of feature reXeases of
an the American distributtnff companies for the current quarterly perto<I. Date of
reviews as ffiven in Vabiett and tht runnintt time of prints are included.)

COFIBKBT,
Milwaukee, April

VARIETY

FILM BOOKING CHART

BANKORACKET
EXPOSE JAH^ 2

'

12

dramatic

or

musical

natured, captured in the form of a
special performing rendition thereof
for audible communication.'

-

.

STARS INCLUDE:

\

".4

^

,,4,-;
'

DEANNA DURBIN

SVENCER TRACY

RAYMOND MASSEY
Stgr of the currant Breadway succeu, "Ab«' tincdin

Courtesy of

Covrtoty Moui
Ploys and Pic-

MGM.

Courtesy of Universal.

rjf
')"/

LOWELL THOMAS
Courtesy Movietone

E. SHERWOOD
Author of "Abe LincoT|>
in Illinois.** Courtesy of
The Piqywriohts Co.. producers «f the ploy.

ROBERT

New*

In Illinois."

Gordon

THIS SHORT SUBJECT RUNS 10 MINUTES. SUPPLIED GRATIS TO
ALL EXHIBITORS TAKING COLLECTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE

lures Corp., who will produce the picture.

Proceeds for the future support of the WiU Rogers Memorial Hospital, Saranac Lake, N.
for the needy of stage and screen.

Y.,

and for

kindred philanthropies,

its

And for the aid of focal institutions spcciaDzing in the care of handicapped chihbvn

NATIONAL
WILLWEEKROGERS
THEATRE WEEK
BEGINNING THURSDAY,
MAJOR
THOMPSON,
APRIL 20th

•

L.

Chairman

E.

Order prints from the following Zone Chairmen of WILL ROGERS NATIONAL
THEATRE WEEK . . . or from any branch manager or film salesman:
Zone ChalmMn and Company
Philip Fox, Columbia

District

ALBANY. .
ATLANTA .
BOSTON . .
.

.
.

4

.

Ezall,

Unlvanal

Morrti Wolf, Metro
Sydnaif .Samton, 20th Cantury-Fox
Robart J. Ingram. Columbia
.
.

«

CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND .
DALLAS . .
PENVEIt

John

,

BUFFALO . .
CHARLOTTE.

CHICAGO

.....

,

..... Jack Otsarman, RKO
..*«.. Edwin Booth. Matro
.

•

\

i

t
,

Frank 0, Draw, Matro
.
.
Deak Robarti, Wamar Bros.
H. A. Friadal. Matro

......

Zona Chairman and Ccnpany

DIttrlct

DES MOINES
DETROIT

.

.

......

....

KANSAS cirr
LOS ANGELES
MEMPHIS
.
MILWAUKEE .
MINNEAPOLIS
.

.

R. M. Copoland, Paramount
.
4
Frank Downoy, Matro
.Gaorga T. Landtt, 20th Caimny>Fos
William Wamar, Wamar Brof.
.
.
Clayton T. Lynch, Matro

.

.

INDIANAPOLIS

.

>

.
.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

•

^-

....

.

NEW HAVEN .
NEW ORLEANS .
NEW YORK CITY.

•

...

.

.

i

•

Harry.

•

.

Jama* Rogart, Columbia
Arthur N. SchmltL RKO

Harold Johnson, UnivafMl

Lou Wachilar, UnHad Artbta
.
.
E. B. Prico, Paramount
H. Buxbaum, 20th Cantury-Foi

.

Olftrict

Zona Chatitnan and Company

•

....

OKLAHOMA cmf;
OMAHA.
. .

.

.

.

Ralph B. Williams, RKO
Al Mandanhall, Paramount

.

.

.

.

.

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

PORTLAND
LOUIS . T^^A,
SALT UKE CITY Vft

ST.

WASHINGTON

.

.

F. L.

McNamao, RKO

Harry Soad, Wamar Bros.
Louts Amachar, Matro
Garrison, UnWarsal
Charles Walkar. 2imi Cantury-Fox

.

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO
SEAHLE
SIOUX FAILS

...
.

John

E

McNamay UnHad ArttsH
Lavrranca J. McGInlay, Universal

Dannts J.
.
.

.

......

.
.

.

.

Sam

Sherman

Fitch,

RKO

Whaalar. 20th Century-Fox

UTERATI

Wednesday, April 19, 1939
rorefsii WriteiB »t Fair

Publishing Co., located in Connecticut Stresses the fact that no royalty
Foreign scribbling notables prethe goes to Hitler.
oarlDS to descend upon N. Y. tor
at
the
Writers
of
Congress,
World
Inthe
caUed
by
FoblisUne for PoUtklans
Fair,
World's
Komains,
Eugene R. Collins, publisher of the
ternaUonal P.E.N. Jules
gpts here Tioy Observer-Budget,
IntemaUonal prez of
failed last
head
as
capacity
his
In
week to obtain an okay tor payment
]May 1 to act
group of scribblers of 93,000 covering 300 copies of 'A
of ttie worldwideDor- Pictorial History of the
and as the Frendi writing rep.
New. York
-Irish rep, already State
the
Macardle,
Constitutbnal
othy
Convention
Anglo-Irish 1938,' which recoitly
here, and lecturing on
came oS the
literature preliminary to taking part press.
The books, containing 220
writers.
of
conclave
in the
pages, were prepared by Collins.
The convention, on the final day
Practically every civilized country
will be repped at the World Congress last summer, authorized him to i>rint
tnainUinlng a 300 copies at $10 per, for distribution
of Writers, the PJIJI.
branch in every capital in the world. to the delegates. Presiding Justice
James P. Hill of the Appellate Division and chairman of the convenBeprlnt Blghta
tion's committee on contingent exEffort to solve the difflculties Inpenses, objected to the pictorial
volved in the sale ol reprint rights presentation of several delegates.
tor old magazine stories has been

VARIETY

Morrison's Coast Post
licatlon headquarters on. the west
Denis Morrison has been named coast Editor is Edward Wheeler,
Hollywood correspondent for LonBroadcast, new weeldy radio mag
don Daily Mail and Sunday Dis- containing programs and features.
pateh. Bill Mooring continues to ser- To sell for a nickel. Publication ofPublishers are
vice London- Film Weekly, Daily fices on the Coast
Herald and Oldham's Press from the H. W. Dickow and A. J. Urbaln.
Coast, and Col. Frank Jacobs flies
UTEBATI OBITS
the film copy for Amalgamated
PreM,
Bemtaa J. Ewald, 50, day dty~edi•

N Y

P^;.

tor of the

'

He

A

and Esquire.

'

Henry Weiss and Joseph G. Solomon together on a new publishing
project under the name of Advance
Publications.
Rtith Feiner,' who's nov/ living in
London, coming over next month
preliminary to the publication of one
of her novels here.

That new Ira Wolfert novel has
already been sold tor America and
England, although he's not even
completed' it as yet

Frank Goodman,

editor

of

San

Diego 'Tribune, was elected chairman

of the Associated Press for California and Nevada,
Philip Jordan, feature editor of
the London News-Chronicle, will
have a book published here by Harper's, There Is No Return.'
August J. Wiesner, Jr., has sucnitery and theatre in town. In a 2,- Notion iand Novelty Review upon his ceeded H. Theodore Rowe as editor
000-seat auditorium.
On another death. Survived by his widow, of the Ave N. J, newspapers published b> W;>rren M, Ingalls,
floor there will be a swing band, in daughter and a sister.
Wellmer Pessels, who was with
William L. Stranb, 72, for nearly
a room holding 1,500 tcrpers, for
those that like that type of music. 40 years editor of St Pctsrsburg, Pictorial Review until the mag's deAnd on still another floor there will Fla., Times, died last week after a mise, has joined Macmillan, the book
house. Wellmer Pessels a femme.
be a sweet band in a room holding long illness.
DashicU Hammett completing a
3;000 dancers, plus a large balcony
David E. Shaw, 72, many years new melodramatic story of several
audience.
with the old Evening Wisconsin, brothers on a Connecticut island durGuild figures the setup should died April 11 in Merryville, Wis.
ing lost fall's hurricane. No title yet
make everybody happy, no matter His wife died two days later. SurCrosby Gaige has. edited still anwhat he likes.
viving are a son. and three daughters. other cook book, 'The New York
William Farqohar Fayson, 63, au- World's Fair Cook Book,' which
Scrlbner's Mag New Corp.
thor and book publisher and former Doubleday will publish next month.
Morgan, magazine writer,
New financial set-up for Scrlb- mag editor, died Saturday (IS)-at his hasHelen
had first book published by Harner's Magazine sees ownership of the home in N. Y. after a three-year IllPayson was a reporter for the court Brace. Volume deals with
pub passed from Harlan Logan As- ness.
N. Y, Times before becoming man- food allergy and Is togged 'You- Can't
sociated. Management continues the aging editor of 'Vogue, editor of the
Eat That'
same, however, with Harlan Logan old Clips, and editor of The Field.
WiU Irwin is at Chapel HiU, N.
as directing head; Don Wharton, ex- Became an official of the old Sturgis
C„ collecting date for a series of
Walton publishing house In 1900,
ecutive editor, and Warren T. Mayarticles he is doing on the training
and in 1024 helped found Payson
ers, business manager.
universities give young men for govFirm
beClarke,
book
publishers.
When Scrlbner's was acquired 'by
came allied wlui the Georgic Press in ernment service.
Harlan Logan' Associates, Bert Gar- 1934, with Payson active in the brMildred' Walker, who authored
mise was a member of the group. ganizatlbn. Authored a number of 'Doctor Norton's Wife,' the recent
Garmise withdrew recently to pub- published books and a play. Widow, Literary Guild selection, has sold
lish on his own.
a brother and a sister survive.
her first short stbry to Woman's
John George, 80,' retired newspaper Home Companion,
editor and publisher, died Sunday
The Albanian Straggle'
John Martin, recently ousted as
Native of
(16) in Cleveland, Ohio.
publisher bf tlie Philly Ledger, is
"The Albanian Struggle,' newest Jackson, Mich,
understood preparing to return to
publication of the Federal Writers'
the publishing .field with a weekly,
CHATTEB
Project has been announced for
.

-

.

&

&

.

Bread Loaf Writers' Farley

violated the Wagner Act. by coercion, discrimination and refusal to
bargain.
EUweod Douglas, prez of the St.
Louis Guild, who signed the complaint, said the Guild was attempting to negotiate on behalf of 150
membefs but had made no progress.
He charged also that the newspaper
had disputed the Guild's claim to
majorities In various- departments.
E. Lansing Ray, Jr., sec of the publishing company, denied the charges.
The. Guild also is negotiating with
the St Louis Star-Times Publishing
Co., owner of a p.m. rag for a new

'

:

'

Gnlld Flies Against Giobe-Dem
Regional office of NI<RB will make
an investigation of charges filed by
Guild
Louis Newspaper
the St
against the Globe-Democrat Publishing Co., publishers of the GlobeDemocrat only a.m. rag, that It had

week.

j

'

Judge Frederick

notified Chief

Sentinel, died

Barry Stephen Vorhls, 65, former
Idea in parties, has been devised by the Philly and Camden newspaperman and more recently
Newspaper Guild to raise funds. trade paper editor, died Thursday
(13)
in N. Y. after a long ilhiess.
Shindig Will probably be one of the
town's hugest. It will be held on Began his newspaper career on the
three distinct levels in Town Hall, Waterbury. (Conn.) Republican, rising
to
city editor.
Came to N, Y.
former Scottish -Rites Temple, on
and joined the old. Evening Sun. Left
May 13,
On one floor there will be a show, to become editor of the Arnerlcan
Silk
Journal,
and
was
editor of the
contribbed
by practically every

New

thor?' Guild,'
undertaken by the
Crane of the Court of Appeals,
branch of the Authors League of president of the convention, that he
.America. Pointing out that although would refuse to approve the bill.
the e- \ received from such sales Is Whereupon Judge Crane declined to
gravy, the >3ulld In an
virtu:
sign a payment voucher.
article in the current issue of the
Collins hopes to collect eventually.
League Bulletin argues that the ultimate result may be to deprive the
Boycrofters Sale Set
writer of his original market
Sale of The Roycrofters, book orExplains that the publication of
old stories in cheap reprint mags ganization founded by Elbert Hubamounts to unfair competition with bard at East Aurora, N. Y., to Samthe original publisher, who Is forced uel R. Guard, Indiana mag publisher, apt>roved.in Federal Court after
to pay full price for such material.
According to the Bulletin, publishers 91% of the creditors agreed to acfor the
are in many cases now refusing to cept Guard's offer of $80,000
buy material from writers who are enterprise.
Guard, who's already made an
known subsequently to sell reprint
Stated that initial payment of $5,000, to pay an
rights to their work.
additional $30,000 before May 1 unthe writers in question are thus deder the terms of the agreement. New
priving themselves of a more lucraowner to assume mortgages totaling
tive market by selling to a frankly
$25,500, and pay balance of $19,500
bargain one. Bulletin article fails to
over three-year period. Guard to
offer an- outright solution, but concontinue The Roycrofters company
cludes with the statement that It's
in its. present location.
'indeed a question.'

K

last

Snper-Clab Dai«

Milwaukee

31

assignment from both Bobbs-MerriU

Fellowships to deserving writers
nominated by editors apd others in
positions of authority will agato be

.'

come out about May .7.
Gladys Shelley, the actress, who
appeared in 'Moon Over Mulberry
Street' will have her volume of
18 years abroad.
rhymes, 'It's All Nonsense Anyhow,'
Eve Curie partied by her pub- brought out by the Poets Press.
lisher, Doubleday.
Ken has bought a piece on rackEleanor Early on a Caribbean trip eteer^ and chlselers In the amuseretail for -$2, is sponsored by Alment biz, allegedly 'written by a
banian Historical Society and will for date for a new book.
Allen E. Norman upped to vice- femme performer in one of the curbe published by The Writer, Inc, of
rent Broadway attractions but run
prez of the Fawcett mags.
Boston.
Helen Eva Yates going to. Alaska without the author's name.
Author Frank Scully, now sec of
for material for a new book.

April 27.
has been

awarded at° the 14th annual Bread
Loaf Writers' -Conference at Middlebury, Vt, opening Aug. 16.. Conclave will continue until Aug. 30.
Prof.' Theodore Morrison, of Harvard, will be in charge, with the
staff to contain Robert Frost Louis
Untermeyer, Bernard De Voto, HerMirrilles,
Brickell,
Edith
scheU
Fletcher Pratt, John W. Gassner,
Gorham Munson, Raymond Everitt
Collins,
Alan
Amohg-the lecturers will be Archibald MacLeish, J, P. Marquand, Herbert Agar and Walter Pritehard

Book with the timely
in

preparation

title

Klaus and Erika

several

Mann back from

set to

the Coast.

months by the Massachusetts division of the Project and records the
historical ups and downs of Albanians 'In the old world and new.'
Book runs about 200 pages, will

Ezra iPound back in the U.

S. after

'

'

Fitoh Vs. Poor's Co.

Johnston Pugsley seekins a place

the California

Dept

of Institutions,

moved the rest of the family
in Wo'bdstock for the summer.
furniture from Nice to Hollywood
Park
Row Publishing House after three years of being through
'Poor's
Annual Dividend Record formed by Alfred H. B. Hepper.
four strikes, two /ars and one counengaged
Catherine
D.
Bowen
to
(1938 Dividend Information on 6,500
ter-revolution.
Twlce-a-Tear Book-Hagaxine
wed Dr. Thomas McKean Downs.
Securities)' Infringes 'Fitch Dividend
Action of superintendent of schools
Coincident with getting ready
ConsUnce McEwen has given up in Easton, Pa., in asking teachers to
Record for 1938,' quarterly publicasecond number of Twlce-a-Year, her
contract,
N. Y. for a place in Montelair, N. J,
boycott the Easton Express- because
mag in book form^ Dorothy Norman tion.
Rollins,
Time
of
the
Helen
Auguste
The
it
opposed the teachers' tenure act
plaintiff alleges that shortly
Is preparing to branch out as a book
2 Dallies Beorganiaing
after publication of its book on Oct, staff, engaged to William H. Gould.
brought quick response last week
publisher. Under the imprint of the
Ben Hall, of the N. Y. City News from Pennsy Newspaper Publishers'
Two dailies, one In Boston and the Twice-a-Year Press, she will publish 10, 1938, Poor's copied a large part
Association,
of
Fitch
Group charged supe's
the
copyrighted
Angela
Shawell
work.
Association, marries
other In Brooklyn, N. Y., have had
a volume by Angna Enters, entitled
action strikes at 'fundamentels of
soon.
the way paved for them to reor- Ijove Possessed Juana,' Book not
Back In Biz After 89 Tears
ganize.
Theda Kenyon giving costume re- free press.'
to appear tmtll next fall, however,
Way has beien cleared for financial by which time Miss Norman may After a hiatus of some 80 years, citals based on her novel, 'Scarlet
reorganization of the Boston TraU'
have a number of other books ready Walt Whitman's famous periodical, Anne.'
script as the result of a Federal court
the Brooklyn Freeman, is to be reIrvln Cobb's home town, Paducah,
for publication.
Insolvency finding against the paper.
Although in book format Twice- vived. Plans to get it going again Ky,, has named a new park in his
Finding issued after .company's cona-Year is a semi-annual journal of being made by Rpscoe Brumbaugh, honor.
troller
testified
Brookljmite, and he figures to have
that debts were
literature, the arts and cIvU liberties.
David Rame, author
(Continued from page 0)
Fitoh Publishing. Co. suing Poor's
Publishing Co, "for injunction, accounting
and damages claiming

Eaton.

finally

-

'

.

—

Expo Kayo B.O,

$349,908 in excess of a fair valuation
of the property.

Mary Lescaze

is

assistent editor.

Appraisers set the value of the
company's real estate at 'not more
than $200,000,' and the machinery at
"not more than $60,000.' New finance
plan would not only give the dally
operating fund, but would allow for
construction of a new plant
Federal court order has accepted

Ban Lust and Crime News
Threat of Rochester, N. Y., District
Attorney Daniel J. CMara to toke
Toronto-published
against
action
National Tattler carrying Rochester
items caused voluntary discontinuIn
circulation
Monroe
ance
of
the petltibh of the Brooklyn (N.Y.) County. Sheet reportedly was sellDaily Eagle to reorganize under the ing up to 18,00& weekly at a dime
Chandler Bankruptey Act
Order per with such headlines as 'Woman
provides for the present manage- Butehered in Abortion' and 'Chinks
ment

to act as trustees. In conjunc-

with a referee, Wilmot
Moorehouse, named by the court
tion

L.

Petition to reorganize is a friendly

arrangement with creditors. Schedule shows $265,500 in unsecured
claims.
Proposal is to give notes
without interest to unsecured creditors at 25 cents on the dollar, payable out of the first 50% of the annual ..net earnings.
Daily, petition
shqws, has been operating at a
monthly loss of around $10,000.
Paper's present publisher is Frank
D. SchroUl, who acquired control
irom M. Preston Goodfellow In August Schroth formerly published
Sapers in Pennsylvania and in New
ersey.

Real name of
it restarted within a month or two.
'Wine of Good Hope,' is A. D.
Although Brooklyn Freeman was of
Divine.
and the third week's take may equal
a local publication, fame of its pubCurtis
BroTvn, the literary agency, last week's $7,700,
lisher gave it a national rep. In its
Faramonnt (F-WC) (2,740; 36.-55going
into new quarters the end of
resuscitation it will teke on a broad75)— 'Bell' (20th) and 'Chastag Danthe month.
er aspect
Despite preger' (20th) (2d wk).
Frank Neil sold a book on mod- view bally on Treasure Island, with
ern youth to Bobbs Merrill for early hundreds of Hollywood folk on hand,
American Lady Resomes
publication.
'Bell' has failed to ring the bell. SecAmerican Lady, one of the group
Louis Bromfleld made a Chevalier ond week will get $7,000, Last week
of mags directed by Dagobert D, of the Legion of Honor
by the French ended with $15,000 in the till.
Runes, has resumed publication fol- government
iSt Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-5575)—'Broadway Serenade' (M-G-M)
lowing unwinding of distribution
Willis Hillstone has moved his
tangle.
Snarl which developed un- typewriter from Staten Island to (2d wk). Movebver from the Warfleld but fans just won't go for either
der the periodical's previous dis-

Long

Rape Schoolgirl'

-

-

|

'

!

I

I

le-Cent IMela .Kampr
-Whlle-American-publlshlng rights
to Hitler's Haeln Kampf Is stlU to
„
be legally determined, third publication pf Der Fuehrer's story has been
brought out {.atest U a vastly ab
brevlated version on newsprint li.
tab size. Sells for a dime, whereas
.

.

the two book printings, by Houghton
and Stackpole,
each costs
*^

Mifflin
$3.50.

Sponsor of the 10-center Is a new
publishing organization, the Noram

Island.

tributing arrangement caused a halt
Edna Ferber's autobiog, 'A Peculiar
OlVIara said he would have acted
in publication in January, New dis- Treasure,' the June selection of the
under, the same state law Invoked
tributor is American News Co,
Literary Guild.
against the Rochester Bugle in l036,
Policy and steff of Anierican Lady
Lester Grady the new editor of
which forbids sale of a publication
as previously, with Grace Caldwell Silver Screen magazine, succeeding
devoted chiefly to lust and crime
editing. Pub is for femmes.
the late Eliot Keen.
Mildred L. Wicksman, of the McGraw-Hill publishing firm, wed to
Magazine Contents as Book
Worcester Gniid Unit
Common for a mag piece to be re- Gilbert E. Goodkind.
Newspaper Guild unit has. been published in book form, but a disBen Ames Williams a hound at the
formed in Worcester by employees tinct Innovation will be the republl- Scoteh game of curling, even going
of Worcester Telegram and the cation in a single volume of the en- to Canada to Indulge.
Evenhig Gazette. Only last week tire content of the Fd>ruary issue of
Joan 'Votsis, associate editor of
management announced a' flve-day Survey Graphic.
Screen Book, the Fawcett mag, en40-hour week which went into effect
Issue had been given the special aaged to Peter Curtis.
yesterday (10).
Viking will bring out Ben Hecht's
subtitle of 'Calling America,' and
Pay raises also were granted In that's the title by which the book new novel, 'A Book of Miracles,' in
several instances.
will be called when brought oiit by June, A 200,000-worder.
Daughter to Mr, and Mrs. Hans P,
Harper's soon.
Treuenfels, Father Is an exec of
DixTe Obeovera Nertii
Greystone Press, book publishers.
Jonathan Daniels, editor J>t the
Ray McCarthy, the advertising
PEBIODICALS
Raleigh (N. C.) News and Observer
Headline Detective Magazine to be man, and Alfred E. Goldberg, asand author of the book, 'A Southsociated in a new publishing project,
of
group
detective
Dell
the
been
added
has
to
South,'
the
erner Discovers
George Parmly Day, prez of the
Companion
20.
periodicals
May
pub
on
his
by
assignment
new
given a
mag to Inside Detective and Front Yale University Press, presented
llshers.
He and his family will live In the Page Detective. West Peterson to with a decoration by the King of
Sweden.
edit
several
for
states
England
New
Ladlslos Farago last reported from
Tolerance, monthly mag, purpose
months and he will write a second
of which is indicated by title. Pub- in Texas on that lengthy tour on
volume; 'discovering' New England.

NEW

'

Eddy or Jeanette MacDonald alone.
reach $2,500 which Is very sOur.
week (2d wk), 'BaskervIIles*

May
Last

(20th)

and 'Everybody's Baby* (20th)

gave, this- house another bad

week

at

§3,500.'

United Artists (Cohen) (1,200: 3555-85)—'Wuthering Heights' (UA)
wk).

(2d
Rave notices for this arty*
picture which, is doing pretty good
biz:
should garner fair enough
$9,000.
Last week good $12,000,

Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)
'BlackweU' (WB) and 'Woman Doctor' (Rep).
With nothing else to
compete with in the way of new features, all of the other houses holding their bills for a second or third
week, 'BlackweU' and 'Doctor' should
anticipated
poor
fet more than
9,000, Last week, 'Broadway Seren.
.ade' OM.-:G),

did.brHtal.$Sm

1939
April 14.

"WmERING HEIGHTS' K ONE OF THE
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EVER BROUGHT TO THE SCREEN."
(MILDRED MARTIN, Ph'Metphla

Inquirer)
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Jean Hersholt Returns
For Chesebrough in Fall

Irene Rich Piqued at Welch's Grape

Jmce; Washii^
Hollywood, April

Up After

18.

Irene Rich and Welch's Grape
Juice are near the end of their sixyear association. Star is reported
burning at what she claims Is a company refusal to cut her in on its
prosperity which is commonly attributed in considerable measure to
the advertising campaign of which
Miss Rich is the centerpiece. Program is said to be one of the cheapest on the air with a rating around
8.9 in C.A.B.
Miss Rich considers herself doing
a swell selling job and shut out from
outside money because of the .exclusivity clause in her contract She
had made hundreds of speeches to
Unjobbers, around the country.
kindest cut of all, in her opinion,
was the recent demand of her sponsor that she not broadcast from San
Francisco where she was appearing
in a stage show but make a special
trip to Los Angeles and pay the entire expense of the journey for herself and cast This was ungracious
and unnecessary, she thinks.

Young & Rtiblcam has been reported interested In her services for
General Foods but that deal now
seems cold. Tn any event it looks
like a wash-up with Welch.

Olsen-Johnson

Ad

Six Years

a recent Kellogg Circle

program the ,Marxes, Groucho
and Chlco, ran a slx-mlnute

TO

Stick- to-the-script orders have
gone unheeded on several programs and the agencies are considering
all

Lehn&FmkShow
Olsen and Johnson, currently on
their own show, 'Hellzapoppln,' are among the acts being
considered by Lehn & Fink for the
program it wants to put on this fall
In behalf of Hinds Honey & Almond
Cream. Olsen tmd Johnson have

Broadway in

had

drastic

steps

to

CRY
Chicago, April 18.
Trek to Battle Creek, Michigan, Is
on. following the switch in advertising chieftains by the KeUogg company. Hotel registers there look like
convention of
and newspaper
and' magazine reps. Practically every
agency in the nation is on the Kellogg tail as the talk circulates that
J. Walter Ibompson's grip on the ac-

count is weakening.
Reported aroimd town that N. W.
Ayer is getting the account back
100%, with even the agencies Which
had minor pieces of the account being declared out of the picture.
Hays McFarland agency here had
wheat Kris^ies on the air for Kellogg with 'Don Wlnslow of the Navy'
show which is reported to have come
through with bang-tip job.

Ray Paige Program

Away from

who was

recently transferred east

COURTENAY SAVAGE
IN N. Y. FOR GUILD

working
on Tb« CIrde'
<Kellogg)/ has been temporarily
talked out of resigning from the
Courtenay Savage, Chicago radio
agency. Faulkner wants to quit and
scripter, is currently in New York
lay off all summer.
Agency suggested that be take a for a week's vacation and huddles
vacation right away and let the with Radio Writers Guild execs. He's
resignation idea ride until he gets a vice-prez of the organization, and
back.
Faulkner Is now resting in its top representative in Chicago.
Although it was indicated Savage's
Bermuda.
confabs wlUi the Guild are of a
routine nature, it. is believed the
matter of regional representation on
at
the group's coimcil, as outlined in
the tentative agreement with 'AFRA,

from

KYA

Don Kaye

San. Francisco, April 18.
musical director at KYA, local Hearst transmitter, is Don Kaye,

New

who

succeeds Walter Rudolph.

Kaye

an orchestra at the Hotel
Claremont in Berkeley,.
also has

Station also has a

new

quin-

prominent lo'eal muunder Betty Marino's direction. Group airs Ave times weekly.
Other personnel changes Include
additions of Dick EUers, formerly of
sicians

to the newscasting staff;

Chet Blomsness and Holland F.
Davis to the sales department, and
Steve Btyher of Vancouver, B. C,
and Ned Bunnan to the announcing
Burman was formerly with
staff.
KGDM, Stockton, CaL He and
Bryher replace Bert Buzzlni and
Dick yfyane, resigned...- Fred Fox
and Al Zitcot have been shifted from
the merchandising service and tech'

nical forces, respectively, to the pro-

^ictlon

staff.

•What' program are you listening to at the moment?'
•Why,' replied Jane, 'la there
some^ing good on?'

18.

type of pest besieging local

stations. Both CFCF and CKAC

STUDEBAKER

radio
report- regular calls from listeners
who insist on discussing political developments via phone.
At CKAC one regular called up In
a panic last week to ask did Chamberlain and Daladier know that Hitler was sending the German navy for
maneuvers off the coast of Spain, and
why wasn't something being done
about it Flavius Daniel, traffic man
at CKAC, reassured party by telling
Chicago, April 18.
him that Daladier and Chamberlain
Possibility looms that the Stucfehad known of Hitler's projected
naval parade several weeks in ad- baker account, now on a nationvance and that the situation was well wide spot spread, may shift to the
in hand.
networks at the expiration of presAnother kibitzer, a devout Cathocontracts. This follows the genlic, called to protest against the ac- ent
tion of Pope Pius XII in congratulat- eral push-around that Studebaker is
ing Franco, and could the station do getting from a number of stations as
anything about it
to time allotments.

MAY FORSAKE

CBS still holds to
commercial fees
should be collected by ASCAP directly fiom stations. If the networks
yield on the soiirce collection an'^i,
the indications are thut the smaller
stations will benefit from reductions
la their susteihing fees.
fight this issue,
the position, that all

Dome

ules, spot shots

Roy Durstine,
Benton,

the works In

Young

Forming Agency
Roy S. Durstlne, who resigned a
week ago from B.B.D. & O., is reported as readying to form an
agency partnership with John Orr
Young and William S, Benton.
Young
Rubicam

retired

from Young

Has Radio Yen

are reported getting

many

Instences,

and

Studebaker, using evening time, is
feeling plenty of pressure.
Situation' has the local station
reps in a healthy sweiat since the
Studebaker spread is the biggest
hunk of spot biz to fall Into their
laps in many a month. Studebaker
biz adds up to plenty of mazuma,.
using three evening IS-minute shots
a week on some 60 stetlons.

KASTOR EXPANDING
JENNINGS' DEPT.

8c

six years ago, while BenChicago, April 18..
ton gave up his partnership lit BenExpansion of the radio department
ton & Bowles two years ago to join
the University oit Chicago as public of Kastor agency here is under way.
chief
Robert Jennings
Department
relations head.
gets more space and half-dozen new
staff people. First to join the agency
in the expansion drive instituted by
Jennings will be John Greene, who
will be listed as continuity chieftain.
Greene comes in from the Coast and
has written such shows as 'Attorney
at-Law' and 'Dick Tracy.'
St Louis, April 18.
Besides putting on the agency's
Directors of Public Affairs Depart:ontinuity department Jennings is
ments of seven local radio stations
also Intent on building a separate
have burled the hatehet by forming production steff for the Kastor office,
an informal, untagged bi-monthly
and Is now negotiating with several
luncheon club at which their trials
producers In Chicago and other key
and tribulations will be discussed.
cities to join the agency.
Opportunities to scoop, each other
Kastor office anticipates new radio
will not be abandoned even though
accounts.
the boys break bread at their indl
vidual expense.
One of the reforms advocated by
JENNINGS' 'AWARD'
Jerry Hoekstra, KMOX, who with
Gene Kemper, KWK, launched the
Procter Si Gamble's Teel to Sponsor
club, is the use of a candelabra to
The Best Skit'
hold the
big

'CUT-THROAT BOYS'

Phi Beta Kappa is going on the air.
A drive 'In Defense of the Humanities and Intellectual Freedom' is being organized on a basis of 13 halfhours. Expect a tumble from one
of the networks on a basis of the

who belong to the fra(honorary to students who
are wows at their studies) and who
are expected to appear on the programs.
Actor Franchot Tone, novelist Rupert Hughes and ex-ambassador
Dave H. Morris are cited as samples
of the names Phi Beta Kappa can

500 big names
ternity

deliver.

Bemarr Cooper, a young actor In
the radio serial There's a Law
Against It' is the activating force
behind the radio proposal. He wears
a key, too.

Radio Trade Expects

SHOW

all stations at

events instead of cluttering up the
place with Individual instruments.

Chicago, April 18.
Bob Jennings of Kastor agency has
Hoekstra and Kemper hope to de
velop more efficient handling of co- tUcen off the shelf his pet idea
broadcasts without putting the which was submitted when he was
some time ago to Gruen
damper on efforts to grab off 'ex6lu with
It Involves an 'award of
may be discussed.
sives.'
Besides Hoekstra and Kem- watch.
per, Frank Eschen represents KSD; merlf to 'the best skif and then
Bill Dumey, WIL, and Paul Arandt revival of selected program with a
UP
KXOK. Invitations to join which new cast
Procter & Gamble has bought the
were sent to P ublic Affairs Directors
Beported Mach More Cooperative t«
at
and WTMV, the latter in idea for a half-hour, night-time show
Badl» Stations
East St Louis, probably will be ac- to sell Teel, new liquid dentifrice. It
will supplant 'Midstream.' On CBS
cepted.
Omaha, April 18.
at 10 p. m. Mondays, starting May 1.
Radio men here report a general
George Fogle will produce. Jenreleasing of reins governing airings
nings hopes to get Walter Huston or
Gilmore Takes Count
from army posts. All three local
Gertrude Lawrence as one-time startstations broadcast maneuvers from
ers.
Fort Crook on Army Day, with
Hollywood, April 18.
transcribing a special broadcast of
Coast radio loses one of its vetethe program from the U. S. observa- rans
May 12 when Gilmore Circus Arthur Edes Leaves
"
tlbn'plane.
drops off NBC "Coast
Bost6n,''SpfU 18.~
The Seventeenth Infantry band, gram has been airing networE" Pro^
consistently for
Arthur F. Edes, program director
heretofore available onJ^ on special 10 years.
for WEEI, Boston, will go on Ind^
occasions, can now be atred whenOil backers not so sure they'll be leave of
absence immediate^ to deever desired.
back.
vote his summer time to operation
of '1640 Hart House' In Ipswich,
Fredrlo Uarehes (Florence KIScepp's Appendectomy
Mass. Edes, Just released from a
drldge), leads of 'American Way,'
Maurice Scopp, of Air Features, focal -hospital after an'
eye operation,
have leased Weston, Conn., home of Inc. (Blackett-Sample-Hummert), is
took over the historic eatery a year
John .Orr Young {Young
Rubl- recuperating at his home fioin an ago.
cam). Acting duo moves In next appendectomy.
No
su ccessor has been announced'
month.
Due. back at the office next week. by WEEL
.pp

WLW

ARMY LOOSENS

WEW

WOW

WEE!

To

Associated Press

FORM LUNCH GROUP

mikes of

V Name

Phi Beta Kappa

With daylight saving tinie coming in to disrupt network sched-

'

string,

tet consisting of

KPOftKGO,

manding:

SPOT

THE

May

George Faulkner, staff writer and
producer for J. Walter Thompson,

.

cast when the telephone rang
and J^ane Ace answered. On the
other end, supposedly, was a
C.A.B. survey representative de-

.

&

HH&AC

ROLE

WORRe

NevlUe Stiller, president of the NaAssociation of Broadcasters^
advlsed'John G. Paine, ASC.'. P gsn.^
eral manager, at a conference last
week, that his Office was gathering
a mess of data relating to music uses
for submission to the 'Society. This
data would. Miller inferred, play an
important part in the future discussions between the two factions about
a new license contract
It lias already become evident that
a major cause of -contest within V,.t
broadcast group itself will be the
question of having ASCAP collect the
fee on network commercial progra :
at the source, NBt and Columbia.
While NBC appears not anxious to
tional

Insiders got a giggle last week
during the "Easy Aces' broad-

Telephone commentators are the
latest

ON TO BATTLE
CREEK,' IS

Self-Squelch

avaQ-

Montreal, April

make

comics respect the timing.

several previous radio series.
like to get something
Slnft to Another
that could give It a 15-polnt raUng
practically from the start
It can
Tmie; Opposite Kyser
call for either a half or f uU .hour.
William Esty
Co. Is the agency.
hasn't had a network hookUnited States Hubber is looking
up since April, 1938. It's last was for a better time spot on CBS. PresThe Life of Mary Southern' on a ent niche is Wednesdays at 10 p. m.
daytime CBS schedule.
opposite the Kay. Kyser program,
currently batting above 20 in C. A, B.
Report in trade that the rehearsal
time on Raymond Paige's "OO Men
Talk George Fanflmer
and a Girl' program was excessive
Paige is rehearsing his
is denied.
Oat of Desire to Get
men in sections, strings, brass, percussion, etc., before the dress reIt All hearsal. About five hours weekly is
all that's required for the show.

Account would

tline

off.

AAAA

Considered For

Program wiU take best
able on its return.

Looms As

Major Ra£o-ASCAP Controversy

for another 30 weeks, starting in the
faU.
His 'Dr. Christian' dramatic series
for Chesebrough vaseline muted last
week for long layoff until October.

mm

script spot into II minutes with
the result that the ensuing
scramble to come
out even
brought the show into the signFoursome
off 90 seconds early.
filled with unannounced instrumental number until network

signed them

At-the-Soiirce CoHectioii

Hollywood, April 18.
Jean Hersholt has been contracted

Libbing Breaks Out

On

Wednesday, Aprfl 19, 1939

SeD News to Sponsors
Opposition news services have reconciled themselves to the entry of the
Associated Press in the commercial
radio field.- The feeling among them
is that the AP's operating heads have
things pretty well greased for next
week's meeting of the
members
and directors in New York when It
is expected that a resolution will be
adopted permitting local franchise
holders to sell their news for commercial programs.
Previously the AP operating chiefs
have had to contend with the strong
anti-radio sentiment of the service's
small newspaper members. This situation, it is believed, has been solved
through the device of sectional meetings iat which conditions facing the
AP In radio have been assiduously
and suavely explained. Most of the
AP directors are big newspaper owners who have stations of their own
and these have been reluctant to acting favorable on the commercial radio service without having the cooperative sentiment of the majority
of the AP member newspapers.

AP

Daytime Run Extended
By Kate Smith's Salt Co.
Kate Smith's tri-weekly 15-min.
commentary program on WABC-CBS
for

Diamond

Crystal

Shaker Salt

.

"

&

has been- renewed

-for

another «ight

weeks as of May 1. Program's aired
noon Tues., Thurs., Sat
Program was scheduled to exit
March 31, was renewed for four
more, and again for the above eight
at

Kay Lorraine, singer who was
drafted from KMOX, St Louis, for
'The Hit Parade,' has been renewed
for another 13 weeks. 'Parade' Is on

CBS

every Saturday night

-

RADIO
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S5

SCRIPT
POP TYPE SHOW

U.S.

DUE FOR FORD

PRESSURE GROWS

NBC is doing a good job in shortwave propaganda. And NBC is keeping it a secret Mean-

while from Washington comes further evidence
that sentiment is growing to get the GovernN. W. Ayer Is working on a new
ihow iOT Ford Motor, It will be of ment into radio broadcasting as an operator.
The theme song for the new pressure is protbe popular entertainment type.
Account hasn't had a program of vided by the ominous hum of the Rome-Berlin
this classification since Al Fearce
Grape Nuts (General axis.
for
quit
Food).

NBC

Goldwyn

Coiiiitei:saes

'Stella Dallas'

For

Righb^
Samuel
Goldwyn

Phillips,

have

B-S-H

and Samuel
answer in

Goldwyn
Inc.

Air

filed

V. Y. federal court to the suit of
Cliarles H. Phillips Chemical Co.,
Blackett-Sample-Humbert, Inc., and
National Broadcasting Corp. over the

Air

rights to 'Stella Dallas' against

&

Co,

Features Inc., Selwyn
Olive- Higgins Prouty and the film
Inc.,

Neither
nor CBS has done much to
mollify or even acknowledge clubwomen,
parent-teacher and group pressure generally as
regards kid programs. On the contrary, the tactics of buck-passing network officials possibly
This week
aggravate, rather than appease.
alone civic personages in St. Paul-Minneapolis
are on a rampage. It so happens part of their
ire is directed at filmdom's 'Dead End Kids'.
But there's fire left over for radio kid shows
which are lumped together. The chief of police
of Toronto has just called juvenile radio serials
group in Connecticut raps 'Dick
a menace.

A

Tracy' and 'Little Orphan Annie' by name.
But the networks do nothing.

producer.

Politicians who have a sentimental affinity
w^'had purchase ' the picture rights for the basic conception of radio stations
of .'Stella Dallas' from the author, manned and bossed by politicians will make
Olive Prouty. He asserts he made
the most of the international situation. Other
two versions of 'Stellq Dallas,' one in
most of
1920 and the second in 1937. Gold- critics of the industry will make the
The networks will
"^vyn then claims he started a radio the kid show criticism.
version of the picture over WABC meanwhile rely on their Washington lobby.
Iq October, 1937, and that the plaintifl, disregarding Goldwyn's rights,
tarted a similar program over the
Fight over Government broadcasting looks
NBC network. Goldwyn counter- inevitable, with renewed pressure being ex-

>
»

claims for injunction, accounting of
damages and for the court to
rule ttiat the picture and radio rights
belong to him.
The plalntlft Is suing for an Injunction, claiming that the radio
rights to 'Stella Dallas' are theirs,

profits,

Goldwyn

that

is

Infringing.

and B-S-H claim to have
purchased the rights from Air Fea-

erted for construction of a Federally-operated
short-waver to bolster the economic and educational defense against the dictators and toIntertalitarian theories of government.

SALTER SURE TO WIN

Phillips

tures
'

»

BUY THAT WAY

and Selwyn

&

He Books

Co. in 1837.

nations of the Western Hemisphere the 'right'
GAIN IN
slant and to counteract the colored news broadcasts emanating from Fascist and Nazi anRetention
of all but the one-time
tennas. Report will emphasize the extent to
which the European trouble-makers are trying broadcast rights to air material,
to woo the Latin Americans and undermine the which is one of the major objectives

VALUE

of the Radio Writers Guild, has al*
ready been established as a regular
policy by a few of the leading authors.
Three outstanding examples
though the Interior Department
which is are Arch Oboler, Henry FIsk-CarU
ton and William Ford
dabbling in radio on a broad scale under the two work as a team). Manley (latter
guise of education is enthusiastic about havOboler's sketch, 'The Vdxp' was
ing a transmitter to further its ambitions.
used by Chase & Sanborn last Sunday' night as a psychological horror
vehicle
for Boris Karloff. It was the
Early stages of the
chain-monopoly
fifth time
probe did afford the networks a chance of on the air. the piece had been used
Previously Henry Hull.
which they took advantage to build a back- Brian Aheme, Maurice Evans and
fire against the Government broadcasting idea. a no-name radio cast had aired It
via commercial network. Repeated
Statistical evidence offered by
and
use of the script not only failed to
in particular showed that private enterprise is
injure its value, but actually brought
lavishly cultivating the South American au- Increased fees, according to Obolelr,
diences, with substantial outlays for special who revealed that the price for the
features in addition to short-Waving the better latest airing was the highest he has

Roosevelt good-neighbor policy.

The Navy

not keen on assuming the burden of maintaining the proposed station, alis

—

Meredith, Tone or Evans

—

FCC

NBC

domestic programs. But few
gress paid much attention.

MEAT PACKERS
MULLING SHOW

Three script shows were offered
as replacements for Bob Hope-FepFLORIDA FLIPS
sodent on the NBC red for the summer. Sam Lyons Agency laid out
one with Burgess Meredith; Wm.
Ruthrauff & Ryan has yet to get
By BOD BEED
Morris Agency offered one headed an okay on the half-hour show
by Franchot Tone; and Music Cor- which it recently produced and
'Miami; April 18.
Florida C. of C. slogan: 'Stay poration of America held up one led recorded in Hollywood for the InReprethrough May,' Similar to air talent by Maurice Evans.
stitute
of Meat Packers.
All three Included the orchestra of sentatives of the trade association
maxim, 'Croon through June.'
Harry Salter for background music. are sUll making the rounds of member packers playing the record and
Broadcasters dubious about Open
soliciting contribution to a general
House Week. They like to get into
fund for the underwriting of the
listeners' homes but aren't anxious
network series.
for reciprocity.
If the proposition goes through
it will be a new account for R&RFCC finds stations with less biz

DRAMATIZE MARSHALL
MONTGOMERY'S CAREER

more

Torch songs to

miisic.

unfaithful sponsors.

Half-hour program dramatizing
Marshall Montgomery's 35 years as

—

ventriloquist will be
With Darstlne out, .B. B.
& O. an International on
the blue (WJZ)
hbuld. grasp the alliterative oppor- aired by I^C
tonight (Wednesday).
tunity to add someone named Bab- link at 9 p.m.
It will serve as this week's Installbem or Bibberby to the firm.
'Horse iand

ment of the network's
Buggy Day' series.
Frodncers are going nuts over an
Montgomery was the first venJld, old problem—Trying to" square
triloquist to broadcast, appearing on

Tie

.

WOR Jn

Circle.'

SEP

says,
'And,'

"Money Makes the Fair

^Hillbillies

shy at paying to Join

Go.'

adds the

visitor.

Vice

versa.'

AFM. Claim next

will

have to buy

hoes.

1B25.

Bad Lock

San Francisco, April 18.
Actress BUlee Byers, of the KGO-

staff, who broke her right leg
within the past year, fracBadlo commentators demand 'press
her right thigh last .week
Congress just like news- when the auto in which she was ridpapermen. They stand on their equal ing with a friend crashed into a
nght to be bored.
telegraph pole. The latest break Is
not serious, according to doctors.
George V. Denny's still awaiUng Miss Byers has been broadcasting
his gold mike from Woman's National from wheel chairs or with crutches
Hadlo Committee. All he gets is most of the time this past year.

twice
tured

Salleries in

golden silence.
Simile coiners are

She's in the Wesson Oil and Snowdrift -serial,- 'Hawthorne House.'

now

seeking „

Milton

J.

Cross.

M. Stoer Due

to

Name

Successor to E. Roosevelt

of Con^

10 YEARS' COMMISSION
Ann Leaf Washes Up Her Deal
CBS Artists Bnreaa

with

Under exclusive contrret to CBS
and its Artists Bureau since 1929,
organist Ann Leaf will bow out of
that arrangement with the expiration of her current contract next

week.

Now

She wUl freelance.
backgrounds the Kitty Kelly,

Doe Bradley's Daughters, Lorenzo
Jones, and Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost
Persons, shows on both CBS and

NBC.

MRS. HOLT SHUTTLES

received for It

.

.

Oboler makes it an Invariable rule
to dispose of only the single-broadcast rights to all his work, Others
of his scripts which have been used
(and paid for) repeatedly include
'Cat Wife,' 'Rich Kid,' 'I Do' and
more. Explained thiat agencies or
networks make all sorts of frantic
objections to letting the author retain all but the one-time rights to
his work the first time such a deal
is suggested, but that they rarely
put up much argument after they've
grown used to the policy.

Host Fight

for It

According to observers In the
trade, the .practice of disposing of
only the slnjgle-broadcast rights (retaining all subsequent radio, magazine, book, film, television and stage
rights) to material is- one that almost

CHI TO CINCY

any writer can follow If he has the
courage and determination to Insist
upon It. Contrary to arguments invariably advanced by the purchasers,

Mrs. Emily Holt, national executive secretary of the American Federation of Radio Artists, is still dividing her time between Cincinnati
and Chicago. Dickering for a contract with WLW, ClncInnatL
Expected back at the home office

such terms will rarely kill a sale.
If the broadcaster wants the material hell pay for it and give any
reasonable terms required.
It he
doesn't consider It good radio material he won't buy it no matter how
many subsequent and subsidiary
rights are Included nor how low the

FROM

As Hearst Radio
In about two more weeks.
Mean- price Is.
while George Heller, treasurer and
Furthermore, there is a strong psyBoard of directors of Hearst Radio, associate executive secretary. Is in chological factor involved, it is pointwin meet possibly the latter charge.
ed out That is that If an author
part of this week to appoint a sucknows and insists on his full rights
cessor to Elliott Roosevelt, who quit
that fact gives him added standing
Prez

president of the

company

last

Metropolitan Life Back

Saturday (15). Actual tagging will
be pretty much up to E. M. Stoer,
Metropolitan Life ' Insurance Co.
operating and fiscal head of the returned to the air last night (TuesHearst station group and it. sub- day), sponsoring Edwin C. Hill 7-7:15
sidiary, International Radio Sales.
'p.m.
Monday through Friday on
Roosevelt joined the Hearst or- WNEW, N. Y. HiU will act as comAfter he had mentator on dramatized case hisganization in 1935.
become president h<! spent but a tories of life insurance pases ialien
few months in Hearst Radio's New from the Met files. Cast of actors
York office, and that was in early will do the dramatization. Lord &
1938.
For the "past s' months he Thomas agented.
has had practically nothing to do
Metropolitan hasn't been on the air
with the operations of this station since dropping its early morning ex
group. After he had withdrawn the erclse orogram. Latter was a feature
representation of his Texas State of WEAF, N. Y., before the station
Network from IRS the Hearst office went NBC and continued after.

in the eyes of the prospective purchaser and in some cases .actually
enhances the value of his Mript Observers explain that situation by
stating that it's human nature to
place a higher valuation on something- that's harder to get—It's as
simple as that

There is also the element of reuse proving the worth of
radio scripts. For that reason, such
pieces as Oboler's The Harp' bring
steadily increasing prices because
they have proved to possess listener
interest And a sponsor Is naturally
inclined to use material/whose value
he knows rather than ekperiment
with scripts of untested merit no
Tifid" considerable- difficulty-contactmatter how good
seem in the
ing him in Fort Worth.
Buriis
Allen to N. Y. reading. However,they
It is explained
that majority of radio materiaT has
Hollywood, April 18.
little subsequent or subsidiary worthy
Hill
American Oil
Burns and Allen will do two
(technically termed 'intrinsic' value
months of broadcasting from New among writer representatives). But
Edwin C. Hill starts a five-a-week York through May and June,
it is argued ihat if all writers would
series for the American Oil Co. on
While east Ray Noble doubles on stand un their prerogatives and reCBS May 1.
fuse to dispose of a!l rights to their
it will be from 6:05 to 6:15 p.m. the program from one of the night material there would be little need
every day but Saturday and Sunday. spots, how being negotiated.
for author organizations.

and

TED COOK'S STUIT ON NBC

Hollywood, April 18.
Production staff at NBC is cooking
^ Benny Goodman and Artie Shaw
booked into 1940. What's that in up two programs of light summer
scrlpUon on Swing's tombstone?
One is half-hour comedy turn
fare.
built around Ted Cook's 'Coo-Coo
Boston sport fans holler, "We want Nest,' syndicated humor column.
™ey,' but the Yankee net retorts,
Other is being typed by Frances
Mis is your favorite dish, Frlsch. Marion for a name flimite.

members

CBS

Inc.,

as

Biilee Byers'

KPO

one-armed paperhanger as busy as

L

—

—

for Fepso Hiatus

!

carry

—

—
—

:

The answer declares that the stiit
fltates no cause of action; that Gold-

and

ADMEN BALK BUT

departmental committee which has been pondering the international radio situation for past
year is reported on the verge of suggesting the
United States compete with Germany and Italy
on an equal basis in spreading propaganda via
Radio Authors with Courage
the air-waves.
to Make Demands Sell
Only Single Broadcast
Although the networks and several indeRights Oboler's 'The
pendent stations notably Wide World and
General Electric are firing special programs
Harp' Has Been Sold Five
at Latin America, the White House advisory
Times, Latest Sale at High*
group, led by FCC Chairman Frank R. Mcest Price Yet
Ninch, was said to have reached the conclusion
a government plant is imperative to give other

on

peated
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siege

Philly,

for

early

morning spot formerly handled -by
airing the wisdom
of the Municipal Court's domestic

and minor misdemeanors

departments in a new series tabbed
The Court Speaks.'
Alan
Scott,
commentator
on
.

WCAU,

named new public

Philly,

relations head.
Will not overlap
into work of Ken Stowman, press

department head.

Norman Benson, 19, grad of
WCAU's Children Hour, has been

°

.

added to outlet's regular gab crew.
Had been doing vocals since he got
old for the kid stanza three
„
Lillian Slater, p.& for WPEN,
Philly, will become Mrs. Harold B.
Pressman on Jime 18. Fiance'^ in
too

years ago.

the printing

Foster,

new mlker on

RCA

Good News for

payroll

New salesman at KFRC is Ed
Woods, who has been assigned to
Treasure Island to gamer business
VfJAS, Pittsburgh, and Maria Den- for the station from Golden Gate InGrosses Spurting—
Spot Soldmore, singer with Tommy Carlyn's ternational Exposition concessionband, have announced their engage- aires and exhibitors.
Big Second Quarter
ment.
Harry W. Bucknell is the new netKenny Baker's 'Poem ior My work sales representative
at KGOMother' used on the Jack Benny KPO, San Francisco,' succeeding Chet
program last Sunday night is the Blomsness, now with KYA. Ray odic Moments on WBAF, Fort
With the inclusion of the Chester*
product of Robert Sutherland, 12- Rhodes has been upped from junior Worth.
year-old Buffalo schoolboy.
'Glenn
Condon, KOME, Tulsa field contract NBC has since Jan. 1
to senior salesman and Edward E.
taken in $11,519,141 in new and reUlrich, former, supervisor of. pages, Okla,, manager, running banquet anc
Oklahoma
reception
for
the
Press
has become a junior. salesman. New
newed business, or an increase of
supervisor of pages is Stanley Smith. Association.
BUI Butterfleld, KCRC, Enid, Okla, $5,067,361 over what It had been for
Addition to the KGO-KPO Frisco
sound effects department is Cal announcer, married Alina Butter, th. like period of 1938, This repre.Edgerton, previously on the guest field of Pbnca City.
sents
an increase of 78.5% over what
Clarence H. Talbot, formerly' with
Howard Carraway, chief an- V...S the biggest year
KHQ, Spokane, and KIRO, Seattle, relations staff.
(1938) for any
nouncer for KGKO, Fort Worth,
at KOIN, Portland^ on announcing
teaching courses in radio at the Myr- one network. Of the former amount
staff.. KALE added Robert Harris to
tle Dockery School of Fine Arts, Fort $4,471,552 lines up as new business
its announcers.
Fred Aiken is new
and $7,041,489 as renewals. The acWorth.
KOIN engineer.
Arthur B. Church, of KMBC, Kan counts taken awy. from CBS
KWG-KEX, PorUand, added two
Out to catch the farmers and fac- sas City, visited his son-in-law, Tom (Chesterfield, Old Gold and General
spielers, Ralph Rogers from KFPY,
tory workers before- they hie off to Morris, in the isales-continuify de Mills) figure $2,953,170.
Snokane, ana Tommy Franklin.
RoUie Truitt is again set at KEX, their chores, 'WLVA, Lynchburg, 'Va., partment of KGKO. F ort Worlii.
Chesterfield has contracted for 82
Kleve Kirby; WWl, New Orleans,
Portland, Ore„ for another season of will hit the air an hour sooner with
stations, whereas Amos 'n' Andy
baseball announcing. It's Wheaties. 'Don Patrol' m.c. ed by Don O'Con- announcer, has taken up aviation and
used but 46 outlets.
'Vie Hurley, continuity director of nor, recently with WEED, Rocky Mt^ made his first solo flight
Waymohd Ramsey named produc.
KOMO-KJR, SeatUe, added Ruth N. C.
Albert N. Snook, formerly with tlon manager of KTOK, Oklahoma
Glasscot, who writes and acts.
Bryant Washburn «t KIRO, Seat- Barron G. Collier, to sales staff of City.
Frank J. Keegan, sales representa.
tle, checking yoimg screen and radio KOMA, Oklahoma City.
Marie Green. KOMA, ill at St An- Uve of KLRA, LitUe Rock, has re
aspirants for Jesse I<asky's 'Gateway
signed his position, to open a record.thony's hospital, Oklahoma City.
of Hollywood.
Red Woodward, Ann Shlpp, Jimmy ing studio in Little Rock. He 'was
Mrs. Earl T. Irwin, prez. KVI, Tacoma-Seattle, en route to Honolulu. Petty ''and Dave Singletary have also publicity director of KLRA for
She's recovering from severe flu formed saxophone quartet for Mel- the last year and a haU.

Amos

V Andy

.

Don Bovay.
WPEN, Philly,
relations

Jim

of K'VI, Tacoma-Seattle.

Due

added to warble

WCAU,

at

Wednesday, April 19, 1939

accompanied by her

NBC

EAST
staff

is

mother, Mrs. L. Doembeche'r.

Background Buzz
Charlie Stuart

and

biz.

Course in radio technique in education, begun in February at West
Chester, Pa., State Teachers' College,
will advance next week to the laboratory stage with the production
of the first of a series of shows on
WDEIi, Wilmington, by the students.
Tom Smith; grad of the college in
1936 and now program director of
.

WEST

SOUTH

Kayoes

Sleet

Week-Old WBBM

WPEN,

PhUly, IS instructor.
Harold O^den, Hartford Times,
15-mmute sportscast over

airin g

Clifton Fadlman, questlon-asker of
Information Please,' has located in
Weston, ConUq near home of Franklin. P. Adams, regular expert on program. John Kieran, other staff answerer, spends much time in nearby
Westport at home of his sister, Helen

RelUy, flctioneer.
Bill Dyer forced to give up his
long-time stand in the 7 p. m. spot at

WCAU,
Amos

Philly,

'n'

to

make way

Moves up

Andy.

for
half an

hour.

Powers Gouraud leaves

WCAU,

PhlUy, in mid-April for a month in
London and 'Paris. Not certain yet
whether he'll return to the Yellow
Cab 'Night Owl' show.

Norman Benson

joined

WCAU,

Philly, gab staff.
WHAT, Philly, 100-watter in the
Public Ledger building, celebrated
its ninth anni.
Robert M. Kent, formerly of KFH,
Wichita, Kan., for four years, has
been placed in charge of the local
studio of Station
of Fairmont, W. Va. George Shackley, originator of the Moonbeam Trio, has a
new girl swing trio which he's auditioning. Composed of Doris Drake,

WMMN,

Kay

Holley and Sunny May.
Robert Glaenzer, formerly with
the Myron Selznick agency, has
been appointed sales contact with
agencies and clients of the
ertists'
bureau..
Charles Wilshin
will continue as representative on
theatres, pictures and personal appearances.
John (Tex) Howard, announcer at
KQV, Pittsburgh, made pubUcity
director for the station.
Harriet Engle, former Pittsburgh
actress, now has vocal quarter-hour

WMCA

on KGB, San Diego.
Beckley Smith, news commentator
on WJAS, PitUburgh, off the air for
two weeks to have his appendix
clipped.

Jack Orrlson, who resigned from
Pittsburgh, dramatic staff,

KDKA,

few weeks
cast over

member

ago,

CBS

of 'Circus'

chain.

Hope Day doing quarter-hour song
session over KQV, Pittsburgh.
Bernie Armstrong, KDKA, Pittsburgh, organist, had his career dramatized on station's 'Footnotes of
Famous Feet' show last week.
Jack Craddock will assist Rosey
Rowswell again this year in airing
Pirates baseball games over
Pittsburgh.
Daily
sportcast
over'
Rochester, switched to joint spou'
sor.<!hip of Avalon cigarete and Ken
dall Refining Co, each getting three
nights a week.
Bill Rogers, staff
announcer, replaces Harry McTigue.
now in Florida, who will devote full
time- to broadcasts of Rochester Red
Wings baseball games.
Al Zlnk, from WBRK, Plttsfleld,
Mass., has joined the newsbroadcastfng staff of WGY, Schenectady. Bob
Mahaney returned to Utlca.
Neil Collins, publicizer for WHK,
Cleveland, resigned. John Vorpe supervising department until appointment of successor.
Willia
ennedy,' formerly of De'WWJ, new annotmcer at
tr oil's
WT'^M, Cleveland.
Bob Dailey, blurber for WTAM,
getting up with chickens for new
commercial of his own tagged 'Daily
News With Dalley.*^ Quarter-hour dt
7:30 a. m. set six times weekly for
year's period by Peter Hall Mounds'
Candy Bars,
Jack 'Lo^n subbing for Beckley
Smith on WJAS, Pittsburgh, news-

KDKA

'

and

WWSW,

WHAM,

mK

r-

.

while latter is recovering from
an npoendix operation.
cas't^

name of his far
Simshlne/ Russell
Pittsburgh, has just
book called 'Cheery

Writlnc! iin'der the

miliar

'Doctor

Pratt, of

KDKA,

?ubl{shed a
houKhtA.'

new

C.

«««« M
F.

WTHT.
f

<»»«»

Cs WASHINGTON DOCKET
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furnish tbe beat service and the loneest hours to the com
munlty. -Winner was the Citizens Voice & Air Show, headed
by Clifton A. Tolbos, bulldlngr contractor who showed ample
Provo Broadcastlns Co.,
funds for the proposed venture.
capitalized at tlS.OOO, lost out, chiefly because It would
utilise only 96 hours of the week, In contrast to Tolboe's
Intention to use 136 hours, and because It failed to make
arransement for remote lines to oiitlylns communltlei
In line with the rival company's proposal.
Elmer W. Pratt appeared for Tolboe. Prove BroadcasUnr
Co. retained Ben S, Fisher and John W. KendalL
lyiseonsln-LonlaiaBa-TeBnessee:
Triple nix for three ap,
plications In as many states aeeklns assignment changes
and power boosts delivered by the Commlsh.
Several
Canadian and U. S. transmitters would receive Interference
from WI9N, Hearst Radio, Inc., Milwaukee, it station were
permitted to boost Its night power from 260 watts to 1 kw,
Commlsh decided, even though an improved service would
result to the city and metropolitan district of the city In
terms of signal strength. Station now operates on 1120 with
260 watts night and 1 kw days.
BSorts of WJBO, Baton Rouge, La., to protect Itself from
curtailment which would be imposed it WISN were granted
additional night power nullifled by WISN turndown. No need
shown for additional or enlarged service area, it was stated,
as' transmitter operates satisfactorily with Its present ag,
slgnment of 1120 ko with 600 watts (except B and 0 p.m.
Mondays) and does not need a boost to 1 kw.
Application of.
Chattanooga, for a switch from the
local frequency of 1420 ko to the regional ribbon of 1126 ko,
with a boost from 100 watts nights, 2(0 watts days, to 600
watts nights, 1 kw days, unnecessary and undesirable, according to the decision. Station would be limited to Its apjrroxlmately 4.3 mllllvoits per meter contour nights and "substantial curtailment' would occur to WAPO's listening area.
John M. Littlepage, William A. Porter and T. P. Littlepage, Jr., appeared for Hearst interests.
John W. Guider,
Karl A; Smith and Lester Cohen represented WJBO, and
Ben S. Fisher, Charles V. Wayland and John Kendall ap,
peered on behalf of the Cattanooga transmitter.

MAJOR DECISIONS
Wsshlngton, April 18.
Callfonila: Topping last week's family shuttle of KT09,
Merced— divorcing newspaper company from the station but

'

—

keeping .control In the McClung family Qoiden Empire
Broadcasting Co. has passed Into the hands of Ray McCIung,
Horace E. Thomas and Stanley B. Pratt, Jr. Sale Involves
KHSL, Chlco, and KVCV, Redding. Stations, which operated at a net loss, prior to Federal Income tax, of $3,609
from May 1, 1937, to April 30, 1933, will be taken over with
the Idea of developing programs of local Interest.
Cost of
Improvements to be approximately 31,000 per month at Chlco
and $200 per month at Bedding, with equipment changes and
Improvements set at 112,600.
Transmitters have been supplying a. valuable service to
the area, Commlsh determined, and a 'higher grade personnel' will be employed nnder the new proposal.
Signal
strength of both stations will be Increased and studios will
be built at Marysvllle and Orovllle to which remote control
lines will be extended.
Transmitters furnish oiily primary
service now available In the areas where they are located.
Sale of the stations by present owners William Shield,
Harold Smlthson and Sydney R. Lewis will add to radio

—

—

holdings of Ray HcClnng. Third-Interest in KTOS, Merced,
of KWLK, Long View, Wash., already held by
McClung, who will receive one-half of the 300 shares common stock of Golden Empire Broadcasting Co. Sale involvea
366,000, of which 120,000 haa been paid to an escrow agent,
the remaining 136,000 to be plunked down with the same
agent within 30 days. Current assets and depreciated value
of the plant amount to 327,220, according to the decision.
Elmer W. Pratt appeared tor transferors, with Clarence C.

and chunk

WAPO

.

and James W. Gum representing transferees.
Colorado; Turndown, tor Mountain Top Trans Radio Corp.,
Denver, delivered because of failure of Ita president and prinDill

cipal stockholders to furnish 'satisfactory evidence' that
he Is a citizen of. the "U. 8. Request of Meyer Meusteter.
Aaatrlan-lwrn millionaire who claimed derivative citizenship
through naturalization ot his fattier, thrown down because
of Sec. 310 of the Communications Act and failure to show
real need for service proposed.
Organization was authorized to Issue 10.000 shares ot
capital stock, with a par value of '10 each, ot which only
2,600 shares have been issued.
Neusteter ^who paid for all
ot the stock issued holds 2,408 shares, while his son, Myron
D, Nsusteter, and B.
Bartow each own one share.
No need for the proposed transmitter, .which asked operation on 1310 kc with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days, Commlsh decided. Primary service, already received from. a half.'
dozen Colorado stations in the vicinity. Some evidence, however, that local business and sducatlobal interests would
like to sign up with the transmitter because ot its proposed
low rates ((46 per hour; 326.26 per halt-hour; $16 for a
quarter-hour, etc.).
.

.

—

MINOR DECISIONS
Oallfomla: Martin K. Calaway

—

C

•

Commlsh decided proposed

.

.

'

lives at Magnolia,

Iowa: WSUI, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Jump
juice from 600 watts nights, 1 kw days, to 1 kw nights, 6 kw
days, using directional antenna all times, move transmitter
site locally and Install new equipment and directional
antenna,
Oregon: KOAC, Oregon State Agricultural College, Corvallla, boost power from 1 to 6 kw, install
new equipment and
vertical radiator, move transmitter locally (to be heard
before
hearing because request violates Rule
S"^1S.*"'".
N.
120, and question of Interference Is involved.

NEW APPUCATIONS

'

served

New

—

'

.

.

sociation.'

Utah:

Scrap between two Provo establishments over the

Identical assignment of 1210 k« with 100 watts nights, 260
dayib- settled by Commlsh on » basis ot which could

Jimidy TbdmpsOn, announcer tX w^tts

Hooper, Uaryi-

SET FOR HEARING

.

divided Into 1600 shares common stock valued at 310 par
per share. Robert Louis Sanders, proxy and director of the
concern, owns 1,100 shares, while 800 shares were taken by
George Blumenstook, Jr., director, v.-p. and secretary, and
60 by O. W. Phillips, a director.
Remaining 60 tickets held
by Kramer Service, Inc., as consideration Cor a tract of land
on which transmitter will be constructed.
Station will be In the hands ot comparative newcomers,
since Sanuors moved to McComb only a year ago and
Blumenstock Is a resident of Berkeley, CallL O. W. Phillips
Miss.
service exists at present In the area to be
though surrounding territory receives from WWL,
Orleans. National rate will be $26 and local rate 316.^6
per halt-hour, with discounts for broadcasts on a long-term
contract basis.
Applicants were represented by Frank Stollenwerck.
Texas: (1) Overturning a favorable examiner's report of
last October, Commlsh put Ita foot down on application ot
Radio Enterprlees, Ino., for a station to be operated on 1310
ko with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days, at Victoria.
Numerous reasons why plea should be ash-cannod, according
to the decision, with one ot the- principal stun^bllng blocks
apparent Intention ot the Victoria Chamber ot Commerce
to dominate the station's operation.
Skimpy bankroll, failure
ot Uiree members of the applicant corporation to submit
personal financial statements and fact that all three are nonresidents ot Victoria also taken Into consideration.
Charles C. Shea, president of the corporation, Intended to
move to Victoria and manage the transmitter. 'However,
his management thereof Is to be subject to and under the
direction of the Chamber of Commerce of that city, and
the policies formulated by the station manngement, under
whioli the statloh will be operated, are to be subject to the
approval ot the Chamber of Com iuu i c e,^ Commlsh said
severely.
Melvin D. Hlldreth appeared on behalf of the appllcanL
(2) Revocation of construction permit Issued to the Hunt
Broadcasting Association ot Greenville, for a daytime smallle
on 1200 kc, made poaltlve by Commlsh finding that tha common law partnership originally formed for the purpose ot
erecting the station had been dissolved by the death ot one
of the throe partners. Refused to o)iay a plea for modification of the', construction permit filed. In 1037 because the
grant 'terminated on the data of dissolutloir of said As-

S.

Alabama: Roy

18.

down stations WBBM
WGN last Thursday (13) night,
with WBBM getting the worst ot It
Sleet broke

and

when

ita 490-f(jot

the ground.

WGN

tower crashed to
(Tribune station)

was off the air for littl* more than
an "hour, while WBBM was stilled
from 8:52 p.m. until 1:30 In the morning.

WBBM

tower ynd erected only
four weeks ago at a cost of inor*
than $30,000 and was In service less
than a week when It did Its nip-up.
Engineers of
and the Publia
Service Co. of Northern Illinois hur>
riedly erected two 60-foot wooden
poles as' emergency antenna with
which the station operated over the

WBBM

week-end.

WBBM

Deal has been made by

for the use of the old 'WENR
transmitter until another 'WBBM

tower is erected, which Is flgiired to
take about three monttis.
Luckily for WBBM, tha WENB
tower became available, for its use
only a few days before, the WENR
transmitter having been used for
several weeks by WGN, while the
K'ibune was building Its new transmitting tower.

MYRON KIRK
JOINING ELLIS

WODAAM

m"

M

Sherman

Kirk was for two years v.p. and
radio director of Ruthrauft
Ryan,

&

later becoming sales head of Famous
Artists, Inc., Hollywood talent combine.

ADdio-Scriptions

h

Protest of Perry BiH

'

'

will join the

As

Martin, Opelika,

new station to be opwatts nights, 260 watts days.
District of Colombia: Allen B. Dumont, Washington,
new
•"o'dosat station. to be operated on 42000-66000.
60000-86000 ko with aural aind visual power, 1 kw.
lAOIslana: WBNO, Coliseum Place Baptist Church,
New
O'Jjans, voluntary assignment of license to WBNO, Inc.
Missouri: KW09, Jelterson City, Jump night power from 100
watts to 860 watts.
Mew Jeirny: Atlantic City Broadcasting Co., application
ror new station amended to be operated on 1100
kc with 6 kw
sharing with WBIL, New York, (facilities ot WPG,
Atlantic
DuMont Laboratories, Inc.,
SKr*;r.J!1f'""*,
W2XVT,
Passaic, add frequencies 60000-36000 kc and Increase
aural and visual power to 6 kw; Kolorama Laboratories,
Inc.,
irvlpvton, new television sUtloh on 2000-21000 ko'wlth
600
wattf, visual only, 1 kw.
?• DoMont Laboratories, Inc., New York,
broadcast sUtlon to be operated on tOOOO^
86000 kc. aural and-vlsual, 1 kw, emission Ail and
AeTwENY
S'«f-aazetle, modification 6t construction pori£lt
^
for
S,IL station, to
now
change- hours ot operation and power from
'^''t* n'sht. 260 ^itti day"
WNEw"w5?rr*°J'?.'
WNBW,
Corp., '-S'
New York, Jump power from 1 to
Mu"nl??pal BroJicU^"^
fn^"svs'.'.™'"Zi'^'='
^"'L'"
^or'',
change hours ot operation, from days
lI'.Slini2'
WCNW, Arthur Faske,
Br»^ufvS * change
i*
Brooklyn,
tro
sp ecified hours to unlimited time
Woodslde, In aSSmon to th^S^
WMBO».'A'i'i'''?'»»'
New York, Municipal Broadcasting System,
?w« ^.S^Li^'^L"'
'»«•«>• on 1622, 2068, 2160 anJt 2790
kc w"?h 60 watts.
B.

Myron Kirk

K. EUis agency as an executive in
the radio department May 1.

•'?»'.*'J-.'*!?^5*2, IJ"

•

in Chi

Chicago, April

.

service would beneflt the community.' Rehearing was held
last November, after which same examiner recommended
a grant.
Corporation has an authorized capitalization of 116,000,

No primary

t Harry

Tllle, granted motion to dismiss without prejudice application
for new station to be operated on 1420 kc with 100 watts
nights, 260 watts daya
Georgia: WAGA, Atlanta, denied petition to reconsider
and grant without hearing the application for assignment of
'WAGA's license to the Liberty Broadcasting Corp. Hearing
skedded for Thursday (20).
Indiana: WIBC; Indianapolis, granted motion to diemlsa
without prejudice application for change of hours ot operation
from days to limited (eunset at Eau Claire, Wis.).
New York: W2XS, RCA- Communlcatlone, Inc., Rocky Point,
granted extension of special temporary authority to operate
on 31420, 86380 kc, for the purpose ot determining the effectiveness of the ultra-high frequencies for long distance
communication, to July 13.
.
Vermont: WDEV, Watorbury, granted Involuntary assignment of license from Charles E. Adams, Administrator ot
Harry C. Whltehlll Estate and Executor ot Kary M. Whitehlll
Eatate, to Lloyd B. Squire and William O. RIcker, doing
business as Radio Station WDEV.
.

Applicants were represented by Watson, King & Brode
and James W. Gum.
SllsalsslppI:
Ups and downs of McComb Broadcasting
Corp., McGomb, Anally settled by an okay on Its application
tor daytime smallle to be operated on 1200 kc.
Approximately a year from the date when an examiner turned In an
unfavorable report on the plea,

—

—

Tower

WRU

JoS"'^^"' s:'"oi!r4.ss''«ri4r^respectlvIS;

s?8"oo"a';5

iri^wa't"ti';r.VuJ.!JS:

RestrictiTe, Reactionary
Audlo-Scrlptions, Inc., has circulated members of the New York
state
legislature
with a protest
against the Perry bill, which seeks
to bar all oB the air recording without permission of the artists. The
bill passed the state senate a couple
weeks ago.
Protest letter charges that the law
will serve to drive independent oflthe-air recorders out of the business

and concentrate

this

work

in

the

hands of a "powerful monopoly.'. JUso.
that

it's

reactionary. In that

It

re-

stricts freedom of the air and curtails
'the
tremendous educational

possibilities that

can be developed

in

connection with recordings.'

Lioin Oil Refining Co., through
Radcliffe-Scott Associates, four five-

minute newscasts daily for one year'
on KARK, LitUe Rock.

RADIO
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HoniUe

Suspicion Groundless
St

I

Olspote Between
and Byan CUrifled

Involved

Paul, April 18.

NOT ACCEPT GIRL-MOTHER SITUATION IP
BABY IS ACTUALLY ILLEGITIMATE. IRENE MUST HAVE BEEN
MARRIED BEFORE BABY. WAS BORN. PLEASE WIRE ME AT
'NBC WILL

ONCE mSlEDIATE CONFIRMATION. GORDON.'

'

KEEN

amounted to $12,600.
Deal
Involved
two
Under one
was

Even the program's listeners don't Icnow yet whether the new-born
babe is an eyebrow-lifter, hence Griffs pronto explanation: 'IRENE'S
BABY LEGITIMATE. CORDIALLY. GRIFF.'
Right now there's still a lotta mystery attached, but Lloyd is assuring everybody it'll all come out- all right in the script.
.

Oif-Web

Wax

Concessioii

contracts.

Washington,

AprU

18.

Ryan
to. operate the
Tiffing between the FCC and the
Census Bureau over a national survey of radio receivers in connection
$450 monthly. Other contract gave with the decennial population count
him an option to buy the station for Radio regulators want to find out
$49,500. In-the event the option was
exactly how many sets' are. in use
exercised the. down payment and
and where they are located, instead
rentals were to be deducted from the
of being forced to rely on trade estipurchase price.
mates and inadequate sales figures.
When the FCC heard of the deid National defense argument used to
It advised KEEN either to ask for a overcome Census Bureau imenthusir
transfer of tiie license to Ryan or asm, with the FCC pointing out how
to cancel the lease agreement Sta- valuable it would be in event of war
tion subsequently barred Ryan from to know how effective nationalistic
the premises and cancelled the con- propaganda oyer the air might be.
tracts on the groimd that he had The Census liosses maintain it wiU
defaulted in paying current bills. greatly Increase the cost besides deRyan denied this in his suit
laying the final check, to add numerous questions to the blanks which
nose-counters must fiU in. But the
Commish has countered with threat
to seek money from the Treasury to
make the poU itself, which..would
cost materlaUy more as an independ.

^C has been

using in breaking down
blue (WJZ) links. NBC
credits all billings on red supplementaries, regardless of the originating
network, to the .red link's side of the ledger. Columbia holds that if an
account uses such red supplementaries with the blue basic network the
business- in toto should tie attributed to the blue trait
This juggling, CBS estimates, gives the red an edge of about $100,000 a
month on the breakdown, Columbia's interest in the way NBC treats
these figures is actuated at this particularly by the fact that CBS's gross
Is on the way to staging an appreciable comeback and this $100,000 difference can mean much in the bid for monthly billings leadership between
CB$ and the red link. CBS anticipates regaining this leadership by

CBS challenges the system that
the letter's gross time income by red

(WEAF) and

October.
Radio, authorship has been added to the major subjects on the schedule
for thiis summer's writers' conference sponsored by the University of Colorado, at Boulder, dok Norman Corwin, CBS. producer, will be in charge.
Conference will extend from July. 24 to Aug. 11. It wlU be the lOtb year
for the confabs.
Other regular members of the staft will include Albert Maltz, drama;
Eric Knight, novel; Edward Davison, poetry; Douglas Bement, short story,
and Burges Johnson, miscellaneous prose. Additional leaders who wUl
conduct special discussions will be Louis Bromfleld, Robert Morss Lovett
and (tentative) Carl Van Doren. Sessions will consist of worlishop meetings, round-table discussions. Individual conferences and general meetings.
About 120 writers of various classifications attended last summer's conference.
.

Although George A. Richards has relinquished active charge over his
three radio station?, WJR, WGAR and KMPT, it appears doubtful that
hell turn over presidency of his Detroit Lions pro football team to WUliam A. Alfs, vice-president Leo Fitzpatrick, general manager of WJR
here, recently became executive v.-p. with active charge of WGAR, Cleveland, and KMPC, Beverly Hills, in addition to station here.
Rumors have flooded town that Walter O. Briggs, multi-millionaire
owner of Detroit 'Tigers baseball team, would take over controlling interests in Lions but that appears ill-founded. Richards, whose long illness has
necessitated shifting of official duties,
the Lions, at least before next fall

.
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.
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A

May

WDRC

has set

May

AprU

Times Tleap

.

^DRC

strictly

point
.

charge.

is

maintaining the staUon

from an experimental standKenneth McCloud will be in

Was

Cnilcago, April 18.

1 as tentative

Mte for start of broadcasting acUvlties from the station's
new experimental staUon, WIXPW, located on
top of Merlden laonntaln, Meriden,
-Connr--The-statiott-is of the .frequency' modulated type Invented by
Major Edwin H. Armstrong, profes»or of electrical engineering
at Columbia University.

constructed

by

Italo

Tieup between WLS and the Daily
Times puts the tab's Sunday comics
on the Prairie Farmer station. Don
Keliey, "promotion chief of WUS,
spYOUts 'forth as an entertainer under the tag of Uncle Don.
Uncle Don will read the funnies.
Some of th.em, however, will be
dramatized and bulk of cast will be
recniited from kid listeners and
readers who clip coupons from the
Times.
For Its side of the bargain Times

MarUno, chief engineer and vice- win
pcesldent ol

WDRC

publish

weekly

auditions, programs, etc.

pictures

of

WMCA

Shaw claims to have had the if
and when agreements with American Tobacco for Its two Lucky
Strike shows and several others.
.

'

SHOWS

ALLEN'S

AT MDNIGHT

NBC wiU

continue

Its

rebroadcastt

the Fred AUen-Bristol-Myers
show over the blue (WJZ) link at
midnight for another seven weekst
meanwhile taking. sample surveys ot
Ustening percentages
it
goei
^ong.
Network has begun to
analyze some of these samples but
Test of strength between the mUl- none of the results so far suffice to
tary and the civIUans over occu- show just what sort of an audience
pancy of the radio spectrum Is taking these midnight rebroadcasts in the
Army readying broad 'tele- metropoUtan area are getting,
shape.
vision and facsimile experiments and
NBC's researchers expect- to be
may demand large segment of the able to produce something concrete
bands now earmarked for private on this study within the coining two
Undercover, sldrmlshing has weeks. There have been six of these
lise.
occurred frequently in past couple Wednesday rebroadcasts to date.
of years, with majority of the FCC
feeling

tiie

Show-down

warriors aire too greedy.
at the White House may

of

.

SECONDARY PICKETING

necessary to see whether In
peace-time the peaceful activities
are to be subordinated to the amSUIT
CO.
Under the
bitions of the Army.
statute, all radio faculties' can be
Emerson Radio & Television Corp.
commandeer^ by the President for
and
Emerson
New
York,
Inc.,
filed
government use in event of war, national catastrophes, or threat of a N. Y. supreme court acUon Wednesday (12) against Radio 'Union
emergency.
Local B-lOlO, and WiUIam Beede,
business agent of the local, for an
injunction.
PlaintiC seeks to prePainless Parker's Qoiz
vent the union from picketing their
customers' stores and from issuing
misleading statements about them.
San Francisco, April 18.
It Is stated that early in 1939
Recovered from a recent illness, Emerson was approached by the
Dr. Seth Maker (The Philistine) has union, which wanted
to organize its
resumed his semi-weekly broadcasts shop.
This was refused on the
over KFRC under the Painless grounds that the employees were sat*
Parker (chain dentists) banner, shift- isfled and wanted no imion. Withing the point of origin to the Golden out taking
the matter to the National
Gate International Exposition.
Labor Relations Board, the union reTitle of the program has been cently commenced the- picketing.
l>e

BY EMERSON

'

.

changed to 'Exposition

Quiz.'

Supreme Court .lustlce Isldor
Wasservogel on Saturday (15) denied the application for a temporary injunction against the union,
but set trial date for AprU 27.
.

Dorlich Brothers in Radio
St

Louis.

AprU

18.

.

Albert S. and Robert A. Dorlich,
brothers,

of St. Louis,

have

been

granted a license by FCC to erect,
maintain and operate a station at Sedalla. Mo. The station will be operated on 1.500 kc. full time with 250
watts in the daytime and 100 watts
at night Robert will serve as gen-

Mo3y

Rejoins Fibber

Hollywood, AprU 18.
Fibber McGee and MoUy (Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Jordan) were reunited
on tonight's (Tues.) Johnson wax
Both
men
are
employes
of
the
Is
program after being parted profesa distinct field by Itself, WaU Street American Sales Co., with Albert sionally for year and a half due to
Joumalite testified, but Lewis ar- manager of the company's Smith- illness of femme member of the comgued that he is performing for radio ton, Mo., office. The station is ex- edy team.
pected
in
operation
to
be
in
90
days.
exacUy the same duties he perJordans are now making their
formed for 13 years as a newspaperhome here permanently.
man. Only difference -Uie me(hed-of
aside for newsmen In the Upper
final deUvery to the public.
Victor F. Campbell, from WGR,
HerHouse.
supported
who
by
Lewis,
was
Berth In the Capitol press gal- Buffalo, has joined WGY, Schenecbert Moore, Tepresenting Transradio
Press, also Is awaiting action from leries is highly prized by nev.-smen tady, staff as production man and anSucceeds Radcllffe Itell,
the Senate on a simUar resolution as it entitles occupants to a ring- noimcer.
introduced in the Senate two weelis side seat for the annual perfor.-nance shifted to NBC'i New York stalt
ago by Senators GiUette, Dem., la., of Congress.
PrlvUeged pencUand Barbour, Rep., N.- J. Senate pushers are loath to make room for
Fred F. Laws was appointed
measure would provide a niche for anybody who does not wire a daily day (14) assistant to the president
radio scribblers in the paddock set story to one or more newspapers.
(Stan Hubbard) of KSTP, 5t Paul.

a moral victory.
Dissemination of news by radio

18.

a

CONTINUE

—

Hartford,

man

from

MBS

—

UNCLE DON KELLEY

made

In effect these plans were to take
line cuttings of certain shows and
rebroadcast them on
later on
the same evening of the live airing.
However, the $18 tap, combined with
time and sundry charges made it
too costly to the prospective sponsor
for only local N. Y. returns.

R

&

WDRC's New

$18 per

is

broadcast Shaw wanted it reduced
to about a third ot that
Explanation of Shaw's request Is
that it would enable him to- congeal
tentative agreements with several
backers of major network shows.

RADIO RIGHTS

faculties to broadcast news experts.
Third season is now «mder way for Ad Liberties, house mag published Similar proposal being weighed at
year's baseball Reason, the Senate.
especially' for benefit of radio announcers. Besides going to sportscasters,
Struggle to resume his place in the
baseball club owners, league people, and sales divisions and reps of various press gaUery
as a radio-newsman
broadcasting clients all get on the mailing list
developed lliursday (13), when forCo-sponsoring on ball game broadcasts are General Mills, Inc., B. F. mer colleagues got wind of a comGamble Co., and mittee meeting and stormed the hearGoodrich Co., Socony- Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., Procter
Coca Cola Co. Ad Liberties carries plx, merchandising tips, and disserta- ing room to protest against a resolutions on mike technique designed to prod goods from the shelves.
tion which would give Lewis Ills old
privileges.
Stage had been set for
Joint Committee on Radio Research, currently in a state of suspended a quiet okay, without hearing, but
animation, will not supervise the collecting or computation of data on the news correspondents broke up the
matter of set ownership in the United States as of Jan. 1, 1939. Members meeting with, phone-calls,
doorof the committee feel that there's not enough interest in such project nor poundlngs and other interruptions
has there been enough change in the past year to make a count worth while. and getting in on an open hearing
It is possible that the National Association of Broadcasters might decide next day.
during the July convention that a compilation by states and coimtles ought
Two members of the Standing Comto be made for this year. If so the joint committee wiU agree to serve as mittee of Correspondents comprisa clearing house for the figures. Breakdown for last year wasn't issued ing top-notch Washington correuntil June anyway.
spondents who jealously guard the
membership of the House press galKate Smith celebrates the beginning of her ninth straight year on the. le^ry appeared in opposition to
air with the broadcast of May 4. She will repeat the tune lineup she did Lewis' ambitions.
Paul McGahan,
on her first broadcast 'By the River St Marie,' 'Dream a Little Dream of long-time correspondent for the
Me,' *I Surrender Dear' and 'Please Don't Talk About M« When I'm Gone' PhUIy Inquirer, and Alfred ('Mike')
are listed.
.
Flynn, WaU Street Journal repreSinger recently resumed making recordings for Victor, cutting her 'God sentative and chairman of the StandBless America' and 'Star Spangled Banner' several weeks ago and six pops ing Committee, delivered the prinIn the last two weeks.
cipal yelps of the Fourth Estate.
(Most of the argument based on hisWinifred Huntoon Heidt who won a special fellowship and a provisional toric traditions which opened the
contract for coming season of Met Opera through Met auditions over NBC, House and Senate galleries to acformerly sung with local radio stations, including
and CKLW.
credited members of the press, early
mezzo-soprapo, Mrs. Heldt Is wife of William Heidt, legal counsel for In the 19th century hence, radio is
the Detroit Edison Co., and has sung in numerous concerts in Detroit
an Interloper.)
Following hearings, Lewis cl&imed
More Santa Clausing with CBS stock by the Philadelphia Levy family. that the committee 'voted unaniDuring February Isaac D. Levy gave away 125 shares of Columbia
paper, mously that 'it is the sense of the
retaining 62,375 shares, according to report last week to Securities St Ex- Rules Committee' that radio be given
change Commission. Recipient not revealed.
equal news gathering facilities with
the press in the galleries of the
Assemblyman James J. (Jerry) Wadswo'rth, a leader In the New York House of Representatives.' Special
lower house, son of Congressman James W. Wadsworth, is said to be the subcommittee, composed of Repre'Jerry Jordan' who warbles a 'Down Memory Lane' sustalner on WOKO, sentatives John Dempsey, Dem., N.
Albany; at 9:30 Tuesday mornings. It's a lark.
Mex.; Carl Mapes, Rep., Mich, and
Howard W. Smith, Dem., Va., was
appointed to work out physical arrangements, according to Lewis.
Mt.-Top
Scribblers contended, iMwever, Lewis
E^ierimeiit Starts
1 Be Beads Comics in WLS-Chlcago had not scored anything more than

WWJ

of Musicians. Scale
extra for platters

PRESS RESISTS

news commentator and former field; 'White desires to scrutinize
Washington correspondent for Uni- everything al>oUt radio from monopService and International olies to superpower and have a
versal
News -Service, for radio representa- check on the FCC's chain-monopoly
Senator Wheeler probably
tion refereed by the House Rules probe.
Committee—with Lewish predicting 'wUl designate a suttcommittee to-refigures to return to active charge of Friday (14) a 'unanimous' committee frame the resoluUons In the near
vote favoring the granting of gaUery future.

A

by Don Shaw, of WMCA, N. Y., last
week, was nixed by New York I<ocal
802
of the American Federation

Idea is the .same as airing a
broadcast locally to catch audiences
which might have been elsewhere
during the Uve airing. Fred AUen'a
ent, enterprise.
Wednesday night rebroadcast to the
west is now aired locally in New
Early action on long-advocated York.
factual study of the FCC, the Communications Act and the industry by
Congress is predicted In cloak-room
LUcely the
gossip at the CapitoL
Senate shortly wlU be asked to pass
combination resolution,, embodying
separate proposals of Senators BurWashington, AprU 18.
Battle over press vs. radio privi- ton K. 'Wheeler of Montana and
White Jr. of Maine,
leges in the sacred gaUeries of the Wallace
U. S. Capitol, near settlement last authorizing the Interstate Commerce
weeli, .with
radio
commentators Committee to go on the prowL
headed toward a permanent place on Wheeler wants to head off any telegraph company merger which would
the scribblers' bench.
One-man fight of Fulton IjOwIs, Jr., reduce the number of jobs in this

by Knox Reeves agency, Minneapolis, during each

,

from

Request for a revised off-the-alr
recording scale for musicians, made

station for three years, with a down
payment of $4,500 and a rental of

Inside Stuff-Radio

.

37

DonSliawofWMCA,N.Y.FailstoGet

SeatUe, AprU 18.
State supreme court has unanimously affirmed the judgment which
a lower court had granted Howard
Ryan, agency head, in his suit
against KEEN, local outlet, for
breach of contract The judgment

Vhen Irene's baby In "Valiant Lady,' General Mills' script show, was
born Friday (7), NBC's Gotham headquarters four days later frantiradio director at Knox Reeves in Minnecally wired Lloyd Griffin,
apolis:
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eral manager.
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Quoth Shakespeare

Bureau of HOssmg Business

New

here

Spot Campaigns
(New,

Cal., April 18.

Santa Rosa,
.

business Ifsted
the
includes

by

KSKO

Rented

item:
(This department is devoted to discussions of types of adverSponsor's name: Roma Macatising that, for one reason or another, usually offer resistance to
ronl Factory, San Francisco.
radio. Often, as in heavy goodsj the product does not lend itself
Title of prosram: Time for
to consumer advertising ; again, as in insurance or utilities, overTea.
Advertised product: Coffee.
lapping political or industrial factors operate against radio.
In any event, the object of this series is to stimulate thought
and. exchange of ideas. Persons within the trade are invited to cc«rs aln
t every type of pro::»f.m
express themselves, either on specific subjects brought up, or on from symphonies to religious services.
Strangely enough, little manrelated aspects overlooked or not covered.)

Des Moines, announcements of 65
words each ,three a week.
Good LucJc Food Co. has placed
through Hughes Wolff Co., 15 Home
Forum Participations on KDKA,
Pittsburgh, to be used up before

Brewery, Pittsburgh,
took over Tom Manning's 20-minute
sportscasts over WTAM, Cleveland,
13
It's for
beglnniqg last week.
stanzas with option, at 11 p.m. six
times weekly.

Duquesne

May
Procter

.

through

NO.

4-l)TILniS

electric public utilities are now using
radio, a check shows that a combination of budget trouble, press relations, skepticism and lack of station availability keeps the rest from
usiiig

the medium.

to the pressure of the recession companies have had to discontinue pro-

grams but say that they wiU resume
activities with the first ray of finanThe situation indicial sunshine.

cates that stations would do well to
cultivate the utility industry assidu-

ously even though immediate results
Both industries now conduct, na- might not justify the effort
tional advertising campaigns in pubWhen and if advertising budget
lications, efforts confined to load
The use of radio is not pressure does release, it will jieed
building.
extra dolalthough "The Mystery alertness to see that the
included,
Chef program sponsored by the gas lars are spent on the air rather than
forms of advertising. There
industry and discontinued last fall on other
competition from direct mail,
reached national proportioim. There
many utilities value very
have been recent attempts to revive which

highly .on the basis of results.
the llystery Chef progran- as a part
Stations shooting at public Utility
oJ the national advertising effort of
business 'are apparently' weak on
the American Gas'A^ociatlon.
selling the value of the medium.
That the utility indtistfy, particu- Most companies
not now using radio
larly the electric end, which has
say that'they feel the cost is too high.
borne the most political attack, could Part of this is linked in with the
well use a national radio program general budget problem, but more
devoted to improving public rela- presentation of data and specific artions few deny.' The paradoxical guments is indicated. Pirlmarily the'
aspect is that if there was really as management of the average public
°

titter knit a power trust as politicians frequently allege, with auto-

cratic central authority, there would
be greater likelihood of such a pro-

gram being sold.'
As things stand

utility

company

The
grams

efforts to sell syndicated pro-

is

factual minJed.

to the industry have not been
successful. Most of the companies are of the opinion that the

any too

today, it is extremely difficult to reconcile the
vast differences of opinion that exist

.

programs have been too costly, but
an even inore. general criticism is
that they have not been adapted to
among the various electric coin- local needs. This is an extremely
panies as to how to sell most effect- difficult situation to meet because of
lv«ly< the American public on the the great variance in policies and
conditions of the companies,
ihe
principles
of
honesty, service, and
the Industry. In a few locations the average combination company, that
use of radio by public utility com' is, the one selling both gas and electricity,
usually
difficulty
using
has
in
are
panics seems impossible. .These
the cases where a company is oper- a program designed to sell either gas
ating in a location where there is a or electricity which for a number of
large station blanketing an area far household uses are competitive.
The indication is that the advergreater than the one the public
utHl^' serves. The public utility tising managers are very reluctant
to buy a program solely on the basis
feels that the expense is impossibly
of
a couple of discs. They want to
that
factor
high and there enters the
know what the future ones are going
it would be broadcasting facts, opinto be like.
Having least appeal of
Ions and policies over the territory
all seemingly are ideas- which are
whom
of neighboring companies to
based on depicting electricity in a
I'ley might not be agreeable.
glamorous or a highly theatrical
The greatest prebleni affecting the manner.
sale of radio time to public utilify
Most of the companies using radio
companies is the advertising budget today are enthusiastic, some of them
situation.
Over a long. period of venturing the opinion that it is more
yearq utility earnings have been profitable to them than newspaper
com'pressed by lowerhig rates and space. First in popularity are spot
increasing costs of oppirations, in- announcements, followed by home
cluding taxes. Frequently the rate economics programs.
The average
slushes have been ^o great that even utility company usually has the- tal
the increased use of .the product has ent within its own organization to
not restored earnings.
originate ? ome service series. One
been
pruned company is buying time on a coExpenses
have
wherever possible, and o( course ad- operative basis with appliance dealvertising budgets have suJSered.
ers. In a few spots following out the
Apparently when the question of idea that the more they can localize
radio advertising has been brought themselves, become a part of the
up utility companies have not cared community and ci- (c activities, the
easier will be the public relations
to endanger their newspaper rela'
tior.s, especially at points of radiO'
path, gas and electric companies are
newspaper antagonism, by dipping sponsoring the airing, of high school

Greeting Card Publishers, through
Badger & Browning, Boston, placing
announcements this week..
Little

Station Ideas

duplicate coverage oaWHN

a home

IVKBC's Clients by Ibe Yard

.

Cincinnati.
list our
Mrs. R ose L ee Forrell, kitchen broadcast via. discs in the evening.
in a new queen for WFBM, Indianapolis, sold Botsford - Constantine - Gardener
asserts
mailing piece: To prove it, a yard solid. Sponsors limited to six in any agency has the account
stick is reproduced along the margin haU-hour period, taking flv^minute
of :a tall sheet and each account national rate, and at present shp is
WNAC, B<aton, and five Yankee
itemized.
With this
gives working for Continental Baking, Net stations have signed Socony
statistics designed to carry out the Maytag Washers, Hansen Labora- 'Vacuum Oil company for a thriceblue chip' billing the station has tories, Electric League, Swift and weekly series of 15-minute interadopted.. It sums up this way:
Calavo Growers Association,
views with prominent personalities.

takes nearly a yard to

'It

WKRC

clients,'

WKRC

.

Seventy-five firms are sponsoring 258 quarter-hours of commercial broadcasts using 182 network
commercial quarter^hour periods
plus 76 local and national spot
quarter-hours plus 33 one-minute
talks,
playlets,
etc.,
plus
26

'Woman's Hour' announcements,
plus 3 'Economy Kitchen' particir
pations,

plus

commercials

station-break

^48

—to advertise 107

fea-

tured products.

WOWs

Trek Into Nebraska
Omaha.

Program, 'Names in the News' will
run 52 weeks, airing MondaysWednesdays-Fridays at 7:45 p.m. J.
Stirling Getchell, N. Y. C.

Reid Murdoch & Co., (foods)
through Rogers & Smith, Chicago,
with KFRC, San Francisco, for 1,564
100-word announcements, using 30 a
week.

Fed from
Providence;

Standard Beverages, Ltd. (soft
Arrangements have been made by
drinks, mixers), through Emil Reinto distribute samples of ad
products on the annual hardt agency, Oakland, using KFRC,
Chamber of Commerce Good Will San Francisco, for five 100-word antrip early in May. Gpod Willers will nouncements dail^ through July 9.
visit 70 towns in Nebraska, Wyoming
Southland Life' Insurance Co., inand Colorado.
stead of calling its agents to Dallas
Bill Wiseman, station's publicity
head, will make the trip aiid wax in- for a meeting to hear A. Morgan
Duke,
president, purchased time on
terviews along the' way to be airmailed' back to station for regular 'WFAA, Dallas, during which Duke
addressed agents and policy holders
airings. Transcriptions will be spoa
of
the
company throughout the
sored by Omaha National Bank.

WTMJ, Milwaukee

WHAM

WHAM

includes boost for
tion

its

own

and Homer Bliss of

organiza-

WHAM staff

handles the commercials.
Account
placed through Metropolitan Advertising Co.

Railuav Express Agency. New
York, advertising service, 30 spots,
through Caples, New York.
General Motors (Oldsmobile) 26
through D. P. Brother & Co.,
,

spots,

Detroit

Ford Milwaukee branch, advertising

title.

The World's Fair

down for 13 weeks.
Presba, Fellers and Presba
of Chicago set
Yellow Cob Gasoline

homa

Agency

Co.,

Aduerfising Btwiness Co., Fort
Worth, placed series of 13 quarterOkla- hour transcriptions, 'Treasure of the
Lorelei,' on KGKO, Tort Worth, for

City, signed year's contract for

Ashburn Ice Cream Co. of Texas.
Program is bi-weekly supplied by

the

like

Fisherman's

Fornm
Hartford

1

01

tcwAJO mrr » co. nc.

Walter Biddick of Los Angeles.
Parkin Hatchery, Shawnee, Okla.,
has plac^ 'Abner Pinfeather with
Sunflower Sam and his Crew* show

S E O

(Continued on page S3)

NBC

570 KC

B

L

U L

WSYR
FOLLOW THE LEADER!
Month

after

WSYR

has

—

month

^year after

year

carried

the

of the

bulk

NATIONAL SPOT AGCOUNTS
in

placed

Syracuse.

series.
is

run with bases loaded.

between Ray
and." Richard
Isaac Walton

Features interviews
Barrett, announcer,
'Dick' Pitney, local

Fishing experts are being lined up for future
interviews.
disciple.

W.

It's

WTMJ

quarter-hour programs. Grant Sandison, WTMJ salesman, arranged the

Forum' is being
WDRC on Thursdays

AL

through N.

York, grabbed off Ayer, Chicago.
announced sponsored pro
Washington State Apples, Seattle,
26 spots, through J. Walter ThompWorld's Fair.
Station signed Dr. son Co., San Francisco.
Scholl's Foot Comfort Shops, an exUnited Drug Co., New York (Rex-^
hibitor at the Fair for 15 mins. daily all
1-Cent Sale); four programs
five days a week at 8:45 a.m. Pro- (Rubinoff), through Street & Finney,
gram will carry news of the Fair. New York.
first

gram emanating from the New York

Listeners must go to downtown
store to get entry blank on which to

send song

78 spots,

cars,

WMCA, New

the

'

ivinner will be determined on a basis
of letters sent On the theme, 'Why Pd
Like to Go to the World's Fair in
New York.' Map in the store win
dow shows route to the World's Fair
and number of days left in contest
Bob Heiss of
conducts the

recently

5(udebaker, 13 quarter-Iiour e.t.
programs, through Roche, Williama
& Cunnygham, Inc., Chicago.

state.
.

has

set:

vertisers'

Tea Parly Clicks
Rochester, N. Y.
Domestic Finance Co. renews Do
mestic Tea Party Fridays 3:15-3:30
p.m. over
for 13 weeks.
Helen Oviatt Griffin is hostess to
groups of society .women at tea ,in
Sagamore green room- and Dick
Toole of
staff quizzes them
on variety of subjects. Each group

WNAC studio. WEAN.
W T A G, Worcester;

WFEA, Manchester, and WCSH,
Lloyd K. Hillman (autos), through Portland, are carrying series; startAngeles, bank- ing May 1st WSPR, Springfield, will
rolling 'Swing Session' with tran- be tied into the string.
scribed music. Jack Murphy and
Dave Scofleld one hour Sunday
Infemotional Harvester Co., 'with
mornings on KFRC, San Francisco,
markets, spot nows and Washington
for 52 weeks.
bulletins on KRNT, Des Moines.

Ted Dahl agency, Los

WOW

'Fisherman's
ethered over
for 15 minutes.

I

(Coco-

.

New

seeking advertisers recognize that

Go.

'Awful Fresh' MocForlonc, Scotch
candy-maker, who capitalizes on ungrammatlcal advertisements and who
has been a space-buyer in newsdirect.
papers for a number of years,, is trying out radio again, with KSFO, San
Folflcr Coffee Co., through Ray- Francisco, getting a weekly man-lnmond Morgan agency, Hollywood, the-street program handled by' Torn
Program is
placing five five-minute programs Breneman, free-lance.
weekly on KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal. recorded during the daytime In
front of the MacFarlane factoryTitle, Today's Best Buys.'
store on upper Market Street and

,

Miller's fashion, center.
Listeners
send in song titles and if the 'Melody
Master Mind' can't play them, sender
gets a box of silk hose. Grand prize,
to be awarded at the end of present
series, is 'an all-expense trip to the
York World's Fair.

General Mills, Socony-Vacuum,
and Procter & Gamble supplement
their daily Major League Baseball
broadcasts by using WHN. Sales*

Milling

Sept 25 for 186 periods of 15 mins.
each, three a week.

spot announcements preceding Amos
Program is recorded and repeated •n' Andy broadcasts on KOMA,
OkSaturday mornings so participants lahoma City, local CBS
outlet Deal
can hear themselves over the air.
handled by B. M. Grotkop.
Radio athletic events, principally football
into file newspaper budget
dollars have had to be extra dollars, and basketball.
Hosiery Baits Contestants
Mttttins Hybrid Com Co., Corwith,
In a number of. instances when due
The whole range of sponsorship
Iowa, throiigh W. H. Millhaein Co
Milwaukee.
'Melody Master Mind' is the title
of a new commercial program originated and sold by WTMJ to the local

HIT!

Croto

Wheats), . Warsaw, Ind., througli
Rogers & Smith, Chicago, beginning

.".

.

A SOLID

24.

(Oxydol),

.Gamble

it

Blackett-Sample-Hummert,

using -KGO, San Francisco, for its
'Manhattan
agement opposition to radio is re- transcribed
serial,
ported,
bf course, the usual in- Mother,' five days weekly.
str: ces of sponsoritiii exist, but even
these seem to be in the less maligKing
(White
Soap
Co,
Angeles
Los
nant forms.
soap), through Raymond Morgan
Radio time salesmen can get lesagency, Hollywood, has signed for 39
son out of the fact that comparaSanta
KSRO,
on
announcements
spot
tively few big expensive programs
Rosa, Cal.
are used. Usually the first reasoning
on the part of a' station is that since
5hertinn Williams Paint Co., of
a public utility is about the biggest
business locally, it .should have the Oakland, spotting 48 announcements
on KSRO, SanU Rosa, Cal. Placed
most ebborcte program.
'

Although about half ot the gas and

or Pending)

following

THERE'S

A

REASON,- -tooT"why

advertisers choose

WSYR

locisil

by a wide

margin.

SYRACUSE
NEW YORK
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CBS SEESMAN-DOMINATED
Radio DaffodUs
Hllwankee—A

«

near-sighted youth, lugging a belated entry to the "M a
offer, rushed breathlessly up to a
Perkins' annual spring seed
receptionist 'I wanta get this ia I hope I'm not late.' The beautiful
'I'll take it' The lad looked quizzically through
assuringly.
smiled
brunette
Perkins?'
Ma
'Are
you
tUck glasses.

WTMJ

OUT SELLING BIZ

Responsible for Network's
Brilliant Deals but Sensed
as an Organizational
Weakness on Administration Side ^Matter Now BeCbarlesten, S. C—Bob Leigh's Tood for Thought' program on WCSC
ing Adjusted
had to be temporarily discontinued because the surge of tourist business
in the Hotel Francis Marion's dining room where the stanza originates cre.

Dnlatb-rWilllam Claybrbok billed as The Human Cork' gave a poolpseudodemonstration at the YMCA of how he was unable 'to sink.
human corjc was present to challenge Cliaybrook, but was showed up for
an imposter. KDAL broadcast a gurgle-by-gurgle.

—

A

llde

—

ated a shortage of space.

NEW POUCY DUE

PUIadelphla^-Stan Lee Broza WCAITs program director and m.c. on its
Hardart Children's Hour, was in the midst of his commercial on
(2) when one of the smaller of the kids began to yowl. Broza
paused, moved the mike nearer so the moppet could be heard more clearly
as its mother carried it out, announced:
then,
and
'Even children cry for Horn & Hardart food.'

Eom &
Sunday

Paley does no small share of selling on his own. Edward Klauber,
the executive v. p. has continued to
maintain some of his sales connections despite his administrative burdens, while Paul Kesten, who ranks
third in the official roster, personally handled the deal which brought
Amos 'n' Andy over to CBS. William B. Lewis, v. p. in charge of.
programs, devotes much of his time
Even Mefford R.
to direct selling.
Runyon, third rating v, p., has a
finger in on sales as the official
whose duties include the supervision of Radio Sales, Inc., national
spot selling outfit for the CBS managed and operated stations.

-

pose

Is

Washington, April 18.
Frederick Ihgate Thompson, Mississippi newspaperman. Inducted into
office as a member of the Federal

Communications Commission, Thursday (13). Appointed by President
Roosevelt to fill the vacancy caused
by resignation of Commissioner Eu-

July, 1941.

New Commissioner was born at
vision.
Aberdeen, Miss., and became editor
setup
Recent splash of $6,000,000 in new
The pur- accounts at CBS proves the salesmen of the Aberdeen Weekly at the age
of 17. Newspaper publishing experidevelop a more efficient get results.
ence Includes: Chief ownelr and pub-

organize the
ita

BUSINESSMAN

gene O. Sykes, Thompson will top
About the only CBS v. p. that osoff a long career as a newspaper
tensibly stays away from selling
publisher and shipping man with at
or hasn't his pet accounts is Herbert
least two years in which to find out
Akerberg, who has charge of station
If he cares to continue In the turrelations.
Lawrence W. Lowman, bulent- post of FCC
who holds the title of v. p. in Will serve out the Commissioner.
remainder of
charge of operations. Includes a sellJudg6 Sykes' term, which expires in

The Columbia Broadcasting Sys- ing organization, Columbia Artists,
tem is reported as preparing to re- Inc., within his sphere of superof

FRED THOMPSON

administrative

sales department.
to

Cleveland—A clerk in one of the Kroger stores approached a customer
co-ordination of its various selling
'What will you have, sir?' he asked.
components so that the frequent
•Give me 2,500 eggs,' was th« reply from Sidney Andorn, WGAR special
dilemma in which one division finds
cventsman.
The clerk called the manager, the manager called the' division office, the another division of the network
division office called Andorn. What did he want the eggs for?
competing against it for an account
For racing purposes. He was having a mob of kiddies play hare and will be avoided. This waste of effort and confusion is proving much
bound with hen fruit so that VGAR could broadcast the uproar.
costly and embarrassing, and retoo
•We want to get in on this,' said Kroger. Upshot was the grocery chain
mains the outstanding -weakness in
sponsored the race and provided the eggs.
the Columbia organization.
All sales ideas, plans and apBUnneapolls.—Seneca, Iowa, farmer who listens to WCCO's early pro- proaches
would have to clear
grams every ayem, heard announcer Clellan Card recommend installing through this chief administrator and
radio sets in hateheries to make hens lay better. Clodhopper bought an all inoves in those directions regard$11 radio, installed it in the hennery, but when he spun the dial for the less of whether it involved network
first number, an orchestra was blaring 'Hold Tightl'
campaigns or major spot accounts
on CBS-operated properties would
San Francisco. ^Distinction of presenting a horse on the air direct from be checked with him at all times.
To the trade Columbia has always
the studio is claimed by KFRC, Mutual-Don Lee outlet here, which last
wsek aired a 'Feminine Fancies' broadcast on which the guests included figured as being topheavy on salesmen in both the official and .-the
the race horse, 'Malicious.'
executive
brackets.
William S.
recently.

—

Columbia figures that It's business lisher of the Mobile, Ala., Dally and
May will be around 50% better Sunday Register, 1909-32; owner and
it was for the like month of publisher of the Mobile News-Item,
The estimated weekly new 1916-1932; owner and publisher of
and renewal business for this May the Birmingham Daily and Sunday
is $35,675 as compared with $18,- Age-Herald, 1922-27, bnd a director
611 for the average week in May, of the Associated Press for approxiIn

than

1938.

'38.

This represents a ^oost of 91.7%.

mately

10

years.

Since 1922 has

The weekly cancellations last May owned and published the Montgomcame to $36,890. -For the average ery, Ala., Journal, an evening ^eet
week this May it Is estimated they
will be $22,890, or 37.6% less than
they were in 1938.

Henry OToole

at

Ray

Linton Back in Biz

WTAG

Worcester, April

Ray

18.

Henry CToole was added to
staff to have general supervision of announcers and program

WTAG

Linton,

Chicago, April 18.
recently returned

who

from a journey

to South America, is
setting up once more in the general
station rep business here.

Has negotiations on with several

activity.

He was with station a few years stations and expects to be organized
ago as conductor of a shopping mart. in a week or so.

The 1939-40 VARIETY RADIO
DIRECTORY, now in editorial

and advertising preparation, is
an ideal advertising medium for
stations and talent.
Consider the value of this PAID

CIRCULATION:
AGENCIES buying 96.5%

of oOl national

and spot, eaoh
purchased from one to ten copies of
the Radio Directory.
radio time, both network

SPONSORS whose

budgets total well over

$65,000,000 annually, not

including

spot radio, each purchased from one to
three copies of the Radio Directory.

•
ADVERTISn^G RATES
FuU page

$175.00

page

90.00

Half

Quorter page
1,200

NEW YORE
154

W.

46tfa

SL

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine SL

50.00

Pages

2/3 Actual Size

LONDON
8 St. Martin's PL
Trafalgar Square

Bleed, per page, extra

. .

Color, per page, extra.

.

(These rates are net)

.

25.00

.

25.00

-
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Baseball Bii^aphies on Radio Discs
I
I*.

K. Wrigley

Now Observing Open House Week

Buildup for Cubs in Towns

Spottinje

18.

National exploitation and radio
plugging for a baseball team and its
various members is belitg readied by
the Chicago Cubs, National League
team owned by P. K. Wrigley. Neisser-Meyerhot agency Is preparing a
series ot 15-minute discs on the lives
of the individual members of the
Cubs team. These discs will be
spotted in the. various National
liCague towns and wUl plug not only
ihe Cubs but also the teams of the

Nonnan Baker dancer
Cures' Suit to Trial
Wichita, Kan., April 18.
E. Haldeman-Julius, publisher of
Girard, Kan., must defend himself in
trial against suit for $600,000 by Norman Baker, ex-broadcaster ot Muscatine, la., according to a ruling of the

Baker

Kansas supreme court

al-

leged publisher libeled blm by publication in one of his papers ot deconcerning
statements

rogatory

League and baseball In general.
claims of benefits resulting from
Wrigley has been a pioneer in the treatment of cancer at a Muscatine
strong tie-up between baseball and hospitaL
radio; not only. in play-by-play commercial deals, but for the past two
years has been turning his sponsor-

'

ship rights money back into radio
by buying time to plug the Chicago
Cubs and baseball on Chi stations.

This is an added step in WiSley's
determination to further the close
association between radio and baseSeries will run at least ''3
ball.
shots and if a click, figures to run
Indications are that' series
to 26.
will be ready some time in May.

b:.Ing prepared in cooperation
distributors.
the local

WGY SETS PLANS

of National League
Chicago, April

M t« MM »4

.

Joseph Freed Qnt Of

Abo KoeUer;
New CLM.

Mnzak,

Pete Holland

with

WGY

observing Open House
Week by adding five programs to
broadschedule,
studio-audience
is

Speaker tor the luncheon
has not been announced.
Special picture displays have been
Installed In a number ot downtown
windows by KSFO, as well as KGO
and KPO. Announcements calling
attention to National Radio open
house week are being aired by iaU
stations, and special Invitations have
been mailed to important contacts
by station managers in conjunction
with copies ot the booklet. The ABC

day

Ushers are on duty from 11

a.m.

SWAP

Addresses on 'Radio' have been
STATIONS
EXECS
slotted for Chester D. Lang,, director
Joseph D. R. Freed, vice-president of publicity. General Electric; Law- six ot St Lento Seven Talk Over
and general manager ot Muzak, rence Manger, president of SchenOther FeUpw's StaUen
wired entertainment service, has re- ectady Chamber of Commerce; Dr.
signed, effective this Saturday (22). t)ixon Ryan Fox, head ot Union
St Louis, AprU 18.
Going out with him are his secre- College, and Rev. D. Victor Frelick,
"National
Radio
Open House'
tary and Joe Koehler, assistant and president of Schenectady Federation
opened Monday (17) with all seven
head of promotional dept Letter's of Churches, set
commercial stations united to focus
resignation was effective yesterday
attention on the advantages of the
(Tuesday).
American system of broadcasting.
Formerly an exec of FreedrEisFRISCO'S BIG BALLY
Arthur J. Casey,
production
man Radio, Freed has been with
director, is chairman of committee
Muzak for aboiit a year. In that Seme 75 Proenms Schedaled— that arranged the sked. Half hour
time the company has expanded
programs being built by the stations.
Union Gives rUidio s Break
considerably. Instituting several new
On each ot these programs a
services, the latest being its Sponspeaker from a competitive station
San Francisco, April 18.
Warner
sored Program Service.
will call attention to the treedom
National ot the air
Bros, owns Muzak. Peter Holland,
Local
observance
ot
waves in the U. S. and
heretofore treasurer of the org, will Radio open house week got under invite
listeners In this area to bereplace Freed in charge.
way auspiciously yesterday, with come better acquainted with their
some 75 programs scheduled to be broadcasting stations by visiting
broadcast during the week from the them during the week.
AdditionPARTICIPATING BASEBALL radio studios at the Golden Gate ally, civic groups now broadcasting
International Exposition on Treasure over local stations will devote one of
Grimm Vs. Fonseca With Fonr Island, and 40 newscasts and other their programs to Open House Week.
Sponsors Via WJJD
On the local programs, station
programs being aired by either KPO
or KGO direct from a Market street managers will fill the speaking asChicago, April 18.
Merle S. Jo nes of
window of The JSmporium, city's signments.
Four national sponsors will run largest department store.
will sp eak over
TMV
play-by-play baseball on WJJD, with
over WIL,
Musicians Union Local No. 6 has Waiiam West ot
former liig league managers Charlie waived its demands tor higher pay Ray Hamilton of KXOK over WEW,
Grimm and Lew Fonseca at the for musicians broadcasting from the Robert Convey of
over KXOK,
mike.
On the plugs will be La Island for this week only, as a spe- Ik A. Benson ot WIL over KWK,
Palina, Walgreen's, Bowman's Dairy cial concession
over KXOK.
to the broadcasters and Al Foster of
and Gillette.
during the 'open 'house* celebration. KSD is not sending any speakers
to another station and no one from
All products will get plugs daily, The four network outlets here
with the sponsors rotating througli KSFO, KPO, KGO and KFRC, and another station was invited to speak
over
KSD.
the innings; With a quartet of back- at least one indie station, KJB&—
ers, plag-by-play on WJJD looks for will
originate programs
at
the
terrif promotional backing in stores Island. One of the first was KGO's
PARTICIPATES
and newspapers.
Walgreen's will baseball, rally last night, presented
strip all windows with pluggers and from the Hall ot Western States,
Opens S tudios
AlteraUons Make
will keep stores' radios tuned in on with sportscasters Ernie Smith and
Premises Unavailable
broadcast. LaPalina will cover all Don Thompson as emcees, and memcigar stores with strips and stands; bers of the San Francisco Seals and
Hartford, April 18.
Bowman's will put pluggers on all the Sacramento Senators' ball teams
Turning about face, WDRC Is parmilk bottles, while GiUett^ will run participating in a baseball quiz conticipating in Natlona' Radio open
a daily two-inch ad On the sfiorts ducted by Lefty O'Doul.
Will house week.
Had previously anpage of the newspapers.
Aubfey of KGO's Musical Clock and nounced It was planning nothing.
Play-by-play will be run as a a group of diamond stars also pres- Extent ot
cooperation is through a
'feud'
between Fonseca, former ent
series of announcements, advertising
White Sox (American lieague) iinan
Most ambitious series of broad- the week, with the public being Inager, and Grinun,"former Cubs (NB'
casts of its type ever attempted vited to visit the studios
from 10
tional League) manager, Grimm Is locally is the set-up .arranged by
a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
under coptract to WBBM, which sub- KGO and KPO with The Emporium.
On tiie other hand, WTIC, which
let him to WJJD.
(!>nly
once before has the store had announced plans for participaallowed any live talent demonstra- tion in the National
Radio open
tions ot ai}y kind in Its wind.ows, house week, is cancelling
all plans
and that was a television display ten that will bring the public
to the
-

'

TRED HOEY BOOSTERS'
FAIL TO MOVE EXECS
Boston, April 18..
Frankie Frisch went on the air for
Colonial Network Saturday (15),
broadcasting a play-by-play description of the first exhibition baseball
game between the Boston Bees end
Red Sox, with Atlantic Refining Co.
as sponsor and this week marks the
official end ot the Fred Hoey Boostters campaign.
John Shepard, 3rd,
president of Colonial Net, stood pat
on his deal with Friscli and the
'Sponsor backed him up.
Friends of Hoey, who had broadcast play-by-play stuff for the Yankee and Colonial Nets for 13 year$,
promoted a sensational campaign of
protest against the dropping of

Hoey this season, and for two weeks
bombarded the general public with
direct-mail,

newspaper

and

sound

trucfe bally. The committee rounded
up a pile of signatures on a petition
to R. H. Colley, president of Atlantic,

and claimed more than' a million

signers.

BASEBALL CLOGS

WBBM

EVENTS ON WIND, GARY

KMOX

•

KMOX

'

18.

With baseball crowding WBBM, the
Columbia outlet here, W^ND, will
take over a flock of the cream afternoon Columbia shows. Topping the
list for the immediate future will be
the Philharmonic broadcasts on Sunday afternoon.
Other items wOl be the coverage
Of jthe big stake races on Saturday
Jftemoons and other shows and
events of national importance that
teke place during the early p.m.

WDRC

years

SPRING

4"

SUMMER

INTO

ago.

All

ot

the

stations'

tional

into

Sununer

now

with

a

ccan>

pcdgn to reach our 'Triendly Family" of
1.500.000 Itdo-AmericoDsl

And

that's Just

what Progressive Advertisers are doing so
that they become welcome guests with our
"Friendly_E(CRnUy" which summers witfi us.

News

.

NEW YOBt
1000

WATTS

THE

meaNAnoNAL

uoAbcjuatiHs cow.

MEW you'

MEW YOBT
SOOO

WA'TTS

Station last

week

Making

it

understand

to

WFAA,

of Radio

Dallas, April U,
easier for Joe Doaket

Dallas

what makes

News

radio,

station here, has

prepared a booklet to be given

—my deep

Called "Your
explains in
simplest terms the rudiments of the
worits, plugs the
outfit's
mobile
unit, KAXD, and station's new vertical radiator, 653 feet high, tallest
structure in Texas.
Last pages dedicated to 11 members of the staff, giving brief biogs.
Smiling from the print are Raymond
Collins, technical supervisor; Paul
Barnes, plant supervisor; John Hem«
ley,'
plant engineer;
Jim Webb
Cooper, plant engineer; Paul Bostaph, studio control engineer; Darwin Peterson, plant engineer; Loran
Wucker, plant engineer;, Gerald
Howard, plant engineer; (Hyde
Mosteller, plant engineer; William
Ellis, studio control engineer, and
Olin Brown, studio control, engineer,

BRYANT WASHBURN WEEK
Synonymona

Week

NaUonal Badle

with
at

Krao,

Seattle

SeatUe, April

Bryant Washburn

is

18.

here scout-

ing in jammed studios' for talent on
behalf ot Jesse Lasky's 'Gateway to
Hollywood' program,
His advent
was turned into a public, exhibition
by.KIRO. Station reasoned thus:
(a) It's National Open Radio open

house week.
(b) Washburn used to
star himself.

be a film

(c) His presence was a made-toorder excuse for Inviting people to
the studio to see something better
thaii 'an interesting
panels.'

arrangement of

KMOX

ToDring Kitchen

KMOX's

'Magic

started

April 18.
lUtchen' trailer,

St. Louis,

with Kathryn Snodgrass In charge,
started on a trek that will visit 35
cities in Illinois and Missouri as part
of the Ford Motor Co.'s commercial
caravan.
At each stop ih the six
weeks' jaunt Miss Snodgrass is skedded to address a local club on home
economics.
In the meantime another kitchen
unit, housed in a
trailer, will
continue the local daily sked ot visits
to grocery stores.
Margaret King
will continue to m.c. the daily program broadcast before a live audience In the
Playhouse.

KMOX

KMOX

More Lawyers Register
Washington, April

18.

Seven additional attorneys, including three New Yorkers, admitted to
practice before the Federal Com-

mimicaUons Commission

last

week.

Barristers Include:

Frank Borut Louis Karaslk and
Beverly R. Myles, New York; Wesley E. Brown and William D. P.
Carey, Hutchison, Kans.; J. Randolph
Coleman, Jr., Washington, D. C., and
tiawrence Dumas, Jr., Birmingham,
Ala.

Connie Boswell on Metro
Connie Boswell goes on MetroMaxwell 'Good News' program for •
series In May.

appreciation

.

.

.

.**LIFE"
April 17th Iaau»

A

department stores have been noticeably apathetic towards radio as an
advertising medium, but through
these broadcasts
and
hope
to make them 'sit up and take
notice.' The news types ot programs
were chosen for the -vindow broadcasts because they are deemed especially suitable tor department store
advertising.
Emporium Is calUng attention to
the broadcasts In Its display, ads

jJWtag^tjip.Tye^.VAs

KPO

PP?<:«al

ad

Is

to

visitors at the plant
Visit to WFAA,' it

Service.

Also being aired from the window
are Janet Baird's news commenta'Through a Woman's Eyes,' and
Ira Blue's two daily quarter-hour
shows devoted to radio program
news, KGO's 'On the Air' and KPO's
'Let's Listen.'
public address
speaker in front of the window enables onlookers to hear the broadcasts as well as watch them. Programs are also being piped throughout the store via a p.a. system. Local

KGO

dodlyl

—

quarter-hour newscasts between the an extensive alteration
program In
hours of 8:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. are Its studios. However, station
Is cobeing broadcast from one ot the operating by broadcastiiig
announcestore's two largest windows, with ments
stressing the present day
Bob Andersen and Robert Ackerley value ot radio to the nation.
Point
alternating at the mike. News dis- to be .sj'essed
during the week is
patches are received- in the window the freedom of riadio
in this country
over two teletypewriters direct from as coinpared to
other nations,
the United Press and the Interna-

ries,

SPRING

studios.

Whys

Hour,

,

KWK
WEW

wnc

Chicago, April

W

WTMV

Get Printed Treatise on Um

Vtoltora

(10).

casting invitations to listeners to attend and/or inspect its new studio
building, and airing talks on radio's
purpose and significance by a group
Besides
of leading Schenectadians.
a pair of ticket shows, 'Name Your
Number,' a 10:30 p.m. shot, and
'Juvenile Jamboree,' Saturday morning salvo, station is presenting An^
nette McCullough's t^o 7:15 p.m. ot Radio.'
Dealers are plugging the 'open
song periods, John Sheehan's 'When
Day is Done' on a 10:45 p.m. block, house' week in 'their newspaper
and Gordie Randall's *Fashions in ads and are also stressing the imMelody' feature on a 6:45 p.m. spot portance ot buying higher-priced
radio sets tor better reception and
twice in week, before- visuals.
General come-see-hear has been greater selectivity. The inexpensive
extended, audience chamber seating sets have been leading in local sales.
150.

DALLAS' BOOKLET

RCA

Promotion displays will b« preHas Various Personages Give Talks
stations
sented by the tour ..two^
—Other AoUvlUes
at a special luncheoi.' ot Ihe San
Advertising Clu'^ WednesFrancisco'
Scenectady, April 18.

HILDEGARDE

——
Wednesday April

19.

Among

John Royal

RADIO

1939

Speakers Set

VARIETY

MORE LOWDOWN ON WAXES GIVEN FCC;

For Ohio State s 10th Aimi Meeting

CBS-WORLD DEAL SPARED PUBUCI1Y
f-

NBC

will tackle the hot potato problem at a round-table
John Royal of
discussion in Columbus May. 2 at Ohio State University's annual (the 10th)
Royal will discuss Handling ControInstitute of Education by Radio.
This is the same troublesome theme that Fred Willis of
versial Issues.'
CBS handled at last spring's session with some embarassment when Mr.
Ford's Mr. Camieroii was mentioned.
Other radio personages due to speak include Emerson Markham of WGY,
Schenectady; Caesar Saerchinger, Neville Miller, Judith Waller, Sterling
Fisher, Franklin Dunham and Joe Reis. Full schedule follows:

Mondayi May

1

(AFTERNOON)
1,

1.
5,
4.

8.

AfTloultural Bnadcasta, Room 1470
O. Bm«non ltarkti>m, In Chak-ge of Agricultural Br«adcuts, Station WQT, Sohenectady, Clialnnan
School Broadcaita, Room 1440
A. S. Barr, Proceraor ol Bducatlon, Unlveralty ot WlacoiulD, Cbalrman
Badio Oourecs In Oclt«(«a and UnlTCraltlea. Room 1437
H. I<. Bnbank, Department ot Epeech, University Of Wlicongln, Ctaalrman
ttesaarcb In Badlo Education, Boom 10S7
J. Wayne Wrishtstone, Aawclate Director, Bvalnatlon ot Bctiocl Broadcaata, Ohio
State Unlveralty, Ctaalrmaa
The Educational Uaea of Facsimile, Ultra-High Frequency Statlona and Recording,
Boom 1340
Bllaniorth Dent, Director, Educational Department, RCA Uanutacturlng Company,

Chairman
6,
7,

Broadcaats tor Oeneral Education, Room 1640
Caeaar Saerchinger, American HIatorlcal Aaaoclatlon, Chairman
Broadcaatlng by Community Service Organlzatlona, Room 1379
Byron B. Wllllama, Program Supervisor, Station WOSD, Ohio State Unlveralty,

Cbalrman

Tuesday,

May 2

(MORNING)
Social Administration BulMing
Presiding, Judith Waller
Educational Director, Central DIvlalon
National Braadcastlng Co. -

DBMONSTRATIQN OF UTILIZATION OF A CLASSROOM BROADCAST
Classroom Teacher,

Student group under the leaderahlp ot Mrs. Helen Uoore,
Detroit Public Schools
.

VALUATION OF THE DEMONSTRATION

Bterllng Fisher, American School ot the Air, Columbia Broadcaatlng System
Franklin Dunham, Educational Director, National Broadcasting Co., New York
Joseph Rels, Nation's School ot the Air, Station WL,W
Xiouls B. Fatha, Elvaluatlon, Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State University

(NIGHT)
1.

Dramatic Programs,

Room

1440

Earla McGllI, Casting Director, Columbia Broadcasting System
Programs, Room 1437
.
Alien Miller, University ot Broadcaatlng Council, Chicago
Handling Controversial laauea. Room IMO
John Royal, V. P. In Charge of Programs, National Broadcaatlng Co.

X Forum
1.
^

Fubllo Relatione Broadcasts, Room 1E37
Karl Bema, Assistant Secretary for Field Service, Ohio Education Association
0. The Radio Workshop, Room 1470
Larty Roller, Educational Director, Stations WHK-WCLB, Cleveland
Training School Directors of Radio, Room 1370
William D. Boutwell, Director, Radio Project, United Slates Onice ot Education
T. The Princeton Study, Room 1037
4.

Paul tAzarsfleld and Staff
•.
0,

The Wlaconain Study, Room

1048
Lester Ward Parker and Staff
Bvaluatlon of School Broadcasts,
I. Keith Tyler and Staff

Rosenberg Condemns NBC Policy on Off-the-Line
Percy Deutsch Heard Cyril Langlois Raps

—

ASCAP—Non-Copyrights
Washington, April
More complaints about unfair

18.

NBC

barriers in the way of off-line recording by independent disc-cutters,
together with added appeals for promulgation of quall^ standards and
changes in the announcement rule,
went into the FCC chain-monopoly
investigatimi record last week as remainder of the transcriptipn makers
took the stand.
Anticipated airing of the CBSWorld deal was blocked by stipulation of attorneys that confidential
information should not be disclosed
until the transaction is completed.
The Commish added a bit, however,
to its' gradually expanding knowl-

edge about Transamerican and found
out about the tax-free music efforts
of NAB and Lang-worth.
Complaints about the NBC policy
were echoed by Emanuel J. RosenTerming
berg, Transamerican v.p.
the ban on indie recordings unfair,
Rosenberg noted the web limits the
use to which an advertiser can put

program and upsets
by forcing them to obtain
from RCA. Although he
pay any extra costs, NBC

caihpalgns
recordings
offered to
refused to
permit his firm to obtain indie
platters of a program staged by one
Perof Transamerican's clients.
mission also has been denied by MBS
but has been granted by CBS.
Did $2,600,000 BiE
Rosenberg disclosed that Transamerican, buying its platters in the
his

open market and mostly from RCA,
did $2,500,000 worth of business Of
kinds last year. Actual recordwas about $100,000 to
Spent $250,000 to $300,000
for talent used on its wax programs,
getting performers through various
agencies and experiencing no trouble
in recruiting people managed by net
work bureaus.
alt

Room

41

ing business
1340

$125,000.

Wednesday, May 3
(MORNING)
Social Administration Building
Presiding, W. I. Orlltlth
Director of Radio, Iowa State College
Effect of Radio on Listener Attitudes
R. R. Lowdermilk, Ohio State University
Professional Training in Great Britain
Philip Cohen, Production Director, Educational Radio Project, United Stales Office
ot Education
How School Broadcasting Unlta Study Their Listeners
Tracy F. TVIer, College of Bducatlon, University ot Minnesota
^|en
eneral Discussion

Warner

Bros.,

which

Is

interested

in Associated Music Publishers as
well as owner of KFWB, Los Anholds all but a minority
geles,
Transamerican stock,
portion
of
Rosenberg admitted. Of the 1,000
shares of no-par common, the film
company has 650, John L. Clark has
175 and Rosenberg has 175. All of
the 2,500 shares of $100 par preferred
held by WB.
Deatsch on Stand
Doubt about policies which will be
followed after CBS gains control was
voiced by Percy L. Deutsch, president of World. No discussions yet
whether the web will foUow NBC's

Hard

to Sell

expired or which never has been
protected is worth using or listening
to.
Song-plugging, particularly to
exploit forthcoming films, is a major
obstacle. He pointed out there has
been very little new music for many
years, with popular tunes pretty patternlzed, and protested against unfair use of phonograph records with
name bands. Unscrupulous broadcasters misrepresent their programs,
making listeners feel they are heai:ing live bands.
The ASCAP practice drew con-

bers of the trade body, the Langlois
Wentworth agreement with National Association of Broadcasters
does not require an increase in (he
supply of public domain music over
the Initial 100 hours unless there is
sufficient demand in advance, probers learned from Cyril O. Langlois, demnation from Langlois. Little"Etawho told of the difficulty In selling tlons are injured particularly, while
stations and the public on the idea the newspaper-owned plants have a
particular advantage through arof imcopyright times.
rangement waiving the fee on proUnder the agreement by which grams where music is not used.
NAB unloaded Its white elephant, Langlois was particularly tarked that
Lang- worth will round, out the first stations pay the copyright pool a
100 hours by adding 80 hours of its slice of what may bfe received for
own to the 20 hours previously programs embodying his firms' pubcanned by the trade org's Bureau of lic domain tunes.
Copyright, he said. But another 100
Denial that
discriminates
hours will be recorded only if there against indii recorders was entered
are 150 additional subscribers and by J, R. Poppele, chief engineer of
the other 100, hours giving a max- Radio Quality Group, which makes
imum of 300 hours of tax-free music platters for the Bamberger outlet
will be produced only when 200 and is owned likewise by
R. H. Macy
additional clients are signed up.
& Co. The Newark station has never
So far, Lang-worth has received restricted the right to make off-Une
discs
or
can
studio
presentations,
but
renewals of the prior agreements
with NAB from only 35 broadcast- imposes a nominal charge to cover
ers.
Originally 100-odd were com- additional expenses and requires outsiders
to
pay
wire
costs.
Explained
mitted to the Bureau of Copyright
the fee of $10 per program— with a
The cost of platters, iBxed in the $200-a-month maximum, which enagreement, probably will rise ables any recorder to can the
entire
because of higher talent charges,
output—is applied impartlali^.
Langlois warned. Pointed to the scale Station has put in
$16,000 worth of
of American Federation of Musicians extra equipment
to care for feeds
which now gets $18 a side instead to other recorders, he said, and is enof $50 for six hours as formerly
titled to a return on this investment
and the probability American Fed- Total business of Radio Quality
eration of Radio Actors will make Group last year was only
$25,000.
demands on the disc manufacturers.

b

'

WOR

—

—

'

NAB

WOR

—

Song PHigging
The two separate corporations
$100,000

worth of business

WIRE, Indianapolis
Indianapolis, AprU ,tS.

Baseball on
did

last year,

r

.WIRE, Indianapolis,

airs

American

baseball games played
Langlois told the FCC committee.
Hard time getting across the idea by Indianapolis fodians for fifth conthat music on which copyright has sec season.
I Association

3M

&m//es St
\WNAX
per fhousandF Where ?\ WmrseL

/^(//b

example and restrict privilege of
making off-line recordings and platters of studio shows to Its subsidiary.
He termed the off-line business ot
relatively minor importance (rom
World's point of view and expressed belief unions will boost the
cost to the extent it will become
increasingly less significant to the
trade in general.
With a gross of $1,500,000 in year
ended AprU 30, 1938, World gets the
bulk of its income from the manufacture of discs, Deutsch testified.
About $1,100,000 from this source
last year, chiefly from the library.
Production averages 12,000 pressings
a month, with 160 stations subscribing to the library service, 64 of them
indies, 38 CBS, 31 NBC, and 17 MBS.
World does not try to prevent subscribers from buying other services,
although there is exclusive provision
in its pacts, Deutsch maintained.
Restricting the library to one station
in each market does not prevent the
outlets from rounding out their program structure with waxed entertainment from other sources.
Networks aiid transcription firms
are not competitors, Deutsch maintained.
Seasonal and distribution
angles encourage wax commercials
and attract advertisers who would
find It unprofitable to buy network

no secret why prdgrams pay out
on WNAX. It's the station vwhera
5,000 watts do the Job of 50,000.
It's

Bnt, rates ore rig^t in Ilne^wlth tha
5,000 watts power.
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GREAT STATIONS OF THE GREAT LAKES
is:.;

St,T.;or.s.. Co'r.iiv.b;a

B rondc J.s

t

i

nq

Sy.stc.-t'.

charge applying solely to national
accounts,

company head

stated.

No

charge to stations who build local
programs around the
sponsored

World

WNAX
* And,

of

you

buy WISAX

can.

cottr$e,

in combination tuith

the Iowa Kelveork at

an exceptiomJly low

mem-

story-^70 K.C.

is

your primary daytime out719,500

let to 3,917,000 people
radio homes.

Those people—4n

—

states—Iowa,
Nebraslu, Minnesota, North and
year spent
last
South Dakota
$891,466,000 for the things you're
five

—

tr]^g to

rale.

sell.

WNAX rates

enable yon to buy these
719,500 radio families for as little as

3 1/3 cents per thousand. You ask
how? Just drop us a line, or call
your nearest Kalz~ Agency

VAIITOI,

WNAX
m
iff

library.

Despite the impression given

the

^pluB ideal soil and climatic conditions for radio transmission.

time.

World gets a 7%% cut from stations on sponsored transcription programs and a commission ranging
from 15% to 25% on the commercials
where it doubles as agency and station rep. Only fee for use of library
discs on commercials is a talent
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CANADIAN PROPAGANDA

Raise in License Resented in Palestine
Most of Added Funds Not for Programming—

Churches Will Beoson By Shortwave
With Germans, Italians
Toronto, April

^Multi-

United

Church of

Canada

make use of short wave
to make known to the
Germany and Italy, In

Linguialism Complicates

Speiser Org Intervenes
In France as Recording

Finns Assert Privilege

18.

will

broadcasts
peoples of

their own
languages, the desire In this country
to be friends and settle differences

TABIETT LONDOU

XdcpbsB* Xanpla Bar 0M1>SMS

BROKERAGE
IRKS AGENCIES

National Association of Performing
Artists has Intervened In

France In

IN

CANADA

a suit brought by two recording
companies there to restrain use of
without mutual destruction in war, it
their discs on three Fi'wch outlets.
annual
decided
at
was
unanimously
Head on GoY't conclave herd of the Canadian Herbert Speiser, of the NAPA coun- Major radio Montreal, April 18.
agencies are disturbed
sel, declared that the organization about the practice of small
church leaders.
time,
Keeping Part of Fees
Aim Is to Identity Canadian efforts has no objection to restraint of use brokers buying up chunks of time on
instead of of the waxhigs by rrlio stations, but local stations and jobbhig them out
with
universal
peace
a year instead of $2.50 as prevlcuslrfor spot announcements. If the
London, April 11.
militarism.
sit*
maintains that that privilege belongs uatlon Isn't adjusted,
Lea in the welter o; birthday t- -tthe
agency
men
BBC's collar of serfdom someings from everyone In the country,
to It and not to the disc manufac
propose to protest to the Canadian
the announcement made little splash times chafes a little so that It

HABBT ZINDEr

By

Jerusalem,

March

31.

WeU-Mannered Reproof

The Palestine Broadcasting Service
greeted its 40,000 license holders on
its third birthday (March 31) with
the announcement that from now on
radio licenses will cost owners $3.75

the local English daily, The
Palestine Post, picked It up and began hammering away at the local authorities.
They claimed that 'with
the economic position f the countiy
as it Is today another buck twentyfive is pretty steep. They lambasted
type of programs being put on the
air i i Palesti.ie, claiming that with
40,000 paying their $2.60 yearly much
Aiore could be done in the way of
until

entertainment

By BBCs

squawks against

revenue from radio
founding of corporation had produced $180,000,000, but of this BBC
had seen only $105,000,000, the government taking the rest
'As taxpayers,' he said to his public audience, 'when you pay your 10
lidenses

since

(the prlfe of annual license) 'do you regard it as a payment for services rendered or do
you regard it as an Instrument of
taxation from the government? That
is not a question for me to answer.'
shillings'

The PBS

authorities In a statement
to the press cald that the additional
$00,000 a year w:ould go to' military
and civic services including ship-toconununibation, avtelephonic
shore
iation two-way communication ai-d
such while $10,000 would be added
to the piogram budget
The present budget of the station
Including all technical staff is in the
neighborhood of $100,000 a year,
three-quarters of which Is for programs.
The matin difficulty faced
by the station is that it hai to put
out three programs a night one for
the Arabs, one for the Jews and
one for the English, all on the
transmitter and all within the same

GREECE ASKS
U

»me

budg

the

overlord,

Its

Director-general
F.
government
W. Ogilvie spoke a piece In this vein
at Liverpool when he explained that

S.

BIDS FOR

STATIONS

•.

Washington, April

18.

Association of Broadcasters.

turers.

MORE ABOUT

Suit was filed by Polydor and
Trans-Oceanic recording companies,
both subsids of American needling
firms, agahist radio stations Poste
Parisienne, Radio Cite and Radio 37.
It is similar to the Paul Whiteman
suit In this countiy, by which the
NAPA hopes to universally establish
the right of the recording artist to
Toronto, April 18.
regulate use of his work.
Manufacturers of aspirin will
Speiser said he does not expect the
probably declare a special dividend
once the curtain rings down on the French suit to go to trial, but that
Royal visit to Canada, Storm-trooper aa agreement will be reached before
tactics of
Canadian Broadcasting that tUne.
Corp. in affecting a monopoly of all
proceedings during .the trans-Canada
jaunt of Theh: Majesties is treading
on plenty of toe3> particularly among

ROYAL

VISIT

the owners and operators of independent stations. Concentration camp

BUDGET SHIFT

Nub of the agency men's plaint Is
that clients figure that they can save
Into these partlcl.

money by buyhig

pation programs instead of spotting
programs of their own. Although the
time brokers haven't weaned away
any Important accounts so far, the
agencies want to stymie anyflung
that might lead to kickbacks to accounts from the ttanebrokers.
.

CANADA

IN
Ken

F. W. Cooper, photographic
expert, to conduct forum for camera
fans over station CFCC starthig this

week.

tactics.

General letter has gone put from
headquarters here to all station managers across, the country that it
would be 'in good taste' for indies
carrying the Royal broadcasts to
omit commercial programs and spot
announcements hot only during the
time the King and Queen may be on
the ether, but 15 mins. before and
after the Royal pronouncements are
skedded.

Parizeau Is also handling newscast
Richelieu Cheese, seven times
weekly, over CKAC.
Translates
British United Press copy for Riche-

EMBARRASSES

for

CBC

lieu.

Toronto, April
of Premier

Refusal

18.

Hepburn

to

50%
American manufacturers of radio
According to the present program
broadcasting equipment have been of 15-minute chats by either, this re- jected public bulldbigs In Ontario
Invited by the Greek Government to solves Into a 45-minute sustaining will at least delay the construction of
of the cost of pro-

shoulder

lUTTHI

submit proposals for the Installation period for the

indies, with the
of two broadcast stations at Salonika tions taking It on the chin for
and .Jannina, American Commercial enue losses and the commercial
Attache at Athens Informed the De- gram talent also muzzled and
slimably losing out on their
partment of Commerce.

RHAP$9DYJM__
Tops

in

Theatres

PAUL

WHITEMAN
and

hi^

ALL-AMERICAN BAND
Pteirfnfl

•

* Poramouiit Theatre
Springfield,

MaM;

Five Days Starting April 20th

•
* Paramount Theatre
Newark, N. J.

Week of April 28th
TVME IN THE

CBESTERFtELD SHOW
CBS Caut.<to-Gout
Wedn(a<Uy», StSe E.S.T.

BOOKED EXCIiVSITELT BT
Artists Management, Inc.
17 Eait 46th St.
New York

MUrray

sta- the new $800,000 national headquarrev- ters contemplated here for the Canpro- adian Broadcasting Corp,
preOriginal Idea, on which CBC went
pay
ahead and paid $58,000 for the buildcheck.
ing site, engaged architects, etc.,
Well over 100 CBC commentators was that the Federal Government
and technicians, under the supervi- would pay half of the construction
sion of Bob Bowman, chief of the cost and Ontario would meet the
CBC special events department,' will other half, this In a Joint attempt to
handle the radio end of the Royal create employment

Contracts will Include two plants
for the generation of electricity,
to augment the undependable supply available at the sites of the pro.
posed two broadcasting stations, and
complete antennae and equipment
Definite instructions have
for airing transcribed programs from jup'-et.
gone out that, no hitch must mar t'^e
both stations.
'

Plan

event

10 kw. station at
Aboard two Canadian destroyers,
Salonika and a 5 kw. station at
Jannina, to be iised to- relay pro^ the Saguenay .and the Skeena, scores
grams from the IS kwj transmitter of announcers and technicians wiU
journey on May 13 to meet the
now in operation at Athens.
Greek Government has asKCd to H.M.S. Repulse when the British batreceive quotations listing separately tleship enters Canadian waters off
the cost of the survey in connection the coast of Newfoundland two days
with construction and installation of out of Quebec. Commentators for
CBC
equipment; specifications, approxi- this phase of the Royal visit are
mate delivery date of equipment and staff members who are on the naval
Members of ihi
officers' reserve.
terms of payment
engineering stafi will also be former
members of the Royal Navy.
»
«»
is

for a

.

-

MMMMMMMMM

M

Leap Frog

Hill 2-1888

I

London

Caffing

In order to broadcast the Royal
CBC will divide its special
events department into two groups
visit

C. B. Cochran's biggest chore yet which will 'leap-frog' each other.
emceeing of biographical When one group is in Quebec coverlife of Jerome Kern.
ing the arrival, the other will be In
Montreal making arrangements to
Mason's Herb Beer, Normandy, broadcast activities there. The QueSmith's Advertising Agency, on be- bec contingent will then jump
half of Newball
Mason, placed the straight to Ottawa after the Royal
contract with IBC.
arrival at Quebec.
When Their'
Majesties leave Montreal, the second
Phillips Dental -Magnesia renewed group will hot-foot for Toronto.
Normandy contract for another year. Same method will be used across
Agency Is C. Mitchell
Canada to the Coast and then back
Co.
^
again.
'

WBAL
tmam SuiineU
ut'SaiUmcle.

'

here burning

officials

Moose Jaw Has Own Plan
For Royal Ceremonies
Moose Jaw, Sask, April 18.
Officials, at CHAB here are busy
to broadcast
ceremonies in connection with the
'

making preparations

visit of King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth to this ci.y .on JSay 25.
Moose Jaw to be the only city .where
evening welcome will be accorded
their Majesties during the Canadian mn«iMRiraBainims:

EOWiiMpniir

T. 6. Wicklund, special events director in charge of CBC broadcasts
originating from various stopping
places along the royal route, passed

&

'

-

will

radio stations in the British Empire
will johi the CBC national network.
Also of prime importance to the
Empire will be the broadcast of the
King's speech at Ottawa on May 18
(3 p.m. EDST), when he unveils the
National War Memorial and rides at
the head of the Royal Canadian Dragoons and the Princess Louise Dragoons for the trooping of the color

-Bldf» Sett Toik

CBC

the Federal wires.

tour.

speak five times
during his stay in Canada; such
points are Quebec, Ottawa, Winnepeg, Victoria, and Halifax. The big
event will be the Empire Day broadcast from. Winnipeg on May 24, when
His Majesty will climax his Canadian
tour In an address for which all

tUaaniMBt
ED -wour

frantic.

In radio is

The King

-

Sudden about-face of F'remler
Hepburn, which has resulted In
lopping, .off millions of dollars In
public works estimates, now has the

program oh

&

BKO

.

A cai

ON THE NBC RED NETWORh

through city last week. Moose Jaw
will not be included on the national

TO COTEB

network as a pickup pohit when the
King and Queen pay brief visit to

GREAT BRITAIN

city,

VOV

he informed CHAB.

A^ result local station is making
elaborate, plans to give event complete coverage on Its own. Pickups
will be made by at ^east four different microphones stationed along
route to be followed by royal procession through city.
Regal party scheduled to arrive in

Moose Jaw by
and following

NORMANDY
Fall FartlcDlan of Air Time sad
Talent from

Intemational Broadcasting
Coii^)an7, Ltd,

train at 9 pjn. M.S.T.

reception

official

by

civic authorities will drive at head
of ten cars up city's main thorough-

fare between
45,000 persons.

expected

north region
program producer, readying special
•Callhig New York' effort for AprU
23, to he booked on to the American
on Parliament Hill. This colorful webs as U.K's greeting
to the World
event will undoubtedly be listened- Fair.
Aims to give comprehensive
in by the majority of Britishers
impression of British life and charthroughput the Empire.
acter, and program will mix bits
One interesting broadcast of the from all parts
of the coimtry.
Royal visit will be the running of
the King's Plate in Toronto.
The
date of this turf classic has been present the gold plate which
his
changed to May 22 to coincide with grandfather; Edward VII, presented
the visit .of Their Majesties. On the as an award, with 50 guineas. In percompletion of the race, the KingwUl petuity.
•

.

-

•

•

37,

Portland Place, London, W.I.

crowd of

BBC

D. O. Bridson.

BTOSI VSE

RADIO

.

.

Dear

NBC

:

"WILL
TOV LOVE
ME IN DECEMBER AS
YOU DO IN MAY?"

"DON'T FORGET"

ALLEN PRESGOTT
Fridays, 8-8:30 P.M.,

WJZ

—

—

RADIO

Wednesday, AprU 19, 1939

VARIETY

4S

CRITICIZES BLUE

n

HfPILIIITES'

receive their full commercial rate
less discounts from the advertiser
rather than the lower network rate
of
i>ased on the fact that the
station is taking a program off as an
accommodation to the advertiser and
time which It does not have to sell
that advertiser through NBC un^er
its contract,' the Bay Stater ..sserted.

VIEWS

3m%

BY PROBE

He spoke particularly about the
General Mills problem.
With the

suffered from -lack of revenue and
lack of programs on the Blue and
probably some of the supplement-

farther to accomplish a really constructive solution than any effort by
the Commission to formulate in advance regulations which would reContrasts
quire a degree of omniscience which
To illustrate his complaint and: I am afraid the government does not
display,'
WFIL operator
suggestion, Shepard compared the always
gloomed.
operations of his Bed and Blr; outAdmitting tue rates vary, he
Although he feels competition
lets.
revealed that during the week ended from web managed and operated
April 1 WN.'X (Red) received $5,078 plants sometimes is 'a little bit
for carrying chain commercials, while tough,' Shepard argued vigorously
(Blue) got only $655, and against any move in the direction of
WICC (Blue) a mere $378. The Bos- government rate regulation. Doesn't
ton station rate is $400, WEAN's is want to see it in any degree. His
WICC's is $160.
tieefs were about the large discbunts
and
$200,
'The effect on the stetion on a Red granted by WEEI, competing CBS
network basic contract is, I believe, outlet in Boston, and the differential
as fair a contract as probably can be rate on spot business on WBZ'NBC uses WBZA, the NBC Boston-Springfield
drawn,' Shepard said.
practically all the option hours, ex- duet. While the published rate for
cept a few on Saturday morning and both of the latter stations together
It produces very good is $640 for web programs, national
afternoon.
revenue for the station; programs advertisers can buy the two for $400,
fed to It are a great help to the he noted. This borders on the edge
of unfair trade.
The WEEI disstation in securing other business.'
Where Blue outlets are tied up by counts run up to 38 or 39% against
exclusive contracts, they are in a the general trade maximums of
thus
being
25%,
equivalent
to a
serious predicament, Shepard com-,
plainied.
His plants need the bol- lower rate for spot users of the CBS
stering available through the Mu- outlet, he explained.
Elxduslve pacts are good under
tual tie-up, although NBC has balked
at releasing unused time so WICC some circumstances, and the FCC
can carry MBC commer- should not attempt to lay down a
cWd
For several months he has hard and fast rule about tiiem, both
cials.
disregarded the NBC contract to' air IRNA leaders said, Shepard noted
that when the web doesn't use much
one MBS feature, he admitted.
Restrictions in NBC contracts must of the optioned time, stetions suffer
be waived in some circumstances, if from being tied to a single chain. He
the local outlets are to keep alive, doubted the possibility that webs
can
take
can guarantee affiliates a certain
Shepard advised.

D.CAPPEALS

arles.'

Rosenbaum of WFIL Also 6:30 Sunday night spot already filled,
WNAC offered to record the- 'Grouch WEAN
Expound! IRNA Ideas
Club' and play it at another time,
But Shies Away from Gov- possibly Monday, he said. Arrange-

emmmt

agreeable to General Mills,
but acceptable to NBC only if the
got its regular slice and Shepsatisfied with the 37%%

Attorneys' Impli- ment was

That Uncle Sam web

cations

ard was

Should Step In

rate.'
It's

the BlDC

After explaining the distribution of
time between the chain and the affiliate, the Yankee-Colonial operator
agreed the network demands are

PAY OFF
Washington, April

reasonable in the case of the Rei. and
are essential to chain operation. But
in view of the big blocks of unsold
time reserved for the Blue, the ar-

18.

Excessive network' demands on
time of affiliated outlets, curbing
tfaelr opportunities to develop sp ^t
and'' local business and put on community service programs, brought
complaints to the FCC last week, but
kickers shied away from the idea of

rangement is
and Blue affiliates must tie up with
another wet) as his Providence an
Bridgeport transmitters have done—
revgovernment determination liow webs in order to be sure of adequate

wholly unsatisfactory-

—

enue.
'I think the network is entitled to
it if they prove that they can use it,
but I think there is too big a gap
between the amount of time on
which they have an option and the
amount of time which experience has
shown they need or can use,' he as-

and stations should adjust their relations.

Summoned

Commish

witnesses,
John Shepard III and Samuel It
Rosenbaum related the principal
as

'

peeves of Independent Radio Net-

'

WEAN

WNAC
work affiliates when FCC attorney
program from New York, provided
F»King Funkhouser sought to show serted.
it is not fed simultaneously to other
the vicious chain practices and lay
The free-time provisions need adgroundwork for government regula- justment in the case of the Blue web, stations except in New England and
New York, and under the Red pact
tion of web expansion and operation.
he maintained. Unfair to force afTw J IRNA leaders argued, however, filiates to carry chain commercials can- tie other NBC stations into rethat possibilities of voluntary negotiations should

in the gratis hours and hot give them'
be exhausted before
more programs in the period when

the government steps

in.

Bulk of the wailing about chain demands came from Shepard, who was

NBC

Blue
particularly critical of
contracts, but said the Red arrangements are satisfactory in view of the
amount of sponsored chain business.
Revealed wide differences In rev-

NBC

alue from the two

combos.

Network habit of asking

affiliates

carry chain commercials during
local option time at the
lower network rate is exasperating,
S)iepard testified.
He yelped particularly' about his inability to work

io

station

—

—

out arrangement so that

'WNAC, his

they will receive compensation.
'As soon as you get over the hump
of the free hours, and then get
over the hump of the 20% hours,
then you start getting a good payment from the network,' probers
were advised. "You don't on the
Blue, because of the limited amount
of commercial time sold on the Blue.
It materially affects the revenue of
the station due to the fact that most
of the time used as free hours the
nd when they
station gets nothing,
do it is on the basis usually, very
seldom above the 20% figure.
'I have long felt and have so ex'
pressed myself to NBC that it would
be a much fairer proposition to til.e
the first hour free, the second hour
at 20%, the third hour at 30%, the
next hour at 37"/4%, and th^n go

he

Rosenbaum agreed

that

desir-

the

an exclusive clause hinges
on conditions in each instance, preferring no regulation.
As Funkhouser voiced skepticism
grams.
that IRNA can accomplish much
The amount of money that is paid toward adjusting the time problem,
to stetions on the Blue network Is Rosenbaum said the Indies feel there
pretty small and they need other is a chance of thrashing out differsources of program revenue in order ences along' general policy lines at
to make enough money to do a real round-teble parleys.
Some CBS afgood broadcasting job,' he com- filiates feel that, potentially at least,
mented.
they are tied up too tightly, but the
Blae Inferior
chain has been very cooperative and
Comparing the two NBC skeins, there are no serious complaints,
Shepard told the probers there Is WFIIi owner said.
Options occano evidence the Blue ever will equal sionally are excessive, however.
If practices which adversely affect
Sustainings on the "Plue
the Red.
are inferior and it is almost impossible to build up an audience
with the lower grade programs to
compete with the Red. He saw no

gional web. That's
lants
cause some
can't sell

much

fair,

said, be-

ability of

in small cities
local time and can

accommodate the extra network pro-

Boston Red outlet, can carry General
Mills' Grouch Club, handing network
critics potent ammunition for possign that NBC is laying dovm on the
sible fight 'over legislation stiffening
job, crediting the network with agthe government's supervision over
chain performances.
back to Uie next hour free again, up gressive and conscientious efforts to
commercials for the Blue out',1 do feel in a case where NtiC Is
until you used up your free hours, obtain
But is convinced 'it is neceslets.
r^uesting time, thdt is the station's which would give NBC an opportun
sary for the Blue network stations to
option time, for a program the sta- Hy when they did use the numtion canH or won't clear at that time, ber of hours they really should, to have more option hours and fewer
and the advertiser wants the star make the payments to the stations network option hours until such
tion, then if the station makes a re- the same.
It wouldn't affect the time as a fair proportion of the network option hours are used by the
cording off the line they should be payment to a Red network basic ste'
entitled to make the contract for the tion one iota to do it that way. -It network.'
Despite his dissatisfaction, the artime direct with the advertiser and would help out the stations that ha :
rangements with the Blue are more
desirable than those which he formerly had with CBS. Describing
CBS demand for option on all time
.

number of commercial hours and
suggested that freedom to tie up with
another chain is a better solution to
the problem in some situations.

when he yanked

his stations

The License

UPHOLDS FCC
Washington, April

18.

String of judicial reprimands for
the FCC was broken. Monday (17)
District of Columbia Court of
Appeals decision upholding -ttie right
to grant a- new hearing on the application of WKZO, Kalamazoo, for
full time with a directional antenna.
Judges, who recently spanked the
Coinmish for reopening proceedings
improperly, this week tossed out the
complaint of WOW, Omaha, that
rules had been disregarded in grant*
Ing the Michigan stetion. the privilege for which it has been .fighting
more than five years.

by a

WOW

The
complaint was not wellfounded Inasmuch as there was
ample notice the Commish regarded
the application favorably when the
second hearing was' held in 1036, the
decision said. Omaha stetion complained that the Commish In effect
granted a permit different from that
prosecuted, inasmuch as the original
plan was to build antennas 120 feet
shorter than the stendards adopted
18 months after the Initial proceeding—require.' There was no injury
in -not requiring amendment of the

—

application,

and

falling to

have

still

Another public trial after the standards were promulgated; Chief Justice D. Lawrence Groner maintelned.
,

the public interest aren't remedied
by voluntary effort Congress or the
Commish should 'take cognizance' of
the situation, Rosenbaum agreed, but
the industry ought to have a reasonable chance to work out Its own salvation.
Some progress being made
on several important Issues, notebly
allowing the nfflllatfB mpre time to
cover local events, particularly politics;
preventing the chains frrm
dtmiping too many sustelnlng talks
on station time; and limiting continuity.

He opposed government

ef.

forts to set program standards, predicting the National Association of
Broadcasters will be able to handle
this problem.

Plate Says "Ohio"

BUT...

from

the CBS— in contrast with the NBC
formula, he remarked 'we couldn't
see it'

WOW

develops talent.

acouts recendy "dUcovered"

Sober,

and

Talent

WOW't Ray

ahowB out of ChicagOf
Jettahee Ann HopkinSf now

now on

WOW't

five

her

Ironacribing

'*]angles"

program

as

"Adopted Daughter'" in New York.

WOW
talent scomUs.

Blair

&

is

a

field

fertile

for

Ask us or our **reps" John

With both Shepard and RosM'
baum, the Commish attorney had
any backing for the
idea of government supervision over

Their Gas and Oil Are

They said
web-affiliate relations.
that sometimes the network and
sometimes the station has the advan'
tage in bargaining over contracts

Bought

difficulty getting

'It

Co.

WOW
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

would

service to the public if there was too
much regulation by the; Commis'I think it is
sion,' Shcnard opined.
a matter that can be. worked out l>etween the committees of IRNA and
the networks,'
Rosenbaum took the same view
about Funkhouser's suggestions the
FCC Should step in to adjust the

Sincerely yours.

Government
web-outlet situation.
should encourage the parties to at'

I

Mnager.
BADIO SUTldir tot

New England

in

depending on local conditions—and
doubted any rule can be promul
gated which would work satisfactorily.
Particularly on division of There Is nothing turprUihg In tyiu
time and compensation. Public in
ituation. Gaa and oil are bought
terest is promoted by any web tie- where a car la operated— not where
up, because of improved program It is regiatered. And because New
England it within easy motoring
service.
dittance of 72% of the oountry'a
delay in many cases
population,

ume

3,000,000

viait

it

during •ummer months. Thejr apend
oyer $600,000,000 in New England
for raoreational needi.

of

them

WTIC

A Bummar program over
offers a unique opportunity to secure
bonut coverage at no extra

An

Farr 1B39 axpeeta olota
to

17.000,000

Many
tham

New

vlaltora.

thouaanda
will vliit

of

WTIC'i

England

thia

aummar.
Four yeara ago we ran
thia advertlaament.

most of these people
Naturally, too, moat
radio.
litten to WTIC.

Naturally

have a

The New York Worid'3

coat.

audience of 1,500,000 In the
tempt a more satisfactory agreement primary coverage area; 680,000 additional in the aeeondary coverage
instead of trying to dictate.
area; (Jansky and Ballay durvay
effect of
'I' believe that the moral
figures). And a auaat audience, of
an encouragement by the Comhils- many hundreds of thouiandt more.
sion and their expression of con- All
with purchasing 'power far'
fidence in the Industry will go much above the average.

waa

It

true then.
It'a
Juat aa true todayl

Iionb
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BINQ CBOSBT. SPOI^TSCASTEB
Ts.

Boper Panch

SnsUlnlnir

Tuesday, 12:48

a,

m.

Eight Caballeros

Coming

into

—

be did the preliminary color .stuff.
with commendable poise, clarity
pertinence.
It was a lark for
the' screen-radio singer.
He had
more reason to be there in his role
than Roper had.
There was plenty of stalling In
getting the punch under way. As if
the promoters wanted to substitute

And
and

British Blueprint Novelty

s Cantos, Joel

New York
New York

Quinines, William H. Furlong,
Senor G. Hawley Si Ben Fold's
around one
orch.
a. m., this broadcast of the absurd
two-minute squaring off between 25- 39 Mins. ^Local
ear-old Joe Louis and 36-year-oId Sustaining
Jack Roper was dull radio, as it must Monday, 6 p. Ta.
have been dull watching. At least KMOX, St. Lonis
A one-shot program -'ranged by
the radio listeners only gave up some
Bleep to keep awake that long. What Program Director Chester B. Renier
Invested the occasion with some cu- as a contribution to pro noting good
riosity appeal was the appearance of will between the North American reBing Crosby as a sportscaster. He publics was in the nature of a
didn't actually handle the 'fight,' but travelogue of Old M<:xlco, with mu-

.'fVJZ-NBC,

Wedpesdayt Apr3 19, 1939

FIESTA'
WiUi Six Singing Senorltas, Mary Alcott, Shumate Bros. Carol Gay,

sical accompaniment and all of the
station's
talent,
except
Pappy
Cheshire's hillbilly galaxy which

Backstage Wife' (WEAF, 4 p.m.)
weaves a tangled snarl of people sore
at each othe°r, misunderstanding, jealous,

and having

little spiteful

clashes.

All this against the background of a
theatrlcol career for several of the
characters, and the financial backing
of a theatrical production by persons
whose wilful notions complicate life.
It's all phoney-genteel, utterly unre-

and, for the
Inner, hard to follow.
alistic

casual tuner-

'

The

Guiding LIcht' Is part of the
NBC message of Procter .& Gamble.
It concerns a minister, Rev; Tom
Bannlon, who loves a girl, Mary, who
was done wrong. by a newspaper columnist named Ted. Ted left Mary,

done here. All

'

'

ber, displayed his

^ey

regional stations will have a part of it Linked at
Broadcasting House, London, by producer Francis Worsley, from the
dramatic control panel items from north, south, east and west will
follow each other In non-stop succession.
Syd Walker in an item called 'Mr. Walker Wants to Meet You,' and,
accompanied by Ernest Dudley, who authored all the 'Band Waggon*
scripts, will go on tour in search of people whom listeners, as much as
he, should be glad to meet up with. The Western Brothers, comedy
duo, have been booked for the first three programs, and -Will appear as
The News Narks,' hitting the headlines of the day's news with shafts
of rhyming wit All other sections of the. program will be contributed
from the BBC branches.
From the Midlands, David Gretton Is organizing a tour of taverns
In whose taprooms, backyards or bars customers play games of peculiar
local significance; .item will be called 'Inn-door Sports,' and will run
seven or eight minuses each week. Pastimes he will unearth include:
shove halfpenny, skittles, bagatelle, marbles, 'quoits tmd tip-cat
E. M. Delafield has written four family sketches -which will form tha
West's contribution, each being self-contained. Scotland will put over
a 'One-Man Revue,' not for reasons of thrift but because it. has an
artist Imown as Ian Sadler, vrho contrives tmasslsted to provide a
complete entertainment of impressions, songs,. sketches and what have
you, Northern Ireland's first contribution will be the first of the folks
Mr. Walker wants to meet Tommy Thompson, who sings topical
rhymes In the Ulster Weekly' program from Belfast

'

ticularly a chap like Whitley, whose
work and ideas have put him in con
tact with top names of many countries, so the hour had much color,
though its continuity failed to build

'BLUEGBASS BREVITIES'

Richard Hlmber on the Reld iceWith Robert Hutsell's Orchestra, cream show seems to be suffering
Chuck Hnrta, Alan Jackson
from George Washington Hlll-ltls.
Novelty Huslo
Fast gait of Himber's dance gallops
15 MIns.
almost makes listener suspect it's a
an outstandingly romantic program. Wednesdays, 3:45 pjn.
road company of the Luclqr Strike
Cis Courtneidge and Jack Hulbert, WHAS-CBS, Lonlsville
formula.
The answer, of course,
•speaking from their dressing room
A bright 15-minute concoction of must be the sponsor, because Hlmat the Palace as Cliff's early friends, novelty
tunes
and Instrumental ber Is himself—that distinctive "pyraset the pace, and others who came to combos evolved from the WHAS mid' style—on his Studebaker tranthe mike for a personal word were house band, directed by Bobby Hut- BCrlotlons.
Sir Francis Towle, Naunton Wayne sell, who Is responsible for the arBut for those who don't know or
and Eve Becke, and 'Whispering' rangements. Program Is piped to reason out the wherefores and whyJack Smith sent a greeting by spe- the CBS net as a pleasant afternoon fores of behlnd-the-mlkeltis, they
cial recording from Hollywood.. Re- filler.
must be wondering what's happened
cordings were also Introduced of
'Deserted Ballroom' opened, an to Himber.
Maurice Chevalier, Sophie Tucker, interesting atmospheric arrangement
Krelsler and John McCormack, and which musical portrayed the title
Warner ^ros.-produced sustalner,
an effective igag was to borrow Mi- faithfully. Number has a ghostly 'Grouch Club,' sponsored for the first
chael Standing from 'In Town To
theme In a minor strain, and sounds time coast-to-coast (General Mills'
night' programs to give a commen- Interesting, as a novelty fantasy. KIx breakfast food Is the payer-

tary of Chevalier's arrival in 1932.
when Whitley paid him $45,156 for

a two-week

stand.-

Whitley himself did most of the.
explaining, sounding completely at
home before the mike, kidded along
by variety .dept's emcee, Lionel
Gamlin, but reason program failed
completely to Jell was on account of
it being a composition of so many
bits and pieces.
Adelaide Hall, for
example, did a couple of snatches,
but Just as. her Intense, satisfying
technique was beginning to roll
around the ears she. was faded out
for

more gab.

So

it

was with the

others.
In his

wind-up spiel,' Incidentally,
mentioned his plans for
putting on a big-scale musical in the
west End with two major stars
Whitley

<

'

ometlme

'

in the year.

GENE O'HAIBE
Talk
.J
16 Hf ins.. Local

YANKEE CIGABS
& Sat,,

Tuea., Thurs.

WGT,

SUSA pjn.

Sohnectady

(BBD&O)

Two

'Sports Roundups'

by O'Halre

heard in new

series were a bit tame.
Mo fat bits of information nor was
there any unusual style shown. PrO'
grams seemed to be mainly snips
from wire reports and local releases

—

faces local competition
from, or at least comparison with,

°

WGY

dialers
O'Halre, familiar to
of previous sportscasts
for other tobacco accounts, possesses
a splendid voice and a smooth de-.
sell
mlker. he
miKer.
ne can seu
Gi«de
livery.
livery, uraae
advertising—setup calls for a minute!
midway plug by him—well. Jaco. 1

A
a

somewhat slow, partly due

to To-wn
Hall's lack of theatrical equipment,

Emery displayed kids with a surprising amount of genuine talent If
anybody's' worried, the performance
served to remind professional observers that without weeping at the
grave of vaudeville, there's still plenbut

ty of promising performers growing
up.
Among tne best items was a
troop of negro boy scouts from HarBetween the moments of ballyhoo, lem that whammed 'Shortnin' Bread'
HImt>er's instrumentalists do their across.'
Being primarily radio kids, many
Stuart Allan has
stuff attractively.
one vocal spot on each skimmer and of the performers used the wrong
number greasepaint in the -wrong
Jaco.
fills it nicely.
spots. Purple eye-shadow got a bad
ers, like.

'COUNTRY HOME HOUB'
Magailna
45 MIns.

PABTICIPATINO
Mondays, 5 p. m.
Radio Normandy (France)
Smartly compiled magazine program for hick appeal. Douglas McDonald Hastings rates bows as edi'
tor of the program, tor the untiring
ease with which he puUs rabbits >out

WB

bill

and otherwise
Jaco.

Libel Suit Vs.

WINS

Susanna Welchbrodt filed an appliexamine Hearst 'Radio of-'
N. Y. supreme coiurt in order
to help her frame a complaint
made.
Sports
fans
here
presslon
abouts are Inclined to be critical of against them.
anv miker.
She claims libel In a broadcast

by reason

House' kid program into Town Hall
Saturday night (15) under the auspices of the John Purroy Mltchel
American Legion Post Tickets were
for charity and not sold at the boxoffice, so that squared the Gerry Society on the performance. Emery's
kids range from six to near-adults.
Show was not broadcast'
Entertainment
was necessarily

beats,

MONET

—

Roundup

KIDREaTAL
Bob Emery, tha 'Big Brother* of
WOR, New- York, took his 'Rainbow

beating.

Performances were given' afternoon and evening and should enhance

the standing of this five-year
kid program, which has a big following with the mothers of future Shirley Temples. And, sure nuff, a replica of the latter miss showed up,
complete In Crinoline hoop skirt and
bonnet and Just crying for Bill Robinson.

'DR.

Land.

'

L

Q.'

Low

Valentine, Allan C. Anthony, Garry Morflt, Gene Kemper,Bert Igou, Bob Klotaardson, Robert

With

Enoch

-

'

Douglas filled it Monday through following week's
Saturday with baseball dope from assisting, Is okay.
New York on NBC last season.

Leo BoUey's year-rounder for Tydol
on 6>49 block alternating days. Latter probably operates on a larger
budget but pays off in the sharp im'

sufficient, but Grauer also drum
in that incisive manner advertising agencies, if not aU listen-

be

WB

run-of-the-^mill stuff woven into
scripts -without particularly distinctive touches.
After the baseball
season opens, mere details as to
scores, etc., probably will be suf
flclent to hold attention. Right now,
however, more digging for jpipeline
news and Slicker continuity would
pay
Pickup
help, Broadcasts should carry some always perfect, but size of theatre
individual imprint
(3.800-senter) probablv responsible.
Spot is excellent for sports Paul Lofink, delivering midway plug for

'

these circumstances, may be questionable strategy, perk g up listener's attention at outset, and flattening it when no commentary is forthcoming. Thomas voices cmoothly two
rather lengthy blurbs. These should

'Sweet Sue,' received sparkling treat- offer), w,as importantly spotlighted
brigade, followed as the newest comedy show on the
by, .'Doll Dance,' utUlzhig only the air via WEAF-NBC, hitting the east
woodwinds and strings.
Chuck at 6:30 p.m. Sunday night (16), but
Hurta, scraped the gut to good effect somehow It all didn't come off.
with 'Wildcat' a typical Joe VenuU Starring Grouchmaster Jack Leshot fiddle novelty, and selections couUe, with Arthur Bryan and Leon
from Naughty Marietta, bringing in Leonardl's band. It was hit 'n' miss. of the hat
Opens with a brief talk sponsored
principal melodies of that show Show has been susta ining for almost
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,' 'Sweet a year now out of KFWB, the War- by National Union of Farmers, disMystery of Life,' 'Falling in Love ners' Hollywood station, from whence cussing agricultural points of genWith Someone,' and "Sing, Sing, this commercial also emanates, and eral' application; then a 'recipe ex<
in which two housewives
Sing,' wound up the stanza.
some of It has been condensed into ch^ge'
swapped ideas for the table; then a
Alan Jackson handled the anshorts, but on Its "first commerpiece about poultry farming (sponnouncing end okay.
cial teeoff the effect was shy of the
Hold.
sored by and introducing FuI-o-Peck
mark.
meal);
puzzle
comer stuff with quesHighlight was the sequence having
FOB WOBDS'
to do with the 'free library' (which tions for listeners to ponder; Take
With Tip Cqmlng
It or Leave If a Ripley item telling
was one of the better
Spelling
shorts in true but tall yams of
the countrythis series), but in the main m.c.
30 MIns.; Local
Jack Lescoulie sounded as if he'd side (backed by Wakeley's Hop
BOXT CLEANERS
been listening too assiduously to Manure); hints on managing the
Wednesday, 9 p. m.
Jack Benny. Even his tone inflection vegetable patch, with listeners told
WABT. Albany
they
can
get
a
special
I.B.C. chart
Srwnsored spelling bee program tlps^that off, plus the style with the
mailing a request with postage
from Palace theatre. Setup: compe- fSf*y comnwnd, "Play Leonard!!', a la by
(Ryder's Seeds look after this sectition between teams of five from 'Play Phil Harris!' The Grouchmastion); and an Item called 'Rural EngState and Federal departments, area ter also makes a crack about Vhile
land,' retelling old stories and legcolleges and local organizations,, dur- you folks are tuned In to this staends, on this occasion the history of
ing Initial 20 minutes. And volun- tion waltin>; for Jack Benny to come
•swan upping' on the Thames, that
teering by patrons. In their seats, on rlghr after us.'
strange process whereby a regular
during next six. Cash prizes.
Gene Krupa's orchestra was on the census and check of all the ewans
Wordmaster Corning handled himIs carried out by specially appointed
air
Saturday
night
at midnight from
self pretty well, and should improve.
chat on dogs, in which BritOne thing program should do Is em- the Hotel Shermaa Chicago. Date officials;
ish movie hound 'Scruffy' was feaploy round-the-neck cards or other vra? the first anniversary of the
means of identification. George Lo- band's debut. Krupa's crew bas un- tured, rounded off program irt which
excellently recorded and thoughtr
flnk, of Fabian staff, had introduced derfcone many changes in personnel
fully selected music made an effeccontestants by name, but without city in that time and seemingly always
tive link between items.
or address. Coming could not on for the better. Crew Impresses as a
subsequent rounds address them ex- clean, well-balanced bunch naturally
cept as "a young lady,' 'a man,' etc. dominated by Its leader's drums. Not
TOD WILLIAMS
Identity Is of greater importance on too heavily, however, that the skins
News Review
a local station than on networks, al- throw the rest off kilter.
Band has settled Into a style which, 15 MIns.; Local
though latter
heed.
not

ment by the brass

11.

BBC

probably can't play Mexican tunes,
combines to put it over in o.k. style.
Starting off with 'Fiesta' by a chorus
and orch Marvin E. Mueller, gabfamlllaritv with
f Spanish tongue by reeling off a and'the pastor would like to move In.
Introductions of celebrities for the lot of words and then translating But he's a timid, self-abasing soul.
lack of action expected in the ring. them into English as he Introduced I'm-not-good-enou.gh-for-you, Mary,
It was a ;orry affair by any standard, the first of several speakers, all of Is his line.
Which Is apparently
hardly bothered much to talk whom used about all the superlatives good enough for the afternoon audiabout the splendor of the sport, al- in the book to describe the wonders ence,
although Crosby did bouquet, with- of our southern neighboring republic.
out illusions, the hopefulness of
Harry Salter .subbed for Eddie De
WlUiam H. Furlong, San Antonio, Iiange on the Phil Baker program,
Roper. Mark Kelly's remark when
the contender was promptly counted U. S. representative of the Mexican and Lud Gluskin dlsolaced Artie
out was 'the fight Is over, but it was government's national highway dept. Shaw's bounce band with the Robert
a corker while it lasted.' That must: was sent here especially for Uie Benchley-Old Gold show over the
go into the record as a model of mas- broadcast and he not only described past week-end. In both Instances it
terly covering up for fight promotion many of the scenic wonders of the was a case of sweet dansapatlon recoimtry, but also told how good placing swingo exponents. In both BICHABD HIBIBEB'S ORCHESTRA
press agentry's high-low.
roads, good accommodations, reason- cases It seemed uo to standard and.
Boy, fetch the atomizerl
Land.
With Lowell Thomas
able rates, etc., could be obtained If anythln<r. an enhancement In that
Discs
In that country. Pancho the jam didn't distract from the main 15 MIns.
fMIDNIGHT AND OTBEB FOL- anywhere
Scanlon of the National Railway of comedy nurpose In hand. At any STDDEBAKEB
LIES'
Mexico was another who^ disserta- rate, both shows progre.<ised more M-W-F; 8
p. n.
With CUirord WblUey, Sir Francis tions were
Instructive and Interest- smoothly, although again the stylized WABT, Albany
Tawle, Elaa
Maefarlane, Jack ing.
stooifery was the keynote.
Jackson, Adelaide Hall, Nanntmi
(Roche, Williams it Cunnyngham.)
In between the talks and the readDeLange alle'tedly objected to
Wayne, Eve Becke, Jack Hnlbert ing of
telegrams, interchanges be- stooging for Baker's quippery, and
Richard Himber's orchestra furand Cicely Conrtneldge
tween Mexican and American offi- the program reputedly figured that nishes the entertainment and Lowell
Biographical
cials, Mary Alcott warbled 'Clelito a house combo like Harry Salter's, Thomas teams with Ben Grauer In
60 Hins.
Lindo"^ and 'La Golondrina,' and In heavier on the strin.es, would work delivering the plugs tor Studebaker's
Taesday (28), S pjB.
the latter sounded more like a out for the better. It's one up for low-price entry, the Champion, on
BBC, London
senorita than
the first. Carol the sponsor this time.
transcriptions turn tabled- over variProgram was aimed to do honor Gay, one of during
-the station's femme
Ditto, In the shift of Benchley to ous stations three nights weekly. Not
to Cliff Whitley, who put the mod- commentators, took
at Inter- the Coast. Lud Gluskin's super-ar- a smash quarter hour, but combinaem floor show on London's map. viewing one of thea turn
visitors and raneements. leaning on the good- tion of Himber's music and Thomas'
Compilation was after the fashion brought out some
music
rather
iUumlnatlng
than
the
let-go
side,
facts
attraction for
nE^ne should pro-ve
to which BBC is' partial; - dragging about Mexico. One
of the bright blended welL In both instances, too, a segment of listeners.
In as many personalities as time al- spots was when
Feld's orch switched the moestros were properly spotDialers may be disappointed, after
lowed, and recalling, by music or from Mexican tunes and
the lighted by the comics throush judi- opening
announcement to find
gags,
incidents
In
his
upward aid of the Six Senoritas enlisted
in socking cious crossfire. Ifldding of the sur- Thomas cast solely in role of a spielcareer. There's usually plenty gla- over 'Ferdinand
name (as In Gluskin's case), ete.
the BuUL'
Sahu.
'Featuring' his name, under
er.
mour about these personalities, par'.

Revue

London, April

When BBC starts In with its new Wednesday night 'Roundabout' on
May 3, it is aimed to be the most comprehensive variety program yet

cation to

flclals in

over

WINS

1938, at

the

week

of

March

which time she claims

it

stated that the separation she

won from her: husband
was
r T
t
,

separation, but
illegal bride.

tliat

10,

was
had

—

not
she had been an

.

fortunately, doesn't call for the blare

which might be expected from an

NORTHI.AND MILK CO.

Dall y, 7:3* a.ni.
WTON, HInneapoIls-St: Paul

30 MIns.

MARS CANDY, INC.
Mon.

9:30 p.

m.

KWK, St Loub
(Grant)

The debut

of this audience p:.rtlci-

pation qulzzer over a group of 16
southern, midwestem and western,

stations on NBC Blue occurred from
& Marco S.OOO-seater Fox
Monday (10) with KWK originating.
It was a good stunt for the station
to make a tie-in with the Fox Instead

-Fanchon

mimidpal auditorium as It enabled the customers to get two shots
for their admission fee. The bankroller is pretty liberal for in addition to doling out approximately $700
in cash for correct answers, also
dished out cartons containing 24 bars
of Milky Way candy and two ducats
to the following week's screen show
to those who fiunked.
With five station employes planted
in varidus parts of the house with
portable mikes. Lew Valentine seof the

lected each section. In turn, for his
questions. Those with the mikes had
already selected a contestant and this

served two purposes. It spared the
customer the embarrassment of appearing on the stage -and permitted
the program to progress in quick
tempo.
The cash prizes, In silver, rang*
from a buck to $25 and the 'Dr.'
boosted the ante on several occasions.
Some of bis questions wiere pretty
stiff but a majority of them could be
answered in the alldtted time. Allan
C. Anthony who does the commercials flips them but In a syrupy manner that should please the-Sponson
-

outfit led by a leader with a hot rep(HutchtTMon)
utation. Rather it calls for the saxes
Program Is completely written by
to be In the fore most of the time,
morning.
Former
creating smooth Ilstenable sustalners. Williams each
newspaper reporter, he uses dynamic
SUn Shaw, the ole mllkman- vividness. Packs his squibs with colmatlnee kid on WNEW, politely loaulalisms.
Recently llngoed the conviction of
chided Variety by reading verbatim
a comment in this department of two two would-be - extortionists thusly:
weeks ago, wherein It mentioned The overconfident gentlemen who l^e program will
originate from
*6
«»n Charlie Ward
Shaw's long-winded Intro spiel, but
four
observed that the post-merldan disc- for ISGs wiU spend the next few weeks at the Fox for the next
and tlien move to WENR,
broadcaster had 'removed some onus years as hoiise guests of tha Great Chicago,
for several weeks. Then it
by injecting bits of chatter to get the White Father at Leavenworth.*
win originate from
flash.
show under way.' Shaw postscrlpted
WTCN,
'WREN. WGBP, WBOW.
that he's been, four years on the air
WEBC, WAVE, WSM, WSB, WDAY,
doing the same formula, hence it breezy platter-chatterer,
and 'if the WFYR,
and KDYL.
took Variety a long time to find it VAMEnr boys happen
to be listening
Well handled addition to the emout
In, I will now play 'Variety is the
barrassingly large lamily of quiz
Sliaw, per usual, Is a synthetically Spice of Life,' he
wound up.
shows.
SahvL.

KWK

WOW, WOWO,

KOA

'
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ASCAP WINS

FI RST

Dorseys Private Puff Sheet Emei^es

MPPA

As an Adv.-Seeker;
Attempt of John GIuskin,'a lawyer
end personal manager for Tommy
Dorsey, to solicit music publisher
averting for the bandman's fan
meg giveaway has encountered strong

.

MPPA

ads, any opposition would not affect his friendship for the explolteers.

'

"We

think,' Douglas's letter stated,

it is

Those who attended the meeting were Jack Bregman, Jonie
Taps, Mack Goldman, Larry
Spier,
George Mario, Henry
Spitzer, Irving Tanz and Rocco
Vocco.

hardly necessary to warn

you that If you take advertising In
Bandstand there will follow in all
probability many publications of a
sfanilar nature, and therefore for the
good of the Industry and yourself Individually a potential evil of this
Qrt should be. nipped In the bud.'
.Gluskin, a lawyer by profession and
brother of Lud Gluskin, conductor
for CBS on the westcoast, has been
scouting around the Industry for a

.

music publishing house that Dorsey
cbiild buy. Gluskin Is also personal

Out; Spitahy

siich bandmen as Shep
Jack Teagarden. Red Nichols,
Gene Krupa, Glenn MUler, Ray Kin.
ney and Buimy Berigan; also their

Fields,

Link Denied

•

Ked

Sails in

Sonsef

Smt Dismissed; Shnberts
Sned Shapiro

in

1936

Sam Tabac has resigned as a member of the executive board of the
New York musicians union as the
result of a series of differences with
the local's officials. Report that the
pressure was brought against Tabac
because he had attempted to get H.
Leopold Spitalny's job as general
'

contractor for NBC was ridiculed by
John F. Royal, the network's pro-

gram

chief.

Suit which the
Shuberts had
Royal said that no one had ever
brought against Shapiro, Bernstein
& Co. In 1936 In connection with approached him about the post ever
'Red Sails in the Sunset' was dis- since Spitalny was installed four
missed by Justice Isidor Wasservogel years ago.
111 the N.Y. supreme court Monday
(17).
A favorable decision would
have permitted the Shuberts to
BASIE
bring an infringement action against
Peter Maurice, British publisher of

FOLLOWS
COUNT
KRUPA AT SHERMAN

the tune.

After

Shapiro had acquired the
American rights to 'Red Sails' from
Maurice, the former noted that the
first three bars were similar
to the
melody of "From Now On' from the
score of The Street Singer,' by Richard Myers, which operetta had been
produced some 10 years previous by
the Shuberts and had but a week's
run. Shapiro subsequently worked
out a
deal with the Shuberts
whereby the publishing house got a
worldwide release of any claim
against 'Red Sails' for the sum of
500, .'Red Sails' became a smash
hit, doing over 650,000 sheet
copies
in this country and Canada alone.
The Shuberta then through Its
•ubsid.
Century
Library,
Inc.,
brought suit against Shapiro, Bern«tein & Co. asking that It be permitted to amend the contract
It
also asked the court to rule
that the
release was meant to apply to the
United States and Canada only and
Jhat the Shuberts were free to sue
Maurice on all other uses throughout the world. Justice Wasservogel
nUed that he interpreted the release
as being in effect for the world.

For First St

—

L Theatre

-Benny— Goodman's orchestra

will

Play its first theatre date in St.
touis the week of May 5, when the
(Fanchon
Marco) plays the
aggregation In its occasional vaudfilm policy.
Goodman's only previous appearance in St. Loula was a
dancehall engagement some time

m

&

ago.
•

Date at the Fox
tee

calls for a

and percentage.

guaran-

Buddy Morris Quits as GenTManager
Of Warners' Music

Group

Pliblishii^

Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris

resigned

yesterday (Tuesday) as vice-president and general manager of Warner
music combine, the Music PuIkDirect Test of ConstituASCAP
field crew in charge of lishers Holding Corp., effective this
tional Issues
Dick Powers starts giving New York Friday (21). Morris had InUmated
Sees State Laws Impairing State a thorough goiiig over this a couple months ago that he was
Group wiU check up on spots
Property Righto in Music, week.
that haven't taken out licenses and considering quitting but Warner exbiit
Justice Black Sees also work out readjustments with ecutives at the time discouiited it
those licensees that have been com- Morris suddenly decided yesterday
Only Monopoly
that the best way to solve the situa^
plaining about their fees.
Crew will make its headquarters tion was to make a quick break. He
is leaving jUSt after the group had
in Syracuse..
rung up one of the biggest quarters
for sheet sales in Its history. During
the initial quarter for this year the
group had five best sellers dominatWashington, April 18.
ing the list week after week.
Initial victory was chalked up
Buddy Morris, son of Sam K. MorMbnday (17)°by American Society of
ris,
v.p. in charge of for^eIgn
Composers, Authors, and Publishers
sales, took charge, of the Warner
,in fight against radio industry's at
publishing combine 10 years ago,
tempt to outlaw blanket licensing
rating aa one of the youngest execUnited States Supreme
system.
utives In the business.
Court, without hinting' its feeling
He has a couple of propositions,
about vital constitntional. question,
one of them a reported alliance
ordered further proceedings in copywith
the Max Dreyfus publishing inrightholders' assault on state legisterests, or as an Independent publation designed to force adoption of
lisher,
but he will spend the next
per-piece royalty basis.
Louis D. Frohlich, of general coun'
Decisions upholding Federal dis- sel for ASCAP, yesterday (Tuesday) few weeks on his Connecticut farm
mullkig
things oyer. Those close to
tric court in Florida and reversing expressed himself as gratified by the
him
believe
he will in some way
another in State of Washington were ground covered in the majority de'
encouragement for ASCAP and cision of the U.S. supreme court on wind up with Dreyfus.
Morris
is a director of ASdAF,
cleared way for direct test of validity the Florida and Washington State
of the state acts through medium of cases. Frohlich said that he was not president of the Music Publishers
Protective
Association and chairman
injunction proceedings which 'prev- in the least worried by the monopoly
ent enforcement. Only Important bit angle raised in the Florida opinion of the ASCAP publishers' avail'
of cheer for music users was series since Justice Reed declined to take ability committee.
of unfriendly remarks about ASCAP this issue into account.
by Justice Hugo L. Black, who disAs result of the decision, ASCAP,
sented vigorously in the Florida case he said, will proceed in two direcand declined to go along witlr the tions. First it will undertake to try
majority in the Washington tiff. out the question of a preliminary inLineup was 5 to 2, with Justice Felix junction before a si>ecial circuit of
Frankfurter not participating in three judges on the Washington
either decision.
State law. After the Florida attor'
The litigation turned on a fundaT ney-general has filed its answer to
mental but. significant legal point— ASCAP's plea for a permanent inwhether the Federal courts have junction, ibe Society will then ask
jurisdiction in the attacks on the re- for a date of trial on this plea. In
strictive statutes adopted in connec- any event the Florida issue is extion with the National Association of pected- to come back to the U.S.
Broadcasters' drive against the copy- Supreme Court, with the losing side
right pool. In Florida row, the point contesting the constitutionality of
In "Beer Barrel. Polka,' which
was the refusal of the tliree- judge the state statute.
gives indicationB of becoming a big
ASCAP has been doing business In sheet seller, Shapiro-Bernstein
Federal court to dismiss the petition
has a
for an injunction, while the Wash- Florida since it obtained its pre- background story which runs
almost
liminary
injunction
it'd
still
shiit
but
ington argument, with issues almost
parallel to the one about 'The One
exactly reversed, revolved around out of Washington State. The SO' Rose That's Left in My Heart'
In
clety
hopes
to
get
hearing
before
a
failure of a similar tribunal to reboth instances the piano copy deceive evidence showing the con- the special statutory court on the mand was Instigated
by coin-operattroversy Involves at least $3,000, the Washington State injunction plea ed nbi^ograph machines. Without
within
a
couple
months.
amount necessary to establish right
hardli'' any radio plugs, the sale on
of action in Federal courts.
'Beer Barrel Polka' has reached ain
Majority decisions were presented
Huggay Spanler at Sherman
average of 6,000 copies a day.
by Associate Justice Stanley Reed,
Chicago, April 18.
Shapiro-Bernstein first heard about
former solicitor general placed on
Muggsy Spanler orchestra, a noV' the tune when songslide users in the
the bench by President Roosevelt. elty group, booked into- the Old midwest started
writing to Harry
Observers were imable to find in his Town Room of the Hotel Sherman, Blair, who handles that phase of
remarks any hint how the majority opening on April 28.
plugging for the firm, about furnishmay feel toward ASCAP and the
Will also double occasionally into ing them with a set
of slides on
(Continued on page 55)
the Panther Room.
'Beer Barrel Polka.'
Blair's

cisions

Now Make Possible

Dick Powers Field Crew Takes
Empire State Survey

Up

Bros.'

—Majority

FEDERAL JURISDICTION

ASCAP

LAWYER

WB

'GRATIFIED'

BY

Count Basic orchestra follows
Gene Krupa at the Sherman hotel,
Chicago, for six weeks with options
opening

Band
go

into

Sissle's

May

20.

the first colored outfit to
the Sherman since Noble

Is

band was .there a number

of years ago.
work wires.

Basle will have net-

Coin Maciiines

Started 'Beer

Bairel

?oM

At

sug-

gestion S-B undertook an 'inquiry
'and found that a 'Victor version of
.

Miller Threatens Action In Availability

Distemper; Wants Inside Links Revealed

the number, which had been imported from Europe, was receiving a big
play on coin machines among Czechoslovakians in the auto manufacturing belt, particularly Detroit
S-B then traced the forelgii copyright ownership abroad and obtained
the rights of the number to all Eng-'
lish-speaking countries, but Great
Britain.
Lew Brown prepared a
set of English lyrics, while Wladimlr
A. Timm, of the Standard Phono,

Miller Music, Inc., one of the firms
the Metro-RobbiDs publishing
group, has instructed its counsel,
Julian T. Abeles, to bring suit
against ASCAP, the latter's board
of directors and the publishers'
availability committee in coimectlon
with the methods used by the. Soin

conmilttee control over which the committee adopted at its
If last meeting, the availability porof the avaUability points.
the undercover interests of some of tion of the royalties for the first
these directors were included this quarter of 1939 was paid oA on the
availability

85%

would come close to 90%.

Conomlttee's action this month of
clipping the points of numerous
small publishers without readjusting
ciety in allocating royalty. The com- the ratings upward: of others has
considerable
resentment
plaint will charge that the avail- aroused
ability setup is Infested with fraud among this element. Another peeve
and conspiracy and ask that the has to do with the committee's
availability committee be ordered to adoption of a rule which limits
explain how it arrives at the avail- rating changes to 10% lor any one
ability value of a publisher's catalog. quarter. Those publishers who have
It will also call upon certain mem- for some time fought to get better
bers- of-.t he—committee jQ_disclo.se breaks on their availability now hold
with that this rule' prevents them from
investment
relations
their
firms of which they are not officers getting an'''equitable adjustment "The
and the part they have played in firms clipped 10% this time included
Bomsteln, Bregprotecting the interests of such firms Ager, Yellen
when attempts were made to re- man, Vocco tc Conn, and Crawford
duce the latter's availability ratings. Music Corp., while T. B. Harms was
The coilnplalnt will further charge granted a 10% boost All firms with
that the firms represented by the 12 50O or more points were also each
publishers
on
the boosted 10%.
interlinking
Without applying the added zero
ASCAP board of directors and
'

Benny Goodman Booked

ROUND

ASCAP CHECKS NEW YORK

WMhington De-

4s

DECISION

&un Tabac

manager for

lawyer.
In a conversation with Douglas,
Gluskin stated that much money had
been spent in building up the fan
giveaway.

COURT
THE WHY

Florida and

Following Walter G. Douglas'
talk with Lud Gluskin, Tommy
Dorsey called together several
professional men and appealed
to what he termed their sense of
'co-operation.' Dorsey started off
his speech by reeling oft the list
of things that he does not do,
Buch as holding raffles for plugs,
free special arrangi lents, demanding publisher attendance at
big openings, or insisting on cutins.
Dorsey said that while he
hoped the publishers -vould take

opposition from the Music Publishers Protective Association. In a circular letter addressed to the trade
week, Walter G. Douglas, chairman of the MPPA, warned that the
taldng of space in Dorsey's throwaway monthly, 'Band Stand,' would
be In violation of the association's
code of ethics. .Douglas also wrote
that at a meeting of the
board last Tuesday (11) a committee
was appointed to
'formulate and prepare an agreement for
the elimination from the industry of
all types of subsidies.'

that

[
It

Dorsey Explains

last

'

Talros

VARIETY

&

basis of 8,401 points.
The distribution for the quarter before last was

based on 8,831 points.

This reduc-

tion automatically raised the value
per point As a result of this differ,
ence of 430 points publishers rated
at 500 points were each able to collect $460 more for the quarter end-

ing

March

31, 1939.

Commenting on the latest procedure of the publishers availability
committee in ASCAP of adding a
zero to each member's availability
points," Fred' Fisher said last weekr
'With all my protests all I've been
able to get from the committee is
zero. Now the committee has given
me one without my ev^n saying any-

graph Co., which handles Victor's international list furnished a new title.
The original title was 'Wasted Love.'
Jaromir Vejvoda, a Czech, is the
composer.
Unlike other polka melodic: that
have reached the American market
in recent years, "Beer Barrel' is in
strictly polka tempo.
The others
.

have

lieen treated as schottishe foxtrots so that they might attract the

modem ballroom shufBobbins Music Cc -p., is taking
advantage-of-4he- click outlook of
fancy of the

fler.

'Beer Barrel' by reviving 'When
They Played the Polka,' a number
which it plugged extensively last
year, but with slight success.

So that comlnnor going all
Jack Fulton's new band opens
the small publisher ctun expect to
April 25 at the Chase hotel. Si Louis,
wind up with frotia the^avallabiUty for a six-week run. Lynn Chalmers
committee Is a goose egg.^
the femme warbler.
thing.
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Kaye. Sammy. Commodore H., H1G,

Chase H., St, Louis.
Kendls, Bonny, Stork Club,
Kenney, Man, Vancouver U., VanceoTer,
B. C.
Kent. Larry, Blltmore Bowl, L. A.
Kent, Peter, Baok^adllla<j H., Detroit.
Kerr, Jimmy, Jerry's Mandalay N., Bollywood.
Kavelln, Al,

BANDS and ORCHESTRAS
Week

Key

B—^ballroom, C—cafe, CC—oonntry

to abbreviations:

N—Night

Hotel,

CInb,

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers
(Week ending April

King, Teddy, Rivera T., Bklyn.
Klnr* Jesters, Clarldge H„ Memphis,

of April 21

elab,

B—restanrant, T—Theatre.

NTC

H—

Howard, Five o'clock Club, MlamL
Lawson, Doc. c/o Rockwell Amus,
Lang, Sid. Hl-Hat Club, Chicago.

Baroa, Eddie, Rainbow Room N., NTCLevant, Phil, BIsmark H., Chi.
Light. En^ch Taft H., NTC.
Llvengood, Tlnney, Open Door N., Milwaukee.
T,!vlngaton, Jimmy, Euclid Beach Park,.

Ellington, Duke, on European tour.
Ellis, Joe, Queen Mary R„ NTC,
Nelherland-Plaza
Ellis,
Segar,
CInoy.
Embassy 4, yaglo Bar, Mpls.
Sklnnay,
Victor
Hugo's
BnnIs,

H.,
I
I

R.,

H'wood.
Ernie, Val, El Morocco, NTC.
Brwin, Gene, H. Cleveland, Cleve,

And

Bailey, Bert. PlanUtlon Club, Milwaukee.
Baker, Bob, c/o Wm. Uorrls,
Barnet, Charley, Raymor B., Boston.

Bamett, Jimmy, c/o FB.
Bill, Blnckhawk H., ITavenporL

Bardo,

la.

Barrle, Sick, Beverly-Wllshlre U., KA,
Barron, Blue, U., Edison, MTC,
Basle, Count, c/o MCA.
Bauer, Tony, Scaler's N., Ullwanhee.
Baum, Charles, SL RokIs H„ NTC.

Becker, Howard, Rainbow B., Denver.
Bertere, MaxImlUan, Versailles N„ MTC.
Bestor, Don, c/o Wm, Morris.
Blltmoie Boys, Carleton H„ Wash,, D. C.
Blake, Lou. Athinta-Blltmore H.^ Atlanta, Ga.

Blanco, Pedro, Embassy C, Philadelphia.
Bleyer, Archie, Earl CarroU'e R., H'wood.
Botognlnl, Bnnio, L'Alglon R., ChL
Borne, Hal, Florentine Gardens, H'wood,
Brasale, Vincent, Ambassador H., NTC.
Brandwynne, Nat. Essex House H.. NTC.
Brlgode, Ace, Merry Garden B., Chi,
Buck, Verne, Oriental T., Chi.
Burkarth, Johnny, Plantation Club, McConnellsTlUe, Ind.
Burton, Paul, Bouthem Tavern, Cleveland.
Busse, Henry, B. New Torker, NTC.

Calloway, Cab, Cotton Club,

Fraselto, Joe, Jack Lornch's Walton Roof,
Philadelphia.
FIdler, Lou, Colony Club, ChL
Flplds, Shop, c/o MCA.
Fields, Irving, Grosalnger H., Fallsburg,
N. T.
Fisher, Freddie, Rose Bowl, Chi.
Fisher, Mark, Royala Frolics C, Chicago.
Fomeen, Basil. St. Merita H., NTC.
Foster. Chuck, Topsy's N., Seutligate,

lar,

VeraalUes

Frederics,
hurst, N.T.

Cosmopolitan

B.,

Jan,

Boulevard Tavern, Elm-

Fremont, Al, Show Boat, Pitts,
Funk, Larry, Frontenao Club, Detroit.

o
Gaapsrre, Dick. Ambassador H.,:NTC.
Gay, Leonard, Congo Club, Milwaukee.
Gendron, Henri. Coloslmo's N., Chicago.
Gill, Emerson, New Penn Club, Pitts.
Olllen, Frank, Northwood Inn, Detroit.
Gillette, Jack, o/o CRA.
Golden, Nell, Stuyvasant B., Butfalo,
Golly, Cecil, c/o FB.

Goodman, Benny, c/o MCA,
Grant, Bob, c/o Wm. Morris.
Gray, Mar^, Oaals N., Milwaukee.
Gray. Ted, Gatlneau CC, Ottawa, Cat.
Grenet, Ellseo, El Cblco, NTC.
Gumln, Joe, Chateau Club, Mllwaukea.

NTC.

Club,

Marvin,

Frederick,

Denver.

Holly-

wood, Pla.

'

Carlyn, Tommy, No Elms, Toungstown, O*.
Carter, Benny, Savoy B., NTC.
Cerwln, George, Club Bahara, Milwaukee.
Chemlavsky, Joset, WL,W, Cincinnati.
Cblceo, Louis, VersatUes C„ H'wood,
Clark, Buddy, Armando's R.. NTC.
Clinton, Larry, c/o Rockwell Amus.
Collins. Berala, Ansley H., Atlanta. Ga.
Cornwall. Joe, Newhouse H., Salt IiShe

Haaa

Alexander. 254 W. TBth St.. NTC.
Hamilton, Bob, Ma]eatlo B., Long Beach,

Calif.

Hardy, Bob. Flamingo N.. Boston.
Raring, Bob, c/o R-O'K.

City.

Costa, Joe, Chase H., St. Louis.
Costello, Charles, Commodore Club. Dot.
Courtney, Del, New Kenmore "B,, Albany.

Cneby, Bob, Blackhawk R., Cbl.
Cummins, Bemle. Wm. Penn H..
Cutler, Ben, Book-Cadlllao

H„

Pitta.

Det.

Mil-

cinnati.

Henderson, Fletcher, Grand Terrace, ChL
Henry. Chuck, Paris Inn, L.A.
Herbeck, Ray, Dellwood Club, Buffalo,

K. T.
Cromwell, Chaaneey, Pazton R., Lincoln,
Neb.

Wisconsin Boof B.,

NIc,

Harris, Phil, Wllshlre Bowl, Lea Angeles.
Hart, Little Joe, Old Vienna R., Cin-

Herman,

Meadowbrook

Woody,

Club,

Cednr Grove, N. J.
Hill. Tiny. Melody Mill B., Chi,
HIrober, Rlcbard. B. Essex House. NTC.
.Rite, Les, Omar's Dome C, 1^ C.
Rohengarten, Carl, CBS, Chi.
Holmes. Herble,- Glen Echo Pork B.,
Weah., D.C.
Holat, Ernie, Belmont-Ploaa H., NTC.
Hopkins. Len, Chateau-L«uHer H., Ot•

Darlsae,

Gilbert,

Cbatean-Frontenao

B.

Quebec.
Davis.. Eddie, Larue R., NTC.
D' Andrea, Joseph, Pepper Pot N.,

tawa, Ont.

NTC.

J

Davis, Johnny, Miami Club. Milwaukee.
De Lange, Eddie, c/o William Morris.
De La Rosa, Oscar, c/o Wm. Morris,
Dell, Eddy, Centre Club. NTC.
Denny, Jack, e/o Wm. Morris.
Deutsch, Emery, Nicollet U., Mpls.
Dixon, I,e<-, BlUmoie H., Dnyton, O.
Dooley, Phil, Palmer H., Chi.
Dorsey, Jimmy, c/o Wm. Morris.
Dorsey, Tommy, Paramount T„ NTC,
Duehln, Eddy, Palmer House, Chi.

Jacobs,

Howard.

Skipper
Beer Barrel Polka
I Promise You

Wm.

Horrls

Agency.

NTC.
Jacobson, Stan, Chateau Club. Milwaukee.
Jolins, Al, Provldence-Blltmore H.. Prov.
Jny, Vallte, Wlrth's Fnturiatlo B„ MU-

'

Jurgens, Dick, Trianon B.,

McCreery, H., Ambaaaabor R., Chi.
McCoy, Clyde, c-o Gua Edwards, First

Bank

Bldg., Chi.
Billy,

U. S. Grant B., Ban

Diego, Calif.

McFarland Twins, De Witt Clinton B.,
Albany. N. T.
MePartlInd, Jack, S Deuces C, Cbl.
Molten, EarL Madura's Danceland, Whiting, Ind,
Miller, Glen.

Paramount

T., Newaric.

Mllllnder, Lucky, State Palace B., NTC.
Mllllngton. Basso, Black Cat N„ NTC.
HIntz, Berble, Oriental Gardens B., Chi.

Mojlca,

Leon,

El Patio

B.,

San Fran-

cisco.

Moore, -Carl.

Lowrr

R., St. Pnul.

Morgan, Ruaa. Chez Paree, Chi.
Morion, Gerry, H. Savoy-Plaza, NTC.
Monro, Hal, Athletto Club, Milwaukee,
Murray, Cbarles, Men Paris N„ NTC.

N
NTC.
Newman, Ruby, Rainbow Room, NTC.
Nagel, Harold, Pierre B.,

Noble, Leighton, Rltz-Cerlton H., Boston.
Noble, Ray,- c/o Wm. Morrle, H'wood.
Noel, Renry. BS-IS 28th St., Long IsUnd
City,

N.T.

Olman, Val, c/o Rockwell Amus.
Palomar B.. L. A.
Osborne, Will, Park Central R., NTC,
Owens, Harrr, St. Francis H„ San F.

.Olsen, Geo..

Palmer,
N.T.

Skeeter,

Seneca H,,

Rochester,

Panchlto, Versailles R., NTC.
Parke, Bobby; c/o Rockwell Amus.
Paul, Eddie, Columbia B., Cleve., O.
Pendarvla, PauL Palace H., Saa Franelseo.

Peppers, 8. Park Central B., NTC.
Peyton, Jimmy, Plaza R., Pittsburgh.
Playboys, Town Bouse H., X., A.
Pllner A EarL Blackstone H., Cbl,
Prima, Louis, Jitterbug House, Los An-

My

Professional

H.,

I

ABC

IT IS

Jacques.

Cocoanut

Grove

N„

.

NTC

Relsman, Lee, 180 W. STth SL,
Boys, Stevens H., ChL
RIcardo, Don, Oasis Club, Det.
Richards. Jimmy, 400 Club, Wichita,

Rhythm

Roberts,

ABC PUBUCATIONS

Red,

Devlnea Eagles B.,

Mil-

waukee.

NTC

Rodrigo, Nano, Havana-Madrid N.,
Rogers, Eddie, Belvedere H., Baltimore.
Roland, Don, Marcus Daly, Beverly Bills,

Publications

notes film song, f

legit, all

PUBLISHER.

Our Love
Never Too Late

35

Robblns
Miller

Moon

Is a Silver Dollar
Is It... tStars in Your

,

Eyes

Some Shuteye

Robbins
Chappell
Berlin

:

Shapiro
of

Harms

Love

. . . .

;

Shapiro
I'm Building a Sailboat of Dreams.
Don't Worry 'Bout Me, ,.tCotton Club Revue.... Mills
East Side of Heaven . . *East Side of Heaven .... Santly
BVC
And the Angels Sing
BVC
Honolulu... 'Honolulu

Famous
Get Along Without You Very Well
Crawford
Masquerade Is Over
Feist
We've Come a Long Way Together
Harms
Begin the Beguine
Santly
Could Be
Paramount
Funny Old Hills. *Parls Honeymoon
ABC
I Promise You..
Sing Song of Sunbeams. .*East Side of Heaven. Santly
Famous
Step Up and Shake My Hand
Ager
Romance Runs in the Family
Exclusive
Hold Tight
PauU-Pioneer
If I Had My Way
Berlin
Cuckoo in the Clock
Words and Music.
It's Slumbertlme Along the Swanee
1

. .

.

How Strange... 'Idiot's Delight
.Te6rs from My Inkwell
This Night . 'Honolulu
At a Little Hot Dog Stand
Patty Cake
It's All Yours. .tStars in Your Eyes
.

...

Feist

Marks

BVC

.

Spier

Fox
Chappell

.

799 7th AVE., N. Y.

1111
11-

10

SpIUlny, Phil, Buffalo T., Buffalo, N, T.
Four, Town House, H'wood.
Starr, Freddy, Park Lane B.,

Webber, Harry, Clover Club, Milwaukee.
Weber, Henry, WGN, ChL
Weber, Marek, NBC, Chi,
Webeter, Ralph, Lantz's Merry-Oo-Round,
Dayton, O.
Weeks, Anson, Muehlebach H., K.C., Msk
Weeks, Ranny. Club Mayfalr. Boston.
Weems, Ted, Drake H., ChLWelk, Lawrence, St. Paul H., St. P.
Wblteman, PauL Paramount T„ SpringHeld, Mass,
Whitley, Jimmy, Shgamore H„ Roches*
ter. N. T.
Wilde, Ranny, Bet Bran, Ban DIeg«k
'

Swanson,

NTC

Billy, c/o

CRA.

NTC

Teagarden, Jack. Roseland B.,
Teeter, Jack, Club Terrls, Mllwaukea.
TbaL Plerson. Milwaukee A.C.. Mllw.
Thels, Henry, c/o R-O'K.

Calif.

Thompson, Lang, Brown-Palac* H., Den.

Winston, Jack, Athena Attaletls
Oakland, Calif.
Wtnton, Barry, Rainbow GrllL
Wlttlch, Doriss,

Woods, Boward, Village Bam,

ronto.
Russell, Jack, Pershing B.,

ChL

s

Inrton, Ky.

Pitts.

C

34
27
27
27
26
24
23
23
22
22
21
21
21
19
19
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
16
16
15
15
14
14
14
13
13
12
12
12
12

Stabile, Dick. Statler H., Cleve.
StoeSler, Wally c/o FB.
Btraeter, Ted, Monte Carlo, MTC.
Straight, Cbarlea, White City B., ChL
Strong, Benny, Brown H., Louisville.
Stuart. MIron, Trccadero N., Milwaukee,

ffqulres.

Travers, Vincent, Paradise K.,
Frolics N.,

Turk,

AL

Royals

ChL

Clob,

NTC
NTC

Tates, Billy, XI Tlvoll Supper Club, Dal*
Sterling, Bill Green's Casino, Plttft

Z
ZIpp,

Van

Gelder, Leon, Melodr Club, TTnlon
N. J.
Varsos, Eddie, 889 Club, Chi.
VIonL Bud, Cardinal Club, Mllwaukea.

City,

Bddls,

Old

Bstdelberc

H.,

HU-

waukee.
Bwerilag, Ruby, Stat* T..

NTC.

'

Shelley, Lee. Gibson R., Clncy.
Shields, Roy, NBC, Chi.

SehM

NTC

Bisale, Noble, Paramount B.,
Smith, Stuff, La Salle B., Chi.
South, Eddie, Blatz's Gardens, Milwaukee.

EUROPEAN

R.,

las.

Tonng

NTC

Tar

ChL

NTC

aif^e

43
38
38
37

BVC

Echo,.
Deep Purple
I Cried for You
Little Sir

Penny Serenade
I Want My Share

TOTAL.

....Chappell
Berlin

It's

This
Gotta Get

GBAND

Remick
...Feist

Little Skipper..

Tomlln, Pinky, U. S. Grant BL, San
Diego, Calif.
Trace, Al, Sherman B., Cbl.
Tracy, Jack. Broadmoor CC, Dancer.
Travers, Ted, Blue Meadow CC, Liez-

Sabln, Paul, Van Cleve B., Dayton, O.
Sanabrla. Juanlto, Bavana-Madrld, NTC.
Savltt, Jan, Lincoln H., NTC.
Schutt. Arthur, O'Leary's Bam,
Bhanks, Charles, Bismarck B., ChL
Shaw, Artie, Palomar B., L. A.
Sherman, Billy, Bill Green's Casino,

Y'

-on.

others are pop.

TITLE.
Heaven Can Walt

ver.

Adrian, Belmont-Plaza H., NTC.
RoroanelU, LutgL King Edward B., To-

TO

combined plugs of current tunes

Calif.
Rolllnl,

THE WEATHER

IT COMEV'

Follott>in0 is a totalization of the

,

Rico, Don, Seville R., Boston.
Bobbins. Billy, Coronado H., Worcester,
Mass.
Roberts, BIU, Sir Francis Dtak* H.,

HAVE A HEART

YOU HAD

AJM.

NBC iWEAF and WJZ), and CBS (WABC) computed for the week from'Monday through Sunday (April 10-16), Total represents accumulated
per/ormanc^s on tlie two major Tiettuorks from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Symbol * de-

San F.

PROMISE YOU

HOW WARM

1

Relcbman, Joe, Hark Hopkins B., Boa
Renard,

Wash.

Friends for Past Cooperation

Manager of

Network Plugs, 8 A.M. to

Leeds
Tain't What You Do
Paramotmt
Sweet Little Headache. ,, 'Paris Honeymoon
That Sly Old Gentleman. .'East Side of Heaven.. Santly
Ramona, Arcadia B., St L.
...Paramount
I Have Eyes... 'Paris Honeymoon
Ramos. Ramon, c/o Wm. Morris.
Red
Star
I
Belong
You,
Long
to
to
Ravazza, CarL Rainbow Rendezvous, San
Francisco.
Crawford
Wishing... 'Love Affair
RaveL Don, Greenwich Village Casino, Hooray for Spinach. .'Naughty but Nice
Remick
NTC.
Francisco.

ChL

Wardman Park

ELMORE WHITE
Now

Santly

geles,

Kana-

to All

ABC

.

'

Thanks

Shapiro

* Indicates filmusical song.

.

NTC.
Nat'l

Boston.

Kain, PauL
D.C.

.Feist

*Slng a Song of Sunbeams

.

waukee.

JJykjJoljjJotwIIe^gi^Bltmlnjgg^

BVC

,

«.
Malneek, Matty, Cafe LaMoze, H'wood,
Mansanares. Jose. Colony Club, Chicago,
Maples, Nelson, Webster Hall, B., Pitts.
Mario, Don, Flrenze R.. NTC.
Marsala, Joe, Hickory House N., NTC.
Marshnrd, Jack. H. Plaza, NTC.
Marten, Paul, Arcadia B.. NTC.
Martin, Freddie, Aragon B.. Chi.
Martin, Lou, Xeon & Eddie's N., NTC.
Masters, Frsnkle, Roosevelt H.. NTC.
Matheaon, Bob, Rendevous C, Milwaukee.
Mayehoft, Eddie, Governor Clinton U.,

'

Harper,
waukee.

Exclusive
Chappell

the Angels Sing

Beach, Fla.

I

McDonald,

Calif.

Camden, Eddie, Sou*hern Mansions, K. C.
Candullo,

Mil-

Remick
Crawford
Famous
Berlin

;

Little

Lombardo, Guy, Strand T., NTC,
Lorch, Carl. Radloaon H., Mpla.
Lucas, Clyde, Beverly Hills, CC., Newport, Ky.
Lyman, Abe, Royal Palms Club, Palm

.

Tlo Top Tap N.,

Joey,

Feldstein,

waukee.

..

Harms

Our Love

I>e

cr'«.-.

Aaronaon, Irvine, e/a WHN; NTC
Alb«rto, Don. El Cblca N.. NTC.
Alport, MIcksy, Bradford H„ Boaton.
Ambasaadors, Royale, Congress H.; CbL
Andrews, Gordon. Club 18 N..- NTC.
Armstrons. Loals, c/o Joo Olaser. 1270
etb Ave., .NIC.
Arthur, Zlnii, Shubert T., Bklyn.
Aab, Pdnl, Roxr T.. NTC.
Amnelm, Gas. R-O'K. Hollywood.

BVC
Robblns
Shapiro

Umbrella Man
Hold Tight

Lally,

Booking Agencies: CBA, Consolidated Badio Artists, 12S0 Sixth
Ave, N.T.C.; FB, Frederick Bros., 1270 Sixth Ave, N.T.C; MCA,.
Mnslc Corp. of America, 745 Fifth Ave, N.T.C; Bockwell Amos, 1270
Sixth Ave, N.T.C; WlUlam Mortis Agcy, 1270 Sixth Aye, N.T.C

IS, 1939)

Echo
Deep Ptirple ........ .°.
Penny Serenade
Heaven Can Wait
Masquerade Is Over
I Get Along Without You Very Well
God Bless America
Littie Sir

Kinney, Ray, Lexington R., NTC.
Kogen, Harry, NBC, Cbl.
Xrupa, Gene, Sherman H., ChL
Kuha, Dick, Aetor H., NTC.
Kvale, AL State-Lake T„ ChL
Kyser. Kay, H. Pennsylvania,

Fermanent address of bands and orchestras Is pnbllshed wlthonl
ont otaarge. While every eSort Is made to Insnre aecoraey In this
department, cooperation In notUyInf errors will rednoe mistakes to a

mlnimnm.

NTa

Sau^

Waples. Bod, Matqoette H„ St. Lcnlc
Watklns, Sammy, Hotel Holienden, Cleve.

HU iim

JTaok
and M, R. Jerome ar«
cleftlng an unUUed song for "Th*
.Old Maid' at Warners.

VALENCIA/

——
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HALF A DOZEN REASONS

hside Sbitf-Mqsic

Why

WNEW

WiU Not
Hawailans

Cops Often Nab Orchestra Busses

Imitate Four
<.

There will be no 1939 repeat of
last spring's WNEW, N. Y, outdoor
an answer and countersuit filed Monday (17) Famous band concert at Randall's Island,
Flylne Machine.'
Y. Although the first affair last
N.
Shapiro's
assailed
renewal
claims
aa invalid and
jn ji Y. federal court
May was supposed to be the initialer
Hiced that the latter be restrained from further publication of the song.asked court to designate Famous, which obtained the renewal assign- of an annual string in behalf of the
hospital
fund of Local 802 of the
Fred
Fisher,
and
the
Bryan
qs
sole
copyright owner.
Sent from Alfred
AFM, station claims preparation^
Shapiro recently scored an important point in the case when the court
'Josephine's' copyright to S-B by the late etc., are too involved and exhaustheld that the assignment of
ing.
is
valid
one.
S-B
claiming
was
that
a
the number was
Maurice Shapiro
Added to those rea£\ns are worwritten 26 ^eara ago; while Bryan 'and Fisher were employees for hire,
ries about bands showing up. Not
and Famous had asked that SIiapiro-Bemsteln's complaint be dismissed on to mention, unpredictablie
weather
under circumstance was not tiansthe ground that si copyright taken out
which naturally figures importantly
ferrable.
at the b.o. of an outdoor affair.
^
received
from
20th
Inc.,
$5,000
Century-Fox
for
synBerlin,
the
Irving
chronization rights to 'Mammy* in The Rose of Washington Square,' which
jjqiusical is now in the cutting room. The last time that Al Jolson used
the song in a picture Berlin got $4,000. While the price on 'Maiomy' rates
as a high figure for a single pop standard, the record on synchronization
rights is still held by Old World Music Co.; which collected $50,000 for the
ballet use of 'Rhapsody in Blue' in ICihg of Jazz' from Universal Pictures

Famous Music Corp. has taken another tack in Its litigation with ShaCo. over the renewal rights to 'Come, Josephine, In My
niro Bernstein &

MERGED TUNES
IN COPYRIGHT

in 1030.

Why Musicians Change at State Lines
Newaric Firm Has Legal Tactic on Plates

That's

ASCAP

Class

Amonnt

AA
A

.....$3,955.00
2,066.25
1,977.50

.

BB
B

DD
D
1 .;
3

Inside Stuff-Bands

to

the swingophile aspirants.

987.75
706.80
400.00
285.50
222.50
187.50
100.00
30.00
10.00

Cl

2

Applies to licensing of the jallopies
and sundry gags that state cops
dream up to collar a few simoleons
in fines, etc., from bus owners and

1.406.62

CC
C

ting closer to

TANdE

but rather is a bus company.
Procedure of travelling from state
to state sometimes produces petty
and oftentimes costly, annoyances.

follows:

Publisher

and professional-men factions in the music Industry are getan agreement on a code of ethics. Board of directors of the
Music Publishers Protective Association has adced the Professional Music
specify in the proposed pact just what, acts are to be tabooed
to
Inc,
Mea,
and to put teeth into the' penalties. Committees representing the 'two
groups are slated to meet 'this week for a review of the code's language.
Point of copyright law is involved
Walter S. Douglas, Louis Bernstein and Buddy Morris compose the pub
delegation, while Rocco Vocco, Joe Santley and Harry Link ai;e talking for in the application, that Miller Music,
the professional men.
Inc., has made to the N. Y. supreme
U. S. Senator Ihomaa of U^h h<ts introduced a resolution authorizing court for a declaratory judgment
the President to proclaim this country a member of the international copy- against the Jerry Vogel Music Co,
rl^t union with the understanding that the United States' Would have a The action centers aroimd the. quesyear In which to amend its copyright law so that it wUl' meet the requiretion as to whether the inclusion of
ment of the international pact. Bill in 1036 which sought to enter the U. S.
in the union was put in cold storage by the house after it had passed the part of another composition makes
the
second
number's
copyright
senate.
totally dependant on the term of
copjrright of the original number, or
whether the second composition can
lead a renewal life of its own.
The two tunes so linked are
'Visions of Sleep' and 'Sleep.' Adam
Geibel wrote 'Visions' in 1912 and
In collaboration with Irving Kolodln, music critic of the N. Y, Sun, had it published by Theodore Pres'
Benny Goodman has authored The Kingdom of Swing' (Stackpole Sons; ser. Eleven years latier Earl Burtnett
$2), a chatty autobiography which, through the medium of the maestro's and Geibel wrote 'Sleep' and placed
It
personal career, traces the evolution of swing from the New Orleans and it with Sherman, Clay & Co.
Cliicago style up to date.
Book is In the first person and sounds as if later developed that 'Sleep' had in'
Goodman did more than merely cross the t's and dot the i's. Kolodin has corporated part of the 'Visions of
effected an engaging style of interpolating a chapter every so often, 100% Sleep' melody and there was a satwritten by himself, wherein he gives a somewhat academic interpretation isfactory agreement worked out bC'
of the American jazz idiom. However, it's by no means too erudite. Book tween S-C and Presser for the conwas planned almost like a manual, the final chapters being helpful hints tinued inclusion of the bars in ques-

Usual headaches of touring bands
that use busses to hop from date to
date is almost entirely eliminated
with a neat gag used by the American Orchestra Corp. of Newark,. N. J.
Latter is not what its name implies,

Diwy

Writers'

Royalty distribution by classes
among the writers in ASCAP for
the first quarter of 1939 were, as

4

band leaders. Greyhound Co. gets
around most of the rules by shifting
busses at state lines.
American Orchestra simply makes
each band-leader who hires one (.f
its busses a member of the corporation through some legal method sothat when he takes his crate onto
the road he Is legally its owner.
When cops grab him for touring
say Pennsylvania, with New Jersejr

Amounts allocated to those in
Cl to. Class 1, inclusive, are
set and do not vary with the
total distribution for each quarter.
There are also non-piarticiClass

pating and honorary

he breaks out his ownership
card. That puts the vehicle in the
class of a private car as tar
as li-

plates,

classes..

censing is concerned and makes it
needless to buy a separate set of

,

a Top Hat'

Donahue goes back into the Rainbow Room
Previous five aggregated about 25 months.

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
JIMMY McHUCH'S

'THANK YOU FOR
A LOVELY EVENING"

into the spot for the summer
it lengthens, its signoff time

a.m.
Sessions frequently
igest.

band

when
to

May

10 for his sixth

trip,

Frankie Newton's band and Billle

Vogel last year obtained from
Geibel's estate an assignment of the
renewal of copyright on 'Visions' and
so registered it with the copyright
office in Washington.
He then advised Miller, whTch had a few
months ago takeh over the agency
of the Sherman-Clay catalog, and

L.

WoUe

'That's

Charles
By Nick Kenny and

What We

ty by Johnny

Hy

LITTLE SKIPPER
Kenny

Heath.

WftY
WE'VE COME A LOHG

latter
number has a copyright
identity all its own and can be reexclusive of 'Vision's' stand-

Lnd Gloskla signed as musical di newed
rector for Kdward Small's The Man ing in

the copyright

TOGETHER

office.

ByTedKcehlerand SamH.Stept

Hennigs Joins Marks;

Ebnore White Heads

I

as General Professional Manager
Mr. Hennlga and Hit SUfF Will Continue to

Work

en

NIGHT MUST FALL

|

AND

Featured

ABC

TWO NICKELS FORADIMEI
Announcements About Other Great
Songs Will Soon Be Forthcoming

sung by
,„

EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION
RCA Building, Radio Cify, New York
OmOAGO

PmLADEIiPHIA
Al Muifre

Bwlce

Bute

fit.

...jBdMBrmor

1M3

No. Chwofcee

fne

T«iapl«

Boad

Bojlaton
U Uask

Paal

CINCINMATI
JjUTf

Momtt

iiibaon Botcl

DETROIT

BOSTON
-

Sk

Twaarln Manlre
Hotel Taller.

General Amusement,
this is a rare booking as the Ritz
has been practically a Music Corexclusive. Last
America
poration of
RCA deal there was Bob Crosby
more than two years ago.

Herman bowed

of the

Famous

out
Door, N. Y., Sunday (16) night and
opens at the Meadowbrook,- Cedar
Grove, N, J, Friday (21).

^^^'^^

"

by B. A. ProxorovsKy

VlfBlnto

Bruce

LOVE WITH)
Mr.SO and so

THE HONORABLE
Sam Coslov/
By

,„th.M^-M

Picture

"BrcdwavSe^^.-*

HEART
FOR EV'RY LONELY
ONE LOOK AT YOU

Ritz-Carlton, Hub
Herman orchestra goes

by Rockwell

Stoth.rt •"<«

Picture "SoeletyUwy.r'
the M-6.M

(l-M IN

Rockwell Band Crashes
Woody

DelUlhr
Picture "Idlotrs

bL on "KAK STRANNO"

Music.

MCA's

th.M.G.M

Herbert
By Gus K.hn,

Frank Hennigs has joined the E.
B. Marks Music Co. as general proHennigs, who
fessiona 1 manager.
entered, the publishing business from
the phonograph record field four
years ago, has been professional head
of Exclusive Publications' and ABC
Music Corp.
with
Hennigs'
last
connection
Marks was before the war when
both were with the recording department of the old Emerson Phonograph Co.
Elmore White has become general
manager of the ABC Music Corp., a
subsid of Irving Berlin, Inc., succeeding Hennigs. He comes from the
professional staff of Leo Feist, Inc.

into the Ritz-Carlton hotel, Boston,
for an indefinite run June 1. Booked

in

HOW STRANGE

White formerly headed Paramount

&wIo

Bob Zurke, pianist with Bob
Crosby, has been signed to a oneyear recording contract for the Victor label with the new band he will
begin to form within a month.
Zurke's tmder contract as' a leader
to the Wm. Morris Agency.
He will leave Crosby in about
three weeks.

the big'
leaders, and outstandinjg

Holliday, songstress once with Artie
Shaw, are current at the club.

also the jobbing trade, that by virtue
of his assignment he also controlled
the copyright of 'Sleep,' and that
Miller has no right to publish or
license it
Miller, acting through Julian T.
Gilbert 1« publishing Abeles, now wants the court to orDo Over Here,' dit- der Vogel to stop making such repreLang^ Lew Porter and sentations, to hold that he is not
the owner of 'Sleep' and that the

ANNOUNCING THE APPOINTMENT OF

BOIXTWOOD

BOB ZITBEE WITH VICTOB

2

draw

Boogie-woogie
piano
musicians.
team, which has created quite a bit
of comment, wiU go on the air also,

in the Iron Mask.'

ISO No.

.

Some cost as high as 40c per mile
while others are hired under a sliding scale according to the mileage
Informal jam sessions which take guaranteed each wetik. Gray Gorplace every Monday night at Cafe don left on a road tour last week
Society, Greenwich Village, N. Y., with a Greyhound at 28c a mile, inwill be aired by CBS starting May 1 suring. 1,200 miles a week.
CBS will run three wires a week

Joe Higgins of American Records did a bit of fast shuttling between
ITew York and Chicago last week when he hopped a plane for Chicago
Thursday afternoon for the Eddy Duchin opening at the Palmer House,
recorded the band Friday, and was back in New York Friday night for the
Kay Kyser opening at the Penn hoteL

I

Most of the larger bands, however,
Greyhounds when travelling.

use

tion.

Al Donahue is tagging his band differently in order to advertise to the
one-night kid trade that his is not a 'polite' outfit despite his long stays
at the Rainbow Room, N.Y. He'll tag his style 'Low Down Rhythm with

I

plates.

JAM SESSIONS AT
CAFE SOCIEn GO CBS

1

MUSIC-DANCE BANDS
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Van-Load of Lonis Bernstein Records

Back

by Court

to 1915 Required

Bernstein

St

Co.,

Swing Defined

bead of Shapiro,
must appear this

Friday (20) before Justice Philip J.
Mcbook in the N. Y. supreme court
for examination before trial in the
$250,000 suit which his sister, Mrs.
has
Shapiro,
Bernstein
Fanny
brought against him. The order was
issued at her request and requires
that Bernstein bring along all books
and papers that wUl help In refreshing his memory, Mrs. Shapiro Is,
however, not permitted under the
order to examine these records' her-

'Danger^Mep

.

new band

action

in 1915.

was

cut

NEW YORK EXPO
NO BONANZA

filed

FORBANDS

This letter promised that

he would make a

will

His setup has four trumpets
including Iilmseif.

by Mrs. Shapiro after her brother had sought to
hav.e the same court order her to
turn over to him (Bernstein) a letter
of agreement that he had signatured

The

Blasting' is thai

tag of a record Harry James'

self.

-

'

'

mobile registrations and llcen&ss re- and others.
lating to all moneys expended by the
Shapiro-Bernstein firm to the account of himself or the members of
his family from Dec. 23, 1915, to date.

Eastwood Gardens Opens
May 26 with Name Lineup

MCAINNEWARK

EucUd Beach 'Park, Cleve.
Ben CuUer, May 6, NlcoUet

Hotel,
Minn., four weeks. Closes current
CadUlac Hotel, Det, booking May 3.

AprU 27, indefnite.
Jimmy Lunceford, AprU
Clemsorh, C, Clemsom, S. C;

.

To-

bacco Warehouse, AshevlUe, N.
25, Auditorium, Wilson, N. C;

C;

of

Alfred L. Padula, lawyer-brother
tbi Philly restaurant operator,

who

practices in Newark, e9Q>lalned

that the litigation Involved an Indebtedness which extendi over a
period of years.
It is understood
that the claim covers percentages of

Income that Arthur Padula was to
derive from certain bands after they
had played his spot
Padula brought his action in New
Jersey, where
is not licensed to
do' business, so that the attachment

MCA

angle could be effected.

ROGERS CHANQES BAND
HCA

Orders Shift to Sweet StyleNew Bnnoh Organized

Buddy Rogers

Now

NatlMuacConndl
Formed; hdndes

26,

Many

Palais Royal, Norfolk, Va.; week
AprU 28, Howard theatre. Wash.;,
ilfay 6, Dartmouth 0>llege; 7, Hartford, Conn.; 10, Holyoke, Mass.; It

Societies

-

.

Zucker wlU be replaced in (3ilcagb by Russ Lyons from the CRA
end. Nothing has been
said alMut replacing Dorso. Latter
-wiU join the William Morris Agency
in Los Angeles as head of that
branch band dept ^cco.rdlng to reports, Zucker 'wiU head the Morris
band dept in tiilcago. Morris offices
in iMth cities liave not had band
depta. up tlU now, everything being
handled from the N. Y. end.

WlUard Alexander who quit «
vice presid^cy, to come over
up his duties in

week 19, Fox
week May. 27, Hl-Ho
week June .4, same.

last week with Harold Spivacke, of .the music division of the
Library of Congress, as the temporary chairman.- The idea of the

ledo;

theatre,

Det; formed

Casino, N. Y.;

NEW CONEY

ISLAND

SUMMER DANCE SPOT
New

name bands on

foUow.

the

.

It wiU operate on a straight admission charge with self-service food
and beer no hard liquor available.
Capacity is 2,500 to 3,000. There are

TRUCKOWNER LOSES

—

—

WHAHK

Among

those that have already
style of the Palomar In Los Angeles affiliated themselves with the projand the Southland, Boston, wiU open ect are the American Federation of
In Coney Island, N. Y, May 27. Spot Women's Clutts, the American Fedeis the Hi-Ho Casino, which last ope- ration of Musicians, ASCAP, Songrated as a night club. It hasn't been writers Protective Association, Muopen since the fold of the 1936 sea- sic Publishers Protective AssociaJimmy Lunceford Is the first tion, National Association of Person.
band set with Charlie Bamet Chick forming Artists, Associated Actor;
Webb, Ersklne Hawkins, Bunny and Artistes of America, NBC, CBS
Berlgan, Cab Calloway, Fleteher and various associations of instruHenderson, Red Norvo and others to ment manufacturers.
outlet for

EUmONBD.

council, it 'was explained, is to make
it possible for music to speak with
when it came to educational and legislative matters. The
constitution and bylaws are yet to be
dra-wn up.

a single voice

.

Tied 'Cp Benny Goodman when Latter Sidestepped Union. Taboo

PARIS

By HCOO SPECK
Paris, AprU 10.
Duke Ellington and his orchestra
wowed the Parisians on opening here

at the 2,800-seat National Theatre

de

Challlot where two concerto were
given to full houses. Gross 'was 20%
bigger than, on Ellington's previous
date five years ago.
As ticket, demand could not be satisfied, the orchestra will make a
week's appearance here early in May
at the end of Ita tour In one of the
larger thei^tres or cinemas. If right,
kind of deal can be fiixed. Gaumont
which runs the Rex and the Gaumoht-Palace, is presently in'on the
dickering.

Utlca, N.

Y, AprU

18.

Suit which a truckowner had filed
against Benny Goodman several
months ago -was dismissed yesterday
(Monday) by a local justice of the
peace.
The truck owner, Joseph
Copeland, asked for judgment of $140
because Goodman refused to go
through with a hauling assignment
after he had found that Copeland
was taboo with the local truckmen's
union.- The stagehands at the Stanley theatre, where Goodman was
booked, advised the bandraan tliat
they wouldn't work the act imless a
union truckman was engaged.

the Upbeat

D^

hand with his own (Feist's) bqok
Warren Taoker foUows Orin
and when the latter's business became large enough he hired Bitner Tucker hito Mark Hopkins hotel, San
Eraocisco, May 6.
at fuU time. This was in 1898.
Bitner progressed to the post of
general manager and this was the
Jim Walsh moves to Salt Air
title that he retained even when the Beach, Salt Lake City, for the sumFeist estate put him in charge of the mer season, opening May 27.

band 'wiUi a sweet -styled outfit on
Sanders to Glaser
the Co|s't this week. Latter crew
Bob Sanders, ex-head of Consoli- firm's operations.
has been in rehearsal for past tliree
Bitner last December transferred
or four weelis under Murray Olsen dated Radio Artists' Dallas office,
of Music £oiporation of America, last week joined the band laooklng his interest in Music Periodicals to
which books Rogers. Band which office of Joe Glaser. He'U handle his son, Edgar F. Bitner, Jr., and told
Bogeti let go was originally Frank one-night and location l>ooklngs tor friends that he proposed to devote
DqUey's, and was taken over by Glaser's outfits which lists Louis the rest of his days to perfecting his
Rogers In 1937^ Elizabeth Tllton. Armstrong', 'Andy Kirk, Don Red- golf. On the morning of the day he
died Bitaer told his counsel, Francis
sister of Martha Tilton, Benny Good- man, et aL
Sanders resigned from C^A after GUbert "that he was arranging to
nan vocalist Bang with Rogers and
the. latter closed its Dallas branch spend the month of May playing golf
was let so also.
<!haiige of. style Is said to be on last month. Prior to CRA he had in Canada.
Another son, John A. Bitner, and
order from MCA when Rogers de- been .with Mills Artists and for a
numded certain hotel dates on the short, time with Rockwell General a daughter, Mrs. Charles A. Hodgeman, also survive.
Amusement
Coast be given blm.

Bob

fice.

New York

National Music CouncU, composed New York Monday (17); He reof organlzatibns concerned with mu- turned from a Florida vacation Sunsic as a cultural,' professional, busi- day.
ness or any .other inters was

On

replaces his swing

cy and the other mentioned but not
confirmed, as slated for a similar
journey. Stan Zucker turned In his
resignation as head of CRA's Chicago office last week and Dick Dorso
resigned from the San Francisco of-

to Morris, picked

BOOKED UNHEARD

tained thtf Hudson-Delange outfit
after the' split whUe Delange buUt a
new one. Hudson spent tlte last six
months arranging tunes in preparation for his return.

Two Consolidated Radio Artists
branches lose their head men effective May 1 one definitely committed
to go over to the Wm. Morris Agen-

MCA

publishing operations for 37 years,
died last Wednesday (12) of a heart
attack in his New York apartment
Bitner retired from the publishing
business in 1035 when Metro acDuring (Goodman's local engagequired Leo Feist Inc., and in the
foUowing year he took charge of the ment Copeland £ot an attachment
Music Periodicals Corp., publishers against the leader's Clarinet but the
of the Musical Courier and Metro- instrument was released after the
Will Hudson's College Dates Set en nome.
During many of his years stagehands took up a collection and
Hep—Gathers Men
in the music industry Bitner was ac- posted a bond of ^00.
tive as a director of the American
Out of the. band business since Society of (jomposers, Authors and
splitting with Eddie DeLange and
Publishers.
later retiring for a rest WIU Hudson
Either came to New York from
is currently forming a new band
which has already beei. accepted by Pennsylvania' as a boy and got into
the corset manufacturing business.
Music Corporation of America.
Henry King's orchestra booked
Leo Fei^t was a salesman in a corset
is unusual in that the
gave
into Fairmont hotel, San Francisco.
Hudson a contract and is already lin- house where Bitner had become a May 23.
ing up a series of college dates to bookkeeper. Feist took to writing
and when he couldn't get anystart next month, without the leader songs
Sterling Tonng opens summer seabody to publish them he organized
having corraled his men.
Hudson will have five brass,, four his own publishing firm. Feist St son at Stanton Beacti, Ore., May 6.
After, he had comsax, .four rhythm and a girl vocalist Frankenthaler.
rui Harris planning theatre tour
included in which wUl be some of pleted the day's work in the corset
the men from his old band. He re- company, Bitner would give Feist a with his band during hot months.

MCA

GO MORRIS

Mass.; 12, Amherst C,
Amherst Mass.; 13, Rockland Palace,
N. Y. C; 14, Bridgeport Conn.; 16.
recording date; 16, Syracuse; 18, To-

Worcester,

'

at the Newark' theatre Latter move
was to get MCA's commission on the
'Lyman- week's stand, which ended
la^ Thursday (13).

DORSO
LEAVE CRA;

ZUCKER,

Uiiioiu;

Y,

21-22,
24,

Detroit April 18.
Although Eastwood Park will open
dance floors. Bands, on tap wlU
Its doors this Friday (21), Eastwood two
Gardens outdoor dance spot will not have the benefit of NBC wires. With
relight until May 26 for the summer. name bands it will provide opposition
for Manhattan Beaich's seasonal
Until, then dancing will be held in
park's World's Fair ballroom, with band .poUcy.
George Kavanagh's band providing
music every night except Tuesday
EDGAR BITNER DIES
and Wednesday.
Ballroom 'will shutter when Gardens reopen.
Already booked for Was With. Leo Feist for 31 Tears—
In Retirement Since December
latter spot are Russ Morgan, Gene
Krupa, Henry Busse, Benny GoodEdgar F. Bitner, 62, who was asman, Buddy Rogers, Bob Crosby, Hal
Kemp, Eddy Duchin and Jan Gar- sociated with the late Leo Feist's

ArSiur H. Padtda, who operated
Arcadia , ^restaurant, swanky
Philaddphia spol now in proce^ of
receivership, has taken his longpending .financial differences with
the Music Corp. of America to the
courts. Through an assignee Pedula ber. Jitterbug contest will be conlast week filed a suit for $5,412 dam- ducted each Sunday evening when
ages against MCA in the .Essex Gardens relights, with winners seCounty Circuit Court, Newark, N. lected in late August getting trip to
N. Y. fair.
J., and at the same- time made an
attaolmient on Abe Lyman's salary
the

OB

Claude Hopkhis, April 22,
Ice Skatins Arena
layan U., Middletown, Cona; May 0.
ApoUo, N. Y.
„
Loi Angelas; April 18.
Joe Venuti, April 21, Moose Hall,
Farm,
Lancaster, Pa.; AprU 29, Castle
Ambassador hotel's famed CocoaClnn.; AprU 30, Grand, Evansvllle; nut Grov* passes out of the niteiy
May e, Playmore, K. C.
picture to be traasformed Into an
Jimmy Dorsey, May 19, Rutgers U. ice skating rlnlc Synthetic foliage
DeLarry Clinton, Fox theatre,
is being removed and the entire surtroit date optional.
face wlU b« chemically treated for
Frank Dalley, May 9, four weeks. the trapped sport Transcribed muHotel St Paul. St Paul, Minn.
sic will accompany the gUder&
Circle
theaAl Donahue, April 21,
Grovs has been closed tor sevCollege,
tre, Ind.; April 29, Lawrence
eral weeks due to union trouble and
Oshkoshi Wis.
Benny Goodman's booking into the
weekends.
Walled Lake, Mich.,
^K)t was .cancelled. Conversion of
Joe
Hart,
LitUe
Tiny Hill, AprU 21;
the room Into an ice arena -will cost
April 28; Jimmy Livingston, May S; the hotel around |25,000.
Lang Thompson, May 12.
Tiny Hill, AprU 28 weekend,

'

PADUUSUES

Chfll

•

,

.

Pots

Wcs*

Jack Marshard, Hotel Plaza, N.

codicil to his will

returning to Mrs.. Shapiro a share of
stock in the S-B corporation, giving
Despite the mai^ reports of bands
her equal ownei^Iiip of the company being signed for concessions at the
with Ills estate.
New York World's Fair, there are
Justice McCook's order allows for n6 contracts as yet on file with the
Bernstein's examination as to the local musicians imion for dates there.
following items:
Fair opening is less than two weeks
1. Reduction of the number of auaway. Situation loolcs to l>e a repeat
thorized directors of Sliapiro, Bern- of the Chicago World's Fair of sevstein St Co\ fr.om .four to tliree, eral years ago, which held oft till the
whereby Mrs. Shapiro, whose .late last mlnute'On the band question.
husband, Maurice, co-founded .the
Music Corporation of America has
firm, came to have but one director, no name bands even being considwhile Bernstein retained two.
ered. Only thing bontemplated and
2. Failure and refusal of Bernstein for which contracts will be filed this
from Dec. 23, 1915, to date to abide week are for a small number of
by the December, 1935, agreement cocktail units of five and six pieces.
wtiich assured Mrs. Shapiro of an
William Morris Agency has nothequal qumber of directors.
ing definitely set but is negotiating
3. Accounting of the moneys, ad
At least
for several of its b^nds.
compensation, three are mentioned: Don Bestor, Ina
payments,
vanees;
hopuses, salaries, extra salaries, eX' Ray Hutton and Vincent Travers.
penses, prpflts end dividends received
Neither Rockwell nor Consolidated
by. Bernstein and Mrs. Shapiro di- Radio Artists have any plans .conrectly or indirectly from Dec. 23, cerning the Fair: and bands under
1915, to date.
These four ofllces
their banners.
Records tliat Bernstein must brtaig control the bookings of the biggest
along with him to the examination percentage of the available name
Include all account boola, bankbooks, bands. CHiick Webb's band is set for
checUxMks, flies, documents, income the Savoy Ballroom concessioa It
tax returns, insurance policies, auto- is owned by jils manager, Moe Gale,
.

.

Cocoanol GroTc

_

4liOUls Bernstein,

Band Bookings

Wedn^sdaj, April 19. 1939

L A.

Kay Kyser opens
late

Entertainment offered consisted of
38 numbers, beginning with 'East St
Louis Toodle-oo' and ending with 'In
a Sentimental Mood.' Ivie Anderson
vocallng got over for good returns.
With a varyhig treatment Ellington dished out those from the 'sweetT
side -Uke

French

'Mood Indigo.' (Even the
have learned to use the
word 'hot'.). Arrangement

Ai)(terlcan

of Rachmaninoff's Prelude In C sharp
minor caught plenty' of 'co'mSient as
did «Rockln' in RhyUmi,' 'Solitude,'
'Harmony In Harlem' and 'Riding a
Blue Note.' first trumpeter, Rex
Stewart, aroused applause oh his
own account with 'Jeep's Blues' and
"Trumpet in Spah>,' as did Barney
Bigard .with some clarinet hot spotq,

and the Diike taking plenty for himself at the piano.

Grosses were a revelation to
French operators^ none- of whom
would have dared take such a risk
for the price Lennart Reuterskiold
of Renter St Reuter in Stockholm is
paying for the band. Concerts here
were under' the administration of
A. St W. Dandelot In coUaboration

with Jim Witteried aiid Reuterskiold
with the works under an arrangement with Irving MUls. MlUs, Reuterskiold and Witteried' wlU accompany the orchesti'a for the duration
of the tour.
Playing dates are booked tight untU the end of the month. Leaving
here the orchestra jumped to Antwerp and from there wlU work north

into HoUand, Denmark, Sweden and
Norway. If -deal -can I>e set it 'wiU

return here after May 1 for a week's
stand before returning to tiie United
States.

Neither of the Paris concerts were
broadcast as no local or -English
commercial sponsor could be found

who was

willing to

pony up.

Catalina season

next month.

EDDIE SOUTH TO

I. A.

MUwaukee, AprU 18.
Bobby Parks band'has been signed
Eddie South's band engagement at
to a five-year termer by RockweU
the Blatz Palm Garden has been exGeneral Amusements. Formerly with
origtended

until April 27.
South
has been in the Stork inally
went into the night spot for
Club and Plaza Hotel, N. Y.
two weeks, but 'wiU have been there

MCA. Parks

Glen Island Casino, N. .Y.. undergoes a refurbishing before admitting
Miller's band for the sununer
(Continued on page 62)

Glenn

30.

The first week in May South helps
Joe Glaser unshutter the Trocadero,
Hollywood,
Sot;th is booked for
three montlis.

/

AUDE-^aCHT CLUBS

Wednesday, April 19. 1939

Mystei^ Over a Lease

k Bdmd

Night Glub for Summer
Pitsburgh,

liie

Sadden Callmg Off of Vaude

B'Up

At the hofitable Rivera,
Vaude

policy

at

Rivera,

the

F. P.

GRAVAH BACK

BrooklTn, which is operated by Sam.
steel Pier Head, Seovtlng European
Cocalls, waa discontinued suddenly
Talent, Saw Hnoh Unrest
Monday (17), although the split-week

tage. show Idea at the house was
profitable. Al Sogers and
who were booking the
on a percentage arrangement, were given notice to stop spotting shows Into the spot last Friday (14).
According to Rogers and Miller,
considerable mystery Is attached to
the sudden calling o9 of the vaudr

gald to

be

Bill Miller,
.

shows

AtlanUc -City, April 18.
The people of Europe are marked
with a tensity thiat bespeaks the inevitability of war, was the observation of Frank P. Gravatt head of
the Steel Pier Co., upon his return

Thursday (13) from a five-week
European tour in search of talent for
the Pier's forthcoming summer.
In Germany, prior to the Nazi

VABwrr

Blandi Takes Over Pitt

Sain Blandi,

who

AprU

N. Y. Par

MuOs Non-Name Orchs

18.

operated Blandi's

Plus

Name

Specialties in Effort

Inn here last summer, and has been
running the Harlem Casino downthis winter, has taken over the
Willows, for long time Pittsburgh's
No. 1 roadhouse, for June, July and
August Spot was operated by a
syndicate last season but group broke
up few montlis ago and Blandi
BACK IN HARNESS
nabbed it from the bank-owners,
Blandi's planning an entirely new
Indpls. Union Exec, Retired Maestro,
policy. He's going to charge 45c adFUIs In D vrlng Pinch
mission and run the big-capadty
place cafeteria istyle, with customers
Indianapolis, April 18.
buying their drlnlcs and sandwiches
Abe Hammerschlag, business agent
at bar and taking it back to their
of local musicians' imion, dug his
own tables. In past the Willows baton
out of the bottom; of his
has been strictly a dass operation.
tnmk Friday (14) to conduc the pit

town

To Duck Mounting Band Costs

'

DETROIT CAFES

ON THE UPBEAT

'

LOEfSBACKTO

RKO AMPUFiES

IN

,

CHEAP UNITS

CLEVE.

.

'

INN.Y.

booking this spot

Charged widi

JJqnor

Selliiig

License
18.

Bill Green, owner and operator of
.town's most prosperous roadhouse, is

In hot water again with the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board and
faces loss of his booze license for the
second time In three years. Latest
charge against him Is selling to minors, result of raid last week while
a big fraternity dance was in
progress.
In 1937 Green pleaded guilty to
.slot machine charges, but tiie court
refused the district attorney's plea
to take away his license. Understood
that was because the cafe owner

Mae

,

is amplifying its olckle-and
New York stage show time to
include the 23rd Street Manhattan,
and Orpheum and Kenmore theatres Brooklyn. All three will play
only one day weekly, the 23rd Street
opening April 28, the Kenmore, Frl
day (21), and the Orpheum, May 1.

dime

'

Already playing this type of show
are the Madison, Brooldjm; Coliseum,
Manhattan, and the Flushing, in
Flushing,
Queens.
Latter
plays
shows two days a week, the others
only one. Billy Jackson Is booking
'em alL
Average cost of the shows Is
around $100 dally, with $150 being
after finishing here Wednesday (12). tops, but rarely reaches that amount
Deals are set by the RKO district
Unit did five shows daily.
Paramount this week Is reverting managers, rather than the theatreN. Y. INT'L CASINO to straight films until Saturday (22) operating' department Jackson bewhen Dave Apollon's Revue will be ing unaffiliated with the circuit
on boards. Count Bemi Vicl's unit otherwise.
Milton Berle will top the first show booked later and further stage enwhen the International Casino, on tertainment Is planned, when and if
'Rejtnrenated available,
Broadway, reopens.
according to manager Billy
Post
cabaret under Alex Finn's manage^ Pratt
KeSy Keeps
ment is scheduled to reopen May 10.

BERLE TOPS REOPENER

Berle's deal calls for four weeks
and options. Georgle Hale is staging
the show, with the girls already In

Default Verdicts of $900

Hit Winstead Minstrels

Spartansburg, S. C, April 18.
Default verdicts totaling ^HK) were
returned against Winstead Minstrels
Nitery Waiters and Helen Grice in three civil actions
Action
here. Suits followed collapse of secPhiladelphia, April 18.
tion of seats here last fall.
Musicians local here has decided
Based on alleged personal into leave the band In the Little Rath' juries.

Musicians Await

NLRB

on

skeller here, which had asked for an
injunction to prevent the American

Federation of Musicians from pull
ing out its members, until the Na'
tional Labor Relations Board acts on
organizational activities among the
waiters at the spot
Kaliner Bros., operators of the
nitery, in their request for an in'
junction, claimed they have a con'
tract with Victor Hugo's band. Tooters' union maintains the contract was
only conditionally accepted.
Frank Lluzzi, prez of the local, got
a statement from the Kaliners that
they would employ only AFL help,
which he claims the Kaliners later
renounced, it's reported. Statement
has been sent to the Labor Board
Kaliners claim their
for action.
waiters are perfectly satisfied and
don't want to join the imion.

-

orchestras.
Salaries In ' the
$10,000 bracket are no longer rarities for bands, and these figures, plus
the cost of necessary specialties to
fiight

round out a show, are deemed too
expensive to be borne by a ttieatre's
average business.
Par's move is seen as haying been
hypoed by the success of the recent
show headlining Dorothy Lamour
and Mischa Auer, -backgrounded by
Charlie Bamet's orchestra. Bamet;
off New York's swlngo 52nd street,
was virtually unknown to the gen-

eral public, but the grosses reached
high proportions due to the Lamour'Auer draught It's fl^ed that sufficient
personalittes
of this b.o.
calibre can be booked to tomid 'out
an anntMl 2e-show schedule, the Par
averaging two weeks for each stagefllin

A

Philadelphia, April 11.

Thomas

E. Kelly has been re-elected rep (business agent) of the American Federation of Actors local here.
William Jones was also returned as

engagement'

t6w months ago, sensing a posfrom swing bands, plus
the competition from Warner Bros:
Strand up the street, the Paramount
started goin^ in for name acts to bolster the pit
This resulted in
switch to a near vaudfllm policy,
making it easy for the Paramount
to also unostentatiously drop the
name-band idea for a name-act
sible switch

policy.

The show opening next Wednesday
(26) reflects the name
idea.
Backgrounded

personalis

by

Henry

Busse's orchestra, the pit will feature Lanny Ross, Shirley Ross, Hal

LeRoy and BiUy Gilbert
One of the first non-name orchestras to ''come into' the house will be
Harry James* crew, which has been
booked for a date some time in June,

Simon Agency

rmi

AT

turned state's evidence and helped
In the conviction of the alleged czar
of local slot machine racket
Raid on Green's -:7as the latest
move In liquor board's recent dampdown under direct orders from Governor James. Only few weeks ago
Green's and oQier outlying places
were ordered to close every Saturday
at midnight and to eliminate Sunday
dancing entirely, which had gone on
unmolested for years in the coimty.
Liquor board's ruling states minors
car't enter a place serving booze unlesr accompanied by parents or adult
diaperone, giving restaurants and
hotels plenty of additional worries.
SIMPLE EQUATION
They're pointhig out that if strict
letter of law is carried out it will Lancaster Cafes Hike Beer Prices to
niean that no eating place at all that
Make Up for Bingo Bevenae
has a liquor license can serve even
Lancaster, Pa., April 18.
food to any one under 21 unaccompanied.
Ban here on bingo last week sent
the price of beer in many of the
town's niteries up from a nickel to
UABTIN'S BDFF DATE
a dime.
Profits from the game, operators
Tony Martin has been booked by
Paramount for the Buffalo, Buffalo, said, had been enough to cover the
as another stop on his personal tour. nut on floor shows. Now, with that
He'll open there May 6, coupled source of revenue gone, cost has to
with Zavler Cugat's orchestra.
be added to the drinks.
.

RKO

back to stage shows Friday (21),
West's Big {17,500
with Judy Garland as the break-in.
Eleanor Powell heads the second bill
At Atlanta Par, House
the following week. Business done
by the house with the first two shows
Books Yaode, As and If
will determine future bookings.
Next-door RKO Palace to date has
AUanta, April 18.
had the monopoly on local vaude.
It has btfen giving Loew'S more
Mae West,' coupled with 'Risky
competlsh lately through a deal with Business,' did a terrific $17,500 In
Warners that netted it 'A' pictures, five days at Lucas & Jenkins' Parathought to be the main reason for moimt Engagement' here was lopped
to five days because of Good Friday,
the return to vaude of Loew's.
and the long ride between here and
Houston, for which point she left

rehearsaL
Pittsburgh, April

ing.

ly three years, Loew's State is going

AFA

to Minors; Pa.

May Reroke

After being without flesh for near-

,

and radio.

.

schlag has not maestroed since leaving the stand at the va'idfilm Lyric
here five years ago to become business agent of the union.

march into Czechoslovakia, Gravatt
said he was delayed for more than
°Ed Resener, who replaced hhn at
film policy. They understood that an hour to permit the passage of
the Lyric, is the only other experitheir deal called for. a term of years, 20,000 soldiers.
Such movements
enced conductor in this; city, and he
as long as Cocalis' lease, which, they were surrounded with secrecy so that
was not available t- the Circle ^beclaim still has nearly five years to German citizens had little knowledge
cause of his duties at the Lyric
go. They also state that their con- of what was going on.
Detroit, April 18.
Hammerschlag came to the rescue
tract called for a forfeiture of $5,000
Vocal niteries, particularly the when no other experienced leader
than SO days' notice was
If less
better class, have taken an upswing. could be obtained.
given.
Present biz is best in some time.
Thus far, according to Rogers andMiller, a dear story hasn't been
Upturn has been noticed during
given 'em on exactly who called oS
past couple of weeks despite Lent
Cocalls Is the
the vBudfllm Idea.
Most of pickup is attributed to good
sub-lessor of the Rivera, but blame
weather and spurt in auto biz. Furfor the order for discontinuance of
thermore, surviving spots are profitvaude Is being shifted around.
ing from shuttering of several topIjawyers for Rogers and Miller are
notch niteries since first of the year.
looking Into the matter. MeanSome spots, including the Statler
while, the other Rogers and MUler
Terrace Room and Book Cadillac
operation, Shubert, Brooklyn, MonCasino, had planned on dosing as
day .(17) shifted to a cheaper stage
early as May 1, month earlier than
show policy, plus duals.. Instead of
usual, but now may p/olong shutterCleveland, Aug. 18.

using names, house Is now playing a
split- week policy of moderately budgeted vaude, plus dual pictures at
Biz Is said to have Im35e top.
proved since the Institution of the
new policy,' the operators going Into
the red plenty on the first two 'name'
shows.
This leaves the field clear for the
Brandt Bros.' Flatbush, Brooklyn,
and Its name shows. This house,
rather than retrenching, appears to
be going in more heavily than ever
for names.
Starting Friday (21),
house will headline Harry Rlchman,
Don Bestor's orch and Sheila Barrett, plus two other acts.
Week following, Happy Felton's orch, Kenny
Yoxmgman and Wlnl Shaw are
booked. Lou Holtz will head the
May S show, while George HaU's
orch, Dolly Dawn and Benny Rubin
go in May 12. Arthur Fisher Is.

conditions, in-

Though not officially stated, the
orchestra at the Circle for thqt the- move is reported also due to the
atre's spot vaudie booking. Hammer- moimting salary demands of the top-

.

VAUDE

Cued by economic

dications point to the Paramount;
New York, veering from its name
pit-band policy in the next few
months. In dh«ct contrast, thC'house
will probably start bringing in non«
name swing orchestras fronted by
name personalities from stage, screen

Qidf^,

Charles Yates

To

Co^nsolidatd Job

Last vestige of whait was once one
of yaudeyille's most powerful sales
the Simon A]gency, disappears
on or before May 1, when Charles
Yates, Its current head, moves over

offices,

Consolidated Radio Artists to
head a new subsidlaiy, yet to be Into

secretary and Paul Mohr as treas' corporated, to deal in talent agentMoving over with Yates are
urer. Roy Scott was named record- Ing.
ing secretary. He succeeds Joseph his brother, Irving, and associate
McFadden. New board of directors Phil Cosda.
The Simon Agency, until the death
was. also chosen.
This was organization's first annual of Ferd Simon In- 1936, was one of
the top talent sales outfits, principalelection since its founding last f aU.
ly concerned on the
booking
floor.
Hie three Simon brothers
originally came out of Chicago and
quickly established themselves In

Johnny Perkins Bids

RKO

$52,000

Annual

New

York.

First brother to die was John B.,
who passed away in 1634, Ferd succumbed two years later, while Irving
Simon passed on last year. Irving
came out of virtual retirement after
'

Rental for SL

L House; Maps Vaude

Ferd's

death

.

to

take

over

the

St Louis, April 18.
most of his time with the Cardinals agency. Suffering from lU healtit,
An offer of $52,000 a year on the at theh: St Petersburg training camp, he made' a semi-partnership deal
4,0d0-seater St Louis, the largest Perkins said he is convinced from his with Yates to run the office, both for
house in the St Louis Amus. Co.'s experience in working with stage himself and Ferd's 'widow. Followstring, nixed nine months ago, is still shows in Chicago that, the natives inj Irving's death, Yates also bou^t
good and Johnny Perkins, rotund here will support the right concoc- Mrs, Ferd Simon's share to become
comedian and m.c., hopes that execs tion of a combo policy in- a house the agency's sole owner.
Yates has a deal with CTRA to hanwill lease the house to him. Perkins like the St Louis.
Vaude has had but indifferent suc- dle its bands for theatre bookings.
believes that the .proper kind of
vaude will pay in this burg and that cess here and later when pit band His moveover to .the ConsoUdated's
shows were tried at F&M's 5,000-seat offices on a profit-sharing basis also
is the policy he will use if and when
he obtains possession of the house. Fox the biz was not consistently marks the CRA's first attempt to enPerkins said he laid his proposi- good.
The latest attempt at fiesh ter the stage talent field, in direct
tion before Harry C. Arthur, Jr., shows at the Fox was several weelis competition on this end with the
head man of Fanchon Sc Marco which ago when Al Pearce and his gang Music Corp. of America and the
rehas a management and operating played a one-week stand after an William Morris Agenc .
contract with the amusement com- absence of a year. While on the pre- cently acquired Miles IngaUs to bolpany. According to Perkins Arthur vious visit Pearce. hung up a b.o, ster its stage taleilt department
took the matter up with Clarence record for the house his latest p.a.
Turley, but after it had been mulled was just so-so,
hasn't deterRogers*
over for some time it was finally nnrined whether further attempts will Creator of
thimibed down. Perkins who m.c.'d be made to dole out stage shows
It's
stage shows at the St Louis several here.
metropolis
Currently the only stage show In
seasons ago, makes this
Chicago, April 18l
his home and during the past few town Is .at the American (legit), the
Dick. CaUdns, artist for the 'Buck
years has been working In the mid- Garrick, this burg's sole burlesk' Rogers' cartoon Strip, is.' personaling
dle west Retumhig last week from house having shuttered early last in Balaban
Katz nal>e honses.
he
spent
winter
because of anemic biz.
a visit to Florida where
Act consists of chalk talk.
.

MCA

.

F&M

'Buck

'

Shows 'Em

'

&

How

Done

'

—

.
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the Engine,' and shortly there- of allure; .Cbiqiiita, another terpei
Ciro Rimac, the
after, five of the girls simultaneously and warbler: and
vocalize 'Daddy Wouldn't Buy Me a leader, who's m.c., warbler and

On

Night Club Reviews

f

'He Calls

TOPSYS,

L. A.

Los AngeXe$, April
Roger's orch (12),

Off to the «ast eDd of town, In a
burg called Southgate, is Topsys,
envy of many a night club oi>erator.

down

you're not in

'

by

6'clock there isn't a chance to
crack the portals. By reducing the
dance floor to .postage stamp size

g

room for 1,200 customers.
Mob that frequents the spot aren't
the best spenders around, but they
spend. It all adds up to nice Mon>
there's

.

morning bank deposits by
Contrata, one of the town's
leading citizens and no slouch as a

day

Jimmy
.

showman.

When Contrata unpeeled the roll a
couple of years ago an', put up the
present spot he went for name bands,
a novelty to the citizenry. It clicked
from the start and now he has
Buddy Rogers' crew for four weeks.
If the hubby of Mary Pickford figures he's got a soft touch here he
needs wising up. The Southgaters
have Jigged and stomped to such
maestroV as Ted Lewis, Jan Garlter,
Jimmy Giier and a few others of
that caliber.
nie Rogers outfit is all new, and
opened after two weeks' rehearsal.
Irs

probably

corniest

the.

Own

.

On

if

His

TROCADERO, LONDON

in the midst of this sec-

tor's industrial area, there's bulging
year-around payrolls on all sides.

a Saturday night,

Me

m

14.

Marv Lou Cook, Tonya, Buddy

Set

—

outfit

booked Into the grotto. Their antics
and capers are ptrictly smaU-tlme,
w^th zoost of. the bandmen doubling

.

In the floor show. It doesn't shape
up as a healtt^ run. Rogers Is said
to have ditched his old crew so's to
Sut up a sweet front Apparently
ley haven't made up their minds,
for on the night cau^t tiiey tooted
'Hold Tlghf twice within an hour.

BENNY THE BUM'S

The

sweet stuff was there, too, but
not Impressive and lacking luster.
Maybe they'll Improve with time,
althou^ it doesn't look too promis.

.

production of the Argyll Rooins 'as
Aside from supplying the tunes tor
Is all over the they existed from 1650 to 1678. Hedll
Instrument and Andersen appears as an advanced terplne. the Rimac troupe (14) prolat He does okay on this phase, woman of tiiose days, and at once vides the entire show at the hacienda
but his efforts at being funny with captures the audience with her open- of Benny the Bum tills sesh. It lasts
the rest of the crew are puerile. His ing song. She is an EngUsh girl who only 30 minutes, but it Is so fast and
sldekidc on the didoes, a Tony Ga- specializes in the singing of old feverish that it's just about the limit
lento-sized bass fiddler, has no talent fashioned songs. At present she is that any audience can take in one
doing research work in the compila- dose. Entire presentation is highly
for comedy,
Mary Lou Cook, who has Idcked tion of American ditties of the past amusing and entertaining and rather
around in radio, handles most of the generation, with a view to appear- unique night club fare. There's
vocals and also has to act funny, ing in New York with some u. S. plenty of singing, plenty of dancing,
which Is more of a strain on the numliers of vintage contemporane- plen^ of s.a. and no stage waits.
customers than her. Only straight ous to the English ones selected for Something's happening every second
act is Tanya, a shapel^ bubble her here.
and the noupe doesivt wait for an
dancer, but no threat to Sally Rand.
The second scene is the Trocadero m.c. to announce It; It's just bangGirl trio and some of the males in Music Hall, where Miss Andersen, bang-bang.
the band take a crack at 'the vocals. after first appearing in bicycle
Cuban crew consists of a band of
Not too hot, but a welcome relief bloomers singing ICiss My Bicycle,' 10 members; Charley Boy, son of the
from the comedy turns.
a satirical num1>er, changes to maestro, who sings, dances and at
Best bet in the spot Is the table straight costume of. the period and various times plays various instruservice, Contrata springing a new offers with meticulous seriousness, ments; Conchita, a niece of the
one in this department Walters are 'Itly Mother Was a Lady.' In this troupe's head man, who was recently
sepians off the railroad dining cars, scene Gerald Nodin renders 'Daddy's added and provides an eye-filling bit

ing.

Naturally, Itogers

8Uce playing

this

'

Bnrlesk Review

CASINO, PITT

-

Pittsburoh, April 13.
'Whirl o/ Girls' unit with l/lanny
King, Marie Cord, Leonie Thurston,
Isabel Broxon, Beryl Martin, Cv.

Marjorie

HiXlery,

Wade. Line

Roye,

Wade

W).

&

Tag end of the peel season usually
brings around a nock of. shows like
•Whirl of Girls.' It's strictly an inbetweener, spotty .and short on good
comedy. Iilanny King shoulders the
comedy burden, and

wliile one of
the wheel's ace comics, he's on only
twice and registers but once,

Thefs In his next-to-doshig appearance. In a skit that tokes off
Ihigo
and action the
Broadway hit of several seasons ago,
'She Loves Me Not' It's t>een standard with King for couple of years
now. His effeminate Princeton boy
is good, low-comedy, and he's smart-

m

burlesque

THE WASHINGTON
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assisted by Marjorie Roye. a
promising comedienne, who's a big
help throughout the show. King's
first skit however, one in a doctor's
office, where he's supposed to be
converted into an infant is not up
ly

IVelsore

B.

Bdl About

the Shouashops

Dave Apollon^s 'Varieties^ Revue
'Steals The Show^ at Loew^s Capitol
Capitol boasted a 50-plece orchestra of Its own.
under the gold-plated aegis of Meyer Davis.

Every Act a Hit
'

of

In view of Sonja Henle's priority In the

comedy-romance on

DAVE

^Live Audience*

torper. In addition, there's Hernandez, who steps out of the bandstand
Grace Darl- to chirp.
(Continued from page 1)
Band, of course, specializes In the
Ing,' 'Don't Send the Children Out
Their
laying over between runs.
Latin-American type, of tunes, doing
for Beer,' and an ensemble number
training gives the spot a noticeable
mostly rhumbas. sambas, tangos and
of airs from the 'Florodora' comto talk to a couple of hundred people,
lift and courses change painlessly
poser, Leslie Stuart featuring "Lily the like. Also plays pop American
and without constant prodding. Tar- of Laguna.' The concluding turn
tunes satisfactorily, almough nothing most of whom sit on their
hands.
exiff runs to $1.50 every night except
this part is Knox-Crichton as an old- like the native stuff, at which it
Saturday, when it ups to $2, to be fashioned clumsy conjurer, with a cels. It consists of piano, bull fiddle, We of. the istage who must have the
Helm.
guzzled or masticated.
lady assistant in misfits who manages drums, two trumpets, sax, two clari- feel of an audience to do our best
effectually to ruin his simple tricks. nets, guitar and various South Amer- just can't get the same effect out
of
The third scene is the Trocadero ican riiythm instruments. There's a
Those
mechanical
griil-rbom of today, for a girl num- good bit of doubling on Instruments microphones.
They and all the men at times play the gadgets are no good for an artist
l>er with excellent costuming.
('NIGHT LIGHTS')
The
are followed by the Five Cleveres, native maracas, gourds, etc,
you see, you can't blame us for
girls and two femmes, when the sliow isn't on, So,
three
acrobats,
Australian
London, April 8.
some excellent sit in front of the band pounding on wanting to get out among people
Hedii Andersen, GeraXd Nodin, two men, who do
some small double drum-like Instruments.
Knox-Crichton, Cleveres (5), Mcr hand-to-hand tossing, and splen- Most unusual thing in the band Is and do a little performing. Call It
unique formations. Fast act
Kay & Lqvelle, Mixed Ensemble.
didly received. The next Is a French rliythm produced hy ^e jawlK>ne of the ham In us, or what you will, but
scene of one of the Louis an ass, played by Caiarley Boy,
I get a great kick out of It and so
When Charles Ck>chran ascended fountain
Giro's introductions and explanaperiods, in which a lady attired In a
the steps leading to the stage of his pannier dress is stripped by her maid tions are so thick witli accent they do the others. That pent-up emonew show at the Trocadero last in preparation for bathing in the are hardly understandable, but it tion won't even stir in iront of a
little difference. Small, dark mike.
makes
You gotta have a live audiby
interrupted
they
fountain,
but
are
apinsistent
night in response to
a gentleman and scamper off. Im- and personable, he opens the pro- ence that warms to you and then
plause, he laid more than the usual
mediately following are the boys and ceedings with a medley of Cuban, that old happy feeling comes over
emphasis on the thanks he desired girls of the chorus, attired for ten- Mexican and Brazilian numbers. you.'
They've really scarcely gotten underto extend to all those who had as- nisi goU, skating, fencing an.d .cricket
Tep, the Boys Are Kighl'
way when the two femmes ap)pear In
sisted him in his one-hour presenta- in an effective routine.
scant and attractive costumes for a
There are at least three nitery opThe teamNext scene Is taken up by McKay rhumba. One chirps while the other
tion of 'Night Lights.'
work in this production is deserv- and Lavelle as a couple of dress- dances, then both dance, then Char- erators wholl agree with the boys
ing of commendation. There have suited drunks in a brief, but effec- ley comes out of the bandstand to right down to the last period; And
been bigger shows on bigger stages, tive, comedy acrobatic turn. Closing do a speedy turn with one of the for good cause. Any Saturday or
but few more completely satisfying number is the New York World's femmes. By the time they are fin- Sunday night drop into Crrace Hayes"
on a relatively small platform in a Fair, in which the entire company ished, the first gal is out in a change Lodge- in the valley just off Hollyparticipate with vocalizing and steprestaurant
of costume to demonstrate 'La Sam- wood. The show that goes on there
The conception and execution of ping. There are the English visitors, ba.' another dance. It's like that all
about midnight couldn't be bought
this singularly artistic offering is a gum-chewing, rubber-neck girls, a the way through, with one or both
marvel of co-ordination. To mention family from the West American of the girls out all the time.. and for less than $10,000- on the hoof.
Cochran for more individual praise sailors, a side show with Little Egypt (Charley and Chro keep things mov- Not just actors, but top talent Same
goes on Sabbath eve at the 'Victor
than the heads of the respective de- wriggling her midriff, members of ing every moment.
show
the
for
the
Russian
responsible
on.
partments
Eiallet and so
Both gals exhib plenty of flesh Hugo in BevhlUs. Sunday night cafe
or even the smallest performer
The scenery, costuming, lighting and SJL In body tosses and grind biz being what it is. Earl Carroll has
down to the girls, would be unfair, effects, dancing routines, etc.,. make work. Also okay In their more legit gone In for 'impromptu* entertainin its modest little way, this cabaret for one hour of fast-moving cabaret terping of the Latin American steps.
ment and first out lured a radio
is as fine a conglomeration of enter- entertainment of the high«t order.
C3iarley, In addition to his hoofing, name from his table party that
tainment as any of tiie numerous Show wUl ruli one year,
Jolo,
wliich iS good, is the clown.
His would have cost him easily two
stupendous productions C. B.. has
mimicry of a femme warbler with a
produced in his many years of
swing band, done in double talk with grand for the hour-long routine. Bepurveying.
It
far
suramusement
flailing arms, is tops.
Giro's piping ing the good thing that it Is, everypasses the 17 previous shows he has
in his peculiar Latin style is amusing. one Is going for a helping, and where
(PHILADELPHIA)
put on at the Troc since 1925.
Hernandez, the regular warbler, has It will' all end no one can predict
On the site of the Trocadero resa fair, voice.
You can't figure out an actor.
'
taurant, wliich was opened In 1686,
Philadelphia, April 13,
winds up with a Conga led
Crew
Benefits have been few and far beThe Rtmocs, with Giro Rimac, by the two gals, Ciro and Charley.
stood the famous Argyll Rooms,
which in 1669 became the Trocadero Charley Boy, Chiquita, Conchita, Brilliant costuming of both the band tween since Theatre Authority
Music Hall. The first scene is a re- Hernandez.
cracked down; that Is, performances
and specialists is .standout Herb,

Other numbers in this
set are 'A Little Bit Off the Top.'

Bow-Wow,'

field

Many

must be said that
APOLLON'S "VarleUes of 1939" revue, on
Ice, it

revue that presented many highly gifted performers. The Six Honeys, three men and three
gills, ostensibly brothers and sisters, open the
nroceedings with acrobatic dancing and gymnas-

the stage, constitutes a more potent item of entertainment at Loew's Capitol Theatre this week

than Metto-Goldwyn-Mayer's screen production

tic feats that are tops in their class, APOLLON,
of course, acts as master of ceremonies for the
whole thing and Introduces some of liIs distinguished mandollning and Russian dancing—the
fellow can whirl more without getting dizzy than
anyone who comes to mind and during the
course of his activities introduces Totnmy Trent^

of "The Ice Follies of 1939."

a show that MB, APOLLON has
brought to Washington for the current week on
F street His revue is packed tight with talent—
his own being by no means the least—and there
is a band on the stage that wUI practically knock
your ears off I This impressive group of instruIt Is quite

mentalists represents a neat welding of the Capitol's regular pit orchestra and Apollon's Chez
Paris Orchestra into an Imposing unit that has
been skillfully balanced In the mattier of instrumentation. For once, there are enough strings
to counterbalance the brasses and the effect is

what anyone might reasonably expect from^ome
40 or more top- musicians working at their best
It mort or less brought back the days when, the

Topllne Acta

But the band was only the bacliground of a

'

—

.

.

with his Punch and Judy show; Mildred Law,
a tap dancer of the first rank; Henry Morton,
"Dave's brother, Ivan," an inimitable comedian;'
Melissa Mason, the amazingly clever eccentric
dancer; the Three Oxford Boys, whose orchestral
Impressions are In a class by themselves—especially shice It Is all vocal, save for one guitar
and Ruth Petty, that ebullient young, miniature
Mae West who could raise the roof with her
voice if she cared .to, but is content merely to
raise the customers right out of their chalrsl"

to

Ills

talents.

Disrobing department Is headed by
Marie Cord, who wears her hair exactly like Gypsy Rose Lee's, and is a
dead rhiger for the former No. 1
stripper.
Oliay on looks, but conventional in action. Other teaser is
Leonie Thurston and she shows possibilities, though she's pretty much

'Whether or not the
for charity.
nitery owner needs a benefit is debatable. Fact remains, however, he's
getting one, at least twice a weelc
All that the talent geta out of it is
a free feed and maybe a bottle of
California vintage.
And how they
work their heads off. Sure there's a
picture gang out front. But that line
about all the important film execs
looking on Is no extenuation for the
top names of radio and pictures.
That's strictly sales comebn for the
breakers-in. The Neon boys stick to
their line about feel of an audience.'

Jnst

Wont Say No

It's a great racket for cafe owners,
that of getting all that creamy talent free on Saturday and Sunday
nighta. Funny thing that no one has
been able to figure out is that there's
t>een so few turndo.wns by big names
who peg their personal appearances
at around $5,000 weekly, Mebbe they
don't want to be bothered with putting the coin on their income tax
returns.

Best Coffee in England

QUALITY INN
Leleeeter Square

LONDON. WEST- END

.

'under wraps.
Comedy, aside

from King, is thirdCress HiUery tries a couple of
sketehes, but they get nowhere. Pro-

Earl

and Eddie Franklyn
DrtiMd by

rate.

duction average, ditto chorus work,

with only worthy ensemble number
being one that spotlights lithe Isa-

Brown

bel

in

an acrobatic control

SIDNEY FISHER
Avenue
76/77 Shaftesbu'ry

PICCADILLY. LONDON. ENG.

fan dance.

It's a showy Interlude,
and gal knocks down nice plaudits
with some tumbling that's made doubly difficult by those feathery accompahlments,

WANTED

,

Vaude specialists are Wade and
Wade, mixed sepia dance team, and
lively tappers.
Good-loolcing couple, too. and with proper routining
and costuming might develop into
blg-tlme. Singing; though, could be

nixed. Berlyn Martin does a whiny
'Hold Tight' exiting with a tired
strip,
and Irving Karo nasaling
"That's

Why

what passes

Darkies Were Bom' in
for another production

layout

King might have helped by another appearance or two, but he's
content with two spots, and that's
not enough to carry a weaUe.

Smart Womart Representative

MISCK
ThMtrleal

Clennm and Vjtn

1»S West 47tli.Stn«t. New Tork
CIroI* e-OBM
Good Woric Quick Scrrlee

—

"Heart of the Loop"

BREVOORT HOTEL
Madison, east of LaSalle, Chicago

Special Theatrical Rates

Cohen.

TfflS

NEXT

WEEK—CAPITOL, WASHINGTON

WEEK—PARAMOUNT,

CARL

ATLANTA

DiKcUon BEBNARD BURKE, 22 ^est 48th Street, New

SIMPSON

Orlglnatera' Performing

Yoric

Mariitnette*' Pull

View

FAITH

of Audieneo

APRIL 24TH, HIPPODROME, BRISTOL, ENGLAND
M-Q-A
Europe! CHA8. TUCKER

Direction

.

—
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OPENS NEW

PA.

Unit Review

MIKADO

CAFE DRIVE

lyrics are warbled in such a fashion
as to make them undistinguishable.

IN

AU of the "Mikado's* outstanding
musical numbers are included In the
Big

SWING

(OBPHEtJM, MPLS.)

INPHILLY

Minneapolis, April 14.
This Is one of the biggest unit
productions ever to play this theatre ^from the standpoint of personnel.
There are nine principals,
a mixed chorus of 44, 12 dancing
girls, eight feminine jitterbug steppers and six male hoofers. In addition, there are 16 musicians in the
pit, including the four and the conductor carried by the .oinpany. As
far as size and performance quality
are concerned, the show can't rate
far behind the orielnal full-length
creation.
With a feature
photoplay and the usual shorts
tossed in, Harry Rogers' 65-Tntnute
condensation of the 'Swing Mikado'
is
considerable show for 55c. in
many respects an entertainment bar-

—

Philadelphia, April 18.
Hegular semi-annual drive of the
Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board
the night club situation
up
clean
to
here. Nitery owners
is under way
have become as accustomed to the
drives as they are .to the seasons and
have been in the habit of yawning

WPA

and saying, 'Oh, that again?,' when
they hear of what's going to be done.
This time, however, the situation
la said to be different and the ennui
la tinged with fear, for a new state
administration has already given
every anti-rum indication. Start of
the new drive last week resulted in
the Issuance of 40 warrants for alleged violators.
Agents of the Control Board are
now rounding up those for whom
they hold warrants, but are having
Most of them, it is
little success.
leported, have fled the jurisdiction
while they arrange bail and counsel

—

all

sorts of

At
15

snappy dance

gyrations.

$20,000 for 20^ity Sales Parleys
Detroit, April 18.

(From Vahjeiy)

proves a hard and efficient worker,
getting a great deal out of his ma-

Vincent Lopez ordered to quit
"Sparkplug' George broadcasting by the Keith circuit
rol*- adequately,
Lopez' vaude, for which Keith had
is a suffl-'
him
under contract was drawing
ciently petite Yum Yum.
Lonny
Jackson, as Nanki Poo, sings well, fewer people, Keith's said, because
but his acting leaves much to be de- they could hear him over the radio.
sired.
Other principals are Jackson
Smith,
John Bourdette, Nodella
Lawrence, .Mass., censors forbid
Trotter, Hazel Williams and Mabel "The Temple "of Venus' film, to "proLewis. Jimmy Stanton, who staged tect the Innocent girls of the city.'
the show, rates a bow.

LeRoy

terial.

carries off the title

and Geraldine Overstreet

The

were

The Hudson Motor Car Co, has
contracted for about 160 acts and 20
bands to be used May 2-4, at a
$20,000 cost at spring sales drive
meetings in 20 key cities.
Contract was obtained by Abe
Schiller, local booker, who must line
up eight acts and 10-piece band for
each of 20 cities and towns.
First day calls for shows at meetings of Hudson dealers, distributors
and salesmen from surrounding
ritories in

burgh,

'innocent' girls

°

house when caught Friday afternoon
(14), opening day and first show.

,

Francisco,
'Strike talk'—Equity and the managers was hitting Broadway production.

—

and

Seattle,
Denver will be

Jitterbug Joints

WPA

Pkkens

Von Grona

.

London was preparing for a harBritish
Exposition.
vest
during
Prices all over were way up.

up for

buggery. And along with this is a
plethora of singing; the comedy bogs
down and reaps only a mild laugh
response, whilo story and dialog
mean next to nothing.
As for the so-called better class of
theatregoers and the G.
S. fans,
there aren't enough of them to count
for much at the boxoffl
Moreover, their reactions may not be entirely favorable.
The swinging of
the revered melodies and the general
jazz treatment may grate on some.
Also, while the sin»/mg may prove
moderately acceptable to' uie dissenters, they're likely to regard the
acting as amateurish and to find
fault with the fact that the brilliant

&

.

ALWAYS WORKING
'WHITEY' ROBERTS
Opening at the 'PALOMAR,'
Lo* Angeles, April 19
A( Uasi«r of Ccramonlea wUh
Artie Shaw
'

Booked In Enrland with
Uahoney Show 1b Sept.

Will

Ore.,

SanmacLake
By Bappy Benway

William A. Brady was seriously
Chris Hagedom has had another
considering a Keith offer to play a setback.
Edward Scarfece, late of 20th-Fox,
condensed version of "King Lear' in

in comeback at Trudeau sanatorium.
Emmett Allen, who came up 'her«
a long time ago ,is now the driver
Los Angeles screenwriters were of the Higglns local bus line.
complaining they had to sue every
The colony thanks Lynn Meade,
company With which they did busi- Putch Morley, Ken Walte, Mel Nellis,
Cliff Japhet and BiU aark,
ness due to breaches of contract'

vaudeville.

known

Screen companies we^e going in
Film asfor new talent contests.
pirants had to pay $20 for screen
'

tests.

George

Bernard

Shaw's

'Saint

Limited
Joan' opened In London.
stay predicted. Sybil Thomdike was
the star.

Ben Bard and Jack Pearl did 15
zippy minutes of comedy at the Palace, New York.. Ten-year-old Miriam
Battista and Charles Eaton, 12, held
down the No. 4 spot in 'Romeo and
Juliet,' also at the Palace.

See

L

as the Musical- Busters,

Next

when an injury, to hi: hand pushed
him out of his job in a paper mill.

ment to the actors' colopy,
Thomas Brady, formerly with the

old -NVA sanatorium, is now audib.
Ing In Plattsburg, N. Y.
Helen Arlund, recently at Warners,
is a newcomer at the hilltop lodge
for a checkup.
Harold (will Rogers Fund) Rodner in and out after quick looksee
at the Rogers.
Cliff Heather, former trombone
player with Mark Wamow's orchestra, has hit the Rogers for a ishort
routine. Just a little run down.
Out of bed and back to work goes
Walter Hoban, of New York, who
did the trick In less than ayear.
Chick Demmo and Jean wolf Into
the general hospital for treatment

Frank Howard and Anne Comerford

A. Cafe Fold

Los Angeles, April

successfully weathered operations.

Write to those

Jitterbug spots have large quantities of advantages over
standard
likker-serving niterler
First and
foremost is that they have no heavy
license fee ($750 a year is the local
tap in Pennsy), and consequently
have no worry about the state's
strict booze laws.
Also there's no
show or band nut

Paul

WUteman

taste o* Scotland

a sip o' gude auld

Johnnie Walker.

Try

it

M

IT S

and see!
BORN 1820...
mil going ttnttg

SENSIBLE TO STICK WITH

Johnnie JJalker

BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE INC, SEW YORK N
Y

Teairarden Cot* for

is

on

ABC

New Jackson Teagarden orchestra
was signed to a one-year recording
contract by American Records last
week. Band starts It off tomorrow
(Thursday), cutting four sides, at
World Broadcasting studios.
Teagarden's outfit goes into the
Blackhawk Cafe in Chicago May 8.
It's currently at the New York Rose-

TERMINI
with

and

JEAN HAMILTON
BOB DU HART

WOODGREEN, EMPIRE
LONDON
APRIL
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orchestra opens a

stay at the Paramount,
Springfield, Mass., tomorrow (20).
Week of the 28th at the Paramount,
Newark. Springfield date is the first
flesh for that house in several years.

best to an ocean

USD LABEL, 0 yean
BLACK LABEL, IZyeanoU

-

notice.

five-day

voyage for a true

is

orchestra

IIL

JOE

fall.

Barrle's

who we

18.

Unless biz takes a spurt in the next
two weeks, Beverly Wilshire hotel's
Florentine Room will go dark until

Dick

SOLE

DISTRIBUTOR

who

have contributed musical entertain-

*<

too many auditors
as lacking in variety. Even for some
of the most confirmed hep cats,
there's a superabundance of jittertirety sizes

EnglavA's Best Tailors.'

Portland,

played the third

day.

.

Opens

An

ter-

York, Detroit PittsN, Y.; Bioston,

insulted.

'

get a kick out of the enthusiastic
stage
capers
Negro singer-i.
of

.

19, Albemarle Street,
LONDON, W. 1.

New

Rochester,

Columbus and Washington. Second
gain.
"Oklahoma Kid,' Cagney western,
day shows will be held in Chicago,
On the credit side, too, the pro- seems a poor choice of feature to go
Shakespeare was being jazzed up. Minneapolis, Des Moines, Kansas
ceedings provide a jolly lark for Gil- with this stage show and undoubtr
bert & Sullivan devote' and others. edly is holding down matinee at- Los Angeles was to see 'Julio and City. St Louis, Oklahoma City, Atlanta and Dallas. '*Los Angeles, San
Little more than half-a- Romyette.'
It's a lot of fun, also, for those who tendance.

dancers and comedians.
Much of
Rees.
the entertainment Is spirited and
lively.
It's colorful, too, with its
gaudy and strange assortinent of costumes and Its picturesque scenic
background. The sin.ctlng is fairish
and the dancine good. Judged by
.accepted vaudfilm standards, the
service.
(Continued from page 1)
comedy may seem lame, but the
mirth is engendered by the audacity
N.Y.
Hildegarde
at
of the thing and by the earnest,
noisy efforts of the dusky perform- to keep things moving in the lulls.
Pierre Hotel on June 16 ers. No need to rave about the Gil- They get paid off in as much as they
However, can eat for free. All the other allithe
Savoy-Plaza bert & Sullivan score.
.Currently
at
the story and the dialog, as worked gators are merely regular customers,
hotel. New York, Hildegarde, the out here, detract from. the entertainwhile the large majority of patrons
songstress, opens at the Pierre hotel, ment—they could be foregone eno: the-joint just YioV their seats and
N. Y., June 16, for four weeks. On threly.
The unit, of course, represents an watch the others, which they conJuly 27 she returns to the Savoy for
plenty entertainment.
sider
publicity
in
on
th
ateffort
to
cash
three months.
The Hartmans also
Topper collects two-bits from each
set for the Pierre, plus Enric MadrU tendant upon the succer3 of the
show in Chlca^ o and New customer at the door. Tabs worth
guera band.
York, and Michael Todd's 'Hot
Singer is on the air currently for Mikado' production in the latter 20c. In food or drinks are given for
U. S. Rubber.
city.
But from the financial stand- the other quarter, nickel being held
The
point, judging bv the audience re- out for the coin phonograph.
sponse at the initial performance other and even more successful joint
offering may prove a mis- of this type here. The Click, makes
here,
the
Plays Atlanta
guided venture, paradoxical as this a straight two-bit co^'er charge.
-»
may sound. On the one hand, it
Topper is located in the old 31
Jane Pickens, the singer, is set must involve plenty cost: on the
for the week of May 4 at the Roxy, other. It apparently doesn't offer a Club. Original nitery seated about
highly acceptable enough type of 450, but the present spot, with large
Atlanta.
The Georgia capital is her home- entertainment to provoke the word- tables and greatly increased dancing
of-mouth
raves
needed
to
sp?ll space, holds only 200 or 250 when
town.
super-grosses in vaudflli houses.
pushed.
Crowd changes, however,
Show's main trouble from a vaudfilm boxoffice standpoint is that it's much more rapidly than in the alcoBroke
holic niteries, three distinct groups
too much twixt and between
Eugene Van Grona, also known as neither fish nor fowl. Most of the usually being in before closing at
Eugene Von Grona, dance director Gilbert & Sullivan satirical humor 3 a.m. Average tab is 30c. per perand professional dancer, at present goes over the vaudfilm customers' son. Prices are not hypoed, and
unemployed, filed a voluntary peti- heads; the delightful melodies, even standard soda fountain rates obtain.
tlon of bankruptcy in N.Y. federal when they're swung, seem unappre- Net profits on the food an. drink are
court Friday, (14). He lists liabili- ciated. The novelty or freak angle better than 75% and the rent is paid
doesn't have much bearing because
ties of $1,676 and no assets.
wholly by the owner's take on the
th. hot dancing is accepted as such
Owes Ann R. Silver, p.a., $324; on its face value ratlier than as a coin phonograph mach
Result is
American Federation of Musicians saucy intrusion into the classical a small-size gold mine for the owner,
Local 802, $288, etc.
G. St S. realm. The show in its en- Bernie Lavin^ who turned to this

HARRY RICHMAN Sext
*LORD & STEWART,

81

to Set 160 Acts, 20 Orchs

YEARS AGO<

Billy Mitchell, as Ko-Ko, is entrusted with most of the comedy and

'

'

Hudson Auto

condensation.
ensemble numbers are made out of 'Let the Punishment Fit the Crime,' "Three Little
Maids,' 'Flowers That Bloom in the
Spring" and "Tit WUlow,' with the
entire large company, which crowds
even the huge Orpheum stage, going

through

VARIETY

TheJHEATRE

of the

STARS

—

STATE, N.
Don

Doris

D'Arcy,

Gaudsmith

Bros., Stafford

Dupont;

&

Louise

with FloreTicc Svencer, Ruby Zwerlincfs

pit

ABC, PARIS

Ragging the Scale,' Pegleg Bates
puts in his appearance. One-legged
terper opens with a pattered bit of
introduction befbre going into his
Combines straight tapping
dance.
with a bit of aero stuff and a lesson
In terplng, all strong for audience
appeal. Works well, too, with the m.c.
and gets in a nice stunt of balancing
on the artificial pin. Bates weakens
his turn, however, with a continual
and rather loose line of chatter. It's
not very bright and sometimes gets
too lengthy and annoying.
Ella Fitzgerald is more vivacious
than ever, if that's possible, and is
coutouriered better than usual. Takes
oft with 'Hold Tight,' then 'Heart Belongs to Daddy.' 'Ain't What You
Do' and 'Undecided,' all naturals for
her type of pipes. Her fluidity of
style and belMike pronunciation are
'

Y.

Garlafid, Joe Venuti's orch,

Judv
with

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

VARIETY

52

oreh; 'Huckleberry Finn'

m-G).
The booker who put together

this

bin either let his pencil
slip, or, possibly, yielded to a puckish sense of humor.
It being vacation week for the
school kids, the Staite, like the other
flrst-runners in the Loew circuit,
brings in 'Huckleberry Finn.' Judy.
Garland is tagged as the headliner,

four-act

and the booker, obviously

still

aware

of the occasion's amenities, precedes
the juvenile screen star with the

Paris, April 8.
Jacques Grello, Lynda Myren,
Jac<tues Chesnais, Jane 5(lck, Marion

and Xrmo, Jean Tranchant, Marion
Daniels, Georges de la Fouchardtere,

Jeanne Marken^ Simone Max, Jean
Deiss, Lllo, Pierre Dae, Lys Gauty,
Calgary Bros., Manolo Bel Orch.
Stronger

than the

opener

in

a

swing back to variety, this offering
shows some good balance with ai
wider diversity, which. If continued,
In his
will keep them coming.
choice this trip, Mitty Goldin, while
not avoiding a couple of weak spots,
grabs higher class talent with correShort
sponding better showing.
comical sketch in second bracket

-

.

Wednesday, April 19, 1939

Her voice is all
right but she has no conception of
Verne
delivery or salesmanship.
Buck, house m. c« very smartly does
some clowning around on the stage
during her act to distract the audience somewhat and permit the gal
to get away without too much atprofessional stand.

.

.

.

tor the curtain.

Then comes the curious faux pas.
In doing an eeny-meeny-miny-mo
for an opening act, the booker lit
upon Stafford and Louise, whose,
ntmiber and
closing
sex-infused
finale pose incur anything but aca-

ROXY, ATLANTA
Atlanta, April

Gae Foster Roxyettes

demic
For Judy Garland
reactions.

her second
date at this sUnd within a year.
The interim has helped polish this
Shes
litUe trouper in a big way.
eauipped with special material almost all the -why and It fits snugly.
Her second number, 'Sweet Sixteen,
girlhood.
growing
of
saga
cute
is a
This is sandwiched by a ditty about
being glad to be back in Manhattan
and a special set of lyrics on tiie
theme of 'F. D. R. Jones.' She
The
encores with 'Deep Purple.'
impression of voice, smgmg style
and personality is all in her favor.
There's even good taste in her stage
tog, a plain blue dress. The response
heightens in intensity and volume
as her rouUn? proceeds. She's^potent box office, plus a refreshing
performer.
,
Joe Venutl's violin remains the
it's

.

center of

attention

Herb.

and

entertain-

ment, regardless of Wtat he puts
aroOnd him. Venuti has a band of
12, a crooner, Don D'Arqr, and a
pretty- Uttle tap dancer, Doris Dupont, but it ail runs to the tepid
side when once Venuti lays down his
D'Arcy's baritone has rich
fiddle.
possibilities and Miss Dupont is endowed vfith a pair of rhythmic tootsies that are on the way to taking
her places. The band's bits of radio
dovniing are moderately funny.

&

PARAMOUNT,

13.

(16),
Co. (2) ,

Don
Mc-

Rice, Paul Kirfcland
Donald
Ross, Phil Regan, Mike
Segal's house hand (14); 'Mr. Doodle

&

Kicks

Off*

A

fRKO^

Phil Regan, tenor, lives up to his
billing promise and pleases with
group of pop tunes, Including 'I Cried
for You,' 'Masquerade Is Over,' 'Lady
Make Believe' and 'Wild Irish Rose.'
He had trouble getting oft, desoitesmall hoiise at this catching. He's
given a nice buildup by group of
Roxyettes and "m.c. Don Rice, and
gels right down to work, his voice
reffistering well.
Show, which is clocked In 56 minutes, starts with brief overture by
standby orch, Roxyettes. following
with a 'snappy mUltaiy routine.
Femmes brln^ on Rice, who does a
bit of downmg, aided by femme
stooge in audience.' Paul Klrkland
follows with bit of juggling, scoring
best with his 12-foot ladder dance.
Kirkland's aided by a woman assistant but act bogged down when they
broke leg of chair they were planning to use in their finishing trick.
Roxeyettes click in next spot with
terping to 'Deep Purple.' and then
'

bring

on

Tommy MacDonald

^e

and

Christine Ross, who zip through a
rhythmic tap routine. An offstage
voice provides vocals.
Pair do a

Gaudsmlth Bros.' routitae of kat swift double stair dance, and
zenjammers with their French poo- with clever challenge steps.
dles pull the laughs in steady fashion

Rice does his

own

finish

act at this point,

from both young and old. Stafford mixing singing, hokum and mimicry.
and Louise precede their sticky tango His impersonations of statesmen get
with a smooth sample of ballroom over nicely. Regan follows.
Finale is a bolero by line that's
waltzing and, in between, there's a
mixed exhibit of can-can and ajus- well executed. Femmes pound out
cle-control by Florence Spencer. The jungle rhythms on native drums in
Odec,

act scores nicely.

FOX, PHILLY

between

steps. Lighting used for this
routine rates an extra rave.
Biz at this viewing, second of four

shows opening day Thursday (13),
was sparse. Roxy's shows, however,
have tendency to open weak, but

build strong.
Philadelphia, .April 14.
Chick Webb's orch, Ella Fiteflerald,
Chuckles. Pe0le0 Bates,
Chuck

&

Adolph Komspan's house band;
cietv

Luce.

A

LYRIC, INDPLS.

'50'

.

Lawyer' (M-G).

Indianapolis, AprU 14.
Jay Afills* orch with Jeane McGee, American oldsters, fails to mean
Fox this sesh goes sepia all the Dean
Hudson's orch, toith Frafices
as does some poor comedy by
way and scores another click with a Colwell, Stroud Twins. Armido; much,
' '
fiddler.
4veU-rounded and highly entertain' •Women In the Wind' (WB).
.

ing bia Its weakness, if anything.
Using the •batUe of music' idea,
Is that it's not quite kept in hand house has booked in two bands
with
enough by the m,c., front man for no local name value,- adding two acts,
the Chick Webb crew. At final show to comprise 65 minutes of varied
(the fourth) on opening day, it was stage fare. Special set was built by
still running a bttle overboard on house,
with contrasting colorful
time and being slowed down by an drapes behind each band stand, and
overwillingness of the baton-waver nice lighting effects are used. Jay
to accede too easily to the demand Mills' orch is dressed in tails, while
Dean Hudson's orch wears white
for repeated encores.
Band is strong from the get-away coats. Hudson has the better band,
right through to the finale and is being Inclined to swing, and all memgiven plenty to do. Swell Congo set bers are young, promising a bright
provided by the house aids in the future after more experience is
reception at the tee-ofl. Opener is gleaned. Mills band is the sweet-swing
'Royal Garden Blues' and then type, building arrangements on reeds
Webb's own 'In the Groove at the and fiddles, with only a three-piece
Grove'. "They serve nicely to intro- rhythm section.
The 'battle' idea Is lost, for there Is
duce the various soloists and choirs,
and also to bring out Webb's artistry not enough contrast in the bands to
on the traps. Neat harmony arrange- make it a contest of individual perment of 'Stompin' at the Savoy' fol- formance or style. Standout in the
lows, with the bass fiddle, drums, show are the Stroud Twins, who appiano, clarinet and flute providing Jiear next-to-closlng and score heavia quintet' Sweet flute work is highly y in the chuckle department with
unusual and outstanding In a band 18 minutes of gags, finishing with an
acrobatic trick.
of this type.
Armida is okay without being a
Band itself, «ritti its 14 pieces,
seems to have toned down somewhat standout with her Mexican songs and
from previous appearances' here. dances. Her best is 'Rancho Grande,'
There is still plenty of the racv jive In wliich audience joins.
Bands alternate with their musical
for which the outfit is noted, but
there's also plenty of the sweeter side numbers and specialties, with Hud
of swing and less pounding of raw son turning in "You Know That I
Webb, of course, as usual, Know.' 'My Heart Belongs to Daddy,'
brass.
holds his place behind the traps, and special lyrics on ^I Must See
while the stick-awlshlng and m.c.ing Daddy Tonight' both sungby Frances
Colwell; 'Some of These Days,' using
is handled by a personable ;sub.
Chuck and Chuckles, comedy pair, mixed trio; medley of *I Cried for
are in next One lad'ei in a dudlsh You,' 'Our Love,' and "Penny Seresuit and derby that's good for a nade,' in which Hudson joins trio as
snicker right off, w])ile the other vocalist; 'Goin' Home,' sung by a
works on the lazybones order of capella choir; 'C3ilna Boy,' and 'InStepln Fetchlt Latter combines his diana*.
Jay Mills does 'Deep Purple' and
molasses-llke locomotion with rubber
legs to good effect for laughs. Also 'Vienna Dreams,' featuring six fidgets In some terping with his partner dles in each, with latter sung by
after the boys warble 'We Were Jeane McGee; 'Ol' Man River,' with
to Swing'. Pair«ncore with one Glee Club; 'Liza,' and 'Purdue Uniworking on a xylophone while the versity' song. Mills also does a soft
fairly good tura shoe 'dance acceptably.
other dances.
Both orchestras are joined by pit
now, it coifld be Improved by holding it down In length and providing band on 'Notre Dame Victory March'
to make it a rousing finish,' Biz fair
something stroiiger tot the bows.
£VlIowai0 •'Vibb^^ "Tbndltion* 'ot atrlaat show Friday (14)t.» < >KiI«v.

ORIENTAL, CHI

ATLANTA

Atlanta, April 14.

Myles Bell, Mising Bros.. (2), Sonia
& Romero, Jimmy Rae', Paul Sisters
(2),
(2).

Bob Milo, Kurtis Marionettes
Enrico Leide's Capitolians, house
.

.

She's a tave at this house.
Best of the list is 'Begin the Beguine'
with excellent backing from the
band.' Costuming is okay, but a softer

caught

spot on her would be an improve-

ment
Bill Bailey is next-to-closlng,

Tap^

ster has been labeled 'a second BUl
Robinson and it's an apt description.
Appearance even conforms. His leg
work is smooth and clear and iappar-

ently effortless, maintaining a pace
through numerous routines. He's a
deadpan dancer, however, possibly
leaning away from mugging a la

Robinson Intentionally.
Harlem Highlanders (New Acts)
are in after an opening skit by the
house comedians and hoppers. Six
(jolored boys in kilts,' backed by two
guitars, bass fiddle and drums, start
slowly, but go off hot and handily.
Opening bit by the house line Is
neauy done. It brings in Martinez
and Marlin for an okay Russian routine. 'Nothing outstanding, but satisfying. Setting is a railroad depot
with une of girls,' supposedly on a
road tour, waiting for. a rattler.
Fades -Into a Russian dailce^ with
Norman Astwood miking 'Russian
Lulaby' and 'Dark Eyes.' Eight of
the girls do .a miniature stair tap
routine.
Sy Devereaux opens the
scene with an original vocal and
later does 'Penny Serenade' in a
Spanish setting.
Millinder crew gets a chance by
itself after its switch from pit to
stage. Crew Is rounding into an outfit to be reckoned with among colored bands. It's one of the loudest
when the six evenly split brass, five
sax and rhythm get off together, but
curiously eough it's not as offensiva
as it could easily be with that instrumentation. Sinks into wrapped-brass
tempoes neatly, too; Millinder Includes
his
usual
Rachmaninoff's
'Prelude in C Sharp Minor,' in this
instance serving it oetter via excellent lighting for a concert band impression.

'

Leader's batoning

is

more dynamic

than ever. He's probably the most
active leader in the biz when it
eomes to physically leading a band,
and ifs .fine showmanship. Trevor
Bacon is the band's vocalist He
does okay with 'Masquerade Is Over"
and 'Night and Day,' but appeared to
have a cold when caught
Comedy of Jackie Mabley and
Sammy. Theard isn't much. Theard.
does a bit early in one that's laughable and gives promise. He should
develop that eccentric style more.
Gags seem original. Pair combine
later for -a skit that starts out as
comedy and winds- up as a strong
plea for equal rights and an antilynchlng bill.

SHUBERT, B'KLYW

Brief overture by Capitolians Is
With double features gobbling up followed by appearanc. of Myles
the clock, the acts here have a soft Bell,' who, this week, becomes Cap's
touch of it, doing three shows on permanent m. c. He has been here
weekdays and four on holidays. quite a tew times, has rice personalSlow turn-over also helps to keep ity and good voice. Velda and Mickey
the auditorium well-packed for a Romero, better-than-average mixed
better audience reaction to the per- terp team, tap out an okay routine to
'Trees' in slow tempo and close
formance.
Acts on the first evening show with swing dance version ot OffenSaturday
(15)
went over well bach's 'Orpheus in Hades.' They
Dancers are followed by
enough, though several of them did score.
not rate such attention from a met- Jimmy Rae, who sings 'Deep in a
ropolitan audience^
Sentiment put Dream,' and then does combo soft
shoe hoofing and aero routine, Inover at least one of the tums.
Three Youman Bros, open -the cluding comedy falls. He also does
show 'with a fiddle, accordion and an imitation ot Kate Hepburn and
clarinet, with which they proceed to some more tumbling, but, despite
play the theme songs of various or- his hard work didn't get over at tills
chestras. Trio manages to convince viewing.
the audience that when they play,
Paul Sisters, billed as formerly
say, Kay Kyser's theme song, it Is with Paul Whiteman'A band, are a
an impersonation ot the Kyser band. singing click. Femmes' voices mix
It's strictly for the easiest of houses. sweet over p.a. system. Bob Milo, in
They wind up with a little jam ses- tramp getup, gets laughs with his.
sion on their own, and boys evidence bird, train, ship and musical imitaneed for experience and polish.
tions,
winding- up with straight
Serge Flash's juggling follows. His whistling.
.wind-up stunt of standing on a globe
Mising Brothers, pair of hand-baland bouncing some balls, on a drum ancers who have been
on Cap's stage
faUs to register as aiiyOilng out- a number ot
times, come out ot the
standing and certainly not worthy audience for
a brief display of their
ot the closing trick spot This date
stuff. Bell's, delivery ot 'Penny Sereis a quick repeat in town for Bud
nade' and 'Tattooed Lady' following.
Harris^ colored comedy foursome. Frank Bro'wn
and Kurtis Walgeen
They worked rather aloppl^ when are manipulators
caudit.and could tighten up much tis Marionettes, of strings In Kurwith Walgeen also
ot the act and brighten up a num- doing
the voices of puppets, which
ber of spots. It's about time they range from a banjo
player to a
dropped that 'Object ot My ASec- French doll who sings
and strips.
tlonsr gag. It has lost all its punch. 'Dolls -are
worked on small stage,
From the previous week's amateur manipulators being blacked out
show comes Rita Yorke to sing some
Show caught was second ot four
songs. The Oriental is at fault for on new opening day,
Thursday (14),
italUng; to sdress bar ipioperly.&r -a andiblz was poor.
j ^ li\tff.
.

—

Bom

A

-

:

CAPITOL,

dav).

Avis Andrews and Bill &ailey
share honors with Millinder. Miss

Andrews whams Over with two 'tunes
and had to encore another pair when

band (12) attd Bob Hess. organist;
'Comet Otier Broadwav" (WB).
Chicago, April 15.
_^
Three YouTnan Bros., Serge Flash,
This show has a nice balance beBud Harris & Co.. Bankoff <& Can- tween
standard stuff and novelty,
non, Rita Yorfce, Dom Bros. &
lacks socle Clocked In 55 mins.,
Milt Britton's band (13), Lorraine
Marv, Sweethearts; 'Lady and Mob' but
it has okay pace and costuming is
De Woode. Southern Sisters (2);
^^ColJ and 'Fomily Next Door' (U),
neat and fresh.
•The Last Woming' (U).
dual.

.

>

&

.

'

N. Y.

.

clean-cut delivery.
Do occasional
impersonations of such people as
Stepln Fetchlt and Uncle Ezra which
could be dispensed with easily. For
the most part, they depend on listenable swingopated arrangements ot
ot the second half, but several standard tunes. Plenty okay.
clicked anyhow, and Calgary BrothBiz good.
Gold.
ers, seen many times before in Paris
and always well liked.
Opener is Jacques Grello who Is
L.
A.
one of weakest acts in the show. He'
falls to warm' house much with some
Los Angeles, April 15.
gags and soiigs on political and curAndrini Bros., Darby
Co., t!arle.
rent events Lynda Myren, followPope, Eddie Stardey. Miss
ing, shows good voice but poor show- Fortune
manship in putting it over. She's Penny, Fanchonettes; The Eagle and
from radio and pics, and should the Hawk' (Par).
make better stage stab with more exUnusually good talent show curperience, for. her -voice is okay in
ballads offered. Some good marion- rently is an adjunct to Par's reissue
ettes are offered by Jacques Ches- of 'Eagle and the Hawlc' Four acts'
nais. Best of lot is a skeleton dance and two very good numbers by the
and Fairy Queen scene, foi: which Fanchonettes fill out 'the stage bill
black light is used effectively for and give general satisfaction. One
'
of the Fanchonettes' routines (closbutterflies and attendants.
Jane Stick, long known in the ing the show) Is a Iioldaver from
niteries, but first time on this stage; last week, but merltUig full comshows little voice, but plenty of mendation.
Eddie Stanley m.c.s the show and
salesmanship in fast catchy songs,
mostly about the girls on the boule- closes the talent portion assisted by
Marion and Irma, German his wife,.biUed as Miss Penny. Stan-.
vards.
couple of strong babes, have all it' ley's~;offering is mostly hokum, but
takes in slow acrobatics and balance liked by the customers.
Opening has line girls doing a
ing. Seen In Paris before and once'
featured in Bal Tabarin revue, two Zouave gun drill, garbed in red and
blondes are lookers and have act that carrying 10-pound muskets, for colorful routine.
Darby, sleight-ofis liked in any language.
hand
artist, aided by improgrammed
Pierre Dac, old favorite, gets plenty
femme, does some dexterous legerdeof laughs with special lyrics written
main and registers solidly.
to music £rom Chopin. Best of lot
Andrini Brothers are pair of muare his
Home Fleet' and 'How
Cold It Is.' He has no voice, but sical instrument manipulators, who
deadpanning and comic verses score. inject quite a 'little trick stuff and
Jean Tranchant who dosed the first score exi>erUy. Earle, Fortune and
Pope
(male and two femmes) are
half, is accompanied by two pianists
and sings favorites of French vintage excellent exponents ot terpsichore.
One of the gals does some exceptionfor good results.
Miss Daniels Is another top ap- ally clever eccentric dancing, while
plause-grabber with some slick dance other is a proficient toe dancer. Male
artistry which the French don't often shows class and dexterity all the 'way
have a chance to witness. Gal not through.
Stanley and aide offers a few
only has plenty of grace, but clean,
cri^ -movements in two numbers of- harmless gags, then go into a song
fered show studied talent Sketch and pianolog which hasn't much
that follows, with Georges de la sense to it, but is amusing. Stanley
Fouchardiere as a private detective, is inclined to run- close to the iMrder
on off-color material,' but it's pretty
is a good French laugh-getter:
Top-billed, Lys Gauty is making well concealed, so pay customers do
her first appearance in this spot since not take offense.
Closing spectacle by Fanchonettes
her return from America. She is a
favorite here, so clicks easily with Is repeat of the Easter drill, "with
her singing. Calgary Bros, take the gals garbed In white, carrying elecnext spot, while the Manolo Bel tric candles and executing routines
to tune of Gounod's 'Ave Maria.'
Spanish orch closes only fairly.
Edwa.
Twelve pieces, Bel also fiddling, dis- very classy bit of work.
penses ordinary music, with tangos
going best. A jazz fantasy offering,
taking in "Blue Skies' and other

Gaudsmlth Bros' always-mlrthsome swell.
Crew closes with a tremendous pot
pooch act and assigns the closing
Two Amerspot to the Joe Venuti unit, which of jam medley that includes 'St. adds spice to the whole.
goes in more for good-natured clown- Louis Blues' and Tutti Fniiti,' EUa icans on bill are -Marion Daniels, who
ing than for high-powered dance warbling. It provides a fine flash was spotted badly at show caught as
opener
music.

APOLLO,

Lucky Millinder's orch (17), with
Trevor Bacon; Avis Andrews, Har.
lem Highlanders, Martinez & Mar«
lin. Bill. Bailey, Sy Devereaux, JVor<
man Astwood, Jackie Mabley, Samtention.
my Theard, Harperettes (16); 'HomGood comedy dance clowning from icide Bureau' (Col),
Bankoff and Canntin follows^ Standard in vaude, this team has a solid
Apollo tare clicks all around this
routine, but could dress more bright- week.
From the excellent Lucky
ly.
Bankoff has gone strictly into Millinder band through the entire
burlesque knockabout and has un- bill to the house line it's a worthy
fortunately given up any legitimate show. Millinder Is In a tough spot
dancing on his own. Closing are the following the near-record breaking
two Dorn Bros, and Mary, -a neat- stanza ot Count -Basie'a band last
looking song and musical trio. Turn week, but this layout has names and
is playable at nearly every vaude everything needed tor good biz. Lathouse.
Has good appearance and ter was a bit off when cauglit (Fri--

-

.

In order to get by,

thlis

residential

nabe house, which u^ered in vaude
last week, will need stronger marquee drsiVf than currently. Other
weaknesses lie in poor stage presentatlo'n and the shortness of talent
Outside ot Milt Britton's zany band,
the headliner, there are only two
other turns.

Though

there's

musicianship, the
they're called on

little

display

of

clicks, but
do too much,

crew
.to

here because of the small
ing the aud's endurance.

bill,

tax-

.

Some
may be

of the Britton crew's tactics
a little too rough for kids,
garticularly that 'eternal triangle'
it in which Britton, Lorraine De
Woode and the rest of the boys join.
However, it's an adult laugh-getter.
Miss De Woode (New Acts), looker
who sings pleasantly, and the SouthSisters (2), high-klckers, round
out the card. The latter need considerably more pacing.

em

House turns to moderately-budgeted vaudeville this week (17), plus
duals, being unable to keep apace
with the poor biz. Six acts, two
features, giveaways, and night lowering of week-end prices from 40c to
3Sc, and week-days from 35c -to 30c
Is the new policy.
The house, too, seemingly still
suffers from the legit ghost
Formerly an ace theatre on the subway circuit, it's constructed In such
a manner that some types of acts
particularly the aerial type—aren't
visible from the last 10- rows or so
in th& orchestra, because of an underslung balcony. As far as flims are
concerned, only little more than half
the screen is visible from that sec.

tion.
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VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

Wednesday, April 19« 1939

KEITH'S,

BOSTON

Boston, April 13.
George,
Buafer Shaver and Olive
Anita Paige, OfConSavoy
I^ro5. &St. Clair (3), Vol Setz.
v«per». (4), Eddte Rosentpold's

&

&

Ham

«2n' (V) end 'North o/ Shanoho*'

.

.(Ccl).

A lot of action In thla five-act bill
nrovides a lively vaude session to
accompany a well-balanced screen
Buster Shaver's unique
Drosram.
Sirn. featuring Olive and George
Brasno, is the nigh spot in the lineup As is customary,' the always intiisuing ballroom dance of Shaver
«nd OUve stops everything. New
notes to record are that Olive and
George have two new routines together since their last visit; and that
George's dancing has improved so
that the tiny couple looks even
nnarter now in their double turns.
special nod goes to Shaver for his
suave cueingof'the.orch.at the open-;
Ing show. There are many changes
In tempo, difficult to grasp in one
brief rehearsal, and Shaver at the
piano guides bis act through Its
Jrnces without malcing a fuss about

A

'

'

and sitting in with the
boya and other femmes are Donna
Dae, Jane Wilson and Patsy Garrett Dae gal has a neat song and
dance specialty and then Honey (2
Bees and) joins aU three of them
for 'Begin the Begulne' in front of
Waring's glee club. Male choristers
als'o have an inning on 'Tbe Night
Is Young.*
At first show Friday afternoon,
Stuart Churchill was introduced, but
didn't open up with the pipes on account of a throat ailment That confined the male- soloing to Gordon
Goodman, who put over 'Littie Sir
Kcho' with comic Interruptions by
Foley McClintock. The Poley-WarIng ^feud' is elaborated on all through
violin solo,

t.

Hairy Savoy socks In the comedy
department with bis swUt-running
from the blue. Strictly hurley
•tuff, he pleased the a. m. mob who
brought him back for extra bows.
Anita Paige is a good foil on gags
and an adequate singer of 'Cried For
You.' A daffy vocal with a succession of irrevelant lyrics Is Savoy's
bolts

There

It's a versatile show, a talented one
and an entertainment of engaging
informality.
Waring himself paces
the latter with his easy-going manand a rimning gag about never
getting a chance to sing, and he's
managed to come up season after
season with new people who fit

glove-like into the pattern. The old
hands, frog-v6iced Foley McCUntock with his constant heckling at the
drums and sleepy Sootty Bates with
his drunk routine close to the finale,
standard.
Waring show without them would be virtually unthinkSo would a Waring show without Uiat inevitable finale, the dance
Of the electrically-lighted tambou-

A

rines

and dominoes.
- P>e. Jioblfist Pennsylvanian of
ti.
all hasn't been rocked to sleep
{S*™
by his established trade-marks.
He^
made concessions and changes, too,
sweeps a low bow to the Jitterbugs
™S.tl« Les Paul 3, a corking string
combo, and the Jive 5, in a hot jam
session, and keeps the
parade youth™1 and sparkling.
Among the new turns with him

however, another

is,

differ-

ence in the two policies, due to film
product.' While the Par. N. Y., plays
ita own (Par) pictores first crack in
the Greater N. Y. area, this Brand
Bros, theatre is unable to get choice
film. Currentl.v the house has 'Mystery Plane, a 'B' attraction. Failure
to get the best in film product but
.

ability to book in strong shows, such
as currently, places the Flatbush
house, a large seater. In a position
where it can give enough for the
price to suggest success with the

policy.

The Lopez show enjoys

far better

and stage backgrounding
Brandta were furnishing
here a few weeks ago, with result
the stage now reflects big-time atmosphere. In the lighting, especial.
ly, the imptov^meni is Jiotable.
Lopez's band, together with his
contract act Betty Hution, and including Patricia Ellis and Abbott and
Costello, not under contract to him.
but traveling with him as a unit
right along, forms the nucleus of
lighting
than the

:

right smart entertainment Running
time is tight and there is a certain
class to the whole unit If and. when
a""*
Honey (New the Brandts extend the Flatbush
^^'i* harmony trio, and Hay policy to other houses, the Lopez
5
cfi?''
Sax
Latter has been around for outfit should come up for instant
a single and now slta regu- booking consideration.
f^".™
larly In Warlnrt
Business here Friday night (14)
sax section.
feme u tUn coming on lor her was strong.
Char.
<
a!?*

-

-

standard and registers
Ben Dova garners laughs' with his
comedy dsunk number. After taking several falls, he Indulges in
comedy aero stuff while clinging to
the top of a lamppost that has a
flexible- base. Line .takes over again
in a colorful fan number that serves
as an Intro for Rosita Royce. She
works with sevfen white doves on
her hands, shoulders and head.
Dressed In filmy white, she eventual-

A

•

<

-

the audience when scattered
plause breaks out at a difficult step,
thumbs her nose (figuratively) at the
one-fihger-lh-alr hoteha style of today, and looks at her watoh and then
breaks off abruptly in the middle of
a routine to exist saying in effect
'Time's UQ and I've done my bit*
Antic attitude is never a liability,
still It's not everything, either.
But
Miss Kane has whet else it takes.
She's high-class terpology, a slick
tapper alUthe way, who can also toss
in a bit of the eccentric just for a
change of pace. Gal's showy and
suave, spins across the stage in lightning whirls without losing a tap, and
comes through with five minutes of
strictly socko. Occasionally suggesta
she's bored with the whole thing,
pnd that's likewise good for laughs.
Primarily a classy hoofer, the addenda Is gravy.
Over big here, but she should tell
the m.c. to forget that, introduction.
'A dancer with a sense of humor,' It
spoils some of the fun, and, anyway,
audiences will find that out for them-

,

.

HARLEM HIGHLANDERS

Okay

(6)

Son^° Bhytlmi
10 MIns.; Two
Apollo, N. T.
Pleasing sextet
outfitted In kilts.

of
It's

colored boys
a harmohizihg

turn with two of the four singers
strumming guitars, and a bass fiddle
and drums on the side. Vocal arrangementa leave something to be
desired, most of the audience, when
caught getting ita good impression
from the work of the boy on the

'

selves.

.

good and geta by nicely. Act went
over big here and tied up the proceedings for all of a couple of
minutes.
Cohen.

drums.

Gives things a

lift

with his

trick stuff.

Act geta off slowly, boys -warm*
up as they go along, tossing in
impromptu terps and sundry biz 'for
laughs. Audience demanded an en-

.

In

core

when caught

(Friday), holding

up the. show until it came through.
Boys made, a mistake not bringing
the drums back on as their importance was apparent
Thej uied
'Hold Tight' per request vAich was

for'nlterles, ete.

CoTien.

AND A HONET

2 BEES
Son.es
6 MIns.
Stanley, Pltisbnrgh

as.g.

Combo has been in niterles, where
seem bert suited, as a
combo or on thelt own In an
boys in this act—Murray
Kane and Hal Kantor—were formerly teamed with another gal, Daisy LORRAINE DE WOODS
ly strips.
Bemier, under the label of the Man- Songs
Carr and Rollo, mixed comedy hattanites. She left trio to go into 6 Mins.; Fall
team are spotted next They have 'Sing Out the News,' legit musical; Shnbert, Brooklyn
a funny turn built up of crossfire,, they took Dn another femme and
Lorraine De Woode Is a darkhoke and dancing. Bobbie Rollins, have made the grade with Fred War- haired looker traveling as a singles.
m.
geta by With a medley of songs. ing.
It's a corking vocal novelty She pipes 'well, mixes Tem up nlce^
His .gags are n. s..h.
turn, with nicely matehed voices, a and has' an easy stage presence.
underRocketa are next back in an
lot of showmanship and just enough Opening wltii 'Hold Tight*^ foUows
water scene, with Norma Gallo do- of the antic to get them out of me with the slower 'Penny Serenade*
ing an Interpretative aero number regulation
harmony
threesome and whams home with a swing finas a mermaid. Scene, done behind groove;
ale.
a scrim, is effective. Bob Hall's ex
'While they work all through the
(jowned in a simple white outfit
temperaneous poem and song rhym- Waring show separately and collec- of excellent choice. Would be an
ing is way too long and should be tively Kantor even serves n.one of asset to some
name band, as soloist,
boiled considerably.
Warmg*s two pianists their own and okay for niterles on her own.
their talenta
relief

Intlme room.

Two

>

c

—

Closing number marks the return
of the line, each of whom plays a
miniature red piano. They knock out
'Umbrella Man' and tap briefly on

—

,

piano tops.
Biz psett7 good.

Eck.

with some dancing, rope-twirling
and a radium-treated lasso that's as
flashy as his baton-twirling.
He's
given a send-off by the Twelve
Aristocrata, who open and close
show. Mixed dance unit has a set
Of attractively costumed routines,
particularly the adagio finale. The
special settings lend plenty of color.
Pullen.

Spot Campaigns

.

PALACE, CLEVE.

_

•illy.

specialty marks them for attention.
It's
a sock arrangement of 'Hold
Tight' first done a la the hoteha tra*
dlUon, then as it would be done by
three opera singers and finally with
Interpolations by Hitier, President
Roosevelt and an uncertain diva. It's
a fresh slant, and 2 Bees and a Honey
have enough on the ball to make the
number a standout in a strong show.
Although gal Isn't the comedienne
the boys*^ former partner was, she
ap- has a first-rate set of pipes, looks

With most femme tappers, their
Current show is one of different
flavor than has been the policy of hooflng's a dead serious thing. It's,
the house in recent months. Instead refreshing to run across one like
Betty Kane. Sh^ s a suave satirist
of the usual name bands, -the man- who kids both herself and her dancagement has slapped together seven ing. All in pantomime, of course, but
acta and a line of girls into a fairly extremely effective as she tut-tuta

'

&

NEW ACTS
Stanley, Plttsbnrgh

.

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

'

New YorW (M pwo).

&

A

5S

Hartford, April 16.

Yo Yo, Rostta Rovce, Bob Hall, Ben
Dova, Bobbie Rollins, Norma Gallo, BETTT KANE
Cart & Rollo, Rhythm Rockets, Sam Dancing
Kaplan's house orch.; 'Streets oi 5 Mins.

CIRCLE, INDPLS.

STANLEY, PITT

VARIETY

HARTFORD

Preentertaining divertissement
the show.:
sents it as the "World's Fair Preview.'
'What's amazing is that Waring has
Only semblance to the Fair in the
been able to keep up the standard, entire show is Rosita Royce. strip
what with raids on his personneL In dancer, who opens in the Crystal
last, couple of years, he's lost Johnny
Room of the Fair April 30 with her
(Scat) Davis, Lane Sisters and Mc- Dance of the Doves, Line, Rhythm
Farland Twins at least and that's a Rocketa (16), tagged as World's
chunk out of anybody s outfit
Fairest Girls for this date, are split
Biz at getaway was practically a into four spota.
Jammed house, despite cold, drizzle
Show is too bulky, and cumberoutside.
Cohen.
some, wearing out the stub-holders.
This is the fault of the management
which demands a long show, and the
Lopping off at least 30
acta pad.
minutes of the ruiming time, which
varies from 85 to 100 minutes each
ItidtaruipoUs, April 14.
show, would be of ^reat advantage.
Joan Davis
Si wills, Romo VinIce-breaker is an overture by the
cent, Jack Powell, Helen Revnolds pit' band, following which the RockSfcaters (8), Six Gmys; 'Saint Strikes ets come on for an n. g. radium
Back? (RKO).
ball number in a blackout Timing
could be improved. Yo Yo holds atAfter sticking strictly to' band tention with his top spinning, tightshows since going in for fi^h, rope walking and slide for life backhouse is taking first fiing at vaiide wards, on the same rope. Act is

best offering.
acta, with five well chosen turns
The. Vespers close the show, delivering many a thrilling teeterboard rounding out an entertaining 59 mintrick with ease and finesse, and with- utes In current show.
out the frantic hokum and false
Six Grays open nicely with tap
misses that circus acts of this type
usually deal out Boys dress, in white routines, five girls and one man mixsweaters and fiannels and work as ing it to form duo, threesomes, and
athletes more than vaude acrobats.- sexteta in the toe-tapping division.
O'Connor Brothers and St. Clair Group also split into a femme trio,
open the- layout with precision taps and Malzie Gray does well with vo>
and instrumental novelties.
Boys cal interpretation of "Loch Lomond'
are okay on dancing, though Miss in swing fashion. They comprise a
St Clair has not arrived. O'Connors good-looking turn.
Jack Powell, who drtims on everyalso make a fair showing on band
Imitations, and precision hoofing thing on the stage, including parts
of the building, follows. He scored
While tooting saxophones.
Val Setz, Juggler, in the deuce, is heavily at show caught Romo Vin• new face In this bouse. Good per- cent acts as part-time m.c. and also
former in his line, with' a wide var- holds' down comedy-singing spot of
iety of tricks. Works hard and ef- his own.
His songs have special
ficiently, but misses on the chatter lyrics built around his corpulence
end. Enters on a unlcycle. Juggles and are good for laughs. Does best
dubs, balls, hat-cane-clgar and a with his unitation of Charles Laughring on an unbrella. Best bets are ton as Captain Bligh, resembling the
his handling of the balls, a trick of English actor both in speech and
shedding his coat while JuggUng a' appearance.
Joan Davis and' SI Wills headline
top hat and cane, and his complete
turnabouts while tossing three clubs. the show, selling weU in comedy and
songs. Miss Davis does her eccenFox.
tric dance and chin-^socking, familiar
to film patrons, and sings a medley
of songs which she introduced in picturesi, working hard at show caught
to overcome a bad cold. WUls doesn't
trade on the rep of his wife, but does
Pittsburgh, April 14.
warinffa Pennsylvanians all right for himself with a comedy
•<30)„ with Polei; McClintocfc, Scot- crystal reading bit and as feeder for
tv Batea, Ray Sax, Cordon Good- Miss Davis.
Helen Reynolds Skaters finish.
man, Stuart Churchill, Two Bees
and
Honey, Donna Dae, Les Paul Eight girls attired in white outflta,
3, Patsy Garrett, Jane Wilson; 'Serg- do acrobatic turns and formations on
the rollers, providing plenty of aceant Madden' (M-G).
tion.
Good for opening or closing
The entire music map has changed any vaude bilL
Biz was fairly good at third show
•Ince Fred Waring was a pup, but
the Pennsylvanians' formula wears Friday (14).
Kiley.
well and now, as before, it's one
flrlnly grounded in entertaihihentplus essentials and an argument for
standing pat so long as the goods are
there. Not that Waring hasn't made
Vincctif Lopez, Betty Hutton, Paa few concesisions to the modern
Idiom, but basically the outline's tricia Ellis, Abbott
Costello. Johnwhat it's always been and the out- ny Morris, Danny Drayson, Sonny
Schuyler, Nick
Pisam; 'Mystery
fit that started at Penn State College back in 1920 remains the cream Plane' (Mono).
of the novelty crop.
Waring has
•tuck to his guns all through shifting
This same show, headed by Vincent
Bands of presentation favor, contin- Lopez's band and above average as
ues to produce and stays in a class entertainment
for
neighborhood
by himself.
tra^e at a moderate scale, has been
playing,as it stands, in numerous
There's a bare chance perhaps
that the current layout is just a dates. The. Lopez show, as it started
trifle less surefire than past Waring at the Par, N. Y., and here, finds'
units have been, but it's such a socko considerable difference in price, since
show anyway, that comparisons with the Flatbush geta only 55c top, as
both his own predecessors and the against 85c for the large Broadway
counUess imitations are downright first-run

Fred

STATE,

.

Cleoelatid, April 14.

Twelve Aristocrats, Don Hooton,

Milton Dotiglas & Co.. Dixie Dunbar
& Jimmy Byrnes, Hugh Herbert;
'Alexander Graham BeW (20th).
This house doesn't need very
strong flesh currently, since 'Bell* Is
the chief works getting the. play, but
low-budgeted bill built aroimd Hugh
Herbert Is a good warmer-upper for
the plc, if not a puller oh ita own
'

merita
Herbert was admittedly handicapped first two days by a bad cold
ditto, his wife— which not only
hurt his voice, but also his timing.
The audience reacted by going into a

—

hand-sitting act of their own at the
Saturday night show.
Ice was
slightly broken after- the comic, in
an ice-cream suit went into a skit
with his wife, acting as telegraphbureau, girl.
Their patter about a telegram that
never geta sent Is an old routine,
but still reliable for some laughs.
While Herbert puffs up several
wheezes with his hand-fluttering,
falisetto-voiced screwball gags, he
never hita' the infectious, spontaneous
tempo of his flicker work. Going
down to the froiit mike informally,
he sells a couple of punchier jokes
to better effect. Edge is dulled by
team's bow-off, which |oes Hollywoodish and almost duplicates Dixie
Dunbar's thank-you palaver in the

preceding act
Although a cute
Duiibar girl also

little eyeful, the
has trouble in
on the right leg. Wearing something short and white that
would nearly fit Shirley Temple, pic
player makes her greatest error in
trying to sing 'I- Cried for You,'
bein^ completely off-key and ahead
of pit orchestra.
Her quick eccentric tapping and personality bloom
brighter after she jumps into her
Jiiiiiiiy Byrnes Jui ns—her"danctn;^:
in a nifbr bit of close, quarter-time
taps to 'Tea for Two.' Two hit It
off briskly In a pantomimic, with
Miss' Dunbar looking smarter after
she changes to a black net costume.
Milton Douglas, who adds- a bit of
so-so clowning to the Dunbar act
is okay as show's m.c.
In his own
act he unloads a flock of >uns with
a fuzzy-haired gal stooge. Another
goofy stooge chimes in at the halfway mark to add more double-talk,
and It goes well.
Don Hct(^n fills the deuce oajtably

starting off

-

,

EMBASSY,

(Continued, from page 38)

on The Oklahoma Network, six programs per week, 215 -mins. each.'

KGFF,

N. Y.

KBIX,

KADA,

KCRC

KTOK,

KOMi;

are carryhig.

(NEWSREELS)

WGAR,

Ctereland, new business:
Viaco Chemical Products (furnithan ever to the -boiling-over point
ture polish), three announcementa
continues to be the chief feature of
-weekly for thirteen weeks, through
newsreels,
at
least
the
the
or
most Key Advertising, Cincinnati.
excitin part of 'em. Actually there's
Samuel Stores, clothing, 29 onevery little new in the celluloid, but minute shota weekly for 13-weelc
library shota of the British, French term, through Frank Sawdon, New
and Italian fleets nicely portray the York.
currentiy acute crisis in -the MediB. F. Goodrich Co., renewed for
terranean.
15-minute programs weekly,
five
Visit of Poland's Beck to England,
through Ruthrauff & Ryan.
the signing of a new trade treaty beRadio Electronic Television, one
tween France and Rumania, English
takeItalian
torpedo
the
and
boats,
five-minute show weekly for IS
over of Madrid, and library shota of times, through Richard Mulberger &
Albania round out the foreign mat- Hicks, Detroit
ter.
With the exception of Beck's
Kroger Groceries, five qxiartervisit (Par), Fox contributes all of
hours at 6:30 six times weekly for
these. The fleet footage is Metro's.
An unusual feature is the pictorial thirteen weeks, by Carl Geotge.
story of armament and preparedness Through Ralph H. Jones Co., Cinin the U. S. itaelt Fox filmed artil- cinnati.
lery practice at Ft Lewis, also air
Practical Diesel Training School,
students in Texas; Pathe shot U. S.
Navy aviators talcing off from aii air- one five-minute live announcement
plane carrier; Universal filmed the for 13 weeks, through Ricbar.d MulArmy Day parades in Washington berger & Hicks,
and New York, while Pathe puta atFox, furs, 65 half-and-oneJ. J.
tention on the fact that U. S. Army mlnute announcementa weekly for
recruiting has been steamed up, with 26 weeks, through
Stanley K&y9
reserves being recalled. It's InterestAgency, Cleveland.
ing, if not portentous of the alarm
with which the Government views
the swiftly moving evente on the
WBAL, Baltimore, recent orders:
other side.
Montgomery "Ward & Co., 100 75Paramount's footage on colored word announcements, to May 12.
Marian Anderson's concert at the
Scott Paper Co. (towels), particiLincoln Memorial in Washington is
pation
in the Woman's Hour, MonInteresting
one of the most
of the
domestic clips this week. She's pic- day, Wednesday and Thursday (100
tured shiging 'Ave Maria' before words) to June 8, 1939, and Sept 18,
75,000 in an especially striking set- 1939, to Dec. 14, 1930.
Agency: 3.
ting. This same reel also graphically Walter Thompson.
•coveFs-the-saving. of 3B Bhipwrecken
Lutheron-^tavmen's—League—wiQ'seamen in the Frisco harbor.
use an additional program on SunThe New York World's Fair is given
two spota, both good. One (u) is day, April 23, 1:00 to 1:30 pjn.
the portrayal uf a $35,000 miniature Agency: Kelly, Stuhlman & Zahmd^
built by a Newark, N. J., department Inc., St Louis, Mo.
H. B. Davis, 26 100-word anstore designer; the other (Par) is
something of a preview of the actual nouncementa beginning to May 28,
FaUr grounds, notably Ita lighting 1939. Agency: Van Sent, Dugdale (i
system.
Co., Baltimore, Md,
Rest of the film Is not important
Seven-Up Bottling Co., renewed
from either a news or pictorial
standpoint Lew Lehr geta two spota contract for 78 additional programs
Agency:
this week, rodeo end bees, but not of "The Lone Ranger.'
P^^elph^ .I^Or 1
many laughs. , « ,
PhillilP.
/ •
Seho.

The European

situation,

now

closer

'

'

'

'

.

—

..

.

..

'

.

M

.

'

.

'

VARIETY

Wednesday, April 19, 1939

aim

Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK

<April 14)

CLAPHAH

mw TOBK CRT
State (tO)
Carroll

Nella Goodelle
George OlTot

Bddle De Lanse Or

NORFOLK
Rliytbm- Kooketa
Collins tt Peteraon

Ann McCalw

Sara

GanmoBt

7 aillotte

Norma

Iiathrop Bros
Gallo

Gianada
Hughle Green Co

BBEPH'BnS BUSH

Loew (M)
BemI Viol Rev
iritSHIMQTOM

Lovelle
4 Stuarts

Oracle ft Schenk Co
Jose Moreno Co

EAST. HAH

Lovelle
4 Stuarts

Canmeat'
Western Bros
Oracle Schenk Co
Jose Moreno Co

Terry Co

HAUHEB SMITH

OraiAda
Drury & Ramond
Rodney Hudson Gls

ISLINGTON
Blue HaU
8 Fellows

We

PanuDoimt

B

Simpson Sis
Dorothy Lewis
Hotel Tntt
Enoch Light Ore
Peggy Mann
George HInes
Smith Howard
Light Brigade
Hotel Wnldorr-

Tommy Dorsey Oro
Frank Gaby
Del Bios
Ban & Bstes

.

(21)

Week

HINMEAPOLIS

OHIOAOO

Chlcaiie <ei>

Oipheona

Rex

RKO
MEW TOBK

Husk) Han
Jen Peerce
Harry Leeoh

Bmo

Rapee Symp

BOSTON

Hilt Donglas Co
Dixie Dunbar & B

Hugh

Herbert

Pmctor's (21)
Joan Davis Co

Guy Lombardo Ore
Gene Sheldon Co

Earie (21)

Jim

John Panter
John Bllot

TIrglnIa VerrlU

Danny Drayson

Lambertona
(14)

Webb Ore
Peg Leg Bates
Chnck & Chuckles
Chlok

Blla Fitzgerald

PITTSBDBOHHtanley (U)
Fred Waring Oro

Johnny Coy

Ann

Lorraine

Bmlly Adreon
3 Ryans
George Bell

Maniacs
Gloria Gerard
Bve Arden
Leonore Sola
Molly Pearson
Marlon Baxter
Gertrude Pecahing
Alice Anderson
Vera Teatom

Don Cortez

Hay wood

ft

Frances Connelly
Nino Nonno

Lame
Eddie Davis Oro
Joseph Smith Oro

Nano Rodrlgo

Ore.
Juanlto San'bria Or
RoslU Ortega
CaatlUa 2

Allen

Oasa Hanans
Ozzle Nelson Oro
Willie ft B Howard
James -Barton

Raul

Eva Reyes

ft

Hickory Hoose
Joe Marsala Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Tola Gain
Dick
Gasparre Oro
Harry Stockwell
Vincent Bragale Ore
Jack Cole Co
Rosalean ft Seville
Debonairs
H'tal Belmont-PIaxa
Allen ft Kent
Capt Tlebor'e Seals Ernie Hoist Oro
Jack Johnson
8 Smoothies
Juvelys
Jane Claire
Tatopl Tr
Belmont Balhidon >
Berry Bros
Adrian Rolllnl 8
Kay Parsons
Hotel BlUmore
Sylvia ft Christian
Art Lafleur
Horace Heldt Ore
Chateau Hodeme Larry Cotton

Don Barclay

NEW TOBK

OITT

Boxy (21)
Paul Remos Co

ATI^NTA

Boxy

Elennor Sherry

BALTIMOBE
niniHMlrome (21)
J^naleys

fill)

ft

Noinn

^ Bnrle
& Span Rev
(20-t2)

Grand Rev

Wllll'ms

McNnlly
Murray, King ft R
ft

Vesoers

PniLADBLPBIA
Cnrnnn

Ross BroR
(One to All)

(24-27)

(21-22)

Dion ft
(Three

Dawn
to nil)

R>y-e (20)
Titan 3
Marlon Wllklns
Valerie Parks
Tvetto Dare

'

State (21)

Lorraine & Rognnn
Nancy Healey
Mildred Fenton
Quy Robertson

Mack. Wllky ft D
Harry Holmes Co
LonerKAh Gls

Buslpr Rhnver

& Q

I.AXCASIEB

Frank & Alma
unburn Christopher

Spic

F

Ss

Irving

ft

Wll ma Re v

BnLWAUKBE

Span Rev

Paromonnt

(20)

Paul Whiteman Ore

Modemeers
Joan Bdwnrds
4

.

WILLOW CROTR

Blverslde (14)

Willow Omee

John Boles

Croell & Allen
Ltfrry Collins
Raya Sis

Dollnolls
Bitamett Oldfleld

(22 only)

SPRINGFIELD

'

Allen

ft

(23 only)

Titan
Allen

Co

lJiOO^Is

3
ft

Marlon Farrar
George RIson
qiab 18
Jaok White
Pat Harrington
Jerry Kruger
Judy Rudle
Frank le Hyers
Leila Gaynes

.

Paul Nolan
Ross ft Barlo
Leavitt ft Lockw'd

Colonlnl (22 only)

Red Ferrlngton
Henry Dick

Jean Famey
Hotal Commodore

Sammy Kaye

Irving

Mack, Wllky ft D
Leavitt ft Loekw'd
ft Wllraa Rev

F

Russ Carlyle
Ronnie Snyder
Hotel Essex House
N Brandwynne Ore
Dale Sherman

Clnb Oanciio

Chas Macula Ore

Hotel Gov. flllntoB
Bddy Hayehoir Oro
Betty Oale
Hotel Lexington

Panchlta Villa
Tarrant ft Dacltn
Trlnl Plaza
SInda
La Mnrlta
Pedro Valll

Ray Kinney Ore
Esther Shaw

Felicia Floras

Hotel LbMola

Maria Del Carmen
3 Oauchos

Jan Savitt Oro
Milt Herth 3
Hotel McAlplD
J Messner Oro

Cotton 'OInb
Cab Calloway Ore
Bill Robinson
Sister

Raclmo

Tharpe

Hotel

Tanya
Jenkins'

.

Hill

Florla Vestolt

Noble Slasle Oro

Dlek Rogers

ft

Bdna Sedgwick
Hotel Park Oentrnl
Dlamend Honeslmr Will Osborne Ore

Xrooadaio Beat.

Welch
Norman Bv^n^
Hen' Harvey
Paddy Drew
Hllaabetli

Adam

mi

ft

Tree Ore

iUterte
^.
Sylvester Co

Fritzl
'

Co

Tom

<(taamiNit

Fred Sylvester Co
Addison ft OyMn
>^

Patrlcola

Hansen

Bill

Patricia Cornell

(Bermuda Boom)
Johnn)r Ringer Ore
Bernlce Manning

Nina Allen
Byrnes ft Swnnson
Earl, Cal ft Doug
Le Bnban Blen
Herbert Jacoby

Hope Emerson
.

ft' DuBarry
Martha Wrenshell

Ton Hat
(Union City, N. 3.)

Haagean Tr
Delia 'LInd

(Pump Boom)

B

HcCreery Oro

Betty Bryant
Ball Ball

JUST BOOKED

Providence, Philadelphia, Balti-

— More to follow*

more

Leon

t

New York

Susan
Jerri

ft

Gertrude Briefer

Kay

Smith

Versailles

M

Bergere Ore

MItzl Green
Panchlto Ore
D'Avalos Dancetp

Village

Christine

Wlthee

James Keogan
Ann Bronte
Welly Wanger

Blair

Jerrle

Eddie's

Lucky Sis
3 High Spots

Bam

Howard Woods On
Owen Williams
Freda Sullivan
Zeke ft Elmer

6

Jack Ostcrroan'»

Unie

Clnb
Roger Steele Ore
Rita Renaud
Virginia Curtis
Rita White

Polly Jenkins Co
Noll ft Nolan

Lou Valero
Walter Donahue
WhlrUng Top
Geo MOrrls Ore
Paloraa
Irene Stanley

Betty Weaver
Jeanne Hauser

Patricia March
Russell Dracken.

lOS ANOELBi
Sis

Howard Gerrard
Ha rry O wens Ore
Pancho
Diana Castillo
Julio Gorvanto

J >

V

J

1

.1

1

i't

.t.

Kay Eyeer Oro

Jerry Lester

1

1

f

J i

.

.

-

J 1

4 Squires

Tovey's
BImer'

Plazzo

Marya

Hartyn

ft

Phil Levant Ore

Betty Grey
Darlene O'Day

a Miss
Brevoort Hotel

4 HIte

ft

(Crystal

Boom>

Florence Sohuberl
Charles Baldwin
Grace Katrol
Norma Ballard

Broadmont
Herb Rudolph Ore
Sandra
Ginger

Wood

Gloria

King

Theodorea
Chlcco Oro

_

Earl Carroll
Paul Gerrtts
Arren ft Broderli k
A Robins
.

Igor ft
Vivien

Tanya
Fay

Susan Miller
Beryl Wallace

(Glass

Ilo Nlles

Hat Bm)

ft

Dolores

Betty Jerome
Evelyn Harris
Lollta

Mort Land Oro
Edgewater Beaeh
Hotel
(Harlne Beam)
Mary Fran Sackley

Eugenia MoGee
Ray Rerble Oro
Marine 4
Stuart Frazer
Harriet Smith Ols
888 Clab
Eddtt. Varzoa Ora
Lucio Garcia

Johnny Howard
Rider Sis
Grace McCarthy

Ken

Marie Paul

Badls

Ralph LIndgren Or
Either Whittlngton
Chez Paree
Bryan Wolf
Eunice Hill

Dave Malcom
Belle Baker
Florlne Manners

Weire Bros
Nlkl NIrhels
Russ Morgan Ore
Terry O'Toole
Don Orlando Ore
Al Robinson Ore
Bvans Adorables
FTanke's Casino
Clnb Al
Will Martin
Jack Spangler
Babs ft Eddie
Paula Tymes
Sandra Byrd
Amelia
Blllle Rogers
Margie Moore
Roberta
Oliver Harris Ore
Buddy Klrble
Club Atabam
Rooke Ellsworth
Dorothy OeHogbton .Bob Tlnsley Orr
Evelyn Nesblt
'

Oay tio'B
JImmIe Ames
Lew King

Harriet Norrls
Sadie Mooro
Jack Irving
Paulette LaPlerre
Allen Cole

BBe

Burton
Bernle Adier
Dorothy Dale
Dava Unells Ore
Chalk Robinson Ore
Bddle Roth Ore
Olob Bspana

Bob Durfree
HaUBS

Joe Hardy

Bee Jones
Russ LIndgren Ore
Colony Olab
Taoht Club Boys
Jose Manzanaces Ulr.
Lew FIdler Oro
Ooloslmoa

Roy Rogers
BUI Baird
ft

Wanda Kay
Ed Currle

How

Lulu Gould
Betty Robin
3 Sophisticated ais Harry Rose
Dorothy Gerroa
Proimpb Gls
Reginald Craig '
Hollywood t
Archie Bleyer Ova
Rearl Gendron Ott
Ed Durant Oro
(
Clob Dellsa
Florentine Qaideli
Sam Robinson
Maurice KosloK Co Henrlens Barkei
Kmll Basso Oro
Bmltty ft Black
.

.

Joel ft Annette
Dletrlchs
Inez Scott

Aloha
Jessie Rosella

Dagmar

Dolly Sterling

Perry

Ore
.

Shy Booket

Altan DeWItt

Harold Osborne
UUIatoBe
Millstone

Flo Whitman
Ga:e Lawrence
Betty Harris
Delia Bartell
Jack Roland Ore

Nyra Lou
Muriel Joseph
Bobbins
Patsy Dn 'Brae
Sharone
Htaaet ClBb
Del Bates
Blssle

Art Fisher Oro
Hoirlsoii Hotel
(Boston Oyster
Hoose)

Manfred Gotthelt
Nameless: Cafe
Vlto Oro

Ona Mayo
Owen Panl

Pinky Tracey
Margie Strong.
Evelyn Reed
Bd Leon
NapiKt Oardens
Genevieve Jacyna
Helen Coyle
Tommy Jones
Tiny (Sorman
Jans La Vonne
.

Old Heidelberg
Old Heidelberg Co
Octet

Robert Kesaler
Winn Straehe
Herr Louie ft
Herble Ore
Paddock Clnb
lone O'Donnell
Margie Strong
Marrlta Ryan
Flo Polua
Diane Raye
Jay Hill
Lee Francis Ore

W

Palmer Hoasc
(Empire Boom)
Bddle Duohin Orr
Rufe Davis
Dick Barstow
Anderson ft Allen
Durette Alexander
Abbott' Dancers
Phil Dooley Orr

Parody Olab
Flash Evans

Brown

Selbys Z

Charlene Baker
Ral Barber
Margie La Tour
Lea Andrea
Evelyn Lee

Marjorle Whitney
Dlotatora

Mathews
4

ft

Shaw

Klhgs
Sleveas Hotel

(CoBttaeatal Boom>
Rhythm Boys Ore

Bernhardt ft O
Byton Gls
Simtoephere Clab
Princes Red Rock
Frank Barber

Snbway
Ginger DIx
Opal Adair
Connie Rogera
Zona ft Lanl
Jackie Richard
Frances Thomas
Edith Marlowe
Dolores Mae.

Kent
Henry SaX Oro
Billy

Sosl-Q
Bernle Green

Saxon

fns

Cherl
Jnles Scott

Sam

Barl
Verne Wilson Ore.
TbompsoB's 18 Olab
Rsy Reynolde
Althea Allen
Dale Williams
Patay Thomas
'

Crystal Cook
Dot Keith Gls
Jessie Garwood

Helen

DuWayne

Marsh McCurdy
Sammy- Frisco Ore
Three Deneaa

Baby Dodds
Charles McBrlde
LIU Armstrong
Lonnle Johnson
(Off Beat Boom)
Anita O'Day

WIngy Mannons
Tramp Bd
Lennle Esterdall

Jimmy McPartland
Tower Ian
Manner

Mollle

.

Sam Haas
Inez Qonan
Betty Story
Lee Gls
3 Hawallans
Frank Davis Ore
Town Club
Chet Boswcll

Mae Dl

Fill

Roslta Carmen
Mllllcent De Witt
Wayne Bros

Enid Phillips
6 Chlcagoans
Frankle Quatrel Ore
Hal Barber

VUta Modeme
Tony Cabot Oro
Wiaoaa Oardene
GIgl Rene'

Lee Harmon
Pat Allen
Nlta La Tour
Virginia Gilbert
Lucille Johnson

Frances West
Nlta La Tour
Hazel Gregg
Frank Snyder Ore

phuad:
ABeborace
Harry Hanaell Ore
Jack Cortls

Woodl e La Rush-

MRoy

Francea McAvoy
Jean Roehelle
Dolores Del Rss
Harg Faber Ola

Carmen

Mm

Helen Hart
Johnny Morrlssey
Jean Cook
Charlene Baker
Barry Hodges Ore
Bose Bowl
Willie Shore
Freddie Fishers Or

Pat Otis
Bobby Dander
Oay Paree

Or.-

DSfEaiiay

Chlqulta
Conchlta
Charley Boy-

BrowBlag Laae Ibb
Renato ft Dolores
Giaad Terrace
(Bellmawr, N. J.)
Edna Thompson
Jean Brady
Mary Joyce
Tondelaya ft Lopez /5??»^1-''''n*tford Lucille Nolan
Ted Smith
(Hata Dining B'm) VInce Norman Oro
Gladys Madden
Merer Oavla Ore
Dot Adams
CadlUao' lavera(Bargandy Boom)
Marie Bryant
.lerry Masella
Frank Jnele Ora
Dusty Fleteher
Ferantb 3
Leonard Reed .Gls
Ben nrankUa Hotel Helen Doyle
F Henderson Ore
(Garden xeriaco)
Henrique ft Adrlen
Chas Arthur
Red Norvo
Graemere Hotel
Dean Bdwards
>
(Olass Honae Bm) Terry Allen
Stewart
Benny the Bom's Lillian
Toasty Pall Ore
Mary Clark
Carl .Bock
Larry. Vincent
Dolores. Lakro
Tevo ft Doro
RImaea
Marceila Marchand
•

Ada Leonard
Natalie

Vanetle Ols

Chester

Silver IVellea.

Set Lake
Tripoli 8

Ann

'

Harry Harris
Blslne Rabey
Tony ft Gene
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman
««8 Ctab
Billy Carr
Sunny Carter
Connie Faaesaw
Joan Dare

Patricia.
Collette

Dolores Shaw
Knytherlne Atkin
Chio Sanders Orr
Playhotue

Joan Rogers
June Jackson

D

George West
Dee

.Ida

Colleen

Oale Lawrence
GoMen Spot
Sid Bchapps

Harry Hynda

Millie Groase
-ft
Gilbert

Paul

Blaine La Marr
Ted Langley
Lou Gutterman

VI Gore
Hazel ZalUB
Nerd RIehardsoa
Johnny McFall Ore

Phil Ohinard

Honey Lee
ft Wharton

Whirly Gls
8 Loose Screws
Ray Stiebers Ore

N

anb

Kay Moore

Famous Door

ft

Uttle

RIohard Denzler
Roland ft Franclne
Joe KIsh Oro

Sally Sharratt
Sol Stocco Oro

Peggy Meore

Sam

Umebeaae

Bob Tank Oro

Jean

Leslie

'

Mary Raye
Kay Taylor

-

WUIa Runyon
Al Mnlvaney
Verna Jordan

Elliott

EI Dnmpo
Laurene Na Vel

Londoncers
Obez Bocklcy
Dick Buckley
Olga Anton
Sam. Ban

Bey

Barl Wiley Oro.

Dee Downey
Bddle Danders
Joan Baylor
Joey Conrad Ore
Silver Olead
Bert Nolan

Tiny Hill Oro

Hotel

(PompeUan Bm)
Irving MargraS
Drake Hotel

Carlos

Melody King
Buck Hunt

Smith Ore
Gladys Madden
Jonah Jones
Stuff

Melody

(Peacock Bn>)
Joe Vera

ft Betty
Hotel
(Uaunese Km)
ft Earl Oro
Bine Ooose'
Evelyn Waters

Al Lane

Hotel La Salle
(Bloe PVoat Boom)
Vlbra

Willie

Datch's

.

Quixote' Ore
Bnnlo Bolegnlnl Or

Chuok Andrews

Johnny Banga Ore

John

BlackstoBe

Kllpstrlok

Don

i/ixlo

Banndera Oro

Don Pedro Oro
Orrin

W

Buseble Condaldl
Spyroe Stamos

MoOraws

Oil

PUner

Keith Beecher Oro
L'AlgloB

Mary

Jitterbugs
Bllheoette

Larry Forbes

Helen Irwin
^llce Munson
4 Hawatlans

Al Copeland
Bmmstt Klapper
Homer Roberta

Ted Weema Ore
Marvel Maxwell
Elmo Tanner
Madle ft Ray
Bernlce Parks

Eddie Miller
Marlon ManU'
Dorothy Claire
Rodin

8

Ivaabae

Tanua Tamara

CoBgtess

(Panther Beem)

Gene Kropa Oro
Irene Daye

Joaqnlii Claray

ad

Jerry Glldden
Keller Sis
Del Ohrel

Annia

Kretlow Ohi
Sid Lang. Ore

Fritzl

(OoM Coast Boom)

Btaekbawk
Bob Crosby Ore
Ray Baudue

ft

Barbra Bow
Rita Manning
JImmIe O'NeU

Brown

Jim BladI

HI Hat
LIta Orey Chaplin
Lou Holtz

Arlett Jon
ft Masters
ft Lucas
The Mercer Bros
Dorothy Brandon
Chuck Foster Ore
Victor 'Hago

ft

(Celtki Cafe)

Garvey'
Gondoliers Oro

Billy Hill

Lorraine Brown
Wesley. Long
Albert Sears
Connie Morrow
Chippie Hill

Bns
Shenaaa Hotel

Gene Kerwin Ore
(Dome)
James Hamilton

Tom

Zita

-

Frolics

Hyera

liberty laa
Dlek Hugos
Helen Duitree
June West

Swaaee laa
Eddie Beal
Gladys Bentley

Partelle Gla

Blsmarek Hotel
(Watant Boom)
Bob Belmont
Nanno Van Houton

.

^.

Shemp Howard

Charles Isom

Osmon

Sally

Jlramie Green Ore

Dick'

Bray

V

Rhythm

.,

Cross ft Dunn
Adelaide MoRett.

EDDIE SMITH
22 West 4eth Street,

Lou Martin Ore
Eddie Davis
Iris Adrian
Ting Pin Sou
Royal Whirlwlndf

ft I«wls
Reiny Ore
Semenet Hoase
Harry Rlngland
Art Tatnm
Jack Oweiis
Stage
Cafe
Wally Vernon
Billy Tonng
Henry OalantI

Tommy

Brown

WIntz Oro
Georgle La Reau
Emanuel Ovando Or JImmIe Reld
George Stone
Sylvia Tucker
Cont'l Thrillers
Henry Simon
Julie

JORDANS

Marie Bve
Elsie Houston
Grazlella Parragn

Moore

Ethele Wilson

4

6

Joe. Plotksl
Andy Sorrel II
Virginia Mathews

Leonardo

Lee Berling
Hlekory Ii^a
Kay Dare
Joan ft Bddle

Jack Waldroa

Sklnnay Bnnls Ore

Ralph Cook
Kay Armin
Roy Deltrlch

Jack Gray

Stork Clob

Hotel PennaylsiaBla

Bob Lido
Al Harris

Joe Howard
Clyde Hager

Afrlaue

^

.

Margot Brander
Frank LIbuse

OAtmSN TOWN

*' .

8 Peppers
Enrico ft NovMlo
Hotel Fark'Iaae
Freddie Starr Ore

SoheS

Buddy Doyle

DomlnloB
Nat' Gonella

Show Bar
(Forest Hills)
Sheila Warreq
Carol Hbrton

Sonny Kendls Oro
Jose Lopez Ore

Leo Luz Dasquez
Eddie Agullar Oro
Cafe La Uaie
Park Ave, Boys
Martha Meare
Matty Malneck Un
Olob Ball
George Tonnt
Brdz Ftetoher
Otob Venallles

tjfnn Davis

Don McGrans Oro

Weisk of April 17

Katov

Genia Pobedlna

Antolne

3

Le HIrage

Cale Xalle'ate ~,

Fraxee Sis

Sonny
Myra Johnson
Vodery Choir

Son

Hermlne Michel
CapellCva
Senia KaravaeK
Michel HIchon
Serge Ignatenko

TIsdale

Beveriy Wllshire

Xorker
'

Don Dickson
VUMele.-

Beachcombers

Ruby

3

New

Henry Busse Oro

Katharine Perry

ntem &

Or'r

Hotel BdlaoB
Blue Barron Ore
3 Blue Notes
Brnle Straub

Beale St Boys

Standwnr

Co
Anna May Wong

Bnsslaa Kretchma
Tasba NIkagosov
Nastia PollQkova
Daria Blrse
Marusia Save

Art Carney

Gabriel
Lynn Russell

G Andrews Ore

PITMAN

Tito

Batabow Boom

Ruby Newman Oro
John Hoysradt
Qower ft Jeanne
Eddie Le Baron Oro
Joan Cartler

Le Coq Benge
Geo Stemey Ore

'

Roy

Jill

Batabow OrlD
Barry WInton Ore
Marlynn ft Michael

Bob McCoy
Lysbeth Hughes

Panl Bass Oro
>

Bros
Mllburn Christopher
Leavitt ft r^ckw'd
(One to All)

.

H\BTFOBD

'

Majestic (23-22)

(One to
Marcelle

Ryan

.Rniis

Ull*nn Borlp
Ptnta (2S-2S)
Spio

A Carr
ft L
PATEB90N

Rollo

(111)

Shirley Ross
Pniil
Rosfl

Bob Hall
Ben Dover

4

Joe Morrlnon
(Oiln to

(21)

Van DuPre?

(20)

Ullt nrlttnn Ore

t

Taramonat

Glen Miller Ore

Art Jnrrett
Dorothy Crooker
Paul Ash Ore
'

Charles King

NEWABK

Irfe Harris

Anne Franclne

Havana-Madrid

Cafe Bavlnl
Melvin Pahl

Cass Daley

DeWoUe

8 -Musloal

Al Hclntyre
Bddle Bush 4
Slapey Maxle'a
Slapsy Haxie

ft

Ray

Dolly

Bddle 'White
4 Wltson Bros
Anthony, A ft R
Al Trurk Oro
Mark Fisher Ore
Jack HJIItard

Calder

Art Baebley
Al Wagner
Blllle

U

Carmine

Ambassador' Hotel

Rex Gavltte
ttneea Mary

Voloilla

Palermq Ore
Gloria Whitney
Harold Leonard

ft

CHICAGO

Mills

Joe Ellis Oro
Consuelo Flowortun
Katherlne Tate
Carolyn Bell

Connie Harris

Bill

Lillian Gilbert
Brie Masaey

Nichols

Hal Brown
Ted Wells Oro
Palomar
Imogene Coca

Bill Farrell

Tommy

Claudia

Bt«y Cooper
La Marquise

Doris Reed

Bmma

Ginger Weldon
Katherlne Skldmore

Henry Monett

Sol

Maxine XIrk
Oalente

Leo Lazaro Oro

Teddy Hale
Velma MIddleton
Edith King
Flash & Dash
Hotcha Drew

Gasino

Don Ravel Oro
Billy

Brown

Dolores

Oieenwlch Tillage

Phillips

George Tonak
Harry Donnelly
Arthur 'Behan
Harold Wlllard

I^atbleen Harris

Lorenzo Roborson

Florence Herbert

Steven Isles
Bernle Qrauer

Gae Foster Gls
Tryon Sis

Bob Rlpa

EI Horoceo
Val Brnle Oro

Famous Door

Rudy Madison
Bin Quentmeyer

Christine

John Rockwood
Gene Walters
Kit Kat CiBb
Ray Dnrant Ore
Dorothy Salter

Teddy Wilson Oro
Frances Faye

Billy Lorraine

ft

Paqulta Domlngtiez
Dorlta ft Valero

Romero Gomez

Spike Harrison

(14)

Gonz'les

Fantasia Novia
Joylta ft Maravllla

Glftord

Betty Hutton
Abbott & Costello

Ben Blue

EI Cbico
Bllsao Orenet Oro

BlU's Cay tVt
Emily Stevenson

Vincent Iiopez Ore
Patricia Bills

Rhodes

FHILADBLPHIA

Montmartre Boys
Danny 'RIgglns
Sid Hawkins
Vaugh Comfort

Harry Armstrong
Blizabeth Morray

Barney Oallant's
Angela Velez
Frank McFarland
Nellie Paley
Bersch ft Dockery

Fox (21)
Gae Foster Ols

Doris

Willie Solar

Marie Spaulding
Pat Kennedy

Moya

WASHINGTON

Lee Leslie
Carter ft Schanb
Terry Shannon
Peggy de la Plante

Francis

Lulu Bates

BlU BertolotU's
Angelo's Rh'mba B4
Elaine Spencer
Letty Kemble
Annette Ouerlalne

Warner
OTET

Strand (21)

Bmma

Armando's

Buddy Clarke Ore

COLVMBVS

Boxyettes

NEW TOBK

Princess Aloma
Mary Lane
Tanya

NEW TOBK CUT

Hubert

Rice-

Don Hooton

(tl)

.

Joe 'Capello Ore
Inga Bbrg
Gladys Faye

Bills

.

Raye

Violet Love

Rankin Ols
Chaa Bngels Ora

Tares

Done

Charles Barle

Al Ferguson
Iris

Ben Kaut

.

(14)
12 Arlatocrats

T

Prince Singh
Place Elegante

Dell O'Dell
'Jimmy Kelly'o

Cabaret

Rutble Barnes

F£O

Amedeo

Georges ft Jalna
Coblna Wright Jr

Peggy Brown

Paris

Jimmy Doisey Ore
Don

OHtOAOO

Mace

PavUlon
Renara

Palnee (21)

-

(Sett Boom)
Bmll Coleman Ore
Angna Enters

Hotel White
Lou Lang Oro.
Charlie Macy

Randall Sis
Peifgy Taylor Co

& B Brown A Ames
CLBTBLANO

Keith (184)
Olympic 8
Ross W^ae Jr
Dandrldge Bis
Johnny Woods
Bryant Rains tc
Lewi s A. Van

Bvans

GLASGOW

Boyal
Jack Anthony

OITT Frank
(2e)

Bvelyn DUerler
Rockettea
Corps de Ballet

Proffltt ft

EDINBCBOH

Kay- Gregory
Joey Leo Oro

Omar's

Lamb

ft

MarCBS Daly

LEDDY

J.

Lillian Gibson

Brio Palmer
Jay Morelle
Fayre 4

L

ft

StefCan Gls

MARK

N

T Cablret
Jerry Bergren

George Olaen
Parte Imm
Demlnlo
Blane ft Elaine

Marguerite

Gladys Falihor
Glenda Hope'
Wagner Ore
Boyal FIroUoa

Lorraine 'Voaa

Hanr's

lfiller

ft

Humson
Jimmy Brlerly

Lillian Gibson

Valesco's Gypsies'
Marcel's
Leonsrd Keltsr Ore

WITH

Uassey

Jerry

Danny Kawanna
Kay SUver

Val Harris
It Cata
Cabaneros
Don Rudolf Oro

Paul Kendall
Walter Dyson
Uttle HoBgary

DATE APOLLON

£.oretta Gls

AUex Lennox

Ellard

Jack FroSt

Jane- Jones

Sis

Bond Rowell
ft J Desmond

P

Clayton Sis
Neller ft Clare

Falrweather

John

at

Via:

Ueaoham

Hilda

Palaee

Harry (Sordon
Jack Holden

Dean flnrphy

Artbur fteaober

NOW

of April 17

DUNDEE
-

(21)

Wayne King Oro'
Don Donn» & D

Jimmy

Maxlns Kirk

Sis

Gloria Monroe
Kirk Allen

Seven Beaa

Jerry Gallan

MELISSA MASON

Abbott Dancers

ATLANTA

Vanunonat (tl)
Dare Anb llon Co

Brown

Sid

Tanner

Ken HenrysoB
Chnek Henry Ore

iDdlgo Cafe

Nlek's

TOMMY TRENT

Reggie Redclllle

Brlanta
State Lake
Jack LaTler

Joe Sullivan Oro

LaC'nga Rh'mba Bd
UtUe Clnb

Provincial

OITT Cass Daley

FBTMDOIUlt (19)

Hawaiian Paradise
Loretta Walker
Princess Luanna

Paris

HENRY MORTON
NEW TOBK

Ore

Sallee

Kerry's Handalay
Mike Riley Ore
Sharkey Bananas Or Marguerite Fadula
Larry ft Edille
Geo Surpranant Jr
Neville Fleeson
Onyx Clob
Nonle MItehell
John KIrby Oro
Hal Chancellor Oro
Lee Wiley
Jimmy Kerr ft Boys
raradhe
La Oenga
Vincent Travers Or
Don Jerl
Pepper Pot
Spike Featberstoae
Jic D' Andrea Ore
Evelyn Steele
Bob Matzl Ore

(Empire Room)
Ral Kemp Ore
Maxine Gray

Shaw

ft I

Lon

Rosanne Klurray

Astoria

TOOTING

Joe Frisco
Charlie Foy

Peggy Healey
Anita Colby
Evelyn Kelly

.

Bnadway

Gmaada

Hughle Green Co

Grace Hayes
LInd Hayea

Blaine Basiett

.

STBATFOBD

OBEBMWICH

Arno

ft

Acad Gls

Jackie Coglea

Blaine'

Men

Don Marton Ore

TavUloB
Western Bros

Terry Co

CapUol (21)
Arthur Godfrey
Ifary Rossell
Catherine Westfleld
Paul Remos Co

Ames

CIngalee Co
8

FBSMIEB

Stapletons

State <Z1>

LBWISHAH

Turner Layton

BICHHOMD

& Howe

MIchaelsoa

Oranadn
Drury ft Ramond

'

Charlie Murray Ore
Mary Cohan
.Jimmy Rogers
Monte Carle
Ted Straeter Ore
Bob Knight Ore
Dick Smart

Zanetle ft 'Darrel
Dell O'Dell
Hotel St, Begia
(Irldlam Beam)
Charles Baum Ore
Sam Jarvls
Brie Relter
Jane Nicholson

Rodnoy Hudson Gls
ft I Shaw

'

Rosaline Lewis
Martha Kovacs
Gypsy Lopez
Barbara Eyion
L)'dla Bhrenberg

June Forrest

Reggie RedcIlOe

B

Howard

Pomeen Ore

Basil

with bllli fMlew- Indicate opening day pf
ahew, whethnr futi or apllt week

«

Heyer's Cellar
(HobelfeB)

Hotel Boosevelt
Frankle Masters Or
Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Gerry Morton Ore
Hlldegarde
Hotel St. Uorlts

In eonnaetiQii

Loew

Jack OatermBn

O Hartman

ft

Powell

"Scats'

Jane Pickens
Gil Phelan

(April 21)

WEEK

THIS
Numtrala

P

Itank SebasUan'a
Oabaaela
Bduardo Chenea
Joe Barria Oro
flreee Hayea Ledge

Gloria Grayson

Hole! Plaza

Jaok Uarshard Oro
N D'AmIco Ori.jj.

V,

.

-

VARIETY

Wedncaday, Aprfl 19, 1939
Al Schenk

DarlaM Jon«»
Bddl* Ttaooiu
Jack Newlon

B

Toon» Oro

Bsver& Flsber

Mme

Larry Powell

Iris

Richmond
Judy Lone
Elolne ft James
Cortei ft Peggy
Bradshow ft Fenton
Gates Oro
Futile 'Porby

DoWa Beat
Barry Roberto

Joe Burns
Ray Allen Oro

Slo

Leo

Srummond

Cleo Valentino
Irvine Braalow Oro

Bl Ohic*
Laverly
Uargaret Marshall
.

Kay

Virginia

Howard

Jean 'Sutherland
Bherry Lee

Andy Russell
LoRue 61s

Junia Culbortion

Vera Kane
Genorlta Montorla
Dolores O'Neill

Al Moore Oro
redro Biases Ore
Ceorgo Clifford
ETorgTOOB CaolM
'

Tommy Monroo
Andrews Sis
Bea Saxon
Ann Falvow
Mills & Madlns
Bllllo Franito

Al Bldrlch
Jo Ullos Oro
1528 Ctab
Swing King Oro
Lois Ravel

Rone Vine
VIndIck Sis
Jean Homllton
Harvey Lee. Oro

2-

Frances Carroll
Vlo Eorlson
SUver Labs Ina
(Olomenton)
Mickey Famllant Of
'

Lucey

Alice

Florodora Sextet
June Patterson

Russo
Marie Holz
George Reed
Russo & Duval
Barbara Joan
1300 Cafe
BIslo Jones
Princess Zelda
Nan, Roberts
Comlllo Roberts
Esther Leeds
Ann Fisher

Ben Perry

Callahan

Bllllo

Keoms

Jerry Delmar Oro

Le Shonnes

Joe Smythe
'Walt

Jean

ft

Helen Brooks
Bobby Jones

VUUgeBom

Bobby Lyons

Oreta LaMarr
Betty Thomas
HUdebraiid'g
Charlto Neld

Bobby Bvans

CarltoDS

Bob Finch

Jackie Miles
Charles Froderloks
Muriel Parker
Alex Gray Oro

Buddy Roberts
Mormon Lewis

Brewsters
n^agon Wheel

Franklo Milton
RIohard Baeb

Itpla

Bobby Lo*. Or*
Dee Dorea
Jook Lvndi'g
Charles Smith
.TlDOODt BiBso Or*
Barney Zoonan
Chaney & Fox
Joe B, Lewis
Helen Morgan

Weber's Hof Braa

(Camden)
Use Hart
Rudy Brulor

Jules Flooco Oro
Helen Worthlngton
2 Jocks
Paul Rich
O'Connor 3

.

Gloria Gilbert

Roy Harklns
Joe O'Sheo
Al Wilson
Al Bostlan Oro

-

Botty Brodel
Maolovia Ruls

Herb Dubrow

PftPrlncesa

Jimmy Blako

J' Lynch Ols <12)
Joe Fresetto Oro
Mary Lotrey
Utile SattasbsUer
Tatara

Ruth Wayne

Serndm

Pot Crontord
Bill

Evans

Sid Golden

Signer Karraino
J ft T Shellonh'mer
Internationals
Bldoradlons

VTT.W AliKKK
Atbletle Olab

Conge Clob
Pearl Moss

Bthel Beldel
Blats

Palm Garden

Kddio South Oro
Bloo Hoon
D Davidson Oro
Virginia Rossn
Joy Jayson'
Gale Parker

Fannie Dale
Melba Jockson
Alice 'White

Mary Reed

.

Bailey

Oro
Obateaa Clofr
.

Stan Jocobsen Oro

Johnny Post

Bert Gilbert
Martin Bomett
Patsy Morr

Bonya ft Romero
Jackson ft Nedro
Marlon Vinay
OtOTcr Clob
Harry Weber Ore

-Ruth Phillips
•Eva Thornton

Marge Toung

Eleanor Gall
Jean Hurley
Flo Radke

Don Kranlch
Jaxon

Joan Delon^e
Toy's
Cose Londls Oro
Mtb A North Clob
Kay Crondell Oro

Tony Bouer Oro
Marie Kecky
Jesale

ft

Viola

Dorothy Hamilton
BIng Burdick

Roma

,

SIS

Bobble Stuart
WIrth's Fttturlstle
Schweitzer Ore

Bill

Jock Fexer
Vollle Jay Oro
Maureen Rosay

RogOn

ft

Mann

Wisconsin Boot
Ore
Merrymaker Ore
N!e Horper Oro
Tom Sheridan
Cappy Lewis
Joan Demorls
Arnold Dupre
Griir Williams.

M

Coatello

Sohwarts
Joe Sondors Oro
Irene Griggs
Tony. Solerno

Claude Pormenter
Six Point Clob
Caeper Reda Ore

ft

Lomarr

Dovtnes Eagles

Tweet Hogan Ore
ateve Swedish Ore

Mabel Drake
Dorothy Dale

Red Roberts Oro
Gloria GolO

Jimmy Do Palma
Howard Gelger
Mamie's Grotto
OuB Brhley Oro
Clyde Thomas
Hotel Sohroeder

(Empire Boom)
Emery Deutsch Ore
Karl Ratsch's
Sepple Bach Oro
'

Helene Sturn
Walter -Merhoff

Clab Forest
Virginia Grey

Berdino Dickson
Helen Kayo

Vera Welsh
Clqb Uadrld
Jimmy Rotas Oro
Patricia Page Gle
.

Morguerlto Claudol
Paul Burketto
Don ft Betty Lynnr
Hazel Kennedy

CInb Sahara
Oeo Cerwla OroClob Terrls

Gordon Genschor''
uona Henderson

JWI Kaaiin
Kathlsoa Kays

Roy Meadows Oro
last Ronad Cp

Jimmy Royo

Oro

Ken Keck
Lindy's

Rick

ft

Snyder

Victor

Edith Rao
Corl

Log Cabin
Bergman Ore
Miami Club

Ann Sober
Moxine

ft Clayton
Helen Holmes

Peggy Geary
Gene Emerald
Harriet Cross

Johnny Davis Ore

ASCAP

glorified and they are tough
I think they have a very
BiMk's View
influence.'
Anent current ether fare, Hizzoner
Outspoken criticism, of ASCAP
expounded: 'Radio programs of the characterized Justice Black's refusal
type .criticized' CGangbusters') hold to team up with his colleagues on the
crime 'before a child week after Florida case. He spoke repeatedly

are

characters.

harmtul

Some children, especially
those who get into court, are not
And they are
particularly bright
the most optimistic people in the
world.
They pick up ideas from
such dramas and, even though the
wrong-doers are caught and pun.
ished, children are likely to think
that they could be luckier.'
week.

John Dpnahue, assistant Boy Scout
exec who for eight years was a
counfy probation officer, declared:
*I once had a boy In my charge who
leaiTied to crack a safe from a
movie.'

'Crime Daes Not Pay*
panning
Rishworth,
Thomas
'

Zonher Gardens

KSTP's educational director, came to
the rescue of current air fodder with:
'Programs like 'Gangbusters' do not
CLEVELAITD
have
a bad effect on young people,
Bush
Kay
Alpine Tillage
Those programs emphasize that
Don ft Lou
Otto Thnrq Oro
Len Ensign
'crime does not pay.' Neurotic chilStalao Bros ft P
Hotel Cleveland
Barborlno's Poms
dren
may find these programs too
Margaret Aommer
Gene Brwtn Ore
sensational for them, but that is a
Herman PIrohner
Walt Bergen Ore
Hotel Fenway Hall problem for parents to consider.'
AvaloB
'Wlllord Potts Oro
With the battle raging and com.
Hy Barron Oro
Allen
Bottle
Charlie Gordon
ments flying thick and fast, shoW'
Hotel Sterling
Bessie Brown
man Liou Golden stepped neatly into
Tbelma Stone
Morty Lake Oro
Gayle Oaylord
the picture and artfully took a sock
Airway Clob
James ft Pelts
Troy Singer Oro
at 'the real responsibility'—proper
Hotel HOUendea
Judy Black
environment, parental guid
Sammy 'Watklns Or hoihe
Cedar Gardens
Golden
ance. and companionship.
Von
Gus
Duke Melvin Oro
Crawford ft Coskey rolled with the punch that had other
Trizo
Romony 3
RIch'd Montgomery
showmen running for cover, and
Btatler
Hotel
Mory Dixon
countered with his own hasrmaker:
Howard ft Corlta
C Hoagland Oro
'Because some children are found
Helen 'Wiles
Jeanne Stewart
Glover ft LoMae
Cbateaa
smoking must we blame Mark Twain
Pete Gerod Ore
Jaeb ft Eddie's
who wrote Tom Sawyer and Huckle
Leon LeVordIo
Chick Williams
berry Finn? Or should we blame
Art West
Arlene Rice Oro
Mickey Rooney for vividly portray3 Femmas 1 Fellow
Vlo Corpora
College laa
Lindsay's Sby-Clnb ing such an authentic characterlzaPoison Gardner
Normon Brill Oro
Uon?'
Harold Simpson
Robbie Collins
With the tempest breaking In
Jock Raynor
Moataco's Cafe
dailies all through the past week,
Ross Pierce Oro
F««ddle's Cafe
Morllynd Maynord
the situation gathered such moTony Emma Oro
Mirth ft Mock
Monads Clob
mentum that Sunday (16) saw a
Lynn Martin
Orvelle Rond Oro
torrent unleashed from various pulYvonne Nova
Ohio TlUa
pits throughout the city.
Eddie Borneo
Freddie Corlone Or
Texas Rockets
Some three years ago, ParentMickey Katz
Golden Gtoar
Leater Cole Debs
Teacher organizations in both cities
Poul SlmonetU Ore Jockaon, Stone 'ft R
rallied with the avowed purpose of
Sherry Ponay
Stuort ft Leo
getting
Del Grey
2 Alblns
'blood-and-thunder'
radio
Pol-Mar
GIs
Goarssot Clab
programs toned down for the good
Bonthem Ksvera
Louis CIno Oro
of the moppets.
The drive culPsul Burton Oro
Gloria Olenmoro
minated 'With a huge indignation
Don Kayo
Morjorle Block
Nick Bontemps
meeting in Minneapolis. Boycott of
Batten's Clab
Ubangl Clob
sponsors' goods was threatened, but
Lenny Colyer
Tommy* Barnes Oro the move flzzled when it was flnally
Bob Armstrong
Hertel Collins
Rose-Msrle
Bthel Avery
revealed that several of the prime
Honaa GrlU
Rose Morgon
instigators had radio programs of
Sonny Corr
Joanna Gordon
their own to peddle.
They had
FITTSBUBOH
hoped to crowd the then current
stuS off the ether and substitute
Anchorage
MIchoel Stronge
Hughle Morton Oro Dance Darlings (6) their own brain-children.
Maynord Dcane
Johnny' Morris
Dick Smith
Arlington Lodge
Betty Nylonder
Raps Radio GanpUy
Art Norkus Oro
Johnsons
DalconadesToronto, April 18.
New Pena
Joo Toller Oro
Censorship of sensational radio
Emerson GUI Ore
Bill Green's
series aimed at child-listeners is
Sterling Toung Ore Ooll Reed
Woyne
Millie
recommended by General D. C.
Bobby Ennis
Starr ft Dann
Jack Law
Draper, Chief of Police here, in his
Lowry ft Davis
Ray Merrill
annual report to the city fathers.
Nixon Cafe
Johnny Duffy
Claim is that the 'low-brow, sensaAl Maralco Ore
Clob Petite
Bob Carter
Piccolo Pete Ore
tional, gun-shooting type of series on
Seror 2
Betty Greenwood
the air' is contributing to Juvenile
Jimmy Ray
Corol Goulo
Woods
Sumners.ft
Bray
Crewe ft
delinquency.
Angelo Dl. Palma
Cork and Bottle
Said the Chief of Police, 'Sponsors
Claire Ray GIs
Jock Dovls
of such programs are, knowingly or
Not .Honse
Eddie Peyton's
otherwise, doing a dis-service 'to the
Gogo Loe
Phil Cavezza Ore
Doogy-Woogy
Joyce Polmer
country and a censorship that would
Lew Dolgoff
Marlon Muller
rule these programs off the air is
Hariy NosokofT
Harlem Casino
long overdue.'
Sherdlna Wolker Or George Do Coats
Al Morcur
Georg* Gould
He admitted, however, that some
Jim Buchanan
Pete Nugent
juvenile programs are highly inPlain Cafe
Monette Moore
Johnson ft Grlder
Jimmy Peyton ori- structive but advises that sponsors
Otlo KsKons
Adele Curtis
'would be well-advised to do some
Harleniettes (t)
Lynn & Davis
house-cleaning^ and substitute someLarry Steele
Dewey Moon
Ozzle Dial
thing educational for current 'thrill
Betty Hurst
Billy Cover
Hotel Ueniy
and horror' series.
Jjt Rol
M Contperas Oro
Johnny Ray
Conchlto
Rap Tracy' and fAnnie'
..ShowJIoat
Hotel Roosevelt
Buddy Ruasell 3
"Bridgeport, April 18.
Al Fremont Ore
'Leolo Frazler
Hotel Schcniey
Parent-teacher associations in viBilly Keoton
Hotrard Boom Ore
cinity
are talcing up radio's chilElvira
Santos ft
Buzz Aston
Lane
ft Carroll
and are moving to do
dren's
shows
Jock Rogers
Brent. DoW ft M
something at>out serials detrimental
noUl William Peon Lino (6)
(Chattorbox)
to 'youngsters' nervous system.'
Webster Hall
Bernle Cummins Or Nelson Maples Oic
Falrfleld and W'estport imits have
Connie Borleou
Buzzy 'Kountz
thumbed down 'Dick Tracy,' 'Sheriff
Walter Cummins
Will Word
Bob' and 'Little Orphan Annie' and
(ronlbiental Bar)
George Weber
Versotlllans
okayed NBC's Irene Wicker and
Union Grill
Italian Gardens.
Tony Lombardo
CBS's 'Let's Pretend' and 'March of
Art Togello
Etzl Covato Oro
Games.'
Frank Noul*
Bernle Perella
'

.

'

'

fix prices Is the power to destroy.
Should a Court of Equity grant this
combination the privilege of violating a state antl-monopb^ law? Does
a state law prohibiting such a combination present 'grave constitutional

questions?'

CUincernlng the question of jurisdiction In the controversy. Black
disagreed violently with his colleagues on the highest bench.. He
disagreed with the lower court's
findings that over $3,000 is involved,
with the remark that 'all that members of the Society have in common Is their alleged right to violate
with impunity the Florida statute
against price-fixing.' Lumping several plaintiffs 'as a matter of convenience and economy* does not
have the effect of allowing the Federal courts to entertain a petition
which Is improperly presented, he
.

.

.

of the copyright group as a 'price- held.
fixing monopoly,' asserting the in'A common desire to disregard a
junction should be dissolved and state law cannot serve as a common
roiind-about attempts to test con- and undivided interest for pui'poses
stitutionality of regulatory acts are of Federal jurisdiction,' the disliable to upset the entire operations senter said, adding that there was
of government
ho showing ASCAP ever made or is
'

'

In his unfriendly comments. JusBlack held that the right of state
legislatures to outlaw organizations
which use their control over a product to dictate terms on which it may
be used; In his eyes, ASCAP is a
violator of a statute about which
there is no doubt as to validity.

likely to make 'any profit from its
Florida activities. The record does
show the Society had $60,000 worth
of contracts in 1930, he admitted, but
does not indicate what each of the

Instead of bringing an injunction
suit to prevent administration of the
law, ASCAP should have waited until it was injured by enforcement
Black maintained. Noted the 'Florida attorney general and prosecuting officers disclaimed any thought
of attacldng the copyright pool until it seeks 'to fix monopolistic prices.'
Remarking that the sole question is
the constitutionality of the law only

said the cost of collecting royalties
does not offer any excuse for Federal ihtervention.
Criticizing the lower court and his
colleagues as well as the copyrightholders, Black maintained ASCAP
should be compelled to ol>ey the law
tmtil it has. t>eeh ruled invalid. Big
bond ought to have' t>een required
for tills purpose' and 'while the law
is suspended, these now-resident ap-

tice

after

he

applied,

it is

said:

.

power over price-fixing combinations and thus raise monopoly
above the traditional power of legistheir

laUve bodies.'
SiroDg Dissent
tinder the Florida statute, ASCAP
can issue licenses any way it wishes
and operate without restriction 'provided only that they abandon monopolistic price-fixing,' dissenter said.
In blasting ASCAP, he declared:

'Both the very bill upon which the
Injunction now approved was granted and the affidavits of record establish Ijeyond dispute appellees' flagrant violation of the Florida law by

This comfix prices.
apparently includes prac-

combining to
bination

45,000 members might receive.
He
remarked the return might be as
low as $1.50 apiece per year and

can carry on a monopolistic
business in Florida contrary to its
prohibitions,
and the people of
Florida who must pay monopoly
prices are granted no protection.'
The majority in the Florida case
was satisfied with the showing that.
$3,000 was involved, as well as with
issuance of the temporary restraining order. Referred to the allegation
that three publishers value their
copyrights in excess of $1,000,000,
that 1936 revenues were $59,306, that
it would cost each Individual over
$10,000 to create a collection agency
and to prevent infringement, that the
publishers get more than $50,000
from the pooL While similar contentions were made in the Washington row, the district court held
.there was no proof that more than
$3,000 was involved. The Supreme
Court ruled ASCAP entitled to pre.
sent evidence backing up the affidavits which were discarded.
Beed's View
Motion to dismiss ASCAP's plea
for permanent injtmetlon was properly denied in Florida, Justice Reed
said.
As long as the bill of complaint "makes an attack upon the
pellee's

If the issue is not narrowed to this
shigle point, approval is given to the
enjoining of state officials from action
which they have no duty to perform
and have solemnly disclaimed both
here and in the District Court. .The
people have not exercised their exclusive authority, by Constitutional
amendment to strip the states of

(probably 95%) American
and foreign copyright owners con-

tically all

trolling rendition of copyrighted music for profit in the United States.
'Not only does this combination fix
prices' through a self -perpetuating
tioard of 24 directors, but its power
over the business' of musical rendition Is so great that it can refuse to
sell rights to single compositions and
can and does require purchasers to
take -at a monopoUstically fixed annual fee the entire repertory of all
.

numbers controlled by the combina-

.

.

Larson's

marking the Florida judges thought
there is 'grave doubf whether the
state law is valfd.
The highest court remanded the
Washington case with Instructions to
to offer evidence
tending' to establish Federal jurisdiction.
In the Florida tiff, the decision was merely a go-ahead sign
for the taking of testimony concerning the question of constitutionality.

(Continued Irom page 1)

Lylo Stann Oro

.

Leonard Gay Oro
Corales Ship
Bill Davidson Oro
Ben Boo Oro
Ralph Lewis

Cardinal Clab
Slid. Vlonl

.

(Contined from Page 45)
state legislation. Since the issue of
constitutionality has not been presented yet, he scrupulously avoided
touching on this matter beyond re-

permit

.

Virginia Davis

Madeline Gordlnsr
Betty Horger
Alleen Rondo
Zoatro ft Well*
Marty Hoff
Comeo GIs
Debutontes

'

Claudia Ferris
Dole ft Dole

Bol Munro Oro
Bert Phillip's
Pep Bobler Ore

Robortos
Lucleno

Dolly O'Deo

Scaler's

Hoodlum

.

Dick Rogers
Knight ft Doe

Romono Browowcll Woodord

Lillian

Joo

«)

Daisy the Horso
Harris Tavera
Alsbaina Corlnno

Town and Oetmtry

Trocadere
MIron Stuart Oro
Jane Rubey
Shutta ft Kent

Beao

Johnny Weliib
Tremoro ft ClaIrO

Bill Miller'

Do Mayos

Dotty Norman
Grocs Brown
Mory Douglao
Rendezvous 13

Jeon Allen
Pat Marvin'
Helen Allen

Jimmy Bronson
3 Stylists
Margie Frame
Veake OriHe
Jack Rich
Dorothy Tanner
Fay Rtiy
Betty McKoo
Joey Hayes Oro
Francis Lenox
Ginger Dunn
Mltzl Lane
Vaughn
Franklo Falonbo's Leo
Vlhlng Cafe
Bonnie Stewart
Bobby Morrow Oro
Rhoda

Lyons

Stamp's Cnfo
Bert Lomlsh Oro
Jock Hutchinson

Dolly Parker
June Davis

Tvonettes

ft

Thomos
Hunky Brown

Bob Uorgroves Oro

Bubbles Stewart

EmbMOr

Brown

Al Samuals
Clab.

MCAP Wilis First Round

'

Virginia Grey
Roaco Alls

.

Plantation 4

Billy Stevens

Lone. Bdworda ft A
Bodls Long
Charles ft Barbara

WatklHs

'Withers

Ivan Taehman Oro

Mary Webb

FlanbialoB Hoaae
<B«d Boom)
Walter LIbraco
RendezToas
Bob Matheson Oro
Jinny Blaney
Morl<in Walter
Morcella Paige
Joan Do Lee
4 La Morrs

BendosTOBS
Straub ft T^e

Beth Calvert
Dotty. Winters.

Arlett

'

Buck Calhoun

Henry Patrlok
DothlB'a Bathakdlor
Frank Fontl

Joo Gumln Oro
PlaataUoB Clnh
Bert Bolley Oro

Itlyrtle

Billy
.

Oro

Betty 'Weeks
Margie Mealoy
Jean Lamer
Dotty Moore
Jean O'Nollo

Slllle

.

Al Gale
Betty Louis

Paris

Hsno* Inn
Leonard Cook
Bllllo

aab Tsrakoet
georg* McCall Ore
mma Stoucb

Harglo

AUentown, Pa^ April 18.
Kids at the Franklin theatre
here each Saturday matinee pick
the films they want to see the
following Saturday.
George Reinert, the manager,
gets on the stage and describes to
the audience the possible choices
tor the next week. The kids then
vote by a show of hands.

Verne ft Evelyn
Bleonor Roe

.

Collins

Suzanne

Martlnello

Vcntez A Maria
Julia Buthlo
'

Irene Sohrank

Flo Smith
Peggy Hall

Baaset Clob
Bddlo Apple
Tie Xop Tap
Joey Feldstein Oro

Claudia Ferris

Babe

'Walt Woltord Oro

Kayo

Wauon

Alma Williams

Iiona Arlsto

55

Kids Book *Em

Ban RIgg Oro

.Open Door
Vann ft Vldol
Natalie ft Howard
Dr Hudspeth ft Dog Tlnney Llveng'd Or Bleonor Leonard

Cafe Honmer
Bearer Oavln
Al Cubler
_
Jo* Famllant Oro
Clob Horace*

Jewell Bllo
Hike Jeffreo
Allen Bhaw
Cbarlle Oalns

Donna LuPau
Dunn

Allen

Bueky Shores
Toung Bis

Be* Lorry
'Warner 3
rrlDCCM Helen

Phil

Hugo Oro
ft Georg*
Hacgle's
Helen MaxwoU
Mario Clair

Victor.

ThomM
-

Hsrty Gray Ore
Snooks Hartman
CM HoMelberc
Bddlo ZIpp' Oro

Johnny

Bcrnold* Of*

DIok
- -

State Gardea*

Cleo Barr
Duval Sis

tion.

'

constitutionality of a state statute,
supported by factual allegations sufficiently strong, as here, to raise
'grave doubts of the constitutionality
of the act' in the mind of the trial
court' The way In which the law
violates or harmonizes with the Federal Constitution— the right to enjoy
copyright protection, due process of
law, and equal protection will be
clearer when the proceedings has
been finished, he noted.
Possibility of severe damage to
the copyright-owners was mentioned
by Justice Reed in the Florida decision. He remarked on the "irreparable injury' in the event the law
in constitutional and said the prospect of loss while the issues are be-

—

'And these fees are not the same
for like purchasers even in the same
Evidence shows that comlocality.
peting radio stations in the same
city, operating on the same power
and serving the same''audience, are
charged widely variant fees for
identical performance rights, not being, settled warrant a temporary
cause of competition, but by the. junction.
exercise of monopoly power.
'Since It appears that music Is an
Pennsy Model Was Florida
.

essential part of public entertainment for profit, radio stations or
businesses arbitrarily compay discriminatory fees are
faced with price-fixing practices that

Philadelphia, April 18.

.

other

'pelled to

in-

Anti-ASCAP biU which

is

pending

before ihe legislature in Pennsy now
modeled after the Florida statute
that was outlawed by the Supreme

is

could destroy them, because the SoCourt yeslterday..
has a monopoly of practically
The measure here had little influall— if not completely all— available
ential backing, and Rep. Charles Melmusic.
'When consideration is also given chiorre, who Introduced it has had
difficulty in attempts to get It out of
to the fact that an arbitrarily fixed
lower rate Is granted to a favored committee, Itll probably be allowed
to die there now.
sta.tion itself controlled by another
instrument of public communication
Landts Incorporate Mnsio Firm
a newspaper the ultimate pos.<:iAlbany, N. Y., April 18.
bllities for control of the channels
Artists
Music Corp. has been
of public communcatioii and inforchartered to conduct a business inmation are apparent
'We have here a prlce-flxing com- printing and publishing music books,
ciety'

—

—

.

bination, that actually wields the
power of life and death over every
business In Florida, and elsewhere,

dependent upon copyrighted musical
compositions for existence. Such a
monopolistic combination's cower to

Capital stock is 2,200 shares, no
par value. Directors are: Karl B.
Landt Daniel B. Landt and John M.
Landt N. Y. C.
Karl Landt filed the Incorporation
papers.
etc.

—

.
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LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

DOOM FEDERAL THEATRE
^proves One

Bill Putting

—

Washington, April

The

final curtain for

Bermoda Stock Off

18..

Govemment-

drama

is

-

WHhont

Teara*
Landi)—Plymouth, Boston.

drama.

•Hamlef—'Henry

IV*

(Elissa

.1

Harried

An Angel'

(Maurice

(21-22).

HoUday* (Walter
Columbus (17-

•Knlokerbocker

—

EngLnnt-Fentanne Repertory
Indianapolis (17-19); Hartman,

lish,

Columbus

(20-22).

'Mother*

Nazimova)—Na-

(Alia

tion^ Washington,
N.

J.

(17); Bijou,
Erlanger,
At-

;

reUef activities. In the case' of the
Idea was hatched, and is now bewhite-collar projects, the sponsoratiip
ing pushed by Mrs. Mildred Byram
obli^tion would be. shifted to- the
Fishbum, onetime monologist and
local authorities, who- in the past
now mother of several sons in show
have shown slight concern about the biz. She is attempting to line up a
plight of theatre and music people
flock of sociaUte and business names
to act as an advisory board and put
ETP Iiooks Doomed
Despite Administration insistence up $100 each to. get the thing under
She is seeking as principal
that relief for the white collar class- way.
es must continue, there appears Utile sponsor Mrs. Edward ISok, to whose
likel ihood 'Congress will perpetuate late husband the theatre will be
the FTP. For in addition to the dedicated. Bok, editor of the Ladies
threat in the Bjrrhes bill, there is-an Home Journal, suggested a similar
even more hostile move underway, scheme many years ago.
Plans are for a 10-week season of
The House Appropriations committee,
which currentiy is investigating the five plays running two w,eeks each.
way the Works Progress Administra' Two weeks of each month the group
tion has been run, seems likely to wiU be in the house and the other
approve a biU offered by Representa- two weeks it wiU be In New York
Scale will b« $1 top.
tive Clifton A. Woodrum, Democrat, rehearsing.
-of 'Virginia, which would bring more Subscriptions for two persons for the
radical revision of the relief system. five plays will be $10,
Confab of the axpeoted sponsors
His scheme proposes direct Federal
wlU
be held at tha theatre on Sunallotments to the states for aid of

.

conceded. Congress will have framed
the new relief scheme; and there is
President Roosevelt can do to
stop the sweeping alterations in the
system which lias been in eSect since
July, 1935. Sentiment of a majority
of lawmakers in both chambers is
host ile to ward the
as such, with
the FTP particularly unpopular and
having only a half-dozen defenders,
little

WPA

Coloiiy'

Startmg

Third Season July
CharloMe, N. C, April

18.

third summer season of Paul
Green's 'Lost Colony' wUl begin a
12- week run at the outdoor 'WaterPlan
side' theatre, Manteo, July 1.
ivas produced originally as part of
the 350th anniversary celebration of
-the founding of the first English
colonies, and the Birth of 'Virginia
'Dare, the first English child born

The

on American

More than

soil.

000 persons saw

it

during

Its

175,-

past

two seasons.

ture sponsored by various state historical societies .and groups devoted
to popularizing the history and lor
„ „ of .IjToWh Carolipa.
.

(17-18);

what form tho
it ii

Fond

dii

Lac,

He

will

New

move

It

May

1

Yorker (formerly the

Gallo) to the 44th Street, virtually
across
the street from Michael
Todd's 'Hot' version, which opened
at the Broadhurst after the relief
show was brought in from the Loop,

Todd, who is also front Chicago, to American ones.
Various interests Involved In U. S.
has his show, which cost considerably more to produce, at $3.30 top, copyright have been endeavoring
while the 'Swing' outfit, under com- for about a year to work out a domercial management is reported mestic copyright law, with the idea
having decided on $2.20 top. As a that ratification of the Berne convention would foUow. Long seriea
WPA-er that show was $1.10.
show
the of conferences has been held by the

Frank Fey's vaudeville
at
for Intel44th Street is mentioned moving to International Committee
sponsored by
the St James. Though it has been lectual Cooperation,
of the
operating in the red, the Fay outfit Columbia U. with the backing
plans sticking tmtil the World's Fair Rockef^er Foundation.
Bernstein, who Is also a represenopens, at which time show business
for
expects a prosperous spring period tative of the French government
the opening of the New York World't
to develop.
sail May S for Paris.
toria, Victoria, B. C. (19); Strand,
Two other bidders for the 'Swing' Fair, plans to
'Vancouver (20-22).
show included Todd, who proposed
•Women'—Opera House, Boston,
to send it on tour and thereby eliminate it as oompetish to his 'Hot' FIVE
(20); Gateway, Kenosha, Wis.
(21); Mars, Lafayette, Wis. (22).

Torohbearers' (Alison Skip worth)
Maplewood, Maplewood, N. J.
'What a Life'—Erlanger, Chicago.
'Whtteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore)
Auditorium, Tacoma (17); Royal Vic-

—

FTP SUPERVISORS

Burleigh Be-Slgns
Pittsburgh, April 18.
Pittsburgh Playhouse, local community theatre, has signatured Frederick Burleigh as director again for
1939-40, marking his third year in
that post
Season closes here May 6 with
end of 'Meet My Sister's' run, and
will show en increase of almost
70% In gross take over '37-3B, Bur-

Equity's Retrenchnent Begins With

version.

Harry Mintum, who put on

the WPA-er, handled ibfi deal for
the Federal end. From Washington
it was stated the' actors selected the
manager they preferred, although it
is known that the company had no
alternative of staying on the reUef

Rules stipulate they must
accept private employment If the pay
is higher than WPA's, or else.
Washington end alao absolved
Minturn from favoring Ulrich over
Todd, an administrator being quoted
saying: 'He has been loyal and fair
and never forgotten that he was a
payroll.

WPA

official in his actions.'

WALK PLANK ON COAST
Loi Angeles, April 18.
Five Federal llieatre Project supervisors were lopped off the pajrroll
by Alexander Ifef twlch, new director
for Southern California, in keeping
with his policiT of retrenchment
Dismissed were Mary Virghila
Farmer, Max Pofiack, Louis Raper,
Chalmers Day aiid S. X. Gay. All
had been with the Project three
years.

Min-

turn queried Equity in regards to
'Stream,' Days' Stop
salary guarantee and a bond was
filed with the association's- Chicago
representative.
Stated tiiere that
The Flashing Stream,' Imported
Minturn would be associated in the
London, opened to mild press
from
presentation at the 44th Street, but
at the Biltmore, N. Y. Business after
denied that he was 'on the payroU'
the debut indicated only a slim
of Ulrich and Melvin B. Ericson, who
chance and the drama went off
Equity Is paring down expenses, with radio and other divisions hav- are partners.
Saturday (15) after playing one
particularly in its New York, head- ing their own unions.
week.
quarters. At least three, memlsers of
$12,BM Saving on Glllmore
the staff wiU retire at the order of
.When Frank Glllmore withdrew as
the council. Those to go are Robert
THE FLASHING STREAM
president, Equity saved a salary of
T. Haines, Harry Lane and James
Opened April 10, '39. London
$12,500. Arthur Byron accepted tiie
O'Neill. Understood the latter two
Import was generally panned.
post without pay and, inasmuch as
"are to receive small pensions because
Mantle (News) called It 'a bit of
he is not called on to devote all bis
o( their long service, y/bUe Haines'
Loekridge
a disappointment'
tline to the association, an assistant
tenure is comparatively recent They
Taylor Holmes has virtually abian(Son) wrote that It was a 'sensiwaS~ appointed, Haines getting the
will not be "replaced. Saving to the
tive and Intense drama, bnrled
assignment. He has really been aide doned the idea of doing 'I'd Rather
association Is estimated at around
under words.' Anderson (Joor-to Paul Dulzell, executive secretary Be Right' on the Coast Understood
$8,000 annually.
'fabrleated
nal) described It as
and treasurer, who is actively han- the reason is that Rodgers and Hart
Action followed the recommendaand empty of emotion.' Variety
dUng the affairs of Equity. Hahies arc asking 13% authorship royalties,
tions of a committee on economy and.
(Ibee) predicted, 'Limited enFor the past two years was long in vaudeviUe and legit, has which the potential backers consider
efficiency.
gagement probable.'
acted on the executive committee too steep.
Equity has been pondering on ways
and means of reducing the operation and devoted considerable time to the
Holmes
succeeded
George
M.
end of the membership.
'The Happiest Days' was even a
nut after spending coin on an effiCohan in the lead role of the- musical
His duties, along with those of during the recent
faster flop, although touted favorciency expert's opinion. No decision
tour, but the show
was made, however, but the neces- Lane's and O'Neill's, wiU be divided closed a couple of weeks thereafter. ably. Opened at the Vanderbilt and

3 letoitts;

Means 8G Annusd Saving

KIGHTT ROYALTIES

.

STYMIE HOLMES

,

economy was crystalized this
when it was annouh'ced that
the Screen Actors Guild would discontinue the annual per capita tax
to Equity in order to keep its own
association out of an operation defi-

sity of
sees'>n,

cit
It

cast of ISO performers will in
elude most of the original players.
Of this nu iiber, the majority of the
actors areAiaUve islanders and fish
ermen- wl jb have never seen a theatrieai production in their lives. En.
tir^ production is a non-^profit ven-

The

.

Wis.

just

it wlU be somewhat along
the lines of the agreement now in
operation between Actors Equity and
British Equity, by which any member of either group must join the
other it working in that field; English playwrights, a more or less inactive and non-inclusive group, has
no such arrangement with the Dramatists GuUd.
Another matter which Bernstein
may bring to the councU's attention
French playconcerns copyright.
wrlght is believed to favor quick
ratification of the Berne copyright
convention by the U. S. and- hopes
to persuade the Guild to back such
action by the present Congress. Ratification has been blocked In the past
by various author, publisher, radio
and film interests on the groimd that
it would extend greater protection
in the U. S. to foreign writens than

Wis.

re-

cently condemning ihiportaUon of
the 'Swing Mikado' production to
New 'STovk and reflecting belief the
reliefers' drama has a reddish tinge
By the end of June, it is generally

lost

son,

leigh's first 'year here.

(23).

The batUe of the two colored
Mikados' on Broadway now will be
WPA's 'Swing* version
having been taken over from the

heightened,

Chicago.

(18);

Temple, Birmingham
PhUadelphia, April 18.
lanta
(19);
Purpose of the Byrnes plan is to
Plans are being made for a stock (20) Ryman Auditorium, Nashville
part of the expense of relief
company, part professional and part (21) ; Auditorium, Memphis (22).
cities, counties and states, beUtile theatre, to take over the .Wal'Oar Town' (Frank Craven)
control
decentralized
sides providing
nut Sti'eet theatre here next season. Biltmore, Los Angeles.
and cutting the administrative costs LesUe SpiUer, of New ITork, will
'Onr Town' (EUdie Dowling)—
now met by the Federal Government produce and six Equity members BushneU Auditorium, Hartford (19);
His formiUa requires local agencies wUl be imported as the nucleus for
Shubert New Haven (20-22).
outtotal
one-third
the
of
to put up
the group. Remainder of the casts
'Skylark' (Gertrude Lawrence)
lay with the National Treasury paywiU be made up from auditions of Ford's, Baltimore.
iag other two-thhrds of the cost of Utile theatre members.
'Tobaoeo Bead'-Parkway Madi-

FTP,

For B.O. Laurels

IHy Dear Children' (John Barry- from the

on the

sternly critical of

Not known

Bernstein plan will take, but

Mont- Government by Bernhardt Ulrioh, of

more)—Bijou, KnoxviUe
Chattanooga

It's

.

'Mrs. Moonlleht'—Montclair,
clair,

STOCKCOINPHILLY

He is also a Guild member.
expected that he will submit •
plan for a reciprocal membership
agreement between the two organ-'
izations. Groups are already friendlyi
but have no formal working agree*

oiety.

ment

Huston)—Hartman,

19); Cox, Cincinnati (20-22).

Put to Guild
Henri Bernstehi, Paris playwright
currently in New York, will atiend
the Dramatists- Guild, council meet*
Ing today (Wednesday) as represen*
tative of the French Dramatists' So<

assumed

(17-18);

Bliift

grown

John

(Dennis King,

Shrine Auditorium,
Otdahoma City (19); Convention
HaU, Tulsa (20); Arcadia, Wichita
Dallas

agencies.

the jobless and almost
scrapping of the made-work theory,
During, recent months Woodrum has

ian Angel,'
bert theatre, N. Y. Plaintiff claims
that the show is based on a play by
'Vaszary, but that It has a substantial portion of the plot of his
play. He seeks the usual injunction,
accounting of profits, and damages.
Metro owns the picture rights, having purchased them from Vaszary,
but Is not named in this action.

Married

Evansy-^hubert Boston,

PROMOTDIG PRO-AM

complete day

The Angel,' In 'I
now .at the Shu-

'Vera Zorina)—Grand, Chicago.
•Klas <Iw B«ya Goodbye'—American, St Louis.
'Kiss the Boys Goodbya*—Melba,

'

a bill sponsored by Senator James
Byrnes, Democrat, of South Carolina,
tinder ^irhich the art, theatre, music
and writer projects Would I>e continued only if sponsored by local

Opera—Colonial,

Boston.

<Freneh

In the olfing this
Stock venture planned by Al
week, witti Congress about to make Wa^tafl for Bermuda this 'spring
radical dianges in the Federal relief and faU has been set aside until next
system. With general disapproval of year. Pos^Mnement was necessifederal Theatre Project productions tated by the faUure of the Utile
giving an added stimulus, legislators theatre- group in Hamilton to go
are preparing to adopt measures throu^ with its plan to build a new
which would mean inevitable curtail- playhouse.'
Wagstafl figured on taking down a
ment, if not complete abolition, of the
attempts to provide temporary Jobs company of youngs Broadway profor out-of-work actors, stageliands, fessionals to play, a spring and aumusicians and other groups. Presi- tumn season, returning to New York
dent Roosevelt is seeking to prevent for replacements during the sumdisruption of the 'white collar relief mer. Pending completion of a town
ventures, but with only scant hope hall in Hamilton, Wagstaft will conof success.
duct a strawhat season at Ridgefleld,
The veritable death kneU for FTP Conn., this summer, in association
was soimded last week by a special with Philip Carr and Alfred W. LeaSenate Unemployment Relief Com- man. Charles Atkin will direct
mittee. It recommended passage of

-Bubsidized

(Week AT April 17)
'Brown Danabe* (Fay Wray)—
Nixon, Pittsburgh.
Carte
D'Oyly

Reciprocity Plan

federal court against

Current Road Shows

'White Collar' Projects Under Local Sponsorship
F.D.R, Would Prevent Relief bisruption

French-America

Leo Sarkadi has filed suit In N. Y.
Dwlght Deere
Wiman, claiming the plagiarism of

PR(

his original

Congressional Committee

ANGEL'

PLAGIARISM CLAIM

was known that Equity had a

sizable profit during the past year,

but more than half came from SAG.
Fearing that the margin would be
too thin without that revenue, the
association deemed it time to forestall possible depletion of the assets,
most, important being the 47th street

buUding wher^ it is quartered.' Ijatter wUl be sold. It's recognized that
Equity's membership will hot increase and.that it.ha8>declinedr what

WPA

among

:

.

Dulzell,

William Mohr and

drew

doubUul

notices.

Stopped

Charles Mantla.
Saturday (15) after seven performO'Neill has been
with Equity for 20 years, Lane's conances, which grossed less than $3,000.
nection being almost as long. Latier
Fleischer on
has handled the alien and summer
THE HAPPIEST DATS
stock divisions, along with other de
Opened April 11, '39. Tragic
Sidney B. Fleischer, attorney and
pertments, and both, too, we're actors.
drama was greeted sympathetlsales
negotiator
Suddenness with which their jobs film
for
the
cally, but wasn't regarded as
were taken away was something, of Dramatists Guild, is recuperating
likely entertainment. Atkinson
a surprise.
It was expected they satisfactorily from an appendectomy
(Times) said it 'deserves the atwould remain with Equity as long as he underwent Sunday (16). He has
tention of playgoers who do not
they desired, through being familiar been active for some ihonths .in
dlstlngalsh the theatre from life.'
with the association's regulations and drafting a plan for picture sales
Brown
(Post) cracked that It was
acquaintance, with. the membership.
under tiie minimum basic agreea 'drab chronicle, drably- told.'
Hie committee which recommend ment, but his absence is expected to
Watis (Herald Tribnne) consided the letouts .consisted of Walter delay the matter only a f£w days.
ered It a tovohlDp and poignant
Greaza, Mary Morris, Fidward FieldFleischer only about a week ago
lUtle 'play of genolne almpllolty
ing, Malda Reade, Franklyn Fox, recovered from a severe attack of
and feellnc.'
George Heller and Ben Lackland.
flu.

Mend

'

'

;
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PIC COIN TO DRESS BARNS
Leagne Appear to Be

Unieiis,

WILL PAVE

Wk

Ainib^ for 7-Day

lY

Factionalisin

th«

PAs Seek

Drills Start for

Shuberfs

atres as. '38

GUEST STARS

sports.

are not sanguine
over. Sunday business possibilities,
but the possibility of th League getting consideration from the legisla- Maxine
De Shon, Rags Ragland,
ture for such an amendment Is being Charles Trent, Lillian Carmen and the factors underlying future legit
production than upon actual plans
It's
stated that stage
discussed.
Abbott and Bostock.
unions, whose members work Sunannounced so far. The major facdays, are on a five and six-day basis,
tor will be freer Hollywood coin.
but that is principally for relief by
According to a preliminary survey,
providing part time jobs for others
there should be about the same
not regularly employed.
number of strawhats lighted -as last
Sundays continue to be the most
summer. Actual reporto to date InImportant problem for managers
dicate tiiat virtually all the regular
generally and disappointment is ex*
stands will again be active. But impressed over delays that are pretil the' rush of announcements gre
venting a disposition of the issue one
forthcoming during May .and June,
way or another, after it was -exno accurate comparison is possible.
pected such performances would at
Chief new aspect in the expected
least be given a trial during the
btmiper crop of new play tryouts Is
World's Fair. Executive committee
the anticipated reentry of Hollywood
of the stagehands (Local No, 1) again
financing into the legit production
failed to act on the proposal at FriEquityites are disappointed over field. With the Dramatists Guild and
day's (14) session. Deckhands' comthe outlook for engagements at the the picture studios generally believed
mittee had been urged to act by the
been on the verge of agreeing to the soLeague, answer being that Sundays New York World's Fair. It had
called Wharton-Wilk plan for picwould come up before the member- anticipated that as many as 1,000 ture buys of Broadway plays, the
ship at a general meeting Sunday members would be berthed there major companies are readyinig to
(23).
during the summer, taking care of jump into legit producing activity.
Equity Agreeable
lei
It is expected that such a reentry
jobless members Including
Equity, which was charged with
Present outlook is that 300 would bring about a sudden spurt in
virtually ruling out Sundays by ex- outs.
preparations for fall production on
acting double pay, but whose coun- tops will be engaged at the expo,
Broadway, with, a consequent boom
cil recently expressed itself as favor- majority of that total behtg in one
in preparatory b'youts in the strawing a trial, amplified its position on
hats. It would be the plays of lesser
spectacle,
the issue. Leaders say the associawould be involved
Inslstance of the council in es' dramatists that
tion is prepared to send out a referin the first rush of picture financing
endum accompanied by a strong tablishing what are regarded as pro- —and they are the ones for which
recommendation to vote 'Yes,' should hibitive worldng conditions and summer stock testing would be de(Continued on page 60)
minimums- is believed to have diS' sired. Plays by major authors rarecouraged prospective concessionaires. ly require strawhat tryouts, and are
One of the principal handicaps im- usually produced without the need

Some managers

.

.

-

ONLY

3(H)

3.

dred' will

Frisco Expo May 16. Show will use
35 principials, 50 chorines and an orchestra of 30.
Contract calls for three or four
shows dally foe 10-week minimum.
Although rather early for predicNew York recruits for ToUies* at tions, indlcatiohs are that the coming
the Frisco Expo pull in Saturday
They include Everett Mar- strawhat season will see an increas(22).
ed
Trahan,
number of new play tryouts. HowMercer,
Al
shall,
Ruby
Sybil Bowan, Olivette and Dimiro<, ever, this view is based more upon

on Broadway should the state
law be amended to eliminate the
provision requiring one .day's rest If
Sundays are played, although not
applicable to other, amusements or
sible

during August, when his 'Kinbe put Into production by
Edward Choate. Author is already
working on another new one at his

V.

FAIR

home

in Scotland^

LEGIT COOPERATING

posed is the six-day week, council
being adamant on that point despite
the warning that such limitations
should not be applied to an exposition, because such ventures depend
on (^crating every day in the week.
Pointed out, too, that weather may
be a vital factor, regairdless of the
shows being in the open, or indoors.
Should a stretch of rainy weather,
like last summer's, which forced oil
open air operettas, re-occur, the
chances are that a fiock of conces-

CHARin DRIVE

The Greater New York Fund, consolidated charity movement started

has again asked managers
and others to aid in the solicitation
of funds. League of New York Theatres has complied and a committee
has been named, each member having a definite assignment
Marcus
Heiman will seek contributions from sionaires would be forced
showmen; James F. Reilly will han- pend.

last year,

and legit theatres;
William McBride will contact ticket
brokers, and James Stroock has the
dle

attractions

to

sus-

That contention was made in opposition to the demand by some

councillors for an exceptionally high
accessory end.
minimum. Proponents of the latter
(3eneral plan is to seek funds from idea protested that legit actors should
the various sources as units, not as
not be required to do four shows
Individuals,
Each show and house dally unless given more -pay than
would constitute a unit, players be on Broadway, for, even though the
Ing. asked to contribute modest sums
performance would hardly exceed
fvom $2 upward, same going for the one hour, they would have to re
stage crew. House managers will at- main on
the grounds.
tend to the front of the ho«ise, but
Others on the council saw it difthe whole will be credited to show
however. They pointed, out
and theatre as one. Same goes for ferently,
that actors were forced to devote
the ticket field, costumers and other
most of the day and evening in
accessory businesses.
rural summer show shops, for which
Last year the legit field was
they received a pittance compared
credited with falsing $4,000, but a
t) the Fair minimtmi, also that livgoodly contribution from Madison
ing conditions in the sticks, including
Square Gardfen was included. Noted,
questionable board, unsanitary sleeptoo, that two foreign actors decided
ing and dressing room quarters,
they should give more than others,
made employment at the Fair com

and each gave $100.

paratively

As

Conn. Tax Defeated_

much more

result of

favorable.

recommendations by

the summer stock committee, the
council yesterday (Tuesday) passed
Bridgeport, April 18.
Famous commuters from New two new regulations governing
York to Connecticut breathed easier strawhats. One requires managers
last week as state income tax bills to study the association's summer
were rejected in HarUord legisla- stock rules and post an additional
ture.
$50 guarantee (besides the regular
Representatives of Fairfield county, bond) that it will observe them.
Where celeb dwellers are most Any such guarantees that are forpopulous,
and Litchfield county, feited must immediately be replaced.
rural address of many fictloneers and Managers are also required to subartists, strongly opposed tax meas
mit weekly signed statements of the
ur««L
current and subsequent week's bills,
.

up from time to time, again developed Thursday <18), when a general
meeting, principally called for the
nomination of officers, was held at
the Capital hotel, N. Y. The session
was interrupted frequently and at

.

TWO MUSICALS

velopment would only come- from

who iengage such publicWhen the meeting was concluded, it was apparent that the
election will be contested because of
the number of candidates, .vail offices
having two or more nominees.
P.a. group, minus the support of
the road agents, which out-number
the New York group, is known to
have made a move to place a new
president in office. First candidate
selected, however, was iSound inproducers
ists.

eUTHGTO

LECTTERS

WPA

Intense factionalism within the
Theatrical Managers, Agents- and
Treasurers union, which has cropped

Meanwhile the London productions least two motions to reopen nominations were accepted. Most active
of "Shadow, and 'Substance' and The
White Steed' are being held up by in the goingsH>n were the Broadway
press agents, one of the several,
Sir Cedrie Hardwicke's extended stay
on the Coast Actor, who has signed groups in TMAT.
The p.a.8 were said to have heen
to do another picture, is to repeat
motivated by the belief that a move
his role in 'Shadow* in England.
might develop which would deprive
Contracts call for It to precede
them of multiple jobs, that of repre•Steed.'
senting more than one attraction
provided they engage assistants. Intimated, however, that any such de-

JOBS FOR

,

Offices;

Tavodkle' Leaders

H'wood's Reentry in L^t
Production Indicates More
TryouU In StrawhaU This Carroll Gomiiig Oyer
Summer— Expect Same
Tollies' at Frisco Fair
For Kjitdred* Preem
Los Angeles, April 18.
Number of Crossroad The- Paul Vincent Carroll is due in the

Sunday performance

Issue for legits bangs fire, there is
an Indicated trend towards the goal
of a seven-day week, the Idea for
which was suggested oy the stageRehearsals begin Friday (24) for
hands and other unions during a
J. J, Shubert's production of 'Zlegmeeting with the League of New
Follies,' due to open at the
York Theatres. That would be pos- feld

IN N. Y.

UMAT

Competish (or

FOB fill PLAYS

Equi^ Cui Speed Sw. Vote
While

Crepes Intense

$3

J TOP

Whether musical shows on Broad-

eligible, not having .paid dues each
will attempt to maintain ticket month regularly for the past year,
is required.
Saul Abraham, who
temporarily
replaced
Lodevick
not yet decided, but at least two Vroom and was then elected
this
out of the four currently having that winter for a short term, was nomlscale will drop to $3.30. 'This may -nated, however, along with' Charles
influence the producers of the sev- Stewart Not certain that the latter
will remain on the ticket, however.'
eral musicals aimed for early sumAbraham is general manager for
mer display to establish the same Eddie Dowling, Stewart having .a
boxoflice: price. That some straight similar post with Victor Payneshow managements are considering Jennings, also representing Roland

way

tops of $4.40 during the World's Fair
is

dropping; the top under $3.30

is

also

reported.
First

$4.40

musical definitely to

slice prices is 'Stars in

Your

Eyes,'

Stebbins:

Dan Melnick,

present

was

v.p.,

nominated for that job again, but
will be opposed by (Seorge Asbby
and William Fields, one of the most

N.
p.a.'s.
James
at the Majestic, which will price all
Murphy was renimed as secretarylower floor tickets at $3.30. Because
HoUy wood coin.
(Continued on page 60)
Notwithstanding the anticipated in- of the stadium-like construction,
active of the

Y.

of

crease in tryouts, indications are that
the revivals will comprise by far the
bulk of the summer schedules, 'Our
Town,' because of its appealing
theme, simplicity of staging and the
fact that it is a Pulitzer Prize winner, is expected to be the top Item of
the strawhat circuit Other popular

(Continued on page 60)

and the

theatre's large capacity, it

was thought the show never should
have charged more for the rear j>ortion,

which has been occasionally

curtained oil when -attendance was
light 'Stars' will drop the matinee
top to $2,20, and the balcony scale
will be revised downward for night
and afternoon performances. New

be effective May 1.
"The Boys from Syracuse'

scales will

ONLY RODGERS-HART

ADDING' LOOKS SET

pre-

Underduction has been mulled.
Although Rodgers and Hart are stoo^lieave It To Me,' Imperial, and
'Set to Music,' Music Box, will bold
to the $4.40 top, however. 'HeUzaGarden,
poppin,' at the Winter
started as a $3 JO show and will condoing the book. Max (jOrdon is to tinue af that scale.
produce it probably early in the fall.
Incoming musicals which are in
Miss Boothe first wrote it as a doubt as to ticket prices are 'Streets
straight comedy, but undertook to of Paris,' 'Scandals' and 'Yokel Boy.'
adapt it for music when Rodgers Nor is It certain where these attracread the script and expressed Inter- tions will be spotted.
Indications
est in doing a score for it
are that business drawn by the
Other two shows contemplated earlier hit musicals during the next
would be for George Abbott, with montti will clarify the situation. All
whom they collaborated and who are expected to be contenders for
pi-oduced *The Boys From Syracuse,' World's Fair visitors' patronage, but
and Dwlght Deere Wiman, who pre- the decline in attendance recently
sented 'I Married an Angel.' Mean- leaves some doubt as to whether
while Rodgers is busy composing the they will weather the late spring goscore for a ballet for the Ballet Russe ing.
de Monte Carlo.
'Yokel Boy' is a book musical due
about the middle of June. A booking
at the Martin Beck was sought but
with, the names of the Equity deputy a new light opera venture, called the
American Lyric Theatre, has the
and the nucleus of Equity cast
Association's council also, granted first call on the house and may be
minor concessions yesterday to the a summer stayer. It is due to open
'Railroads
on May 22 with 'The Devil and Daniel
operators
of
the
Parade' pageant at the World's Fair. Webster,' with two other attractions
The waivers will permit added per- to follow. The 46th Street is menformances on three special Mondays tioned as a possibility for 'Paris,' but
on payment of one and one-half the lights this week with 'Mexicana' a
No booking for
regular scale and will slightly relax Mexican revtie.
.

the 44-hour

minimum.

'Scandals'

is

reported to date.

Code
It

Two

Brokm

With

Yiohtioiis; 1 Says

Cot Agcy/s Biz

ticket brokers

were

50^

Interro-

week by the enforcement
committee of the liCague of N. Y.
Theatres on charges of breaching th*
gated last

is

paring to follow suit at the Alvin.
fiusinese for the musical crop has
been under expectations since Washington's Birthday and the .scale re-

tentatively committed for three musicals for next season, only one appears a certainty. This is 'The Wedding Day,' for which Clare Boothe is

Oiarge 2

ticket code, both admitting evasions.
What action Is to be taken will be

decided by the board, and suspension
from the accredited list of agendes
is likely.
Both brokers are signatory
to the code, but the filing of bonds
to -guarantee compliance was never
enforced by the League. It was the
original intention of providing a
means thereby of fining ticket men
detected evading the rules.
Those called to.accotmt were Louis
Ringlehelmer, of the Louis Cohn of'

and 'Phil Furst, who has his
agency. Former was charged
with selling tickets at more t! . the
75-cent premium limit set by the
code.
In admitting such transactions, he averred that the agency's
fice,

own

had declined 50% since the
code was adopted and that he could
not operate out of the red imder the

business

rules,

Furst is claimed to have interchanged tickets with the Acme
Agency, which is denied the right to
do business with legit theatres or
accredited brokers. Understood that
tickets secured in the Acme office
were found to have been originally
alloted to Furst, Acme sought to re.
strain the League and Equity, cssponsors of the code, from enforcing
It oh the grounds that it was in re^
straint of trade. Report of the ref>
eree who heard the contentions la
expected to be handed to the court

soon.

'

;^

58
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LEGITIMATE

VARmrr

Hays on Broadway
No Time
•

Comedy

lor

Comedy In thr«« act» by 8. N. Behritian.
Vraaenttd by Katharine Cornell In auoelation wllti the Playwrights Co.; fraturea
Mies Cornoll, Laurence Olivier, MarKalo
Ollmore: ataeti by Quthrle McCllntle; nettings, Jo Hlelzlner; costumes. Valentino
a.t the Ethel Barrymbre, N, x., April IT,
'

*Sn: $3.30 top.

,
Gee James
is pregnant they a<»ree to end their
lives together. But at the end the
John Williams
Laurence Olivier girl i>ersuades the boy to live, so he
Mantalo Glllmore may remain to tell others of the conPeter Robinson cept of beauty they, have discovered.
Robert f lemyng
_
On

.•

Clementine^....,

'.Katharltae Cornell

Linda Eesterbrook
Vhllo' Smith
Gaylord Rosterbrook
Smith...

Amanda
Roliert .

son Heights, New 'Vork, Idst year,
the play deals .with the love alTalr of
two high school .students with an
acute sense of beauty and a determination not to let their ecstasy subside into humdrum, as .their elders
have done. Unable to tell their 'uncomprehending parents that the girl

:

Makepeace Lovell

Authoress Charlotte Armstrong has
taken only a few essentlar liberties
was some doub': whether with the actual facts in the case, but
play was up. to standard, has {Minted the theme to some extent
the sock third act ended She shows genuine sympathy for the
the impression was that it would do plight of the youngsters and their
very well. By then the earlier, and parents, whose remote point of view
perhaps average going was dissipated. inevitably prevents their understandWith the arrival of 'No Time lor ing the youngsters. But her craftsComedy/ Broadway can be said to manship is not equal to the difficult
be doing very well for the World's task of creating suspense in a story
Fair visitors.
It brings bacU the that is still too fresh in the specTliere-

.

new
but when
-this

ever-alluring Katharine Cornoll, so
that three top-ranking actresses are
now on the boards, with Katharine
Hepburn in The Philadelphia Story'
and Tallulah Bankhead in "The Lit'Comedy' is the fourth
tle Foxes,'
and final contribution this season of
the Playwrights Co.
As Linda Paige, actress-wife' of
Gaylord Easterbrook, a successful
playwright, Miss Cornell triumphs
She
her first lighter part
in
loves Gay, although he's a lush, but
she understands him. Of course,
there's another woman, in contemplation, at least Amanda Smith is
the coldish second wife of a banker.
.

two women talk it over finally;
Linda describes Gay as being illuTlie

sive as' a lover 'and as a husband,
practically non-exisent.

-

Play

enough

amusingly

starts

when

Clementine, the colored maid,
telephones a fiock o* bars in an attempt to locate the wandering auInstead of Gay making the
thor.
rounds, he's actually in Amanda's,
apartment making himself believe
he loves- her. MAln trouble with
him' is that ideas for a new play
have escaped him, and instead of
comedy, with which' he is most successful, Amanda urges hhn to write

'

drama.
Linda

a?

clairvoyant,

isn't

he

mind. Also, she is unable to
clarify the mystical theme entirely.
However, with her tolerance, honesty
of emotion and reticent writing,
Armstrong may yet contribute a fine
play to the stage.
tator's

as director, has staged
the drama with affectionate skllL Althouoh he has been imable to bring
it to life, he has given it flowhig
ert Steiner

.

movement and has imbued at least
a few of its scenes with radiance.As the girl, Uta Hagen gives an irIt
resistibly eloquent performance.
is tender, intense, varied anri vibrant
much finer than her much-nralsed
oerformance last season in "The Sea
Gull.'
In
uch the most difficult part In
the nlay. John Craven also tops his
last season's click in 'Our Town.' As
the bewildered, sensitive boy. he is

—

'

.

quietlv sincere and
William
suasive.

enormously perHarrigan and
Kathryn Gl'vney bring sympathetic
conviction to the boy's parents, while
Ethel Wilson is plausibly gentle as
the girl's pitiable mother.'
Russell Collins is disconcertingly
constricted and muscular as the girl's
inarticulate father, but Jimmy I^rdon
is
satisfactory as the boy's kid
brother, and Dorothea EUer, a newcomer to Broadway, reveals a deft
comedy touch in a snap bit tiart
P. Dodd Ackerman's sets admirably
convev the proper atmosohere of

thinks, when she visits Amanda's
place with an old suitor, having been
.tipped
off
about the affair by
Amanda's
husband,
disillusioned
Phflo. There's a scene between the modest suburban respectability. Betwo wives, Gay goes into a tantnmi cause of its censorahle angles, and
and declares he will marry Amanda. the fact that It mirrors an actual
Another reason for Gay s wish to case. the play is a doubtful nirture

.

'

divorce Linda is because behtg so attached' to her he can't bs untn'e.
Although he stays out all nlxht, he
.sends the Incompleted script to
•Linda, then comes nome for the anticipated veriQcatlon that the play
don't do,
'When they finish talking It over
she suggests that he 'write a play
abt>ut herself and Amanda, the tearer-downer and the builder-upper.
When he decides that to be a worthwhile suggestion, it's a cinch they
will remain together.
'

.

Behrman has been prone

Inject
in his

.to

prospect.
(Withdrftton Saturdav

'

that -such' speeches don't mar the
story. It's hi the third act that Guthrie
McClintlc's
excellent staging
stands out
In bringing back Miss Cornell,.
Comedy' also recaptures Laurence
Olivier 'from Hollywood and London. His Gay, too, is an excellent
performance, coming on top of scor
ing in the filmed 'Wuthering Heights.'
One of the best scenes in their discus don of the subject matter in a
rejected script, she arguing that
death, about which we know nothing, except its inevitability, is not as
attractive a subject for playwrighting
as life. rOlivier is probably portraying Charles MacArthur.]
The short, but fine, cast has Margalo Glllmore, a good choice as the
othsr woman, also featured. John
"V'illiams is the banker, whose outburst- in the last act brinjs rewards.
'

after

record.)

My

Heart's in Highlands

Fantosy In one act by William .Sarovan;
the. Group Theatre; staged by
lobert Lenis; setting and costumes. Herbert Andrews; muslo. Paul Bowles: at the
Guild, N, T.. April 18, '38, Xor Ore pertS,20

6resented by

formances;
Boy. . . . :

top.

Jackie Ayers

'.

Ben Alexander

Pblllp

Loeb

Johnny.
Sidney Lnmet
Jasper UacGiegor
Art Smith
Mr. Kossk...
William Hansen'
Johnny's Grandmother.. Hester Sondereaord
Apley
..James
;

much' of the political
plays.
Some aopears In the new
work, but so brilliantly has he 'writ- Rufe
Philip Carmlcliael
ten Hie third act during which H«nry-;
there's, reference to woild conditions,
.^J}'"
too

Hobe.

(15)

,

seven nerformances; printed for the

O'Rear
Lnren Gage
Phil Brown

;

Rratsburg
NMcholn^ Conte
John O'Malley

.-.Harry.

Rial_RstBte Agent

The Husband
And wife
EMber Koeak

Two

.Cathcrj'n L.tughlln

I

.

Detchon. Undine Forrest,
Henderson, Mary Llles,

F.llcen

THE HAPPIEST DAYS
•

onted
'M.

Y.,
ing'.

Doild
Courtney Burr,

by.

pre-

F.

April 11, '30;

^.80

Kormnn...'
Alfred Cli.'ipin
DnruUiy Chapln...,^

nt Vnnderbllt,
top (fl.40 open-

Jimmy T.ydon
'William Hnrrlgon

'

The Group Theatre has corraled
Loeb for the show and also
Lumet a kid actor of promThe locale Is Fresno. California,

Philip

Sidney
ise.

KaUiryn GIvnry just a stopover for the shiftless char-

Cmven

acters.

Uta Hngen

The

«.John

Jpff
.

-herself.

EdIlh
Rllen Donovan

Ethel Wilson
RuMell Collins

Brinn Donovan

Dorothea Eller

Kaity

fertile land of the Coast means
nothing to Ben Alexander and his

young

son,

but not
Tragic

little,

drama

of

so

Johnny.
good,

Ben
but

is

a poet

the

author

young love brings home a point that great poets
win fame after they have died, Ben
would rather owe the grocer than

rates' as an 'honorable failure.'^ Unlikely to struggle out of the red, for
Its

sombre story Ucks popular ap-

writing
bomly falls to Ignite the emotions.
Flit it has a compassionate theme.
Sincerity of feeUng and is poignantly
.plitved.
.
,

peol and

its

Imperfect

stubi-

'

'^

'Sased on an 'actual case

In-

Jack-

tlU the soil,

Onto the scene comes one, Jasper
MacGrecfor, runaway from an old
man's home. He tells the kid that
his heart Is really in the highlands
For the first quarter
of Scotla^id.
hour the- dialog Is amusiiig, aided by

Elephant,' by Dan Tothetoh; 'We'd Never Be
P. Conkle; 'Ship Forever Sailing,' by Stanley

Spirit' by Merrill Denison, Copies sell for 30o
A.dditlonal playlets by Paul Green, Rldgely
to cover publication costs,

Torrence, Carl Carmer, Lynn Riggs, Melvin Levy, Elizabeth McFadden,
John Farrar and Du Bose Heyward will be published later.
All the playlets deal with significant Incidents in American history.
Project is sponsored jointly by the Roosevelt Memorial Assn. and the
Dramatists Play Service. Authors are paid a flat $300 tee for each script
Alfred Limt and. Lynn Fontanne will complete their high-grossing tour
April 29 In Pittsburgh and then retreat to their farm at Genesee Depot,
Wis. Star duo's plans to return to Broadway In repertory this spring
were cancelled on account of Lunt's indisposition, dfagnosed as a kidney
disorder. He expects to be in form by fall, when they are due to repeat'
in New York with 'Amphitryon,' 'Idiot's Delight' and 'The Sea Gull,' the
appearances to be well within the World's Fair period.
In addition the Lunts have two new plays under consideration, and at
least one of these is slated for showing along wiUi the revivals.

The Flashing Stream,' which closed Saturday (IS) at the BUtmbre, N. Y.,
engagement will be taken back to England for a tour
of the provinces. Run here was to have been limited, with the British
tour to follow. Godfrey Tearle, who played the male lead, sailed for
London yesterday (Tuesday), while the rest of the cast are following in a
after a single week's

days.

•

At St Martin's London,

by Richard Bird.
Lily Norman
Alfred Norman
Mrs. Burgess
Mrs. Norman..

to the N. Y. Times.

Jean Shepeard
George. Carney
Barbara Bablncton

William Saroyan, whose short play, 'My Heart's In the Highlands,' was
presented at the GuDd last Thursday (13) by the Group Theatrej has authored a flock of short stories. The. one which drew him most attention
Saroyan appears to have a followbig
is The Man oh the Flying Trapeze.'
Helen Goes
Alban Blakeloek among the radically-minded literati. Something of that nature was deBddle Norman
Cyril Smith
familiar with his works.
Fanny Norman
....Megs Jenkins tected in 'Highlands' by those who are
Detective-Inspector Regan... Hugh MelcnlCe
Philip Loeb and 12-year-old Sidney Lumet are the play's leads. Kid
Detective-Constable Peipber
Guy Vemey
actor scored in 'The Eternal Road' and his parents visloned Hollywood for
A good play of Its kind and well their prodigy, but sought too much coin. Lad, however, diould make a
acted. But it's questionable if either career on the stage. He was in Harold Orlob's indie-made film, 'Onethe play, by an unknown author, or Third of a Nation,' Paramount release.
the t>layers, who have always been
identified
with supporting roles,
'Mexicana,' which was brought from Mexico, with the opening postponed
have sufficient draw, except possibly
from Wednesday (20), at the 40th Street, N. Y., has been in preparation for
tlirough cut rates.
Single scene is located in the living eight months. 'While not announced as a relief show, it was done under the
room back of the Normans' periodi- patronage' of Mexico's Ministry of Education, under the supervision of
cal shop in North London. Family the Department of Fine Arts.
consists of husband, wife, several
Length of time consumed in getting the revue ready is comparable to
married children, a slightly crippled
daughter, who looks after the shop, 'WPA's 'Sing for Yotir Supper,' stated to have spanned 13 months of
and a son who's unemployed. At- revisions, rehearsing and recastuig. 'Supper' is' now slated to open next
^
mosphere has all the earmarks of week' at the Adelpht
being genuine, and the 'Characters
are well drawn.
'Chautauqua Caravan' (D. Appleton-Century; $3), by Marian Scott re>
Aforementioned
youth,
highly views the history of this now- extinct American form of show business,
strung, loves- the daughter of a
neighboring shopkeeper. 'When he which, starting under ecclesiastic Redpath auspices, brought canvas-topped
learns she has gone to the Io£al pic- entertainment to 12,000 local communities In the U. S. and Canada, emChautauqua' circuits in Canada, and
ture house with another man, he bracing an audience of 5,000,000.
waylays and throttles her, throwing even one in Australia, flourished during the heyday of this branch of
her body Into the river. His mother; amusements; Of the team of Marian and Earl Scott, the authoress is a
and crippled sister learn of the mur- veteran of Chautauqua (named after the upstate New York lake) and
der and seek to protect him. Meanknows her subject intimately. Her memoirs are human and meaty.
time, another man is held, and subsequent events see the son killed by
a motorbus in attempting to flee
When Jimmy Durante reported at.- the studio of the N.Y. News for
and the freedom of the innocent coloV photo with Ethel Merman, which was printed in the tab's Sunday
man.
edition recently, he had the cutaway duds required, but was wearing
All very sordid and drab, but ex- brown
shoes. -It was necessary to doctor the plate, lyhich showed the
ceptlonalfy atmospheric. Main fault
comic with patent leathers. Couple are co-starred In 'Stars In Your Eyes.'
Is in the amount of tim- consumed
Durante borrowed the outfit from the Brooks Costume Go.
in getting down to essentials'.
After the picture was taken, he entertained publisher Joseph M. PatterThree performances stand outtwo through the strength of -the son with a number of ditties, there being a convenient piano.
roles and one for the artistry of the
Miss Knaggs
Charlie Norman.....
-.
Bella Wilson.
Beatrice Peck
victor Peck

Mnry Clare

Gwendoline Hill

Frederick Pelslcy

The first two are Mary
and Frederick Pelsley, as
mother and son; the third is George
Slayer.
lare

THE FAMILY REUNION
London, April
Drama
S?"'*.'

8.

two acl^ by T. <?. Eliot: pret^iflon Mas't Theatre companv.
by E. Martlu Browne; at th^
In

J"'',

directed

Westminster.

Hcnzio Rne>)um

•

Mf"

Marjorle Gabain

M^'iwr

K. Martin Browne
Colln Kolth-Johnston

£5JJ Piper
Gerald

^oiKt
Redgrave
Pamela Kelly

RJIT'^

S;™"
nownlng.

Robert

Harrl.
Wondbrldgo
W nchell — .GeorreCharles
Victor

'JS,'"'v

•2S.""5."'
The

•„•

Fourth annual ball of the Ziegfeld Club will be held Saturday (22) at
the Starlight Roof, Waldorf Astoria, N.Y. Event is a benefit in aid of the
club's fund used to succor former 'Follies' firls who are in need.
Officers of the club are Gladys Feldman Braham, president; Neva Lynne
Baldwin, Barbara Hamilton Samoff and Mildred Ivory, vice-presidents;
Beryl Halley Falkenhainer, secretary; Helen Gates, recording secretary;
Katberine Dix, treasurer; Anita Rice Yorks, cashier.
Deplorbig that the 'theatre is botUed up in New York instead of being
evenly distributed throughout the nation,' Paul Green, U, of North Carolina professor and playwright urged young dramatists to 'do your bit in
your own little niche.' He addressed a session of the ISth annual N. C.
drama festival and tournament, which was in progress at the state university last week.

.....Helen Haye
Cntberlne Ij>ccy

••

^B*'"
Xhi'fi'.-

-

Fna Moon

Jolo.

.

They Include 'Seeing the
Happy Otherwise,' by E,
Young, and 'Haven of the

few

CarnCT, as the father, who has nothing of apparent consequence to do
or say, but assumes Importance from
the. manner in which he does them.
Charles

The Group Theatre offers what Is
billed as an experimental presentation, slated for five performances,
which should have sufficed despite
sharp diversity of opinion. Commercially, it does not seem to have a
chance, but will continue longer than

Stuif-Legit

Because the show flopped over here several observers ventured the
opinion that Tearle's remarkable resemblance to President Roosevelt was
a factor. They reasoned that, spectators could not forget the likeness and
were unable to accept the play's illusion. Author of the play is Charles
London, April 8.
Drama In Itiree arts by Aubrey Danvers- Morgan, critic of the London Times and author of a weekly drama letter
Walker; prcnented by Jack Waller: staged

,'•'»•'•

Guords.

hade

First four In the series of historical playlets for royalty-free performance
in schools are being released this week by the Dramatists' Play Service.

Heaven and Charing Cross

Mae Grlmea

intended,
'My Heart's hi the Hi-;h1ands' is
something of a curio. Some fl^stnighters seemed to know what it was
all about but the majority was in a
ha7:e over the author's intent
It's merely a short play, acted without intermission for one hour and 20
Robert Flemyng, from London, has minutes. 'Ori.<;inally it was intended
his innings in a smaller part, while for a 45-mlnute playlet and was pubGee Gee Smith, as the
Id, seems lished as
such.
In present, form
something of, a gift She -has done 'Highland' is repetitious.
radio worki.suni; with colored bainds
William Saroyan, the author, has
and now .h:p-'l-;s virtually all the written many short stories that are
lau-^h lines.
Ibee.
unusual enough to have' attracted the
attention of the literati.
He is of
Armenian extraction, which accounts
for a wonian character iii tiie play
Drnma In two acts (eight scenes), by who speaks that language,
mostly to
Ch;u'lottc Armstrong; staged by Maro ConAckerman;
sellings,

Plays Abroad

\Charles de i**,*"
Shelm
_ .
.
Good „
Friends and Neighbors.. Kda Rols.

'

nelly;

Ibee.

attractive.

Ml^

Marc Connelly, who replaced Rob-
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But when
a few common oaths.
Jasper sounds off on his trunmet
which has an offstage musical effect
with the aid of an automatic organ,
with other musical effects from
the same source, the proceedings assumed more of the unreal.
The Scotsman's music attracts the
neighbors and they then bring fruit
and other edibles. The trumpeter is
summoned back to the asylum and
agahi affairs in the poet's domicile
become desperate, especially when
his verses are returned by the Atlantic Monthly. M^cGregor then returns tired and spent He dies sitting in a chair, about the time when
a real estate agent accompanies new
tenants to the poet's hovel
Loeb's conception of an eccentric
is perhaps unusual but whether it
can register with the average playgoer is questionable. Different, too.
Is Loeb's affection for the old man.
Young Lumet was in The Eternal
Road. His part was reported to .be
the lead, but Loeb actually takes care
of that assignment. Art Smith is the
trumpeter. Most of the other parts
are small, with some Groupers having no lines. Lighting' and direction

Showmen have watched with some puzzlement the audience reaction
at performances of The Little Foxes,' National, N.Y. Play, is a real hit
yet usually there is a paucity of applause.
Explanation appears to be that onlookers are shocked over the coldblooded machmatlons of the heroine, enacted by Tallulah Bankhead.
-

••

Bumrnldcs. Andrpy Alan. Helen Latham, Diana NIcholl.
.

This Is the kind of play an author
woiild be justified In boasting of
having written, and one in which its
backer would regret having invested.
Dialog possesses literary qualities,
but doesn't make for theatre.
Harry Monchensey. after
'.IjP/d

too healthy looking for a man afflicted with a conscience.. Catherine
Lacy is also excellent
Jolo.

one ppiind sterling, but
instead of paying cash,, gives his
lieutenant an I.07U.
Seven and a
his stake of

half centuries later- the lieutenant's

Az Angol Bank Nem Fizet
CBank

ef

Comedy

In

England Does Net Pay')
Budapest April 6.
three

acts

(U

scenes),

with

prologue, by letvan Bekeftl and Adorjan
eight years' absence, returns to the Stella; staged by Tlbor Hgedua;
music,
family estate In the north of Eng- Tamaa Brody: at PeatI STslnhaz, BudapesU
land after his wife drowns at sea. Richard, the Uonheartedi
His return Is to celebrate the 70th Chief Judge..;
J...ayula Rovary
.'.
Imre' Raday
birthday of his widowed mother, who Jpnn
Ida Turay
J.'"'?
wishes to turn over to him the man- nuth
..Julia Komar
agement of the property.
5'"'*
Denes Gyorgy
Harry then Informs the family he "arley
Lagos Gardonyl
Kopecxl-Boocz
had pushed his wife overboard. One Mancger
of his mother's sisters then explains
to Harry that she had been his faThis starts out as a very clever
thers mistress when Harry was and charming satire, but peters out
within three months of coming into in boredom. The idea on which it
the world, during which period his is based is rich, and if cleverly
father had several times nttemoted handled, might make
a first-rate picto murder his mother.
This, then, ture somewhat a la 'Mr. Deeds Cfoes
was an evil legacy, a family curse. to Town.' Prolog takes, us back to
Harry then goes forth into the world, the days of the. Crusades, into the
to rid the family of the curse.
tent of Khig. -Richard the Lion.The lines are splendidly spoken by Hearted, who is Indulging in a game
several of the principals, notably of chess with one of his faithful
Michael Redgrave, albeit he's a trifle lieges between two battles. He loses
.

descendant a poor young mechanic,
who lives and loves in a sleepy English village, tries to collect Richard's

debt from the Bank of England, with
compound interest, which runs into
untold billions. He sues the Bank
for the amount How gold-diggers,
male and female, run after him, how
the world lies at his feet when it
looks as if he might win his case and
become the richest man in the world,
and how they all turn against him
when the case goes badly. Is the
gist of the play.
It has many witty turns, such as
the Boy's secret machinations to
lose his case because he learns that
love-ln-a-cottage with the girl he
cares for can alone make him really
happy. In the end he wins the lawsuit but not the money, which had
been swallowed up In the course of
centuries by rates, taxes and expenses.

Neither the authors nor the performances do justice to the story,
excepting Imre Raday,
the lead excellently.

who

plays
Jacobi

'
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BmY LEGIT B.O. GOES BLAH
week)

THEATRES

miE

(M-1,325: $4.40). Slightly

up

because of added matinee during holiday week; quoted at $21,000.
'Family Portrait,' Morosco (7th
week) (D-961: $3.30).
IndicaUons

'Women' Nets $9,000

'Anger

In Return to Toronto

now

are for rellgloufl' drama to make
?;rade, although it operated in red

WEEK

in EASTEII

The Ticket Broker* Ask for
Return of Holy Week—

Wag

m

B la e •
on' Opening of
Trout Season, hut It Isn't

Another

Slump

—

Mgrs.
War
Scare Hurts ^Andthe Fair

Funny

to

—

or some weeks; over $8,000.
'Gentle
People;'
Belasco
(16th
(C-1,107; $3.30);
Picked up
well last week when the takings approximated. $10,500; should complete
season but not slated for the summer.

week)

'Hellzapoppin,' Winter Garden (31st
(R-l;671; $3.30). Flayed matinees daily and in 12 performances
got close to $40,000: claimed sellouts

week)

except Easter Monday night
'Hot Mlkade,' Broadhurst

in

business of

(11th wefek) (Crl,109: $3.30).
to the "Vanderbilt after this

a

Broadway

Heights' here next week.
•Kiss Boys Goodbye,' Miller (30th
week) (C-944; $3.30). Got limited
holiday business, and in nine performances again around $9,500, prof-

.

that period finds the lowest takings
of the winter' and spring. Another

play drew sharply divided notices,
with some strongly favorable; opened

observer more or less humorously

Thursday

(13);

was
.

for

Such payments and the
filing of returns appear to have effected trade more than ever before.
Another supposed deterrent is the
war scare, while the vacillations of
the stock markets are not doing show
business, any good, either.
Only six or seven attractions
among 29 held to form. High money
went to the leaders as usual, the
spectacular drama, The American
(15).

.

week)

(D-3,433;

$3.30).

Although

Sro^ did not 'reach Ita peak^e llsl's
nine
leader garnered nearly $41,000 in
^TnSo^FS^iilf Stream,' Biltmore.
Withdrawn Saturday (15); played
""-ThT Hkpplest Day*' Vanderbilt.
prew
Taken off Saturday (15); tairplayed

but no boxoflice reacUon;
.
seven performances.
The Utile Foxes,' National (10th
week) (D-1,164; $3.30). Gave nine
Way,' grossing $41,000 in nine times performances and stowed away anand 'Hellzapoppin' nearly as much, other excellent gross, around $21^.
getting close to $40,000 In 12 per•ISe PhlUdelphI* Story,' Shubert
Steongformances (daily matinees). Other (4th week) (C-1,367; $3.30).
which have lair
major musicals could not gain and est call in agencies,
of tickets during subpercentage
some declined. Straight show wincomedy leader

The Philadelphia Story,'
in eight times; 'Abe
Lincoln,' $20,500; The Little Foxes,'
$21,000, both the latter giving an
ners were

around $23,000

extra performance.
Current week started with a likely new strong grosser in 'No Time

Comedy' (Berrymore), but last
week's presentations included two
disappointments.
Flashing
'Tbt

for

Stream,' from London, -faded from
the Biltmore after a single week,
while The Happiest .Days' was
yanked from the 'Vanderbilt after

seven performances.

Less than $200

nightly after the premieres furnished
the reason.
'My Heart's in the Highlands' also
arrived, being announced for five

showings at the Guild, as an experimental production.
Some notices
were excellent, bu. the press was
d'stinctly divided.
Extra space ads
indicate the show will continue.
'Highlands' is at the Guild, which
is slated to get "The Brown Danube'

next week, and
are

may move. Also due

The

Mother,' Lyceum; "WutherHeights,' Longacre CI Must Love
Someone' moving to the 'Vanderbilt);
'Sing lor Your Supper,' promised by
WPA at the \delphl.
Estimates for Last Week
;.'Abe Lincoln In Illinois.' Plymouth
Ij'th

week)

(D-1,036; $3.30).

Among

attracUons which benefited East"'"6 performances grossed

tJnlKS.*''!

'Boys

From

Syraonse,' Alvln (22d

scription period;

agam around

new

$23,()00.

'The Primrose Path.' Cort

week) (CD-1,059;

$3.30).

usual eight times and
$7,500:
pace in

Baltimore, April 18.
Brief season of legit here is winding up well, with strong favorable
reaction to Katharine Cornell's 'No
Time for Comedy' at the Maryland
last week and steady response to
current bookings of Gertrude Lawreiice,

in 'Skylark,'

at Ford's, and

three-day date of Cornelia Otis Skinner, in 'Candida,' at the Maryland,
Estimate for Last Week

'No Tfan'e for Comedy,' Maryland
(1,575; $3.33). Practically s.r.o. right
through for this new one by S. N.
Behrman, produced by the Playwrights Co. and Katharine Cornell,
with latter in the lead. Big mail
order helped to great $23,500.
-

slated for five

for
remarked that maybe show busia^ performances, but announced
The Brown
was affected by the opening of the longer stay, although
Danube' slated In.
trout season, answer being that the
'No Time for Comedy,' Barrymore
agency people might just as well go (1st week) (CD-1,096; $3.30). Prefishing.
sented by Katharine Cornell and
;
It was no joke to managers, how- Playwrights Co.; written by^ S. N.
ever, and after getting a line on ad- Behrman; opened Monday night (17).
'One tor the Money,' Booth (11th
vanced sales for the balance of the
picking
month, the indications are that gross- week) (K-708; $3.85). Steadily
up; last week over $13,000, while not
es will drop lower this week and
coin, it's satisfactory; tickets on
next Reason is the absence of visit- big
sale until early June.
ors and, as stated recently, New
week)
(28th
Fulton
Wilde,'
'Osoar
York's hotels are depopulated, out- (CD-913; ?3.30). No extra Performof-towners waiting until the World's ance with business around $7,500;
Fair opens before coming to the me- doubtful summer stayer,
'Set to Moslc,' Music Box (14th
tropolis. Managers report strong mail
$4.40). Held to eight
order trade, but the tickets are for week) (R-1,000;
showings; around $14,(HK)..
May and thereafter.
'Stars In Tour Eyes.' Majestic (11th
Slnmp AUbla
week) (M-1,717; M.40). AnoOier muLast week's slump, however, can sical affected adversely "thM
also be blamed on other factors, par- aided by Easter; around $21,000,
ticularly the New York state Income ticket prices wUl be reduced.
_
The Amerlcwi Way.' Center (13*
which was Saturdeadline

day

16,000 here.

week; rated around $4,000, but management still confident: 'Wuthering

.

tax,

Last September, The Women,' at
top, grossed slightly under

2.50

COMLLGETS
WIU
$23mBALTO

shows last
weelc proved a shock to showmen,
most of whom anticipated an upturn
with the arrival of Easter and ac- itable.
'Leave It to Me,' Imperial (24th
companying school holidays. Attracweek) (M-1,488; $4.40). Three mattions which inserted an added mat- inees, but attendance dropped and
inee found the gross unimproved on gross went to $24,000; engagement's
the week and, in- some instances, the low to date.
,
'Mamba's Daughters,' Empire (lOth
count was actually less than the final
week) (D-1,099; $3.30). SlighUy betweek of Lent.
times
In ticket circles there was some ter in gross but played nine
lor balance
okay
looks
for
$11300;
gagging about drooping attendance
,
,
with brokers creaking: 'Well ex- of season.
'My Heart's In Uie Highlands,'
change Holy Week for this.' Usually GuUd (2d week) (D-914; $2.20). Short
of

practically capacity.

Someone,' Longacre

move

NO RELIEF TILL MAY
Sharp' decline

18.

wound

Me OK $83; Ian Keith Big (or FIP
John Barrymore Play

Chicago, April 18.
This coming weekend will see some
in the loop legit picture,
with one show exiting and two arriv'My De^ Children' showed to ing. 'I Married an Angel* quits the
nearly $8,000, excellent in lour perGrand after seven' weeks of good
formances here at $2.50 top last
business, and will be replaced by
week.
Show got enthusiastic audience re- "Knickerbocker Holiday* on Sunday
'CepUon.
Harris relights Monday (24)
(23).
Jacob Ben Ami and Samuel Goldenberg. In a Yiddish stock produc- with- 'Skylark,' which will bring
tion of 'Awake and Sing,' grossed Gertrude Lawrence to town for her
over $800 for one perlormance here second appearance here this season.
Sunday night
'What a Life' Is nearlng the end of

Clicks for

8G

in Buffalo changes

.

Buffalo, April 18.

TOWN' WEAK

$8,500,

mE'GOODllCLA.
Los Angeles, April 18.
Jed Harris' coast production of
'Our Town,' despite prestige of winning a Pulitzer prize, was no prizewinner in first of two weeks at the'
Biltmore here.
Opus drew good
Hollywood opening but after that
sagged. Bulk of original New York
cast was employed.
Wallace Ford production of John
Steinbeck's 'Of Mice and Men,' In association with Sam H. Harris, winds
up two atid a half weeks at El Capitan,
Hollywood,
Saturday
(22).
Ford, with Isabel JeweU and most

Its stay at the Erlanger, Its life having been prolonged beyond early expectations since the spread of party
trade for the high school farce.

Federal Theatre Project looks to

have a winner with Ian Keith in the.
Shakespearean rep series, starting
with

tiie

Blackstone.

current 'Othello' at the
Kelther garnered plen^
comment and approval.

of ne wspaper

FTP

wul. replace 'Big Blow*^ at the
Great Northern, with 'Awake and
Sing,* in Yiddish, starting April i8.
Nothing else In immediate prospect, though several shows are being
rumored, particularly Maurice Evans
in 'Hamlet*
Estimates for Last Week
•I Married an Angel ' Grand (6tb

week)

(1,300;

$3.30).

Upped

to $23,-

000 on closing notice. Finishes here
cast are fea- Saturday (22).
•What a Life,' Erlanger (6th week)
Weekends excellent
Estimates for Last Week
(1,400; $1.65).
•Onr Town,' Biltmore (1st week) Got $8,500, fine.
WPA V
Failed to arouse ex(1,654; $2.75).
pected enthusiasm but snared $8,500
'Big Blow,' Great Northern. Two
Detroit, April 18.
more weeks.
With near sell-outs the rule through anyway.
'Of Mice and Men,' El Capltan,
'Othello,' Blackstone.
Opened last
out the week,
Walter Huston's
'Knickerbocker
Holiday'
dragged Hollywood (2d week) (1,560; $2.50). week and got splendid reactioih
down a nifty $20,000 at the Cass here Hit good pace, passed $11,000.
WPA
Second musical to hit
last week.
Hon. LI1 ChlUnD,' Mayan, 10th
town this season, play got rave nO'
BIG $14,500
month.
tices and plenty of word of mouth.
<Two-a-Day.' Hollywood Playhouse,
House dark currently, but reopens
Sunday (23) with 'I Married an An- 25tti week.
'High Tor,' Belasco.
gel,' coming In for a week.
Estimate for Last Week
'Knickerbocker Holiday,' Cass (1,St Loulfl, April 18,
500; $2.75). Walter Huston opus got 'Road' Passes $12,000 In
With the end of the legit season
swell $20,000 in nine performances.
two weeks away, "Kiss B^s Good2 Cities; 3
Visits bye' Is the first play this season to
be booked here Ipr two weeks.
Milwaukee, April 18.
Show came In last' week from
In for five days. Tobacco Road' Chicago and did big all the way.
Lawrence-'Skylark'
started slowly last week but then
Estimate for Last Week
sold out two eves and a mat The
'Kiss Bays Geodbye,' American
Soar to $16,000 in D.C. third time 'Road' was
here.
(1st week) (1,707; $2.80). CoUected
The Davidson rellghte Saturday smash $14,500. Nice advance for cur(22) for a mat and an ev4 of the rent sesh.
Washington, April 18.
of Wisconsin 41st annual
Town's interest in (jertrude Law- Universily
Haresfoot Club production, titled
rence, especially since her last stay
'Kiss Boys Lunts
here with Noel Coward in Tonight 'Annex Me Anothet.'
$18,000 in Cincy;
Goodbye' comes In for four days beat 8:30,' started 'Skvlark' off well
ginning
May
3.
here last week, while good notices
Huston
In
Estimate for Last Week
he^ed, too.
Tebaeeo Bead,' Davidson (1,500;
Cincinnati, April 18.
Current is Nazlmova In 'The
Local legit season ends Saturday
Critics were gracious.
Mother,' with Maurice Evans' 'Ham- $1.65 top).
Little advance sale. Over $7,000 In (22) with close of three-day engagelet' next and 'I Married an Angel'
six shows, Sunday (9) to Thursday ment by Walter Huston In 'Knickerdue week following.
(13). Then to Peoria, where it was bocker Holiday* at the Cox, which
Estimate for Last Week
this week.
$2.75 jacked up to better than $12,000 on is dark during first half of
•Skylark.' National
(1,698;
Top is $3.30. Heavy advance sale.
top). Built to approximately $16,000. the week.
Estimate for Last Week
Lnnt-Fontanhe Bepertory, Talt
Swell reviews and
(2,500; $2.83).

HUSTON-mOOCKER'

SWELL

of original
tured.

New York

DETROIT

.

lass BOYS'

JNST.L,1ST0F2WKS,

MVkee

'

•

'

Show Comes

(16th

Pjayfd the

got

to $23.00(1 in nth Chi WIl,

slightly
at the

(5th
week) (M-1,116: $3.30). Improved to
about $14,500 without playing an extra performance; profitable for colored novelty.

1 Most Love

number

Toronto, April

The Women,' at $1 top, grossed
under $9,000 here last week
Royal Alexandra. Opening
two days were off due to a storm
but latter part of the week was

Up

3

Shows

in

Hub; Evans Rep Bidds

around

$18,000,

very good in this

stand.

had moved from Biltmore,

new spot satisfactory.
'The White Steed,' Golden (15th
week) (D-730; $3.30). Tickets on sale
three weeks in advance, but summer
stay doubtful; around $6,000.
•

To

$15,000, '(^indida' lOG,

'The

Tobacco Soad,* Forrest (280th
week) (D-1.107: $l-65)- ,Ji*58 Stayer

Mail order intake alone
this city.
Boston, April 18.
Maurice Evans came in last week was about $40,(>00.
looking forward to World's Fair busiThe Federal Theatre has an-,
profit with 'Hamlet* and 'Henry IV*; opened
ness; more than W.OOO to slight
of 'Lucy Stone,' by
nounced
p;eem
a
built
to
week)
gradually
(53d
moderately,
but
Mansfield
Life,'
'What a
daily food proportions.
Cornelia Otis Maud Wood Park, on May 0, based
(C-1,0S0; $3.30). Gave matinees
to
kinner did fair in a week of 'Can- on Alice Stone Blackwell's biography
last week and grossed $7,300; said
dida' and EUssa Landl took third of her famed suffragette mother.
have made okay profit
money with 'Lady Has a Heart,* at The FTP •Pinocchio,'^ terminating
REVIVALS
April 29, is getting a good play from
$1.10 top.
'Awake and Sing,' Windsor (2d
'Lady' is the first of a series of school kids.
week) (CD-069; $2.20). Rather dis $1.10 shows produced here by Wee
Estimates for Last Week
appointing at $5,000.
secholding
for
a
and
is
McCoy,
and
^ ,^a*y,
'Hamlet' and 'Henry iV,' Shubert
vOntward Bound,' Playhouse (18th ond frame. Next in this series is
(1st week) (1,590; $2.75). FuU-lengtti
week) (D-873; $3.30). Didn't get as •Our Town,* .starring Eddje Dowling, 'Hamlet*
and 'Henry IV' both acmuch as expected but with matiriees opening April 24.
corded raves by the press. Opening
daily, grossed satisfactory $10,000.
"The
offering,
Another
$1.10
of three shows April 10 split business
ADDED
Women,* opened yesterday (Monday) all over town, but the Evans offer•Mexicana,' 46th Street (1st week) at the Opera House, a return engageNative show im- ment The D'Oyly Carte Co. opened ings gained headway downstairs
(R-1,375; $3.30).
later in the week, with topheavy
ported from Mexico City, where It a month*s engagement at the Coloall the way.
Took around
was caUed 'Upa y Apa'; opening nial (yesterday) Monday with the houses
$15,000. One more week.
postponed from Wednesday (20).
biggest advance sale ever amassed
'Candida,' Colonial (1,643; $2.75).
•The Qolet City,' Belasco. One of for Gilbert
Sullivan repertoire in Miss Skinner has a loyal following
the Group Theatre's experimental
here,
but
the
carriage
tr.de let her
without
plays; opened Sunday (16)
down somewhat excep* for matinees.
pre-w attendance.
'Swing Fairly hefty balcony bi . all the way,
'Pins and Needles,' Labor Stage ing weakly, around $6,000;
from New Yorker adding up to satisfactory $10,000 for
(73d week). Six numbers added to Mikado' moving in
sponsorship; Fay the single stanza.
labor union's intimate revue and the under commercial
•Lady Has a Heart,' Plymouth (1st
James.
press has been asked to attend may switeh to the St
week) (1,480; $1.10). Tspic" response
around
$4,500
lineup;
changed
from press and public, but garnered
'Swing Mikado,' New Yorker.
claimed okay.
_
.
about $7,000. One mo-3 frame.
Ritz.
'Plnocchlo,'
'Frank Fay's Show,' 44th St. Far

&

WPA

_

Future Plays

lady 7G

Upward

Trend,' a

satirical

modern comedy by John Ward Bayly,
is a recent acquisition of Lee Shubert, who, as yet, has not set a definite date for the unveiling. Deal was

arranged by Dr. Edmond Pauker.
'The Great Adventar* of Woodrow
Wilson' has been bought by Lewla
Gensler, through Dr. Edmond Pauker. Production Is scheduled for next
season.

'Saturday Night,' first play by
'Vlcki Baum, novelist who wrote
'Grand Hotel,' has also been acquired
by Gensler for production ;iext sea.

son.

STEWABT SABIN

OTJT

Rochester, April 18.
Stewart B. Sabin, who has combined the jobs of p^. for the Eastman
School of Music and music editor of
the Rochester. Democrat and Chronicle since the school was established
15 years ago. has retired from the
newspaper job and plans to leave th«
whool in June.
Norman Nairn, lormer managing
editor of the Rochester Times-Union
and the Plalnflcld, N. J.. Naws. takesover the music edit->r spot

'
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Plays Out of

THE MOTHER
Richmond, Vs., AprU 14.
Drama In threa acm by Kurd Ciiiwk;
CnKllah version by Paul Selver and Mllcsi
fiallenon; presented by Victor fayne-JennlRKS in aanoclntlon wlUi Kathlron Ral>lnaon' alars Alia Nazlniova: directed by MalLeater Polakov: at the
leson;
aettlnK.
I.yrlc, Rlobmoiiil, April 14, -M: VLV) top.
Alia Nazlmova
The Mother
ReKlnald Bach
Til* Kather
....Stephen Ker Appleby
Andrew..
<-'arl Norval
George
MaTVIn Wella
Ifan'a Loudapeaker
Agnes Touns
Woman's Loudapeaker...
...Alan Brixsy
Christopher...-.'
....Tom Palmer
?eter..
C'llfi
...Uonteomery
i
ony
.^...Udward Broadley
the Old Man
.'

Nazimova's new vehicle, the last
play by the late Karel Capek, is
among her best Timely, beautifully
staged and well cast, it presents a
conflict between mother-love and
hero worship, with troubled moderh>
Europe in the background. Without
taking sides, the drama offers bitter
propaganda against political violence
of all kinds. It is, in effect a modernized 'War Brides,' with which Nazimova scored one of her most resounding successes years ago.
The mother, Nazimova, has seen
her husband, a heroic soldier, sacrificed in a colonial campaign and her
oldest son die of fever in the cause
of science. With her four remaining
sons, whom she. has educated at great
sacrifice, she finds her home surrounded by the forces that now agitate central Europe. One by one tne
five sons, worshipping the memory
of their dumb, duty-bound father,
give up their lives until the mother is
left With only, her youngest a sensitive boy whom she has trained to
despise masculine heroics.
Desperately, with the memories of
her dead at her ielbow constantly arf:uing the righteousness of the cause
or which they sacrificed themselves,
she struggles on, only to surrender
when a foreign army invades the
revolution-torn land and her last boy
Is needed to fight an enemy that is
machine-gunning
children
school
from the air.
Nazlmova gives a restrained, tln:ling performance. She has the only
In support Reginald
S'emme
role.
Bach, as the father, and Carl Norval,
Alan Brixey, Tom Palmer and Mont-

-

gomery

Town

Unions—League

(Continued from page 57)
act running almost an
hour. Acting for most part and direction are sluggish.
the other unions first agiree to also
The play, which occasionally re- work Sundays at the regular pay
sembles the Sinclair Lewis-John scale.
,.
«,
MofTitt 'It Can't Happen Here,' is
Equity
It was felt however, that
laid in Vienna one week after the
not be called on to go to the
'Anschluss,' and concerns an 'Aryan' should
with a
referendum,
the
of
expense
comes
that
birth
family of royal
under the unwanted Nazi influence. chance that the others might nix
High party official in that district the actors' stipulation. Cost of such
turns out to be the son of a former a ballot to the membership Is about
tenant farmer on the estate, and he's $700, and, at this, time. Equity Is
always had his eye on the Princess takhig measures to reduce expenses.
Erika but regarded her as untouchallowed 30
However, now he sees his Usually members are
able.
referenchance, and to further personal and days in which to send back
political ambitions, offers her mar- dum ballots, but it is thought the
riage in exchange for her brother's process can' be speeded, so 'hat shows
freedom. He's been imprisoned in a can get the full benefit of Sundays
concentration camp for technical from Fair visitors If these performtreason in a bank transaction.
are to eventuate.
Gal agrees but takes back her ac- ances
Around Equity It Is realized that
ceptance when' she thiiilis the Nazi
tried
has gone back on his word and killed Sundays will have, to be
the
who's
also
in
eventually, If not at present This
her sweetheart
army but doesn't isupport the is in line with various suggestions
The Nazi then decides to on ways and means of bettering the
policies.
arrest the entire clan but changes welfare of the theatre. Present plan
his mind when the old patriarch
for Sunday per'ormances for
pulls out the family-tenant records calls
then to
and shows tlie Nazi he was born a approximately six months, it
Jew.
At that latter leaves, the b: decided whether the Sabbath rule
whole flock departs for other parts should become permanent
schedule
unmolested and in the end It turns
the
If Sundays do go on
out that old Uncle Otto has pulled a permanently, expectation is that
rabbit out of his hat at just the psyEquity wUl adopt the same rule as
chological moment
applied In Chicago, when an extra
For the leading role, Bonflls
Somnes. have brought on from eighth applies IT performances are
Hollywood Fay Wray, whose only given more than eight times weekly.
legit experience was with a couple Nearly all legits there play Sunday,
of strawhat theatres last summer. but not all give a ninth performImpossible to get much of a line on aiice, either dropping Monday nights
her last night (Monday) sirtce Miss
Nine-performance'
Wray was too "nervous and her per- or a matinee.
appears deformance, as a result was uneven all schedule on Broadway
Sunday
the way. However, she looks like pendent on amending the'
a million, which can carry her over law.
plenty of rough spots. Dean Jagger,
who was previously In 'Missouri

heavy

Clift oarticularly distinguish

uiemselves. The production has none
of the rough edges common to Broadway tryouts, and on opening night
it shook staid, complacent Richmond
for II curtain calls. With Louise
Hampton in the title role, "The
Mother' Is currently playing in

first

,

.

Legend' and 'Everywhere I Roam'
this season, clicks for the third time
In a row as the Nazi, and snares the
top acting honors of 'Browii Danube'
without a struggle. Ernest Lawford
scores as Prince Otto and John McKee is good as the Cardinal. Others
are just so-so.
Production looks rather costly and
John Root has designed four excellent sets. Costumes are likewise
stunning, with Miss Wray exhibiting
a particularly fetching wardrobe.
Chances, though, look slim. CoheTU
.

THE BROWN DANUBE

UP FOR STREET PUYING

John Root; at the Nixon, Pittsburgh, week
Fn^derlcn aning
Edwiird Fleldlog

Dnmlnn O'Flynn
Oladya H-<nson

.,

Fay Wray
.....Jcpsle

•An'on

Trooper;
Prince Otto

..;

Tnm..i

Mr. Mueller
Lieut. Schultz.

Gmham

Albert Bcrgh
Geonre Macready
William Shea
>. Ernest I.tiwCord
Robert Vlvlnn

gW'an

......Ed^cer fltehll
llilward Franz
Norman Porter

.

waldninnn

Bmat HnmmnkR

Denn Jagger

Cardinal von Urbns

....Tohn

^nhnnn

McKee

Poul Rnllnntyn^

Fronds Cleveland

Orenzel
Kelneke.,....lileut.

Robert I.lndsiv
Frank nichnrdu

Snhlmann.,'
1st Inspector
Snd Inaparlbr

;

Albert

treasurer, the only office not in comFor business agents, the
petition.
present Incumbents, Hal Olver and

Playwrights invariably run into
Bomethin.i; bigger than they
can
handle when tackling the Nazi sub
Ject Burnet Hershey, who has been

a

distlrici'ished foreign correspondent for /!0 years, meets the same
fate as all others in "The Brown
Danube.' It tries hard but misses
th<» some way.
It begins to look like any real
contribution to the stage on the Hitler theme will have to wait until the
distant future when the atmosphere
clears and the scales are balanced.
At the moment the daily headlines
are so much more exciting than anything mere dramatists can nut on paper or mere actors can play.
'Brown Danube' has some flashes
of good writing but generally it's a
pretty static drama that covers a
flock of well-known facts without
much sound embroidery or inventiveness.
Furthermore, the play in
Its present form is too long, with
.

In

L

A. Opera

transfer

hauling may. mean idleness. Transfer unionist was given the floor beof his friendly action for
last season, when he is said
to have threatened not to inove cer
tain shows unless the young .union
was recognized. Lacey 's action was
to order his men not to cross
picket line, and
was then
picketing several theatres. Believed
that such action hastened the man
agers to sign a basic agreement 'with

Los Angeles, April 18c
Helen Gahagan gets the featured cause
role in 'Cat and the Fiddle* for the
week of Majr 29 in the second annual liOs Angeles civic light opera
festival at Philharmonic Auditorium.
Previously signed for the festival

too CLATT<H1

'

Summer s Strawhats

This
FoIIototnir ia

a tentative

list

Of strawhat spots listed alphaheflcally

by towns, rather than theatres, since the trade best identifies them thus.
of management and scheduled date of opening is included where

Name

knoum. Additions

later.

Arbor, Mich. Helen Arthur. May 15.
Barter theatre, Abingdon, 'Va. Robert Porterfleld.

Ann

Brldgehampton, L. I. Edgar Mason.
Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa. St John TerrelL
Capitol Players, Foot Guard Hall, Hartford, Conn. Alan Moore,
June 15.
Chautauqua, N. Y. Frederic McConnell and K. Elmo Low*.
Clinton, Conn. Jackson Halliday.
Cohasset Mass. Alexander Dean.
Conmiunlty Playhouse, Spring Lake, N. J. Tom Bate-Watson Barrat
Cooperstown, N. Y. Washington Square Players.
Cornell Summer theatre, Ithaca, N. Y.
Cragsmoor, N..Y. Hugh Neville.
Deer Lake theatre, Hamburg, Pa. William Lovejoy.
Dennis, Mass. Raymond Moore and Richard Al^ch.
Dutchess County Players, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Janet Lamb.
East Hampton, L. I. Leighton Rollins. June L
Elitch's Gardens, Denver, CoL Al Gertler.
Essex-on-Lake-Champlaln, N. Y. Harrison Lewis.
Farragut Players, Rye Beach, N. H. July 3.

Ontnambered

company managers not to change
men who have been used
by producers in the past.
Lacey
explained there were comparatively
Festival few men In the union and a loss of

Gahagan for Tiddle'

TMAT

were John Charles Thomas, Franeia
White and Allan Jones, "former
Metro playei-, who is slated to open
the series with 'Desert Song' the
TMAT.
week of 'May 15.

TMAT

TMAT

was

slated

to appear be.

tore the New York city council to
protest against the. failure, of the
World's Fair to recognize the union,
which hoped to place a flock of tickM
sellers in berths there.
Union will
Ft Wayne,- April 18.
also huddle with the League of New
The box-office of the Shrine thea- York Theatres, with the idea of
tre was rifled two nights before agreeing on changes to the basic
J.eanette MacDonald was scheduled contract
to make her first concert appearance
here Frid^ night (14), and robbed
of $800, $200 of which was In cash,
Goetz Gets English
the rest in money orders.
Miss MacDonald'.. concert was sold
Rights to French Click
out weeks in advance.
Paris, April 10.
E. Ray Goetz has acquired the
American production rights of one
Chi Signs Ballet
of this season's current stage successes, 'Les Jours Heureaux' ('Happy
Philadelphia, April 18.
Catherine Littlefield ballet com- Days'), by Claude-Andre Puget
pany has been re-engaged for the
Irvln Marks, who was the go-beChicago opera season next year.
tween here, states Goetz first inGroup will be the official ballet tended to produce on the Coast but
lor the company ditfing its eight- now will do It in New York where
week season, starting in October.
he now is.

Riffe Theatre's B.O.

'

Ulrt,«

'

Grossman is of the Yiddish group,
which is lined up with the p.a.s, but
combined they are jiot numerically
equal to the treasurers group, which

Ray

"STABS IN YOUR EYES"

K

Morris Seamon, were nominated
along with Clarence Jacobson and
Joseph Grossman.

is said to favor the present officers.
Deals' were reported in the making
prior to the meeting, but electioneer'
Cleveland, April 18.
Fifteen musicians in the Cleveland ing tactics were resorted to.
Figured in 'the activities is a
Symphony, as well as Rudolph Ringwall, assistant conductor, were ar- limited number of members worktheatre project
rested earlier this week for playing ing with thp
on the main stem here wlUiput a It was expected that they would be
permit and blocking weekend traffic. exempted from the one per cent levy
When Ringwall explained that there on worldng members, which is adwasn't enough money to support ditional to the dues. Matter, hoW'
them or the civic orchestra this sum- ever, was not reached, but the in.
mer, forcing them to toot on the tention 'is that the assessment will
streets, the judge ordered them to not l>e asked of membiers not earn.
give' a sample of music.
Ing $50, or more, a week. Latter
After hearing a court concert and figure is the salary paid assistant
testimony of several of town's ty- treasurers.
coons in their defense. Judge W. C.
Martin Lacey, head of the teamKeough threw out the case.
sters union, appeared and spoke
about fair competition.
He asked

Wnrd

William Shea

•

Bennington, 'Vt
(Continued from i>age 57)

WPA

of April 17, 'aO; »I.T5 top.

Helnrlch
Zltn
Erlka.
H«<lwlB

Pic Coin to Dress Barns
have the Chapd Playhouse, Great
(Continued from page 57)
pieces, however, will probably in- Necli, L. I., which Elissa Landi and
clude The Women,' 'You Can't Take Albert Tarbell ran last summer^
Bor'Brother
'On
Lculse
and Jean 'Piatt in association
You,'
Raf
With
It
rowed Time,' 'Shadow and Sub- with Olive Warren, and with Nate
stance,' 'Bachelor Bom,' 'Room Ser- Beers as general manager, will oper«
vice,' The White Steed,' 'Susan and ate the Guilford, Conn., stand.
Morgan Farley,' currently in 'OutGod,' 'Outward Bound,' 'Missouri
'American
Landscape,' ward Bound,' at the Playhouse, N. Y,
I^egend,'
What a Life,' as well as the tradi- wiU head the Nantucket Plaiyers oa
Nantucket. Island, while the 'Vantional favorites of recent seasons.
guard Theatre^ which had its playMore Gnest Stars
film house at Matunuck, R. I, washed
particularly
Guest stars,
Domes,' which have been a trend of away. In last fall's hurricane, hat
recent strawhat seasons, are expect- taken over the Red Barn, liocust
I., presumably beyond th«
ed to be even more numerous the Valley,
coming summer. Number of Holly- reach of tropical storms. St John
wood stars and ex-stars are being Terrell has assumed charge of the
offered and several guest-star tours Bucks Coimty Playhouse, New Hope^
Pa., and Philip Carr, Alfred Wagare already tentatively set
There have been a few manage- staS and Alfred Leaman have acment changes at the more important quired the Ridgefleld, Conn., theatre.
Warren Munsell, Jr., and 7 Such regulars as Ann Arbor, Mich.;
stands.
theatre,
Abingdon,
John Haggard will operate the Coun- i3arter
'Va,;
try
Playhouse,
Westport Conn., Elitch's Gardens, Denver; Ivoryton,
which is owned by the Lawrence Conn.; Mohawk Drama Festival,
Langners and was operated by. them Schenectady, N. Y.; Newi>ort Casino;
In association with Day Tuttle's and Ogunquit Me.; St Louis Muny; PawRichard Sldnner's Westchester Play- ling, N. Y.; Stockbridge, Mass.; Sufhouse, Mt Kisco, N. Y., last year. fem, N. Y.; Mt Kisco, N. Y.; Dennis,
Leonard Sillman, with Bruce Powell Mass., and Skowhegan, Me., will be
and Herbert Bayard Swope, Jr., will under the same managements.

TMATCompetish

P4t.'s

CLEVL SYMPH MEMBERS

Elaa
•Lndwlg

AprO 19.'*ivJ^3Q

&

London.

Pittsburgh, AprU 17.
Ueledinma In three acta (live uoencs) by
Burnet Uershey; presented by Bonflls &
Bomnea; fca.urts Xay Wray and Dean Jagser: directed by aeorm Somnes; settings,

Wedneflday.

.

Fitchburg, Mass. Guy Palmerton.
Forty-Niners, 'Whitefleld, N. H.
Gloucester, Mass. Florence Evans and -Florence Cunningham.
Great Neck, L. L Leonard SUhnan, Bruce Powell and Herbert Bay-

ard Swope, Jr.

Green Lake Players, Orchard Park, N. Y.
Greenwich, Conn. Walter Tupper Jones. July 0.
Guilford, Conn. Louise and Jean Piatt with Olive Warren.
theatre, Moylan-Rose "Valley, Pa. Jasper Deeter.
Ivoryton, Conn. Milton StlefeL
Keene, N. H. John Ferguson and Freeman Hammond.
Kennebunkport. Me. Robert Currier.
Lake Pleasant N. Y. Malcolm Atterbuiy.
Litchfield, Conn. Charles O. Carey. May 30.

Hedgerow

liOcust 'Valley, L.

L

"Vangiiard theatre.

Jime

26.

Marblehead, Mass. Jock Munro.
Maverick theatre, Woodstock, N. Y. Vincent Hall.
Memphis, Tenn. Reginald Hammerstein. July 7.
Milford, Conn. Richard Merwin.
Mohawk Drama Festival,-Schenectady, N. Y. Charles Cobum.
Montclalr, N. J. J. H. Kirkham. Already operating.
Mt Kisco, N. Y. Richard Skinner and Day Tuttle, June 10.
Nantucket Players, Nantucket Island, Mass. Morgan Farley and
Bertram Yarborough. July 6.
New London, Conn. Carlisle Smith.
New London, N. H. July 5.
Newport, R. L Helen Arthur.
Nuangola, Pa. Royal Stout
Ogunquit Me. Walter Hartwig. June 27.
Olney,
Steve Cochran.
Paint Shop theatre, Somerset Pa. Briice Hewitt
Pawling, N. Y, Maryveme Jones. May 29.
Petersborough, N. H. Edith Bond StearAs.
Pinebrook theatre, Nichols, Conn. Joseph Daniels,
Reginald Goode Players, Clinton Hollow, N. Y.
Ridgefleld, Conn. Philip Carr and Alfred Wagstafl. June 28.
Ridgeway theatre. White Plains, N. Y. Felix Jacoves, June 19.
Roanoke Island, N. C. Howard Bailey. July 1.
St Louis Muny. Richard Berger.. June 2.
St Louis Civic theatre. Gordon Carter. June 30l
Saybrook, Conn. Milton Stiefel.
Skaneateles theatre, Syracuse, N. Y. Virghiia Franke.
Skowhegan, Me. Melville Burke.
Stockbridge, Mass. William Miles. June 26.
Stony Creek, Conn,
Suflem, N. Y. Robert CuUer.
Surry Players, Surry, Me. Sam Rosea
Tamworth, N. H,
Teaneck, N. J. Anthony Jochim. July 6.
Theatre-in-the-Woods, Norwalk, Conn. Henriette Wakefield.

Md

Theatre-of-i,he-Four-Seasons, Roslyn, L. I.
(WPA).
Vineyard Players, Oak Bluffs, Mass. Phidelah Rice-Chas. E. Cook.
Washington Irving theatre. North Tarrytown, N. Y. Ann Seranne.
Westboro, Mass.
.
Westford,-'Mass. Don Westmore and Joseph Lawren.
Westport Conn. Warren Munsell, Jr., and John Haggard.
Wharf theatre, Provlncelown, Mass. N. McFee Skinner.
WiUIams Bay, .Wis. Hez Diefentbaler and EU Popa. June 21.
Woodstock Playhouse, Wt^odstock, N. Y. Robert Elwyn.
-

CHATTER

Wednesday, April 19, 1939
back to England after two months
holidaying In Hollywood with the
Broadway
Winnie Sheehans, et al.
Hotels are in a quandary masterHarry Gold to Miami to join Jack minding the new sked of rates after

May

Schlaifer.

William Brandt to Bermuda MonH9v (19) to recuperate.
Mrs GradweU L. Sears underwent
an operaUon Thursday US).
Jay Fassett, legit actor, has bought
a home in Sun Valley, Idaho.
Bob Weitman, bedded for a week
with tonsilitls, back on his feet
Juliet Forbes set for the Stony
Creek (Conn.) strawhat this summer.
Lou Wertheimer, 20th-Fox exec,
in town in advance of Joe Schen'ck's
^"Dick Raymond, son of Al Raymond'
(and Overly) now a Hotel Astor
ina^tro.

,

Kane, manager of southern
the Boys Goodbye,' recovered

Tom
TClss

from influenza.
Lou Clayton

and Du-

(Jackson

rante) just out of the hospita^ after
a nose-bobbing.'
First trip back to Broadway for
'

.

i

George D. Lottman since headquartering in Miami.
Max Cohen, president of N. Y.
State Allied, calls himself N.C.C. (no

comment Cohen).
Steuben Tavern

at '42nd
and
Broadway, now closed, reopens as
the Crossroads cafe.
Scores of show people tried their
luck at the opening of the races at

Jamaica Saturday (15).
John Murray, co-author of 'Room
bought a farm in
Service,' has
Dutchess county, N. Y.
Ben Simkhovitch'has nearly completed the play he's doing on his

.

Rockefeller fellowship.

Margaret Perry on her Arizona
ranch writing short stories with an
Elizabethan background.
Louis liifton, Monogram publicist,
had his Jackson Heights apartment
ransacked by a burglar.
Harvey Djy, ex-VAMEXY,.

has

Will boost for the Fair, of
course, but aive leery of reaction
from the natives. Squawks already
1.

in plenty, in anticipation.
Grace Moore, after her

western

concert tour which began Monday
(17) at the Civic Opera House, Chi,
and to include Vancouver, Seattle,
PorUarid, Frisco, L. A- and Pasadena, returns to New York to sing
at the World's Fair May 21.
Paul Nathahson, son of N. L.
Nathanson, Canadian film tycoon,
and A. W. Perry, will be on hand for
a sales steamup in Canada the end
of May for the Empire Universal exchange system. Both were in N. Y.
for the Republic Eastem-C^adian
convention.
Statue to the memory of Oscar
Hammerstein will be dedicated at
the Manhattan- (nee Hammerstein's)
Opera House early next month, with
Daniel' Frohman on the committee in
charge. Ted Hammerstein is chairman.
Stetue is the gift of Abe
Ellis, the coatroom concessionaire
and present owner of the opera
house.

1.

Warner's Teddington Studios reopened last week.
Jeanette Macdonald being offered
here for summer concert tour.
Barre Lyndon has written new
play on English night club life.
Louise Browne cancelling trip to
Africa with Leslie' Henson show to
wed in England.
Nova PUbeam signed by Michael
Balcon for 'Cheer, Boys, Cheer,' directed by Walter Forde.
Billy (jostello now a father by his
second marriage. Baby was bom
during his tour in Africa.
Peter Dawscn to concert-tour foi;
Greater Union Theatres, Australia,
for 10 weeks. Sails April 22.
^Number Six,' Edgar Wallace
thriller,
starring Gordon Harker,
closed April 15 after four months.
Bud Flanagan has leased large
house in Finchley, where he's housing 12 refugee cluidten, aided by his

Bo Brummells
date.,

but had to
with

it

-their

vaudeville

By Bngo Speck
Colleanb act
Clarice
Hardwlcke.
Australian
Maurice Schwartz In town.
comedienne, married Kenneth Hall,
Charpini anc^ Broncato to Nice.
son of New South Wales Attomey
Robert Florey in from America.
Georgius heading new Bobino General, recently.
Hungarian State Theatre Eiallet,
revue.
Bennett Bros, into new Alcazar due to play season at the Adelphi,
early in May, goes to Paris from
revue.
Mile. Bocchini elected 'Madelon de here, then America.
Stuart Morgan Dancers returned
France 1939.'
Charles Trenet planning American to Palladium 'Crazy' show after six
weeks' layoff, necessiteted by accivisit in July.
to Lita D'Oray, one of their
Max Ophuls to make film based on dent
members.
the' Hapsburgs.
Larry Piick cabled Diamond Bros,
Royal Cinema new Rue Royal cin'

.

'

'

,

-

to play San Francisco World's Fair,
but they turned down offer, being
conimitted to play their own vaudeville unit foT General llieatres Corp.

on his

estate.

Howard Benedict recovering from

C. Pollen

molar

infection.

Charles Feldman 'recovering from

Gus Van

at

Vogue Room.

nasal operation.

Robert Armstrong sues Gladys DuJerry Neis back at Avalon Club as
house manager.
bois for divorce.
George Stevens opening Drlve-lnCharles Damton brake his hip In a
Theatre's second season Thursday fall in his home.
Fanny Hatton home from hospital
(20).
Misha and Lucy (Sehrman doing after heart attack.
Anthony Velller back to work
Yiddish repertory at Manhatten, but
after eastern vacash.
biz 'way off.
Rosemary and Prlscllla Laiie tl^ftLeon LeVerdie and Art West home
again at Chateau, where Stanley ed of $3,000 in jewelry.
Margaret Roach on four-week perJabin is new front-man.
'Whltey' Lewis, of WGAR, lured sonal appearance tour.
Earl Rels underwent his 20th
from southern vacation by fake civlcoperation since World War,
luncheon- wire, and burning.
Jean Chatbunl won a divorce from
Playhouse's revival of 'Stop Thief
and 'Mice and Men' are only evi- Frank Orsattl,' agent, in Reno.
Jpseph Santley scouting locations
dences of leglt theatre here this
by j)lane In northern California.
month,
Harnr Hunter here from Australia
Bert Block disbanded his orch to
become personal manager for Dick for huddles with Paramount execs.
Robert Wilcox' and Florence Rice
Stabile, who left Statler hotel Sun'
returned from Honolulu honeymoon,
day (16).
Kenneth Morgan checked in as
-

,

assistant casting director at
Uc.

Sl Lous

Repub.

Dave Gould will direct dances for
NUs T. Granlund'a N. Y. World's Fair

By Sam X. Hnrgt

show.

Joe Arena headlining current show
at Club Continental, Hotel Jefferson.
'Whitehall theatre
Frank Buck made a gratuitous p.a.
a permanent house for at opening of annual Police Circus at
magic shows, operated by Nevll the Arena.
Maskelyn, whose father was Uie . Paul Muni addressed participants
founder of Maskelyn & Devan's St in Jewish Welfare Fund campaign at
George's Hall, which staged similar Hotel Jefferson.
shows for years.
Charles Galloway will sing in St
Louis Grand Opera Assn's production
of 'Otello' Fricby (21).
Charlie Crquse, who pens the ICld
Regan' column in the Star-Times,
back at stint after layoff due to illBy Hal Cohen
'

Abrahams, the owner.

Rumored

Walt Disney back from Philadel-

Leon Schlesinger bought Richard
Arlen's yacht
Cecil B. DeMille caught a prowler

Cleveland

tiU June.
With termination of 'The Mother,'
at the Garrick, Payne-Jennings and
Killick are giving up their lease of
the house, which they operated as a
two-for-oneh Theatre reverts to A.
E.

tion.

-

By Glenn

tum

HoDywood

here.
officers likewise re- phia.
William Seiters adopted two-yearturned,, except Joseph McFadden, recording secretary, who was replaced old girl.
Arch Bowles In from Frisco for
by Roy' Scott
Large delegation of former co- huddles.
William Wyler returned from eastworkers of Herman 'Whitman, manager of the Earle theatre at the time em- tour.
May Robson celebrated her 75th
of his death a year ago, will make a
pilsrimage to his gra\ Sunday (23) birthday.
Joseph M. Schenck postponed his
for the unveiling of a monument
Joe E. Lewis' termer at the Walton trip east.
Frankie Thomas celebrated 18th
Roof extended another two. weeks,
holding him until May .3, Harry Car- birthday.
Dick
Curtis
recovering
from
roll, just back from three weeks in
C^ifomia. brought original Baby operation.
John Joseph in from two weeks In
Peggy back with him for the floor
Manhatten.
show at this spot

offered

television
down, as it

61

K. R. Asmot here from Norway.
Nat Pendleton nursing Injured leg,
Feg Murray ea^ on a motor vaca-

year.

Tom Kelly re-elected chief of
American. Federation of Actors local
Other

friends.

Bonar CoUeano and wife, Rubye,
in marital split but will continue
stage partnership in the Maurice

Joined we Warner staff to sell film
out of the Cincinnati exchange.
Nine Old Men. and Bob Ripley's ema showcase.
RachmaninoS to recital at ChallSoftball team in game at Madison
lot Palace April 25.
Square Garden May 9 for charity.
Merle Oberon in on Normandie
Joseph Ziegler, former vauded'Azur,
villian and owner of Zig's cafes in and to Ctete
The
Adolph Zukors in for few days
Jersey, wed to Kay 'Warren, pianist
sailing home.
Lillian Hellman intends remaining before
Theatre
de Montpamasse troupe
no
Has
in New Yprk indefinitely.
Immediate stage or picture writing off for Balkan tour.
Nadia Dauty to Toulouse to star in
plans.
Beth Brown scripting "The Girl Trois Valse' production.
Jim Wittened to Antwerp with
from New Orleans' for Republic, via
the mails. Doesn't have to go to the Duke Ellington orchestra.
Tino Rossi in from Berlin, where
Coast
Police coverage of the Broadway he played the Scala for a month.
Leo Joannon commenced 'L'Emisector for the World's Fair has been
increased to eight squads of eight grante,' starring Edwige Feuillere.
Louis Bromfleld and Ben Miggins
men each.
After 10 years' life-of-the-partying named chevaliers of Legion of Honor.
Jean Gabin learning sailor's duat Totem Lodge, borscht circuit spot,
Henry Tobias will ditto at Grossmg- ties for his next, 'Remorques,' which
Jean
Gremillon will direct
CT's this season.
Harold Smith working overtime
Al Steffes returned to Minneapoils Friday (14), saying he's going to trying to get the Cinema bill diffistart a Commimlst theatre and hopes cmties for Yanks ironed out
Janine Darcey to make film versomebody pickets him.
Mrs. Julius Colby, wife of the sion of 'French Without Tears,' with
critic of the New York Journal of Anthony Asquith, in London.
Prefect of Department of Seine
Commerce, Julius Cohen, in Lenox
and Olse condemning a number of
HiU hospital for checkup.
Lester Thompson (Hays office) has cinemas on 'public safety' count
Betty Stockfleld signed for femme
left the hospital, but will not return
'President
Haudecoeur,'
of
to Bis office for a week or, 10 days. lead
which Jean Dreville is to direct
Underwent a mastoid operation.

.

London
Season of Ballet .tombert due In

West End May

interfered
bookings.

Paris

'

'
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reception at the Majestic the following day.
Auditions for the Philadelphia
Opera Co. are now being held here.
Organization, which just completed
its
first
season with two opera
presentations, has six slated for next

John Hoffman checked out at Metro .after six years as montage dl-rector.

the

Southern

may become

California

film

rowers

and exhibs tossed dinner to welcome
Charles P. Skouras back from Eu-

rope.

Sydney
By

Erie Gorrlok

.

will do a repeat
vaude season for Tlvoll in Mel-

ness.

Andy Sheridans have tagged
arrival Thomas Josephu

first

their

bourne.

Johnny Perkins, having completed
his spring training with the

Mahoney

Will

Percy Curtis, exploitation director
Cards in for Universal here, iias quit after 11

drama school doing Florida, lis playing northern Illinois years.
Australian-New Zealand Theatres
nine performances of Twelfth Night' towns.
First local showing of 'Our Town' f>remlered 'Casino Revue' in Ade<
Malcolm Milligan off for New 'York
wlU sUrt at Little Theatre Wednes- aide prior to Melbourne run. Ernest
to bombard the leglt casting offices,
Hans Wagner Is going to be in that day (26) through May 6. Harold C. Rolls produced.
Bassage will direct
Effies Fellows, male impersonator,
baseball picture Warners Is making.
Art Schmidt, from Loew's New has returned to vaude for Bert IjenCharles Kirtzman watehing that
York advertising office. In town con- non In Adelaide,
waistline with semi-weekly workfabbing with Chick Evens, mgr., and
Harry Muller, former U. S. vaude
Henri Varna has engaged Sarah outs.
Joe I,aurie, Jr., is back on BroadHarris, p. a., at Loew's.
rep of the old Tlvoll chain, is now
way by easy stages, leaving Holly- Carlth, whoU present Ilon-teming
(^ne Kelly, of 'One for the Money,' Jimmy
Harold
Bassage, director of the Lit- running a picture house In Bendlgo,
wood and the Jolson radio program act in nude in new Alcazar revue.
home for a quick weekend to see the tle Theatre,
has been Inked for the Victoria.
Elsie Cohen, over from liOndon, folks.
via Mexico Ci^ and a leisurely
1939-40 season. It will be his third.
Marshall Palmer has been apbought Engb'sh rights of 'Derriere la
cross-country jaunt
'Y' Playhouse will close Its season
Gordon Orter, scenic designer, will pointed prez of the Queensland ExTestimonial dinner was given to Facade,' 'Entente Cordiale' and 'Fin next month with Hecht-MacArthur's
return for his eighth season.
Was a vauder before
nibs' Assn.
A. H. McCausland, RKO trustee, at du Jour.'
'20th Century.'
Duquesne

U

,

'

'Serenade,' tracing parts of SchuIrving Berlin begged off with bulbbert's lite, will also include Lilian pressers at Coun^ Airport on way
Harvey. Claude Dauphin to have east by plane.
as a producer.
Dick Himber's band into the Parfr role of the composer.
Both New Penn and Nut House
dise, April 20, at the Broadway Para
Henri Decoin, Andre Harvez and have been redecorated for spring and
mount. May 10, and Into a legit Paul Misraki writing operetta in summer seasons.
'Yokel Boy Makes Good,' end of which Micheline Cheirel is schedColumnist Florence Fisher Parry's

Hotel Astor Thursday night (13),
by RKO. McCausland goes to Holly-

thfe

wood

.

June. Besides radio.
uled to star in the fall.
Charlie Einfeld returns to the
Sandra Rambau robbed of nearly
Coast after the $2 preem of 'Juarez' $10,000 in jewels and money in her
at the Hollywood, N. Y., next Tues- apartment after being bound and
day (25) and opening of 'Nazi Spy' gagged by two armed bandits.
at the Strand Friday (28).
Otto Indig, >Hungarian scribbler,
Too strenuous- reducing put Cor- writing scenario temporarily called
nelius Vanderbilt, Jr., into the hosp, 'Grand Rendez-Vous,' which Raybut that didn't interrupt his regular mond Bernard will make with Jan
scrivenings, plus a serial for Liberty Kiepura and Marte Eggerth this
nag which he had to finish up.
summer.
Phyllis Welch, film actress, back
-

.

David, in town
tion stint for UA.

lad,

from the Coast

Will be married
Mjy 24 in New York to a San Fran
gsco non-pro.
Intends living in
Fruico and continuing in pictures.
Bill (Tapacan) Halligan has quit
sellbiB Pabst beer for Majestic Radio

&

Television in Chi.
get for talking

ou

"That's

what

innocently to a
Vabiety's cub re- for Orpheum April 28.
Charles Stoeflet, M-G salesman,
Powers, Skouras executive, new daddy of a daughter.
"My permanently in New York,
Arnold Hirsch back with swing
Shudders over what may have hap- 'Mikado' unit at Orpheum.
pened to him if he'd have to stick In
Universal reports two best consecCalifornia long^ than he did—two utive weeks of business in more than
bi'flM^'t'

writes

porter.
Bill

years.

year.
Sixth Avenue pedestrians discovSportsmen's show at Auditorium,
ered only in the last 10 days how the featuring Lottie Mayer's diving girls,
{nwquee of the Music Hall reaUy drew record crowds.
ISoked, now that the 'L' tresUe in
Another traveling attraction. "Kiss
g^nt^of Radio City has been torn the Boys Goodbye,' penciled into
Lyceum April 28-29.
Harry Homer will design the setWillis Kent, Hollywood Indie prottngs for
Sidney Kingsley's The ducer, here conferring with Reno
outward Room,' which the author Wilk on distribution of 'Mad Youth.'
•"U produce next season. Designer
Morrie Abrams, M-G exploiteer. in
Pums a Coast vacation early in the Rochester and Mankato, Minn., workBUDiiner.
ing on 'Pygmalion' and 'Huckleberry
•

JJfector for

Freeman, managing Finn.'
Metro in Australia and
Twin City Variety club members
in from the who will attend national convention

Zealand, who came
p^*
{joast

week, plans to remain In in Detroit this month include .Chief
Barker W. A. Steffe.s. Bennle Berger.
nionth.
W. H. Workman, Eddie Ruben, SydBuchanan -Taylor, publicity ney Volk, Ben Friiedman, Ben
tn2I,'.
™^a|er for the Cumberland hotel Bloteky, Abe Kaolan, George GranMO Lyons
eatery chain, Ltmdon. strom and Bill Elson.
iast

for homeoffice huddTes for
S^^'k
"least a

on an explolte-

Herman Schlesinger bedded for
month in Montefiore hospital with
an arm infection.
Theatrical p.a. Helen Donnelly
added to Community Fund's permanent publicity staff.
Ben Oakland in bed with a bad
cold for a couple of days during
Stenley engagement.
Harry Kalmine and Harold Lund
named delegates to national Variety
Club confab in Detroit
Al Kavelin has waxed two numBy Lcs Bees
bers from new Pitt Cap and Gown
show, 'At Your. Service.'
Ray O'Brien, RKO h.o. representaCJeorge Bateha last-minute sub for
town.
tive, in
James Muir in Playhouse's 'Meet. My
Wayne King orchestra scheduled Sister' on account of latter's iUness.
-

With a $95,000 advance sale. Municipal Theatre Assn., sponsor of alfresco entertainment In Forest Park,
Season
has hung up new record.

breaking Into picture game.
Hugh J. Ward,' former legit producer for Williamson-Tait and the
Fullers, came out of retirement to
opens June 2. Theodore Adolphus make a speech at the opening of the
and Al White, Jr., dance directors, Lux Radio theatre. Ward is now
have been inked for another season. in real estate.
Terry Walker, Hollywood femme,
to appear in a picture for Cbiesound
under the direction of Ken G. Hall.
Pop vaude Is gradually coming
back around the nabes and stix.
Home talent is being used mostly.
Top sideshows at Royal Easter
(Continued from page 1)
Fair. Sydney, mostly Imported from
.

Quints^ Anglais

U. S.

Canadian Educational Society in
sending a brief to Parliament here
protesting any change in the quins'

upbringing, as far as languageteaching is concerned.
With film contract constituting a
considerable portion of the five tots'
revenue, commitment still calls for
another picture to b« made between
now and the end oil next year. Special meeting of the guardians will be
held latter part cf the week when
Dr. Dafoe returns here from New
York.
By Herb Golden
With the children living in a
Dave Barrist back from a southern French-Canadian community, they
cruise.
are now being taught only French,
Universal crew off to the sales con- according to Judge Valin, chairman
vention.
of the board of guardians. Until a
Polly Morse recuping okay from
year ago, when the Department of
an appendix separation.
Morrie Silverman had his wallet Education assumed the responsibility
lifted right in the heart of fllmrow. of their scholastic upbringing, it was
Tommy Glndhart and George Pref- th.: desire and intention of the guardfer have deffed a new tune, 'Go On ians tlfat the iDionnes be brought up
and Dream.'
in both languages.
Joe Conway, manager of the EgypHowever, during the past year, the
celebrated his birthday last
tian,
week with his annual free show for teachers and nurses of the quins bad
bee:: speaking French only to their
the neighborhood kids.
Embassy club has finally gotten charges. Current claim of guardit$eU another socialite canary. She's ians,
which Is opposed by .the
Junia Culbertson,' dbtter of the for- Ftench-Canadian Educational Socimer U. S. minister to Chile.
ety, is that Dr. Dafoe will make the
Harry Biben's son. Joseph, will.be
confirmed April 29. Belle Baker and decision as far as the demand of
Chaney and Fox will entertain at the 20th-Fox is concerned.
.

'

.

Hoyts will spot some major acts
over the chain during the winter
with pictures.
Lucille Page and Buster West head
new show booked Into the Tlvoll,
Sydney, by Frank Neil, Others include Ruth Craven. Ted Leary. Ben
Beri, Jack Major. Three Nonchalants
and Billy Blake.
In assoclatton

Chicago
Michael Todd in for a couple of
days.

Connie Boswell a hold-over, at tlie
Colony Club.
Nate Piatt back from his sojourn
on the Coast.
John Darrow, N. Y. agent. In town
to peddle some of his acts.
Hugh Wedlock back to Coast after
trip east for father's funeral.
Sandra Karyl to N'lw York on
couple of stoge possibilities for next

season.

Tin Pan Alley

Ball,

first

annual

shindig by Professional Music Men,
clicked.

Hack Wilson, former Cub slugger,
back in town, but as an entertainer
at the

Gay

90's cafe.

Sam Levy on merry-so-round
handling entire Olympla circus for
Barnes-Carruthers at the Stedium.
Newspaper Guild strikers and
Hearst papers battling it out In the
loop with motorized public address
.

systems.

-
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OBITUARIES

Wednesday, April 19, 1939

Periodicals Corp., publisher of music
mags, died of a heart attack at his

Valley winter sports village and the

New York home

Chick Webb's band la set for the
Savoy Harlem show, which Is under

April

Detalb in the music

12.

section.

Cuban

Moe

ALBERT SMITH
Albert

J.

Smith.

45,

character

DOBOIHT MOBTON

received her early training on the player, died April 12 in Hollywood.
British stage and came to America He had appeared In westerns for 25
in 1883. As Marie Sheldpn, she won years.
Surviving are two daughters.
distinction for her Mme. de Toumay
in Sardou's first American producDENVEB
tion of 'Fedora,' in 1884. Her husband also appeared In the play and
Mrs. Alice Denver Ryan, 53. for
was featured in support of Fanny merly In vaude in Los Angeles, died
years.
year later she April 14 after a long illness.
Ward of Benjamin Brlggs, wealthy Davenport, the star.
again played jrlth her husband in the
Leaves son and two sisters.
New York tea merchant, who spon- 'Veiled
Picture,' produced at the old
sored her voice study abroad, she

Dorothy Morton, 69, well known
as a light opera diva at the turn
Of the century, died in her sleep at
her home, Geisha Villa, near Bound
April 15. The singer
Brook, N.
had been in poor health for several

AUCE

BTAN

A

Village.

Gale's

On

the Upbeat

management

Billy Rose's Aquacade and Revue,
vrhieh wlU be in the N. Y. State

Building Ampliltheatre facing the
lagoon, was being set last week
against bad wither. Stadium seats
will be covered by an elaborate canvas arrangement, in case of rain.
Billy Rose offered some 25 concessions he has -for his show to one
concessionaire for $50,000 cash. Unable to secure proper backing for

this, he now has obtained 25 different concession lieople who each have
George Dlpson, brother of Nikltas agreed to put up $2,000 In cash. One
debuted during the mauve decade. Lyceum. New York.
Her marriage to Mantell was ter- D. DIpiBon, president of Genesee The man will supervise the whole igroup,
Among the more prominent prodivorce in 1893 and she atre Enterprises, Batavla, N. Y., died
ductions in wlilch she played were minated by
remarried. ManteU married last week in Athens, Greece.
NTS's H'wood Bonndnp
He
Reginald De Koven's comic opera, never
was attorney and director of NaHollywood, April 18.
The Wedding Trip,' 'Cavallerla ttiree times thereafter.
tional Bank of Greeci^
Nils T. Granlund la en route to
Rusticana/. 'Geisha' and The Widow
PETEB D. CONLET
New York with 10 Holljrwood re-,
Jones.' She also sang in Max FreeLouis Brand. 75. father of Harry crults for his Garden of Girls at the
Peter D. Conley. 46. business manman's production of The World's
Free Bread Fund.' which bowed at ager of the San Francisco Opera Co. Brand, publicly director of 20th< World's Fair.
Jean Carmen heads the troupe as
the old Star theatre, New York, In and Symph, died suddenly from a Fox, and Superior Court Judge Edheart attack at his hoine in. San Fran- ward R. Brand, died April 14 in Hol- Queen of the Garden. Others are
1893.
lywood.
Patricia West. Eleanor and Ruth
She once turned impresario and cisco April 12.
Conley was also business manager
Troy, Axis Dunlap, Helen Johnson,
formed her own company, which
Father, 71. of Eugene Murphy, Marjorle Waley, Flower Perry, Inez
fared, poorly and was subsequently of the San Francisco Art CommisAlthough sion's concert attractions, secretary with Loew Theatres advertising dept. Cooper and Lois Whitney.
withdrawn In Atlanta.
died in Chicago April 15. Fimeral
retiring shorUy before the World of the Musical Coordinating commitWar, she returned to the stage .to tee of the Golden Gate Exposition,' services held yesterday (Tuesday).
and San Francisco rep for the Naentertain for the AEF.
Lnla Bnms Jenks, 69. former
Miss Morton, who privately was tional Broadcasting Co.'s artist servMcCarthy Conger, ice and the Columbia Broadcasting character actress, died April IS in
Llbble
Mrs.
widow of the New Jersey art patron, Co.'s concert association. In addi- Los Angeles.
(Continued from page 1)
tion, he privately operated a Frisco
left no immediate survivors.
managerial agency.
Survived by widow, a brother and
OLIVEB PEKCT BEBNABD
untH some indication of i»eace Is 'vissister.
Oliver Percy Bernard, 68, stage a
ible across the Atlantic
designer, architect and writer, once

(Continued from page 48)

May

17.

Now

seats 1,200.

Spot adding to

Ben Harden's
N.
to

will

J.,

May

its capacity.

Blvlers, Fort Lee,

be deferred from May 4

11 because of the signing of
Florito.
Band doesn't finish «

Ted

current coast date until end of April.

Jehnay Blager replaces Sleepy
Hall at the Show Bar, Forest HlUa^
L. I., tomorrow night (19).
AI

Shelleday,

saxophonist,

and

Morgan, vocalist, joined AI
Kavelin in St Louis at the Chasa
Patti

Hotel.

Chnok Foster's band
tour, playing college

on northwest
and ballroom

one-nigh tiers.

.

.

.

War

Scares

N.Y.FairPreem

LinOI

&

Ban Wilde renewed for a stay at
the Hofbrau in San Diego.
Four Sqnirea holding over for an-

month

other

Town

the

at

House,

IMS Angeles.

AI Fremont at Show Boat, Pltts^
burgh, has had option picked up for
four additional weeks.
Outfit
just signed with
through
Hlller.

CRA

haa

Joo

BOBBELU

Erchief scenic artist for Klaw
(Continued from page 1)
Lulgl Borrelll, 82. who 40 years
langer. technical director of the
Boston Opera Co. and who in later ago established the first Italian stretch. Ubusual amotmt
of rainfall
years confined his interests to archi- theatre, the Salome Margherita, in this month has
slowed construction
tecture, died In London Saturday Philadelphia, died at his home in schedules.
Even though the midthat city on Saturday (15). Theatre
US).
way (Play Zone as it is now officialAs a youth he- pursued a seafar- Was sold, after 10' years, to the Lu- ly designated) appears badly behind
ing lite as a cabin l>oy. This in- bln Interests, wlilch converted It Into the remainder of the exposition, last
career, a nickelodeon.
theatrical
terrupted Ills

minute scramble is counted on to
put about 75-90% of its entertainin operation- the opening- week.
Fountain lagoon, skirting one side
of the midway, now is being set for
fireworks-water displays to be
nightly feature.
Loudspeaker systo America.
tem, to carry recorded music for this
USELBIA CLABKE SMITH
By a quirk of fate he averted
display, was tested finally last week.
Uselma Clarke Smith. 60, organ- This free night show will be staged
death while aboard the Lusltania
when that vessel was torpedoed ofl ist, composer and author of books on from small barges in the lagoon. On
the coast of Ireland in 1915. He had music, died at his hom« In Phila- opposite shore, construction was
passed the winter in New York and delphia, April 10, Former dean of nearing completion on Camp Washwas en route home when at the last- file Pennsylvania Cliapter of ttie ington, where some 800 soldiers,
minute he switched cabins. Ot>- American Guild of Organists, Smith sailors and marines will be stationed
servers said that if he had retained taught summer courses at Wellesley during the Fair.
Beginning tills weelc. numerous in
his original berth escape would have College and was widely known as a
been impossible. He held a com- teacher of organ, piano, voice and dustrlal firms with exhibits at the
Fair will dedicate or preview their
mission in the Britlsfai Royal Engi- composition.
Surviving are his widow, a son, pavilions or shows. General Motors
France,
was
served
in
neers,
woimded and later decorated with two brothers, a sister and a grand- and Radio Corp. of America head the
list, former staging its press preUpon termi- son.
the .Military Cross.
view yesterday (Tuesday).
nation of the war he returned to CoDoping the B.O.
MBS. ANTONIO DAOUANNO
vent Garden as technical director.
Showmen with experience at other
He served as a consultant to the Mrs. Antonio Daguanno. 27. of
British government when It was Brooklyn. N. Y., a dsincer, was killed expositions believe that New York
preparing a display at the Paris in an automobile collision near Grln- theatre and nitety biz will not start
Exposition and designed many build- nell, la., April 14. while enroute to perking up untH some time in June,
ings in- London.
a San Francisco World's Fair en- because the first real influx of out-of
towners is not counted' on until then.
He leaves his widoW, Mrs. Edith gagement
Hodges Bernard; three sons and a
-One other died and hw husband, Because the New York Fair will
daughter.
Antonio, 37. her dancing partner, draw largely .from native populawas seriously Injured in the same tion the first month, show biz boxoffice may drop sharply the Initial
S. S. VAN DINE
-crash.
weeks the expo Is open. After that,
(W. H. Wrigbt)
they predict the theatres and night
CHABLES A. SMITH
Willard Huntington Wright, 01,
spots will grab bulk trade.
Cliarles A. Smith. 67, of Gloversbetter known as S. S. Van Dine, perThat was the history of the Chi
liaps foremost of all whodunit scrib- vllle, N. Y., circus aerlallst for over cago Expo the first
two months,
blers, died Oast week in New Yorlc. 35 years, died In a hospital there when
the natives flocked out and
After gaining a limited reputation as April 12." He was for years with theatre business suffered, but
when
a writer on philosophy, palAtlng and Ringllng Bros. Circus and continued the tourists came In it boomed
literature; Wright turned to who- with it even after the merger with everything. The
same thing Is hap
dunits as a means of relaxation after Bamum and Bailey.
penlng In Frisco right now, as deSurvivors are his widow and one
a nervous breakdowh. With that
tailed in the film gross story on
he liecame Van Dine, and earned a daughter.
Page 9 and in the S.F. Expo yam
.
fortune.
on Page 63.
SAM BLETEB
He had served as literary editor at
The key to steady exposition atSam Bleyer, 60, veteran Pittsvarious times on the Los Angeles
tendance
lies in the 'special events'
Times and New York Evening Mall; burgh theatre manager, died in the lineup, veterans claim. The N. Y.
music, critic and art editor of the Smoky City last week followhig a show will have a ..pedal event on
San Francisco Bulletia and art stroke a fortnight ago. Bleyer for virtually every one of the 180 days
.critic
for
Hearsfs International a numt>er of years managed the set for the first year. There already
Leona, Homestead, Pa., but lately
Magazine.
are 121 special events on as many
His Philo Vance, character became had been inactive. Body was taken different days scheduled, each exwell known when his books were to Philadelphia for burlaL
pected to draw not less than 100,000
Widow survives.
adopted for a series of films.
in addition to the usual daily attendWidow and daughter survive.
ance. Besides special days for each
BOBEBT HALL
of the 48 states, opening month will
Robert Hall, 74, musician, died witness
HOLLA S. BROADWELL
a numtier of. New York "borApril 2 in an Oconto Falls, Wis., hos- ough
days.'
Rolla , Sherman
Broadwell, 69, pital. He had appeared
for years in
New Mermaid show. Twenty
composer of song "hits in minstrel the Midwest
as a concert violinist Thousand Legs Under
the Sea,'
days, died April 10 of a heart ail- and orchestra
leader.
backed by Salvadore Ball, known as
ment at his home In Cleveland.
Survived by widow, three daugh' a surrealist,
was pacted for the
Broadwell wrote most of his tunes ters, two
sons, a brother and two amusement zone
last week.
King
for Primrose and West and Lew sisters.
Features also has set up a 'House
Dockstader at the height of their
of Popeye,' a walk-through.
popularity 20-odd years ago.
His
JOHN A. GOETZ
Nils X, Granlund returned from
best Imown songs were 'All Alone, or
John A; Goetz, 90, violinist, died the Coast with 16 lookers
for his
Would You Love Me Just the Same' March 31 In Milwaukee.
He ap- 'Congress of Beauties' revue and
'and *I Long to Hear the Darldes Sing peared on the stage during
his Aztec Sun-Worshippers, another girl
Old Black Joe.'
younger years and also played in the show. Not all are
from Hollywood.
Survived by widow, a son, daugh- Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee,
or- Betty Compson, silent screen star,
ter and five sisters.
chestra.
will do the Texas Guinan role in the
Survived by a son.
revue.
Besides Faith Bacon and
MBS. BOBEBI B. MANTELL
:

Survived by widow, daughter and
which began at 16 when he performed on the stage, mostly in two sons, Ralpli, announcer and diat
Shakespearan parts. A devout stu- rector of Italian programs
dent of the theatre, he later became WPEN, PtiUadelpliia, and Charles,
assistant artist at Covent Garden operator of a local radio time sales
Opera house, whence he later came agency in Philadelphia.

ment

'

.

If

Lonia Amen, trick pianist back In
The British Idea
Pittsburgh after doing cafe work In'
London, April IB.
New York for three years and la
a war breaks out in Europe, the now organizing

British film industry will come to
an almost complete standstlU. Producers will be requested to make
only propaganda films, and most of
the important studios, it is understood, have been requisitioned by the
government
as
storehouses
for
planes and supplies.
All British producers and picture
stars have been requested also to
tour England and make patriotic
speeches. This campaign is already
in full progress. Producers and distributors liave agreed to. sell pictures to the British navy at nominal
prices at the request of the government through the Duke of Kent, ac
cording to report

MARRIAGES

Sim

Barton

own

10-plec*

iMoked

for on«nl^ter at Bryn Mawr ballroom,
Pittsburgh. Tuesday (25). Spot' haa
been leased by AI Bonach. Smoky
City promoter, for series of Tuesday
nite dances with semi-names.

Lawrence

May

Pittsburgh.
stand.

plays Willows;
22 on a one-night

Ted Flo BIto'a orchestra booked
Ben Marden's Riviera. New Jer-

into
sey,

May

15.

Larry Kent, currently at Blltmora
Bowl, L. A., goes Into the Utah hotel In

Salt

Lake City May

27.

Elizabeth Shannon Phillips to
Frank Heller in New York, AprU 12.
Seger Ellis and His Choir of Brass
is a smlptress. he's an actor opened a 22-day engagement at fh*
and assistant stage manager of "Tbfi Netherland Plaza's PavUioh Caprice^
American Way.'
Cincy. His wife, Irene Taykir, forElizabeth Fredericks, non-pro. to merly with Paul Whiteman's orch, ia
Dave Drlacoll, April 12 in New York. singing. Ellis crew moves May S
Groom is special eventsman for WOR, to the Van Cleve. Dayton. O., for a
month and then Into the Nicolet
New York.

Bride

Movita to Jack Doyle, at Ensenada,
Mexico, April 15. Bride is a film
player; he's the iMxer.

BIRTHS

'

-

PanI

Irma Warner to Albert Rogell in
Las Vegas. Nev., April 13. She's
Hnisy^BIareelllao'a newly formed
former wife of Jack L. Warner; he's band opens May 13 at Natatorium
the fllm director.
Parl^ Spokane.
Helen Pautsch to Lloyd Taylor, in
Des Moines, April 8.
He's with
Jaek MoLean takes his orchestra
Central States Theatres Corp.
into Bin Green's Casino, Pittsburgh.
Mary Bars to Clifford Thompson, Il4ay 29.
in Rockford. HL, April 9. He's a dr
cus giant; she's of normal size and a
Jimmy Betas' orchestra replaced
circus dancer.
Stan Jacobsen's band at Sam PlcVa
Alice Margaret Knepper to Gene Club. Madrid. Milwaukee, last week,
Morgan, In New York April 10. He's the latter shifting to the Chateau
CIxA there„
WMCA, N. Y, announcer.

.

Delia Carroll, N. T. G. also has TulEDGAB F. BITNEB
Mrs. Robert B. ManteU, 83, first
lah and Mly, Egyptian harem dancEdgar. F. Bltner. 62, former presi- ers; Joan Vickera,
wife of the late Shakespearean actor,
a Polynesian
dent of Leo Feist. Inc.. who resigned dancer, and several others.
"died April 13 In a Bronx hospital
His two
An actress herself^ Mrs. Mantell his post In 1B36 to head the Music shows era located between the

his

dance band.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Brown,
daughter, in MUwaukee, April 9.
Father Is pit orchestra leader at the
Davidson, Milwaukee. legit house.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Vamum,
daughter, hi Des Moines, April 7.
Father is time salesman for KSOKRNT, Des Moines; mother, former
Gladys Cox, was assistant radio edi.

tor

of

Des Moines Register and

Tribune.

Hotel, Minneapolis, for a run.

Ted Lewis and

his

band opened a

return engagement at Beverly HUlsb
Cincy. Friday (14).
Billy Snider and his Kentucky
Colonels, local Cincy orch, are at
the Lookout House, nearby Kentucky night spot, for an Indef stay.
.

Jane Blohmond, vocalist, formerly
with Jimmy Dorsey and recently
with Cab Calloway, Joined the And^
Kirk orchestra in Bowling Green,
Ky.,

Monday

(17).

Anna Sosenko. manager

of

the

Mr. and Mrs. WilUam Hoffman, singer Hlldegarde, has taken over
twin daughters, in New York, April management of the Rudolph Friml,
12.
Father is bass fiddler with AI Jr., orchestra.
Donahue's orchestra.
Gray Gordon orchestra Is booked
Mr. and Mrs. William Woodslde,
son, in Pittsburgh,

AprU

business
manager
Playhouse.

of

11. Father's

Pittsburgh

almost solid until well Into 1940.
Band opens at the Sir Francis Drak*
New Year's eve.

Hotel, S. F.,

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. McDondl,
Trianon Boom of the Ambassador
daughter, in Hollywood, April 14.
Hotel, N. Y., closes for the summer
Father is comptroller at Columbia.
May 2. Dick Gasparre and Vincent
Mr. and Mrs. William Tllenius,
Bragale's band exit
daughter, April 14, in RockvUle Center, L. I.
Father is on NBC sales
Claire Tapper, warbler and pianstaff, N. Y,
ist at 500-CIub, New Orleans French
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Flamm, Quarter nltery, signed by Shep
daughter, in New York. April 13. Fields.
Annabella Graham, now
Father is assistant to brother Donald singing with band, trains out to ChiFlamm, WMCA, N. Y, president
cago to become housewife.

.
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WHAT THEY THINK
Television EnU>iuri<ut

Hew

Brunswick, N.

J.

Vawew:

editor,

Vjunnr Is due lor a loss In pubesteem and confidence unless it
trying to
mends its ways and stops
^rce down the throats of Its readers
Incongtuous
ohviously biased and
lie

on the status of television In
During the past year
the U. S..
more than two dozen stories on teleappeared In your pubvision have
have been Inlication, all of which
jected with (a) ridicule; (b) scorn;
unwarranted skepticism; <d)
(e)
igbvlotis attempt to debunk.
One would gather from the f«remidg that Vabiett la grinding
itorles

someone's axe-^nd It positively is
not In the Interest of the general
public.

Furthermore, VABiEnr
•painting' Its

not only
television stories to obIs

scure the definitely roseate future
of this Infant Industry, "but goes out
of Its way to enlarge, far out of proportion of their true worth states
nents by the lunatic fringe' of the
radio Industry
television in a

which tend to put
bad light.

Its peak in devilreporting with Its ^elevlsh's
story In the April 12 Islk)uch
It was characteristic of the
sue.
'tTpe of biased articles on the subject which are thoroughly unfair:
VolMidy Is kidding anybody Into believing television has arrived,' the
story sourly asserts. Well, five years
ago that statement would have held
water. Today it Is as silly to say
telmrlslon basnt arrived as It la to
say the silent screen Is due for a
oomebacb Television Is. here and
.Its conunerclel possibilities are end-

VABiErr struck

ish

OS

.

The fact that

'

It

stiU classed
fault of the teleIs

'experimental' Is n6
vision Industry.
The Government
could just as easily change that term
to 'commercial' today—In the Interest of all concerned.
'

One could go on

endlessly.

Take,

for Instance, the statement that 'only
one hour of television twice a wee^
Is In prospect
What labout the five
hours of film to be televised every
'

afternoon (five days a week) so that
dealers
may exhibit their sets?
What about the outside telecasts of
of sports and general news events
which MBC plans to send out during
the sununer

months?

news
^Four on what
have
years of
subject
,

given

Exposition has not been slow In paying up. As a matter of fact many
concessionnalres have been-advanced
money ahead of settUng-up time, because they needed it and at .no concessionnalreB* meeting bas there been
any complaint whatsoever In connection with settling up. I personally
have received my money at any time
or upon any day that I went to get
It and the iaccoimts, were straight
and even up right to the date.
I
respectfully request that the
statement 'Sally Band's Nude Ranch.
Is lagging and is said to have gone
In the red one week recently,' be
denied. The Nude Ranch is doing an
average of 15% of the total Exposition gate and, on many days, It has
been as high as 24%. The average
percentage is brought down by the
'kids days,' as the Nude Ranch permits no minors. The Nude Ranch
paid for Its «ntire investment the
first three weeks of operation and
has paid Its nut Its Fair percentage,
and has made a very fine profit
every week including Holy Week
and the pasi week.
I personally feel that such an article does damage to show business
In general, which I know Is- not the
purpose or aim of Vabibtt, which
has always been In the position of
stimulating show business.
Sallv Aand.
,

me

New York there are too few houses
to enable an actor to make a living
permanently In one place.
Anyone who has seen the work of
the Innumerable amateurs all over
the country can say that It would
be possible to cast A fairly good
show from the non-pros of any fairly
big city. On the whole the presentation of amateur plays, even under
rather good direction, may not be
the best but the point is that there
are always a few players In the cast
who show genuine acUng talent It
they were to be transferred to a
piofesslonal stage they would not
be out of place. In view of these
potential stars, any fairly' serious
amateur troupe Is worthy of Interest
-

Jimmy

New

York.

.

n

FCC

6.)

Sez Sally Sand

San Francisco.

January.

Margaret Sawtelle Duffy.
Big Apple Eater
Chicago.

Will you please publish. that I am
In re your story of April 12, many fast recovering from an operation
statements contained In same are to- and illness. You published an article
tally inaccurate and substantial proof some weelcs ago about Stan Kava

be produced if naugh stating Bobby May told him
Gate In^ Carson was the originator of the
I wish to state
financial apple-eating trick.
that their income more my friend, Bobby May, told him the
Hum covers overhead. More than truth.
'When William Morris, featured
sufficient staff and personnel in all
departments is maintained.
The Counsel the Great I was eating ap'
only cuts that have been made were pies for Col. W. S. Butterfleld; when
those that were indicated when the Fred Sa Herra was doing a mind
MnstrucUon period of the Exposl- reading act; when J.>Aldridge Libby
non ended and the operating period made up as Buffalo BiU; when Gen,
began, at which time personnel and eral Ed La Vine was "The Man who
staff engaged in construction projects has Soldiered all liis Life'; when Gus
Were no longer needed.
Williams told me to join the 'White
The gardening and upkeep of same Rats; when Terry Keaton was throwfar exceed in efficiency and beauty ing Buster (>ver tables; when E.
any other World's Fair at which I Frederick Hawley's The Bandit' was
bave been present On kid days and 'Held for Ransom,' and Mr. and Mrs.
weekends It is Impossible to keep Robyns were "The Counsel for the
all roadways and
midways complete' Defense,' and many others.
ly clear, which
Henry Chesterfield called up Jesse
has t>een the experl

of inaccuracies can

he^th

-

-

,

is

Kaye about five years ago to stop a
every other exposition.
I am a member of Concession- juggler using my trick who was benalres* Association, also on Board of ing submitted to him.
They talked
Directors and speaker of the Execu- about my trick. I also called on Mr,
te Committee of the Board. Con- Kaye and he told me he would pro
Mssionnaires at this Exposition each tect me on that I have given one
and every one know that their juggler permission to do a trick with
money is held in escrow and that a plate, napkin and eating one apple.
"ot one penny of It Is used.
The This is the way I used to do thi
fince of

News and More Warm WeaAer;

my

CTiorles B. Carson.

Lodis for Hfidsomiiier

Pkbp

European-Olympia
Circus

San Francisco, AprU 18.
What the Frisco Fair seems to need
Is Us8 war news and more warm
Chicago, April 19.
weather.
Victorlo & Lorenzo, Four KrdnPhU Patcfain, major domo of the
ton«, waUe & Damby, Smiley &
Standard OU of California, one of the
Smiley, The Yanters, The Great
Rayno. The Great Alvarez, The Fair's godfathers. In a recent stateGreat Costica, Povier^ Elephants, ment declared that by midsummer
Wong. Wen HaiTShona Hai Troupes, the Golden Gate International ExPcroff Trio, Harold Voyse Co-,, position should be out of the dumps.
Brenfffcs, Cedora, Naida & Perez,
Statement was made by Patctaln
The Arleys, The Antelalcs. Edna when be was queried about the oU
Curtis
& Christiansen, Petroff's
coming through witti more
Bears, The Great Fussner, Bianoffs, company
cash in an effort to help the expo
Gauehos, Cressonians, Pee Jay,

(STAPnni, CHICAGO)

Headed by Walter Sibley,show is one of the best 10c draws
on the Gayway. The 'Monte Carlo

streamer.

Secrets' spot near the "Headless Girl'
Is reported -to have been sold
who wIU InstaU a SportClosing of "Mbnte Carlo Se-

lUusIon

an
land
to

outfit

crets' is stiU surrounded with mystery. Roy Gardner, Post Office rob-

has been forced out of the
Greenwich Village by G-men who

ber,

didn't like bis prison-Ufe ediibit
Concessionaires, including shows,
rides and caterers, took in $1,300,000
tSonIn the first six weeks. Nearly aU the
Rudynoff's over the hurdles at this tinte. He shows have made their nut accordPotters,
Weber admitted that the Fair had thrown ing to the Expo's concession departBros.
Chotita, Crouch Trio, Ray open Its gates with considerable less
Goody, Loyal - RapensM Troupe, money than was pledged by sutncrlb- ment
Despite objections by Japanese ofWaUendas, The HeVktists, Zacchfiii. ers. 'Expo had hoped to raise -$7,500,flcials that it 'conveys an exceedingly
The Stadium made a ".eal with 000 but instead, got only $6,400,000. erroneous idea,' the Treasure Island
the Barnes-Carruthers fair booking Most of this money came from local exhibit of the State Division of Naragency to build a circus for this business firms, individual donors, and cotic Enforcement picturliig Japan
14,000-seat arena .and the result is a from advance ticket sales.
as the center of the narcotic traffic
16-day run, running 10 shows weekly
Shaving of personnel at expo, folPacific
with matinees Wednesday, Saturday lowing &e letdown which set in l)etween the Orient and the
Coast has not been changed State
^
and Sunday.
after first couple of weeks, has saved officials Insist that the map and UThis circus runs long .-.nd slowly. approximately $100,000 a moiitb.
lustrations in the exhibit were "based
Several of the acts are standard,
Last week $1,560 a month was lopped on facts' submitted to the League of
vaudeville, and where they clicked
the radio personnel when several Nations. Japanese are doing everyin vaude with proper lighting and off
musical support they miss here be- technicians, including Les Hewitt thing possible to give the best invcause of divided attention, poor pro- -who supervised the installation of pression of their country possible.
duction and improperly .arranged rtbdio equipment on the Island, an Chap, in charge of public relations
music. The fault lies In the basic announcer and a producer were let is said to have an expense account
Impossibility of presenting vaude out
of $600 a month to entertain the
ac& in a general mlx-up of a circus.
Patchln denied the report that the ^ight i>eople.'
Japanese troupe of
B.
C. also cannot "buuc the funda- Expo was seeking a loan. He declared
dancing girls Is also bere under the
mental faults of putting on an oldfa^oned circus for an audirace that new money is being sought aegis of the propaganda division of
tuned to modem stage, screen and through more pledges and donations. Tokyo.
Rumor that expo company was opradio quality.
The Chinese Village, has reverted
After the grand entry, which is erating on concessionaires' money hs admission charge to 25c, which
StiU in the 19th .centujy style of was also scotched by' Patchln, who ended an experimental period of
presentation, comes the i^ical open- said that operators are getUng their 'special days' during which the ading acrobatic turns of Victorlo and cash promptly and in fuU.
mission had been reduced to 10c. AtLorenzo, Four Krantons, WlUie and
Patchln had, no statement to make tendance at the lower price was
Damby, Smiley and Smiley and the when questioned as to whether or somewhat larger, but revenue did
Yanters.
Small-time hand-to-hand
be a drastic change not Increase. Free exhibits and per-'
Work and balancing. The Great not there would
formances now given in the VlUage
Rayno and the Great Alvarez walk in the expo management
In an effort to sell Edwin Franko justify the reversal to the former
up an Inclined tight wire and slide
down for mild results. One of the Goldman's band to San Franciscans, gate. This concession, along with the
good flashes in the show is the Great plans are being, made to have the art exhibit Is In on a combo sou'ostlca, who does a fine Iron-jaw band give a gala Sunday concert in venir ticket deal whereby a 60c purswing from the roof of the Stadium. the city's Golden Gate Park band chase entitles you to admission to
Powers' Elephants are old-tlmey stand. In exchange the Park band the Island and to either one of these
In routining. There are three Chi- wiU be brought to the Sun Tower. exhibits.
nese acts, the Wong, Wen Hal and Arrangements also have been comthe Shahg Hal troupes. The latter pleted for NBC to broadcast
a series
is the most polished of the three.
They all do hand-to-hand worlt jug- of concerts by Goldman over a na- Probe Nudity, Gambling
Cro-wds at the
gling and the tisual contortion bits. tionwide network.
Missouri State Fair
Paroff Trio comes through -'with a Goldman band are stlU pretty thin.
good tum, working on a nigh perch
The new Miss America show on the
St Louis, AprU 18.
and with unsupported, ladders. Gayway is now open. Fronting the
The manner In which the Missouri
Stunts are rather repetitious, but the show are barkers duded up in white
State Fair, In SedaUa, was conheight on the stunt puts it across. suits and maroon shirts.
ducted last faU Is under flre. Xiast
Harold Voyse Co. works on aerial
Jones is the only film name week'
Buck
bars not too effectively.
Circuit Judge Dtanmltt HoffBrengks
oh the .'Island. He is appearing In man instructed the grand jury In
tld gals do sbme posing.
Cedora nms ti motorcycle Inside the new KIddyland concession and Sedalia to investigate reports of
a. metaljdobe for a short flash that's also at Grieenwich Village. Jones Is 'nudity, vulgarity and rank gambokay, nouble here is that there's said to be set for the remainder of
Ung.'
too much stalling before the act the Fair.
]ji charging the jury. Judge Hofftoes on and in between the stunts.'
Metro's Belssne Irks S. F.
man said he had been advised also
tuff like this n^ght be okay for a
Some local kiclcs were registered that visitors were fleeced In gambflash on fair grounds, but it. doesn't
help a show that must have pace.
with Metro on the reissue at this Ung and that beer of a high alcoPole perch turns are Naida and time of 'San Francisco,' the third holic content was dispensed In vioPerez, tne Antelaka and the Arleys, biggest money maker this
studio lation .of regulations.
all known in vaude; They do better
on a stage. Same goes for James has turned out Picture has exagEvans, with his foot juggling; the gerated sequence built around the
'San LINCOLN
juggling Robeys and the globe- San Francisco earthquake.
roulng LIttlejohns. Three men and Francisco' -was withdrawn from cirthree women make up an act known culation in 1937 and held for reis- Wonld Like te Begiilate Season* Beas the Aerial Ballet Work on sup- suing during, the -current liicposition
tween Various BaUroems
ported ladders near the roof of the year. Its flrst showing here caused
Stadium, and manage some acrobatic considerable
of a controversy stirred
Lincoln, AprU 18.
formations for a good-looking flash.
With the flrst weekend In. May,
With the dogs and ponies there up by the city fathers. Premiere of
its
reissuance
was staged on Treas- Turnpike Casino, danceiy here, goes
are Edna Curtis and Cliristlansep,
'off a regular weekend terp basis
I>oth woefully dated and stilted ure Island last week.
Shubert's
Same goes for Petroff's Bears,
J.
'Ziegfeld
FoUles of (three ni^its) and 'wiU only take
J.
Teeterboard work is clean-cut and 1939' wiU follow the successful 'Folies name bands wben available through
polished and delivered by the Bian- Bergere' into the California Audi- the summer. Has been on at least
Gauehos and
Cressonians. torium on Treasure Island
offs,
in alMut
more
Gauehos stand out as best Pee Jay two weeks, but the ToUes' manage- three nights weekly basis for
than nine months.
jumps a bicycle about 75 feet from
Dicker is on between the dance
an elevated incline into a tank of ment CUfford C. Fischer, is dickering
to
Shubert
stay
Indef.
oh
arrange
the
competlsh
lads here to
water, an okay quickie flash. From
vaude are Monroe and Grant with show wlU be' produced by Nata- Into, less deadly lines. Hope is that
their
trampoline act but their lia Kamarova, who produced the Harry King's ballroom, which is
usually solid tum gets little aid mu- present' 'FoUes ^rgere' and then located in the Capitol Beach amusesically or from production, and it walked out after an argument with
ment park, wlU take the 17-week
fallen correspondingly.
Fischer. Upon checking out the end
Rudy Rudynofl's Uberty horses of tiie month, 'FoUes Bergere' heads summer months, then give tlie rest
of the year to Pla-Mor and the
are trained neatly, but haven't
south, where it may open at the El "Turnpike, Instead of aU three going
enough style. Peerless Potters are a
flying act using set perches. Some Capitan, Hollywood, «n a three-a- all year around
good work here. On the tight wires day basis with picture house appearare Weber Bros, and Chatita, Crouch ances scheduled after that.
Trio and in tlie center Ray Goody.
In six weelcs Tolies Bergere' has
Side acts all right but Goody fails played to 376,000 people or better
Aerialist Hnit in Fall
to impress.
than 26% of the total Fair attendProbably the best bet on the show ance since the show opened. 'FoUes'
the Loyal-Repenski bareback
is
Buffalo, AprU 18.
has grossed better than $30,000
troupe. Real stuff. Flash and clevei:
Ludwig Beroslni, clown of the
showmanship make this outstanding. weekly. Impresario Fischer is try- Berosini high-wire aerlalists, siis*'
ing to buy off Shubert's contract to
Can play anywhere.
Also good are the WaUendas, from open the 'Ziegfeld FoUIes' at the tained a fractured ankle and other
vaude, with their high-wire work, California Auditorium foUowing the injuries when he feU 20 feet from
especially with the bicycle balancing. 'Folies' 11-week run. Otherwise the the wire to a wooden platform durThe Hellkvists would also do better 'Folies' may be moved to Festival ing a performance for the Shrine
on the fair grounds, They put them- Hall, if not going to Hollywood.
Circus at the Broadway Auditorium
selves on fire and dive into a tank.
'Cavalcade of the Golden West' the here this weelt.
Zacchini, who is propelled from a
..The Berosinis are Czechs, making
23-scene. spectacle at the expo, Is
cannon, also belongs at the fairs.their flrst appearance in tliis counforging ahead .as a coin getter.
Top-priced seats at $2.20 are going
'Headless Girl' show is now being try. They were admitted by the Imslowly, while the cheap seats are
via
100-foot
sky migration authoriUes.only last week.
ballyhooed
a
Gold.
doing weU.

roe &
Horses,

&

Grant,
Peerless

.

Rudy

.

'

A

&

.

COMPETISH TOUGH

.

.

Editor, Variety:

Editor, Vabieiy:

desired. Proof of Golden
teniatlonal
Exposition's

War

Less

At

Duffy's Mother's P.S.

ranted black eye, and at the same Editor, VAtam:
I want to extend my sincere gratitime give showmen a tals^ picture
of what television really means as tude for your prompt response to the
correction, in reference to Jimmy
Indiistey,
passing, and may I also^take
Duffy's
While I detest being placed In the
letter-to-the-edltor* cIbss, In the In- advantage of your gradousness again
terest of the general public, I feel to thank the hundreds of people for
have come to me slnte
letters
that
this admonition should be published.
you published my address. I am not
Will fiattln.
physically able to answer all the letr
(Radlo-nieatre Editor)..
ters received, and the beautiful trib(So good an auXhority as T.AM. utes from all over the country. Proving he had a host of friends and adOnven, member of the
.jvat
lost .toeeh said again that television mirers.
Many have asked about his age, as
1« still
away. Vabiett has heard
from t?ie above torlter on this theme they had known him since a child
lie/ore.
Although he accuses this They could not make it 50, as It appeared
March 15, so set them right
paper of bias against teletnsion, no
fci/ormation ovalloble to Vabiett's please—say he' was 47 the 1st of

More television news on Page

hf» Needs

,

Chicago.

and attention whenev< they really
a clear feel they liave something.'
Carl Peterson.

uorld-wide newsgathering staff suptests on occasion for enthusiasm,

Frisco

6S

m

Little Theatre's Talent

Editor, Vabieiy:
In view of the dearth of dramatic
theatres many people might wonder
where the next generation of good
actors Is to come from. ' Outside of

reporting on

insight
Is being done.
It
la, therefore, a source of annoyance
to see Vabiett' go to all extremes
to give the new Industry an unwar-

VARIETY

my

.

less.

trick at the supper show-when I
could save
teeth tfud two apples.
The original trick is with three
apples.
I will be back with you shortly
eating one^ two or three apples as
I please, as It Is
creation and I
will thank you to publish thl&

.

.

.

,

,

VARIETY
At\'Tj

,vS)t;,',yir^.

Wednesday, April 19, 1939.
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RE-OPENING

MAY

5

KOTEL ROOSEVeLt

NEW YORK
WALDORF* ASTORIA
STARLIGHT ROOF
3 T .H
I

JULY

FOR THE AT"

SEASON

AND

HIS

ROYAL CANADIANS
Broadcasting for

LADY ESTHER
SERENADE

9

MBC WEAF

Friday,

10 P. M. E.S.T.

CBS WABC Monday, lO P. M.
for

E.S.J,

M

DECCA RECORDING

Exclusive Monagotaient

}9

LONDON

*

NEW YORK

•

CmCAOO

•

SAN FRANCnCO

•

c:juui/«

BEVERLY HILLS

EIGHT OFFICES TO SERVE YOU, EACH OFFICE

A COMPETE

•

CLEVELAND
UNIT IN ITSELF

•

DALLAS

•

ATLANTA

STAGE

SCREEN

PRICE

25^
:

Publlghcd Wnkly at 1(4 Wsat 4$Ui BtraeC Naw York, .N.
.by Vaclaty, Ine.. Annaal anbecrl'ptlaii/^llO. Slntla. eoplea, .tl oanta.
Botared aa rfacond-dasa matter QacarHbar 23, 1905, at' tha Poit Otrica i^t New Torlit. N- 1^ ander 4ha aot of Marcb 1, 187t.
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Prtsview of N. Y. Fair Preves

YORK, WEDNESDAY, APRIL

'

26, 1939

'

-

.

.

puV^

<inid«ay) U the most behind. It
will probably be .only 60% ready,
even .with 'all the yeoman, last-mlnDay and
^te; rush thafs gohi^r on.
sight labor all this week Is rushing
j^verytblng toward completion.
The Main Exhibit zone Is approximately 80% complete, hence wiU be
practically sliipshape lor this premiere day. The Foreign Nations area,
now about 80% complete, will lack
B couple of buildings and some final
touches lor the preem..
New "Ybric's greatest show represents pn investment of close to $160,'

.

,

COCi,000.'Expenditure'of $ldOiOOO;000 is
antTcipated at the Fair, and the total
amoUnt'that 'vyill be spent in Greater
New Vdrk -the 'first year Is placed at

Antipathy to Carbon -Copy
Films Interpreted in Poor
Slight Switches in
B. O.
Scripts or Characters Not

Philadelphia, April 25.

t^,

^

Photographing Royalty

Opposite Viewpoint

By 'BOKE WEAB

The .pdp

tune^

'Heaven Can

—

Walt,' is meeting witii opposlsh
Irom-lopal clergymen..
They're asking' parishioners
not to slog or play it

'

.

Enough of a Change

MIAMI AIDED
BY NEW YORK

FALSE ECONOMY
An

year,

,

.

'King and Queen of England
next mionth were notified last
weelc that their men will have to
wear special uniforms while
working. Garb will be blue with

.the

some

under

titles formerly carried but to
a greater extent under new titles. Is
causing considerable complaint
among fans, according to exhibitor
reports. Being drawn to the theatre
by ah enticing title only to discover
that the picture is one that was made
Miami, April 25.
before, very dften not long ago, cusThe Miami and Miami Beach ho- tomers are beginning to figure it's
tels, numbering 160, will see .79 of
about time they weren't fooled that

SQOEEZE

them remaining open all summer.
The N. Y. show tops The reason? The New York World's way.
record-holder, Chicago's

may

seem.
(Continued .on page 46)
The sporting bunch which usually
migrates back to Broadway when the
winter breezes cease blowing north
have found themselves laced with
Crimp
F€ar Eng.
stiffer rentals—instead of a summer
cut-rate, as in the past so they'd
Chaplin's 6qrles<iae
rather stay around here and place
their horse bets, etc.
Paper-Hanger Dictator Normally only 30 hotels remahi
open the year around here. With
more than twice that number now
Charles Chaplin's forthcoming The open, many a bistro Is planning to
Dictator' comedy will be based In make it a year-roimd proposition this
part on a venerable English music this year.
Fair, as

remote as that

WiH

—

On

favorite sketch. The
Banger.' Its analogy to the
hall

.

Paper
humble

start. of Hitler's careeri plus the satirical Utle, Is said to be a bit of a

trade worry for United Artists.

Company concern Isn't so much
over the film's unlikely release in
the dictator countries, but the sup.

Wm

Pittsburgh, April 25.
First instance of Nazi lury at anything theatrical indicting Hltlerlsm

Brothers' Americanism

the

front

of

the

Burgess Meredith to head the cast,
while the WlUiam Morris office, in
cooperation with NBC, offered a
dramatic series by Elaine Sterne
Carrlngton with Tone playing a
medical role. Pepsodent, and Its

Queen Marie

of

Rumania and

addressed her as, 'Hey, Queenie.'
Lensers during the English
royal visit will travel In the
'pilot train,' ahead of the official
party.

by Mrs. LeRoy Montgomery, chairof DAR Motion Picture Committee,

who

described the patriotic ges
ture as 'a splendid thing.'
Wea was recently criticized by
^
Mrs. Roosevelt because of the belief
It would
cause the loss of reverence
lor the national anthem and the fiag,

&

agency. Lord
Thomas, like the
script but prefer' to have Tone
instead of Meredith in the star part.

Lyons

The merger seems to be okay with
the agents but Tone won't have It
that way.
Meredith, be says, Is a
pal of his and he won't step into
something for which his pal had
originally been suggested. Meredith
retorts that if the client prefers his
pal It's double okay with him and
wants Tone to take the assignment
Since it looks as though Tonewon't budge from his stand, the
agency has started to scout around
for another Hollsrwood name. It has
already contacted the head of one
studio for permission to Jet .one of
the producer's up-and-coming names
take the series.
'

PATRIOTISM
MARKS RADIO
OFFERINGS

A

very representative number of
Jittery European condition has
pictures, some with slight switches in
the stories, have been deliver^. on produced its reaction in the pro-

gram agenUng

field.

Advertising

Gus Sun's

^h

Anni
The majority of them, re- agencies are being offered a wide
Springfield. 0., April 28,
gardless of new twists or revershig variety of patriotic programs. The
All local houses are participating
former femme and male leads, etc., theme In practically all Instances Is
the current Golden Jubilee Week
have not done so well at the box- historical, some- dramatizing the
Some stories have been re- deeds of prominent patriots, while In honor of Gus Sun's -SOth anniveroffice.
made as many as five times, a not- others offer either a review of the sary .In show business.
Phil Chakeres, head of Chakeresable example behig The Hottentot.' fight for civil liberties or a cavalAmerican
crises. Warner Theatres,, is handling the ar>
A couple years ago it was redone as cade of oiitstandlng
Most of the presentations are ac- rangements.
A banquet at -Uia
(Continued on page 45)
companied by letters of approval Springfield Country CTub April Stf,
from prominent personages of the to be aired over WHtO, Dayton; tops
Washington administration.
off the week's hoopla.
.

FCC Lukewarm

35

building.

Theatre at the time housed 'Brown
Danube,' anti-Nazi play by Burnet
Hershey, which was trying out in

To

Televish,

But

GIRLS

Pittsburgh.

Theatre management preferred to
forget the whole incident and menWashington, AprU 25.
tioned nothing about it to newspaTaking issue with Mrs. Franklin D, pers until word leaked out the day;j
Boosevelt, members of the Daughters after the troupe left town.
of the American Revolution, meeting
here this weelc, endorsed the playing
'Nazi Spy' Film Caatlon
of the 'Star-Spangled Banner* and
Management of the Strand, N. Y.
the display of the U. S.'flag at open- is understood taking precautions to
logs of motion picture programs: Let- prevent violence, when 'Confessions
ter of appreciation to Warner Bros., of a Nazi Spy' (WB) opens at that
In whose theatres the practice has house Friday (28).
been adopted ('commending them for
'Brown Danube' play is currently
Uieir Americanism'), was suggested in the first of two weeks at the For-

man

&

Lyons
Lyons office had submitted for the 13-week groove a serial,
'Prosecuting Attorney,' with

m

ANGERS PTSBG. NAZIS

across

Connnends Warner

agents are standing by impatiently
and wondering what will happen to
the contract for the summer run in
the Pepsodent spot (NBC).

the King or Queen and can speak
only when spoken to— under
penalty of having all privileges
revoked. That's a reminder of
the time Izzy Caplan, of the
N. Y. Mirror, was covering

reniake.

the ctirrent (1938-39) season as re-

Franchot.Tone and Burgess Mere*
dith refuse to let a contract for *
commercial program series blight
their personal friendship. While the
two actors are engaged in a GastonAlphonse routine, their respective

makes.

DANUBE' PLAY

plementary difficulties It would
probably encounter in other European lands, notably England, still took place here last weak when
playing political checkers with the early Saturday morning. (22) someBorne-Berlin axis, and not wanting body hurled a brick through the
Nixon theatre lobby door and then
to offend.
painted 'Jude' in a crude scrawl

DM.

In other cases they forget titles of
certain pictures they have seen before, when there is no switch for the
marquee, and raise the point that the
producers are not playing fair by
turning out so many carbons of former features. The exhibitor gets the
full brunt of the beef and in many
instances Is attacked because he
doesn't advertise that the film is a

Burgess Meredith

white, armbands t.nd no hats.
Shutter-snappers, official Instructions say, must not address
.

unusual Increase In picture re-

makes during the past

Lens departments of all the
majot' news agencies which expect to. liave ph'otogs covering

$1,100,600,000.

the former

PAGES

Franchot Toi^ Won't Take Role

It's

First Offered to

Xiiierlca'a biggest shctWf the New
opens the etid of
iTotk World's
.w«4^. On Stinday <30). Up to.
gothg, to press last nlgbt, a preview
Indicates that .the Play Zone

48

Philadelphia. It is tenUtively
slated to come to Broadway during
the week of May 8, but a fln^l decision on that will probably not be
reached by the producers, Bonflls
rest,

&

Can't Halt Sales
Washington, April

following the return of five members
from inspection toiir of eastern laboratories

and experimental

stations.

of the visit, in the nature
of a progress report, was on the
bearish side.

Resume

Commercialization

will

andONEMAN

25.

Doubt that the Federal Communications Commission will standardize
television requirements in the imme-dlate future was voiced last week

not

be

even considered at the present stage
Somnes, until some time this week, of development; while the Commish
rhere has been little talk of Nazi
(Continued on page 22)
agitation against the play in N. Y,

Phil Spitalny
His AU Girl Orchestra
concluding the third yeai
o£ broadcasting £ok
.General .Electric

An4

PICTURES

VARIETY

CORRIGAN, CANTOR

Want to Set Up ffiacluBery

IKsbibs

Weilneada^, April 26, 1939

PK

Neely Proponents Peeved at Press

OFF RKO PROD. SLATE
Washington, April

To Administer Trade Practice Code

Hollywood, AprU 25.
Douglas Corrlgan is no longer an
actor as far as

RKO

is

Studio allowed the wrong-way flier's
option for a second picture to lapse,
Early meetings are likely to be
Set Clocks
Eddie Cantor's one-picture deal
arranged by the distributors for the
was also cancelled and 'The Flying
purposes ol discussing the type of
Sunday next (30) sees dayYorkshlreman' delved.
machinery that will be set up to govin
light saving time officially
ern arbitration under the trade praceffect
tices code. The urgency of arriving
Clocks should be set ahead ah
at the details of arbitration is imhour.
portant in the minds of distribs because of the fact that the s&les season
Is here and contracts are being writ- right to exercise the exclusion privten to include the provisions of the ileges up to 20% of his film commitments provdied he does so within 14
code.
available
Because of the complexities and days after the pics become
Some of
the various angles that figure in for showing In his house.
that in view
setting up arbitration machinery that the local exhibitors feel
placed on their
will work and be fair to both sides, of the restrictions
are not
the distribs are desirous of starting exclusion privileges they
than they were with
discussions as early as possible and, much belter off
also
meantime, welcome any suggestions the 10% clause in effect. They
Dramatists' Guild council will meet^
in
from the exhibitor side of the fence. would appreciate a stronger clause
again next Monday (1) to continue
dates.
Latter niay make recommendations regard to designated^play
consideration of the so-caUed Wharwith respect to arbitration pending
ton-Wilk plan which would provide
Wise. NoBcemmllal
final action on the trade, practices
for the reentry of Hollywood financMilwaukee, April 25.
pact itself so that when all the aning into Broadway, legit production.
Local exhibitors,-for the most part,
swers from the exhib groups are in,
Council began consideration of the
ttn the
there will have been some progress are withholding comment
plan last Wednesday after a final
toward a means of arbitrating dis- new trade practice draft approved draft had been prepared. Robert E.
by the major companies until they Sherwood, Guild president submitputes.
have had an opportunify to make a
ted the document to the council beThe hope is for arbitration that more extensive study of it
fore sailing for London. Decision in
'Will stand the test of any court acThe Independent Theatres Protecthe matter will probably not await
tion,- yet be binding enough- on both
tive Association Of Wisconsin will
sides when contracts are written to
bis return In July.
be .guided in its action on the new
prove effective when disputes arise.
No indications were forthcoming
draft by Allied's recommendations
Desire for a complete draft of the
at last week's meeting as to what the
in the' matter, according to Ray A.
machinery to govern is predicted to
attitude of council members would
business manager. Directors
towalrd the plan. However, the
a large extent on the fact that many Tesch,
be
of the JTPA are expected to hold a
of the provisions of the trade confact that Sherwood presented it and
meeting on the matter next week.
cordat bear on arbitration. Without
that it is receiving continued study

Ahead

avoided prior mistakes.
In contrast to previous performances before legislative committees,
the MPPDA used showmanship in its fight With Bob Montgomery
drawing a capacity crowd at the opening day, the majors had the breaks
throughout, due chiefly to the friendships between Capitol press galleritm and Ken Clark, press boss at the Hays organization's New York
(dtiee. In constant attendance Clark, who used to head Universal Service Bureau' here, kept former, associates supplied with mimeographed
copies of the principal testimony by industry spokesmen. Press services were unable to keep men steadily on tiie, scene, due to the num-

DRAMATISTS TO

.

MULL HlfOOD
FINANCING

.

a suitable method of arbitration at
an early date, the provisions themselves will have only partial meaning

.and
nuinerous controversies
liave to be tabled until a sysof arbiting troubles is set up.

would

tem

During the past week, the- Motion*
Picture nieatre Owners of America
indicated that it was 'particularly
anxious that the arbitration clause be
completed and' put into the proposals
as so much will depend on arbitration'.
Ed Kuykendall, president, indicated that the majority of the
MPTOA board members had accepted
the code substantially although some
-

bave been left out that', it
-was hoped would be included.
KuykeAdell did not enumerate these.
Copies of the.draft were sentto all
the board members of the MPTOA,
but a meeting of the directors will
not be called untH all bave had an
.provisions

Hollywood Ready For

Pk

Visio;

TechnkiDe

Okay for Telecasts
Hollywood, April 25.
Film Industry is not going to be
caught napping by television, in the
opinion of Dr. A. M. Goldsmith,
.

chairman of television compiittee of
Society of Motion Picture Engineers,,
after a week of sessioning here.
Chief

object

of

the

committee,

composed of prominent members of
both

industries,' is to

avoid

Conflict-

ing standards or practices. First aim.
Dr. Goldsmith declared, is to collect
all existing information; second, is to
guard
against
misunderstanding;
third Is to act as a mutual guiding
opportunify to study the code closely. agency in the technical activities
TTntil the board session is held, the common to both industries.
MPTOA will not give the distribs its •The technique of television,* Dr.
final answer. However, Kuykendall Goldsmith asserted,
'Is still in a state
-

stated:

of flux, but it api>ears that present
1 personally feel that the theatre motion picture standards are acceptthis coimitiy regardless of able to television, and that television
afOIlation should welcome these prO' will try to work toward those stand'
posals and give them a fair trUUL
ards.'
has fought consistently
over a period «f years for fair trade
practice^ within this industry and Dr.
will continue to fight for those things
that are tidr and right for the thea
Starts
tre owners as exemplified in our
proposals, loittwn to the trade as the

owners of

UPTOA

Damrosdi's Par
Ddnit

May 15

Teh Point Program; and the IktPTOA

Hollywood, April 25.
will continue to oppose governDr. Walter Damrosch is due here
mental interference and regulation May 15 to make his debut as a film
Jn the. motion picture industry.'
actor in 'The Star Maker* at Para'

mount
St.

Lonis Zone Exhibs
Diesire Clarification
ist Louis,

AprU

25.

The new trade practices draft as
proposed by major producers and
.

was discussed by local
ex)iibitofs last week and while the
consensus of opinion was that It

distributors

may possibly be a way toward better conditions there are- some' angles
that need clarifloation and smoothing out lor the protection of the
onall cdlbitorsi
The principal <i4>]ect!on is that the
exhibitor must exercise his exclusion
privilege within 14 days after the
first run exhibition in this communitr has come to a close. It was
pointed out that many of the smaller
exhibitors do not sign film contracts
until after the pics bave been shown
first run, and that so far as they are
concerned the new 20% exclusion
clause is meaningless.
Some of
those who discussed the situation
took the position that relative 'to
designated or preferred play dates;
the exhibitor would be forced to do
exactly '«rtiat the distributor wants

when -he books

films,

Fred Wdirenberg, owner of a local
chain of nabes and pree of MPTOA
of Eastern Missouri -and Southern Illinois, said that sbniethlng must be
.done to protect the. exclusion ric^ts
of the. smaller exhibitors in the
larger cities. He offered a suggestion
that the exhibitor should have the

'

25.

Supporters of the Neely bill are raging at the dally press in a way
that compliments the Hays crowd. Complaints that arguments in favor
of the block booking ban were snooted by the scribes, besides building
good will for the majors, indicate the producer-distributor contingent

concerned.

.

ber of oth^ simultaneous goings-on at the Capitol and the tact that
tiie subconmiittee several times met while Ihe senate was In session.
Legmen naturally 'wrote their stories from the handouts.
As ttie hearings drew to a close some of the women's groups began
applying heat to publl^ers, demanding stories giving their side of the
Bureau serving one chain of dailies had to put a "musf yam on
tiff.
the wires to appease the Neelyites. Scribes' attitude to'ward the block
booking abolishlonists was not improved when one of the women
leading the flflht for the bill registered personal complaints with nottoo-subtle hints that the press ealleiy

Par Buys 150-Acre

crowd was

biased.

West L A.

Site in

Fer $12,000,000 Plant; Move in Year

Hollywood, April 25.
Paramount closed a deal for 150
acres as the site of its new $12,000,000 studio, planned as the most modem picture plan^ with -26 stages
Hafl Piresentatioiis and the latest eqi^pment including
a television conmiunication. system
and glassed-in galleries for spectatends to show it is considered seriDeal whereby he would handle tors on the sets. Site of the new
However, no final decision
ously.
will be reached until Sidney Fleis- certain musical .and stage presenta- layout is a tract once known as
cher, Guild attorney and film sale tions in the Music Hall at the New Rancho La Lomita,' half mile west
negotiator, recovers from his recent York World's Fair may be worked of the 20th-Fox studio in Westwood.
operation and explains .the legal as- out by Boris Morros when he ar- It is bounded by Pico boulevard on
If approved by the council rives today (Wednesday) from the the north. Overland avenue on th°e
pects.
Morros is flying In from' east National boulevard on the south
the plan would then go to the Guild Coast
membership and if still okayed Holl^rwood to go over a contract and Kelton avenue on the west
Plans call for an administration
would be up to the Broadway man- drawn up by attorney Louis Nizer.
Frt>ject that Morros has in mind building and main entrance at Pico
agers and the studios for acceptance.
Although the film companies are for the-Hall Is stage shows Involving and Overland, with the stages spread
hurriedly studying scripts -and other- Latin-American governitnents. If deal fan-wise, all air-conditioned and
wise readying plans, to' reenter legit goes through it will be about the soundpro'ofed, 'particularly on the
producing, no actual deals are known fourth different type of .entertain- roofs to prevent Interruptions by
to have been set- Warners would ment plaiued for the 2,S00-seater passing airplanes. Tank stage, covstrategtcally ering
located
like to finance- George Abbott pro- auditorium,
a four-acre reservoir, will be
ductions and have tentatively ap- near the entrance to the midway at equipped with a .gym, swimming
proached him with that idea, but the exposition.
pool and tennis courts for emOriginally built for .music festivals
nothing is set Several other studios
ployees.
have, also expressed an interest in (which were turned down subseGround will be broken Sept. 1. On
i)acking the same producer. Warners quently because of outlay), a plan suggestion of Stanton
Griffis, exformerly backed Abbott shows, but for staging condensed legitimate terior motif will foUow that of N. Y.
since the withdrawal of tiie picture shows was abandoned because of World's Fair buildings to get away
financial
companies from legit activities, the acoustics and precarious
from factory atmosphere.
proposition
manager has used only his own possibilities, and then a
Studio will b« a town In ItseU,
of name band appearances was lined with its
money for producing.
O'wn postofflce and .a railThis was near consummation
up.
road
on the Pacific Electric,
when the Fair officials tiumed back whichdepot
bisects the lot
The whole
to the music festival plan.
project according to Barney Bala'Will
with
the
Just
what
be
done
Mas 17 (London to Hio de Janeiro)
ban, Par prez, wUl be built without
original music festival plan if MorW. J. Hutchinson (Cap Arcona).
financing.
May 13 (New York to London) ros goes in remains a question. Re- new
Construction Is designed by units,
port in Fair circles, however. Is that
John Byrani (Geqrgic).
with the permanent sets the first to
May 6 (Ne'w York to Havana) Bill the name music policy may be given be erected.
To keep the production
Danziger (Oriehte).
up as too costly.
schedule moving, it will take a year
May 3 (London to New York)
or more to move completely from
HoUywdod, AprU 25.
Erich Pommer, Leslie MacDonneU
the present quarters. Disposition of
(Queen Mary).
Jul^s 'Verne's old novel, 'Aroimd the old studio Is
still a problem.
April 20 (New York to Santiago) the 'World in 80 Days,' is slated as
RKO is said to be angling for it but
Arthur Ruseica (Querigna).
Boris Morros' second production. It Par execs deny there is any deal
April 28 (Sydney, to San Fran- was filmed years ago as a silent by a
pending.
cisco) C. E. Munro (Monterey).
small French company.
April 26 (London to New York)
Shooting starts in early fall, folSheold Mean BeaUy Profit
Teddy Carr, Clifford C. Fischer, Phil lowing completion of Morros* first
Diq>osal of its Marathon street lot

Boris Morros East

On N.Y.

Fair's

Mosk

-

.

.

L

SAILINGS

Maestro's picture work will take Reisman (Normandie).
picture. The Aviators,' starring Stan In Hollywood
about three weeks, during which he
should show a subApril 24 (Los Angeles to Sydney) Laurel and Oliver Hardy.
Morros is stantial profit for Paramount Sale
will conduct his regular NBC air Charlotte Greenwood,
Romalne Cal- negotiating for a release.
may not only cover the cost of buildprogram from Hollywood.
lender (Mariposa).
ing a new Par plant at an .announced
April 21 (New York to London)
$12,000,000, but also leave profit to
A. to N. Y.
Metro Benewi Taylor
Gilbert Seldes, Mr. and Mrs. Spencer
spare.
There is a $2,500,000 bond
Tracy, Mr. and Mrs. Geotge Arliss,
Hollywood, April 25.
Pete.Bamum.
issue on the present studio.
Metro has extiended Robert Tay Mme. Jeritza, Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Constance Bennett
The lot on Marathon street near
Talley, Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
lor's contract
Joan Bennett
the RKO plant covers 28 acres and
Omar Kiam, Phyllis
His first pact was sigqed five years Sherwood,
Sam Briskin.
is in the heart of Hollywood.
Aside
Brooks (Queen Mary).
ago.
Michael Brooke.
from the fact that this land is conApril 21 (New Yorii to Plymouth)
Phyllis Brooks.
sidered too valuable to be used for
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Jannsen, ArCharles
Buckley.
studio purposes, I^s decision to
thur Rubenstein, Wesley Ruggles,
Douglas Fairbanks.
move farther out is based to a large
(At the Port of New York)
Margaret Sullavan, Leiand Hayward
Corey Ford.
extent on a -desire to have more
Gerald
Cock,
Busdi Qiartet (Qe de France).
Billy Gilbert
room, so that various permanent sets
Gladys Cooper, Adolph Zukor, ViC'
April 20 (Los Angeles to HonoPhil (Soldstone.
can-be built
tor SavlUe, Bela LugosL
lulu) Sylvia Tornroth' (Matsonla).
jack Haley.
The so-called Lasky lot at Vine
Harry Hunter.
and 'Argyle, near to the present Par
Sam Kemer.
studio, -was sold to Columbia BroadMichael Kraike.
casting Co. and associates at less
Dr. Herman Li^uer.
than $1,000,000, regarded as an exHarry Lang.
tremely low price in view of the
Cecil F. Mason.
location.
Una Merkel.
Luise Rainer and Claire Luce's London plays
Page 11
Boris Morros.
Tbe Women' clicks in London..'......:
Page 11
N. y. to L. A.
J. J. O'Connor.
Tou^ Nova Scotia tax. ^
Page 11
Jonah O'Hara.
U. S.. film industry sees L^tin-American market overemIrving Bertin.
Lew Pollack.
phasized
Page 11
Pat Casey.
Eleanor Powell.
'Big Town'-DIck Powell layoffs.
Page 18
Mr. and Mrs. S. Charles Einfeld.
CHaude Rains.
'Gooid News' continues
....Page
James R. Grainger.
AI Rosen.
RCA's television demonstration
Page 22
Monroe GreenthaL
Lillian Roth.
Radio reviews: Jimmy Walker, 'Hot Mikado', Irene Castle,
Hal Home.
Jerry Sackheim,
Lux's Aussie duplkate
.Page 26
Bela Lugosi.
Fenny Singleton.
Page 27
Group Tbeatre offered to radio
At Margolles.
Jack SkirbaD.
Herman Starr vice Buddy Morris
.Page 30
A.
MeCausIand.
Stephen Slesinger.
Rodgers and Hart's legal knot In song royalty contract
Page Si
Lilly Metdnger.
Sam Taylor.
Erin O'Brien Moore leaves hospital
Page 39
BiUMfller.
Maurice Woolf.
N. Y. Fair sldelii^
;.P. 46-47
Irvine Rublne.
Nat Wolfe.
Herberts. Tates.
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of Particidars in U. S. Trust

The long-awaited bill of particuby the U, S. Government will be

lars

the N. Y. Federal court tod?y
(Wednesday), according to authori-

filed In

tative sources.

DISTRIBS'

Due to Be Fded Today (Wed)

Suit

WALT DISNEY IS NOW
A COLLECTOR'S ITEM

The Government will

PhUadelphla, April 2S.
Art connoisseurs have suddenly
has O'^ discovered Walt Disney and are
for the originals that go
scrambling
the
few,
with
of
only
a
instead
band,

thoot the works In the
every alleged violation
rest to follow

bill, listing

before triaL

Live-and-Let-Live Idea—It's
a Switch on Last Season's
Sales Approach at This
Xime of the Year

into the making of cartoons for the
screen, according to J. Leonard Sassier, Philly dealer and authority.
Sessler said that almost 600 of the
drawings have been sold here recently at prices ranging from $5 to

FINE ARTS-GN

district sales

on the stand. Among quesasked were: who services what
exchange, negotiations with circuits
ager,
tions

PATCH

THEIR

N. Y.

had not asked

an earUer clearance.

last

DIFFERENCES

year for

This was de-

Stern also stated that

man

better prices, if a
tre or a circuit

Edward

viaoR SAvniE's

United Artists foreign

COAST M-G HUDDLE

It

makes

first runs or
has one thea-

Fine Arts has resumed production
of pictures for

Grand National

as re-

.

C. Raftery, attorney for
to allow the witness to
to negoas to the

two weeks' conferences

sult of

In

tiations for contracts, only

between E. W. Hammons,
Franklyn Warner and Jeffrey Bernerd-Maurlce J. Wilson, latter duo

Raftery also
contracts themselves.
stated that United Artists reserves
the right to select Its own customers, and not to say why they choose
to do business with certain people.

of Grand National Pictures, Ltd.,
English distributor. Franklyn Warner's 'Panama Patrol' (FA) goes to
Grand National for Immediate re-

UA, refused

answer questions relating

IDEA
Hollywood, April 2S.
Victor SavlUe Is at the Metro studio to discuss with Ben Goetz and
In view of the fact that severe ex- other execs the pictures he will prohibitor resistance last year badly de- duce in London. He Is returning to
layed the selling season, running up England late In May with Goetz.
Metro is expected to make four or
the cost of peddling the film, and
that since then a maze of legal five at Denham for the new protroiibles is making the distributor gram.
less the aggressor than he has been
in the past, le^ haggling over deals
for the 1939-40 product is looked for.
The approach is more like that of a
lamb than a liqn, exhibitors report
At the same time distributor inference to be drawn Is that a policy of
live and let live Is to prevail, with
more give than take by the seller
appearing to suggest the trend.
In selling the '39-'40 film, those
companies which are already negotl'
atlng contracts are not making the
demands as severe as the average
buyer had expected, with the probability that while the best possible
Washington, April 25.
rentals will be- sought the distrlb
Improvement in film trade during
will be more willing to compromise February
carried the Treasury's
deals this year than in others. Any March admissions tax collections
fairness
extreme
obvious attitude of
closer to the general 1936 leveL
uiider which the distrib might be Though still running behind, the
conceded as bending backward a Government enjoyed a $103,809 rise
little, in order to get together with
over the prior month, with the total
bujers, not only is likely to speed haul touching $1,606,990, the best
up negotiations but could have an- since December when theatres
other reacti6n, it is pointed out
tunned In a stunning $2,290,027 due

GOOD-WILL

MARCHOK

nied by the witness.

no difference in giving

Arthur W. Kelly, In charge of

TAXTAKEFOR

for disposition of product, and, specifically, if the Century Circuit of

New York

"

New Bldg.

Capetown's Stance on

FEB.B.O.UP.U.S.

man-

African Distrib

System; Tieup with 20th on Sales;

NOT SO SEVERE

Wright, special assistant U. S. attorneys, who are conducting the examination of United Artists officials In $75 each.
N. Y.
Examination of United Artists officials before trial by the Government continued all last weeli. In N.
court
with Charles
federal
Y.

New York

TERMS UA Sets Up Own So.

it

The bill will be filed either by
Seymour Krleger or Bobert L.

Stem,

'40

UVE' SELLING FOR

'LET
Bill

VARLETY

.

sales, is estab'-

UA's own
tem of exchanges

in South Africa*

be called the U.

A South African

lishing

to

distributing syS'-

(Pty) Ltd. Al A. Lowe, formerly
with UA in the Far East will be In
charge of headquarters in Johannesburg and sails from New York in

May.
UA's decision

to establish Its own
sales organization Is an outgrowth
of a plan started a year ago, which

was discussed and worked out by
UA and 20th-Fox In a Joint com»
mtinlty of interests. Plan contemplated the setting up of an. Independent chain of theatres in principal
cities
South Africa, locally
of
financed, but lending sufficient encouragement to these interests, principally by franchising them for sufficient film product
General idea
behind the scheme Is to oppose the
Schleslnger monopoly In S. A.

Twentieth-Fox will maintain Its
distributing organization under

own

Otto W. Bolle, but will work In close
harmony with UA in franchising, in-

dependent theatre operators for
product on a five and 10-year basis.
First franchise has been sold to
Cihema Theatre Investments, Ltd.,
which Is co^tructing a first-run
house In Johannesburg, In conjunction with 20th-Fox, called the 20th
Century, as well as theatres in other

UA

cities.

franchise prior to this

.

The hearing continued Friday (21) lease.
Warner left for the .Coast on Saturwith Stem on the stand. On Thursday, Robert L. Wright, prosecuting day (22) to complete casting two of
attorney for the Government, speiit the next five features to be produced
the day at the offices of O'Brien, In a total series of 12, 'Dead Man's
Drlscoll 8c Raftery, examining UA Cipher,' a sequel to 'Panama Patrol,'
and 'Full Speed Ahead,' an actioner.
contracts.
Seymour Krleger, special assistant Other pictures lined up by Warner,
attorney general, took up the questioning of
officials on Friday
(21), continuing as a witness, Stern
plus Edward Mullln, office manager.
The main sutiject dwelt on by Krie-ger was the establlstuAent of clearance in different cities, and how It is
done.
First runs and why certain persons secure preference was another

UA

line

of

former

attaclE.

anti-trust

part of the time.
tions

about

to ensure functioning of the GN
Questions about sales organization, and the other Is
actions took up that Fine Arts has undertaken to
guarantee that Grand National Pic-

Specifically, queswliy Paramount re-

ceived

a first run In Middletown
(there was no opposition) and the
reasons the Loew Circuit was favored over the Century's Patio In
Brooklyn.

.

are Trouble' in the Pacific' and
'Wonder World.* both specials budgeted at over $200,000 each, and 'At
Your Age.'
Aside from solution of GN's Immediate problems, two other factors
were reflected In the final agreement
worked biit. One Is that new financing has been secured by Hammons

tures, Ltd.,

of England will get 12

Fine Arts productions to distribute
in the British Isles.
Bernerd sailed back to London
Friday (22), satisfied that future delivery of pictures to his distributing
'

A postponement was taken to company Is assured. His English
Wednesday (26) at which time Harry company holds a five-year franchise
Gold will return from Miami to be for GN product Bernerd took a
questioned.
print of 'Panama Patrol' back with
him. Wilson is now on the Coast
conferring with the Grand National
studio executives and other IndeButler,
Conselman's

U

Home-Office Hnddles

pendent producers.

Warner

is

returning tb

New York

by the end of the week to attend to
financial details and new capital,

Norman Nicholson of GN repreDavid BuUer and William Conselman, director and scripter respec- sented Hammons when new conCratively
ort
Bing Crosby's starrer, tracts were signed last week;
^st Side of Heaven,' in from the vath, de Gersdorfl, Swalne St Wood
Coast for a home-office huddle on represented Fine Arts, and attorney
the next Edgar Bergen-'Charlie Mc- HI W. Fitelson acted for the British
Carthy' feature.
Also will discuss plans for the new
Buig Crosby feature, which is scheduled to go into production as soon as
the Bergen picture is completed.

GN

organization.

Fine Arts Teeing Up 2
Hollywood, April 25.
'Dead Man's Cipher* rolls at Grand
National as soon as Charles Lament,
his
completes
producer-director,
Einfeld
Universal commitment, and Trouble
Following launching of several in the Pacific' goes Into work a few
Warner pictures In New York. days later, Elmer Clifton directing.
Sam Berkowitz Is Franklyn WarCharUe Einfeld, accompanied by
Irving Rubine from the studio, leaves ner's executive manager here.
Friday (2B) for the Coast.
Mrs.
Emfeld also accomps.
Coming east following the Dodge
on 'Bay' Leave
City, Kan., stunt, Einfeld has supervised the campaigns on 'Dodge City';
Dark Victory,' now at the Music
Hollywood, April 25.
Hall; 'Juarez,' which opened last
Walter Wanger borrowed Archie

Back West

Mayo

night (Tuesday) at $2 at the Hollywood and 'Nazi Spy,' starting Friday
(28) morning at the Strand, N. Y.
Subine was on from the Burbank
plant to aid him.

Mayo from Samuel Goldwyn
rect
first

to di-

'The House Across the Bay,'
Wangpr production of the new

season.

Joan Bennett plays the

lead.

This is realization that the distrll>s
are trying to meet the exhibs more,
than half way without unyielding insistence on certain conditions under
contracts. Result Is that exhibitors
would have less to complain about
on the '39-'40 buys, thus removing
the. sting somewhat of the attacks of
the U.. S. anti-trust and other suits,
plus legislation.

Some exhibitors will always want
more than they ever will get, never
feeling satisfied until th«y get their
film gratis, but if the distribs this
season do their best to set up deals
that are' equitable to both themselves
and the buyer, the good will value,
it is stressed, will become an Important asset
Some distributors evince no surprise that they are out selling fibn

to

used to go to the Schleslnger houses.
whopping November business.
Kelly estimates that between the
Compared with March, 1938, the 20th-Fox and UA, plus other outside

yield waSiiOS. for the l^th time in 15
months. Down $166,079 under the
same stanza of 1937 but well ahead
of every- prior year. Despite sharp
month-to-month drops in Treasury's
January and February grabs, the
total Government take for the first
three months is only $110,000 behind
the first quarter of 1938 and is more
than $150,000 better than same portion of 1037. Aggregate so far is $4,-

pictures available, a maximum of 104
pictures a year can be counted on to
compete with the Schleslnger chain
which, on the average, uses 150 pictures annually.
So. Africa Sees Big Battle
.

Big

fight

African

674,257.

Capetown, April

16.

between 20th-Fox and
Consolidated
Theatres

(Schleslnger Interests) for cinemk
Since the props were knocked out patronage in South Africa seems cerearly In 1938, the Government rev- tain. Big question is whether there
enue from amusements has dipped Is enough room in the field for both
imder $1,500,000 six times. The im(Continued on page 11)
provement of $103,860 Is the largest
jump over a prior month since NO'
vember and is better than any Feb'
this year without the usual pro- ruary-March change since the de'
noimcements that much higher rent- oression pit
als must be obtained, more percentage deals made, and that there will
be no more 'B's. Their attitude, on
Trads Mark Reglaterad
the contrary, is that 'we don't want Sol Lesser Finales
POUNDED BT SIME BILVBRMAN
I-ublliihcd WMklf bjr TABIBTV, Ine.
to put anyone out of business and
Sid Sllvsrman, Prsiildent
will accept any deals that are at all
1(4 Wast 4Gtta Btrest, Naw Tork Clt7
Deal in Aug., Thence

RKO

UA

reasonable.* The decision not to force
shorts or newsreels is believed to be
an honest one, although some salesmen may still attempt to drive bargains with the buying of the shorts
as a consideration.

SUBSCRIPTION

Hollywood, April 25.
Sol Lesser winds up his RKO re
leasing deal in August with the de'
livery of three features, two Bobby
Breens' and one Irene Dare.
Home Offices Cantions
With the completion of the trio,
Home offices, which approve all Lesser
plans to devote all his time
contracts written, are going to scan
to his new United Artists deal.
them with the greatest care, it is
understood, to see'that no imdue ad'
vantages are taken by the salesmen
and with a view to interpreting
Dong, Jr/s One-a-Yr.
whether a contract as written for
one exhlb, irriposes an unfair condl
Hollywood, April 25,
tion on another. The supervision is
expected to be the strictest in his
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., signed to
tory and may have plenty of sales
make one picture annually for Harry
men cussing when contracts come Edington's Famous Productions for
back for rewriting;
three years.
The Metro sliding percentage deal,
Deal is in addition to Fairbanks'
putting it strictly up to the picture one-picture pact as male lead in 'Atto earn what the contract calls for, lantic Cable,' Edington's first produc-

Annual
Uliicla

and the manner

in

which the

WB

its

isn't

deliveries,

Warners could
the com-

WONG'S ANZAC DATES

show a larger
of accounts on its books for
'39-'40 than last year.
The trade practice code, permitting

number

45
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Film Booking Chart
Film Reviews
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House Reviews
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International

Anna May. Wong

left

last

84
14
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;..

8
35-38

82

40
30

News

11

.....39-43

44

Music
ni<;ht

(Tuesday) on the first leg of her
vaudeville tour of Australia.
Tivoli Theatres, Ltd., is handling
her engagement: set to open in Melbourne early in June.

doing so and as a resuU,

in all probability, will

Chatter

Literati

make heavy demands but
pany

36-37

Bills

Legitimate

pic-

tures are bracketed, Is also regarded
as indicative of the 'generosity policy.' especially in view c(£ the fact
has delivered a higher quota
that
of hits on the 1938-39 season to date
On the
than any other company.
basis of

tion at Universal.

No, 7

INDEX

.

typical of the general trend. Warner deal, in view ol the percentages

Ill

it Caota

Vol. 134

.

is

PoralSB

11*

Coplaa

certain concessloas, is another factor
which makes the distributor a more
Break
desirable guy to deal with.
there is strictly for the exhib.
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Zid[or's Foreign Fmdiiigs After

Wedneadaj, April 26, I939

Three Radio Series Set (or Films;

Studio Contracts

Hornet/ Hometown*' Info

Hollywood, April 25..
Metro contracted Richard Collins,

Four Months of General Srrey

Please'

scripter.

William Drake signed to writing

Keenly attuned to the problems of
the picture business today, Adolph
Zukor, now 66 but very alert, has
many important points and observaIndustry importance to
of
tions
stress following his return Thursday (20) from a. four months' survey abroad. The chairman of the
board of Paramount, whose experience in the business goes back
farther than anyone else active in It,

than 50 for aU producers, because
more than that is beyond the counBetween
try's present manpower.
25 and 30 is a better figure on a
basis of efforts to make bigger pictures, but if smaller ones are also
to be turned out, the niunber could
range from 35 to 60.
Foremost among Zukor's impressions abroad were the public interest in pictures and the amazing,

can be quoted on the- following:

number

of fans outside of

pact by 20th-Fox.

Jane

Webb

inked Paramount play-

Chicago, April

UA LOT ACnVE, ALL

er ticket

WORKING

S

Metro renewed Dr. Arthur GuttSTAGES
man's deal as arranger-composer.
Warners pacted Toni Reed, writer.
Hollywood, April 25.
Major Nathan Levinson renewed
ei^t stages occupied.
aU
With
Warners.
as studio sound chief at
Samuel Goldwyn signed Jan For- United Artists lot Is busier this week
time in four years.
any
at
than
tune, scripter.
Alan Baldwin handed player deal Biggest production is Samuel Goldwyn's The Real Glory,' which rolled
by Samuel Goldwyn.
England
with Gary Cooper
(Mon.)
yesterday
StevenMargot
Warners picked iv

Financing of production in Eng-

instead of a serial, as Republic did
with TiOne Ranger' radio idea. If
initial picture clicks, 'Hornet'
may

become

'a

flicker merles.

'Homef like 'Ranger,' Is owned by
the King-Trendle broadcasting out*
fit of Detroit which also ODeratM
-les
station

»«=

WXYZ.

,

who understand

Lulu .Belle and Skyland Scotty
have been signatured for two Re-

tastes

public flickers

Foreign son's player option.
English.
starring.
Other c<»npanles at work are
do not differ from our own,
Metro renewed Sam Messenland is becoming easier to obtain.
adds Zukor, except that while a lot helmer's pact as composer-arranger. Walter Wanger's 'Winter Carnival'
2. Paramount will, make at least
this side, over
on
goes
troupe and three tmits of Goldwyn's
dialog
actor
of
new
drew
a
Alan Curtis
six pictures in London for the 1939-40
are mostly inter- ticket at Metro.
audiences
School,' with Jascha Heifetz
there
•Music
season and possibly more if good
ested in action. Although he sugSelznick - International signed in the top spot
stories come along.
gested that this may be due to dub- Harry Stradling, cameraman.
3; There will be no expansion in
18in non-English countries where,
bing
Tierney,
Gene
signed
Columbia
theatres abroad, iwder present plans.
however, majority of fans under- year-old New York deb.
4. No new plans are in mind for
stand English, in Great Britain, also,
Douglas McPhail inked a new
the Spanish market, which it is
they prefer more action and less Metro pact as a singing actor.
hoped will be an open market
dialog.
Warners renewed Aeneas MacKen6'. Television
will never become
founder
believes,
Par
writing deal.
the
zie's
This,
dangerous opposition to film theaParamount picked up Gordon
should serve as a guide in the protres.
pictures not only on the Jones' player option.
6. Foreign public takes its films duction of
well.
Zukor
Hal inked an actor pact
here
as
but
Crei^ton
other
side
far. more seriously than Americans
noted that fans abroad, keeping up at Warners.
and are better p<»ted on them.
pictures and weU inUniversal signed Robert Cummings
7. Picture audiences are growing closely with
plan'
seeplayer
ticket
them,
do
not
a
formed
about
to
abroad, making ft n)ore incumbent
on Hollywood prodtKers to turn out ing film 'shows haphazardly, on 10
minutes' notice, but do so with the
film of greater universal api)eal.
of the picture busi- same advance seriousness as people
ft. Any evils
Hollywood, April 25.
ness should be cured by those in the here plan going to the opera or
Production of films on 'vital' subindustry, not by those outside of it. legit
ects is the purpose, of Motion Pic'
'9. Legislation against block bookBullish on production in England,
ture Guild, Inc., new company
ing will help no one» importance be- Zukor pointed out that a few years
formed by a group of serious fllming that this problem be worked out ago there Snas a lot of financing
ites. List of directors includes Floyd
available and that too many pictures
by the distributors and exhibitors.
D. Crosby, John Garfield, Irving
10. Exhibitors shoidd make greater were made without regard to budget,
Rels, Tess Sleslnger, Basil Wrangell,
effort for their own good to encour- quality and market appeal, result
Irene Lee, Michael Alexander, Edage the producer rather than dis- being that the purse-strings were
ward Cahn, Arthur Omltz, S. J.
courage him with probable resultant twdly tightened. Now that greater
Perelman, Tatiana Tuttie, John Wexpoor product
care is being taken in production,
ley, Harry Kumitz, Adrian Scott
11. If there is complaint that the financing is starting to loosen up.
Robert Bosson and James Gow.
code
verbiage of the trade practices
Hollywood, April 25.
Zukor said he saw some television
First picture on the list is 'School
is not clear, then It should be made while in England but It was the same
Max (Sordon and Harry M. Goetz for Barbarians,' by Erika Mann,
dear,
essentially as he saw a year and a are pacted to produce tne or two daughter
of Dr. Thomas Mann.
12. Hollywood should turn out pic- half ago, although there Is some im- high-budget pictures annually over
Shooting starts in Hollywood as soon
tures that are primarily entertain- provement in mechanical ways. He a three-yeair period for RKO under
as etniiiMBi arrangements are comment and avoid anything that is po doesn't believe that; altbou^ if tele- the deal negotiated with George J. pleted.
litical, propagandlc or controversial vision
carves its own niche. It will Sdiaefef in New York.
in the flrst analysis.
The American Way* and 'Abraham
ever interfere with films. 'I can't
Lincoln' are aa. the 1039-40 schedule,
While abroad Zukor covered the visualize a television show' in
PAR STOCKHOLDERS' SUIT
pictiires will follow
British Isles and the Continent ex- darkened room ever taking the place and additional
outstanding plays or stories come
cept for the totaUtaxian states. let- of theatre entertainment as now es- as
«2«,m,tN AetieB A|»lBst Cer».—
along. Gordon plans to devote his
ter were left to John W. Hicks, Jr„ tablished,' Z«ikor added.
Charf Waste
Ben
Boyer,
head of the foreign department, inDwelling on uisettled conditions time to film, production.
York,
cluding Qcrmany, in which Para- here and abroad, Zukor urges that his general manager in New
for
$20,000,000 stockholder action
mount continues to do business.
every encouragement be given the will handle the legit enterprises
partners^p.
(lOrdOn-Goetz
was filed against Paramount PicHe conferred with all of Par's producer so that budgets are not cut the
1.

25.

'Green Hornet,' radio program
on
Mutual system, has been purchased
by Universal Will make it a featoe

VITAL'

SOBJEa

.

FILMS BY

NEW

FIX GROUP

G0RD0N-G0ET7S

:

'

3-VEAR RKO

by Earl

Kurtze, chief

the 'WLS artists bureau, lie
performers will appear In a
series of pictures based on the 'WLS
radio serial, 'Hometown,' wliich has
been on a 30-minute scliedule every
of

WLS

Friday evening.
Republic also negotiating for other
WLS performers for the flicker, in<
eluding
Pat Buttram, Clirli^ek
George Goebel and Sammy Som«

Pathe's Intomiatlon'
Contracts have been signed by
RKO Pathe to fUm the radio pro>
gram, 'Information please.' A series
of 13 one-reelers, each witii a differ*

ent guest star, is planned.
Clifton Fadlman, m.c. of the radio
feature; will play the same role in
the shorts and others who vrill appear are John Kleran,' N. T. nmet
^rts editor; Franklin P. Adan%
N. Y. Post columnist, and Oscat
Levant, orchestral director and com*
poser.

-

SETUP

A

forces in the countries he covered,
held various meetings at .which persons outside of films were Invited,
studied audience reactions, the mar.
ket situation,' future outlook, etc
2ukor is reporting on his findings,
making suggestions and recommendations, while in New York daring
a month's stot>over pending a tour of
Australia withmcks. He will stop
off at the Par studio In Hollywood
on the way down under and also on
the return trip. After looking in on
the home office again, he and Hicks

when

things are bad, bringing

In pictures, Zukor pointed out,

and

U WDIDING UP

'38-^39

PRO(»AM; 3 SET FOR
Hollywood.

AprU

'40
25.

To

Waet FQin

Indicate A.
Befl's

Graham

Dominion BirtK
Toronto, AprU 28.
of lofal squawka^

Amid a barrage

release of 'Alexander

Graham

Bell'

(20th) has beat held up followtag
threats to the Board of Censors heit
that protests will be carried to tht
Legislature it the film is exhibited
without specified revisions.
Claim of the flag-wavers is that
the film gives no hint of the fact that
the inventor of the: telephone wal

a Canadian and carried out most of
his experimental work at his horn*
and directors, in Branttord, Ontario. In additloit
Theatres Service t<. formal protests, from iwtriotie
Corp, in the N. Y, supreme court groups, etc., H. L. Hagey, member
Friday (21) by Rae NasoS, holder of Parliament for Brantford, has
of 200 shares of common.
She been' elected spokesman and has
charges waste and mismanagement asked the Board of Censors that the
since 1936^ asserts among other tilings picture be not passed.
that the total arrived at was due to
Chairman O. J. Sllverthome of the
the abandonment of started pietures, Board of Censors has not reached

tures, Inc., 31 officers

an

inferior product to the; markets of
the world. In this connection, he
cited that In other business the retailer always makes every effort to
get the wholesaler to turn out even
better merchandise' so that he can
find buyers for it

Canadiaiis

.

Paramount

With only two top-budget features idleness of stars and directors, inhis decision yet, but believes it pOB*
the opposite and 'exhibitors encour. remaining on the old production
age legislation and other dlscour- schedule, UniveraU is readying three efficient directing, inexperienced and sible that some compromise may be
inefficient officers, ineffldency in effected whereby a screen announcea^g factors. 'Why the exhibitor to start next month for the 1039-40 preparing
scripts, purchase of stories, ment, outlining Dr. Bell's Canadian
places hardships upon -tite producer program. Docketed for May are The
of stars, and in shooting pictures,
background,' mi^t soothe the ruffled
is beyond my comprehension.'
Under Pup,' 'I Stole a MilUon' and
wHl tour South America.
An accounting of profits made by fedings of the patriots..
In connection with efforts toward 'Flying Cadets.'
the directors and damages are
Ibeatres N«t S« Badly OS
self -regulation under a trade pracstill to be made for the cursou^t She Is represented by Saul
Zukor indicated that while theatre tices code, about which Zukor kept rent year are 'Modem Cinderella'
E. Rogers.
grosses are affected by the war informed through the trade papers, and 'After School Days.'
Siapsy Maxie to Punch
Among specific charges are that
scare, due to the economic fact that he. heartily endorsed, these moves
all of William LeBaron's pictures
this underlies to a large extent the but blasted at such legislation as the
Out Shorts Series for
it Is

^o

present depression. In all lines of
business, theatres are doing proportionately better than other Industries
and there Is less of a jittery reaction

Neely

controversial,

propagandlc and other

political,
issues, with

among the people than over here view to considering the entertainwhere American new^pers are ment an^e first, he added that
war hysteria. Zukor such, subjects are tackled in a way

playing up the

.

assumed Par would continue

to sell

film in Germany as long as it could.
Two others, 20th-Foz and Metro, are
still in that, market
Par has around 20 theatres in
Great Britain now as show-windows

but does not propose acquiring any
more. There is no industry need
for more theatres in England, Zukor
added, becauser. there are no conditions to necessitate it in order to get
first nuis for pictures. Par formerly
had a house in Barcelona, Spain, but
has no plans reentering tliat country
as an exhibitor at the present time.
Par's Interest in England Is more
deeply rooted in- producing worthwhile product on that side for world'
consiimpfion. If valuable stories ere
obtained, indicating good possibilities
for 'filming, the company will make
more than six features there this
season. No budget has been set on
,the six 'schedided, the amount to be
spent being entirely dependent on
the stories as acquired, casts oh.

as to be entirely. entertaining, then
was permissable.
Zukor stated he enjoyed his trip
abroad very much. M had a lot of
fun,'

W6

money as did all Cecil B. DeThe writeoff of $1,250,000 on 'Hotel Imperial' (Dietrich)
Hollywood, AprU 25.
which has not been released is
Maxie Rosenbloom and Johnny
Hollywood, April 25.
attacked.
Further charges, similar Davis are ^ated to share top spots
Hedy Lamarr and Robert Taylor to the Loew's
stockholder action, in a series of pugilistic shorts at
continue as a co-starring dub in
concerning the $1,000,000 write- Warners under supervision of GorMetro's 'Gims and Fiddles,' to be
off on a $2,500,000 story inventory, don Holllngshead. Production starts
produced when pair finishes l^ady
and the appointment of John
June 15.
of the Ttoplcs,' currently in proOtterson as president are Included
Studio also Is readying a prize
duction,
among the attacks.
fight feature, 'Kid Caruso,' with DenCo-starrers will be supported by
Belief that a proxy fight on these nis Morgan and Marie Wilson In the
Robert Young and Milija Korjus.
charges will be forthcoming in June leads.
is probable.
This suit and the one
brought by two plaintiffs, acting
Lynn's Patriotic
through attorney Joseph Nemerov,
Hollywood, April 25,
Montgomery's Abroad
may be consolidated.
Jeffrey Lynn gets the titie role in
the American Revolutionary picture,
Hollywood, AprU 23.
'Nathan Hale,' at Warners. AssignRobert
Montgomery leaves f*'
ment is in line with the studio policy Selwyn's 'Dttmcing Co-ed'
England next month to make two
to use name players in patriotic
Hollywood, April 25.
pictures
for
Metro
at Denham,
shorts.
Edgar Selwyn gets the producer
Films are The Earl of Chicago' and
Alan Hale and Lya Lys are toppers
assignment on Metro's 'Dancing Co- 'Busman's Holiday.'
in WB's 'Boycott' based on German
Ed,' based on a novelette by Albert
activities in America;
Picture hits
Traynor.
Uie cameras early next month.
lost

bill.

Believing that pictives should veer

away from

he added.

Lanrel-Hardy's 'Chmnp'

Glamoar Team's Encote

Milles'.

K

2

Hollywood, April 25.
at Oxford' is the first
Laurel-Oliver Hardy four-

'A
Stan

Chunv

reeler to be produced
for United Artists.

by Hal Roach

.

Shooting starts May 15,
Laurel as probable director.

with

DUney Pub. Shakeup
Hal Home, eastern rep for Walt
Disney; Dick Condon, eastern pub-

S.

Sylvan Simon will direct from
by Albert Mannheimer.

script

CABTOON PATENT SUIT

and Joe Heppner, cameraman,
Los Angeles, April 25.
GOLDWYirS FLOOD
leave for the Coast, Friday (28) on
Ned Mann Co. filed suit in Fed
IToIlywood, April 25.
btisiness. Repotted that visit may be eral Court against Walt Disney Proconnected with proposal to switch ductions and RKO Radio Pictures
Sam Qoldwyn engineered a 1,500,'qJiiable, etc.
publlclfy headquarters to New York. charghig infringement of an ani- 000-gallon flood to fill his colossal
pond in the Unfted Artists back lot
Pegs England's LImMatlens
Gregory Dickson, Coast pubUdty mated cartoon patent
Suit asks a permanent injunction for use in The Real Glory.'
stressed man for Disney, has resigned, indiFaramount'6 chairman
Pond represents a lagoon in the
realignment and ail accounting to' determine
that the number of pictures made in cating that some. sort of
Philippines,
damages.
England should never total more is in the offing.
licist,

.

'Chips' Into

B'way Astor

WlOi the Astor, N. Y., sUU doing
profitable business with 'Pygmalion
and Metro's 'Goodbye Mr. Chips' set
to
tie

foUow

Ut'
at tills house, there is
of Universal's Tne
(British-made) going into

likelUiood

'

MUtado'

the Astor.
.
Tentative booking calls for a deaaHne of May 2, after which time Universal has the right to book it elsewhere for a Broadway first-run.
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NOW PROBES PK LABOR
Nkk, Westoa Browne Blasted From

Mol of

St.

St Louis, April

Loo lATSE Local

E

was enjoined from further Interference with the St. Louis organization
a sweeping decision

Is

handed down

Friday (21 ) by Circuit Judge Ernest
F. Oakley, who also appointed a receiver to temporarily take charge of
the affairs of the local. However, it
required the services of a flock of
local gendarmes and deputy sheriffs
before the receiver could be installed in the Local's offices where
he will conduct his work. Two gen-

.

'

darmes have been stationed at the
place to remain until the court's order

is fulfilled.

When Judge Oakley handed down
he personally phoned
Telegraphers' National Bank
cautioning against removal of any of
the local's funds in the depository.
When James A. McKeowu, prez of
,'thc John O'Brien Boiler Works, appointed as receiver, went to the
Local's quarters to begin straightening out its affairs. Miss Loretta Markle, sec to Nick, wa - the only person present. She refused to accept
service- on. Judge Oa? ley's, decree
the

'

and fled to an innei office in which
6h-> locked herself.
After the Sheriff's attorney advised McKeown that ti.e decree did
not give him power to break down
the door, McKeown appealed to
Chief of Police John Glassco, who
When
dispatched the .gendarmes.
they arrived Miss TIarkle opened
the door and accepted service. Nick
Is reported out of the city and Wes-

:

'

ton was not present.

;

McKeown,'

time,

Arthur

et

al.,

Lyday,

met

C. R.

local,

international

lATSE representative, Indianapolis,
who was sent here by Browne to
make an investigation of the affairs

'

.

,

of Local No. 143. Neither would accept service so Deputy SherliS Green
stuffed copies in their pockets and

.

.

McKeown proceeded with
of gathering
study.

'

'

.
-

'

the

up records,

for

whose membership antedates June 1,
1935, to canvas the eptl:."> memiber
ship of Local No. 143 as soon as poS'
Bible.
The committee is to prepare

members Inducted

—

Cutting short his quips at the
Masquers' salute to radio last

Jack Benny
(20),
off into a semi-serious
reference to his recent tiff with

Thursday
trailed

the Government
•While at Palm Springs,' he
said, 'I took a stroU out on the
desert and accidently stepped on
a rattlesnake. The viper curled

up

as

REVENUE

trouble.'

20TH OUTBIDS

Beokesta,

Paris, April 18.

Twentieth-Fox has won the film
Maurice Maeterlinck's
from Walt Disney, who
had been negotiating for it for some
time. Disney wanted the story for
'Snow White,' but now the role she
would have played will be given to
a living character Shirley Temple.
Although the price 20th paid for

—

it

is

said to have clinched the deal with
a take-it-or-Ieave-it bid in the

neighborhood of

$35,000.

r. T. First Did It
Maeterlinck's play was first prosilent by Artcraft for
(Paramount) in
Players

duced as a

Famous

.

MoKeown in Control
meeting of those found by the
fide members then

be bona
wiU be caUed to
c:urt to

.

elect a fu:. set of
officers,
who shall have direct
ch&rge of the union'u affairs, under
the receiver's supervision. McKeown
is to received through these officers,
all
dues, assessments, and other
funds and. is to approve all expenditures, sign or countersign all checks
and have access to the safe deposit
boxes.

Nick, Weston or their agents
enjoined from interfering In
way with the management of
union, from removing from

Nick and State RepresenUtive Edward M. Brady are awaiting trial

on a joint extortion indictment
growing out of an alleged payoff of

by theatre owners

a wage increase

to forein 1936

demand

alleged conspiracy between' the International officers and the major
producer-distributors.
Request received April 15 got prompt attention in a manner which indicated
the D. J. feels the situation is serious from a public viewpoint.
While the gag was In place, it was
learned the wire from the West

anti-trust

eteering

TEDDY CARR EN ROUTE

It bolstered an earlier
New York, leading the
division to order an in-

TOU.S4NEWUAPACT?
Teddy

Carr, co-managing director
of United Artists' distribution or'
ganlzation in England, is sailing for
the U. S. today (Wednesday). While
his visit is for the purpose of attending the
convention on the Coast
in May; he may also discuss his
status and terms of a new contract

officials

of

the

interna-

Uonal.'

The Government has been looking
into

many

labor ramifications for
months, keeping a close watch

film

on disclosures in California, where a
legislature investigating committee
delved into graft charges a few
months ago. Internal Revenue Ba
reau and the National Labor Rela-

Board have been rumored
tips with
to seeing whether the majors
and the unions have violated either
the tax laws or the Wagner act. The
with Arthur W. Kelly and Murray Justice Department, as far as has
Silverstone.
been disclosed, remained, aloof from
Recent reports from London that this phase of the Industry's troubles,
Carr was planning to join another concentrating on the matter of comdistributor, in England were denied petition In the exhibition end.

UA

by the

UA

general manager at the

time.

6 on Mo?e

at

CoL

Hollywood, April

Columbia rolled 'Parents

25.

01. Trial'

(Mon.), the first of six
features to be launched within 30
days.
'Coast Guard' goes into work
Thursday (27), to be followed by 'A
Woman Is the Judge,' 'Prison Sur
geon,' 'Five Little Peppers and How
They Grow' and the third of the

yesterday

Blondie

series.

Skolsky Goes Par

Hollywood, April 25.
Sidney Skolsky has been put unment for an aUeged $7,500 payoff,
der contract as a writer at Para
i Jder
similar circumstances. In 1937. mount.
Dillon, attorney for Nick and
He will pass up columning while
Weston, announced he would seek screen scrivening. He had' a syndi-

a rehearing of the case.

troubles.

advisement'
appeal from

liyck and Wcstor are Jointly
charged In another extortion Indict-

•

SAG

were acquired by quiry into the row between- the
20th-Fox from Paramount three Hollywood local and the lA bosses,
and also the asserted 'collusion .beweeks ago.
tween monopoly interests and rack-

and

.

snspended

rights

are

any

tlw
the
hiding or' tampering with
books and other property. The injunction order is directed against
Browne, who was named a defendant
In the ouster suit brought by 66
n'emoers of the local, but upon
whom service was never obtained.

stall

a

Washington, April 25.
Possible broadening of the Federal
Government's film anti-trust case, via
a new proceeding on the West Coast,
was suspected last week In the wake
of appeals for Justice Department
to intervene in the industry labor

in 1012.
Silent

State,

$10,000

\

member.

throp Ames first produced the stage
version at the New theatre, N, Y.,

local

A

This is their
the screen.

Action of the SAO recently In
Bospending some of its members

to
rights
'Bluebird*

revealed,

stage 20 years ago.

for Torlons violations of the
Gnild.oonstltDtlbn will come nnder direct serntlny of the Government, following flIlvK of a
complaint with the oonoiilator of
the Labor Department, by E. H.

mUEBIRD'

was not

secretary of the Screen Actors
Guild, will shortly be snmmoned
to appear before investigators of
the U. S. Department of Labor,
it Is reliably reported. Labor Department wants to examine SAG
methods of operation in connection with employment of screen
extras.

DISNEY FOR

the story

25.

Kenneth Thomson, execuUve

ing one look at me recoiled, as if
"Buddy, you've had
say.,
to

enough

TOO

Hollywood, April

to strike, but after tak-

if

DEPT.,

cating deal on.

tions

checking an assortment of

view

No

We've Met Before
Hollywood, April 25.
Lionel Barrymoire and his first
wife, Doris Rankin, are working in Metro's 'On Borrowed
Time,' their first joint appearance since they played In The
Copperhead' on the Broadway

ment' Gesture

.

into

organization in accordance with
the rules (.f the international and
union constitution and of mem'
bers who obtained union cards
otherwise.
t'

Force Technicians to Join Union

Studio. Labor
Muddle Brings in Justice
Dept. Actively No Mere
Taking Under Advise-

25.

1918.
It was • Maurice Tourneurwork Marguerite Clark production. Win- Coast was not merely taken under

etc.,

Judge Oakley's order, effective Immediately, instructed McKeown, who
posted a $100,000 bond, to appoint a
committee of three union i^iembers,

fiv'orn lists of

0.0.

Active Investigation of the Hollyunderstood that Disney had bid up
to $25,000 and was just about ready wood muddle was launched upon reto jump to $30,000 when the deal ceipt of a plea from. Local No. 37
mean- was closed with 20th. The latter is of the lATSE for Investigation of

Ir the

Newlin, sec of the Stagehands'

and

Through lATSE Plan That Wouldn't

iTI-TROST
Hollywood

Hollywood, April

decision

his

-

143

'Open Shop' Return Held Possible

ITS

Sympathy

25.

John P. Nick and Clyde A. Weston
were blasted from control of lATSE,
and George
143,
Local No,
Browne, international pre* of lATSE

.

BROADENS

Criminal Angle

How the labor row may fit into
the New York anti-trust suit was unexplained.
Unofficially there were
suggestions the Hollywood fuss may
lead to revelations that would tend
to bear out suspicion the unions
have played with the affiliated exhibitors In keeping oiit competitive
indie theatres.
It was significant,
at any rate, that the plea for inter
vention did not go to the criminal
division, the natural unit to look
into charges which, might be punish
able by penal sentences.
While the Hollywood local enlisted sympathy of the Justice Department the entrenched lA high
command was receiving help from
Dies committee inCapitol Hill.
vestigators are vigorously checking
accusations that No. 37 has Communist agitators within the fold and
that trouble-makers from the CoH'
gress of Industrial Organizations are
behind the West Coast rumpus.

first

meeting on

LYNCH. JO HURT
IN

RACETRACK

Hollywood, April 25.
Drafting of notice by the lATSE
that technical workers need not belong to lA to secure employment in
studios is seen as a possible return
to 'open shop' conditions in indusapproved by John
try.
Notice,
Gatelee, Frank Stickling and Harold
Smith, lA reps, is being submitted
to producers for appro val.
Move is being interpreted as a
autonomy
counter-thrust
against
leaders and the deposed officers of
.

Technicians Local 37. Action is expected to bring chaos in studio labor
ranks and- result in a demand that
lA go to bat for workers or Issue
new charters to those who want to.
play along with George E. Browne.

Sans lA support, workers would be
without protection for wage scales
and working conditions negotiated
them by Browne.
Pat Casey, producer labor contact,
is speeding here from the east to
parley with lA leaders. Trial of differences between the International
and Local 37 was called today (Tuesday) of all studio lal>or heads, repfor

PROBE

S. A. Lynch, who operates Pararesenting 15,000 workers. They will
mount's theatres in Miami and vi- push demands for a five-day week
cinity, together with Joel Hurt, Jr., and guarantee 40 weeks yearly, upon
long his associate, are among 10 in- Casey's return here. Salary asked .is
the same as now for six days, with
dividuals facing an investigation of
a six-hour minimum call. Draft of
the GuUstream race track venture plans provides regular employment

by the Florida

senate. Gulfstream, list to be established at all studios,
track near Miami, opened dur- with others called through a union
down hiring hall at wage of 10% oyer the
regular scale. All men on regular
after only three days.
salary list for two years would draw
The racing strip was built on land two weeks' vacation with pay;
Also disclosed by union leaders a
owned by Lynch, who is In control
move is afoot, to organize a motion
of much real estate in southern
picture trades council after the patFlorida. Hurt, who was with Paramount at the home office during the tern of the Building Trades Council,
bankruptcy reorganization, having with delegates to be elected from
been brought up by Lynch when lat- each 'studio craft
peace pact tentatively approved
ter was retained in an advisory caby both groups was qiilckly tossed
pacity by the trustees, is v.p. of the
Gulfstream track. John C, Horning, out when Jeff Kibre, autonomy leader In Technicians Local 37, refused
steel man, is president.
to withdraw charges against the
Since the Par reorg. Hurt had lATSE pending before the National
been associated with Lynch is realty Labor Relations Board until autonand hotel management matters. Not omy was restored to Local 37 and its
known whether Lynch has any inter- officers reinstated. His petition acest in Gulfstream other than as cuses producers of acting in colluowner of the ground.
sion with lATSE leaders to keep

new

ing the past winter but closed

A

.

workers from having a voice In operation of their imions.

PAR PRODUa PARLEYS

$iee,M0 in Does

SUUed

At the same time It was disclosed
that officers of Local 37 have launched a dues strike against the International
If successful this would
Hollywood, April 25.
shut off approximately $100,000 that
Paramount studio parleys ended Is scheduled to flow Into the coffers
In
last weekend with the return east of of the International on May 1.
Barney Balaban, Stanton Griffis and Instructing members to withhold payRussell Holman. Premiere of 'Union ment of dues. Local 37 pointed out
International no longer
Pacific' will take Balaban and Nell that the
Agnew to Omaha via air Friday (28). maintains checkers on the studio lots
Special train of ancient and mod- to see that all workers have paid-up

END, EXECS SHIFT EAST

ern engines and coaches steamed out cards,
Department of Justice and Dies
yesterday (Monday) for the Nebraska metropolis. On board were C. B. Congressional Committee -have inDeMille, his production staff and 20 vestigators here checking details of
fight between Local 37 and the Inplayers to glamorize the big event.
Officers of Local 37
Barbara Stanwyck and Joel McCrea ternational.
have also announced that they wiU
pulled out today (Tuesday).
press for immediate hearings on actions against the lATSE before the
when the Dies crew reaches the pub- Grand Jury, NLRB and in Superior
Officers have been holding
lic hearing stage, not expected until Court
late summer.
Buildup for the open daily conferences with tops in the
proceedings includes alleged feed- Committee of Industrial Organizabox tips that much sensational info tion, who plan to move into the film
has been collected by the leg-men Industry if '37' officers will apply for
-

now

in California and that definite
between the local and the Reds
be proved.
Entry of the Justice Department
into the case was laughed off Monday (24) by Representative Fred
Indiana Democrat, who
Schulte,
holds an lA card and was a charter
member of the organization. Pre-

link
will

dicting

the

G-men

will

a CIO charter.
Orders to nix demands of Local
37 for immediate restoration of autonomy are said to have been issued
by George E. Browne, prexy of
lATSE. Tops indicated that Browne
was willing to make concessions in
an effort to settle fight here, but
feared to restore autonomy with hun'

return dreds of other

lA

locals throughout

empty-handed as far as the con- the coimtry watching developments
spiracy charge Is concerned, Schulte and reported ready to make similar
observed, 'We've been probed so demands. It was pointed out that if
often, the page numbers are worn prexy made a bad move he could
.

the books at headquarters.' In easily lose control of the organizafew years, the D. J. sleuths have tion.
Simultaneously Browne Issued ormaintained a steady watch without
turning up anything that will not ders for international representatives.
(Continued on page 16)
stand
public disclosure, he said.
Page-one copy has been promised
off

past

.
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A Man's
Hullys

Shows (But No

3-Hoiir

Philadelphia,

AprU

New

Up

25.

irf

Sborts

—

Harold Orlob, who produced 'One
Third of a Nation,' will screen the
legit musical, Tlain Jane' by Tom
Johnstone, Plill Cook and McElbert
Moore as his second indie picture to
the same short In s^eral midtown be made at Eastern Service Studio,
houses simultaneously, first time this Astoria, L, I. Distribution has not
One singte- been set, biit Paramount will probhais ever been done.
reelcr was playing three first-runs at ably release, according to Orlob wlu>
the same time last week, a checkup has tentative agreement to deliver

—

Considerable Face-lifting On;

man

eight George O'Brien western, 24
shorts and two outside featuresL
Outside of that he has nothing
to do but scout his own boss

Orlob's Indie Fibmisicai

scheme to hypo grosses by
Vfhich,
incidentally. Is working .put rather
successfully in every spot which has
tried it so far is causing a severe
scarcity of shoito here. Warner Bros.,
aa a result. Is bebig forced to run
running tliree-hour shows

Flock

Load

HoUywood, AprU 25.
of 'BoUywood for
1030-40 Is Bert GOioy at BKO.
who carries a production sked of
Strong

Duals) Eating

Wednesday, April 26, I939

opera locations.

Theatre

Meanwhile, FraiDk McDonald vhA
Regina, Sask., April 25.
Face lifting costing $50,000 to Cap- has hddthe lease of the Grand tor
here getting under way with sevewl year* has started constrJS
Kershaw, weaem superintendent tion ot a 400-8eat house here;
.

itol

CHINESE GOES

'

Famous Players-Canadian, In town new Grand owners plan to gneiiH
to award contracts. House will close .$20,000 on remodebcg and new
May 27 and reopen June 8-A. Also equipment
calling for tender tor $8,000 changes
to front, marquee and interior of

Grand, second-run house.

FLESH FOR

Warners have been avoiding duals
in this territory by turning to the

three pictures.

Dick Morenus and Ernest Culbert-

in are doing tlte script for 'Plain
marathon-length show policy. How Jane' which will feature Jane Kean
this causes a scarcity of short prodand BUly Livingston, latter the
uct is evident by the fact that, the socialite escort of Btenda Frazier.
'

Palace, flrst-runner, is maldng up six
Release title will be Dancing Debs.'
diorts Vrlth «ach feature^
Duplication of the shorts In several
houses at one time, many exhibs feel,
is going to lead to ill-will from the
public.'
point out that while
features are- advertised and can be
chosen, average patron doesn't know
What shorts hell see until they bob
up in front of hihi. He Is, going
to S4iuawk, It is feared, if he too 6ften
has to sit through the same singleleeler twice or more,
Three-hour show policy is being
nabes
tried out now In various
one day a week. In some of them it
Is so Buocessful that the theatres are
Independent distributors and also
piiifHng from their regular three-aday to continuous operation, which, majors with a big supply of so-called
under the long schedule, means four 'B' product 'Claim ttiat the independent showcase on Broadway is virhows dally.
Indie nabes, as a result of the new tually closed now, with the Criterion,
Warner overtime scheme, are in' under Loew management, and the
creasingly turning to duals, which Globe leaning towards Warner Bros,
are often cheaper as well as simpler and United Artists features recently:
What particularly irks is the into book, advertise and play. This
may mean the beginning of a Bwitch< ability to get into the Globe, long
over for PhlUy from a predominantly the indies' best showcase. Brandt
circuit
apparently is trying to make
single-feature territory to another
the Central a flrst-nm bouse of bethome for twins.
Current record for a long-distance ter draw, but most of the indies can't
see
it
now.
Just
show Is held by the Douglas theatre
here, which recenjtly played three
features and two serials on a single
bilL Nixon's Grand, which reopened
couple w^ks ago. Is oSerlng duals
plus 9 flodc of shorts for a dime
admlsh at all times.

NDIES'

^ey

B'WAY

SHOWCASE

•4«,M« Faec-Llft
Springfield, O., April 25.
Hie Cfaakeres companies will spend
$40,000 this ^rlngtor new signs, -air
conditioning, etc^ says PhU ChakApproximately haU of
eres, prez.
the improvement appropriation will
Hollywood, April 25.
Grauman's Chinese goes to a be spent on the five Springfield tiiestraight stage policy May 12 with atres eontrol^d by the corporation.
Robert E. Armstrong named head
the booking ot Clifford C. Fisher's
of the advertising-and publicity de'Folies Bergere,' girl show now at
partment of Regent-State Corp.,
Frisco Fair.
Newsreels and other partnership of Warners and Phil
shorts will supplement the 90-min- Chakercs, operating several local
ute flesher.
Annstrong formerly In
houses.
Theatre is putting 17 men in pit charge of advertising and publicity
Will do three shows dally during the for Jensen-Von Herberg cfircult in

LOST?

'

WB

TOLIES'

.

SeatUe.

week and four on Sunday.
Day-date
picture
policy
with
Loew's State shifts to the ^yptlan.
Fox-West Coast Is hopeful of two-

month rtm

to test the popularity
stage shows after several years of
straight pictures.
Tariff may be
jumped to $1 nights, TSc matinees,
during 'Bergere^ run.
Unit carries 65 people, mostly
girls.

Deal wcis set by the Morris

office.

Tobis Most Submit

To Eiamiiiation
Soit Vs.

Chaplm-UA

Turnstile-Wise

Spitahyr'sHmidi

WeD

$9,000,

added show would entail resulted in is added $15,000 a year for amortiza
an additional. $600 tion and $2,400 year
a
as interest on
Spitalny and the
notes.
Net capitalization includes
$160,000 of first mortgage bonds.
The band act was slated to do four
Fox-Midiigan Corp. recentiy reshows Sunday. Late In the day ceivcid an
8% distribution, with more
Spitalny urged that the house boost expected,
on its $2,532,780 claim

giarizes the title of his book.

the splitting of
profit between
house.

but the management de< Sj^iinst Fox Theatres.
murred on the ground that it would
cost an extra $60 for the crew, op
erators, lights, etc. Spitalny highDelay Rep Sales Meet
pressured < the management into gO'
ihg through with bis proposal by of
Xering to absorb the expense. The
San Francisco, April 25.
added performance garnered $650,
Republic's regional sales convenmaking it a total of $3,700 on the tion here has been postponed from
day. For tour shows Friday the band April 27-28 to May 7-8. Company
drew $2,200 and for a like number officials, busy e^ynloiting 'Man of
the next day the take was $2,100.
Conquest' decided later date is more
convenient
this to five

.

Joggle

8

WB

Films

Hollywood, April 25
Warners shifted starting dates on
eight productions rolling in May and
June. Reshuffle begins with 'Dead
or Alive,' slated for May 1 under
the new alignment
Other, starting dates are: "^e

Knight and the Lady,' May 8; 'Career
Man' and untitled Secret Service fea
ture, May 15; 'On Your Toes,' June 5;
•Invisible Stripes' and 'Dead End
Kids at Valley Forge,' June 12, and
'Episode,' June 26.
Warners changed the lineup for
fTbe Spirit of Knute Rockne' and
set John Payne, Jane Bryan, Ronald
Reagan and Rosemary Lane- for the
top roles.
Notre Dame
the script

Bep Nndgtng Rogers

Joe Cooper,

Pfailipson

In Territorial

U

Sets 'Info' Leads
Hollywood, April

25.

June Lang and Dldc Foran team
up as a romantic duo In Unlversal's

Owen D, Roberts has
new assistant manager

been named
of the Mid-

west theatre: held toe same post at
the Plaza. Ewrest Swiger new numager of the Plaza.

IVed S. Gantz, Mary L. Gantz and
Roy nuely have been given a
charter for the Star Theatre, Inc., ot
Sand Springs, Okla.
J.

Lew

Chatham, city manager

foi

the Griffith Amus. Co., at Normaii,
Okla., has resigned to take an execuposition with Grlffith-Dlckenson Theatres, -Inc., in Kansas City.
Succeeded at Nonnan by Fred Jackson, city manager for Griffith in
Secoinole,
tive

DIpsob-BmD Add Three

Buffalo, April 25.
n'ansfer of operation of the CenKenneth Blackledge, city manager
Bailey and Riviera, effective
Aug. 1, from Shea -Amus. Co. to at Frederick, Okla., named city manNikatas D. Dipson of Batavia and ager ot the recently, acquired GrifBasil Bros, of Buffalo announced fith theatres at El Reno, Okla. Other
here. The Century, formerly Loew's promotions ias announwd by Grifand for many years last operated by fith include Earle Settie. city manShea downtown first run at popular ager at Okmulgee to Blackledge'i
prices, and the Riviera', North Tona- former position; Foster Lyiian, dty
wanda nabe house, were leased by manager ot Griffith-Pickens theatres
Dipson and Basil from the owning at Uvalde, Texas, to Jackson's forcorporation headed by Max Yellen. mer post
New managerial appointments by
The Bailey, East Side nabe, was purchased outright, the. deal including K. Lee Williams for his new circuit
theatre, stores and offices. Century follow: Louis UtUefair named city
seats 3,000, Bailey 1,000 and Riviera mana^r at Nashville, Ark., coming
from Stanford, Texas, where he was
1,400.
C. Uoyd named
Century lease has been on the witii Griffltii:
market for some time when Shea city managfer at Broken Bow. Okie,
refused to renew at an increase in comes from Roswell, N. M., and L.
rental Present deal is the fbrst in E. Petty named manager at Dierks,
which the Dipson-Basil partnership Ark., coming from Clarksville, Texas.
J. A. BetHune opened new Negro
has been openly revealed. Outfit is
now stated to be operating 18 the- theatre in McAlester, Okla.
atres in this territory.
Boyd Scott formerly at New
The Liberty, east side nabe, tor- Braunfels, T^cas, nanied city mantaken
merly operated by Al Francis,
ager for GrifBtfa-Pldcens Theatres at
over by Basil Bros., making 10th Uvalde, TSexas.
local house in Bssil string.
David Dallas, formerly city manager tor Griffim Amus. Co. at Holdenvllle, Okla., new city manager for
Perrli* Adds t
Grifflth-Diekensen Theatres, Inc., at
Oconto, Wis., AprU 25.
Parsons,
Kan.
Charles Perrlzo purchased the two
theatres formerly operated here ly
Jaeka«Dsf Deals
Irving Vincent They are thjs Oconto
and Ciem.
Lebanon, Pa., April 29.
A. F. E. Miller now ooeratlng the
Three separate transactions were
Viking, Loyal, Wis., Fred Cbrlstlan- involved In the sale by Mrs. Mabel
sen former operator.
Jackson and the John Jackson esRex, EvansviUe, Wis., now being tate of the Jackson interests to Comconducted by Evansville Theatre, eiford, it was revealed here this
WlUlam Nordquist its former week. First was a deal selling the
Inc.
operator.
Colonial property. Second was the
sale ot the leases of the Capitol and
Bellman Adds Another
Jackson.
Troy, N. Y., April 25.
These were followed bv a third
Harry Hellman, owner ot the sale,
the realty of the Capitol.
Royal
and Paramount
Albany Lease purefaased by
Comerford on
indies, takes over the Fifth Avenue,
the properiy continues until July
Troy, May 1. He will close It for
1043,
about two weeks to make minor re- Down when the titie is transferred.
payment assures this transfer.
pairs. The Fifth Avenue, owned for
be
some time by the late Jacob Rosen- Amount involved is reported to
$80,600.
thal, pioneer Troy exhibitor, is a
two-floor theatre.
Since RosenL.A. llieatre SblfUnc*
thal's death last year it has been
run by the estate, tiirough a son.
Los Angeles, April 25.
Attorney Leonard L. RosenthaL The
Carthay Circle theatre has switched
Rosenthals still will operate the from two-a-day to a continuous 35o
State, another local spot.
run, taking over policy of the Mesa,
which has been -converted into a 15c
grind. Circuit reopened the RivoU
BKO Columbus ShUis
tury,

Smnrey

a

K

Columbus, April 25.
Four changes in local RKO setup
H. Cooper, Paramotmt i>artner in annoimced by C. Harry Schrelber,
and southwest accom- city manager. Lawrence D. Caplana
panied by Joe Phillpson, who is in was made assistant manager of Palcharge of his interests at the Par ace, replacing Lyle C. Gann. Caplana
home office, left yesterdtqr (Tues.) had been assistant at the Grand, and
for a tour of the territory, following Gann joined Fox Midwest in Kansas
City.
Palace treasurer Noel Baker
which it is expected the long-pend- given
a boost in the Grand's assistant
ing deal for a permanent Par-Cooper job. John
R. Fry moved to treaspartnership wiU be signed.
urer's job from the Majestic; his po
At present in Pennsylvania on Par sition was taken by Waiter Shott Jr.
realty matters, E. Paul PhiUips will
follow Cooper and Phllipson west to
Koenlgsreiter's Hobse
look over properties and consider
Milwaukee, April 25.
other matters.
Erwln Koenigsreiter leased the
Both Cooper and Phllipson will at- Greendale theatre, which opens
tend the 'Union Pacific' premiere at April 29.
Koenigsreiter now manOmaha Friday (28). On their return ager of the Strand, main stem Fox
east Bert Turgen, booker at Okla- house, and he formerly operated the
homa City, may be brought to New Oakland and Ogden as co-owner and
J.

the midwest

Hollywood, April 25.
Roy Rogers and Rep are talking
a new contract although the western
singing star still has two pictures to
make on bis old ticket. Next Rogers
feature is "The Road to El Dorado,'
York for consolidation of
to be followed by a month of per
sonal appearances l>efore shooting from the Par h.o.
the final picture on the present pact.

Julius Kirscb now manager of the
Victoria here while Martin Ciooper.
Smith is east on vacation.

'

hs

in

DEmOfT, GOES
TO NATL FOR

:

OUa. city BMg.
Oklahoma City, April 25.
C. B. Warr, real estate promoter
of a hew subdivision to (Sklahoma
<aty, Warr Acres, has drawn -plans
tor construction of a theatre therein.

'

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe in
N. Y. on Saturday (22) ordered
Films Sonores Tobis to submit to an
FOX,
examination before trial through Its
president
Georges
Lourau,
on
15 YRS. June 9. This is in connection with
suit brought by Tohia against
Charles Chaplin and United Artists,
The Fox, Detroit which was re- claiming
plagiarism
of
their
picture,
ported going to the George E. Tren'A Nous La Liberie,' In <Modem
dle-Par interests, will be a National
Times.'
Theatres (20th-Fox) operation for a
Among questions that the plaintiff
total of IS years, under a lease with
must answer and exhibits that must
the reorganized company controlling
I>e submitted are the contracts "bethe theatisi to Fox-Michigan Corp,
tween
Rene Oair and Tobis In 1035,
all the stock of which Is owned by
with regard to their picture, the
National.
House Is under a guarantee and press and publicity books ot their
film, copies of the original negative
pAcentage rental A minimum rental of $125,000 is guaranteed against and positive films, and all contracts
VlVt% of the gross as rent when in- relating to the sale of the picture,
take totals $1,560,000 and the stage eiUier in the United States or
show portion of shows Is predomi' abroad.
Toledo, Oh April 25.
nant while it will be 15% of gross
While playing a three-4ay stand income reaching
$1,560,000 if the film
•Drnms^ Suit
•t the RivoU, FhU Spttalny showed part
ot the &ow dominates the
James Boyd, author, has started a
the management how the gross can vaudeville. Theatre would have to
N. Y. supreme court action against
be boosted if a sharp eye is kept on gross
$30,000 a week to reach the Alexander
Korda, London Films and
the rate the customers pour
figure of $1,560,000.
United Artists seeking an injuncthrough the turnstile during the day.
Aside from mortgages and other
The fact tiiat the bandman was obligations, the ground rent on the tion, accounting and damages arising
ready to speculate on imderwritlng Fox, Detroit is $16,666.66, taxes from their fliTrj, «Drums.*
Boyd claims that the picture plathe extra house expenses that an $55,400 and interest
to which

Pays 0(1

Kershaw

says no other expenditures on Saskatchewan- houses this year.

-

revealed.

Acqu^nms and Chaises

as a IS-center.

State, Long Beach, reopens today
(Wed.) after shuttered week, caused

a shortage ot product Closing
due to three-week run of 'Castles
at Pantages and RKO.
Center theatre, under construcUfln
by Albert A. (jalston and Jay.Mby.

Sutton at a cost ot $85,000, slated

to

open May 1.
Local Fox-West Coast theatres will
Observe Mother's Day, May 19, by
admitting tree all mothers 60 years
or over.

KEnn

NET, J218364;
RAO'S 13 WKS., 327G

tmtil recently had been manager ot
Net profit sifter all charges showed
buying the Palace, second
ot three Fox main a gain of about $22,000 in the first
stem houses.
quarter this year for B. F. Keith
Fred Miner transferred to the Rice Corp, while
net ot Keith-Albee-OrLake (Wis.) home office of tiie
Splitting the Rule
Miner Amus. Co., with Alfred L. pheum held close to the comparable
Barlow succeeding hur as manager quarter in 1938. Net profit of Keito
Hollywood, April 25.
of the Falls and RivoU theatres, Corp. totaled $218,364 as against
'Ruler of the Seas' went into work
Chippewa Falls, Wis.
$196,646 in first 13 weeks, ended
In two sections, one on the ParaMondovl Operating Corp. has pur^ April 2, last year.
mount lot imder Frank Lloyd's di- chased the buildhig and equipment
KAO net was $327,186 for the first
rection, and the other on the high of Am Grand, Mondovi, Wis., fcom
13 weeks ended April 1 as compared
seas near San Miguel Island, piloted stockholders and will 'take possesquarter of
sion Juty 1, following failure ot with $336,594 in first
by Jim Havens.
1938.
Per share earnings on the preDoug Fairbanks, Jr., Will Fyfle Frank Woskie, Parkway theatre, terred dipped 14c. to $5.09 as comMinneapolis, and William Woskie,
and Margaret Lockwood head the Colby
last
tlieatre, Colby (Wis.), to ex- pared with the initial quarter

forthcoming plctui'e, 'Inside Information,' with Harry Carey in the
main supporting spot.
Martin Mooney and Burnet HerUnlvierslty has okayed shey wrote the story, screenplayed
by Robertson White. '
cast

all

ercise

their

option

on' the

house.

year.

j

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, April 26, 1939

Herbert-HoursTick 0(1

Rus

Fust

$15,000,

OB BrMidwa;

Week ot,^i|tti^,K7
Astar— "Py^^on' (M-G)
(21st wk.).

^n

Capttol—

.

Criterion—"Blondle Meets the
Boss' (Col) (26),
(Reotetosd in Vi
, Hofch 8)
Globe—'Streets of New York

(20tti),

(Ibno)

(1,250; 10-2(^25)

'Strange
and
first-runs,
(GB),
Borders^
'Blondle Boss' (Col), tripler, split

Me

(ReeieiMd in VAmrrT, April

'

now .exblbs figure
better results in the

'Conqnest'

again on the winning
Currently 'AlexBell,' while no bellnevertheless
coming
tlirough with a satisfying take. Holdovers in town are 'Castles,' which
goes into third-final wedc in the Pal-

Chicago

is

Mty

ander

Capital—'Calling Dr. Kildare'
(M-G).

Graham
is

Hollywood—'Juarez* (WB)

session.

Oriental

(Jones)

calites outdoors

and American As-

Strand—'(Confessions

35-55-65-75) teachers, managed rosy $2,800.
KeBtvefcy (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
vaude (3dflnal wk).
Getting solid $13,000 cur- •Mr. Deed^ (Col) and 'Happened One
rently after tailing excdient $17,100 Night* (Col) (revivals) split with
'Man Votes* (RKO) and 'Newsboys
last week (2d).
Home'
(U). Getting tisual consistent
Booseveh (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65looks
'Dodge City* (WB).
Moved good biz and current stanza
Last week.
here from the Chicago and will pf-~ !o«d for oke $1,700.
ner good $10,000. Last week, llad- 'Gunga Dm' (RKO) and Tailspin'
(20thl, satisfactory $1,600.
den' (M-G), medc $8,400.
Loew*! Slate (Loew's) (3,100; IB-

(RKO) (2,500;
—Pabce
'CasUes' (RKO) and

7»—

$12,500.

United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
35-55.65-75)—•Wuthering' (0A) (2d
wk). Good $12,000' currently after
turning in nifty $17,200 last wedc
'Broadway Serenade' (M-G) next

V. PJ Preem Camiaigii
Takes;

Fair

$6^00

(1,558;

15-25-35-

:

AndersMs (Libson) (1,000;
15-30-40)—'Dodge City* (W-B) (3d
wk). Still pjigilfing up nice returns
week*s ample
at $2,700, after
$3 500
bu* (Settos) (90O; 15) 'Here
Comes Cookie' (Par) and "Gang Bui
lets' (Mono), split witti Trip to Paris'
(20th) and 'Boy Girl' (WB). Aiming
Last week. 'Desert
at fair $1,000.
(Par) and "(nitterhouEe' (WB)
split with -Miss Broadway* (20th)
and 'Always Goodbye' (20th), okay

.

ROONEY, $10,000.
NICE IN BUFF.

$7,500 and wUl h.o. against $3,000.
•ynion Pacific' Three Smart Girls
(Jrow Up* is wagbig. a strong scrap
at the Orpheum for
$10,300, but
Wuthermg Heights' is having trouat the Omaha. The film opened
with 'Sudden Money* as the second
leature, but "Eagle and the. Hawk'

BERLE-ROS^^TREEFS'

m

$15,500 IN BALTO

was rushed

in after two days to hypo
Baltimore April 25,
Estimates for This Week
Fairly steady pace all around
Avenne-HlUtary - Dondee ((Joldhere, with combo Hipp cashing in
herg) (950-810-650; 10-25)
'Hono- heavily on vaude headed by Milton
lulu* (M-G) and 'Each
Other* (UA), Berle and Shirley Ross, who are
'Submarine Patrol' sending 'Streets of New York* into
7S&v*?l"
(20tlj), 'Blondie Boss* (Col)
and 'Let town's lead. (lood response to 'Mid^^2"' ^iPler.
Good $2,300. ni^t' which starts a second stanza
T.!!
Sfift week. 'Gunga Din' (RKO) and
Keith's tomorrbw (Wednesday)
Me Criminal* (WB). dual, split at
but only mild action for 'Zenobia* at
'Arizona the New.
(^).
wi^
y}wcat'
(20th) and Thanks Every,
wtag* (20th), tripler,
Estimates tor This Week
$2^00, good
Century (Loew*s-UA) (3,000; 15<Singer) (RKO) (l,250)i
10-25.35-40)_'Dark Victory* (WB)! 25-40)—'Madden* (M-G). Not much
^''SOO.
Last week
(2d) action, with possible $6,000 the top
castles* (RKO).
'Wuthering
week,
Last
count
$4,200. good.
Omaha (Blank) (2,000; 10-25-40)— Heights* (UA), lone new entry in
Wuthermg Heights* and "Eagle and town, of h.o.'s, maintained steady
|j*wlt' (Par) (revival), duaL
Pair pace to solid $9,200.
matters.

—

,

Hippodrome

(Rappaport)

(2,205;

or

thereabouts

has a couple

It is

consldtting.

Blalto (750; 25-40-55)—"Santa Fe
Stanmede* (Rep) and "AU Over
Town' (Rep) (revival). This nalr
opened yesterday morning (Tues.)
following week of 'Eagle and Hawk'
(Par) (revival) at sli^Uy over

A

WB

—

Lombardo will be around $25,000. the right side of the ledger. "Nazi
For both houses these engagements Spy* (WB), not to be previewed tohave beoi fine profit-makers.
morrow night (Thurs.) as usual here,
The second week for 'Hardy^ at opens Friday morning (28) instead.
the

Cap

000,
last

isn*t

and

so hot at less than $15,on its fourth and

'Bell,'

week at the Boxy, Is also moderate at around $22,(K)0. On flie 28
days, however, 'Bell' comes through
with a good profit
'Prison Without Bars' will end its
ftird week Friday night (28) at a
probable $7,000, very good for the
Globe. 'Pygmalion' continues on. at
the Aator, this week. (20th) appearki
about $7,500. It wUl go out
early in May.
Arthur Mayer got a little over
$6,000, fairish, out of 'Eagle and
Hawk,* a revival and yesterday
morning (Tues.) brought In a double

Buffalo, April 25.

Though takings sloped sharply
week the alunq> seems to have
gone with the wind.
Business is
now largely dependent upon the
weather and local showmen expect
a general easing oft from now on,
especiaUy with daylight saving com-

last

ing in itext Sunday (30).
<Hardys' okay at the Buffalo, as
is 'Broadway Serenade' at the IiSkes.
'East Side of Heaven,' which was
rushed into the Lafayette ahead of
schedule, is also strong.
Estimates for This

Week

(3,500; 30-35-55)—
Doing around
(M-G).
Last week, 'Midnight'
(P^r), dropped off to fair $12,000,
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—
'BaskervUles' (20tb) and "Winner
All* (20th). Strong dual should get
last week
around $7,500, good,
'BlackweU* (WB) and 'Mr. MotO*

BoOalo (Shea)

'Hardys'

$16,000, nice.

(20th).

Okay

$7,200.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)
—'Serenade' (M-G) and "Kid Texas*
Slightly under preceding
(M-G).
weelc's pace, but all right at around
Last week 'CasUes' (RKO)
$9,000.

and 'Crrowded Houn* (RKO),
to get top bracket takings
ure reached $10,000.

failed

when

fig-

25-40)—'Casrun) and 'Saint
tles'
Not too
(RKO).
Strikes Back'
steong for this at around mild $6,500.
Last week. 'Dodge City* (WB) (2d
run) and 'Sudden Money* (Par) (2d

Hipp (Shea)

(RKO)

(2,100;

(2d

run), fair $7,500.
Lafayette (Ind.)

(3,300;

25-35)—

CINCYPiKlNG;

HEAVEirnNE

'

$11,500

biU^^nta

CindnnatI, April 25.
Fe Stampede' and 'All
Biz in the main for downtown
Over Town,' last-mentioned a rehouses is on the upbeat Weekend
vivaL
'Back Door to Heaven* fa the b.o. was tnted by first spelt of seatown's poorest at $5,500 tops for the sonable weather for gome time.
Three major stands liave fresh reCriterion. This is an Astoria-made
flhn.

Astw

—

GoW

$100,000

Warners last night CToes.) Opened $6,000, o.k. 'Flying Irishman'^ (RKO)
another picture, also, starring Bett^ ;ot $6,000, also, disappointing for
Davis, at the Hollywood on a twice- bat one.
daily basis at $2 top. This is 'Juarez,'
Blvell
25-55-75-86-90)
(2,092;
which has Paul Muni tpposite Miss 'Wuthering Heights' (UA) (2d week).
Davis.
Heavily advertued. with
honey, at the b.o. and very strong
advance and first week unnlng ^1,< on the holdover at a oossible $40,000.
000, 'Juarez' is the first roadaoower Th: first week was tei 'dc at $50,000.
since 'Zola' two years ago. Remains indef.
for
Advance sale oni 'Juarez,' nearly $5,Boxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'BeU'
000, is more than twice what it was (20th) and stage show
(4Ui-finaI
on 'Zola* in 1037. As scaled, from week). Lightening to around $22,000
55c to $2.20, the Hollywood can do this weelc, its last after a third
stanza's take of $34,500, good.
$25,897 on the week.
On
Numerous other new shows, re- 28-day run pushes Uirough to very
placing holdovers, are due.
They satisfactory profit 'Return of Cisco
include "Lady's From Kentucky,* to- Kid' (20th) is in for just one week
day (Wed.) at the Paramount: "Man starthig Friday (28), with 'Rose of
of Conquest* at the Capitol tomor- Washington Sq.* (20th) to follow
row (Thurs.); 'Nazi Spy* at Strand May 6.
and 'Return of Cisco Kid' at Roxy,
State (3,450; 35-65-75)
'Stageboth on Friday (28) and "Streets oi coach' (UA) (2d run) and vaude
topped by George Givot and Eddie
N. Y.' at Globe Saturday (20).
Strongest of curr^t holdovers Is DeLange orchestra. A very agree"Wuthering Heights,* Rivolt turn- able week of $26,000 is in store here.
away. Smadiing through to $50,000 Last week 'Huck Finn' (M-G) and
the flrst..week, currently on tlie sec- Judy Garland ran the ticket maond stanza, this picture will snatch chines to a smash $37,000.
a possible $40,000, immense.
Strand (2,767; 25-40-55-75-85-09)—
Par and Strand, on third weeks, 'Dodge City' (WB) and Guy Lomalso right up there. Final (8d) lap bardo (3d-finalweek). Continued pull
for 'Midnight' and Tommy Dorsey, means a probable $25,000 this week
at the former, ending last night (3d) after a smart $49,000 last week
(Tues.) was close to $30,000, while (2d) and a very big*f50,IXI0 on the
the Strand's 'Dodge Cltr and Gi^ first seven days, plenty of coin on

Estimates fer TUs Week
25-40-55-05)—'Pyg(1,012;

1^

for

'SUgecoach'

(Mechanic)

Cietting s(Hne
action tlirough healthy exploitation hypo by Ed Gallner. Only
4,600 indicated. Last week, second
of 'Graham BeU' (20th), added fairish $4^300 to opoiing $8,60a
Staaely (WB) (3,280; 15-25^35-4055)—"Dark Victory* (WB). Opens at
tomorrow
performance
special
(Wed.) nl&t after three solid sessions of 'Doage City* (WB) to bellringtaig total of $31,700.

$8,000,
Bftary

swell

and goes second weeli.' Reviews
were peaches and word-of-mouth Is
a potent factor. Last week, third for
•CasUes' (RKO) $83,000, exceHent
Hall is not set (w Its next picture but

..

New

55)—'Zenobia' (UA).
mild

.

week,

New

Streets

000.

$U00.

Last

—

15-25-35-40-55-60)

Blalta (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 15Omaha, April 25,
30-40)—'Man Conquest' (Rep) and
Big splurge for world premiere of Woman Doctor' (Rep). Given good
HJmpn PadLflc,' which swings into rating by reviewers. Looks sure to
motion tomorrow (Wednesday), is cop fine $7,500. Last week, 'From
kMping natives parading outside in Missouri (Par) and 'Moto' (2001),
1889 costumes, with warm weather good $7,000.
another bump to the b.o. Three to
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 15pictures are being offered, and a_ 30-40)—'Never Die' (Par) and 'Bull,
would have done better away from dog Drummond' (Par). Just average
the premiere blow.
Figures on $3,100, mild.
duallers.
WharT
'Dark Victory' is ptmching through Last week,
'Fisherman's
the premiere haze at the Brandeis (RKO) and "Beauty Asking* (RKO),

?B,200.

of a Nazi

(2d wk.).

York* (Mono) and vaude. Leaning
heavily on flesh portion' headed by
Milton Berle and Shirley Ross. Big
second of
Last week,
$15,600.
•Castles' (RKO) and vaude, added
mildish $9,400 to strong opening ses-

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-40)— 30-40)—
'Ice
Follies'
(M-G) and
Kusketeers' (20th) an± vaude: Perking to $14,000, okay, currently. Last 'Prison BarsT (UA). Pulling fair $6,week "St Louis Blues' (Par), mild 500. Last week, "Wuthering Heights'
(UA) and 'Kid Texas' (M-G), good

lA&iW

(WB)

Spy'

sion at $15,200.
sociation baseball pulled bumper atKeith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 15tendance. Downtown picture nouses
are beginning to feel the outdoor 25-35-40)—'Midnight' (Par). Starts
(Wed.)
opposisiisomewhat, but grosses still second round tomorrow
25-40)— maintaining a healthy complexion^
after very healthy getaway at $10,-

'Crowded Hours' (RKO) and vaude.
Estimates for This Week
.Hugh Herbert on the stage Is a genBrown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
uine boxoftice name here-.- Sending
?:ross up to $15,000, finest in a long (1,500; 15-30-40)—Three Smart Girls*
ime.
Last week, 'Lady and Mob* (U) and •Risky Business? (U) (3d
Results stiU good at $1,700.
wk).
(Col) and 'Family Next Door" (U),
Last week, with help of visiting
okay $13,100.

lydog Omaha

(2d

—

Week
35-S»^79)

(3,200;

(FUm

Faraasoant—Ijady's from Kentucky' (Par) (2d wk.).
'Wuthering Heights*
BlvoU
(UA) (4th wk.).
BMEy—'Rose of Washington
Square' (20fh) (5).

OotdowsHortiiis

Louisville. April 2S,
•^'BaskerviUes' (2001). Looks fOr
S6^000 on the week, fair enough, talie
Holdovers Hire* Smart Girls,' In
That will mean profit' Last week; third downtown week at the Brown,
'Qluston' (World), completed a fort- and. 'Dodge City,' likewise in thirc
night to all right $8i0W.
stanza at the Mary Anderson, are
ChlMro (B&K) (4,000: S5-55-75)— both notable in the lineup this week.
Bell' (20th) and stage diow. Arthur 'Man of Conquest,' aft RlaKo, rated
Treacher on the stage accounting for well with the critics as an historical
some additional b.o. weight; $31,000, piece of film production, and is pullrqiresenting satisfactory profit Last ing okay biz.
week, 'Dodge City' (WB). finished
Nice weekend weather for the first
second session to strong $36,900.
time in- about 'three weeks lured lo-

Garrick (B&K) (900: 35-55-65)—
Xove Affair* (RKO). tn here after
previous stay at the Palace and garnering solid $6,500.
Last week,
'Prison Bars' (UA), so-so $4,200.

Challenge'

Alliance) (5)..
wk.).

acev and 'Dodge City,' whfdi moved
to the Roosevelt for Its third loop

Estimates tor TUa
Apollo (B&K) (1,200;

Globe—The

$7,500 in L'ville;

.

for

—

(M-G)

(23d wk.).

side of th« ledger.

ringer,,

— "Pygmalion'

powerful

ticularb'

—

Astor

an 60-84-90-$1.6S).^'Dark Victory' (WB)
and stage show. Crashing through

get It a likely $100,000, big. The picture got excellent notices and Is receiving glowing word-of-mouth, wltb
result on the holdover starting tomorrow (Thurs.) it sT.suld conumu
a sturdy grip. Nidit business is par.

(UA> (Sd Vk.).
Baixy—"Betum of the Cisco
Kid' (20tb) (28).
(IteDlewcd in Current IWue)
Stiaad "Confessions of a Nazi
Spy* (WB) (28).
Week at May 4

and'

it,

show

12)

Stanq)ede'

—

encouraging than it has been all London' (GB), both first-runs, and
Thanks EverytMng* (20th), tripler,
Disappointment around the Ba]a> spUt with 'Honor West* (U), -Pirates
ban & Katz offices was the failure ^dtetf (U), lioth first-runs and
of the foreign flicker "Grand Illusion' •Gunga Din' (RKO), gOod $2,000.
to hold up oeyond a two-wedc stay
Much had been exIn the Apollo.
film may
nabes.

Fe

Blalto—'Santa

holdovers, of which there is

ttie

unprecedented number, are far from
being snubbed. 'Victory* and one
lesser first nm, "Back Door to Heaven,' were the only new pictures to
come in. All the rest totaling seven,
are holdies.
Steady support for "Victory* will

(R^) (26). V
(Reviewed in VADEir, December 7)
"Wtttherlng Heights'
BlveU

Crimind' (WB) and

seascHi.

pected of

(29).

tud^y^ (Par) (26).

In the downtown houses at present •Each Other* (UA). Fair $1,800. Last
the general tone is strong and more week, 'Roqeh Riders' (Rep), 'Crime

li

'Dark Victory,' a bright conquest $42,000 and first $03,000 for total on
at the Music Ball, is shoulders above run of $125,000, fine pickings.
Badio City Hnsle BaU (5,980; 40the pack this week, but some of

(Reoleiocd <n VjsiErr, April 19)
Hollywood—'Juarez' (WB).
(Reoieued in Current luue)
Maale Bkll—"Dark Victory'
(WB) (2d wk.).
Faramaant 'Lady's from Ken-

(Goldberg)
—Town
'Ni^t Uders' (Rep),

Holdovers, lleights 40G,

'Stagecoaeh'-Vaude Stont $26

(Revietoed in Vabieit, April 12)

Or^hcnot (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)
Three Smart Clrls* (U> and 'Bulldog Drummond' (Par). Very good
$10,300. Last week, 'Wife, Husband'
(UA), very
(20th) and Topper'
good $10,000.

wltb "Made

Many

B way;

Conquest*

Of

(Rep).

M'-Treacher Ringii^ $31,
(UA) and 'Pardon Nerve*
dual, smash $9,300.

Victory' Bright $100,000 on

(Subject to Change)

Fme,asMCIiiB.O,sPerkUp;

Chicago, April 25.
Business <eii«rany Indlates «
nerk-up in the midwest and the loop
iTno ezeeptioii. After being cooped
uD through weeks of doppy weather,
the residents are coming out of their
hibernation looking for .entertalnment other than wbat tiiey have
been getting over tbe- loiid^>eaker.
Oowntown shops, restaorann, etc.
all report the same stepping. iq> of
the btislness pace.
While there is no outstanding gross

VARIETY

malion' (M-G)

leases that are registering winners.
Biggest pull Is 'Dark Victory.' at
Albee. Next best Is "East Side of
Heaven,* at Palace. Keith's loudest

week). About trade liark of late Is coming from
$7,500 this week (20th), very good. •Hound of BaskerviUes.*
Last week (19th) was around $8,000,
Of the holdovers, 'CasttesP fa In
Capita (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$125)— third and final wedc at the Shubert
'Hardy's Ride High' (M-G) (2d-flnal wits so-so returns. 'Midnight' and
week). Did well last week (Ist) at •Stagecoach' are second-weddng,
nearly $25,000, but leavens off con- and Dodge City' fa flnfahlng a threesiderably to less than $15,000 on the week stay.
holdover.
On the 14 days fairish
Estimates fer lUa Week
profit
"Man of Conquesf (Rep),
35-42)—
Albee (RKO)
(3,300;
most important first-run booking this "Dark Victory' (WB).
Excellent
company has ever had on Broadway, $15,000. Last week, 'Midnight' (Par),
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
good $13,000.
Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Badc35-42)—
Capitol (RKO)
(2,000;
Door to Heaven' (Par). Eastern- "Midnight' (Par). Moveover from
made not getting anywhere, fiS.SOO Albee for second week. Fair $4,500.
tops.
Last week 'Mutiny on Boun- Last week, 'Dodge City' (WB> (2d
ty'^ (M-G) (revival), dose to $9,000,
run), socko $6,50(1.
very good;
Family (RKO) (1,000; 20-30)—
Globe (1,274: 25-40-55)—'Prison Pardon Nerve* (20th> and 'Prison
Without Bars* (UA) (3d-final week). Trahi' (Ind). spUt wiUi 'King ChinaThe windup wUl be about $7,000, fol- town* (Par) and 'Mystery White
lowing weeks ahead of $0^00 and Room' (U). Average $2,200. Same
$13,800 for fancy black. 'Streets of last week on 'Criminal* (Col) and
New York' (Mono) opens Saturday 'Comet Broadway' (WB), split with
(29).
.'Wong*
(Mono) and 'Fisherman's
Hollywood.(l,4S4; 55-85-$1.10-$1.65- Wharf (RKO).
$2.20)—'Juarez' (WB). Was given
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—
premiere here last night (Tues.). 'Dodge Clfar' (WB).
Transferred
House has been dark some time, from Capitol for third run. Big
this being first picture for It since $3,800.
Last week, Three Smart
'Zola' two years back. Advance sale Girls'
(U), third-run and fourth
close to 0,000, more than double week, mild $2,400.
that wliich 'Zola* had prior to open,
Keltii's (Libson) (1,500; 39-42>—
ing Advance and first weelc*s ad •BaskerviUes* (20th), eight days.
campaign $21,000.
Sweet |6,500. Last wee^ 'Society
'Love Lawyer (M-G), six days, brutal
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)
Affair' (RKO) and 'Cant Get Away $2,500.
With Murder' (WB), both 2d run,
Lyrio
35-42)—
(RKO)
(1,400;
doubled. This couple will get about "Stagecoach* (UA). Moveover from
$9,000 on eight days, good. In ahead. Palace for second week.
NaIl
'Oklahoma Kid* (WB) (2d run) and $3,500. Last week, 'Crowded Hours*
'Women in Wind' (WB) (1st run), (RKO), one day, and "Eagle and
(20th

—

.

Hawk* (Par) (reissue), six days, sad
Three Smart Girls' (U) (3d wk) $7,600, fairish.
Paramonnt (3,664; 25-35-55-85-09) $2^.
and 'Risky Business* (U) (3 days).
35-42)—
Palaee (RKO)
(2.600;
'Girls' checked out when first three —'Lady's from Kentucky' (Par) and,
days of third week got only $2,000. in pit Henry Busse, Shirley Ross. 'East Side Heaven' (U). Nice $11,'East Side of Heaven' (U) rushed Lanny Ross and Hal LeRoy. Opens 500. Last week, 'Stagecoach* (UA),
of fair $10,000.
in. and looks Uke exceUent $9,000 today (Wed.) after three weeks
Shnbert (RKO) (2,150; 35-42)—
for first five days. Last week 'Girls' 'Midnight' and Tommy Dorsey, final
So-so
(U) (2d wk) and 'Homicide Bureau' leg of which was within spitting dis- •CasUcs* (RKO) (3d wk).
tance of $30,000. Second week was $3,200, Last week, okay $5,S0O.
(Col), very nice at over $0,000.
.

.
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FILM SHOWMANSHIP
By John
'Juarez' Scaled to

$25,897; Premiere Is

Shortwaved to S. A.

Cycle of hinterland film t>remieres is in full pwing
and there is no telling where the exploitation boys will
be forced to go eventually in order to find suitable geographical setting for the teebfl of some super^super.
Warners took up showmanship on the run several
years ago when a discouraged and depressed nation,
doing its best to save nickels and dimes during the
business lows of 1933, looked up from the morning
newspaper, filled with distress and affliction, to discover that a trainload of Hollywood film folk- was making a trans-continental tour advertising a film called
.

Advance and

first

week's adver-

which
at the
opened
Hollywood (N. Y.)'On a twice-daily
run, amounts to $21,000. House is
scaled from S5c to $220 and with
every seat sold eacli performance,
on a week can do $25,897.
The advance seat sale, with tickets being
available eight
weeks
ahead, is nearly $5,000, more than
double the advance on 'Zola,' which
had a similar $2 engagement here.
Ben Cohen, from the Warner home
office, has been assigned to handle
tising

cover 'Juarez,'
to
last night (Tues.)

'42nd Street'
The very audacity of the stunt, rather than the stunt
On
itself, Is what brought to It rich boxoffice rewards.
the surface It appeared to be a profiigate piece of
wasteful spending. With every, business index at Its
lowest mark, with banks still dizzy from the spring
'holiday,' the nerve of the thing was what made the
coast-to-coast tour a smashing piece of press-agentry.
It turned out to be a helpful shot in the arm at the
moment When the boxoffice patient was breathing
the 'Juarez' run.
showmen
In .addition to broadcasting the heavily in "short gasps. It 'roused theatre
them from the preopening over
night throughout the country and shook
last
founded on the theory that
(Tues.), it went out over a special vailing lethargy which was
down.
short-wave hookup to Mexico and the only direction the boxoffice could take was
South America through arrange- It brought exhibitors to their feet and sent them hustling after business. S. Charles EInf eld and the Warner
ments with CBS.
promotion staff, east and west, simply proved again the
oldest adage in show business that there is definite
ratio of profit between smart spending for advertising,
and boxoffice income.

WMCA

MAYBE THE MAILMAN
DOESNT LIKE THIS IDEA

Los Angeles, April 25.
Tom Soriero, manager of the
United Artists Downtown' theatre,
has hit upon an idea of using Uncle
Sam's mail boxes and post office to
advertise his current attractions.
Each week he malls out hundreds

of window cards, size 14x22, which
a regular stock card that all film
exchanges have, to people in all
parts of Los Angeles. These window
cards are suspended in front of the
mail boxes after the last plclcup,
the night prior to the opening of
the picture, so they are in full view
until the morning pickup to pedestrians and all those using the mail
boxes.
Each one of the cards have elastic

Is

loops where they can be suspended
from all mall boxes, and will not
interfere with anyone who desires
to usie the slots in tiie boxes to maO
their letters,

f

Racine, Wis., April 25.
to town in plug'Sergeant Madden'

Harvey Kny went
ging

the
It

PEOVINa ASVEETISEUEIIT AN INVDSTIIEIIT
One of the fallacies of show business is to regard
advertising outlay as an expense, whereas it is strictly
an investment and must be considered as such. The
Idea which prevails in some misguided quarters is that
advertising is an item subject to radical trimming or
elimination when current business is discouraging. Such
left-handed reasoning is like closing the bam door
after the hired man has stolen the car. The chances
are 100 to one that business is bad because the attractions have been weak and their advertising even weaker.
Good business results from good shows, well exploited. Both have to hit at the same time. Neither
one is any good without the other.
What the showman must bear in mind is that when
he lets up on his plugging and ballyhoo, the public, his
customers, take Urn at his word and quit cold. The
show that Isn't good enough to holler about isn't good
enough to make the family squeeze into last year's
Ford and drive into town to see.
What Is happening currently in film showmanship Is
the revival of ballyhoo on the grand-scale. Credit for
the renaissance once again must be passed along to
the Warners' cheering section for the very commendable ]ob of turning 100,000,000 pairs of eyes toward
Dodge City, Kas., two weeks ago. The occasion was
the opening performance of the film starring Errol
Flynn.

WaHy Beery Now a Cop
On Racine, Wisc^ Force

when

C

Flinn

News Men

Do

film

appeared at Warner's Rlalto
theatre here, in addition to having
Wallace Beery made an honorary
sergeant on the police force, he promoted a most 'popular policeman's
contest with the winner receiving
an all-expense tour of the New
York World's Fair, plus $50 in cash.
Judges connected in this, which
aroused a great deal of interest, in-

cluded Jack Keegan, Warner Broa
district
manager; Sam Shurman,
Metro exchange manager; Louis W.

ALL OVEB THE MAP
Paramount steps up to the plate this week with fesand ceremonies incidental to the World premiere
of 'Union Pacific' in Omaha, Neb. With an Itinerary

tivities

of 10,000 miles already routed, a special train bearing
publicity men and film players will make a coast-tocoast run. Tour is timed with openings of the picture In 60 first run cities.
In Houston, Texas, Republic recently launched "Man
of Conquest,' a film based on early Texan history. The
premiere attracted wide attention and gave the film a
sendofl in the south wUch would have been Impossible
to obtain through routine hnnriHng
Decoration Day has been, selected for the initial per,

Triple Press

Paramount

'

.

is

issuing

a

BOOST FOR

'

Sp/

Week

The

Meet

.

mOM

.

'

Any violence may be a business boomerang.
Showmen will be wise to soft-peddle the
a^ects of

tile

stint

emotional

advance advertising.

Imagine! Being Paid

SEAVIAN EUMOS IN TEE ASS
Thumbnail caricatures oi George Bernard Shaw
which have been used consistentiy in the newspaper
advertising of 'Pygmalion' (MG) during the New York
engagement' at the Astor will be sadly missed when
tile film ends its run soon.
No matter how cold the
spring weather, how bad the stock market or how
tough the day's going, these tiny cartoons of the eminent Britisher are unfailing in jiggling the snicker.
Shaw has been captxired in the gayest imaginable
moods. At the start of the 10th week of the run he
was shown turning handsprings. Iiast Sunday (23) he
was a standout in all the amusement sections where
he annoxmced, "Today I am a man,' signifying the start
of the 21st week of the engagement It was that Tony
Galento chest on Shaw that made the sketch one of
the best of an excellent series.

iia

Montreal—

$3,<M in Anetber Honse

Qnebec Censors Hypo

Urntherii^Monn

triple-

book for the exploiting,
advertising and publicizing of "Union
sized press

Pacific'

M0DEI5 PARADE,

A

Montreal, April 25.
Howard Knevels, manager of tiie
Imperial, second run bouse In the
heart of the city, was struck semiconscious and theatre receipts of
In the promotional division local $1,200 for the day stolen Sunday
tieups are explained for a score night (23) when two young men entered the manager's office at 9:40
of nationally advertised products,
pjn., scooped up the cash and got
Sergeant Madden' was playing the among them Llpton's Tea, Pennzoil, away without anyone aware of the
Sunkist oranges, Montgomery Ward,
Rialto.
hold-up.
Lux, Model Craftsman and other
Assistant manager came in later
products.
and found Knevels collapsed at his
Advertising layouts are suitable desk, bleeding profusely.
No arrests
for nearly every jpossible type of
Tnrron Space Grabber
so far.
small town and country newispaper
layout In the publicity section' are
For ?Iazi
Premiere a number of feature storied
$3.M« Theatre SUckop
about the
Wautoma, Wis., April 25.
principals and the early days of railThe Park theatre here was robbed
road building.
Albany, April 25.
last week of four nights' receipts
Leon G. Turrou's appearance, in
totaling $3,000.
advance of 'Confessions of a Nazi
Spy,' was staged by Warners midst This Is the
of
Spartanburg, S. C, April 25.
a setting that stimulated publicity,
Melvin Godfrey and Bedford Colwithout making the pic ballyhoo too
Variety Clubs' Big
lins were arrested in a $200 robbery
obvious. Former ace FBI investigaof J. H, Holland, operator of Lyman
Detroit April 25.
tor was guest speaker at a luncheon
George Jessel, (Seorge Raft Ethel and Tucapau theatres. Holland and
In the De Witt Clinton Hotel of the
Albany Advertising Club, with the Shutta and Lloyd Nolan will head- his wife were robbed at their home
Chamber of Commerce cooperating. line the floor show at the annual about midnight several, weeks ago.
Mayor' John Boyd Thacher intro- banquet (29) of the Variety Clubs'
duced Turrou to a gathering of 350 national powwow here April 27-30.
.$25,000 Theatre Fire
Will Hays, MPPDA prez, also will
leading Albanians.
Waynesboro, Ga, April 25,
Turrou' talked on espionage, attend conclave, along with several
Smoking debris of the Grand
especially
Nazi.
Hearst's
Times governors, mayors and vaude folk.
Session wUl open this Thursday hardly had a chance to cool before
Union gave his remarks a particularly. he%vy' play, black-typing them (27) with meeting of national offi- A. L. Lennard, owner, announced
under bli -headlines. That paper also cers! Friday and Saturday will be that house, destroyed In mystery
splurged on art Gannett's Knicker- devoted to general convention ses- blaze Thursday (20), would be rebocker News also weighed in before sions, followed by elections and built at once. Loss, estimated at
and after. Its picture critic, C. R. banquet In evening. Sunday will be $25,000, was partially covered by
double devoted to sightseeing tour of De- insurance.
his
devoted
Rosenl>eny,
Theatre
f\nv>t at time of concolumn editorial page feature, The troit auto plants, Greenfield 'Village,
flagraUor
Melting Pot' to comment on Turrou^ et aL
Orlove, Metro explolteer, all from
MUwaukee; Harold SchneUer, adver.
tising department, Racine Journal
Times, and house manager Kny.
Kny also invited the 175 Racine
Journal-Times carrier boys to see
the film at the Rialto. All in all,
the city was fully Informed that

Sbnffle

Omaha Preem

-

$1,2«0 Assault Sticknp

Pacific'

Off to

take place at Springfield, III.
These out of town premieres have some of the newsUnder Waller's Wing
paper boys who cover film happeninjgs considerably
worried. The one or two-day jaiint isn't so bad, they
of
Getting all of the nine large news
say. What they are afraid of is the first, showing
Clifford Odets* 'Rocket to the Moon.' Or the sjpecial and photo services to assign a repreopening performance arranged for the new version of sentative. Paramount on Sunday (23)
Jules Verne's '80,000 Leagues Under the Sea.' No in- took nine men out to Denver and
vltiUons have been yet issued for 'All This and Heaven Omaha on Its "Union Pacific' premiere stunt They are- there with
Too.'
Tom Waller, of the Par h.o., who is
SOPINa 'NAZI ^Y' AUDIENCE BEACTIONS
in charge of syndicate publicity and
Just what is going to happen when 'Confessions of a exploitation.
Syndicate men are being flown to
Nazi Spy' (WB) moves into general release on May 6
in Denver to join the Cecil B. de Mille
is the subject of much conjecture among film men
the Broadway sector. There seems- to be some mis- special train there for the ride east
givings that the film may stir up a rumpus at its New to Omaha.
This Is claimed the largest syndiYork premiere at the Strand (28). Such things have
happened infrequently in past years when a provocative cate coverage any film company has
ever obtained on any stunt more than
subject is made the basis for entertainment
Film which prompted the most disorder was 'Birth 1,000 miles removed from New York
of a Nation,' which for years was barred from exhibi- home offices.
tion la some southern and border cities, so great was
the feeling against it
It has been some years since a legitimate "play was
memorable GIRL
Interrupted by audience disapproval.
occasion was the opening performance of the Irish
Players from the Abbey theatre, Dublin. They brought
written
then
recently
to lilaxine Elliott's theatre the
•The Playboy of the Western World,' by J. M. Synge,
United Artists exploitation departto' which violent exception was taken by certain Irish ment tied in with Mayor La Guargroups.
dia's "Keep City Clean Parade' last
Opening performance had scarcely started when cat- Friday (21) for an effective camvoices
the
the
of
Bronx-cheering
drowned
calls and
paign on their Hal Roach release,
players. Then folded newspapers and vegetables start- 'Zenobia.' Parade of floats started in
ed to fall on the stage. Down came the curtain and Manhattan and wound up at the N.Y.
the performance was over. But not the battling. Police World's Fair.
went to the gallery finally and cleared the building.
First float leading the parade was
Since iheh the play has been performed in New York decorated with banners reading
many times without creating so much as a ripple of "These are the most beautiful girls
excitement
in the world,' but wait until you see
More recently in the metropolitan area there were "Zenobia.' Attached to the truck was
disturbances in the film theatres following the showing a trailer, in Which rode 15 young
of hewsreels of the Bund meeting in Madison Square women who model for John Powers,
Garden. Film companies quicldjr eliminated the scenes artist Girls wore sashes which read,
from the release.
"Yes, she's beautiful, but wait until
'Nazi Spy' is based on the factual data which was you see Zenobia.'
gathered by Leon C. Tourou, formerly an FBI agent
Stunt will be duplicated in other
which was the basis for indictments and convictions in key cities and form part of UA's nathe Federal courts. It may prove a torrid boxoffice at- tional exploitation campaign on the
traction' at this time, provided the excitement it is picture. Monroe Greenthal for UA
bound to create is held within reasonable grounds. paid the beauts $15 each for their

THEATRE HOLDUPS

Book

For Union

formance of "Young Mr, Lincohi' (20th-Fox) which will

B.O.

Montreal, April 25.

The Quebec Board of Censors
gave "Wuthering- Heights,' currently
at the Orpheum, one of the best
ballyhoos in the history of films here
when they took back .their ban on
the UA pic and released it almost
without cuts for a gala opening
Thursday (20) night and turnaway
weekend biz. Offer to submit the
film to representative body of men
and women of all creeds and stations and abide by a majority de-

To Kiss a

Girl in Pitt

Pittsburgh,

AprU

25.

Warners has rented half of big
downtown parking lot for a week to
free tent-show exhibit in
Joe.
connection with "Stagecoach.'
stage a

Feldman and Jimmy Totman scoured
the town for relics of that era,
gathered in a lot of stuff from Clarnegle Institute, dressed up a flock
of hired hands as mldwestem pioneers and tossed them altogether
under the big top.
They've also nabbed a barker to
bring the crowds in off the street and
make sure the drop-ins realize
there's no admission charge. Parking lot is just a few doors away from
Stanley theatre, where picture opens
Friday (28).
At same time, Charlie Kurtzman
cooked up a couple of cute stimts
for 'Love Affair* at Penn.
Hired
flock of college kids and paired them
off on park benches around the
town. Every so often they'd go into
a clinch and eome up with a sign
saying, "This is a swell love affair
and the Penn has one, too.' In front
of the theatre, Kurtzman had a bus
stationed o«eriog to treat young couples coming away from "Love Affair*
to a free ride to the marriage license
bureau.
'

cision, if unfavorable,

plus generally
adverse editorial criticism of cenverdict induced re-conslderaby Quebec Board with the result that such scissoring as was done,
is vhrtually not noticeable.
While most pix, currently and resors'

FasbiojDS

Then and Now

tion

Make Good

'Casde' Tienp

Seattie, April 25.
have suffered no
Checkup on Bon March dept store
usual from the censors,
'Darling Daughter' took a terrible ileup with Fifth avenue theatre for
slaughtering and emerged punch- 'Vernon and Irene. Castie' (RKO)
drunk with fans wondering what It shows the finest most elaborate cowas all about It will be a new pic op of this type ever Imown in this
to them when they see it in Ontario locale. It shows how far a big store
can go.
or over the border.
Every show window on Pine
street including the two huge corKincey 'B'
Mgrs.
ner spots, was devoted to the pix,
modem merchandise displays,
Biz Matters with
along with big oldtime sheet music'
Charlotte, N. C, April 25.
blowups of "Take Me Back to N. Y.
A meeting of managers of theatres Town,' "Where
You Get That
operated by the North Carolina The- Hat' "Hello, Frisco, Hello,* etc
atres, Inc, of which H. F. Kincey, of
Neat cards told about showing of
Charlotte, is g.m., was held last week pix at theatre.
Fashions of then
at High Point Roy Smart of Char- and now the theme. On third floor
lotte, district manager, presided.
the Bon also had merchandise disManagers of Class B picture houses plays to tie-in. Beatty Stevens,
in the Carolinas huddled on business promotional, and Harold McLean
matters.
handled the tieup.

centiy

playing,

more than

is

House
Convene on

DM

'
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Mpls. Bidlds;

Wayne Kmg-Bnnis, 16G,

Dodge; fliSOO/Casdes;
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Heights'

$13,300, Big in Toronto

M;

Tops 'Em

mights' Bright $8,000

them

Minneapolis, April 25.
Theatres have what it takes to
ht'mS 'em In this week. Boxoffice
atbscUoiis are In command of the
all

situation
s'
..
._

^along

—

the

-olnting

stin

w«uia attain—due, ot coiUrse, to the
geherslly depressed conditions here.
Wayne King's orch, at the Orcheum, tops the list of newcomers,
but 'Wutherlng Heights,' State flhn.
Is running the stage show a good
Two holdovers. Three
second.
Smart Girls Grow Up' and 'Ecstasy,'
Century and Time, reat the
spectively, continue to hold iip their
'Pygmalion' finally ended its
end.
sensational seven-week run at the
World, giving way to 'Amphitryon,'
.

-

which

isn't

kicking up

Key

JV.T.)

much box-

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
$1,623,600
(Based on 23 cities, 160 theatres)

den Money'
with

K.CFEMS.BiG

and

(Par)

'

(Par),

dual

'Bulldog
'Almost

first-runs,

Drummond'
Gentleman'

200.

Loew's (Loew) (2,611; 25-35-50)—
'Honolulu' (M-G). Mediocre $6,800.
Last week, 'Each Other' (UA) ahd
'WlUiin Law* (M-G), just fair $7,100.
Shea's (FP-Can) (2,663: 25-40)—

From

Missouri'

(Par),

—

Uptown (FP-Can)

$8,000

Theatre row

$14,000

IN

DEL

$12,000, fair.

State

',300; 25-35(Par-Singer)
Heights' (UA). Ad^

VB|ice acclaim

and

critics

and custhis
one

praise^ putting
Traveling at brisk $8,000 pace.
Last week, 'Broadway Serenade'
(M-G), yanked after six poor days,
toquers'

over.

Time
ftasy'

^

^

$4,000.

(GUIman)

(200;

25)—'Ec-

(Foreign) (2d run) (2d wk).

(2d), "CasUes' (RKO), nice $5,000.
lig boxoSlce stuff, and certain to
Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,050; 10hold for at least one more week.
route to bljg $1,500. Last week,' 25-40)— 'Winner AU' (20th) with Orrin Tucker's band on stage. House
$2,500, tremendous.
Uptown (Par) (1,200: 25-35)— forsaking straight films temporarily.
Trade Winds' (UA). First nabe Solid $12,500, biggest seen here in
diowing.
Looks like light $2,000. many months and oettering Tudcer's
Last week, 'Ice FoUies' (M-G), split take last fall in same spotTLast week
with 'Cafe Society' .(Par), $2,500, (2d); 'Alexander BeU' (20th). fair
$5,000.
fairly good.

En
.

World

(Steffes)

(350; 25-35-40-55)

French
-^'Amphitryon' (Foreign).
film, following closely on heels of
stage show here, has critics singing
its praises, but isn't delivering at
boxoSice and probably will' not
finish out week. Poor $600 in prospect Last week, 'Pygmalion' (M-G)
(7th wk), $1,100, okay considering

dodge;

TOP
DRAW IN DENVER
Denver, April

With

run's length.

$13,500,

daily, standouts.

Dodge

25.

Washington, April 25.
not warm, It's downright hot.
Over-all gross isn't really bad, but
distinct
drop over past few
it took a
weeks and boys are using 'summer
slump' In every other sentence. 'liCt
It's

'Kid Texas' (Par), dual. Will likely
Last week
$14,000, okay.
swell $20,500 for 'Dodge City' (WB)
plus 'Society Lawyer* (M-G).
(United
Detroit)
Palms-Btate
30-40-50)—
'Dodge City* (WB)
(3,000;
(2d run) and 'Sudden Money* (Par).
Former flicker moved here after big
sesh at Michigan; figures for around
Last week, Itlidnight'
$9,600, nice.
(Par) (2d run) and 'Streets N. Y.'

(Mono), good $7,500.
United Artists (United Detroit)
30-40-65)—'Hardys' (M-G).
(2,000;

Hardy series big draw here, anywa
and with Detroit as locale. It adi
up to good $12,000 and easy holdover. Detroit angle ballyed strongly.
Last stanza, 'Broadway Serenade'
(M-G), fairish $6,800.

Freedom Ring" and

Arthxir Godfrey

ing in accoiwanying stage show as

skedded on Fridsy

.(26).

Estimates tor This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)

—'Freedom Ring' (M-G) and vaude.
Nelson Eddy and Arthur Godfrey and
his revue getting the femmes to lead
town with oke $18,000. Last week,
'Ice Follies' (M-G) and Dave Apollon
Revue, Ught $16,000.

Colmnbto (Loew)
"Prison

Bars'

(UA).

(1,234;

'LitUe Princess,' at Rialto in tUrd
week ot first-runs, is also running
strong.
Estimates for Tbls Week

Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40)—
(RKO), after two weeks at
Orpheum, and 'Fisherman's
Wharf' (RKO), after one week at
Esttmates for' This Week
Good $3,000. Last
the Orpheum.
Albee
2S-3S-50)—"Three week this house was a subsequent
(3,274;
Smart Girls' (Ijr) and 'Saint Strike run.
Back* (RKO). Durbin name definite
(CockrUl)
(1,750; 25-40)—
Denbam
draw in this area and house will get
'Castles'

the

-

.

'Never Die' (Par). Fair $5,000. Last
week, •Missouri' (Par), did a nice
$7,(K)0 in second week.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)'
Big $13,500.
(Coiy and Tamlly Next Door* (U). 'Dodge City" (WB).
Good ad campaign on this pair, but Last week, 'Culver' (U) and Clyde
only mild $13,000. Last week, 'Away McCoy's band, nice $11,500.
With Murder* CWB) and 'Wife's
Orphenm (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
Relatives' (Rep), so-so $13^.
'Broadway Serenade' (M-.G) and
($3,618; 25-35-50)—4.et Free- 'Society Lawyer' (M-G).
, Met
Nice $8.dom Ring' (M-G) and 'Culver* (U). 700. 'Castles' (RKO), second week,
Pair will drive in with good $17,000, and 'Fisherman's 'Wharf'
(RKO),
Last week; 'Ice FoUies' (M-G) and neat $7,500.
'White Room" (W, okay $16,000.
(Fox)
(2,200; 25-40)—
Paramonnt
Paramount (4,126; 25-35-50)—'Mid.'Women
and
(20th)
'Baskervilles'
night' (Par) and 'i;ady and Mob'
Last
(Col) (2d wk.). Holding up weU and in Wind' (WB). Strong $5,000.
and 'Boy
flured to do nice $16,500. Last week week, 'Blacfcwell' (FN)
Trouble' (Par), good $4,500.
pair got fine $21,000.
Blalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Prln
„ Strand (2,870; 25-35-40)— 'Fly h«
Ttishraah' (RKO) and 'Mr, Wong' cess' (20th), after a week at each the
(Mono). Corrigan flicker didn't take Denver and Aladdin, and 'Mr. Moto'
off well and looks headed for back- (20th).
Good $2,500. Last week,
ward $5,000. Last week, 'Convict's 'Honest Man' (U), after a week at
Code' (Mono) and 'Special Inspector' each the Denver and Aladdin, and

first-rate $19,000.
Last week, 'Love
Aftalr'
(RKO) and 'Inside Story'
<20th). nice $17,500.
Fox. (4.089; 25-35-50)— l-et Live'

.

—

(U),

okay

$6,000.

'First Offenders'

fall

slightly

behind

Sold heavily

day-dater,

its

HoUywood, with probable
Last week, 'Dodge
stanza,

(Jlty'

$10,500.

(WB) second

very good $11,000.

Four Star (F-WC-UA) (600; 40-55)
'Prison WlUiout Bars' (UA) (3rd
.

week). Final stanza limited to four
days with $900 for that period.
Second fuU week brought unprofitable $2,200.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55<
65)— 'Heights' (UA> and Torchy
Hollywood
(WB) dual.
Mayor*
boulevard leader with neat $1L500.
Last week, holdover of 'Dodge City*.
(WB), profitable $8,200.
Fantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—
•CasUes' (R50) (3rd week) and 'ExPreviews used
posed' (U) dual.
Friday and Saturday nights to bolster
and third week bringing okay $5,500.
Second stanza finished with about
$7,000, very good.
CPar)
—Faramennt
'Lady's from Kentucky'

(3,595; 30-40-55)

(Par) and

Hitting ordinary gait
but wiU be held nine days to permit
'Union Pacific' (Par) preem (29),
stage show.

Looks like satlsfactoty $14,000 with
the two extra days thrown In. Last
week (nine days) 'Eagle and Hawk*

BKO

(2,872;

$13,800.

30-40-55)—'Castles'

and 'Society
(3d week)
along *women-wlthout-men' angle (RKO)
and Corrine Luchaire balUed as new Smugglers* (U) dyaL Looks like
French sensation. Combo will get SroflOble $6,000 on final week after
ealtby $7,200 previous seven days.
usual second-run 8p<>t' good $5,000.
Last week Dladdeu' (M-G) (2d run), Previews Saturday-Sunday helped
'

current week's take.

light $3,500.

SUte (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
"Missouri' (WB) and vaude. Vincent 75)—'BeU' (20th) and "Kid Texas^
Lopez and Fatrleta Ellis p.a. holding (MG) dual. Best house has shown in
months with $16i)00 probit up to fair $13,500 for. six days. Last several
week. Dodge CHy" (WB) and vaude able answer. Last week, 'Broadwav
Serenade* (MG) and 'Everybody't
(2d wk.). swen $18,000.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 85-55)— Baby' (20th), headache at $10,000. 30United Artiste (F-WC) (2,100;
Three Smart Girls' (U) (2d wk).
Slipped surprishigly to oke $7,500, 40-65)—'Serenade' (MG) and 'Everybody's Baby' (20th) duaL Ve^ weak
Last week socked with $17,000.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'Black- on mdveover for about $2,000. Last
'O'Conwell's (WB) (2d run) and The Crisis' week, 'Buck Finn' (MG) and
(Mayer & Burstyn). Five days for nor' (MG), another bust $2,500,
WibUre (F-WC> (2,206; 30-40-85Last weelk, 'Women
oke 13,200.
Wind' (WB). poor $1,600 in five days. 65)—'Serenade' (MG) and "Every35-55)— body'B Baby' (20tfa) dual .No profit
(2,242:
Palace (Loew)
Okay orl moveover at $3,600. Last week
'Wutherlng Heights' (UA).
and "O'Connor^
$14,500. Last week; 'Midnight' (Par) 'Huck Fhm' (MG)
(MG) dipped to $3,200, vnry bad.
(2d wk.), oke $7,500 In five days.
'

'Victory*

Garland-Hlidn^iht,' $31,000,

Smash

(Col), fair $2,000,

Teeoff for

Oevehnd Vaude

Sweet $3,700

in Lincoln; Tyg*

lar holdoutsJ

'

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-5565)—'Wuthering Heights' (UA) and
'Torchy Runs Mayor' CWB) duaL
Qne ot town's. pace-setters, but wiU

City,'

Denver, is easily grabbing top
B'KUYN BIZ SPOTTY
money this week, while across the
street the Paramount with "Hound
Dnrbln Dual Fine $19,«O0, But Corof Baskervilles,' is playing to simirlgan N.G. 6G.

Culver.'

'BeU' (20th) and 'Kid
from Texas' (MG) dual. New lease
on life currently with big $11,400

30-40-55-75)

26-40)- revival (Par), okay

at the

Brookl]^, April 25.
Excellent attendance at the Albee,
diowing Three' Smart Girls Grow
Up' and 'Saint Strikes Back.' wiU
gnre house more coin this stanza than
any other downtown deluxer. Loew's
Metropolitan is next in line with
"Let Freedom Ring' and 'Spirit of

Four Star held "Prison Bars' for
four days on third stanza, through
product necesslhr.
Moveover of
'Huck Finn' to United Artists and
Wilshire for continued first runs
brought only meagre returns.
Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024:

.

(WB) "Missouri' and stage bill wfll
third.
wind up tomorrow (WedT) night and
Estlnuttos for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)' house will open Dark 'Victory' on
Xove Affair' (RKO) (2d rtm) plus Thursday (27) without vaude, bring-

gamer

turns.

sight
'Broadway
tiast week,
Serenade' (MG) and. 'Everybody's
Baby' (20th), washout at $8,500.

Revue are putting Capitol in lead by
good margin. 'Wutherlng Heights'
Detroit April 25,
at Palace u second, but far from exGood product generally is keeping pectations,
and 'I'm from. Missouri,'
things out of doldrums.'
Vincent Lopez orch and Patricia
plus
'Alexander Bell,' plus vaude at the
Ellis, is fair third at Earle.
Fox, and 'Dark victory' and TCid
From Texas,' at the Michigan, will Latter's potential take Is consider
with ably cut through stunt house has
fight it out for top coin,
"Hardy's Ride High,' at tJA, a close concocted to usher in "Dark Victory*

'Boy Slaves' (RKO).- Dunne-Boyer
opus moved here after nice sesh at
Fox; should cop good $7,500. Last
week. Three Smart Girls' (U) (2d
coupled with
run)
week),
(3d
'Crowded Hours' (Par), okay $3,800,
following grosses of $8,000 and $6,000
Durbin film, each
Heights' (UA) and 'Kid from Texas' previous stanzas of
with different support.
(M-G), fair $9,000.
Fox (Fox-Micmgan) (5,000; 30-40Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 1025-40)— 'Dodge City' CWB) (3d wk.). 65)—'Alexander BeU' (20th) plus
Lboks for 20-day run, equalling that stage show; Paced for around $20,000.
of 'Wells Fargo' last fall. Good $4,500 good in face of strong opposish. Last
week, nice $26,500 for 'Love Affair'
after 'nice $6,500 last week.
Orphenm (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-10) (RKO) and Eddy Peabody on stage,
—'Dark Victory' (WB). Playmg to flicker building strong near end.
Miehlean (United Detroit) (4,000;
strong trade, with femmes dominat'Dark Victory' CWB) plus
30-40-6S>—
ing.
'Very good $8,000. Last week

grosses

in

$1430

to $8,900.

mmr okay

offed

.

HEIGHTS' OK

week. Xova Affair' (RKO)
opened very well and then slumped

figures

face of generally

throughout district, with 'wutherlng Heights,' 'Lady's from Kentucky'
and 'Bdl' getthig the play. 'CasUes*
held for Uilrd week at RKO and
Pantfiges, with previews being rushed
in over weekend to help boost re-

.

WASH. TEMP. UP;

Last
25.

take, though top price remains at 40c.
Centnry (Par-Singer) (i;600: 25- against 55c. high last fall.
86-40)—'Three Smart Girls' (U) (2d
'Dark 'Victory,' at Orpheum. is the
wk). Still going along at profitable
Bing
iwce and may remain third canto, standout of the new films.
or move to another loop spot for an Crosby's newest day and date at the
extension of its run. Good $5,000 Esquire and Uptown is riding well
after a sneak preview at the Plaza
indicated. 3Liast week, $S,000, fine.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)— earlier in the week.
'Weather man has let up on the
Tiet Live' (Col). An i-nprovement
over recent offerings here and perk- moisture.
Estimates for This Week
ing up trade.
Heading for only
$2,000 on six days, light. Last week,
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid•Never Die' (Par), $2,200, light
west) (8^0; 1,200; 10-26-40)— 'East
OrpheniB (Par-Singer) (2,800; 35- Side Heaven' (U). Pleasing $6,500.
40-55) 'Ftom Missouri' (Par) and Last week (2d). 'Three Smart Girls'
Wayne King's orch on stage. King (U). got nice $5,000.
entirely responsible for the draw.
Midland (Loew's (3,575; 10-25-40)—
Raves for his show and it should 'Freedom Ring' (M-G) and 'Prison
huUd. Big $16,000 indicated. Last Bars' (UA). Eddy the major draw
week, 'Oldahoma Kid' (WB) and here and slightly bettering average
"Mikado in Swing' unit on stage, at $10,000. Last week, 'Wutherlng

40)—'Wutherlng

This Week
..$2»0,3M'
(Based on 12 theatres)
Total Gross Same Weex
Last Tear
$214,990
(Based on 11 theatres)

(2,761; 25-35-50)

flrst-runs, $1,400, light

—

in

—"Castles' (RKO). ExceUent $13,300.

Kansas City, AprU

Los Angeles, AprU 25.
Newcomers fared extremely well

Broadway Grosses

plus

vaude. Opened yesterday (Monday).
Last week, 'Oq Trial' (WB) plus Ina
Ray Hutton band, good $11,500.
TlvoU (FP-Can) (1,433; 25-40)
•Gunga Dhi' (RKO) and 'Society
Smugglers' (U). Good enough $5,400.
Last week, 'Honest Man' (U) and 'Let

$22,000

L A.; lady s from Ky.' $14,000;

Estimated. Total Gross

Live' (Col), fair $3,800.

is seeing some nice
run up at Tower and Or(RKO), also first-runs. Looks like pheum, and smooth sailing in other
week,
'King
fairly good $1,700.. Last
spots. Orrin Tucker's band is reason
Chinatown' (Par) and 'Beauty Ask- for big take at the Tower. Making
ing* (RKO), dual .first-runs, split
with 'Secret Service Air* (WB) and second appearance here within six
Sundown' (RKO), also monttis, band is beating its former
TTrouble

split

—'Dodge Cityl CWB). Tops at $14,500.
Last week. Three Smart Girls' (U),
good enough $7,800 on second stanza;
after first topped the town with $15,-

Day^ate High

Xasdes' $11,500 3d Week, H.04S Dip

pic.-vaude policy has

customers in for very nice $11,500.
Estimates for This 'Week
Imperial (FP-Can) (3,373; 25-35--50)

TICTORV PUU5 Tm

Another roadshow, "Kiss the Boys
Goodbye,' comes into the Lyceum
April 28-29.
Estimates for the Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—
H^rowded Hours' (BKO) and 'Sud-

new

Monday openings. Last. week. Ina'
Ray Hutton and her girls lured the

dust

office

In

in here.

Shea's

City Grosses

Ealimated Total Gross
This Week
$1,800,100
(Based on 26 cities, 172 theatres, chiefly first runs, tncwiding

normally

offerings

strpng

such

Ac-

line.

Toronto, April 25.
B.o. shows healthy revival, with
'Dodge City' and 'The Story of
Vernon and Irene Castle' packing

Revival

Okay

Lincoln, April 25.
"Dark Victory' broke best at the
barrier this week, with 'Pygmalion'
given a fancy pubUcItar sendoff Including several breaks in the usuaUy
tou^ dalUes.

Estimate* for This

Week

Allen (RKO) (3,000: 30-36-42-55)—
CleveUnd. AprU 25.
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (7S0;
(WB). StUl weU liked. 10-15)—
Neither opening of baseball season 'Dodge City'
'Crashhig Hollywood' (RKO)
$4,000 after two weeks at Hipp. 'Alex
here, sportsmen's show at civic audi- Graham BeU' (20th) less than $400 in and 'Night Riders' (Rep), spUt witii
King' (RKO) and 'North of
torium, nor Arena's rodeo seem to one day before being yanked^ X<ast 'Fit for
Yukon'
(Col).
So-so $800,
Last
average
$3,hurt theatres, which are sockinif out week, Xet Live' (Col),
week, 'Gun Idw' (RKO) and "Fenextra-base hits this stonza.
000.
Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42-55) rod' (WB), split with 'Beloved Brat'
First home-runner is being registered by Judy Garland in personal —'Castles' (RKO). Title has no puU CWB) and lUfexIcall Rose' (Rep), fair
at Loew's State, restoring vaude to here for natives, but Astaire-Rogers $900.
Liberty (NTI-Noble) (1,000; 10-15house after nearly four fleshless sea- baUyhoo making it pay worthwhUe
25)—'Fauntleroy' (UA) and "Blane
sons. Metro's juve singer made ter- $15,000. Lait week (2d), 'Dodge City'
Chinatown' (WB).
Fairish $1,200.
rific getaway despite Indians' initial (WB), exceUent $10,000.
Palace (RKO: (3,200; 30-35-42-55) Last week, 'Woman Doctor* (Mono)
home game on same day, collecting
'BaskervUIes' (20th) with Jimmy and .'Pride Navy* (Rep), slim $1,100.
$11,000 in first two days. With 'MidLincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10night' for strong support, her show Dorsey's orch on stege. Latter catch15-20-25)—'Hound' (20Ui).
Single
is almost a cinch for $31,000, tread- ing the jitterbugs in large quantities,
Last week, and pretty fahr $1,500. Last week,
ing on the heels of Jack Benny's adding up to $16,000.
recoird figure.
'Graham Bell' (20th) and Hugh Her- 'Professor Beware* (Par) and Per'Hound of Baskervilles' is boosting bert on stage, $13,000, okay, but not sons Hiding* (Far), split wiUt 'Say
French' (Par) and 'FuglUves' (RKO),
Jimmy Dorsey's orch at next door as much as expectied.
State (Loew^s) (3,490; 30-35-42-56) slow $1,300.
Palace, another strong-hitting bill,
Nebraska aTC-C!ooQer) (1,236: 10topping 'Irene and Vernon castle' at -'Midnight' (Par) with Judy GarGood
Biggest surprise was 'Alex land and Eddie Peabody topping 25-40)—'Pygmalion' (M-G).
Hipp,
Graham BelL' -Moved from Palace, vaude.' First stage blU at this stand prospect; about $3,700. allrisht Last
where it had backing of flesh, its in -xveral seasons immediate click, week. Three Smart Girls' (U), very
neat
opening at Allen was such a brody with lobby jammed to doors aU over
$4,500.
Stnart (LTC-Cooper) (1.900; 10that it was yanked after one day weekend. Shooting for smash $31,Pretty fair,
and replaced with 'Dodge City,' 000. Last week, 'Each Other' (Par). 25-39)—'BeU' (20Ui).
which did two sock weeks at Hipp.
$13,000, satisfactory.
$3,500.
Last week, 'Missouri' (Par),
Esllniates for This Week
SUUman (Loew's) (1,072; 30-35-42- slow ^2*500
Alhambra (Printz) (1,200; 10-20^ 55)—'King Turf' (UA). Not heffer
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (T.iOO; 10-2535)—'Climbing High' (GB) and 'Mr. enough in face of competish to get 35)—Dark Victory' (WB). Very
Wong' (Mono). Fine $3,000 for five better than ordinary $3,000. "Free- good $3,700 In sight Will hold andays. Last week, 'Culver' (U). okay dom Ring' (M-G) last week faded other week. La.it week, 'Gangster's
after first three days to $3,200, fair.
$1,200 in three days.
Boy' (Mono), $1,000, poor.

—

.

.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

nice $2,600, .with, fm.phasls on first four-day run.
MUwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—
'Madden' (M-G). So-so press and
tion*

'Casdes,' $14,000, Topples in Philly;

Hardys Big

16G, ly.'-Vaude N.G.
4-

(2,600; 32-37-42)—'Dodge City* (WB)
Phlladelphla, April 29.
and 'Winner All' (2001) (3d wk.).
Tit stretch of sunshine and balmy
Still good at $3,000. Last week, same
breezes hit the film houses over the films, socko $6,400.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27weekend, but things won't be quite
*o bad, however, as the house man- 37-42)—'Mexicali' (Rep) and 'Mr.
agers feared at first Finish iA the Wong (Mono), plus vaude. Anticiweek will find the take mixed, with pate good $4,000. Last week, 'Last
Wamrng*
(U) and 'Crooked Mile'
e slight upswing predominating.
Tower of strength- is the hew Hardy (Par), and vaude, $3,800, fair.
Paramount (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
opus, 'Hardys Ride High,' smashing
to a swell $16,000 at the Boyd and (3,039; 32-37-42)—'BeU' (20lh) and
'Sudden Money* (Par). Reaching for
certain of another lap.
'Wutherlng Heights,' In its second good $5,500. Last week, 'Madden'
and 'Everybody's Baby'
canto at the Aldlne, is another money (M-G-)
pic, coming through neatly this sesh (20th), poor $3,700.
Boosevelt (Sterling) (8(10; 21-32)—
with $13,000 after big $15,700 In the
Sawopening stanza at this small house. 'Gunga Din' (RKO) and
Disappointing is The Story of Ver- yer' (Par). Indicate big $2,500. Last
non and Irene Castle' at the Stanley. week, 'Wings Navy' (WB) and 'King

A

sombreness to a powerful $13,000 and
certain of another h.o. Initial ses-

lon

nifty $15,700.

Boyd

(WB)

32-42-57)—
Score another for

(2,350;

"Hardys' (M-G).

this family series with a socko
$16,000 and a sure ticket for another
Inning here. Last week, 'Bell' (20th),
was badly cracked with something of
a record low at $11,600 for such a
.

(20th), poor, $1,200.

(Noble)

widely bally ed

flick.

20-25)—'Spy

State
Ring* (Col) and 'Little Adventuress'
(Col), under average at $2,300. Last

week,

'Home

(1,100;

(Rep)

Prairie*

and

Indpls.

DoalN.aH500

ster take.

Lyric and .Circle are going neck
and neck at the boxoftlce, playing

Abe Lyman and Al Donahue orchestras, respectively. Indiana follows in
the. black figures .with 'East Side of
Heaven' on dual. Loew's is sutTerIng with 'Ice Follies,* while
is

taking worst licking in

with 'Story of Vernon and Irene CaaVirginia Verrill on third i^ace.
tle,* played back after doing a floppo
Good opening? all around, but two weeks ago at the Indiana.
B.o. reflecting the absence of
a strong name band, registering a warm weather slowed the pace later
Estimates for This Week
low for vaudfllm policy at $18,500. in the week.
ApoUo (KaU-DoUe) (1,100; 25-30Estimates for This Week
Last week, 'Society Lawyer* (M-G)
40)-^'CasUes' (RKO). Back after a
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 20-30-40)— week's lapse since playing larger Inand Chick Webb and Ella Fitzgerald,
Let Live* (Col) (2d run) and 'Peck's diana. Very poor $1,000: Ijast week,
hardly better at $19,000.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 32-42-57)— Boy' (RKO) (1st run), dual, plus 'Dodge City' (WB), very nice $3,500
Midnighf (Par) (2d run) (2d wk.). vaude, for five da^s, and 'My Son in second week after moving over
Highly unusual procedure at this Criminal' (Col) and Tailspin' (20th) from. Circle.
house has a second run doing an (3d run), double, for three days.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2.600; 25-30Last 40)—'Lady's Kentucky' (Par) and'Al
b.b. because of the hot' biz In the Tallying around $10,000, fair.
opening sesh. Pacing nice $4,000 this week, honest Man' (U) (2d run) Donahue orch on stage. Okay $9,and 'North of Shanghai' (Col) (1st 500. Last week, 'Saint Strikes Back*
turn after socko $5,800 last week.
Keith's (WB)' (1,870; 32-42-57)— run), double, with vaude for six (RKO) and vaude, headlining Joan
East Side Heaven' (U) (2d run). A days, $9,500, bir.
Davis, felt the general lassitude with
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40- fair $9,000.
lot weaker than the first run, supIndUna (Katz-Dolle) (3400; 26-30ported by vaude at the Fox, in- 55)—'Lady's Kentucky* (Par) and
dicated.
Only $3,600, n.s.h. Last 'Eagle and Hawk* (Par) reissue). 40)—•East Side Heaven' (U), dualled
week, 'Broadway Serenade' (M-G) Pallid, around $5,000. Last week, With "Mystery White Room' (U). For'Baskervilles*
(20th)
and 'Secret mer pic getting credit for nice $0,(2d run), likewise poor $3,600.
Service
Air*
(WB),
dual,
good 800. Last week, 'Missouri' (Par) and
Palace (WB) (1,100; 26-42)—'Away
"Back Door Heaven' (U). in the red
with Murder* (WB). Supported by a. $8,200.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25- at $4,500.
flock of shorts to make up a threeLoew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—
'Castles' (RKO) and
hour bill and doing fair $5,000. Last 35-40-55)
Opened to Ice Follies' (M-G) and 'Prison Bars'
wedc, 'Within Law* (M-G), with Walt Disney Revue.
TThe Crisis,* compilation of recent smash business, tapered oS slightly (UA). Not so good at $4,500. Last
later in week, but heading toward week, 'Wutherlng Heights' (UA) and
newsTeel dips, okay $5,100.
Stanley (WB) (2,016; 32-42-57)— big $26,500. WiU oe held at least 'Blohdie Boss' (Col), built slightly
up
Y^asOffi* (RKO). D^me'.bandsome one more frame. Last week 'Smart towarda..end .oX..areek. .vlo^lng
applause from the ^ criai, Astaire- Girls* (U) (2d wk) and 'Ahnost with okay $7,200, which Includes speRogers starrer is badly missing at the C^nUeman* (RKO)._(lst wk), dual, cial premiere night before regular
opening.
b.o. 'With poor $14,000.
Last week, okay $14,400, six days.
Lyrlo (Olson) (1,900: 25-30-40)—
MetropoUtaa (M&P) (4,367; 25-35Dodge CVts' (WB) (2nd wk.), did
'On Trial* (WB) with Abe. Lyman's
well on the renewal ticket at $12,800. 40r55)—"bark Victory* (WB) and
Money*
(Par).
Socko orch on stage. Helped by presence
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-32-42)— 'Sudden
of locaUte, Frankle Parrisn as vocalTJodee City* (WB) (2d run). A flrst- grosser, flirting with $31,000. Looks ist with orch; good for satisfactory
Uke
surefire
holdover.
I,ast
week
run house, Stanton has been pressed
$9,800.
Last week, "Women Wind'
Into second-run this sesh because (2d), Dodge City*. (WB) and 'Jane
(WB) and vaude, with two bands on
(WB), dual, $17,000, good.
Karlton held over 'Midnight'
A Arden'
Orphenm (Loew) (2,000; 25-35-40- stage, sour $7,800.
natural for this action-loving spot
Dodge City* is banging out great 55)—'Each Other* (UA) and 'Within
Law* (M-G). CSood, but not sensa$7,000. Last week, 'Women In Wind'
tional, around $17,000 Indicated. Last
(WB), meagre $4,000 on first run.
week 'Huck Finn' (M-G) and 'Blon- DURBIN, {7,000,
die Boss' (CoU (2d), fair $13,500.
Paramonnt (M&P) (1,797; 25-35PANIC
PROY.
40-55)—*Lady*s Kentucky' (Par) and
'Victory' Dual Socko
'Eagle and Hawk* (Par) (reissue),

—

-

.

NO

MSLOW

(Setting tepid response, about $7,000.
Last week 'Baskervilles' (20th) and
'Secret Service Air* (WB), very
good $11,500.
Seattle, April 29,
ScolUy (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)
Spurred on by the success of the
Ingle bill policy which started a —'Daughter* (WB) and 'Baskervilles*

few

weetcB ago at Hamrick-Eversreen's Music Box with 'Pymalion'
(UA), a similar policy started this
week at Sterling's (John Danz) Up-

town

theatre,

.

showing l^ady Van-

experimental, but looks

It's

okay.

Estimates for This

Week

Bine Mouse (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
(850; 32-37-42)— 'CasUes' (RKO) and
•Saint Strikes Back* (RKO). Moved
from Fifth and indicate good $2,900
here.
Last week. Three Smart
GirlsT (U) and 'Society Smugglers'
(U), six days, third week, good
I

I

$2,200.

CoUsenm

(Hamrlck - Evergreen

.

21-32) TaUspin* (20th) and
•Honolulu*
(M-G).
Expect good
(1,900:

'

Last week, Topper'

$3,000.

and 'St Louis'
Flftb

(UA)

(Par), $2,500, fair.
(Hamrick - Ever-

Avenue

32-37-42)—'Dark Vic
'Society Lawyer'
(M-G). Look like very big $8,000.
li.o. Last week, 'CasQe^ (RKO)
Strikes
Back' (RKO),
'Saint
and
green)
tonr*

(2.349;

(WB) and

Wm

16,600, good.

Made Box

(Hamrlck-Evergreen)
82-37-42)—'Daughter*
(FN)
(3d wk.). Indicates only mild $1,800.
Last week (2d), same film, okay
(850;

$3,000.

Orphenm

(Hamiicb c Evergreen)

$6,000
25.

•Dark Victory* is a winner at th«
this week, with 'Hardys Ride
High' running a close second at theParamount Both Bette Davis and
Mickey Rooney have strong follow
Ings here.
"Never Say Die' suffered from the
strong competlsh offered by "Victory'
and the. 'Hardy Family' picture and
was pulled before its week was out;
at the Warfield to make Way for The
Return of the Cisco Kid.' Holdovers
are 'Wutherlng Heights,' at United

Fox

.

Last week, 'East Side Heaven'
Fox <F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—
(U) and 'Culver* (U), okay $2,500.
Victory* (WB) and 'Kid Texas'
Orphenm (Hamrick - Evergreen) 'Dark
Notices
tops.
'Marquee
30-35-40)—'Castles' (RKO) (M-G).
(1,800;
strength of Bette Davis, George
and 'Secret Service Air' (WB) (2d Brent
and Humphrey Bogart a great
wk). Continue to mop up; around
help. Although $20,000 wouldn^t be
$3,900. First week heavy $5,800.
Paramonnt (Hamrlck-Evergreen) big biz here a year ago foir an im30-35-40)—'Midnight' (Par) portant picture like 'Dark Victory,'
(3,000:
and 'King Chinatown' (Par). Click- this figure is hefty these days. .I.ast
ing for big $6,700. Last week 'Dodge week (2d), 'Dodge City' (WB) and
'Sudden Money' (Par), fine $12,000.
City' (WB) and 'Flying Irishman'
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)
(RKO) closed second week to $4,300,
—'CasUes* (RKO) and vaude (3d
good.
RIvoU (Indie) (1,100; 20-'257=- wk). Still doing good biz and aiih'
'Kentucky' ..(Par), and. 'Dark Rap- Ing at oliay. $9,000. Last week (2d)
up $12,600.
ture' (U) (revlvaU).
GooA $2,0(W. rang
Orphenm (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)-r>
Last week Trade Winds' (UA) and
'Thanks Everything* (Par), average 'Three Smart Girls* (U) (4th wk).
badly
$3,000.

.

.

.

New

$1500.

—

United Artists (Parker)

(1,000; 30-

Durbin picture slipped

in

second week and then came back
Fourth and final stanLast
at $6,500.

fine in third.

Providence, April

20,

Paramonnt (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55.
tiast .week. 'Three Smart Girls'
75)—"Hardys* (M-G) and 'Sodety
(U) and Ulsky Business' (U), second week good $3,900. First week La'wyer* (M-G). Intake topping expectations this week at $17,000. Last
$5,800. big.
week (2d) 'Alexander BeU* and
'Chasing Danger* (20th), good $0,500.
900.

St Franola (F-WC)

(1,470; 35-55-

75)—"Dodge City* (WB) and 'Sudden
(Par) (3d wk). Looks to do
around $6,000, which is fine, this
house having been in the doldrums
for several weeks.
Errol Fljmn
horse opry moved into St. Francis
after two good weelcs at the big Fox.
Last week (2d), "Broadway Seren«
ade' (M-G), $3,500, poor.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200: 35*
55-65)—'Wutherlng Heights' (UA)
(3d wk). Latest effort from (Sold-

TOPS Money

HEIGHTS'

PLACD Pin.
$17,500

wyn

lot is

holding up in fine shape,

Headed for good

$7,000.

Iiast

week,

fine $9,000.

Pitteburgh, April 29.
Warfield (P-WO (2,680; 35-55-75)
Flock of big plx hitting the (k>lden —'Never Die* (Par) and •Within
Triangle simultaneously are dividing Law* (M-G). Biz painfully poor at
biz pretty evenly, with only one real $6,000. Bill pulled yesterday (Monday), after six days. Last week,
standout 'Wutherlng Heights,' at the 'Blacltwell's (WB) and "Woman Doc*
Penn, Behind smart campaign and tor" (Rep), sorry $9,000.
set of the most ecstatic raves In
years, class flicker is doing smartly
.

and may develop Into h.o.
Elsewhere trade is brisk without
being outstanding, attributed in part
to unseasonal summer weather and
coal strike which has increased Jobless rolls locally. Stanley has 'Castles,' first picture house has played
without a stage show in mora than
two years, and it's getting a moderate plav, while 'Alexander Graham

OKLA.'S BUYING

POOL PRIMED

Belv

at the Alvln, isn't coming even
close to expectations. At least two
Oklahoma City, April 29.
weeks were expected of this one,
The meeting of Independent ex*
but' will be ludcy to squeeze Uirough
hibltors who are expected to organ*
a few extra days.
Ize a film and equipment buying
Estimates for This TTJck
Alvln (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)— pool has been set for May 0, at that
'Alexander Bell' (20th). This one time the pre-organization plans will
Isn't approaching expectations at all. be discussed.
Department of Jus.
Heading for around $8,500, and tice offlcial will address the assem*
management might
squeeze
it bly, and plans will be announced for
through for few extra days preced- the buying
pool.

A

Biz Is comparatively slow, but Albee and State are holding their own
ing 'Man. of
(Rep). Last
with 'Castles' and "Freedom Ring,' week, second Conquest'
of Three Smart Girls'
respectively.
(U), fine at $7,100 on top of $12,500.
(Par) (both 2d run). Okay for about
Three Smart Girls' Is doing little getaway.
$7,500.
Last week 'Midnight' (Par)
Fnlton Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)
fair at Majestic.
better
than
and 'King Chinatown* (Par) (both
—'East Side Heaven' (U) (3d wk).
Estimates for This Week
2d run), $5,000, so-so.
(Setting four days in third week and
State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)—
Albee (RKO) (2,000; 25-35-50)
should better $3,000, fine.
<King
'

—

'CasUes' (RKO) and 'SaInt Strikes Turf
(UA) goes in tomorrow
Back' (RKO). Paced for neat $8,500. (Tues.).
Last week, second, was
Last week, 'Love Affair' (RKO) (2d over $5,000, great at this
spot
wk.), nice $4,800.
,.„?*'?2. (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25r35Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 25-35- 50)—
'Wutherlng
Heights' (UA). Sold
50)—'Dodge City" (WB) and 'Chasing well, with
rave notices and word-ofDanger* (20th) (2d run). Good $5,000 mouth doing
the rest Headed for
spotted.
week,
Last
Trincess'
(20th)
$6,300
excellent $17,500 and has better than
and 'Winner AU' (20th). (2d run), even chance
of topping that If it
hefty $6,000.
does, flicker will move over to WarIN
Fay's (Indie) (2^00; 25-35-40)
ner for second week. Last week
•Women Wind' (WB) and vaude. •Love
Slow going for so-so $6,500. Last down Affair' (RKO), buUt nicely
Oklahoma City, April 25.
the
stretch
an«! finished at
week,
Tirates
Sky' (U) and vaude,
Three films are due for good
$13,000.
g'osses this weelc
*Three Smart bright $8,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,800; 25-35-50)
uSaJestlo (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
iris,'
'Hound of Baskervilles' and
—•Three Smart Girls' (U). Moved
'Twelve Crowded Hours,* on dual 'Three Smart Girls' (U) and 'Inspec- here after fortnight at the Alvin.
with 'Girl Downstairs,' will aU get tor Homleigh' (20th). Proving ques- Paced for around $2,800, real biz at
tion mark, with only fair $7,000 In
nice returns.
Last week, reissue of
offing.
Last weelc, 'Dodge City* this spot
Estlmatca for This Week
(WB) and 'Chasing .JDange^..(20thl, 'Magnificent Obsession' (U) and
Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35'^)'Moto' (20th), fair $2rl00.
$9,800.
"Three Smart Girls* (U).
Good swell
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-50)—
State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)
$6,300, or better, if weather holds. Freedom Ring* (M-G)
and 'Within 'Castles' (RKO). House minus flesh
Last week, 'Dodge City* (WB), smash Law' (M-G). Paced for nice $11,000. for first time since March, 1037, and
$7,500.
Last week. 'Wutherlng Heights' (UA) will sUck to straight films for at
Liberty (Stan) (1,200; 20-25)- and 'Kid Texas' (U-G), okay $12,000. least month to wash up flock of big
'Crowded Hours* (RKO) and 'Girl
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)— p\zi and restore order to release
Downstairs' (M-G). Due' for over 'Streets New York* (Mono) and schedules.
Astaire-Rogers
doing
average $2,000 on four days, and pos- 'Wife's Relatives' (Rep). Slated for well, but not getting whai even'body
sible. $21800 if held seven days. Last so-so $5,000 in five-dav run.
Last here agrees picture's entitled to.
week, Tersons Hiding* (Par) and week, 'Sudden Money^ (Par) and May hit $14,600, good ,but not
Trouble Sundown' (RKO), spUt with 'Forged Passport' (Rep), anemic breathtaking. Last week Warlng's
•Nancy Drew* (WB) and Third Na- $3,500.
Pennsylvanlans got red-hot at finish

DURBIN SMART

OKLAHOMA CIH

Sidiy

San Francisco, April

Last week, 'Wutherlng
at $4,000.
Heights' (UA) and 'King Turf (UA),
heavy winner at $5,700, and moved Artists; 'Castles,' at Golden Gate;
'Dodge City,' at St Francis, and
to Mayfair.
Mayfatr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,- 'Three Smart Girls Grow Up,' af
500: 30-35-40)—'Wuthering Heights' Orpheum.
(UA) and ICing Turf (UA). Gooi
Estimates for This Week

'Each Other* (UA) and 'Within Law'
(M-G). Good $11,500. Last week
'Dark Victory* Is very big cur. 'Huck Finn' (M-Ci) and 'Blondle
Boss' (Col) (2d wk), $9,000, good.
rently at Fifth. Orpheum and Music
Box, respectively.
ishes.

W

'Broadway Serenade* (M-G)
ApoUo 35-40)
and 'Within Law* (M-G). Answering za will do nicely
a long time to
big bally campaign for good $5,- week good $6,800.

Ben Blue and

Toppn« Seatde

Week

Broadway (Parker) (2^000; 30-3540)—'Madden' (M-G) and Tamlly
Next Door' (U). Average biz-getter

stage.

J8,000,

Port Big Despite Heat;
^Midnight' Dual OK $6,700

Estimates for This

Vaude B.O.

Okay, bat ToDies'

TOPS BOSTON

'

Forte in Frisco;

Porqand, Ore., April 25.
In spite of hot weathc most down*
Very good town spots are doing hangup biz this
(20th),
'Baskervilles'
week, 'Midnight' at Paramount and
$3,000. Last week, 'Midnight* (Par),
'Broadway
Serenade' at Parker's
moveover from Criterion, nice $2,700.
UA, are the best biz-getters, with
—
both in line to hold two weeks.

$31,000,

Earle
(WB) (2,758; 26-32-42)—
•Love AflTalr* (RKO) (3d-run). ConBoston, April 25.
tinulng to show the rather nice
'Dark Victory,' on dual bill at the
ctrengui It. revealed in previous efMetropolitan,^ is surging ahead for
forts; $6,800, fair. Last weelc, 'Honest Man' (U> '(3d run), mediocre top gross of' the town this week,
$6,000.
with 'Castles' taking second money,
FoK (WB) (2,423: 32-37-42-57-68)- and 'Made for Each Other* aiming at
*Lady's Kentucliy' (Par) and vaude.

Ro(Hiey,$17M Both

•Barefoot Boy* (Mono). $2,100, poor.
Tower (Stan) (1,000; 25-35-40)—

Underworld' (WB), okay $2,100.
Indianapolis, April 25.
Uptown (Sterling) (800; 27-42)—
Vaude houses are garnering all the
'Lady Vanishes' (GB) solo. Marks
reopening of house under new policy loose change in downtown section
and looks oke for two-week run, gar- this week, with straight film bills
nering big $2,000. Last week, dark. lagging. Opening day was thin due
to heavy rains, but good weather
over the weekend didn't help either,
natives spending coin for petrol to
bask in vitamin D, instead of trooping to the theatres. Final week of
Roller Derby hurt also, with management bringing back favorite skaters
of previous sessions in order, to bol-

BETTE,

Davis. $18,000,

under average at $4,200. Last week,
'Ice Follies' (M-G), poor $3,500.
Plau (SUn) (750; 25-35-40)—
'Dodge City' (WB). Moveover from
Criterion looks like $2,200, over
'Princess'
Last
week,
average.

Tom

Despite cheers from the crix, it's
getting only poor $14,000,
Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 32-42-57)—
'Wutherlng Heights' (UA) (2d wk.)
2Upping merrily along despite its

Wedneeday, Aprfl 26, 1939

(Par),

—

,

—

At present various groups over
different sections of the state are con*
solidating their own districts and
contacting all Independebt exhibitors
therein In order to bring them to the

meeting.
Pre-conventlon plans call for a
district setup to maintain an executive headquarters here In charge of
the pool; and a general manager who
will supervise operations and carry
out the policies established by the

steering committee.

He wiU

also

have 'complete charge

of negotiation of contracts for members of the popL
However each
will biiy his own product
and distributor salesmen will have
to sell him on their product lineup.
When the member of the pool has

member

,

decided which product he desires,
manager will then be notified
and negotiation of the actual contract will be in his hands.
the

_

•

and, with 'Sergeant Madc'en' (M-G),
blazed through to $26,000, fine.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
'Dodge City' (WB). Continues to be
1939*3 No. 1 mop-up so far. In third
week, super-western Is showing little let-up and cracking out neat
$6,000, almost twice what average
dual does here. Last week, great
$10,000 ,on top of $21,500 week before that at Penn.

.

.
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AUSTRALIAN SHOWMEN

May Qdt Nova Scotia

HONOR DAN CARROLL
If

New Arbitrary Law Is Enforced
4-

Bather than put iq» With the severa regulations of a
lafT

Nova

Scotia

Name

Dates

which would tax exchanges and

jKfice control of distribution In' governmental agency hands, opinion In
New York sales cUrdes is that film
copipanles would puU out of that
Pending siich a drastic
territory.
steR however, every effort will be
made to convince Canadian authoribill is grossly unfair
the
that
ties
Having received
and Impractical
Boyal assent following passage by
legislature, the blU
ScoUan
Nova
tiie
remahis to be proclaimed by the
Govemor-in-councll.
•

Distributor executives in N. Y.
are planning to send a special committee to N. S. to outline the unfairthat it be
ness of the law and
vetoed. The committee at the same
tloie is expected to Indicate to authorities that If the bill is signed and
placed into effect, the American film
companies will be forced to withdraw from the territory served by
exchanges at St John, which embraces Nova- Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island.
:

'

S. African

Meantime, home office

'sales

South Africa during 1939
Artur Rubensteln, the
concert pianist is set for next
month. Richard Tauber returns for
another tour in September. In May,
1939, Yehudi Menuhin is due, while
in September, 1940, Grace Moore
1940.

comes here. Towards the end

of this

year Maurice Chevalier and- a vaude-'
viUe unit comes over.

doubted in some circles If Montreal
could serve this territory in the
event the Nova Scotia law went
effect.
Should all American
majors withdraw from St John,
N. B., as a sal^ base and still not
sell the territory from Montreal, the
exhlbs In that territory would be in
a questionable position -concerning
supply of film.'
The domain served by the St.
John exchanges is comparatively
amaU. Not all American companies
maintain their own exchanges there,
though all distribute .from that
into

center.
Paramount Warner Bros:,
United Artists and.20th-Fox maintain their own branches at St. John.
Metro
and Columbia distribute

'through the Begal Exrhanges, while
Universal

and Republic

sell

and

physically distribute through the
Universal-Empire exchange system,
by the N. I<. Nathan-

latter controlled
son interests.

N. S. W.

EXHIBS

Associated Theatres

Qnttmg London Show

^

SeSs 5 of 8 Spots

London, April 17.
Associated Theatre Properties,
wealthiest theatre operator in the
of
.

West End, is gradually puUing out
show business.

Less than a year ago, this $5,000,000

HGHT DISTRffi
CONTROL
Sydney, April

atres, has a subsidiary company financing shows,' owned eight of the
most important spots in London. Recently, ATP gave up the Shaftesbury
to Joseph Benson, then sold its interest in the Gaiety to a commercial
corporation. Now negotiations are
pending for. the sale of its Adelphl,
in the Strand, to Marks & Spencer,
the chain store company. It's under-

.

^ut

PaHadnnn

To Toor

Pl-oportiiHi

with

Its Potential

Labor- Ministry's Edict for
Acts

London, April 25.
several reasons.
Latest edict issued by the Ministry
One is that it stresses too much the
Labor is that it won't grant per- Latin- American field, ptuportedly all
mits to foreign acts holding con- out of line with its potentialities.
tracts here unless managements give Another is that it develops the
beUef
written assurance to the ministry in Latin-American countries that
that the acts wiU play for the dura- U. S. distributors must lean so heavtion of the contracts.
ily on South and Central American
In other words, "contracts are not outlets for revenue that concessions
binding until managements have no- should be granted exhibitors there.
tified the ministry of its intention to
One serious development is Uiat it
carry out the pacts.
has brought increasing requests for
native-made product from LatinAmerican exhibitors, This has spread
in some countries to such a degree
that there now Is a Latin-American
move to urge U. S. companies to
start production in South America.
Production In Latin America is not
justified by the market U. S. film
of

D. C.

EXPECTS TO

RATIFY Ml

officials aver.

Exhibitor requests for aU-Spanisb
films,

ACCORD

with Spanish

casts, directors,

etc., has resulted in a number of
American companies buying up a lot
of infe.'ior Spanish makes to augment their original product pro*
grams. Aside from the cost vetaraa

AprU 25.
foreign chiefs claim that it actually
serious ob- brings these films into competition
of international with their American pictures.
Western Hemisphere consequence of this practice Is that
facilities is expected soon in official certain
Latin-American exhibitors
circles, foUowing word from the U. S, have squawked about the absence of
Embassy at Mexico City that Mexico production value in their Spanish-*
at last is ready to sign an adminis- languagers,
trative agreement putting the Havana
The urge to salve certain South
American accounts is given as the
pact into operation.
remain
unsettled
Details
but reason for taking on Latln-mad«
American authorities are hopeful the films. Numerous majors, however,
Mexican senate, currently in special have refused to fall for Spanish-lansession, wUl ratify the treaty before guage product Their contention la
adjourning so the four signatories that if they're unable to market flielr
can fix an early date for redistrib- regular Une of features, it is better
uting and reclassifying their stations to shelve what is left 'over than- to
in accordance with the formula establish a competitive line.
Washington,

Removal of the

stacle in the
reshuffling of

last

way

A

.

adopted 18 months ago.
The word that Mexico, after
months of stalling, is ready at last Spotting Claire Lace
go along with the U.S,, Canada
and Cuba reached the State DepartAnd Loise Rainer's
ment AprU 13, approximately two

.to

management suddenly caUed it aU months' after the first semi-official
Distributor q)okesmen who have
off.
Plays in London
read the Nova Scotlan regulations
assurance was transmitted to WashInstead, management Is arranging higton. Dttf lng the intervening week
bill,, placing
broad powers in the
a composite of touring revues in- or more, there has been no elaborahands of the Censor Board and
London, April 2S.
cluding the Band Wagon show, Rev- tion of the fact that a promise has
Although negotiations for 'Of Mies
licensing iexchanges $250 a year, say
(Continued from page 3)
that it is couched In such language
neU and West and Syd Walker re- been given, and diplomats here are and Men' to shift from the Gate to
as to be possible of interpretation In
vues, with Jack Hylton's band.
unable to hazard guesses when the the Shaftesbury are weU advanced,
Init
various ways. Among other things, groups. Theatre men here are
now looks as if the John Steinformalities wUl be finished.
it is pointed out the bill can be in- clined to believe that contemplated
Before the reshuffling can occur, beck play wiU now go into the
terpreted as meaning that each pic- cinema house construction and imcoAsiderable work must be done. AU ApoUo. Claire Luce, the only origCorrent London Plays
ture delivered from the St John ex- provements soon will reach the satuof the signatories must agree on a inal member of the cast that played
changes could be taxed $250.one
or
mutually
•Mice*
in New York, wlU conUnue
after
acceptable
time
that
(With Dates When Opened)
for the
ration point And
shifts, while the U.S. Jias to aUow in the cast despite American comthe oUier group wiU trim their theatre holdings.
"Me and My Girl,' Victoria Palace licensees who woidd be forced to mitments.
'37.
move
Henry
to
another
Sherek is also negotiating
—Dec.
frequency
chance
16,
a
South African industry Is inclined
to register their objections or to for the ApoUb in which to present
"Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept,
to favor African Conscdi'dated Thea"38.
seek other faculties. These bits of Lulse Rainer In 'Behold the Bride,'
Mexico City, AprU 26.
tres because they are 'firmly estabFirst
red
tape
an
national
probably
adaptation
cinematographic lished in this country, not only with
wlU
take
by GeoSr«y Kerr of
several
'Dear Octopus,' Queens—Sept
week currently was arranged by houses but product plus diversified '3S.'
months despite the anxiety to finish
play by Jacques DevaL •BrideT
Mexican producers and the Govern- control
the adjustment at the earliest pos- was presented In San Diego, Cat,
The Com Is Green,' Duchess
in other businesses. Native
ment
sible
moment
'38.
several
weeks
Sept
ago
as 'Broom for the
20,
theatre owners claim that a Wg slice
'Cioodness, How Sad,' VaudeviUi
Bride,' starring Irene Rich, and last
Object is to stimulate Interest in
of South Africa|s population has Oct
18, •38.
summer in a Massachusetts summer
Mexican-made- pictures.
never seen the inside of a cinema,
•Geneva,' St Jame^Nov. 22, '38. Despite the Press Raps,
theatre as 'Soubrette.'
Mexican flbn producers and tmlon- whUe others live in districts far
The Rainer show is due in the'
1^ have organized a commlsh of from any community,. Hence, they •38.'Under Your Haf Palace—Nov. 24,
three reps from each.
Plan Is to beUeve the enormous popiilation
Looks Lfte West End about the middle of May
•They Walk Alone,' Shaftesbury;
avert labor difficulties by conciliaafter a three-week provincial tryout
here is apt to fool theatre buUders. Jan. 19, ^39.
tion.
•The
Little Revue,' Herbert Far'Design
for
Living,'
Haymarket—
African ConsoUdated tSchleslnger)
Big Hit
London jeon's latest
Jan. 25, '30.
wlUi CyrU Richard,
Is spending $1,250,000 for luxury tiie•Tony Draws a Horse,' Strand
Hermlone Baddeley and Joyce Grenatres here, in Capetown suburbs, and Jan.
London, AprU 25.
26i '39.
feU, clicked In its debut at the LitUa
to Producer
elsewhere where business justifies
'Gas Light' ApoUo—Jan. 31,
The London press generaUy gave Friday night (21). It's due for a
Improvements. This has forced CinTrench Without Tears,' PiccadiUy Clare Boothe's 'The Women' an over- stay.
Mexico City, AprU 25.
Lorenzo Garza, one of Mexico's ema Theatre Investments! Ltd., re- —Feb. 5, '39.
hauling whep the all-women play
•Little Ladyship,' Aldwych—Feb,
ranking matadors who has played in cently registered Johannesburg firm,
opened at the Lyric Thursday night
'39.
pictures, is hanging up his cajpe and into action. No definite information on
(20).
GUbert MiUer is the nominal
"The
Mother,' Garrick—March
how 20th-Fox is concerned with this '39.
Mexico Bans Nazi Pic
•word to turn picture producer.
producer but it's imderstood that
Garza is organizing a company company, but the 20th Century, a big
Mark .Ostrer, Jack Buchanan and
'Robert's Wife,' Savoy—March
which is to be backed mostly by deluxer, is going up in central '39.
O'Bryen, Lhmit & Dunfee are also
Mexico City, AprU 25.
Theatre
Cinema
Johannesburg.
his profits as a buU fighter.
'Black and Blue,' Hippodrome
financially interested. Karen Peter'Sergeant
Barry,' German-made, by
'39.
Corp. is building the house, directors March 8,
son (Mrs. Ostrer), who hasn't ap- Tobls Films,
has been banned
'Gate
Revue,'
Ambassadors
being A. V. Lindbergh, Norman
peared on 'the stage In about a throughout Mexico
'39.
March
by the Confedera0,
Laurie, W. S. K. L. Sumner, S. R.
OYSHEB S. AFBICA CLICK
dozen years^ has the leading role.
'Sugar
Plum,'
Criterion
tion of Mexican Workers, which
March
Potter (last two being on Cinema
The play, dealing with a clique of states the film is Nazi
JohanneAurg, AprU 10.
15. '39.
propaganda
The Jewish Opera Co., headed by Theatre directorate) and Otto W.
gossiping women, and the malefac- and
'Mrs. 'Van Kleek,' Playhouse
mocks
at
Mexico's
policies.
Moishe Oysher, is a big hit with the Bolle, South African manager for March 17, '30.
tions caused thereby, orlginaUy had
Confed is stHl banning 'Sclplo
Johnson Over Jordan,' SavlUe^ considerable difficulty getting by the
Jewish fraternity at the Standard 20th-Fox.
Afrlcanus,'
'39.
ItaUan-made,
March 21,
because it'a
weatre (African Cons. Theatres)
censor.
Only after a number of
It also has been announced that
figured to be fascist and imperialist
The Man in Half Moon Street' deletions was it permitted to go on.
herei
•-the same combination is back of
New—March -22, "39.
Oysher recently came hero from projected or buUdIng theatres ~ In
Max Gordon -produced' the- play^in propaganda.
•Dancing Years,' Drury Lane
the U. S.
New York, where, it ran over a year
Johannesburg suburbs and outlying March 23, '39.
districts of Pretonia, Bloemfontein,
•When We Are Married,' Prince's and a. -half with Ilka Chase, Margalo
Exhibit
Gilmore and Betty Lawford in the No. Africa's
Durban, Port EUzabeth, Woodstock —March 27, '39.
The Doctor's DUenuna,' White- lead roles.
HEX. FB09. UP
and Wynberg.
Cape Town, AprU 10.
Despite the «mfavorable criticism
Government of .Kenya (Northern
Mexico City, Aptll 25.
Metro has three theatres in South hall-March 28, "SO.
^
•Heaven
and Charing Cross,' St. of the play as a subject the play Africa) is
Nut of $600,000 is currenUy soaked Africa (Johannesburg, Durban, Capeshooting a special picture
'39.
Martin's—
March
29,
"Mexican film production..
has some excellent dialog, caustlcaUy for the colonial exhibit at the New
town), but hasn't the extenrixe oper•A Woman's PrlvUege,' Kingsway
This Is the heaviest film invest- ations that originally were forecast
pointed.
York World's Fair.
'39.
ment in Mexico during any one sea- Company sells to Schleslnger-ope- —AprU 13,
Play has an excellent advance sale
Story WlU deal with native prog•The Lltde Revue,' LitUe—AprU 21,
son of the industry*!
and looks set for a run.
'39.
ress during the past 50 years.
10-year history. rated or owned theatres.

New
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Value

The American picture industry Is
coming to look on the exploitatfon
Foreign of the South American market every
time there's a slight slump in the
foreign revenue as a bad policy for

.

.
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HARDER
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UA Own System

.

MMDOM

Rc Industry Sees EiplmtatiMi

MAKW

6.

stood the theatre will be demolished,
Ind^ndent exhibitors in Australia to be replaced by a large store. Sale
to eliminate diatributor-con- price Is reported to be over $1,000,trolled tiieatres In key cities of the 000.
Commonwealth.
Latest complaint
Company is also giving up His
has been directed at Metro for
Majesty's when lease expires, in
operating seven cinemas. Formeiiy,
about a year, to the Benson interests,
the big cry was directed- against
as well as its interests in- the Lyric,
Hoyts* and 20th-Fox.
which' It has. on lease for another
Squawks against 20th-Fox have two years. This wiU leave ATP
only
diminished since Dan Michalove, three
houses, the' Cambridge, St
company exec, visited here .and
Jame's and ApoUo.
National
made
that
statement was
Theatres,' and not 20th-Fox, held i
financial Interest In Hoyts. (Twen42% Interest London
tieth-Fox holds
in National Theatres.)
Best directed slap at Hoyts was
Switches Plans; Acts
taken by Greater Union Theatres In
its petition to the government over
as Units
product Mortage when it was hinted
that Hoyts had U. S. distributor
Present distributor rebacking.
London, AprU
strictions in New South Wales is said
After arranging a number of ten
to have been installed by the govern- tative American bookings practically
ment as an outcome, of this dispute covering the entire vaudeviUe seabetween Hoyts and GUT.
son for the PaUadium, whlchi was
scheduled to open early In June, the

TABIBrT,

Tample Bar SMl-SMt

Of Latm American Markt as Out Of

industry tomorrow night at an
elaborate banquet for the Australian
veteran. Carroll leaves April 28 for
the U. S.
Carroll owns the Prince Edward
theatre here, which is the Paramount

company, which, besides Owning the-

ex-

ecutives declare that service will
continue tminterruptied. There is no
.IntenUon of shifting the N. S. territory to the Montreal exchanges as
yet. Due to lack of cooperation between the Canadian provinces, it is

U. S.

tour

and

ur^

'

Telcplione

Sydney, AprU 25.
Dan Carroll's 30 years in the picture business will be honored by the

Cape .Town, April 10.
A. E. Harmel, general manager for
first-run showcase in Sydney. He is
African Consolidated Theatres, realso head of Birch-CarroU-Coyle cirturned here last week from overseas cuit
with a bunch of contracts for names
to

Cable AddreMi

—

.

-

,

—

-
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'
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It Is all
his own salvation.
rather obvious, biit it is effective.

JUAREZ

out

Wednesday, Aprfl 26, 1939

.Hollywood, April

•

(N.y.) April 24, '30; premiere, Hollywood theatre (N.V.). April 25, '89, »2 top.
Running time, ISO MIN8.
Paul Muni
Benito Juarez.....
;.. Bette Davia
Cai'Iota
Brian Aherne
Majclmlllan

Koom

'

.

III

/...John GarHeld
Baxalne....... .....Donald Crisp
.....Joseph Callela
Alejandro UradL.t
tiale Sondergnard
Empress Eugenl;...Gllbeit Roland
CoL Miguel Lopez. :

Ifarechal

Henry O'Neill

VIguel MItnmon

.

milian has been abandoned in. a
strange land, at the mercy of an
aroused people, her reason becomes
impaired. In this series of episodes
she .Is. both constrained and con-

.

Irvlog PIchel

Good support

...Frank Lackteen
Walter O. Slohl
..Frank Relcher
Holmes Herbert
Walter Klngaford
.Egon Brechiar
Monte Blue
.Loula Calhern
Mnnuel Diaz

Sknatot de Valle

flict

•

-

light In set-

it's

hit

I

:

.

'

.

'

:

off.

'
It Ip a 'big' picture In the sense
tfiat; every, possible resoiirce. of the

:

Warner

organization

contains Claude

Rains,

John

Gar-

Donald

'Crisp', Joseph Calleia,
Gale Songergaard, Gilbert Roland,
Renry O'Neill, Pedro de Cordoba,
Monuigu Love dnd many others.
Production was' under Hal.B. 'Wallis'
supervision, 'With. Henry Blanke as
a^oclBte, and William Dieterle as di

field,

M

:

"'Am

iSM5?:?-??::fcVSu?MrtS Rifgiion^

Bibne Burroughs.
June Doprezirat IS Sufficiently VlUlainous t3'prowith^Bt-itfer's lightness
lijjf
Peter Burroughs
'
Donald Gray ™S.*5***r
;
t
j ,
j
Dr. Sutton
Production background
Is lifted
'.Frederick Cuiiev J
Yonng Harry Faversham.-.....cilve Baiter J by Charles Clarke. "Rock echo stunt

tector.

i_

-

.

fof-the- climax, is 'a sUck utilization
Henry Oscar Of a spund effect as'a dramauc In'.fredient This is a ruse by which
Slt-S^ofivV'".
"A'"!5.Jt*"'?
Taf""»' iiiter outwits Barrafs gang through
the reverberating echo of Martin's
Few pictures of such magnitude voice and pistol shots among rocks;
have' ever been produced In tWs to impress that Baxter has a larrte
country with the result that The, army of henchmen behind him, .inFour. Feathers' looks rset for lnter->| stead of the one. follower,
national success. But before its geu'
eral release it requires at least a
half hour's deletion.
Street of Missing
'Feathers' has been filmed- before,
Republlo release 'of- Arma'nd Sch'aefer'
with the book from which it was irbductlon. Directed by Sidney Balkow.
adapted having enjoyed big world icreenplay, Frank Dolan and' Leonard Gee.
from original Idea by-Eleanor. Griffen and
sale, mostly .within the Kingdom.

LiiSfc •parki;:.\\'.\-Dirt£' EiShi?^^
Dr.-

and MacLane winds up on a mur-

way

out

.

Harras:

I

Because the background of 'Juarez'
Is of far wider scope .than the stories
of "Pasteur" and '2ola,'. encompassing
historical events taking place simultaneously in Europe apd Mexico,
Muni does not dominate in this film
William Rankin: camera. Ernest Miller;
as he did in his previous pictures. In
young British 'officer, wtio'cpmes editor,- Ernest NIms: .music, Cy Feuer.
the unfolding of the narrative, em- Of a mlhtarv fahilly resigns from his
" ,5«'ii?''''J" SKL^V'i: ^^"ShSb'^" AprU:
phasis constantly is on the figure of regiment the night bSPore- it
•'"•'^
emMaximilian, the young Austrian barks for an 'Egyptian campaign. Cash...^V^""?'"*
Charles BlcVford
-

Men

A

•

:

|

OUTLAW'S PARADISE
victory release of

Sam Katzman

produc-

by Marcel Dickey: camera, Maroel PIcard;
At Arena. N. \,
editor, Holbrook Todd,
Running time, 62
April 19; '89, duaL

MIN8.
Mallory'V

Trlj

Tim McCoy
Benny Corbett

t

Magpie

self

and his

wife,. Carlota, rulers of

the Mexican people.
Juarez,

native

Indian,

'

was

.the

elected head of the republic when
Hapsburg prince, a younger
brother of Franz Joseph, took over
under., sponsorship of "French troops.
Defeated by fOineign Invaders, a fugitive <ta .his own coyntry -and -among
his .'tribesmen, Juarez, carried on
guerilla warfare for several years,
pppplQg up at. widely separated spbts
.Und constantly menacing the rule of
Maximilian.
•°
With the ending of the American
civil war, the Union government
gave' aid and assistance to Juarez sit
the moment when Napoleon ordered
his French troops to evacuate the
cbiintiy, Carlota returned to .France
to 'plead' for a lost cause. In her
absence, Maximilian was captured
by .Juarez and executed. Her grief
was so great that she lost her reason.
Carlota lived until the past decade,
a tragic figure of forgotten royalty.
So much for the record Itself
the'

-

.

which Is told clearly and concisely
<as possible in the £9m. Necessarily
there is a good deal of jumping
around, with sequences Ilald in Paris,
-Mexico City and the Juarez revolu'
tlonary headquarters, In secluded Ih'
.Und villages. The events of history
and the screenplay never bring tO'
gether the principals In a single dra'
'matic scene. Intermediaries pass be-tween them bearing messages. In
"auch a role -John -Garfield, as- the
yoiin'g 'PorflrlO Diaz,

who

later suc-

ceeded Juarez aa President, plays an
Important part.
,.

.

the.'hDsence of personal. conflict
tH6 leading characters the
-writers have sustabied an

betW^
sorctefi

'

.'

•udllMceiintezestby Introducing his:'todcal. <data ' thai contains current
.f&deUiiesVi. !^lerie.^lg•fteauentnlen^

of tba Monroe. Jtoc^ei, oLbne
nan rule cv^. th^Ji^es and ^eslUnies
rights of comyamUfioniL 'and ot

SSi

.

.'ttbv tnail -to' jposjesS'

land and- work'

Three of his pals and

Putnam

Dove
T-Bone
Mrs. Putnam

hand him white feathers, indicative
of cowardice. The next day he disappears.
Alone and unaided in
Egypt he gQes through harrowing

Reardon

...John Galladdet
Regis Tooraey

Parker

June

Diiprez, the fiancee, is 'tiie'
in the cast She postulates prettily and attractively, with
Uttle else .to do.
Re^t of the cast
Is excellent
The other principals

only

woman

are John Clements, Ralph Richard-'
son and C. Aubrey Smith,- the latter
enacting a lovable, elderly bore.
Clements, the hero, is excellent The
tortures he undergoes to carry out
his self-appointed mission are frightful and dwelt upon lengthily. Some
of the details here might be omitted.
Topping in performance' is Ralph

Ralph Graves

,

Rlnsella

'

ordeals to gain his relnsiatem'en^ in
their eyes, being directly responsible
for Kitchener's capture of Omdurman..

Nana Bryant

Republic has bundled a fiock of
stock .^tuaUpns, endowed it with a
good cast and direction and the .resuit Is "The Street of DOIsslng Men,
Itll suffice on the dualers. Charles
Bickford. and Harry Carey top the
players, aind along with, little Tommy
Ryan and Guinn 'Big Boy' Williams,
in one of his usual numbskull roles,
help the film exceed the limitations
of time-worn situations.
It's aU about on ex-tion,. played by
Bickford, and his desire to 'get' the
newspaper editor who was respon
slble, through his crusade against the
underworld, for Bickford's -five-year
sentence. Carey is the editor, a far
cry from the lariat-tossing star of
.yesteryear, but nevertheless credit
present roie.
^^^^
Yarn lacks conviction. For an ob
«"re reason Bickford cancels his
original _^vengeance^ plan
against
Carey just when he has the latter at
.

twice

The

before

perpetrating

another

film has

been banned

In GerHugo.

many.

ASK A POLICEMAN
(BBITISH-MADE)
London, April

15.

tion

.

-

.-

-.

the U. f malls .of nego^
bonds and as leader of the
bad men.
Plot has whiskers. -The G-man
bandit leader, who has
like
the
looks
been doing a stretch in jail, but is
However,
about to be released.
Trigger* Mallory Is kept In jail and
Captain Carson, impersonates' him.

who robbed
liable

.

McCoy, aided by Benny Corbett,
G-man, gets away with the
impersonation, for a while, even to.
foollM Mallory's sweetheeurt Mai-,
lory, nowever, breaks jail and rejoins his gang. McCoy then escapes
a trap and he and his pal capture
the gahg.
Direction and camera are stand

also a

-

,

ard.

considerable that has been tried
and succeeded 'before has been in-

troduced into this WIU Hay farce,
a good laugh-getter end safe second feature on any program. Bits
of George Arliss' 'Dr. Syn' and The
Ghost Train' blend happily with

amusing dialog and situations usually associated with the co'medlan and
his two. stooges,. the fat boy and the
old man.
A village police station becomes

the center of Interest when it's disclosed there's been n6 crime there
for over 10 years. The sergeaftt in
command of two subordinates, hearing they're likely to be transferred
or fired because of latk of 'busiplans to frame one or two

ness,*

cases.

BLIND ALLEY

Mabel Todd
Guinn Williams

:

It is stirring,
con'vinctng 'finish.
forceful drama that will make the

most hardened of humanity think

Ted Adama

Forrest Taylor
...vBob Terry
Don Gallaher
Dave O'Brien
'.Jmak Mulhall

'

Tommy Ryan

'.

a

Metro release of Gainsborough producstats Win Hay.'' Directed by Maroel.
Mort
,
Screepplay, Marriott Edgar and
Vamel.
Megga.,,.Val Guest, from story by Sidney Gllllattt
Warden
ramera, Derick Wlllla'ms.' At Cnrobridge,
London. Running time: S3 HINR.
Will Hey
This western will have to rest on. Sergeant Dudtoot
Graham Moffatt
Albert
the reputation of Tim .McCoy for
..Moore Marrlo^
any business, even as a filler on Rarhottla
Glennls Lnrimer
Emily
double bills. He's In a- dual Irole, Chief: Conetable.l
'...Peter XJawthome
Charles Oliver
Squire...
as- a Department bf Justice investiLomaa
.,. ..Herbert
gator sent .to triack down outlaws Coastguard

.Harry Carey

Tommy

his- fiancee

.

Josn Barclay

Jessie

Slim
Eddie
St4ve

;

prince who was persuaded by Na
poleon 3d of France to proclaim him

anti-war films. Despite lags in places.
It furnishes some of the best propaganda against war ever seen, A
much longer version, before some
expert sclssorkig snipped nearly an
hour from the film to' its present
length, caught excellent returns in
The new version
country.
this
should go well any' place where'
democracy is the by-word. Present
European tension should serve as
added reason for its success.
Simplicity adds force to the dramatic in the life of a war-crazed
veteran, played excellentiy by 'Victor Francen, who spends his time
perfecting an invention which he
lelieves will prevent all wars. When
he discovers it has been exploited
unscrupulously as a means of defense In a forthcoming conflict, in his
deformed mind he calls on the war
dead to rise from their graves and
prevent a short-memoried humanity
from destroying Itself. 'By an almost unimaginable miracle, the wartorn bodies abandon .their resting
places -to inv.ade mobiUzhig counBy the very horror of their
'trles.
apoearances, they terrify all th'e
-belligerents so that they abandon
war.
«
The film's conviction la mostly due
to 'Victor Francen.
Showing of war veterans with the
deformed faces Slv^es the finale

Sam Wfif

Directed by
tion.
Stars- Tim McCoy.
Original story and adaptation
Nanrfleld.

Willi
'liam*!Carson

ranks with the best of

'

is played with over-theatempo, ^ving cast little chance
other than mugging and- rtmning;
through their chores in -nteller fash-<
Author-actor- Sullivan opens
ion.
with a narrative prolog, and closs,
with an epilog, in addition to ap-'
>earlng briefly in the cast Producidta ifMiUtles TDkay for a moderatei
-.
•.,-.-•.->.••;
budgeteir.r

-

was concen- 2ann'"«ghbf\\-;\-.\-^.!!SSc'55TS:

tratej- iri th? effort to give' the'.fljm
bistrlonio weight and pr6diiction excellence. -The player Ust is long and

.

tric

.

'

'

Picture

.

-

many weak moments

der charge after blasting his

M

.'

'J'Accuse*

of a trap.

.

'

Sdlth, ...... .•.«'*.....
Line Noro
Flo
..........Marie Lou

Sullivan

Over-emphasis in
spots.
dialog tO'Undei^rld lingo 'and expressions of the/ten-twent-thirt era
hooves the picture for lower
iracketed action houses, where patrons like their melodrama spread
rather thick.
Barton MacLane battles his way
to lead 'a racketeering mob from
the tenements. His kid brother, Tom
Brown, leaves college to join the
gang against MacLane's wishes.
'After familiar routine of doublecross of rival mob, Brown is knocked

.

THE FOUR FEATHERS

.

Bd

Renee Devllltra

Helene

Horace MacMahon

Coliunntst Ed Sullivan's original
story Is of familiar pattern- to again
reiterate that crime does not pay.
With big city racketeering as a
jiremlse, nothing new is presented.
Strictly, a filler fpr the. secondary
duals, for which Its moderate budget
originally Intended it

.

_ _^

Sullivan....

Story has

are realistic; chiefly ; because
they are shown briefly.
In the than average take.
Warner Baxter again handles the
handling of large crowds, as iii the
scene when Muni, undaunted by the tlJj role as the Robin Hood of the
threats of a disloyal follower, walks border, whose gay banditry and rofearlessly through the lines of fright- mance Is displayed with tongue-inLe'Man
ened peoDle, Dieterle seems to catch cheek attitude. Deficiencies in story
Pope
setup are overcome by spee'' tempo
AugusUn Iturblde
Mickey Kuhn the mood of the multitude. In all
Josefa Iturblde
Ullinn Nicholson supplementary departments the film generated,
Baxter escapes a Mexican firing
Begules
Noble Johnson bears the stamp of careful and ex'
KegTont
Martin Gaintlaga pert workmanship.
Tony Gatidlo's squad into. Arizona with his benchCaallo
VUdlmIr SokoloR photography Is outstanding, .&h°d the inen. Cesar .Romero and- Chris-'Pin
Ur. .Haitman
\.vv...Donglaa Wood
oy -Hugo .Martla Meets Lynn Bari and latMr. Harris:
iGrant Mitchell musical- accompaniment
,
ter's
elbow-bending
grandfather,
Ur. Roberta..^.......,
Cl>nrlea Halton Frleahofer and .Milan fioder is good.
Italian Minister
William Edmunds
As preseDted.at.the'HoUyw.ood the Henry 'Hull, -who are out from the
An Ambassador.
Gilbert Emoiy
atre CN.Y.) last night, 'Juarez' wasjeast-.to'piirchase' a ranch. Pair' are
unreeled without -an Intermission, j swindled out of their money by vil
Running time -ta 4wo>tonis and'flve i lainous -Bidiert -Bssrat' "Baxter,; with
< To.tteJlst-of distinguidldd'charaetera' '-wkonr hei has -icrestted -in- films, minutes. Usual policy in two-a-day, I roaaantie -designs jon the girl, dlscovr
'-Paul Muni now adds a portrait of reserved seat presentation, is to show ] ^rs 'the slfuatioii and sets out' to re^
FUn, ] trieve" the property for the pair.
Beneta Pablo Juarez, Mexican pa- the film in two parts.
Outwitting Barrat and his gang with
triot and Uberat«r. With the aid of
.ease
throughout,
Baxter finally^
Bette Davis, co-starring in the tragic
.
"<*ieves Ws purpose, and then
role of Carlota, of Brian Aherne gfv'
swings back across the border for
lAg an excellent performance as the
(IN
COLOB)
further adventures.
lU-fated Maximilian, and a story
Picluire is coinpact Interweave of
London,- April 1ft
j
that 'pblhts'Up the parallels of con?
United ArtiBta release of London 'Film*- comedjl' and rather .Itisty. 'Cxcitement
fllctltag political thought of today
Alexander Korda production..
Features It's' the Bad
Man fbrmul -cou'
and 'three-quarters of a century John Clements. Ralph
Richardson,
C.
stn^eted on a sliuder story thread
ago,' Jtfunl again commands attention Aubrey .Smitti. Jane Dupi«z. Directed
Zoltan Korda. Screenplay, R. -C, SherriS, which suffices for- the purpose,
|rom the trade and .public in a docu- from
by A. B. W. Maaon; additional
Baxter gives -standard charaicterlmentary picture. Jt's among the best dialog,novel
Lajor Biro, Arthur Wlmp^rUu camzatloh
of
the
Ciscp
Kid, with R;omeco
uat'biBs been produced by -WalrA'er& era, Georges Perinel, .Osmond Borrndalle.
Odeon, London.
Running 'Ume: ISO and Martin.- hi^ amiable /-pals and
with suph potent'bdzoff ice values as .At'
UXM6.
i partners In crime.
Love -aterest is
•Juaite' contains,- )ts, successful caClements' supplied- by Miss- Barl- and Kane
S'T'. '^^'S"'"'™
reer at theatres seems assured.

Coachman

Duo de Momy

-Manhall Randon
Prince Mettemlch
Boron von Magnus.
Lerdo de Tejada

Ed

and slow

a fast-paced western which
moderate biz in the keys,
but catch the kids ahd adventurelovers, ity- the subsequents for better
up,
will

Daley

;

fare.

Mexican border. Rather

Ma

Punchy

.

'

Carbfljal

Pa Daley

dualers.
'nig Town.. Czar' (U).
Slow
racketeer meller for the action
duals.
Novel
'Blind Alley' (Col).'
twist to crime story will' satisfy.

Pedro de Cordoba vincing.
Siva Palnclb
.Montagu Love
Jose .de Montarea
Aheariie- seldom has. appeared to
Sr. Samuel Basch........ Harry Davenport such advantage as in this picture.
..Walter Fanner
Achilla Fould.
Alex Lettwich His desire for fair play, h<s hopeless
DtouVn de Lhuys
.Georgia Calne plea for Mexican unity and the manIiady In Wolting:
RolMrt Warwick ner in which he accepts defeat and
Major DuPont
Gennaro Curcl court martial provide ample reasons
Senor de Leon
...Bill Wllkerson
S>miia Mejta
John Mlljaii for sympathy.
arlano Escobedo.
DIeterle's direction is spirited and
Hush Sothe n
John BIgelow
Fred Malatesta replete with
Senor Baloa
interesting incident
....Carlos de Valdez The scenes of battle and armed conTailor

Jack La. Rue
Frank Jenks
..Walter Woolt King
Oscar O'Shea
.Esther Dale

Kid Travis
Paul Burgess

venture audiences. Okay b.o. in,'
keys and subsequent bookings.
'Street of Missing Men' (Rep).
Weak story, but good direction
and cast will get it by on the

tary support, she is desperately persuasive.
Upon learning that MaxiClaude Rains

'•

Napoleon

forllrlo Diaz...'

Eve Ardsn

Susan Warren
Mike Luger

'

and the French court for
fulfillment of a treaty agreement
wh<ch guarantees Maximilian mili-

Paris, April 15.
Forreater-Parant releaae of Abel Ganca
production.
Starti -Victor Fiancen.
.Directed by. Gonca. Scenario, Gance; dialog
music, 'Henry VerdunSteve Fasseur^
camera, Roger Hubert. Reviewed In Prol
jecOon Room. Running time. 98 MIN8.
Victor Francen
Jean Diaz.
Henri Chunay
Jean Max
Fmncola -Laurln
Delaltt«

Tom Brown

Danny Daley...,

.^ks

Remake
like" Intemationai hit
needs some cutttng;
The Retarn of the Cisco Kid'
(20th). Substantial fare for ad-

(Rains)

(1 Aeense')

(FBENOH-HADE)

u

.

pointing to big grosses.
'Fpnr Feathers' (UA).

J'ACCUSE

IS.

UnlvetBal release oCKen ao1d«lnlth produoUOB. Directed by Arthur Lobln. ScreenHartmann, from brigtlay by Edmund
nal by Ed Sullivan i camera, Ellvrood Bredell; -asst. director. Vaughtt Paul: editor,
Previewed April 18, '88.
Phillip Cabn.
Running time, 61 SIINS.'
Barton MecLane
Phil Daley

(WB). PaulMiml as the
noted Mexican patriot, co-starred
with. .Bette Davis in a film story
of timely 'political significance^
'Jnares'-

Harding; arat. director. Jack Sullivan:
she
camera. Tony Gauillo: mualc. Erich Woli- romantic,' scenes with Aherne
.Hugo J"rl«n. conveys-the idea' of future-doubt and
Sang Komgold; omheetratlone.
oter and Xlllan Roder; tnualcal director, uncertainty. Therefore, when at last
Leo F. Forbatein, Previewed In Projection she appeals directly to Napoleon

TOWN CZAR

BIG

Miniature Reviews

Considering the rather secondary
Warner Bros, produotleo and r«leaM; «xiKutlve vtoduMr, Hal B, Wallla: auoclate part . which Carlota played in the
producer, Henry Blank. 'SUra Paul Monl events, Miss Davis excites deep symDirected by William
anit> Bette Davli.
In
^Screenplay by- John Huaton, pathy lor the unhappy queen.
Sleterle.
WoUnng HelnhardC' and Aenoaa UacKen- her earlier appearances she 'registers
cle;'liaaed on play by Ftahz 'Wertel and an intuitive feeling of approaching
novel, The Phontom Ci-own,* by Bertlto tragedy.
In her least dramatic, but

'

-.

Planting a keg -of brandy on the
beach, to stage a smuggler's racket
they discover another, 'but real, contraband keg. From then on It's a
wild chase between the three nitwits
and a band heeded :by' the local
squire. Which is carrying on a lucrative haul, landing liquor right into
the cellar of the polled station Itselt
If the trio .has not shot its boU
..Chester Morris regarding their stereotyped mannerRalphy Bellamy Isms and .comedy, this sho'ul be a
Anp Dvonuc box pfflce draw In -England. HcnfJoan Perry
;Melvllle Cooper ever, it could be shortened to adRoae -Stmdner vantage.
CleiTi.
John Eldridge
Ann Do ran
.Marc Lawrence
SUnley Bronn

Hollywood, April

21.

Columbia release of Fred Kohlmor production.
Features Chester Morris, Ralph
Bellamy. Ann Dvorak. Directed by Charles
Vidor.
Screenplay- by Flillllp MacDonald.
I^lchael Blanktort, Albert Duffyi from play
by James Wamlck. Camera. Lnclen- Ballard; east, director, ClUCord Broughton
editor,' Otto Meyer.
Previewed at Pant^«i^- April 21, '88.
Running Ume, 68
'

-

Hal Wilson
Dr..

Shelby

'

.Mar/...'.
Linda Curtis

•aeorge_Curtls.

pods .Shelby.
Dkik Holbrook
Agnes
Buck
Fred LAndls
Dairy

Nick
Harriet

;

.'.

-.

. .

'

•

SPIES

Scotty Beckett

Mllbum

•

'

OF THE AIR

(BBITISH-MADE)

'

Storie

London, April

Uarle Blake

15.

Assoolated British release 'of British National
production.
Features Bnrry. K;
Barnes, Roger LIvesey. Directed by David
Macdonald. Adapted by A. R. Rawllnaon,
Bridget Boland. from stag* play. 'Orflclal
Bryan
.Secret.' by Jenery Dell:, comera.
Langley. At Cambridge. London. Running

In attempting to del -e into the
psychopathic reaisons wb- a criminal
carries a killer complex, 'Blind AlPhotography
ley' holds moderate interest for gen'
with the direction by Zoltan Korda.
eral bookings. With an improbable time:
BUMS.'
_ „
Jolo.
story foundation, and light on b.o. Thurloe
Barry K. Barnes
Roger LIvesey
names, picture will fill acceptably Houjihton
Dorothy
Joan Mnrlon
in lower brackets as supporter for Madison
—
.
,
Basil Radrord
a light offering.
Return or the Cisco
CoL Calms
Felix Aylmer
John Turnbull
Chester Morris elves a vigorous ."Sir A. Hamilton
an\i.^nnA a.>.ii IP
Porter.
Henry Oacor
Sirtrayal of the killer, while Ralph
Mth-Fo.
il^™„.Vh^^«i™««
ellamy contrasts with a quiet and
"'s't?.^ '(fa^SSr^MrT^DT
If the demand for aviation spy
self-assured role of the professor of
reeled by Herbert L Leeda.
Screenplay
this
stories
exhausted,
has
not
been
psychology.
Balance of cast proabsorbingly
one's
surefire
and
here
vides adequate support, and dlrecCharlea Clarke; editbr. James B. ciark! the newspaper instead. "That, he flgtaterestlng for the U. S.' It has susPreviewed at Alexander, Glendale, April Ures, WOUld actually be hitting Carey tioK by Charles 'Vidor, although slow
pense sind a love- story that genRunning time, '10 MINS.
18, '30.
In several spots. Is okay.
hardest
villain,
Morris is aided in prison break by erates sympathy for 'the
plans of a
S;?rcSv'i;.\\-;;;.-;;;.-;.'.-;;;.'^ri'y'nW L Bicword ues up with other yeggs, group of former associates, and
"ang who's tempted to sell the
Lopez
Cesar. Romero headed by comebacker Ralph Graves
winds up In weekend home of Bel secret airplane to a foreign power.
too have been Uie butt' of
Featured ai'e Harry K. Barnes and
??l?."*L^^i°/'''*" ^'"'•''••••tfin. SS;J?„^'!^
lamy to make prisoners of the fam.
are
Bickford,
whom
^'e\"ica'5f'captiii::-,:-.;::::c'^"5,%5'"« Carey's editorial noUcy.
of
Roger
both
LIvesey,
lly and guests. Setup all' vs mental
Sheriff MoNaiiy...
Robert Bairat however, ultimately reverts from
Barnes has
effective.
confilct between' the criminal and extremely
psychologist to generate through heretofore been identified mostiy
Soledad Jimenez ulatlng to Carey s willingness to give dramatic phases -wnilo
with "pretty boy* leads; at the start
Mam* Soledad
pro-i
Ballamy
Deputy...
Hatry Strang .him another chance.
At
it looked as if he -had anoUier.
stage Coaoh Driver
Arthur Aylesworth
_21„-J
iv.w ceeds to uncover the subconstuous the very end only, is he revealed as
Graves, _._„ij..-«uiconslderahiy v..«'..iheavier than
'<.;
Paul Bums
Hotel Clerk.. ..i
basis for Morris' -killing mania.
.Victor- Kjiiian during his starring days, Is mlscBstj
'wetland 'Yard
Bartender
Psycho-analysis of a crlmhial: pro- the menace, yAth
of sympathetic roles vides a new twist- to what would ultimately frusta^tlng his plans. The
BS5ffi*'""'^"'''<''''"'''""Bl'ti? «Sf^^^
reveals
and
finish
exdoia
is wildly
ia .not .altoSeOier. beUevablea 4in- otherwise b^jbe another crime pl(-i
§it5hV.:i;.V.V.\*:::.\\\\\\\\\":?.^
'
—
Bambsi as a splendid character
ister film figure. Regis Toomey has ture ofgenesal trend. It's a satiiieiC'
.
a less showy
Th^ (:isc»Kid to back.tor-anotb«ri .al-t(lt. part that offers: hlm-Utae toi; eObrt, especially for a modc^' actor. -LIvesey
gallop through adventures along tbe'J chance.
ate budgeter.
(Continued, on pace .17)
,

'

'

Richardson, the

girl's other suitor.
ia
excellent along

.

.

«

'

I

Kid

J

p^dtt

.
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ALL

1:!;

IS

MIGHT!

ITS

THE TOPMOST OF ALL m.RNER BROS! TRIUMPHS BEGAN ITS
TOP ROADSHOW RUN AT THE HOLLYWOOD THEATRE, N.Y.,

12

11

m
i

s
A pro Auction So

momentous

tliat'it"

required

"six

AcaJemy

Awar<J' VmneM"*

an J a cast of 1186 supporting players, keadeJ ly

BRIAN AHERNE

ill

CLAUDE RAINS •JOHN GARFIELD DONALD CRISP
•

I
11

JOSEPH CALLEIA

•

GALE SONDERGAARD

•

GILBERT ROLAND

Wcrfel anJ tke NoTel, Tte PLantom Crown,' ty
Berllta HorJiog • Music ly Erick Wolfgang KoragolJ

•

HENRY

i

O'NEILL

L. WARISER

JACK

DIETERLE

Directed by WILLIAM.
MacKenzie
.Screen; Play ty Join Huston,' Aeneas
and Wolfgang RebitarJt • BaseJ on a Play ty Frani

In Charge of Production

HAL

B. WALLIS

Executive Producer

•

HENRY W. BLANKE
Ataoclate Producer

^

Ik!'!

.

,

rOPYRKiHT,
Rav. Id Tor.

—Ravlewed

WEEK

OF
RELEASE

2/17/39

HoascN

SuQ Prairie^ Wis., April 25;
Artictes of incorporation were filed
week by the Sun Prairie theatre

here and the Marcus-SvimoB Theatres at Beedsbui-g, Wis. Incorporators of ihe former firm are Egon
Peck, 11 Towle and A. C. Heller; of
the latter, Ben Marcus, C. K. Marcus

2/84/39

In

3/8
2/15
3/22
1/25
1/18
2/15
3/22
2/1
2/1
1/18
2/15

2/8
2/15
2/22
3/1
2/22
2/22
4/12
2/15
10/26/38

and L E. ^Imoft.
Bl«re Texas Bide.

2/.22

2/15
2/8

Dallas, April 25.
New theatre building calls for
1,300 setter at Tyler; Tex.; 700 seater
at BiVBn,. Tex.; 1,100 seater at Houston; IfiOO seater at San Antonio, and
a 1^708 seater in that city.
List also calls for $40,000 Tower at
Little 'Bock, Axk,: and completely remodeled Hfland, .^,000, in that city;
also, ^,000 Ritz at Waxahachie,

4/5
2/8
9/7
4/12
2/8
3/8
3/1
2/15
2/8
3/29
3/8

3/3/39

Baze Old Gladmer

3/10/39

April 25,
W. S. Butterfleld Theatres, In6;,.ls
demoIiBhlng the olol Gladmer here
tor ecectiofn ol a new house to h^
'(lansing, Mich.,

ready .during August
Old Gladmer, for 67 years Lan,
sing's -legit theatre, is one shovf place
In Blitiilgab, virtually every theatri.
cal sreat' having played the spot in 3/17/39
Its long history.. In recent years it's
been used ior. straight pix.

3/8
3/8
3/29
9/30
4/12
8/1
4/19
10/5/38
8/1

3/15
3/22

4/12
3/22
2/22
-3/29

New One

Island's

...

4/5

Pes Moines,

April' 21.
store build-

A moderii theatre and
between $80,000 and
be built on the northwest corner of Third avenue and

3/1
3/22
4/5
S/IS

3/24/89

ing, 4a .cost
$100.0iop;-i»m

3/8
3/B

'

19th street, Rock Island, IlL The 760
seater win be operated by TriStates. .which will continue to op
erate JSte Fort and Spencer theatres
In Bock Island in addition .to Oie new
one.
The Fort will remain topranking house, but the new hoiise, as
yet unnemeji, wiU show only firstI

'

run

3/31/39

pi6tuifes.

,

11/^0
3/22
3/8
3/8
4/19
4/5
a/22

3/22

Detroit, April 25.
Drive-in theatre here, which in its
season last summer ran into
several legal snags over its sound
ostein, is installing 40O individual
speakers at cost of $10,000 preparatory io xeopening next week.
Speaken will be placed three feet
above ground, operating expressly
for ea^ «iito in the theatre. With
elimitaatlon of (ligh amplification sys
tern, located neaq screen, dialog and
music will be confined to theatre'
grounds and thereby avoid objeC'
tions -from residents in nearby Gross

4/7/39

Initial

,

.

4/14/39

4/5
4/19
3/8
4/5
4/5
4/5
4/12

4/21/39

Akron Spot Bcopens

3/29
4/12
3/29
4/5
4/19
3/22
3/15
3/22
4/12
3/29
4/12

4/5

Pointe, nianagement believes.

4/19.

4/12

Akron, O., April 25.
Drlye-In theatre, largest of the
open-air 'type, north of here, reopened for the summer season.
Admission 35c, children free

-4/12

4/5.

.

3/15
4/2S
3/15

Rep;'s Next Biggie
'

Budgeted

$760,000,

Don't Tell' is next on Republic's list
of anniversary specials, to be produced by Sol Slegel, now oA hi£ wfty.
back .Ircm New York to cast the

,

TyM

t«

inc.

TYPE

TITLE

W

TEXAS STAMFBDB
NORTH OF SHANGHAI
HUCKLEBEBRT FINN

NAVT SECRETS
PERSONS IN HIDING
BOT SLAVES
WOMAN DOCTOR
HOME ON THE PRAIRIE
TAIL SPIN
MADB FOB EACH OTHER
WINGS OF THE NAVT
FAST AND LOOSE
LITTLE PAL
BOY TROUBLE
OVNGA DIN

THE THREE M USKETEERS
KINO OF THE TURF
CANT CHEAT HONEST MAN
NANCY DREW. REPORTER
LET VS LIVE
LET FREEDOM RING
STAT REPORTER
ONE THIRD OF NATION
SUNSET TRAIL
FORGED PASSPORT
BEAUTY FOR ASKING
PARDON OUR NERVE
SOCIETY SMUGGLERS
YEC, DARLING DAVOTCEB
PYrMALION
MYSTERY OF MR. WONQ
CAFE SOCIETY
I WAS A CONVICT

TWELVE CROWDBD HOURS
WIFE, HUSBAND, FBIBND
STAGECOACH

D
CB
D
M
D
D
W
D
RC
D
CD
D
C
D
Mo
D
C

M
D
Hn
D
D

W
M

RC

CM
B
C
C

M

4/12
4/5

4/26

1/25

6/6/89

M

D
D

RISKY BUSINESS
SECRET SERVICE AIR

SLONDIE IBETS BOSS
ICE FOLLIES OF 1»S»
MYSTERY PLANE
THE BEACHOOHBEB
BOUGH BIDSBS BOUND-UP
SAINT StBKES

BACK

STORY
WRHOUT BABS
SPIBIT OF C'ULVRB
THn OKLAHOMA «n>
LONE STAB PIONBEB
WITHIN THE LAW
KING OF CHINATOWN
LITTLE PRINCESS
MYSTERY WHITE BOOK
ABV. OF JANE ABDENVmSPEBING ENEMIES
SEBOBANT MADDEN
ntlGOEB SMITH
MIDNIGHT
BIY WIFE'S BELATIVES
THE FLYING IBISHMAN
TBOUBLE IN SUNDOWN
EVERYBODY'S BABY
THBEE SMABT GIBLS

INSIDE

C

D
D
A
D

A

-B

X

PBISON

B

W
M
D
M
M
D
D

W
C
C

D
W
C
Ha
D

BLAGKWELL'S ISLAND

LADY AND .THE BfOB
BOMANCE O F BEDWOODS
SOCIETY LAWYEB
SUDDEN MONEY
SILVEB ON SAGE
ALMOST A GENTLEMAN
MEKieAU ROSE
HOUND OF BASKEBVnXES
FAMILY NEST DOOB
ON TBIAL

nOADWAY

C

D
D
C

W

25.

Harry Hamilton sold
'Abrahim Uncoln Bo^s,'
lic

his yam,
to Repub•

a.

20tb^fy«. bought

John

>

-Steinbeck's

new ^oveL .'Grapes of Wrath'; price
rep9rtM« $7B.W0. :

—Rannlas Time in

Co.

Some

MIn.

4/19

4/26

L. Overman- jr.

Par

BKO

F. Inescort-H.

Wilooxon

20th

UA

WB

M. Rooney-R. Bellamy

Mono

C. Rnegles-M. Roland
C. Grant-D. Fairbanks, Jr.
D. Ameohe-Bltz Bros.-B. Barnes
A. Menjoa-D. Costello

Par

BKO
2e«h
UA
u

W.

Bergen
B. GranvIUe-J. LHel
H. Fonda-M. O'SalUvaa.
Nelson Eddy- V. Brace
W. Hnll-M. Hont

WB
Col

M-O

Mono
Par
Par

C. Fields-Edgar

S. SIdney-L.

Eriekson

W. Boyd-C' Synters
P.. Kelly-J. Lan;

KO
Mth

L. Ball-A. Lane
L. Barl-J. Gale-O.

WilUama
P. Foster-L Hervey
P. Lane- J. Lynn
L. Howard-W. HlUer

V

M-O

WB
Par

Ber

WB

-

.

W
D

D
MAN FBOM. TEXAS
W
LADY'S FBOM KENTUCKY
D
BLUE MONTANA SKIES
W
VEBNON AND BENE CASTLE D
THE BOOKIE COP
H
BETUBN OF CISCO KID
D
FOB LOVE OB MONEY
D
SWEWSTAKE'S WINNEB
C
CANT GET AWAY WITH M%EB M
OUTSIDB THESE WALLS
M
LUCKY NiOHT
CD
UNIOW PACmO
BAOKBTBEBS OF BANOE
WD
'
OHASINO DANOEB
Ct>
CATTAIN FUBY
D
THE
STRBiSTS
CODE OP
D
CONFESSIONS OF NAZI SPY
D

B
D

BLOfD ALLEY
TELL NO TALES

W

DOWN'WYOMINO TRAIL
SOME LIKE IT HOT

C
O

D
.

C.

J.

Cagney-R. Lane

BU

C«]

M-G

EUlott

B. Hossel-J. King-P. Kelly
A. M. Wong-A. TamiroB
S. Temple-A. Devine
B. Cabot-H. Maek
B. Tewne- W. Gargan 1. BoM-B. CoSteBo
W. Beery-A. CnrOs-T. Brown
Jack Randall
C. Celbert-D. AflMehe
J. L. -and R. Oleaaen
D. Cerrlgaa-A. Appleby
O. O'Rrien-L Keith
J. Preoty-'R. Gleaaen
D. Dorbia-C, WInnlnger
J. Oarfldd-R. Lane
F.-Balnter-L Loplno
C. Blokford-J. Parker
W. PIdgeon-V. Braoe-Carrillo
C. Rnggles-M. Bambeaa
W. Boy€-B. Bogers

Par

tm
V
WB

•

Cel

M-O

Mono
•

Rep

RKO
BKO
t«fh

n

WB
Gel
Col

M-O
Par
Par

J. Bl]iaa»-H.

Weed

O. Aotry-S. Soraette
B, Grces-W. Bairie
H. Berbert-J. Badges
M. LIndaay-J. LHel

M-O

J.
S.

Men*
Par

L

Ma«Bonald-L. Ayres
Deaa-B, Oleason
Donne-C. Beyer

M. Oberon-L. Oliver

WB

E. Flynn-O. de Havlland

Col

W. Abel-B. Boberts
D. OVcefc-F. Blee-B. lehnaen
Jackie Cooper
J. Beward-BeaUicr Angel
HC'Raye-B. Hepc-E. Cesstrt
S. EUers-A. Lane
J. Wayqe-B. Begers
B. Ameehe^L. Yenng-Fonda
K. Francls-W. Gargan
M. Baeney-^Ii. Stone-F; Bolden
.

.

Par
Par

BKO
Bep

61
75
81
60
86
ES
64
61
68
89
80
66
65
66
93
68
58
02
78

.

—

—
—

'

61
9S
63
73
60
61
87
71
.65

68
77
60

66
64

70
73
55
80
67
62

.

SOtli

WB

.

M-O
Mono

Stevenson^ Lynne
W. Ford-A. BlaeMahon

Par

.

WB
Col

M-O
Mono'
Par
:

Bep

BKO
BKO
20th
V

WB
WB

Col

M-O
Par

BKO
2«tk
BA
V

WB
Cel

HOM
Par

RKO
20tb

WB

Hardy-B^-Laagden-B. Bnrke
B. MaoLane-E. Snlllvan
B. Davls-G. Brent

58
61

-Tl.
61
105

—

Vermont—allowing

Sunday

pic-

tures after 6 p. m.

Troe-Namea

Bill

Kayecd

Boston, April 25.
With a parliamentary heave-ho,
House of Representatives of
Massachusetts tossed into the legislative wastebasket last week a bill
to compel the use of true names by
film, stage and radio performers.
Bepresentative Francis X. Coyne
Introdqced the bill, which was practhe

tically identical with one he brou^t
in last year. Along with the truename* bill ainted at performers,
Coyne Introduced a measure that
would require all those engaged in
any business to have their true
«ames displayed In signs over, their
places of business.
This was also
given the legislative raus.

Looks Tongh In Cola.
Denver, April 25.
Drastic tax bill on all amusements
has been introduced in the legislature here.
A 10% toll wotdd be
taken on all admissions to picture
theatres,
vaudeville,amtisement
parks and on aU outdoor sports, furported object of the proposed law is
to hypo the state's old age pension
fund; Colorado allows $45 a month
for old age pension but diminishing
funds caused this to be cut te
Admissions tax measure is 'said to

have been introduced by members
of the legislature' in retaliation
against picture theatre owners In the
who raised a cry agalnsWGov.
Ralph L. Carr signing a 'jack rabbit
coursing* -law. which was pasxd.

state

This law covering mass hunting of
jack rabbits, but theatre interests
thought it feU into the 'dog racing
trAcks'

category, which exhibitors
have constantly fought In various
parts of tiie country.

Reports

mood' and

Tiac Bitter

tre owners:

G. Baft-E. Drew-H. Berbcrt
O. Antry-S. Bamette
F; Astalre-O. Bogers
K. Helt-J; Shaw-V. Weldler
W. Baxter-X. Barl
J. Lang-R. Kent
M. WUson-J. Davlq
B. Bogart-O. Palge-B. Balop
D. CosteDo-M. Whalen
M. Lby-B. Taylor-J. AUei
B. 8taawyok-J. MoCrea
O. OVrl«n-M. Reynolds
r. Fester-L. Bari-W. Vernon
B. Akeme-V. MoLag|en
B. Carey-F, Xliomas
K. O. Bebln»en=-F. .LedaTer

B. Hepe-S. Bess-O. Krapa
A.-Sbtirley-J. ElUae^T. Power-A. Aye-A. Jehlen

MaeLane

it

Is

In a 'bill-passing
-

looks bad for the thea-

76

90
70

75

RoUs

'CRrnival'

'

HoUywood. April 25.
Walter Wanger rolled his highbudget picture of college life, 'Whiter Carnival,' with Ann Sheridan
and Bichatid Cailson in the'toiE» rolls.
Shooting schedule calls for six
weeks, in addition to the ttvo.^raeks
of outdoor «thn<«E at .Hanoyer, N.
-

°

H,

last winter.

.

72
•

TITLE CHANGES

O. HaMs-Bellany-Dverak
BC Deogiaa-L. Piatt

TaxBMer

the capital here are

.in

that the Gov.

Fraakle Darre

O. Farrell-B.

—

fifths.

.

C. Stanett-L Meredith
L. AyresrL. Barrymbre

Mono

M-O

81

L. Traby-P. 'Shannon
R. Bogers-H. Bart-B. Batten
T. BbrMn-G. StOB-t
G. Harker-A. Sim-H. Williams

Rep.
zetb
20ih

UA
u

80

J.

RKO

—Sunday opening after 2

Delaware

m. for cities of more than 25,000.
Kansas—eliminating sales tokens;
rated favorable to exhibitors.
Maine allowing Sunday picture
shows between 3 and 11 p. m..
Maryland allowing Sunday picture shows in Wicomico county.
Nebraska anti-marathon bilL
North Carolina repealing Sunday
dosing laws in three counties;
amusement tax of $5 (annually) for
all entertainment having admissions
of 25c or more;, parl-mutuel betting
on dog racing in tw:o counties.
North Dakota—licensing authority
to pass on building of new theatres
in towns where one or more Aows
are already operating.
Tennessee allowing a majority of
citizens of municipalities to vote on
Sunday opening Instead of four-

p.

'

P. Lerre-J. HeraheK
B. Crosby-J. Blondell

Mono

tures.

78
60
62
111
65
77
87
70
90
103
100

Bob Boms-G. Oeerge

BKO
20tta
U
UA

71

88
79
67
69
87
62
90
67
64
64
67

9S
66

.

BKO
UA
U

70
120

79

Wayne
'

Col

M-O

83
90
78
66

70

O. Mnrphy-D. Kent
B. Regan-J. LItel
P. Singleton-A. Lake
J. Ctswtord-J. Stewart
J. TrentrP. A. Young
C. Langhton-E. Lanohester
K. Rogers-M. Hart-R. Hatton
G. Sanders-N. Hamilton
M. Whalen-J. Rogers
Ck Lnchalre-E. Rest
J. Cooper-F, Bartholomew

Hum

Be»

'

C. Trevor-J.

M

85
86
69
88
62
63

B. KarloB-D. Tree
CarroU-F. MaoMnrray
B. MoLane-B. Roberts
R. DU-L. Ball-J. Aldrldgc
X. Yonng-W. Baxter

BKO
-20ih
UA
V

sion tax have been passed although,
since Jan. 1, 46 states have held tegular legislative sessions. Besides the
25 states which 'have wound up (heir
legislative sessions, Colorado, Michigan, (ndahoma and Ohio are expected to adjourn by May 10. Alabama already has held a special session but will go into regular confab
in July.
Special sessions also tti'e contemplated in Georgia and Idaho.
The following measures affecting
the film business have been passed
by the first of this week:
Arkansais— legalize Sunday pic-

70
66

.

G. Antry-S. Bomette '
A. Faye-C. Bennett-C. Farrell
C. L«mba>d-J. Stewart
G. Brent-O. de Havlland
B. M«ntgomery-B. Bnssell

M-O

57
59
88

C. Nalsh

A. Shirley-A. Daniel

Bep
Bep

M
C
M
Mn
H

SERENADE
UNDEBCOVEB AGENT
PM FBOM mSSOUBI
C
LOVE AFFAIR
D
MB. MOTO IN DANOEB ISLAND H
EAST SIDE OF BEAVEN
Ha
WUTHERING HEIGHTS
D
DbDGE CITY
O
FIRST OFFENDERS
M
THE KID fBOM TEXAS
W
STREETS OF N. T.
M
IWDHMOND'S SECT POLICE
U
NEVEB SAY DIE
C
THEY MADE HBB' SPY
D
THE NIGHT Rl )EB8
W
ALEXANDEB GBAHAH BELL
D
WOMEN IN TBE WUr>
M
THE HABDYS BIDE HIGH
C,
DANGEROUS FINGERS
H
RACK TO HEAVEN
D
FIXER DUGAN
C
FRONTIER PONY EXPRESS
W
WINNER TAKES ALL
C
INSPECTOR HORNLEIGH
D
ZENOBIA
C
BIG TOWN CZAB
D
DABK VICTOBY
D

SOBOltlTY HOUSE
BOSE OF WASHINOTON SQ.
TOBCHY BUNS FOB-HAYOB

M-O

Par

325 biUs aCectlng the picture business directly or indirectly
are pending in the 21 states still
in session this spring. ActuaUy, 571
bills pertaining to the industry .hi one
form pr the other have l>een introduced, but fey^ passed thus fftr.
Thus far no bills on censorship,
theatre divorcement, reel or admis-

B.
T.

C. Starrett-L MerediUi
B. Famess-J. Craig
M. Booncy-W. ConnellyG; Withers-F. Wray-B. Boblnson

Mono

BKO

BM

STILL PENDING

If laotee

.Mu—Moalcal

TALENT

Col
Cal

D

.

STORY BUYSReptibltb puicbased Dvyid Coiok of
the Booklet/ novel by :Edwln V.
Westratt ttul William 'Boss CollJa:.
5/12/39

R. t. Min.

W—Weeteni; D—Dramat

M,

CALLING DB. KILDABE

of Compiest'

BoUywood, AprU

325PIXBiU^

AU. BKiHTS RESBBVED

Abbr«lt«l<n

BOYS' BEFOBMATOBT

'Doctor's

leads.
Picture, based on a Liberty mag
serial, ttiUa late in May. Slegel continues in .charge, of all Republic's
high budjget films as a result of his
work as associate' producer on 'Man

K,y

OKLAHOMA TRAIL

4/28/39

Hollywood, April 29.
at

BT VAHIRTX,

C—ComeOyi CD—Conwajr-Drama;

Var.

4/5
1/25

last

iea».

Variety

Bev.

2/10/39

^d

B«ck

In

BI— Slelodranwj

Los Angeles, April 25.
While Southern C9litomla exhibs
are complaining about a surplus, of
film houses, six more are going up
In this district before the end of the
year.
indie
Easthmd Theatres, Inc.,
chain company, is building three,
the fiat to-be opened May 1. Southwest Theatres, Cabart affiliate, has
started construction on a 900-seater
is planning a deluxe .house for
fall qtening.
Cinema Enterprises,
Inc., ' is rushing another to. compleUOD for July 1.

.
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(For information of theatre and film exchange bookers, Vamety prejenta a complete c?»art of feature releoje* of
all the American distributing companies for the current quarterly period. Dote of
reviews as given in Variett QTid the running time of prints are included.}

HHKIE HOUSES

.

.

FILM BOOKING CHART

LA. GETS SIX

Two New

-

PICTURES

VARIETY
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'
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Hollywood, Aprli 25.
Dared' is release

The Man 'Who
tag

on

'I

Am Not Afraid' at Warners.

New earmark
•Second

Chance'

Marriage.'

-on
Is

P-aramount's

The Amazing

!

VARIETY
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The greatest date

in

modern history

WORLD PREMIERE
Paramounfs

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
Omaha

Theatre,

Orpheum Theatre U Paramount Theatre

15

.

PICTURES

VARIETY
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COCALIS CHAIN'S FUTURE

Open Shop
(Continued from page 5)
cut

ttere to

down on expenses

in

estimated that approximately

$30,000 has already been passed out

by the

demand-

boys, with attorneys

ing fresh

money before continuing

their

various

Local

'37.

court

against

fights

Funds of

local organiza-

tion totaling $100,000

have been

court, actions of Local 37 and
cannot be tapped by the Interna-

tionaL
It was reported this week that
tops in the lATSE were considering a plan to spilt Local ST-memby issuing charters to the
various crafts in that organization,
"ni^ first move would be a separate
chartK for studio projectionists. A
new charter also woiild be issued to
gr^ and. laborers, with the better
laborers being given the rating of
grips and the others- turned back to
Studio Utility Employees Local 724.

By-laws of Screen Directors Guild
will be changed - to conform with
details of new agreement with the

producers.
Provisions will provide
for 8Q% GuUd shop, i«quire that all
members agree to abide by contract
and that all directors and assistants
must be in good standing with the
SDG in Order to accept studio contracts or calls,
.

Booth Strike Bemote
nireatencd strike of projectionbecame remote when Victor H.
Ciaiji^ assistant to Pat Casey, notified
business heads- of four lATSE studio
locals' by wire that negotiations with
tbem would be. started, .as. soon as
Casqrr^tunuto the.Cobst. Producer
ists

By-law revisions wOl be submitted
membership at a meeting to
be called soon to ratify basic agreeto the;

ment contract with major studios.
Several' phraseology changes are now
being made In the pact.
Ballot For

SDO Board

Screen Directors Guild has mailed
out nomlntitlon ballots for annual
election of members of the board of
directors on I44y 21. Each director
will be allowed to select 15 nominees. These win be checked and the
Prexy" Browne:
"We havi^ l>een assured by the pro> 30 receivlns the highest vote < will
be
placed on the ballot .as candidates.
ducers labor contact office thtou^
Vliftor Clark that
sooa as Pat From this number, 15 will be elected.
'

M

The new members ot the, boai-d
then meet to select a president,

will'
first

and

e

c r

:

o N

Onilwcn Towels and Tissue

Many

.

urged Frank Caprm to stand for ledection,; but prexy Is said to have
taken flie position that post diould
go to some other member.
Assistant direetois or Junior Screen
Directors Guild will elect its new
board of directors June 18. Hie same
procedure -will be followed as the

ezc^

directors,

that 10 Class

A

nominees will be named sind lO CIass

FINE THEATBE
UPSTATE. NEW YORK

Theatre Mgr. Chaises Tersecntion

La Crosse, Wis., April 25.
Armed with search warrants issued by County Judge Boy V. Ahlstrom on complaints signed by Circuit Judge Robert S. Cowie, deputy
sheriffs raided the

abe Friday

(21)

A

'

LYONS.

S.

months ago when he

filed complaints
against operators of seven theatres
here^ charging that they were violating the gambling statutes by opercting bank night

The theatres filed demurrers and
asked that the cases be dismissed.

A

C. Hoppmann of
Circuit Judge
Dane County, who heard the argu-

A

.

ments, ruled that the cases should
go to trial. Theatres then appealed

Judge Hoppmann's decision to the
supreme court,
Judge Cowie has declared that he
'v/ill fight gambling. Including bank
night,' to a finish here.

Beak*

Jail ScBteaecs
Milwaukee,, April 25.
were meted out in
(Wis.) mxmiclpal court

Jail sentences

JanesvlUe

Thursday (20) to tiie three Wilwaukeeans who had a scheme to make a
theatre bank ni^t pay them $500.
Howard Johnson, 'assistant manager
of the Jeffrls theatre, JanesvlUe, was
g)ven'49 days in the Rock county jail
for obtaining money under false pretenses.

accomplices, Theodore
Gerek,. Lasky's
who previously., pleaded
the same charge, were sen-

Johnson's

Lasky and Agnes
fiancee,.,

guilty

to'

U^t

sentenced to five days each.
tences were given v^en the defendants promised to make restitution.
Miss Gerdc, with the knowledge ot
the other two, palmed LaSky's ticket
Into a drum when die drew out the
'lucky number' at bank night draw*
ing.

He opened

away.

.

&

started his crusade as a private citizen to drive out bank nights two

ate.

own

Unit managers will not take part

.

.

An

New
THERE'S

A.

resident of the city ot La Crosse,'
Judge Cowie alleged in his com<
plaints that the houses were 'pro<
moting a lottery for money.*

Judge Cowie stirred up a tempest
last 'November when he charged that
Hollywood the- open gambling' here was giving the
city a reputation as 'one ot the most
and seized bank
wide-open cities in the state.' He

We

the -agreement with producers pro^
vides that unit managers must withdraw from the SDG and set up tbeir

in the elections^ sbice provisions ot

organixatlon.

Follown^ Banko Seardi Warrants

night paraphernalia shortly before a
scheduled drawing for $1,800.
Saturday afternoon a similar raid
was made on the Rivoll where banko
equipment was also seized prior to.
a Saturday night drawing. Immediately after the raid at the Blvoli a
loudspeaker was set up in front of
the theatre advertising 'Bank night
pital, N. Yv and failed to r^lly from
tonight as usual.' It was revealed
U>e surgery.
that the house had a duplicate set of
Monroe Stein and J. J. Thompson, registration cards.
chief operating aides to Cocalis, are
Managers of t>oth theatres issued
bi control' of the circuit's activities statements Saturday protesting what
pending further decisions. Thomp- they called 'persecution.'
son, longest with Cocalis, is a strong
It is silly to argue our case in the
probability as, operator of the chain
newspapers,' said Frank L. Koppelin the event' the heirs, including
seven Cocalis sons, do not wish to berger, operator of the RivolL 'Judge
Cowie
'started a lawsuit to restrain
dispose of the theatres.
us from operating bank night after
Cocalis, who died at 52, was one convictions
in criminal cases had
of the shrewdest and toughest film fa&ed. Everyone is operating bank
buyers in the business. Repiitedly night, so far as we know, in the
very wealthy, his circuit includes states' of Wisconsin, Minnesota and
neighborhood hbuses In Brooklyn, Iowa. We are going to operate bank
Yonkers, Manhattan and Jersey that night imtil the supreme court passes
are assessed high. 'Jack Springer, upon the question.
his former partner, died about five
'Our right to do business is at
years ago.
stake and our board of directors has
An immigrant who came to ttds decided to resist the judge's attack
country penniless, Cocalis was ever to the limit
are law abidinjg,
proud of what he had achieved. He doing business as other theatres do
had a habit of passing out a cigar business, seeking to do only the
after, any interview in his office.
things that other people do. We exsupporter of the Empire opera- pect to have the case determined in
tor unioO, Cocalis was always .a the courts.'
thorn in the side of Local 306 execuTed Bolnick, manager of the Hoi-'
tives in connection' with attempts to
lywood, reviewed the history of bank
negotiate a merger ot the two boothnight here and Said:. 'We cannot see
Toaut unions. Whether or not Co-,
the justice nor the necessity for this
calls! death may clear the path for
unwarranted action (the raid). It
such a merger is not/known.
smacks of persecution or a desire to
In poor health for some time, Co- satisfy one's personal whim.'
calls' conditi<m was said to have been
Signing, the complaints as 'circuit
aggravated by labor troubles in connection with his theatres.
month Judge ot La Crosse county and a
ago he went to Florida to recuperhis first motion picture
theatre in Elizabeth, N. J., and made
iqieratlng agreehis home there.
ment was entered. Into about 1930
with the theatres ot the late Jade W.
Springer which lasted until three
years ago when the latter passed

B nominees,

LeaiUnMta and Pteturas
Hoart of CKy (28(MM»)
Will Cemldep IndepMKUnt
PletuM Ltti—
Bex m, VariMy, N«w York
'

and
members' have

'second v.p., secretary

treasurer.
'

Thompson

.

labor! contact, is scheduled to arrive
flrst'Ot this week.
FOUo<griag receipt ot dark's wire,
the lAT^' biislness. representatives
dlQuitched the following xnessage to

N

J.

Casey returns from the east in the
Question of whether the Cocalis
next .two weeks ttiat negotiations for circuit will continue under operation
of the heirs of Sam D. Cocalis, who
recognition and a new agreement
died Saturday (22), or transfer to
covering wages, hours and other new owners, is not known at present,
conditions of employment will be hot reported A. W. iSihith, Jr., for
consummated. In view of the fact years a distribution executive, was
that the producers have Indicated recently interested in buying out
their willingness and are negotiating Cocalis. The general sales manager
with the° various locals we respects of United Artists until about six
fully request -you to temporarily months ago. Smith resigned and has
withhold in abeyance any further ac- been inactive in pictures since then,
intion contemplated pending outcome though he has outside business
of negotiations.
We wish to as- terests.,
Cocalis, president of Cocalis Entersume you of our great appreciation
for your excellent co-operation in prises, Inc., had been in complete
throwing the power apd strength and active control of tils circuit of
of the International Alliance behind between 30 and 35 houses in New
recognition and the contract de- Ifork and Northern New Jersey. In
mands made by the West Coast ailing health recently, he was opestudio locals.!
rated on for cancer at Mt Sinai hos-

.

.berahlp

'

J.

Probable .Operators

,

tied,

up by

,

Monroe Stein and

.

connection with seizure of Local 37
under an emergency declaration. Officials

Possible

A

York Theatres
BETTER

SHOW AT

Inc.

ANNOUNCE
The removed of ibeSx
York Offices to
515 Modison Avenue
FLcBQ 3-5181

New

Aulfaom and

ConpoMn Bmpnuata&wes
J. MADDEN
fETE GBOSS

BICHJUBD

HOLLYWOOD

LONDON
S4)1IABE

OMMAB BAIT

XIXKN

•THE LADY'S

DB^

FROM

KENTUCKY"
BBNRT BVSn ^S3*
BtOir

aObat

KctomI

-

BOBS

Hal I« Bor

.SHUUfX BOSS
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HARDY
RIDE

HIGH
WIDE

AND
it's

HANDSOME!

Qrade "A"/

Hold Extra time for the Season's Sensation!
Look at the first S.KO. results!
HOUSTON NEW HIGH!
Year's

Biggest grosser this season; leads "Test Pilot","Boys

Town", the

New

week of "Sweethearts";

PHILLY

PHENOMENAL! Second day

beat

first

DETROIT DANDY! Opens ahead of such
".
Courageous " and " The Great Ziegfeld

day; far ahead of

all

Hardy Family

releases.

pictures as "Idiot's Delight"," Rosalie"," Captains

FRISCO FABULOUS! Sensational! Tops "Maytime", "Rosalie", "Good Earth", "Captains
Courageous" and other hits!

West With The
BEAUTIFUL BUFFALO! Nearly double the Christmas holiday opening of**Out
the New Year's
and
Handle"
To
Hot
"Too
except
season
Hardys"; tops everything this
business of "Sweethearts".

MILWAUKEE MAGNIFICENT!

Excellent!

Only

three better

openings since

this

entire

season started.

ATLANTA! Equals Thanksgiving business of "Out West With The Hardys"; even
Town".
with "Too Hot To Handle"; substantially ahead of "Boys
FLASH ! Houston and Atlanta Hold-over 2nd Week-Watch for more!

AHABOY

Hardy good wishes

for

your engagement too!

RADIO

VARIETY
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A RIPLEY

Worid Deal Called CoU, But

Cant Buy Royal Crown Cola in
York—But It'a Advertteed

New

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC
AND SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES
CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

Even though the beverage pro-

Revival WoiilAi't Surprise Biz;

ducer lacks distribution in the New
April
York area, Royal Crown Cola has Gross income from sale
added WABC to the list of ouUets
talent
facilities,
of
for the Bob RIpiey-B. A. Rolfe
and wires
show. The addition'became effective Less:
Time discount
last Friday (21).
end agency commis-

CBS's Snddoi Siift a Mystery

Three Months ended
t,

1938 (13 weeks) April 1, 1939 (13 weeks)

Speculation was the immediate re- profitable extension of Columbia
announcement late Broadcasting- System's activities in a
Monday afternoon from. Columbia field that was related in several
Broadcasting System that its deal ways,' Murphy explained, terming
com- the American Becord deal a 'steptranscription
the
purchase
to
pany, World Broadcasting, had been piqg stone' on the way to active parcalled off. This came suddenly after ticipation in tbe transcription busithe whole thing looked set late last ness.
•week. It followed, too, testimony in
Without revealing exact terms.
Washington by a, CBS official only Murphy conceded the price paid for
a few days a^ and, a week before World Is substantially in excess of
that, the tactic «f protecting from the amount that would be required
publicity the nature of the CBS- to provide studios and equipment for
World deal on the grounds It woiild American Reciord. While the latter
be prejudicial to its consummation. figure is only 40% of the sum inFCC probe committee gave this' pro- volved in tbe WBS deal, he noted
tection.
the desirability of taking over a goBelief persists in the trade that ing business instead, of beginning at
even though CBS has announced that the bottom.
Policies have not been worked out
the purchase of the World has been
dropped there is a chance of the deal beyond genieral outlines, the CBS
being revived in the near .future. exec 'testified, but it is planned to
Research run World as a separate outfit exElectrical
at
Officials
Erodtacts, Inc, adndtted yesterday cept for the tie-up to help network'
(Tuesday) Ihat CBS had on Friday advertisers needing transcriptions^'
(21) notified them that it couldn't He admitted that World In a sense'
accept the terms and oondiitions liad haea competitive -with Columbia,
asked Iqr ERPI in regard to its sonnd but did not anticipate any curb on
recording licenses, but what mysti- competition. Network doesn't plan
fied these ERPI^ officials was the to bar other companies from maksuddenness of Columbia's decision, ing off-line recordings or from runsince it was fully aware of sudi' ning -wires into its studios, although
terms «ikd conditions for five months. there may be a service fee -for the
One EBPl official advanced the privilege^ he said.
opinion tiiat. there was something far
Questioning brought out that CBS
removed Jiom- the licensing angle made first move to get Into the tranthat had- .prompted the network to scription business 18 months ago.
call off the deal EBPI holds a mi- Agreement with 'Independent Renority interest In World, but- it was search Corp., negotiated Oct 5, 1937,
prepared to turn this stock ov«r to allows Columbia right to use their
CBS as part of the money deal recording process, but the non-exagreed On betwen Percy L, Deutsch, clusive license has been used only
World prez, and the network.
experimentally. Murphy said.
Competitive companies in tfie
traucriptiDn field are convinced
that even If tiie -acquisition of World
by -CBS doesn't eventuate the network will become an important factor in transcription maldng. Colum'
bia is determined to develop an or
ganizatlon that can meet the sales
Emo Rapee, Jan Peerce and Jane
activities of NBC's transcription di' FToman have been submitted to Gulf
vision.
Refining by Youn?
Rubicam as
On Monday (24) CBS Issued a the cast for the summer show in the
statement and on Tuesday World fol account's Sunday evening spot on
lowed suit Both statements are Columbia.
Threesome would take the place of
brief and, to outsiders, ambiguous.
Both spoke of ERPI licensing and the Screen Guild show, which is set
croBs-licensing difficulties, but threw to fold in three weeks.
no real light on the subject Mystery developed in that ai' high offi'Groncher'
CfiS
cial of CBS, as recently -^as Friday
(21), had told 'business acquaintances
the deal was all set
Hollywood, April 25,
It was too soon to be known if
Split network deal by General
World's position with radio stations Mills for "Grouch Club' terminates
had been affected by the od'd, prC' April 30 and sponsor concentrates

the series, which originates
sions
from New York, started two weeks
before Columbia's No. 1 key was
omitted on the theory that the product might suffer an unfavorable re- Deduct:
action if it were plugged in the
Operating expenses.. $3,670,877.32
metropolitan area without being
Selling, general and
made immediate a-vailable. Xhider
exadministrative
the present arrangement a Ideal an1,377,754.68
penses
nouncer is inserted into the broadto explain that
cast over
while Crown Cola is not sold in New
York at present, the company ex- Net income for the
pects to have distribution in this terperiod before interritory eventually.
Feddepreciation.
Columbia account that still does'
income taxes
eral
in its hookup,
not include
miscellaneous
and
despite the program's New York
income
origination, is Pet Ifilk. Tbe canned Less:
11,938.45
lacteal likewise has no distribution
Interest ............ $
in .this territory.
139,367.86
Depreciation
324,624.76
Fed. income taxes...

suit of the official

.

WABC

A

Gordon Thompson Dies

-

With Script

2,998,226.15

2,985,571.48
$6,998,773.61-

$6,707,567.00

$3,690,419.80

1,470.748.12
5,170,167.92

5,048,632.00

.

WABC

'.

'

$9,705,793.15

$9,984,344.99

When

Hand;

in

$1,537,399.08

$1,950,141 Jil

$

12,753X11
137,624,15
265,180.00

475,831.07

415,557.16

$1,474,310.44

$1,121,841.92

Add:

Gmefing Pace Blamed

inMiscellaneous
come (net) including

discount
interest,
Hollywood, April 25.
dividends, profit and
sale
of
on
Gordon Thompson, 35, producer of
loss
the Rudy Vallee-Standard Brands
securities
program, died 6t a heart attack last
Wednesday (19). He -was poring Net profit for the period
over the script of the next day's

program when he slumped back

20,669.65

29:684.74

$1,494,980.09

$1,151,526.66

in

.67
Thompson Earnings per share
.87
• .
$
$
Death was almost instant
office.
His death shocked agency men into (Calculated upon the 1,708,723 shares of $2.50 par value stock either outgrim comment on tbe pace that kills.
standing at April 1, 1930, or to be outstanding upon completion of exAs tioaeer pilot of the 'Vallee
change of old $5.00 par value stock.)
Frank K. White, treasurer.
show niompson was credited with
being among the first to engage stage The 1939 results are subject to audit at the end of the year by Certified
Public Accountants.
and screen stars for radio. He came
with Thompson in 1928 and the following- year he helped launch the
Tbompson several
TO N . W. AVER Federal
'VaUee series.
Proposed
years later was assigned to organize
Hoyt Fre-Baseball Away
thr agency's London radio depart- Walte
To Curb Unauthorized
severe
Tovng
ft Bnbloam
From
ment Ijast year he suffered a
returned
when
he
heart attack and
to the job he continued for a' while
Gordon Baking Co. has switehed
Air Use of Recordings
in tiie compaiqr's new business de- its business from Young 8t Rubicani
&
partment He returned to the pro- to N. W. Ayer and is doing some
Washington, April 25.
duction of the Vallee Show last De- spot campaigning for the spring and
Legislative ban on unauthorized
cember when Tony Sanford was as- summer.
music canning was proposed last
sigiied to Keliogg's 'Circle.*
First contract involves Waite Hoyt
week in attempt to curb air piracy
Thompson In
series of. 10-minuto baseball
Before. Joining
the
records.
agency Thompson was on the Phil- commenta six days a week preced- and misuse of phonograph
pending, in
adelphia Ledger and the N. Y. Sun. ing the play-by-play broadcasta on Bill similar to measure
thie New York State legislature was
His father, Harry Arthur lltompson, WABC, N. Y.
Rep. Fred
offered Congress by
was a former editor of the Country
Schulte of Indiana.
(Hntieman and former associate ediInspired by the American FederaSales Chief
tor of the Saturday Evening Post
tion of Musicians, Schulte proposed
Producer leaves his widow and 10amendment to the -1934 Communicamonth-^ld. child, his mother and a
New Orleans, April 25. tions act which would restrict rebrother. Body -was sent to GreenWalter Williams is now general cording or other mechanical reprowich, Cona, for liurial.
sales manager of station WBNO. duction of any type of program macoverage on NBC red web. Both
Hubert Grant gives up engineering terial. Measure makes it a penal
KFI and KFWB carry the program
Fraoklin Delano, assH mgr. Holly' to become station's program director. offense -'to offer for sale, sell, lease,
locally. Warners indie station origFrederick Lemieux from WJBO, or license' or -to possess any unwood office of Young
Rubicam,
inates the half-hour comedy.
Columbia has been taking care of goes info double harness this sum- Baton Rouge, has joined staff as authorized platter or other type of
the coverage east to Denver.
mer with Rosalie Leistikow.
spieler.
recording. Fine of $10,000 and imprisonment up to two years for serious offenses.
Although the move appeared to fit
in with the plan of A J'.M. leaders to
make a new drive on radio, the legislation was aimed primarily at small

his chair in the J. Walter

.

RAPEE-PEERCE-FROHAN

GORDON

Law

SUBinnED TO GULF

.

,

Uses

.

-

dicament in which it finds Itself. On
the one hand. World's corporate
value was dramatized and, with
that,

the

by 'implication, the criticism
action was 'flattering

CBS

of
to

World, namely, that It was the most
Important independent program
source outside the networks in the
radio industry.
World has been In pretty good
shape for some time, although once
badly In hock to ERPI. Organize'
tion

had launched

its iso-ealled (Sold

Group- with pA)$pects. of success.
This is to be revitalized under the
resumption of independent status.
Although never clarified, and per
haps, not fully considered, the as-

&

WMCA

Hummert Serials In Big
Night 'time Deal For Local Station
Gets

-

sumption of the radio trade had been
that under CBS domination the Grold
Group Idea would have lapsed.

POWELL
DUE FOR LAYOFFS

BIG TOWN,

Hollywood, April 25.
Ruthrauff & Ryan' have ordered
siestas for their two Lever Bros.'
shows. Edward G. Robinson's 'Big
Washington, April 23.
Town' and Dick Powell's 'Tuesday
Acquisition of World Broadcasting
Night Party.' Respite for both wIU
System by CBS will not remove be for six or eight weeks, subject to
competition and may lead to more
Columbia's hiatus policy, starting in
Intensive rivalry between disc makmid July.
ers,
FCC chain-monopoly probThere will be no replacementa.
ers heard last week as the lengthly
hearings reached a finish.
With detalU of tiie transaction still
for Locldes
shrouded
secrecy,
in
Commish
learned Columbia's reason for buying
World was to acquire studio faciliMark Wamow orchestra has been
ties and equipment for American renewed for another 13 weeks on
Record Corp. and to provide better the Lucky Strike Hit Parade Saturservice to ^ents who confront spe- day nighta on CBS. New streteh is
cial advertising problems. This was effective May 6.
the explanation given by Adrian
Makes a full 26 stanzas on the PaMyrphy, director of developmental rade for the Wamow outfit No other
projects for the network.
band has ever had even 13 strailiht
Ainericah Record Corp. was pur- since the program started.
chased outright, with $700,000 paid
Alien Gordon and Herman Wolf
for 100%of tbe capital stock, giving
CBS! control also of Brunswick and produced the gala show Sunday for
the Greater New York Fund drive,
Columbia phonograph firms.
and WQXR
It was felt that the home record WJZ, WABC,
business was a natural and ^osslbily carried it

Meanwhile Murphy Was
On Stand
Washington

m

Wamow's 26

'

WBNO's

'

WMCA

- Sample - Huoimert has
a block of two hours five
nighta a week over WMCA, New
York, to give a waxed evening ride
to eight of its 15-minute daytime
network serial shows. Policy will
begin May 8 and continue indefi-

Blackett

taken

Idea
originated
agency, but the sale was

.nitely.

Bob

In

the

made by

SEEK COMMON SENSE

ON AIR-PRESS

ISSUE

Start of an attempted commonsense solution to the difficulties between newspapers and radio will be
made at a luncheon at the WaldorfAstoria, N. Y., tomorrow (Thursday).
Committee of tbe National Association of Broadcasters will meet -with
a similar group from the American
Newspaper Publishers' Assoctatioin to
take stock of the situation and pave
the way for cooperation and perma-

formerly with the
B-S-H-afflliated Air Features, Inc.,
and now sales rep for the station.
Runoff to be between 8 and 10 p.m.
Shows involved in the deal are
'Stella Dallas,' 'Lorenzo Jones' and
•Young Widder Brown' (Phillips
Chemical),
'John's
Other
Wife' nent i>eace.
(American Home Products), 'Just
Serving on the NAB committee
Plain BlU' (Anacin), all on NBC,
will be Neville MUler, prez; Ed
and 'Romance of Helen Trent' (Af- Kirby, public relations director;
filiated Products) and 'Our Gal SunFrank E. Mason, v.-p. Of NBC, and
day' (Anacin) on CBS.
Clair McCoIlough, g.m. of the Mason
Agency's idea is to see if a night- Dixon Radio Group, Pennsylvania.
time audience can be built up in the
Cioldstein,

New York

concentrated

sales

area

for the daytime shows. Policy has
pre-vlously been tried in spot^ instances, but this is believed to be the
first

time

it

has been attempted on
Plan is to extend it

a large scale.

to
other concentrated populationcenters if it clicks in New York.
WMCA's contract with B-S-H is for
S2 weeks, with the agency holding
,an option for two additional years.

Vallee's 500th Airing
Hollywood, April

May

18 broadcast of

25,

radio stations which have been ac-

cused of stealing broadcasta by net-

works and

rivals.

The

tunesters

is
claims
stringent
punishment
necessary to stamp out the practice,
which they hold Is partiy responsiranks.
ble for unemployment in the
The bill carries out the idea of the

artists group headed by
Fred Waring to the extent that, it

performing

indirectly recognizes the property
righta In renditions beyond the
-

copyright As Waring has attempted
throu^ court action, Schulte would

outiaw use of records or rebroadcasting 'for profit or gain' without
the express consent of the performers.

Rappjl,500 Week
Scribei

Radio

Saed by His Agent

Los Angeles, April 25.
Breach of contract suit for $23,600
filed here by H. N. Swanson,
Inc.,
against Philip Rapp, radio
writer, y^o is charged with walking
out on a seven-year managerial deal.
Rapp makes $1,500 a week, according to the agency, which aslcs 10%
of the $236,000 he is expected to earn

was

Rudy VaUee during

the balance of the time cov-

will be his 500th for Standard
ered by the pact
Brands in the same Thursday ni^t
spot on NBC.
Lionel Barrymore will be in one
Jack Haley heading east
'

of the guest spots.

to

talk

over a radio deal for the summer.^
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2% FOR CASH

4A'S

PERFORMER COURTESY
In this week's Vakietv appear^ a news story of

IDEA

Drys Gainh^ Gromrd

how Franchot

Tone declined to step into a program originally offered to Pepsodent with Burgess Meredith as the stellar personality. Without going into the specific case at issue. Tone's gracious action
may perhaps appropriately^ serve as a springboard for a few remarks on the subject of professional courtesy, an obscure subject at its best in show business and well-nigh unknown in
broadcasting..

GU[ TO DAILIES

Senate Subcommittee Favorable to Blow at Beer
Advertising Over Radio

Networks Hava Been Asked
Raise

to

Order

Much

Rates

2%

Mj Axe

Jenkins

Washington, April

Phil Spitalny, who is sponsored by the Mazda division of
General Electric, recently readin a Bob Ripley cartoon of a hen
that laid an egg that looked like
an electric bulb. He promptly
ran it down and bou^t the hen.
Now, day by day, the hen lays^
but up to date Spitalny has no

OPTICAL

bulb.

Some part of vaudeville's crack-up may be attributed to the
decision of the old Keith booking office to encourage and sanction cheap 'copy acts' of well-known but high-priced headliners.
Official collusion in piracy suggested rotten fibre and foreshadowed the disintegration of a business that might have survived
on a plane of honesty but could not survive when even ordijiary
professional courtesy began to get the horse laugh.
'

What

has passed for professional courtesy in radio all too
often has simply been a back-scratching exchange of meaningless compliments. This kind of stuff is written in by the authors. It's hokum for public consumption. The McCoy kind of
professional courtesy is not publicized as a rule. It springs
from the kind of comraderie that used to exist when George M.
Cohan was a dancing juvenile. It is neglected, unappreciated
and seldom discussed in radio. Worst of all the very subject
is incomprehensible to many of the men who have, from all sorts
of beginnings, drifted into radio.
<

Nowadays they joke about

stealing the other, fellow's routine.

But everybody doesn't laugh.

COLLIER'S

IN

BANONSTAFF

laH Keidi, Arch Oboler

Probable 'Award' Starters
New show

Chicago, April 26.
for Teel, which starts

local three-week opener on
April SO and then goes coast-to-coast

on a

AIRINGS

on Columbia on May 21 has been
labelled Knickerbocker Playhouse.

Collier's

magazine has Imposed a

Bob

Jennings, chief of the Kastor

radio department, has also named
no-radio rule on Its stall writers and
the weekly awards on the show as
editors. WOR, Newark, felt the bar
the 'Knickerbocker Award.' Initial
last week when It Bought to get guester is figured to be Ian Keith,
locally
In
headlining
Quentin Reynolds to become a flx- currently
'OtheUo.' Second program has Arch
turfe of its 'Author, Author' proOboler slated to come here from
gram.
New York to get his 'award.' ,
Reynolds explained that his bosses
are opposed to the appearance of
any CoUier's man on the air and
HILLBILLY IN
that the powers-that-lte In the Crowell- organization were miffed because
Weekly he did a guest date recently. Col- Grosslnx Aroand $3M
Which Ain't H»y In Guitar BU
lier's at one time figured as an Important user of radio time. Back in
the early 30s it had a Sunday series
St. Louis, AprU 25.
headed by Jolin B. Kennedy.
Roy Schaffer, hillbOly at
who uses the tag of lione Star Cowboy,' is probably copping more coin
Brice Disque Writing
per week than any other exponent
of mountain music in these parts.
Phillips Lord's Scripts Gets $100 from Carson Furniture Co.
Brice Disque, Jr., formerly writer- for 30 mlns. daily program and outproducer with King Features, now is side engagements average up weekly
chief script writer with PhlUips take to more than $300.
Lord. He is doing Gang Busters and
Schaffer, who strums a gui tar and

.

District Attorney presently.

Disque also

is writing 'Romance of
for Cities Service, which is
agented by I^ord & Thomas.

Oil'

yodels, was-origlnally- at

Orleans.
latter for

lowed.

WWL, New

the advocates of the idea see

week by a Senate Subcommittee.
Favorable report urged on \he bUl
of Senator Edwin C. Johnson, Colorado Democrat, stiffening portion ot
last

the Communications

Act

The bUl was backpatted by a sut>committee of the Senate Interstate

LOCAL SHOWS

after

two

hearings) during which lobbyists for
the printing trade obtained deletion
of references to printed media de^Ite protests that such action
amounts to class discrimination and
assurances radio Is putting the
stopper In the bottle.
Enactment of the measure would
set a vicious precedent, spokesmen
for the radio business argued ineffectively. They protested such legislation is unnecessary, since the- networks and the major' independent
plants have their own bans on drink
propaganda.
Solons were not impressed, however, with references to
the sharp decline in booze blurbs,
the resolution of the National Association of Broadcasters, or the attempt 'to frame a national code of
.

IN40TOKS

it,

consideration as the speedy remit- levoping a spot presentetion for one
ter.
In the newspaper the custom of its accounts.
Agency at one time rated as a
has always been to allow the 2%
reward for payment within 10 days, strong proponent of ttie news and program ethics.
Industry defenders noted that aland the argument now advanced is sports type of programs, but for the
that unless radio is brought into line past season or two it has had little most no hard liquor advertising goes
over the air and the amount of time
there's a diance of the other medium activity in that direction.
sold to beer makers and dispensers
rebelling against the practice.
has been going down. Revenue from
Contrary to Practice
distillers was only $1,943, with but
The networks' rate cards specifi- Hot Tunes for Sharpies
nine stations making facilities availcally note that not only are no cash
able, during the first two months of
discounts allowed but that bills are
Prove Poor Commercial 1930, NAB observed, and in all of
due and payable when rendered. The
1938 only .14 stations icarrled firewebs contend that as it is they're
Bait;
Goes Wifey water programs, getting but $23i2Q2.
allowing a total of 40% in discounts,
Beer brought 317 stotlons $1^69,038
namely 15% to agencies, up to 15%
last year.
Indianapolis, April 25.
on weekly gross billings and 10%
WFBM finds that it can't capitalize
on facilities used through 52 weeks.
In the case of CBS this all-the-year- on aiming hot dance tiines to highround rebate has recently been tilted school kids in the late afternoon
to 12%, making a total of 42% In and so it's going to devote the same
period, starting May 1, to wooing
available discounts.
Raising of network rates by 2% the interest of their mothers with a
was suggested by some of the Four femme commentetor, Gwen Short,
A'sites as a way around this di- and transcribed light classical and
lemma. Iietters subsequently went show tunes.
The juve-geared stanza ran 49
out from the association urging its
membership to write the networks minutes and the lack of appeal was
that the idea ought to be put into reflected by the dwindling of participating accounts, which Included
effect
The contrary element in the Four theatre, dance promoters and sportA's hold that while they would like ing events.
Maxwell House Coffee's 'Good
to see their clients get all that's
News' stanza is reported set to con«
coming to them there are circumtinue on NBC through the summer.
stances with regard to network
BETTY' IN
This would make a second extenston

WFBM

.

NOW LOOKS AS

.

.

IF'GOODNEWS'

'

CONTINUES

users that ought to be taken Into account. The 2% Inducement Is okay
for newspapers since they have to
deal with hundreds of small advertisers all over the country, whereas
the vast majority of time on the net-

mY AND

of the terinination date of the production and talent hookup on the
show between the account and
M-G-M. Film producer's original,
Five-a-week dramatic serial, 'Billy severance date was March 30. Later
and Betty,' formerly on NBC red for this was extended to June 29.
works is consumed by such huge Sheffield Farms and (on the Coast)
When last February the highers-up
advertisers, as General Foods, Stand- for Safeway Stores, returns to the In Metro announced that the studio
ards Brands, Procter & Gamble, network Monday (D for General was withdrawing its connection with
Soup, Mills, plugging Kix breakfast food. the program, the agency on the acCampbell
General Mills,
XiCver Bros.^ and Vbt tobacco com- C. D. Morris agency is producing for count, Benton Sc Bowles, declared
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Stanza that it proposed to retein the titles
bines.
replaces the Jack Armstrong show pattern and most of the regular prinir.
the 5:30 slot over the eastern cipals of the Thursday night series.

VICE 'JACK ARMSTRONG'

hookup for the summer.
Leonardo Bercovici will write

JOHN ROYAL

it,

with Robert Sloane directing. Xatter
slated to take over the writing
few weeks. Cast will

is

& RYAN TO
OPEN A CHI OFFICE

PEDLAR

.

stint after a

DUCKS OHIO
John Royal, program

v. p. of

include Ted Reid, Audrey Egan and
Selena Boyle.
Show has a tieup
with a comic strip and the children's
section of True Story mag.

NBC,

not going to conduct a round table
at the Ohio State University radio
conference lAay 3 after all. Royal
has withdrawn, giving as his reason
press of network engagements not
allowing him adequate time.
Royal was schedtiled to handle the
subject 'How to Handle Issues.' His
withdrawal prompted reports that
the round table huddle was one controversial issue he preferred not to

UNION'S

is

handle.

If

Called

to

non-commerdal
S. Foster left of
subsequently fol- WNYC, New York,

RoyaL

WAR CLAUSE
Colors Job Most

Open on Betam

over.

the American Communications Association, representing a majority of
the station's employes.
Clause, which will probably be accepted by Gimbel, provides that if
any employe of WIP is called to the
service of the United Stetes in event
city - owned of .war or preparation for war, he
will sub for shall be relnstoted to his job upon
his return.

Chicago, April 25.
Indications are that Pedlar & Ryan
agency will open a local office -within
a few weeks.
Now being talked

the acquisition of the Lady
Be Esther
account by the P.ScR. firm.
Agency is understood readying a few

Philadelphia, April 25.
Discussions are now taking place
for inclusion of a 'war clause' in a
contract about to be signed between
Ben Gimbel, Jr., prez of WIP, and

Fred WiUls, of CBS, had a red
neck last spring when he handled
the same subject in the same environment.
Seymour Selgel, program director

When Al

WEW he

B.B.D.&0. LIST

there should be some special induceB. B. D. Ac O. is getting together
ment for accounts that take care of
their bills qulcldy.
TSe lagged, data on available news programs in
they say^ shoiddn't be given the same some 40 towns with the view of de

CLOVER

WEW

As

revenue from brewers and
retailers of malt liquor was taken
000,000

Commerce -Committee

my

Professional courtesy involves, of necessity, respect for fellow artistes. It means refusing to consciously appropriate other
It means thinking at least
person's creative developments.
twice before directly or indirectly giving the freeze to a contemporary who has been identified with the promotional phases
of a project. There is a good deal of cynicism on these matters. 'We gotta eat' is the general defense for nearly anything
that's done. Add to that, 'If we don't, somebody else will.'

25.

Strike at the radio hidustry's

in

to Relwte That
for the Principle of

The talent booking' end of radio, the professional courtesy
the Thing
end, long ago became hopelessly entangled in agency-sponsor
vagaries. Additional discouragement was contributed by the
hard-boiled entrepreneurs and merchandizers of radio generally
ILLUSION
who seldom hear of professional courtesy, usually don't understand what is meant by the phrase and, if they do, think it's a
Number of the agency members
Ethics, to them, is the old gag about
lot of effete nonsense.
of the American A6«>ciation of Ad
partner?'
the customer's over-payment: 'Shall I tell
vertislng Agencies are puzzled by
the reasoning which lies behind the
A's proposal that they try to
Broad generalizations to govern hypothetical behavior are, Four
prevail upon the networks to raise
of course, impossible. Desperation to get a break on the radio their, rates by 2% so that the clients
when coupled with disheartening conditions in show business caif get a 2% discount for prompt
has understandably encouraged talent to string along in a catch- payment of bills. These puzzled
proposition as
as-catch-can philosophy which makes it refreshing to occasion- agencies regard the
pretty much a mathematical optical
ally encounter an individual who is not ready, without qualm illusion and figure that the only
or hesitation, to push everybody aside to grab a contract.
thing to be gained from it is an
added batch of bookkeeping.

'

19

Follows

changes in the general radio

set^

of the account.

Hub Robinson
Hubbell

Robinson,

to L. A.
Jr.,

chief

of

program production for Young te
Rubicam. leaves today (Wednesday)
for Hollywood.

He
the

will

Coast

spend several weeks on
looking over tlie YtcR;

shows

that are iet to remain on for
also study production angles for the fall.

the

summer and

RADIO
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FCC PROBE ENDS ON

DRAMAHC
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mU AS

i

LAST WEEK'S ISSUE

MUTUAL CALLS MONOPOLY ALL TOO REAL

may

A.P.

A&P
Caldwell Resolution Asking That NBG and CBS Not
Pre-NuUify Hearings by New Deals Is Called
'Gair by John J. Burns

network-afliliat«

contracts,

pending decision on suggested government control over chain operations, was proposed to the FCC
monopoly probers last weelc in a
bomb-shell flnish to tbe prolonged
Investigation. Explorations launched
last November were concluded with
Mutual seeking Federal aid in com-

statis-

NBC—
figure-

jugglers.

Weber

Cries 'Cnfait'

Relating the obstacles encountered
in building up Mutual, Weber said
the Only way his combo can get Into

some markets
and delayed

Is

with transcriptions

airings,

due

to rivals'

strangle-hold on all of tbe best outlets, in major spots.
Cited the arrangements made to carry the 'Lone
Ranger,' 'Wheatena,' and other pro-

batting rival nets.
Underlying bitterness flared Wednesday (17) when Louis G. Caldwell, grams.
counsel for Mutual, topped repeated
Combined

complaints with a formal motion
akin to a temporary injunction plea
which would prevent NBC and CBS
from perpetuating their competitive
positions.' Resistance from the other

chains did not stop the Commish
panel from taking the proposal under advisement. No immediate action is anticipated, since the committee has authority merely to relay
recoinmendations to the full Commish with its comments and suggestions.

Following rerappearance of Fred
Welier, general manager of Mutual,

and presentation of statistical eviabout, network operations,
Caldwell startled participants by

dence

warning the Commish that prospective long-term extensions of present
pacts will turn the entire inquiry
'into a complete waste of effort and

discounts offered
by
NBC to sponsors using both Red and
Blue skeins constitute a serious
handicap for competitors, Weber
complained. NBC, in a position to
grant slices running up to 40%, has
snared business which might have
gone to MBS. With the two hookups, NBG also has freedom to carry
special
events without upsetting
commercials, through jockeying, of
stations, wliich gives it a special advantage, he moaned.
Extension of NBC pacts would
keep MBS out of numerous markets
for a long period, Weber declared.
Noting 88 afiUliation agreements run
out in 1941, he said Mutual realizes
tbat the effort which has already
been made to require stations who.

have pMsent

affiliations to extend
their present agreement for a period
of approximately five years would

Conceded there is some prevent growth.
a farce.'
Prior complaints about excessive
doubt whether the FCC can invalidate existing agreements njii^sug- network options on local station fagested there is a remedy in the form cilities were repeated by Weber and
Exact echoed by Elliott Roosevelt. Though
of a temporary regulation.
they disagreed about some details of
proposal was a rule as follows:
'No licensee of a standard broad- the remedy, both told the Commish
cast station shall enter into a con- that local outlets are handicapped in
tract, agreement, or other arrange- performing public service and other
ment with any network organization chains are cramped In reaching marcovering or dealing with the affilia- kets by the practice of earmarking
Weber listed Provition .of such licensee's station with unused time.
the network organization or into any dence, Des Moines, Bridgeport, Pliilrenewal or extension of their exist- adelphia, Baltimore, Syracuse, Dening contract,

agreement,

or' other

ver,

Omaha, Cleveland, and Twin

arrangement for a period extending Cities among areas which MBS could
not
reach
satisfactorily
because
beyond Dec. 31, 1940.'
'occasioned. available outlets are tied up.

Action of this sort Is
Indeed necessitated,' the MBS attorney argued, 'by a state of affairs
which has been disclosed by evidence recently heard by the Committee and which, so far as I know,
Is undisputed.' Reference to Welder's
protests about exclusivity dauses,
long-term pacts, network option

'We can state very definitely that
the experience with regard to restrictions both on time and as to opportunity to affiliate with another
network has prevented any development beyond the present development of the Mutual network,' Weber
summarized.

With only three facilities available
time, and Inability of the newcomer
to break into various important mar- in many cities, the exclusive and remost be eliminated if
the industry is to have the maximum
strictive pacts

kets.

Status

Quo

to 1946

degree

of

'

competition,

MBS

exec

If the rival chains are allowed to
pointed out Stations on other webs
extend their pacts with affiliates for which play with
Mutual are in dananother five years, present condi- ger of being
blacklisted and boytions will be maintained until 1946,
cotted, he charged.

Caldwell noted, and the Commish
may be shorn of 'all power and
-

Boosevelt en Bine

NBC

Time requirements of
Jurisdiction to acliieve any results
Blue
are
excessive,
Roosevelt
from this long and expensive Inves- pacts
tigation or to remedy any evils that agreed, and the option system results
may have been developed by the in veritable transfer of control over
outlets from the licensees to the
evidence.'
Loud outburst from. John J. Burns, webs. He termed exclusivity unspecial' CBS counsel, with Philip J, necessary, warning if the practice
Hennessey, representing NBC, back. continues the time will come when
Ing his objections.
Besides chal- stations will boost rates and gouge
advertisers beoause demands for
time will exceed the supply.
In advocating ciires, the Presijudgment', ot the case, Bums declared the proposal is entirely Im- dent's son renewed his Idea of reproper in such a proceeding. Hear- vokable certificates of public intering was a legislative inquiry, not a
flght between adversaries seeking

lenging

the 'hearsay

evidence'

Mutual and protesting against

some

by

'pre-

privilege, he said.
'I would like to express amazement at the gall of counsel for Mutual in an investigation, which was
ordered by the Commission, to state
In effect that his conclusions must
be the conclusions of the committee
and to ask for an order before a

discomforting enlightenment, if
those to whom he recently addressed a circular letter answer
with candor. Danforth wants to
know what station reps think
about the operating methods of
advertising agencies so that he
can use the daita so' collected in
a talk that be is to make before
the American Association of Advertising Agencies, which convenes at the Waldorf-Astoria hoHis topic wiU
tel. N.Y, May 11.
be, 'Broadcasting-Agency Relations.'

•

In his query to reps Danforth
sought to find out what the former's reactions have been to the
business treatment they have
received from time buyers. He
inquired whether the agencies
(1) demanded lengthy presenta-

whether

overnight
they default in verbal commitments, (3) whether they ask for
the impossible and (4) whether
thought the agencies
reps
the
didn't present station solicita(2)

tions

Miami, April 29.
go commercial now that

WITH CBS ACT

isn't

DEPT.

Moscow's planning a Radio City;
no doubt for the Red Network.

station reps figure that J.
Davis .Danforth, head of the new

busings department In B3J).
& O,, has let himself In for some

preceded by presentation of
Washington, Apiil 25.
Immediate ban on continuance of tics—challenged by CBS and
Commish
compiled
by
existing

He'U Find Out

JACK BERTELL
I

By BOD SEED

Columbia Broadcasting System is
Kate Smith beginning _ninth year
on ether. Outiasted all the Moon- planning to revitalize its talent end
again for which purpose Jack BerOver-Mountain gags.
tell has been brought in to handle
Irene Rich and her Welch Juice the CBS talents personal bookings.
not
getting
along. The former Indle agent will still responsor
are
tain the Hartmans and Hildegarde,
Grapes of Wrathl
but otherwise will concentrate on
St. Paul preachers, parents claim spot-placing the Columbia names.
When Ralph Wonders left CBS,
'Gang Busters' just raising more
Herb Rosenthal, along with Paul
material for the program.'
Ross
(vaude),
Alljert
Schneider
•New dam will submerge Missouri (dramatic) and Mack Davis (protheatre. Management has out SRO gram) handled the talent Rosenthal
.

'

.

signs-swimming Room Only.
Pbilly

spree on lee partment drifted.
As part of CBS' plan to also creOld. timers long for
when kids were men. ate new faces, a special hour, in a
choice groove, will be set aside to

jitterbugs

cream sodas.
Prohibition era

Song was phoned
sold.

At

eventually got into the radio pro-gram and time selling, so that de-

London and showcase new

to

last a right

Hail.'

concert

Bertell, et

Stomach Paderewsid.

Phi Beta Kappa going on radio.
Forgive the thoughtl No infringement on already established Drum
Beta Krupa.

KIRK'S PANACEAS

-

CITED BY FED. TRADE
Washington, April

headachy knob-twidwarning Monday (24)
from the Federal Trade Commission
that products of the Kirk Medicine
Co. advertised via the radio— are

BLUE 175%
UP ON

—

1938

In analyzing the business liooked
for the first four months of this year
the NBC 'sales promotion department
yesterday (Tuesday) discovered that
the blue (WJZ) link's portion is
175% more than it was for the like
four months of 1938.
With new. and renewed business
included the time bookings on the

mish accountant submitted a series blue 'since this Jan. 1
of special computations from the 602, as compared to

totals $3,537,$1,285,707 for

June's al- the
similar period of the year be-,
location hearings. Calculations made fore.
at the MBS attorney's request
Analysis of figures showed that of
$82,000,000 received for time sales in
1937, network stations got $13,583,000
and that of the $38,647,751 taken in
by networks only $5,871,240 was
from key transmitters. Of the industry's net profit $18,883,000, in
Detroit April 25.
1937, the webs, including their key
'WXYZ, which this season is feedSpecial
stations, snared $8,117,000,
breakdown showed web revenues ing Detroit Tiger baseball play-byfrom time sales by station groups as plays only to its state network, has
arranged to carry six of daily shows
follows: Clear-channel, $10,621,075;
regionals,
and locals, ordinarily broadcast by I^C's Red
$1,275,251,
outlet here, WWJ. Latter station is
$1,441,542.
carrying Tiger gataies as In former
The accuracy of these and other years; therefore misses NBC Red aftcomputations was attacked by CBS ernoon shows.
and NBC barristers, who maintained
Arrangement not only saves
the figures collected last spring plenty of dough,
which it had to- pay
should be allowed to speak for them- NBC
to 'dro p commercial programs
selves and who objected to soipe of
when
also carried Tiger
Sutton's interpretations. Despite obbroadcasts as it did last year, but
jections, the special analyses were
likewise affords
the chance
received In evidence for the purpose it's been
waiting for to serve differof throwing mor« light on the ecoent audience during baseball season.nomic condition of the networks.
Shows, which
has been
able to work into its own and NBC
Blue's sked, are 'Betty and Bob,' 'ArAudience Studio nold Grinun's Daughter,' 'Valiant
Lady,' 'Hymns of All Churches.'
in
Orleans 'Girl Alone'
and 'Dick Tracy.' All
New Orleans, April 25. are in the 2-5 p.m. bracket
New studios for
will be finished June 1. Includes an audience
TrevlUe Lawrence new radio ed of
studio for 260.
Atianta Georgian and Sunday AmeriOnly station in city, with provisions can, vice Keeler McCartney, who's
for audiences during broadcasts.
been shifted to sheet's editorial side.
statistics collected for last

wwj SHOWS ON

25.

Listless and
dlers received

-

—

dug up by

these in turn to be

al.,

Carnegie

at

tions in their best light to cUents.

est running for Indefinite periods,
and advocated licensing of webs.
Weber's recommendations were for
short agreements one or two years
—along with stringent limitation on
the amount of Mim optioned and a
rule preventhig one company from
operating more than one chain.
Roosevelt doubted, however, the wisdom of a rigid rule on time, although he concurred in the idea the
FCC should take steps to prevent restraint of competition through the
options.
As a groundwork for Caldwell's
motion, DeQuincy V. Sutton, Com-

talents

,

number.

sold: later.

AecerdtoB

wnz

AND BOTH PLEASED
'

WWJ

.

.

WXYZ

WXYZ

WXYZ

not the proper cure for their condition.
In a complaint issued against

Lou

Sterling and Walter Fehr Gardner, distributors of the Hollywood
products, Commish charged that representations of the respondents are
'gross exaggerations wlilch are misleading and untrue and constitute
false advertisements.'
Worth of 'Kirk's Tablets,' 'Kirk's
Pancreatin Compound Tablets' and
'Kirk's
Tablets Pancreatin
Compound' as an alkaline neutrallzer
offering instant relief for stomach
upsets, *wom out feeling' back aches,

was challenged by
the FTC In a statement declaring
that the tablets 'contain no alkalizing substance and would not be a
cure or remedy for the ailments
named.'
Representations of the company
that thousands of letters had been
received from users of the remedies,
attesting to 'almost instant relief
from their use, are untrue, Commish
declared.
Company was given 20
da^rs in which to answer the charges.
listiessness, etc.,

Templeton Sub^ Fibber,
Molly for Nine Weekis
Hollywood, April 25.
Alec Templeton, blind pianist; Billy
and Edna Odell, Chicago warbler, pinch hit for Jim and

Mills orchestra

Marian Jordan

McGee and
weeks' summer

(Fibtier

Molly) "during nine
layoff of comedy team. Likely that
an emcee will be added.
Cecil Underwood continues as producer and may take a brief respite
in late

summer. Substitute progi am

takes over July

4.

WWL*s

Only One

New

WWL

Starting to Yawn Early: Economy
Reviving 'Piano-fill^ Days at NBC

Every Indication suggests that the mies are expected. Nobody at NBC comment from the blue affiliates.
committee who has under the terms summer of 1930 will be a barren will confirm or deny the fate of the WhUe NBC is believed set
against
of the order only the power to in- plateau in the history of NBC sus- Doc Rockwell Brain Trust program wholesale letouts of the
kind made
vestigate,'
CBS barrister snorted, taining programs. With another which, although attracting much a couple of years ago, and murderterming the monopoly accusations economy purge ordered, the summer favorable attention, has not yet been ous to organizational
morale, the
false and warning that millions are star is Miss Budget Talent has al- sold to a sponsor.
It has another campaign to make the 'net
congenial
ready started inquiring about getting month to go and is a cosUy sustainer. to the gross' will presumably
at stake.
smack
Joining In the objection against jobs In the Borscht Circuit hotels, or Unless and until It is sold, the so- hardest in programs.
Caldwell's maneuver, Hennessey said on the summer cruise boats.
It's called 'blue plate specials' designed
Recent testimony in Washington of
NBC had attempted to carry out going to t>e a gala return to the good to follow and supplement the brain spokesman for the semi-quiescent
obligation to make full disclosure old piano-fill days of 1930, accord- trust in a campaign to make some- but ominous Independent
Radio Netthing out of the weak NBC blue pro- work Affiliates has
about chain operations and main- ing to the dope.
re-focused attenCertainly no pretentious series of gram schedules will probably be for- tion on the intermittent
tained his company has not sought
question of
Odds are against any and the blue. WhUe recent attacks have
to gain competitive advantage from Shakespearian programs, or any- gotten.
thing of that nature, is expects. all NBC projects requiring coin.
the prolonged inquiry.
been concentrating on the sharing
Dull series of debates, oratory, re- terms of station compensation,
Caldwell's action was sequel to re- Curtailment of allotments for musithe
turn of Weber and Elliott Roosevelt cal arrangements, accompaniment mote pickups from places nobody 'quality' angle on programs has been
to the stand and was immediately and the usual run of program econo- cares about has already elicited tart brought up before.

PluDy the Farm

Town

PhUadelphia, April

WFIL

this

week

is

25.

embarking on

an attempt to grab off part of the
rural audience in farm counties sur-

rounding Phllly, which WCAU discovered about two years ago and
began, aiming at last year,
WFIL is setting up a farm bureau,
with BiU Gallagher, who does a
couple kid shows on the outlet in

KYW

.

charge.
Daily farm news program
tabbed IIFD' is being started.

Crop and market reports

will

be

aired three times dally, specials are
being arranged for 4-H clubs and cooperative time-space swap deals are
being set with county-seat news-

papers.

Baseball Vs; Education
San Francisco, April 25.
religious shows

Educational and

cancelled because of confiict with the
Goodrich and (Seneral Mills-sponsored baseball broadcasts over
here are being recorded oft the NBC
network lines and aired later the
same day.
'Our American Schools' and 'Message of Israel' are among programs
which have been getting the platter

KGO

treatment

'

'
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DEMANDS DUE

A.F.M.

PdKt Script' Open House

VARIETY

CUT

Union Fears Facsinnle

IN rEDEIIAL

Scattered reports from around the country indicate that last week's
'National Radio Open House' as carried through by N. A. B. aiid
R. M. A. made a fair impression on the public. Results were in accordance with community characteristics, and the amount of prepara-

[

and push behind move.
Majori^ of stations did /Very little, confined themselves to spot anBut some towns and some stations expended time and
Showmanly activity was exception rather than the rule.
Actual turnout of visitors was fairly large. Philadelphia particularly reported mobs. No fewer than 100,000 showed up, 60,000 at WCAU
alone. Threatened to clog the works. There was some fair here,, as
in other cities, that the inevitable maiihattdling of mobs might make
for ill will rather than good will toward radio. But. crowds remained

Union Also Baaing Argument on FCC Policy Committee Data That Less
Than 2,500 Musicians Are
Employed by Broadcast-

Kills

Printing Trades Urges Congress Prohibit

Jobs
New Blow

Employment of Members

to

tion

nouncements.
thought.

.

:

ing Industry

good natured.

Wise Generation
Among

sidelights

AFRA SEEKS

WEBER RAPS

Lonisville, Carries

DISCS

PACinC PACT

Matter of designating- a committee
to sit in on' these negotiations wer«
discussed at a meeting of the Four
A's radio committee last Friday (21).

to 'What Is

your

favorite program?' he asked the
attendant:
'Don't I have to put down a

CHICAGO SEES

AFM
'

WDRC

April 25.

is here.

KWK

Industry.

Demands that musicians get still a
bigger slice of the industry's revis assured by the quotas
fixed in 1937 are being readied on
the strength of tables in the FCC's
policy committee report showing less
than 2,500 fuU-time musicians were
regularly employed during the samenues than

(Continued on page 2S)

facsimile transntitters

is

on Congress by the Allied Printing
Alarmed that airwaved ad-

Trades,

vertising in visual form, will be the

worst blow to newspapers and magazines, along with direct-mail, billboards, and other media in which the
imion has an interest
Minutes of the meeting of the governing board sent lawmakers recently note the 'large volume ot
radio advertising compared with the
numl>er of people employed in that
field and its detrimental effect on the
job opportunities of the workers in
-

the printing tirades.' Discussion resulted in adoption of motion by C, M,
Baker, president of International
.

Typo^aphical Union, recommending
enactment of statute keeping facsimile stations on an experimental
basis and prohibiting alrwaving -ot'any paid advertisements of any na-

ture whatever.'
Resides seeking to hobble facsimile, the Printing Trades bosses decided to take a fling at limiting the
amount of vocal radio advertising,
via an amendment to the Communications Act fixing the number
Kansas City, etc.
Sponsors had been originating of day and night hours that may be
their programs in these outlying used for commercial purposes and
prohibiting absentee landlordism.
cities in order to make the most of
the lower wage scales current in
those localities. But AFRA is now saving to move the programs to Chistepping into the picture and setting cago where production faculties are
up the wage scales on a par with the within walking distance of the
scale in Chi, N. Y. and L. A.
agency offices, instead of being at
On the contrary, it would be a the end of an over-night train jump.
'

VARIETY RADIO
DIRECTORY, now in editorial
The 1939-40

and advertising preparation, is
an ideal advertising medium for
stations and talent.
Consider the value of this PAID

CIRCULATION:
AGENCIES buying 96.5%

of all national

radio time, both network and spot, each
purchased from one to ten copies of
the Radio Directory.

SPONSORS whose

budgets total well over

including

$65,000,000 annually, not

Spot radio, each purchased from one to
three copies of the Radio Directory.

•
ADVERTISING RATES
Full

page.

Half

page

..$175.00
90,00

Quarter page
1,200

CHICAGO

NEW YOBK
154

W.

46th

SL

54

W. Randolph

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

St.

50.00

Pages

2/3 Actual Size

LONDON
8 SL Martin's PL
Trof algar Square

25.

being urged

'

AFRAANAID

Due to a conflict in schedules, Edwin C. HUl's 'Human Side of the
News,' will be transcribed by
and presented by that station at 6:30
Mrs. Emily Holt of AFRA
and
KSD
p.m. instead of the scheduled 6:05
Will negotiate for KMOX,
p.m. network schedule.
WEW.
Commitments with Esso for U. P.
won a recent victory over
view
of
bearing
in
news at that time is reason. The
AFRA but
victory
subsequent
five minutes following the period
own
AFRA's
wiQ be devoted to baseball scores.
makes this uncertain.
St. X-ouis,

'Open

of

Washington, April 25.
LouisvUle, April 25.
Following the appearance last
WAVE, Louisville, airing for the
first
time American Association week before the FCC monopoly
games played by Louisville Colonels, probe of Joseph N. Weber, presihas dent of. the American Federation of
For the past seven years,
carried the local games. General Musicians, a further demand for the
Mills, in behalf of Wheaties, and radio industry, notably large netMobiloil are co-sponsors, and airings work affiliates, to employ more muare handled by Don Hill, formerly sicians is foreshadowed. Contribuwith WCBS, Springfield, lU.
ting to this situation are two factors;
All local games are handled by
Prospectivie
curtailment of
(1)
Chicago, April 25.
Hill from Parkway Field, and outFederal relief rolls throwing the
With American Federation, of Ra-'
of-town games are aired via wire rc;,- spectre of unempjoymert among dio Artists now actively engaged In
ports, with exception of those games
members into sharpc focus.
organizing radio performers in the
played on Sundays, which are not
(2) Recent pubUcity to FCC fig- smaller key «ities throughout the
broadcast;
ures, which radio spokesmen de- country, Chicago believes itself due
clare are antiquated, which suggest to originate programs which formerly
that only 2,500 fuU-time musicians originated in such cities as Cincinin
Hartford
Hill late
are employed by the broadcasting nati, Detroit, Minneapolis, St. Louis,
Hartford, AprU 25.

WHAS

present contract with AFRA applies
solely to transcontinental hookups.

25.

KYW program?'

Baseball for First Time

American Association of Advertising Agencies has been invited to participate with the networks in negotiations with the American Federation of Radio Actors for a contract
covering regional hookups on the
west coast emanating from Los
The
Angeles and. San Francisco.

AprU

House Week' here was A nine-;
year-old kid who dutifully start-^
ed to fill out a questio nnaire
given each visitor by KTW.

When he came

WAVE,

Washington, April

Ban on commercial operation ot
Philadelphia,

Bleed, per page, extra
Colof, per page, extra

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Thei* rate* are net)

25.00
25.00

.
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Looks-Minded Again

EXPO TEEOFF OF RCA TELEVISION;
BUT NO IMEDIATE SHOW BIZ THREAT

N.Y.

Television Sets Ready for Buyers at $200 to $600—
Booking Talent at $100 Top—Eyestrain Les-

sened

—^Two-Hour Weekly

Schedule

By ABEL GBEEN
Television,

that

Facsimile Baseball

my

question,

thoot

added another epochal chapter last
weelc when David SamofI of RCA,
'

figuratively cut the ribbon that of-

RCA concession
World's Fair. Ceremonies came the eight miles from
Flushing Meadows, Long Island, into
the usual battery of visio receivers
in Uve Rockefeller Center tower.
There the goings-on were seen by
a mob of 100 newspapermen and
other invitees.
opened the

ficially

«t the

New York

This time the publicity empltasis
la upon RCA sets, which are presyear ago
ently to be marketed.
the. RCA-NBC television program
schedule was abruptly Interrupted
when non-RCA sets began to mushroom in Manhattan department
tores. Now the
sets are in
transmission and
sync with the
the green light is laced down.

A

'

RCA
RCA

Pro-television

are

enthusiasts

.

poinUng out that early Atwater Kent'
radio set3 cost around $350, hence
the present

RCA

television-set price
isn't so

range of $109.50 ui to $600

much

out of proportion.
Skeptics
will continue to point to present-day
quality in radio programs and radio
reception on $10 sets. Either way,
hot or lukewarm, close or far off,
KCA has something.

The rear garden

RCA

longer describe the blows—youH see
them seconds before I could even
formulate the proper phraseology.
My annunciorial duties now must
veer to a new technique, perhaps
that of interpreting the boxing
styles of each contender. One boxer,
you will see, fights upright and upstanding, in what might be called the
Jack Dempsey technique; the other
crouches, much as does Henry Arm-

Reds-Pirates opening game here
April 17.
Action was phone4
from the Crosley Field press box
to the studio, where a news rewritie man prepared the material
for facsimile transmission.
Pictures of players also were
transmitted. Claimed to be the
first such facsimile broadcast

.

PbiUdelphia, April 25.
not reception but transmission
holding up television, Sayre
v.p. of Philco, told
VAHmnr here yesterday. Problems
of broadcasting visio have been
much slower In solution, he said,
than those of receiving it with the
result that there must be a wait until the broadcasters catch up.
Ramsdell revealed that Philco will
Introduce a new line of visio receivers at Its national convention in
It's

that's

M. Ramsdell,
film section), plus his regular play
interests.
After the introductory
periods, when John Royal placed
him in charge, Gordon put in Eddie
Sobol as a liaison under Tom Hutchinson, visio expert tt NBC.
Sobol has. bought a few acts like

Frazee Siisters, Jane Froman,
Moore and Revel, Mitzl Green, Clyde French Lick
Hager, et aL for catch-as-catch-can
telecasts this and next week, during
the preliminary dealers' and press
demonstrations. When the RCA television machines go on the market,

He

Springs, Ind., May 15.
said they'll be difference In per-

formance, appearance and developments from anything now on the
market They'll be sold through
radio dealers.

the Idea is for two one-hour visio
Philco, Aamsdell said, although It
shows per we^k. Right now it's all is Interested; solely In receivers
and
experimental, hence intermittent
not transmitters, is aiding in solution
But Gordon and Sobol have the of broadcasting problems
to speed
ultimate idea to paraphrase the old up sale
of sets.

two-a-day vaudeville into the teleMany of the old
Significant vision medium.
fact that big, broad- Lewis Sc Gordon slcetches are being
dusted
off for telecasting, along with
shouldered Baer; intend upon his
variety
the
talent
chiefly glamourrefereeing duties, periodically got
Into the television 'eye's' range, and girl songstresses, or broad' comedy
thus eclipsed some of the blows. acts such as Clyde Hager's sidewalk
pitchman
routine.
With the. scanning limitations what
they are, long-range televising seems
Definition Is Stfll
4%
3%
Impossible, yet with closeup focus
$600 console tele-receiver Is 36. tubes It's Inevitable that a referee would
to
in size and presents a picture 7% get into the way of the scene. It's
At the
demonstration, 15 visio
by 9% inches. (Tl>e British vlsio easy to Imagine what in a chamdemonstrations viewed In London pionship match could result should receivers were lined up, side by
last summer, under British Broad- some crucial blows be struck jUst each, across the huge expanse of
casting Corp.—baird system— aus- as the ring oflicial obstructs full wall, so that nobody need look at the
screen from an unfavorable angle.
pices permits a screen-size of eight vision.
by 10 inches.)
Also telecast was a newsreel The best effect of course is a full-on

FCC Lukewarm

was the

RCA

—

—

'

showing a television studio in op-

Much Showmanship

This is part of the 'educaprogram to telecast informamotion pictures into the home,
along with live talent pickup.

eration.

Evident Throughout
primary impression in this demon-

K

UnyeOs line May 15

That was significant

also

was the setting
for announcer George Hicks after
prez Lenox
Lohr introduced
prez David Samofl. for their
respective speeches.
Both ofScials
Impressively emphasized tills engineering miracle which may one day
bring the entire world into the
American homes. Right now the
scanning range Is 50 miles, as telecast by RCA's radio 'eye' atop the
Empire State Bldg. In Manhattan—
the world's tallest structure.
RCA, with the official inaugural of
the N. Y. World's Fair next Sunday
<30) places Its television receiving
ets on the market The lowest is an
attachment to the present RCA Victor radio sets, whose 1938-39 models
at the Fairgrounds

Lag Set Reception;

radio circles is the greatly increased talk being heard of late
concerning 'good looking talent'
Heretofore, the mike being an
abstract medium, that was the
element least considered.

strong,' etc.

date. This attachment (Model TT-S)
costs $199.50, and utilizes the chassis
Joudspeaker of the
Victor radio.
The other three individual television
sets range In price from $257 to $450
to $600. The $190.50 set permits for
an Image
by
inches. The

Setting aside the ceremonials the

NBC
RCA

Pbiko Says Programs

Idea of acute television-

broadcast descriptions to conthe
I can no

form with the new art

Cincinnati, April 25.
Crosley's ultra-high frequency
W8XUJ, broadcast a facsimile play-by-play account of the
station,

Bldg.

of the

Jack Pembridge, Golden Gloves
champ, and Pat Dunne, Police Athletic League star, both 118-pounders, the curtailed three-round bout
being staged in an NBC studio for
television.
Max Baer refereed and
Bill Stern announced.
Said the latter, 'Obviously now,
ladies and gentlemen, I must alter

An

mindedness that obtains today In

tional'

tive

Paying for Television

was the greater showmanship manifested in every aspect Acts; About $100 a Crack
Switching back several times from
Television proponents can now
the Elairgrounds, eight miles away, point to the fact that visio talent is
to the RCA-NBC television studios being booked and paid for. True,
in Radio City, an alternation of an- the money is by no means sparkling
nouncements by George Hicks out
$100 a guester is fancy pay right
on Long Island and Graham McNa- now—but just the same it's more
mee and Bill Stem in Radio City than in the pioneer days of radio
proper, impressed the beholder with when a violinist and a pianist were
the facihty of switch-over almost (at considered important ^ve' talent

stration

—

least under these controlled condi- and broadcasting, of phonograph rections) comparable with present-day ords from Aeolian Hall was quite
remote pickups. Of course, the real the thing.
proof will be in homes under normal
Max Gordon, since coming Into the
conditions.
family as television coordina-

RCA

But the demonstration does stir tor, has been telephoning his stuff
outlets the imagination. There was a boX' over, more or less, what with his
In anticipation of the April 30, 1939 ing match, for example, between present RKO film contract (see the

were equipped with proper

-

(Contlnuied from page 1)

sticking to Its fingers-crossed attitude as far as the public is concerned.
Without authority to prevent the
marketing of receivers, the FCC
position is that consumers can buy
sets at their own risk, just as manufactures, can invest In production
whenever they please. But the
stamp of approval will not be given
view:
Some of the screens were in green- any method being used at the pres-'
ish and amber light; most of them ent time except to the extent that
white. The amber hue seemed to be issuance of experimental tickets ina shade better as to clarity. But a dicates the regulators feel there Is
desirable definition of physiog is still a chance of advancing the art
Public hearings on proposed standlacking.
This
was particularly
noticeable when announcer Hicks ards of the Radio Manufacturers
was Introducing the distinguished Association seemed probable in view
visitors at the Fairgrounds cere, of the indecision whether the art

Something
RCA

Is

'

Improve

.

Jimes G. has reached a point where any perHarboard, RCA board chairman; Dr. formance yardstick ean be adopted.
Vladimir K. Zworykin, inventor of Three-man committee wrestling with
the iconoscope or radio 'eye,' which the problem said 'It may be necesis the very essence of television; sary' to get views at an open sesNeville MlUer, prez of tiie National sion before making any final report
Although tmwllllng to talk for.
Assn. of Broadcasters; Edwin S.
Friendly, biz mgr. of the N. Y. Sun; quotation, the majori^ of oglera apE. J. Nally, first prez of RCA; Major peared sympathetic to the wishes of
Gladstone Murray, the Canadian researchers and experimenters wantradio executive. Dr. Zworykin was ing to begin enjoying some return
salvoed by the Invited guests, in from their effort and expense, yet
recognition of his vivid contribution simultaneously feared endorsement
to the miracle of television, and the of any technique will be premature
eminent
inventor
and engineer at this stage. Both the public and

monies—Major-General

may suffer, members seemed
If decision Is reached before
developments now under way are
viewpoint the carried further.
Lots of Progress
RCA stock has been active In Wall
"The committee is of the opinion
Street on the strength of Its potentlaUties. Actually, RCA has millions that undoubtedly the technical detied up In research.
Coaxial cable velopment of television has progressed remarkably during the past
linking is extremely expensive.
In Its
That's the picture of television year and that all concerned
development ere now at a fork In
today.
But it's something for all of show the road with respect to the next
business to think about It's nothing phase of providing television as a

hinted of even greater laboratory the art
progress being made right now In to feel,
tiie

visio field.
a financial

.

Prom

.

to fear. The Idea of glueing two to
six people within the confines of
one's home, more or less anchored
to a small area, because of the

dlminutiveness of the screen, speaks

A.

&

LYONS,

S.

tor

Inc.

ANNOUNCE
The removal

New

of their

York Offices

'

to

along wIUi

Avenue

PLaza 3-5181
Radio Division

STUHLEB

HOLLYWOOD

Com-

missioners T. A. M, Craven, Norman
S. Case, and Thad H. Brown announced.
Adoption of standards for part of
the spectrum, leaving the remainder
of the visual bands available for use
of researchers with novel ideas, was
tiiought possible.
Feeling of the
inspection crew seemed to be that
some guides mtist be laid down, but
flexibility Is imperative.
This division of the reserved frequencies
would be a solution to the Inunedlate problem, particularly since It
Is virtually
certain the Commish
will not put Image transmitters on
a regular license basis for an in-

On the other hand, visio viewing
is not now as tiring as heretofore
on
the eyes.
There's no awkward
optical feeling, after peering at the
tele-screen 20 or 30 minutes, as has
obtained in the past That's an improvement In the scanning system.
The answer, however, may also lie
In the almost pitch-dark interior.
Television and its potenWaUties
with a major sports event horserace, tennis match, baseball
and the
like, have been discussed
before, definite period.
mat's undoubtedly

515 Madison

BILL

itself.

practical service to the public,'

DON STAUFFER

LONDON

the

its

major appeal,

educational

factor

where sight as well as the audio
element is a factor.
'It Is with a feeling of
humbleness
that I come to this moment
of announcing tiie birth in thii country
of a hew art so important in its
ImpLcations that Is bound to affect all
society,' preluded Samoff,
and there
Is no doubt as to the
'weight and Importance wltii which this prophesy
pregnant That

Is

'television will be-

come an important
can

economic

factor in

life'

doubted.

How
It's

In

soon

Is

Is

not

Amerl.
to

be

King Wbyte at

WLW

Cincinnati, April 29.

King Whyte, formerly with the
at KGB, San Diego,
CaU and WALR, Zanesville. 0.>

Don Lee network
joined Crosley's
Will announce.

//V

WLW

staff.

.

^

BALmORE^
ITS P|

sometiiing else again

still very much In tiie
future.
any wise comparable with the

standing that radio enjoys today—
with radio of 10 years

or, let's say,

ago.

OMMi RmBonams

Jtmmie FIdler taking three weeks
August and will sub program

off in

of his

own

choosing.

EowiWD pmor

A ca

ON THE NBC RED NETWORh
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TTednesdaj.
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Campggns

Spot

(New, Renewed or''Fehding)
Bfaryland Co. on 229 Stmtlons
Two new-to-radlo accpunts shortly will be on the air through Austin &
Spector Co. One Is Maryland Baking Co., Baltimore, which is employing
using
spot announcements three to six times weekly on
a test campaign
about 220 stations. They are to be spotted before or after juvenile programs, since the company is trying to sell ice cream and wants to hit the
Test
is to go through May, and time may be doubled
market
children's
and irun until September if found satisfactory.
Other account is. Giun, Inc., Philadelphia penny gum concern. Firm
never has tried radio advertising before. After a three- week test in three
distinct markets starting May 1, programs may go on about 200 stations
on a year-round' basis.
Discs for both campaigns have been cut.
A7id«rson-Pri(cIuird Oil Co., Okla-

(Kemp's

VARIETY

23.

ments

per week, through D. P.
Brother & Co., Detroit
Lever Bfos., five three-minute
shits weekly for Rinso, through
RuthrauS & Ryan, New York.
/nsuronce Budget Service, 26 announcements, through Lang, .Fisher

Radio DaffodUs
rrSBtJMHIHHMBBWUajlUiia

—

Cairo, Egypt Visitors to the austere Cairo Museum were startled recently at the sound of trumpets being blown. They were the actual silver
trumpets used by King Tutankhamen 3,000 years ago. Horns were being
warmed up for a coming broadcast

&

Kirk, Cleveland.
Hire's Root Beer, six spot announcements weekly, through O'Dea,

Sheldon & Canaday, New York.
General Motors, nine announcements weekly for thirteen weeks,
through Lord & Thomas, Cbicago.
I.
J, Fo.;e, furriers, 55 short announcements weekly, through Stanley Kaye Agency, Cleveland.
National Biscuit, 15 one-minute
talks per week, through McCannErickson, New York.
Fanny Farmer Candy, three s.a.
each week for thirteen weeks, placed

—

'Gainesville, Florida. ^A member of the Dupont family who recently die<^
responsible for the University of Florida radio station. WRUF, behig
paid up on back bills to program services in New York. A court decided that the deceased Dupont was a Floridian legally and the corresponding probate taxes paid off the state mortgage and made the radio station
is

all

.

flush.'

Today

I

Am

a

—

JACK CARNEY NEW

direct

six
spot anNew Orleans, April 25.
homa Cl^, sponsoring 'Swingbillies" nouncements a week for two weeks.
Land O'Lakes Creameries, four
Charles McMillian hais worked in
five days per week on WKY, Okla- Placed by
Hughes, Wolff & Co., two-minute shots weekly, through all but four departments of WWL
homa City.
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
Rochester, N. Y.
here in a week's time. A former

Balsam),

Elk City Hatchery co-sponsoring
WGAR, ClevelaTtd,
with Bdl Clothing Company, Oklahoma City, sponsorship of ^Bell Boys' newed accounts:

new and

Potter Drufl

re-

& Chemical Co. CCuti-

salesman, and a personal friend of
Vmcejit F. Callahan,
general

WWL

TOM ROCKWELL AIDE
Jack Carney, who was formerly in
charge of radio sales for the Music
Corp.

of America,

has joined the

cura'). Maiden, Mass.
Renewal of manager, McMillian is working one
30 -word annouijcements, starting day in each department in an at- Rockwell General Amusement Corp.
Rosenblum Clothing, eight s.a. 60
April 24, ending May 27. 1939, 12 tempt to learn all phases of the radio as assistant to the president, Thomas
weekly, 26-week renewal, through
G. Rockwell.
times weekly, a.m. and p.m. Through business.
While with MCA
Advertising, Cleveland.
KWK, St Louis, landed a sponsor Lustig
Atherton & Currier. Inc., N.Y.C.,
To date he prefers the announcing Carney also, serviced several hotel
Oldsmobile Motors, six announcefor its. baseball broadcast. Indepenaccounts.
WNAC, Boston.
shift to any he has tried.

daily

on

WKY, Oklahoma

dent Packing Co.

is

City.

.

the bankroller

of the play-by-play program which
will be handled by Johnny O'Hara,
assisted by Ray Schmidt

Hyde Park Breweries
athletic events.

St
commenSt Louis

Assn.,

Louis, IS minutes, sports
tary (6 weekly) -of major

KXOK, St

through Ruthraufl

Louis,

& Ryan.

H«h>ester, six 15minute noontime newscasts weekly.
International

KFRU, Columbia. Mo. Through Aubrey,

Moore

It

Wallace. Cbicago.

WLW, Cincinna«, has TThis Changing World' thrice-weekly 15-minute
program for Industrial Training
Corp., Chicago, to June 24. Through
James R. Ltmke & Associates, Chi-

TO THE RADIO INDUSTRY:

cago.

Also sponsorship of its "Top o' the
Morning' quarter-hour stint, thrice
weekly, by the Gardner Nursery Co.,
Osage, Iowa, for an indef run.
Through Northwest Radio Advg. Co.,
Seattle,

During the week of March 22ncl through the 28th, 1939, after 21 days' operation at 50. kilowatts, Ross Federal Research Corporation

phone

Wash.

WCKY,

Cincinnati, carrying spot
13 weeks for the
Cincinnati Food Council, blurbing
Wednesday 1 p.m. closings by retail
Same station is using 10
grocers.
time signal spots daily for the Gruen

generally

Boston.

Sei-vlce,

WATR,
WCSH.
'WNBH,

WCOU
Inc.

ending June

WNAC, WSPR,
WEAN. WICC.

in

30, thrice

'WTHT,
'WNLC.

WLBZ. 'WFEA. WSAR,
WiiH, 'WLNH, WRDO.
and WHAI. Through Maxon.

cities:

O.;

Muncie,

Louisville, Ky.;

Ind.:

theresultsof a study of this magnitude.

vitally interested in

limits

of these thirteen

alone

cities

live

defined area (representing only the heart of

5,680,095 people.

accounts on WFIL. Philadelphia. recenUy:
Joseph Lotoe Corp., New York
(Popsicles).
"Buck Rogers* three
times per week for 13 weeks, starting May 1. through Blow agency.
American Credit Co., Philadelphia,
three spots a week for 13 weeks.
Langsdale agency, Baltimore.
Philip Morris, New York (DunhiU

2,056,7 9 people and
1

The facts are so

limits

WLW-land)

startling in themselves that to

WLW so dominates

of

live

this

some

attempt

this territory

in and day out during the entire week studied 48.3% of all radio
homes were tuned to WLW. The leading local station in each of these
thirteen marlcets was able to attract only an average of 22.8%. It is true

that day

that this study, of necessity, does not reflect factual data with reference to

the great rural audiences in this part of the country ... the rural audience

cigarettes),

weeks. Placed by Benton & Bowles.
Goodt/ear Tire & Rubber, Akron.
10 spots a week for four weeks. Arthur Kudner. Inc., agency.
Kemp Sc Lane, LeRoy. N. Y.

be

to dramatize them would invite incredulity.

New

Coteate-PalmoHwe-Peet, J e r s e y
City (Concentrated Super Suds). 10
spot announcements a week for 13

140,803 tele-

Columbus, O.; Dayton, O.; Fort Wayne,

the general territory encompassed within the geographical

arbitrarily

(N.Y.C.).

MBS's 'Name Three,' 30
minutes a week for 52 weeks,
through Blow agency.

will

Within the city

Gillette Safety Razor, renewal of
39 participations In 'tTankee Network

News

Va.;

Ind.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Lexington, Ky.; Lima,

Soconv -Vacuum Oil (N.Y.C.). 30word announcements, ending May 6.
Through J. Stirling Getchell

weekly.

W.

made

these thirteen

in

Kokomo, Ind.; Newark, 0.» and Springfield, O. To the best of our
knowledge this represents the most comprehensive study over the widest
territory ever undertaken by -a radio station. We believe that the industry

Watch Co.

WNAC,

of which 93,470 were completed

Cincinnati, O.; Charleston,

announcements for

(N.Y.C.).

calls,

'

being the subject of a new study already under way.
that

we

—and that the

are safe in assuming^

industry

our degree of domination of the rural audience

is

than Ross Federal have factually demonstrated

it

Complete breakdowns and analyses of

this

We believe,
will

however,

—that

readily grant

certainly not less favorable

to be

in

the above

cities.

study are now available and are

being distributed.

you wish specific information immediately, please advise our Sales Department or Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corporation.
If
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THE PUBLIC ANSWERS
Samuel Goldwyn's Standards
of

Showmanship

overs for

. . .

Hold-

"WUTHERING

HEIGHTS"

in City after

City... Ed Sullivan reports

the

^^'^iV' ^>««t5sv*

news in the NEW YORK

DAILY

NEWS

with its 3
million readers.. .in the

CHICAGO TRIBUNE
its

with

million... in his syndi-

cated Qohxmn^ everywhere ,

ft*

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

'iS^s^S'."" s%s?f:s% A'^^j'**-^

VARIETY

Wcdnesdoy, Aprfl 26. 1939

Romantic Brian

25

Aherne and

McLaglen, tougher than he was

Victor

"Gunga

teamed as a new marquee combina-

Din",
tion

in

in

FURY

.

Hal
.

Roach's production,

released thru United

CAPTAIN

Artists.

.
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THE HOT MIKADO'

responsible for much of the painstaking rehearsing, as well as the With
is

Lux Theatre Duplicated in Australia;

M

the Trinnmngs as iu United States
By EBIC GOBBICK
Sydney, March

a zippy job with such ah old-time
dramatic show as Interference,' and
27,
the whole thing to a brllLever Brothers' Lux brand soap Sslished
E^nt
lustre.
Waste wordage was
launched
pretentious
hour's
a
has
thrown out, and the tempo was mainentertainment here over the Mac- tained
at a pace entirely unknown
Quarrie network. (program reviewed on the' air before.
on 2 GB, Sydney) which follows, as
Miss Purcell fitted the role of Lady
closely as Atistralian conditions permit, the orleinal Monday night Hour Marley ideally, dicking without difon the Columbia network in the ficulty in her first air performance
states.
For the Inaugur^ broadcast in Australia. Harvey Adams, a legit
(Sundays, S-9 p.m.) a transoceanic trouper of many Williamson-Tait
telephone greeting came over the past stage successes, was well cast
equator from Cecil B. DeMille, the as Sir John Marley. Thelma Scott
curtain raiser of the Yank program. and Peter Finch also turned in bright
The musical interIn his remarks he staggered Austral- performances.
ian imaginations by stating the Lux ludes and effects were expertly
Tlieatre out- of Hollywood plays to timed, and the commercial plugs
an audience of 15,000,000 listeners. were cut and executed crispl^ by
the studio announcer between acts.

Premiere

was marked

also

by

cabled greetings from Errol Flynn
both
Oberon,
with
and Merle
Australian ties. Hugh J. Ward, dean
emeritus of the Australian legitimate
stage, was a guest, suggesting that
the hour will include, oesides the
narrative portion, personalities and
lobby talk similar to the American
formula. Included, too, is the 'Douglas- Garrick' character as the director.
(Not known at time of writing

'Interference' is to be followed
with 'Hands Across the Table.' with
Mary Dees and The Bishop Misbehaves,' with Lou Vernon.

.

who he
Irene

really Is.)
Purcell,

from

'

JIHHT WALKEB
CoBunentator
15 HlDs.-I.oeaI

CBAWFOBD CLOTHBS

H-W-F; 8:15 pjn.
WJZ, New York

played -the lead in 'Interference' as
the first on the Ltix series. She is
here with -The Women' and is available through the MacQuarrle cousinship with the dramatic stage over
here, without which link vbci Lux
shows could scarcdy be cast In a
manner befitting the pretentiousness
of the whole project
It is generally felt here that Lux
has established new highs for
Australian radio and the program

The ex-mayor of New York
ing

is

do-

a thrlce-weeklv commentary'
which gives him appropriate scope.
Just' now, as he lUscusses international affairs and with the latter on
marche

the double-quick
milltaire.
Walker may be at a disadvantage If
contrasted with such commentators
as Hans von Kaltembom or Raymond Gram Swing. As regards the
public these men have a distinct
head start and greater familiarity
can't fail to dick.
with the subject
New producer for MacQuarrle did But perhaps
as and whei. and If
tLj European tempo slows down the
advantage of Walker's wider range
and light touch will emerge as an
asset
There is reason to believe
that in the fullness of time radio listeners are. going to tire of too great
solmeni^ or dramatics. Such pyrotechnical displavs as those put on
by some disciples of the soeneryspend
chewing school are particularly due
Tourists wi«
for a itoint of saturation according
in

extra millions

to all omens.

SALtUKECini

Walker's abiUty as a speaker, his
sense of humor, his personalis
should build an audience. As a news

commentator he is on solid ground
and Is not limited to the foreign situation or nation's politics;
Wisely there is no reference to his
former political eminence.
He's
James J. Walker and listriers are
invited to suggest themes for discussion by addressing faim thus, or. If
you prefer, Jimmy Walker.'.
He recently concluded a onceweeUy charity program series over

WMCA

KDYL

—

,

.

DAKT

(Al Paul Le/ton)

America,

Hassard Short, Bob Parrhh.
musical accomp—announcer Douglas
Eddie Green, Bose Brown. Sui
pages his juvenile charges wisely
Bobluon, WUllam Parson
and welL As a kid show there's 1* suns.
mudi adult shrewdness evidenced BCA
Bowea* Cook and Ralph Bowman, throughout Each week, the show Sunday, 2-S pjn., EST
who got a set of screen roles out of takes a new tack. so that it's not a WJZ-NBC, New York
Wrlgley's 'Gateway to Hollywood' haphazard aflalc ^instead It becomes
RCA liked swhigopated GUbert
stunt were slipped into last Wednes- possessed of a central theme' with
and Sullivan so much tliat it did an
day's (19) installment of the Texaco each successive Sunday, This past
program for a romantic tet-a-tete Sabbath it was basebau. WedE be- encore this past Sunday (23) ^th
based on the Abe Lincoln-Ann Rut- fore it. was the World's Fair, etc, Michael Todd's The Hot Mikado*
ledge saga.
While the writing There are excellent mainstays to follo'wing by several weeks its prel
vioiis broadcast of the 'WPA producstrained hard on the listener's cre- punctuate the proceedings, such as
'Swing Mikado,' Possessed of
dulity the two youngsters imparted Percy Twerp, the Fred Allen-Port' tion,
a keen sense of mood and dramatic land Hbffa team, a' Baby Snooks more name value In the presence of
Hassard Short, who also did
stager
nuances to their' lines.
Bowman taker-offer, Al Richking, a dialectic
showed a tendency to drop his. drawl comedian, plus a basic stock com- the commentation skilfully and welL
in moments of tension but this didn't pany of adolescent harmonic vocal- plus Bill Robinson and others the
detract an jr from the skill of his per- ists, accordion sollst trap-drum spe- Todd excerpt was a bright interlude.
formance. Jesse Lasky, impresario cialist etc.
of the 'Gateway' series, came on later for a bow and to say how proud
OklBhoma radio stations competed jangles Robinson in the title
he was of the job that they had done.
role.
.50th The G&S words and
Rest of the program reflected, as last week in observance of the
music were
usual, a condition of being top heavy anniversary of the land rush of 1889, faithful in the main, save for the
with comics but feather-lIght in the natal day of the state. Most of syncopated renditions, but Robinsparkling comedy. It's strictly from the stations put together one or more son's 'Make the Punishment Fit the
was more topical with
the files and away back to the Gus special events, some studio-produced, 'Crime'
Sun time. Billy Gilbert's dialect others remotes of civic whoopdedo. phraseology about numbers, sweepcontributed much to the fanfare but Among the programs covered were stakes. Father Divhie, Jos Louis, etc.
Short's Intro was bright and he
hardly any solution to the underly- these:
half
KOCT,
Oklahoma
City—
a
salvoed
Nat
ing problem of this department
Karson's riot of color
hour dramatic effort that got a lot of in the decor. The NBC announcer
this small unaffiliated mentioned that the cops around
the
BOA Magic Key is putting new talk because' counted
upon for much. Broadhurst on Broadway, tell traffic
emphasis on RCA's television, along unit was not
the to 'jive on down,' and withal
prepared
it was
with radio communications, now that Wayne Davenport
carried the a good trailer for the legit producDavid Samofl has officially heralded script and Marvin Krause
the
With a bunch of amateurs
tion.
Abel.
the company's visio plans. This past lead.
only two
Sunday (23) the program highlighted stanza hit the ozone after surprising
excerpts from the 'Hot Milcado (re- rdiearsals "and pulled a
'DOGGY
GOES ON
viewed in detail elsewhere), plus audience response.
KTOK. Oklahoma City—Parade
Sheilb Barrett and Bnma Castagna.
at Guthrie. Okla., 30 It's Harold Betfa Alias The BoLatter, Metopera contralto. Is a new and cdebration
mantle Bachelor*
Victor artist and her vocal stint miles north of Oklahoma City, was
pumped to Mutual as a 30-iiunute
significantly heralded her waxings.
Chicago, April 25.
Miss Barrett's "Without Honor* package. It also went to the OiklaRamsey hanWaymond
Harold Betts and his Doggy Dan*
monolog was up to her usual high homa web.
grabbing
intermicrophone,
dled
the
standard
It dealt with a HoUyshow has been renewed for an adwood-retumed satellite who meets views with marching biggies and ditlonal 13-week stretch by tha
grave disappointment in the manner managing to confine the politico Henri. Hurst
McDonald agency
in which her hometown folks wel- spiels to one-minute capsules. Dick
come her back to the fold. Impres- Johnson stayed in the vantage booth. for Red Heart dog food.
New period on NBC here rides
sionistic monolog was fertile, with Besides the gab, there was plenty of
from May 8 to Aug. 6. Betts has
sound and shrewd values, yet broad on-the-scene atmosphere and color.
KOBIA, Oklahoma City-^KTUL, also established himself on the ether
enough for general appeal.
Dr. Ftank Black was impressively Tulsa—Complete coverage of the imder fiie gther alias of 'The Roman-preluded by annoimcer Ben Grauers fesQvltles was co<^ed up by KOMA, tic Bachdor.'
mtroductories, and the maestro sus- whidi fed it to its sister station,
tained his usually high batting aver- KTUL. Most of the events were covage with classics and a syipphonized ered in the hour and a half program,
arrangement of 'Star Dust' whidi plus 30 minutes description of the
elevated that pop almost into the. parade at nearby Guthrie. Only bet-

F0LL0W4IP COMMENT

Short shots: Composer Arthur
Schwartz guested on the Major
Bowes-Capitol Family CBS hour
Simday and, of course, got in a plug
for his current 'Stars in Tour Z^es.'
When it came to quipping cdMUt
Jimmy Durante's sdmoale. Bowes
refused to lead with his own proboscis, smartly kidding that sloiia-

&

ter knowledge of cowpoke stuff
Another good InstltuUonal buildup might have improved the' annc^mc-

classicist circle.

for the TtBC commercial facilities
was announcer Grauer's emphasis on

ing.

WKT. Oklahoma City—This NBC

all advertisers, spon- outlet ethered a SO-minute program
auditorium,
the
municipal
sors and ad agencies are pre- from
scrutinized before theirproducts are where its parent the Oklahoma
baHyhooed over the NBC air. thus Publishing Co., staged a two-hour
Admish of 7Sc. top was
further insuring the high quality, show.
Script written
several
ethical standards and integri^ of the charged.
merchandise so advertised Because years ago by Paul Kennedy for a
"values your -confidence and similar presentation was adapted,
good will,' it is inteipreted in favor with Allen Clark's orchestra supplyof the articles exploited on the air, ing the badtsround and Earl HuUs
was the essence of the spleL Then handling sound. Naiph Abadaher
followed another top-off plug for producer.
television, whidt. of course, is
in line with the company's new vislo
Irene Castle was Eddie Cantor's
sets just going on the market
guest Monday (24) for Camels. It
was brief and vague, not clearly
IiMal-boy-makes-good highli^ted bringing out the human interest
an unusually good Horn
Hardart story of the dancer, and not giving
children's hour Simday (23) morn- her much, to say that every other
ing, under Paul Douglas' usually guest star isn't handed.
She was
capable m.c.'ing. when Ezra Stone, given a flip remark or two about
alumnus of the Automat show, did Cantor's comedy. There was an unan excerpt from 'What a Life.' His capped reference to his yen to be a
'Henry Aldrich' is, of course, now a dancer. She handled herself wdl
radio standard, as well as a stage and voice comes across the air niceclassic, and Douglas took occasion ly.
It all seemed to take too much
to mention that among the talented for granted, the recent experience
young Stone's many achievements, of the film indicating the moderh
will be the summer, groove to suc- generation needs telling
as to who
ceed Jack Benny during the hot and what Irene Castle and the fabled

A

the fact that

Jamuiy,

interest

1939, listener

sorvey revealed

WWJ

that

led the other

network stations
Detroit by

tibree

.

RC^

Soch leadership merits
the most careful consideratim of advertisers in.

&

the Detroit

market

UIUIJ

Ommtt mi Ofmwtul <y

ntOMrrilMnM

Gee.

P.

Nm
Kmwi

HoRlagbcry Co.

YmIi CUuflci MraBi
COyi St* handle*: AHMto

Tunesmith Sdliwartz medleyed weather layoff.
Vernon were.
past tunes and a current excerpt
With Mort Howard a ladle and
Rest of the performance had a
from the 'Stars' score .
versatile plmologst^e undoubtedly good spattering of i^gl^
p

tlon.

.

.

WHY GAMBLE ---USE AN ESTABLISHED PROGRAM
WITH TESTED SELLING POWER

THE WSAI WONDER KITCHEN
CINCINNATI'S ONLY LIVE AUDIENCE COOKING SCHOOL OF
THE AIR
CONDUCTED BY PEHSONABIE MABSHA WHEELEB. FAMED HOME ECONOMIST
AND CDUNAHY EXPEHT
* Attendance averaging over ISd
honaewives daily, augmented i>y
heavy mail responae.
-

* Gnest appearances include nation<
ally-known diefs, food speeialiBts,
decorators and celebrities in other

* Scheduled visits

and consnltationB

with all women's clubs and social
groups.

fields.

PRODUCTS FEATURED
WEABEVEB ALDMINIIM

OLD ENGLISH WAX
KELLOGG'S matK i*^

KNOX GELATIN
C«n or

B^rile

in

RCA

WSAI or Any

Intematiotud Radio SeOeM Office

—ChfCINNATrS OWN STATION—'

CBYSTAL SUGAB
MEAT raODUCTS
And Memy Othem

DIXIE

IDEAL

RADIO
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Sense of Phifly NAB. Meeting Seems

Clair

McCoUoogh Heads

NAB^ Strengthen

Penns;

To

Be: 'Get

Long-Term Renewal Of

Present Deal with Concessions'
Phnadelphia. AprU 25.
to govern broadcasters. He said it
Copyright and the Impending con- will absolutely not be railroaded
tract to be negotiated with ASCAP through at the Atlantic City contook up the major portion of the vention, but that each member will
aemi-annual meeting of the National receive a copy for study before that
of Broadcasters' third
here last Friday (21). Almost 100% turnout of reps of the 50
stations in the territory were addressed by Neville MUler. NAB
prez; Ed Spence, secretary; Paul

Association

time.

district

Peter revealed that he and: Spence
recently met with reps of the Na-

.

Peter, research director, and
Miller, labor relations director.

Klrby,

p.a.,

who

completes,

Joe

Ed

tional Retail Dry Goods Association,
of which practically every department store in the country is a member, to answer the group's question:

'Of

the

NAB's active exec body, was unable
to be present.
treading carePresident
fully to. keep from divulging any
opinions of his own, outlined the
plans
that
may be empossible
three
ployed in the new ASCAP contifact
—per piece payments, per program
payments or a flat sum, as is now used.
Miller said he was anxious to get
the opinion of the membership and
allowed a discussion of the merits
and defects of the several plana to
lage for several hours.
Majority opinion seemed finally to
crystallze into a feeling that a renewal of the present contract, with
certain modiflcatipns, for a period of
five or 10 years might be best Principal thought' was that broadcasters
have plenty else to think about and

what use can radio advertising
(Continued on page 32)

Miller,

'

'

'

.

Whatever agreement is reached with
ASCAP should be for a fairly long
period so that they know how much
they must figure on paying the performing rights society each year and
can stop worrying about it Major
change demanded in the present contract is a clause by which stations

have to pay ASCAP on
programs on which there is no
music.
New. pact would combine
per program and flat payment plans.
Even if they have to pay ASCAP
just as much as now, broadcasters
gave the impression they'd feel better If they weren't paying for non-

.'-wouldn't

.

;

.

musical programs.
Miller also spoke on' the

new code

3 IN ST. LOUIS

ASKING
St

630

Louis,

Philadelphia, April 25.
Clair McCoUoiigh, of the MasonDixon radio group, was elected prez
of the Pennsylvania Broadcasters
Association at annual elections held
following the
regional meeting

NAB

held here last Friday (21);~McCollough, former secretary of the organization, .switched posts with C.
G. Moss, of WKBO, Harrlsburg, for mer prexy. CliiTord Chafey, 'WEEU,
Reading, was named vJp., and Dr.
Leon Levy, WCAU, Philly, treasurer.
With 34 of the 38 stations In the
state belonging to the association, it
was decided to consolidate' and
strengthen it Two moves to carry
out this aim were effected. First was
the adoption of a permanent charter
to replace the loose document under
which the PBA had been functioning. Second was the levying for the
All stations, refirst time of dues.
gardless of size, will pay $25 a year.
Along the same lines of making
the association more active In the
welfare of the members, a legislative committee was named. It will
be headed by McCoUough, wholl be
aided by Isa ac D. Levy, WCAU; Sam
Rosenbaum, WFIL; Chafey and Moss.
In the only other business transacted, the meeting passed a resolution introduced by Rosenbaum expressing confidence in the work «f
the NAB copyright committee.
.

KC

AprU

Code, Assess Members

25.

What started several weeks ago as
a solo application for 630 kc. by
KXOK. owned by Star-Times Publishing Co., and then grew Into a
duo when KSD, owned by the Post-

was further Schillihg:, Goldenberg,
week when KWK filed

Dispatch, did likewise,

extended

last

application for the same wave
length. And the end Is not In sight
There are reports in local radio circles that
a daytime station
Operated by the St Louis University,
and WIL may also ask FCC to srant
them further concessions.
aik-

WEW,

KFUO, ownecf by Lutheran Synod
of Missouri, Ohio and other states,
also is in the limelight as it is nrotesting, in the United States Court
of Appeal in Washington, against a
ruling of FCC that denied it fuU
time. Only
local CBS outlet and WTMV, the East St Louis
low-watter station, are out of the
turmoil which promises to be one
of the toughest FCC has had to deal

KMOX

with in

many moons.

Supreme Court Ducks Question
Of Re-hearings; Issue Raised
Political
Fred Allen's Life
Cincinnati, Aatrll 25.
Answering a request for permission to dramatize his life on
Josef Cherniavsky's 'My Lucky

Break' program; Fred Allen last
week wired Eldon Park, NBC's
Cincy rep: 'My life will probably make a good station break.'
The Allen episode will be
aired April 30 by
and the
Mutual network.

WLW

Black River Case
Wa^lngton, April 25.
Question of how many hearings the
hold before making up its

FCC may
mind
week

remained

UP FOR RADIO
Radio deal for the Group Theatre is being sought by the William
Morris office. Agency yesterday
(Tuesday) obtained auUiorizatlon '-o
handle the legit acting outfit and
.

up a summer network sponsor somewhat alting the
of
the Mercury Theatre's
lines

will try to line
:

unanswered

this

after the U. S. Supreme Court
refused to scrutinize the hoary Black
River case. Final attempt to block

another testimony session failed
with the rejection of a petition for
review of the D. C. Court of Appeals' turn-down 'of an injunction
which would have prevented the
Commlsh from covering the same
ground for a second time In three
years.

GROUP THEATRE

Iii

.

.

'While' no comment explained the
motives of the top Judges, the curt
denial gave the FCC reason to hope
thero may be relief from the admonitory attitude of the intermediate
tribunal, which has slapped the regulators frequently In the past few
months. The Suorer.ie Court agreed
that an injunction 'cannot prevent
thj regulators from <)rderlnK a new
h:aring on their own Initiative and
from f&Iling to either grant or deny
the reopejoing plea of a disappointed
applicant
Unelaborated 'certlorlarl denied'
closed the book—except for the formality of asking a reconsideration—
on
legal sparrlne which has
grown out of the political worries
about who should have a station In
Watertown, N.
First radio case in
several years to be laid on the Su-

Celebrate 17th

^e

WUCA

men

ilie af)f)oinl

ROBERT

F.

LATHAM

ssisiani io

IN

27

Campbell's soup s<\tup.
Details are stUI vague, but a number of outside radio writers have
Kansas City, April 25.
been queried for ideas for scripts.
Station 'WHB last week celebrated Another tentative proposal is to do
the 17th anniversary of its founding. adaptations of past. Group stage suc- preme Court threshold.
Event inspired an interview-type cesses, such as 'Men In 'White,' 'Genprogram dramatizing the services of tle People,' 'Awake and Sing,' and
Hnsing Belays to
John T, Schilling, general manager, 'Golden Boy*. Group board of diWMCA, N. Y.. will pick up the
and Henry E. Goldenberg, chief engi- rectors Is anxious to work out a first overflow of sports activities
neer, to the station.
deal for a summer spot to. cover the originally scheduled for WABCBoth have been with the station outfit during its annual out-of-town CBS Friday (26). StaUon will air
since its origination in 1922.
work period.
In that case the the Penfl Relays from Franldin
broadcasts might originate at the or- Field, Philadelphia, with Ted Husing
ganization's hideaway or the com- describing.
Sayle T»yIor On Coast
Games spill over to
pany might come into town for each Saturday.
Los Angeles, April 25.
Saturday afternoon the Indle will
'Voice of Experience (M. Sayle program. Idea is that a single halfTaylor) will broadcast his Lydia hour or hour weekly spot would air races from Jamaica horse track,
Pinkham program from KHJ during be used, rather than a daily or semi- N. Y. Piyan Field does the comweekly airing.
mentary on the latter.
May and June.

WHB, AU

^J^nnouncing

as

VARIETY

CHARGE OF SALES PROMOTION

PHIL A HELPHIA

'

RADIO

VARIETY
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Politicians in

Al Warner to CBS As

Fnnd-Needy

C

F.

Ynm-Ynm -

Pennsyirania

WASHINGTON DOCKET

C's

Philadelphia, April 25.
Proposal to tax radio sets -has been
made in the state legislature by Senator George Woodward of PhlUy. He
estimated it would raise untold millions for relief and other purposes,
without, he guesses, causing too
much of a squawk from set owners.
Other officeholders not unsj^npathettc.

With commonwealth's finances in
extremely bad shape and getting
worse daily, by the time the legislature meets in a skedded special session, to go over finances qext January, it'll be ready to jump at anything figured to bring In coin.

WJBL,

Decatur

Decatur, ni, April

25.

As one of its special Radio's Open
House Week programs, WJBL last
Friday night (21) broadcast parts
of 23 local sliows within a single
hour.. They included 12 with studio
talent,, six remote control pickups
and five .transcribecl shows.

Of the- other four special broadone Uad to do with' television,
while another was a staff program
before 'tfae Kiwanls eliib, including
casts

two

shorts selling the local angle of
the 'American plan of' broadcasting.
Remaining two consisted of a show
tagged, 'Meet the Staff,' and 'I
the -American Listener.'

Am

GREAT BRITAIN

TO COVER

YOU

MUST

USE

MOW

Pariieutarg of Air Time

Talonlt

WashlngtoD, Ai

putt,

WREN

4

S. Allen and O.
Increase time of oi>eratlon
100 watts (Commlasloner

new member

last

week

immediately after the House of Representatives removed the professional stigma from collecting stories
for microphone delivery.

Regular commentator was taken
on by CBS, which hired Al Warner,
head of the
Herald Tribune bureau
and former Albany legman. Warner
quit the H-T a month ago after a
fuss over editorial policies. Program
details still to be Ironed out, but it
is probable he will do a daily interpretive job on both national and infor several years the

New York
W. Covington.
from daytime

Thompson not

Samuel M. Emisoh, Vincennes, new station to
Imllnnn;
be operated on 1420 ke with 100 watts.
North Carolina: wntG, North Carolina Broadcasting Co.,
Inc., Greensboro, Jump day power from 1 to C kw and Install new equipment and vertical radiator; WMFR. Radio
station WMPR, High Point, N. C, increase day power from
100 to 250 watts: Catawba Vnlley Broadcasting Corp., Hickory,
new station to be operated on 1970 kc with 100 watts nights,
250 watts days.
New ilenwy: Neptune Broadcasting Corp.. Atlantic City,
new station to be operated on 1420 Kc with 100 watts nights,
250 watts days.
Texas: KNEL O L. Burns, Brady,. Increase power and
time of operation from 250 watts days only to 100 watts

week

(March

of 193S

make

plan to

6).

Union-

belated use of the

haU

fact that less than

of all music
of all program hours during the. typical week
;c rendered by live performers.

—which made up 52.45%
—

Dear ISBC:

Weber Baps Wax
Intention of moving in on broadC2.sters again became known after
Weber appeared before the FCC

LOVE

ME IN DECEMBER AS
YbV DO IN MAT?"

chain-monopoly

WJZ

probers

Tuesday

(18) to flight eflCorts of the transcription, makers to have the 'stigma' re-

FORGET"

Allen PREScon

enbom.

With Warner hitching to CBS,
shift in similar spieling occurred at
NBC. After several weeks of experimenting, NBC sul>stituted H. R.
Baukage on the Friday ni«ht Blue
spot for Theodore R. Himtley. Since
the death of George R. Holmes,
nights. 250 watts days.
chief of the local INS bureau, two
months ago, Huntley has been pluging the gap, while Baukage has been
Minnesota: Lakeland Broadcasting Co., Wlllmar, new stadoing a Sunday .night stint. Hunttion to be operated on 680 ko with 2C0 watts.
.Mismnrl: Change frequency from 1350 to 630 kc. change ley used to work for the local Hearst
.

...

NEW APPLICATIONS

.

antenna, directional antenna for night use,, requests facilities
KFRU. Columbia, and WGBF, Bvanavllle, Ind.
Nebmaha: Nebraska Broadcasting Co., Hastings, new station to.be operated on 1200 kc with 100 watts nights, 260
of

whUe Baukage

rag,

an ex-staffer

is

-

watts, days.
North- Cnnilloa: Radio Station .WMFR, Inc., High Point,
new relay broadcast station to be operated on 1622, 2068, 2160
and 2790. ke with 60 watts power, A-3 ^mission.
Pennsylvania: 3VBAX, John H. Stenger, Jr., Wllkes-Barre,

Involuntary assignment of license to Stenger Broadcasting
Corp.: Union Broadcasting Co., Scranton, new station to be
operated on 1270 kc with 100 watts nights 260 watts days.
Rheile -IslaBd; WPRO, Cherry & Webb Broadcasting Co.,
East Providence, Install new transmitter, make changes In
directional, antenna (using directional antenna nights only)
boost power from 600 watts nights, 1 kw days, to 1 kw nights,
6 kw days, move transmitter locally.
rtali:
KEUB, Eastern Utah Broadcasting Co.. Price, authority to transfer control of corporation from Sam O. Weiss,
to A. W. UcKlnnon and Jack Richards, 6,642 shares common
stock.

on the U. S. Daily.
The House quickly rubber-stamped
the Dempsey resolution providing for
a separate aerie for radio newsgatherers. Construction was finished
this week, with the mikemen having
their
own lounge, toilet, phone
booths, and section of the chamber'
balcony. While. linked to. the press
gallery, the radio quarters will be
administered entirely by sleuths for
the broadcasting business.
When physical problems have been
overcome, another perch will be provided at the Senate end of the Capi-

upon the FCC's statistical studies
as valuable ammunition for a war
with broadcasters. But in expecta-

moved from canned programs. Weber

'

insisted indignantly that transcriptions cannot touch the performances
of live talent and backed up his general opposition with a private ul-

timatum to RCA.
Dropping of approximately 9,000
musicians now on the government

Den

Bobbins, former San Fran-

cisco sales manager for the Mction the industry will contend the
Clatchy network in California and
picture is much more favorable to
recenUy at KYA,' now San Francisco
the unions as of 1938, Weber is callmanager for Walter Blddick, station
roUs is threatened by the attempts ing on heads
of locals to report the rep.
to economize and change the entire extent
to which stations are mak
character of the New Deal relief ing greater
use of union members.
program.
The bro.iUcastint busi147 ExcepUens
ness should take on a substantial
With 739 locals, the
can
portion of those who wUI be fired
from WPA, ihe union heads con- supply tunesters in every city with
tend, particularly since the indus- a radio station except 147, Wel)er
City
All members are com'
try as a whole is making a satisfac- declared.
tory profit, according to FCC statis- petent to perform before mikes, in his
Start $80.00
Month- .
judgment He noted the number of
tics.
Testimony of music canners be- conservatory musicians in the U. S.
Immediate Emidoyment
fore the FCC probers ired Weber is not exceeded in any other nation
who huddled with chiei^ of the and pointed to the unequaled AmerWrite FuU Details
American Federation of Labor, par- ican symphonies.
ent body, about the threatened
'Musical talent
can always be
25
lay-ofiFs.
To supplenrnt his declar- found if the broadcasters are willations at the chain-monopoly hear- ing to pay for the services of such
Variety,
Yoik
ing, the union leader privately con- talent,' Weber said, adding the Fede
veyed a threat to transcription ration is ready to supply every
people that his members will be plant in this country and Canada.
ordered to cease playing for recordThe number of musicians emings unless the driv<e for present ployed on a regular basis by tranchanges in the announcement rule scription companies is insignificant
is called off.
The musicians are not compared with the use made of platanxious to have engagements of this ters, Weber complained. No specific
kind, he advised an RCA executive, figures were given.

AFM

ANNOUNCER WANTED

New

For

Yprk
a

WPA

BOX

New

W0AL

and

THEOmiLLS'
By

unemployment

JANE WEST

-ill'

.

d by Ivory

Soap

[-]

EART-THROBS

99

"

DAILY
IISTCM
kMlEI^ TWICE
NBC Red Network,

r

IN

CBS
•

WABC—

^

'

:

du'P

12:16 to 12:30 P.M. EST
2:15 to 2:30 P.M. EST

COAST TO COAST

•

Dir.

MOT. ED

-

.

COHPTON ADTXBTISING AOENCT

WOLF— RKO

BLDQ..

'

NEW YORK

fj.

Uv'BcdUmcrle

Disturbed

Imminent danger of a shut-down
of the WPA white-coUar projects,
affecting the A.F.M. more seriously
than any other member of ttif tmion
family, brought lielp from William
Green, president of the parent organization.
On behalf of the tunesters, he served notice on Democratic leaders in Congress that union
strength, will be thrown against the
p'ending Byrnes bill which, in present form, would result in sharp curtailment it not complete cessation of
thi; music and theatre projects.
Even though the proportion of
live-talent music may have mounted
in the past year, the AFM has seized

YOU MORE

AUGHTER JeARS

their

tunesters.

RADIOS MOST POPULAR

f^AMILY BRINGS

among

ranks is so great that drastic measTom Bonald, senior producer aat
ures will be necessary unless all Radio
Normandy, back in circula
branches of the radio business help tion after
two months down with
provide more work for card-holding leg injury.
A. F. of

NCW

-

ternational developments, a la Kalt-

'

,

(Continued on page 21)

Fribays, 8:30-9 P.M.,

WCOV. John

Montgomery

to unllmltod with
participating).

New A.F.M. Demands Due
ites

"POII'T

Vernon,

SET FOR HEARING
.'Alabama:
Jr.,

'

pie

TOU

KVWC. Northwestern Broadcasting Co.,
Texus;
granted day power Increase from 100 to ICO watts.

.

.

distinguished

tol

inmooif,

"WILL

MINOR DECISIONS
Coonertlmt: WTIC, Hartford, granted Installation of directional antenna system for night operation to be used on
special eKperlmentol authorization on 1010 kc with CO kw,
operating simultaneously with KRCD. Dallas, Tex.
Ohio: WOSU, Ohio State T?nlverslty, Columbus, granted
night power boost from 730 watts to 1 kw.

'

WAWZ

Washington, April 25.
Radio news fraternity acquired a

iti.

'

from

stPonuMO

11

New Jrrwy: Tentative 'no' on plea of Pillar or PIro
organization at Zarepath for an Intnrnatlonat broadcast
Hiatlon to be used to broadcaat to England the same progrnma and reilKlou.i matorlnl now nlred by appllconfa local
tranainltter, 'V\'AWZ.
In a proposed flndini;. Commleh revlowcd the possibility of 'world-wide Interference with other
local and forolgo stations' operating on the frequencies requcnclca retiueated In the application, and also pointed to
the fact that applicant has formulated no doflhito program
of experimentation.
Also doubted that applicant's desire
to pipe religious programs to one country In Europe coincided
with need required, -for granting:, of International facllUles.
Originally organized as the 'Pentecostal Vnlon' at the start
of the century. Pillar of Fire Is an Intcr-soctarlan group
engaged In the tea'ching of the -gospel through the establishment of churches, schools and colleges. Owns two V. 'S.
tmnsmltters,
and KOPP, Denver, Colo., and exhibited large assets.
Although only about 20, out of 400 or 600 active members
of the orRanlzatlon, are loratod In England, outfit desired to
cnlarrrq the scope of Its Influence a.nd maintain contact with
Its English workers.
Unable to air Its programs over BBC,
because British stations are 'so controlled that there Is not
the opportunity there that there Is In the Ualted State!!.'
Numerous engineering reasons for a denial of the' application were pat forward by Commlsh.
Requested frequencies
of G080. lltSO and 17780 ke are used by U. S. and foreign
transmitters and several applications are already pending.
Pillar of Fire was represented by John H. I.lttlepage and
T. P. Mttlepage, Jr.
Ohio:
Final okay for Increased operation for WTOT.^
Toledo, delivered last week In an order, by the Commlsh.
Station which baa been operating days only, will add night
Proposed
operation, using 100 watts on 1200 kc all timea
finding, recommending a grant, was entered last month.
Toxnn:
Frequency change and additional operation for
KPAC, Port Arthur College, Port Arthur, okayed, after Coinn>lsh heard oral argument requested by TVREN, lAwrence,
ICniis., and the Beaumont <Tex.) Broadcasting Association.
Exceptions taken by
failed to raise any questions
'not otherwise full considered by the Commission In arriving at Its conctuslonn.' decision stated.
Contention of
Beaumont Broadcasting ouflt, licensee of KRIC, Beaumont,
that applicant would be a serious competitor tor commercial
support and radio audiences In the area, were not supported
In the record.
College station, a non-profit organization governed by' a
2t-man board of trustees, ts now being operated at a net
proflt of approximately 110,000 per year, evidence revealed.
Will Increase operating expenses from 12,400 a month to approximately }2,9SS following new construction estimated
at $10,700.
KPAC will provide an Interference free signal
to the .5 millivolt per meter contour daytimes, but will tw
limited to Its approximate i mllllTolt per meter contour
nights, by WREN-KPRL, Lawrence, Kans., and Its 2.C mv/m
by WDAE. Tampa, Pla.
Will furnish considerable additional service to listeners
In the area It frequency Is changed from 12C0 to 1220 kc

INTERNAriOHM

COMPANY

of COO watts, Commlsh decided.
Frnnk.p. Scott appeared on behalf of applicant..

MAJOR DECISIONS

«IIOM>CA$TIN6

un

Won

and night power added at the present daytlroa assignment

NmmNBY
.full

Bankage Joins NBC;
Gallery Rights

Idea of Taxing Sets

Hustler
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CITY

LOW-DOWN RHYTHM

IN

DONAHUE
Opening

Thanks Springfield!

PAUL
WHITEMAN
AND
BAND
HIS ALL-AHEatlCAN
ARTISTS MANAGEMENT, INC,

17 E. 45th ST., N. T. C.

Paul Whiteman dttroction

terriyic.
Street
lines block long.
Broke house stage show
records despite ordinarv picture. Regards,

HARRT STORIN, MGR.
PARAMOUNT THBATRE

Direction:

Booked EXCI.I7SIVELT By

ARTISTS

CBS, Coast-to-CoRBt
W«d. BiSO P.BI., EST

17

EAST

45th

MANAGEMENT,

BTBEET

Inc.

NEW TOBK

Telephone—BlUmr HIU 2-lS8«

A TOP HAT

and his Orchestra

RAINBOW ROOM, New
VOCAUON RECORDS

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Tnm In
PROGHAM

CHE8TESFIEUD

.

.

.

York,

May

NBC

BOCKWELL-GENERAL AMUSEMENT COBP.

lOth

—

RADIO
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FCC ANGRILY RAPS COURT
AFRA,
Theatre Anthority Forces

Equity, Screen Actors Guild,

American Guild ot Musical Artists
and.AmerJcaa Federation of Actors,

Foiid to Share

Night Watchmen's Poll

D. C. SLIIP-

Dramatists Guild will get 78%, while
the charities such as Actors Fund,
Stage Relief Fund, Authors League
With Theatrical Unions Fund, etc., will come
in for 22%
direct, tibii whatever' the imlons pass
on to them. TA has disbursed about
pressure
by
of
the
result
a
Aa
$90,000 since Its formation four years
the
various
theAuthority,
Theatreago.
atrleal charities this year will share
Brief
jn the disbursements ot the Greater
Ifew York Fund. Agreement to that
ing
^ect permitted a host of- show bust-

New York

New

ON APPEAL IRK

.

participate in two
benefit radio shows. Fund of-

names

ness

tmA

to

in former years had refused
to cut theatrical charities into the
distribution of coin.

ficials

SHY OFF BLASTS AT
FATHER COUGHUN
Detroit, April 25.

Stations WJBK and WIIIBC have
But with the American Federation
refused to contract with so-called
ot Radio Artists now co-operating,
League for Peace and Democracy a
the TA was able to ban any gratis
series of anti-Coughlin talks. These
atr appearances of radio, stage or
are already on CKLW here.
screen stars unless the theatrical
Talks are going after Coughlin
charities participate in the Fund prowith about the same punchiness that
ceeds. Actual amount to be obtained
the
cleric goes after his enemies.
from the Fund is uncertain, but will
Radio
stations didn't fancy the prosIn
subsequent confabs.
be decided
Fund execs have orally agreed to cut pect of' embroilment in .a cat and
-

-

.

the actors in for a share, however.
TA will distribute about $15,000 to
various participating groups tomor-

.n>w.

Various

including

unions,

dog fight

Gal Singer Newscasting
Cincinnati, April 25.

A new femme
'One

Woman

15-minute program,

Speaks,' with Elizabeth

WLW May

Arnold, starts on

Will

1.

be aired Monday through Friday at
3:45 pjn.

Miss Arnold' has been on the Crosley staff since 1933 as a singer and
actress.

News

spieling is

new

stuff

for her.
Staff

WHAS

to
Foster Brooks from
as spieler. Dolly Sullivan,
publicity and promotion, and Helen
L Mitchell, assistant program direc-

WGRC

have left WHAS.
Miss Sullivan's duties are being
handled by John Hoagland, CourierJournal and Times promotion department, and Miss Mitchell's protor,

gram chores are now

carried

by

Herbie Koch, station staff organist,
and Ed Barrett, librarian.

COSMOPOLITAN AUDIENCE

Oolumbia

Artists, Inc.

takes great pleasure in announcing
the appointment of

Business

Mr. Jack

Bertell

of

its

newly created per-

sonal appearance department. This

—

to

Run

Its

Case
Drew Double Reprimand,
Second for FCC Allegedly
Trying to Squirm Out of
Pottsville

BARN DANCES
.

morning.
Response was In answer to
program's search for city's 'most
popular night watchman.' Progran\ Is sponsored by Jackson
Brewing Co. In behalf Of Jax
Beer.
WBNO is the only 24-

hour station In Louisiana.

Des Moines, April 25.
has gone Into the side-line
of producing home-town talent producUons.
Community Service
Is the new branch of station's talent

WHO

WHO

subsidiary and will offer Itself to organizations seeking to raise funds.

Arthur MacMurray, former prothe judiciary are carefully limited,

he observed.

Logical inference, from the recent
PottsvUle decision, Dempsey said. Is
that the FCC may be controlled by
the court'at all times to the same extent that an appellate body can direct the performances ot a. lower
court Route taken by the Commlsh
in determining a case is not subject
Washington, April 25.
Fighting between the FCC and the to court control, either before or
judiciary took a new turn last week, after an appeal, he maintained.
With the Commish seeking to upwith U. S. Supreme Court review to
be sought later, when the regulators set the ruling which bars reopening
charged the District of Columbia of the case to hear both applications
jointly,
the Pottsville Broadcasting
Court of Appeals Is usurping its
functions and tryihg to administer- Co. is preparing to ask for the writ
of mandamus compelling the FCC
the Communications' Act Brief sup
to
grant
the construction permit as
porting a plea for rehearing of the
recent decision in the Pottsville case soon as the waiting period is over.
contained accusation judges are tellHenry
Dnpre Pstehed Up
ing the Commish how to run its afNe Orleans, April 25.
fairs and going far beyond their legal
Henry Dupre,
Special Events
precints.
Director, reported back to work Fri-

First Decision

fessor Of public speaking, heads the
division, with Miss Pat Griffith as
assistant
will send In directors, provide scripts and take a percentage^

WHO

EYEBROWS UP

w
WWL

Strongly - worded
more

documents

cautious

barristers

who felt the language came close to
being contemptuous were filed by
General Counsel William J. Dempsey in attempt to gain a free hand
for a new ventilation of the applications of Pottsville Broadcasting
Co. and Schuylkill Broadcasting Co.
for stations in the same Pennsylvania community.
Commlsh originally turned down the Pottsville
Broadcasting Co., but the D. C. court
held the decision was capricious;
three weeks ago judges practically
commanded the FCC to Issue a permit, chiding the regulators for attempting to wiggle out of the first
adverse ruling.
Chain of imfavorable decisions by
the appellate body obviously has Infuriated the FCC. Indignation has
reached the boiling point, with Commish attorneys determined to attempt to have the Supreme Court
referee the tiff In the event the intermediary court does not back
down. But the Pottsville Broadcasting group Is equally determined
to exhaust every resource and will
ask the Supreme Court to review the
whole fuss, if they lose the latest
round.
In remanding the case for reconsideration, the court laid down such
restrictions that there is no loop-hole
through which the Commlsh can

day

after ..being out .several
days as a result of auto accident
Doctors took six stitches In one knee,
three in arm and treated lacerations
of face and arms.
Car crashed a telephone iwle.
(21),

GRAB
THIS!

.

crawl.

as director

FCC How

—

BeTampings

LouisviUe, April 25.

METROPOLITAN STATION

:

Says Judges Are Tell-

amazing

WHAS
VV.

MAIN STREET
Orleans, April 25.

WBNO

Station
counted 17,903
piece of mail within oneweiU to
the two-hour dance program
heard from 12 p jn. to 2 a.m. each

The rebuff was made more
by the judges' announce-

distasteful

ment

that a mandate, directing the
issuance of the construction permit,
will be granted if the FCC does not
act within SO days, which are up

T«n»mlnut«, «w«ll«nco-pock0d

next week.

division will specialize in television,
cafes,

Mr.

night clubs and private parties.

Bertell,

agency for

who

many

has had his

own

years, will oflFer his

knowledge and experience

under management

to

to

those

Columbia

Artists, Inc.

Columbia Artists,
485 Madison Avenue

.

inc.

New York

The court held that the two applications cannot be linked, since the
Pottsville Broadcasting Co. was the
Decision remedying the
legal deficiencies in the first action
must be based on the original evidence, not on new testimony tending
to show which of two contenders is
the best fitted for the assignment,
judges said.
FCC's Philosophy
first

comer.

In asking another chance, Dempsey said the Commish does not believe the court gave due weight in
its recent decision to the FCC's responsibility of executing the statute
in the public interest If .perpetuated,
the view taken by the appellate
judges will necessarily cause subordination of public Interests to the interests of particular applicants, he
declared.

When

Aviallable

3-6 times per week.

Priced low. Also, time between end

of

game and next quarter-hour In

package

off

six. Call/ write,

wire

NOW on these unique buys.

U/QD

f440B'way,N.y.

C.

the local court decides a case

on appeal from the FCC, Dempsey
maintained, the proceedings is terminated. Although the regulators are
required to respect the court's judgthe Commish still has the same
duties to perform as it had before
the appeal was taken, he said. The
General Counsel pointed out that the
judiciary cannot exercise administrative power.
In surprisingly direct
fashion, he reminded the judges that
they are not a commission of a super
regulatory agenc".
""^e powers of

ment

Traniradio newt fpott befor*

WOR-Dodgert games now opan.

MHANCH Omcn-CHICAOO« TrUHWi* Tewen MN
ntANCiSCO, luM MMnu 09T0N, 10 r«d«nd St.

.

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

VARIETY

80

Music Notes

American Record Owes for Songs

Wrongly Listed as

PnUk Domain

in

ProyideBce's

motmt
Touir

scoring Patamount's

'Man About Town.'

Affair

BKO bought five songs from
Providence, April 25.

Gonzales for use in

Rhode Island Women's Exposition,
combo home, food and beai^ty

The

Aaron

Dove.'

orchestra, ]3en

ARC

Show
to

May

WPRO.

Walter Jnrman doing the songs
and music score for Tbt Miracle of

run from Friday (28) Metrp.

will

.

which was discovered to have
been rated as in the public domain
is 'The Love Bug WUl Get You (If
You Don't Watch Out)' (Santly-JoySelect). Under a single label on the
ticular

ARC list the recorded version of this
tune had a sale of 9,000 copies.

and

Georgle

The Wizard

of Oz' at

Stothart

6 at the Rhode Island audi-

torium.

BALTO COLISEUM
OPENED BY BERNIE
AprU

Baltim.ore,

The Colliseum, new

Phil BegkB signed to
songs for. Bnmswlck.

record 24

arena, will get

Blarx Brothera wrote The Eleunder way here tomorrow (26) with
phant Never Forgets,' to be sung in
Bfen Bemie's ordiestra as opening
-

26 Years WriboBt
Or Royakj,

Woman

Credit

On

Sideligkt

Composer's Suit

Mrs. Maytielle Watson Bergman
applied to the N. Y. federal court
last week to examine Archie Fletcher
and Ernie Burnett before trial in
connection with her suit over the
rights to and an accounting of "My
Melancholy Baby,'
Burnett, who
wrote and copyrighted the tune, is
her former husband, wliile Fletcher
is. head of the Joe Moirls Music Co,
which now publishes and has the
renewal of copyright on the. song.
Mrs.' Bergman claims she wrote
the numl)er in collaboration with
Burnett but that for -26 years her
name has b^en left o& the title page.
Nor has she received any cut in the
royalties.
By omlttlnf her name,
she also alleges, they are hurtjpg
her reputation as a composer. She
-

;

-

wants

an injunction and $20,000,
halt ot the sum she estimates Burnett has derived from the tune.
The defendants deny that she ever
had anything to do with the writing
and charge that her suit has been
instigated by another publisher who
wants the renewal rights.
They
seek a dismissal nt'the action for
laches, or undue del«^ in asserting
her Mghts.
-,

.

New

fireproof building
attraction.
will be utilized for fights, wrestling
matches, basketbaill and all other
sport events. Plan to use top flight
name bainds on ofl nights tor public

PEEP AT

NEW DANCES

at the Circus' at Metro,

use in Itetro's 'Maisie

for.

Was

a

m

FTP

Down

South.'

Charles Blnker,
with Irving Berlin,

to Trace

who
Inc.,

mm
DUE

IN

Is

Berlin's

Must Be Quizzed

In 'Sitow White' Tune Suit
Walt Disney Productions and Enneed not be examined
trial, but Irving Berlin, Inc.,

D. Koetser, of the Metro Music
Co. in Amsterdam, arrives in New
York next week for double-o at
the publishing business and the
World's Fair.
His firm has the Dutch agency for
the 'Francis Day^ Peter Maurice,
Chappell, Feldman and J. R. Lafleur

be, according to the decision
(24) by Supreme Court Jus-

Monday

-

parks, Kennywood tind West
View, will alternate this season be-

22

21
21
21
21
20
20_
19
18
18
18
18
17
IS

. ;

You Very WeU

I (Set Along Without
I Promise You.

My

.

.

It to

.

Famous

ABC

Me. Chappell

IS

.

Shapiro
Berlin
.Berlfai

Shapiro i...
Santly

Chopsticks

could Be
Hang Heart on Hickory Limb. .*East Side. .... .Santly
Feist
How Strange. ..Mdiofs Delight
.Famous
Step Up and Shake My Hand
Shapiro
Chestnut Tree
Harms
I Want My Share of Love
Chappell
tStars in Your Byes
It's All Yours.
Berlin
:
It's Never Too Late
Paramount
Snug as a Bug in a Rug
Sweet Littie Headache . *Parls Honeymoon .... .Paramount
.......BVC
Honolulu... 'Honolulu
Marks
Night Must Fall
Thai Sly Old (Sentieman. .'East Side of Heaven.Santly
Happy About Whole Thing. . .•Naughty But Nice. .Remick

•

13
IS
13
13

. .

.

.

16
IS
15
14
14

14
14
14

.

,

;

Paull-Pioneer

Famous
Morris

Fox
Davis
Leeds

13
13
12
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
10
JO

"

Santly

Inside Stuff-^Dsic
The 'apostrophe' song by ABC Music Corp. (Berlin. Inc, subsid), Is
properly titled 'Y" Had It Comln' to You.' It was falsely misspelled in last
week's 'Vawety ad
Sentences of from 10 to 30 days were meted last week in Special Sessions court, N. Y., to five peddlers of contraband songsheets who had been
netted by the police in a cleanup of the Times Square area.
The arrests were made at the instigation of Arthur Hoffman, chief investigator for the Music Publishers Protective Association.

New York

WFIL,

Philly,

Remotes

tice Alfred

Starr in Charge as Morris Leaves

list

musicians union has put the Stasny Music Corp. on its unfair
new contract covering arrangers, copyists
is otherwise 100% under

for failing to signature the

and proofreaders. Union claims that the industry
pact.

'

New

contract

became

effective Jan.

1,

1939,

and

is

for

two

years.

The nom-de-sheet music on 'Hold Tight* (Exclusive Publications) reads
Kent Brandow and Robinson Ware Spotswood as the authors. That mouthful represents Larry Kent and Jerry Brandow (ofays) and three colored
boys, Willie Spotswood, Ed Robinson and Leonard Ware.
Just as the Fishery Council of New York and the Mid-Atlantic area
'adopted' the novelty song as a theme for its seafood dealers, the original
lyrics have' been banned by NBC and an innocuous set of wordage substituted, none of which mentions anything about 'want some seafood.'
Litigation between Miller Music, Inc., -and the Jerry Vogel Music Co,
over the renewal rights to 'Sleep' has been largely brought out by the
tune's uses on the air. Fred Waring 'uses it as his theme song. Vogel
claims that as the assignee of the copyright renewal ot 'Visions of Sleep,'
on 'nUch the other tune, 'Sleep,' had admitiedly been based, he automatically becomes the publisher- of the latter number. It is his contentfon that
a license based on a copyright ceases to be void when the term of the
copyright involv.ed expires. Miller is suing in the N. Y. supreme court
for an adjudication, of this claim.

'And the Angels Sing,' which has been creating trade comment, is a jazz
Deal with Mmx Dreffus E^cpected to Be Morris' Next
version of an old Yiddish tune. Ziggy Elman, trumpeter with the Benny
Goodman orchestra, wrote it originally under the title 'Fralich in Swing*
Music Publishing Move
('Happiness in Swing') and recorded

Pittsburgh, April 25.

Town's two big suBuner amuse-

ment

........

Harms
the Begulne
East Side of Heaven. . .*East Side of Heaven. . . . Santly .. .
Paramount
Fumiy Old Hills. ..*Paris Honeymoon
Feist
We've C^ome a Long Way Together
Witmark
Tears from My Inkwell
Chappell
This Is It. .tStars in Your Eyes
Berlin
,
Gotta Get Some Shuteye
Spier
At a Little Hot Dog Stand.
Exclusive
........
Hold Tight
Lady's in Love with You. ..*Some Like It Hot.. Paramount
Ager
Romance Runs in the Family

Begm

catalogs.

before

must

~

Crawford
Crawford

Over

Wishing... *Love Affair

OF HOLLAND

.

Negro swing band.

31

39
jg
2S
24

Building a Sailboat «f Dreams
Mills
Don't Worry 'Bout.Me.....
Shig Song of Sunbeams. . . *East Side of Heaven. Santly

UNTTp STATES

A

Snmner

'.

rm

History of Negro music, from ing
the jungle to present-day. swing, will
S'posin'
Southern Hnsle Co. publishing Tain't What You Do
be traced In a modem dance «nd
musical presentation by the Federal Aaron Gonzales' five original melo- Three Little Fishies
Theatre Project at the Walnut dies for RKO's "The Dove.'
Street theatre, starting May 22. It's

;

m

I Cried'for You
Deep Purple

.

Frankenthaler in N. Y.
Beaches and Mountains
These corporations are defendants in
a $250,000 action brought by Modest
Philadelphia, April 25,
Cairo, April 1.
Altschuler, charging the plagiarism
Heaviest remote schedule in its
Tlbor Garay aod his- Band, Hun- of the chorus of his song, 'Russian hlstoty in planned by 'WFIL during
garian outfit at present playing at Soldier's Song,' in 'WhisUe 'While the summer.- Ifll extend southeast
Groppi's ballrotmi' In Ca^, played You Work,' out of the 'Snow White' to the beaches along the Atiantic
before King FaroUk '-and the Crown score.
coast and north to moimtain resorts
Prince of Iran at the ball ot llie
Disney succeeded. In avoiding be- in the Poconos. Tentative plans call
Royal Fencing Club held this ing examined on the grounds that it for wires to Atiantic City, Wildwood,
week. Af ter Heaving the ball 'offi- is a California corporation and not Somers Pointy N. J.. Corsonia, Pa.,
cially,'
the King returned
and responsible here.
transfer of the and Delaware Water Gap.
watched throngs dancing the 'Chest- suit to the Federal court or taking
Arrangements have also been
nut Tree' and Palais Glide', People of depositions in California are the made for 21 dance remotes weekly
who noticed' liim on the balcony plaintiff's alternatives.
from hotels and niteries in town.
stopped dancing to «dieer but the

King signed to them to continue,
which they did.
This is probably the first time that
the king has watched these modern
dances which are not of the type
allowed by the Palace.

BVC

Remick.....
MUler
Robbins
Shapiro

If I Had My Way
Ward and Dave Snell scor- Strange Enchantment. .'Man About Town
Down Linger Longer Lane
Thunder .Afloat' at Metro.
Patty Cake

direction of .Malvena Fried. Fifteen
terpers will work against a background chorus of 25 voices and a

33

37
3s
S3
32

Robbins

LitUe Sir Echo
Heaven Can Wait...

Eddie

booked for an indefinite stay.
Show will be tabbed lirelude to
Swing', from the text of Carleton
Moss, Negro playwright, under the

47

BVC,

Is a Silver Dollar..

.

used to bfe
has rejoined

Harry Link at Leo Feist, Inc. Rinker
to Clarinet will, specialize in radio contacting.

Philadelphia, April 25

TOTAL.

Feist .....

;

'Way

terprises, Inc.,

KING OF EGYPT GETS

Day

Lady.'
dahclng. Tommy Dorsey probably
following Befnie.
Sol Lesser bought .two songs by
Dance scale, 8Sc top, with floor, Clarence Muse and Langston Hughes.
Kurland,
mantown.
Ed
largest in
Ditties are 'Ijouisiapa' and 'Good
aging.
Ground,' for use
the picture,

Tom-tom

And
Moon

OBANO

Chappell

Heart Belongs to Daddy. .tLeave
Penny Serenade
Werner Heymann and Frank Har- Cuckoo in the Clock.
ford sold their song, 'Dusty Trails,' New Moon and an Old Serenade
'A

.

Pililly

PUBUSHEB.

TITLE.

Our -Love

.

Dr. William -Axt scoring 'Maisie
a Lady' at Metro.

Was

25.

Monday through Sunday (AprU 17-23). Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Symbol * denotes film song, \ Vei^t, all others are pop.

Masquerade

Max Stelner doing the musical
score for 'Gone With the Wind' at
Selznick-Intematicmal.

closed.

One copyrighted number in par-

Herbert

Stoll scoring

a totalixatim of the combined plugs of current tunes on
WJZ), and CBS CWABC) computed for the week from

is

NBC (WSAF and

Skipper
the Angels Sing....

Bemie and George

Hall have been booked, will be aired
nightly over station

Following

Little

show, for which Phil Spitalny's girl Main Street' at tirand National.

MPPA

26, 1939

Network Phigs, 8 AJM. to 1 AJH.

Johnny Bnrke and James Monaco
wrote 'Go Fly a Kite' for Bing
Crosby in "The Star Maker' at Para-

Victor

Audit by the Uuslc Publishers
Protective Association of the books
and records ot the American Becord
Co. has disclosed that under the
previous regime' many copyri^ted
numbers were listed as -being in- the
public domain, with the renilt that
the company has been remiss in pay
ing off thousands of dollars in royalbelieves,
ties. The errors, the
were due entirely to elMcal laxity.
The pubs will.be paid from the $100,owners
000 that the previous
lett for miscellaneous claims with
CBS when the purchase deal was

W^esdaj, AprO

it

under that tag for Bluebird around

the first of the year, although it was not released until around the first ot
Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris, who case of liistory repeating itself. The BAarch, He made the cutting with an eight-piece band composed of men
was succeeded this week by Her- firm's original tag was DeSylva, from Goodman's outfit,
Brown
& Henderson, all songv/riters. Between the time Elman waxed it and its release Goodman heard the
man Starr as general mancger of the
Matter of setting up firms for or tune. He -went for it and had Johnny Mercer fit a set of lyrics. Goodman
Warner Bros, publishing group, is allocating catalogs to noted writers cut it for Victor with Mercer's lyrics, forcing Bluebird to change the Elman

tween local bands and name outfits,
with some of the latter coming in for
one-highters and others sticking for reported to be coming back to the
on a partnership basis L" notliing recording title also to 'Angels Sing.'
the usual two weeks. West View bushiess soon in a new setup which
Credit for the tune's click goes to the recording by Goodman and his
new to Dreyfus, His previous works
gets tmder way May 20 with Fran will have the Crawford Mtisic Corp.
ah: shpts, rather than Elman.
Bregman-Vocco-Cdnn, publishing, were
EicUer's orchestra, a' Pittsburgh as its nucleus. Cited as partners hi in this direction are the George caught fiatfooted
without copies Immediately after Goodman introduced it
crew, and follows with Gray Gordon the new. project are Max Dreyfus, Gershwin Publishing Co. and T. B. on the air.
Harms,
Inc.,
which holds many of
(one night) and then Earl Mellen, wlio owns the Crawford catalog,
the
important
Jerome
Kern copyEmerson Gill and Tommy Carlyn, Morris, and the songwriters, Johnny
rights and in which Kerr has
each tor a fortnight
Chicago, but with Willard Alexander
Mercer, AI Dubln and Rariy WarBaron Elliott, who has staS band ren. Dubin is currently under a major block of stock.
Stan Zocker Joins MCA;
joining Morris, MCA needed a band
Starr took over Morris' former
'

at W7AS, will launch the dancing at
short-term contract to Warners,
Kennywood late - this month, and while the other
two have not had
touring outfits slated for two-week
.

ol&cea at Radio City Monday (24)
Morris Dicker Off
Starr holds the Jtle of president of
the
subsld, which controls all
the company's, music publishing,
Stan Zucker joins the Music Corp.
through, Dreyfus and Morris will jobbing and retailbig interests, and of America New York office effecbetween them hold 75% of it, while he is also a v.p. of Warner Bros. tive May 15. Zucker resigned from
Rapp.
^
Willows, long one ot the top-ranking the remaining 25% would go to the Pictures, Inc. While he will con- Consolidated Radio Artists as head of
himself exclusively with the its CJhicago branch last week. He
warm' weather roadhouses locally, three writers. It has not Iwen decided whether the name of the firm music company's publli,Ling opera- will handle hotels, location bookings,
Lawrence
Welk
22
with
opens May
on -a one-nighter and follows with will be changed to embrace the tions, Starr will not give up his di- etc.
Heniy Halstead for one week and monikers of the' writing threesome. rectorships in DiMca Record Co. and
Zucker at first was reported joinWere this to happen it would be a Muzak, Inc.
Cecil Golley for two.
ing the William Morris agency In
.

spot later in the summer include Bunny Berigac, Tommy
Tucker,' Les Brown and Barney
stays at

tiiis

their

WB

booker.

Wdl

Leo Salkin

WB

contracts' renewed.

If the stock splitup suggested goes

cm

to Morris

Chicago, April 25.

Additional changes in the band
agency field sends Leo Salkin to the
local William Morris office where
he will handle the band and orchestra department along with Bill

Snyder.
Salkin was formerly head of the
local Consolidated
fice.

Radio Artists

of-

MUSIC—DAKCE BANDS

Wednesday, Aprtt 26, 1939

15 Best Sheet

Musk

(VTeOc ending April

SeDers

Wrote' Top Seller et AD Timer*
Prominent In ASCAP

21, 1939)

for many
years rated as a consistent producer
of hit lyrics, 'died last Friday (21)
in Beth David hospital, N. Y., after

Joe Young,

BVC

Uttie Sir Echo
Seep Purple
Heaven Can Wait

Robblna

>

Rcmlck

',

<

Oliree Little Fisfaies

illness.
A few days before
he had called Archie Fletcher, of
Joe Morris Music Co., from his hospital room to tell him that he had
just finished a new song, "How Many
Strawberries Are There in a Straw-

CliappeU
Berlin
Santly

BVC

the Angels Sing .,
Beer Barrel Polka
Masquerade Is Over
I Get Albng Without You Very Well.
Hold light

And
.

berry Shortcake?'
Young, who put part of his fortune from lyric writing into a Spanish mansion aftd estate in Great
Neck, L. I., was teaxuel with Sam
M. Lewis for 15 years. Togetlier they
turned out a succession of hits that
reached their sheet sales heights in
Sleep in
such songs as 'Tuck Me
My Tucky Home' (rated as the No. 1

Shapiro

Crawford

Famous
Exclusive

•

Crawford
Bobbins

•Wishing (Xove Affair')
Moon Is a Silver Dollar
* Indicates yUmusical tong.

copyright for all time),
selling
'Mammy,' 'Dinah,' "How're Ya Gonna
Keep "Em Down on th-. Farm?"
'Rock-a-Bye Your Baby with a Dixie

ERPI Loses, bnt WiD Appeal Soi^
Suit

who

50,

by PaiDe as PdUishers' Tnistee

Crusoe

verdict in the foreign licensing suit
which John G. Paine, as agent and
'

Consumer
Music

Priority

publishers

have

had

their curiosity, aroused by reports from phonograph record
dealers 'that the operators of coin
machines are given first choice
when it comes to the distribution
of current tunes. If a dealer rtms
but of his allotment he must wait
for two weeks or more t>efore
the manufacturer fills bis new

filed against Electrical Research Products, Inc., in behalf of a
large group of publishers three years
ago. That part of the decision wliich
favors the pubs will cost EQM, or
producers,
film
sub-licensee
its
around $170,000, while the phase of
order.
the claim which the court disallowed
Machine operators suffer no
would have figured about $40,000.
delay whatever on refills.
Erpi intends to appeal.
The litigation concerns the use
synchronizations
film
abroad of
Keels Over
made In this country. Paine claimed Artie
that ERPI agreed to pay certain
sums for such foreign uses regardStreptococci Attack;
less of whetlier the compositions
were copyrights or in the public
Palomar Settles CoiD Tiff
domain abroad. The licenses Issued in this country, Paine contended, were to be considered apIn a wire received by Tomimy
plicable to other countries In return
Rockwell yesterday CTuesday) afterfor the privilege of using the rereported as
cordings made by American artists noon, Artie Shaw
slightly Improved, but not yet out
In such foreign lands.
ERPrs defense was that Paine has of danger. The band leader fainted
no right to collect for a foreign use during his opening at the Palomar,
when and if his principal holds no Los Angeles, nitery last Wednesday
copyright in the foreign country
(10) and It was found that he was
concerned. ERPI also denied that
suffering from streptococci of the
the pubs were entitled to 100% of
throat
the fees fixed in the contract The
Shaw's band has continued at the
electrlc's interpretation was that it
could use tlie synclironization In as cafe and bn Sunday night (23) it
many different groups of countries played the Old Gold program

trustee,

-

Shaw

From

\^

wished and only be required to (CBS).
pay a percentage of the fee apHollywood, April 25.
plicable to «ach group. A composition had to be used by all counArtie Sliaw's band was permitted
tries in a group before 100% of the to open at the Palomar, Los Angeles
as

it

fee

became due.

In

Ills

decision Judge

Knox held

that the 'plaintiff's interpretation of
Its right to compensation is far more

'

reasonable than is the contention of
the defendant The defendant's con.
tention files in the face not' only of
the commercial but also the artistic
purposes that were sought to be
served by means of the foreign
agreement The suggestion that the
defendant was to have a free gift
of property rights of great value
is simply repellant to the ideas upon
which business is transacted. I shall
hold, therefore, that upon each occasion on which the defendant exported the recordings of tlie plaintiff's

principals,

Go with

Friday

obligated, to
pensation.'

pay the stipulated com-

The second cause of action applied to synchronizations made before the contract in dispute (dated

July 29, 1939) became effective. In
the opinion of the court the pubs
got all that was coming to them from
these recordings. 'Otherwise,' wrote
Judge Knox, 'it would lead to the
rather, absurd conclusion that the
defendant had agreed to pay more
for compositions used in conjunction with old pictures than in the
Mses of compositions used with
more modem productions.'
After counsel for Paine, Francis
Gilbert
entered

and Godfrey Cohen, have

judgment the matter wiU be

aligned to

a

special

master,

who

win hold hearings to determine the
amount of actual damages.
EitPI's counsel, J. T. Abeles, pro
poses to bring out at such master's
hearings that over 75% of the music
Involved In the first claim ($170,000)
Was not in the public domain abroad
and therefore under the decision the
pubs can only recover 25% of this

amount

World,' laugh, Clown, Laugh' and
'Cryin* for the Carolines.'
Other hits in which Young served
as

either

solo

or. co-lyricist

were

Spanish Town,' 'Lullaby
of the Leaves,' 'You're Gonna Lose

'In

a

Your

Little

Girl,' 'Life Is a Song,' 'You're

My Everything,' Ticket to Georgia,'
'Rocky Road to Dublin,' 'Goona Goo,'
'I'm Alone Because I Love You,"
'Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue' and
'You're Beautiful Tonight My Dear.'
Young also worked on an Ed Wynn
show. The Laugh Faz-An,' out of
which came 'Ooh Tliat Kiss.'
He' was a charter member of the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, held a CHass
AA rating, and was a director and

He
secretary of the organization.
was also on the executive council of
the Songwriters Protective Associa-

Toronto, April

25.

Appeal of Canadian Performing
.

of Joe Young it is recalled that
three of his numbers rate among
those whose sheet sales have ex-

ceeded the 1,000,000 mark.
'

Tuck Me

My

to Sleep in

Old

Tucky Home' has gone somer
where around 2,000,000 copies,
has

•Dinah'

topped

Willie

D/Iammy's'

around

1,250,000..

1,500,000,

figure

sales

Jack Harris from Lomlon
Broadcasts to America
Prekdiiig

Hb Retom

First regular band sustainer via
shortwave- will start May 13 from
London. By way of BBC the
blue net will pick up the band of
Jack Harris every Saturday night at
8 p. m. (EDST) tor a half hour ^ot
Harris is at the London (^ino.

NBC

.

There have been many shortwave
band pickups both from New York
to England and vice versa, but never
a regularly scheduled remote.
.

Idea (costly to either the net or
the band's managers) is that Harris
is returning to the United States in
the fall and this Is to be an advance
buildup. He's been in London for
some time. I.eader is. an American
citlzeii and member of N. Y. Local
802 of the American Federation of
Musicians. Wm. Morris Agency and
Moe Gale Jointly handle the outfit

Rights

affiliate,

of Appeal herb, the judgment declaring CPUS to be 'the owners of
that part of the copyright in the
said musical' works, which consists
of the sole right to perform the

same

in public*

Initial victory' for CPBS arose out
of the refusal of Canadian National
Exhibition officials to pay the fees
incident to the 1933 Dance Pavilion
engagements of Guy Lombardo,

Benny Goodinan, Tonmiy Dorsey,
and' Buddy Rogers' orchestras.
At
that time, orchestra leaders vtete in-

dividually served with an injunction
but accepted the advice of exhibition
officials to 'go ahead and play whatever you wish.'

In the

Lombardo

test case,

CPRS

sought $1,000 damages to cover the
copyright fee on 14 current hits
played by the Royal Canadiains. and
also claimed a percentage of the
tiombardo profits from the CNE engagement, and costs of the action.
Lombardo defence was a denial of
the CPRS charge that his performance was an infringement of the
plaintiff's copyright, this based on
the claim that the exhibition is conducted 'without motive of gain' and
occurred at an agricultural-industrial
exhibition which received grants
from both tlie federal and provincial
governments and was therefore outside the jurisdiction of CPRS.
Court of Appeal Judgment how.

ever, finds that

COMPOSE

ASCAP

Society,

from Justice Kelly's «<ifmiiii<itti of its
damage acUon against Guy Lombardo, was upheld by Chief Justice
Robertson and his associates in Court

Lombardo

Infringed

MUSICIANS
CPRS copyright and awarded CPRS
either damages or profits, but not
both, and costs of the action.
Young, whose original name was
Judewitz, is survived by his widow,
sisters
Ruth Young; his father, three
Like
other
screwball
novelty
tunes
Al
and four brothers, one of whom,
5
which have become outstanding hits, ASCAP'S DRIVE
Young, is with Du-Art Pictures.
'Three LitUe Fishes' (SanUy) has a
l)NUCENSEDN.Y. SPOTS
musician as its composer.
He's
Soxle Dowell Of Hal Keibp's band.
Gene Buck, as president of the
'Music Goes Round' was written by
Mike Rileiy and Eddie Farley, in' American Society of Composer^
strumentaUsts, while Frank Silvers, Authors and Composers, together
a leader, was responsible for the with Berlin, Inc., Shapiro-Bernstein,
wackiest smash seller of all time, Harms; Santly-Joy-Select, Chapell,

SCREWBAU SONGS

ON

RADIO

CINCY.

IMPORTANTJfOW
PLUG CENTER

'Yes, We Have No Bananas.*
Other novelty tunes currently on
the ride or showing promise are
'Beer Barrel Polka' and 'Show Your
Linen, Miss Richardson,' the latter by
Bernie Hannigan and Johnny Mer
eer.

Cincinnati, April 25.

KAT JANICE BABKBUPT
Janice Baumgarten, also known as
Janice Kraushaar and as Kay Janice,
singer, filed a voluntary bankruptcy
petition Friday (21) in N.Y. federal

She

lists assets of $75,

and

association's

among
that
last

fold.

week to the
Romberg was

the galaxy of coast writers

walked out of the association
year when the SPA heads in

to enforce the provisions of Article IX,

New- York sought

The Metro-Robblns group has deits willingness to negotiate a
writers' standard form of conon the basis of the SPA's new
Article IX. The assignment to the
SPA is to apply solely to synchronization rights, with the term to be
two years and the members free to
resign on proper notice. Under the

clared

new

tract

An injunction,

Bornstein,
five

Fed-

accounting of profits

and $250 for each playing

Detroit

ties of $449.

Snnmer

is

sought

Hooferles Line

Vlaltlnc

Mary Belinek

Chicago, April 25.

Reginald

Voorhees

is

expanding

Muy

proposed

M-R

Up

Bands

Joins Voorhees

Rodgers and Hart Uncover Legal Knot
In SPA Vs Max Dreyfus Contracts

the SPA, returned last

&

eral court suits, Friday (21) in N. Y..
against the Hotel Delmonico, the
Mecca Holler Skating Rink, E. 14th
street; James B. Begley, operator of
Atlantic Garden, 1528 Second avenue; the Perroquet restaurant, 131
E. 61st street, and the Mozart
cabaret; 251 E. 86th street claiming
the infringement of 19 songs.

liabili-

NBC

Team of Richard Rodgers and cal rights to the SPA, as provided for
Lorenz Hart found out last week that in the revised Article IX of the aswould be illegal
if they signatured tlie assignment sociation's bylaws,
agreement which is being offered as long as the same rights were conthem by the Songwriters Protective trolled by prior assignment through
with
a publisher.
contract
term
Association they would be interfer- a
Sigmund Romberg, former prez of
ing with rights that they had previ-

Witmarir, Ager, Yellen

ABC Music, and Feist, filed

PARADE OF NAMES SET

court

his agency activities and is stepping
up operations in the orchestra field,
50,000 waiter.
Belinek, who has been with
Within a month or so WCKY, an the Bockwell office locally, shifts
affiliate, will Increase its signal over to the Voorhees agency to handle orchestra jobbing dates.
from 10,000 to 50,000 watts.

money WLW,

ously arrogated to their publisher.
Max Dreyfus, "tbey also learned
that they would be disposing of the
same rights twice and that Dreyfus,
to wh<»n they are bound by a term
contract, could obtain a court order
enjoining them and the SPA.
Rodgers obtained this legal Information after Irving Caesar, president of the SPA, had suggested that
he consult any authority he wished.
Rodgers elected the general counsel
for the Dramatists Guild, of which
he and Hart are also members. The
Guild's counsel held that any assignment of the twosome's mechani-

Canada

tion.

This town, radio's No. 4 radio center, has become a hotbed for song
pluggers during the past fortnight
of music publishers
Corp. of America had filed with the Several reps
made
American Federation of Musicians. have lived here for long and
for terriClaim involved the last week's sal- Cincy their headquarters
George Olsen, Shaw's tory stretcliing into states bordering
ary of
on Ohio. At least a half dozen more
predecessor at the Palomar.
pluggers have lately taken up resiSituation was straightened out
dence here.
after Rockwell General Amusement
Cause of It all Is the Increasing
Corp., Shaw's agent, was advised
number of musical and band- proearlier the same day by Joseph N.
and spread
Weber, AFM prez, that the engage- grams that originate here
netment would have to be called off. to the National and Mutual
Most of them clear through
Long distance call by the RGA works.

had been waiting for him at the cafe
and that all MCA had to do was
on which domestic send some one over to pick it up.

and Canadian copyrights are held,
and which were in the public domain abroad, the defendant became

of the

Deddon

Suit in

Young'* Record
In connection with the passing

Saturday

on Top

nitery, last Wednesday (19) only
after the spot's management had
settled a claim which the Music

office disclosed that Olsen's

Guy Lonbardo Test

In

Melodie,' 'Hello Central, Give Me No
Man's Land,' 'Where Did Robinson
Nights?', 'I'm Sittln'

Federal Judge John C. Knox
handed down Monday (24) a split

SI

Important Perforimng Ri^ts

a short

Feist
....Shapiro

UtUe Skipper
Penny Serenade
Our Love
God Bl^ America

VARIETY

JOE YOUNG DIES AT 50

deal

would 50-50 In

all

the

writers

income from

Detroit, April 25.
outdoor dance spots

Lineup of
here this stuimer currently looks
and Westwood, both
tmder 'management of Henry Waglike Eastwood

ner, will stick to previous policy of

name bands

strlctiy for dancing a/t
60c top, Westwood l^mph Gardens,
started several years ago by the
Huck family, has passed out of their
control this year and Wagner and
Max Kemer gobbled it up and will
orerate both spots.
Jefferson Brach ballroom, formerly
by Graystone, Inc., in compe-

nm

tlsU

with Eastwood and Westwood,

intends to run its own ballroom as
a-, outdoor nitery with floor shows,et al, with name bands a side Issue.
Also plans to keep kids out, and
voer entirely away from compeUsh

with Eastwood and Westwood. Plans
to reopen for Eumn.er about May 19.
Both Eastwood an^. Westwood will
George W, Myer have been designated by the SPA as the administra- maintain former name bai< \ policies,
tors of these synchronization rights with former opening up on May 26
Eastwood
in the event the association under- and Westwood June 2,
will get call on bands first, with
takes to deal in them direct
Westwood playing 'em the second
week when bands are available,
McCo3r^s Road Tour Blues MCA signed to furnish Hal Kemp,
Bob Crosby, Benny Goodman, Henry
Lincoln, April 25.
Busse, Jan Garber, Eddy Duchin and
Clyde Mc(^y said he would take Kay Kyser,
no more one-niters for three years
after his recent experiences with
Bepnbllc bought three songs by
them. Sugar Blueser says the grind Freddie Rose and Johnny Marvin
of the long drives, plus the antics of for the Gene Autry picture, 'Mounmechanical rights,
Ray Henderson,

Gus Kahn and

'

the ..rostrum'

chin

-

hangers,

isn't

worth it
Gatiiered about $950 here at the

Turnpike

(21),

a very fancy gate.

tain Rhythm,'
Ditties are 'It Was
Only a Hobo's Dream,' 'Knights of
'Gold Mine in

the Open Road' and
Your Heart'

-

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

VARIETY
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Whiteman Seeks Injimcdoii

to

End

His NBC-Consofidated Contract Tiff
Paul Whiteman

bringing

Is

NBC

Band Bookings

his

and Consolidated Radio Artists, Inc., to a head
Red Nichols, May 13, Wabash Colby applying to the N. Y. supreme
court for an injunction restraining lege, CrawfordsviUe, Ind.
the two from representing themRuss Morgan Casa Manana, Fqrt
selves to be his booking agents. The
Worth, July 21, two weeks.
bandman also wants the court to
Les Brown, St. Paul Hotel, St.
affirm his cancellation of the NBC
opening Sept. 28.
management agreement as of April Paul, eight, weeks
Carl Moore, June 10, White City
14, 1938, and order Consolidated to
make an accounting to him of Park.
monies collected on his engagements.
Fletcher Henderson, May 29, White
Whiteman likewise seeks to have City Park, Herrln, IlL
Consolidated stopped from filing
Eddie DeLange, State Hartford.
claims for fees with the American May 27.
Federation of Musicians. Whiteman
Vincent Lopez, May 7, radio guest
contends in the complaint that
Fitch Bandwagon.
NBC's assignment of his contract to shot on
Consolidated Radio Artists again
Consolidated was not valid. He also
on Elana Jettick
raises the question whether Consoli- has an exclusive
Buddy
dated obtained a license for con- Park, Binghamton, N. Y. Set:
28;
ducting a theatrical employment Fisher, May 12 through May
agency as required by law in New Gray Gordon, May 29-June 4; Les
19-July
2;
Brown, 5-18; Lee SheUey,
York City.
Kavelln,
King's Jesters, 3-16; Al
17-30; Rita Rib, 31-Aug. 13; Sonny
Flnky Tomlin to L. A. Blltmore
James, 14-27; Mike ReUly, 28-Sept 4.
Los Angeles, April 25.
Russ Morgan, Field House, Fayette
Pinlcy Tomlin orchestra, current
«ille. Ark., May 22.
at the U. S. Grant hotel In San
Blue Barron, Scranton, May 29;
Diego, opens at the Biltmore Bowl
VPI, Blacksburg, Va, June 22; Warhere on May 1.
New combination consists of four ner theatre, Phila., week June 23;
controversy with

'

.

IRVING YATES WITH

Inside

Chicago April

25.

Charles .Green, president of Consolidated Radio Artists, was in confab with new local chieftain, Russ
Lyons, last week on a general reorganizational shift of the Chicago
setup.
Irving Yates came in and
will take over local operations of
the vaude and nitery bookings of
the CRA.
It is understood that the CRA will
also expand its radio talent booking
locally, a side of the office which
has been dormant for some time.
'

the music arranging.

Kapp Unloads Part
Of His Decca Stock

Gordon and

Revel's

Newest Sona Smash

NEVER KNEW HEAVEN COULD SPEAK
20th Century-Fox Picture. "Rose of

Here's

THE MOON
By

One

IS

For The

Washington Square"

Money

A SILVER DOLLAR

Mitchell Parish

Rose's

and Sdmmy Fain

"Aquacade" at the N. Y. World's

Fair,

1939

YOURS FOR A SONG
By

Billy

Rose, Ted Fetter and

Still

Dana Suesse

The Tops

Washington, April

25.

Robert Goffin, president of the Jazz Club of Belgium, arrives in New
Decca
an un- York on a lecture tour Monday (1). He's said to own one of the most
Kapp, of valuable collections of hot records in existence.
Goffin has authored some 20 boolcs on various subjects beside his jazz^
Feliruary
Exchange activities. His tour will cover talks on famous criminal cases in Europe,
modern literature, history, poetry and a number of subjects dealing with
the aforementioned writings.
6,250 shares

slug

of stock
transferred
known recipient by Jack
New York, according to
reports of Securities &
Inc.,

Commission.
Decca director

iii

to

-

listed
of common stock as disposed of under a 'gift' transaction. Was holding
26,841 shares at the end of the month.

Sense of Philly

On

the Upbeat

Burton Lane, Coast
lining up a band.

songwriter,

exiting from
Cedar Grove, N. J.

after

Meadowbrook,

(Continued from page 27)

By Peter De Rose and

Casino, Pittsburgh, Monday (24) for
indefinite stay, replacing the Sterling

KOBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
-

Young

outfit.

broad-

the N. Y. World's Fair with Dick
Kuhn's band, now current at the Astor hotel, N. Y.

WHITEMAN MAKING

time exemptions under the WageJean Wald's femme orchestra out
Hour bill for employees earning less
than $200 a month would be a miS' of Pittsburgh has had option picked
take.
It would make the industry up by Hotel Fort Hayes in Columlook bad ai)d lose friends for it, he bus, O., for four additional weeks.
said. Satisfactory compromise is being worked out, he said, by which
Emerson Gill extended indefinitely
time-and-a-half oS may be given an at the New Penn Club, Pittsburgh.
employee within a specified period Gets two NBC shots a week.
following overtime work.
C. O. Langlois, of Langworth ComConnt Basle returns to the Famous
pany,, which purcliased the NAB Door, N. Y., for 16 weeks about the
library,
and Carl Haverland, of first of July. Date is Basle's second
Davis & Schwegler, music publish- in the spot
ers, I>oth spoke on tax-free music.
Haverland said his firm was preFour Inkspois set for the Apollo,
pared to purchase tunes directly New York, week of May 5.
from the writers and sell both sheet
music and. recordings to stations on
Chick Webb's band recorded 'Have
a flat fee.
The tunes would be Mercy' last week. Cutting started at
plugged, just as others are now, to 1 ajn. Saturday when the band got
push them up into the hit classifica- in from a date.

Chafey of WEEU, ReadMilt HerUi trio has added a Novaelected
'regional di- chord for its NBC sustainers.
rector for the third district He succeeds
Clair
McCollough of the
Woody Herman orchestra plays
Mason-Dixon radio group, who asked three Monday nights in a row at the
to be excused from serving again New Yorker Hotel, N. Y., as relief
because he is already kept busy by band for Henry Busse starting MoH'
work on the
copyright com- day (1). Herman's set for a week at
mittee.
the Paramount Newark, May If

60 SU)ES FOR DECCA
Back from out-of-town touring,
Paul Whiteman is waxing some 60
sides for Decca.

A

feature of the
recordings will be two Irving
Berlin albums.
Whiteman is also making another
G iorge Gershwin album.
ne-.y

Cirl Is

Partner

And

Arranger of Orchestra
Unusual orchestra is the recently
organized male outfit co-lead by
Eddy Dell and a girl pianist tagged
Imogene (Jean Rose). Latter is half
owner of the band, its arranger,
singer, and ivory tickler. Composed
of 11 pieces, two of which are pianos
because of Imogene's singing. Outfit works
under the tag of 'Eddy
Music Styled by Imogene.'
Month old and with a number of
one-nighters under its belt the outfit goes into the Hotel Abbey, N. Y.,

Dell's

May

25.

Clifford

Mitchell Parish

SEVENTH AVENUE NEW

Beware Free Wax
warnea the

Miller

casters to l>eware of increasing ofBernle Cummins goes to Cavalier
ferL of free, transcriptions and prohotel .in Virginia Beach for two
grams. He said most of them had
weeks next month after winding up
buried in them, some ever so subtly,
15-week stay at William Penn hotel,
advertising plugs, and that comPittsburgh.
panies were using them instead of
paying for time. He also warned of
Tiny Wolf, who has been on tour
an increase in oilers of advertising
for which payment was contingent with Blue Barron for several months,
has returned to his home in Pittson inquiries.
Turning to labor, Miller declared burgh and is organizing a band of
his own.
that. in his opinion asking for over-

tion.

DEEP PURPLE

__799

Leonard Feather, English hot record fan and radio script and magazine
New York latter part of last week, and is arranging to
all-star swing records fpr English release.
Four sides will be cut
tomorrow (Thursday) .qt. .Decca. Records' N. Y. studios. They will be released in England only.
Feather has lined up Benny Carter, trumpet; Bobby Hackett, guitar; Pete
Brown, sax; Joe Marsala, clarinet; Arthur Shapiro, bass; Cosy Cole, drums,
and Billy Kyle, piano. Each will alternate to other instruments for tte
writer, arrived in

different sides.
'

Large

Records,

Joe

ROBBINS

Billy

currently seeing a recurrence of a former evil. Cutthroat booking is Again showing up. in the methods, used by some offices
to break exclusive holds on spots .by rival agencies.
In some instances
big name, crews are being offered operators at prices far below normal.
with lesser name outfits to follow on the same deal sometimes at scale!
Offering the big boys of course is the wedge.
Practice naturplly tends toward lowerijig .the ttkp all around for bands
on any plane as. rival bookers have to materially come down in order to
compete. .Operators wouldn't b? business meji if they didii't take advan>
tage of the situation which put^.the bands. in the middle. In short bandmen take it on the chin wi\ile.9ge|icjes wsr .up. and battle for supremacy.
is

make

ciation's query.

SONGS FROM

From

Band business

Gay Lombardo orchestra Is the
Bin Harty, drummer-manager for
Ray Noble, east to round up crew first band set for the Professional
May 4-6, Rhode be to us?' Peter said he is sending for English maestro while Burns and Music Men's annual benefit at the
Alvin theatre, N. Y., May 7.
Island Auditorium, Providence.
out a questionnaire asking what suc- Allen air from New York.
cesses or failures stations have had
Marcella Hendricks, blonde balwith this type advertising, so that he
Paul Barton into Bill Green's lader, will be at the Zuider-Zee
at
may intelligently answer the Asso-

brass, four sax, four rhythm. Jeanne Elitch's Gardens,
Darrell is in for the vocalizing, with July 21,
Phil Spitalny,
John Scott and Bud Dant handling

I

Stuff-Bands

CONSOLIDATED IN CHI

opening

Denver,

Wednesday, April 26, I939

YORK-

ing,

was
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OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
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AFA FIGHTS BENEFIT EVILS
f—

^

.

Wincheil as Arbiter, Settles Rose s

Aqnacade-AFA
Dispute between Billy. Rose, operator ot the Aquacade, and the Amerjcan Federation ot Actors, which tot

M

Over Salaries

WB, UNION

W SOLUTION

TO PHULY BAND SNARL

a time early this week threatened to
bold up that show's opening Sunday
Philadelphia, April 25.
Compromise has-been reached be(30) at the New York World's Fair,
morning tween Warner Bros, and the musiwas settled yesterday
cians local on a dispute which would
(Tuesday), both sides agreeing to have forced the circtilt to shift vaude
abide by the decision of Walter from the Fox to the Earle for the
Wincheil, who sat in as sole arbiter. summer. Change of policy switched
(Columnist's verdict gave the actors' flesh from the Earle to the Fox last
union a victory on the salary ques- February.
Disagreement arose from Warners'
tion, and Rose a break on the rerequest to be allowed to move the
hearsal coin angle.
orchestra from the Earle to the Fox
According to Winchell's decision,
during
the hot spell. Earle contract
around 220 performers in Aquacade
with the tooters is for 52 weeks,
will have their salaries raised from
while the Fox calls fOr only 37
^0 to $35 weekly, the wages com- weeks.
wanted to fill in the 15
mencing with the opening show. So
weeks, while the Fox crew was out
tat as coin for the rehearsals to date,
with the Earle band. When the
that's being held in abeyance until
American
Federation
of Musicians
the termination of the Fair season,
when an audit of Rose's books will nixed the plan, the circuit decided
be made for private scrutiny by to reverse the flesh policy.
the
compr<»nlse
Under
the presWincheil, who will then determine
whether Rose's profits are so large ent Fox band will be retained for
eight of the 15 weeks and the Earle
as to warrant the extra costs.
combo will be shifted over for the
It was agreed that Rose is entitled
remaining seven.
to a fair measure of profit on his investment with Windiell to be the
judge as to what that amount should
be, and, if there's an overage, the
cast will benefit
According to Rose his investment
in the Aquacade wiU total $325,000
by the time the show opens Sunday.
The rehearsal coin will total $22,000,

WB

VAUDEraVAL'

-

EYED IN NEW

Rose

stated.

'

AH Get

$39 Weekly
With the exception of the princi-

Eleanor Holm, Morton Downey,
Johnny WeismuUer and numerous
specialties, everybody in Aquacade
Is getting the same salary, namely
The show holds nearly 300 in
$35.
its cast, but only 220 odd are affected
by the salary increase.
AFA's rehearsal demands entail
$15 weekly for the second, third and
fourth weeks, $20 for the next two
weeks and full pay thereafter. Some
of the swimmers have been in rehewsal for around aSjt weeks.
The situation came to a head Sunday (23), when around 150 performpals,

ers in the $35 class voted not to continue with rehearsals unless their

and rehearsal-coin demands
were met Sophie Tucker, v.p. of the
AFA, backed their stand, stating, 'I
receive rehearsal pay' and so should
you.'
She also said she had given

.salary

Rose

Oiell'

for

oSering non-union

contracts.

On Monday, when

the situation
appeared to be at an impasse, Winchdl, honorary member of the AFA,
offered to act as arbiter.
He was
agreeable to both sides and a meeting was held yesterday (Tuesday) in
Miss Tucker's apartment at the St
Moritz hotel, from which the final
agreement eventuated.

The

cast

returned to rehearsals

immediately after the decision was
effected.

RAMON NOVARRO SET
FOR TOUR OF CANADA

ORLEANS

Names

Hitler s

IN

Whitehead ta Demand Rept^
Use Greater Restraint to
Eliminate Existent Abuses
That Mulct Performers
Out of Rightful Pay

A RACKET

Ralph. Whitehead, executive secretary of the American Federation of
Actors, who conceived the Theatre
Authority, is reported ready to demand that- that body's representatives exercise greater care in passing on shows as 'benefits.' The TA
now functions as an adjunct of, all
member unions of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America, as
well as the different theatrical

Howard in N. Y. to Stage New Unit

FOR A1TENDANCE MARK
Loew's first stage show current at
the State, Cleveland, In around
three years appears likely to crack
the theatre's attendance record, set

by Jack Benny.

'benefit' gratis.

According to Whitehead, too many
shows that obviously aren't benefits
are being passed by TA reps nationally.
The result, he states, is
that actors are being mulcted out

Adams

Newark

HULBULT VAUSE

The Cameo, downtown

lacerations.

for Atianta

The John Perona assault case at
his El Morocco, swank N. Y. nitery,
Atlanta, April 25.
was widely played up in the metro(^ntinuing name booking policy politan dailies as result of his row

for stage, the Roxy, Atlanta's newest
suspension of his
with a. patron.
vaudfllmer, is bringing in fielen
cabaret license resulted temporarily.
Morgan for show starting Thursday
Mayor t-aGuardia took umbrage at
(27), to be followed by Jane Pickens,
several recent and widely publicized
May 4.
fisticuffs in the classier- spots, and
Bruce Cabot, of the films, will be opined that, regardless of the estabfeatured starting May 11.
lishment, the brawling must stop.

A

Headlining Judy

Garland,

shows

not passed must pay the actors,- with
the latter fined and censored by the
if found playing a tabooed

non-charitable affairs
New Orleans, April 25.
where admissions are charged.
Prospects ot vaudeville 'revi^'
Tliere's a TA rep in nearly every
here is visualized-^though somewhat key city. Their findings are usually
reception
'accorded
dimly—with the
final.
the Strand theatre's experiments of
twice-weekly stage presentations.
Show presented every Thursday
Takes Oycf
night is 'Variety Hour, composed of
amateur talent vying for round
Slmbert in
trip to the New York World's Fair.
On Tuesday nights, tor two i>erformances,' winners of previous week's
Newark, April 22.
elimination appear on salary basis
Adam A. Adams, operator of the
as part of their prize.
Paramount here, has bought the
Last Tuesday night (18), \^en preShubert theatre, Newark's only legit
vious week's three winners appeaired,
house, from the Prudential Life Init marked the first time in two years
surance Co., at a figure not made
that the large second balcony of the
public. House will be entirely reho.
Strand had to be opened on a week
vated and reopened in the fall with
day in two years. Theatre normally
a policy to be decided upon later'.
seats 1,800, but SRO sign was out
Shubert, this past season, was in
almost an hour before- stage presopposlsh to Adams' Par with a
entation last Thursday night (20).
The Strand is a subsequent-run vaudfllm policy, both houses going In
heavily for name bands.
house.
The Strand is the only bouse in
New Orleans with any kind of flesh ATLANTA'S
presentation.
AUanta, April 25.

Rochester, N. "V., AprU 25.
Albert Michaels, operator of the
Chateau, nite club here, has been
named defendant in a $10,000 Supreme (3ourt suit charging assault
Edward S. Swazey claims that after
a drink at the bar he went to the
dining room with his wife and another couple to see the floor show,

CLEVE^ HEADS

coupled with 'Midnight'
(Par), house Is looking for a $31,000
gross on the week.
Benny, who played there three
years ago, grossed arojnd $38,000,
but the admission scale was considerably hi^er at that time. Up to
Sunday (23), the (Garland 'Midnight'
combination had played to more
guilds.
The TA was originally formed to people than did Benny in the same
end the 'benefit' racket and .afford number of days (3).
The State will not play stage
performers more work. Idea is for
the TA to pass on all shows asking shows as a regular policy, booking
for griatis performers. If the shows only names when available. House,
are found to be for legtimate char- booked by Sidney Plermont out of
ity purposes, performers are per- New York, will play only top screen
mitted to Work 'em without pay, but and radio personalities. Next show
the TA collects a percentage of the comes in the week of May 12, headgross, which Is divided -among all lining Eleanor Powell at 'lier studio
(M-G) salary (around $5,700).
the theatrical charities. Those

Four A's

Indie,

in-

augurated stage shows Sunday (23).
Manager Walt Meier will draw his
talent from hillbilly crews on local
radio programs.

AFA ASKS 100%

before the German Reichstag sched>
uled for Friday (28) will also have
its effect on the bookings of at least
one stage show. Hairy Howard's
'Hollywood Hotel Revue,' currently
in New Zealand, is tentatively set for
a tour of South Africa, but the deal
with the Schleslngers, theatre operators there, will not be finally signatured unless he Fuehrer's speech is
more paciflsUc than expected. If a
war is indicated, the deal is cold.
Howard returned to New York
from Australia late last wee^ leaving the 'Hollywood Hotel Revue' on
its own for the time being.
Show,
'which is currenUy at Her Majesty's,
in Dtmedon. N. Z., is playing its 32d
week since going to the Anzac btilt
10 months, ago It has been in Australia and New Zealand 35 weeks^
laying off only three weeks in that
period because of time constuned in
making jumps. Besides the purpose of arranging
the South Africad booking, Howard
is also in N. Y. to line up another
show for an Australian tour. Hell
stage the same type of revue as is
'Hollywood Hotel,' using a couple ot
film, players as marquee names. Most
of the production will be set in N. Y.,
but the chorus and showgirls will be
recrtilted on the Coast
.

Howard's 'reflections on the Axistrallan playing time are Interesting.
Touring with

'Hotel,'

he got a con^

plete plctiure of the coimtry and its
tastes. According to the iojb

show

IN CHI

mer comic now turned manager-producer, Australia is mndi I(ke Amer-

ica in its theatre desires.
Sydney,'
he states, is a counterpart of N. Y.,
the natives there evidencing the
Chicago, April 26.
Federation of Actors same hustte and bustle as the Amerihere last week sent notices to <J1 can metropolis. Melbourne, the capvaude and nitery bookers to operate ital, on the other hand, is quite seclosed shops. So far, it's reported, date.. They're fyat on the take so
an bookers have ignored the notice, far as humor is concerned, but
probably pending any further nego-' there's a distinct absence of a middle
class. Either you're rich in Australia
tlations that may come.
similar notice is known to have ($40 weekly salary is very high
been sent the New York bookers there), or you're poor, but, from the
some time ago, but nothing came grosses on 'Hotel,' Howard indicated
a plenitude of coin Down Under.
of it
'Hotel,' for instance, despite re^
Notices were received here by such
offices as the RKO, Balaban & Katz, ord heat and other unhappy condiBilly Diamond, Music Corp. of Amer- tions at times, hasn't had a losing
week in Austrlalla. Show, which is
ica and the William Morris agency.
playing the time on a guarantee
fgahist a eo% split, has averaged
2 Detroit Night Clubs
aroiud $9,000 weekly grosses in tbs

American

A

Summer

Fold for the

Detroit, April 25.

Club

Plantation

and

the

Statier'g Terrace Room have shuttered for the summer.
Plantation wiU convert to a Harlem-type nitery before early fall reopening. The Statier, although closing earlier than vsaii, plans io re-

sume name band policy

in

in the

Frank Fay's outfit which dropped end was sliced to $3,400 during the
the billing of vaudeville for 'Show,' final weeks of Lent, but with operabruptly closed at the 44th SUeet, ating expenses to be defrayed, there
N. Y., Wednesday (19) last week, was little left for the pay-off.
considerably in the red. It is slated
Remaining with the show are Elsie
toreopenMonday (1) at the Shubert, Janis, Eva Le Galllenne and Smith
Boston, another legit house, with the and Dale. The Merry Macs are out.
Shuberts said to have made certain Aunt Jemima replacing. Fiy claims
financial guarantees in support of he will return to Broadway with a
Fay. There were reports of salaries new bill after playing several eastdue the leading acts, but no com- em keys.
plaints were made and, with a few
(Halm of $550 was handled by the
changes, the complement is said to Theatrical Agents and Treasurers
have agreed to ride along with Fay, union on behalf of Nat Dorfman, who
who has promised to settle pay was press agent and Al Lee, manaclaims with the actors.
ger. Part of the coin was collected
Arrangement with the 44th Street on a bond ^led with TMAT, with the
called (or the house taking the first Shuberts said to haye guaranteed
Gross was around salaries of Sam Weller and Charles
$4,000 weekly.
$9,000 in the opening weeks, then Emerson Cook, who are now ahead
and back.

Ben

Fuller theatres, which

How-

ard claims, has been distinctly prof>
(Continued on page 37)

L A. NITERY IN LABOR
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fall.

Red;

.

Sir

Hotel

To Tour East with Shubert Backing

$6,000 level. Theatre's

,

Along with the diplomatic factions
over the world. Hitler's q>eech

all

Howard's Befleetlons

UNIONIZATION

Fay Show Quits N. Y. Deeply

slippy to the

——

f

LOEW%

distinctly

Patron Charges Cafe Op
Beat Him; Sues for 106

Address on Friday Seen

Affecting S, Africa 'Hotel' Dates;

Omi SHOWS
JUST

.

of legitimate paying jobs, besides
having to donate their services at

Alex Chemiavsky has signed Ramon Navarro for a tour of personals and was 'violently assaulted' by Mithrough Canada next falL Manager chaels.
is fUso looking for nantM to tour in
Michael's answer charges Sw^ey
Australia, New Zealand and South hurled 'vile and instilting names' at
Africa this summer.
him and maliciously struck and InGherhiavsky is currently In New jured him, causing Michaels to deYork rfter eight months in Aus- fend himself. Swazey states he was
~
tralia.
knocked unconscious, suffered a
brain concussion, a cut lip that required several stitches, and head

Set

URGES CARE

:
:

Los Angeles, April 25.
The Ambassador hotel made peacs
with the union' over the past weekend and its Coeoanut Grove resumes
its dance policy May 8.
Last wetsk
the hotel management stated that the
Grove woiild be transfom>ed into an
ice rink and that transcription musle
would replace name bands, due io
labor disagreements.

The Grove's reopening show will
have Veloz and Yolanda plus Anson Week's orchestra.
Decision not yet reached whether
to re-heat deal with Benny Goodman, recently cancelled.

Toronto Cafe Denied

OK

To Reopen; Gambling
Toronto, April 25.

With police heads last week repermission to reopen the
Club Esquire after William Beasley,
owner, had been charged with keeping a gaming house, the town's

jecting

swankiest nitery

is still

shuttered.

Shutdown came when Inspector
Herb Bolton and seven officers
raided the club recently and confiscated wheels and liquor.
'

VAUDE-MIGHT CLUBS

VARIETY

84

SaranacLake

Night Club Reviews
MUSIC HALL,

L.

eral; then

A.

New Acts

By Happy Benway
William 'Butch' Knabe,

goes into his turn with

Wednesflajt April 26, 1939

who

CLEVE CAFES

3

did

his routine up here, is now chirping
at a nltery in Wheeling, West Va.

VntGINIA VEBBILI.

HAVE PERMITS

SOBfi
Michael Kelly and Rudy Plank, 6 Hinsi
of the Will Rogers staS, to N.Y. for Fox, Phlladelphl*
Virginia Verrlll, warbler on the
a hurry looksee.
The Fred McDonalds shot up to recent Jack Haley program, Is makthe Rogers from N.Y., and ogled ing one ot her earlier appearances
their daughter, Grace, who is doing here on a round as a solo chlrper.
However, she's no stranger to the
well and will return home soon.
Jean Price who got aU messed up foots.
Cleveland, April 25.
Opens with 1 Can't Give You Anyvia an auto accident, is now up and
thing But Love,' sung In French,
around at the Rogers.
George Abbey's Back Stage Club
Myra Blake and Jack Edwards are only a mild novelty. Then goes into and Freddie Morelll's
Banna Grill,
'Stardust,' always surefire here, but
one year older.
•
George Graff In from Brooklyn to Miss Verrlll hardly gets all possible two of tbe oldest downtown cafes
mitt his brother, Teddy, who's come- out of I^ as it's not quite h°er type here, were guillotined during
(Frorn Vahieit}
the
of number. Done, best by a croonybacking In a big way.
type piper, she gives it almost an latest clean-up campaign for liquor
(Write to those who are UL)
Finishes with violations.
operatic rendition.
Ralph Whitehead made his Eng'Swinging Annie Laurie Throtigh the
The
nlteries
bad
their
lish variety debut at the Stratford,
licenses
reRye,' and gets oft passively.
London, and clicked handily. Act
Femme's only fairish as a looker voked by the Ohio Liquor Control
under her present flat-white makeup Board, which hauled
was supposed to have taken 12 Pitt
oh the carpet
when caujght.
Shows occasional
minutes, but he had to stay on for
flashes of personality that might be last week about 25 operators charged
22 due to repeated encores.
cultivated with a better paint job.
with violations. Both were accused
Herl»,
of running wide open after the 2:30
Picture extras, with no work, were
a.m. curfew. Back Stage Club may
being farmed out by the casting
sell Its site and fixtures to another
ALICE KAVAN
agencies for commercial purposes.
syndicate, according to Abljey.
Danelnf

Leah Leture, whose voice

is

better

than his gags.

Most of the other routines are
Los Angeles, April 18.
At Herman, Ted Blakely, Lucille terpsichorean, ranging from taps to
Lehnuin, Wirthman Twins, Bromley a production number in which
Boys, Foley & Leture, Bonnie Lind, Gypsy Glenn climbs out of a cofFln
Edythe Revlon, Ruby La Crist, and does a vampire dance. Ruby
Cypsy Glenn, Carta Shaw, Donnelt
(Continued on page 37)
.

&

Floradora

Herrick,

Sextette,

Gilbert's orch (6).

Peggy

Here we have vaude making a
comeback between two slices ot rye
and a mug of suds. Presented in
the Continental manner. It has Its
moments, but there are too many
inveighing against its sucthe credit side is the olio,

factors

On

cess.

which

is

Spot's

Park

okay as vaude goes.
location in the Westlake

district is off the

of the night owls.

It's

beaten path

neither

town nor Hollywood.

'

down-

Room

has

been dark for years since demise of
Cafe de Paree, There's little ventilation and, with summer coming
on. It'll be shunned for the more
airy bistros. Just why Al Schwartz
and George Fawcett chose this time
of the year to break In a jinx joint
There's not
is for them to answer.
one outstanding feature to put it
over. Customers pay 50c to watch
the show and dance on stage, the
buying of food or drink being op-

REVOKED

'

15 YEARS AGO^

Nitery Folds

Seen Stayed By

Modeling, etc.

Conventioii Biz

Inde'pendent vaude for the

summer

looked good for the first time In
years.
In previous seasons more
Pittsburgh, AprU 25.
than 70% of the .theatres bad shut
Expected folding of many nlteries
tionaL
Programmed are 16 acts. Including during the hot months.
here at beginning of hew booze
repeats in the second half. Some atperiod
May 1 won't devellicensing
tempt Is made at production and the
CliSord C. Fischer sued Nlklta op after all, except perhaps In a few
costumes of the line girls are crisp BaliefT and Morris Gest, charging minor and virtually unknown situaand fresh, which is quite a departure
weren't
obvious unReasons
tions.
fraud
contract
on. a
he had with
hereabouts, but not a selling point
til Pittsburgh (^Jrtventlon Bureau reAl Herman, blackface mimic, is stiU Baliefl.
leased Its regular bulletin last week,
singing Ida' and telling the same old
the
big getannounces
more
will
have
Foley
The
town
Eddie
jokes.
Ann Harding replaced Patricia togethers here this summer than at
acts and whoops up things in genGollinge In Sam H. Harris* producany time In Its history. Hotels are
tion of :The Horse Thief,' which
practically solid from the
booked
starred George Marion. Show clicked
end of June until well Into Septemin its Chicago tryout.
ber and cafe owners are expecting a
general bonanza downtown.. SumOutside of 'that famous smile' by mer's usually poison to the Golden
Herbert Marshall and a generally Triangle sites, with most ot the biz
good cast, including Ralph Forbes going to the roa^houses.
and Marie Tempest, 'Far Above RU'
In several cases, biz has been so
bles' showed little prospect ot SUC'
bad that some cafe owners weren't
ceeding in its London bow.
sure they could raise the money for
renewals. However, the conlicense
HAMILTON
with JEAN
'Leah Kleschna,' the old Minnie vention dope sent them out to beg
and BOB DU HART
Maddern Flske vehicle, was revived borrow or steal so they would be
by William A. Brady at the Lyric prepared to cash In on the influx.
BRISTOL, HIPPODROME
theatre, New York. Cast Included
Arnold Daly, Helen Gahagan, Kath'
erine Alexander, LoweU Sherman
Fire Destroys Nltery
MAY 1st
and Arnold Korff.
Delevan, Wis., April 25.
The Delevan Gardens, nitery here,
A new-sized film, perfected by was destroyed by fire Saturday (22).
George K. Spoor, was believed ready
Repairs were being made in prep"Heart of the Loop'*
to revolutionize the film Industry.
aration for its opening next monUi.

JOE

TERMINI
LONDON

BREVOORT HOTEL
Madison, east of LaSalle, Chicago
;

Special Theatrical Rates

'

Those who saw Mary Plckford's
'Dorothy Vernon' of Haddon

latest,

Hall,' in

New

Orleans, weren't parby the picture.

ticularly impressed

Betty Jane Rhodes warbling with
Matty Malneck's crew at Cafe Lamaze In Los Angeies.

8 HIns.; Two
State-Lake, Chlesge
Exceptionally fine

dance

who can play anywhere,
theatres,

single
nlteries or

Montlcello Club, supposedly a prl«
vate and chartered organization, also

was knocked

and evidences a guaranteed who.

off

by

reported,

It's

state

raiders,

were

served

brand of stage entertainment. Two drinks after hours.
numbers, and both solid with fliash
and deliveir.
Gal has color and 'style In her
Jack Pomeroy rounding up a girl
work and makes every gesture count show for the 365 Club, S n Fran>
for audience results. Initial item Is
a ereat flash bit In white top hat Cisco, opening May 11.
and tails. Modem strut number that
socks over In fine fashion. By switching hats and adding a cape, the girl
does a clean-cut metamorphorsis into
a Snanish cape dance routine. Handles cape with agility for a fine eyeful for any audience. Special music
and arrangement are a great asset
throughout the act. It's a turn that
is suitable for the finest of cafes and
theatres.
Gold.

On

the air with
RubinofT and

hit orchestra

Bpoamnd

Rez

1 1
dras
tore* . . • Coa«tt»-CoMt . . . UttO

and ens
works IMr

FOTTB JAYS
Mimics
7

ttu

bjr

thoound Ugsett-

oetS< *i

S. eth.

Ml US.

Fox, PblladelptaU
Four lads are currently getting a

week at the Fox as recompense for
winning a recent local talent quest
With a guitar their only mechanical
they vocalize swell imitations of
bands.
Rather nice looking
quartet. Is nicely dressed, but meshes
only mildly. Principal difflculty Is
a lack of varied material. Like many
ams, they can do only one thing.
They do it fairly well, but it needs
some additional novelty to break It
up. Their takeofls embrace Kyser.
Busse, Glen Gray, Tommy Dorsey,
Heidt and Clyde McCoy. Mimicry
of the brasses, as in Busse, Dorsey
and McCoy is the tops.
aid,

name

ART BORAN

Tounv Arthur Bonn tba

nilinlc-coinedltii- li

one cf thtt most consistent eoterlaloen on th«
loud ipeaker . . . DINTY 1>0YLE. N. Y.
Joumil-ADierlcAD.

^^^^

Dir.:

Col u m b

!

Broideut

I

Im.

Art I iti.

n•

.

GEORGE FORMBY
Or«H*4 by

SIDNEY
FISHER
Shaftesbury Avenue
76/77

show.

.

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

With some additional work to get
fresh angles, act could be made
worthwhile for an early spot on any

Best Coffee in England

Herb.

QUALITY INN

OMo Cnrfew
Elyrla. O, April 25.
Elyrla's nlteries are expected to be
hit hard with tha enforcement next

Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

week

of the city's ordinance banning
all music and broadcasting after
midnight where food or drink Is
sold.

The ordinance provides a penalty
of

A.

&

LYONS,

S.

from $1

to $50 for violations.

The

THEATRE

WANTED AT ONCEI
_

MIND READINO OR COOC ACT*

U

Write BniH KIW C*giN«y,
Wm«
Stmt, New Ymk, N. V.^tb* StulH

uluto.

of the

STARS

Inc.

ANNOUNCE
The remdvcd of their
York Offices to
515 Madison Avenue
PLoza 3-5181

New

BOOKING AGENCY

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX

Casting Department

MARGARET UNLEY

160 WEST

ROBERT KENNEDY

HOLLYWOOD

46™

ST.

NEW YORK

LONDON

J

H

.
•

.

L U B

OENERAl MANAGER

SIDNEY

H.

I

N

PiERMONT

BOOKINO MANAGES

„
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VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

Wednesday, Aprfl 26, 1939

to fill vaude dates and they add materially to success of the bill.
Rhodes, in addition to warbling
several tunes and clowning, acts as
VtoHn, Frot* Nototeki, con- m.c. and does a capable job. His
EffilVti Duerler, RocJcettes, ringing is not so forte, however

MUSIC HALL,
mSSio

SeSnm

N. Y.

COLISEUM, LONDON

London, April 16.
Poul Bemy, Betty Driver, Bertha
WtUmott, Yvonne Amaud, Jack MelPatricio
McGrath, Horace
Goldin, Murray & Money with Eric
Edgley & Clem Dawe, Edna Lus'
combed Mae Knight, Joe Termini,
during which time she has achieved Darmora La Vie Porisienne Dancers.
.

robust but he gives the pay customrSrcittb. COTTW de Ballet; 'Dark ers plenty for' their adinisslon.
revlevBed in Vahiett,
Miss Starr, tiny songster, is back
Victon/* <W^''
at the Par after about three years,
Horch 15.

ford,

runs exceptionally quite a national rep singing over
The headline' attraction at the
week, due to the length uie air with pop name bands. Gal Coliseum this week
is Yvonne Aris
full
of personality and has
about everything it takes. The way naud, weU-Imown comedy star here;
she puta over her tunes in swing- in an Edwin Burke playlet 'You
Can't
Beat Them.' It is new to this
time leaves nothing to be desired.
country, but is probably one of
Opening of show is flash tableaux, Burke's old ones, with a cast of
participated in by the 20 house Fan- three wife, husband and friend.
fhlses.
doings is a chonettes, with femmes then going Miss Arnaud plays the wife, Jack
«l minutes of fleah
Into a coloiful and well executed Melford the husband, and Patricia
Sappy roUer-skating act The stage routine. Rhodes is brought on for McGrath
the friend.
Husband is
of
Utle
SSsination^ takes the
faitroductory dancing- with various
w^nte to Spring* and climaxes this members of the group and proceeds stingy on wife's, allowance, but inclined to be generous to the friend
greeting with a repetiUon
vocalize and clown.
seelcs contributions to charity.
Sthe Music Hall's standard spec- to Pinky Lee is a hoke comic aided who
These turn out to be sums of money
Time on the Pototacle, "Blossom
by semi-straight man and attractive which the friend turns over to the
femme, latter doing some nifty danc- wife to enable her to pay her dressthe opening inning, Evelyn ing.
Comedy is of the infectious
scarcely worthy
Duerler lifts a dulcet soprano to a type and scores decisively, with Lee maker's bills. It is
Kwdelay on Tulip Time' and, from uncorking some dexterous stepping of Miss Amaud's talents.
Next in importance is Horace
show-windows lining the boxes on tor his finale.
Goldin in an up-to-d e illusion act
there
either side of the auditorium,
Then Judy Starr, followed by
emerges a parade of mannildns clad George Downey, tramp comic cyclist which is sufficiently intriguing to
hold the audience in- closing spot
With the scenic
In Dutch costumes.
reminiscent of Joe Jaclcson, and "rhe remainder of the show is interUckground featuring a Dutch windtogged^ In the Suite humorous In his own right spersed by Murray and Money,
iiiUl, the Rockettes,
lowney works with a. brealuway old-time cross-talk comedians, augsaine nugget of fashion, take over bike, uses the timewom interfering
mented by Eric Edgley and Clem
the next few minutes for an assort- cuff gag, and clowns his way in pan.
Dawe, who are billed as Australia's
ment of softshoe dancing and high- tomime to -a big finish.
foremost comedians. They are asUck drilling.
Closing has Jimmy Dickie, car.
Harry Leech and Betty are given toonist surrounded by the Fan. sisted by Edna Luscombe and Mae
Knight, and the six of them work
a park setting for their whirlwind chonettes, doing a series of draW'
through the acts of several others.
toutln». of roller-skbte acrobatics.
few ings which are reflected on a screen If Messrs. Edgley and- Dawe are in
•Stila team of youngsters go a
'Windup is a patriotic reali^ Australia's 'foremost come,
above the conventional back stage.
notches
ensemble, with the gals forming a dlans,'. the Antipodes does not coil'
triclu of the trade and sock home
relief map of the United States tribute much:
huge
Their style of work
more
the
profusiota
in showmanly
and sending every)>ody away "bip- is oiitmoded and they resort to the
dlfUcult variations in arm roUs, bodv
Edua.
hip-hooraying.'
old skit 'Do you know what we do
swings and muscle controls. Leech
with strawhata here?' jumping upon
comes to
is even different when It
the victim's headpiece.
performing the handkerchief pickThe laughing hit of the program,
m>> He whirls around until his nose
in a late spot is Joe Termini, who
can't l>e more than an inch from
now works with a man. and woman
the floor.
„
22.
April
Minneapolis;
-etty and
for
a finish.' The girl is
Peerce
Following, item brings Jan
Kin^a orch (13), Peppino sings well, and the man a lanky
Wayne
a
for
together
Club
Glee
the
and
"The & Caille, Dean Murphv, Lynn, Royce loose-limbed hoofer. On their own
of
arrangement
pleasant
TUs all & Vanya; 'I'm from Mxssouri' (Par). they would be hardly strong enough,
lla^auerade Is Over.'
but are very competent assistants to
blends neatly into the finale, which
'Wayne King has dropped down the somnolent melodist
hag the house ballet disporting ItShow opens with Paul Bemy, a
radio popularity ladder, accordself rhythmically and gracefully be- the
French juggler, who manipulates
fore an impressive scenic replica of ing to recently published standings,
tennis
rackets, Indian clubs, ete.,
trees
cherry
Washington's Japanese
but he undoubtedly will climb ace while doing Russian stepping. He
in blossom, the Potomac and the
high in vaudfllm fans' estimation If works rapidly for a brief turn withOdec.
Capitol's dome.
he tours with his present show. out stalling and earns well-deserved
Bet^ Driver is a single,
Showmanship, 'music and a bit of applause.
comedienne who apes Grrde Fields
vaudeville, all exceptionally good, negligibly.
Bertha Willmott is a
add up to one of the 1>est band unit torch singer who does some radio
work.
She
depends upon ancient
season.
this
here
play
22.
offerings to
Chicago, April
George Bauer & Co., Jue Fong, In staging, lighting, swift pace and popular tunes, asking the audience
to join in. 'Wby is it tliat all torch
Alice Daum, Alice Kavan, Jack LaaU-around quality, this presentation warblers carry chiffon dusters in
Vler, Fla00 & Arnold, Dich & Dot
Remy, Jaclcson, Stoiie & Reeve; rates tops. Other radio and nitery their right hands and' wave Uiem
about while vocalizing?
Three Musketeers' (20th).
ttands contemplating theatre excurThe Darmora La Vie Parlslenne
sions might do well to take a leaf Dancers, h.o. from last week, have
Lot of show here for the custom- out of long's boolc
a shorter and slightly altere" rour
EUght standard acts and
.'Or's money.
Firstly, of course. King has a tine, but still feature the Can-Can
really
a good picture at 40c. top is value bang-up orchestra comprising
quadrille, which is their best numfirst-rate musicians whose playing I>er.
And through i'-t most of the
In anybody's town.
Secondly, armerita high praise.
George Bduer and Co. opens the rangemente are superb. But, with- evening come Murray and Mooney
and their Australian prototypes In
bill with their novelty dance work out the skillful selection of numbers, efforts to do funny bits like the
and the Palladium's Crazy Gang.
Jolo.
and go over neatly for the getaway. the production artistry
masterly manner the show is put
Around for a long time, 'it still a together and run off, it still might
good novelty singer In a family hie just another stage band.
house is Jue Fong, who sells him-'
There are only three acts ^two of
self nicely with ms pop vocalizing. which classify as dance turns—but
Jack LaVier is another playable each is a show stopper. Band plumWashington, April 21.
novelty in vaude with his inan on bers provide most of the show, but
Arthur Godfrey's Retnte with the
the flying trapeze' comedy perch there's no surfeit King eschews the
Stapletons, Mary Russell, Kotherine
tarn.
VThlle tecluilcally ai. acro- corny entirely and makes only two
Westfield, Cardini, Ames tt- Arno,
batic turn. It is really a comedy concessions to Jive fans—'Hold Tight*
monolog routine hapdled for good and "TaranteUa* at the perform- Phil Lamplcin's house orch; 'Let
Freedom Rinif (M-G).
variety results.
ance's' start and finish, respectively,
Outstanding for class and distinc- "niree violins and two clarinete make
Arthur Godfrey, whose spieling,
tion is Alice Ravan (New Acts) with for smoothness of tone.
It's the
and m.c.'ing have kept him
ber bright and solid dance act Flagg sweet and soft music that has warbling
far
and away the top figure in local
and Arnold are a serious hand-to- brought King fame, yet It possesses
radio for years, has gathered up his
band acrobatic team. They make a more snap and life than his precrew, inixed it with three
ether
good appearance, but have a rather vious contributions.
standard acts and' the house orch,
slow turn. Alice Dawn sings pop
There are bizarre back drops to and, with Gene Ford, Loew's disongs energetical]^.
give atmospheric emphasis to sev- visional producer, has emerged with
For soUd audience reaction to ac- eral of the band numbers and varia revue as varied as it is informal.
robatics there are Dick and Dot ous
striking lighting eflecte are Granted it would need plenty tightRemy. The gal in this act has grown cleverly employed throughout King ening
to click In a non-Godfrey
to Mack-trucklsh dimensions in the is a gracious and self-effacing m.c,
town, ifs right up the alley of the
£ast couple of years, and .lier ability conducting unobtrusively and taking
customers here. Red-headed favordeficiency,
> still come through with acrobatic
a whirl at the sax. One
ite son lias dabbled in nearly every
q)lits, flip-flops, etc., makes her an however, is the lack of at least one
entertainment field, but sticks to
excellent novielty.
The young man feminine or male vocalist King
pose as regards vaude.
u also an asset with Kis acrobatic himself croons one number but amateur
working strictly as a radio star out
stunting,
espedally with novelty hardly scintillates in that capacity. of his element and keeping audience
gadgets such as band-skates, handPeppino and Camille are the° first on his side throughout
8tUts,etc.
act after the oreh's initial session.
Pit band Is banked on, full-stage
Jackson, Stone and Reeve do a They're a smooth, polished ballroom with (Godfrey's radio mainstays, eleciltue of everybody and everything ?iair, popular here as a result of a
tric organist Johnny Salb, and viand manage to do an act Stone does
engthy Minnesota Terrace nitery braphonist Bee. Clements, in the
Barry Ritz (unannounced) and Jim- engagement Dean Murphy gives a center, above Godfrey's piano with
my Durante (announced). Jackson new twist to' his iinpersonations by neon-lighted keytward:
(Godfrey
oog himself and Reeve comes in embodying them into a monolog that opens 'With band, alternating beWth a good solo tapping routine, carries hm» from one to another tween piano and banjo in variations
un the Durante impersonation, the without interruption, and with a of ^Avalon.' He then brings on
uKe schnoz is not necessary, since semblance of continuity. It's mimicry house maestro, Phil Lampkin. who
stone indicates abOlty to work such
at its best Murphy's material being waves the stick for the Stapletons,
^|^'^''*tl<'° without any make- exceptionally good, too, althou^ who follow with smooth, sophistiup
somewhat off-color In several spots. cated pantomime and ballroom taps.
Business good last show Friday The act furnishes plenty of laughs Kids are good looking and well
Cold.
and the customers are loath to let dressed.
Godfrey takes it again to introduce
Murphy go. His curtain speech is a
Salb and Clements, and then brings
knockout
The oreh's next numl>er is Deep on his other air feature, Mary RusL. A.
Piirple,' which calls into play an- sell, attractive blonde soprano, who
Gal
Peppino
and
with 'Sweethearts.'
pleases
other bizarre backdrop
Lo« Antreles, April 20.
and Camille for more posturing and then dons old-fashioned bonnet and
SrUc Rhodes, Judy Storr, Plnkv prancing. Then the outfit goes into shawl and Godfrey gets into derby
,
•?fe * Co., George Downey, Jimmy still another composition of one of and mustaclie for comedy ditty concerning Agatha and Wulber going to
FanchonetUs; 'The Ladt/** its own members 'Annaiielle.'
S£!?*4.
from Kentuckv* (Par).
Lynn. Royce and 'Vanya are click the St Louis World's Fair, a little
knockabout comedy adagio dancers. long. Gal goes straight again to sing
Film colony and radio was drawn The femme of the trio Is whirled Summertime,' with Godfrey warfpr two top-liners on current from one man to the other for a bling Interpolations of 'Snowball, My
weeK s stage show in persons of, Erik thrilling finale.
A hot orchestra Honey* to strong finish.
«nodM and Judy Starr, respectively. swing number, Tarantella,' Is a
Godfrey next brings out Katherine
addition. Pinky Lee & Co, not lively finish to the show.
Westfleld, who works puppets. Hoofpo^mmed, are Just back from House was two-thirds full at open ing doUs include rhumoa dancer,
Australian tour en route to London Ing.
clown, Alice-Blue-Gown warbler and
Rees.
State

show

short this

•

picture (104 mins.), but all
ol the
and personaUStandby departments
get Into the proceedties manage to
to hold their XranJngs long enough
Also buttonhooked into the
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Donald Duck on

35

STATE,

skates, all scoring,

N. Y.
Cardini takes it next for usual sodc
suave deception stuff, .^yanlcing cards
and lighted cigareta out of midair as
George Givot, Eddie DeLange's
always, but adding a shifting bOM- orch, Carroll
Howe, Neila Goodtonniere and flame-shooting matches, elle. Five ElginS, Elissa Cooper.
which are new.
Maurice
Maryear 'Stagecoach
Godfrey warbles 'Turkish Delight' (UA).
aided by Lampkin in fez and sheet
Song is one he does over air regufive-course vaudeville buffet of
larly and in person it is Just as sock.
regulation
service,
this show enterAlso warbles his latest composition,
'Grandma's Minuet' a sentimental tains sufficiently well to suit as supr
plemental fodder with 'Stagecoach'
ditty.
Ames and Arno bust on for the (UA), on second-run here after a
finale with their gamut of slapstick two-week date at the Music Hall rehoofing and nut verses, leaving out cently. Drau^t Is the picture and
none of the stock stuff and adding Givot, plus Eddie DeLange. Lastplenty of their own ideas. Godfrey mentioned has buUt up bis following
through broadcasting since first
gets in on some hoke at the finish.
caught at a 52d street bistro. A comBiz oke.
Craig.
paratively new orchestra, having
been organized last summer, DeLange has Just closed 'with the
K. C.
Ptiil Baker progiam on the air waves
and is now going oiit on theatre

&

&
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TOWER,

Kansaa City, April 22.
Orrin Tucker's orch, with Bonnie
Bafcer, Lorraine Sisters (3), Bodyguards (4), Roger Burton, Melba
Ccrdes, Vero Fern, Vic Hyde; 'Winner Take All' (20th).

The Tower
week with one
.

shows.

is

of

a

It's

in the swing this
its infrequent stage
semirunit arrange-

ment of Tucker's organization with
a duo of added acts, and mounts up
to a sizeable entertainment package.
the secctad appearance of this
in six months.

It's

crew here

Following a pop song opening.
Tucker, as m.c., calls the. Lorraine
Sisters, trio, to lead off the vocaling.
Their hoteha harmonizing is supported by the Bodyguards, male
foursome, featuring Gilbert Mershbn. Arrangements are novel and
the group clicks nicely.
Second spot is taken by Vera
Fern as a straight single with a
short aesthetic acrobatic routine.
Band then offers ita l>est novelty feature,
illustrating
various rhythm
s^les from dark stage with colored
lighta representing several insbu.
ments. Number clicked well in for
mer appearance aiid with few
changes this time is still solid.
Mershon's solo is. the entree for
the glee club ensemble of dozen

male

dates.

The DeLange crew of 13 men, some
whom double for vocals, are supplemented by the slnginv EUssa CooHudsonand by
the ballroom team of Maurice and
Maryea, recently back from Europe.
Popular swing' number, with moderation of brass, and novelty songs are
featured.
DeLange, lyric writer of
numerous tunes, liatest being 'Heaven
Can Walt' wears tails and is the
more dignified type of leader.
Miss Cooper does one number with
DeLange, a cute thing, as well as
two very clever novelty songs. 'Eagle
Eye Flnkel* and 'What tMs Coimtey
Needs Is Food*. She is a nersonable
youm; miss from the South, who
clears the hurdles neatlv as a swing
singer.
Maurice and Maryea's two
dances are both excellent besides

of

per, with the original Will
Eddie DeLange orchestra,

being distinguished by

in.i;enlous

rou-

tining,

Givot back from abroad, has added
some new materiaL the Greek diaround Marc Antony and
alectics

Cleopatra belne nartlcularly effecCrack about how long It's going to take us to get' into another
Is sour grapes, but otherwise the
Givot turn Is beyond reproach in any
tive.

war

W»v.
No. 3
is

Is Neila Goodelle, and No. 2
the team of Carroll and Howe.

voices, crew sticking to pops Both acta fit requirement*;, adeouatetime and winding up with their ly. Buddy Carroll and Jean Howe,
Tower Blues' specialty, strictly for an effective comedy-dancing combilocal interest
Roger Burton, band nation, carry material that te a vital
fiddler, gets an inning .to play his asset for them. Mis.<* Goodelle. who
own composition, 'Fly in the Fiddle.' jiings in one at a mlke and also at
The catehy novelty tune Is illus- the piano upsteee. Is no smash, but
trated by toe dancing of Melba does new as well as old number.<: in
Cordes, but music takes the spotlight a autte sast.sfactory m?nner.
She
Burton has written himself a small mpkes a eood appearance.
repertory of similar tunes and could
Real old-time vaude flavor Is lent
be made a stronger feature of the bv the Five El«Ins. hat and Indian
organization.
'>inh iiioTierg, who are good at their
TMq f,nt
High spot of the show is the war. ' '•/»
been n'nving
bling of Bonnie Baker. Style is her aroimd a long, long flme.
Char.
chief stock, 'Specially for You' and
'Sweet Little Headache* aptly illustrating her type.
Personalizing
N. Y.
the songs la large reason for long
this

—

EMBASSY,

list

(NEWSBEELS)

of encores deinanded.

Next-to-elosing Is assigned to Vic
Hyde, added act with his one-man

band

Features playing of
multiple instrumenta at same time,
act building all the way.
Finale
playing of fonr trumpets simultaneously 'registers.
routine.

Band
er's

finale is built

own

strong

'I

around TuckIt's a

Need Lovin' and
More available

finish.

like this

would see more

unite

fieah In the

Tower.

Exhibitors have lately started asking with more frequency what has
happened to the newsreels. The general opinion is that are thev are
less newsy than they used to be, as
Judged by what the common opinion
of news u, and that too many Issues
are nothing but a lot of fiddle-faddle.
Because of handling, together witia
the editorial fearlessness with which

the March «f Time approaches ita
subjects, exhibitors are apparently
willing to pay. many times ttie rental
for this monthly reel than for others.
Although the newspapers are full
Pat Rooney, Walter V/alters, Lee of hot news these days, the newsreels
Royce, Lucky Sisters (2), Rosalie, aren't Tendency of picture comMitts & Shea, Ben Nelson's band (6): panies to avoid wis and that refus'/
a Crinfinal' (Mono) and ing to let their editors go after hot
stuff without restriction, is no doubt
'Texas Wildcats/' (Indie).
responsible, niere Is no question but
This bill looks like the swan song that newsreel editors can get most
for the.Shubert There will tie no of the real news and present it withmore vaudeville under the present out regard to ita controversial asmanagement after this bill closes. pects, or fears of complaint but they
After two weeks with a more expen- apparently aren't permitted to do
sive outlay, a moderately-budgeted this.
The current jvogram of 54 clips
policy went in. It pleases the customers despite number of singles here this week offers nothing of a
and a lightweight house band, but startling nature. It is made up mostthe trouble is that there aren't ly of routine, negligible stuff, a lot
enough customers. Also, the theatre ot which the average newspaper
A
is blanketed by too many other film would toss into the wastebasket
couple laugh Items with Lew Lehr
houses.
Pat Rooney, doing much the same another of a couple kid. boxers that
soft shoe routine he's clicked with is rather cute and some material ttiat
for years, is the bell-ringer of the is very finely photographed, stand
bill.
Annoimces that he has been out in sharp relief to the rest of the
on the stage SO years, but scores via stuff.
A forest fire In Washington and
Forced
his sheer terpsing ability.
to make speech before getting away. surf riding in Australia, former by
Mills and Shea scored with their Paramount latter Pathe, are both exstandard tumbling and knockabout ceptlonallv well shot Another that
sailor clowning, familiar for years. is a credit to the cameraman is FoxWalter Walters offers his usual ven- Movietone's piece on a Lake Michitriloqutal turn.
That record-play- gan ice-breaker, including exposures
ing over the phone and the crying at night
The following are typical of what
intant stunt soimd good.
Rosalie, whose accordion playing the newsreels are giving the public
is
familiar, retains 'Second Hun. these days:
A mechanical man; Pasadena fashgariaii Rhapsody' as one of her best
ions;
N. Y. sculptors show outdoors;
solos.
'Must Have.-Been a Beautiful
Baby' is tried vocally as well as Embassy (this theatre) cleaning up
with the accordion. Her voice is street; Prince of Iran (very old
light
'Anchors Awelgh' is a neat -tuff): Beck of Poland; Chamberlain
novelty with ita sound of marching taking a walk with a cane; some
feet and 'Bumble Bee' gives her a army recruits sailing for Panama;
parade in Milan; something In Dubtrim closer.
Lee Royce who m.c.'s the show, lin that seems to have no special sigballads 'Without a Song,' 'Eieat of nificance; Max Baer imitating Joe
and Galento, young camels and
My Heart' and 'Old Man River' in Louis
rapid succession. He has a power- bears in Iiondon zoo; shoe fadions;
ful voice and they liked him here. street clotties fashions: gaffing some
He's been working as Joe Besser's salmon in Oregon (this is very hot
Lucky Sisters, two stuff); airplane tactory in Liverpool
straight man.
colored girls, make a try at vocal- (good any time): Baltimore clipper
izing "Hold Tight' and then robustly arrives: and Mt Rainier skiing.
Nothing of great Importance congo into their tapping. -" Obviously
(Contlnued on page 38)
need plenty of furbishing;
Wear.
Quin,
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Angna Enters

Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK

(April 28)

WEEK

(April 21)

THIS
Numeral!

In connection with bills

•how, whether

Hotel White
Lou Lang Oro

Blaine Dassett

Macy
Peggy Brown

Peggy Healey

Charlie

Anita Colby
Evelyn Kelly

DeTl O'Dell
Jimmy Kelly's

Nick's

Mike Riley Oro
Sharkey Bananas Or
Larry ft Eddie
Onyx Club
John Ivlrby Ors
Lee Wiley

Mary Lane
Tanya

week

Lee Leslie
Gerrl White

Carter ft Schaub
Terry Shannon
Peggy de la Plante

Paradise.

Danny HIgglns
Hawkins
Vaugh Comfort

Provmciai

Gonz'les

CITX
>EW TOBK
(»)'

Pearl Roblna
Norma Gallo

State

M

Dora Bros &
PanI Nolan
Catherine 'WeatfleM

Ttt&n S
Bradley Martia

FraAdB Faye

VTASHINOTOH-

& Ames
J(ORFOLK

IiewlB

Eleanor Powell

Oapttel (Zt)

'
.

Al Gordon Co

Orauman Co

Saul

EDINBrilOH

Renara
Jay Marelle
Desmonds ft Clair
Douglas Rex

ATLANTA

Cabaret

Knight

SIk

ArmaiMo's
Buddy- Clark* Oro

m
KEW TOBK

Marie Bpaulding
pat Kennedy

Bamey

Brown

.

'

Leonore Sola
Molly Pearson
Marian Baxter
Gertrude Pershing

Letty'Kemble

Moya

BOSTON

Novas
John Payne
4

Hudson Wonders

Jim

nilm Tlmblln

Johnny Woods
Vli«nlans

Red Norvo &
Troy &• Lynn

& Ware

Stafford d» Lodlse

'

'

(!1)

Jimmy Dorsey Oro
Frank ft G Hubert
Don Rice

COLCMBrS

I>on Rice

Phillips

Spike- Harrison

Rudy Madison
Bill Quentmeyer
'Steven Isles

George Tonak
Harry Donnelly
Arthur Benan
Harold Wlllard
.

Joan Sayls Co

Don Cortez
Cafe Bavlnl
Melvin Pahl
Hay wood. ft Allen

Warner

Bob McCoy
Lysbeth Hughes

NEW TOBK

CITY Bob Rlpa

Strand. (28)
.Fred Waring Oro

.

4

Willie

Jays

Co'

Fox

.

Shayne

(28)

Tony Martin Oro

Armstr'g

ft

Joe Mandel

Allen ft Kent
Capt TIebor's Seals
Jack Johnson

(21)

Juvelys
TacopI Tr

Ifarlon Talley

Wm

Gene Sheldon

Charlie Carrer

Iris

Dale WInthrop

ft

Wayne

Vincent Lopez Oro
Betty Hntton

(21)
Virginia Verrlll

Gae Foster Gls

Danny Drayson

Lambertqns
Ben Blue Co

Abbott

ft

Patricia Bills

Chatcaa Hodeme
Paul Bass Oro

Boxy

CITX Charles Masters
Belva White

(28)

Art Jarret
Dick, Don ft D
Frank Paria
Freddie Craig Jr

PATBBSON
MaJeatle (28-M)

V

Mikado

ATLANTA

PHILAnET.rHIA
Cannaa (28-28)
Nellie Amaut Co

BALTnrOBB

Jack Leonard
Mathea Merryfleld
Sally Keith

Dawn
'
.

Darrow

ft

,

Boxy (21)
_
Helen Morgan
White ft Manny
Frank Payne
Pansy the Horse

Mack, Wllkey

.

(Two

State (S»-2)

'

Bun-Bay Rev

Hippodrome

(28)

BIttmorettes
'

ft

Rognan

Prank Gr.by
John Boles

Wllll'nis

MILWAUKFE

Ganchot

Hotel

'

Lamb
Tomm^ Paiiford
Gil

Sis

ft

Toy

.

Jean Hammond
Herbert Renard
t Jordans

3

Week

of April 24

Astoria

Rhodes ft Lane
Domlnloa
4 Wllkys
Max Co

CAHDBN TOWN

Perel

Blue

flranads

Hon NIcht at, 7
EAST HAllI
Pmaler

4

Playboya

Jackie

OKKBNWICH
'

Oranaila

Bemardi Co

BAHMRRAMim

OhnmoBt
Gautler Co
'

.

HaU

Peter Brough

Rhodes

aananont

& Lane

LBWISHAM

ft Ch'rles
5 Musketeers

CLAPHAU

Mary H,

ISLINGTON

Marg'rlte

Beams Co

ft

Oaumont
Oro

Billy Cotton

BHEPH'Rnn Bl'SB
Pnvillori

Fred Sylvester Co
Lovelle

Reggie Redoline
.

BTBATFORD
Broadway

4 Playboys
Jackie Co

'

teOTlNO
Oranaila

Harry Armstrong
Elizabeth Murray
El Chico
Elllseo Grenet Oro
Fantasia Novla
ft Maravllla

Joylta

Romero Gomez
Dnmlnguez

Paqulta
Dorlta

ft

Valero

El H»ro<*eo
Val Ernie* Ore
Fansons Door
Teddy Wilson Oro
Faye
Frances

-

Qreenwleh Village
.Casino

Hnghle Greene Oio Don Ravel Oro

Sonny Kendls Oro
Lopez Oro
Versalllea

M

Bergere Oro
Mltzl Green
Panchlto Oro
D'AvaloS Dancera
.

Meyer's Cellar

Lou Valero
Walter Donahue
Billy Buma Co

Martha Kovaoa
Gypsy Lopez
Barbara Byton
Lydia Bhrenberg

Whirling Toy

Geo Morris Oro
Paloma

Paris

Charlie Murray Ore

I'atrlcia

Russell

ROXY,
Week

April 28«lt

(Irldlnm Boom)
Charles Baum Ore
Sam Jarvis
Brie Relter

Don Marion Oro
Simpson Sle
Dorothy I.«wIb
Hotel Tatt
Enoch Light Ore
Peggy Mann
Oeorce Hines
Bmltb Howard
Light Brigade

J.

LEDDY

Hotel

tvaldorrAstorla

(Empire Roomi
Hal Ksmp Oro
Maxine Gray
(Serl

Boom)

Bmll Coleman Ore

Florenlihe Garden

Sla

Cafe Callcnte

Pancho

Maurice Kosloff Co
Bmll Basso Ore
-

Frank HeboHllon's
Cabanola
Bduardo Cbenez
Joe Barrls Ore

c

Luz Oaequez-

Bddle Agullar Orr
Cafe La Maze
Park Are. Boya
Martha Mears
Malty Malneck Ore
Club Ball
George Tount
Bruz Fletcher
Club Versailles
'

Theodores
Chlcco Oro
Earl Carroll
Paul Gerrlte
Arren ft Broderlrh
A Robins,.
Igor A TanyaVivien Pay

tirace

Uayea Lodge

Jackie roglen

Grace Hayes
LInd Hayes
Joe Frisco
Charlie Foy

Lou Sailee Oro
Hawaiian Paradiw

Loretia Walker
Princess Loanna
Joe Sullivan Oro
Indigo Cafe
Bid-

.Bine Ooose
Evelyn Watera
Al Lane
Melody King

Buck Hiint
4 HiU A a Miss
.

Hotel

Brevoort

Boom)

Florence Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Orace Katrol
t^orma Ballard

BroadmoBt
Herb Rudolph Oro
Sandra

Londoneers
Chez Buckley

Eilard

Jack Frost
Val Harris
It Cafe
Cabaneros
'Don Rudolf Oro

Jerry's

Paula Tymea
Amelia
Margie Moore

-

Neville Fleesoa
Nonle Mitchell

Ji
-

Susan Miller
Beryl Wallace
Hal Chancellor Ore
3 SophlsUcaled Gls Jimmy
Kerr ft Boys
Dorothy Gerron
La Conga
Reginald Craig
Archie Bleyer Ore
Don JsrI
Bd Ounut Oro
Splk* Featberstoa*
.

Dorothy Dale
Dare Unells Ore
Chalk Robinson Ore
Bddle Roth Ore
CInb Bspana
Harry Hynda
Bob Durfre*
Dick Hauss
Joe Hardy
nee Jones
Russ LIndgren Ore
Colony CInb
Tacht Club Boys
Jose Mshzanares ot
Lew FIdler Oro
Coloalmos
Ads Leonard
Roy Rogera
Bill Baird
Natalie ft How
Betty Robin
Harry Rose,
Lllka Kadlmova
Pronaph Gls

Hollywood 4
Henri Gendron Ori
CInb Dellsa
Sam Robinson
Henrlene Barker
SmItty ft Black
Lorraine Brown
Wesley Long
Albert Sears
Connie Morrow
Chippie Hill

Brown

Geo Surprenant

Allan

Harold Osborne

it

Dolores

'

Jerome

ft

Brown
Willie

Charles Isnm
Partello Gls
Red Baundere Ore
CoDgress Hotel
(Glass

Hat Bm)

Slssle

.

Johnny Howard
Rider Sis
Orace McCarthy
El Dnmpo
Laurene No Vol
Bemie Green

Fay

Gloria

Marie Paul
Whlrly Ola
3 Loose Screws.
Rsy Stlebers Ore

Sam Badls

Famous Door
Esther Whittington

Bryan Wolf
Eunice Hill

Dave Malcom
Belle Baker
Ftorlne Mannera
.

NIkl NIrhols
Terry O'Toole
Al Robinson Ore
Fknnke's Casino
Wilt ilartin
Honors ft Gladlce

Bob Tinsley Ore

Oay

SO'e

Jlmmle Amea
Lew King
Colleen

Joan Rogers
June Jackson
Vanstte Gls
Pat Otis
.Bobby Danders Ore
Gay Paree
Lulu LInd
Elinor Johnson

Hanson

Alice

Oblden Spot
Sid Schapps
Charlene Baker
Hal Barber

Ulnoel CInb

Dee Downey
Renee Villon

surer Frolics'
Harry Harris
Blaine Rabey
Tony ft oene
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman
eoe oiab'
Billy Carr
Sunny Carter
Connie Faseiiaw
Boots Burns
Jean Rochelle
Dolores Del Ra*
Marg Fsber Gls
Joel ft Annstl*
-

Dletrlchs
Jessls. Rosella

Dogmar

Doily Sterling
PatriciaCollette

Perrr

Carmen
Lak*

HoBse)
Manfred Gotthelf
Naneleaa Cafe
Manclnl Oro

Ona Mayo
Owen Paul

Oro-

Trlpoll t

Sky Bock*t
Marjorie Whitney
Dictatora

Mathews A Shaw
4

Gale Lawrence
Jacqueline Alien
Art Fishers Oro
Morrison Hotel
(Ba.iton Oyster

Kings

Stevens Betel
(CoDtlBeatal Booa)
Rhythm Boys Ors

Bernhardt
Byton Gls.

O

ft

Stratosphere Clab
Princes Red Rock

Frank Barbor

Subway
Ginger Dlx
Lueille Carroll

Pinky Tracey
Margie Strong
Evelyn Reed
Bd Leon
Nappe- Gardens
-

Natasha'
Jean Stone

Ray Conlln Oro
Kay Moore
Honey Lee
Sally

Hazel Zaius
Nerd RiehardsoB
Johnny MoKaii Ore

'Sol

Robbins
Patsy Du Brae
Sharone

Bharratt

Old BeldelbcrK
Old Heidelberg Co
Octet

Robert Keaaier
Franz ft Fritz
Swiss Hill Billies

Raoul Kantrbw
Herbfe Oro

Paddock CInb
lone O'Donnell

Gladys Oeorge

Gypsy Zona
Betty Lynne
Jackie- Richard

Frances Thomas

Kent
Henry Sax Oro
Billy

Saal-4
Bernle Green
Saxon Sis

Cherl
Jules Scott
Sam Barl
Verne Wilson Ore
Thompson's 16 CInb

Ray.Rsynolds
Althea Allen
Prank ft Lola
Ruth Nix.on
Frank Donla
Patsy 'Thomas
Dot Keith OlS

Marsh McCurdy

Ruth Deane
Ilo NUea

Sammy

Frisco Ore
Ihree DoBcee

Irv Doernfleld

Diane Raye
Jay Hill
Lee Francis Oro
Palmer Hoose
(Empire Boom)
Bddle DUchIn Oro
Ruts Davia
Dick Baratow
Anderson & Allen
Burette Alexander
Abbott Dancera
Phil Dpoley Ore
Parody CInb
Flash Evans
..

Ida Brown
Dolores Shaw
Kaytherlne Atkin
Chlo Banders Ore
Play hoose'
Helen Hart
Johnny Morrlasey
Jean CookCharlene Baker
Barry Hodges Oro

Baby Dodds
Charles McBrtde
Llll

Armstrong

Lonnie Johnson
(Otr Beat Boob)
Anita O'Day

Wingy Mannone
Tramp Bd
.

Lennie. Bsterdall

Jimmy MePartland
Tower Inn
Mollle Manner
Sam Haas
Inez Oonan
Betty Story
Lee Gls
3 Hawallans
Frank Davis; Ore

Town CInb
Chet Boswell
Joe Hadden
Janet Miller

Kay Marcey
Marjory Lane
Wayne Bros
Hose Bowl
Enid Phillips
Willie Shore
S Chicagoans
Freddie Fishers Or Frankle Quatrel Ore
Selbys 2
VUla Moderae
Tondelaya ft Lopez Gladys Palmar
Ted Smith
Lillian Barnes
Tony Cabot Oro
Gladys Madden
Glenda Hope
Wlaona Gardens
Dot Adams
Sol Wagner Oro
Glgl Rsns
Buck ft Bubbles
Boyal
FroUca
Le* Harmon
Geo D Washington
Dolly Kay
Pat Allen
Jean Starr
Eddie White
Barl HInes Oro
MIta La Tour
4 Wluon Bros
Virginia Gilbert
Dusty Fletcher
Anthony, A ft H
Lucille Johnson
Leonard -Reed Ola
Al Trurh Ore
Frances West
Graemere Hotel
Mark Fisher
NIta La Tour
(Glass House Bm) Jack Hilliard Ore
-Hazel Gregg _
Toasty Pall Oro
Frolica Ens
Frank Snyder Ore
Irene Fortes
Nick ft V Collins

Lea Andrea

LeRoy Ore
Grand Terrace

Chester

Carl

Ted

Bock
Mary Taft

ft

pmi.A'nTiT.PITTA

Woody La Rush

Lorraine Vosa
Harryra N T Cab'ret
Jerry Bergren

Roberta Jonay
Dorothy Dennis
Emma Caider
Galente'ft Leonanin
Rankin Gls
Chas Bneels Oro
Art Bucklsy

Wagner

Al

Blllle

Myers

Lee Berling
illekory

Kay- Dare
Joan A Bddle

Tom Oarvey

HI Hat
Jackie Heller
Joan Abbott
3Iarle Ballero
Lois Harper

Kretlow Gls
Lang Oro

Sid

Ivanfaoe

Helen Irwin

Irvibg Vitrgraa

Mary

4

Munson

Hawallans

Keith Beecher' Ore
L'Alglon

W

Mary Clark
Dolores Lakro
Marcelia Marchand
Darlene Jonrs
Bddls Thomas

Anchorage
Jack Curtia
Tera Davis
Nitza ft Ravel
Del Rio Ore

Edna Thompson
Bellerae-^Stratford

(Main Dining B'm)
Meyer Davis Ore
(Bnrgandy Room)
Frank Jusle Oro

Ben Franklin Hotel
Inn

Gondoliers Ore

'lice

Um)

Leu

Muriel Joseph

Lolita

Johnny Banga Ore
(Peacock Bm)
Joe Vera
(Pompellan
.

Jack Roland Ore

Nyn

Bvelyh Harria

Uort tinnd Oro
.Edgewater Beaoh
Hotel
(Harlne Bosm)
Ray Herbeck Oro
De Mar ft Denies
Betty Benson
Kirby Brooks
Marine 4
Harriet Smith Gla
8SS Clab
Eddie Varzos Ore
Lucio Garcia

Janice

ft

Eleanor Daniels
Joan Costello

Alohia

MarrW

Delia Bartell

Elliott

Carlos
Betty

Clark

Johnny Morrison

Insz Scott

HUIstene
Millstone

Betty-

'

Bvans Adbrablaa
CiDb Al
Jack Spangler

Rhythm

Marguerite- Paduia

Tiny Hill Oro
DeWltt.

Elmo Tanner

Betty Story
Jean Moore
Oiga Anton
S Wood bridge
Sam Barl
Billie Rogers
Ralph LIndgren Or Buddy.
Kirhie
Ches Paree
Rooks Ellswortb

Ethele Wllnon

Uandalay

Ted Weenis Oro
Marvel Maxwell

Zerelle

Dick Buckley
Marltta Ryan

-

Brown

Jimmy

Bromberg Bd
Melody Win

-

Hotel

(Uailnese Km)
Margr'et English
Pllner ft Barl Ore

BernI* Adier

lOS ANGELES.
Beverly WUshIra

Howard Oerrard
Harry Owens Ore

Jerry Lester
Gloria King

Betty

ft

Blaekatone

IBe Burton

INAH

IjOO

Orrin

Harriet Norrla
Sadie Moor*
Jack. Irving
Pavlette LaPlerre
Allen Cole

NEW YORK

MARK

Diana Castillo
Julio Gervante

Ray Bauduo

Bddle Miller
Marlon Mann
Dorothy Claire
Oil Rodin
Don Pedro Oro

Harris Ore
CInk Abbam
Dorothy DeHoghton
Evelyn Nesblt

March
Dracken

DICE
ON

Bray

Blackhawk
Bob. .Crosby. Ore

Oliver

Irene Stanley

Mary Cohan

Jimmy Rogera

Via:

Virginia .Glbsoa'
Gloria Lee
Hadley Ola
Patricia Long
Phil Levant Ors

Cross ft Dunn
TUIage Bam
Adelaide Moffett
Howard Woods Ore Mary.Raye
ft N
Owen Williams
Jack Durant
Freda Sullivan
Janice Williams
Zeke & Elmer
Russ Morgan Oro
Polly Jenkins Co
Don Orlando Ore
Noll ft Nolan

Scats' Powell.

Jack Osterman

Diiake Hotel
(Gold Coast Boom)

Flo Whitman
Oa:* Lawrence

Oinger Wood
GeorKle La Reaa
Jlmmle Reid

.Jose

McLaaghlla's
Nell Clark

Nadja

Ann

4

(

Jeanne Hanser
Olorla Grayson

Sheila Barrett

i

Willie Solar

tire

Jack Marshard Ore
N D'Amlco Oro
Maurice ft Cordoba

-

London

'

^

Rite White
Betty Weaver'

Hon

Bermuda Boom)

Chuck Andrews

Dntdi's

Antolne ft DuBarry
Martha Wrenshell
Sylvia Tucker
Henry Simon
Stork CInb

Virginia Curtta

Plasn

Oil Phelan
Olenn ft. Jenkins
Ruby' Hill
Hotel RoMevett'
Son ft Sonny
Frankle Master* Or
Myrs- Johnson
i
Hotel Savoy-risza
Vodery Choir
Gerry Morton Ore
Diamond' Horaeshor
Hotel St, Uo'iila
Noble SiBsre Oro
Basil Fomeen Ore
Don McOrane Oro
Juqe Forrest
<
Pritzl Scheff
Zanette ft Darrel
Buddy Doyle
Dell O'Dell
MargAt nrander
Cnte de la Falx
Frank LIbuse
Tom Patflcola
Horacto Zlto Ore
Joe Howard
Collette ft Barry
Clyde Hager
Cassandra
Mangean 'Tr
Angela Velez
Delia LInd
Christina LInd
Emma Francis
Hotel St. BegIs
Lulu Bates
,

(

Jack Oray

Violet Sternberg

Oeorge West
L^ixls Dee
Phil Cblnsrd

Red Ingle

'

Patricia Cornell

Johnny Ringer
Bornlce Manning

Jark Ostermnn's
Little CInb
Roger Steele Oro
Rita -Renaud

•

Hansen

Bill

Marlon Oliver
Jack Tllson

County Washburae

(Crystal

Show Bar
(Forest Hllla)
Sheila Warren
Carol Horton

-

Kay Kyser Oro

Mllb'me Chrlst'pn'r Sister Tharpe
Tanya
Sun-Ray Rev
Katharine Perry
PBPVIDKXGE
Beachcombers

Ming

Marie Eve
Elsie Houston
Grazlella Parraga

ft Novello
Hotel Park Lane
Freddie -Starr Oro
Bob Lido
Al Harria
Hqtel Pennsylvania

Maria Del Carmen

Fay's (28)
Abbott ft .Robey
Masters ft .Rollins

.Hope Emerson

.Enrico

CottoB CInb
Cab' Calloway Ore
BUI Robliw>n

Nastla Pollakova
Daria Blrse
Marusia Ssva
Hermlne Michel
Claudia Capellova
Benia KaravaeS
Michel Mlchon
Serge Ignatenke
VolodiR Katov
Oenla Pobedlna

Le Mirage
Nina Allen
Byrnes ft Swansea
Barl, Cal ft Doug
Le Baban. Blen
Herbert Jacoby

Rosaline Lewis-

8

.

Slnda

3

Tlodale 3

(Uobohen)

Edith Dustman
Douglas .Duffy
Hotel Park Central
Will Osborne' Oro
Dick Rogers
Lynn Davis
3 Peppers

Trlnl Plaza-

BalabowBoom
Ruby Newman Ore
John Hoysradt
Gower ft Jeanne
Bddle Le Baron Ore
Joan Cartler
Boaslan Kretchraa
Tash'a Nlkagosov

Le Coq Bouge
Geo Sterney Oro
Anne Franclne

James Keogan
Ann Bronte
Wally Wanger

Ryan

Barry Wlnton Oro
Marlynn A MIcnael

Frances Connelly
Nino Nonno
larne
Bddle Davis Ore
Joseph Smith Oro

Howard Blajn*

New YoAer

Hotel

Jan Garber Oro
Vera Hmba
Nathan Walley

-

Blventde (St)
Onudschmldt Bros

Knight

ft

Raolmo

Felicia Fibres

Irving

B*>ray (2Mh only)
Swan; Dynn ft H

Marcelle

Jan Savttt Oro
Milt Herth (
Hotel UcAlpIn
J Messner Ore

Marian Farrar
George Rlxon
CInb IB
Jack White
Pat Harrington
Jerry Kruger
Judy Rudle
Prankle Hyera
Leila Oaynea
Beale St Boys
O Andrews- Ore
Clab Gaucfao
Choa Macnin Oro
Panrhlta Villa
Tarrant A Daclta

Pedro Vain

Bob Roltner
ft

.

La Marlta

.

pmwaN

Spring Time Revels
Ttorralne

S Elglns

Allen

Alma

ft'

Sands

Billy

Amy Fong

Lonergan Gls

(!7-2»)

Frank

D

ft

to flin

Fay's (27)

Swan, Dunn ft H
MllbVne (3irlst'ph'r

Roy

Gabriel
Lynn Russell

Independent

NEW TOBK

Dale Sherman
Hotel Gov. CUatoB
Eddy Mayehoff Oro
Betty Gale
Hotel Lexington
Ray' Kinney Oro
Bather Shaw
Hotel Lincoln

Sylvia ft Christian
Art Lafleur

Cnstello

Jill

.

Russ Carlyle
Ronnie' Snyder
Hotel Essex House
Ore

N Brsndwynne

Berry Bros
Kay Parsons

Richard Denzlcr

UcGrawa

Stiles

Mortimer ft B
Amelia Morales

Tanua Tsmara'Roland ft Franclne
Joe KIsh Ore

Mickey Dunn
Ann Helm

John

Ray

aeb

Osmon-

Dlsmnrek Hotel
(Walnut Boom)

HalBbow-Orilt

Ting Pin Sou s
Royal Wblrlwlnda
Lucky Sis
2 High Spots
Susan ft Christine
Jerri WIthee

Hotel EdlsOB
Blue Barron -Oro
3 Blue Notes
Ernie Straub

Debonairs

Patricia

Bill Palermo 6r«
Gloria Whitney
Harold Leonard

Iris

Hotel Commodore

Sammy Kaye Oro

Jack Cole Co

Earie (28)

FBnAADFXPHIA

B Howard

Tola GrIII
Harry-Stocbwell

WASHINGTON

Doris Rhodes

ft

James Barion
Don Barclay
Charles King

BEADmO

(21)

Astor (28-29)
Guy Lombardo Ore Floyd
Ray Oro
Gene Slieldon

Utile

Jlmpile Green Oro

:

Leon & Eddie's
Lou Martin Oro
Bddle Davis
Adrian

Art Carney
Red FerrlngtOB
Henry Dick
Jean Farnsy

Casa Hanana
Ozzle Nelson Oro
-

Squires

Perry Como
Parker Glbba

Kay Armin
Roy Deltrlch

Consuelo Flowerton
Katharine Tate
Carolyn Bell

.

Jo* Maraala Oro
Hotel Ambasaader
Dick Gasparre Oro
Vincent Brsgnle Ore
Rosalean & Seville
irtel Delmont-Plaza
Ernie Hoist Oro
3 Smoothies
Jane Claire
Belmont- Bnlladee-^
Adrian Rolllnl t
Hotel Blltm6re
Horace Held! Oro
Larry Cotton

John Paater
J.ohii BUot

Bernle Grauer

Palace. (21)

'

Raul ft Eva Reyes
Hickory Honae

Billy Lorraine

Rnthle Barnes

.Palare (28)

Roxyettes
Petch ft Deauvllls

Gaud smiths

Castllla 2

Florence Herbert

B
«

Umehoose

Arlett

BaU

Bddle Dandera
Joan Baylor
Joey Conral Ore
Silver Cloud

Wiley Ore

Barl

Bob Tank Oro

Jon
Dominie
Taras ft Mastsra
Blane ft Blaine
-Nichols ft Lucas
Ginger Weldon
The Blercer Bros
Katherlne Skldmore Dorothy Brandon
Lillian Gilbert
Chuck Foster Oro
Eric Massey
Victor Bogs
Henry Monett
Marguerite ft U
Joaquin Oaray
Rklnnay Ennis Ore
Ken Henryson
Chuck Henry Oro
Carmine

Sally

Rex Gavltts
Queen Hary
Joe Ellis' Oro

Manning

Rlta

Jimitile O'Neil

Elmer

Paris Inn

Ralph Cook

Mills

Ben Kau(
Irve Harris

Dlosa Costello
ft Dolores
Martinez ft Atonltia
La Uarqnlae

Juanlto San'bria Or
Roslta Ortega

Olfford

BlU's Cay 9V»
Bmlly Stevenson

Barbra Bow-

Swnaee Inn
Eddie Beal
Oladya Bentley
Topsy's

Qeorg* Olsen

Irene Daye
8 Jitterbugs
Carl Marx
Silhouette
Larry Forbes
Mildred Parr

Billy Hill
Fritzl Bey

Sbemp Howard
4

Gene Krupa Ore

Helen Durfree
June West

Wally Vernon
Billy Toung
Henry GalantI

Ambaasador Hotel
(I'amp Room)
H McCreery Oro

Bill Farrell

Tommy

Hotcha Drew Etsy Cooper
La Cengs
Pancho Oro
Deal Amaz' Oro
Pancho

Alice Anderson
Vera Teatom
Havana-Madrid
Nano Rodrlgo Ore

Bd

Annette Ouerlalne

Palaev (28)

Keith <27-M)

Dnckery

ft

Moors A I-^wis
Ren,/ Ore
Somerset Bonse
Harry RIngland

Art Tatum
Jack Owens
Stag* 'I' Cafe

Paloroar

Pedro de Leon 4
Jerry Gildden
Keller sis
Del Ohrel
(Panther Boon)

Liberty laa
Dick Hugos

Mathews

Tommy

Imogene Coca
Tanner Sis
Gloria Monroe
Kirk Allen
MMsaY-JL-Mlller

(Celllc Cafe)

Stuff Smith Oro
Gladys Madden
Jonah Jones

Sorrelll

CHICAGO

EDDIE BHITH
West 48tb Btnet, New Tork

Edith King
Flash ft Dash
Connie Barria

DeWoKe

Maniacs
Olorla Gerard
Eve Arden

Bill Bkriolottl'a

-A^ies

ft

Virginia

Andy

Betty Brj-ant

Billy

OallaDi'B

Angelo's Rh'.mba
Elaine Spencer

CLEVELAND

Erno Ranne Sympb

ORIOAflO

Bersch

(41)

Roxyettes
Franlcs Paria
Randall Sis
Peggy Taylor Co

Bockettes
Corps de Ballet

Bla

2t

3 Musical

Frank McFarland

CITY

Hnsle HaU <S7>
Jan Peerce.
Harry Leech A B
Evelyn Duerler

UoEtn

NOW

Bills

Doris Reed

Nellie Paley

'

FOX, PHILADELPHIA

Hill

HEW TORE dTT

GeoTKle Tappa

Co

Jack Waldron
Joe Plotksi

Ball

Billy Reyes

Paramoiint (tS)

Iis Vere-

Leo Lazaro Oro

4 JAMES BOYS

<t»-l).

ObhmKO (SB)
Clyde McCoy Ore

Hal T^Roy
Tlcl

ft

Uttle Hnagary
Valeseo'B Gypslsa
Uarrel'a

.

CHICAGO

Billy Gilbert
Shirley Ross

Beml

Wlnton

Blapsy Hazle's
Slapsy Mnzle

Leonard Keller Ore
Uarcos Daly
Kay Grsgory
Joey Lee, Oro
Omar's Dome
Lillian Gibson

Sherman Hotel
pane Ker.win Oro
(Dome)
James Hamilton
Empire Boys

Hotel La 6alle
(Blee Front Boom)
VIbra

Bddle Bush 4

.

Shakespeara
Frank Randle
Maudle Edwarda
Kerns ft Mary Lou

:

L

ft

Rays

Prince Singh
Plaee Blegaai*

Personal llanagementt

Dave Apollon Co

Xanny Ross
'

Iris
.

Gibson

Lillian

Al Molntyre

Jerry Mumson
Jimmy Brierly

Al Ferguson

Pavilion

LIVERPOOL

BIBMINOHAM
Pamnoant

Amedeo

Levante Co
Al ft Bob Harvey

Boyal
Jack Anthony

Meacham
Tommy Graham

Paramoant <26)
Henry Busse Ore

Pepper Pot
Jce D' Andrea Oro
Bob Matzl Oro

.

Hilda

KRW YORK rrrr

Rex Weber

Christine

John Rockwood
Gene Walters
Week of April 24
Kit Kat Clab
Ray Durant Oro
ABERDEEN
Bond Rowelt
TlveU
Annette Schultz. Co Dorothy Salter
Dflorea Browa
Proff Itt' ft Evans
Stanley. King
Maskelyne Co
Nora ft Peg at John Lorenzo- Rotierson
T4ddy Hale
Falrweather' ft L
Eric Palmer
Velma.' Mlddleton
Mandos Sis.
GLASGOW

Danny Kawarina
Kay Silver

LaC'nga Rb'mba Dd
Utile Club
Jane Jones
Paul Kendall
Walter Dyson

Brunell

Bob. Parker

'

Carroll & Howe
Jessica Drasonette

State (es)

Rhythm Rocketa
Amea & Arno

ft

B

Buddy &

Sid

BMSeblo Conrlatdl
Spyros Stamos
Don Quixote Oro
Enoio Bolognlnl Or

'

Richard HImber Or Charles Earl*
Hal Brown
Jack Waldron
Ted Wells Oro
Janls Andre

Montmartre Boys

Loew

beven Seas

Evelyn Steels
Jerry Galian

Uosanne Murray

Joe Capello Oro
Inga Borg
Gladys Faye
Princess Aloma

below indicate opening day of

full or split

Wednesday, April 26» I939

Monte Carlo
Ted Slraeler Oro
Bob Knight Oro
Dick Smart

Georges & Jalna
Coblna Wright. Jr

Kilpatrl'uk

(Uarden Terrace)
Red Norvo
Terry Allen
Benny the Bum's
Larry Vincent
RlmaCaChlqulta
Conchlta

(Bellmawr, N.J.)
Mary Joyce
Vince Norman Oro

Taven

Helen Doyle
Henrique ft Adrien

Dean Edwarda
LUllan Stewart
-

H

Reynolds Ors
Club IB

Johnny Toung Ore
Beverly Fisher

Bee Larry
Jimmy Lackore
Nanette
Lee Vaughn
Cafe Uoroney
Scarey Gavin
Al Cubler
_
Joe Famllant Ore
Joan ft Dolly

Peggy Gas

~!hariey Boy
Bart Hernandez
Browning Lane Inn

Cadlllae

Jack Newlon
Sunny Ray

.

Llllle

Maye

*

J«'

Doris O'Shea
Isabelle Daniels
Lorralns Wiley
Virginia Gane

Clab Horor
Phil

Kaye

3 Carltons

Jewell Bllo

Mike Jnftree

Allen Shaw
Charlie Gains Oro

'

.

VARIETY

Wednesday, April 26. 1939
Helene Sinclair

Dowa Bart
najry Roberta
Patrick

hSIt

Mme

.

-

(9>

BtyllitB

Keller Bl»

Oro
Pnrple Derby
Buck Calhoun
Margie Mealey
Jean Lamar
Jean O'Nelle

Ohlco

Kay l*Terly
Margaret^MarahftU
Virginia Howard

Andy

.

Ray

&

Martin

ErercnoD Casino
Sis

'Sea Saxon

Manor

.

Lake laa
(Clemealon)

Sliver

Bwing King Oro

Mickey Famllsat Qr
Alice Lucey
-Florodora Sextet

June Davis
Dorothy Tanner
Betty McKee
Francis Irenes

lAne

Fronkle •Falomb*'*
Ben Perry

De Mayos

&

Iiee

Daisy the Horse
Hairli TaTem

Betty

Blsle Jones

Blldebraiid'g

Venlee Orlll*

'

Neld

Norma Norton

Bobby Ferguson
Barnes Bis
Kitty Barnes
Baddy Boberta
Frankle Mlltoo

Richard Bach

'

Charles" Smith

Helea Brooks
VlUag* Ban

Bobby Evans

'

Jules Fla^o Olt
Helen Worthlngton

'

Ruth 'Warren

Hugo Or*

Georg*
Haggle's
Helen' Maxwell
Marl* Clair

Paul & Pettit
Kirk & Lawrence
O'Connor 2 & St. C
P&Prlncess Bel'ndra

Lena Arista
Buoky Shore*

Sid Golden

Johnny

d>

Bill

Evans

Signer Karrolno
J A T Shellenb'mer

.Toung Sis

Walt 'Wolford Oro

International*

Bldoradlans

Martlnettes <2)

Devlne* Eagles
Billy Baer Oro
Steve Swedish Ore

Bthel Seldel

Red Roberto Oro

Blata

Mabel Drake
Dorothy Dale

Gale
Palm Cardea Gloria
Jimmy De Palma
Howard Gelger
UooB
Uamle's Grollo

Eddie Sonth. Oro
.Blue

Davidson Oro

GUB Brhley Oro
Clyde Thomas

Virginia Rosen
Jay Jayson
.Gale Parker

Hotel Schroeder

Stan Jacttbsen Oro
-Johnny Poat
Martin Barnett
Patsy Marr
.Sonyfi &. Romero
Jaokeon & Nedra
'Marlon Vlnay

Karl Ratsch'*
Sepple Boch Oro
Helene Sturn
'Walter Uerhoff
Larsen'*

Ray Meadows Oro

Kennedy
Dow.&' Betty
Sharon Hale

.Hazel

lAst Round. Dp
Jimmy Raye Oro

Ken Keck

Clover Olab

Rick

Bergman Oro
'Miami Club
Ann Saber
Maxine ft Clayton
Helen Holmes
Peggy' Geary
Gene Emerald

Carl

Clnb Forest
Virginia Grey
Berdlne Dickson
Helen Kaye
Vera Welsh
Clab Madrid
Jimmy Rotas Oro

Harriet Cross

Therese Rudolph
4 Bobettes '
Johnny Davis Ore
Oasis

Patricia Pago GIs

Marguerite CInuilet
Paul Burkette
Club Saiiara
Geo Cerwin Oro
Club Terrls
Gordon 'Genschoro

Mona Henderson

Ferris

Alma Williams
Collins

Paris
Joe Gumin Oro
Plaatatloa Club
Bert Bailey Oro'

Pearl Moss

Uary Reed
I«onard Gay Ore
Comles Ship
Bill Davidson Oro
gen Boe Oro

Mary Webb
Plantation *

Brown

Lamorr
,'

ft

Lyons

Thomas
Hunky Brown

Myrtle

naJpb Lkwl*.

Flanldnton Boos*
•

Mann

Wlseoosla Boot

the show and timities for accidents tor cars leavdancing and, for the -workout they ing down such an incline are plentiget do okay. Line girls perform ful. Inasmuch as the slope ends at
adequately.
Helm.
the highway.
.

L

For

Merrymaker Ore
Harper Oro

'Nlo

Tom

femme musikers play

AFA

And Law Snags; Plans

as

it is,

the spot's clientele

while tunes like 'Deep Purple,' 'Blue
Evening* and 'Heaven Can Wait'

.

.

'

Young

well behaved and seem to prefer
moderate tempoes for terplng. Faster, hotter numbers find 'em standing
around the bandstand listening,
Is.

LONDON CASINO

A. Nhery Baiked

Sheridan

Cappy Lewis
Joan Demarls
Arnold Dupre
Zanber Gardeas
Lyle' Stann Oro

'em all on the floor,
Herman's orch is impressive In tha
Coming here from its more or

brini!

.uled to

spot

,

less unveiling at the Famous Door,
N. Y., if8 Dlaylng here ior the air

time more than anyUiing. Kids seem
to go for the outfit Mary Atan McCell, band's vocalist comes under

'

that heading, too.

'

Hitler's

She's liked.

Speech

.

(Continued from page 33)
itable for the 66-people iihlt.
net wasn't so big, he admits,

Willie

play that territory and pay acts over
$500 a week. The -Howards salary
'was much above that, plus a spli^

he

says.
One., uidooked-for. cpndltlos,

<Bed Boom)
Walter Ubrace

.

Uonaeo's Cafe
Ross Pierce Oro
Marllynd Maynard
.

all of

weeks.

Hounds .Clnb'
Rand Oro
Ohio VIIU

had remodeled the pnce ace

Orvelle

tinie,

Freddfe'Carlone Or

film theatre in antlbip&ting the Morrisey show. Bulk of seats on lower

Texas Rockets
Qoldea Glow
Paul Slmenettl Ore

Lester Cole Debs
Jackson, Stone &
2 Canslnos
a Alblns
Pol-Mar GIs

Ballard

ft

Rao

Mickey Katz

Mary Lou
Gladys Delraar
Camllle
Ooarmet Clab
Louis CIna Oro
Gloria Glenrooro
Marjorle Bfack
Hatton's .Clab
Lenny Colyer
.

'

floor were removed,
tables, .and two
-installed.

Tavera
Ted King Oro
Kirk 'Wood
Vbaagl Olab
Tommy Barnes Ore
8ontl>e>n

Hertel Collins
Bthel Avery

Art Norkus Oro
Balconades
Clyde Knight Oro
Janet Lee
DUI Green's
Paul Burton Oro

Johnsons

Kennywood
Baron Elliott Oro
Mew Pena
Emerson OIII Ore
Gall Reed

Johnny

Millie

'Duffy

Corii

and Bottle

Jack Davis
Eddie Peyton's
Phil Cavezza Oro
Joyce Palmer
Marlon Muller
Harlem Caeino
Sherdlna Walker Or
Oeorge Gould
Pete Nugent
Monetto Moore
Johnson ft Grlder
Otto Basons
Harlemettee <(>
Larry- Steele
Ozzle Dial

Hussell

Hotel William Penn
(Chatterbox)
B'ernle

Davis
Mixon Cafe

Al Marslco Oro

*

Bob Carter
Martinet

&

Crow

Jimmy Ray
Woods ft Bray
Angslo Dl Palma
Claire R(iy Ols

Not. Honso

Boogy-Woogy
Mike Zetz
Harry Nosokoff
George De Costa
Al Mercur

Jim Buchanan
Plaza Cafe

Jimmy Peyton Ore
Adele Curtis
Lynn ft. Davis
nelty Hurst
Billy

CUmmlns Or
Barleau

Cummins

(Continental Bar)
Versatlllans
ItallaO Gardens
Gtzl Covato Oro
Bernle Perella

Cover

T,e Rol
Chlcqulta

3

Hotel Bchenlry

Howard Baum Oro
Buzz 'Aston
Jack Rogers

Connie
Walter

Wayne
Dann

ft
ft

Lowry

Al

Show Boat
Fremont Oro

Leola Frazler

Kcaton

Billy

Santos ft Elvira
Betty Benson
Betty Co-eds (t)
Webster Hall
Nelson Maples Ore

Bill

Tracey

Arlene Whitney
Vlckl Lauren
Dale Lynn
Dale Rhodes
Geo Alfano Oro
Book-Cadlllae Hotel
.

(Boob Canine)

Ben Cutler Oro
Rod Drigo ft F
'(Motor Bar)
Peter Kent Oro

-

Tony Lombardo
Art

Tagello

Frank Natale

Cbene-Trombley
Jimmy Gargano Or
Beebe, Bruce ft B
Harry Jarkey
Millie Obernor
Stylettes
Bob O'Neill

Comawdore Club
Costello Oro
Lee De Bala

C

Don Arden
Artist

Models (6)
ft Myers

Carlotta

night spread
Separate dinner

tha);

came

up

Upon

demanded

and

Stebbins' refusal, Zatlin

(CEDAB GBOVE,

dignity and
strength. All of the men have' been
intelligently cast, while the two
women have ullid roles that give
them little scope.
Practically the entire story is
filmed in the office and works of a
Livesey is
secret airplane factory.
in charge of construction and Barnes
is an ace aviator, who takes up the
machines for testing. He's in love
with Livesey's wife (Joan Marion)
and she with him, desoite the fact
Livesey is his friend.
Not a very expensive production,
with direction, editing and photogJoUt,
raphy up to standard.
it

wi.th

J.)

nm

Woodu HerTWin orc^

The

(15).

Africa

Schleslnger
will

deal

guarantee

In South
"Hotel' 20

weeks In Johannesburg, Cape- Town
This Is Woody Herman's orches- and Durbin, with
a possibility of 30
coming -to you from Meadow- or more being played. The A. B.
brook, Jersey's brightest night spot Marcus show has played over 30
on Route 23, the Newark-Pomplon weeks on its South African tour.
After his initial experiences with
Turnpike just 15 miles from New
Howard states that no
York,' That announcement is about 'Hotel,'
as familiar to sustaining band listen- American producer taking a show
ers as any, and more than most com- Down Under- is safe paying acts
ing from remo'ie pickup spots.
inore. than the equivalent of $500
Meadowbrook seems to be the tops in weekly
salary. His current
haven for every jitterbug of highschool age in those parts. It's owned top salary (Bobby May's) in 'Hotel'
by a family s^itdicate beaded by is around that figure. Bobby Morris
Frank Dailey, whose orchestra plays and Murray Bisco. from burlesque,
occasional dates there, but for the who replaced Willie and Eugene
most part leaves the bandstand to Howard, are receiving only a fracname crews, or bands on the' upbeat tion of the- Howards' salary.
to' whom the many wires the spot
'Hotel' originally w^ produced as
gets (usually at least 10 weekly) are
valuable,
It's a Rockwell General a vaudeville unit touring the U.S.
tra,,

OF THE AIR

(Continued from page 12)

N.

-

it tasteful, and Ainerlcan humor, unlike England, is quickly grasped.
There's also a difference between
the English and Atistrallan potmd,
the latter equalling about four
American dollars, against .five tor
England's. Living expenses in Australia are about four-fifths' 'of what
they are in England.
Playing
$1.65 Top
With the exception ot the Theatre
Royale, Sydney, where the admission top was $2.5(1, 'Hotel' Is playing Australia at $1.65. It played 11
weeks- in Sydney; l4 In Melbourne
(Princess), three weeks In. Brisbane
(His Majesty's), three In Auckland,
N. Z. (His Majesty's) and Is currently at Her Majesty's In Dunedon,
N. Z. After its second week at the
latter, 'Hotel' goes to Christ 'Church
(His Majesty's) for two weeks, then
to the Theatre Royale, 'Wellington,
for three, .with a repeat' ot two
weeks in Auckland following. It fias
still 10 more weeks in Fairbanks,
Adelaide, Perth and (Talgooll, plus a
few one and two-day stands, prior
to winding up its Australian
and
going to South Africa, or returning
to the U. S., according to European

conditions.

barroom in 1918.
The crowded nitery was thrown
Into a turmoil by the shot

but acts

Joto,

MEADOWBROOK

but Atlantic City detectives fumed
that they would <:arry the prosecution through themselves it necessary.
Stebbins. once before was the victim
of a bullet while standing In a Philly

SPIES

director,

said

have shot him. Zatl(n is then said
have fled.. He's still at large.
Hint was given by Stebbins that
he would refuse to. prosecute Zatlin,

to
to

role,

managing

balcony.

money.
is

now

with dancing and revue from 8 to
11, and supper $2.50 from 11 to 2;
Saturday nights the prices are $4.25.
Evening dress is 'essential' on the
ground floor and optional on the

'

Ward

George Weber
Union Grill.

DEIBOIT
Ambassador

Stebbins, 55, operator of
Babette's, nitery here, was shot early
Friday (21) morning in his cafe,
allegedly by a former employe.
Stebbins life was saved, physicians
at Atlantic City hospital declared, by
a tie clasp, which' deflected 'the bulr
let Sliig passed thrqugh Stebbin^
flesh half an inch below his heart'
He's expected to recover,
Stebbins' assailant was identified
by police as Morris Zatlin, of Philadelphia, a former bodyguard of
Stebbins.
Latter was said to have,
been talking to his wife, Babette,
part owner of the club, when Zatlin-

Buzzy Kountz
Will

City, April 25.

Dan

Dewey Moon

Hotel Henry
M Conlreras Oro
Conchlta
Hotel Rooseyf It

Buddy

AUanUc

'

Starr

show

considers the Casino has been presenting the most generous entertainment ever offered to the British
pubUc. He intends continuing along
the same lines, and the -house is
controlling its o'vm cuisine, which
will be entirely French.
Hugo Rignold and his orchestra
play for the revue, and Jack Harris
and his band supply the music for
the dancing ot the public on the
stage.
There have been no drastic
alterations in the auditorium, but
the seating arrangements seem to
be 'more comfortable, and give a
generally better view of the stage.
While they charged f2S a pair for
the premier show, the former prices
will prevail,- namely $3.75 tor dinner

Michael Strange

Johnny Morrla
Dick Smith
Betty Nylander

Clab Petite
Piccolo Pete Oro

Esdaile,

STEBBINS, A. C.

CAFE OPERATOR, SHOT

Maynard Deane
Arlington Lodge

'

and replaced
bars had been only one
over four

-

DAN

Rose Morgan
Sonny Carr

''that the entire city
was blanketed by smoke tor the full
sjeven days, even the inside of the
theatre being affected.
Yet lie
dtatea, ttie house' grossed $7,200 tliat
session, which was still profitable
and Indicated the manner in which
Australians go tor live entertainment They prefer hoke, but It must
be dressed up; nudity is also okay,

To predicate the entertainment by
the first performance would be an
injustice—especially as there was

hodrs.
with fresh specIntention of Morrissey and his and supper routines
tators around midnight would give
partner, Paul Krevitz, was to operate
the whole auditorium the much
music hall style, serving drinks and needed fillip.
eats with accompanying stage show.
The new management Intends to
follow on the policy of its predecessor ot the past tew years, Alfred
-

ac-

cording to Howard, are the trequ^t
brush -fires .in .Australia. There was
one week of the 14 the show played
in Melbourne

gression,

-

nrrsBUBGH
Anchorage
Rughl* Morton Ore

-

H with

.

specially dressed for the

entertainment NoAe is outstanding
but all of them adequate -and Vtrould
be effective with more speedy pro-

T. L. Tally, and bis son, Seymour
Tally, owners of the Criterion, mean-

Margie' Harmon
Eddie Barnett

Alzena

them

-

show for the first ig -weeks^
but Howard adds that rio show can

'

Robbie
Jack Raynor
Freddie's Cafe
Tony Emma Oro
i Old Timers

IJia

whea

and Eugene Howard were

'with the

.

Open Door

Dale
Congo Clob
Alberta Reed
8 Esquires

ft

'

Gilbert's all

.

TInney LIveng'd Or
Larry Powell

ft

Bailey ti

Donna LuPau
Allen Dunri

Suzanne

Kathleen Kaye

Bert quborf

.

Marty Gray Ore
SnooUs Hartman
Old Heidelberg
Eddie Zlpp Oro

Babe

Ethel Warren
Kestin

Phil

Bale

Snyder

Edith Rao
Log Cabia

Jaxon'

CUudIa

ft

Victor

Eleanor Gall
Jean Hurley
Flo Radke
Don Kranlch

Morrissey Meets

.

Rogan

Peggy

'

.

IJndy'*

Harry Weber Oro
Ruth Phillips
Eva Thornton
Marge TOuhg

the table trade.

-

(Empire Boom)
Emery Deutsch Ore Betty Greenwood
Carol Goulo
Bob Richards
Crewe ft- Bumners
Mabel Crane*
Dave Jeftreye

Cardinal Cleb
Jay Burt Oro
Cbatean Clnb

~

.

Farley

Los Angeles, April 2R.
London, April 13.
Jock Harris orch, Hu0o Ritfnold
Will Morrissey's Big Show, schedopen Friday. (21) at the. re- orch.
modeled Criterion theatre, ran afoul
The London Casino reopened last
of both the law and the American
CLEVELAIID
Federation ot Actors 24 hours before night (12) with a repUca of the Bal
Roae-Maria
Alpine Tillage
rise of first curtain, with the result Tabarin show from the New York
Hotel Cleveland
Otto 'Tburn Ore
that show is off, so far as the down- In^mational Casino,
The producStalao Bros ft P
Gene Brwin Oro
town tbeatrie is concerned, and tion is adequate, but nothing of
Barbarlna's Poms
Walt Bergen Oro
Margaret Aemmer
Hotel Fenway BaD there's no telling what its fate may
great consequence In specialty acts,
Herman PIrchner
Wlllard Pott* Oro
be.
probably
due
to the refusal on the
Bottle Allen
AvaloB
Board of Health moved in day be- part of the' authtirltles to grant labor
Hotel Sterling:
Hy Barron Oro
fore scheduled opening and Insisted permits -for some or the Intended
Charlie Gordon
Marty Lake Oro
proper wiElshroom faculties be con- foreign 'Importations.
Bossier Brow'n
Oayle' Gay lord
Ttaelma. StoneJomeS ft Pelts
structed backsftdge before (dean bill
There Is too much posturing
Alrwiy Clnb
Hotel HoUendea
of health would be givenr At same thrbughout the dance numbers, and
Troy Singer Orb
Sammy. Watklns Or time John Co)rcoran, 'head of AFA « large proportion of the music in
Judy Black
Gas Van
.inspire much
Crawford & Caskey here, refused to permit 24 c.honis minor key does not
Cedar Oardea*
responise 'on the part of the audiRomany
S
makeshift
dressing
girls
dress
in
to
Duke MelvlB Oro
Hotel Btatier
rooms located acrtiss the alley .from ence. The fiAale Can-Can danced
Triza
by the. 'English ^rls is competently
RIch'd Hont^omery C Hoagland Oro
the stage.
executed, 'put :whplly lacking in theMary Dixon
Jeanne Stewart
'Over the^weekend, Morrissey and .'abandon' with- which this number
Howard ft Carlta
OlOver ft LaMae
Helen swile's
his financial backers were reported Is associated:
Everything, id perJaek .di Eddie's
Cbateaa
seeking another location, with pos- formed by rote, with' always the
Chick Williams
Pete Gerad Oro
Arlene Rice Ore
-sibility revue would be sent out suggestion of a pause between the
Leon LeVerdIo
Vic Corpora
under canvas. Meanwhile, 16 prin- numbers or the' specialty acts. In
Art West
Lindsay's Bhy-CIo^
cipals and ihe 24. chorines', wondered other .words, there is a total absence
3 Femmes 1 F«I.loW
Polso'n Gardner
The
College laa
where they stood. -Latter- had re- «f rhythmic --'co-rordinatlon.
Rita 'White
Norman Brill. Oro
Pearl De Luca
ceived rehearsal pay for several specialties are' carefully picked and
Howarl

Bob Armstrong

inLWAUKEE
Athletle Clah
Bal Munro Oro
Bert Phillip's
'Pep Babler Oro

D

Lonette Sis

Geo Kavanagh Ore
Eddie
Oro

Sally Jo Nelson

John Hale

a series ot blackouts, supposed to
be broad satire on the picture, 'Gone
with the Wind.' By the time this
rolls around those still left at the
.tables are pushovers for any kind
6t a laugh.
Show throughout is
kept clean and free of blue gags,
which might not set so 'well with
in

.

Joe O'Shea
Al Wilson
Al Bastlan Oro
Weber's .Hot Btaa
.(Comdea)
n** Hart
Rudy Bruder

Tatara
Ruth 'Wayn*
Al Schenk
Cleo Barr
Duval Sis

Dibert Ore
Sabs-

Don Harris
Buddy Lester
Burt ft King

.

Northwood fan
Zev Clay Ore

Ramona Oro

Collins

Wagoa Wbeel

J Lynch Ols <1!)
°Joe FreSetfo Oro
Uttl* Bathskcltor

Sammy

-

Alex Gray Oro

-

-Victor

Herman

Remos
Baddy Uyera

Herb Dubrow

Cameos

.

Jaok Marston

Jimmy BUke°

Phil Grogan

Crist mixes acrobatics with contortions,
and the others slither
around' with the usual flourish. Ted
Blakely does most ot the vocaJizlngi
his forte being Irish numbers, Bromley boys are khockabout stews.
Evening's third session is an afterpiece in which all hands take part

Schweitzer Ore

Bill

Jack Fexer
Vallle Jay Oro
Maureen Rosay

M

Anne

Joyce-

Dolly O'Doa
Woodard 61s
Bobble Stuart
WIrth's Fntnrlstle

Rogers Sis

Neblolo Cafe
Leopard Seel Ore
Frano Reynolds
Navarre
Bertray Sis

La

'

.

A

Jackie Miles

'

Toy's

Trocadere
MIron Stuart Oro
Jane Rubey
Shutta ft Kent

Morgan

>

Kesms

JaQqnellne

Irene Sehrank
Flo Smith
Peggy Hall

Margo Wade
Woody Mosher
Prank Rapp Or*

Case Landls Oro
t«th * North Club
Kay Crandell Oro

ft

Brueettes
Betty Harrington

Don Pablo Oro
Powataa
Bob ShaCer

Fill .LIvItes

don't miss an opportunity. During
every set the tables are almost deserted. Latter are spread along each
side, across the back under a etaixway from the entrance and on bal>
conies on each side of the room.
Tap Is a $1 minimum per person,
drinks tabbed at average prices.
Though the house -was packed with
youngsters, the parking space out
back' was jammed with cars, which
seems to indicate the house is able
to get more than that minimum.
Kids are all well ''dressed, too.
Impressing as a colonial mansion
from the outside. It's sunk into the
side ot a hill, with balconies seemingly flush with the surrounding
grounds and the dance floor and
bandstand area dug- out. Driving 'up
to the parking area in the rear almost requires first speed. Oppor-

L. A.

(Continued from page 34)

'

Francis
Ginger Lynn.
Anna- Debt

Joe B. Lewis
MIoholas Bros
Uarjorle Oalnsw'rth
Evelyn Martin
Sherry Lee
Susan Sayen '
NInl Liggett
MaoIoTla Rula

'

-

Chfck Dorrow

InoenI Rlsso Or*
Barney Zeemaa

Ir«ne Griggs

Tony ^lerno
Claude. Parmenter

Palmer

Carint

Geo Balla ft Jo-Jo
Bonnie Nlcbolaa

Burke

MUSIC HALL,

.

Esirelllta

.

'

Jerry Delmar Oro

Andre

CostelIo~'

Sehwart*

Benny Goodman Or

Don

Amos Jacobs

,

Callahan

Blllle

,Jo«

'

Bobby' Lee Or.s.'
Jack lyach's

Gardner Smith Oro
Imperial Clab
Ralph Jarrard

'

Jack Rich
Joey Hayes Oro
Ginger Dunn
TlklaB Caf*
-

't Whlrllilg'Toriiad'B

Kaye Andre

Debutantes
Joan Delangs
Johnny Little
Billy Joy
Irene

Harry Goodman
Don RIcardo Oro
Palm Beach

Cllir Bell's

.

Bobby Bernard
Jean VlckerS
Madeline Sherman
Tommy Cullen Oro

Thomas

'Ohoflle'

.

.

.Alabama Corinn*
Bobby' Lyons
aret% LaMarr

Roma

Ntftalle ft

Camllle Roberts
Esther Leeds
Texas Plant
Tweatleth Centary
Deauvllle Boys

Bobby Morrow Or*

Viola

Verne ft Evelyn
Eleanor Rao
Snaset Clab
Eddie Apple
Tie Top -Tap
Joey Feldeteln Ore

Jane Patterson
LUIIaa Russo
Marie Holz
George Reed
Russo & Duval
13M Cafe

Nan Roberts

'Tvonettes <()

ft

Dorothy Hamilton
Blng Burdlok

Six Point Clnb
Casper Red* Oro
State Gardens
Earl Rigg Oro

Frances Carroll

Ben Alley
.Beth Chains
Dolly Parker

Dino

Clair*

Bubbles Stewart
'Watson Bis
Vlo BarlBon

1S2S Glob

:

&

Tremore

& MIgnor
Franze

Al BIdrlch
Jo Miles Ore.

UltsI

Jessie

Charles

Tommy Monro*
Blllle

Scaler**

Tony Bauer Or*
Marl* Kecky

Margie Carroll
& Barbara
Bob Hargraves Uro
Stamp's Cafe
Bert Lemlsh Oro
Jack Hutchinson
Johnny Welsh

Oeorcii Clifford
Lollta Cordoba

IieMarr

Russell

Allen Oro

Joe Kirk
Pearl 'Williams
Bdlth Delaney

At Moore Ore
redre Bianco or*

Andrews

Jean Allen
Pat Marvin
Helen Allen
Romona Brownwell
Rose Vine
Vlndlck Sis
Jean Hamilton
Harvey Lee Oro

O'Neill

May Blondell
Carlos ft Dolores
Josephine Campbell

;

Uarger

Night Club Reviews

Oasis

Tom

.

Sweethearts (3)

Alleen Rondo
Zaatro ft 'Welhi
Marty HofI
Cameo GIs

Babe Laway

Bendenoa*

,

genorlta Monteria
Solorea O'Neill

Jay Jasoh

87

Burns ft While
Reynold ft Collett*

Gloria Miller
Blaine Mahzl

°

Club
Madeline Gardiner
Betty

Bepo.

3 Coslmleraa
Joe Burns

EntbaMT
Junia Culbertaon

Virginia Grey
Rosco Alls
'

Dotty Norman
Grace Brown
Mary Douglas
Rendezvous 13

Billy Gates

Jean Sutherland
Ivan Tasbman Ore

Vera Kane

Dervishes

irhlrllng

Clab JFrontcnae

Frank Olllen Oro
VI-Mar Duo
Lynn Sherrlll .

TowB and Coantry

'

lioulae Seymour
Bradshaw & Fenton

Valentine

Cleo
brlDi Braelow Ore

Eleanor Leonard
Al Gale
Betty Louis

Al Samuals

Billy Stevens

'

Kay
Blllle-Ke
Uargle Drummona
Irene

S

Marlon 'Walter
Marcella Palgo
Joan De Lee
4 La Marrs .

UaiKia Ina
Leo'nard Cook
Blllle Richmond'
Judy lAne
Dick Gale

pntkU'i Bathskeller
FraoK FonU
•

Bendexvoo*

'Vlenoe
Bob
Ore
Dr Hudspeth & Dog JinnyMatheson
Blaney
Iris

-

.

Amusement

as such until all available vaudfilm
exclusive.
Unusually large for such a remote time was exhausted. It was the basis
Meadowbrook has a capac- ot a suit against Warner Bros, by
for 1,200 and is more spacious Howard, the latter claiming that
the
than most ballrooms in New -York.
When, eaueht there wefe at least studio's production ot a picture by
600-700 in ihe spot; it Was" a' two-to- the same name was an infringement
one bet that there weren't 50 of vot- ot title rights. The case' was eventuing age. They come to dance and ally settled out ot cotirt
location,
ity

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

VARIETY

Sft

EMBASSY,

N. Y.

Wells' rubber-leeged
hoke.
hooting and comely femmes make a
corking closer, and Angelo Vitale's
pit 6rcnestra clinches it
Pullen,
Biz big.

(Continued from page 35)
aflaiis
international
cerning
Is
served,
Most everything is of a
brushoff nature, developing only
slight interest In what is being talked
about by newsreel commentators.
And latter could learn plenty from
Philadelphia, AprU 21.
the radio bunch in many ways.
Ben Blue, Virginia Vemll, LamA muffled hissing item concerns bertons.
Bob Rtpa, Four Jays, Goe
Bergdoll, the draft dodgers who Foster Girls
(16), Adolph Komspan's
wants to return to the V. S. Lind- house band; 'Lady's from Kentucky'
bergh's arrival here' is just a flash (Por).

FOX, PHILLY

&

Pals,

KEITH'S,

Burm.

Biz very big.

Rose Blane, Red Pepper,
Parrish; 'On Trial' (WB).

CIRCLE, INDPLS.

Playing a few midwestem theatre
Indianapolis, April 21.
dates enroute from the east to do a
Al Donahue's orch with Paula
four-week stand at the Beverly HlUs Kelly, Judy Canova with Ann^
night club in Cincinnati, Abe Lyman Zeke, Dufce McHale; 'Ladies From
Kentucky" (Par).
is appearing in territory where he
hasn't been seen in person for a
in the pan and what Judge Douglas,
At show caught running time was
elevated to the supreme court bench,
This layout is a hodge-podge of decade. .Without being magicat his short at 45 minutes, witii band flllhad to say is not recorded, Univer- vaudeville that's very mild entertain- name is fairly standard here, how- ing all but 18 minutes of the time,
sal having supplied this item.
This ment, with results acutely noticeable
due to cancellation of Ethel Shutta,
a
good
along
brings
ever,
he
.and
reel shoots silently.
Originally 'booked for bill, but canat the b.o. Endeavor was made to
As entertainment, "Going Places' replace the band idea by a novelty 'commercial' band made up of 15 men celled at last minute. House brought
(U), short, ranks with the Lehr .that hasn't been seen here for several who make a generally favorable Im- in Three Heat Waves for remainder
laughs as far worth, the trouble of; years a line of girls. It's a change,
of week starting Saturday (22),
coming in here than most of the aU right but questionable. With Ben preission.
Donahue's orch, consisting of three
Lyman holds the band Itself down trumpets, two trraibones, four sax
rest of the show.
Char.
Blue the only real marquee name
Got
'I
three numbers,
four rhythm, looks very well
and
the nut on the entire business, of to only
"Melancholy
the opener,
course, is down steeply from some Rhythm' is
and Is experUy lighted. Donahue
club
glee
special
with
used
isrecent stanzas, so the house is due Baby'
acts as pleasing m.c, joining the
effects as a middle number, and
to come out not too badly in the
band on novelty tunes for the vocals.
'Farewell
Blues' serves as the finale.
end,
Standout In band is good-looking
acts really make
Don Bestor's orch (16), Three
Blue is a laugh-grabber and clicks The accompanying
femme vocalist Paula Kelly, who
the show, although the band- does a
swing style.
Samuels & Harriet Hayes, fstelle fairly well. It^ unfortunate, how- better
than ordinary job of playing sings in
Band opens with 'You Know That
Taylor, Walter 'Dare' Wahl & Jonnte ever, that since he last appeared here
music.
Tramo, Harry Richman; Tough Kid' a year ago he hasn't charged his their
I Know,' following with pop medley
(jalifornia Varsity Eight male octet which Includes 'This .Can't Be Love'
gags and business. He meshed much
(Mono).
of
minutes
10
more solidly a year ago, also. Per- in flashy uniforms, do
and 'Heaven Can Wait' Paula Kelly
Harry Richman is tossing the full haps .repetition is wearing the act light operatic singing as the show's comes on to sing 'Hold Tight' and
Opening act. The act is on earlier 'Heart Belongs to Daddy,' and with
book of nltery erotica at the family thin.
get
Charlie Carroll, drummer, TAint
Blue wears fiis perpetual mohair than it should be. but it helps to
trade here. Headlining and m.c.'ing, suit and derby. He opens with phony things started well. They appeared What Ya Do.'
Band follows with
he's oil long and dirty all the way, card tricks with one of the bands- here a few weeks ago, and two of a nice novelty medley of tiines
three groups of songs are new which 'were featured in pictures of
And it's so unncessary. He's still men in the pit which is good, then their
the
on
spot
early
Their
skit with a blonde this time.
the past Including Terfect Song,'
plenty socko as a singer, but as' a swings into a
change
tune
to
boys
the
bill
allows
'Charmalne,' 'Slngin' in the Rain,'
supposed to be a hostess In a
singer he has apparently mistaken who's
through'Sonny Boy,' 'Heigh Ho' and 'Alexdima-a-dancery. Follows this with into tuxedos and reappear
ideas about comedy.
effects
which, even out the latter half for choral
anders Ragtime Band.'
Richman, Estelle Taylor and Don a Russian dance satire
over the years, is with the band..
Duke McHale does two fast stepBestor's orchestra give the Flatbush in the repetition,
Hughes and Pals follow the ping tap numbers in polished stvie,
Bud
still plen^ funny.
nice marquee strength, and biz at
Show this canto has no m.c. In- Varsity Eight with an okay dog act performing in the highschool class
the last show Friday night (21) was
troductory duties are handled by gals Hughes opens with a mild sleight-of- in the foot department and Ippreclquite good. The layout is further
audience
time it's a single hand routine to tiirow the
ated more by pros than by average
enhanced by acros Walter 'Dare' from the line. First
rather cute, and after tiiat off guard and then really gets start- vaude audience. Miss Kelty returns
Wahl and Jonnie Trama, surefire femme,
two of the ponies announce, the num- ed when he brings out two poocltes to sing Deep Purple,' followed by
panto comedy team, and the Three hera in unison. Works out satisfac- for a series of hand-balancing tricks.. 'Begin the Begulne,'' done by orch.
Samuels and Harriet Hayes, mixed torily, although the first gal is far The act runs only five minutes, but Orch also has a good novelty on 'All
dancing quartet, who also register superior to the dual team and it it scores solidly. Frankie Parrish, American Girl,' with- each member
easily.
would, have been better had she been former local boy. Is next with some of the band coming down for a comBestor's crew plays the show used throughout
pleasing vocalizing of 'Penny Sere- edy chorus and flnUhing in parade
nicely, also doing well in its own
Line of IS Gae Foster terpers is nade' and 'Deep Purple'. Red Pep- style. Show closes with swiAg num.
musical innings, hi^lighted by Bes- strong from the looks, angle. Weak- ler, heavyweight comic with the
ber spotting. Carroll In a hot session
tor's clavichord.
There's a mixed ness is on the personality side, >and, follows him with trumpet imi- with the sluns.
team of singers -with the band, but almost all of them dead-panning tations of Henry Busse and Clyde
Judy Canova, Anne and Z«Ace conthey're imbiUed and Bestor's Intro throughout.
Precision is fair, al- McCoy and then blows out a lusty tribute 15 minutes of rustic comedy
of 'em at this catching was not clear. though considerably off from the 'St, Louis Blues' for a finish.
familiar- to radio and film audiences.
That's just as well, however, the work of the original Foster line at
Rosa Blane, the only femme in the Sing 'Blow the WhUtle,' Of the
kids not registering with their one the Roxy, N. Y.
entire show, is welcome relief to the Weather Is Good,' 'Jesse James' and
ba^-talk song.
Opener by the line is a military eyes and ears with her rousing sing- 'Ol' Man Mose' In hlllblUy style.
The Samuels and Miss Hayes routine in Scotch kiltie costumes that ing of 'F. D. R. Jones,' 'I Cried For Anne adds a nice contrasting note
open, doing mostly military precision are attractive. Second is waltzy stuff You,' annoimced as Lyman's own with her piano rendition of 'When
dancing after Miss Hayes' initial with large hoop skirts. Final num- composition, and 'Old Man Mose'. Day Is Done.' Act was forced to do
esthetic aero routine. The two boys ber is a World's Fair motif, with the The next-to-closlng spot is capably
^ beg-off at show caught with Judy
Inject some nice light comedy, u- ^Is balancing on small perispheres. filled by Bob Neller, young comedy tossing in a comedy dance while
though their initial gag anent one This routine scores the biggest single ventriloquist Technically his work partners sang Dinah.'click of the show.
boy's prattfall is also too blue.
is very good.
In the matter of maBiz fair at third show opening day
Virginia Verrlll (New Acts), gets terial, however, he tries too much to (Friday).
Miss Taylor, who has vastly im'
KiTey
proved as a canary in tiie pas^ couple over only mildly. Charles and Char- be an ad-libber. Neller easily rated
of years, is given a buildup by Rich- lotte Lamberton, deaf mute ballroom an encore, however, for. which Lyman and gets by nicely with three team, are a fair novelty. Aside from man served as stooge.
Biz good at last show Friday (21).
tunes. A 'wrestling', bit with Rich- being told that they are deat it is
kOey.
ban is her enciore and he then brings not evident to the audience in their
Hartford, April 22.
on Wahl and his stooge. Richman perfect rhythm. They are. both exAnna May Wong, Buster Shaver
Is the closer. His singing windup of tremely long on looks, particularly
toith Olive & George, Guy Robertold tunes associated with his sMe the femme, which adds a lot
HIPP,
son, Mildred Fenton, Nancy Healy,
Bob Ripa, juggler, is in the deuce,
somewhat dissipates the impression
Tito & his Swlngtet, Lorraine &
of his dirty comedy, but not altO' following tiie opener by the gals.
He's skillful at balancing balls on
Rognan, Sam Kaplante, house band;
Baltimore, April 22.
Sc?io.
gether.
sticks. Added to the bill are the Four
Milton Berle, Shirley Ross, Jo> 'Invisible Enemy* (Rep).
Jays (New Acts), who vocalize band Morrison, Floria Vestoff, Confclin &
imitations.
They are getting the Donohoe, The Jansteys (5); 'Streets
This week*B seven-act blU Is the
week at the Fox as reward for win' of Neto York*. (Mono).
poorest show put on at the State in
ning local talent contest
Herb.
a long time. Fault of the house and
Giving a clear-cut demonstration not the acts, which are standard and
Cleveland, April 22.
Martin,
of how flesh can hypo b.o. response good. Needed, but sadly lacking, is
Neiss Troupe, Stuart
a production man to assemble and
Four
Eddie Peabom, Billy Wells
into important activity. In spite of routine
'
the bill to make it palatable.
Fays, Judy Crarland, Angelo Vii*
weak-sister support via the film end,
Eight-piece pit band, augmented
orch; 'Midnlghf (Par).
Atlanta, AprU 20.
MUton Berle takes command here in by one and placed -on stage for ocGae Foster Roxyette* (16), Milt
Vaude comeback at the State Is Britton's Band (11), Andree Andrea, masterful style to send 'Streets of casion, also turns In a weak perNew York' (Mono) into a booming
being put over 'bo solidly by Judy Irving Jaga, Tommy Rafferty, Joe- town-leading gross. From the very formance; It finds difficulty in getting togeth»' with the acts. To be
Garland in the ice-breaker that the Britton, Elinor Cheiry, Chubby tee-off, and weaving in and out of a visually effective, another four
Silver, Mike Segal't house orch (14)
nicely proportioned bill of support- pieces should have been added to
house shouldn't have any trouble in
'The Family Next Door' (U).
ing standards, comic dominates every the orch, which is lost on the large
recovering its old rating, as a flesh
minute of the doings and leaves me stage.
stand. It^ a nicely framed, balanced
Managing Director Moe Baranco
Opening the layout Is Nancy
family bill with enough name^ appeal has worked out two openings for stub holders hollering for more after
a solid 59 minutes of really top-flight Healy, who gets by with some nifty
to make one- wonder why lioew's Roxy's current stage bill. No. 1- is
Lad has certainly tapping. Her leg work Is clear,
doubled costs by putting In 'Mid- straight with standby tobters' over- entertainment
gone far since his last appearance smooth and effortless. Personable
night* (Par) with It
ture. Second works In screening of
ere some five years ago.
Mildred Fenton, warblei: of pop
On her first visit here. Miss Gar^ Will Rogers fund- appeal and, InPreceded by a phony trailer, which tunes, is next and registers.
land is going over emphatically with stead of nshers passing plates among
A
includes a couple of shots from pre- change in dress to bring out some
localites, who are ordinarily not very patrons,
stage is lighted and Roxyhot about Bollywood juve prodigies. ettes, clad in colorful peasant cos- vious film, efforts,. Berle takes hold of her s.a. would be effective.'
with avalanche of fast flip gagging,
Tito and-his Swingtette (New Acts),
This is a big barn with over 3,400 tumes, swarm out of wings
and col- skilfully spliced into a flag-waving billed as radio's outstanding
swingseats and hard to- warm up, but the lect cash.
This over, femmes re- vocal which combines all 'the
'good ster^ consist of three accordions,
little singer does it with her infecturn to stage and to dance to 'Swiss old U. S. A.' material, available,
a a guitar and bull fiddle, but are only
tious manner and finesse of a vetMiss,' tune coming from Britton's cinch for any
audience and a solid so-so. Guy Robertson, vet of mueran. No amplifying' mike is needed band behind traveler.
sock on show caught
Brings on sical comedy and legit, m.c, offers
as she swings into T.DJt Jones' in
Offstage voice introes Britton. He Conkling and. Donohoe,
personable a trio of ballads, two of which. he
an unbelievably ftiU voice. After an- brings on personable blonde
Andree mixed duo of youthful shaggers, who claims to have introed
operatic version of Tlianks For the
several-years
Andrea, who does a snappy aero give out with two beetle routines in ago.
Does nicely.
Memory,' she sells a pertly comic dance.
She's followed by Irving the proper groove and act
as excelnumber tagged 'Sweet Sixteen,' but Jaffa,
Highlighting the bill is George
whose, trick violin playing lent foils for additional clowning. Shaver
her ace Is 'Deep Purple.' The briskly
with Olive and George Braspleases.
Jaffa is also in Britton's Floria Vestoff in okay rhjrthm tap nor.
professional way she gets off and on
They bring down the rafters.
company, as is Tommy Rafferty, holds pace nicely, making an ideal Shaver and his
stage doubles effectiveness of her
two midgets deliver
dancing comedian, and Joe Britton spot for Shirley Ross to follow.
act
with ease and finesse. Dance beBecause he Is a former ClevC' and Chubby Silver, comics.
Leaning on stocks of all the famll tween Shaver and Olive is applauseRoxyettes are spotted next' and iars,
lander not seen hereabouts for nigh
rather than special arrange- compelling, as is the ballroom speon to six years, Kddie Peabody then Miss Andrea returns for a comb ments, femme warbler from flbns cialty between the lilliputs, who
stands out particularly favorably. toe and kick routine. She joins Milt utilizes a sultry pair of pipes to good also click In a Mae West skit Shaver
Not only as a banjo virtuoso, but also Britton in a skit with other mem- advantage and sells a song In socko accomps at the piano.
as a jack-in-the-box m.c. who ties up bers of troupe participating, plus a fashion. Does 'Could Be,' a medley
Lorraine and Rognan, mixed comthe show nicely.
From his 'Hold donkey.
consisting of 'Blue Hawaii,' 'Blos- edy team, are another top applause
Elinor (Aerry, who has been heard soms on Broadway,' 'Two Sleepy grabber. Pair Indulge in
Tight'
take-off
to
double-banjc
crossfire
tricks and 'Poet and Peasant Over over Mutual web. works with house People' and Thanks for the Memory' patter, with the gal going through
ture,' he whams out hot rhythms band and sings 'Heaven C^n Waif and, for a closer, *The Lady's in a series of funny body contortions.
without ever a let-down. For good 'Got to Get Some Shuteye,' 'Dlpsy Love.' Berle gets in considerable
Closing spot is taken by top-billed
measure, Peabody adds some mon- Doodle' and ' Jeepers Creeners' pleas- funny business with her, which Anna May Wong of the films. Oriingly.
Britton's
band
then plays would be far more effective- If cut a ental actress does a travelog
keyshlnes on a' violin, something he
bit
tunes by classic composers, putting bit short
didn't reveal here before.
with a running commentary of a
A top-notch rlsley work by the film showing her touring through
Three standard acts fill out the swing Interpretations on them after
show nicely. Neiss troupe of tram' few bars of stral^t stuff, following Jansleys follows for usual bell-rlng- China before the recent conflict
Finale ing ptmch, and participation by Berle Concludes with a Chinese song.
pollne acrobats establish the tempo Into the wJc knockabout
Act
by flipping through a fast flash open- brings on Roxyettes armed wltti enhances the value of this standard is the same which she has done berather tough spot here for fore various organizations in coning turn. Charlie Stuart and Harry brooms and they clean up messy act
Joe Morrison, with more vocalizing certed drives to raise money for
Martin Jump Into their rapid-fire stage in a rhythmic routine.
Snow's clocked In 55 minutes and after the tuUsome supply up ahead, China. It's aU right for the dubrepartee, bruising and droll KnockPatronage was but lad takes hold In pleasing man- rooms, but for vaude she should
about atufi without any preliminaries. moves speedily.
sparse
this
catching,
of
at-second
and
Wells
Four
ner
and
whips over solid spot with have done something else, songs or
Billy
finale,
For the
Fays speed up a continental acro- four shows on opening deqr, Thurs- 'Begin the Begulne,' 'Deep .In a a dramatic sketch.
liuc*.
Dream,' the inevitable "Last Round
Biz weak.'
batic dance, mixed with a lot of day (20).
Eck.
'
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FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

.

.

-

'

-

ridge Sisters (Z), Three Olympics,
Bryan, Rains & Young, Lewis & Van.
Eddie Rosenwald's
house band:
'Pecfc** Bad Boy* (RKO) and 'Let Us
'

Live* (Col), dual.

Again dancing and music pre.
donunate in the lineup. Not a smash
biU, on tihe whole, but there are
highlights that enliven the pace now

and then.
Nothing much happens until Ze.
laya comes on In the number tour
spot wltb his musical lecture. The
chart showing effects of certain types
of music on various parts of the
anatomy gets good r^ponse; as does
'Deep Purple' and a
Victor Herbert medley. Zelaya has
kept his act up to date since his last
appearance here about two years
ago, maintaining the comedy formula
and dressing It up with popular
musical tricks. Example of this Is
his playing of Chopin's 'Funeral
his pianoing of

March' in swing time.
Bryant Rains and 'Young, two girls
and a boy, offer an entertaining ballturn and a more exciting

room

adagio. Some, odd lifts and catches
develop as the mqh tosses and twirls
his two femme partners. This is. one
of the most, unique and polished
dance- teams of this type seen here
this season.
'

Lewis and Van break up their
routines with Bryant Rains and
Young, so that both teams close the
show. Lewis and Van. are neat pre-

.

.

STATE,

HARTFORD

-

BALTO

-

STATE, CLEVE.
&

£

ROXY, ATLANTA

.

-

.

.

A

,

steppers aiid

cision

show

this

off

brand of tapping on two miniature
flights Of suirs.
Their best Is a
very fast challenge to close their
Both boys uncork some dazz-

.turn.

ling wings.

Olympics (3), mixed .skating trio,
open the bill with a rather conventional routine. Work on a circular
body whirl by
raised platform.
the femme on a swivel from the neck
of her partner is a flashy finale.
Dandrldge Sisters, three sepia sing..'
ers, get little .response from their
rendition of 'It Ain't What You Do'
and 'Madly In Love,' but they do
sock with a red-holf swingeroo of
'Hold Tight' Ross Wyse, Jr., working with an unbilled girL shows off
some good aero dancing, but fails to
-

-

A

low-down comedy

register with

in-

volving some tangling -with the girl
Fox,

APOLLO,

-

.

BOSTON

« Boston. April 21.
„ ,
Don Zetaya,
Ross Wyse, Jr.,Dand-

pops.

Indianapolis, April 22.
orch., Bob Neller,
California Varsity Eight, Bud Hughes
.

Abe Lyman's

FronWe

Wednesday, April 26, 1939

Deep Purple.' Berle steps
out to wind up matters In bes-off
fashion with parodies on medley of

Up' and

LYRIC, INDPLS.

crisp

N. Y.

Eugene Van Grona Swing
Rul^berlegs

George

Williams,

Wiltshire,.

Sandy

Vivian Harris, Chilton

Mabel

Scott,

Ballet,

Piomeat,
Burn*,

& Thomas,

Edgar Hayes band

(14),

Carol Wright; 'Mr, Moto on Danger
Island' (20th).

The ApoUo takes one faltering
step this week that's particularly
noticeable. That's in the Van Grona
Swing BaUet booking. Not that the
without distinction. It's
simply a case of a house thoroughly
schooled In colored vaudeville attempting something .beyond acceptance by the type of audience that,
frequents this house. Troupe contrasts the early dramatic balleting
with later swing terjping, but there
isn't sufficient of the latter to dispel
the earlier impression.
Otberwise, there's Edgar Haye^
band, with the maestro at the piano,
as the headliner.
Hayes' 14-piece
crew shows lack of teamwork,
though there's plenty musicianship
evident when- several of the crew
step out in specialties. It's a case
of Hayes getting recent newcomers
to fit in. Hayes does a specialty at
the keys, but he disdains the spot*
light frequently in favor of his sper
cialti£s.
The- band was off, particularly in timing, when playing for the
show opening night but irs something: tiiat undoubtedly has since
latter unit is

been corrected.

With Hayes is Carol Wright who's
pleasant to look at but lacks the
oompah necessary to' go over. Also,
her pipes are weak. Mabel Scott Is
singling and she's sufficiently personable to even reach the boys in
the balcony. However, that attempt
at terpsichore could best be eliminated; her jive singing is her forte.
She had trouble getting off opening
night (Friday).
Chilton and Thomas are personable mixed steppers, with the male
doing a couple of novelties in terping.

on

stools.

plates, and
click.

different-sized

Both

Pigmeat Cieorge Wiltshire and
Sandy Bums are on for their usual
burley sketches, which are much too
long and boring.
Vivian Harris,
who's usually a foil for the trio, is
just m.c.ing, first from the pit where
the band plays the first half of the
show, later from the stage. Crew,
which has an unbilled girl batoning
for the first half, later. moves to the
stage for its own sesh: Miss Harris,
in her introes, could best eliminate
those adjectives.
Rubberlegs Wil.Uams is on in two short spois, smgIng and dancing. He isn't so forte.
Biz only fair Friday night (21).

Jaekson Teagarden orchestra

is set

48 weeks altogether for the
Blackhawk Cafe, Chicago. Opens
Baay 18 for 12 weeks, replacing Bob
Crosby. Crosby will then come back
In, the two outfits alternating that

for

well Into 1940. WhUe one Is in.
the other's out on one-nighters, etc.

way

-

Youi^ Once More

At Annual IKnner-Dance
JASIE

Mrs. Lcblang's

former director for the late producer,
Roof of
yfsa held on the Starlight
Saturthe Waldorf Astoria, N.
day (22) night The organization is

who were

in

A

and assumed charge of her Interests.
It's understood that one or two of
the Leblang daughters, who have
come of age and are he^s^ voted for

Sophie Tucker, at her blondest,
the well-attended soiree.
She proudly claimed she was in the

and made no mention

m.c.,

HOLD BACK

a Job origi-

LUNIS

show was still okay. Mentioning
Fay said he Is the 'only man
who works for ^ee more than I
do.'

Although Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Runner-up in the show was Nor- Fontanne are scheduled to bring
ma Terrls, who, after vocalizing their 'Festival of Comedy* to Broad%how Boaf numbers, was called
Is some ques-

way In the
back for encores, giving Impressions
tion of whether they will finally do
of players at a Louella Parsons raStars are reported to be condio show. Her Billla Burke was Inmuch laughter. cerned with the problem of casting
fall,

there

and drew
Anent the coming of Patricia Zlegfeld, who was present, her ma was
tupposed to have said, 'Doctor you
fooled me; you said I had appendicitis.'
Miss Terrls also kidded the
girls' by telling them, "You look
younger than you really are.'
Art Jarrett, who had completed
five frolics at the Roxy, gave with
two numbers. He cracked that he
had a band 'until I gave it back to
the union.' Hal Leroy, of the 1931
Tollies,' contributed dance special-

timate

the various shows of the repertory.
Figured 'Sea Gull' and 'Amphitryon' would be satisfactory with
the present casts, while Tdlofs Delight' might also get by with the
current company. But Taming of
the Shrew' would require strong
easting In the supporting parts and
'Reunion in Vienna' might also M'
volve similar- problems. Lunts are
known to be looking for new play
for fall presentation, but are not believed to have found anything to suit
them thus far.
ties; Bobbe Amst sang 'How Long
Pair are at the Nixon, Pittsburgh,
Has This Been Going On'; Ada Mae
this week, winding up their season
appeared for a number a la ArgenThey
there Saturday night (29).
tine; Mary Lewis warbled at the
expect to spend a major part of ttie
opening and closing, being introsummer at their Genesee Depot
duced by Gladys Feldman Braham,
They were to have
(Wis.) home.
president of the club; J. Harold Murbrought the Testlval of Comedy' to
ray sang The Rangers' from 'Rio
Broadway this spring, but cancelled
Rita' and the theme number from
Reason given was a
that show.
Beryl Halley was the the booking.
recurrence of a rheumatic ailment
(tar of the parade.
They are known to be
of Lunt's.
Most of the Zlegfeld alumni Is greatly tired from their long tour,
Quite aware they have been out of
which began last Oct. 3 In Boston
the show-girl class for some time,
and has included many weeks of
but most of those who glided Satone-nighters.
urday night to the melodies of
Zleggy's productions are apparently
•till ia the pink.
The club bought
a motor car which was raffled off.
The Treasure Chest stunt was well
patronized, prizes being contributed
principally
by femme accessory

PERCY WILLIAMS HOME

TO ELECT ON MAY 4

'

firms.

The annual meeUng

of the Percy
Williams Home takes place May 4 at
East Islip, L. I., for the purpose of

Moore Leaves

Hosp After 13

May

electing new officers, receiving reports from the officers, directors and

Wksi

Play Strawluits

Erin O'Brien Moore, who Is re
covering from third degree bums of
the left arm
to her home

and legs, was removed
Sunday (23) from DocNew York, where she
imder treatment for 13 weeks.
imder the care of physicians and
with a nurse in attendance, it will
be some time before the actress will
he able to leave her bed. Possible
that she will appear in summer stock
later, however, actress' having re-

tor's Hospital,

^s

Still

ceived several offers.

As previously
her face is unmarked.
Miss Moore was Injured when her
evening frock caught fire in a cafe
from, a carelessly tossed match, after
the premiere of "The American Way,"
Center, N. Y., Jan. 21. Her condi

stated,
.

tlon

was

critical for

more than

for World's Fair Break

POSSIBLE

i

month. Burns of the tjrpe usually re
Quired from three to five months to

G&S

Influence

The "Mikado* 'mo'tlf inspired
Broadway ticket brokers to refer
'

to the shows currently leading
in agency demand as the 'Three
Little Maids,' trio being characters in the season's most em-

and

Sullivan

phasized

Gilbert

operetta.

Attractions, all

headed

by feminine stars, are The
Philadelphia Story,' 'No Time
for Comedy* and "The Little
'

Foxes.'
'Story*
and "Comedy* are
topped by the two Kits, Cornell
and Hepburn, while 'Foxes' has
Tallulah Bankhead. All. opened

after the first of the year, latest
arrival being "Comedy,' which

premiered

last

week.

LAW CAN

SUN.

The flip-flop of the stagehands
came as a surprise to Equity and the
managers' League of New York Theatres. They are on record favoring
Sundays, having sent a delegation to
Albany urging the governor to sign
the bill legalizing such performMost deckances, which .he did.
hands, singly, have favored the idea,
yet, when in a general meeting, they
followed their leadership, which was
opposed to the idea.
Issue of a seven-day week may
When Equity veered around recent on Sundays, it was strongly intrude on the schedule of the New
Indicated that they would be tried York World's Fair concessions It was
durhig the World's Fair. It was be- Intimated by the office of the State
lieved tiie movement would readily Industrial Commission, which is
get the support of the stagehands and charged with enforcing the Sunday
musicians, the latter In fact assent- labor law. Latter requires one day's
ing. At a meeting with the League, rest In seven, specifically naming the
however. Local (N. Y.) No. 1 of legitimate stage and musical attraclATSE demurred and It was Inti- tions. State bureau declares It will
mated the new unionists were some- check up on Fair shows which may
what peeved at Equity for taking the be rated In that category.
It's Indicated that Equity, In tak-.
lead for Sundays, dating back to the
time that the actors virtually Invali- Ing jurisdiction over at least two'
dated the law by Invoking double shows at the Fair, has .complicated
pay.
the situation. Equity does not definThat Sundays should be given. • itely classify 'Railroads on Parade'
trial is still favored, by some stage- as legit but this attraction will operate tmder rules made by the legit
(Continued on page 41)

HIT FAIR

Healy,

Erin

—Managers Had Hoped

CASTING MAY

nally assigned to Dan Healy, whose
duUes at the Top Hat, Union City,
N. J, kept him away, along with
oUier announced names, yet the

'

Votes Against Idea, Negating Possibility of Sabbatb Shows This Summer

NEW TRY

Gillmore s Turn-Stile Theory;

Acme Agency

lATSE

Attorney Is said to have averaged
Chances of playing Sunday leglt
around $25,000 annually in fees for shows during the Worldfs Fair faded
his services to the estate enterprises.
over the weekend, and th$ possibility
Jasle conducts a law office with a
of such performances ultimately
sou by a previous marriage.
coming was weakened by the New
York local of the stagehands imlon.
At Sunday's (23) nomination meeting, Sundays were considered, but
defeated by a considerable margin.
As other stage unions will not work
on that day without extra pay, unless all unions agree, the managerial
hopes appear to have been ditched.

Of liOave It to Me,' success in which
Soph
the is currently appearing.
gaVe 'em part of her night club rou40'
tine, starting withUfe Begins at
and topping it with "You've Got To
Be Loved To Be Healthy.' Songstress
drew a laugh by mimicking the
ihowglrl strut around the floor,
tomethlng she 'always wanted to do.'

Frank Fay was

89

Steamed Up

Referee s Report Vs.

BelieTed Agree-

able, Local No. 1 of

change.

wowed

1909 'Follies'

Hnsbaod Bnmored
Estate's Attorney

William Jasle Is reported out as
attorney for the estate of Joe Leblang and the Leblang ticket agenPreviously unknown in show
cies.
circles, he married Tillle Leblang,
widow of the late ticket magnate,

the Tollies' and other Zlegfeld muflock of them showed their
flcals.
(tuff in the 'glorified' manner of the
Zlegfeld displays, between numbers
by former principals of his shows.

B way Ticket Sibiash
By

in N. Y.

Originally
Dropped As

show staged by Ned Waybum,

composed of show girls

K(]J[

REPORTED OUT

By JACK PULASKI
The fourth annual dinner dance of
a
the ZiecfeW Club, featured by
floor
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SHOWS

actors organization.

PHILLY SEASON

GETS RESPITE

week.

who

reserved seats in legit; the referee,
who took testimony In the restraint
of trade allegations of the Acme
Agency against the League of New
York Theatres and Equity, recommended dismissal of the case, and
the League, In demanding compliance bonds from two brokers who
violated the niles, indicated a strict*
'
er enforcement of the ticket code.
Gillmore publicly abred his views
on 'first come, first served' during
a luncheon' address, but privately
broached the plan several years ago.
Idea of doing away with tickets
calling for definite locations would
eliminate ticket agencies, he figures.
However, It might at the same time
alienate that class of patronage that
supports legit, according to showmen

who

regard Glllmore's plan as un«
workable.
Limited size of the average legit
theatre In comparlslon to pictur*
houses, most of which use the non?
reserved seat system, would be a
deterrent, they say. Gillmore argues
that there would be no need to lower
box" office prices, which Is being considered in show circles, but managers, critical of the radical suggestion, declare reserved seats ar9
the backbone of leglt.
Gillmore is quoted saying the plan'
could be tried for some montha^in
the event the Acme decision favored
the agency, but along Broadway it
was known that the militant brokerage had little chance to be favored
by the referee. Gillmore claimed the
agencies gouge $800,000 from playgoers annually, yet managers who
are striving to enforce the code, concede agencies are of value by supplying service to the public.
'

Use of

turnstiles In leglt lobbies
to be fantastic.
It

was considered
is

pointed out that most Broadway
have reserved sections or
(Continued on page 42)

film houses

Assuming that

'Railroads' Is a leglter. Equity claims
the right to dictate the working con-'
ditlons, since the attraction la not
regularly presented on Broadway.
Shakespearean tab In the Merrle
England concession gained permission to work the cast seven days a
Equltyltes.

There were several developments
In Broadway's ticket situation during the week.. Frank Gillmore, former head of Equity, led with his
chin in advocating doing away with

The Big No-Decision
Of the Yean
Can't Pick

Critics

a Winner

question whether

Failure of the Critics Chrcle to decide oh the "best* play of the 1938-39
season brought much ](lddlng of tha
reviewing gentry. Including observations by themselvesi
Four plays
were considered, the critics stubbornly sticking to their first cholcei^
80 there Is no winner and no plaque
awarded.
'Abe Lincoln In Illinois' was generally regarded as the front runner
for the critical nod, biit it was nosed
out by The Little Foxes,* which got
six votes against five for 'Abe.'
There were two or three votes for
'Rocket to. the Moon' during the
BKPT.;
afternoon and two critics stuck to a
short play, 'My Heart's hi the HighLLABILinES,
lands.'
One of the reviewers commented about the latter play being
Everett Marshall, actor, who lists considered, saying It looked like the
work and may be held here while himself
as unemployed at present, Circle was trying to emulate former
the fixing Is done.
filed a voluntary petition of bank- Pulitzer committees, which made
The next show booked In here Is
ruptcy in N. Y. federal court, Mon- such curious selections that the
'I Married an Angel,' skedded for
day (24), listing assets of $400 critics got the Idea they should do

Fair rules are equitable, are
agreed that the seven-day matter
should be cleaned up. Pointed out
that such shows as the Acquacade,
which will show every day, places
something of a handicap on 'Railroads':
Latter Is slated for four
times dally, admission being 25c. No
leglter has ever used such a schedule, nor attempted to low an admission, and It is explained that
(Continued on page 42)
the

Philadelphia, April 29.
Out of the proverbial clear sky,
Philly's leglt season has been proand,
at the present writing,
longed
anjrthlng can happen between now
and the end of May.
Last night (Monday) saw the
opening of the tryout. The Brown
Danube' at the Forrest, and a return of The Women,' this time at the
Locust Both engagements are listed
for single weeks, but with no bookings for either house, there is plenty
of leeway for prolonging the runs.
The Women' can stay any length
of time, despite the management's
deshre to get Into New York for the
World's Fair. In the case of 'Danube' It admittedly needs a lot of

EV MARSHAU

committees.
Present officers and directors now
are: President, A. O. Brown; v.p.,
Walter Vincent; treasurer, Sam A.
Scribner; secretary, Jacob I. GoodDirectors: Daniel Frohman,
stein.
Richard Hemdon, Harry. G. Sommers, Edwin Milton Royle, William
Gaxton, Raymond Peck, John Hayden, Edwin Burke.
May 8 and definitely set for two
At the Williams Home there are weeks. 'Yokel Boy Makes Good,' (clothing) and liabilities of $28,318. the picking.
Believed the fiasco of their voting
now 38 guests. Superintendent of George Abbott tryout, is still In the The major portion of the liabilities is
the Home is Major Bernard
owed Carolina Segrera Marshall, has resulted in the Circle losing face.
offing.
his ex-wife, totaling $17,783, It's for Group was formed some seasons
Relnold.
back and was patterned along the
alimony arrears.
lines
of I/indon's Critics Circle.
Among other liabilities are $4,000
Mass. Nixes Juves
in taxes to the Government, $750 to Thereafter the scrapping and mergin
Boston, April 25.
William Klein, $380 to the N. Y.' Ath- ing of several papers reduced the
The House of Representatives yesKansas City, April 25
letic Club and $79 to the Lambs number of reviewers and it was deWalter Hampden has been brought terday (Monday) killed a bill to per- Club.
cided
to
make the membership more
and under
In to play the lead in the Resident mit children of 14 years
Also listed as of luiknown worth elastic. Rules were amended and
productions.
theatre's production of 'Our Town.' to play In legitimate
among assets is a 12';^% interest in Instead of the membership being reBill was defended by Rep. Ernest
It's set for a May 1 opening.
stricted
Co.,
of
Fort
Worth,
OH
to
critics on the dailies (Inwho said that the W. S. H.
Play Is set for a 10-day run, but W. DuUea of Boston,
clusive of one non-theatrical trade
juves might open two Bps- Texas.
will likely run into extended time. okay on
Marshall Is currently on the Coast publication. Women's Wear), reviewr
closed, because of
Theatre is a 50b-seater scaled at 50c, ton theatres, now
Frisco
Fair's
'Zlegfeld
for
the
erson
certain
weekllea. and even
the state restriction against children headed
75c and $1. The organization has a
monthlies were taken in.
Follies' (Shubert).
appearing In theatrical productions.
subscription list of 1,800.

$17J83

'

A

.

Hampden

Town*

'

-
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Hays on Broadway

Inside Stufi-Legit
Sing for Your Supper
last week
When 'No Time For Comedy' opened at 'the Barrymore, N.
an extra row was added in the front of the orchestra. Tickets were printed
Rovue In two parts preBented br'-tlie
Because of that the house band was shifted to boxes on the right, WPA Federal Theatre: mualc. Leo Walner
Sour;
'

AA.

and

Lehac;

Nc<l

Uol>ert

lyrlca,

being rather annoyingly in evidence. Katharine Cornell, starred in the aketchee, Dave Lesan and Turner Dullock;
S. 'N. Behrman hit, objected to the extra seats. She explained the players, additional material, Charlotte Kent nnU
John Latouchc; staged .by Robert H. Gorincluding herself, were disconcerted by patrons being so close to the stage. don; dances. Ned McGura. .and Anna
Sofcolow.
At the AdelpbK N. T., April
The added row was removed but as many tickets for that location had 24.
'30: $1.10 top.
been sold in advance, .the boxofflce was hard put to deliver replacement
Coat: Carl Chapin, Vlrslnla Bolen. EUdle
locations.
Required number was called back from the agencies, mostly Fuller, Coby Riiskln, Haniitord Wilson,
Pautn liawrenco: Gordon Clarke. Pticfy
for the fourth and fifth rows.
Coudray, Harry Hart, Carol Coult, TrudI
Goodrich, Bldda Blakeley, Hurlel Watts,
Total cost of producing 'Comedy*, was $21,000, which was the approxi- Walter
LeRoy. Qenoin Ennjlsh. Frank
mate gross of the first week, indicating the new hit will quickly recapture Newton, Costello Woolrldice, James. MordeMuni Diamond, Edward Fuller.. Edthe ihvestmeni Guthrie McClintic, who staged the play, received $5,000, cal.
ward IieDuc, William and Allen .Tlnney
and will be paid a percentage. He may also be in on Miss Cornell's Rufua and RIcdard Flnlayson.
Sl% of 'Comedy,' the Play wrights Co. having the balance.
l^ere were standees at the first matinee despite a downpour. Advance
'Sing for Your Supper' opened
sale prior to premiere was $18,000.
Monday (24) at the Adelphi, which
had been closed about six momhs
t

-

-

.

'

'

for rehearsals of a show that WPA
The Williams College Adams Memorial theatre, Williamstown, Mass., hai been preparing for the past year
made possible by a $260,000 gitt from an anonymous' donor last November, or more. Considering the labor and
will be one of the finest, intercollegiate drama centers in the country, ac- time devoted,
'Sing'
isn't
much

cording to plans announced preliminary to the start of construction in
June. Stanley McCandles, who served as consultant in the lighting layout
of the Radio City. Music Hall, is acting as consultant on the Williamstown
theatre. Of modem architectural design and equipment comparing with the
best of the professional stage, the house will seat 465 persons in its sloping,
fan-shaped auditorium. In addition to the auditorium there will be a large
work room for members of Cap and Bells, student dramatic society, concert
and classrooms for music students, scenery rooms and a costume studio.
New courses in drama and music are being added to the curriculum for

next year.
Nucleous of IPassing Show,' which J. J. Shubert has at present on
the fair grounds of the San. Francisco Golden Gate Exposition, started for
the Coast last Thursday (20), Principals include Al Trahan, Everett Marshall and Rags Ragland. Several acts from Two a Day,' a WFAer in Los
AngjBles, are also said to have been engaged^ while a local line of girls are

be used.

to

.

established and tt may be classified as
a legiter. Equity stated that it awaits reports from its Frisco office before
making the rating, while the management, avers it will be a revue type ot
Staitiis

of the

show has not been

.

OTHELLO
Chicago, April

21,

Tragedy by William Shakespeare; pr«sented by the Chicago unit of tb* Fadetal
Theatre Project; staged by Don Koehler;
settlnga and costumes. Cllve Rlckabaugh:
produced under general supervision ot
.Harry Ulnturn; at the Blackstone, Chi,
Roderlgo
'.Albert Carroll
..Ian Keith
DraboOano
Herb. Hadden
B""*'
Jf.v".\?"''

Otis Gordlnler
Murlllo Schofleld

•'

••

g^f "••»>»

Connor
Margarette Shanna
Peggy Joyce

•

S""','*
;

;

Tom MSDernilt

.Maurice Caidan
QtaUano
Iiester Podewell
Oincer
Jaatee Delhi
Soldiers: Harry Schubert,' Sidney Ehrenberg, Syde Waller, Edgar Tegtw.
•

Phil York has written a smaU book entitled 'Duties of a Company Manager and Advance Agent* As title indicates, volume is designed as an aid
Senaton: Wm. Coumeen, Arthur Freeman,
ta those front and back of touring attractions.
uitry Brooks, Albert Storcta.
Publisher Is Ellis Antkes, new name in publishing ranks.

the

BuIofF Concerting

Chicago, April 25.
New York Yiddish

Beack Stock on Tonr

Illustrating

native

are therefore less satisfying. Simisome of the repeat, appear'^
ances of the dancers haven't the
audience wallop that their initial
turns possess.
As for the songs,
few are riiore than ordinary, since
the tunes are undistinguished and
the lyrics are unintelligible.
Among the standout performers
are Vincente Gomei, the Trio MiX'<
teco, Rolando, Trio Lina, Estela,
Jose Fernandez and Marissa Flores.
Gomez's guitar playing provides a
number of captivating moments,
while the Mlxteco and Lino trios
contribute enchanting dance turns
and the Femandez-Flores combo
offers two dance routines of genuine
distinction.
Rolando presents two
imaginative and lively dance numbers and an exciting bit Is injected
in the finale when two gamecocks
are tossed on the stage to provide a
larly,

'Little D.AJI.S'.
'Mikado* is in

the second part and
the house' quieted down only after
Ruth Rubinstein started the comic
'Daisy Chain' number, retained from
the first edition. In this section, too, is
another skit 'Papa Lewis, Mama
Green,' a burlesque on the union
squabble between the AFL and the
CIO. Clark and Al Eben are the
leads who rou^ each- other about
while Millie weitz and Anthony
Fazio as rank and filers, in kid garb,
sing a Rome ntmiber whose lyrics
include a line about 'Dubinsky ran
away* (from the battie between the
-

union chieftains). David Dubinsky

head of the ILGWU.
'Britannia Waives the

is

Hobe.

additions,, too.

Ear)^ In the revue

the smash

is

Song of Social

'Sing a

Significance,'

which, along with the effective 'Sunday in the Park,' is a holdover. 'Back
to Work* (new) for the first-act
finale, is also okay, while 'One Big
Union for Two,* retained, provides
the second-part start. The Slumming
Party* skit is somewhat changed,
Anne Brown doing very well as the
snooty socialite. Ella Gerber handles a song rated among the best in
the original show, 'It's Not Cricket
to Plckef.
Only colored member,
Dorothy Tucker, sings 'What Good Is
Love,* out was so nervous that it
fiiwed.
ibee.
'

BELOVED LEADER
Philadelphia, April 22.
Farce In three acts (six scenes) by William McNally; presented by the Hedgerow
directed by Jasper Deeter; settings .and costumes, Stephanie Klein; at
Hedgerow theatre, Moylan, Pa.,' Aprir2122,

-80;

Max

tl.W

top.

Frank Kelly
Audrey Ward
Mah)on Nalll
John Wood
Horry Shcppaid
Joseph Graham

Rosamunds
Lenx
Bellboy
Straftendort

Kramm

Hugo

George Ebellng

Albert

WlUlnm

Rudolph Rapp
Soldiers... Richard

Secret

'

.

tlno Gorostlza; Julio Castellanos. scenic
supervisor: Eduardo Hernandez Moncado
and Blarle Ruiz, musical auperrlsora;
Agustin Laze, .costume supervisor; Glnck
Sandor, dance supervisor; orchestra directSi'^
^J"' -Baron: Sllvestr* Revueltas,

Service

Ulrlch

David Uetcalt
Catherine Rleser

Ottllle

Derr,

Men

Edmund. Cannon,
Shirley Normnn
Mel Roberts,
Michael DoBaussst

There's no denying the timeliness
of the Hedgerow theatre's latest production, "Beloved Leader,' presented
on the group's 16th birthday.
There's some good writing In
Xeader* and considerable intrinsic
effectiveness, but the comedy mood
doesn't fit the subject Author WUliam McNally, who wrote 'Prelude to
Exile,' the play about Wagner, the
composer, which the Theatre Guild
did a couple of years ago, has a facile style and knows how to lay out
a plausible, well-knit play, but his
idea of making Herr Hitler a farcical
figure, from the word 'go,' was a
misguided one.
'Leader* provides the Hedgerow
personnel with some excellent acting
chances, primarily, of course, in the
character of Rudolph Rapp, the very
thinlv disguised Hitler.
He's presented fundamentally as
easy-going, none-too-virile and not

many

MEXICANA
'Native revue In two acts (26 scenes),
presented by Republic ot Mexico.
Produced under general aupervlslon ot Celes-

Town

tlieatre;

Dr.

-

among the

Play Got of

Rules,* an-' Fritz

other Interpolation, by John -Latouche, Arnold Horwitt and Bemece
Kazounofl,' also rings the bell. It's
a satire on foreign politics; with
Eben, Clark, Hy Gardner. Berni
Gold, Fred Schmidt and Murray Modick principally contributing. Also
rew .'s 'I've Got the Nerve to Be in
Lov«,' eung by Ruth Elbaum and Al
Levy. 'Cream of Mush' is a radio
travesty and serves fairly well

degrees above moronic

stand'*

ards.
Originally the tool of an
bitious, unscrupulous cabinet

am-

Budolph finds relaxation in juvenile diversions, and is a hound for riddles,

child games and cards.
The cabinet wants him to marry,
but Rudolph Isn't at all Interested
Rosamunde, the aviatrix, who's the
Tata Naoho, Jose Zabre Matroquln, Cande- original choice. By the same token,
Isrlo Hulzar, Jose Rolon, Bias Oallndo,
AKonso Esparza Oteo. Luis Sandl, com- the flying lady isn't interested In Ruposers; Agustin Lazo, Xavler Vlllaurrutla, dolph.
She's much more attracted:
Celeatlno OorosUza, Octavlo G, Barreda, by
a German-American scientist
Rafael F. Munoz, Julio Bracho. Miguel
In the country, but of
Bervelller, authors: Jos« 7'emandez. Rafael stranded
DIac, Eva Perez Caro. Dick Schreurs, course 'fs simply Impossible for her
ohoreogrophers; Agustin Lozo, Julio Castel- to even think of jilting
the country's
lanos,
Carlos
Orozco,
Carlos
Merlda, leader.
solution is reached by
Manuel
Fontanals,
Gabriel
Fernandez
Ledesma, scene hnd costume designers; throwing
the dim-witted OtUlie,
xl who's even more childlike than Bii^l^l'^^f pointed by Rodolfo Qalvan!
»8.S0 top.
?^*!:•
at that bored gentieman's
Cast: Roslta Rtos, Tito Coral, Vincente dolph,
Gomel, Trio Mlxteco (Carmen Molina, En- head.
The two are congenial in
rique Pastor. Joss Molina), Ellsa, Rafael their
fondness for games,' but the
'

m

A

.

Joss
Luis Tapla.
Rolando,
Cuates C^llla, Mario Lulsa. Lopez, Con^
Buelo Soloizano, Trio Naclonal, Trio Line,
Estela,
Gutierrez,

girl's

almost unbelievable stupidity

horrifies the plotting ministers. Ru<
Rene, Amnaro Arozamena, Chucha dolph himself tires of the tepid, halfEva Perez Caro. Llla KIwa,
Feniandez, Marissa Flores. Bealrlz hearted romance and refuses to be
Ramos, victor Novaro,. Gustavo Aponte, upset even when the cabinet sitages
Xavler Fuentes. Lee. Carlos Baokman, a fake bomb
plot In the end, which
Las Serranltas, Los Huescos, Gabriel Alvarsz.
Catallna _Avlla, FrAnclseo Leon. goes into straight farce, Ottilie deEduardo Salas. Francisco Ibatta, others. garts and Rudolph, still a tool in the
Narration by Graslalla farrago.
ands of his advisers, remains un-

Camadho,

Jose

.

Cohstance Belmont
Innkeeper
.Charles Ernst
Citizens: Oeraldlne Luger, Olga Kruger,
Revanna Proctor, Katherlne Harney,
First half-hour or so of this native
Harry Terman, Ruth Smythe, Barbara
Burrusii. Joan N'orlander, Larry Brooks, revue Is surprisingly entertaining.
Opal Walker,
iillaa
Phelps,
Wllltam But the show Is overlong and after
Ludke, Isabelle Hough and George Spel- the novelty wears off it is
repetinln.
tious and only occasionally bright
Lody In Waiting
Mnrsella Oaudell
Offering wlU have U: ited appeal,

First of contemplated teries of
La Crosse, Wis., April 26.
Shakespearean shows, to tta pro<jV7 L. Beack Stock, featuring duced by the Chicago Fedtva! Theaand Broadway legit actor, is in town Evalyn Harris and Buddy Graves, Is tre, this one qualifies as an excellent
down, this
at
the Wisconsin .theatre here for a S?!?'?!^on a series of concert appearances
'Othello' still possesses th>- <wiaat and
for Jewish groups ttiroughout the limited engagement
heart of the tragedy.
Miss Harris has appeared In Gene
midwest
Outstanding, of c6urs»
Is
Ian
Will also do the lead In a revival Autry films, and Graves has worked Keith, who plays the villainous
in RKO and Trem Carr pictures.
of The Kibitzer.'
(Continued on page 42)

Joseph Bulofl,

sketches,

,

fay'o

.Hunter Gardner, who will be in "The Piursuit of Happiness* at MapleJ., next week, is the only member of the original
Broadway cast
be In the revival. Phillips Holmes and Carol Stone wlU have

few.

.

but tiie novelty angle and modest
budget will be factors. However, a
moderate stay seems likely.
Show, backed by the ^Mexican
government is unique in lis lengthy
list of credits, with 15 composers

and authors

billed.' Otrt a Vital weakness is the absence of click music—
not a slnde whlstleable tune. Fact

tbStthe book Is ell in a foreign
tonglRTs also a drawback, since it

'

'

'

to

wood, N.

pantomime

'

the original.
Most of the original cast, which has
been on the road, has been back for
some time. The authorship is some-

'

.

who will
leads.

to

Although the production is sun.
posed to be completely native it
has an undeniable Broadwiay touch
in the presence in the cast of a
number of performers from New
York's Latin American niteries and
from radio. However,, the settinga
and costumes have the authenUcaI&
vivid coloring of Mexico and the
dancing has true sub-Rio Grande
abandon.
In general pattern, the reviie follows a rather set formhla with
sketches sandwiched between groups
of songs and dance numbers. First

Half a dozen new numbers have legends and phases of Mexican llf&
been inserted into the garment work- are illuminating and interesting, but
ers' union show, which is better than the latter ones lack variation
and

The

'

"Rocket to the Moon,' which closed at the Windsor, N. Y., grossed approximately $110,000 in 10 weeks, according to Vaioett's boxofflce estimates. For. the last four weeks it split the week with a previous Clifford
Odets drama, 'Awake and Sing.' Claim it just about paid off the original

'

WPA

WPA

.

comedy

confines the

(NEW EDITION)

what changed; whereas Harold J.
worthwhile.
Rome and (%arleis Friedman were
It's- easy to see that a revue is a
contributors
tough problem for the relief outfit formerly the principal
of material, Joseph Schrank has
for that' type of musical requires
teamed
with Rome in writing the
mueh that
does not possess.
The cast is large and the theatre is best of the fresh material.
Easily the socko addition to the
commodious,- but the impression is
that a crude attempt to follow the revue is The Red Mikado,' which
brings the original authors from
pattern of 'Pins and Needles.'
WPA-ers cannot go as far satirically their graves to picket: 'Unfair to Gilas the garment unionists, and while bert' and 'Unfair to Sullivan,'. Comic
thSre are some more or less gentie operetta runs for 14 minutes and
could be extended. Schrank and
political jibes, very little of it is
Rome have done an excellent job on
comic,, with the show woefully shy of
this, while the latter's lyrics give the
laugh-provoking material.
incentive for the 'Red' version by
The doors at the debut did not mentioning'
the D'Oyly Cartes, the
open' until after the advertised
'Swing' and the 'Hot Mikado'. Harrystarting time. Interior of the house
Clark, as the Lord High Executioner,
was so stuffy that the audience is
the topper of this enjoyable inter- brief scuffle.
mopped faces throughout Regard- lude.
Llttie Maids' are Nina
Three
less, there was high enthusiasm durHarary, Alma Charmat and Ida Maning the first part by many ioi the del, who here become the three little.

audience.
vaudeville show.
During the second part there was
Ragland was dolled up with a new upper plate, Shubert stipulating that less to-do out front. Some of the
he must have the 'clackers' to take the job. Comic's absence of molars was weaker numbers are spotted in this
part
a stock in trade for burlesque appearances.
Finale of both sections are highlights.
First-act ending, 'Papa's Got
Added Thtirsday miatlnees, which have been given at the Winter Garden, a Job,' and the concluding 'Ballad
N. Y., by .'Hellzapoppin' since -the first of the year, will be dropped after of Uncle Sam' are ensemble numbers,
with white and colored sections
this week and the front-running musical will revert to an eight-performof the company freely intermingling.
ance schedule. One reason ascribed for the switch is managerial, that end
The show has three dozen colored
figuring the demand for tickets continues to be so strong that potential players,
including some principals.
$3 JO customers attend for $2.20, which is the mid-week afternoon top.
'At Long Last' is the opening numDaily matinees during Easter week proved too exacting on the players, ber, lyric of which .points out the
especially Olsen and Johnson, who declared off the two-a-day trick as being shows which the
did well by
too wearing, particularly' in light of demands on their time outside the and with. Number seems too long
and rather braggy. Mention, too, of
theatre.
course, is made of the. long, Ipng
time the revue was rehearsetl.
Although 'Brown Danube,' produced by Bohflls & Somnes, was scheduled 'Opening Night,' an all-colored numto open on Broadway this week, tryout in Pittsburgh convinced sponsors ber, is just fair, while a skit on
show wasn't ripe and it will spend next fortnight in PbiUy for cast and naval maneuvers Isn't, as funny as
script revisions. Around 16 minutes were eliminated following premiere intended.
First to score Is Virginia Bolen,
performance, speeding up action considerably, but still not impressing
the soubrette. She handles 'LegitiSmoky City cricks with its chances.
mate,' lyric anent a girl who wanted
Play was authored by Burnet Hersh'ey, former foreign correspondent to become an actress,
but who landhas
Re
written a couple 'of other pieces, which were produced only in the ed in a lingerie shop and finally
strawhats, however, and has also done a stretch on the Coast in WB's went into 'Pin and Needles.'
"The
writing department.
Last Wbltz' is arty' and credited to
the modem dance group, ending with
Theatre Guild, acting on Insistent suggestion by certain reviewers that impending totalitarian regimentation.
it use. 'My Heart's in the Highlands' as a subscription attraction, entered
'Young Man with a Horn' seems
Into a deal with the Group Theatre to that end and the show is now under the show's best song, coming
from
that status. It had been put on .as an experimental show. Guild now Robert Sour and Lee Wainer. It's
'owes' its subscribers one production on the season, which will be deferred delivered
by
Paula
Lawrence,
backed
by a colored ghrl quartet
llntU 1939-40.
with
Frank
Newton
playing
comet.
Because Highlands' has a $2.20 top, there will be an adjustment with
the subscribers, who pay $2.76 for a $330 ticket They wiU be charged 'Imagine My Finding You Here' is
weakly sung by others, hut well
$1.75 for the new show and the Guild will either refund or subscribers
enough staged. 'Code for Actors'
will be credited on next season's account
spooB the time allowance rules in
WPA. 'Her Pop's a Cop' and 'PerAntoinette Perry addressed Philadelphia's Art Alliance at the Plays and spiration' are fair, with the former
better because; of a dance sendoff.
Players UtUetheatre there last Thursday (20), subject matter behig
that
Carl Chapin handles the principal
of stage direction. Her paper consisted of 27,000 words, which consumed comedy parts.
Noticed among those
one hour and 45 minutes, so there was an intermission to relieve possible formerly in Broadway commercial
fatigue of the audience.
shows are Peggy Coudray and HansMiss Perry detailed the work of her committee in handling numerous ford Wilson, but the other names
groups of embryo players for the American Theatre Council last year are not familiar.
Orchestra is too loud, brasses 'and
which activities were not resumed this season. She was critical of the
drums especially often intruding on
methods used in drama schools and the type of direction therein.
the performance.
ibec.

Advance, mail order sale for The LitUe Foxes,' National, N. Y, is stated
have amounted to $3,700 received during last week alone. Peak of the
orders was reached on Wednesday (19) and tickets up to June 30 are
beinfl
s«!nt out
Herman Shumlin, producer of 'Foxes,' denies reports of unusual audience
reaction, explaining that plaudits await the conclusion of each performance, at which time the players are invariably accorded a flock
of curtain
calls.
Biz Is virtual capacity.

AND NEEDLES

PINS

Revue In two parts. 21 scenes; presented
by International Ladles Garment Workers
Union players; staged by Robert H. Gordon; music and lyrics mostly by Harold
J. Rome; sketches. Charles Friedman, JO'
seph Schrank, Artnur Arent, David Greg,
ory, John Latouolre,' Borne; musical ar
rnngementa hy George Davis and Baldwin
Bergeraen; settings, Solntu Syrjala; spe-'
clal numbers staged by Felicia Sorel; at
Labor Stags, N. T., April 20, '30; t3.30 top.
Cast: Al Eben, Harry Clark, Ruth Rubinstein,
Mini* Weltz, Anne Bro-wn," Nina
Harary, Paul Seymour, Murray Modlrk,
Hy Gardner, Sara Dratch, Jean Nlclta, Dor.
otliy Tucker.

married.
Catherine Rleser gives an admirable performance as Ottilie. David
Metcalf, one of Hedgerow's most de'^
pendable young players, is satisfactory as Rapp, clarifying the character as much as possible and not em^phasizing too markedly the authors
none-too-veiled suggestions of abnormality. Harry Sheppard, George
Ebeling and Joseph (iraham Sjve
good, performances In supporting
roles.
Jasper Deeter has directed
competently and the play's single set
is effective.
curiously la-de-(Ja
score maintains the Intended spirit
and atmosphere of the authors
Water*.
theme.

A

'

'
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LOBBYOPPOSING

The Bard Couldn't Take
London'sWeather—Phelps

Corrent Road Shows

VARIETY

Glenda FarreD to Play IStage Door

(Week of AprU 24)
'Brown Dannbe' (Fay Wray)—

Philadelphia, April 25.

There would probably be considerably more of Shakespeare's plays Forrest Philadelphia.
'Call It a Day' (Philip Merlvale.
in the world today if London
weather wasn't what it Is, Dr. Wil- Ann Mason)—Maplewood, Mapleliam Lyon Phelps told the Ameri- wood, N. J.
D'Oyly Carte
Opera^olohial,
Union,
comArts
a
Federated
can Philosophical Soci:ty hero last
The

ANTI-WPABILL
representing, the

mittee

theatre,

Boston.
'Hamlct'-'Henry

week.

^ters, musicians and other white

IV

—

.

collar

may

—

>

;
;

Colorado Springs (24); Auditorium,

PhiHy Gronp Ootfines

eral states.

Announced

Monday

(24),

Denver

how-

Lincoln, Cheyenne

(25-26);

(27) .

Next

Season's Plans,
ever, that the President proposes to
•Knickerbocker Holiday' (Walter
.12 federal relief groups into
Huston)—Grand, Chicago (23-29).
three agencies, which would handle
But StiD Seeking Coin Lnnt-Fontanne Beperiory ^Nixon,
the whole and eliminate the present
Pittsburgh.
Identities of the separate divisions.
'My Dear Children' (John BarryPhiladelphia, April 25.
will disThat may mean that
more) ^American, St Louis.
appear in name, but how, or whether
Plans for the new Philly theatrical
'Onr Town' (Frank Craven) Cur.
that win materially affect the fed- producing company aiming to make ran, San Francisco.
eral tiieatre set-up is not yet clear.
'Oor Town' (Eddie Dowltog)—
a 10-week stand at the Walnut next
Martin Popper, an attorney, is
Plymouth, Boston.
were
meeting
season
formulated
at
a
representing the arts committee, ac'Skylark' (Gertrude I<awrence)—
tivities of which are expected to be of the leaders of various interested Harris, Chicago.
supported by collections from work- groups in the house on Sunday (23).
'The Women'—Locust Philadeling players. Those now having en- Group, taggtog itself Philadelphia phia.
gagements have been asked to make Theatre, Inc., will be modeled someTobacco Read'—ParEunouht Todonations.
Equity has conb'ibuted what along the lines of the New ledo (24); Paramount Marion, Ind.
$500 to the committee, and affiliated York Theatre Guild.
(26); Roxy, Ottawa, 111. (27); Grand,
unions are expected to also conLeslie Spiller, who will handle the Davenport (28-29).
tribute.
'What » Life'—Erlanger, Chicago.
Job of producer-director, if the civic'Whlteoaka^ (Ethel Barrymore)—
minded prom.oters are able to brush
enough coin, outlined plans for Capitol, Calgary, Alberta (24); Emmerge

—

WFA

—

.

up

YIDDISH STAR, DIES
A

.

the season. There will be a series pire, Edmonton, Sask.' (25-26); Capiof five plays, with pro casts, starttoe tol, Regina, Alberta (27); Orpheum,
in October. Each show will run two Winnipeg (28-29).
weeks. At the conclusion of the fall
season In December the theatre will
close down to permit preparation of

more than 40 years
five more plays, starting in Februlast week when Bertha
ary.
-Kallch, 64, -a -star of the English and
All casting will be done In New
Yiddish stage, died April 18 in a New
York hospital following an opera- York. Shows to be given will tocliide current available Broadway
tion.
hits, with origtoal casts when possiProbably the greatest actress In
ble, or a duplicate if necessary; new
the history of the Yiddish theatre.
plays and N. Y. critical successes
Miss Kalich, who crowned her Euro- that hadn't enou^ b.o. to bit the
career of

was ended

pean

dramatic

1894,

was forced

achievements

with
even greater success in the U. S.
when she migrated to this country in
to quit the theatre

some

10 years ago due to a malignant
eye growth which nearly resulted
In the loss of her sight From time
to time she made informal appearances at benefits, etc.-, but the tax
of her strength curbed heir appear-

ances Increasingly of late. Her last
public appearance was made last
Feb. 23 at the Jolson theatre, where
t benefit testimonial was held in her
honor.

Miss Kalich, who in private life
was the wife of Leopold Spachner,
Yiddish theatrical producer, began
her American' career at the old
Thalia, on the Bowery, N. Y., under
the management of Edelstebi, then
the Impresario of the Yiddish theatre in America. Edelstein had seen
her score signal successes as a member of the Bucharest National Theatre at a time when anti-Semitism In
Rumania was at a height Subequent to her appearance In Yiddish plays at the Thalia, she acted
In Russian, German
and French
plays, too, as well as in some of
Shakespeare's works, sU given in
Yiddish.
'

At the behest of

friends, who
thought her an excellent possibility
for the English stage, she learned
the language and performed her
first

BURR, EQUTTY AT ODDS

ON HAPPIEST DAVy
Dispute over the claims of actors
In The Happiest Days,' which was
withdrawn from the Vanderbilt
N. Y., will go to arbitration. Cast of
the show, which was presented by
Courtney Burr, was paid a week and
one-halfs saluy prior to opening
and received pay for the seven performances given. Management contends that as the players were paid
at least two weeks, there is no further llabUity.

Equity decided differently, saying
its rules are that players must
be paid a mtoimum of two weeks
dattog from the first public performance. There was no question of paid

that

Management avers the
previews.
rule was recently Invoked, with
Equity clalmtog the rule to have
been in force for some time. There
Is an agreement not to change the
rules between Equity and the League
of New York Theatres, but Burr Is
not a member.
The time and one half was for
rehearsals held beyond the time
Council had conceded one
limit

week more

at rehearsal pay,
vided the cast was agreeable.

pro-

Man-

agement claimed such an arrangeplaywright, Sardou. ment, but when the cast received
Daniel Frohman, David Belasco and
notice' of the concession, the players
Harrison Gray Fiske were immecalled at Equity and declared they
diately influenced by her beauty
had never been asked about the
and striking performance. Fiske
Council thereupon figured
matter.
soon thereafter signed her to a conwithdrew
the
misrepresentation,
tract
Minnie Maddern Fiske then concession and ordered full salaries'
took her in hand and schooled her
Management also plans to
paid.
to English.
She also performed in present that part of the dispute to
English for Lee Shubert
the arbitrators.
Probably her outstanding role was
to The Kreutzer Sonata,' which she
nad performed in Yiddish at the
Engagements
Thalia when she first came to the
O. S., and later in English.
She
Gower & Jeanne, 'Streets of Paris.'
™umed to the Yiddish theatre in
John Emery, 'Wutherlng Heights.'
W27, In 'Midway,' at the Irving
Rhys Williams, Hiram Sherman,
Place theatre, N. Y., devoUng the
Gage, Bertram "Tanswell,
rest of her career to Yiddish presen- Erford
Winston O'Keefe, Raymond Johnson,
tations.
Wallace Acton, Arthur L. Sachs,
In 1929, appearing at the National
Franz Bendsten, Charles De Sheim,
theatre, on the lower east side of
Howard Wierum, Byron McGrath,
Manhattan, she caught cold, with the
Joseph Callaway, William Franklin,
lltoess subsequently
affecting her Peter Leeds, Robert Hanley, Austin
sight After several operations and
Kevin
Barre,
Charles
Coghlan,
the depletion of a fortune for mediO'Shea, Grace Coppln, Jackson Percal expenses, her sight was saved,
Kate Warrlner, Katherine
kins,
In addition to her husoand, a
Elsie
Squire,
Katherine
Bard,
daughter,
LiUIah,
survives.
also
Dvorak, Eugenia Rawls, Timothy
Funeral services were held in N. Y. Lynn Kearse, Globe Theatre, Merrie
"Iday (21).
England, New York World's Fair.

by the

•

role in Teoriginally in French

English-speaking

dora,' written

road.'

Gallic

Added

Glenda

Strawliats

WPA WASHING

Central City PUy FesUval,
Central City, CoL July 15-29.
Frank St Ledger, Richard Aldrich.

ald.

Cross Boads Theatre, Bailey's
Cross Roads, Va, Opens June 5.
C.

Adolph

Glasgold.

HUto Theatre, Litchfield, Conn.
(Formerly Litchfield Theatre).
Randolph Carter, Stewart Chaney.
Lltchfleld

O'Neil Has 3 of His

8

Get

Cyde Unta '4(M1

on

his cycle

others to rough pattern.

the best

illness.

by 'Run,
in its 10th month
theatre.
Theodore Piatt's 'Big Blow' opens
at the Mayan May 17, and 'Excursion' at the Belasco May 5.
which

it

will be replaced

Li'l Chillun,'

at

now

downtown Mayan

Leftwich Shakes

FTP

Los AngeleSf^ April 25.
Alexander Leftwich, director of
the Federal Theatre Project abolished the vaudeville department and
shifted the personnel, including the
actors In 'Two a Day,' to the drama

department Gene Stone and Jack
Robinson, In charge of vaude, were
assigned to write a musical comedy.
After the shakeup, Leftwich left
for Washington to confer with Hallie Flanagan.

this

House Th^tre,

Playwright
retain all subsequent rights to the
work. Thoda Crocroft will direct the
strawhat season, with Mildred McDonald bustoess manager. All new
will

Swerdlow at Ftoe Briaok
-Pine Brook theatre, Nichols, Cona,
will be directed by Irwin Swerdlow,

and the season wIU open May 28
with Having Wonderful Time.' Subsequent shows will include 'You Can't
Take It witbr Yo\i,' 'High Tor,' 'Boy
Meets GirV Tliree Men on a Horse,'
'Yes, My' Darling Daughter,' 'Room
Service,' "Measure for Measure' and
T. S. Eliot's 'Sweeney Agonlstes.'

2-a-Day Stock at 2Se
Policy of two-a-day stock, with a
dally mattoee at 25c admission and
an evening scale of 36c, wlU be tried
this summer by the Capitol Players,
Footguard Hall, Hartford, Conn.
Alan Moore directs and the 10-week
season opens June 15. Shows will
todude a new version of 'Frankenstein,' 'Arizona,' 'CamlUe,' Tamed

and How,'

'Raffles'

and a modern

adaptation of 'Amphitryon.'
'Able' In

Bam

Cross Roads theatre. Bailey's Cross
Roads, Va., will open Its third season
June S with 'Abie's Irish Rose.'

Shows
Spot
Neil

will run two weeks each.
operated by CHiarles Hohein,
Linger and (Seorge Hohein.

is

Howard Wentworth and

C. Adolpb
Glasgold will alternate as stagers.

Keith Cheeking

Bams

Robert Keith has been named
Equity
representative
to
check
strawhat theatre compliance with the
It's possible that a new attempt to
association's siunmer stock regulawork out the Sunday question will tions. Action was taken yesterday
be made this week, upon the theory (Tuesday) by the counclL
that the stagehands can be induced
He will begin May 15.

New

alter

royalties. Is .offered for

new comedy produced
at the (3oach

Oconomowoc, Wis.

May 5

.

14,

summer

plays will be given.

Stock Co.

Sunday Legit

May

of $250 cash, to addition to

might be the regular

WPA

to

Award

some

Still

possibility that the series
extended to nine plays.

WPA

wood Playhouse

Teomatf

play festival July 15-29 at Central

City, Col. Frank St Leger will direct and Richard Aldrlch is associate
another season, according to word director and eastern representative.
New York last week. Broadway players will be used.
Playwright Is said to have three of
New Comedy Prise
the plaiys fully outlined and two

WPA

Next

Pawling Sked
Productions for the 15-week sear
son at the Starlight Theatre, Pawlto^, N. Y., opening May 29, will be
chosen from the followtog: 'Merry
Wives of Gotham,' Tovarich,' 'What
a Life,' 'Devil's Disciple,' 'Room Service,' 'Merchant of Yonkers,' 'I Want
Policeman,'
'House Beautiful,'
a
'Command Performance,' 'Missouri
Legend,' 'Helena's Boys,' .'Shadow
and Substance,' 'Midwest' and "Three
Wise Fools.' Season will Include
three tryouts, substituting in the
above list Maryveme Jones will
agato operate the venture, with a
subsequent road tour of the east tentatively planned.

pect to finish the crop for at least

.

Hollywood, April 29.
Federal Theatre Project extended
the run of 'Two-a-Day' at Holly-

In

received in

WPA

'2-a-Day'

Gallienne,

lie

is working stead'Yeoman of the Guard' will be the
ot eight plays for presentation at the eighth annual

the Theatre Guild, but doesn't ex-

m

mLA^W

Eva

Fall.'

'C^mllle,' Is mentioned as a subsequent offering. This Is Cochran's
second season at the spot

Cenlcal City's

Eugene' O'Neill
ily

Hartford, AprU 25.
Final curtain for the Connecticut
Opens
Chi
Federal Theatre Project will be nmg
down May 6. Public announcement
New stock company, using a guestof the blackout waa made Friday
star policy, will open May 5 at the
(21) from the office of State
Chicago Civic theatre, Chicago,
Administrator Vtocent J. Sullivan to
where opera la given during] the
New Haven.
winter. C. Thompson, of the Civic
Siate project employtog 92, is beOpera company, will head the ven-ing closed at the recommendation
ture and John Charles Gilbert, genof the
Federal Theatre Project
eral manager of the opera, will diwith the concurrence of the Conrect
necticut state office of the WPA.
Opentog bill will be 'Enter
Most of those employed on the proMadame,' with Eugenie Leontovich,
ject are non-professional and will be
followed by Death Takes a Holishifted to other
projects. Inday,' with Philip Merlvale, and "The
clude some 47 clerical help, stageLady Has a Heart,' with Elissa
hands and musicians.
liandi. Norma Terrls Is tentatively
For the 45 remaining pros, a 'paper
set for a subsequent show.
Bills
project' Is to be created with John
will run three weeks each. ChamDrabkin, assistant director, as Its coberlain Brown Is casting the proordinator. Under this set-up, actors
on the paper project will be loaned ductions In New York.
out to other
theatre units to
the east
Elimtoation of the FTP will mean
an estimated savtog of more than
For the period of
$160,000 yearly.
July 1, through December 31, 1939,
(Conttoued from page 39)
the unit operated on a nut of $64,000.
Budget for the first six months of hand leaders, who say the Issue Is
this year had been set at $70,000.
.not cold regardless of the local's
There were at one time three sep- negative vote. Equity Is certainly of
arate units in the state, one at that trend, but now contends It was
Bridgeport another at New Haven, right In delaying the referendum to
and a third here. Subsequently these the full membership until the attiwere consolidated toto the single tude of the other unions was made
project with separate units for white clear. Theatrical Managers Agents
and Negro actors.
and Treasurers, a comparatively new
union, took the position of riding
along with the stagehands.

Run

Door,*

.

Plays Set; Guild Won't

Gaest-^

FTP Extends

Must

Ceaoh Hoase Theatre, Oconomowoc. Wis. Opens July 17.
Thoda Cocroft Stildred McDon-

Howard Wentworth,

'Stage

to

initial blU at Steve Coch.
Olney Playhouse, Otoey, Md.,
opening May 15. Second show will
be Douglas Montgomery to 'Night

ran's

O'Neill Is at bis home in Casa
Genota county, Oakland, CaL He
has fully recovered from his recent

DP CONN. FTP

Farrell,

wiU be the

(Not PreiHousl]/ Listed)

—

'

BERTHA KAUCH, TOP

In Strawhat; IS-Wk. Pawling Season

(Maurice

Bard was continually sniffling Evans) ^National,' Washington.
from the chilly, foggy weather,
1 Married An Angel' (Dennis
which was a major reason why he King, Vera Zorlna) Cass, Detroit
retired at 46 to live in Stratford
.'Kiss the Boys Geodbye'-HShrine
and never wrote another play. Mosque, Peoria (23); Orpheum, DavThirty-three of Shakespeare's son- enport (24); Iowa, Cedar Rapids
nets, Dr. Phelps observed, deal with (25) Shrine Auditorium,
Des Moines
London weather.
Orpheum, Sioux City (27);
(26)
Lyceum, Minneapolis (28-29).
legislation,
which
welfare
social
and
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye'—Chief,
switch such control to the sev-

people In WPA, New York,
lobby in Washington
Is operating a
with the aim of side-tracking the
Measure has
lo-called Byrnes bilL
the senator, who
by
fostered
been
]ias been devoted to changes in relief
legislation, while the committee is
opposed to 'recasting' public works

41

Attempt

May Be Made

to change their stance on the issue.
Proposal, however, will probably be
along .the Itoes bf seven-day weiek,
without strings; which was the general idea In back Of the deckhands'
recent objection and despite the fact
that that union does not exact extra
pay in film and other theatres, nor
do musicians.
Stagehands came out for Sundays
during the regime of James Brennan, lA v.p., who is still in favor of
that move. After heading the New
York local a number of terms, union
replaced him last year, election be-

mg

an upset

Brennan's

name was

placed In nomination last Sunday,
but he declined the post
Robert Amstedt was renominated,
he to be opposed by Harry L. Abbott a veteran who was business
agent some years ago. Posts of business agents will also be contested.
Vincent Jacob! and Frank Powderly,
present incumbents, were nominated
along with Solly Pernlck, current
v.p., and Samuel Goldfarb.

Mietzmer's Quartet
Jo Mlelziner, who did the sets for
N. Behrman's 'No Time for Comedy,' at the Barrymore, N. Y., already has four productions definitely
set for next season.
They Include

S.

the Playwrights' Co. production of
an untitled Sidney Howard play,
the Carly Wharton-Martin Gable
production of The Merchant of
Venice,' with Sir Cedrlc Hardwicke,
and Max Gordon's production of the
Clare
Boothe-Rodgers and Hart
musical "The Wedding Day.'

Fourth
musical

item

Is

an

unrevealed

Antsi Dorati, formerly with Covent Garden Ballet has been engaged as guest conductor for Australian Broadcasting Commission.

'

LEGITIMATE-CONCERTS

VARIETY
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good on arrears, though .it

B^way

wlU

(Continued from page 39)

One

including ball parka

starts,

manager, in diatting about the "rush'
system of theatre-going, asked if a
patron leaving liis seat at intermission would find the same location

upon retiuming.
GiUmore further theorized that
while the non-reserved-seat plan
might keep well-to-do patronage out
of the theatre, show business- would
benefit,

by

attracting

more

people-

who have found-it hard tt^get'ticlcets.
He dismissed as unimportant the

City HaH, N. Y., Friday
monopoly by plaintiffs of the best c^':emooa (28) to push the bill pendseats for the best shows and effec- ing in city council to limit ticket
tively. ..The effect of the code seems broker commissions to 75c. Headed
to me clearly to be for the benefit of by GiUmore, the group is expected
the theatrical industry aa a whole to Include Helen Hay'.s, Katharine
and of the public'
Cornell, Sophie Tucker, Olsen and
Merman, Ethel
Conceminjg the claims that only Johnson; .Ethel
a limited number ot tickets were Waters, Mary Martin. .William Gaxsold at premiums in excess of the ton, Victor Moore' and others.
code maximum of 75c, the report
says: 'I am convinced that the number is sufficiently substantial to .that Ihances
For
the code cannot be stamped as unreasonable on the ground that it
Phifly Dell Concerts
deals with an insignificant factor in
the industry, ..the brokers obtained

and his ideas
to his expressed
-views .for attracting suburbanites.
Under his plan, such patrons would
tickets

advance,

in

seem to.be reverse

.

Sunday Labor

CHORISTER REP

(Continued from page 39)

DEMEDTO

Railroads' lasts

but slightly more

than one hour.
That Equity

Is Inclined to soften
the regulations of Its few attractions
at the Fair was seen last week, when
management of 'Railroads'
the
sought an exception for three schedr
uled Monday layoffs during thd Fair

make up

period, to

for the

delphia orchestra in Robin Hood
Dell this sununer, which looked
practically hopeless a month ago,
have now brightened considerably,
according to Sam Rosenbaum, v.p.
of the Orchestra Assn. and chairman
of the Dell eomiftittee.
He said a
guarantee fund sufficient to insure
the musicians their $60-a-week de-

mands

no Sunday

Philadelphia,. AprU 18.

Prospects of a 10th season of al

.

will be raised.
Salaries in the cooperative venture last season were almost negligi-

,

.

'

restrictions in theatres,

or otherwise.

Tabloid Shake^teare, to be pror

.

'

.

OTHELLO

A.

&

The removol

NEW YORK

New

MARCH

Harlemese Traviata'
Detroit,

for

Four

May

10th

Under Exclusive Management

DOLAN & DOJUE^

Inc.

C

Colton Cronin, Assodate
8905 Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood
H. Y. Representative

DOROTHY VERNON

Under Exduiiv* Contract

AHooIated with

LAURENCE SCHWAB

HOLLYWOOD

J.

Opera will te sung In special Engwith Stuart P. Piggins as artistic director and conduc'

lish translation,
tor.

ERNEST

C ROLLS

Fl»Mnt«

VIOLET CARLSON
AS

THE STAB

ot hia Newest Sennltoaal RIt Show

The Famova

'

.

lANDON OASfMO BEVin
MolfcoaiMO, Aaitfmlla

Inc.

of dieir

Ayenue

MADI^

25.

faa

Ploy*

BICHARD

AprU

National Negro Opera Assn. I*
planning to present 'La Traviata' in
a series of outdoor performances
during the summer in out-of-town
engagements, to be followed by its
preem in Masonic aude here next

lat

Starting

con-

AGMA has launched a iwogram

to develop young chorus singers to
swell its chorister ranks. Unio|i is
einploying regular opera conductors
for the instructions and those attending will be auditioned for inclusion
as regular members.

PLoza 3-5181

New York

RE-ENGA(^

MARK HANNA

tion,

RAINBOW ROOM

Radio City,

new

Seeking to extend the

tract to include choral representa-

York Offices to

515 Madison

COMPLETED SEVEN WEEKS

Weeks

Latter's contract for principals at the Met expires Sept 30.
Negotiations for .» new one are expected to begin as soon as the Met
returns from Its current tour.

ANNOUNCE

At The

~

AGMA.

TO ME*

IMPERIAL THEATRE

At The

LYONS,

S.

Appearing in

IT

tlhoral Alliance pe<

choristecs at
the- Metropolitan 'Opera Co.,' New
Yorli, has been denied by the N. Y,
State Ijabor Relations Board. No
other .group, has been certified.

and of most managers and that all agencies on its accredited ble because rain drowned out about sented at Globe theatre, in the Merproducers to put into eflect the very list would have to conform to the 75c a third of the conc'eiis. Only five rie England concession, will give
reforms embodied in the code, it is premium limit, or managers would evenings a week will be skedded this seven 46-mInute shows dally on .aseason to allow for postponements.
seven-days-a-week schedule. f>lays
impossible to say. that' its'provisions withhold allotments ot tickets.
will include "Comedy of Errors,*
are unreasonable or capricious...
Sttlcter Enforcement
Carnegie Aids S. C. Sympk
Taming of the Shrew,' 'Midsummer
The code has not nested an unlawLeague intends making all brokers
Spartanburg, S. C, April 25.
Nlghfs Dream' and 'As You Like It'
ful monopoly, nor are the acts of the who are detected violating the rules
Carnegie- Corp, New York, has House -will seat 450 and the admlralon
defen^dents in tm^wful restraint of to file bonds of
each,
which kicked
$500
in with $10,000 toward pro- will be 40c; OSc in. the 100-seat retrade. .Their effect is to prevent an would
be forfeited should -ttiere be
posed $25,000 South Carolina state served section. Price -will be In adfurther infractions. Originally com^mphony orchestra.
dition to the 7Sc entry fee to the
pliance bonds were supposed to be
Fair and 25c for the -main conc'-Ian.
filed by aU agencies signatory to the
Audiences -will not be permitted
code, but such requirement -was not
to remain in the house and see all
insisted upon because of other safefour plays for the single admission,
guards.
Louis Cohen agency and
but will have to re-enter for the
Phil Furst, who were recently found
same price to subsequent shows. Inhaying violated the code, are the
terval of 15 minutes wiU be allowed
first called on to post the -bonds.
(Continued from page 40)
to clear the house and admit the next
Generally understood, too, that
audience, making a total of a full
most of the brokers have been -withhour for the complete play and inholding the 3%-cent per ticket levy, lago during the first week.
John
as required by the League, ever Connor, Oihello, and Keith are termission.
Margaret Webster, who directed
Keith
since the Acme action started. Pay- skedded to alternate roles.
ment of the levy has been a bitter brings a fine professional experi- and is currently appearing In 'Fampill for the brokers, the money being ence and 'qualitr to the Blackstone ily Portrait,' at the Morosco, N. Y.,
stage and makes a happy choice as and who staged the Maurice .Evans
used
for
policing
and
oUier
enforce"STARS IN YOUR EYES"
the lead for these plays.
Shakespearean productions, is diment measures. League -will now
HcLt LOD CTLAXTON
Ot the entire cast he's the only one
call for the ticket people to make who put over the Shakespeare lines recting the brietle shows for the
Globe. David Ffolkes has designed
audibly and intelli^bly.
Connor is. pleasing as Othello, the single set and the costumes, while
Lehman Engel has composed the spethough not' sumcient^ commandi
la statute for the role. Other go
cial scores. Rhys Williams, who was
are
-jcrfonnances.
by Margaret in the Evans re-Wvals of Hamlet' and
Oianna, as Desdemona, wife of 'Henry IV,' is managing 'the venture
OtheBo and victim of lago^s ma- and playing the Town Crier. JohnT.
licious tongue, and Peggy Joyce, as
Schless Is general manager, Thomas
EmUia. The rest falter.
Costuming and production are Wood Stevens Is producer, Paul
Winkler is business nianager.
fine.
Gold.

LEAVE

Grand Opera

tiUon for recognition as exclusive

Sunday hargainhig' agent for

shows.

ization

CURRENTLY

GOCA

Showmen explained an influx of
railroad people will arrive for the
premiere of the Fair and next Mon- American Guild of Musical Artists;
day (1) is one of the excepted dates which Already has a contract coverfor which regular pay is offered.
ing-principals at the Met, is claloiing
Equity made a partial occeptioni the chorus representation.
Choral Alliance had already lost
allowing the Mondays, sought; but at
time and- one half pay. Stipulation a pleavto the N. Y. &iaie Board, of
was that audi performances would Standards and A^tpeals for a cornot be In violation of the one day porate chsirter. Previous to that, its
rest statute. Such regulation is not charter was revoked by the parent
expected to apply to virtually all body, the Associated Actors and Artother concessions, most ot which are ists of America. Charter, Involving
under the jurisdiction ot the Ameri- affiliation with the American Feder«
can Federation of Actors, which has Btion of Labor, was awarded to

pay those premiums from obtaining fresco concerts by men of the Phila-

them, thereby causing the public to
lose interest in the theatre. .the
actions of the League and Equity do
be forced to readi ;Qie'1heatre earlier not constitute a boycott. . .members
than ever. Proposer admitted that of the industry are entitled to co-ophis plan may be 'a major Operation.' erate for the purpose of correcting
Bcferee's Beport
abuses.'
Under the procedure. Justice HofReferee Morris Cooper, Jr., reported to Justice Samuel Hofstadter, stadter. may concur in the diismts^l,
in reference to the Acme complaint, or order the case to' trial. Right of
that: In light of the attempts of the agency to appeal may be later
Equity practically since its organ- dispussed, but the League announced

•

visit

Br^ee

high
premiums... and
effectivdiy
patronage from out-of-town- who buy prevented anyone- who was unable to
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possible

that the levy will be lowered^ or
some form of compromise agreed on.
Delegation to Poah BUI
Delegation ot name stage player?

Ticket Situash

mezzanines and that there are reserved seats in large arenas for

Is
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Up

'Anger

Ufe

to

Jolm Barrymore's

Thrives

1-Niters Net

At $yi)0 in

FTP

Oii;

'OtfaeHo'

Oby

fChlcaeo, AprU 25.
Legit was ctroQC here last week,
esieSally for 'I Married An Aneel,'
wnich quit the Grand to EelTout'

.

Week

.

1

Married an AnccI,' Grand (7th-

week) (1,300; $3.30). Finished
seven solid weeks, finale being ex-

final

cellent, slightly under $24,000.
'What » Life,' Erlanger (7th
(1,400; -$1.69).
Weekends are
mite here. Profitable $6,800,

week)

R^rtory Does

$18,000 in Indpls^ Col.
Indianapolis, April 25.

BUckstone.

'Oihelle.'

Pittsburgh, April

25,

week with tryout of
Danube.' Anti-Nazi play

collected sour notices and drew
poorest trade here for a subscription
offering In years. American Theatre
Society auspices were all that saved

new diow from complete washout
Had around "$4,700 in the till prior
to opening through season tickets.

Nixon's regular season winds up

week

ditto subscription series,

with Lunts splitting ei^t performances between 'Sea Gull' and 'Idiot's
Delight' On May 1 annual Pitt Cap

and Gown

musical, 'At

opens.
Estimate for Last

Utown

Week

Nixon
shows sridom

Danube,'

New

$2.75).

Your Serv-

$5,000,

It

but

all

click

Got

but about $300

came from ATS

of that

subscription.

was a last-minute booking for the

Society,

removing the necessity of

making reftmds for the season.

Hodier' Just a

yiaby

With $6,200

.

in

Wadi

'Come^' Near Lead wiA

of two Leif Erickson on two other evenings;
this week, new topped $7,000.
^Hellsapoppla,' Winter Garden (32d
(11-1,671; $3.30).
Remains in
be washed up. Other hi^ demand, wiOi capacity claimed
than four musicals due between late right along; topped $33,000.
•Hot Mikado,' Broadhurst
(6th
May and July, the World's Fair of- week)
(M-1,116; $3.30).
Steadily
ferings will consist mostly of those
currently on the boards. Only two improving; white colored-cast musi
cal can do considerably more, it's
or three straight shows otherwise
profitable with $15,000 or slightly
are in sight

the

Witii

Introduction

dramas on Broadway

production activities of the season week)
will practically

-

With tew exceptions there was

more.

lit-

change last week in the generally
offish business that followed Easter,
with the scarcity of visitors blamed.
Starting Friday (28), the first in-

tle

Hlaodida'f10,800,4 Spots
Baltimore, April 25.
Playing of Gertrude Lawrence, in
Skylark; -at Ford's last week,
against three-day (four performances) booldng of Cornelia Otis
Skinner, in 'Candida,' at the Indie
booked Maryland, closed local legit
for the season, with. .b.o. refuse
satisfactory
for both attractions.
Current season, exceptionally slim as
to
bookings,
nevertheless
drew

mcEiojioo

7,

Pop

Blltmore

.

'

St

by

$19,000.

$18,500.

'Kiss Boys Goodbye,' American
(2d-final week) (1,707; $2J0. Topped
$10,000.

The Mother,' Lyceum (1st week)
While un- (D-1,006; $3.30); Presented by Victor
adapted from forfew months, mu- Payne-Jennings;
eign original by Paul Selver and
turning profit steadily; eased
week and may re- Miles Malleson; opened last night

<Boys

From

Syraeaic,' Alvin (23d

week) (M-1,32S;
der levels of

$4.40).

first

sical
off to $18^000 last
vise ticket scale.

(Tuesday).

Hie rUUadeliAia Story.' Shubert
Tamlly Portrait,' Morosco (8th (5tb week) (C-1,367; $3.30). Frontweek) (D-69I: $3.30). Under expec- running oomedy capacity at all pertations, around $7,500.
formances, with takings more than
Peaple,'

'Gentle

Belaseo

(17th

tering $7,000, profiteble.

'Road* Snares $13,800

In Four Wise. Towns
Road company of Tobacco Road,'
continuing Its course through Wisran up $13,800 in
consin last
four whistle-stops. Stands Included
Madison, Fond du Lac, Kenosha and

we^

Yiddish Art Troupe 3G
In Two Nights, Toronto
Toronto, April 25.

drew okay

$4,000 here,

Stands included the Melba, Dallas;
Shrine Auditorium, Oldahoma City;
Convention Hall, Tulsa, and the Ar

on cadia here.
Troupe is continuing this week
through Colorado and Arizona.

top of $2,500 done Wednesday (19) in
Hartford.

2 Coast Revivals

'Whiteoaks' $8,500

Vancouver, April 25.
San Francisco, April 25.
•Wbiteoaks,' with Ethel Barrymore,
Helen Gahagan, in Jerome Kern's
Tlie Cat and the Fiddle,' and drew a little under $8,500 for six perCharles Thomas, in Johann Strauss' formances last week, ending SaturThe Gypsy Baron,' will be brought day night (22) at the Strand here.
te the Curran here in June By Company played Monday (17) in
Homer Curran. Engagements of each Tacoma, traveled Tuesday (18), did i
wUl be limited to one week.
one-nighter Wednesday (19) at Vic
Thomas' Igst appearance here was torla and gave four performances
(20).
in 'Blossom Time.'
Miss Gahagan here beginning Thursday
was starred in 'The Merry Widow
Show is continuing through Can
at the Curran several years ago.
ada this week.

$23,000.

week) (C-1,107: $3 JO). Missed one The FrimrMO Path,' Cort (17th
of week) (CD-1,050; $3.30). Doing modthrough illness
performance
Franchot Tone; who was replaced by erately with last week's takings bet-

The WbUe Steed.' Golden (lOth
wiedc) (D-730;'$3J0). May perk up
with critics award as best foreign
play of the season; prolMbly turning
small profit; around $ej000 again.
Tobacco BMd.' Forrest (281st
week)

(D-1,107; $1.65).

Expo

visitors

expected to keep long stayer In action;
around $4,000 for low-cost
drama.
Lafayette.
'What ft Life,' Mansfield (54th
and
forth
back
shuttling
Troupe is
week) (CM,050: $8.30). With parties
over the Canadian border this week. and other cut rates, run comedy
earning some profit; quoted over
-

'

$4,000.

Headed by Jacob Ben-Ami and

'Wathering Helfhts,' Longacre (1st
week) (D-1,010; $3.30). Presented by
Robert Henderson and Harry Young;
adapted from Emily Bronte's novel
Hollywood, April 25.by Randolph Carter; film verston
At $1J0 top. H. Leivlck^ Wh<»J5
Hawks-Volck agency is suing current at RlvoU; opens tomorrow
Who' grossed little more than $1,000 David Niven, EngUsh film actor, for (Thursday) night
Friday night (21), and Clifford Odets' $56,100 commissions.
REVIVALS
at
excellently
did
'Awake and Sing'
Charges Niven ran out on his con'Awake and Slog,' Windsor. Closed
$2,000 Saturday night (22).
tract
Saturd^w (22) after three weeks;
Both plays were done in Yiddish.

Samuel .(Oldenburg, the Yiddish Azt
Co. junketed up from New York for
a two-ni^t appearance at the Victoria here and did very nicely.

Agents Sue NiyeD

.

disappointed.'

D'Oyly Carte

k Hub Mikado, $23,500;

Wichita, April 25.

"Kiss Boys Goodbye' (No. 3 comcomes into the Shubert, pany) finished a week of one-nightfor one performance, with Jan ers Saturday (22) with about $13,400.

prices

(24);

.

.

T«wD,'

Candida,' Maryland (1,575; $2.75),
John Barrymore, in 'My'bear Chil.
Cornelia Otis Skinner revival at- dren,' opened yesterday (Monday)
tracted fair response, $5,000, i .i heels for a week. This winds np the local
of terrific previous week of Kattia legit season.
rine ComeU in 'No Time for Com.
Estimate tor Last Week

(191.
'Rigoletto'

Estlnute for Last Week
'Our Town,' Shubert (1,600; $2.20)

Moved

.

.

Peerce,

$3.80).

New all performanoes after debut: quoted
(2d-final with Its chances not definite.
week) (1,654; $2.75). Finished, to ediUon of 'Plpa and Needles,' Labor over $2LO0a
'One tor Uie Xeney,' Booth (12th
First
Stage, drew a strong press.
strong $10,000.
week) (R-708; $3.85). Agency call
.of 'My Heart's in the Highfull
week
and
Men,'
El
C:apltan,
Mice
Of
developing and looks like intimate
Hol^ood (3d-flnal week) (1300: lands,' Guild, very weak, t>eing rated revue
will stay .Into supimer; $13,000.
$2.50). Held to good $9,000 on final under $2,000.
fOaoar wnae,' Fulton (2Bth week)
Standing of the musicals still has (CD-013: $330). Armmd
seven days.
$8,000, profHellzapoppin' on top, with liCave It itable.
Hiuu Lil Chilian,' Mayan. Moves to Mei* \'Star8 in Your Eyes' and
'Set to Mnle,' Music Box (ISth
to Hollywood Playhouse'May 17 after 'Boys From Syracuse' in that order. wedc) (H-1.000; $4.40).
Some rescales
for
two
Downward revision of
more than six months -downtown.
vision of operating costs helping;
The down
slated -for next week.
around $13,000.
'Two-a-Day,' Hollywood Playhouse. are
American Way' continues to top all.
'Stars la Tour Eves,' Majestic (12th
Engagement extended to May 14;
week, week) (M-1
next
due
new
shows
No
Winds up
'High Tor,' Belaseo.
,717; $4.40). l&y advance
when WPA's 'Swing Mikado' wiQ claimed very
strong; -$21,500 last
middle of May.
change to commercial management week.
and moves from the New Yorker to
Tb» Amerieaa Way,' (Tenter (14th
the 44th Street
week) (D'-3,438; $3J0). StUl headItiss Boys' lOG,
Loo^
EsOautM for'Lact Week
inglist.with around:$87,000 leveL
The UtUe Foxes,' National (11th
'Abe Lineeln in lUlnels,' Plymouth
Tap- week) (D.l,ie4; -$3:30). Many per$3.30).
Dented
CircDS, Opera (2601 week) (D-1,036;
ered somewhat but still hefty with formances are sellouts; approached
'Oar

steady biz.
St Louis. April 25.
Total of 17 bookings for the en
'Kiss Boys Cioodbye,' only road
tire season of '38-39, three of which
were return dates, compares with show to remain in St Louis two
current season, quit
weeks
during
the
37-38 crop of 34.
Saturday (22) whb a fair take. The
Estimates tor Last Week
play during the last .week encoun'Skylark.' Ford's
$2.75). tered considerable opposition from
(1,900;
Stroqjg advance and window Interest the .annual police circus at the
counted up to nice $12,500 in spite Arena, which played to virtually
of extra Tliursday matinee replacing sellout biz, and two performances
Friday night afyow, omitted because of grand opera, with New York Met
of UUss Lawrence's radio commit Stan, sponsored by the recently orment.
St Louis Grand Opera Assn.

.

May

Someone,' Vanderbilt

week) (C-800;

some improvement reported; $4,000.
'KIm Boys GMdbye.' Miller (31st
flux for the Fair is due, for Sunday's week) <C-B44: ^.30).
Around the
debut The expo ttow will doubt- same level as Easter week, $9,500;
lessly receive more attention than both road companies grossing more.
Broadway, and because of that show'Leave It to Me,' finperiS (25th
men are skeptical about an upturn week) (M-l,4e8; $4.40). Recovered
in legit attendance In the near fu- unlike other musicals which went off
Los Angeles, April 25,
ture.
It's assumed there will be during Blaster; quoted around ^6,500.
The BUtmore here and El Ci^itan, some pick-up later, however, since
Ibmba's Dawglrtera,' Empbre (47th
HoUywood, went daxk Saturday (22) the peak 'crowds for the Fair are week) (D-1,099; $3.30). SlighUy betafter brief runs with 'Our .Town' and not expected tmtil June,
when ter than previous eight perform'Of Mice and Men,' respectively. schools are out and vacations be- ances; takings estimated over $11,000.
Former built well and second-final gin.
Wy Heart'4 In Ike HUhlands.'
week progressed and finished with
Last week saw the entrance of an GuUd (3d week) (D-OU; $2.20). Was
virtual sellout House reopens May apparent high grosser, 'No Time for placed on subscription beids, starting
1 with ICiss Boys Goodbye,' in for
Comedy,' ttt the Barrymore, which this wed:, by Theatre Guild after
two wedcs, with possibili^ -of three. registered over $21,000 for its ini- getting a couple of votes from N. Y.
'Of Mice and Men' wound up two tial week. It rated close to the top Critics Circle best play sesdon; very
and half profitable weeks at El C^pi- straight shows, "The Pliiladelphla lean so far; less than .$2,000 last
tan.' Federal Theatre FrojectTs three
Story/ with The Little Foxes' and week.
long-runners continne At the Holly- 'Abe iJncoln' running behind 'Com'No Time'ter Comedy,' Barrymore
wood Playhouse, Mayan and Belaseo, edy.'
Mexlcana,' an import at the (2d week) ((H>-1,096; $3.30). Newest
Esttiaiates for Last Week
46th Street, opened late in the week big grosset^ as anticipated; standees

i

show in Hartford, Wednesday

1 Must Leve
(12th

here from Longacre Monday

WPA

$12,500, Balto;

edy.'
Washington, April 25,
circumstences
Combination
of
Skinner's 2G In Princeton
$Iayed havoc last week with "The
Princeton, N. J., April 25.
(other,* -starring Nazimova.
Cornelia Otis Sldnner concluded
Current' is Maurice Evans' uncut
'Hamlet,' with Saturday's (29) two her tour in 'Candida' here Saturday
peitormances to be devoted to night (22), grossing $2,000 at the
'Henry IV.' 'I Married an Angel' McCarter. Seven-performance week
arrives Monday (1) and closes house included $5,000 for four performances in Baltimore: $2,0(K> for
for the season.
single showing in Bethlehem, Pa.
Estimate for Last Week
and $1,600 for a single presentation
The Mather,' NaUonal (1,698; in Wilmington. Total was $10,800.
sudden
$2.73 top).
Heavy stuff for
Actress will appear In 'Romance'
hot^«ll and only- got approximately at the Mohawk Drama Festival,
Schenectedy, N,. Y., and in Tovarich' at Ogimquit, Me., this summer
and will begin the fall season with
Dowling-Town' Click For a few weeks through the south in
her one-woman show. Plans to ap.
6'/2G, Hartford, N. H. pear on Broadway next season in a
new play, if she can find a suitable
New Haven, April 25.
Nothing set here tor the balance of one.
the year.
Thursday to Saturday
(20-22) the Wee McCoy production
3d "Kiss Boys' $13,400
of 'Our Town,' sterring Eddie Dowl
ing, did satisfactorily on top of i

single

$21,000

'

Show came in for rave by local
cricks. Saturday matinee and night
performances were sellouts.

%W

INLim;

.

(2,100;

here, this one less than usual.

round

25.

last

The Brown

ice.'

Cincinnati, April

ICnickerbocker Holiday,' starring
Walter Huston, had a 'b.o. holiday last
week. Drew ^fiOO in first half at
the Bartman, Columbus, O., and
$10,200 in last three days -at the C!ox
here. Top was ^.30. Engagement
closed Clncy's legit season.

5G

PITT,

Reopening again after a couple of
dark sessions, the Nixon ran into a

this

HUST0N*$17,800 IN

COLUMBUS, CINCY RUNS

mOWN DANUBEVIN

cropper

phitryon' and "The Sea Gull.'
They're winding up their tour this
week in Pittsburgh.

and

Getting ex-

THE RED,

TOWN* EXPANDS

Re-

c^llent reaction.

But Probably Not Until June;

'

dyna-

WPA

Biff Bl«w,' Great Northern.
§laced this week by 'Awake
Ing,' in Yiddish.

yax Hel|iin&

B'way Sees Fair
$15,000

Memphis. April 25.
John Barrymore grossed just over
in a week of one-nighters
with 'My Dear Children,' winding
up Saturday 22) at the local Auditorium. Takhigs .were considerably
washed out during the week's heavy
rains.
Dates included the Bijou,
KnoxviUe; Bijou, Cliattanooga; Erlanger, Atlanta; Temple, Blrmingliam; Ryman Auditorium, Nashville,
and the Auditorium here.
Show is at the American, St.
Louis, this week.
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$15,000

Lonts^

Tb» EngUsh theatre, with
on the bright side is 'What » Lunts in two performances of the
'Amlale,' at the Erlanger, which had phitiTon 38.' on Monday
(17) and
been^n the verge of calUnK It quits Tuesday (18), and matinee and
evenseveral times, out held on long ing performance of 'Sea
Gull' on
enough to catch on, WUl continue Wednesday (20), turned in a
satisind^^tely.
factory
most of which was
On Sunday (24), 'Knickerbocker done on total,
'Anmbltryon.'
Holiday,' starring Walter Huston,
EsUmato tor Last Week
opened at the Grand. Last night
LuBts' Be peitoiy , English; (1,500;
(Monday), 'Skylark' brought Ger*
$3.30). First two days accounted for
trnde I<awrence to town for the sec- most
of the
with 'Sea GuU'
ond time this season. She appeared holding. down' $9,0QD
the boxoflice.
earlier in "Su^ and God.'
The Federal Theatre has a strong
Lvnts 9G in Colnmbas
winner in the current Shakespeare
(Columbus,
April 25.
series, headed by Ian Keith. 'Othello,'
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanae
the opener, is giving the Blackstone
Follow-ups will be drew approximately $9,000 in four
a fine play.
pertormances at the Hartmah here
'Hamlet' .and 'As You Like It.'
Due later is 'My Dear Children,' last Hiursday through Saturday (20which Ijrlngs John Barrymore back 22). Figure broughf their total gMss
to town after an absence of some 18 for the week to about $18,000. Engagement was divided between 'Amyears.
Estlmatea for Ijast

VARIETY

Evans

OK $18,000, lomen' Repeat 12G

fering. 'Women' was in on a repeat
Boston, April 25.
EsUmatca tor Last Wcf k
The D'Oyly Carte Opera Co.
D'Oyly Carte company. Colonial
mopped up in the opening week of
Gilbert(1st week) (1,643; $3.30).
its four-week run here, easily lead- Sullivan troupe came in with a big
Maurice advance and rangup a smash $23,500.
ing other shows here.
'iOamlet' and 'Henry IV,' Shubert
Evans continued to draw with his
full-length 'Hamlet' and 'Heniy IV,' (2d-flnal week) (1,580; $2.75). Built
closing two successful weeks Satur- on basis of excellent word-of-mouth
and good press comments. Around
day (22).
-The Women,' at the Opera House, $18,000, very good.
The Women,' OoBia House (2,944r
along with Elissa Landl in 'Lady Has
Closed Saturday (22), ala Heart' which finished two dismal $1.10).
Saturday
though at least two weeks were
Plymouth,
the
at
weeks
(22), were in at $1.10 top. Latter was hoped for at these prices. However,
Wee .and,^^£<»y it did profitable $lli000.
disappointing.
'Lady Has a Heart' Plymouth.
brought in 'Our Town.' with Eddie
Dowfing, yesterday (Monday ) to re- Never got to first base; finished with
place 'Lady.' This is another $1.10 of- $4,000; played two weeks.

'Ontward Bound,' Playhouse (10th
week) (D-873; $3.30). Has passed
run of original presentation; $8,000,
profitable.

ADDED
Bleztcana,' 46th Street (2d week)
(B-1,375; $3.30). Import from Mexico drew fair press at Friday (21)
debut; chances may be Indicated this

week.

Tins and Needles,' Labor Stage
(73d week).
Unionists' intimate
revue pepped up with new numbers,
which drew press praise, and business should nick up from the $4,500
level, at

which

it is profitable.

•

The doiet CUy,' Bdasco. Taken
may show next season after re-

off;

played two out of five scheduled Sundays.
Frank Fay Show, 44th Street
Closed last midweek; due to reopen

vision;

at Shubert, Boston,

Monday

(1).

WPA
'Slog tor Tour Sapper,' Adelphl.
Opened Monday (24) after being in
preparation more than one year.

'Swing

Moves

Mikado,'

to 44th Street

New

Monday

der commercial auspices.
'FInocohlo.' Eltz.

Yorker.
(1) un-

UTERATI

VARIETY
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Newspaper Fubs In ConTcnUon
Annual convention ot the American Newspaper Publishers' Association, which opened yesterday (25) at
'

the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., will continue
Friday. Coincidental
ses-

until

sions

by the National
Promotion Association.

being h^ld

Newspaper

Prior to start of the publishers' conclave, the Associated Press held its
annual meeting on Monday (24) also
at the Waldorf-Astoria, and on Saturday (22) in Washington, D. C, the
American Society of Newspaper Editors concluded a three-day convention with the election of new of Acers.
Highlight of the opening day of the

American Newspaper Publishers Association, convention yesterday was a
preview by- members of. the N. Y.
World's Fair, and dedication of a

'

Sour Qiiiz
Several leading authors are
planning a mutual bombardment
of just the sort of how-do-youever - think - up-all-those-stories
questions that they hate from
the uninitiated. Crossfire will be
the chief feature of a luncheon
meeting of the Authors Guild, at
the Midston hotel, N. Y, May 9.
.

Only members will be admitted.
Principals in the mutual tellnle-all-about-it exchange will be
John P. Marquand, last year's
Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist,
and Stephen Vincent Benet,
poet. Helen Hull, fiction writer,
will be chairinan. According to
the advance dope, the session is
supposed to help writers mutually solve their problems of
craftsmanship.

"Freedom of the Press' statue at the
Fair grounds.
Important evening tomorrow night
(27) will be the anntial dinner of
the Bureau of Advertising of the A.
N. P. A. at the Waldorf-Astoria, at constitution and by-laws, and elected
which George M. Cohan, U. S. Sen. officers.
Wythe Williams, editor of GreenRobert A. Taft, Mayor LaGuardia
and 'Senator' Edward Ford will wich Time, elected prez. Other ofspeak.
General meetings by both
the A. N. P. A. and N. N. P. A.
will conclude the conclaves on Fri-

day morning.
Officers elected by the American
of Newspaper Editors in
Washington are Don J. Sterling, of
the Oregon Journal, prez.; Tom Wal-

Society

lace; Louisville Times, 1st v.p.; M.
V. Atwood, Gannett papers, 2d. v.p.;
J. Roscoe Drummon'd, Christian Science Monitor, sec., and Dwlght Marvin, Troy Record, treas. Directors are
Drummond, David lAwrence, U. S.
News; Nathaniel R. Howard, Cleveland News, and Gardner Cowles, Des
Moines Register and Tribune.

'Wntherlng' Selling
Extent to which Interest Is revived in a literary classic as the result of its transfer to the screen is
demonstrated by the Goldwyn picturizatloii of "Wuthering Heights.'
Although the film has been on ex-.
hibition only around a month, .it's
resulted in the sale of more copies
of the book during that period than
in any five years since 'it was first
published 92 years ago. First and
second editions of the Blue Ribbon
Books reprint already gone accord'
ing to Freeman Lewis, of that firm,
with a third edition on the press and
a fourth contemplated. Grosset &
Dunlat) have sold some 6,000 copies
of their reprint of the book, with
another printing now on ttie press.
Dodd, Mead special film edition of
the ston^ gone, and a second printing being readied. Modem Library
edition is five times over previous
sale.

Libraries and even rental libraries
report unusual demand for the book,
and many sets of the Bronte works

being broken up to supply demand
tor 'Wutherlng Heights.'

The Goldwyn

film has also Inspired

a stage dramatization for Broadway,
opening tomorrow CRiursday).

New Dodge of Dodge
Dod^e Co., su^id of Robert McBride, has turned the old Street 4c
Smith author trade name device to
westerns, for the circulating libraries, after a start at a $2 price.
Flrin has purchased through Munsey's agency. Service, for Authors
copies of old Argosy Weekly. Au^
thors are approached with ofler of
flat sum for old serials, to be Issued
under a trade name and with
changed titles. Upon sale, yams are
sawed down or expanded up to 60,000 words. Idea a nice surprise to
writers who have westerns they'd
never wanted to try for book form.
Trademark and invented name
tagged to books will belong to firm,
Just as it has with S&S In mag and
dime novel series—Nick Carter, Burt
L. Standlsh, et al.
Dodge editor,
Critchell Rimihgton, formerly with

John Day.
Stanley Walker to PhlUy
Stanley Walker, among the best
known of N. Y. newspapermen, takes
editorial charge of the Philadelphia
Evening Public Ledger on Monday
(1). Succeeds C. M. Morrison, who
has resigned as editor and prez
the newspaper.
Walker most recently an editorial
writer for the N. Y. Herald Tribune,
on which dolly he's also served as
city editor.
In addition to holding
dftwn many other important editorial
Jobs in N. Y., he Is the author of a
number of books and articles on the
American scene and the newspaper
profesh.

Overseas Press Clnb Elects
Overseas Press Club of America
formally organized at a meeting
Sunday (23) at the Hotel Algonquin,
N. Y. Group, composed of former
and present foreign correspondents
for American newspapers, adoiprted a
'
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LITEBATI CHATTER
The Roy Howarus back from

EU'
rope.
Marie Belloc Lowndes back to
liOndon.
National Press Service formed by
Samuel I. Sax.
Charles A. Pearce has quit as editor for Harcourt, Brace.
Oliver St John Gogarty, the Irish
scribbler, coming over soon.

Rodney Wentle going

Neglcy Farso'n in Africa on assignment for a series of newspaper
pieces.

special

writing

In

1
was

MUlle Butterfleld, retired actress,
was found dead in her hotel apart-

ment New York, AprU 19. Niece of
late Maj. Gen, Daniel A. Butshe came from Utlca, her
birthplace, at 16, to act as hostess
Among notables he
for her uncle.
entertained were the late King Ed-,
Grand Duke Alexander
VIII,
ward
and Queen Liliukolanl of Hawaii.
Miss Butterfleld won several beauty contests in her day. Although her
iincle frowned upon the stage, she
essayed many roles and was cast
with Otis Skinner in 'Sancho Panza,'
with Grace George in the 'Ruined
Lady' and with LOu TeUegen in 'Don

Mexico the

to

when he finishes his new book.
Widow of Frank Ward O'Malley,
Grace, wed to George A. Mohlman.

Kenneth Watt

OBITUARIES
MILLIE BCTTEBFIELD

Hollywood on

assignment

for

Liberty.

Sigmund Spaeth doing a book for
Whittlesey House, to be called 'Mu-

terfleld,

of the second of three genera*
tlons to have been on the stage.
Surviving are two daughters, Adelaide and Esteile. Services were held
Saturday (22) and burial followed in

Bridgeport.

WILLIAM RANDALL
WilUam

Randall.

62,

author and

radio, film and legit player for more
than 35 years, died In EUzabeth, N.
AprU 22, after a three-month
J.,

-

illness.

He appeared
Industry's

in pictures during the
pioneer days as weU as

stock
companies
and nomerous
Broadway productions. More reJohn Hall Is doing an article on Juan'.
cently he had confi'ned his acting
She was the daughter of Theodore to radio
'The Wizard of Oz' film at Metro for
sketches and occasionally
Butterfleld, mayor of Utlca in the
Good Housekeeping mag.
wrote detective Stories.
Charles Anderson In Charleston, '705, and her grandfather was one of
Survived by a sister, Gertrude
preparing a volume on Paul Hayne the founders of the American ExRandall, of California.
press Co., and also of the New York,
and the Charleston literati.
ficers are Irene Kuhn and Samuel
'Sex in Business,' Russell Bird- Albany and Buffalo Telegraph Co,
RAFAEL NAVAS
Dashiell, vice-president; Charles FerWestern
well's second book, has been accepted which was later absorbed by
Rafael Navas, 54, who retired as a
lin, sec, and Joseph Shaplen, treasUnion.
for publication by Julian Messner.
Executive board contains
urer.
Her husband died some years ago. concert pianist 15 years ago, -died
Julian Lee RaytSrd, poet and
April 20 in Leroy Sanatorium, New
Eugene Lyons, Bob Davis, Ralph J. painter,
Living in Woodstock, N. Y.,
York,
after
a short Ulness. A SpanFrantz and. Harry J. Price. James
HERMAN FINCK
old pal In the south of Jesse Stuart.
lard by birth, upon termination ot
H. Hare, dean of American foreign
Herman Finck, 66. composer and ills career owing to impaired
Martin Mooney sold his book,
hearing
correspondents, who is now 83,
'Cobra of Crime,' to Lyman House, musical director, who* wrote scores he became
real estate operator.
a
elected honorary prez.
San Francisco, for publication June ot popular melodies and Ught opera
He had toured the major European
Annual award for the best work
15.
airs during his 29-year tenure as capitals with
leading
orchestras
and
of a foreign correspondent planned
Christopher Hale, whose lilurder conductor at the Palace theatre, Lon- was once decorated by ex-King Alby the new organization.
on Display' has just been issued by don, died in that city AprU 21 after fonso, before whom he had played.
Doubleday, Is really Frances M. R. a long iUness.
Survived by widow and a son.
Stevens.
Geo, Backer's N. T. Post?
A native of London, he studied
Tibor Koeves In.N, Y. to close with music as a boy aiid was soon enEDGAR MIDDLETON
Negotiations tor the purchase by
Edgar MIddleton, 44. dramatist and
George Backer of the controlling in- Houghton' Mifflin for the publication gaged as pianist and vioUnist at the
of a book to-be called 'Time Table Palace In 1892. Four years later he author, died in London,' April 10.
terest In the N. Y. Post from J. David
was named conductor and remained Originally a journalist, he became
Stem are reliably reported. Deal Is for Tramps.'
Al Martin compiling a collection of in that post untU 1921 when he well known with his first play, *P6tI.
unconfirmed by both parties, but
the late Al Bbasberg's screen and became musical director of the Thea- phar's Wife,' which aroused considstated by one of the Stem aides that
erable controversy and. was banned
an 'announcement' wIU be made radio scripts under the title, 'He Left tre Royal, Drury Lane.
Us Laughing.'
An associate of Sir Alfred Butt in some places.
shortly. Some members of the Post
Walter Scott .Meriwether, the flc- he was an exceptionally prolific
He wrote some sketches for a restaff say that papers for the transfer
were drawn up a week ago, and tioner, publishes a country weekly composer, hhying more than 600 vue but they were banned, so ha
await Stem's return from Philadel- when not putting fanciful "things compositions to his credit Among published them in book form under
his more prominent works were the the title,. "Banned By the Censor.' At
phia for signature. Stem is due back down on paper.
Walter S. Campbell, whose 'Pro- operettas, 'Moonshine,' 'Hiawatha' his demise he was collaborating on
in N. Y. on Friday (28).
fessional Writing' has just been pub- and 'Decameron Nights.' In 1921 he a film biography of Queen Mary.
Backer, a N. Y. City Councilman,
lished Is better known as. Stanley coUaborated with Elsie Janis on the
is husband of the former Dorothy
Vestal, scribbler.
score of 'It's All Wrong,' a London
CLABA SEINDLEB
Schlfl, of the hanking family. He is
G. E. R. Gedye In N. Y. for a brief revue that ptaffed Miss Janis.
Clara Selndler, pianist, wife ot
active in the American Labor Party
stay, accompanied by Mrs. Gedye and
Carmen Rossi, Akron tenor, died
movement, and seen likely to pursue his sec, Mrs. Alice Lepper. His first
AprU 16 In New York following an
ABTHUK BLOCK
a liberal party, when and if taking visit to the town.
Arthur Block, 39, treasurer of the operation. Well known as a pianist,
over the daily.
Windsor theatre. New York, flnd Miss Selndler had studied in Berlin
Post has been in financial difficulbrother of Jesse Blqck, of the com- as a student of Josef Lhevinne. She
ties on and off th'e past few months,
edy team of Block and Sully, died had lived in N. Y. In recent years
acquiring loans to keep going.
Velma McCall to Jerry Hausner, In April 23 of pneumonia In a I^. Y. whUe her husband continued his
operatic studies and singing engageLos Angeles, April 18. She's secre- hospital
•Today At the Fair*
tary to Lum and Abner, of radio;
As a youth he worked in box- ments. He's- the only immediate
offices of N. Y. Yiddish theatres and survivor.
N. Y. World's Fair wUl have its he's a radio and stage. player,
Valerie Hobson to Anthony Have- later was employed similarly In
own newspaper, Today at the Fair.
LEO DBTDEN
A tab, it will sell for a nickel and lock-Allan, In London, April 12. PhUadelphia legit houses. He once
produced a Yiddish film. The CanLeo Dryden, 75, composer and Engwill be on sale at the Fair grounds Both are British film players;
Martha Reidel to Lawrence Kelly, tor's Son.' More recently had served lish music haU trouper of the 'OOg^
and at newsstands throughput the
city.
Will carry news and pictures in Detroit, April 22. He's spieler and as treasurer on the boxofflce staffs died AprU 21 at the Artists' Benevoof special events and exhibitors at head of transcription department at of Alex Yokel. The Group theatre lent Home, London.
Once a performer in the same comand George Abbott
the Fair.
WXYZ, Detroit
Surviving also are his widow, pany that Included Charlie Chaplin's
Publisher is Patmal Programs,
Vera Maher to Gordon Hughes, in
headed by Ii. T,- Mahoney. He's Mexico City, April 21. Both are with Mrs. MUIie Block; a son, Ronald, and mother, he's said to have taught the
comedian to walk when C^harUe was
formerly of the N. Y. Times.
NBC in Chicago, Hughes as a drama two sisters.
a tot He composed "The Miner's
producer and she as secretary, to
Dream of Home,' popular tune ot
night traffic supervisor.
ANNA HUDEB KEENAN
Inside Staff Newspaper
Elnora Poppens to Carl Lindbom,
Mrs. Anna Huder Keenan, 59, those times.
New national weekly newspaper,
sic Is Fun.'

"

-

'

,

MARRIAGES

.

.

.

In Marinette, Wis., AprU 10.
He's
giving the lowdown on events, after
arranger with Howard Kraemer's
the fashion of Ken, projected by a
new publishing orgaiUzatlon, Noram orchestra.
Annabella to Tyrone Power in
Publishing Co. Has sent out a call
Both are
for 'inside stuff' material, and par- Los Angeles April 23.
ticularly desirous of contribs from film players.
Jessie Piatt non-pro, to J. G.
newspapermen.
Noram Co; recently put out an ah Rountree, engineer at WRAP, Fort

breviated edition of Hitler's 'Mein Worth.
Wanetta Simpson, non-pro, to
in tab newspaper form.
Leonard Sayre, engineer at KGKO,
Fort Worth.
UteraU Obits
Jayne Ward, non-pro, to Hilery
James O'Flaherty, 69, publisher of Belles, engineer at KGNC, AmariUo,
the Bronx (N. Y.) Home News, died Texas.
Mrs. Mary Lee Idling Hartford to
Wednesday (19) after a sevenmonth illness. Founded the paper in Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in Los An1907 as a weekly serving the Bronx, geles, April 22. He's the film player.
one of the five boroughs of N. Y.,
and saw it expand rapidly into a
semi-weekly and, in 1922, into a
seven-day dally covering the Bronx
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stoddard, daughand upper Manhattan. Unique suc- ter. In Glendale, Cal.,
AprU liB.
cess of the paper as a neighborhood Father Is with
Paramount
news medium within the metropoliMr. and Mrs. Sal Victor, daughtan city gained the daily a national ter, in Atlantic City,
April 14.
reputation.
Native New Yorker, Father's with the Buddy Russell
Trio,
O'Flaherty served on the old N. Y. at the Roosevelt hotel,
Pittsburgh.
Daily News before starting the
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Merldan, son.
Bronx paper. Widow and two sisters In Pittsburgh, April 17. Father's
an
survive.
engineer for KQV, Pitt
Homer Sheridan, 71, former newsMr. and Mrs. Al Capstaff, daughpaper reporter and, at the time of ter, April 19, in Los Angeles. Father
his retirement a year ago, circula
is NBC engineer.
tlon promotion manager of the N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Brlnton,
Journal-American, died on Wednes- daughter. In Pasadena, AprU 21.
day (10) at' hlis home.
Father manages United Artists theWalter Jndd Scott, 73, veteran atre, Inglewood, Calif.
Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Seal, daughnewspapenhan and former cable editor of the Associated Press, died ter. In San Francisco, April 18;
Saturday .(22) in Union City, N. J., Father Is production manager for
of arthritis. Born- in Byron, Mich,, KPO and KGO.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond HolScott began his newspaper career
on the Toledo Blade. Besides his llngsworth in AmariUo, Texas, son.
work for AP, he had also been con- Father Is cn staff of KGNC.
nected with the old N. Y. World and
Mr, and Mrs. Adolph Schimel,
the Poughkeepsie Press. Sister sur- daughter. In New York, April 22.
vives.
Father is attorney for Universal

Kampf

BIRTHS

.

dancing

home

in

instmctress, died at. her
PhUadelphia A^rU 17 after

a year's Ulness. Mrs. Keenan and
her son, Walter, for years were a
stage dancing team, both in this
country and in Europe, appearing
with various name bands.
More recenUy Mrs. Keenan and
her son had operated a dance studio
in PhUadelphia.
She was a former
v.p. of the Dancing Masters of Amer-

SOTEROS

D.

COCALIS

Soteros D. Cocalis, 52, who operated motion picture theatres In New
Jersey, New York City and Long Island, died AprU 22 in a N. Y- hospital after an operation for Intestinal
trouble.
native of Greece, he
came to the U. S. in 1906 and entered
the film business in 1917.
Details in the picture section.

A

'

and the PhUadelphia Dancing
FLORENCE L. PABKEB
Masters Assn. Her son is dance diMrs. Florence I,amont Parker, 63,
rector of the University of Pennsylvaude and legit performer, who revania's Mask and Wig Club.
Her tired
15 years ago, died of a heart atwidower, Walter F, a retired bond
tack ApjrU 17 at her home in New
broker, who managed the studio, also
York.
survives.
Mrs. Parker, who appeared for 19
years on the legitimate stage as weU
LEANDBO CAMPANABI
trouping in'vaudeviUe for five years,
Leandro Campanarl, 79, who In was the widow
of Charles Parker,
his childhood had been a violin
prominent In Boston society.
prodigy, died in San Francisco April
23 after an operation. For a time
CORNELIUS DONAVAN
he was director of orchestral conCornelius
Donavan, 70,
(Con)
ica

La Scala, Milan. He also Pittsburgh stagehand, who was weU
toured Europe and America with his known in
theatrical circles in that
own string quartfet
tity for
than 45 years, died at
A contemporary of Puccini, he his homemore
there last week after •
made his American debut In 1881 short Ulness.
with the Boston Symph and later
He retired from active work albecame professor of violin at the most a decade ago.
New England Conservatory.
Since 1907 he had been a resident
WALTER HELDMAN
of San Francisco, where he taught
Walter Heldman. 43, vice president
violin and voice.
of the Newark, N. J., Local 21, International AUiance of Theatrical Stage
LENA LOVENBERG
Employees, died at his home in IrMrs. Lena Lovenberg, believed to vlngton, N.
J., last week following a
have been Ihe first woman cornetist six-month iUness.
In America, died after a prolonged
Widow, a sister and brother surillness at her home in Bridgeport vive.
Conn., AprU 19".
For six years she toured wUh the
GORDON THOMPSON
RIngling Bros, circus and at one time
Gordon Thompson, 35, producer of
also
appeared with Weber and the Rudy VaUee program, died of a
Fields. Daughter of Charles Loven- heart attack
in Hollywood, April 19.
berg, an associate of B. F. Keith, she
(Continued on page 46)
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trumpet for

ing

Broadway

Vincent

Chappell

returned

short stoy in Denver.
Austin Keough will

in

Miami

for

Catherine Littlefleld ballet group
scattered for the summer, with some
from in strawhat theatres
and others at

be back in two
weeks from southern trip.
The Hartmans have an RKO film
Berman.
Pan
with
on
deal
Bill Danziger sails Saturday (6)
for Havana for two weeks.
Sam Taylor has returned from San
Francisco and is working «n a play.
Anne Graham returning to London will be replaced by Hillary
Brook in 'Set to Music'
The Gus Fleischmanns (Virginia

Smith) getting tired of the country
and moving back to midtown.
Bill Miller, agent to the Coast on
business in connection with Shuberts'
new musical at the Frisco Expo.
Morris Green, formerly manager
of the Longacre theatre, now operating the Dyckman bowling alleys.
Sara Allgood, signed for Sidney
Howard's untitled new play, sails
for Ireland late this week, to be gone
unUl faU.
John Balaban and Walter Immerman of Balaban '& Katz in from Chicago to discuss Par product with

new

iopeful.

Desmond Hurst

Sachs in hospital for observa-

offices in Paris.

;

.

Simpson's

By Hal Cohen

the

Charlie Riley and the family have third film,
to St Petersburg for a month's Arch, May

gone
stay.

Oscar Morgan, Paramoupt's new July.
Southern dl^ion manager at the
office left his Great Dane in

home

Chicago
Joey Stool tussling with tough
spring cold.
Niles Trammell In for chats with
NBC customers and execs.
J. D. Gortatowsky In town for general 0.0. of Hearst situation.
Nate Blumberg renewing old acquaintances while here to' Universal

meet

'Magyar

booked for
June by Eric

Marionets

Savoy hotel

Wollheim.
'Jamaica

in

Laughton-Pommer's
preeming at Regal, Marble
Inn,'
12.

Melod/,'

'Paprika' musical,

to

direct

&

the

is .laid

to

renamed
have

lost

Ud

Iievls'

Mam-

Kansas CBy
By Joka QbIbb

Of '(joing Places.*

Flood of remakes Is attributed in
the trade, Including by exhibitors, to
the efforts of producers to keep down
story costs by availing themselves
time and again of properties that
have once or twice before served
their purpose. Some of the pictures

Ben Alley, ex-WCAU warbler, on which remakes are based were
making his first nitery appearance at big b.o. attractions when originally
1523 Locust
released, but In their carbon form
Shirley Lee, KYW chlrper, added have been poor. The remake divito Walton Roof .Tropical Bar show.
sion, however, also Includes a list of
Formerly with Red Nichols.
shakes when
Al Datz, fomerly arranger with films that were no great
Del Regis* band, arranging and toot- originally made and still aren't
.

ill-

operation.

Wallace Beery flew to Wyoming
on vacash.
Arthur Byron here on annual

New Haven

for return.

Maurice Diaman-Berger has written play which Is scheduled to be
Sroduced at the Marigny theatre,
'o

tiUe selected

yet

By IUr«ld M. Bene
Sunday vaude a hefty cUdc at
Arena.

Vivlanne Romance will star In
D'<)yly Carte had season's biggest
French version of Zola's "Nana' to- week at Shubert
wards end of the year. Jean Renoir
Jan Peerce due at Shubert In
mentioned as director.
'Rigoletto' May 7.
Hatcel Archard, Mare Allegret and
UA
Arena brings In Perry-Budge InJean Lustie winding up adaptation door- tennis Blay S.
UA
of "Le Conalre,' which Charles BoyFrank WIrth circus under K. of C.
er will cocimence In June when he auspices here this wcdc (24-29),
returns
America.
from
Paramount N.Y., May 10, but may
J. Harold Murray due to Operate
postpone It negotiations for a West
nearby Clinton strawhat this year.

•Polo Joe,' although it's strictly a racing yarn, and earlier this season it
was released as a musical under the

a few of its houses.
wife stiing for divorce.
Betty Jo, of WIP's Radio Bangers,
doubling on a sustainer at WCAM.
Louis Couzoff, manager of Jack
Lynch's bar, recouping from pneumonia.

Van

Moran recovering from

Leo Spitz in from Florida for two
weeks,
Bert Gilroy scouting locations near
Sonora.
L B. Kornblum laid up by auto
accident
Albert Lewln at his desk after ear

.

Billie Ryan (Mrs. Ed Ryan) starMax Turner locked out of bis
house. His wife and
are quaran- ring in 'Galleon's Gold,' trying out
at the Rlchniond. Show may come
tined with measles.
Irving .Yates in town to set up new to the West End.
Tim Whelan to do another for Irvtalent department at Consolidated
ing Asher-Columbia at Denham 'stuRadio ArUsts office.
June Travis and Irene Castle now dios, as yet untitled, with Roland
rate as town's top famine space- Pertwee scripting.
'Made for Each Other' grossing
crackers in the dailies.
at London
(jeorge RUey, now recouping at best business for
acquired house
home in Rochester, N.Y., due to head Pavilion since
for Coast convalescence In a few about five years agol
Calgary Bros, due to appear at the
Weeks.

title

Warners booking "Professor

Polly
ness.

-

End show materialize.
Harry
to give up charge of
Selznick. office here since he
can't prevail upon his missus to come
over and settle In England.

.

Yale drama repeats hit musical
"Here We Go Agahx' for China re-

Ham

Myron

lief

By Lea Eeea

Dan Cununlngs and Jim Brennan
getting about afwr serious auto crash
couple of months ago.
Armand Zimmerman, local aiitbor
of prlze->wliinlii£ play In drama tourney, lost his mother the nUht before winning cup.
.

.

Thornton Wilder had three plays
on local boards last week; 'Our Town'
at Shubert and two one-act entries
in cl^ drama tourney.
Battle Players, Dlxwell Players,
Guilford Players, Cliancel Players
finished In that order in 12th annual
fer George Pierce

drama tourney

.

Baker cup.

Sydney
By

Erie Gerrlek

'Alexander' (20tb) Is smash In the
nabes and stix here.
Buster West and Lucille Page a
click for Tivoll. Ruth Craven also.
Epidemic of measles headaching
.film theatres in Melbourne and Vic.

toria.

In the Southern industrial spots
Metro's Toy Wife* took the count
from the mobs.
Tttp kid star here Is Mickey Roo'French picture, 'Mayerling,' Gallis flli.is beney. 'Hardy* series set him way up
coming populr here.
as b.o. draw and 'Boys Town' cinched
Bela Lugosi, who recently finished
African Cotis. Theatres building
him.
"Dark Eyes of London' for Argyle 1,000-seat luxury cinema at WynUnl has just completed a deal covFilms, sails for New York AprU 15, biero (Tape Town suburb.
ering 1939 product with Hoyts for
but may come back to star In AlexRufus Press, South African imper- Sydney and Melbourne
nabes. Greatander Dumas' "The Vampire' for the sonator, reported to go shortly to er Union cops the city
runs.
London and New York. Says he has
same company.
Cast presenting revival of "Waltz
'Jesse Jaines' scheduled for West dates there.
Dream* for Au<trallan-New Zealand
Otto W. BoUe, manager for 20th- theatres Includes Bemlce Claire, MaEnd opening" at the Gaumont Haymarket June 2, but may hove to go Fox here, says he's arranging to ac- rie Bremner, Helene Denizen. Jack
house
quire four new picture houses in Arthur, Don Nichol, Melton Moore,
to another Gaumont-British
business holds up there with the C^pe Town suburbs.
if
Dale and Marie Le Varre,
A pro-Cjerman ineml>er of South Maryon
'Wuthering Heights.'
aicks here include *CItadel*
Parliament
wanted the aa-G), 'Stablemates' (M-G). "Great
Associated British Pictures dick- African
'Refugee' clip Waltz'
ering with Lee Ephralm and Jack March of Time's
(M-G), "Kentucky* (20th),
Hulbert to film 'Under Your Hat' banned, due to carrying propaganda 'Mr. Chcdworth Steps Out* (BEF),
the Palace hit musical, in which lat- against a 'friendly state.' The Min- 'Dawn Patrol' (WB). 'St Martin's
ter is star with Cicely C^ourtneidge, ister of the Interior stated he had no T,ane'
(Mayflower). 'There's That
power to ban a film if it had been Woman Again' (Col) and "Pygmalion'
and former is producer.
Frank Lawton is recruiting younger passed by the Censor Board.
(G-B).
will
Without Tears.'
its

lock^ into

from Broadway.

cinema box offices.
Hobart Boswortb up and around
over $126,000.
Roger Dann oui of Folies Bergere after six we^' Illness.
Joyce Bros, and Dean have split
Mozelle Brltton recovering from
with Bobby Joyce doing double act revue due to illness.
Jean Doyen in from Berlin and off injuries In motor crash.
with Sylvia Dean.
Bessie Love suing William B.
Oscar Homolka due to go to Amer- on North African tour.
Germaine Montero topping new Hawks for back alimony.
Intends to stage play on
ica soon.
Chez Agens Capri nitery otteiine.
Walter Brennan to be governor's
Broadway in the fall.
Pierre Stephen signed with Abel guest' at Kentucky Derby.
Harry Foster, on an 11-day bout
Alice Brady and Small Co. scttied
of hiccoughing was on the danger Gance for part In 'Christopher Co
lumbus'.
their dispute out of court
list Now recovering.
Ludwig Berger to I.ondon to make
Basil
Rathbones tossed benefit
Sacha Gultry has completed new
Thief of Bagdad,' which Marc Al- party for Hollywood Guild.
film script, which he has titled,
legret nixed.
U. S. tax collector asked Maxie
"Those Nine Bochelors.'
Jean
and Vivlanne Romance Rosenbloom for $3,499 more.
Harry Green going into the cos- named Gabin
French theatre operators
by
Walt
Disney
checked In after
metic business in London. Also tryas I>est draws In 1938.
three' weeks in Philadelphia.
ing to stage comeback.
Maria Dea, newcomer in films,
Charles
Ruppert changed hla
Walter Mycroft dickering for film given, lead femme role by Robert
screen name to Charles Blake.
ri^ts of 'Heaven and Charing Cross' Siodmak for his 'Pieges'.
Bette Davis and Miriam Hopkins
for Associated British Pictures.
'Demain Tout Ira Bien' ('TomorFraiik Neil finally in London after row Everything Will Be Better') will back to work after flu attacks.
Two hundred friends threw a teatlseveral postponements. Talent scout- be Leonlde Moguy's.next
monial dinner for Jack Gross.
ing for Tivoli Theatres. Australia.
'Intransigeant' publishinK story of
Dorothy Devore returned to picDespite rumors to contrary, Ben 'Jesse James' by Georges Vachellerle
tures after six years In Europe,
Goetz is definitely returning to do concurrently with filnvs release.
Bill Holmes upp^ to chief editor
more British pictures here for Metro.
Abel Gance commencing 'Paradis
Stephen Haggard's 'Weep for the Perdu' ('Lost Paradise'), starring of Foy productions at Warners.
Ned Brown re-pacted as head of
Spring' opens out-of-town May 8, Ffrnand Gravet and Elvire Popesco.
Famous Artists story department
coining to the West End soon after.
Jeanne Aubert translatin/; and
Iselin Auster new assistant to MuCharles Munyard, former Para- adapting English play in which she
E. Schwarzwald. at Universal.
mount vaudeville booker, has joined says she's star. Keeping title a secret tonStan
and Illlana Laurel settled
Dave Marks (Richard & Marks)
'You Can't Cheat an Honest Man*' their financial quarrel out of court
office.
called 'A Day at the Races' here.
.Ivan Kahn tossed a party for
Charles L. Tucker will cut his That was a title of a Marx Bros. film. MIscha Elman at HUlcreai Country
N.Y. visit, whence he sails April 27,
Alfred Rhode to remake 'Danube club.
to a fortnight Had intended to stay Bleu' following buminf; of only Its
Frank Morgan writing 800 words
four weeks.
negative In Saint Cloud laboratory on motion picture history for EnBarry O'Brien has .bought the fire.
Brltannlca.
touring rights of Max Catto's thriller,
New film snatching racket has ap- cyclopedia
They Walk Alone,' current at the peared where reels are stolen from
small houses and ransom demanded
Shaftesbury.

Twice-ToM

By Herb OoUen

in

Al Jolson fishing in Mexico waters.
Colin Tapley back from New Zealand.

which was produced from Equity tour.
CariroU Peacock recuperating from
idea by Arthur Dent, is being used
extensively for recruitiiig purposes, heart attack.
Harriet Hilllard In from Broadway
under government sponsorship. It is
estimated that at rate recruits are for film work.
(3eorge Joseph in from Manila to
coming in, picture will be responsible for having helped to get over gander studios.
Tom Moulton on the job after three
100,000 men.
months' illness.
E. Y. Harburg returned from Mexican motor tour.
Herman Sims at his desk after
Paris
West Indies tour.
By Unco Speck
Lulse Ralner setUed traffic damage suit for $500 by proxy. She's
cuiTcntly abroad.
Elmer Rice in.
Maurice Gleize to Africa.
Bert Lahr building a home In
Fine Easter Week weather, hurt Coldwater Canyon.

Town showered by unusually
heavy rains past two weeks.
Hsrams Bros, disposed of picture
racetrack bill killed
Ground broken and foimdatlon set theatre site in Kingston, London byParl-mutuel
state legislature.
for Universal Films' new building. suburb, to Sidney Bernstein, who
certain.
Charlie Isaacs, Hollywood gag man,
Frank Dalley^d orch In at the will erect another Granada.
Hume Cronyn biack from his Ja- Terrace
visiting parents here.
Grill for two-week spell.
Anmer Hall presenting Third
maica vacash and a visit to the
Wife
of Joe Behan, Warner's head
Party Risk,' by Gilbert Lennox, at
Dominion Drama Festival at his Replaces Clyd e McC oy.
out of hospital.
Don Davis, WHB prexy, coitflning St Martin's Blay 2, starring Nora booker,
hometown, London, Ont He joins
Leo Morgan here from Boston to
the Skowhegan, Me, strawhat troupe himself ta his home for 10 days after Swinburne and John Wyse.
produce Wayne King show at Orbeing exposed to the mumps.
in mid-May.
Cafe Anglais, one of West End's pheum.
ext^ange
manager,
Marcus,
Ben
Sidney SL Fleischer, Dramatists
landmarks, and for years known as
Gayety,
Harry
Hirsch's
stock
Guild attorney and motion picture will take his four salesmen tb° the The Cavour, will shortly be razed burlesque house, to close its spring,
sale negotiator, leaves Saturday (29) annual Columbia convention at the and made into a dance hall.
season Friday (20).
for a vacation of two or three weeks Drake, Chi, May 14.
David Bums given starring role
Udell GUI, Farmlngton, Minn., exNeal Agnew, Par v.p. and g.m., with Tommy Trlnder in former Fred hibitor. In St Mary's hospital here
to recuperate from his recent ap
stopped over for conference with and Adele Astaire musical, 'Funny
pendectomy.
with throat ailment.
After 25 years a Broadway agent, Ralph LiBeau and Arthur Cole at Face,' being made by Associated
Benny (aoodman to play one-night
Sam Lyons' new address is on Madi- the local exchange en route to N.Y. British.
dance stand May I at Coliseum, midJoe Redmond, Esquire; Jim Long,
son avenue, hence his soliloquy
The De Marcos were practically way between Minneapolis and St
"Now that all my actors are on Plaza; Lew Sponsler, Waldo, and signed to follow Paul Draper, booked Paul, under sponsorship of group of
Park avenue, the least I could do is Sam Naster, Lincoln, only Fox man- at the Cafe de Paris for five weeks, U. of Minnesota students.
agers unchanged by recent shuffling but it's reported their demands were
move over near them.'
David Ffolkes, currently designing of personnel.
too high.
sets and costumes for the ShakeErich Ponuner to New York May
spearean Globe theatre show in the
4, taking print of 'Jamaica Inn' with
South Africa
Merrie England concession at the
him, to snow to Paramount which
By H. Hanson
New York World's Fair, goes home
releases aU Mayfiower pictures in
to England late in May.
Hell be
America.
married there and return to N.Y.
'Quiet Wedding,' which closed at
War scare hasn't hit show business
returns
to the here.
during July.
week,
Wyndham's
last
^age
1)
(Continued from
Piccadilly at cheap prices following
Due to the success of the French

/

Povah

picture,

born son.

-

'

J. L.

Hollywood
Bela Lugosi back from London.
Phyllis

Ward.

tion.

Jack Jackson making initial trip'
John Martin, former boss at t>hiladelphia I.edeer, now is publishing to New York in June, just for the
the Philadelphia Shopping Guide. visit
Charles Laughton adding scenes
Plan first issue May 5, wini nearly
400,000 circulation.
John L. Butler to 'Jamaica Inn' for American showis assisting Bilartin.
Guide will be ing only.
Frances Day and Bud Flanagan
standard newspaper in size.
are godparents to Val Guest's new-

—

-

ald

.

&

'

Already in, to name a few,
sters.
are Hugh Williams, Harold French,
Gillespie, Peter Madren, Guy
Middleton, Nigel Patrick and Ron-

esUte.

left $10,645

to the south of France.
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Westmin-

Queen's

Brian
"The Night of the Fire,' adaptation
from F. L. Greene's best-seller of
that name, for G.
S. Productions,
with Cliarles Woolf having financial
interest in film. Pat Kirwln has done
the script
Despite European scare, Gilbert
Miller going ahead with two more
shows for the West' End. These are
'Sixieme Atage,' (Sixth Floor') and
Le Vale Maitre' ('Bridge King').
The Bo Brummels to Milano,. Italy, Former being adapted In English by
fresco concerts in Robin Hood Dell
Rodney Ackland.
by men of Philly Orch, which looked for vaudeville dates.
Max Berman and sons launching
The Warning,' British National
jretty blah a month ago, now seem

Agnew.

Atlanta but brought the pet cat up
North.
S< N. Behrman, whose 'No Time
for Comedy' is solidly entrenched at
the Barrymore, is figuring on leaving
soon to vacation on the Coast or in
England.
Stephen Slesinger, publishers' representative, wilT arrive from the
Coast Friday with manuscript of
Zane Grey's utest novel based on the
life of George Washington.
Monroe Greenthal and Al Margolles to the Coast on Friday <28)
to arrange details for UA's annual
sales convention which opens May
8 at the Los Angeles Ambassador.
Mrs. Esther Root Adams, wife of
Franklin P. Adams (F. P. A.), has
bought a large house and leO-acre
property in Newtown, Conn., some
miles from Adams' manse in Weston.
Maxwell Anderson is working on a
new straight play. Also has a musical in mind.
Both would be for
next season production by th? Playwrights Co.
designed
Albert Johnson, who
Billy Rose's Aquacade for the N. Y.
Fair, will leave in a few days for a
short vacation at Charleston, S. C.
His summer and fall ttlans are un-

the

John

Clare Greet

Sam Smith

Into

Jack Jackson to tour a vaudeville
the World's Fair.
Joe E. Lewis doing plenty of hop- show.
Pola Negri in town from the Coning since small quantities of oil have
been discovered on some land he tinent
Jack Eggar's daughter an appenowns in Florida.
Federal Theatre projecteers cur- dix victim.
Ken Harvey to' Holland for three
rently rehearsing Moliere's 'WouldBe Cientleman,' hoping to again take broadcasts.
Walter
Hackett has just completed
over the Walnut
Prospects for a lOth season of al a new play.

Mike Gusikoff has resigned as
concert-master for the Pittsburgh
Bela Lugosl to the Coast and Uni- Syroph.
Tony Vincent got a smashed hand
versal.
He arrived in N. Y. from
Europe midweek, hurrying to the when truck rammed Into his car on
Film Row.
studio pronto.
Rose-Room Boys into their second
Pat Harrington of Jack White's
straight
year at Ed Harold's JackClub 18 zany tribe hais waxed an entown hotel.
tire album-full of Irish 'come-allVince Sortinos
he's
trumpet
ye's' for Decc&
player \p. Stanley's house crev^—ex
Dun- pect an image.
Eddie Edelson, ex-Grosset
lap, who used to handle film contacts
Ex-sportswriter Jess Carver refor the book publishers, in voluntary turning to Conneaut Lake this sumbankruptcy.
Owes )S,146: assets, mer as spot's p.a.
$375.
Morty Henderson's brother, HarHazel Flynn and Blanche. Merrill old, named manager of Ross Fedco-authored
liow
Heel
Shoes,' eral office in Omaha.
which Lulu McConnell did on the
Gabe Rubin reissuing "Moonlight
last RCA Magic Key broadcast over Sonata' at Art Cinema to coincide
with Paderewaki's concert here.
NBC.
Playhouse director Fred Burleigh
Dorothy Fletcher, formerly associated
with Adrlenne Morrison, stepped into cast of "Meet My Sister'
heads the play department of the last week when Jules Pross fell OL
Kay (Mrs. Bemie). Cummins going
Ann Watkins agency effective next
to her parents' homis In New York
week.
next month to await the stork In
Neil

London

Benny Street, former op of 1214
Club here, reported to have leased

periodic visit

Delos

actors

now.

swanky Town Casino
Herb Cruikshank quite ill again.
Bob ODonneU in from Dallas on next winter.
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Obituaries

N. Y. World's Fair Sidelights

PrjBview of N.

(Continued from page 44)

He leaves his widow And 10-monthPast week saw a preview parade of showfolk as well as civic leaders and old child, his mother and a brother.
the like to the N, Y, Fairgrounds. AU were impressed with the massive- Burial was in Greenwich, Conn.
nes3 of the venture, but many agreed that the best commutation bet to
Details in the radio section.
Flushing Meadows would be via train, rather than motor, considering the
distance ot the parking space from either end of the Fair the Play Zone
NICK LANG

—

Employees' Hygiene
Personnel Is being assiduously blood-tested, fingerprinted, etc., as part of
the hygienic scheme of things to protect the public. Even cashiers in restaurants, although remotely connected with the actual handling of food,
undergo intensive physiological tests. It was for that reason that the
employment agency call went out for 40% above the desired number.
'

Midway

Stall

Some Inside stuff chatter b that the midway concessionaires purposely
Btall not to be ready for the preem, since the Play Zone trade isn't expected to be good until after June 1, when wargi weather and a real tourist Influx

commences.
Sard's

Maps

Florence (Mrs. Edgar) Leslie, wife of the songwriter, promoted that
Tony Sarg 25c. comic World's Fair map Idea. She has the booths on the
grounds.
Sarg's trimly Illustrated guide is rated the most graphic publication put
out on the exposition to date. It is virtually foolproof to the stranger In
town.

-

Costly Feedery
Somehow that private Terrace Club intrigues the show bunch the most
Unless you're a $5,000 bondowner, you cnnH belong to the private eatery,
Which Is rather drab externally but very chi-chi within.
Facttidden Film at Fair
A preview will be held today (Wed.) at the Fair Grounds of Til Tell
the World,' produced by the'Bernarr Macfadden interests and to. be shown
during the expo in the Macfadden Theatre. Story wa^ written by Herbert
Crooker, formerly with Warners, and produced under his supervision In

Hollywopd.
Patricia Murray, in the
pictiue run at the Fair.

film, is to

make

'Century of Progress' in size, scope,
number of exhibitors, vastness of its
Play Zone, and in every classificaNick Lang, 46, radio singer and tion imaginable.
vaude performer, died April 20 after
Total paid attendance (at 75c a
a prolonged Illness, in a New York head) anticipated is conservatively
hospital.
estimated- at 80.000,000 for the opHe leaves his widow, Mrs, Estelle erating period from April 30 to Oct
Lang; his mother, five brothers and 31, while Fair officials believe the
three sisters.
Of this
figure may hit 60,000,000.
total, probably 30,000,000 will come
ADELE BANNET
from Greater New York and eastNew
England
cities.
ern
seaboard
retired
who
Ranney,
Adele
56,
from the stage in 1928, died last area alone is expected to swell the
week in Arlington, Mass. She was count by 10,000,000, while 20,000,000
formerly In musical comedy and are looked for from other sections
of the U. S. The average visitor is
vaudevUle.
She leaves a brother and two sis- expected to take in the exposition .at
least twice.
ters. Interment in Lynn, Mass.
Highly contributory to -such high
GEOBGE L GELDEB
attendance expectations is an imGeorge L Gelder, about 75, pioneer ustially 'good press,' which has sustained
interest There has been some
in motion pictures, died April 20 in
Spanish-. captious criticism, voiced largely by
After
the
Milwaukee.
American war, Gelder got into the columnists in N. Y. dallies, but this
more or less expected with
has
been
film biz in Chicago.
Surviving are his widow, two sis- an undertaking of this size.
New York's 1039 show probably
ters and two brothers.
will be recorded as the fair of color.'
Where others gained attention as the
BBTON A. BACKUS
'exposition of light' of architecture,
Bryon A. Backus, 68, former stage
manager and projectionist at the or of novel invention, color is the
dominating note in all the trimmings
Colonial theatre, Janesvllle, Wis., and
of the N. Y. Fair buildings. Color
also former opeiator of a bill-posting
also dominates the novel lighting
service in that city, died April 12
system
on the grounds. It was tested
in CHiicago.
Survived by his widow and a partially Monday (24) night with
numerous additions added in the last
daughter.
.

(midway) or the Industrial Exhibits.

personal appearances during the

.

Many Dioramas
probably has so many

BEBTHA KALICH

giant dioramas and sweepNew York exposition
Bertha Kalich, 64, known In
ing panorama displays that it is difficult to pick the outstanding one,
the Continent as an
"although in cost and elaborate presentation the General Motors' oSering America and on
Yiddish legit star, died
.seems a cinch for top honors. Largest on the Flushing site are the giant English and
York hospital
one inside the Perisphere (which is viewed from a height of about 100 AprU 18, in a New
following eye operatioa
feet at one point), huge one in the Railroad Building, in Consolidated
Details in the legit section.
Gas.(N. Y. Edison) where the City of Tomorrow is reproduced, exhibit
'In U. S. Steel's conical structure and the Highways and Horizons tliird-ofJAHE3 EUGENE ROSSETT
«-mile trip at
building.
James Eugene Rossett 75, musiBecause of Its location, the Perisphere diorama is expected to draw
thousands to the interior of the giant bait Whether the 25c'cUp will cut cian, died April 10 in a Kenosha,
Into its draw as compared with so many free diorama shows Is prol>- Wis., hospital. Rossett played with
for
lematical. Fair officials claim the admission tap was installed in order the Rlngling Bros', circus band
to cut down tile great flow of visitors and obvious limited daily capacity years. Survived by widow, two sons

GM

of the exhibit

Diorama was not completed early

tliis

week.

and three daughters.

HEBBEBT WILLIS
Haofadden Film at Fair
Herbert Willis^ 68, veteran Milwaii
Largest exhibition puilding is thts Railroad structure and its huge wings.
Sponsored by the Eastern Conference of Railroad presidents, it covers 17 kee stagehand, died April 16 at his
acres. In the main building (shaped like locomotive roundhouse) is the home in Milwaukee after a three.

model railroad show (Railroads at Work) ever constructed, being month illness. Surviving are
a giant scenic diorama 160 feet wide and 40 feet deep. It demonstrates widow and a sister.
lor the first time anywhere the 24-hour operation of a modem railway

largest'

his

JOE TOCNQ
system. On the vast diorama are 3,500 feet of track, 500 pieces of miniature railroad equipment including more than 40 locomotives. It can be
Joe Young, the songwriter, died in
viewed by 1,000 people at one time, with 10c tap.
a New York hospital AprU 21,
In one extension of the main building will be 'Railroads on Parade,' aged 50.
four-a-day pageant and stage presentation, with seating capacity of 4,000.
Details in the music section.
Edward Hungerford, who made a success of a similar show at Chicago's
fair, is In charge of this, with Kiurt Weill, Broadway composer, responsible
ALICE CLABK
for original score; Hany Homer has deisigned the stage sets and Charles
Alice Clark, former vaude and
.'Alan Is pageant director. Show is presented on an outdoor stage, 250 musical comedy dancer, died in Los
feet wide and 100 feet deep, with cast of 250, plu? a large array of ancient Angeles, April 14.
and modern railroad cars and engines, 50 horses, etc Admish Is 25c.
Two sisters and a brother survive.

K

Parachute

(Continued from page 1)

Fair

Jump

in the Play

Zone

la

a close third at 250 feet
Fair staff, around 2,000 until recently, will be increased to. 8,000 as
soon as the show opens. Estimated
that there will be 40,000 to 50,000
workers on the grounds during the
Grounds will be
o:> 'rating period.
policed by 800 exposition guards,
while about 600 soldiers, sailors and
marines from U. S. service branches
will be kept on the Fair site.
la
addition, several thousand city police will help on special event days.
Typical of special event days will
be the opening day which will be
attended by President Roosevelt his
staff. Government and foreign dig.
Fair Corp. believes the
nitaries.
opening day, next'.Sunday, will see
1,000,000 pass the gates.
The Fair has 11 entrance gates.
It can be reached, by subway, elevated, bus, railroad, motor car, plane
Latter two means of
aud boat
transportation do not land visitors
close to entrances, however. BMTIRT admit to the gate which is also
served by the Long Island railroad.
At the opposite end of grounds, the
Ind--» sndent Subway has a station
'With double track li'n^ connecting
'with the Queens express line running into mldtown
York. This
station admits visitors directly' into

New

the Play Zone. Train, subway-and
bus will be the best transportation
means; private motors, seU-drlven,
the poorest
Not all the entertainment is
spotted in the midway or Play Zone,
few days.
as it is officially designated.
ExThe New York Fair has 1,500 ex-, hibits and novel gadgets, not the
hlbitors.
Of the 60 foreign nations least of which is the television in
represented, 23 have their own the RCA buUding and the A. T. & T.
buildings,
total of 35 states are building displays, are surefire draws.
represente.d (including Pi'erto Rico) It's this strong competish from tlie
but there are only 17 state buildings. free industrial exhibita that makes a
Fair officially listed concessions topflight Play Zone almost a 'must'
granted at 747.
Topical of these free shows out>
While the exposition site extends side the amusement area are the
over 1,216% acres, it is compactly General Motors'
Super-Highways
arranged considering, its size. This and Horizons show; trip to the moon
Is because actual space used for scheduled for Standard Brands expavilions,
and hibit; Peru's Pavilion of Models
exhibit
buildings
shows covers something like 884 showing Peruvian garb of history;
acres, remainder, being given over to actual television broadcast*' from the
200 acres of parking fields and. oc- RCA'Bldg.; Telephone Building with
cupied by 132 acres of lakes and in- a series of novel stunts; miniature
lets.
speedway of (Goodrich Tire Co.; Con«
Tallest on site Is the Trylon, solidated Gas' ultra-modem city;
which, with the Perisphere,' forms Borden's scientific cow farm and
the fair's Theme- Center at the middle dairy; the 'city of tomorrow' in the
of the exhibit area. It is nearly 700 Perisphere; free auto rides In ttie
feet high.
The peak of Russia's Ford buildhig, and the gigantic specbuilding is next in size, 260 feet talL tacle in the Railroad Bldg.

A
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Frank Wiiih's Circus
(ABENA, NEW HAVEN)

TMATSquawb

'

:

Neto Haven, April

23.

Hip & Sittleu, Ladv Barbara's
Do0s Sc Ponies, Helen Ic Bebe, Don &
Daum, Capt ReUips* Seals, Miochia,
Delmar's Lions & Dogs, Reuben Costang & HoUt/uood Chimpafuees, Kay
& Helen Emerald; Four American

Vs.N.Y.Fair;
Pid[et

Ikeat

Eagles, Adele Nelson's Elephants,
14 BestanranU
JOHN <JOCK' ELLIOTT
Jeanette May, The Kitaros. Nelsons,
Fair has 14 large restaurants not including the $2,500,000 Terrace Club
John 'Jock' Elliott 60, manager of Yacopis, Flvin0 Charles Trio, Max
and a number of small spots. Largest is Ballantine's Three Rings Tnn,
with three separate rooms with a total capacity of 2,000; four Brass Rail the Palace theatre, Los Angeles, Kassow, Zimmy, Mike Victor band,
Theatrical Klanagers, Agents and
cloums.
died
there
April
22
of
heart
attack.
a
restaurants and counter cafes;' Caruso cafe. Casino of Nations (1,500-seater
Treasurers' union has filed complaint
with sunshine roof); Midway Inn, one of largest in Play Zone; Heineken's He was in show business 40 years.
on-the-Zuider-Zee, 700-seat two-room cafe with bar and orchestra plus a
Taking over. the spot vacated by with the Central Trades and Labor
Frank
Edward
Sebr,
onetime
59,
the Morton-Hamid trick, which has CouncU, asking that the New York
dance floor oft the waterfront (most elaborate scenic layout of them all);
Schaefer Center, 1,600-seater with outdoor bar; Turf-'^lon cafe; two property tianaser at the old Welting played indoor stands under auspices World's
Fair be' declared unfair.
Opera House, Syracuse, when it was here for the past three years, the
cafes to be operated by Mayflower Doughnut Corp., with only light food
trial sp.ot for Broadway-bound pro- Frank Wirth outfit opened a full- TMAT took this course f oUowing the
served; ChJlds'-eO frankfurter stands, plus its lone 1,000-seat restaurant a
ductions, and former stage manager week run to a good house and a good proposal
to picket the Fair, manin the R. R. BIdg.
of Keith's theatre, died in Syracuse respotise yesterday (Monday). Snow
has been juggled about considerably agement of which has not recognized
last week after a year's illness. Sur.
Dnfonr-Bof era Top the Shows
lately due to some acts going into the union
nor employed any of its
viving are liis widow and two daughthe
New
York
World's
Fair.
Lew Dufour and Joe Rogers, veteran midway operattrs, who also have ters.
ticket sellers.
A decision by the.
a stake in the San Francisco exposition, probably will have the greatest
Following tlie entry, action picks CouncU is expected to be made by
with Hip and Rittley on the falltotal of shows in line and operating at the opening gun, outside possibly
Friday (28) and any demonstration
Mother of Margaret and Roberta up
ing tables and Lady Barbara's dogs
of the rides operators. Their elaborate 'Strange As It Seems' layout already
Becker died in San Francisco last and ponies holding center ring. would probably occur after the exhas reached the stage jyhere exhibits are being installed for show's run, week
of
pneumonia.
Margaret Helen and Bebe work end trapezes position opens.
Their Seminole Village, with Indian group arriving in town last week, is
TMAT leaders are stUl exercised
Becker, who is associated with the while Don and .t)awn do a trapezevirtually completed with redskins doing actual building and living on site
George Abbott office, was with her and-rings turn in the middle. Boy over the failure to place members
now. Their 'Gangbusters' show may be a bit slow in opening because of mother.
Roberta Is touring with the and girl team closes with a flashy on the Fair payroU, but decided to
presentation production work needed. Dufour and Rogers also have Na'
Maurice Evans company in 'Ham- neckspin that has femme swinging hold back the order to, picket imtU
from a wire held by partner bh high learning if support of other unions
ture's Mistakes, the Silver Streak and We Humans.
let' and 'Henry IV."
,

•

'

The

Nationalistic Balldlnss

Soviet Russia's giant structure, which has been slow getting under way,
has gone forward rapidly in the .last 30 days, with a chance that most of
building will be ready for the opening. France's pavilion is nearly complete after much delay, with exhibit material arriving on the fair site
early this week. Japan's unusual type of structure makes it stand out
wnong several pretentious foreign pavilions. Most of exhibits are in.
staUed In this structure ahready. A number of smaller foreign naUons,
unable to afford a building of their own, are leasing space in structures
grouped about the main U. S. federal building and part of the federal
layout

Baker-Traver Next
Nearest group in number is Harry C. Baker-Harry G. Traver combo
which has the largest single array of rides. On list are Auto Dodgem
Centipede, Cyclone Roller Coaster, Jitterbug, Laff-jn-the-Dark, Lattland
Midget Autos; Over the Top, Serpentine, Sky Ride, Snapper and
Stratoship.

Among the new shows, outside of the new rides, or new twists given
old ones are the Monkey Mountain (with room for sohie 500 monkeys)
rising from Frank Buck's Jungleland show; Norman Bel Geddes, elaborate
mirror dancing girl' show; Parachute Jump (tallest structure on midway)
with visitors allowed to drop off 250-ft tower by controlled chutas; Liv
(Continued on page 47)
• •

trapeze.
No. 4 Is Capt ReUips'
seals, doing the usuaL
Mrs. Allee Foolk Htvely, 68
Brazilian lass, Mlachia, is next In
mother of Robert Foulk, actor, dlrec some clever wire-wallcing, done entor and stage manager, died April 22 tirely without balancers.
Delmar's
at her home in Paradise. Pa.
She lions and does win plaudits whUe
the ace novelty act of the show is
had been ill about a month.
Reuben Castang and his Hollywood
Chimpanzees.
Tongo,
oversize
siHiss B. LeClero Fbllllps, 51, news mian. Is
featured and rates biUIng.
paper and magazine writer, died in
Kay and Helen Emerald bring a
a New York hospital Monday (24) flock
of click knockabout stuff to
after a long illness.
A sister sur- their tumbling turn and score handvives.
ily.
Four American Eagles are on
the high wire, with and without
Earl F. Bets, 43. sound engineer at poles, and feature a three-high stand.
Metro, died April 19 in Santa Moni- Adele Nelson's Elephants are standard
and
give away to Jeannette May,
ca, Cal.
Surviving Is his widow,
whos in a one-arm giant swing.
Peggy O'Day, former film player.
Next-to;closing Is a combo of the
Kitaros, In risley work; the Nelsons,
William O'Brien, 68. father of Pat highlighting a somersault on stUts
O'Brien, film actor, died in Holly from a teeterboard, and the Yacopis,
with a dog act Last named are son
wood, Monday (24).
Mid daughter of the aero family of
They're in their
Mrs. Anne Bonnick, sister ot Betty the' same name.
second week on their own. Flying
Brown (Variety), died April 20
.

'

Forest Hills, N. Y., aged

<i5.

will be extended.
Some 30 changes, or points, have
been submitted by TMAT to the
League of New York Theatres, in
prospect for a renewal of the mini-

mum

basic

agreement

.Stated that

the League's board wiU have further
conferences with the union after it
has become more famUlar with the
proposals, which wiU later go before

the managetial membership.
Matters within the union have
quieted down since the hectic nomination meeting, during which factionalism intruded. Claimed that aU
nominees
would run. Including
Charles Stewart who is on the ticket
for presidency, opposed to Saul
.

Abraham, present head

of

.

TMAT.

knife-thrower, there's also a trained
horse and Zlmmy, the legless swimmer. Kassow doubles as announcer,.
Mike Victor conducts the band ana
Charles Trio close the show.
Frank Wirih books all acts as weU
Kawow is a trick shooter and as handling managerial end-Bont,

Mv

OUTDOORS
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N. Y.

WdiTs

Fair Sidelights
Dally

Covers <wltb models posed In tableaus); Salvador Dali's
Mermaids (bathing beauties In tank fitted out like living room); Tony
^ir*8 Enchanted Forest (glrl-in-flshbowl Idea, with human being appearthe size of birds and small animals); Victoria Falls (replica of deepest
In world in South Rhodesia); and Children's World, a small world's
within the exposition.

Mis

Partial LIcht-np

([tan^rtatlon Zone and a portion of the exposition grounds were lighted
Monday (24) ni^t, full test of grounds being delayed because Grover
Vhalen was not present Color dominates virtually all lighting displays,
niectacular effects giving the illusion that different buildings are sources of
IjXtlng instead of targets for spot or floodlights. Circular gadget lights,
jecenUy installed on bridge leading from the exhibit area to the transportation zone, were tested out Whole effect on the N. Y. Fairgrounds
stdistantlates the contention that a big exposition should be. seen only at
night to be fully appreciated.
One typically uncanny effect is obtained on the Perisphere (giant globe
that Is 200 feet In diameter) where some 270 floodlights bath the huge

Bpben in deep blue light, producing cloud effects and the movement of
light That makes the Perisphere seem to be revolving while the cloud
effect is like a large shadowy map. The light, water and fireworks display
wiU be given a preview on Fountain Lagoon, opposite the amusement area,
Workingmen have been building and frlmming large
later this week.
barges from which water and fire diq[ilays will be touched off.
.

Preview Parade
Previews of buildings and shows staged inside have become so common
In the last 10 days that newspaper scribes, photographers and aewsreel
cameramen are spending most of their time going from one open house
to another. Goodrich Rubber opened its large building and smallr&cale
auto racing track Monday (24) night with a buffet supper and cocktail
Party was
party, preceding an advance lowing of racetrack stunting.
transported to fair site in two chartered schooners that tied up in Flushing
•'
•

bay.

.

.

Other recent previews Included RCA building. Ford building, Cteneral
Jlotor^ Chllds Restaurant DuPont and miniature railroad system in Railroad building. Among dedications or shows slated for this week, are the
T. building, Frank Buck's Jungleland and Railroads on Parade
T.
pageant (preview).

A

down a

tion offered

bit Magazine

fyii

Analysis of the

New York World
tutned

(Continued from Page 46)
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Not Sharing Spotlight

&

Barkers OK, But N« ShlUs
Bai'kers will be allowed in the Play Zone, according to John Krlmsky,
Who has charge of the fair's entertainment Krinisky said this week, how<
ever, that he was not so certain about permitting shiOs, indicating they
would be taboo.

News

Midway Shows That

Fahr officials
friendly proposi-

by the
last

New York

week.

Sheet

informed the Fair execs it was
printing a color map of New
York In its Sunday roto section
indicating the Interesting points
of the city. Offered to run off
a million or so extra that could
be passed out at the Fair.
Sheet got a polite turndown.
Inference being that the Fair
wanted no opposition from other
historic or scenic attractions and
certainly
didn't
want them
pointed out on its own igrounds.

BELBEDDES'GJH.

MMAGRMT

Phase of N. Y. Fair Furthest Behind
-4-

HANDLING THE PRESS

.

By JOE 8CHOENFELD

In the amusement sector (midway)
Bureau Opened Yesterday Season lies the biggest problem of the Nrw
York World's Fair, for the Flay Zone
Passes Host Be Visaed
still looks like a quagmire of unpaved
road and unfinished buildings.
Press Pass Bureau, through which
Any heavy rainfall two or three days
all newspaper ducats will pass or be
supervised, was opened yesterday prior to the Sunday opening will
murder
what llttie chance there is
(Tuesday) in the Administration
BuUdhig at the N. Y. World's Fair. of giving the customers any solid
Working scribes assigned to cover ground to walk upon. Practically
all
the
roads
and paths are paved in
the Fair Will be okayed for tickets
here, when supplied with proper the -Fair's main section, which only
credentials.
The bureau also will serves to point up the stepchild
the
status
midway
assumed up until
handle one-day and weekly pgsses
for newspapermen only, it being lo- a couple of months ago.
That the midway always figured
cated in the Administration Buildlast
is rather frankly admitted on the
ing Just outside the Fair site when

—

'

Fair grounds.

the exposition opens.

-After all, it's pointed

Those who have been assigned sea- out the Fair could only hope to get
must ha'^e their pho- the bulk of its money back from the
tographic likenesses validated at the industrial and foreign exhibits— the
son passes

FREESHOW

Working Press building, which is amusement concessions, in. comparibeing officially opened this week. It son, representing nickle-and-dime returns. However, the Play Zone will
is in the rear of the Administration
be fully complete by the time the
Building, but inside the grounds;
visiting flremen really begin to roll
The Norman Bel Geddes-deslgned
into New York—after June 1.
General Motors building and Its
Six top shows in the amusement
amazing highways and horizons eX'
sector, N.T.G.'s two shows. Sun Valhibit promises to be the show place
ley, Billy Rose's Aquacade, (Alldren's
of the transportation and exhibit
World and the Savoy ballroom, will
area at the exposition. It has sturdy
be ready for the starting gun, but
competition from the Railroad Buildsuch expensive layouts as (leorge
ing, Cioodrich, Ford and others, but
Jessel's 'Old New York,' Merrle
for sheer Ingenuity and theatrical
England, Lama Temple, Amazons in
staging the G-M outlay looks tops.
.No-Man's Land, Cuban Village, MorBesides the usual array of the
company's products, including a giant
-Jurisdictional fight between stage- ris Gest's Miracle Town and (Crystal
4,000-hor8epower Diesel locomotive hands of the lATSE and Local No. 3 Palace (nudes) are In doubt. Jessel's
in the lobby entrance, arranged in a of the construction electricians or- diow and' the Amazon layout defitypical future city of buildings^ the ganization (IBEW) for the slotting nitely will not be ready. Cuban Vilthlrd-of-a-mlle trip
through the of members in theatrical and other lage and Merrle En^nd will be at
largest panorama in the world Inside staged attractions at the New York least, partially complete by April 30.
the General Motors building is ace World's 'Fair promises to develop Latter,has a band led by Vlng Mershowmanship.
Cavalcade of Centaurs
into a bitter struggle. That was the lin set
Creation of Geddes Is virtually Indlcatloh this week, and events dur- (rodeo) may not be ready till late
a realistic trip in an airplane,- over a ing the last 10 days indicate that May.
Three s.a. layouts, Salvador Dali's
typical U. S. countiyside of 1960, both sides are extremely obstinate.
Electric Research Products (WestCrvx of situation is that Local 3 Mermaids, Jack Sheridan's Living
em Electric) has installed a 20-ton officials contend that they should be Magazine Covers and Norman Bel
sound system which enables' each left in key spots as long as they are Geddes' Mirrors, are most incomplete.
set of two seats in which visitors building
at the fair. Counter con- The Dall and Bel (jeddes construcride, to listen to a description of the
tention of stagehands is that they tion Is lagging, while Sheridan's
view below. This is done by syn- should go in as soon as a building is show apparently hasn't even started
chronizing Innumerable sound tracks,
completed and admission is charged. building as yet Geddes show never
picked up by as many projectors and More liberal
planned to be ready till May IS.
interpretation is that
distributed among the series of twoThe midway, however, will present
they should be in charge even if no
seat cars. Each two chairs has a dual
complete picture so far. as rides and
admission is collected—Just so that a
sound set over which .the des(^pconcessions are concerned. .All of the
it is a theafrlcal venture of one sort
Trip takes 17 mintion Is heard.
mechanical amusement devices apor another.
utes.
Group of- newsreel cameramen, pear ready, or very close to compleniere are two chairs to each car,
tion. Including the 2S0-foot paraInternational Phoand 150 cars.- Previous to tailing this belonging to the
chute Jump.
tographers Local, an lATSE outfit
ride, visitors are taken through a
Hot-dog stands liberally dot the
inspecting the interior of the Perivast auditorium ^th the largest map
area.
CUld's has that "concession;
phere last week preliminary to takin the world, 110 feet by 60 in size,
some 80 ^ts.
ing shots of the diorama show, found
outlined by three separate lighting
Snq Valley the Most Novel
the complete interior llghtlnc system
systems.
Special - announcer shows
One thing that's quickly ^parent
how future highway system will have •pulled' as soon as -they climbed up in the N. Y. Fair's midway sector is
to the peak platform.' Result was
to be constructed.
that it holds practically nothing
complete darkness,, although newsPractically every
startingly new.
reel representatives claim that the
ride and village, with the exception
lights were on full force before tiiey
of Sun Valley, has been done before
entered the structure.
at other expositions.
Sun Valley,
There have been several other Inwith its ski-jumping and ice-skating
stances where activities of rival
FRISCO
rink, may well be one of the midimions were suspected when wiring
way's top draws because of this.
has been found torn out and' other
It remains to be seen, however,
San Francisco, April 25.
damage infiicted.
what the nude shows will present
Mel Smith resigned last week as
A jurisdictional squabble betwefen NTG's
layout will have two enterconcession director of the
1939 unions probably knocked out at least
tainments.
One will be a Cavalcade
Golden Gate International Exposi- one show at the World's Fair last
of the Theatre, In a tent at 25c adtion, a post which he had held for week.
It was to have had a trial
mish,
whUe
the second is a cuticle
Ave weeks. Smith said he resigned performance which was not given.
display at 40c. the Congress of the
because he was "boss badgered.'
Had the show clicked it would have World's Beauties.
TiUe of tlie latter
In a statement to newsmen Smith been regularly scheduled for the originally was the Aztec Sun WorShow was shippers, but the World's Fair Comclarified the charge by stating there's duration of the Fair.
loo much red tape and too many de- 'Highways to New Horizons,' which mission deemed this too suggestive.
partment heads interfering at the was to have been shown to (General Crystal Palace, which will feature a
Motors executives in the
exhibit
Fair.
dove-dance by Roslta Royce, will be
another s.a. exhibit Rose's AquaAs to whether Smith resigned or building.
There were 25 players in the playwas fired there ^ems to be some
cade will hold 100 odd girls, but no
let including several legit players,
confusion. Harris D. Connick, expo
nudes. His admlsh is 40c for around
but Equity was not concerned in
manager, said that it was a question
8,000 seats, with the remaining 2,000
the mix-up. Allegedly responsible
of 're-shufilihg.' Connick is said to
going at $1. Aquawere an electrical workers local and choice locations
will grind four shows a day
be trying to get together with Major
two stagehands locals. Latter's New cade
Art McCrystal in ah effort to get the
York union claimed the right to haul and, housed in' the New York State
over the Gayway Job.
latter to
Building, has the choicest location at
the production and unload it but the
Emlle Bondeson, manager of the Brooklyn end is said to have con- the entrance to the midway from the
main extiibition area. Details on the
California Auditorium, where -Folies tested that right
Bergere' is packing them in, will
The situation was only partly Aquacade-American Federation of
Actors diq)ute are in another story.
move the Clifford C. Fischer show
only
union groups

lA-IBEW

HGHT

BmiRATFAlR

'

6E Sideshows
Latest official tabulation reveals that 52 shows and rides are contracted
Midway or Play Zone. Others for which admission la charged are
located in the transportation area, main exhibit zone or elsewhere In the
grounds. Exposition executives are hopeful that 36 of these will be operating opening day or close to 70%.
for the

CosUiest Smallest BIdr.
House of Jewels, although the smallest exhibit building, houses the most
costly diq>lay. Structure is so small that it is difficult to locate among huge,
surrounding structures.

Preview Gapers
Fair weather and the final Sunday before official opening brought out
thousands of motorists to the Flushing Meadows site last Sunds^ (23).
Autos stretched five -abreast down Horace Harding boulevard near
the amusement zone entrance. One unofficial observer claimed that
those trying to get a glimpse of the grounds through wire fences represented ai capacity crowd of nearly 500,000, with only New York City license
tags represented by motorist caravan.

Werld's Largest Soda Fonniafai
World's largest soda fountain, especially designed to handle Juvenile
be among unusual features of Children's World (the fair within

trade, will

a

fair).

Unfarling the Bunting

Monday (24) was the official day for unfurling exposition flags and
Orange and blue color scheme
decorations in the Times Square area.
figured in displays on Broadway, Fifth avenue and side streets.
For the Lenshounds
Lagoon of Nations, a portion of the vast Court of Nations, forms the
most photographically perfect alignment of the exposition, with the perisphere-trylon Theme Center at the end. Lagoon has been fitted with special
lighting and water effects for night displays.

Chariotte

Jury Frees

Fonner Circus Aide

h

Death of His Mate

Charlotte, N. C, April 25.
Robert Newell, until last fall traffic
superintendent of Bamett Bros, circus, was acquitted in circuit court
Friday (21) of the charge of slaying
his wife, Winnie, 32, on the circus
lot here the night of Jan. 29 last
Mrs. Newell was found dead in her
trailer on- the circus' winter grounds,
apparently the victim of a head injury caused by a fall.
Bay W. Rogers, general manager
of the circus, had testified that New«1 left the show last September but

RINGLING CIRCUS BIZ

PERKS AT

N. Y.

GARDEN

Business for the Ringlings, Barnuiin & Bailey Circus at Madison

Square Garden, which started mildly, has picked up considerably. Lat-

week saw strong attendance, but imder capacity, and
indications are for a profitable finale

ter part of last

conclude Saturday
It's conceded that atunder that of last seaamusements,
but claimed to be better than three
week,
night

which

'

(29).

tendance

is

son, along with general

years ago,

when

there

was

a decided

drop.

Big top goes to Boston next week
came to the winter quarters thie day and be^ns under canvas on a lot
Square Garden
Of Mrs. NeweU's death. Rogers said next to Madison
u>e and Newell quarreled, after Bowl, Long Island City. Spot is not
World's Fair, which will
the latter went to his wife's far from the
OuttraUer. LatO'. Rogers said, he heard then be in its second week.
a commSton and « dull thud, then doors scale will be $1.75 top, except
be used for the
^ed poUce. NeweU denied that boxes, which will
be had quarreled with hb wife or first time by the Ringling outfit seats
there being $2.50. Unreserved tickets
tad struck her,
Mrs. ewell, who had appeared in are priced at $1 and all the rates will
At the Garden the
a Bamett Bros, elephant turn, then include tax.
tickets call for an ad>n a
not been a $3£0 and $3
act

^ch

balancing
performer of late.

I

'

,

had

ditional admissions tax.

NeweU admitted on cross-examinaRosello, the high trap specialist
Bon that his wife began action last who fell on the second night and
Mil for a divorce, allegtaig mental sustained fractures of both wrists
^Ity. He Insisted, however, that and one foot is out of the show for
ne came to York, the circus' winter a
longer period than expected.
juarters, from Florida to take her Aerialist was one of the show's top
Oack to Oiat state with him.
features.

SMITH RESIGNS AS

MOWAY BOSS

GM

.:

^e

cleared when
two
were at odds the third having
dropped out Motors people offered
the auditorium next month. Sbubert to pay both locals, if one would operis supposed to have a 10-week con- ate the show, but that was rejected.
tract with a clause enabling him to The actors were paid off however,
cancel before then if hot satisfied auto people deciding they were inwith biz.
nocent victims, also not caring to
risk unfavorable press reports. All
players were hired at a flat rate jot,
Aerlatlst Hurt In Si L.
$40 for the single preview, contracts
St Louis, April 25.
stipulating that there was to be no
Nina Otaris, of the Seven Flying
liability if the show was- not given.
Otaris, trapeze troupe, escaped seri'Highways' was written and reous injury last week while doing a
hearsed by Lem Ward.
double-over spin at the police circus in the Arena. She lost her grip
BEOFENS
mSPIS.
on her partner's wrist and fell to the
Indianapolis, April 25.
net then bounding to the ground.
Riverside AmuE. Park, which after
She was treated for contusions of
virtual
monopoly on
a
years
has
the back and lacerations of the left 36
amusement coin, reear, but returned to her stint the town's outdoor
opens April 29.
following night

to Hollywood when J. J. Shubert's
'Ziegfeld FoUles of 1039' takes over

PASS

Savoy Theafre, which will feature
Chick Webb's orch and Ella Fitzgerald opening day, will hold only
a 20-mlnute display of Harlemania at
25c admlsh. Following the opening,
Teddy Hill's orch will play the show.
There'll be
no customer-dancing
merely a display of north-of-125th
street
terping,
such as truckin',
Suzl-Q, peekin', etc. Moe Gale is the
.

operator.

Morris
ets)

(jest's

Miracle

Town

(midg-

will probably be complete for

the opening day.

S. F. Fair

Revue Planned

Los Angeles, April 25.
Harry Carroll and Dave Bennett
are lining up a vaude revue here for
the San Francisco Fair.

Show

is

slated to

open

May

20.
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Vwars, and rumors oi wars", but the French populace, crowded into the

proof theatre, the Palais de Chaillot, with

SUington and
left

us

all

his

musidans one

thoroughly convinced that

Ellington is. and w31 remain for many
years to come, the outstanding creativa
of modem musici When the band
went to town in truly unforgettable mannet, on a terrific jam routining of St, Louis

^ortist

Blues'—-all restraint was broken down
and the music was finally submerged in
a burst of applause and cheering which
knew no boundsl The Parisian swing
world was present in full force- and many
"had made the journey from London."
Arthur Wilcox—"MELODY MAKEB". London

—

of

the

its

stage

greatest

"Duke Ellington

more than 100
ovations

ever

the only true Jazz composerl His contribution to swing has been
.enormous
providing an incentive to
greater orchestral perfection, especially,
is

—

feet

imderground,

heard in c Paris concert

—

is
is

no mere band-leader and orrangerl H©
a composer of uncommon meritl";
—Constant W. lyombert
"SUNDAY BEFEBEE", London

—Nonnem W. L«e»—"MDSICM NEWS". London

a

is

only one Ellingtonl

He

halll

"Proboljly the first composer of reed character to come out of America
Ellington

through example of superb brass playingl"

'There

new bomb*
extended to

i

stands in

class alonel"

—Badio Luxembourg. Europe

FBESH FBOM NEW EUROPEAN TRIUMPHS BUKE ELLINGTON AND HIS
FAMOUS. ORCHESTRA RETURN TO AMERICA ON OH ABOUT MAY lOthl

\^^^f-wf.
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